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special PRE-PUBLICATION ANNOUNCEMENT

The United Nations announces the publication in

English of the complete PROCEEDINGS OF THE SECOND
UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE
PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY (Geneva. September
1st to 13th, 1958).

More than 2,200 papers (double the number presented at the
1955 Conference) covering all aspects of the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy will be presented at the Conference in which
approximately 70 countries will participate and discuss their
latest achievements, both experimental and practical. The main
subjects of the Conference are listed below :

Basic physics
Basic chemistry
Biology and medicine
Use of nuclear energy

for purposes other than
generation of electricity

Thermonuclear developments

Possibility of controlled fusion
Raw materials
Production of nuclear materials
Research and power reactors
Reactor technology
Production and uses of isotopes

Training in nuclear sciences

The English edition is expected to consist of 34 volumes
(approximately 500 pages each), which will become available
beginning December 1958 ; publication is expected to be
completed by June 1959.

A special pro-publication price of $ 435 (current equivalent Rs. 2071 *47)

for the complete set is now available, and orders will be accepted on this

basis until November 30, 1958. The regular price for the full set will
approximate $ 510 (current equivalent Rs. 2428-62).

Abridged editions in French and Spanish are planned for simultaneous
publication. They will consist mainly of the papers presented orally at the
Conference (approximately 500), the papers submitted in the language of the
edition, and a selection of other papers. These editions are expected to be in

15 volumes, and a pre-publication price is available (up to November 30,

1958) of $ 190 (current equivalent Rs. 904-78).

For further details consult

Messrs. Orient Lon^pans Ltd., 17, Chittaranjan Avenue, Calcutta;

Nicol Road, Bombay; Mount Road, Madras; Kanson House,
Ajtnere Gate Extension, New Delhi; 17/60, Sanyasiraju Street,

Vijayawada; or Me^rs. Oxford Book and Stationery Co., Scindia

House, New Delhi; or Messrs. P. Varadachary & Co., 8, Linghi

Chetty Street, Madras, who are the sales agents for publications

of the United Nations or

UNITED NATIONS. NEW YORK
Brochures giving further details available on request
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HIGH RESOLUTION RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY AND THE STRUCTURE
OF SIMPLE MOLECULES

B. P. STOICHEFF

Division of Pure Physics, National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa

^HE numerous investigations of the vibra-

tional Raman spectra of moleculKs have

made significant contributions to the develop-

ment of our present ideas of molecular struc-

tures. From the frequencies, relative intensi-

ties and depolarization factors of vibrational

Raman bands, valuable data on molecular sym-

metry, force constants and thermodynamic

quantities have been obtained for a vast num-
ber of simple molecules. Usually, these data

have been obtained from the Raman spectra of

liquids, photographed at low dispersion.

Additional and much more precise informa-

tion about the structure of molecules can be

obtained from the investig^ion of the rotational

Raman spectra of gases. When the rotational

fine structure is resolved, it can lead to the

evaluatio-n of moments of inertia and hence

internuclear distances and valence angles.

Immediately after the discovery of the Raman
effect in 1928, observations of the rotational

Raman spectra of diatomic and simple poly-

atomic molecules were reported by McLennan
and McLeod, Rasetti, Wood, Dickinson, Dillon

and Rasetti, Amaldi and Placzek, Lewis and
Houston, Bhagavantam, and Teal and Mc-
Wood. The results were of great significance

for the development of the theory of the new
effect as well as for a better understanding of

molecular physics. In addition, these early

experiments and the theory of Placzek and

Teller clearly outlined the advantages and

potentialities of rotational Raman spectroscopy

for the determination of molecular structures.

Nevertheless, until recently* this experimental

technique has not been used for structural

determinations to any great extent.#

Experimentally, the investigation of the

Raman spectra of gases has been a difficult

problem because of the low intensity of Raman
scattering. The difficulties are further increas-

ed if the Raman spectra are to be photographed

with sufficient resolution to separate the rota-

tional lines. On the one hand, low gas pres-

sures must be used to prevent excessive line;,

broadening, and this of course reduces the

amount of scattered light. On the other hand,

it is desirable to use spectrographs of high re-

solving power, up to 100,000 but unfortunately

these are usually of low light-gathering power.
Therefore a light source of very high intensity

must be used to excite the Raman spectra and
the scattered light must be collected and used
with the utmost efficiency.

Recent impiovements in apparatus have
helped to overcome these difficulties to some
degree so tliat Raman spectra cf certain gases

can now be photographed at high resolution

with reasonably short exposure times. The
major developments in apparatus include :

(a) a low presfure mercury arc operated at

20 to 30 amperes which emits sharp lines of

high intensity with negligible continuum
(Welsh, Crawford, Thomas and Lu\ei and
StoichefP).

(5) a system of concave mirrors of high re-

flectance in a long Raman tube which can
superimpose about 40 cones of scattered light

and therefore increase the efficiency of the

Raman tube by almost this factor (Welsh,

Gumming and Stansbury'O. This high increase

in efficiency over the conventional single-cone

Raman tube arises in the following way. When
the gas in the tube is irradiated, the molecules
scatter light in all directions. Ordinarily, only
a single cone of light enters the spectrograph,

but of course there ai'e an infinite number of

such cones of light within the tube, any one
of which would serve equally well. If some of

these cones could be superimposed somehow, an
enormous increase in observed light intensity

would result. The mirror system achieves this

to a limited extent and as already mentioned
a factor of about 40 has been gained in this

way.

An apparatus built, in this laboratory is

shown in Fig. 1. The multi-cone Raman tube

is illuminated along a length of one metre by
four mercury lAmps and is completely enclosed

in a reflector coated with magnesium oxide. A
detailed description of this apparatus is given

in reference 2.

With this apparatus it has been possible to

photograph the pure rotation spectra and the

rotation vibration spectra of several gases, with

a 21 ft. grating spectrograph. The spectra are

excited by the Hg4358 line. At this wave-
length, the reciprocal linea*i dispersion in the

*
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second order of the grating is 6*7cm. Vmin.
Gas pressures of 15 cm. to 35 cm. Hg are ordi-

narily used and exposure times vary from 1

to 20 hours. The slit width used is 0*2 cm.-^,

equal to the width of the exciting line, and
the closest spacing of rotational lines to be re-

solved to date is 0-37 cm.-^ The rotation vibra-

tion spectra are considerably fainter than the

pure rotation spectra and therefore longer ex-

posure times and higher gas pressures are

necessary. The exposure times can be reduced
by a factor of about 15. by placing a cylindri-

higher light-gathering power than the 21 ft.

grating. With this apparatus, Professor Welsh
and his co-workers have obtained some ex-
tremely interesting and valuable results on
molecular structures. They have shown that

high resolution studies of the rotational struc-

ture in vibrational Raman bands are now prac-

tical, and have recently carried out such in-

vestigations with a Raman tube 20 ft. long.

Precise information about the geometrical

structure of diatomic and simple polyatomic

molecules can also be obtained by a study of

Fig. 1. An apparatus for high resolution Raman spectroscopy of gases. The rear mirrois are shown in the
foreground. Electrical leads, \\ater-cooling connections and part of the reflector housing have been removed.

cal lens in the spectrograph in front of the
photographic plate.

A similar apparatus built at the University
of Toronto't has been used primarily for the in-

vestigation of rotation vibration spectra. The
Raman tube is illuminated along 150 cm., gas

pressures up to four atmospheres are sometimes
used, together with a prism spectrograph of

the rotational structure observed in their micro-
wave, infrared and electronic spectra. While
much valuable information has been obtained
from these spectra there are inherent and ex-
perimental limitations in such investigationf

some of 'v^hich can be overcome by a study ol

the rotational structure in Raman spectra.

These limitations have to some extent dictated
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the problems which have been investigated by
Raman spectroscopy. It may be worthwhile to

discuss briefly some of these limitations, and
to show how they may be overcome by inves-

tigations of Raman spectra.

All molecules with the exception of those

with cubic symmetry have a pure rotational

Raman spectrum. In contrast, only polar mole-
cules exhibit rotation spectra in the microwave
and far-infrared regions. As is well known,
the same information about the ground state

can be obtained from rotation-vibrational

infrared spectra, but the vibration bands may
be perturbed or overlapped by neighbouring
bands and sometimes the rotational numbering
cannot be ascertained. The pure rotation spec-

tra are unperturbed, simple in appearance and
usually easy to analyse. In the Raman effect,

the exciting line defines the centre of the rota-

tion spectrum and the rotational numbering
can be determined unambiguously. Also, a

check on the measuremewts is provided by a

comparison of the Stokes and anti-Stokes lines.

For molecules with elements of symmetry
the vibrational Raman spectra are complemen-
tary to the vibrational infrared spectra. The
rotation-vibration spectra allow one to deter-

mine the effect of vibration on the rotational

constants. Therefore the Raman and infrared

vibration spectra must be investigated at high

resolution if one is to eliminate the effect ol

zero point vibration and to determine the

equilibrium structure. In addition, the rota-

tional structure of certain vibrational bands is

different in the Raman and infrared spectra.

More rotational branches can appear in the

Raman band and therefore valuable informa-
tion can be obtained, which is not available

from the infrared spectrum alone. These and
other advantages will be illustrated by exam-
ples below.

For diatomic and linear* polyatomic mole-
cules the rotational energy levels of the ground
state ai'e given by the formula

^

-F„(J) - B„J(J + 1 )-D„J^(J 1 ir-i .... (1)

where is the rotational energy in ergs,

F^(J) is the rotational term value in cm.-^

and Bo=:h/(8 7r2cIfj).

Here is 1;]ie rotational constant for .the low-

est vibrational level and is inversely propor-

tional to -the moment of inertia, I^, for thife

level. J is the rotational quantum number
which represents the total angular inomentum
of the molecule in units h/2 ^r. The Constant Dq
represents the influence of centrifugal distor-

tion and is very small compared to B(>. For a

vibrating molecule B(, is replaced by B,, where

B, -B, ~2'ai (V, H-J)
<

Here B
^

is the rotational constant for the equi-
librium position and the are small constants

which determine the dependence of B on the
different vibrations.

The occurrence of a pure rotational Raman
spectrum for linear molecules (non-polar as

well as polar), is due to the fact that the polar-
izability in a fixed direction changes ^during a

rotation of the molecule about an axis perpen-
dicular to its internuclear axis The selection

rules for Raman transitions are A J = 0, 2. The
rule A J ™ 0 gives the unshifted Rayleigh line

which defines the centre of the rotation spec-
trum and A J — 2 gives the Stokes and anti-

Stokes rotational lines known as S branches.
The displacements of the rotational lines (in

units cm. i) from the Rayleigh line are given
by the equation

1

y-8D„ (j + iy (2)

Thereiore wc obtain a series of very nearly
equidistant lines on cither side of the Rayleigh
line with the spacing of successive lines be-
ing 4 By. The J numbering of the lines is un-
ambiguously obtained from the quotient of the
displacement of a given line and the spac-
ing 4 By. Precise values of the constants in
equation (2) are then obtained graphically, by
plotting

i
A ^* |/ ( J + 3/2) against (J -f 3/2)^^.

The intercept gives 4 By and the slope 8 Dq.

In Fig. 2, some examples of pure rotational
Raman spectra are shown, photographed with
the N.R.C. 21 ft. grating. It can be seen that
the lines are sharp and well-tresolved and
therefore accurate measurements can be made.
Almost as many anti-Stokes lines are observed
as Stokes lines, contrary to vibrational Raman
spectra where Visually only Stokes lines are
obseiwed. This is readily explained by the
large number of molecules which* are ther-
mally excited into the various rotational levels
at room temperature whereas only the lowest
vibrational levels (< 500cm.-i) are populated
to any appreciable extent.

Values of rotational constants Bq, moments
of inertia Iq, and internuclear distances 1

*

0 ,
,ob-

tained for various molecules by Raman spec-
troscopy are collected in Table I.

The most accurate values of the constants
for the ground states of H2 and N2 are obtained
from their Raman spectra. * Indeed it is only a
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few months ago that the electronic spectrum
of No in the vacuum ultraviolet has been photo-

graphed with sufficient resolution to determine
the molecular constants with an accuracy

approaching that of the Raman-efTect values.

The difficulty has been one of limited resolu-

tion and a lack of reliable wavelength stand-

ards in the vacuum ultraviolet region ; m con-

& Structure of Simple Molecules

trast the Raman spectra are photographed in a

very favourable wavelength region. The Raman
spectra of H2 , HD and D2

® have provided
precise values of and as well as of the

smaller yet significant constants Dq and Uq
[the coefficient of the term J**(J + !)•* in equa-
tion (l)j. In addition, the Raman results for

the u ~ 0 and 1 levels of Hg and HD were com-

(0 )

(b)

ANTI-STOKES EXCITING LINE STOKES

grating GHOSTS

Ng

esg

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

lO cm
lO 20 30 40 50

10 cm-*

h "" i

Cg N2

CeHe

Fig. 2 , Pure rotationnl Kaman Fpertra photographel with a 21 ft, (<7} spectrum of (^.r) spectra

of the linear molecules carbon disulp.iide an J cyanog.-n, (</,/) spectra of the symmetriotop molecules, benzene and

allene, (/, spectra (Stokes 1>rar»ches) of the slightly asymmetrlo-top molecules buutrlene and ethylene.
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Table I

Rotational constants, moments of inertia, and internuclear distances of molecules obtained

from rotational Raman spectra

Molecule Bo (cm lo (10’^^ g. cm.-) (10-® cm.)

Hydrogen II2 69-3.392 0-47168 0-75105
HD 44 -r)r>78 0«02()C0 0-74973
n2 29-9105 0-93576 0-74820

Fluorine F, 0-8828 31-705 1-418
Nitre gen N. 1-98973 14-067 1-IOOOfi
Carbon Disulphide CSo O-lOOlO 2.56 -.54 I.55I5
Acetylene C2H2 1-17()92 23-782 .(C-=C) E= 1-207
f'yan» gen C.No o-ir>7.>.> 177-69 r (C-CJ 1-380
Ethylene C 2 H 4 1-0083 27.7.53 r (C - Cl 1-344

Allene

C3 H 4
C3H2D2

0 296.53

0 -26190
94* 389

)

100-88- >
. (C = C) 1-309

C3D4 0-232.JO 120-487 )

r (C-ll) l-07i:.01

Diacetylene Ol468o 190 -r4
} r(C-C) =s 1-376

C 4 D2 0-12767 219-40
j r (C-U> = 1-043

Butalriene C4H4 0-13I4i 210-13 r lC=C) 1-281
liimeihylaretylene C4ilo 01122 249.43
Butacliene-l, 3 (trans) C 4H 0 .

0-1413 198-15
C4D6 0-1 r-5 242.r3

Butene*2 (trans) C4Ha 0-1200 232-08

Benzene Cg ll«

CollgDa
O-I 8PO0
0-1716.,

147-.59 )

163-00 >
> (C-C) 1*397

0 -ir 68 i 178-45 j
r (C-H) 1-084

.f-Triazine CsNaHa 0 - 2Mtio 130-42
1

. (C-N) 1-338C3N3B3 0 -19358 144-59
j

bined with Herzberg's data for higher vibra-

tional levbls in order to determine a set of

equilibrium constants for the ground electronic

states of these molecules. It was possible to

apply various small corrections for the coupling

of electronic and nuclear motions and hence

to check the isotopic rules and to determine

precisely the interproton distance in the hydro-

gen molecule.

The rotational Raman spectrum of F./* is

of importance since the only known electronic

spectrum involving the gfround state is con-

tinuous and gives no information on the vibra-

tional and rotational constants. Although the

Raman spectrum was photographed at low dis-

persion, a faii'ly reliable value of the inter-

nuclear distance was oblained. In addition the

3 : 1 intensity alternation for odd : even J

showed that the nuclei obey Fermi statis-

tics and contirmed their spin of 1/2.

The rotation spectra of CS2, CoH„, CoN^ and

C4H2 have led to values of rotational constants

and internuclear distances, which are as pre-

cise or better than those obtained from infra-

1

red or electronic spectra. In the spectrum of

CS2 (Fig, 2 b) only lines of even J appear since

the spin of the 8^2 nuclei is zero. Similarly

the alternations of intensify observed in the

other spectra arc in agreement with the linear
symmetric structures of these molecules and
with the known spin values and statistics of
the nuclei.

For symmetric top molecules the rotational
energy levels of a given vibrational level follow
the formula

F.(J,K) B,J(J M) f (A„-B„)K*
where A^, and B,, apart from a constant, are
the reciprocals of the moments of inertia

about the top axis and I,^ about an axis per-
pendicular to the top axis. (Centrifugal dis-

tortion terms have been omitted,) The quan-
tum number J represents the to>tal angular
momentum and R represents the component of

J along the figure axis! The Raman^ selection

rules for rotational transitions are *A K = 0 :

A J = 1, 2. It, is readily seen that the lines

of the S branch (AJ~2, AK—O) are given
by the same formula as for linear molecules,
and lines of the R branch (A J = 1, AK = 0)

have half the spacing of the S lines and there-

fore extend only half as far from the exciting

line. The rule A K = 0 gives rise to a simple
appearance of the spectrum although the spec-

trum really consists of a superposition of seve-

ral branches, one for each K value. (The
exactness of coincideneje of*the lines depends
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on the smallness of the centi'ifugal distortion

terms.) Also, the rule A K in: 0 accounts for

the fact that the displacements of the rota-

tional lines are only dependent on the con-

stant and not on that is only one moment
of inertia can be determined from the spectrum.

One of the most interesting .symmetric-top

rotation spectra which has been studied :s that

of benzene shown in Fig. 2 d. A series of well-

resolved lines is observed on each side of the

exciting line
;

these are the S branches with

a line spacing of 0*75 cm. Close to the excit-

ing line there is a dense contii'iuum partly due

to overexposure of the exciting line and to

grating ghosts, but mainly due to the R branch

lines which are not resolved. The spectra of

CyHg and were photographed and analys-

ed, and as a check the spectrum of symmetric

C^JH3D3 was investigated (see Table I). A
measurement of these spectra together with the

assumption that benzene is planar and hexago-

nal gave the internuclear distances r^^CC-C) ~-

l-397 i: 0-001 A and ro(C-H) ^ 1 *084 ± 0-005 A.

At the time of the first announcement of

these results, Cox and Smith'' using modern
X-ray methods obtained a value of 1-378 ±
0*003 A for the C-C distance in crystalline

benzene at — S'" C. Their value differed by

0

-

02 A from the Raman-eHect value for the free

molecule and I'epresented a significant discre-

pancy. This led to a re-examination of the

X-ray data and to the subsequent discovery

that the thermal oscillations in the plane of

the molecule are markedly anisotropic. Angu-

lar oscillations of the whole molecule, about its

six-fold axis, with r.m.s. amplitudes iis large

as 8 '’ were found. As a consequence of such

motions the maxima of the time-averaged elec-

tron distributions for the carbon atoms appear

to be closer to the centre of rotation and hence

result in a shorter C-C distance. This correc-

tion amounts to about 0-015 A for the C-C dis-

tance which brings the X-ray value to

1

-

392A,<^ very close to the spectroscopic value.

Another molecule for which the effects of

such angular motions have led to a discrepancy

of 0-02 A between the Raman-effect and X-ray

values of internuclear distances’ ^ is .symmetri-

cal triazine (C^H.^Ng). Corrections of this

magnitude may well be significant in other

accurate sttructure determinations.

A recent investigation of infrared bands of

allene (H2C = Cr=CH2 ) led to a value of

1*30 A for the length of the C=:C bond, which

is significantly shorter than the C = C bond

in ethylene (1*344A). Since this result is of

considerable importance *for valence theory an

investigation of the rotational Raman spectrum
was undertaken and spectra of C3H4 (Fig. 2e)
CjHD

,
and CjHoD^ were photographed. ’ 1 Slightly

dillorent values of the constants were obtained.

Complications in the infrared spectra did not
permit clear resolution of the lines and resulted

in incorrect rotational numbering. However,
the result that the C =:= C bond length in allcne

is shorter than that in ethylene v^as confirmed,
the length of the allene bond being 1*309 ±;

0*001 A. The Raman data are also consistent

with the values r(C-H) 1-07 it 0*01 A and
Z HCH=:m± r.

One of the most closely-spaced rotation spec-

tra so far resolved by the Raman method is

that of dimethylacetylene (H.jC-C ^ C-CH.,)

.

The line spacing is 0-45 cm. ’ and leads to the

value of the large moment of inertia given in

Table 1.’- This single result is of course in-

adequate for finding the dimensions of this

molecule, but when the dimensions of the re-

lated molecule metltylacetylene (H.^C-C CH)
are taken over, r(C-C) 1-460 A r(C -- C)
1*207 A and r(C-H) 1-097 A, it can be shown
that the calculated moment of inertia is smal-
ler than the experimental value. This would
suggest that at least one of the bond lengths

is slightly larger than the value found in

mcthylacetyleno.

The rotation spectra of severed slightly

asymmetric lop molecules have been investi-

gated including trans 2-butene, 1,3-butadiene,

butalriene and ethylene. In appearance, all

these spectra (except that of ethylene) re-

semble those of symmetric tops and indeed this

is to be expected since K remains a good quan-
tum number and the selection rules for sym-
metric tops (aK~ 0 : AJ=1, 2 ) still hold

approximately. Therefore the analyses of

these spectra can be carried out according to

equation ( 2 ), but instead of the rotational con-
stant one obtaihs V2 (B^j -4- C^j) . Again, as for

symmetric tops, only the one consliant is ob-

tained and# the lack of other data prevents the

determination of the geometrical structures.

The present results for trans 2-butene

(H^C-CH=: CH-CH.^) are consistent with the

following dimensions : r(C = C) = 1*344 A
r(C-C) 1*500 A and Z (C =r C-C) = 126". The
observation of a resolved rotation spectrum for

1,3-butadiene (H.C = CH - CH »= CHo) shows
^that the trans form is the more stable

configuration at room temperature : the

cis form would give unresolved rotational

bands. The resultjs obtained for the normal as

well as fully deuterated molecules are in agree-

ment with the dimensions r(C = C) =
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1-344 A r(C-C) = l-465A and Z (C = C-C) =
123°.

Butatriene (H^C = C = C = CH^) is of inter-

cst because the central C = C bond has a dif-

ferent environment to the C == C bonds in ethy-

lene or allene. On the basis of the Raman data^*'

and assumed dimensions for the C rr CHo and
groups (same dimensions as in allene) a length

of 1 • 284 A was obtained for the central C — C
bond of butatriene. This value is in good
agreement with the length found by electron

dilTraction in carbon suboxide (O = C C ~
C — O) where the C == C bonds are similarly

adjacent to double bonds, but an independent
determination of the central C — C bond in

butatriene is desirable.

Only for ethylene does the appearance of the

spectrum deviate markedly from the simple

rotational structure observed for symmetric

top molecules. The ethylene molecule (HoC :i-

ChL) is favourable in this respect since it js

relatively light and the main series of lines

(R and S branches) therefore have a larger

s-pacing than in the spectra discussed earlier.

In addition to the R and S lines (AK=rO:
A J — 1, 2 ) which can be interpreted on the

symmetric top approximation, a scries of lines

with smaller spacings than the S lines was ob-

served (Romanko, Feldman, Stansbury and
McKellari*). It was possible to explain this

additional series on the basis of the asymmctric-

top theory and to determine a value for the

rotational constant = 0*8289 cm. K As be-

fore, the R and S branches were used to evalu-

ate ¥2 -i- C()). While an improvement in

these values may be posisible from the spectrum

recently photographed with the 2

1

ft. grating

showing much finer detail (Fig. 2f/), it should

be noted that the earlier Raman investigation^ ^

was the first time that evidence of deviation

from the symmetric top structure of 3thylene

has been obtained from its .spectrum, and the

results have stimulated a re-examination of the

infrared spectrum of ethylene at high .resolu-

tion.
*

The values of carbon-carbon distances ob-

tained from rotational Raman spectra confirm

and extend the data obtained by microwave and

infrared spectra, and by recent accurate X-ray

and electron diffraction investigations of similar

molecules. Fropa a compilation of accuriite data

it has been found that the lengths of carbon

-

carbon single bonds are dependent on the type*

of adjacent bonds. A similar dependence is

also proposed for carbon-carbon double bonds

although not as many accurate data are avail-

able as for the single bonds. A summary of

bond lengths (in A) is given here

:

No c/'

1-544

/ \
1-344

/ \ /
1-500 1-309

/ C-
•

l-46tf 1-284

V c- lien/cue ring

1*425 1*397

1*380 1*207

Tiic above values seem to be suri^risingly in-

dependent (within ± 0*005 A) of whether C,

il, N, O or S atoms are adjacent to the car-

bons, and can therefore be used with some
as'^urance in preuicling the structure of mole-
cules wiili ilie.se atoms, in the gas phase.

In spite of the difficulties already mentioned
in piiotographing rotation-vibrational Raman
bands at high re.''OJuiion the spectra of

CzHo,'" co„
and have been investigated. Con-

siderable detail has been observed in each spec-

trum including extensive rotational structure

for many of the bands. In a general way, each
investigation has yielded new and worthwhile
results, in some instances even when no rota-

tional structure was observed.

Although no rotational structure was resolv-

ed in the spectrum of cyclopropane, the
intensity contours of the bands were of great

value in making vibrational assignments. In
fact the intensity contours of Raman bands of

gases are probably better criteria for such
assignments than the frequently used depolar-

ization factor.^. Another example is the spec-

trum of carbon* disulphide CS^ where the sharp

Q branches of the Fermi diad *'

3 ,
2 I'o were ob-

served as well as those of nine “hoF^ bands.

These data have led to an evaluation of the

effects of Fermi resonance and to the deterijii-

nation of a set of vibrational and anharmonic
constants for CSo.

For those bands where rotational structure

was observed, the vibrational assignments were
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unambiguous and the analyses gave band ori-

gins and rotational constants. For some bands,

particularly in methane and ethane, the analyses

also gave values of the Coriolis coupling con-

stants.

'The investigation of the ethane spectrum, by
Romanko, Feldman and Welsh appears to have

solved the long outstanding problem of the

equilibrium configuration of ethane. The prob-

lem is to determine whether ethane has the

eclipsed configuration (point group D..,^ ) or the

staggered configuration (point group D-i,;). An
unequivocal decision can be made if the rota-

tional structure in the Raman spectrum of any

one of the doubly degenerate bands or

t'y, is resolved : For the eclipsed model the

selection rules for the quantum number K are

AK:=:±1, while for the staggered model

A K =3 ± 1, ±2. The band not been

observed, and has complications due to

Coriolis interactions. However, the band
consists of a series of widely spaced lines which
are definitely shown to be due to transitions

A K = ± 2 and this result establishes the stag-

gered configuration (D..,^) for ethane.

The and Raman and infrared bands of

methane are seriously complicated by Coriolis

interactions. The Raman spectra have yielded

considerably more detail than the infrared

spectra and .some success in analysing them
has been achieved. Values of band origins and

rotational constants have been obtained but of

more importance is the fact that the Raman
results have to some extent helped in the analy-

sis and understanding of some of the complex

features in the infrared spectra. In the triply

degenerate vibrational level, Coriolis coup-

ling splits each rotational level into three. The
Raman selection rules are AJ=0, ±1, ±2
for transitions to each of the three rotational

levels and therefore 15 branches are predicted,

and all have been observed. The infrared selec-

tion rules are AJ = 0, ±1, but the transitions

are restricted so that only thrqe branches with-

out a common upper level are predicted. These
three branches have been observed many times

but always accompanied by a series of weak
lines which have not been expla^ined. When the

frequencies of these extra lines were compared
with the Raman frequencies many coincidences

were found. There seems to be no doubt that

thj lines belong to the band and that the

restricted infrared selection rules are not valid.

Similarly, the Raman spectrum of the doubly

degenerate vibration2» shows that Coriolis

interaction with the nearby level splits the

rotational levels of i*^to two sets. Transitions

with A J = 0, ± 1 terminate in one set and tran-

sitions with A J = ± 2 terminate in the other.

From this analysis it was found that the doublet

pattern of the infrared spectrum arises from
transitions A J = 0, ±1 to each set of upper
levels. Detailed theoretical explanations of

these features in the *'3 bands of methane
have not yet been given.

These investigations have shown that valu-
able information of molecular structures can be
obtained from the Raman spectra of gases

photographed at high resolution. One may con-

fidently expect that further work in this field

will lead to other important results and to a

more complete understanding of molecular spec-

tra and molecular structures.
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AT the invitation of Sri Venkateswara Uni-

versity, the Indian Academy of Sciences

met at Tirupati on the 28th, the 29th ar\d* the

3Uth of December 1957, under the President-
ship of Professor Sir C. V. Raman, F.R.S., N.L.

Two symposia were held, one on “Geophysics”
and the other on “Rice”. The former is of spe-

cial topical interest and the latter a vital sub-
ject in view of the existing food situation in

India.

In his Presidential Address, Professor C. V.

Raman outlined a new approach to the inter-

pretation of the chemical behaviour of carbon.

The quadrivalency of carbon and the equivalence

of its four valences compel us to recognize

that the quartet of valence electrons assumes
a configuration exhibiting tetrahedral sym-
metry. The four axes of the tetrahedron have

to be identified with the axes of the orbital

angular momentum of each of the four elec-

trons. The four orbits have to be similar and
hence have to be described in the same sense.

We have, therefore, two possible distinct states

of the carbon atom, from which again, the

existence of two distinct types of diamond
exhibiting respectively tetrahedral and octa-

hedral symmetry of structure follows as a

natural consequence.

The Symposium on Geophysics was opened

by Dr. S. Bhagavantam who spoke on the

earth’s crust. He indicated how the measuie-

ments of sound wave velocities reveal the

structure of the interior of the earth. He fur-

ther discussed the behaviour of rocks at high

pressures as existing in the interior of the earth

and suggested a plausible mechanism of earth-

quakes and rock-bursts wherein an enormous

amount of deformation energy is released when
a shearing stress acts on highly compressed

rocks and how this can be understood from the

third-order elasticity theory.

Dr. G. N. Ramachandran spoke on the theory

of gravitation. He indicated in his talk how,

by starting from the special theory* of relativity

as a basis and introducing a term in the equa-

tions of motion of a particle dependent on its

velocity transverse to the direction of the field,

it is possible to derive with certain modifica-

tions, the principal consequences of Einstein’s

gravitation theory, viz., the precession of the

orbit of the •planet Mercury, the deflection of

light in a gravitational field and the red shift

of the spectral frequencies.

Dr. K. R. Ramanathan, President of the Xlth
General Assembly of the International Union of

Geodesy and Geophysics for the Toronto Meet-
ing, in his speech covered a wide field of acti-

vity. He referred to several important aspects

of the physics of the earth. He discussed seis-

mology, earth’s magnetism and radioactivity

with reference to heat flow from the earth and
the earth’s atmosphere. Under the upper air

phenomena he dealt at length with aurorae,

ionosphere and ionospheric disturbances and
whistlers. ,

•

Dr. Vikram Sarabhai spoke on the solar and
terrestrial relationships confining himself
mainly to the dependence of cosmic ray in-

tensity on the solar activity.

Dr. Rode spoke on the “Evolution of South-
ern Oceans”.

Professor B. S. Madhava Rao gave a survey
of the important applications of the Lorentz
group in physical problems, especially in the
field of elementary particles. He dealt at length
with the r('cent work of Lee and Yang on the
non-ccn'XTvation of parity laws in the so-called

weak interactions and its impact on several of

the conservation laws of physics.

Dr. M. V. Govindaswamy spoke on “Researen
in Mental Disorders in India”.

The Symposium on Rice was opened by
Dr. K. Ramiah who outlined the problems and
means of increasing production of rice, the chief

methods available to increase acre yield being
(i) improvement of water facilities, (ii) im-
provement of varieties by breeding, (iii) im-
provement of the natural fertility of the soil,

(h?) improvement of cultivation practices, and
(v) previ’ntion of losses due to pests and dis-

eases. He Vv'as followed by a number of other

speakers who dealt at length with the differ-

ent aspects of improvement of rice varieties by
breeding with special reference to crosses, soil

fertility and .^ofl improvement by application of

manures and fortilisefs and methods of elimi-

nating paddy pests by careful use* of insecti-

cides and fupgicides, etc., etc.

Other papers of physical and chemical in-

terest were read and discussed. Two popular

lectures were delivered, one on “The Nature

of Cells”, by Dr. B. R. Seshachar and another

on ‘‘The Raman Effect”, by Dr. S. Bhagavan-
tam.
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pvURlNG recent years, the volume o£ pub-^ lished Soviet work in physics has increased

considerably. The established journals have
tended to become larger, and several

new journals have appeared. An appre-
ciable fraction of this output has been
devoted to various aspects of crystal physics,

and this article summarizes some of the work.

X-ray and electron difTraction investigations are

excluded* as is also much of, the work on
barium titanate and allied piezoceramics : a

review of early investigations on the latter

subject was given by Hausner,* and more i*eccnt

work has been dealt with by Smolensk! who
has correlated the Russian results with those

of workers in other countries.

The majority of references given at the end
are to work published after 1052-53 ; a review
of earlier Soviet work on crystallography, in-

cluding crystal physics, has been given by
Mackay.'"*

Electical and Magnetic Properties

Zheludev^ has dealt with the fundamentals of

the dielectric properties of crystals, including

their representation by ellipsoids, together with

the associated radius normal property. Electric

strength has also been considered"* experimen-

tally in relation to crystallographic orienta-

tion, and theoretically in relation to mechanical

and thermal stability and the lattice energy.

Experimental results have also been given for

the temperature dependence of dielectric con-

stant in NaCh^ ; for dielectric losses in alkali

halides as affected by frequency and tempera-
ture,^ and for the dependence of electrical con-

ductivity in quartz on temperature and on the

electric and magnetic fields.^ Work on magnet-
ism has included the theory of magnetic sym-
metry*^; magnetostriction in nickeP^^; and the

anisotropy of magnetic properties in zinc single

crystals.^ ^ •'

Piezoelectric and Fer^oelecttc Phenomena

In 1955, a conference on piezoelectricity was
held in Moscow, and the papers presented,

numbering 15 altogether, were published early

in 1956.^^ The papers dealt with : barium tita-

nate and other piezoceramics
;
new piezoelec-

tric crystals
;

piezoelectric properties of wood
and* cellulose materials ;

physical properties

and domain structure of Rochelle salt, includ-

ing the effect of impurities and exposure to

* Princes Risborough,*Buck^ England.

gamma radiation ; the theory of piezoelectric

resonators and the use of defective crystals for

the production of oscillator plates.i^ Methods
have been investigated^^ for growing crystals

of ethylene diamine tartrate, lithium sulphate
and potassium tartrate

; and instruments de-
scribed^-'* utilising piezoelectric crystals for

mea.siiring the pressure of explosions in gaseous
mixtures and the stresses in intermittently

acting mechanisms. In addition to the work
on wood mentioned above, studies have been
made of the piezoelectric effect in rocks.i*^

Electrets in cavnauba wax, and photoelectrets

in sulphur single crystal have also been in-

vestigated.^”

The properties of Rochelle salt and other

ferroelectric materials have received much
attention. In strong 50 c/s. fields it appears^

^

that ferroelectric properties in Rochelle salt

persist above 24" C., normally taken as the
upper Curie point. The index o[ refraction

shows no discontinuity at the upper Curie
point,^-» and on exposure to gamma rays from
Co 60, the ferroelectric behaviour becomes less

marked and ultimately disappcai's.-<‘ The effect

of impurities on dielectric constant, piezoelec-

tric modulus, crystal habit and domain struc-

ture have been studied.- 1 Zheludev and Shuva-
lov-- list the crystal .symmetries of possible

ferroelectric phases corresponding with a given
.'‘ymmetry and direction in the initial phase.

The domain structure of Rochelle salt has been
examined optically, and by a technique involv-
ing micro-cinematography.- * The latter tech-
nique has also been used to follow phase tran-

sitions and domain structure in barium tita-

nute-’"* and the behaviour of spiral centres and
dislocations during crystal growth.-**

Elastic and Allied Properties

Values of the elastic constants of a - and
//-quartz^ NaCl, AgCl and ammonium dihydro-
gen phosphlite (ADP) have been published,
and, except for ADP, the variation with tem-
perature is also given.-7 Three different tech-
niques were involved : a composite oscillator

was used for NaCl and AgCl ; the Schaefer-
Bergmann method for a- and /I-quartz

; and
for ADP, the method involved comparing the
transmission velocity through the ‘material with
tjiat through a known liquid.

Zubov and Firsova-'^ have reported measure-
ments on quartz at 20° C., obtained by the
Schaefer-Bergmann method. They observed
some inconsistencies in the results which they
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interpret as supporting the theory of Laval and
Raman-Viswanalhan, according to which the

number of independent elastic constants need-

ed to specify the behaviour of a completely

asymmetric material is 45, instead of the 21

required according to the classical theory of

Voigt
; in quartz, the corresponding numbers

are 10 and 6.

Aleksandrov-’* has dealt theoretically and
experimentally with the analogy between the

propagation of ultrasonic waves and light in

crystals ; various aspects of this analogy had
previously been brought out by other work-
ers. For an arbitrary direction of wave pro-

pagation in an anisotropic material, there are

three independent waves, the displacement
directions in each being mutually peri^endi-

cular. In general, these directions are neither

coincident with, nor perpendicular to the direc-

tion of propagation, and the vibrations are

therefore q?tasi-longiludinal or quasi-trans-

verse. In certain special directions, however,
the waves are purely longitudinal and purely

transverse, and. following Borgnis, Aleksandrov
has worked out the special directions for a

material of orthorhombic symmetry, and from
these results has deduced the special directions

in tetragonal, hexagonal, and cubic materials.

Aleksandrov has demonstrated experimen-
tally the existence of polarisation effects with

ultrasonic waves, and has discussed the pos-

sibility of double refraction and internal coni-

cal refraction. All these effects have, in fad,

been observed previously, but another effect

mentioned by Aleksandrov, the possibility of

using a quarter wave plate of quartz to pro-

duce circularly polarised vibrations, has not.

Some of the recent work has dealt theoreti-

cally with thermal stresses in anisotropic bodies

belonging to different crystal classes, and

with the fundamentals of the strength of aniso-

tropic materia Is. The formation and struc-

ture of “kink-bands”, and. their relationship to

crystal orientation and state of stress in ionic

crystals have been investigated*^-; the applica-

tion of photoelastic methods to *the study of

stress distribution in anisotropic systems has

also been suggested.**-

Thermal Properties

Values of the thermal expansion coefficients

as measured by X-ray methods have been re-

reported-***; tbeoretical analyses have been made
of problems in thermal expansion and conduc-

tion-'*'"; and relationships between the expansibn

and conduction coefficients have been examin-
ed.'^® Shubnikov'*’^ has discussed some funda-

mental points connected with the thermal ex-

pansion of crystals ;
he has emphasised the im-

portance of the thermal shear deformation which
occurs in many crystal classes and has illus-

trated diagrammatically the thermal deforma-
tion surfaces corresponding with different re-

lative values of the principal thermal expan-
sion coefficients of single crystals.
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LIGHTNING SHOCK
A DIRECT HIT by a lightning flash or a high-

voltage elci’tric currcnl is almost invari-

ably fatal. Mas.sivc' holes and tears are found
in the body, especially in the brain and blood

vessels. But must people apparently struck by

lightning seem to suffer no more than freakish

damage to parts of their clothes and body. This

is because the current tends to take the path-

way of lowest resistance
;

it leaps from one

low resistance conductor to another, so that

down this pathway all the energy is dissipated,

leaving organs a few centimetres away un-
harmed. The mam resistance offered by the

body is in the dry skin, and that is why house-

hold electric currents are so much more dan-

gerous to the wet body. Surprisingly, the

pathways followed by such curre/its as do tra-

verse the body are not yet finally .settled. It

is thought that the energy goes mainly along

blood vessels or nerves ami it is considered

that the whole body is a low resistance, struc-

tureless gel, so that there is a steady potential

drop along the .shortest line between the points

of entry and exit of the current, with uniform

poter^tial fields around. When the current

passes from one hand to the other it traverses

the lower cervical spinal cord, which may ex-

plain why the results of this accident often took

like ' transverse myelitis or even disseminated

sclerosis. Whatever the pathways taken, it is

the nervous system that always seems to bear
the brunt of the current, though experimen-
tally largo currents can make the heart stop
or librillate. A concTtion of profound “.shock”
with apparent suppression of all nervous acti-

vity may last one or two hours after a heavy
electrical shock, yet the persons still recover
without apparent sequelae.

The changes seen in the body after an elec-

tric shock depend in the first place and most
irnporlantly on the physical characteristics of

the current applied, especially on voltage. Of
secondary importance is the pathway of the
current—its points of entry and exit—and how
great a potential gradient is produced inside
the body once the high resistance of the skin
has been broken down. The brain seems to be
the most sensitive organ, but its functions are
more often temporarily suspended than des-
troyed or permanently modified. For this rea-
son it has always been recommended that pro-
longed artificial respiration be given to those
apparently dead from electric shock or light-

ning. However, a careful physical examination
is also necessary, since other potentially fatal

lesions such as skull fractures may result from
the patient being hurled on to the ground or
on to other hard objects by the force of the
current. (B.M.J., Nov. 16, 1957.)
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ELEVENTH GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF INTERNATIONAL UNION OF
GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS

rilHE Eleventh General Assembly of the

International Union of Geodesy and* Geo-

physics which was held in Toronto, Canada, dur-

ing September 3-14, 1957, is of particular inter-

est to India as, for the first time in the history

of the Union, it had elected to its President-

ship a distinguished scientist of India—Profes-

sor K. R. Ramanathan, Director of the Physi-

cal Research Laboratories, Ahmedabad. Be-

sides, the Toronto Assembly was held during

the International Geophysical Year in which

several Indian organizations are participating.

The Assembly, in which about 1,500 dele-

gates from 50 countries participated, was for-

mally inaugurated on September 3rd, by

Mr. John Dicfcnbaker, Prime Minister of

Canada. Professor Ramanathan, in his Presi-

dential Address, reviewed the progress of the

Union during 1954-57, and summarized recent

trends in geophysical restarch in the fields of

Geomagnetism, Atmospheric Physics. Cosmic

Rays and Solar Activity.

The Constituent Associations of the Union

held their sessions during September 4-13. The

A.ssociation of Seismology and the Physics of

the Interior of the Earth, under the Chairman-

ship of Prof. K. E. Bullen, organized discus-

sions and symposia in the following subjects :

Earthquake Magnitude and Energy, Crustal

Structure of Continents and Ocean Basins,

Travel Times and Velocities of Earthquake

Waves and the Internal Structure of the Earth,

Conditions at the Foci of Earthquakes with

Special Reference to Fault Planes and Seismic

Studies in the Arctic and Antarctic. The par-

ticipants included many eminent scientists in-

cluding Professors Gutenberg, Press and Birch

of U.S.A., Jeffreys and Bullard of U.K., Belous-

sov of U.S.S.R., Tsufcoi of Japan and Tuzo

Wilson of Canada. The proposal of Prof. Bul-

len to request the Nuclear Powers to detonate

a few A-Bombs at appropriate places and pre-

arranged limes so as to help the study of the

earth's interior was strongly opposed by the

Russian delegation on the ground that “it is

not necessary (for this purpose) to do such a

thing as exploding the Bombs”. Dr. Vladimir

Beloussov, Chief of the Department of Geo-

dynamics, Institute of the Physios of the Earth,

Moscow, who'*made the statement believes that

improvement in the precision of the techniques

currently employed will be equally effective.

The highlights of the proceedings of the

Association of Volcanology were the Presiden-

tial Address of Prof. A. Rittman of Switzerland

on magma, crust and substratum and the sym-
posium on Geochronology and Radioactivity

organized jointly with the Association • of

Seismology, in which prominent research

workers in Geochronology from all over the

world participated.

Professor Rossby of Sweden was scheduled
to preside over the Sessions of the Association
of Meteorology but unfortunately he passed
away shortly before the Conference. •The pro-
ceedings were* conducted by Dr. J. M. van
Mieghem. There were well-attended symposia
on “Numerical and Graphical Methods of
Dynamical Weather Prediction”, on “Atmo-
spheric Turbulance”, “Atmospheric Chemistry
and Air Pollution”, “Meso-mcleorology”, “Atmo-
spheric Ozone and Related Problems of the
Upper Atmosphere”, and “Atmospheric Elec-
tricity”, The last two were organised jointly
with the Association of Geomagnetism and
Aoronomy.

The Association of Geomagnetism and Acro-
nomy conducted its proceedings under the
Chairmanship of Professor J. Bartels of Ger-
many. A comprehensive and a very success-
ful three-day symposium on Aeronomy and
Solar -Terrestrial relationships wa.s arranged by
Prof. J. Kaplan. TJicrc was also an excellent
symposium on “Secular Variation and Paleo-
magnetism'* organised by Prof. Bullard. Paleo-
magnetic results from India, and especially
data relating to the Deccan traps, were discus-
.sed by Mr. J. A. Clagg and E. R. Deutsch.

The Association of Physical Oceanography
met under the Chairmanship of Professor H.
Mosby of Norway. Symposia were arranged
on the following topics : Water Balance
(jointly with the Associations of Meteorology
and Hydrology), General Circulation of the
Ocean with Particular Emphasis on Deep Water
Movements, Ccmstruction of Cotidal Charts,
Carbon dioxide Cycle# in the Atmosphere and
Ocean. Currents and Tidal Streams near the
Bottom in Coastal Waters and Estuaries, and
Transfer of Momentum from the Air to the
Sea. Papers on Physical Oceanographic Studies
in the Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea and Indian
Ocean were submitted by Drs. La Fond, Nanda,
Ramanadham, and Balaramamurthy, Drs, Dqod-
son and Revelle presided over some of the Ses-
sions of the Association.

Professor J. T. Thijsse of Netherlands gave
the Presidential Address to the Association of
Scientific Hydrology., Discussions were held
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on Problems of Ice and Snow, Subterranean
Waters and Continental Erosion.

Two well-attended public lectures on the

following topics were organized in connection

with the I.U.G.G. Conference : “The Arctic and
Antarctic Program of the T.G.Y.’’, by Dr. E. I.

Tolstikov, Deputy Chief of the Northern Sea-

Route Administrations of IJ.S.S.R., and “The
Earth Satellites”, by Prof. L. V. Berkner, Pre-

sident of the International Council of Scientific

Unions.

The generous Canadian hosts had worked
out an excellent programme of visits and
entertainments, designed to acquaint the visit-

ing scientists with the natural beauty spots

around Toronto.

The Toronto Assembly of the I.U.G.G. con-

r Current
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eluded its deliberations on September 14th.

Dedicating itself, in the words of President

Ramanathan, to Sathyam (Truth), Jnanam
(Knowledge), Anantham (Without end). It

was officially announced that Professor J. T.

Wilson of Canada had been elected as the next
President. The Twelfth General Assembly
will be held in Helsinki, Finland, in 1960.

The Indian delegation was composed of

Prof. K. R. Ramanathan, Director, Physical

Research Laboratory, Ahmedabad, and Dr. U.

Aswathanarayana, Andhra University, Waltair.

The following Indian Research Fellows work-
ing in Canada joined as guests : Drs. S. C.

Das, R. Pratap, M. V. N. Murthy, A. K. Saha
and Mr. Agarwal.

U. Aswathanarayana.

PREPARATION OF NOBELIUM
^HE new element was synthesized by the

fusion of an atom of the heavy isotope of

carbon, carbon- 13, with an atom of curium
(element 96). In order to obtain the most
stable product, it was necessary to use the

heaviest available isotope of curium. This is

curium-244, and it was only available in the

United States as a product of irradiating pluto-

nium with neutrons in the world’s highest flux

reactor.

Great Britain provided considerable quanti-

ties of carbon- 13 required, from Harwell and
the Nobel Institute of Physics, Stockholm, pro-

vided the Cyclotron, the only one in the world

capable of accelerating carbon ions with the

required energy and intensity.

Due to the hazardous natiu’c of the target

material and the difficulty of separating a few

atoms of the new element from it, a rather new
bombardment technique was employed. This

utilized the recoil or ‘knock-on’ effect. A thin

layer of curium was deposited on an aluminium

foil, and the product atoms knocked out of the

target wer<j collected in a plastic film after pas-

sing through a very thin aluminium cover foil

placed over the curium target, io prevent the

spread of curium contamination. The plastic film

was ignited on a platinum disk to recover the

product atoms. The decay of these atoms could

be observed directly, or they could be dissolved

off ^ the plate for chemical identification.

A new alpha-activity of 8*5 MeV. energy was

observed among the* products, and although

only seventeen events of tliis energy were ob-

served with certainty, it was possible to show
that the new alpha-emitter had the expected

chemical properties for an isotope of ele-

ment 102. The chemical experiments in each

case used ion-exchange techniques. When the

activity was absorbed on a column of cation-

exchange resin and washed off with a complex-
ing agent (alpha-hydroxy isobutyric acid), the

8 '5 MeV. alpha-activity appeared in the drops

predicted for element 102.

There was a possibility that the activity

might be due to thorium-225, which has a half-

life of 8 min. and produces a short-lived

daughter, polonium-213, which emits 8*4 MeV.
alpha-particles. This was eliminated by elut-

ing the activity from a cation-exchange column
with 6N hydrochloric acid. Under these con-

ditions, thorium is retained by the column,
while the trivalent actinide elements are eluted

rapidly. The 8*5 MeV. alpha-activity was
found in the actinide fraction.

i

A graph showing the moment of decay of

each of the seventeen atoms observed gave a

half-life of about 10 min. for the new activity.

The observed alpha-particle energy and half-

life, the absence of spontaneous fission, and the

method of preparation lead us to believe that

the mas^ number of the isotope prepared is

either 251 or 253, the latter numb*er being more
likely (Nature, Nov. 16, 1957.)
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A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE DETECTION OF ISOPROPYL-
NORADRENALINE IN HUMAN URINE

SARADA SUBRAHMANYAM
Head of the DeparUncyii of P)iysiology, Stanley Medical College, Madras

Mary F. LOCKETT (1954)^ reported for the

first time that a new sympathomimetic
amine was unexpectedly encountered in an ex-
periment in which adrenaline and noradrenaline

were being separated chromatographically

from the adrenal gland of cat. According to

her the third amine is isopropyl-noradrenaline

and it is found to be present in the adrenal

glands of cat, monkey and man.
Garb et al. (1956)- commented that its dis-

covery in the adrenal gland may be significant

because of its high potency and it may be very

useful in the management of cardiac arrest on

account of its unique property of increasing

the rate of the heart—a manifestation of en-

hanced automaticity. ,

The presence of isopropyl -noradrenaline in

the urine has not been reported so far in the

literature.

Materials and Methods .—Out of a total of

800 samples of urine analysed in this labora-

tory for catechol amines a profound fall of

blood pressure was noticed in four cases.

Twenty-four hours samples of urine were col-

lected from normal subjects and patients suf-

fering from hypertension. The catechol amines

were extracted by the method of Von Euler

and Orwen (1955).'^ Adsorption of the cate-

chol amines on to alumina and extraction with

acid by this method usually gives a histamine-

free extract. Further care was taken in all

these cases to eliminate the fall of blood pres-

sure by this mechanism by administering suf-

ficient doses of antihistaminics prior to the ex-

periments.

The extract was assayed^ biologically on the

blood pressure of the spinal cat and by the

effect on the not-denervated nictitating mem-
brane of the same animal. The biological

assays v/erc carried out on three different cats

with the same sample as well as by samples

collected on different days.

The results were verified by paper chromato-

graphy using a modified method of Vogt

(1952).'* The solvent for the chromatogram

was phenol containing 15% V/W 0-1 N hydro-

chloric acid and ascending chromatograms were

run for 16 hours. By that time the solvent

front invariably advanced to about 14" from

the starting line. The spraying agent for oxi-

dation of amines was 2% aqueous solution of

potassium iodate instead of potassium ferri-

cyanide as used by Vogt. Chromatograms of

three samples of urine and a reference mix-
ture containing known concentrations of nor-
adrenaline, adrenaline and isopropyl-noradre-

naline (Isoprenaline-Boots) were made in

parallel on a ^single sheet of paper. •Quantita-

tively the amines from the developed chro-
matogram were estimated by the densitometer
as well as by the effects of the extracts of

the chromatograms by the biological methods.
One sample was used for the determination of

R^ values, the second for biological assay and
the third for quantitative determination by the
densitometer.

The identity ol“ the third amine was also

conlirmed by the action of the urinary concen-
trate as well as of the chromatogram extract
on the auricles of the cat and the isolated

uterus of the virgin white rat. All the four
samples of urine were from men, three of

them having normal blood pressure. The other
one was suffering from essential hypertension.

The ages were 35, 36, 43 and 52 years and the

blood pressure was 118/78, 115/80, 120/80 and
180/100 mm. of mercury re.spoctively.

Results .—The urinary concentrate as well as

the chromatogram extract gave the following
results :

1. Both produced a profound fall in blood
pressure with tachycardia in the spinal cat
(Fig. 1).

2. Even after ma.ssive doses of anthisan in-

travenously the extracts produced the charac-
teristic fall in blood pressure whereas an equi-
valent dose of histamine was without any effect

(Fig. 2).

3. There wa§ no contraction of the nictitat-

ing membrane of thq cat (Fig. 1).

4. On the auricle of the cat, the extracts

produced marked increase in the rate and am-
plitude of thd contractions (Fig. 3).

5. The uterine contractions of the rat were
jHomptly inhibited by the test solutions. The
action was similar to that of adrenaline (Fig. 4).

6. On the paper the third amine appeared
as a pale pink spot, exactly like isopropyl-nor-
adrenaline. The R^ value varied between *69

to *71 in the four different samples. This spot

was distinct from noradrenaline, adrenaline and
hydroxy-tyramine (Fig. 5>,
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Fig. 1. Spinjil (.'it. Kffect of extract of chromatogram on nictitating membtane and blood pre^iiuro, 1, •()! meg.
ifoprer.aline. 2. •! ml. extriut, Ib *15 ml. extract. Time 10 seconds.

Fig. 2. Spinal cat. Kffect of extr.ut of mine on blood pr^»ssure. 1. •2 ml. urine. 2. *05 meg. isoprenaline. 3. *5 mg.
histamim*. 4. 5 mg. ^^ntlli^an. 5. 'Ind. urine. 6. *.5 mg. histamine. Time 10 seconds.

P' G. 3. Sjfinaltat. M}«)e<.rdiogr;.m. Goi tiat lions of tlu; auricles in sifu iv\i\ blool pressure, fj mg of anthisan

had been gi\en by intravenous injei tion* prior to the experiments. 1. Extract of mine. 2. Histamine. Time 10 .seconds.

Fbb 4. Isolated uterine hiirn of \\hiic rat. 1. *2 ml. urine extract. 2. Safne as 1. 3. ‘05 meg, adrenaline. 4. •Fmeg.
noradrenaline. Time lOsetonds.

Fit;. 5. CTromatogram of tlie extract of urine. 1. Referen 'C mixture containing 10 m'g. e'lch of noradrenaline,
adrenalirie and i^opi enalino. 2. Extras t of urine, (The lowest sp 3t is noradrenaline, the middle one adiennline
nd the topmost one isopropyl-noradrenaline.)

The amounts of isopropyl-noradnenalihe in

the four samples were as follows

:

4

By Bi )logi a! Method

I 4*8 micr jgram^ per dav

2 6*4

3 6*8

4 10-2

By Fensitometer

microgram.s per day

6-2

fi-4

10-6

Von Euler (1954)*'^ reporteti a case of phaeo-

chromocytoma in which the urinary extract pro-
duced a persistent fall of blood pressure in the

^at. The reason for this peculiar reaction was
not elucidated.

Out of 800 cases analysed in this Laboratory,

four samples gave results which were analogous
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with those of Von Euler. It is suggested that

the fall in blood pressure is due to the pre-
sence of isopropyl-noradrenaline in the urine

and it has been possible to prove that it is

so both by biological assays and chromato-
graphy. The metabolism of this catechol amine
and its rarity in urine specimens require fur-

ther study.

My thanks are due to Dr. K. Madhavan Kutty

and Mr. C. P. Chamukuttan for the kind help

rendered.
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3. Von J'.uler, U S. and Owen, I.. Acvta Phystol,

Scaniitfiav.y lUo '*, 33 ( -'Uiipl. 118).!.

4. Vo^t, M., P/iuy/nat\f/,y 1952. 7, 325.

5. V‘<n I'.ulvi, U.^., C/BA. Jh onmiatton Symposium on
IIypertat Sicily 19j 4, p. 202.

ACCIDENT AT WINDSCALE
A REPORT on the accident at Wiiidscaio,

published as a White Paper, shows
that no harm to anyone’s health is to

be expected, though it points to certain short-

comings in the organization. An operation for

the controlled release of Wigner energy, which
IS a routine procedure in uranium-graphite
piles, was being carried out at tlie lime tlie

accident occurred. A standard pile consists of

a large block of graphite* somewhat larger than
a house, with hundreds of cylindrical holes

passing from one side to the other, parallel to

the ground. Cartridges composed o( uranium
and uranium oxide contained in a case of

aluminium zirconium alloy are inserted into

the centre of the pile through the holes at one
side, and, when expended, are pufhed out from
the other by fresh cartridges similarly in-

serted. The surrounding graphite is known as

the moderator and slows down the neutrons

emitted from the uranium to a suitable level.

This results in some of the atenns of carbon

becoming displaced from stable to unstable

positions, thus increasing the internal energy

of the graphite. E. P. Wigner postulated that

this would occur, and the phenomenon is pro-

gressive and can result in a spontaneous rv?-

lease of energy. This occurred in the Wind-
scale pile in 1952. Artificial heating of the gra-

phite under controlled coridilions causes a re-

versal of the Wigner effect, and this operation,

which had been successfully accomplished on

eight previous occasions, was in progress when
the accident occurred.

Controlled release of stored Wigner energy

is accomplished by shutting off the air-cooling

systems which are normally in operation and

allowing the temperature of pile to rise. The
progress of Jhe operation is assessec] by ob-

servation of the temperatures which are re-

corded by thermocouples, but on this occasioft,

owing partly to lack of adequate knowledge of

the Wigner effect at the time the pile was
built, unduly high temperatures were being

attained at points in the graphite where thermo-

couples were not installed. The physicist in-

charge of the operation, handicapped by in-

sufTicienl data and inadequate instructions for

the p'rocodure, repeated the heating process too

toon and loo quickly, cairsing failure of the

uranium canrii'ges and oxidation of the ura-

nium. On October 0, it ^vas realized that the

graphite temperature readings were unusually
high, and the cooler fans were turned on inter-

miUe^lil3^ Early on the next day meters in the

chimney recorded increased radioactivity, but
the levels were considered to be wothin normal
limits. The Lms were turned on again and
again but the measured radioactivity increased.

As a re::ull of these ebservation.s, the operators

concluded that one or more uranium cartridges

had failed. Si^ecial apparatus is installed to

assist m the detection of burst cartridges, but
on this occasion the si'anning gear was found
to be .lammed, a lineugh it had been recently

repaired. It was necessary tlierefore to arrange

for visual \n;pec1u>n through the pile face, and
four clunnicls revealed cartridges at red heat.

Because the cartridges wx-re distorted by the

heat it v iis not possible 1o eject them in the

normal way Hire ugh the opposite face of the

gi-aidiite pile, and the tire v/as therefore local-

ized by removing a number of neighbouring
cartridges. Carbon dioxide foam was applied

but failed to reduce the temperature, and it

Vvxis decided then to use water to quench the

tire. This was ijegun at 8-55 a.m. on October 11,

1957, adequate measures having been taken
to ensure the safety of the staff, and continued

for 24 hours, iit the end of whi^h time the pile

was cold. Although the Committee of Inquiry

v/as unable to endorse the conclusion that the

observed temperature recordings indicated the

need for a second heating, it agreed that both

the instrumentation in the pile and the insttuc-

licRS to the physicists were inadequate. The
Atomic Energy Authority has accepted full res-

ponsibility for the accident and is determined

to do aU it can to avoid similar occurrence

elsewhere. (B M.J., Nov. 16, 1957.)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

. ANODIC REACTIONS IN THE
ELECTROLYSIS OF ACID-COBALT-

FLUORIDE
Of the various cations which lend themselves

to oxidation anodically, a few like silver and

lead form solid, insoluble, electrically conduct-

ing products on the anode. Cobalt has also

been repofted to form a hydrated .cobaltic oxide

anodically, in the electrolysis of slightly alka-

line or slightly acid solutions of its salts. ^ ^ It

has been staled that the composition of the

oxide conforms to COoO.,.2 H^O when deposited

in thin layers and CowO;..3 H^O when deposited

in thick layers.*^

The authors felt interested in the anodic re-

actions in the electrolysis of cobalt Huoride,

following the discovery of the anodic formation

of a higher oxide of silver, AgOo, in the elec-

trolysis of silver fluoride.^"* Skirrow- found only

Co^O.^.S HoO in the electrolysis of cobaltic salts

containing some hydrofluoric acid. Barbieri and

Calzolari,*' electrolysing cobaltous fluoride dis-

solved in a 40% solution of hydrofluoric acid

found a green anodic deposit of CoF.j.nHjO.

The hydrated cobaltic oxide prepared by ear-

lier workers has always been described as black

and crystalline. In conlirmation of the findings

of previous workers, the present authors have

found that in the electrolysis of fluoride solu-

tions also, the presence of too much of free

acid is not favourable for the formation of

cobaltic oxide. In a solution composed of

0 1216 M.CoF^ and 0-6224 M.HF, a mixture that

was found suitable and stable for continuous

electrolysis for the electrodeposition of cobalt,

the anodic product was obtained in reasonable

quantities. With lesser quantities of acid, cur-

rent efficiency was higher and with a ratio of

CoFo/HF more than 10, no deposit was ob-

tained.
,

Careful analysis of the black deposit for its

water content, loss of weight on strong heating,

determination of available oxygen ’and percent-

age of cobalt in the compound, prepared in al-

most neutral solutions and in acidic solutions,

showed it to be Co20;^.2 HoO. Even when thick

deposits were obtained, we found no evidence

for the formation of trihydrate reported by
Cohen and Glaser.

The anodic reaction carried out under a

variety of conditions does not appear, even in

the electrolysis of fluoride, to go beyond oxi-

dising cobalt to tervalent * stage. The anode

discharge potentials in nearly neutral fluoride

solutions in the bath mentioned above and in

acid solutions in which CoFo/HF exceeds 10,

have been found to be 1-2 volt, 1-45 volt and
1*72 volt respectively. The authors have found
tliat the anode discharge potentials in most of

the metallic fluoride solutions happen to be in

the neighbourliood of 1-72 volt and oxygen is

invariably the product. In the cases of silver

and cobalt, however, the discharge potentials

are less (1-4-1 *5) and this appears to favour

the oxidation of these cations. When higher

anode potentials are reached, however, oxygen
evolution results. The following mechanism is

suggested for the formation of cobaltic oxide

at the anode.

F' —V F + ( at anpde

Co‘- -i F -V F- 4- Co"*

2Co" + 3H,0 -> CogO, -f 6H^
(heterogeneously on anode)

College of Science, Nagpur, A. N. Kappanna.
and E. R. Tat.aty.

Central Salt Res. Inst.,

Bhavnagar, Noveynher 1, 3957.

1. Wernicke, Am,, 1870, 141, 120.

2. Skiirow, Znf. Chem,, 1902, 33, 25.

3. Cr.hen Cflasei, Jbni., 1903, 34, 9.

4. Root, J. Phys. Chcni., 1905, 9, 1.

6. Kappanna and Tula! y, /./.C..9., 1951,28,413.
6. barbieri and Cal/olari, Zat* Chem*, 1938,

170, 109.

A COMPENSATED MOVING
CYLINDER VISCOMETER

The falling cylinder viscometer designed by
Lawaczcck* and used by Bridgman,- Dow,-*

Awbery and Griffiths ^ in the determination of

viscosities of liquids is based on the principle

of a cylindrical metal bulb falling in the liquid

coaxially in a vertical tube of only slightly

greater diameter. The time of the fall t for a

flxed distance .s under uniform velocity is given

by the relation

’7 = (ff- a) 0 (1)

The deiermination of the viscosity “>? obvi-

ously involved the observation of the actual

mfovement of the bulb in addition to the mea-
surement of the densities ^ and p of the bulb

and liquid respectively.

We have effected, a modification in the method

and designed a viscometer in which the only
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measurement to be made is the time taken by
the cylinder to move a definite distance, the

necessity of observing the movement of the

cylinder itself not arising. The instrument

consists of two exactly similar light solid’ cylin-

ders or cylindrical bulbs A and B (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1

moving in similar tubes of slightly larger dia-

meter containing the liquid at the same tem-

perature. The conical ends of each cylinder

ensure its coaxial movement in the -tube. The

flexible nylon fibre—nylon fibre* does not get

wetted by ordinary liquids—connecting A and

B passes over a light, almost frictionless pul-

ley. C and D are light-weight carriers of iden-

tical shape and mass having holes into which

riders of equal mass m may be inserted. The

dimensions of the instrument are given in

Table II.
*

When r? riders are placed on one side, Jthe

connected system moves with uniform speed

and it can be shown that the time taken (T)

to move a definite distance S, viz,, that for one

revolution of the pulley is given by

nmg-F-R^ (2)

where F is the slight friction of the pulley and

R is an instrument constant.

This result may be used to compare the vis-

cosities and ^2 liquids using the same
number of riders and noting the times Tj and
To respectively for a complete rotation of the

pulley. Since the slight friction F remains

practically constant, it follows from the equa-
tion (2) that

To test the usefulncs.s and accuracy of the

instrument, viscosities of mixtures of glycerine

and water of different concentrations are com-
pared with the viscosity of water. The results

given in Table I show exact agreement with
corresponding results obtained using an Ost-

wald’s viscometer.

Table I

Viscosity of mixture ’72 Density of mixture pz

Viscosity of water ’Ji Density of water pi == 0 *9974

Mixture No.
Density of

mixture

Pij

Moving Cylinder
Viscometer

12 T.

Ostwald’s
Viscometer

I 2 P2^2

li Ti Pi^i

I 1*0726 1-229 1-227

11 1-0734 1-403 1-403

III 1-0789 1-489 1-489

Compared with the falling cylinder visco-

meter, the special features of the new instru-

ment are :

(1) the velocity of steady motion can be
easily adjusted to any desired value by choos-
ing the proper number of riders instead of

altering the weight of the cylinders. The in-

strument can* hence be used for liquids over
a wide range of viscosities.

(2) the densities of the liquid and cylinder

have not to be determined.

(3) the apparatus is useful for all kinds of

liquids, transparent or opaque, as the actual

movement of the cylinders has not to be ob-
served. The rotation of the pulley gives the

necessary information.

(4) the observations of time T may be re-

peated any number of times for the same num-
ber of riders while such repetition is difficult

in the original falling cylinder form of the vis-

cometer, •
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Table II

Solid cyJinderb of ebonite A and B
overall length . . . . 7-54 cm.

Length of cylindrical portion . . 3-93 cm.

Diameter of cylindrical portion .. 3-691 cm.

inner diameter of tubes (brass) .. 3*772 cm.

Circumference of pulley . . 26*4 cm.

Complete theory and other details are being

published elsewhere.

Gopala Menon Sreekantatii.

C. A. Vehoiiese.

University College,

Trivandrum,
Novcviber 12, 1957.

structure of the said hydroxy chromone wast

based on its synthesis through an unambiguous
method. It was synthesized by the Claisen con-
densation of the orcacetephenone dimethyl
ether with the ethyl phenylacetate followed by
the methylatiou of tne sodium salt of the
diketoiie, cyclizalioii and demethylation.

Organic Chemistry Labs,, C. B. Thanawall a.

Institute of Science,

Bombay- 1 ; and
Chemistry Department, P. L. Thivedi.

M. N. College,

Visnagar, N. G ,

November 1957.

L Lawar/eck, Ztitschrift ties Vti'cines Deutscher
JftgtUJi'itrt\ 1910, 13, C77.

2. Brulgman, /Vtr. Amjr. Acad. 1926, 6L 67.

3. l>oW, 1965, 6, 71.

4. Av\beiy and Giiiliths, Proc. Fh)s. .SVr., 1936, 48,

372.

KOSTANECKI-ROBINSON
PHENYLACBTYLATION OF
ORCACETOPHENONE AND
ORCPROPIOPHENONE

Heilbron, Hey and Lytiigoe^ have observed

that resacetophenono upon Kostanecki-Robin-
son phenylacetylation gives exclusively a cou-

marin whereas respropiophenone under sini lar

conditions gives mainly a coumarin with a

small amount of chromone. It was therefore

thought of interest to observe the behaviour of

orcacetophenone and orepropiophenone upon
Kostanecki-Robinson phenylacetylation.

Orcacetophenone was phenyiacetylated with
fused sodium phenylacetate and phenylacetic

anhydride when it furnished 7-phenylacetoxy-
3-phenyl-4 : 5-dimethyl coumarin, m.p. 176-

177‘' C. The latter on treatment with 80% sul-

phuric acid gave the corresponding 7-hydroxy-
coumarin, m.p, 246-247 C. The constitution of

this product was established by its hydroly.sis

to the corresponding cinnamic cveid derivative

and was further supported, by the synthesis of

the corresponding chromone. The latter was
prepared by the Claisen condensation of the

orcacetophenone dimethyl ether 'with ethyl-

phenylacetate, in presence of sodium, followed

by the cyclization and demethylation.

Orepropiophenone, on the other hand, on
phenylacetylation under similar conditions

afforefs 7-hydroxy-3 : 5-dimethyl-2-benzylchro-
mone, m.p. 248-49’’ C., and the corresponding
7-phenylacctoxy derivative, m.p. 111-112° C.

The latter could be easily converted into the

former by means of P.0% sulphuric acid. The

1. Jliilliroii, Ilty au I I.ytligoo, ./.(.'.A'., I'J.'JO, 2Dr>.

SEPARATION OF HiEMOGLOBIN
COMPONENTS ON PAPER WITH THE
AID OF A pH GRADIENT-A PRELIMI-

NARY JpEPORT
For the diagnosis of abnormal ha?moglobins,

clectrcphoretic mobility cn paper m an alka-

line bulfer is Euhicicnl in most cases to indi-

cate the presence of a htcmoglubiii variant, the

distance travelled b.v the na-nioglobin depending
upon the difference in the pH of the bulfer and
the jso-eleclric point of the haemoglobin, the

greater tlie diffeiencc the greater the move-
ment of the hc'iMnjglobin towards the anode.

it was considered theoretically possible to

effect separation of the haemoglobins by allow-

ing their solutions to travel slowly across a

filter-paper showing a pH gradient, so that the

various iorms of haemog'obin will become rela-

tively insoluble on the paper where suitable

pH exists and thus separate in different places.

pll gradient was provided by soaking a cir-

cular filter-paper with M/100 citric acid and
‘developing’ the paper with M/75 NaoHPO^ from
a central wick as demised by Giri et al.^ for

separation of amino-acids on a filter-paper

circle. As. more and more of the alkali flowed

into the papef, some distance from the centre

in a small width of paper, pH gradient was
created as was shown by strealcing universal

indicator in a line from the centre outwards.

A circle 4 cm. in diameter was drawn at the

centre of a Whatman No. 1 circular filter-paper

of 13 cm. diameter. The paper was soaked in

citric acid “solution and blotted between sheets

of ^blotting paper. The haemoglobin solution

was then spotted in a line along portions of the

pencil mark with intervals in between the

streaks to avoid mixing up of the different

solutions, As many as six separate solutions
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PLATK I. Six different samples of Ovy-llb sol u1 io i"* showing; reparation ini o three eomponenis.

Plate II. Ilxmo^lv^bins fro n Mon’cey (top ri^ht), Sheep (top lift an I l)Otlo;n ri;4ht), a t I Man (l){,ttom left),

Plate ill, Met-.Io. (top); Atid JLemaiia (bottom); Untreated Human lib (n^ht), and Catric Acid- Ji) (left).

could be conveniently spotted on one paper.

The Na^HPOj^ .solution js then allowed to run

in IVom the central wick. Alter lb-20 minutes,

the paper wa.s removed and stained according

to the method of Owen- in light green solution,

200 milligrams in 100 ml. of 1 % acetic acid for

10 minutes. It was then washed in 2-3 changes

of fresh acetic acid till the background was
colourless and the protein solution showed up
as green layers.

Tnc result was unexpected. After 15-20

minutes, when the solution had travelled

5-6 cm. from the centre, it had separated into

three distinct bands with a light trail of pro-

tein where the solution had travelled on the

paper (Plate I). All the layers were present

in the vicinity of the space showing the pH
gradient. The optimum time was found to be

about 15-20 minutes after which the layers

tended to merge into one another, and the

optimum concentration 4-5 g. of Hb%. Solu-

tions prepared according to the method of

Drabkin,'* without the use of aluminium

chloride or by the lead precipitatipn method

of Tomkins^ gave identical results. Oxy-Hb,
CO-Hb, Foetal Hb and Hbs of monkey, chic-

ken and sheep all gave more or less similar

separation (Plate II). Mct-Hb did not separate

into layers. It moved either as a single band
in a very erratic fashion in the form of radial

streaks (Plate III). Solutions of acid haematin

prepared by adding N.HCl to the Kb solutions

showed two bands only (Plate HI, bottojn).

Citric acid Hb showed a pattern similar to un-

treated Hb solution (Plate HI, left).

Solutions of different pHs from 4-6-5 were

used as soaking solutions keeping the Na2HP04

.solution constant, and only indifferent separa-

tions were seen or mostly none at ad. Using

NaoHPOj for the soak and the citric acid for

the run, no separation occurred, the protein

moving as a single band. Similar result was
obtained if the solutions were prepared in

normal .saline instead of distilled w-ater.

The nature of the phenomenon is not clear.

It appears that Hb as we obtain in solution is

not a homogeneous .‘‘Ubstcnce, which as it is or

as its denatured products, separates into three

components under the conditions of the ex-

periment. All the 1 avers, however, showed
normal absorption spectra for some minutes

after the run. With time the spectra started

fading and after about half-an-hour, no absorp-

tion bands could be seen. The chances are that

separation of the Hb components occurs in

their natural state and denaturation occurs

sometime later.

Morrison and Cook*" have reported separa-

tion on IRC-50 columns of normal adult Oxy-
Hb into three components, showing normal
absorption spectra. A similar inhomogeneily

was noted by Boar^man and Partridge® with
the sheep and bovine CO-IIbs on the same
resin. Morrison and Cook obtained two minor
and one nlajor component, whilst with the

present method only one minor component is

obtained and two others occur in relatively

high proportions. At present, it is not possible

to explain the difference in the findings. Work
on the relative proportion of the components
in normal and pathological Hbs is contem-
plated.

I am indebted to Prof. M. Balasubramanyan
for interest and help in 4he work, to Dr. O. P.
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Bagga who kindly drew my attention to some
literature, and to the referee of Currcni Science

for much valuable criticism.

Clinical Pathologist, N. P. ,1ain.

Govt. Medical College,

Patiala, September 9, 1957.
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refluxed on the water-bath for an hour and a

half. The warm solution is filtered, the filtrate

washed with bicarbonate and water, dried and
benzene removed on the water-bath. This
yields ' the aldehyde or ketone. The following

table gives a few experimental data.

It is interesting that whereas in the case of

aromatic acids the reaction was facile, tartaric

acid and citric acid failed to react.

Dept, of Organic Chem.. P. S. Raman.

University of Madras,

Madras-2r), November 11, 1957.

1. Raman, P. S., Pri>^. !n<t Acaa

.

AV/., 1956,44, 321

2. — , Ibid
y 1957,45, 65.
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OXIDATIVE DECARBOXYLATION
OF SOME ALPHA-HYDROXY ACIDS

WITH SILVER IODIDE DIBENZOATE
The use of silver iodide dibenzoate for the

scission of alpha-glycols • and the conversion of

primary aromatic amines to s-azo-compounds-

has been reported. It has now been found

that the complex oxidises alpha-hydroxy acids

affording the corresponding aldehydes or

ketones in very good yields, with loss of carbon

dioxide. The reaction is thus analogous to the

action of lead tetraacetate on alpha-hydroxy

acids.

The procedure is briefly as follows : To the

warm silver iodide dibenzoate complex freshly

prepared fiom silver benzoate (2 moles) and

iodine (1 mole) in dry benzene, the dry, pow-
dered, alpha-hydroxy acid (1 mole) is added.

Evolution of carbon dioxide starts immediately

in most cases and becomes vigorous on warm-
ing the mixture. The mixture is then gently

M.P. of

AcM Carbonyl

( ompound
Yield

%
2 : 4-I)inilro-

phenyl

hydrazone

Mandtrlic a< id Ren/aldehydc 72 236

^Methoxy mandelic

add
Anihaldehyde 67 , 252-253

3, 4-Melhylenedioxy
mandelic acid

Piperonal 76 263-264

J^enzilic acid Benzophenone 83 240

o-Hydrpxy- ^-phenyl
propionic acid

Phenylacetal-

dehyde
118-120

* In this case much darkening and resinification occur-

red on heating the mixture. Only a poor yield of the
hydrazone was obtained, *

A NOTE ON PYROLYSIS AND
IGNITION OF WOOD

The ignition temperature of wood has been
studied by many investigators (vide Mc-
Naughtou, 1944). It is of interest not only for

fire resistance studies but also in connection

with spontaneous ignition in closed spaces

(.storage of fibre boards), etc. As wdth other

combustible materials, the ignition temperature
is not a constant but depends on the conditions

of test. Wood begins to decompose at 275“ C.

with the evolution of combustible and non-
combustible gases. Carbon monoxide, hydrogen
and hydrocarbons have been identified in the

former. Prinse (1915) showed that the “Igni-

tion Point” is greatly influenced by the dura-

tion of exposure. In his experiments he noticed

'that at 180“ C. ignition took place in 14*3 to

40 minutes. Recently, Jcntsch and Jelitto (1953),

using the Jentsch ignition tester with 14 wood
samples varying in density from 0*15 to 1*0 g./

cm.*^ found this to vary from 240 to 310“ C. Some
years ago in connection with some work, we
were interested in the ignition temperature and
the combustiblo gases evolved on heating wood.
The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. By
showing a burning match stick to the issuing

gas and noting the temperature of the electric

furnace by means of a thermocouple the “Igni-

tion Point” was found. The gases evolved were
analysed in an Orsat apparatus. As further

work is net contemplated at present, the re-

sults obtained are recorded in this note.

fhe ignition temperature for Tetramalcs

nudiflora was found to be 228“ C. The com-
position of the gases evolved can be seen from
the results given in Table I,
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woQa-jPYflc>i.Yas apparatus
JMUL^,JCl4VJU

Table 1

Combustible gases from wood

Species

Moisture

(.onleiu

%

Temp, at

wUih C(jm

Inistilile

gases 'vseie

ohbCTved

to evohe

'J’em pel at u IV

range dining

v\li I'll gas

was ( ttd

for analysis
" C.

o.

Analybi'i

Ratio

Analysis after

rorrecling for air

CO
Ke.ddual

Reddual

CO gabt-s ('6

100-(C()2 Oi:
Cv). CO

%
CO.

\ Oo-fCO)

Tciranh les 8-70 288" r. 231-287 30-4

iiudi/lora

Alsionia 1()‘92 235-295 40 •!

scholaris

Dichopsis 0-57 242-29.") 41-4

elliptic a

Klar (1910) found 30-5% of CO and about

68% of COo when wood is heated between 150

and 200" C. According to Coppick (1947),

about 35% of CO is evolved during the Pyro-

lysis of cotton. According to Sander (1957), the

decomposition CO/COo ratio is close to 1 for

most untreated lignoccllulosic materials anri

decreases rapidly with^ fire-retardant treat-

ment to about 0-75.

In our experiments the ratio varied from

1-25 with the Tetrameles nud^ora specimen

to 0-72 with Dichopsis elliptica specimen.

Narayanamurti and Gopalachari (1943) found

Tetrameles nudiflora one of the easily inflam-

mable woods.

Composite Wood Branch, D. Narayanamurti.

Forest Research InsUtute, Joseph CJeorge.

Dehra Dun, October 29, 1957.

1, Coppick, S., “Flame Proofing Textiles,” ACS
Monograph^ 1947.

2. Jentzsch, H. and Jelitte, K., Hoh als Roh und
Werkstoff, 1953.

3-8 45 • 6 14-2 3*74 44-39 55.0) 1-25

5-2 35-0 J9*7 3*79 53-40 46*00 0*87

C-1 29 ‘7 22-8 3-74 58-23 41.77 0*72

3. Klar, M
. ,

Tcchnolo^^ie der Hoh verhohlung. 1910,
Julius Springer, Berlin.

4. McNauglon, G. C., F. h\L, Madt ^on A% R. 1404,
1944.

5 Narayanamurti, I), and Gopalachari, R., Ind, For.
Bull., 1943, No. 118.

6. Prinse, R. E.. Nat, Ftr, Frol, Ass. Prode, 1915.

7. Sandor, !>., FAQ hiternational Consultation on
Insulation Board, Hard Board and Particle
Board, 1957, paper 5, 23.

PATTERNS OF. REGENERATION IN
NOTOTHYLAS INDICA KASHYAP*

While extensive researches on sporeling germi-

nation and regeneration have been carried on
in the Acrogynous Jungermanniales and the

position has been ably discussed by Fulford,^

the Marchantiales and the Anthocerotales, par-

ticularly the latter, have apparently received

relatively Utile attention in this connection in the

past. Thus, although the sporeling germination

has been studied to some extent in the Antho-
cerotales (Hofmeister,- Gronland,*^ Leitgeb,*!
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Campbell/' Pandc and Chopra’^), the regenera-

tion patterns do not appear to have been seri-

ously noticed so far in this interesting group of

Cryptogams and even the sporeling stages stand

in need of elaborate study. The present inves-

tigation has, therefore, been undertaken at the

suggestion of Dr. S. K. Pande, in order to be

able to present a detailed discussion of the

sporeling and regenerant patterns in the

Anthocerotales,

Notothylas indica Kashyap grows abund-

antly during the monsoons in Lucknow and its

neighboui'hood, the most Livourite spot for its

growth b^ing tlie old historic Lucknow Resi-

dency Building. The local plants have been ex-

cellently worked out with respect to their mor-
phological details by Pande”^ and the sporeling

patterns by Pande and Chopra.^' The present

note gives an account of the regenerant pat-

terns.

Full rosettes of plants along with soil, for

this investigation, were collected from the

Residency Building and brought to the labora-

tory. These were: (1) placed in covered Pyrex
glass Petri dishes containit\g sterilized soil,

from the home locality of the plant,

with distilled-water. (2) treated with

0*02% NAA for 2 hours and placed as

in (1), and (3) treated with 0-02% 2, 4-D for

2 hours and placed as in (1). Various stages of

regeneration were obtained in about 2-4 weeks.

Copious regenera ti(ui was observed in (2)

whereas in (3) the plants were killed in about
3-4 days after culture, 2, 4-D possibly proving

toxic in the concentration utilized for study.

In (1), however, mostly ventral shoots deve-

loped.

The first indication of regeneration is that

some of the thallus cells get dedifferentiated

becoming papillate (Figs. 1, 2) and
show relatively denser contents and pro-

minent nuclei. Such dedifferentiated cells may
occur on the dorsal and ventral surfaces of

the thallus as well as along the margins. These

divide transversely (Fig. 3), or obliquely

(Fig. 4), to form two cell;. Of the two cells

thus formed, either the lower (Fig. 6), or the

upper (Fig. 7), may divide first by a vertical

wall. Subsequently, the other cell also divides

in a similar manner (Fig. 12). In one case

(Fig. 10), the lower of the two cells shows
an oblique division.

Occasionally, there are some transverse

divisions before any vertical walls are laid

down (Figs. 8, 9, 12, 15, 17) forming a fila-

mentous structure as described in the sporelings

of Anthoceros by Leitgeb.^ Ultimately an api-

cal cell is responsible for the further growth

Current
Science

(Figs. 11. 13, 15) for some time in the early

stages.

Figs. 1-17. Fig. l. A decUfferentinted cell. Fig. 2.

An enlijr#..ed dedifitrentiated (til. Figs. 3, 4. Two celled

regenerants. Fig. 5. Farly establi-'hment of an apical

cell. ligs. 6,7. Initi. tior. of vertical (liv ision. Fig-*. 8,

9, 12, 15. Stages showing few transverse divisions before
vertical septalion starts. Fig. 10. A four-ctlled regenerant
showing an iiregu’ar dnision in the lower half, Fi-.;, 11.

An advanced stage, hig, 13. An early stage with an
apical cell. Figs. 14, 16, 17, Elongition of the dediffer-

entiated cell before septalion commences. In Fig. 16
the long tube not shown.

Quite often, oblique divisions are laid down
in such a way as to cut off an apical cell rather
early in the development (Fig. 5) much in the

same way 8s in the formation of thS sporelings

in Notothylas indica (Pande and Chopra^^.

In some cases (Figs. 14, 16, 17) there is a

certain degree of elongation of the dediffer-

entiated cell before septations commence as in

the elongation of the germ tube in the forma-
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tion of the sporeling of AntJioceros fusiformis

(CampbelP).
Such a wide range of variations in the deve-

lopmental patterns of the regenerants in

N, indica may merely be cultural variations of

an unimportant nature or may be indicative of

features of some phylogenetic significance. Fur-

ther study with several members of the Antho-
cerotales is in progress and pro 'ontation of a

complete picture is deferred till these results

have been iinalized.

Dept, of Botany, Ram Uuar.

Lucknow University, V. B. Sinou.

Lucknow, October 27, 1957.

* Conliiluition fjorn the 1 of iJotany,

Lucknow U New >tTies. No 20.
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NOTE ON DIELECTRIC BREAKDOWN
STRENGTH OF WOOD AND MODIFIED

WOOD
As is well known, wood is preferred for many
applications rn account of its favourable phy-

sical properties. If we consider electrical pro-

perties it has a high electrical resistance

(Narayanamurti, D., 1941), and low dielectric

constant. As an insulator for many uses the

dielectric breakdown strength has also to be

taken into account. During the war, porcelain

insulators used in the wireless masts of motor

vehicles under certain conditions were found to

break. These were replaced at the suggestion

of the Forest Research Institute (Narayana-

murti, D., unpublished work) by (jnes'made of

Cupressus torulosa (cypress) or Tectona pran-

dis (teak) treated either with cashew shell oil.

linseed oil or phenolic resin. These were found

to be satisfactory by the user (Fig. 1). In

addition, treated wooden pieces arc often used

as distance pieces of stator windings in gene-

rators and in the construction of trapsformers

where the use of wood affects considerable

saving in oil. The breakdown strength plays

important role wherever wood or modified wood

is used in electrical equipment. For example,

compreg finds application as lifting rods or

' 25

guides in 66 Kv. circuit breakers, links, switch

bases, insulation rings, contact supporting bars,

packing blocks, clamps, slippering barriers,

etc.

Fio. 1

According to Kollmann (1955), the breakdown
strength of dry wood is about 27-28 Kv./5 mm.,
that of marble 10-20 Kv./5 mm. and of trans-

former oil, 20-25 Kv./5 mm. In view of its im-
portance a few measurements on Indian tim-

bers across the giain were made in this

laboratory. An apparatus similar to the one
recommended by A.S.T.M. was adopted (Fig. 2).

With the transformer available voltages higher
than 21 Kv. were not possible. All tests were
done in air. The results of these preliminary
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tests are given in Table J. The results are

based on tests done on at least 2 samples.

Results of other authors for other species are

also included in the table for comparison.

Among the Indian timbers tested Zanthoxylum
rhetsa haldu, and teak have a high value while

mango, toon, chir, walnut, jaman have a low
value. Treatment with creosote, paraffin,

Table I

Species

Acer sp. (maple)

Adina cordifolia (haldu)

do.

Beech plywood
do.

do.

Carpinus betulus (hornbeam)

Cedrcla toona ( toon )

Culleftia excelsa (Kaim) A.R.T,

Dalbergia latifolia (rosewood)

Dichopsis elliptica (pali)

Dysoxylum malabaricum (white

cedar)
do.

Dipterocarpus sp. (gurjan)

do.

Eugenia sp. (jaman)

Fraxinus sp. (ash)

Holoptela hitegrifolia (kanju)

Thickness
mm.

Breakdown
voltage

Kv.

Moisture
content

%

Remarks

250-0 80-0 6-0 Vieweg & Pfestorf

6-3 >20*5 7-0
3-2 19-5 7-0
6-0 12

• 6-0 42 Resin treated

6-0 42
12-0 13

.. 260-0 80 6-0 Vieweg & Pfestorf

6
12
6
12
6

12
6*3
6-3

0*3
0-3
0‘3

3-2
3«3
6-3
6-3

250-0
«.3

C-3

t\
291
40)
34
501
12*0
16-5
12-0

> 20*0
>20*0

20*0
16*5
15*5
12-0
80 *0

15-5
12-0

9-4

0

6-

7
8-6

8

Air dry

do.
8-4
4-0
6-0

7-

5

Acc. to Burmeister dry control

Resin treated

Resin treated & lacquered

Vieweg & Pfestorf

do. 6-3 >20-5^ Paraffin impregnated (1st 130® C.

> then 70° C. finally allowed to

do. 3-2 20-0, * cool outside)

do. 6-3 >20-01 C.N.S.L. impregnated (heated at

do. 3-2 20-0) 120° C.)

do. H-3 >20-51 Linseed oil impregnated (heated

do. 3*2 >20-6 i oil at 120° C.)

do. f)-3 >20-6 1 P.F. resin treated. (60 p.s.i. k
do. 3-2 >20-5 > then cured)

do. 3-2 20-6,

do. 6-3 18-6 Alkathene treated (in melted
alkathene

)

do. 6-3 >20-511

do. 3-2 16-5 j Creosoted (60 p.s.i.)

do. 6-3 21 [

do. 3*2 15-6]1 Shellac treated (60 p.s.i.)

Fine, Atnerlcaii

Pinus longifolia [c\rir)

do.

Stereospertnum chelonoides (padri

wood)
do.

Tectona grandis (leak)

do.

do. .

.

do,

Terminalia myriocarpa (bollock)

Zanthoxylum rhetsa (kullilam)

do.

6-3 >20-5 7-0

3-2 20*6 6*6
6-3 12-0 8*0

6-3 15-6 0-0
6-3 19-0 8-0

3-2 16-6 6-0
6-3 >20-6 0

3-2 >20*5 0
6-3 >20*6 Air dry

3-2 18*5 do.

6-3 18 ,

.

6-3 >20 8*4

3-2 >20 3*7
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casShewnut shell oil and P.F. resin increases the

breakdown strength.

Composite Wood Branch, B. N. Prasad.

Forest Research Institute,

Dehra Dun, Augtist 21, 1957.

1. Naiayanamurli, I)., /nJ. For. Bull.., 1941, No. loO.

2. — ,
(unpublished work),

3. Kollmann, F.
,

Technologie dcs HoheSy 1955, 1.

WHAT CONSTITUTES A ‘NETWORK'
IN MAMMALIAN NEURONES?

Recently the author b- reported the complete

absence of the classical ‘Golgi apparatus’ in

the ageing spinal ganglion colls of the frog. A
similar view is held by the author on the neu-

rones of mammals. Besides, a study of the

spinal ganglion cells of the immature rabbits

(1 to l^ii months old) and adult squirrels pro-

vide an evidence of the existence of what has

probably been interpreted as the ‘Golgi reti-

culum’.

Phase-contrast microscopy of the freshly

teased neurones of the rabbit and squirrel re-

veals the existence of retringeiit, homogeneous

spheroids of varying sizes dispersed throughout,

the cytoplasm. However, in the squirrel a few

spheroids show a duplex structure, with a re-

fringent cortex and a pale medulla. A careful

and intensive study of these neurones, especially

from the rabbit ganglia, shows that the ground

cytoplasm is not always homogeneous all

through. Occasionally there are lighter-appear-

ing, irregularly rounded or elongate, areas

which interrupt the cytoplasm of higher con-

trast. The number and size of these spaces of

lower contrast varies considerably in different

Fig. 1. Living spinal "ganglion cell of immature rabbit

sliowing prominent clear spaces and small homogeneous
spheroids in the cytoplasm, X 1,200.

nerve cells of the same size
;
and in some cases

their number may be so large that the cyto-

plasm of higher contrast, which consequently

becomes confined to narrow strips in between
the lighter spaces, gives the look of a con-

tinuous apparent grey ‘network’ (Fig. 1). This

so-called cytoplasmic net probably represents

the ‘reticulum’ of Adamstone and Taylor-* in

the living spinal ganglion cells of the rat ; and
the refringent spheroids which are entirely

located in this so-called net of cytoplasm have

been misinterpreted by them as the mitochon-

dria. A similar appearance of the cytoplasm

has also been* observed in neutral red-stained

living neurones of squirrel in which the cyto-

plasm of liigher contrast has been lightly stain-

ed (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Diagr ini lutic litO’i of the cylopl.ism

ot the* ncmojit* of s juinel aftci .staining in neutral red.

The network -like appearance of the cyto-

plasm is greatly accentuated by the action of

fixatives, especially those which precede im-

pregnation with silver nitrate and osmium
tetroxido. A study of the finished preparations

made by long impregnation techniques (Aoyama
and Kolatchev) reveals that a black network,

when formed, is produced by a non-specific

deposition of silver or osmium on cytoplasmic

‘network’ of higher contrast, with intertwined

lipid spheroids (siKlanophil, osmiophil and

argentophil). The network thus formed closely

corresponds to the description of the ‘apparato

reticolare int^rno’ of Camillo Golgi. The strings

of precipitated osmium or silver with spheroids

interposed on them often lie at the border,

forming a sort of w-all for the lighter-appearing

spaces, which mostly become tubular in ^ixed

preparations and appear as clear ‘canaliculi’.

The writer is not aware of the exact nature

and significance of these spaces, but it seems

definite that they do not conform to the defi-

nition of the classica> ‘Golgi apparatus’.
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Moreover, there is no evidence of the existence

of any argentophil material, distinct from the

lipid spheroids, related to these ‘canaliculi’.

There is no doubt that indiscriminate use of

silver nitrate and osmium tetroxide introduces

ser;ous artifacts, but if sparingly used, the

essential form of the lipid spheroids is pre-

served just as in the living material.

Dept, of Zoology, S. K. Malhotra.

Panjab University,

Hoshiarpur, October 9, 1957.

1. Malhotra S K., Curr. Sa' , lOM 26, 157.

2. — , Cdluh, 1957, 58 , :JC3.

3. Adiim^ione, h\ 11. and Taylor, A. 13., /. Morl>h.*

1953, 92, 613.

THE REACTION OF THE VACUOLE
AND THE NUCLEUS OF LIVING
YEAST TO NEUTRAL RED

The nucleus is an extra-vacuolar structure in

living vegetative cells ^ as well as spore zygotes-

of Saccharomyccs carlsbergensis. That these

Current
Science

two structures arc unrelated to each other was
shown in S. cerevisice by stimulating the cells

with visible nuclei by the addition of fresh

medium.'^

The* least toxic among the vital stains isi

considered to be neutral red.^ While the re-

action of the vacuole to neutral red is rather

spetilic,* the nuclei of higner organir.ms are

rarely stained by it.”^ According to Guillier-

mond‘ (p. 136) when S. ludwigii is suspended

in a dilute solution oC neutral red, it precipi-

tates and stains the vacuolar colloid which may
then pass through the vacuolar boundary and

get deposited in the peri-vacuolar cytoplasm.

In later stages the stained granules dissolve and

the vacuoJe is stud to show an almost uniform

staining.

Though Guilliermoiid repeatedly emphasized

that the vacuole is not the nucleus of yeast,

the evidence >5 adduced by him did not receive

the attention they deserve Lccause his experi-

ments with ncuiral red were carried out on

yeast ceUs in which the nucleus was invisible

Photograph 1. Unstained living vtgetativt; cell showing tie extra va-ioU'* rur leas.*

photographs 2-4. The progresoive Sstaining ol the v cuole after 15, 3U aad 125 minutes of exposure Jtc

0*01% neutrat reel.

Photograph 6. Unstained living zygote. The nucleus lies between'tlie two "vacuoles.

Photograph 6. A spore zygote ato 120 minutes of etpO'.ure to i)*0l7o neutral, reJ.

N, Nni'len.s; V, Vnrnolf NKS Structures stained by neutral red, X ca 4,000.
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in the living condition. The visibility of the

nucleus in living vegetative cells and zygotes

of S, carlshergensis enabled a study of the re-

action of the nucleus and the vacuole to neu-
tral red.

The crop from cultures containing cells with
visible nuclei^'^ were collected, washed, and
then suspended in a phosphate buffer of pH 7

for 15 min. They were then transferred to

0*01% solution of neutral red in distilled water
and examined at intervals to follow the pro-

gress of staining. Photograph 1 is that of a liv-

ing unstained cell showing the extra-vacuolar

position of the nucleus. The nuclear membrane
is clear and in this cell it has a crescent-shaped

thickening in one region. When suspended in

neutral red there is occasionally a non-specific

tinting of the nucleus as well as the cytoplasm

in ceils which appear to be senescent.

In those with unstained cytoplasm and
nuclei, granules coloured by neutral red appear

inside the vacuole (Photograph 2) and exhibit

brownian movement, 'fhey slowly increase in

size, get attached to the vacuolar periphery and

assume a semi-lunar shape (Photograph 3,

NRS). Often they may be seen migrating into the

cytoplasm. In later stages, the interior of the

vacuole appears uniformly stained, the colour

being deeper at the periphery of the vacuole

(Photograph 4). Attention is invited to the fact

that the accumulation of the dye at the peri-

phery is not uniform.

Photograph 5 is that of a living unstained

spore zygote. When the zygotes are suspended

in neutral red, the two vacuoles exhibit dif-

ferences in behaviour. In Photograph 6, one of

the vacuoles appears uniformly stained, while

the dye has collected at the periphery of the

other vacuole in an irregular fashion.

The appearance of grains and crescents in-

ride the vacuole (Photographs 2, 3, 4 and 6,

NRS) on staining with r^eutral red necessitate

their being considered as neo-formations, since

these structures have no existence in. the living

unstained yeast (Photographs 1 dhd 5). During

these changes in the vacuole, the nucleus ex-

hibits no visible alteration and neither could

any granules coloured by neutral red be seem

inside the nucleus. Mounting tlie cells in neu-

tral red, however, improves the contrast of the

nucleus in micrographs.

The reaction of living yeast cells to neutral

red reinforce the earlier work'^*® that the

vacuole and the nucleus are unrelated struc-

tures.

I am very grateful to Dr. M. K. Subramaniam
for his guidance and encouragement.

Cytogenetics Laboratory, T. R. Thyagarajan.

Dept, of Biochemistry,

Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore-3, November 11, 1957.

]. Thyagarajan, T. R, and Subramaniam, M. K.,

JVaiu/msT.t 1957,44, 08.

2 —•— ,
/^/oc. hid, Ai,ad. Sct.^ lO')?, 45 B, 187,

3. Koyan, S., Cnrr, Sct.^ 1950, 25, .397.

4. Guildermond, A., The Cytoplauu of the Plant Cell^

Chronii a Hotanica Cbj., Waltiiam, Mas.s , I94l,

5. Gateuby, J, B. a id GowJry, li. V.. l^jlles Lce^s

MtcrotutnfsC s Vadc Mecum^ J and A, Churchill,

I.ondon, 1929.

6. Guilliermond, A., The Yeasts^ Trans, F. W. Tan-
ner, John Wiley, New YorK, 1920

7. Subramaniam, M. K., /. Jnd, Inst, Sa’., 1952, 34,

II .

8. Royan, S., Proc, hid, Acad, Sci,^ 1956, 44 B, 47,

ROOT INDUCING SUBSTANCE IN
GROUNDNUT SEEDS

The oil of the groundnut seed has been shown
to possess growth-promoting (De Souza and
Sreenivasaya, 1942) and mutagenic (Swami-
naihan and Natarajan, 1956) properties. The
aqueous extract of seeds of a bunch variety of

groundnut (TMV. 2) has been noted to break
seed dormancy of spreading type of groundnut
(Bhavanishanker Rao, 1956). Besides all these

important properties another interesting obser-

vation is reported here.

Seeds of a spreading dormant variety

(TMV. 3) of groundnut were soaked in aqueous
extract prepared from, seeds of a bunch variety

(TMV. 2) and germinated in sand with a view

Fig. 1. Seedlings showing adventitious root forma-
tion.
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to study the effect of the aqueous extract on

breaking of dormancy. The seedlings that ger-

minated showed an interesting phenomenon of

adventitious root formation from the coty-

ledonary bases and stalks (Figs. 1 & 2). These
roots were di- or triarch in trans-section. It is

of interest to note that similar cases of root

development from cotyledonary bases and
(Stalks have been reported in seedlings of

Phaseolus vulgaris L. (Malabotti, 1946) and

Apricot (Bradley, 1957) due to treatments with

heteroauxin (C.^H^.Pj ^K.) and 2, 4, 5-T and

2, 4, 5-TP respectively.

FlO. 2. Cotyledons showing root development from

bases. (Cotyledons removed from the seedlings are shown

separately.)

Adventitious root forrrfation was noted only
in treatments where the seeds were soaked in

TMV. 2 groundnut seed extract and not in those

where the seeds were soaked in water. Hence
it is clear that the seed extract contains a
root-inducing substance which shows properties

like synthetic auxins.

The seeds of the bunch variety groundnut,

TMV. 2, are highly non-dormant ^^nd they ger-

minate in the field itself t.when rains are re-

ceived at the time of harvest. Of the various

varieties studied, only the bunch non-dormant
variety exhibited the property" of induc-

ing adventitious root formation and hence
its non-dormant nature may be due to

the possible presence of a root-inducing

substance in the seeds. Further studies

are in progress with other bunch varieties and
the results are being reported elsewhere.

The authors wish to record the help and
guidance given by Professor T. R. Narayanan,

Current
Science

Systematic Botanist and Plant Physiologist, in
preparing this note.

Oilseeds Section, S. S. Nagarajan.
Agricultural College and S. GopalakrishisTan,

Research Institute,

Jiuic 18, 1957.

1. Dt* Soii/.i, V. and Sreenivasava, M,, Sa\
1942, 11 , 4G2.

2. Mala])(>ta, A., Xatu)t\ 19-10, 158, 880.
3. Ijliavani-^hanker Kao ei al., 19.50, Proc, 6/// Scientific

IVothrs Conference, Coimbaton* (under print),
4. Swaminatiian, M. S. and Natarajm, A. T., Cnrr,

Sa,, 1950. 25, 382.
5. Bradley, M. V. and Crane, J. C.. Amcr. Jour, Hot.,

1957, 44, 104

BACTERIAL LEAF-SPOT OF
PENJJISETUM TYPHOIDES

During 1956-57, a Icaf-sput disease of Penm-
sctiim lyi)liotcJes Stapf. and Hubbard (The Pean
Millet, Bajrn or Cumbu) was widely prevalent
in the fields of tiie Agrtcultural Research Insti -

tute, Coimbalore. Tlic disease was found both
in the main and oir-.seai:on crops. Symptoms

appear as water-soaked spots on the uppei*
surface of the leaf, which turn reddish-brown
in 2-3 days. With age, the spots enlarge, be-
coming rectangular in shape, 2-5 mm. X 1-3 mm.
in size, bound by the vascular margin on the
sides, and chocolate-brown in colour. No halo
is found around the spots, but on maturity the
spot.s are found to be markedly depressed from
the surface of the leaf. Plants of all ages and
all the leaves in the plant are commonly affect-
ed, but no other parts of the plant except the
leaves seem to be infected. Transverse sections
of the leaves through the spots clearly indicated
the vascular nature of the disease, the causal
bacterium being confined mainly to the bundles.
The bacterium was readily isolated by the tis-

sue culture and the dilution plate methods.
There seems to be *10 previous record of any

bacterial disease on the host. One of the re-
lated species,^ P. p'urjrarcuin Schum, however,
has been reported to be, on artificial inocula-
tion, infected by Xanthomonas vasculorum
(Cobb) Dows., the causal organism of gumming
direase of sugarcane^ and Bacterium, alhiline,.ns
Ashby, the organism responsible for the leaf-
scald of sugarcane.-’ The bacterium isolated
from P. typhoides widely differs from the above
t'.vo spacies in its morphological and physio-
logical properties and in its pathogenicity and
is, therefore, proposed to bo assigned a new
name, Xanthomonas penniseti Sp. nov,
Xanthomonas penniseti Sp. nov., Sowmini

Letiers to the Editor
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Rajagopalan and Rangaswami : Short rods,

0-7-1-1 X single or sometimes in

chains of two or three, monotrichous with sin-

gle flagellum, aerobic, gram-negative, Ccipsu-

lated, non-spore-forming, and non-acid fast.

Forms yellowish brown colonies on nutrient

agar, the colonies arc circular, smooth and
shining, with entire margin. Growth in nitrate

broth dull-yellow with sedimentation in 2 days.

No soluble pigment produced in the liquid or

solid media. Gelatin liquefied in 2 weeks, starch

hydrolysed, quick growth in litmus milk, casein

hydrolysed, litmus not reduced, hydrogen sul

phidc not produced fi'om peptone, ammonia and

nitrite produced in 5 days, negative Indol and

positive M.K. and V.P. tests. Acid and gas pro-

duced from glucose, maltose, sucrose, arabinosc,

levulose, starch, galactose, mannitol and saiicin

and no growth in xylose.

Causes leaf-spot on Pennisetum ti/phoides

Schum, but on artificial inoculation failed to

infect P. fmrjmrcum, vulgare Pers.,

Sacchanim oiricinarnia L.. Setana italica

Beauv., Tritichuin vulrjnrc Vill,, Zca mags L ,

Oryza satiiw I.., Elcusivc coracava Gacrtn

,

Solamnn vicloncnniQ L., Datura metal L., and

Lycopersicon cscnUniium Mill.

C. K. SOWMTNI H.AJAr.OPAI.AN,

G. Uanoaswami.
Mycology and Plant Pathology

Section,

Agric. Res. Institute,

Lawley Road. Coimbatore,

October 15, 1957.

1. Orian, M. G., Ei’t'. As^nt. MauniC. 1042, 21, 285.

2. C. G., Commun, Jhtv. Su^ar Ex/>. St its.

Quecjislimd^ 1939
,
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THE COFFEE LEAF-MINER,
AGROMYZA {MELARAGROMYZA)
COFFEAE HERING (DIPTERA :

AGROMYZIDAE) ,

Of the leaf-miners of coffee, those be-

longing to the order Lepidoptera are known
to cause severe damage to coflee plants in

Brazil, Kenya, East Dutch Indiesf- and some
other countries. Among Diptera, Oschiis

coffece Kon., and Anthomyza coffece N. are re-

corded as njinor pests of coffee.h"^*^ ^The Agro-

myzid, Agromyza {Melanagromyza) coffece has

been reported to mine coflee leaves in Tan-
ganyika (Hering') and recently in Kenya (in

a private communication from the Director,

Commonwealth Institute of Entomology, Lon-
don). A brief account of this leaf-miner, which

is now reported here for the first time in India

on colfee, is given below.

The adult is a small black fly measuring
about 2 mm. in length with its body covered
with faint grey c.ust which produces a silky

gloss. Plead is slightly compressed antero-pos-

terioriy, with prominent and slightly reddish

eyes. The larva is cylindrical and pale yellow
in colour measuring nearly 2 mm. when fully

grown. It is highly specialised, the normal
mouth parts being replaced by the pharyngeal
skeleton serrated at the tip, well suited for

mining in the leaf. The pupa is dc^rk brown
measuring about 2 mm. in length.

The eggs are deposited below the upper epi-

dermis of tender and fresh coffee leaves, usually
one in eaeh leaf. The larva on hatching starts

mining in the mesophyl layer under the upper
epidermis. By feeding on the mesophyl they
progressively make irregular, sinuous mines,
shining in appearance (Plate I). Normally the

Plate i

larvae seem to feed for 7 or 8 days before pupa-
tion. Pupation takes place at the terminal end
of the gallery, within the hardened larval skin,

which forms a protective shroud. Adults emerge
in 11 to 13 iflays under favourable conditions
by breaking open the pupal chamber and the
epidermal layer of the leaf.

At the Coffee Research Station. Balehonnur,
this leaf-miner has been noticed to bo very
active during the months following the summer
showers reaching maximum incidence by June-
July. Thereafter, there appears to be a reces-

sion in the pest incidence as dry weathei? sets

in, the pest practically disappearing by Janu-
ary-February. The pest appeared in a severe
form in 1956 at the Research Station nursery

on young arabica coffee plants. Otherwise, it

is generally observcid as b minor pest attacking
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new flush on young and old plants. Attacked
leaves are distorted and sometimes present
wrinkled and fluted appearance.
Two Eulophid parasites, [Hymcnoptera]

(a) Closterocerus Sp., and (b) not determin-
ed, ‘have been observed to parasitise this leaf-

miner at the Station during the months of

March and April and again in September and
October. These parasites have been observed
during the same period, the former occurring

comparatively in larger numbers. Parasitiza-

tion seems to be fairly high (about 80%) dur-
ing the pre-monsoon period. It ^may be pos-
sible that these parasites have checked the
multiplication of the insect to a large extent.

My grateful thanks are due to the Director,

Commonwealth Institute of Entomology, Lon-
don, for taking the trouble in identifying the

insect and supplying the information on its

previous records. I am also indebted to the
Director and Entomologist, Coffee Research
Station, Balehonnur, for their keen interest and
guidance in the study.

Division of Entomology, C. K. Vasudevan.
Coffee Research Station,

Balehonnur, November 29, 1957.

1. Coste. Rm Zts CafeUrs Et Lcs Cafes Dans Le
MciuU, mC) 30.3-06.

2. Zirnm-rman, A.. 1928, 128-30.

3. Indian Museum A\des, 2 (G), 165.

4. Mor>tatt, K., /)ie Sr/iaditn}>e,und Krankheiten des

Koff ebaiim'^ in Odaftca^ Beiheft No. 2^ Zum
Pflanzer, 19J 2 29-30.

6, Henna, I'- R , Mclamgromyza coffea sp. n., a leaf-

miner ot the coffee plant Am. Mag. Nat.
London, 1940, 5 (11), 471-72.

EXPERIMENTAL INDUCTION OF
LEAF HETEROMORPHISM IN

SESAMUM INDICUM L.

Considerable degree of leaf heteromorphism is

known to occur in Sesamum indicum L. Sen
and Pain^ recorded that m normal plants of
varieties I.P. 7 and I.P. 29, the lower leaves
are ovate-lanceolate in shape while those in

the apical region are linear-lanceolate with a
large number of intermediate forms in bet-
ween.

While investigating the effects of reduced
carbohydrate supply, brought about by the re-
moval of cotyledonary leaves and of shoot
apices soon after germination, on the flowering
of T. 10, certain interesting changes in the out-
line of the lamina and its margin are record-
ed. In the former cast, the pair of leaves deve-

loped at the node just above the cotyledonary
one, instead of being of the normal ovate type
(Fig. 1), exhibit prominent concavities on both

Figs. 1-3

the sides which are nearer the apex than the
base (Fig. 2). Subsequent leaves borne by the
plant, however, do not show any abnormality.
Changes in the shape of leaves referred to
above cannot be induced by removing one of
the cotyledons only.

Lowest leaves on branches developed at the
axil of the cotyledons after decapitation are
oblong (Fig. 3). Subsequent ones, however,
gradually change to the normal type through a
number of intermediate forms. Margin in both
the new types of leaves are entire in contrast
to .serrate in the normal.
An uniformly similar response has been re-

corded in as many as 30 plants subjected to
the removal of cotyledonary leaves and 15 to
that of decapitation in the month of July 1957.
No change in the form of leaf in the follow-

ing plants could be brought about by subjecting
their seedlings (15-20 observations) to similar
treatments :

Phaseolus radiatus L.

Vigna catjung Endl.

Lens esculanta Moench.
Cicer arietinum Linn.

Lagenaria vulgaris ‘Ser.

Luffa cegyptiaca Mill.

Cucumis^ sativus L.

Cucumis melo L. var. Momordica.
Ricinus communis L.

Brassica campestris L. and
Linum usitatissimum Linn.

Further studies are in progress.

Dept, of Botany, S. C. Chakravarti.

Govt. Hamidia College, B. K. Arora.

Bhbpal, November 29, 1957.

1. Sen, N. K. ani Pain. S. K., Proc. Nat. Inst. Sci..
India, 19l8, 14, 407.

'
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Quantum Chemistry—An Introduction.* By
Waller Kuzinann. (Academxc Press, Inc.,

New York), 1U57. Pp. xii -i- 744. Price

$ 12 .00 .

The topics dealt with in this book are of

interest to the physicist and chemist alike.

Several books on qucinlum chemistry have
appeared in recent years of wJiich the best

known perhaps is that by Pyring, Waiter and
Kimball, but even this can be expected to

appeal only to the theoretical chemist with a

strong rnalhematicai bias in view ol its terse

style. Hie volume under review in which ‘The

necessary maihematics is presented in a more
extended and more undcrAundabie form” will

prove to be useiul to a wider circle of chemists

interested m understanding the important con-

cepts that quantum mechanics has nicroduccd

into chemistry.

In the voiurninous text of over seven hundred
pages, the author has tried to carry out the

ambitious plan of not merely expounding the

application of quantum mechanics to molecular

systems and the solid state, but also to pro-

vide the student with the necessary backgroun(i

of mathematics and the principles of quantum
mechanics alongside with its applications in

atomic pliysics. The author supplies the mathe-
matical tools necessary to understand the sub-

sequent chapters in Part 1, wliile in Parts il

and III, the principles of quantum mechanics

and their appdeation to atomic problems arc

aevelcped. The contents of these two parts arc

the same as that to be found in the innumer-

able text-books available at present on quan-

tum mechanics. Chapter 5, dealing with the

principles of quantum mechanics reads more
like a summary than an exposition of the sub-

ject, and it is doubtful whether the beginner,

for whom the book is intended for, will be able

to grasp the subject with this sk^chy presen-

tation without obscurity clouding his ideas. But,

in a book of this sort wherein the author aims

at covering a wide range of topics, such a con-

densation of some part or other becomes in-

evitable.

Part IV deals with the chemical binding of

atoms into iholecules which is a problem of

fundamental importance to the physical che-

mist. Chapter 11 contains a sketch of the

Heitler-Londcn theory for the hydrogen mole-

cule, the concept of hybridisation advanced by

Pauling to explain the tetra-valency of carbon

and the molecular orbital treatment of the ben-
zene molecule. The author begins the next
chapter with the famous quotation of Dirac,
viz., “The underlying physical laws necessary
lor the mathematical theory of a large part of
physics and the whole of chemistry are thus
known” which is pleasing to every physicist,
but he retorts soon with the challenge that the
claim here is made “m principle” and not “in
fact '. Indeed, the application of wave mecha-
nics to complex molecules is beset with insur-
mountable mathematical difficulties and the
author rightly points out the necessity for re-
nouncing even at the outset the attempts to
obtain precise solutions of the Schroedinger
equation. He emphasises the fact that ingenuous
chemical ideas can lead one to wave functions
closer to the correct one. The chapter contains
an interesting account of nuclear quadrupole
moments in which it is shown how data on the
nuclear quadrupole coupling constant enable
cne to obtain estimates of the charge distri-

bution of the molecules and consequently get
a clue regarding the nature of the electronic
wave functions.

Part V, which is the last of the book, deals
with systems in non-stationary states, i.e., time-
dependent processes. The topics dealt with in
this part are very wide indeed, and to mention
a few, include Lorentz’s theory of electrons, the
scattering of light by gases, liquids and solids,

the diffraction of X-rays by crystals and the
derivation of the Bragg Law, refraction of
light, optical rotatory power and the colour of
substances. In each case the author has tried
to bring out the essential physical principles
that he seeks to explain.
The printing and get-up of the book are of

a high order. The book can warmly be recom^
mended to all ^students of physics and chemis-
try interested in the^ application of quantum
mechanics to atomic and molecular systems.

K. S. V.
•

Solvents. Seventh Edition. By Thomas H. Dur-
rails. (Chapman & Hall), 1957. Pp. 244.
Price 30 sh.

A solvent may be defined as a liquid sub-
stance capable of bringing a solid to a ftuid
state. This definition, although defective and
inadequate, expresses the general idea under-
lying the use of solvents. In industrial chemi-
cal processes solvents play a very vital role
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and these are almost wholly organic compounds
having a wide range of physical properties and
specificity of solvent power.
Though the use of solvents is by no means

restricted to any single particular group of

compounds, they have been closely interwoven
with the development of plastics and with the

addition of newer and newer kinds of plastics,

a long list of them have been brought to use.

Anyone dealing with solvents should be
thoroughly acquainted with their characteris-

tics and it is with this object in view, the

book under review has been written.

The first part deals with some important pro-

perties of solvents and these appear under

eight small chapters bearing the titles (1) Solv-

ent action, (11) Solvent power, (111) Plasticis-

ing solvents, (IV) Solvent balance, (V) Vis-

cosity, (Vi) Vapour pressure, (VII) Inflam-

mability, and (VIII) Toxicity. In Part Two of

the book, no less than 200 compounds are dealt

with under nine chapters. The compounds are

classified under : (I) Hydrocarbons and sundry

solvents, Nitro paraflins, (II) Alcohols and
their ethers, (III) Ketones, (IV) Esters,

(V) Glycols and their ethers, (VI) Cyclo-

hexane derivatives. (VII) Chloro compounds,

(VIII) Furanes, and (IX) Plasticising solv-

ents. Under each compound its characteris-

tics, specificity of solvent action toxicity, their

uses and in many cases their method of pre-

paration are given. Two appendices appearing

at the end give the commercial names and prob-

able composition, and a solubility table respec-

tively. Many of the solvents listed in the book
are employed in physical, chemical and medi-

cal laboratories for various purposes and a

knowledge of their characteristics is therefore

very desirable, especially their toxic proper-

ties, the harmful effects of which are under-

estimated and even overlooked. It is unneces-

sary to stress the usefulness of the book as its

popularity is reflected in the number of edi-

tions that have appeared so far, since its first

appearance in 1930 ; the present one being

seventh revised edition. This monograph in

applied chemistry is in the opinion of the re-

viewer a very useful reference book which

ought to find a place in the shelves of chemists

and even physicists,

A Second Course of Electricity. By A, E. E.

lyicKenzie. (Cambridge University Press),

1956. Pp. viii -f 357. Price 18 sK net.

The appearance of the reprinted edition of

this well-known text-book shows that the book

is meeting a genuine need among students of

electricity.

r Current

L Science

As the author has stated in the preface, the

traditional treatment is adopted. The funda-
mentals are presented in a clear and elegant

manner. The first three chapters deal with
electrostatics. The next three chapters are de-

voted to the study of magnetism and electro-

magnetism. Most of the remaining chapters

treat conventional topics in current electricity.

The title of the book should not be taken
literally. The book contains two valuable chap-

ters on modern physics. In the chapter on

atomic physics, a large amount of useful infor-

mation is given about radioactivity, the subject

being brought up-to-date by the inclusion of

some details connected with atomic fission. The
chapter on electromagnetic waves gives some
interesting facts which include a remarkably
lucid account of radar and its applications.

The e.G.S. system of units is used but a
reference is made to the advantages of the

M.K.S. system. Though this system was offi-

cially accepted in X935 by the International

Electrotechnical Commission, physicists have
not taken kindly to the alteration.

Attention has been drawn to the view (which

follows from some assumptions in the M.K.S.

system) that B and H in magnetic materials

are physically identical. This, no doubt, sim-
plifies dimensions and eliminates (and simi-

larly in electrostatics) from many formulae.

There is also the other suggestion that should

be taken as 4 tt x 10 " followed by some authors

like Harnwell. It is however doubtful whether
these treatments will be suitable for the level

for which the book is intended.

The book contains a large number of worked
examples. At the end of most of the chapters,

a collection of useful problems is given, these

having been selected with great care and pro-

perly graded. The diagrams are neat, clear and
efiCective.

The format and binding greatly add to the

attractiveness of the* book. The volume is re-

commended as an excellent text-book for the

B.Sc. standard. S. R. R.

Vitamin A. By Thomas Moore. (Elsevier Pub-
lishing Company, London W 8), 1957. Pp.

XX -f 645. Price 76 sh.

This book written by one who has been en-

gaged in research on vitamin A and other

aspects of nutrition for the past 30 years is

the most comprehensive and compact source of

information on vitamin A yet available. Though
the vitamin proved to be a challenge to the

organic chemist for more than a decade and a

half, the conquest was over by 1947. Large
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quantities of the synthetic vitamin are produced

nowadays at competitive prices and the vitamin

has now lost its thrill and excitement for the

chemical investigator. But the interest in the

vitamin on account of its biological properties

continues. Thousands of papers have already

been published on this topic but the tempo of

research continues unabated, and not all work-
ers are conversant with all the work. We find

compiled in this book all the information avail-

able on vitamin A, its provitamins, particularly

carotene, its derivatives and congeners. The
lields covered include spectroscopy, chemistry,

physiology, biochemistry, endocrinology, patho-

logy, nutrition, medicine and animal husbandry.

The book is divided into eight parts, each part

dealing with one particular aspect of the vita-

min, such as chemistry, pathology, etc., and

there are a total of 39 chapters. At the end of

most of the chapters there is a summary which

is usually in the form of running matter but

occasionally in the form of tabular statement.

Each chapter has its own bibliography given at

its end. The final chapter entitled, “Assessment

of our present knowledge of vitamin A’’ serves

to remind us of the track still to be traversed

on the biological side. Our knowledge of the

biochemistry of the vitamin A is adequate only

with regard to the very small amount of it pre-

sent in the retina of the eye. This constitutes

only about 0*1% of the total amount of the

vitamin present in the human body and we have

no idea yet of the biochemistry of the remain-

ing 99-9%. Again, though it has been known
for nearly 30 years that the animal system is

capable of converting carotene into the vita-

min, there is still no unanimity of opinion as

to the mechanism of the change. These two

examples are sufficient to show how difficult

biochemical investigations can prove.

The book is written in an easy style. It has

an Appendix containing much useful informa-

tion and a comprehensive author index and

subject index. The printing and get-up conform

to the high standard which the .Elsevier Pub-
lishing Company have established for them-

selves.

The only criticism which the reviewer can

make is that the matter designated “Demon-
stration of the method by which the systematic

name of vitamin A was derived” occupying the

whole of page 99 is too elementary ^nd out of

tune with the general standard of the rest of

the book. *

The book will be an indispensable companion
to all research workers in the field of vitamin A,

and, besides, will be a valuable work of refer-

ence in all institutions offering courses in nutri-

tion, dietetics, physiology, biochemistry, medi-
cine and animal husbandry.

S. R.

Methods of Enzymology, Vol. III. Editors

:

S. P. Colwick and N. O. Kaplan. (Academic
Press, Inc.) Pp. xxiv + 1054. Price $26.

This volume, the third in the series, has main-
tained the same high standards for which its

two predecessors were commended by the pi’o-

sent reviewer. This treatise is devojed to the

synthesis, isofation, qualitative detection, quan-
titative determination and properties of the

numerous substrates and coenzymes correspond-
ing to the enzyme systems described in the

previous volumes. The book is divided into

seven sections dealing with carbohydrates, lipids

and steroids, citric acid cycle compounds, pro-
teins and their derivatives, nucleic acids and
their derivatives, coenzymes and related phos-
phate compounds, in all comprising of nearly
150 articles all of which arc thorough and ex-
haustive in details. The articles under each
section range from general procedures of iso-

lation, etc., to highly specialised and recently

developed techniques of preparation and assay
of substrates. The last section on the deter-
mination of inorganic compounds should prove
a useful addition. Even a cursory glance at the
table of contents indicates the successful appli-

cation of chromatographic procedures, column
as well as paper for the isolation and assay of a
wide array of metabolites. Some of the recently
discovered metabolites such as carbamylphos-
phate and the various nucleoside di- and tri-

phosphates involved in nucleic acid synthesis
have promptly lined up with their eld-
ers in the volume. The treatment given
to the specialised topics is both selec-
tive and comprehensive. The editors and the
advisory board have indeed done a magnificent
job in not only enlisting well over a 150 con-
tributors witlf varied and specialised interests

but also in giving {his volume the smart and
flawless form it has. The book is complete with
two indices .and an index to abbreviations of

metabolites is a praiseworthy feature, since the
modern biochemical terminology looks almost
a jigsaw puzzle of all conceivable abbrevia-
tions. This volume will be of immense help on
the bench to all biochemists, students and ad-
vanced workers alike, and the fourth volume in

this major compendium will be eagerly await-
ed, In short, like its predecessors, Volume 111

is a must in any biochemical laboratory. It
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should be added that it has all the accomplish-

ments of an Academic Press volume, nice print-

ing and get-up, absence of misprints, etc., and
its high price is no exception to tradition.

K. V. Giri.

The Effects of the Sulfonyl Ureas and Related
Compounds in Experimental and Clinical

Diabetes* Edited by R. Leyine. (Anna's of

the NX.A. Sciences, Vol. 71, Art. 1, 2 East

63rd Street, New york-21), 1957. Pp. 1-292.

Price $4.00.

In the tiistory of science it is not uncommon
to find that fortuitous observations in a field

have paved the way for outstanding discover-

ies in another field far removed from the ori-

ginal one. The discovery of sulfonylureas as

anti-diabetic agents is a glaring instance of

such chance observation and shows that the

medical scientist of today has to be constantly

alert about happenings in fields apparently un-
related to his own. The breath-taking pace at

which medical science is progressing makes it

a formidable task indeed, for the medical scien-

tist to keep up such attitude of alertness.

Nevertheless, the lesson of sulfonylureas shows

that if maintained with assiduity such alertness

could bring rich returns.

The sulfonylureas were originally brought to

use as more soluble sulfa drugs with prolonged

action but their effects in diabetes ware con-

sequences of Janbon’s unexpected finding that

one of them produced a disorder very similar

to hypoglyca?mia, Loubaticres immediately re-

cognised their potentiality as anti-diabetic

agents and his researches evoked considerable

interest among workers in diabetes. As a re-

sult, considerable amount of information on

these compounds accumulated within a rela-

tively brief span of time.

Diabetes as a worldwide problem hardly

needs any introduction. It is therefore in the

fitness of things that the N.Y, Academy of

Sciences convened the present Conference on

Sulfonylureas. The number of the Annals con-

taining the papers lists altogether 33 titles

covering virtually every aspect of the action of

these compounds. The list fittingly opens with a

paper by Loubatieres which chronicles the

history and development of research on sul-

fonylureas in relation to diabetes from 1942

to lg55. This is followed by papers describing

the influence of endocrines on the action of

these compounds ; their metabolic effects on
glucose, pyruvic acid, lactic acid and insulin;

the role of insulinase in hypoglycaemic response

induced by them ; and their mechanism and

site of action in experimental animals and man.
Last but not the least are the papers of a pure
clinical nature, and those embodying obser-

vations on side effects and toxicities. The
coverage of problems has been wide and all-

embracing, but the reviewer feels that a group-
ing of the material under broad heads like

metabolic, biological and clinical studies would
have been more convenient for ready refer-

ence.

The major impressions gained after a per-

usal of the papers are that some of the sul-

fonylureas can and do control glycosauria and
hypcrglycsemia in the adult onset diabetic with
a frequency of success varying from 60 to 80%.
Unfortunately, the treated patient has to be s’ ob-

ject to the same dietary control as is employed
for insulin therapy. It has also been shown
that any complication, such as an infection, may
require the temporary use of insulin, and as

such instruction in the administration of this

hormone must never ^^be neglected. It would,

therefore, appear that to the practising physi-

cian and the patient, the sulfonylureas have

no advantage over insulin. Nevertheless, these

compounds have served the most important pur-

pose of giving a fillip to research on many un-

solved aspects of the diabetes problem. Indeed,

their discovery might prove to be a landmark
in diabetic research.

The N.Y. Academy of Sciences is to be con-

gratulated for publishing this excellent number
of the Annals on sulfonylureas.

N. N. De.

The Storage of Seeds for Maintenance of

Viability. By E. Biasutti Owen. (Common-
wealth Agricultural Bureaux, Farnham
Royal, England), 1956. Pp. v -f 81. Price not

given.

Genetic stocks, consisting of seeds of crop

varieties and of related wild species and genera,

are being built up at the agricultural experi-

ment stations in India and abroad. There is,

therefore, an urgent need of keeping these

stocks of valuable seeds in a viable condition

for a number of years. It is very encouraging

to learn that this publication for the first time

brings together in a systematic manner the

relevant literature dealing with the storage of

small quantities of seeds against loss of viabi-

lity. Pertinent literature has also been com-

piled relating to the storage of large bulks of

seeds.

Information is given on the longevity of

seeds of field-, pasture- and horticultural-crops,

and some wild plants, and the factors affecting
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their viability. Certain subjects which have a

bearing on seed storage have also been exam-
ined, such as : changes in respiration and
chemical composition of seeds

; conditions in-

ciucing growth of fungi
;
dormancy ; hand-seed-

edness ; seed treatment and genetical factors.

The chapter on genetical aspects of seed stor-

age has been contributed by T. Ashton. The
publication contains a useful appendix sum-
marising information on viability of seeds after

storage for different periods, under different

conditions and gives the relevant reference.

N. L. Dhawan.

‘Venoms’. Edited by Elenor E. Buckley and

Nandor Forges. (American Association for

the Advancement of Science, Washington,

D.C.), 1956. Pp. xii + 467. Price $9.50.

This book is a collection of papers presented

at the First International Conference on Venoms
held at the Annual Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science,

from December 27 to* 30, 1954, at Berkeley,

California. The book has 61 papers, contains 113

illustrations and has a good index. Workers

from all countries except the Communist coun-

tries excluding Yugoslavia have contributed

papers. There are six papers from workers in

India. The papers cover a wide rahge of sub-

jects including pharmacology, biochemistry, use

of venoms as a source of specific enzymes, pro-

duction and standardization of antivenenes,

treatment of bites of poisonous animals, etc.

This is not surprising since an article by C. B.

Pollard has for its title : “Venom Research : A
Challenge to the Various Sciences”. Altar

Meister of the National Cancer Institute,

Bethesda, has reported some very interesting

work on the use of snake venom L-amino acid

oxidase in the preparation in high yields of

-keto-acids from the appropriate L or DL-

amino acids, and also in the preparation of

D-amino acid in high purity from a recemic

mixture. Venoms are a rich source of many

enzymes and it is possible thaf further work

might reveal more uses of these enzymes as

biochemical agents. There is also the possibi-

lity of their application in medical therapy.

In a paper by Swaroop and Grab, the annual

mortality due to snake bites in the whole world

excluding USSR, Central Europe and China, ii^

estimated as 80 to 40 thousand. Fpr India the

annual death rate estimated from recorded

snake bites is 5-4 per 100,000 population, which

wprks out to about 20,000 per year. This high

'’fieath rate should induce more workers in India

to work on snakes, venoms and on protection

against bites of venomous snakes.

The book covers a great deal of information

which would otherwise require very laborious

search in the literature of the different sciences.

The book will be read with great interest by

scientists in all fields and it is sure to stimu-

late in them further interest in this fascinat-

ing subject of poisonous animals and their

poisons.

Pharmacognosy of Ayurvedic (Kerala) Drugs.

Series 1, No. 3. (Published by the Central

Research Institute, University of Travancore,

Trivandrum), 1957. Pp. ii -f' 199. Price not

given. *

The previous number was reviewed by the

undersigned in Vol. 23, No. 3 (March 1954) of

this Journal. The present number deals with

20 medicinal plants from which 11 drugs are

obtained. Desmodium pulchellum is given as

one of the source plants for Lodhra. In most

parts of the country species of Symplocos only

(which are also given as source plants of

Lodhra) are taken as the source of Lodhra.

Probably in Kerala even Desmodium pulchellum

Bcnth. is a source plant of Lodhra.

It is interesting to note that in the coastal

Andhra Districts, the source plant of Laksmana

is a species of Solanum, while in Kerala it is

got from Ipomcea sepiaria, Konig and Ipomcea

obscura Ker-gaul. It is said that “all authors

arc unanimous that Laksmana cures sterility

in women. This claim is supported by the ex-

perience of many physicians though controlled

clinical statistics are not available”.

A more careful proof-reading would have

avoided a printer’s error like Meria for Melia

in the contents.

The book is well got-up. The description and

figures are well done. The chemical notes,

promised in an earlier volume, are eagerly

awaited.

The University of Travancore is to be con-

gratulated on this pioneering venture, which

will make Ayurveda better understood by the

modern men* of science.
* K. S. Ranganatham.

Books Received

Elementary Organic Chemistry. By A. Saras-

wati. (S. Viswanathan, Acton Lodge, 11, Mc-
Nichol Road, Madras-31.) Pp. ii + 336. Price

Rs. 3.

Cosmetics Science and Technology. Edited by

H. D. Goulden, Emil G. Klarmann, Donald H.

Powers and Edward Sagarin. (Interscience

Pub., New York.) Pp. xix -f 1433. Price

$ 25.00.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

Temperature of 5 Million Deg.

Experiments at Harwell are widely believed

to have provided the first evidence of the

bringing about of fusion I'caction under condi-

tions of high temperature in a laboratory.

Although this is no more than a first step to-

wards the much more difficult achievement of

bringing about the release of energy in this

way on a useful scale, it is an important re-

sult scientifically. In the Harwell experiments

the same reaction would have been brought

about by pulsed heavy current electrical dis-

charges, in a ring-shaped gas discharge tube

filled with a mixture of heavy hydrogen and

tritium at low pressure.

The temperature reached was believed to

have been of the order of five million degrees

Centigrade, In the conditions of the experi-

ment, this should have been enough to bring

about the fusion reaction on a sufficient scale

to be detectable. The most sensitive means of

detection is through the emission of neutrons

as a product of the reaction.

During the passage of heavy current through

the gas the discharge column is constricted into

a narrow pencil which is unstable laterally.

In order that high temperatures should be pro-

duced and contained, it is essential that the

pencil, which contains the region of high tem-

perature, should be prevented from contact

with the tube walls.

This means that instability of the gas column

must be controlled, it has been shown at Har-

well that effective control can be secured—at

least under moderate conditions of discharge

—

by an arrangement of magnets outside the tube.

This was an important advance, but it is re-

cognised that the problem will in all prob-

ability become much more sevex^ as the cur-

rents used are made bigg/er.

South Pole Snow Pit

The International Geophysical Year Commit-

tee of the National Academy of Sciences has

announced that a snow pit dug at the Amund-
sen-Scott IGY South Pole Station had reached

a dej>th of 50 ft. on October 1. The pit, which

has been dug by hand during the Antarctic

winter, serves a dual purpose : the successive

levels of snow laid bare provide an unspoiled

record of climatic apd other history, and the

snow itself is melted for the station’s water-
supply.

The temperature in the pit is nearly con-
stant at — 60*’ F., while at the surface a record
temperature reading of — 102-1® F. was re-

corded on September 17. During the period

May 11 to September 17, South Pole tempera-
tures were lower than — 95® F. 17 times.

A study of snow stratification, combined with
examination of snow crystals and density, yields

a history of the Antarctic. For example, traces

of ash may indicate that a volcanic eruption
took place hundreds of years ago, and pollen

deposits provide a clue to past wind systems.

Paul Siple is scientific leader at the Pole sta-

tion, where there are eight other scientists and
a similar number of Naval personnel.

Cold Vaccine

On September 19, 1957, Winston H. Price,

Associate Professor of Epidemiology and Bio-

chemistry, and Director of the Division of Eco-
logy at the Hopkins School of Hygiene and
Public Health, announced the development of

a vaccine for one strain of the common cold.

The virus is the JH virus (for Johns Hopkins),

which Price isolated 4 years ago and which,

in a 2-year study, was found to cause 30% of

the cold cases examined. The vaccine proved
to be 80% effective in treating the JH virus,

and the work has been confirmed by three

other laboratories.

“The JH virus was found in association with

an upper respiratory outbreak in children.

“Children given a vaccine prepared from in-

active JH virus showed an attack rale about
8 times lower than that of the children receiv-

ing the placebo injections.

“No untoward reactions were observed in 401

individuals receiving the vaccine, which was
prepared from inactivated JH virus grown in

monkey kidney epithelial tissue.

“It is concluded that the JH virus is the

cause of the cold-like illness in humans and
that an inactivated vaccine can be prepared

from the virus which protects against the overt

illness due, to the JH virus.”
,

Ca^rdiac Studies

A radioisotope technique for the determina-

tion of cardiac output which is said to offer

“virtually unlimited potential” in the diagno-
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sis and control of heart disease is described in

a report of United States’ Air Force Aero-
medical Research. The non-traumatic method
uses injection doses of radio-ionated human
serum albumin. The technique is simple and
highly accurate and can be used to demon-
strate precisely the variations of certain car-

diac output under stress and re.sponse to

medications.

Soil Moisture Content

The development of a neutron meter by
scientists of the Western Province Fruit Re-
search Station lias made it possible to deter-

mine the moisture content of soil iti, literally,

a minute. The standard oven-drying method
takes 16 hours and, moreover, requires the

transportation of the soil sample to a labora-

tory. The new instrument can be operated
easily in the field by one person, and so many
measurements can be m^de that errors due to

the use of samples are reduced.

The radioactive source consists of 10 milli-

grams of radium mixed with beryllium powder.

Electrodeposition and Metal Finishing

The India Section of the Electrochemical

Society held a Symposium on ‘Electrodeposition

and Metal Finishing’ at the Central Electro-

chemical Research Institute, Karaikudi, on
December 27 and 28, 1957. There were 35

papers covering the theoretical and industrial

aspects of electroplating, eleclrorefining, elec-

trowinning, metal powders, anode phenomena,
electropolishing, anodizing and protective coat-

ings. The Section proposes to publish a Special

Number covering the Proceedings of the Sym-
posium.

Zoological Nomenclature

The International Trust for Zoological

Nomenclature has announced that, arrange-
ments have been made for the irflmediatc pub-
lication in book form of the first instalment of

each of the Official Lists of valid zoological

names and of the corresponding Official Indexes
of rejected and invalid names, together with

the first instalments of the Official Lists of

works approved as available for Zoological

Nomenclature and of the Official Indexes of re-

jected and invalid works. The categories of

names covered by these Lists and Indexes range
from specific to ordinal names. The total num-
ber of entries contained in these instalment.^

now to be published amounts to be about 5,000.

These Lists and Indexes have been prepared
as a result of the decisions taken by the vari-

ous International Congresses of Zoology held

from time to time, starting from the Ninth
Congress (Monaco, 1930) to the Fourteenth
Congress (Copenhagen, 1953).

These Official Lists and Official Indexes con-
stitute an important instrument devised to

promote stability in Zoological Nomenclature
and will thus be indispensable to all special-

ists engaged in taxonomic work in zoology and
palaeontology.

Enquiries in regard to above publications
should be addressed to the International Trust
for Zoological Nomenclature at its Publication
Office at 41, Queen’s Gate, London, S.W. 7

(England)

.

Lady Tata Scientific Research Scholarships,
1958-59

The Trustees of the Lady Tata Memorial
Trust are offering six scholarships of Rs. 250
each per month for the year 1958-59 commenc-
ing from 1st July 1958. Applicants must be of
Indian nationality and Graduates in Medicine
or Sciet.ee of a recognised University. The
scholarships are tenable in India only and the
holders must undertake to work whole-time
under the direction of a scientist of standing
in a recognised research institute or laboratory
on a subject of scientific investigation that must
have a bearing either directly or indirectly on
the alleviation of human suffering from dis-

ease. Applications must conform to the instruc-

tions drawn up by the Trust and should reach
by March 15. 1958. Candidates can obtain these
instructions and other information they desire
from the Secretary, the Lady Tata Memorial
Trust, Bombay House, Bruce Street, Fort, Bom-
bay- 1.
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MICROWAVE ABSORPTION IN SOLIDS

Ili^TRODUCTlON

F ollowing phenomenal development
in the field of microwave techniques ’dur-

ing the war, several new avenues of investi-

gation sprung forth utilising these techniques.

The branch of knowledge under the title, Spec-
troscopy at Microwave P'requencies, which
employs electromagnetic radiations of wave-
length lying in the region of 30 cm. down to a

fraction of a millimetre, is today a highly deve-
loped tool, and has led to a deeper understand-
ing of certain physical properties of matter.

This includes absorption spectroscopy, the

absorptions arising as the result of quantised

rotational and other transitions of molecules in

the gaseous state, as also the absorption of

microwaves by solid state compounds, caused by
the presence of unpaired electrons, under suU-
able conditions. The transition energies in-

volved in these are of a ten-thousandth of an

electron volt, and are produced as a result of

weaker forces of a molecular or solid state

character, which bind the different atoms to-

gether to form molecules or a crystalline lat-

tice. In this article the use of centimetre waves
for the investigation of the solid state will be

set forth.

A considerable amount of research has been
carried out on microwave absorption in solid

state compounds, in recent years. The appli-

cation of this technique is rapidly expanding
and covers electron magnetic resonance, cyclo-

tron resonance and a number of non-resonant

phenomena. The electron magnetic resonance

techniques have been applied to defect solid

state including impurity sites in solids, conduc-

tion electrons in metals, ferromagnetic, ferri-

magnetic and antiferromagnetic materials.

Cyclotron resonance has been studied in con-

nection with semiconductor materials, while

the non-resonant absorption* of microwaves has

been observed in conductors at low tempera-

tures and in ferrites. ^

Electron Magnetic Resonance

The energy levels of a system possessing a

resultant spin angular momentum can be split

by the application of a magnetic field H. The
distribution of such a system among the possi-

ble energy states will be in accordance with

the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law. The
separation of the energy states is often a linear

function of H for the magnetic fields used ii?

microwave spectroscopy, and transitions may be

induced between them by a quantum of radia-

tion (h*') where h*' = In this relation g

is a numerical parameter called the spectro-

scopic splitting factor, /f is the Bohr Magne-
ton. It is usually necessary for the radiation

employed, to have a component of high fre-

quency magnetic field, perpendicular to the

applied field H. When the assembly is in ther-

mal equilibrium the induced transitions give

rise to a net power absorption and in many
cases this occurs at a field and frequency re-

lated by 0^2. In the case of ideally free

electron spin, the value for r= 2*0023.

Elements of \he transition and rare earth

groups are paramagnetic by virtue of the pre-

sence of unpaired electron in their shell struc-

ture, possessing thereby an angular momentum
w^hich gives rise to permanent magnetic moment
associated with these. Compounds containing

these ions can therefoj*e under suitable condi-

tions exhibit paramagnetic resonance. Besides

these compounds, any imperfection in a crystal

which has one or more unpaired electrons asso-

ciated with it can in principle give rise to

paramagnetic resonance absorptions. Types of

defects which have been investigated by the

resonance technique include, (3) donors and
acceptors in semiconductors, (2) colour centres

in alkali halides, (3) defects produced by irra-

diation, (4) transition group ion impurities,

and (5) free radicals.

For studying paramagnetic resonance, a

small crystal (of about 1 to 2 mm. in size) is

placed at the end of a cavity resonator tuned
to the appropriate wavelength which is usually

about lV4 cm. or 3 cm. In this position the

crystal is in the greatest oscillatory magnetic
field, a condition necessary for the magnetic
dipolar transition to be observed. The resona-
tor is placed in the field of an electromagnet,

and the polarisation of the R.F. magnetic field

is so arranged that the two magnetic fields are

at right angles to each other. Conventional
methods are used to feed the microwave power
from the reflex klystroji into the resonator and
from the resonator to the detector, ordinarily

a silicon-tungsten crystal rectifier. To detect

resonance, the* frequency of the oscillator is

kept constant and fhe magnetic field is varied.

When absorption occurs the detector output

decreases. This can be observed either with

a sensitive galvanometer or by modulating the

static magnetic field with a small fluctuating

magnetic field and measuring the A.C. output

from the crystal, after suitable amplification.

It is usual to cool the crystal under investi-

gation to temperatures of Ijquid air, hydrogen.
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or even helium in order to reduce the lattice

vibrations which are sometimes so large that
they cause line broadening. Further, since the

absorption intensity is inversely proportional

to the temperature, cooling helps in intensify-

ing the absorption lines.

The paramagnetic ions, or the above-men-
tioned defects present in a crystal are greatly

influenced by their environment. The energy
levels undergo Stark splitting due to the pre-
sence of internal crystalline fields. The shift

of the spectroscopic splitting factor from the

free spin value, usually indicates the strength

of the spin orbit interaction effects of the un-
paired electron. The symmetry of this field

quite often departs from isotropy and the im-
mediate consequence of this is, that the g-value

depends on the direction in the crystal to which
the lines of force of the static magnetic field

is parallel. A study of this therefore provides

information regarding the symmetry of the

surrounding ion, and about the nature of the

binding between the ion and its immediate
diamagnetic neighbours. The width of the

absorption lines in a resolved spectrum depends
on factors, (a) the rate at which the micro-

wave energy absorbed by the electron spins is

transferred into thermal (lattice vibration)

energy, i.e,, on the spin-lattice relaxation time,

(b) the magnetic dipole interaction between
neighbouring paramagnetic systems, (c) the

exchange interaction between neighbours. A
study of the line width may give information

about these factors.

Although the resonance spectrum arises from
electronic transitions, any nucleus of spin I

associated with the defect is labelled by
(2I-j'l) fold hyperfme splittings in the spec-

trum ; the magnitude of the splitting indicates

the time spent by the unpaired electron near

this nucleus. This is a most useful aspect, and
recently it has been shown that the resolving

power for hyperfine structure can be enor-

mously increased by the application of double

resonance techniques. In this‘'method by using

sufficient microwave pcJwer, the electron mag-
netic resonance line of a material with a fairly

long relaxation time is saturated, so that its

intensity is practically reduced to zero. If now,

a nuclear resonance frequency which corres-

ponds to the hyperfine splitting of the energy

levels is supplied, the upper level is depopu-
lated by the stimulated emission of this fre-

quency, which results in restoring the electron

magnetic resonance line. This double resonance

method has a wide application which can be

used for measuring nuclear magnetic moments,

or for accurate measurement of the spacing of

rCurrent
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the energy levels, or in some cases for resolv-

ing hyperfine structure.

Some Experimental Results

. Semiconductors

Electron spin resonance has been ob-
served for the interstitial donors Li in

Si and for substitutional group V donors P, As
and Sb in Si. The experiments have been made
at low temperature (4'’ K) where the semicon-
ductor is effectively an insulator. These im-
purities have one extra loosely-bound unpaired
electron compared with the atoms of the host

material and this electron is responsible for the

resonance spectrum. The experimental spin

resonance results give direct evidence for elec-

trons moving in large s-like orbits and include
the following features

: (i) The spin-orbit inter-

action effects are small
;

the g-shifts are small

and, as expected, negative for donors, and the

spin lattice relaxation time being very long

;

(ii) There is appreciable overlap, and there-

fore there is an ex!change interaction between
electrons belonging to donors separated by
many lattice spaces; (Hi) In isolated donors, the

hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron

with the nucleus is of the order of 1/100 or

less of the free atom value, corresponding

roughly to the electron being spread over a

hundred or more atoms, and (iv) in dilute sam-
ples, a limit to the line width is set by the

small unresolved hyperfine structure.

Defect Solids

Bombardment of crystals with high

energy radiations like X-rays, 7-ray 3,

neutrons and other accelerated particles result

in imperfections and dislocations, and this is

known as radiation damage. The technique of

paramagnetic resonance is immensely helpful

in this field, as most forms of damage have
trapped electrons, or holes associated with them
and hence will exhibit resonance absorption.

Colour centres in alkali halides are produced
by irradiating the halides with X-rays or t-

rays. Electron spin resonance has so far been
observed for F-centres, V3-centres and photo-

dissociated U-centres, in alkali halides. An
F-centre is a negative ion vacancy with a trap-

ped electron. A V.^-centre consists of two
adjacent positive ion vacancies with an elec-

tron hole. A U-centre is a negative ion vacancy
containing a negative hydrogen ion H*'. A study

•of resonance absorptions has shown that the g-

shift is negative or positive, as expected for

electrons or holes respectively. Illuminating

results have been obtained regarding the nature

of these centres from a study of the line width,
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line shape and hyperfine contribution measure-
ments.

Following these measurements on irradiated

alkali halide crystals, electron magnetic reso-
nance has been observed in several other
irradiated crystalline structures, including plas-

tics. Of the irradiated crystalline structures

studied, particular mention may be made of ice,

frozen heavy water, quartz, nitrate salts and
frozen sulphuric acid. The results obtained with
ice and frozen DoO suggest that electrons have
been trapped near H or D atoms and are inter-

acting with their nuclei to give a hyperfine

structure.

X-irradiation in quartz produces magnetic

centres and a smoky coloration which can be
removed by heating. The spin resonance re-

sults show that each centre has one unpaired

hole, with sfirr2*00 and 0||=2*O6, and axis

of symmetry parallel to an Si-Si direction.

There is a small six line hyperfine structure

attributed to Al-^. This structure shows some
anisotropy and the axis of symmetry is approxi-

mately along an Si-O direction, which is dif-

ferent from the p-value axis. It is supposed

from this result that the unpaired spin is locat-

ed on O rather than on Al. The results illus-

trate a general rule which helps in recognizing

the structure of defects, namely, that if the

g-value axis of symmetry is different from the

hyperfine structure axis, it can usually be

assumed that the unpaired electron is not cen-

tred about the nucleus responsible for the

hyperfine structure.

Neutron irradiated diamond is another very

interesting case. The resonance spectrum con-

tains a strong central line at 0 = 2*0028 and

a number of weaker satellites which can be

ascribed to magnetic centres with electronic

spin S=l. The satellite lines are not reduced

in intensity by heat treatment, as does the cen-

tral line and they are therefore attributed to

some stable defect such as ^ Co molecule.

The spectra of irradiated frozen sulphuric

acid by 7-rays show intense paramagnetic ab-

sorption lines attributable to the presence of

atomic hydrogen, and other satellites spaced at

the equivalent proton resonance frequency,

away from the line.

Conductors

The conduction electrons in metals are

really a third type of free electron for which

paramagnetic resonance can be observed. The*

main difference between spin resonance from

conduction electrons and that from paramagne-

tic ions in non-conducting materials, are, (i) the

signal intensity is small and approximately

independent of temperature, (ii) if the sample
dimensions are larger than skin depth, the

amplitude and phase of the microwave radia-
tion is different for magnetic carriers at dif-

ferent distances from the surface, and (iii) the

magnetic carriers are moving and diffusing in

and out of the skin depth which modifies the
shape of the observed absorption lines. Mea-
surements have been made with solutions of
alkali metals in ammonia. The p-values mea-
sui-ed were 0 = 2 *OO 12 ±O* 0002. Following
this, resonance has also been observed in seve-
ral other metals^ including Li and Be <and in

dilute alloys of Mn in Cu, Ag or Mg, graphite,

and some superconducting metals.

Ferromagnetic, Antiferromagnetic and
Ferrimagnetic Materials

Ferromagnetic materials are characteris-

ed by the property of spontaneous mag-
netisation under the influence of a magnetising
field. The theory ot ferromagnetism is based up
on coupling of the neighbouring ions, by strong
exchange interactions. The investigation of

microwave resonance absorption in ferromag-
netic materials has provided us with informa-
tion regarding exchange forces and anisotropy

constants. The expression for the resonance for
the microwave field in the plane of a plane
sample is

hcor
j

{H' 47rM® 4-

where 0
,
and 0^ correction terms to allow

for the effect of anisotropy, and the rest of the
symbols have the same significance as noted
earlier. Tiie experimental set-up for observing
ferromagnetic resonance is the same as that
described for paramagnetic resonance. However,
in one method the specimen is a thin plane
surface of the ferromagnetic material while, in
another method the power absorbed in dilute

suspension of colloidal ferromagnetic particles

which are assumed to be spherical, is mea-
sured. Iron, cobalt, nickel and a number of

ferromagnetic alloys have been studied. There
are those still unexplained facts that high values
for g is observed, and the line width is larger

than that given by exchange interactions.

Antiferromagnetic Materials

In the simplest case, an antiferro-

magnetic material consists of two sub-
lattices of paramagnetic ions which at

low temperatures are magnetised ^in

opposite directions by exchange interactions.

When the material is progressively cooled, at

a temperature Tj^, the material enters the anti-

ferromagnetic region. The frequency condition

for an antiferromagne^ic material is given by
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where is the applied magnetic field, Hj. is

the Weiss exchange field and is the aniso-

tropy field. It follows from the above equation

that it should be possible to obtain antiferro-

magnetic resonance in zero external field for

some substances, as in the case of ferromagne-
tic resonance. This is because, splitting of the

levels occur in the Weiss exchange field Hj,.

In some cases at low temperatures this field

has a high value, and with a i^-value close to 2,

resonance can occur only at shprt wavelengths,

outside the limits. Successful antiferromagne-

tic resonance experiments are few. In the case

of powder, MnF^, CuMn and AgMn
alloys, CuClo.2 R.O, and CuBr.,.2 resonance

has been observed.

FeRRIMAGNETIC MATERIALS

The ferrites belong to the group of

compounds having the general formula

MO.FcoO.,, where M is a divalent metal

ion such as Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, Mg,
Fe. They have the spinel structure and are

distinguished as two different classes, ‘normal’

and ‘inverted’, according as the divalent metal

ion has tetrahedral or octahedral groups of sur-

rounding oxygen atoms. These materials have

important practical applications at high fre-

quencies. They arc a type of antiferromagnetic

materials, in which the moments of the two sub-

lattices are not equal and so do not cancel

each other completely. Neel suggested that

in these compounds, the spin system located in

the octahedral sites is oriented antiparallel to

that on the tetrahedral sites. He proposed that

ferrites were particular examples of a more

general type, and suggested that they should

be called ferrimagnetic systems.

Because of difficulties involved in growing

satisfactory single crystals, the majority of

microwave measurements have been carried out

with polycrystalline samples. ,However, some

experiments have been qarried out with single

crystals. It is found that the most satisfactory

experimental technique is that of using a sphe-

rical sample (0-03 cm. diameter). The speci-

men is oriented by X-ray, and is mounted at

the centre of a full wavelength T.E. mode cavity

in order to reduce dipole image effects, which

arige, if the sample is situated near to a con-

ducting wall. The experimental set-up other-

wise is the same as was described earlier. Fer-

rite materials have been employed as non-reci-

porocal devices by placing them at an asym-

metrical position wi^.hin the wave guide. These

have useful applications as phase shifters and
attenuators.

Cyclotron Resonance

The motion of charged particles under the
influence of a steady magnetic field takes a
spiral path, with a natural frequency which is

determined by the equation

<3H

m*c

where co is the angular frequency, q is the
charge, H is the magnetic field, is the effec-

tive mass and c has the usual significance. The
charge moves m a plane perpendicular to the
magnetic field with the angular frequency w
given above. If now an electric field of this

frequency is applied in the plane perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field, the charge will acquire
energy, and this will result in a ‘cyclotron’

resonant absorption. This type of absorption

process arises due td electric dipole transition,

in distinction from a magnetic dipole transi-

tions discussed. Cyclotron resonance absorp-
tion was first reported by Drcsselhaus, Kip and
Kittel in germanium crystals for both n and

p types, at liquid helium temperatures. Mea-
surements in p-type germanium, with 10’

'

acceptors/c.c. showed two resonance lines cor-

responding to effective masses for the holes of

0 04 me and 0-30 me.

The experimental set-up for observing cyclo-

tron resonance is very similar to that of the

electron spin resonance, with the difference

that the component of the microwave electric

field should be perpendicular to the applied

magnetic field. The signal intensity has been
found to be dependent on microwave power
level and this is due to the fact that electrons

near resonance gain energy and cause ionisa-

tion, thus increasing the number of electrons

available for the Cyclotron resonance. Infra-

red illumination has been used to excite the

carriers.’ Intone method, light from a tungsten

lamp is focussed on the specimen, through a

hole in the microwave cavity. By chopping this

light beam, a modulated absorption signal is

obtained which may be suitably amplified and
recorded.

It has also been found useful to measure the

cyclotron- resonance with circularly polarised

microwave radiation. Since the sense of rota-

tion of a carrier about the magnetic field direc-

tion depends upon the sign of its charge, circu-

larly polarised radiation enables the electrons

and holes to be distinguished.
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The study of microwave absorption in solids

is a fertile field for further investigations on

the experimental as well as on the theoretical

side. An excellent review on this subject under
the title “Microwave Properties of Solids’^, by
D. M. S. Bagguley and J. Owen has appeared

in the Reports on Progress oj Physics, Vol. XX,

• 45

1957. It is this article which prompted the

author to write the above. Much experimen-

tal material has been drawn from the above

article, for which grateful acknowledgement is

made.
A. Jayaraman.

INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS

fTHE Forty-Fifth Session of the Indian Science

^ Congress was held in Madras from the 6th

to 12th January 1958, under the auspices of

the University of Madras. The Congress was

inaugurated by the Prime Minister of India

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, on the 6th. Profes-

sor M. S. Thacker, the General President for

the Forty-Fifth Session, delivered the Presiden-

tial Address, on the “Advancement and Promo-

tion of the Cause of Science in India”.

After outlining briefly as to how history

teaches us that science and society inevitably

act and react on each other with consequences

to both, Professor Thacker went on in his

address to the present-day science which has

emerged as a carrier of a new socialism, real-

istic in emphasis and rationalist in aim. Dis-

cussing the present position of Science and

Technology in India, he said, “We started with

the promise, which in the context of the pre-

sent situation has the status of an axiom, that

the rapid advancement of science and techno-

logy is a prerequisite for the development of

the nation’s material resources and economic

welfare. On our innate ability to achieve re-

sults, there can be no doubt; we are endowed

with an abundance of natural resources and

we have a rich wealth of human talent ;
we

have the tradition for objective inquiry and

acquisition of knowledge. While nothing is to

be gained by deploring past neglect, the aware-

ness engendered should spur us to action and

promote science and technology boldly and with

determination. In a country richly endowed

with human wealth, there can be no dearth of

men and women gifted with curiosity and im-

bued with a passion for inquiry. The task is

to stimulate .
these human endowments wher-

ever they lie latent.”

He indicated how best, the demands for per-

sonnel in the rapidly growing country could

be met. He also stressed the importance of

social understanding of science and concluded
his address setting out the task before us. Calling

upon the younger generation, he said, “Most
of the onerous responsibilities will devolve on
the shoulders of the younger generation and
it is to this generation we look for leaders, and
rank and file of builders of resurgent India.

I take this opportunity to appeal to the youth
of this country to rise to the occasion and equip

themselves for the tasks of tomorrow.”

On the 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th January, the

mornings were occupied by the sectional meet-
ings, in which scientific papers were read and
the afternoons were devoted to joint discus-

sions and symposia.

Over thirty symposia and joint discus-

sions were held under the auspices of

the different sections. The following were the

Sectional Presidents : Mathematics : Prof. B. S.

Madhava Rao ;
Physics : Professor S. L. Malur-

kar ; Chemistry : Prof. S. Ghosh
;
Engineering

and Metalhirgy : Prof. C. S. Ghosh ; Statistics :

Dr. K. Kishen
;
Agricultural Sciences : Dr. P. N.

Bhaduri ;
Medical and Veterinary Sciences .

Dr. A. K. Bose
;
Physiology : Dr. S. N. Ray ;

Geology and Geophysics : Dr. A. G. Jhingran
;

Botany : Prof. ^T. S. Sadasivan ;
Zoology and

Entomology : Dr. P. Bljattacharya ; Anthropology

and Archaeology \ G. M. Kurulkar
;
Psychology

and Educational Sciences : Dr. A. K. P. Sinha.

Popular lectures were delivered by eminent

scientists during the Session. Over 1,700 dele-

gates participated in this Session, of which 70

were from abroad.
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THE CRYSTAL STRUCTURE OF L-TYROSINE HYDROBROMIDE

R. SRINIVASAN
Department of Physics, University of Madras, Guindy, Madras-25

^RYSTALS of L-tyrosine hydrobromide,

HO --<f CHa~CH~N Ms • Hl{ r\ X
I

coon

Fig. 1. View of the molecule of tyro.sine projected

down the ^-axis.

(Fig. 1), obtained by treating the free

compound with concentrated hydrobromic acid

were found to be isomorphous with the hydro-

chloride. The preliminary data on these com-
pounds have already been reported (Srini-

vasan, 1956). Rotation and Weissenberg

photographs showed that the lattice was mono-
clinic with the dimensions

:

(A) A (A) . (A) (jin V(A»} z

L-tyrosine Hhr 11*4:1 9*11 5*17 91*0 537*."> 2

L-tyrosine H(’l 11-03 9-10 5-00 90-7 501-9 2

With Z=:2, the calculated density was 1-62

for the hydrobromide and 1*44 for the hydro-

chloride while the observed value was respec-

tively 1*64 and 1*42 g./cm.^

In the Weissenberg photographs, only 0 Ic 0

reflections with k odd - were systematically

absent. Since the substances are optically

active, P2i is the only space group possible

for both the compounds.

The intensities were estimated visually using

the multiple-film technique. They were placed

on an absolute scale by Wilson’s method and

latei; by comparing 2*1^01 with 21FJ. The
value of B in the isotropic temperature fac-

tor exp— (B sin- (9/X2) was found to be 2-50

and 2-35 A2 respectively for the hydrobromide

and hydrochloride. The atomic scattering fac-

tor values given by ViervoU and Ogrim (1949)

were used in structure factor calculations.

Determination of the Structure
The Difference Patterson (D-P) technique

(Kartha and Ramachandran, 1955), was
applied to solve the structure. The superposi-

tion method of Buerger (1951) was applied on
the D-P projected along the c-axis and a

satisfactory structure was arrived at. It was
further confirmed by obtaining the minimum
function (Buerger, 1951), with the ordinary h-

axis Patterson function of the hydrobromide.

These trial co-ordinates gave values of

R(h k 0) - 33% and R(h 0 Z) = 31% for the

hydrobromide, where R is the reliability index

defined by

R (hkl)

21 iFo|-lF,l
1

hXl I I

.
2lFoi

The refinement proceeded by Fourier and
least squares techniques. An overall anisotro-

pic temperature factor for a particular reflec-

tion hkl was taken in the form

exp-(bnh‘‘*-f-b2sfc‘* ^ b3alH2bi3hl)

and was applied to the calculated structure

factors. The parameters b^^j, b22 ,
etc., were also

refined by the least squares method along with
the co-ordinate parameters.

The final values of the reliability indices

were: R(h k 0) ~ 11*6%, R(;i 0 1) = 12-0%. If

unobserved reflections (i.c., F() rr: 0) are omit-

ted, the values are R(h k 0) = 10-5%, R(h 0 1)

10*9%. These R values are for F^’s without
including the hydrogen contributions. Table I

gives the atomic co-ordinates while Table II

gives intramolecular and intermolecular bond
lengths and bond angles.

Table I

Atomic co-ordinates in L-tyrosine

hydrobromide

xfa 'y/i> .r (1) y (^) = (A)

Cl 0-093 0-025 0-361 1-06 0-23 1-87
c.. -080 •129 •151 0-91 1-18 0-78
C« •972 •130 •020 11-09 1-18 0-10
C4 -880 •028 •084 10-04 0-26 0-44
Cr. •902 •932 •302 10-29 8-49 1-56

Ce •006 • 928 •432 0-07 8-45 2-23

Ct • 760 •033 •938 8-67 ‘0-30 •4-86

Ck •660 •086 -090 7-53 0-78 0-47
c,r • 676 •247 •170 7-70 2-23 0-88

Oi •195 •028 •618 2-22 0-26 2-68

o. • 643 •343 •010 7-34 3-13 0-05
•738 •274 -.372 8-42 2*50 1-92

N •560 •067 •940 6-28 0-61 4-86

Br •4123 •2600 •4368 4-70 2-28 2-26
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Table II

(a) Intramolecular bond lengths and bond angles

C1C2 1*45 (A) 117® 18'

C2C3 1*40 122 6
1*44 115 30

C4C5 1*45 122 20

Cr,Q 1*37 ' C,-C«-Ci 117 30
CcCi 1-3U Co-Ci-C, 122 14
C4C7 1*57 Oi-ri-c. 120 0

1*47 Ui-C'i-C, no 33
1*55 120 26

C,jOi 1*42 121 54

CmOo 1*25 115 57
1 -29 Ct-Ch-C,, 110 42

CsN 1*49 <\“CVN 108 6

N -Cs-Cm 109 3

115 50
116 16

124 9

(b) Intermolecular distances and angles

(See Fig. 3)

carbon, 0*030 A for nitrogen, 0*023 A for

oxygen and 0*007 A for bromine atoms. The
standard deviation in bond lengths using the

above values are found to be 0*05 A for C-C,

0 *047 A for C-N, 0*045 A for C-O, and 0*034 A
for 0-0 distance. The error in bond angles* is

about 3°,

The Fourier projection along the c-axis is

shown in Fig. 2 and can be compared with the

molecule projected along the same axis (Fig. 3).

The bond lengths and angles are quite nor-

mal, judged from the values of the standard
deviations. The benzene ring is planar, the

largest deviation from the plane being 0*028 A.

The group Cj.Cj,OoO;j is also planar as found
in other amino acids. The distance of nitrogen

from this plane is 0*62 A.

The molecules are arranged in sheets paral-

lel to (0 10 ) (Fig. 3). They are held together

by a system of hydrogen bonds of the type

>l>(irogen bonds Angle?

N(M')U • * hr' 3*46 (A)

N(M')n • • lir (OOl) •• 3*46 C\s*-N(M')-Br'

N(M')1I • * Ih'(ooi) •• 3*50 Cs-

OaCM'JH • • Oi(M) .. 2*50 Co-

* hr 3*23 Cr-Oi( M)-Br
Discussion of the Structure

The standard deviations of atomic co-ordi-

nates were estimated using the least squares

formula and were found to be almost the same
for the three directions, x, z for any parti-

cular atom. The average values are 0*036 A for

i i i .

Fig. 2. Final Fourier projection ot L-tvrosine hydro*

bromide along the ^-axis. Contours at intervals jlL
0*5 e/A*. For bromine the interval is 2*0 e/A^ Dot-

ted contour corresponds to 2*6 e/A*.

Short contacts

m" Br-C,,(Mio„) .. 3-30 (1)

102 N(M')-OjrMioi) .. 3-01

107 Hr-02(Mi,H,) .. 3-66

112

.. 132

1
*‘1 1

FIG. 3, One unit cell of L-tyrosine hydrobromide pro-

jected down the r-axis. Hydrogen bonds are shown by

dotted lines. Th*e bond lengths are in A,

NH. . . .Br, OH. . . .Br and OH. . ; .O, The three

NH. . . .Br bonds froih the nitrogen of the NH3
+

group are of lengths 3*46, 3*46 and 3*50 A and
are also making approximately tetrahedral

angles with C^N (101®, 136® and 107®). The
OH O bond (2*50 A) is short compared with

'*~that found in other amino acids. There is ^so
an OH— Br bond of length 3*23 A.

3
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hydrogen bond distances and angles are listed

in Table II.

Details of the investigations will be publish-
ed elsewhere in due course.

"the author wishes to acknowledge his grate-
ful thanks to Professor G. N. Ramachandran

for helpful guidance during these investiga-

tions.

1- Buerger, M. J., Acfa Cryst., 1951,4, 531.

2. Kartha, G. and Ramachandran, G. N., 1955,
8, 1955,

3. Srinivasan, R., Ibid,, 1958. 9, 1039.

4. Viervoll, H. and 6grim, 0., Ibid*, 1949, 2, 277.

MARINE BIOLOGICAL STATION, PORTO NOVO (S. INDIA)

A BIOLOGICAL STATION on the banks of

Vellar estuary at Porto Novo had been
the dream of the Zoology Department of the

Annamalai University ever since its inception

in 1931. The station however came into being

only in 1951 with some improvised equipment,

and was located in a tenanted building, situat-

ed close to the foreshore at Porto Novo, which
was transferred later to the University, as a

generous gift by the South Arcot District Board
for the development of a marine biological

station. Financial aid came first from the Minis-

try of Education, New Delhi, and later from
the Madras State Government for the develop-

ment of the station.

This enabled the University to adequately

equip the station with oceanographic instru-

ments, cruising boats including a sturdy sea-

worthy 35 ft. research vessel equipped with

apparatus for investigations in fundamental as

well as applied aspects of marine and estuarine

biology.

A newly constructed annex to the building,

which was recently declared open by Dr. C. D.

Deshmukh, provides moderate accommodation

for a hydrobiological laboratory, an aquarium,

ichthyological museum, and also for certain

lines of biochemical and biophysical work.

With its proximity to the sea, the estuary, the

fresh-water head, and the backwaters connect-

ing with the Coleroon, the Porto Novo Bio-

logical Station has especially good opportuni-

ties for distinctive lines of work relating to

the evolution of biochemical adaptations in

organisms, and for gaining a comparative pic-

ture of the basic factors that control the pro-

ductivity of different waters.

The work at the biological station has so far

been in what may be termed ‘hobby spirit’, and
as a side activity of the Zoology Department,
without any special and permanent staff. How-
ever, several cruises have been conducted in

the sea as well as in the estuary, and valuable
data systematically recorded. Planktonic
studies, faunistic surveys, observations on tidal

cycles and transmission of different wave-
lengths of radiant energy in the neritic and
estuarine waters have been a routine aspect of

the work of the Porto Novo Biological Sta-

tion. The bottom fauna of the estuary and the

inshore waters has been dredged and its eco-

logy is under investigation. The consolidation

of the results of all these studies is in pro-

gress.

Apart from the routine lines of work, the

investigation of the biochemical aspects of the

reproductive cycles of certain estuarine fish

and the quantitative study of the amino acids

of the fishes of Porto Novo have been in pro-

gress for some time, and the role of some trace

elements in estuarine ecology and the ionic

regulation in some of the estuarine molluscs

and fish are on the current programme of

study.
,,

With .generous and substantial encourage-
ment from 'the University Grants Commission,
with the keen interest evinced by the authori-

ties of the Annamalai University, and also with
a capital of zeal, industry and spirit of intel-

lectual enterprise, the Porto Novo Biological

Station hopes to soon augment its facilities,

and intensify its research activities.
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MOULDS. METABOLITES AND TISSUES*

WIITHIN the last quarter of a century, experi-

mental plant pathology, particularly, deal-

ing with pathogenic fungi and their host plants

has shot up into great prominence. Physiology of

fungi, in vitro, and the physiology of the host

tissue under the influence of products of meta-
bolism of these tiny microscopic forms, now
termed collectively, as toxins or antibiotics,

have been studied intensely in many centres of

research. Many fungi have been screened for

antibiotic production and those of interest to us

are the wilt toxins.

Toxins and Antibiotics

An important wilt toxin known to affect cot-

ton plants in India is fusaric acid which is a

pyridine-carboxylic acid with a molecular

weight of 179 and the unsaturated dehydro-

fusaric acid with a close enough molecular

weight of 177. Both these forms arc known to

occur inside plant tissues jA^hen they are in-

vaded by several species of the common soil

organisms of the genus Fusarium. It is, how-
ever, not known if these two fractions are pro-

duced independent of each other, although it

has been noticed that the unsaturated dehydro-

fusaric acid is produced earlier than the satu-

rated fusaric acid molecule. Fusaric acid is

known to be produced notably by Fusarium

lycopersici (the tomato wilt pathogen), F. vas-

infectum (the cotton wilt pathogen), the non-

specific F. heterosporum and quite recently,

much higher quantities are shown to be pro-

duced by a weak parasite, F. orthoceras. An-
other genus Gibberella fujikuroi is also known
to produce fusaric acid, dehydrofusaric acid and

two substances of the Gibberellin group that

are known to have the character of growth sub-

stances. The in vitro requirements of these

fungi in the shape of carbon and nitrogen for

optimum production of the antibiotic have been

worked out and the main f&ctors contributing

towards this are the form and sources of car-

bon and nitrogen and the pH of the substra-

tum.

Rhizosphere and Fungal Metabolism

There is great deal more to learn about patho-

genic fungi and their behaviour in the region

of the root (rhizosphere). For instance, the

cotton wilt fungus, Fusarium vasinfectum which

takes a heavy loll of this crop plant ifl many
cotton-growing areas in India, has been estab-

Abstract of the Presidential Address by Prof, T. S.

Sadasivan to the Section of Botany of the 45th Indian

Science Congress, Madras, 1958.

lished by us as a typical soil inhabitant of

these soils, and, indeed, as many as fourteen
species of this genus are now known to be pre-
sent in such soils. There seems little doubt tha,t

they are primary decomposers of cellulose in

the soils. We have also noticed the occurrence
in soils of two other species, F. lateritium and
F. scirpi known to produce wilt of tomato. The
typical organism causing tomato wilt in other
parts of the world is F. lycopersici through its

wilt toxin fusaric acid and F. lateritium and
F. scirpi recorded by us as potential ‘patho-
gens of the tomato are not known to produce
this toxin. Quite recently we have succeeded
in showing that a weak parasite F. orthoceras
could produce considerable quantities of fusa-
ric acid, far in excess of what the cotton wilt

pathogen F. vasinfectum can produce.

In the rhizosphere, many organisms, pathogens
and saprophytes, have been noticed and, in

fact, they have been quantitatively assessed.

These organisms obviously depend on the root

exudates that can afford an unfailing substrate

of energy material in the form of sugars, vita-

mins and amino acids. The pathogenic forms
of the soil have been shown by many workers
to produce in situ antibiotics and these remain
stable in many cases for considerable periods.

We have been able to show that F. vasinfectum
in sterilized soils amended with stable organic
matter like green leaf and oats produces the
equivalent of fusaric acid upto 2*9 and 7*9Atg./g.

of soil respectively. Our work has also

indicated that this organism can be induced to

produce mutants under ultraviolet irradiation of

2537 A with a total energy less than 24*73 X
10 ergs and some of these mutants are cap-
able of synthesizing greater quantities of fusa-

ric acid in vitro than the parent, culture.

Energy Substrates

One of the heavy metals required by F. pos-
infectum for normal production of fusaric acid
in vitro is zinc and as* far as we can deter-
mine, using stringent bioassay methods, fusaric

acid is not formed with concentrations, of the

metal below 0*T)8mg./l., the optimum being
0*24mg./l. and levels higher than 0*4mg./l. in-

hibit the production of the antibiotic. This
work has direct bearing on the field problem
of vdlt as we have been able to show that in.

soils where cotton wilt by F. vasinfectum
occurs freely, there is lower level of Zn than
in those that harbour the pathogen but yet show
no typical wilt and, indeed, these soils have
much higher content ot this •metal.
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It is obvious that the wilt fungus requires

in vivo metals, pectins and presumably a good

source of nitrogen. We have examined both

resistant and susceptible varieties of cotton

lilants for their nitrogen source and find that

their protein nitrogen and non-protein nitrogen

contents differ very widely and the susceptible

varieties make available large quantities of

non-protein nitrogen in vivo upon which the

fungus toxin development largely depends.

This is borne out by in vitro tests where the

fungus* has been shown to dqpend upon non-

protein nitrogen sources for elaboration of

toxins. Similarly, in vivo pectin source is

greater in the roots of the susceptible, than in

the resistant varieties tried by us and pos-

sibly is another in vivo energy source on which
the pathogen depends for developing its twin

enzyme systems, the pectin methylesterase and

pectin galacturonase without which the organ-

ism could not synthesize the toxin.

Environment, Tox-^mia and Tissue Respiration

One of the in vivo causes of resistance to the

cotton wilt pathogen we have ascribed, over

and above what has been stated already, is the

presence of cystine only in resistant plants.

There are two ways, as far as we have data,

of inducing susceptible plants to produce

cystine and create an artificial barrier of re-

sistance. This can be done by zinc amendments

to soils where these plants are grown or by

growing susceptible cottons at a temperature

of 37-5° C.

The possibility of the fusaric acid molecule

splitting at the high temperature of incubation

.of 27‘5°C. and being utilized for respiratory
purposes of the plant tissue suggests itself as
an alternative explanation. It could also indi-
cate the in vivo chelation of heavy metals with
cystine thus withdrawing these metals which
are vital for potentiation of the toxin fusa-
ric acid. One of the effects of Zn amendment
appears to be that of retarding tissue respira-
tion of susceptible cotton plants grown in Zn
amended infested soils and bringing it down to
the normal level of the healthy control. This
is interesting, because increased respiration of
tissues of cotton grown in infested soils seems
to be the major change with onset of toxaemia
and the role of Zn in nullifying these effects
has to be further explored.

Wilt and Ionic Derangement
Some of the newer results in our investiga-

tions on the uptake of ions and their derange-
ment in wilted susceptible cotton plants indi-
cate that apart from loss in K and an increase
in Mn m vwo, there is strong evidence of the
appearance of ionized calcium during patho-
genesis. Although the resistant plant also

shows ionized calcium lines nearly as strong
as the susceptible plant under toxaemia, the
healthy susceptible plant shows very weak
ionized calcium lines. Therefore, Ca ionization
is essentially ascribable to the possible disso-
ciation of the fusaric acid molecule in vivo and
the consequent changes it could have brought
about in the respiration and in the ionization

of the neutral calcium. This evidence is sug-
gestive of a poisoning effect of the tissues re-
sulting in major ionic derangement in vivo.

A GEOCHEMICAL HYPOTHESI

The view that the Earth is zonal in its struc-

ture, with each zone characterised by cer-

tain dominant elements has Aong prevailed in

geochemistry. These »*views in recent years

have been examined and it is considered that

a chemically homogeneous non-zonal globe is

much more probable.

..The hypothesis is based on the fact that the

behaviour of matter would be totally different

from that observed on the crust of the Earth.

In the interior where the pressure is hundreds

of thousands of atmospheres, the outer elec-

trons are forced into the lower quantum

levels. At a dopth of 2,900 Km. the pres-

sure, is^. of the order
,
of 1,400,000 atoms, and

OF THE EARTH’S STRUCTURE
calculations show that at the high pressure
prevailing at this 'depth, all atoms will become
identical, in respect of their chemical behav-
iour. 'Thus, it is assumed that at the high
pressure prevailing at this depth, called the
‘centrisphere’ all atoms will be in a ‘metallised’

state, in which matter will be made up of atomic
nuclei immersed in a homogeneous electronic
plasma, having a high electrical and thermal
conductivity. This geochemical hypothesis of
the structure of the Earth finds* support in cer-
tain thermodynamic considerations and seems
to agree with the seismological data. (A. F.
Kapustinsky. Nature, 1957, 180, 1245.)
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course of some recent investigations on the

structuralJrregul?iritiei? of . c^-^cojaalt, the author
was able to obtain annealed filings of pure
cobalt containing only traces of the p* phase
and practically free from stacking faults in the
a phase. The filings were taken from a large-

drained cobalt block melted and cooled slowly
in vacuo. They were annealed in vacuo for a

few weeks at 375° C., a temperature well be-
low the phase transformation temperature of

420° C. A powder photograph of the annealed
filings was taken at 20° C. with a 19 cm. Debye-
Scherrer X-ray camera, and the diffraction

fCurrent
L Science

paUern showed clearly resolved doublets of the
1122, 0004 and 2023 reflections, the last one
being normally appreciably broadened by stack-
ing faults. Using Nelson and Riley’s function^
of for extrapolation, the following lattice
parameters were arrived at

:

a = 2*5071 A
c = 4*0686 A

c/a = 1*6228
The crystallographic angles of hexagonal

cobalt (with c/a = 1-6228) calculated from the
equation :

• a '

[(
+ h,k, + I • + h,k^ + i • l0]‘

where 0 is the angle between and
planes, are given in Table I.

(0001) tc.

(lolo) to

Table I

Crystallographic Angles of Hexagonal Coball

(c/o = 1*6228) •

(loi'o « . .. ir 4C' (0001) ti) (112 io) .. 17° 59'

(loFs) • • .. 13° 11’ (112 8) .. 22° 5'

(1017) .. • • 14° 59’ (112 6) .. 28° 25'

(lofe) .. .. 17° 21’ (224 10) . . 33° 0'

(lofs) . . 0 c
(1124) .. .. 39° 4'

(2029) . . .. 22° 37’ (2240) .. .. 47° 15'

(ior4) * . .. 25° 0’ (112"2) .. 58° 22'

(2027) • • .. 28° 10' (2242) . . 72° 53’

(lofs) -• .. 32° O' (1120) .. .. 90° 0'

(2026) , , .. 30° 51' (0001 ) to (2136) .. . . 44° 46'

(10r2) • • .. 43° 8’ (2ir4) .. .. 51° 6'

(3035) .. 48° 21' (2I.‘3) .. .. 58° 50'

(2023) . . .. 51 « 20’ (2r2) .. .. 68° 2'

(303'4) .. 54° 34' (21:U) .. . . 78° 30'

(1011) . . .. 61° 55’ (2130) .. .. 90° 0'

(3032) . . . . 70° 25’ •

(2021) • * #> .. 76° 4'

(3031). . . .. 79° 55'

(1010) .. 90° 0'— (1010) to (2330) .. .. 36° 35'

(6100)
*

.. 8° 57' (1240) .. .. 40° 54'

(4150) .. 10° 54’
(26-70) .. 43° 54’

(3140) .. 13° 54' (1340) .. .. 46° 6'

(6270) .. 16° 6'
(14 To) .. 49° 6'

(2130) .4 19° 6' (1610) .. .. 51° 3'

(3250) . .
’ 23° 25'

(0110) .. .. 60° 0'

(1120) •• .. 30° 0' (12W) .. 90° 0’
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The experimental part of this work was done
at the Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory of the

University of Oxford and the author would like

to thank Dr. J. W. Christian of the same Labo-
ratory for his interest in this investigation. The
author’s thanks are also due to Prof. A. A.

Krishnan, Head of the Department of

Metallurgy, Indian Institute of Science, for his

interest in this publication.

Dept, of Metallurgy, T. R. Anantharaman.
Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore-3, November 14, 1957.

1. Nelson, T. B. and Riley, D. P., /^roc, Phys. Soc.,

1945,57, 100.

HEAT OF WETTING OF CHARCOAL
IN RELATION TO CHEMISORBED

OXYGEN
As pointed out by Boyd and Jarkins,^ hydro-

philic solids containing oxygen such as silica

gel and titanium dioxide give higher heats of

immersion in water than hydrophobic solids

such as graphon and graphite. Adsorbent car-

bons and charcoals provide interesting mate-
rials for such studies because even though they

are basically hydrophobic, their surface be-

haviour can be modified appreciably in the pre-

sence of combined oxygen. The present work
was, therefore, attempted.

Coconut shell and sugar .charcoals, free of

ash, were degassed at different temperatures in

ohder to eliminate increasing amounts of

chemisorbed oxygen. The amount of oxygen

retained and its disposition as COo, CO and
H^O was determined by careful analysis of the

gases evolved- on high temperature (1,200® C.)

evacuation. The value for total oxygen was
confirmed by ultimate analysis in a few cases.

Surface areas calculated from water isotherms®

remained unchanged in conformity with pre-

vious observations.®* 4 The heats of immersion
(ergs/cm.'-) in ethyl alcohol and benzene were
found to be almost independent of the com-
bined oxygen. ‘Average values were 215 and
150 ergs/cm.- respectively.

However, the values in water varied appre-
ciably. It is seen (Table I) that the heat of

immersion in water goes on decreasing on
evacuating upto 700° as does the amount of

oxygen disposed as COo, but thereafter on fur-

ther evacuation at higher temperatures, al-

though total chemisorbed oxygen decreases

from about 7% to nil in both the charcoals,

heat of wetting remains almost unchanged.
Thus it is the oxygen disposed as CO^ and not
total oxygen, as reported by Kraus® in the

case of carbon blacks, which affects the heat
of wetting of charcoal in water. However, he
had examined 9 samples only, had not ascer-

tained the disposition of the combined oxygen
and quite a few points (out of 9) did not fit

on his graph.

Table I

Heat of wetting of charcoal in water in '^elation to chemisorbed oxygen disposed as CO^

Description of the sj

Coxnlincd ox3 gen (g./lOOg.) disposed as Heat of

welling

(ergs/cm.2)^

Ba (0H )2
adsorbed

(m.e./lUO g.)

imple

CO2 CO II 2O Total

Sugar charcoal before evacuation • • 9-84 8-57 7-02 26*03 196-7 610*2
do. evacuated at 300 5-79 8-62 6-84 21*25 139*2 360*4
do. do. 400 4-32 8-59 6*37 19*28 117*8 268*5
do. do. •500 1-83 8*48 4*60 14*91 82*9 111-9
do. do. 600 0-97 7‘IG 2-71 10*84 73.3 58-3
do. do. 700 0-22 6‘24 1-24 7*70 60*3 14*1

do. do. 800 •
’

nil 3-97 0*24
•

4*21 66*7 nil

do. do. 900 nil M8 nil l*lif 57*2 nil

do. do. 1000 nil 0-19 nil 0*19 66*8 nil

do. do. 1200 nil nil nil nil 56*4 nil

Coconut shell charcoal before evacuation •• 6*40 6-74 5 . 92 . 19*06 143*8 392*8

do. evacuated at 300 6-05 6-72 5*76 17*53 128*0 310*2
do. do. 400 1-29 6-76 4*83 12*88 75*8 73*4
do. do. 50) 0-73 6*69 3-95 11*37 68*1 39*8
do. do. 600 0-32 6*27 2*76 9*35 64*3 17*6

do. ’ do. 700 nil 6-93 1-28 7*21 69*8 nil

do. do. 800 nil 3*36 0*36 3*72 57*9 nil •

do. do. 900 nil • 1*11 nil M4 56*8 nil

do. do. 1000 nil nil nil nil
. 66*8 nil
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The base adsorption capacity of charcoal

(Table I) is also seen to vary with the oxygen

disposed as CO2 and not with total oxygen as

considered by some workers/*.'^ The same was

the case with the adsorbability of water

vapour. These observations show that it is the

oxygen disposed as COo which largely affects

the acid behaviour, polar nature and hydro-

philic character of charcoal and indicate the

importance of determining the disposition of

the combined oxygen in properly understand-

ing the surface behaviour of carbons.

Dept, of Chemistry, Balwant Rai Puri.

Panjab University, D. Singh.

Hoshiarpur, Lekh Raj Sharma.

November 15, 1957.
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A WATER GAP OF AN UNUSUAL
ORIGIN ACROSS ARCHAEAN-

CUDDAPAH BOUNDARY
King^ mention.s about the existence of five

rivers across the Archaean-Cuddapah boundary,

namely, Penn-air (present Penner), Chitra-

vutty (Chitravati), Paupugnee (Papaghni),

Mundaveer (Mandavi), and Chey-air (Chey-
yeru). All these flow from the south to the

north quite a considerable distance from about

30 to 100 miles over the Archaeans, before

entering the Cuddapah Basin. Every one of

them at the entrance into the Basin presents

gorges of different magnitude.

During the course of geological fieldwork

along the Archaean-Cuddapah boundary, a gorge

was met with 6 miles SSW of Pulivendla (Lat.

14“ 25' 20" and Long. 78“ 13' 50") near the vil-

lage Kanampalle in Cuddapah ‘District. The
geological boundary runs roughly NW-SE in this

region, with the Archaeans to the south. A
stream flows through the gorge from the south

to tjie north, knov^m as Pulivendla Vanka. The
height of the steep portion of the gorge cut

out by the stream is about 150' near the south,

the. ..actual unconformable contact between the

Archaean granites and the Cuddapah quartzose

I Current
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sandstones being very well seen midway in the
gorge.

Every one of the other rivers cutting across
this geological boundary at other places has
more or less reached a mature stage and flows
gent/y in its respective water gap, whereas even
within the gorge here, this stream is found to

flow in rapids showing its youthful stage.

Graphs on the lines suggested by Miller-

were drawn to bring out the amplitude of re-

lief of the rivers Chitravati, Pulivendla Vanka,
Papaghni and Cheyyeru for a total distance of

five miles extending partly on either side of

the Archaean-Cuddapah boundary. The out-
come was revealing in that, while the fall in

the case of rivers Chitravati, Papaghni and
Cheyyeru was 30, 65 and 20' respectively within
this distance, the fall in the case of this stream
was found to be 530'.

In the field three more small streams, west
of this, were seen on the same range, which
have cut deep channels within the sandstones,
exhibiting migration ,dne to headward erosion.

If any one of these by prolonged headward ero-

sion manages to capture any other stream flow-

ing south over the Archaeans, on the other side

of the range, then a stream of the nature under
study will result.^

Hence on these three evidences it is surmised
that this water gap is due to the headward
erosion of a normal consequent stream with a

possible river capture.

My grateful thanks are due to Prof. C.

Mahadevan for introducing me to this interest-

ing subject of study.

Geology Dept., R. Vaidyanadhan.
Andhra University,

Waltair, November 6, 1957.

1. King, W., Mem. Geol Sur. Ind.y 1872, 8, 31.

2. Miller. A. A., The S/dn of the Earthy Methueji A:

Co., London, 1953, p. 61.

3. Davies, W. M., Geographical Essays, Dover rnhlica-

tions, 1954, p. 4l7r

A NOTE ON PARTIAL PARTHENO-
CARPY IN THE GENUS LUFFA

During the course of investigations on the mor-
phological studies in the genus Luffa, partial

parthenocarpy was observed to occur in Luffa

acutangula Roxb., L. cylindrwa (Lour.) Roem.
and their hybrids.

With a view to test the extent of partheno-
carpy, 50 'female flowers were bagged in each
cqsc. These, however, failed to set any fruit,

showing thereby that complete parthenocarpy
does not occur„ in these species and their

hybrids.
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An examination of the seeds of naturally set

fruits, however, showed the presence of many
deformed seed-coats, which were either collaps-

ed or inflated. Most of the seeds were .with-

out embryos while in some cases, the embryos
were found to be partially developed and un-
differentiated. The results of this study are

summarised in Table I.

Table 1

Showing the percentage of parthe7iocarpic seeda

Material Type
Av. No. of

normal seeds

per fruit

Av. No.
ppfceijtage

partheno-

aeecli.

L, acutangula Ta 43-0 30-5 41-49

T4 20-0 50-0 71-42

Ti2 42-0 14-0 25-00

L, C) lindrica Ti7 86*0 48-6 3^*94

Tie 110-0 160-0 59-2)
T21 120-0 2-0 1-63

Interspecific H40 61-5 11-5 15-75

Hybrids H 4 I 38,-6 35-3 47-76

A perusal of the Table shows the presence of

empty seeds to the extent of 71-42% in L. acu~

tangula^ 59-25% in L. cylindrica and 47-76%

in the hybrids. The empty seeds were found

along with the normal seeds, showing thereby

that the fertilization of the ovules producing

the latter was sufficient to induce the deve-

lopment of the fruit. It represents a clear case

of partial parthenocarpy, as is met with in other

cucurbits. It was further found that in the inter-

specific hybrids between L. acutangula x
L. cylindrica (Pathak and Singh, 1949), pollens

viable to the extent of only 20% , are sufficient

to induce normal fruit setting.

Govt. Horticultural Res. Inst., S. N. Singh.

Saharanpur, U.P.. September 19, 1957.

1. Pathak, CJ. N. and Singh, S. N., “ Studies in the

Gtiwis I. Cyt(gen^ic investigation.s in the

inttippecific hylrid L. cyhndnca x Z. acu-

tangula,'^ Indian J. Genet, Plant Breed,., 1949,

9(1), 18-26. •
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A NOTE ON THE FOOD AND FEEDING
HABITS OF CLUPISOMA GARUA

(HAMILTON) AND EUTROPIICHTHYS
VACUA (HAMILTON) FROM

ALLAHABAD (U.P.)*

The schilbeid species, Clupisoma garua (Ham.)
and Eutropiichthys vacha (Ham.) together form
a sizeable fishery of considerable importance

at Allahabad. They are medium-sized catfishes

and according to Day (1889) attain total

lengths upward of 2' and 1' respectively. Mac-

Donald (1946) has recorded E. vacha Upto
5V2lb. in weight. Hora (1937 b) described

the qualities of these two species as game fishes

of some renown. The present note is a preli-

minary statement on the food and feeding
habits of these two valuable food fishes. The
stomach contents of 621 specimens of C. garita

and 502 of E. vacha were examined in detail

both qualitatively and quantitatively and
studies made on the intensity of feed with
seasonal variations in the diet.

C. garua.—It feeds mostly on insects

(40-8%). The terrestrial insects * (mostly
adults, 20-7% ) are represented by orders Ple-
coptera (12-276), Coleoptera (5-2%), Orthop-
tera (cockroaches, locusts, grasshoppers and
mantis, 3-0%), Hymenoptera (ants, bees,

wasps, and Lsoptera (0*2%). The aqua-
tic insects (mostly larvse and nymphs, 6*6%)
are represented by orders Diptera (2*4%),
Coleoptera ( 1 • 6 7^ ) ,

Ephemeroptera (1*2%),
Odoneta (0-9%), Hemiptera (notonecta, corixa,
ranatra, 0-4%) and Trichoptera (0*17o). The
digested insect matter in the stomach contents
made up 13-5%, of the total feed.

Tclcosts, represented by nine species, forms
only 3‘1% of the feed. The presence of animal
flesh (8*37o) during certain months only, is

interesting and is suggestive of carrion feeding
habits of the fish. C. garua also subsists to a
certain degree on Mollusca (l'17o) and Crus-
tacea (1-1% ). The presence of algae and frag-
ments of higher aquatic plants (0*7%) appeal’s
to be only incidental. The mucus (23*5%?) in

the stomach contents might be due to the fish

subsisting mainly on insects which are known
to stimulate secretion of mucus in the stomach.
Considering the bulk of debris (21* 17c) made
up with mud, sand, stones, pebbles, charcoal
pieces, etc., and the varied nature and com-
position of the feed, it would appear that
C. garua feeds mostly at bottom and along mar-
gins of the river and is not of selective feeding
habits but subsists on anything and everything
available in the habitat.

E. vacha.—It feeds mostly on insects and
teleosts which together account for over 10%
of the total feed. Mucus (19*05%) was gene-
rally found to be associated when the fish had
subsisted mainly on insects, specially the ter-

restrial forms. "When teleosts formed the prin-
cipal food, as in the later monsoon months, for-
mation of mucus in stomachs was comparatively
low. The terrestrial insects (mostly adults,

16 *0670) are mainly represented by orders Fle-
coptera (14*48%) and Coleoptera (l*227o).
The other forms, represented! by orders Orthop-
tera. Hymenoptera and lsoptera, * together
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account for only 0*36%. The aquatic insects

(mostly nymphs and larvse, 12*88%) are re-

presented mainly by orders Coleoptera (6*33%),
Diptera (3*18%), Odoneta (1*56%) and Ephe-
meroptera (1*39%). The other aquatic forms
(e.fif., damsel-fly, water bug, etc.) together made
up only 0*88%. The digested insect matter in

the stomach contents made up 8*71%. Among
the teleosts (32*5%) fourteen species are iden-

tified of which Aspidoparia morar, Puntius
tictOy Puntius conchonius and Mastacemhalus
armatus are more commonly encountered than
others.’ One solitary case of cannibalism was
observed in the month of May 1954. E. vacha
also subsists to a certain degree on prawns
(1*54%) and Oslracods (0-71%).
The bulk of debris (5*85%) forming an im-

portant item in the stomach contents of E. vacha
is mostly formed of wheat and/or rice husk,

gram, legume seed and pod, etc., which are

generally found along margins of the river.

Sand, stones, pebbles and mud are also fre-

quently encountered (2-56%). The nature of

food items and the composition of debris seem
to suggest that E. vacha is a surface and mar-
ginal feeder and perhaps observes a somewhat
selective feeding. The mouth is terminal, wide

and with sharp-pointed teeth and appears to

he suited for the type of prey it subsists on.

The condition of the feed in the two fishes

shows that C. garua feeds actively in April to

June and September to December ,* E. vacha

feeds actively in April to July and September
to November. However the dietary habits of

the two fishes tend to suggest that there is not

much competition between the two for food

requirements.

The details of this study with other aspects

of the fishery biology of C. garua and E, vacha

are being published elsewhere.

We are extremely grateful to Dr. B. S. Bhima-
char and Dr. V. G. Jhingran for their con-

stant encouragement during the course of these

studies. •

Central Inland Fisheries M. P. Motwani.
Res. Substation, S. J. Karamchandani.

Allahabad, November 13, 1957,

• Published with the permission of the Chi«f Research

Officer, Central Inland Fisheries Research Station,

Calcutta.
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CYTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON THE
OOCYTES OF THE TERMITE QUEEN

ODONTOTERMES REDEMANNI
(WASMANN)

Some interesting changes in the cellular mor-
phology of the oocytes, at different stages of

development, in the ovaries of the mature ter-

mite queen Odontotermes redemanni (Was-
mann) have been observed in course of an in-

vestigation on the development and functional
morphology of the reproductive organs of the

mound building species of termite.

The oocyte of the termite queen is enclosed
within the follicular epithelium, and is nearly
oval in outline. It gradually increases in length

as it approaches the pedicel. Tlic nucleolus of

these cells takes up a deep stain, when sub-
jected to Feulgan's reaction and shows remark-
able changes at different stages. In the com-
parative younger oocytes, it remains intact,

apparently as an unified body within the nucleus
of the cells. But as the oocyte attains matur-
ity, and increases in size, the nucleolus breaks
up into many smaller particles, some of which
remain clustered together, while the others re-

main practically scattered in the karyolymph

NWCI..

Fig. 1, L.S. Through the ovariole of the termite queen
Odontotermes redemanni (Wasmann) in the region of ger-
marium showing the Oocytes. Koll. Nucl. Nu leolu'^ of the
follicular epithelium, Nucl. Nucleoua of tlie Oocytes.

It becomes quite clear from the histological

examinations of the serial sections, that these

Letters to the Editor
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bodies have arisen by fragmentation of the
original nucleolus of the younger oocytes. The
number of these particles vary from two to eight

in different cells and does not bear any defi-

nite relationship to the size of the cells con-
taining them.

Various interpretations have been given as to

the physiological set-up of the cells, leading to

such nuclear fragmentations. Gross* stated that

such fragmentations mark the decline in the

functional activities of the cells. But such a
view could not be applied in the present case,

whore such fragmentations have also been noted

in those oocytes, which are quite immature
from functional point of view. On the other

hand, Murray- who observed like phenomenon
in GrijUifs, states that such fragmentation is

simply a method for increasing the secretary

activities of the cells. In the present case, it

has been observed that simultaneously wath the

fragmentations of the nucleolus, specially in the

more mature cells, yolk droplets begins to be

deposited in tlie cells (Ries'O and probably the

increased secretory activities of the cells, re-

sulting from the nucleolar fragmentations, have
a vital role to play in the yolk deposition.

Studies have also been made on the cyto-

chemical (listributiun of the alkaline phospho-

laso in the oocytes and the general plan of

distribution is tabulated below

:

Table I

Showiiicj the distribution of the alkaline phos-

photasc in the mature oocytes of Odontotermes
redernanni (Wasman7i)

FoUitular epithelium . -h

Nucleolus + +
or

Nucleolar fragment'.

Volk droplet’^ . + + +

— Positive reaction.

It is quite obvious from the above table that

the distribution of the alkaline phqsphotasc

shows remarkable variability in ditlerent parts

of the mature oocyte. The phosphotase activity

is maximum in yolk droplets and in older egg

cells it shows intense positive reaction. The

follicular epithelium shows a lesser phosphotase

reaction, while the nucleolus and the nucleolar

fragments come next to the yolk droplets as

evident from ' the intensity of reaction. The
uniform reactions in the nucleolus and th^

nucleolar fragments also shows the physiologi-

cal interrelationship between the two and the

origin of the latter from the former.

Zoological Labs., BaRundeb Banerjee.
Dept, of Biology,

Scottish Church College,

Calcutta-6, November 11, 1957.
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3. Rie-i E , Z. Zellforsch. iMikr, AnM.^ 1932, 16|
314-88.

PELAGIC TUNICATES AS INDICATORS
OF WATER MOVEMENTS OFF

WALTAIR COAST
Marine planktonic animals, owing to their
limited powers of locomotion, have long been
recognised as indicators of water movements.
Their appearance and disappearance only in

specified seasons is taken as a true reflection

of the physico-chemical changes in the envi-
ronment. Some pelagic tunicates on account of
their high degree of sensitivity to small changes
in temperature and salinity have previously
been reported as indicators of different water-
masses and currents by Aida (1907)*; Schmidt
(1909)-; Bowman (1922)'*; Essenberg (1926)^;
Russel and Hastings (1933) Thompson and
Frost (1935)**; Russel (1935, 1939)7.s; McKenzie
(1939)**; Tokioka (1940)i*>; Thompson (1942,
1948)**’^-; and Fraser (1954 ).*'**

An examination of the pelagic tunicates in

plankton samples collected from a fixed station

in the Lawson’s Bay, Waltair, for the past 3

years, has shown that there are two qualita-
tively distinct populations of these animals in

the two opposing currents prevailing off this

coast.i'^'-^ A southerly current from July to

December characterised by low salinity, high
turbidity and high temperature and a nor-
therly current from January to June character-

ised by high salinity, high transparency and
low temperature.

The planktonic tunicates present during the
southerly current period are Fritillaria lucibila.,

F. formica, F, campila, Oikopleura cophocercay

Pegea confoederata (solitary and aggregate
zooids), Ritteriella amhoinensis (solitary and
aggregate zooids), aggregate zooids of Cyclo-
salpa pinnata and Salpa cylindrica.

The tunicatds present during the northerly

current period are Fritillaria borealis f. sargassi,

F, pellucida, F. haplostoma, F. limpida, Althaffia

pacifica and Oikopleura rufescens. In the
March-April period, there is upwelling in Jhe
nearshore waters and the mesopelagic species,

F. pellucida makes its appearance in the surface

waters during these months. There are a few
forms like Oikopleura longicauda^ O. fusiformU
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and O. dioica which are present throughout the
year in variable numbers, and it is presumed
that these arc hardy forms, able to tolerate wide
ranges of salinity and temperature. Detailed

investigations on the distribution of pelagic

tunicates ofT the Indian coast arid stolon forma-
tion in relation to the prevailing hydrographi-
es conditions arc in progress.

Dept, of Zoology, , . P. N, Ganapati.
Andhra University, P. V. Bhavanarayana.
Waltair, Noiicmber 22, 1057,
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OCCURRENCE OF ARTEMIA SAUNA *

IN SAMBHAR LAKE, RAJASTHAN
So far as known, Ariemia salina has not been
recorded from India previously but it

is being reported for the first time by the

author. The genus Artemia was previously re-

ported by Kulkarni (1953) in the salt pans at

Vadala in the outskirts of Bombay. It is a very
variable species found in salt lakes throughout
the* old world. Gunther (1899) agreed with

Packard that only two well-defined species of

Artemia have been described, viz., the old world
form A. salina with which A. milhauseni (or

Artemia sp. gr. 1*2015) has been proved to be

\ Current
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identical by Schmankewitch (1875) and the

new world A. gracilis including VerrilPs other
American species as synonymous. All the spe-
cies of this genus, viz., A. salina, A. milhau-
seni, A. fertilis, A. monica, A. utahensis, A. gra^

cilis, ’have been distinguished by characters

which vary with the salinity of water in which
they live. Schmankewitsch (1875) transformed
the brine shrimp A. salina to A. milhauseni and
back by rearing it in different concentration of

salt water. Thus it is clear that a complete
revision of the group should be made and more
minute details are taken into account in order

to arrive at better and more stable specific dif.

ferencGS which are not liable to be affected by
the change of salinity.

Artemia salina is a permanent inhabitant of

the lake. It lives in the lake from 4" Be
(Baume) to 23° Be. It is subjected to the great

fluctuation of salinity (36-4%,^
to 194-3 Thus

the range of tolerance to salinity is very wide.

After the maximum limit of tolerance this spe-

cies dies in summer as the brine approaches
saturation and due to the increase in sodium
carbonate and bicarbonate. The range of con-

centration of sodium carbonate is from
18-3mg./L. to 39-4mg./L. and of bicarbonate

is from 4*8mg./L. to 12*3mg./L. These com-
pounds are very rich in the brine after 23° Be.

The death of Artemia salina was formerly look-

ed upon by the salt-makers as an indication

that salt would begin to form soon. The hydro-
gen-ion concentration of the brine varies from
7-8 to 9-8. It tolerates the pH upto 9*6. The
little brine shrimps are unifor^ily distributed

throughout the lake but coulds and streaks of

Artemia are generally found near the shore. In

such streaks the amount of Artemia is found

more than normal. The great density of their

aggregation seems to be the result of local cur-

rents. Their distribution in the lake is deter-

mined by four factors.

1. Salinity of the brine.

2. Amount of carbonates and bicarbonates in

the brine.

3. ArrtouT\J: of oxygen in the brine.

4. Amount of carbon dioxide in the brine.

The colour of the male is pale-greenish while

that of the female is more reddish. The females

are longer than the males. The males
are less frequently met with than the

females. Their food supply is provided

principally by the blue green algae

—Dunaliella salina Teodoresoco, Aphanotheca
hMlophytica Fremy, Anabena Sp. and Anthro-
spira Sp. and diatoms which are common in

the lake. This crustacean spends its entire life-

cycle in the water growing to sexual maturity
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in about 1 month. Before dying, they deposit
immense layers of eggs in some places over an
inch in thickness. The eggs are hard-shelled,

often floating on the surface in long interlacing

streaks of a brown colour. The egg hatches in

the late spring and the embryo develops* into

a free-swimming nauplius which passes through
a series of stages before reaching maturity. The
detailed description of its ecology and develop-
ment will follow soon.

My best thanks are due to Dr. J. P. Harding,
British Museum, London, for identification of

species, as well as to Dr. D. K. Mathur for his

help and guidance.

Dept, of Zoology, Inderchand Baid.

Jaswant College.

Jodhpur, Auguat 21, 1957.
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THE OCCURRENCE AND INHERITANCE
OF TELESCOPIC LEAF-SHEATHS

IN SORGHUM
In Sorghum, normally the leaf-sheath enwraps

the interiiode to two-thirds of its length.

Rangaswamy Ayyangar ct al. (1938), described

in detail the *morphology of internodes and
leaf-sheaths. However, in the case of “Bongan-

hilo” (A. S. A033-Sorghum caudatum, Stapf.), a

variety from S. Africa, a different type of leaf-

sheath is met with. The leaf-sheaths are two to

three times longer than the internode and en-

wraps two to three internodes above the base.

The successive leaf-sheaths on the plant tele-

scope into each other givipg it a characteristic

appearance. Conner and Karper (1917) ob-

served that leaf-sheath is not susceptible for

changes in the environment. It fs a varietal

character. In a study of the crosses between

a normal leaf-sheathed variety {Punasa jonna-

G.3, Sorghum durra, Stapf.) and telescopic

leaf-sheathed variety, the inheritance of the

telescopic leaf-sheath was observed.

The average internodal and leaf-sheath

lengths of the above two parents ard given in

Table I.

It is seen from Table I that in both

the parents, the lengths of internodes and leaf-

sheaths follow unimodal disposition. It is inter-

esting to note that the differences in internode

and leaf-sheath length in the case of telescopic

sheath variety are on the positive side, while
in that of normal-sheathed variety it is nega-

tive indicating distinctly the differences in this

character.

Table I

o
"g Normal leaf-sheath variety

g (g. 3. Jonfm)
Telescopic Ieaf-«heath

variety^' Bong »nhilo-A.S. 4003)

CO
V

o
c

Average length

in cm. Differ-

Average length

in cm.
Difference

2,

HH Internode
Leaf-

sheath
Internode

sheath

1 11*2 15.3 2-0 16*6 14*6
2 18.1 17-9 0*2 4*8 I8.5 13.7
3 22.1 19.0 3.1 7-4 21.7 14.3
4 25*6 18-8 6*8 8.6 24.5 15.9
6 27.7 18.1 9*6 11*1 2g.2 14-1
6 27*1 17.1 10-0 11.9 2.3.7 13.8
7 2.3 -6 16-6 9.0 12.8 2(>.6 13.8
8 24*3 16.0 8.3 11.9 2i>.5 14*6
9 24.4 15.0 9.4 10.9 23.1 14-2
10 23.6 15.1 8.5 10.3 24*2 13.9
11 23*9 1C.

6

7.3 8.7 22-2 13-5
12 23*2 17.3 6.9 8*0 19-C 11.6
13 22 •« 17.0 6-6 5.7 19.3 13.6
14 22-0 17.0 6*0 4.0 18*7 14*7

In the F
1

generation it was seen that the
leaf-sheaths were telescopic in nature indicat-

ing dominance of this character over the nor-
mal leaf-sheath. In the F., generation, the fol-

lowing segregation was observed (Table II).

Table II

Selection No.
Telescopic leaf- Normal leaf-

sheath sheath

X-^ I-l/l 56 17

X- 1-2/1 • t 65 21

Total1 121 38

Expected on 11 : 1 ratio : 119*2 39-8

X^sO-llG •i* V5»n
JL

0*03 anl 0..>)

From the above table it is seen that the tele-

scopic leaf-sheath is a simple dominant to the
normal leaf-sheath indicating that this factor is

governed by a single pair of genes. The gene
responsible for telescopic leaf-sheaths may be
designated Ls and the recessive gene producing
normal leaf-sheath Is.

Further work with other varieties is in pro-
gress.

I am grateful to Sri. B. Suryanarayana Murthy
and B. L. Narasimha Murthy for their valuable
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suggestions in preparing this note and encourag-
ing me to take up this work.

Agricultural Res. Station, C. Sreeramulu.
Lam Farm, P.O. Guntur,
November 22, 1957.

1.. Conner, A. B, and Karper, R. E., Science, 1917,45,
144-45.

2. Rang'r.swamy Ayvangar, G. N., et aL, Proc. Ind.
Acad. Jt^ci., 1938, 7 (4J, 16.1-76.

3. —
,
/nd. Jour.Agric. Sci., 1942, 12 (4), 527-63.

CYTOLOGY OF ISOETES
Three species of Isoetes are reported from South
India, namely, 1. coromandelina L., I. Sampath-^
kumarani Rao and I. Sahyadri Mahabale. Of
these, the cytology of 1. coromandelina and
1. Sampathkumarani has been critically investi-

gated and this note deals with the important
cytological facts observed in this study.

Current
, Sciende

1. coromandelina L.—This species was col-

lected from Kovalam, Veli, Quilon and Cran-
gannore in Kerala State and from Waltair in

Andhra Pradesh. All the above collections were
found to be diploids with 22 chromosomes and
a fragment (or B chromosome ? ) -in root-tip

cells (Fig. 1). The chromosomes nearly all

show median or submedian constrictions and
vary from 2-4 m in length. All the plants

examined from each of the above collections

were megasporangiate. A few microsporangiate

plants were obtained from Chakkai in Trivan-
drum City.

Meiosis in megaspore mother-cells of the

diploid shows complete or partial asynapsis
followed by one or two equational divisions of

chromosomes resulting in the formation of

dyads or tetrads. Certain spore mother-cells

clearly show 22 univalents and a fragment
(Fig. 4), while in others chromosome associa-

tions in the form of rings, chains or cross-

i'lG. 1. A root lip squash preparation of the diploid Isceic^s coromandeltna L. 2« = 22 f 1 (x 1,000).

Fig, 2. Somatic mitosis in a root-tip cell of the triploid /. coromandelina L. showing 33 chromosomes and a

fragment (x 1,000).

Fig. 3. A root-tip cell of I, SampathJtumarani Rao showing 66 chromosomes (x 1,000).

Fig, 4. A megaspore mother v:ell of the diploid /, coromandelina L. sho*ving 22 chromosomes and a fragment

(X 1,000).
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shapes involving usually lour chromosomes
have been observed. This is clearly suggestive

of structural hybridity (translocations). Micro-

spore mother-cells of the diploid show, com-
plete asynapsis followed by irregular chromo-
some distribution resulting in the formation of

varying numbers of micronuclei. Usually dyads
or tetrads are organised. Polyspory has also

been observed in rare cases. Variation in size

of the spores and nuclear contents is very re-

markable. Almost all the microspores are non-

viablc.

One of the plants of 1. coromandclina col-

lected from Kovalam, near Trivandrum, and

grown in the garden was seen to be a triploid

with 33 chromosomes and a fragment in root-

tip cells (Fig. 2). The chromosomes of the

triploid mostly show median or submedian con-

strictions and vary from 3 -3-6 /a in. length.

Mciosis in megaspore mother-cells of the tri-

ploid mostly results in the formation of un-

reduced megaspores, while in others there is

irregular chromosome distribution.

J. Sampathkumarani Rao.—This species was

collected from Bangalore and Waltair. Root-

tip cells showed 66 chromosomes (Fig. 3).

Most of the chromosomes show median or sub-

median constrictions and vary from 2-4 in

length.

The results of this study taken together with

previous reports of chromosome numbers in

this genus, like n ll in J. echinospora- and

L asuitica,^'^ 1\^22 and n n 33 in I. japomca*’
"

and n — 54-56 (probably 55) in I. lacustris-^

suggest that there is a polyploid scries in this

genus based on the haploid number Tir-ll,

which it shares in common with other ancient

genera like Lycopodium (part)bi and

Ofim'iiiida,‘^’‘* That aneuploidy (apart from

polyploidy), has also been at work in specia-

tion in this genus may be observed from the

existence of n — 10 in I. hysirix'^ (probably

derived from n = 1 1 )

.

The cytological facts presenfed above for

I. corornaudelina show that this is an asynap-

tic apogamous form. Asynapsis in megaspore

mother-cells followed by equational chromo-

some division results in the production of un-

reduced spores. In the case of the diploids, the

microspores are mostly non-viable and this

necessitates an apogamous type of reproduc-

tion to perpetuate the species, since no ac(;es-

sory method of propagation is known in this

species. Asynapsis in megaspore mother-cells

helps to preserve the genome of the parent un-

changed. Asynapsis is probably the result of

accumulation of structural hybridity rather

than the consequence of hybridization.

Dept, of Botany, A. Abraham.
University College, C. A. Ninan.

Trivandrum, November 20, 1957.
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EFFECT OF MOWING GRASS ON
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF CERTAIN
CONSTITUENTS OF THE AIR SPORA
The gravity slide and the Petri dish exposure
methods used by earlier plant pathologists and
allergists for the study of changes in the air-

borne spore flora or ‘air spora’ are shown^ to

be of very low efficiency and the short period
changes in the concentration of the spore load

at any locality could not be studied until the

development of a more eflicient suction air

sampling equipment like the Hirst’s “Auto-
matic Volumetric Spore Trap”.- Spores pre-

sent in a limited volume of air sucked into

this trap are caught on the sticky surface of a
slowly moving slide (which gives a continuous
trace), a microscopic examination of which
makes it possible to determine the time of de-

position of any spore type on the trace. The
results obtained with a Hirst spore trap show-
ing how, certain common agricultural practices

like mowing of the grass in a field pollute the

air with plant pathogens and with respiratory

allergens for a short period, are described in

this note.

In studies, concerned primarily with the aerial

dissemination of the* loose smut of barley, air

was sampled at a suction rate of 10 litres per
minute at a height of 35" above the ground
level using a “Casella” model of the Hirst trap

located in the centre of a smut-infected barley
field at the Imperial College Field Station in

Sunninghill, Berks., England. The changes ob-
served in the concentrations of Cladospopum,
Epicoccum. Alternaria and Pollens together

with the changes in weather conditions during
July 19-24, 1955, plotted at hourly intervals are

shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate how mowing of

the grass and oth^ weeds aroimd the smut-
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infected barley field in the afternoon of July 20

brought about noticeable quantitative changes
in the air spora of the area. The changes in

the concentrations of the four spore types
affected by the mowing oi>eration together with
the concentration of smut spores observed over
a period of 12 hours, taken at hourly intervals

immediately before, during and after the ope-
ration of the mowing machine are given in

Table I.

Table I

Concentrations of the five spore types before,

during ctnd after mowing grass and other weeds
around a smut-infected barley field

Estimated number of spores per cubic meter of air

r»

•rH
• Cladosporium * Usttlago

6 .

0) e i
e/2 tf*

to

Clumps Spores •«<*

1

C

*o
PM

Clumi

0)
!-•

a
O)

10-00 23800 60600 6450 450 300 750 900
11-00 27000 91400 7050 0 600 450 450
12-00 25800 106000 0900 450 750 1960 5400
13-00 12300 21760 2400 0 600 1200 2850
14-00 t 432600 27750 1800 600 1200 1950
16-00 25060 94650 30300 1050 300 300 300
lC-00 15300 41700 10500 450 600 900 1950
17-00 16000 30150 1800 150 300 900 13)0
18-00 18000 40500 1500 0 1200 750 1650
19-00 24000 43800 1200 0 6850 1050 1050
20-00 21000 51000 3600 750 1200 300 600
21-00 21000 43000 1600 600 900 900 2250

* Clumping of a variable number of spores to form a

single ‘di-ypersion unit’ is common in Cladosporium and
Usttlago and so number of the ‘dispersion units’ (Clumps)
in the air at each hour are also given.

t Spores deposited as a thick band ; counts for indi-

vidual clumps not taken.

The changes observed on July 19 are typical

of the dry weather with the maximum concen-
trations occurring at about noon, July 20 is a

normal dry day and the concentrations recorded

in the forenoon (before starting the mowing
operation) showed a gr^^ual increase in their

numbers characteristic of their usual periodici-

ties exhibited on such dry days. The reason
why counts taken at 13.00 hours were low is

not known. After lunch time the mowing
machine was operated continuously for over a

period of about 2 hr. to mow the grass and other

weeds groA\dng outside the barley field and the

enthes in Table I show that concentrations of

Cladosporium, Epicoccum and Alternaria have
shown an increase of about 5, 4 and 4 times
their respective usual concentrations on simi-

lar days during these hours. By contrast during

and immediately after the mowing process the

concentration of pollen grains showed a slight

fall, but an increase in their numbers (about

9 times) was noticed after a lag of about 2

hours. The reason for this apparent lack of

correlation in time between mowing and catch

of pollens in the trap is unknown.
The concentrations recorded on the sub-

sequent days (Fig. 1) show that Cladosporium

and Epicoccum occurred in their usual num-
bers on the next day itself while the pollens

and Alternaria took about 2 days to recover.
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Fig. 1. Changes in the concentrations of the four

pore types with changes in the weather conditions.

During the afternoon of July 20, when mow-
ing operation was carried out, no major changes
were observed either in the weather condi-
tions (Fig. 1) or in the concentration of spores

of Ustildgo Kwhich came from the smut-in-
fected barley crop not affected by the mowing
operation, Table I). Therefore the sharp rise

in the concentrations of the four spore types

described above may be due to liberation of

these spores from grasses and other weeds
growing in the locality that are affected by the

working of the mowing xnachine.

The use of the improved suction air sampling
method has revealed this interesting short period

change in the air spora and it is likely that our
knowledge of the composition of the spore con-

tent of the atmosphere will increase consider-

ably if these methods are used widely.
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I wish to express my indebtedness to

Prof. P. H. Gregory for his guidance, help and
encouragement.

Dept, of Botany, T. Sreeramulu.*
Imperial College of Science
and Technology,

London, S.W.-7, Noi'iernber 22, 1957.

Present address ; Aerobiology Laboratory, Depart
ment of hotany, Andhra University, Waltair, India.
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X-RAY INDUCED SOMATIC
HAPLOIDY IN WATERMELON

Dry seeds of watermelon (Citrullus vulgaris
Schrad. var. Asahi Yamato) were irradiated

with 24,000, 36,000 and 48,000 r of X-rays with
a view to study the effects of the radiation on
sex expression in the tre^ited plants and their
progenies. During a study of microsporogenesis

in plants raised from the irradiated seeds, it

was found that a whole branch in a plant be-
longing to the 48,000 r treatment had only the
haploid number of chromosomes (2n=:ll as

against the normal 2 n 22 found in the other
branches). The leaves and flowers on this

branch were smaller and the stem and petioles

were thinner. Chromosome configurations at

metaphase I of meiosis in 14 cells were found
to be: all univalents *in 7 cells (Fig. 1), 9 uni-
valents and 1 bivalent in 5 cells and 7 uni-
valents and 2 bivalents in 2 cells. Among the
bivalents observed, throe had chiasmata in both
arms of the chromosomes and the rest were
of the rod type with a terminal chiasma in
one of the arms. Only about 12% of pollen
took stain in acetocarmine

; the well-stained
pollen were also larger in size and had an
average diameter of 85-4 microns. The unstained
pollen grains were small (about 40 to 45 microns
in diameter) and were often irregular in shape
(Figs. 3 and 4). The large, well-stained pollen
obviously represent dyads, since they have
the same size as the pollen of diploid water-

Figs. 1-2. Meiaphase 1 ot meiosis in the haploid slfowingll univalents. In P'ig. 1, two univalents are se.ondarily
associated and in Fig. 2, there is one group of three chromosomes, two groups of two chromosomes and
four single chromosomes.

Fjo* 3. Pollen from. the hafloid. Mostjare shrivelled but occasionally a large well-stained grain’ is seen.

Fig, 4. Pollen from a normal watermelon plant •
*
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melon. A solitary pistillate flower was formed
in the haploid branch but no fruit setting could

be obtained though the flower was hand-polli-

nated with normal pollen.

The haploid branch probably owes its origin

to some process of reduotional mitosis which
shbuld have taken place in cells of the shoot

meristem prior to the initiation of branching.

MenzeU reported the occurrence of spontaneous
somatic reduction of chromosome numbers in

some polygenomic hybrids in Gossypium.
Using pollen size and fertility as indices, we
examined every branch of a large number of

control watermelon plants for possible occur-

rence of spontaneous haploidy but no haploid

could be detected. It is therefore very prob-

able that the somatic reduction in chromosome
number has been caused by the X-ray treat-

ment. This inference is further supported by
the observation made in this laboratory that

haploid cells occur occasionally in root meri-

stems of barley and Triticum monococcum fol-

lowing exposure of seeds to X-rays. While
irradiation of pollen and inflorescences had
been used for many years as a method of ob-

taining haploids in several plant species,- there

seems to be no record so far of the occurrence

of wholly haploid sectors in plants raised from

seeds subjected to any type of radiation.

An interesting feature of meiosis in some
microsporocytes of the haploid was a strong

tendency for secondary pairing among the uni-

valent chromosomes. The maximum secondary

association occurred in a cell which had seven

groups comprising one group of 3 chromosomes,

two groups of 2 chromosomes each and four

single chromosomes (Fig. 2). Thus, while, the

evidence from primary pairing suggests segmen-
tal duplications in 4 chromosomes of the hap-

loid set thereby rendering 9 as a probable basic

chromosome number for this species, the second-

ary association data suggest a basic number
of 7. Opinions, however, vary regarding the

real significance of secondary association of

chromosomes. Also, the conclusions that could

be drawn from the preset data suffer from the

limitations that first, it is difficult to be sure

that the 11 chromosomes found represent a

complete haploid set instead of a. random assort-

ment of 11 chromosomes of the diploid com-

plement, including a few homologous pairs and

secondly, prior to somatic reduction, segmen-

tal interchanges and duplications could have

taken place among some chromosomes, thereby

leading to the observed primary and secondary

pairing. No abnormalities were found with re-

gard to morphological or growth characteristics

in the branch with 11 chromosomes and this

\
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would suggest that a complete haploid com-
plement is present. Since regular bivalent for-

mation and anaphase separation were observed
during meiosis in the other branches of this

plant, the possibility of occurrence of gross
slructural changes in chromosomes could also

be ruled out. No haploid has so far been re-

ported in watermelon and hence it is not pos-

sible to draw inferences by comparison with
previous data. However, it is of interest that

the lowest haploid chromosome number record-

ed in Cucurbitaceae is 7, which occurs in the

genus Cucumis}^ and it could well be that the

genus Citrullus is derived from a basic num-
ber 7 by a process of chromosome fragmenta-
tion and segmental duplication, analogous to

the mechanism of speciation already postulated

by Bhaduri and Bose^ for several cucurbits.

We are indebted to Dr. B. P. Pal and Dr. S. M.
Sikka for their interest and encouragement.

Division of Botany, M. S. Swaminatiian.
Indian Agric. Res. Inst., M. P. Singh.

September 17, 1957. •
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EFFECTS OF MALEIC HYDRAZIDE
ON AN EARLY VARIETY OF RICE

The recent discovery of Maleic Hydrazide has
led many workers in the field of plant physiology

to study the role of this chemical on
various plants. ^ ^ The present investigation has

been designed to study the effect of Maleic

Hydrazide on the growth and reproduction of

an early variety of rice.

Grains of the variety N. 136 were obtained

from the Ct^ntral Rice Research Institute, Cut-

tack. After a preliminary selection for uni-

formity, the seeds were soaked with 10,000,

1,000, 100 and lOp.p.m. of MH-40 for 48 hr. on
December 30, 1956. The pre-soaked seeds were
washed thoroughly in water and were sown in

earthenware pots containing a mixture of soil

and cowdung manure in the proportion of 8 : 1.

The plants were next subjected to weekly foliar

iipray with the corresponding solutions in which
they were previously soaked. As the spraying

produced detrimental effects it was discontinued

after the second spray.
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All the plants treated with 10,000 p.p.m. died
after the fifth week from sowing, i.e., after the
first foliar spray and majority of the plants
treated with 1,000 p.p.m. died after 6 weeks,
i.c., after the second foliar spray and hence no
data could be collected on yield and its com-
ponents from these two series. The few plants
which survived the 1,000 p.p.m. treatment
flowered later than the controls. The plants
treated with 100 and 10 p.p.m. did not show
any clear variation from the control plants in

the time of ear emergence (Table I).

Table I

Days from sowbig to ear emergence and
vegetative growth characters at the final stage

Treatments

(A c:

a oo

a -

° a
oS
Y.

S' c

Mh CXi

O
!2; «—

C

I a

O JO

a
cs

'a

6 _ B
CiD O

*'iJ C!

MH 1,000 p.p.m.* 83* 'iO 13*67 49*00 17*00 57*92

100 p.p.m. *• 75*46 6*13 23*17 10*13 62*92

10 p.p.m. .. 75*17 9*17 33*75 13*00 67*17

Controls .. 75*75 7*55 28*85 11*55 62*88

* Each fii;ure is an average of 6 plants in case of

1,000 p p.m. concentration. In all other treatments each
figure U an avoragi** of 24 plants.

Higher concentration of 1,000 p.p.m. pro-

duced very adverse effects on most of the

plants, but the plants which survived this

treatment showed a conspicuous growth at later

stages. The plants treated with the low con-
centration of 10 p.p.m. invariably showed bet-

ter vegetative growth in all respects than the

controls. Plants treated with 100 p.p.m. did not
show any appreciable change in vegetative

growth than those of the control plants.

An increased grain yield (Table II) was ob-

served in the plants treated with the

Table TI
Grain yield and its components

(Average of 24 plants)

Treatments
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MU 100 p.p.m. 2*16 4*C8 17*36 77*18 44*64 67*66 U?14
10 p.p.m. 3*43 6*71 18*43 84*10 42*28 60*61 14 09

Controls 2*76 6*20 17*84 81*89 40*20 48*87 14*16

M.H. solutions, highest being observed
with the lower concentration of 10 p.p.m.
The higher grain yield observed was due to a
promotive effect of the chemical on the factors
such as number of panicles, length of panicle
and number of spikelets formed per panicle.
Our thanks are due to Messrs. Naugatuck

Chemical International, New York, for kindly
supplying their preparation MH-40, to the
Utkal University, for* the award of the Govern-
ment of India Senior Research Scholarship to
one of us (G. S.) and a grant-in-aid from the
Jnan Vijnan Parisad Fund, and to Prof. B.
Samantarai, for providing facilities* in the
Department of Botany, Ravenshaw College,
Cuttack, for carrying on this investigation.

Dept, of Botany, G. Misra.
Ravenshaw College, G. Sahu.
Cutlack-3, September 26, 1957.
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STOMATAL TYPES IN
CENTROSPERMAE

The stomata of the leaves of Angiosperms have
been classified into several types on the basis
of their position in relation to the subsidiary
or neighbouring cells. These types are named
after the families in which they are best exem-
plified or in which they have been first recog-
nised. Data obtained in recent years, however,
show that the types are present in many other
families, besides those after which they were
originally nained (Metcalfe and Chalki). In
dicotyledonous plants,* four main types of sto-

mata are generally recognized. These are

:

A. Ranuncyilaceons.—The stomata are sur-
rounded by a limited number of cells that are
indistinguishable in size and shape from those
of the other epidermal cells.

B. Cruciferous.—Stomata are surrounded by
three cells, one of which is distinctly smaller
than the other two.

C. Rubiaceous .—Stomata are accompanied on
either side by one or many subsidiary cells

parallel to the long axis cjf the gaurd cells.
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D. Caryophyllaceons.—Stomata are surround-
ed by a pair of subsidiary cells at right angles

to the long axis of the gaurd cells.

The present study of 22 plants belonging to

7 families of the order Centrospermse has re-

vealed that the distribution and the type of

stomatal apparatus on the leaf-surface show
variations.

Typical Ranunculaceous type of stoma has
been observed on both the leaf surfaces in

Chenopodiiim album L., C. ambrosioidcs L.,

Spinacia oleracea L., Amaranthus viridis L.,

A. gangeticus L., Celosia crifitata L., Aerua
lanata Juss., A. scnndens Wall., Deeringia

celosioidcs R.Br., Digera arvensis Forsk.,

Bougainvillea glabra Choisy., and Bcerhaavia

diffusa L. (Figs. 1 a and b). Along with this.

I’IGS 1-10, Leaf epidemiis .showing stomatal types.

L K "Lower Lpidtrmis; U. K, •- Upper Epideimis.

Fig. 1 (n). Amiuani/ius viridi^i 1. , U. L ; Fig. 1 ih),

Acnta smUiUns Wall., L. K. Fig. 2 (.z). Scsuvmin portu-

laca^trum L., L. F. ; Fig. 2 (/O-
7' ) ianthema tnonogyitum

L., L. K. Fig 3. Poriulacca oleracea Fig 4.

Rivima humths T.., L E. Mg«. 5 & 6. Pupalia artopur-

puna Moq., L. E. & U. E. Figs. 7 & 8. Alternanthcra

sessilis k. ilr., L. E & U. E. Figs. 9& 10. Achyrant hei>

aspera, L.. L. E. & U. E. ( Mag. X 4r>, Fig. 3. « X 00).

presence of Rubiaceous type of sfoma has been

reported^ in the genera Sua^da, Salsola and
Salicornia of the family Chenopodiaceae.

Rubiaceous type of stoma with two subsidiary

cells has been found in Sesuvium portulacas-

truin L., Trianthema monogynum L., and
Basella rubra L. (Figs. 2 a and b), and with

four subsidiary cells in the genus Calandrinia^

of Portulaccace«e, Present observation on

Portulacca oleracea L., reveals the presence of

1 to 3 subsidiary cells in Rubiaceous type of

stoma. The subsidiary cells are unequal in

size, the inner one being smallest and outer
one largest (Fig. 3).

In the family CaryophyllacejB the stomata are
Caryophyllaceous, though variations have been
recorded in several genera^ belonging to the

Illecibraceae of Benthum and Hooker. In the

family Phytolaccaceae, the Ranunculaceous type
of stoma has been reported^ in Phytolacca and
Rubiaceous type of stoma in Petiveria and
Rivinia. In the course of present investigation

it has been found that in R. humilis L., both

Ranunculaceous and Rubiaceous types of sto-

mata are present at random on the lower epi-

dermis (Fig. 4), whereas on the upper epider-

mis stomata are absent.

Besides these, the following variations in

stomatal types have been noted in the Amaran-
thaceae :

(a) In Pupalia artopurpuria Moq., the Ranun-
culaceous type of stoma is predominant on the

epidermis. Sometimes, however, the surrounding

cells are distinguishable from the wavy epider-

mal cells by their comparatively straight walls

and they resemble the Cruciferous type by the

presence of a small cell in a set of three sur-

rounding cells (Figs. 5 and 6).

(b) The Caryophyllaceous type of stoma is

predominant in Alternonthcra sessilis R.Br.

Together with this Rubiaceous stoma with two
subsidiary cells are also found on both the epi-

dermis (Figs. 7 and 8).
^

(c) In Achyranthes aspera L., stomata on the

lower epidermis are typically Ranunculaceous,

the surrounding cells being indistinguishable

from the epidermal cells with regard to their

size and form. In some cases, one of the sur-

rounding cells is found to be much smaller

than the other on the same surface with Ranun-
culaceous stomata (Fig. 9). On the upper epi-

dermis, the Rubiaceous type is predominant
though the Cruciferous type is also present to-

gether with pairs of stomata with 3 to 4 sub-

.•^idiary cells surrounding them (Fig. 10).

The above account clearly reveals that sto-

mata of more than one type occur together on

the same leaf-surface in several genera of the

families Chenopodiaceae, Amaranthaceae and
Phytolaccaceae. Different types of stomata are

found on the two surfaces of the leaf (e.p., in

Achyranthes aspera) or intermediate types

tending to connect two different types by slight

modification of size and form of the surround-

ing cells on the same leaf-surface (e.g., in

Pupalia artopurpuria and Achyranthes aspera).
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Similar modifications have also been recorded
in various other families. As it is customary
to study the stomatal apparatus from mature
leaves we are usually analyzing the resultant
structure of a stoma, the origin of which may
be same, but which due to mutual pressure of
adjacent epidermal cells during growth in sur-
face of the leaf may have given rise to various
modifications resulting in transitional forms. In
such a case the type of stoma cannot be used
as a diagonostic character of taxonomic value.

To avoid any taxonomic or ontogenic impli-
cation indicated by the name of the differenl

types of stomata, Metcalfe and Chalk have sug-
gested alternative names, c.g., Anomocytic
(Ranunculaceous)

, Anisocytic (Cruciferous),

Paracytic (Rubiaceous) and Diacytic (Caryo-
phyllaceous). These terms may include broad
variations of the respective types, but the vari-

ous modiiications that have been observed in

Amaranthacea? and other families cannot be
classilied on tins basis. As the classification of

stomata is based on the ‘nature and orientation

of the surrounding cells (which are easily in-

fluenced by growth adjustments) in relation to

the gaurd cells, it seems more plausible to base
it on the mode of development of the stomatal

apparatus, instead of its final appearance at

mature stage.

This note is a preliminary report on the sto-

mata! types that has been observed in course

of the study of cicvelopmental anatomy of the

several members of the order Centrospermae.

Tn conclusioji I desire to express my sincer-

e?t gratitude to Dr. I. Banerji, Head of the

Department of Botany, Calcutta University,

under whose guidance and care this work has

been carried out.

Dept, of Botany, Sxjbir Sen.

Calcutta University,

Calcutta, October 21, 1957.

1. Metcalfe, C. K. and Cfialk, L., Anatomv of the

Ihcotyhdofts, Oxford Univ. Press, London, 1950,

1-2 .

2. Sawyer, W. IT., “ Stomatal apparatus of the cuhi-

vatc-d Cranberry, Vn'-chittern macrocarponf' Amer.

Jour. Bot., 1932, 1^, 508-13.

TIP-ROT OF MESTA ^HIBISCUS
CANNABINUS LINN.)

With the increasing importance of Hibiscus

cannabinus Linn, as a bast fibre crop of India,

wider collection of indigenous and exotic ty|)es

of the species was piade for breeding purpose

during 1953-55 by the Jute Agricultural Re-

search * Institute and the type materials were

tried in test plots under conditions prevalent
in Nilganj, West Bengal. The test plot crops
suffered from a serious epidemic disease hitherto

unreported. The disease is somewhat similar in

nature to ’brown-rot’ described by Ghosh and
George (1953). This new disease is designated
‘tip-i'ot’. As cultivation of Mesta is spreading
in the southern and the eastern States of India,

it is worthwhile to. note the symptoms and
nature of the disea.se. The crop is usually sown
in the middle of April and is harvested in

September. The disease starts in July and con-
tinues throughout the months of July and
August.

Symptoms .—Firstly lip of stipules of young
leaf or leaf-buds turns brown

;
gradually the

entire stipule turns brownish-black and wither
away. Meanwhile dark brown or black lesion
starts on the stem at the base of the petiole ;

consequently the young leaf turns ash-grey
and looks somewhat scalded before it com-
pletely dries up and drops off. All the young
leaves or leaf-buds may or may not be in-

fected but as the tip of the stem turns brown
and begins to dry up, all of them wither and
drop off. As the fungus spreads in the tissue

of the stem-tip, the latter shrivels and may

PLATE I

Yoang Mesta plants attacked with ‘ Tip-rot *.

-wither -away. Innumerable pycnidia appear on
the infected region 'sotftejtitnes with distinctly
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superficial black perithecia scattered amongst
the former. The loss of the growing tip soon
arrests the apical growth

; the plant either is

killed or may develop axillary branches if

favourable conditions prevail.

The symptoms of the disease are discernible

in later half of July, particularly in the fourth

week, but are confined only amongst compara-
tively younger plants ©f late-sown plots.

Exotic types suffered more from this disease

than the selections (types) maintained by the

substitute fibre section of this Institute.

The Fungus on Host.—The fungus associated

with the above symptoms develops innumer-
able spherical pycnidia, both on leaf and stem
which are erumpent, separate, brown, ostiolate

with a dark band of ‘cells’ round the ostiole,

glabrous, thin-walled, wall-‘parenchymatous’,

from 61 •92 m to 130*72 m, mostly about 110*0 m,

pycnospores, 1 -celled, hyaline but slightly

bluish-green en masse held in sticky matrix

during extrusion from pycnidium, thin-walled

ellipsoid with somewhat pointed ends, mostly

uniform in shape and size, 6* 1m to 13*7 m long

and 2 • 7 M to 4 • 1 m broad, mostly 10 • 8 m X
2*7m.

Perithecia develop subsequently when the

tip of the plants are dry. Perithecia globose,

slightly wider at the base, papillate, hairy-

hairs short, dark-coloured, superficial (not

erumpent), from 115m to 249m, mostly 230m or

more ; asci many, cylindric with narrower tail,

wall-hyaline, regularly 8-spored, 61*9mX9*8m
to 65*36 M X 10*32 M, paraphyses absent; asco-

spores regularly 8 in each ascus, thick-walled,

hyaline, lenticular, 7*5mx4*1m to 12*0 mX
6*1 M, mostly lO-OMXfi-l^.

The Fungus in Culture.—Similar cultures

were obtained both from pycnospores and asco-

spores. Growth started with whitish sodden

mycella, sometimes fluffy. In slants on potato

dextrose agar, the upper half turned greyish

brown due to development of pycnidia while the

lower half turned dark due to development of

dark-coloured sterile perithecia. Sometimes

only pycnidia developed in culture and no

perithecia.

The pycnidia in culture were regular in size,

shape and polour (brown) and were typically

ostiolate and compared well with those from

nature. Pycnospores were of irregular size and

shape but mostly ellipsoid.

The perithecia in culture were dark, irregu-

lar in shape and sterile.

Identity of the Fungus.—^From the charac-

ters described above, the pycnidial form
appears to be a species of Phoma Desm. and

Current
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the perithecial stage in all likelihood belongs
to the genus Trichospheeria Fuckel. That the
culture from pycnospores and ascospores are
same and that the perithecia are often found
in association with the pycnidia show that the
two forms are genetically connected.

Fig. 1. Initial stage of infection
; KiG. 2. Advanced

stage of infection
; (a) tip bearing pyct/ifiia and perithelia;

Fig. 3. (a) Perithelium
; (^) asci ; (c) ascospores from

single ascus
; (</) pycnidium

;
(f) pycnospores in culture ;

(/’) pycnospores in nature.

Evaluation of Resistance in Different Types .

—

The disease was allowed to spread in the field

and records of incidence of tip-rot was kept.

It was found that H. radiatus a wild species

and the F4 progeny from the single F.^ plant
(from a cross between H. cannabinus x H. radia-
tus) surviving from the epidemic of 1955 proved
resistant to tip-rot. It is significant that ex-
cepting Phoma sahdariffee, no other pathogen,
normally prevalent on ‘mesta*, viz., Rhizoctonia,

Phytophthora, etc., were found attacking these
progenies. All type collection from Morocco,
Poona, Dharwar, Vizag, Raigarh and Nagpur
with the exception of only two, proved more
or less susceptible to ‘tip-rot’. The two selec-

tions along with those from F4 of cannabinus x
ra'diatus have been carried forward for further
studies.

Thanks are due to P. Sanyal, our colleague
in the substitute fibre section for helping us
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in taking records in the various experimental
crops mentioned above and to Dr. B. C. Kundu,
Director, Jute Agricultural Research Institute,

for valuable suggestions.

Jute Agricultural Res. Inst., T. Ghosh.
Barrackpore, W. Bengal, N. Mukherji.
November 13, 1957.

1.

Ghos, T. and George. K. V ,
“ Bf^own rot of Mecta

(///dts its caftfinhmus Linn.),” Indian Phytopathology

^

1953, 6, 100-09.

MOLYBDENUM CONTENT OF A FEW
FORAGE PLANTS OF WESTERN INDIA

It is as recently as 1939 that Arnon and Stout^

had demonstrated the essentiality of molyb-
(^enum for plant growtli. Its importance in

nitrogen fixation and for nitrate reduction, its

extensive use in fertilizers with resultant spec-

tacular increases in pastures and crop growth is

today well established. However, though defi-

ciencies of soil molybdenum have been reported

from many parts of the world, no work has

been done in this country so far with the ex-

ception of Dakshinamurthi et al.- who deter-

mined the molybdenum content of two Delhi

soils.

Since the molybdenum status of forage plants

is considered important from the viewpoint of

animal nutrition, an attempt was made to study

the molybdenum content of some dominant

forage plants cfL' W. India. Molybdenum was

determined by the dithiol method of Piper and

Beckwith.'^ The results which represent the

average value of thiee sample.s each are re-

ported in Table 1.

It is observed that molybdenum is taken up

in the smallest quantities and that forage plants

are exceptionally low in molybdenum as to be

classified as deficient. Thi^ is probably due to

the low molybdenum content of the grassland

soils, which will be shortly reported elsewhere.

Though generally legumes are expected to con-

tain higher amounts of Mo than grasses due

to the presence of symbiotic bacteria, it is seen

that grasses are higher in Mo content than

legumes. The former contain 0*03 p.p.m. or more,

while the legumes contain less than 0*02 p.p.m.

Though the critical levels for Mo have not yet

been established, it is generally considered that

a value of 0*1 p.p.m. Mo in dry matter of plapt

tops is one below which Mo deficiency is likely.

Table I

Name of species

Average
molyl denum
content

(p.p.m, of

dry matter)

1 Ischcemu'n ciliare Retf. Grass 0-08

2 Heteropogon contortus L. 0-04

3 Therneda triandra Forsk.
f »

0-05

4 Themida quadrwahds OK, 0-03

5 Pseudcuthistiria keteroclita Hk. 1 1
.0-04

6 Arundinella tenella Lawii. 0*04

7 Dicanlhium annulatum Stapf. 0-06

8 Eulalia fimbriata Bl. & Me. 0-05

9 /ndigofera tinctorta L

.

1 .egume 0-01

10 Ileylandia latcbrosa DC. ,, 0*01

11 Crotolana Itmfolia Linn. yl 0-02

12 Crotolana triquetra Dalz. ,,
0*02

13 Crotolaria fillpcs Bcnth. »»
0*02

14 Smtthm sensittva Ait. »»
0.01

15 Alysicarpus vaginalis DC. M 0-01

16 Alystcarptis pubescats Law. >1
0-02

The Mo deficiencies in the forage may have
been induced by the acidic reaction of the soils

or the depressing effect of other elements

Again, species differences may be reflected in

the plant contents. Thomas and Anderson^ have
shown that a soil deficient in molybdenum for

symbiotic nitrogen fixation in legumes was,

however, not deficient in Mo to grasses. Grasses

appear to have a greater capacity to absorb Mo
than the legumes, though the latter require it

much more. Since Mo intake is intimately con-

nected with nitrogen metabolism, it is suggested

that the protein content of forage plants of

W. India may be affected and fail to meet the

requirement of cattle. Further work is in pro-

gress along these lines.

Dept, of Botany, (Miss) Java G. Iyer.

Institute of Science, Y. Satyanarayan.

Bombay-1, December 2, 1957.

1. Arnon, D. I. and Stout, P. R., Plant Physiol., 1939,

14,371. .

2. Dakshinamurthi, C , Satyanariyana, K. V. S and
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24» 56 G.

3. Piper, C S. and Beckwith, R. S., /. Soc, Chem,
Ind,, 1948, 67.

4. Thomas, M. P. and Anderson, A. J,, Council Sci. Ind.

Research Bull., Australia, 1946, 198, 7.
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The Reactive Intermediates of Organic

Chemistry. By John E. Lcffler. (Interscience

Publishers, New York), 1956. Pp. 275. Price

$ 6 .00 .

The volume under review summarises,

though very briefly, our present knowledge

about various organic intermediate reactive

radicals or ions which are of great interest to

chemists engaged on investigations in high

polymer chemistry and in the elucidation of

mechani.sms of various organic reactions. There

is a chronology as it W’ere of various types of

radicals and details of methods of preparation,

physical properties, and important reactions of

these radicals have been dealt with up-to-date.

Starting with a concise summary of chemistry

of triaryl methyl radicals in the first chapter,

the reader is taken through an account of

various carbon radicals, diradicals from dark

violet, porphyridine, rubrene, anthra quinine,

hetero-radicals, semiquinone radicals, etc., in

the subsequent chapters. Hetero-radicals from

sulphur, nitrogen have also been dealt with.

Evidence for the presence of carbonium ions by

conductivity measurements, dielectric polariza-

tion, spectrophotometry, cryoscopy, etc., is given.

Effects of structural changes in carbonium ion

and solvent effects on ionization equilibria have

been discussed. Formation and reactions of

various carbonium and carbanion radicals have

been dealt with exhaustively. The last chap-

ter on radical and non-radical reactions list-

ing substituent effects, solvent effects, catalysts,

products, inhibitors, light and various diagnos-

tic reactions to distinguish between two types

of reactions will be found particularly useful

by organic as well as physical chemists. How-
ever, after going through the volume one gets

an impression that the treatment of radicals

from organic peroxides and hydroperoxides as

well as on inhibitors and retarders .has been

rather sketchy.

These minor lapses apart, the volume under

review makes an extremely interesting reading

and reveals the diverse nature of organic radi-

cals and will be read with great interest by

all investigators engaged on elucidation of

mechanism of various types of organic re-

actions involving the transient species as the

intermediates.

Fundamentals of Chromatography. By H. G.

Cassidy. (Interscience Publishers, Inc.),

1957. Pp. xvii + 447. Price $ 9.75.

This is Vol. X of Weissberger’s Technique of

Organic Chemistry, and is a successor to Vol. V,

which was also by Professor Cassidy and was
a more general treatise on adsorption and
chromatography. Because of the great progress

made in chromatography, and apparently in

view of the fact that several books on methods
and applications of chromatography arc avail-

able, the prc.sent volume, which is an entirely

new book and not a revision of Adsorption and
Chromatography, has been devoted to a discus-

sion of the fundamental principles of chromato-

graphy. It is complementary to Lederer and
Lederer’s Chromatography, a new edition of

which appeared almost simultaneously. Lederer

and Lederer have made a comprehensive and

detailed review of chromatographic methods
and their application to organic compounds of

various classes, and they have slated in their

preface to the lirst edition (1953) that "‘in view

of the fact that a book by A. J. P. Martin and
A. T. James on the Theory of Chromatography
will be published by the Elsevier Publishing

Co., we thought it unnecessary to encroach on

this field’’. The Marlin-James book has not yet

appeared, and the book under review therefore

fulfils a very real need.

After defining and classifying chromatography

in two chapters, the molecular interactions on

which chromatographic separations depend are

explained in Chapter III. The succeeding six

chapters give an excellent account of the general

theory and of the principles, procedures and

applications of partition chromatography
(vapour-liquid, column, and paper), adsorption

chromatography, and ion-exchange ; an omis-

sion in the last of these chapters is the use of

modified cellulose. Although no chromatogra-

phic applications of electron exchange resins

have yet been reported, the short chapter on

their preparation and behaviour is of interest

because of their analogy to ion-exchangers. The
next chapter deals with foam and emulsion

fractionations, but it is doubtful if these can

be considered to be chromatographic processes.

Methods of recognizing and evaluating zones, the

relation of R or R,, values to molecular struc-

ture, the choice of stationary and mobile

M. Santappa. pl^^ses. and the uses of chromatography are the
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subjects of the four concluding chapters.

Sources of chromatography equipment are
listed in an Appendix. K. V.

Perspectives in Organic Chemistry. Edited by
Sir Alexander Todd. (Interscience Publish-
ers), 1956. Pp. x-f-527.

The decade after the Second World War has
been a period of extraordinary achievement in

the field of organic chemistry. The structures

of many natural compounds of great complex-
ity have been unravelled. Total syntheses,

notably in the fields of steroids and alkaloids

have demonstrated the power of the chemist

as a builder rivalling Nature. The discovery

of ferrocene, the first organic compound con-

taining only carbon, hydrogen and iron has

added zest to the quest for a better under-

standing of the nature of chemical bonds, and
of aromatic character. The development of the

theory of conformational analysis has rendered

possible a better knowletige of i>olycyclic

hydroaromatic systems like those present in

steroids, terpenoids and in some complex alka-

loids. The time is opportune for a survey of

recent accomplishments in organic chemistry

and for an assessment of problems awaiting

solution. This task is admirably performed by
the eighteen articles contributed to the volume
under review by organic chemists who have

themselves been in the vanguard of progress

in the field of organic chemistry. Every one of

these articles give ample evidence of the great

erudition and critical acumen of the authors.

The article entitled ‘Synthesis’ by R. B. Wood-
ward, the foremost synthetic organic chemist

of our time gives a brilliant exposition of the

importance and fascination of the synthetic

method in solving structural problems. The
article on ‘Nucleic Acids’ by Sir A. R. Todd is

a lucid exposition of the chemistry of a most

complex group of natural substances and also

incorporates a thought-provoking speculative

analysis of the role of nucleic acids^ in- trans-

mission of hereditary characteristics. The arti-

cle by W. Baker on the ‘Concept of Aromati-

city’ presents a stimulating and comprehensive

account of the efforts made towards achieving

a fuller understanding of aromatic character.

The article by K. Folkers on ‘Micro-organisms

in Organic Chemistry’ will reveal to the orga-

nic chemists steeped in the classical tradition,

the immense potentialities of the technique in

achieving complex transformations, well-nigh

impossible with classical methods.

The volume will be read with great pleasure

by all organic chemists and constitutes a fitting

tribute to Sir Robert Robinson, one of the great

masters of organic chemistry, on the occasion

of his seventieth birthday.

T. R. G.

Advances in Carbohydrate Chemistry, Vol. XI;

(Academic Press Inc.), 1956. Pp. xviii-1-465.

Price $ 11.00.

The volume begins with a comprehensive re-

view of the periodate oxidation of carbo-

hydrates. With the exception of phenylhydra-
zine no other reagent has played so important
a part in the field of carbohydrate chemistry
and the chapter will therefore be found most
useful by teachers and research workers alike.

The second chapter gives an uptodate account
of the chemistry of ozones and will be parti-

cularly welcome since there are no adequate
previous reviews of this group of compounds.
The third chapter gives an account of the che-
mistry of substances formed by the action of

p-ketonic esters on monosaccharides. The fourth

chapter is on Kojic acid, an important meta-
bolite produced by several micro-organisms
from carbohydrate sources. This is followed by
a chapter summarising present knowledge on
the biosynthesis of monosaccharides of which
about forty have been obtained from natural
itources. Branched-chain sugars are rare in

nature and a chapter dealing with these com-
pounds is therefore of great interest. A chap-
ter on nucleic acids is also included in the
present volume. The last chapter is on cer-

tain aspects of the physical chemistry of starch

with an addendum summarising recent work
carried out on the si2je and shape of poly-
saccharide molecules. The present volume
(XI) must like its predecessors find a place in

every institution providing instruction in orga-

nic chemistry or engaged in research in this

field. T. R. G.

Advances in Food Research, Vol. VII. Edited
by E. M. Mrak and G. F. Stewart. (Academic
Press, Inc.), 1957. Pp.*x + 404. Price $9.50.

Seven valuable review articles have been
contributed in the field of research on food

which should prove of stimulating interest to

various new developments in biochemical,

technological and industrial aspects of food in

India.

The first chapter on “Profile Method of Fla-

vour Analysis” by J. F. Caul lucidly describes

a proper human approach to testing of various
food commodities by judicious selection and
proper training of panels. Y. Tomiyasu and
B. Zenitani have critically examined thq
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dift'erenl aspects connected with “Spoilage of

Fish and Its Preservation by Chemical Agents”.
Moreover, they have thoroughly reviewed the

literature on various biochemical aspects asso-

ciated with autolysis of fish. Though import-
ance of preservation of quality by recourse to

proper freezing storage has been stressed, yet

the use of antibiotics, e.g., aureomycin-ice is-

well worth a detailed study in different clima-
tic conditions.

In a masterly article on “Water Relations of

Food Spoilage Micro-organisms” by W. J.

Scott, the correlation with physico-chemical

constants of water, e.g., water activity, equi-

librium humidity, freezing point, osmotic pres-

sure, etc., with various species of micro-organ-

isms in different environments is systemati-

cally reviewed. Such an appreciation will pro-

mote solution of several microbiological and
biochemical problems connected with chemical

and enzymic reactions in the presence of

water. The germicidal action of chlorine in

food plant sanitation is reviewed by W. A.

Mercer and I. I. Somers, who stress its effect

mainly in inhibiting microbial growth and dis-

cuss its mode of action, indiscriminate use and

shelf-life of food products. The technological

and applied aspects of “Freeze-Drying of Food

Products” IS well compiled by J. C. Harper

and A. I.. Tappel. Though freeze-drying of

foodstuffs is economically not feasible, its use

in times of emergency as well as for preser-

vation and transportation of blood plasma has

been largely made use of in different coun-

tries.

The manufacture of gelatin coupled with the

structural characteristics as well as its various

applications are well illustrated by B. Idson and

E. Braswell, and the concluding chapter by

C. Nieman is appropriately on a flavouring

agent “Licorice” which has found extensive

usage in confectionery, tobacco and brewery
industries and has also wide applications in

pharmaceuticals.
• H, R. Cama.

f

Fundamentals of Immunology. Third Edition.

Completely revised and ^rewritten. By
Prof. William C. Boyd. (New York : Inter-

science Publishers, Inc.), 1956. Pp. xiv -h

776. Price $ 10.00.

Though the basic plan of the third edition of

the book remains the same as in its first, the

book has expanded considerably in size, with

716 pages and 24 pages for index now, as

against 446 pages and 16 for index in 1943.

Despite the substantial increase^ however, many

important topics have not received attention,

a particularly unfortunate omission being that

on the use and effects of Cortisone and ACTH.
The early chapters dealing with the basic

aspects of immunology like antigens, anti-

bodies and their reactions give a detailed account
of the subject that fully justifies the title of

the book as well as the claim that it is addres-

sed primarily to students and research work-
ers. It is refreshing to note that the author has
reversed many of the opinions expressed in

earlier editions m the light of newer work, as

for instance on the valency of antibodies. 'The
sections dealing with anaphylaxis, allergy and
hypersensitivity in the earlier editions have
been considerably expanded and rewritten,

while a new chapter has been added on auto-

immunization and disease. These changes will

prove very useful to the students. Another
valuable addition is the considerably expanded
and modernized discussion on statistical

methods. It would have been more convenient
in view of its 42 jiages to separate it into ja

chapter with the relevant title instead of keep-

ing it hidden under the sub-heading, “Titration

of antisera, toxins, etc.”.

Some occasional and unfortunate lapses are

in evidence requiring correction, as for instance

the confusion between types and strains among
influenza viruses shown in statements repeated

on pages 208 as well as 518. “There are two
principal strains of virus designated as A
and B”.

When dealing with prophylaxis against

rabies, only rabbit brain vaccine is mentioned.

The incidence of post-treatment encephalitis is

higher with rabbit brain vaccine, viz., 1 in 600

to 1 in 7,000 as quoted than with the sheep

brain vaccine that is in use over large areas

of the world. The figures for this complication

are as low as 1 in 21,000 over a period of 23

years’ experience at the Pasteur Institute,

Coonoor, with 5% ‘sheep brain vaccine.

In discussing the value of T. A. B. Vaccine,

the author, strikes a note of pessimism. The
controlled trials in progress in Yugoslavia

under the auspices of the World Health Organ-
ization should give us an indication of its value

and prove whether his extrapolation is rash or

not.

The last chapter of the book fittingly enough
deals with laboratory technique. Though it

covers a large number of tests, it is unlikely to

•enable a beginner to carry them out, as details

are lacking. Even the theoretical discussions

are inadequate for the research worker as the

pitfalls and fallacies, particularly in interpre-
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lation of the results, have not been dealt with

adequately.

Despite the few drawbacks mentioned above,

the third edition of this book can safely be
accepted as a valuable addition to the standard

books on immunology.
N. V.

Physiology and Pathology of the Kidney.

(British Medical Bulletin, Vol. 13, No. 1).

January 1957. Pp. 74. Price £ 1.

This volume of just 70 pages contains an

extraordinai'y amount of valuable material on

recent advances in renal functions as well as

in the un(^crstanding of renal diseases and

their treatment. Problems concerning the re-

lationship between the kidney and potassium on

the one hand and sodium on the other, have

been dealt w’lth very clearly by well-known

authorities on the subject. Apart from dealing

with w'hat may be regarded as primary diseases

of the kidney such as the ^uetjhrotic syndrome

,

there are also articles dealing with what hap-

pens in the kidney in experimental hyperten-

sion. Metabolic results of interference with

renal function in childhood, in old age and by

over-nutrition form the subject of two papers.

The modern techniques in the radiographic

demonstration of the arterial and venous sup-

ply of the kidneys have been described with

appropriate X-ray diagrams.

Like other issues of the British Medical Bul-

letin, this volume must be in the library of

every modern physician.

K. S. S.

Symposium on Anesthesiology and Related

Problems. (Annals of the New York Academy
of Sciences, Vol. 66, Art. 4), 1957. Pp. 841-

1022. Price $4.00.

The symposium under review is by a number
of authors ; it is divided into four parts. Infor-

mation of use to the genbral practitioner is

scanty. The articles have been contributed by

specialists .and discuss different approaches to

anesthetise older people and the difficulties

encountered ;
theoretical aspects are also dis-

cussed. Some of the information presented is

more competitive than contributive, and integ-

rated information to the overworked reader is

not readily available. This volume, therefore,

should be made available in librane.s where

research is being conducted.

The subject of geriatric anesthesia is intro-*

duced by Collins and ageing is sought to be

defined. Geriatric medicine may be said to be-

gin when treatment has to be given to per-

sons over 60 years of age ; this definition is

arbitrary ; it should allow of modifications made
to suit older people to bring about anesthesia,

from the experience that is available from
ancsthetising less older people. Charles M,
Barbour discusses nutritional and haematologi-

cal factors bearing on anesthesia. He empha-
sises the importance of correcting by prophy-
lactic methods before* any elective operations

are performed. Abnormalities of blood and
altered physiological functions in older people,

are emphasised as the commonest risks. Hsemo-
concentrations and shifts of electrolytes are

discussed by Newman. The question of hypoxia
in persons with chronic conditions are discus-

sed. Newman also presents the subject of

cardiovascular complications in aged people
with reference to anesthesia such as cardiac

arrhythmias, hypotension, coronary insufli-

ciency, venous non-return, w^hich are great

risks. The question of minor cardiac condi-
tions IS also discussed. Hickam discusses fully

the uses of mechanical respirators in subjects

whose lung capacity has been lessened, that is,

with high resistance and low competence. To
persons, who are interested in the Seeler Res-
pirator and other such mechanical devices, this

paper should be useful. The question of anes-

thesia for older persons is discussed by Ste-

phen. He quotes Ralph Knight’s statements

wherein it is said, “what they require particu-

larly is corrservatism with a little daring, but

wdth unceasing vigilance and nicety and exact-

ness of administration with control”. In

Choice of Anesthesia for Geriatric Patients,

Stephen states that “one learns the extent of

physiological insult to which average healthy

adult can, on occasion, be exposed during ope-
ration. without irreparable damage to vital

organs, is large ; but the allowable error in

anesthetic administration is wdthin narrow
range. Lack of resilience, question of asso-

ciated diseases and physical and mental con-

ditions, among the aged are to be remember-
ecV’. In Part II, the qij^estion of controlled res-

piration during anesthetic practice, is discussed

by Spencer, Maloney et al.. Little and Papper.

These articles present both theoretical aspects

and the practical personal experience of the

authors. In Part III, the fluid and electrolyte

balance in surgical aspects are presented by
Randall, Harris and Cooper. Respiratory Alko-

losis, Pediatric Problems and Isotopes Study in

an Electrolyte Balance, contributed by such

Isotope Studies, are presented by Roberts,

S. Harris and M. Cooper. Hypotension with its

risks in the operating roqm by anesthetics,
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mineral dreno-corticoid insufficiency and block-
ing of the autonomous nervous system are dis-

cussed extensively by Patrick, Burstein, Aviado.
The protective mechanism on shock is present-
ed by B. W. Zweifach et al.

The symposium presents useful viewpoints
and should be available for consultation when
problems arise.

* C. V. Natarajan.

Common Medicinal Plants of Darjeeling and
the Sikkim Himalayas. By K. Biswas. (Pub-
lished by the Superintendent, Government
Printing, West Bengal Government Press,

Alipore, West Bengal), 1956. Pp. vi4-157.
Price: Indian, Rs. 7; English, 11 sh. 3d.

The book is intended to serve as a concise

account of the plants of medicinal importance
found in the Sikkim Himalayas and Darjee-

ling. The author. Dr. K. Biswas, was formerly

the Superintendent of the Indian Botanic Gar-
den (formerly the Royal Botanic Gar-
dens), Calcutta, which is considered by many
scientists as second only to the Kew Gardens.

Under the auspices of the Medicinal Plants

Committee of the Indian Council of Agricul-

tural Research, investigation of the vegetable

drug resources of the Indian sub-continent has

been undertaken and work is going on at two
important centres in the Himalayas. The
Western Zone under the charge of

Bt.-Col. Sir R. N. Chopra has its work done

at Srinagar and Jammu, and the Eastern Zone
with centres at the Kongo Hills and Calcutta

is under the supervision of Dr, Biswas. Thus
the author of the book is eminently fitted to

wTite with authoritativeness about the plants

of Darjeeling and the Sikkim Himalayas.

The book gives short notes on 152 species of

plants grouped into families. Since many of

these species are not confined to Darjeeling

and the Sikkim Himalayas only, one will

immediately recognise that a good bit of the

matter in this book is already to be had in

one or more earlier books written with a simi-

lar purpose. Each monograph begins with a

brief botanical description of the plant in the

usual telegraphic style with which all botanists

are quite familiar. This is followed by a line

or two on the distribution of the plant. Then
follows a mention of the parts used, and finally

comes a brief description of the real or alleged

medicinal uses.

At the end of the book there is a collection

of 50 plates illustrative of selected si)ecies!

described in the main body of the book. This

adds very considerably to the usefulness of

[
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the book. Five introductory chapters covering
26 pages and 9 photographs of plantations pre-
cede the monographs. There is a Preface by
the author and a Foreword by Bt. Col. Sir R. N.
Chopra. There is an index of specific names
at the end.

The literary aspect of the book leaves much
to be desired. Spelling mistakes are not too

infrequent, grammar has been occasionally lost

sight of, and many of the statements will be
jarring to people used to good English. To
give some examples of each of the above
defects, “invigorating” has an extra ‘u’ before
T’ (p. 57); “epilepsy has an extra T (p. 62);

“sandal” is written as “sandle” (p. 70), “anus”
is written as “annus” (p. 73); “ketonic” as
“katonic” (p. 74); “centipedes” as “contipeds”

(p. 76); and “aphrodisiac” as “aphrodisac”

(p. 79). On page 81, “bring” is evidently a

misprint for “burning”. On page 62, a sen-

tence reads : “It also used in irregular monthly
courses and other trojubles of the women”, and
another reads : “The oil has the property of

increasing growth of hairs on the head.” One
fails to catch the meaning of the following
statements found on page 76 : “Rhubarb is

stomachic, tonic and cathartic so that its second-
ary effect is to confine the bowels.... It is sti-

mulating combined with its aperient properties

render it valuable in atonic dyspepsia”.

The reviewer feels that most of these errors

could have been avoided in the final print if

sufficient care had been taken al the proof stage

and a good dictionary had been made greater

use of. One would wish that this be clone at

the next printing.

Notwithstanding the defects pointed out, the

book would serve as a useful source of infor-

mation to administrators and scientists who may
be concerned with the development of the re-

gion covered by the book, and to investigators,

whether botanical, chemical, pharmacological or

clinical, who would like to know where a par-

ticular drug plant required for their investi-

gation could be had. S. R.

A Practical Guide to Plant Sociology for

Foresters and Agriculturists. By F. R.

Bharucha and W. C. De Leeuw. (Orient

Longmans), 1957. Pp. viii + 46.

This publication is a very welcome addition

to the scanty Indian literature on the subject.

Prof. F. R. Bharucha is an exponent of the

Zurich-Montpellier School of Plant Sociology

which has stood for quantitative evaluation of

plant communities. The system has been suc-

cessfully applied to grassland and ruderal

Reviews
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vegetation in this country. The authors have
now placed a practical guide in the hands of

Indian ecologists, who may adapt it with suit-

able modifications for the study of tropical

forests.

There are seven chapters in the book. The
first two are devoted to the selection of homo-
geneous stands of vegetation and methods of

determining analytical and synthetic characters

of plant communities. The authors next pro-
ceed to describe life forms and preparation and
significance of biological spectrum. The pro-

cess of succession and evaluation of the role

of species in the phenomenon are briefly indi-

cated. Problems of nomenclature and carto-

graphy arc discussed before ending with a

chapter on the value of plant sociology in land

use.

The autliors are to be congratulated for the

service they have rendered in extending eco-

logical studies in this country which has been

so far much neglected. The book will be useful

to all students of botany whether they arc

working in forestry, agriculture or other

branches. For this reason alone and also because

the illustrations given in the text mostly refer to

grassland communities, deletion of the words
‘for Foresters and Agriculturists’ from the

title of the book is advisable.

It is necessary here to point out certain errors

and omissions which have crept into this valu-

able guide, for incorporating them in its second

edition. On p. 23, line 2, ‘at the level of’ should

be read as ‘under’ and in line 8, ‘from’ should

be changed inth ‘upto’, in order to distinguish

Geophytes from Hemicryptophytes and Chamae-
phytos from Phenerophytes. On p. 38, lines

15-17, contradictory statements appear in the

same sentence regarding physiognomical homo-
geneity. Sample charts and diagrams based on

local data and a note on frequency of species

in communities are most needed in the guide

and should be added.

R. Misra.

Glossary of Indian Medicinal Plaints. By R, N.

Chopra, S. L. Nayar and I. C. Chopra. (Pub-

lished by the Council of Scientific and Indus-

trial Research, New Delhi). 1956. Pp. xx -h

330. Price not given.

The senior author is a pioneer in the field

of medicinal plants and the yeoman services

he has rendered from the time he, was the

Professor of Pharmacology in the Calcutta

School of Tropical Medicine to date when Ife

is in charge of the Kashmir Government’s

Medicinal Plants Scheme are noteworthy. The
book under review brings in the compass of

one tome much information that is scattered

in a wide field of scientific literature on the sub-

ject of medicinal plants, which are arranged
here alphabetically according to their genera.

The vernacular names given serve a useful

purpose. The uses in Indian Medicine, how-
ever, are too broad and vague to be really help-

ful. A rational use of dj*ugs is not possible

unless the fundamentals of system of medicine
are grasped. The cherfiical composition and dis-

tribution arc welcome. A very desirable fea-

ture is the suggested list of the drugs whose
investigation is likely to be useful.

There are two comprehensive indices, one of

the common vernacular names and the other
of the chemical constituents.

K. S. Ranganathan.

Books Received

The Survey of India during War and Early

Reconstruction, 1939-46. By Sir Oliver
Wheeler. (Office of the Geodetic and Re-
search Branch, Survey of India, Dehra Dun.)
Pp. xii-f-317. Price Rs. 23.

Introductory Nuclear Physics. Second Edition.

By David Halliday. (Asia Pub. House, Con-
tractor Buildings, Bombay- 1.) Pp. ix -f 493.

Price Rs. 17.50.

The Darwin Reader. Edited by Marston Bates
and P. S. Humphney. (Macmillan & Co.)

Pp. ix -f '481. Price 30 sh.

Proceedings of the Third British Weed Control

Conference. 1956

^

Vols. I & II. (The Secre-
tary, The British Weed Control Council,

61, Curzon Street, London W.l.) Pp. xiv 4
870. Price £ 2-2-0.

The Rolling of Strip, Steel and Plate. By E. C.

Larke. (Chapman & Hall, London
; India

:

Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1957.

Pp. xi 4 404. Price 63 sh.

Laboratory Manual of Batch Distillation. By
F. J. Zuiderneg. (Interscience Pub. New
York

;
India :• Asia Publishing House, Bom-

bay-1), 1957. Pp. viii 4 126. Price $3,50.

The Chemistry of Heterocyclic Compounds—
Phenazines. By G. A. Swan D. G. I. Fel-

ton. (Inters'cience Pub., New York.) Pp.

xix 4 693. Price $ 22.50.

University of Bombay—Botanical Memoirs No. 3

—Precipitation Effectiveness in Relation to

the Vegetation of India, Pakistan and
Burma. By F. R. Bharucha, G. Y. Shan-
bhag. (The Registrar, University of Bom-
bay, Fort, Bombay.) Pp. vii 4 109. Price

Re. 1.50.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

New Fossils from Madhya Pradesh

The marine Permo-Carboniferous rocks re-

ported by S. Ghosh and A. K, Dalla from
Manendragarh (82‘^ 12'; 23" 13'), Jhagrakhand
in Madhya Pradesh have been examined re-

cently by B. S. 'rewan, Geology Department,
Lucknow University. Apart from the two
marine fossiliferous localities so far reported

from this area, two new spots along the right

bank of the river Hasdo have been observed,

which have yielded marine assemblage. These
new spots are situated upstream of the two
already known localities. Not only the conglo-

merate immediately overlying the Archaean
gneiss IS fossiliferous, but the next successive

beds, which are needle shales and the band of

sandstone, also yielded marine fossils. The
conglomerates, needle shales and the band of

sandstone arc in a conformable sequence and
dip at an angle of 30

‘ towards S S'* W. Besides

the fossils already reported from the conglo-

merates by Datta, others such as Spirifcr

nitieiisis?, Protoreiepora ampala, Lima, Fieri-

aca, a small species of Pleiirotomaria and badly

preserved tests of arenaceous foraminifers have
been found. The fauna resembles to that of

Lower Permian of Kashmir and Salt Range.

Just at the south-east end of Naurozabad
railway platform on the Katni-Bilaspur Branch
Line of Central Railway, a new locality of

Intertrappean fossils has been observed. The
specimens are found in a hard siliceous rock,

which IS seen along the main line as well as

the colliery siding for a couple of yards. Physa
{BulUniis) prinsipii, Paludiva and Lymncea
have been provisionally identified. A detailed

reix)rt will be published elsewhere.

Prevention of Moss Growth in Concrete Races

Moss and other plant growth can block

hydroelectric power station supply races, par-

ticularly in high, cold country. The Division

of Industrial Chemistry of C.S.I.R.O., Austra-
lia, has devised a simple treatment which pre-

vents fouling of the races.

Plant growth on the races at the Rubicon
Station in Victoria has restricted the water
intake (and hence the maximum power out-

put of the Station) by more than 10%. Cut-
ting and scraping fails to achieve satisfactory

control since the plants regenerate and foul

the races again in less than 6 months. B^urther
it is difficult to shut off water from the races
for these operations.

The successful treatment involves cleaning
the races and applying a cement or sodium
silicate rendering containing small quantities of
either elemental sulphur or certain copper com-
pounds. These materials arc toxic to moss but
are insoluble in water and do not cause any
pollution of the water-supply.

The treatment has already kept races free of

moss for more than 2 years.

Roasting Copper Concentrates

Four major copper-producing companies in

Australia have co-operated with the C.S.I.R.O.

Division of Industrial Chemistry in the deve-
lopment of a new method of roasting copper
concentrates.

The new method involves the “fluid bed”
technique in which a .stream of gas is blown
upward through powdered solid material. If

the speed of the gas is carefully controlled, the
solid particles are kept suspended and behave
rather like a violently agitated liquid.

Successful application of the fluid bed tech-

nique to “roasting” copper ores involved the

development of an entirely new design for the

base of the roaster. This consists of a series of

deep, tapering holes in a base*made of refrac-

tory concrete. At their upper ends these holes

are large enough to meet in a honeycomb pat-

tern occupying most of the cross-section of the

roaster.

With conventional designs of base, lumps
formed in the stream of ore particles and clog-

ged the roaster. In the new design the lumps
are broken down in the fast-moving air stream.

The work is now being extended to include

improvements in methods of extracting copper

from the roasted ore by the electrolytic pro-

cess.

This method is particularly suitable for treat-

ing sulphide ores on the medium-scale of ope-

rations required by the Australian companies.

Instrumentation for Gas Chromatography

The S^cott microflame detector has now been

made available commercially for gas chromato-

graphy (Shandon Scientific Co., Ltd., 6, Crom-
well Place, London, S.W. 7), This novel detec-

tor (Scott, R. P. W., “A New Detector for
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Vapour Phase Partition Chromatography”; see

“Vapour Phase Chromatography”, edited by
D. H. Desty, p. 131 ; Butterworth, 1957) depends
on the use of a carrier gas containing a con-
siderable proportion of hydrogen, which is

burnt in a small flame near the column exit.

The presence of an organic vapour in the gas

increases the length of the flame and this re-

sults in a comparatively large response from
a thermocouple situated just above the normal
flame. The advantages of this detector are that

Jt has an extremely small effective volume,
resulting in a very rapid response

; and second-
ly. that its response is directly proportional to

the calorific value of the vapour ; which means
that in the analysis of hydrocarbons, calibra-

tion of the detector for individual compounds
is unnecessary. (Nature, 180, 530, 1957.)

A New Method of Analysing Cardiac Functions

Diagnosis by ultrasonic methods has been
developed chiefly for the (Jetection of the can-

cer tissue as slight changes observed in the

transmitivity or the reflectivity of the applied

ultrasonic pulse. A new method has been deve-
loped to analyse the functioning of the heart

and the method is characterised by the use of

Doppler effect caused by the mechanical

motion of the heart for the inspection of car-

diac functions. When the continuous ultrasonic

wave is sent forth towards the heart from the

surface of the chest wall, the cardiac motion

causes Dopplei’ effect ' upon the partial wave
reflected from '1. If an appropriate probe of

sending and receiving the ultrasonic wave is

available, it is possible to obtain the A.F. sig-

nal (the Doppler frequencies) frequencies

which are proportional to (he motional velo-

city of the reflecting part of the heart, by
means of a composite demodulation of the re-

fleeted wave with the direct one. By means
of this method it is possible to inspect the

motion of the heart wall, the movement of the

valves and the heart noises produced in a dis-

eased heart. (Jour. Acoust. Soc., Aiher., 29.

1181, 1957.)

Synthetic Geraniol

Glidden International C.A. Southern Chemi-

cal Division, Bootes Building, Nassau, Baha-

mas, announce that synthetic geraniol is now
being produced on a commercial scal5.

Manufacture of synthetic terpene alcohol^,

and related aromatics of high purity is an

event of great significance to those countries

which grew or cultivated the raw materials

from which these aromatics were extracted.

Geraniol, which is an example of terpene alco-

hols, has hitherto been extracted from the oil

of citronella grass which grows in India, Cey-
lon and elsewhere. These countries have been
exporting the oil to Europe and U.S.A. and
the oil which is extracted from a product of

vegetable origin could never be of a constant

quality. Whereas synthetic geraniol, in the

manufacture of which .turpentine is the starting

material, could always be relied upon to have
a standard quality which is claimed to possess

minimum total alcohol content of 98% and
free from terpenes and sesquiterpenes. How
lar these synthetic aromatics will effect the

citronella oil producing countries remains to

be seen.

French Electronic Invention

What js claimed as an important French in-

vention, the “tecnotron”, a supertransistor,

which is expected to make possible great

advances in the fields of television, guided
missiles and telecommunications, was announced,
it IS the work of a French engineer. M. Tez-
ncr, and was developed at the National Centre
of Telecommunications Study.

The great advantage of the tecnetron is said

to be that it operates as an amplifier on fre-

quencies of up to 500 and perhaps 1,000 mega-
cycles a second. It is therefore capable of much
wider application than the transistor, and its

manufacture is claimed to be somewhat sim-
pler.

It consists essentially of a strip of uranium
about one-twelfth of an inch long and one-
fiftieth of an inch in diameter, which is given

the shape of a smSll pulley. The core is coated
with indium, a rare metal, a.nd three electrodes

are soldered to the two ends. The tecnetron

will shortly be tested in rockets fired to a

height of 200 miles.

Evidence for Vegetation in Mars

A new test for the presence of vegetation in

Mars depends on the fact that all organic mole-
cules have absorption bands in the vicinity of

3'4 m. These bands have been studied in the

reflection spectrum of terrestrial plants, and it

is found that for most plants, a doublet band
appears which has a separation of about 0*1

and is centered about 3 •46 m. Spectra of Mars
taken during the 1956 opposition indicate the

probable presence of this band. This evidence
and the well-known seasonal changes of the

dark areas make it extremely probable that

vegetation in some form is present. (Astro-

phys. Jour., 126, 231, .J1957.)*
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Botulism

Botulism has always aroused an. interest out

of all proportion to its frequency as a cause of

food poisoning. Every medical student prob-
ably knows that botulism is the model exam-
ple of the action of an exotoxin which can
cause death even if the organisms which pro-

duced it are no longer alive, and that the dose

necessary to cause death is minute.

Its epidemiological importance is discussed

by K. F. Meyer in a review of botulism as a

world health problem. He states that “through-

out the world during the past 50 years approxi-

mately 5,635 persons contracted botulism and
1,714 of these persons died”. Meyer discusses

successively the incidence of human and animal
botulism throughout the world, the distribution

of Cl. botulinum in nature, and the foods and
types of Cl. botulinum associated with human
botulism.

It is estimated that in the Union of South

Africa alone 100.000 cattle die of botulism every

year. Animals reared on phosphorus-deficient

veldt apparently crave the bones of carrion,

which may be highly toxic from contamination

with Cl. botulinum. So far as the human dis-

ease is concerned, the danger arises always from
carelessness in the preparation and preserva-

tion of vegetable and animal foods. Many out-

breaks have followed home canning of vege-

tables, and it is essential that all forms of food

processing should be carefully controlled. Only
in this way is it possible to eliminate completely

the risk of botulism.

New Radio Communications System

The world’s first over-th^-horizon microwave
radio link in regular commercial service has

been put into operation between Italy and
Spain. A number of such systems is being in-

stalled in various parts of the world. The ex-

tension of microwave radio communication

beyond the optical horizon was once thought to

be impracticable, but fourteen years of inten-

sive research has established the technique of

troposphere forward-scatter, whereby micro-

wave communication can be reliably establish-

ed between points as far distant as 350 miles.

The troposphere is the layer ol the atmosphere

which lies about ten miles above the earth’s*

surface. Unlike an optical mirror, it has no
sharply defined surface that remains fixed in

space but rather a broad region from which
electromagnetic waves are scattered in an
irregular pattern that varies from moment to

moment. The forward scattering technique pro-

mises important changes in radio communica-
tion.

Living Polymers

Experiments show that anionic polymeriza-
tion of certain vinyl monomers such as sty-

rene, carried out under appropriate conditions,

does not involve a termination step (e.f. Szwarc
and collaborators, J. Amer, Chem, Soc,, 79,

2026, 1957). Polymers formed in this manner
are able to continue their growth if a fresh

portion of monomer is added after the com-
plete conversion of the original monomer. If

a monomer B is added to a block of living

polymer A A a block copolymers is form-
ed. The original polymer A A may pos-
sess one or two “living” ends and therefore a

variety of block copolymers can be prepared
by relatively simple experimental techniques.

Ultrasonics in Electroplating

Chemists working at Western Reserve Uni-
versity in the United States have recently

announced that they could obtain improved
adhesion, harder and brighter plating with less

porosity by employing ultrasonic agitation in-

stead of conventional agitation in electroplat-

ing.

In electroplating deposits tend to build up
at prominent points of irregularly-shaped

parts, while leaving the recessed surfaces with
depleted share. This difficulty has been avoided
since the ultrasonic high intensity vibrations

induce cavitation which has the effect of pre-

venting concentration gradients to produce an
even layer.

Mechanics of Real Fluids

A Symposium on the above subject will be

held from 21st April to 30th April 1958, at

the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur.

A programme has been drawn up which in-

cludes Boundary Layer Theory and Applica-

tion to Engineering Problems, Resistance of

Pipes, Plates, Submarine Forms and Ship,

Cavitation Phenomena, Flow through Porous
Media, Atomisation, Vortex Tube, Thermo-
Hydroayna^mics, Cascade Flows, Rheo Electrical

Analogy Methods, Model Science, Compressible

Flow and Supersonic Flow.

All communications should be addressed to

Professor S. N. B. Murthy, Mechanical Engi-

neering Department, Indian Institute of Techno-
logy, Kharagpur,

Symposium on Spectroscopy

The Second Annual Symposium on Spectro-

scopy organised by the Convention of Spectro-

scopists, was held in Madras (India), on

Sunday, the 5th January 1958.
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Scientists from Universities and other re-

search establishments took part in the Sym-
posium.

Papers on Molecular Spectroscopy, Nuclear

Spectroscopy, Paramagnetic Resonance Spec-
troscopy and Microwave Spectroscopy were
read and discussed.

Institution of Chemists (India) Associateship

Examination, 1958

The Eighth Associateship Examination of the

Institution of Chemists (India) will be held

in November 1958. The last date for receiving

applications from the intending candidates Is

31st July 1958. The Examination in Group A
(Analytical Chemistry) is divided into the fol-

lowing nine sections and the candidates will

be examined in any two of them according to

their choice, in addition to the General Chemis-

try including Organic, Inorganic, Physical and
Applied Analytical Chemistry: (1) Analysis of

Minerals, Silicates, Ores ar^d Alloys
; (2) Analy-

sis of Drugs and Pharmaceuticals ; (3) Analy-

sis of Foods
; (4) Ancilysis of Water and Sew-

age ; (5) Biochemical Analysis; (6) Analysis

of Oils, Fats and Soaps; (7) Fuel and Gas
Analysis ; (8) Analysis of Soils and Fertilis-

ers
;

and (9) Analysis connected with Foren-

sic Chemistry.

Further enquiries may be made to the

Honorary Secretaries, Institution of Chemists

(India), Chemical Department, Medical Col-

lege, Calcutta-12.

National Institute of Sciences of India

The Twenty-Third Annual General Meeting

of the National Institute of Sciences of India

was held on the 5th January 1958, in the new
Senate Room of the University of Madras,^

Madras. The President, Prof, P. C. Mahalanobis,'

delivered his address on “Science and National

Planning”. The following Ijave been elected as

office-bearers for 1958 : President

:

Prof. P. C.

Mahalanobis (Delhi); Vice-Presidents : Dr. V. R.

Khanolkar (Bombay); Prof. D. *S. Kothari

(Delhi); Treasurer: Prof. Ram Behari
(Delhi); Foreign Secretary: Dr. B. Mukerji
(Lucknow); Secretaries: Sri. S. Basu (Delhi);
Prof. P. Maheshwari (Delhi); Editor of Publi-
cations : Prof. R. C. Majumdar (Delhi)

.

Indian Botanical Society

The Thirty-Seventh Annual General Meeting
of the Indian Botanical Society was held in
Room No. 21, University Buildings, Madras, on
January 6. 1958, with Dr. S. K. Pande in the
Chair. The following were elected as office-

bearers of the Society for the year 1958 : Pre-
sident : Dr. R. Misra, Banaras ; Vice-Presi-
dents : Dr. S. K. Pande, Lucknow, and Dr. P.
Maheshwari, Delhi

;
Hon. Secretary

:

Dr. J.

Venkateswarlu. Waltair ; Hon. Treasurer and
Business Manager : Dr. T. S. Sadasivan,
Madras.

Indian Society of Genetics and Plant Breeding

At the Eighteenth Annual General Meeting
of the above Society held at Madras on 6th
January 1958, the following office-bearers were
elected for 1958 : President

:

Prof. P. N. Bha-
duri

;
Secretary : Dr. M. S. Swaminathan

;

Treasurer: Dr. N. L. Dhawan
;

Editor:
Dr. B. P. Pal.

Award of Research Degree

The University of Saugar has awarded the
Ph.D. Degree to the following candidates for
theses indicated against each ; Dr. Sakti Pra-
sad Banerjee, “The Influence of Chemical Con-
stitution on the Rotatory Power of Optically
Active Compounds” ; Dr. Chand Narain Kachru,
“Synthesis of Possible Amoebicides”; Dr. K.
Govindfi Kaimal, “Formation of Complex Com-
pounds between Cadmium Chloride and Alkali
Chlorides”; Dr. H. D. Sharma, “Studies in Silent
Electric Discharge and Joshi Effect in Air”;
Dr. K. C. Chandy, “X-ray Diffraction Studies of
Solid State”. *
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QUANTUM PHYSICS AND PHILOSOPHY

ALFRED LANDfe

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.

Q
uantum theory, bora in 19U0, has fol-

lowed a path ot opposition to the princi-

ples of classical physics, exemplified by
Planck’s discrete energies Einstein’s

photons in contrast to the field theory of light,

and Bohr’s quantum jumps of electrons emit-

ting long coherent wave trains. The year 1926
brought the further amazing realization that

observed data are interconnected by the lawo
of a complex imaginary quantity ijf and by a

non-commutative algebra in which the product
A.B. differs from BA. Since that time physi-

cists know well how to calculate energy levels

of atoms and molecules, and how to compute
probabilities of tran.sition, collision, and scat-

tering. The earlier curiosity as to the ‘why’ of

the strange mathematical fcrmalism has given

place, however, to a complacent attitude of

accepting an enigmatic wave-particle duality

and complementarity as the ultimate and
irreducible basis of natural phenomena, deemed
fundamental not only in the domain of micro-

physics but also affording a better understand-

ing of biology, psychology, sociology, and so

forth. In spite of this claim to fundamentality

and universality, scientists and philosophers

may still wish to make sure whether the quan-
tum principles are indeed as ultimate and
irreducible as alleged, or whether they may be

deduced from a less sophisticated background

after all.

There are three major “quantum riddles” to

wit : Are there elementary reasons for

:

(i) the lack of sufficient causation, i.c., for

the statistical character of atomic

laws ?

(ii) the domination of the statistical laws by

a wave-like interference of probabili-

ties ?

(hi) the periodic connection betwoeft co-ordi-

nates q and momenta p (p = h/X) and

between energy and time (E~hu}?
The solution of these problems has been delayed

chiefly by the historical development which
presented us with an intricate mixture of all

three problems. For example, the famous
Schrodinger equation yields probability rela-

tions between possible events, uses the method
of complex imaginary amplitudes which inter-

fere, and implies a quantum periodicity bet-

ween q and p. Dirac in his Principles of Quan-

tum Mechanics has olearly separated Prob-

lem II from III. But he did not attempt to
solve the problems, nor did he elaborate on
Problem I which is of particular interest to
the philosophy of science. Although physicists
handle quantum problems with virtuosity in
theory and in practice, their ideology and lan-
guage IS still plagued by illogical fictions in-
herited from the earlier phase of the theory.
To mention but one of them : it certainly had
been a most paradoxical situation to find that
matter sometimf's acts as thougli consisting of
particles (in scintillations on fluorescent
.screens, clicks in Geiger counters, and tracks
in cloud chambers), and sometimes appears as
waves (in diffraction patterns through cry-
stals). However, when Max Bom established
his statistical particle interpretation of the
Schrodinger wave intensity, the former duality
has become a contrast of a substance (parti-
cles) versus one quality of said substance (an
occasional periodic statistical particle distribu-
tion in space), that is. an illogical contrast of
incontrastibles. With the same logic one could
attribute duality to the surface of a lake which,
on the one hand, consists of water droplets, on
the other hand, displays an occa.sional wave-
like distribution of the same droplets. Instead
of accepting this kind of wafer duality as funda-
mental one rather will ask for a mechanical
explanation of the water waves. And simi-
larly, instead of accepting periodic wave func-
tions t/t dominated by an action constant h as

fundamental, one will ask the questions II and
III above. But let us first attack the Problem 1.

I. Dktehmintsm versus Chance

Every game of chance presents us with an
average statistical ratio between possible out-
comes, accompanied by fluctuations conforming
with mathematical error theory. The adher-
ents of determinism tell us, however, that

chance is only an appearance, that in reality

each individual outcome, c.q.. the result ‘head’

in a coin-dropping machine is but the final

event of a deterministic chain. . . .hhh of head-
producing preconditions. However, this argu-
ment in favour of a hidden determinacy is not

an answer to the problem of statistical co-opc-
ration of the various causal chains producing
those averages and fluctuations. If chance dis-

tributions are mere appearances, their deter-

ministic causation might Jbe defl^’ribed as follows.
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There was once a demon who first start-

ed two head chains, then one tail chain, then

five head chains
;
then realizing that he had

given too much preference to heads, he started

six tail chains in a row, and so forth, in order

to produce the appearance of random when
actually there was individual causation—ail

this in order to mislead present-day physicists

away from the one and only true deterministic

faith.

An as-if theory of this kind can hardly be

taken seriously, however. The only way out of

the dilemma is conceding that determinism fails

to explain the harmony between statistical fact

and mathematical error theory, the latter being

a basic and irreducible feature of the world

we live in. This conclusion has finally and
reluctantly been drawn by the quantum physi-

cists who are constantly confronted with ave-

rage ratios plus fluctuations over several effects

B, B', B",.... produced by one cause A, as in

Fig. la. A reduction to hidden causes A, A',

A", .... as in Fig. 1 b would not help to res-

toi'e determinism, but only blame present ran-

dom on past random. In order to arrive at

this conclusion one does not need the much-
quoted proof of von Neumann, which recently

B Aj ~>[B

aCb' A' -V B'

\
B" A" -> B"

Fig. 1 a Fl('. 1 /J

has been found to be circular anyway. But
the same conclusion applies also to ‘ordinary’

games of chance ;
their results are likewise

irreducible to a deterministic explanation, as

seen before. In the author’s opinion, the dis-

tinction between ordinary games and kinetic

gas theory on the one hand, and quantum fact

and theory on the other, has been widely over-

rated. It is not true that in ordinary games
toe could if v^e would remove the element of

random. And although the quantum constant h

is of importance for .the quantitative calcula-

tion of statistical ratios in specific atomic

games, it is irrelevant for the general question

of whether there is determinism or ran-

domness tempered by statistical law.
^

II. Cause-Effect Continthty

The indisputable failure of the law of suffi-

cient causation may be a shock to scientists

schooled in the 300-year-old tradition. And^,

many, among them Planck and Einstein, have

pleaded for an eventual return to strict deter-

minism as a necessity under the law of suffi-

cient reason. However, although the latter is

indeed a necessity of thought before all experi-

ence, only experience followed by critical

analysis based on sufficient reason can decide

whether the law of sufficient causation is valid.

And the results in “games of chance” testify

against maintaining the doctrine of determin-

km, demons not being admitted. Under these

circumstances it would be desirable to find

sufficient reasons for the lack of sufficient causa-

tion. This is possible indeed when one accepts

another empirical law or postulate, viz., that of

cause-effect continuity, which invalidates the

(wrong) law of sufficient causation. The con-

tinuity law was first pronounced explicitly by
Leibniz (1648-1716); it reads:

“An infinitely small change of cause never

produces a finite cliange of effect.”

As an illustration consider the following

game. Balls arc dropped from an adjustable

chute upon a knife-edge. If the chute is aimed
at the right (left) of the knife, all balls will

drop to the righi (left). Suppose now that

the aim is gradually shifted from right to left.

Theoretically one might expect that at a cer-

tain critical angle of aim there will be an
abrupt change, from all r-balls to all l-balls.

The cause-effect continuity postulate, however,
when applied to physical balls aimed through
a physical chute at a physical knife-edge, re-

quires that there be a finite range Act of aim
within which a gradual change of the r : I ratio

from 100:0 to 0:100 will take place. The
only conceivable way of bridging the gap bet-

ween the two extreme effects^ is the occurrence

of intermediate r : I ratios. The latter then can
only be statistical ratios, i.e., probability ratios

for an individual ball. The continuity postulate

of cause and effect thus demands that one and
the same physical aim a within a finite range

Aa may be followed by two different effects,

r or 1.

The next example^ is particularly illuminat-

ing since it leads straight to the peculiarities

of quantum physics. Suppo.se a given mechani-
cal systerfi (atom) is capable of various ‘states’

A, B, C, etc. Even without specifying the term
‘state’, one certainly may ask how two states

A and B could possibly be distinguished as

different, A y- B. The operational answer is :

states A and B qualify as different when they

can be separated by some kind of ‘filter’, i.e..

by an 'arrangement which responds with yes to

A and with no to B when B =
5^ A. Figs. 2 a and

2 b schematically illustrate the reaction of an
A-passing filter to B-state atoms when B = A
and when B -7^ A, vnritten B = non-A or

B-A. For example, A and B may represent
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two different atomic axis directions in space.

Imagine now that the difference between A
and B, c.g., the angle between the atomic axes,

is gradually made smaller and smaller. Theore-
tically it may be expected that the A-parsing
filter will abruptly change its reaction, from
blocking to passing B-particles, only in the

very last moment when the difference between
A and B is changed from, however small to

exactly zero. The continuity postulate requires,

however, that there be intermediate cases

whore neither all B’s are passed nor all B’s

are blocked, cases of a ‘fractional equality,

written A B, with a reaction as depicted in

(a) (*)) (c)

Fig. ta Fig. fig. 2 c

Fig. 2 c. The ratio between passed and re-

pelled B-state particles in this svliiiing effect

can conceivably be only a statistical ratio
;
that

is, an individual incident B-particle has a cer-

tain probability P(B, A) of passing; and prob-

ability 1-P of being repelled. The passing frac-

tion P(B, A) may then be taken as an opera-

tional definition of the fractional equality

degree between A and B. And since equality

is mutual, one^ will not be surprised to find

that P(A,B) =r P(B, A), i.e., that the passing

fraction of A-state particles through a B-pas-

sing filter equals the passing fraction of £•
particles through an A-iilter. This symmetry
of the passing fractions must be counted as a

separate assumption, however. The statistical

division of incident B-state particles in a test

with an A-state passing filter is a direct in-

ference to be drawn fro*m the postulate of

cau'^e-effect continuity. We have thus arrived

at the typical “splitting effect” of cfuantum phy-

sics as a consequence of the continuity postu-

late.

III. Reproducibility

In addition to cause-effect continuity and

symmetry let us now introduce the principle of

reproducibility of a test result : “A particle

which has once passed an A-filter wi^l pass an

A-filter again” unless something is done to ^it

between the two A-filter tests. Similarly, “once

rejected, always rejected”. If this principle is

empirically true then it implies that those in-

cident B-particles of Fig. 2 c which pass the

A-filter, must have acquired the new state A,
i.e., must have jumped from state B to A, and
those blocked must have jumped from B to

non-A—A, and stay in these newly acquired

states. The amazing fact of ‘quantum jumps^
in tests, from B to A and A respectively at a

statistical ratio, can thus be seen as a direct

implication of the two principles of cause-

effect continuity and, reproducibility. And the
same passing fraction P(B, A) which was
taken above as a quantitative definition of the

fractional equality degree between A and B,

now acquires the additional meaning of the
transition probability from B to A in an A-
filter test and, remembering the .symmetry pos-
tulate, from A to B in a B -filter test.

Reproducibility of a state justifies regarding
the state a*^ ‘objectively possessed* by the par-

ticle. On the other hand, a particle cannot
possess, Z.C., display in a reproducible man-
ner, a combination AB-state

;
rather, when an

A-filter turned the stale B to A, a subsequent
B-filtcr test may result in either turning the
particle back towards its original state B, or

to non-B. This holds in particular for A = q =
position and B - p momentum. Each sepa-

rately defines a reproducible state, but there isi

no combination qp-state. This is of utmost
importance for the new mechanics. Neverthe-
less, incompatibility of states as such is an old

familiar occurrence. For instance, a viscosity

value of a given sample of water and an angle

of twdst of the same sample when frozen define

individually reproducible, objective stales, but
there are no combination slates of viscosity v
and twhst f. This situation certainly does not

give rise to a new philosophy of knowledge.

We cannot see why the incompatibility of q
and p should necessitate a new philosophy

either.

One more general remark is in order here.

At first sight it may seem paradoxical that the

continuity postu'^ate shouM lead to the pheno-
mena of discontinuous jumps. It will be re-

called, however^ that we did not postulate con-

tinuity as such (“natdra non facit saltus”) but
cau.se-efrect continuity. And we saw that this

postulate implies the existence of discontinuous

processes wliich are controlled statistically

rather than causally.

IV. The Probability Metric

Students of quantum theory acquainted with

the method of complex imaginary quantities (/i

often have the impression that here we are per-

mitted a glimpse into an abstract world of

regularities behind the real world of pheno-
mena, with laws jfiore •powerful than the
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ordinary laws of mechanics. This impression is

strengthened when Niels Bohr- tells us that

“these symbols themselves, as indicated already

by the use of imaginary numbers, are not sus-

ceptible to pictorial interpretation”, and when
Heisenberg'^ iDroclaims that is “abstract and

incomprehensible, .... so to speak containing no

physics at all”, quoting only a few utterances

about the esoteric quantity In order to

dispel the aura of incorhprehensibility let us

first consider the following general situation.

Suppose there is a class of quantities 0, each

0 having two subscripts. There arc only two

known ways by which one can connect any

three quantities such as i^ ^ self-

consistent mathematical fashion, viz.,

(A) the addition law, <^>ac 0a« -1 *Pr<, niacie

self-consistent by the condition «/>aa </>ab i ^ba

0, and
(B) the multiplication law, »Aa(.

~
'/^ah.

made self-consistent by the condition V^aa ~ v'un

«/^BA I*

The law (B) is only another form of (A) by
virtue of 0

An example of (A) is furnished by the geo-

metry of lengths L. However, the quantities <f^

cannot be identilied with the lengths L them-
selves since Laa is zero whereas Lab + Lba -

2Lai,. However, one can associate each Lau

with a quantity ^au -0«a, with a vector <i>

which satisfies the conditions (A):

0AC ^ 0Ai;+ 01!O with 0aa == 0. (1)

The geometrical vector structure might be

in one, two, three or more dimensions. The
vector addition law (1) holds for any struc-

tural framework between points A, B, C,....

The direct relation law between the lengths L
themselves, however, differs in the various geo-

metries :

(a) In structures along a straight line, 4

points A, B, C, D are connected by 6

lengths L, and 5 of them uniquely

determine the sixth.

(b) In a plane 5 points are^ connected by

10 lengths L, and 9 of them uniquely

determine the tenth.

(c) In 3-space 6 points are connected by 15

lengths L, and 14 of them uniquely

determine the fifteenth,

and so forth. In the case of plane geometry

(b), vectors can be denoted by complex sym-
bols, 4> ~ Le*®, where a determines the direc-

tion. But nobody would declare that, because of

this imaginary symbol, vectors are abstract, in-

comprehensible, or unpictorial. Remember also

that geometry thrived for three thousand years

without the use of vectors.

[

Current
Science

The development of the quantum theory has
been analogous, though in reverse order. One
has discovered first that the probabilities P arc

interconnected via a kind of triangular law
betw^n associated complex quantities 0
(“Vectors in a plane), a law of the form

(0Ac) - (0Ab) * (0«l) with (0AIj) * (0 ija) (2)

in which the symbol
( ^ ) stands for a whole

group of quantities 0 arranged in a table or
‘matrix’. The vectors 0 give direction to the
probabilities P=: |0 p, so that one has a kind
of structural framework of probability vectors
in a plane. Afterwards it has turned out that
the vector law (2) is equivalent to a direct

connection law between the probabilities P
themselves, in close analogy to plane geometry,
case (b) above. According to the considerations
at the beginning of this section, the relation (2)
is the only conceivable self-consistent triangu-
lar connection law between probability matri-
ces. It is known to mathematicians as the law
of unitary transformation, to physicists as the
law of interference of probabilities. But if this

law is the only self-consistent law conceivable,

then it can hardly be described as ‘incompre-
hensible’; in the contrary, it is thereby explain-
ed as a necessity. In conclusion, the quantum
riddle II is solved by reduction to the elemen-
tary postulate that the various probabilities

transition do not form a chaos but are domi-
nated by a self-consistent interconnection law
at all ; the latter can only be the law (2).

V. Quantum Periodicity

The most baffling enigma of chiantum theory
is contained in the relations E fiy and p- b/X,

and in the equivalent rules of modern quantum
mechanics, viz., Born’s qp-commutation rule

and Schrbdinger's p-operalor rule. All these

rules are condensed in the fact that the prob-
ability amplitude of transition between a co-

ordinate value q and a momentum value p is

of the complex imaginary form

0<^.«) - exp(2i7rqp/h), (3)

which is Indejed periodic in q with wave-length
\ — h/p. The periodicity rules have become so

familiar to the physicist that he now considers

them as ‘fundamental’, as offering no prob-
lem any more, as being manifestations of

equally fundamental and irreducible principles

of duality and complementarity. Yet it is pos-

sible to deduce the periodic relation between
co-ordinates g and momenta p from a simple

non-quantal background, viz., by requiring

:

(a) Only q-differences and p-differences,

rather than absolute q- and p-values

have physical significance.

Quantum Physics and Philosophy
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(b) conjugacy of q and p involves a con-
stant statistical density in q-.space for

given p, and a constant statistical den-

sity in p-space for given q.

Postulate (a) is simply taken over from clas-

sical mechanics ; it applies to linear, not to

angular co-ordinates and momenta. Postulate

(b) is likewise familiar from classical statisti-

cal mechanics. Neither (a) nor (b) contain

any hint of periodicity or quantization : they

are of a non-quantal nature. Yet, when com-
bined with the former probability metric (2)

which likewise rests on non-quantal founda-

tions, (a) (b) lead by mathematical necessity*

to the result that the function V^(q, p) must be

of the complex exponential form, exp (2i7rqp/

constant). This agrees with (3) when the con-

stant denominator is denoted as h. Of course,

one cannot tell from general considerations how
large the constant h should be in terms of con-

ventional units ; one ought to expect it to be

small, however, so as to allow classical mecha-
nics as an approximation for macroscopic pheno-

mena. The mathematical derivation of (3)

rests on answering the second of the following

questions ;

Which function is such that f(x).f(y) ~

f(x -f- y) ?

Ariswer .—The exponential function, since
QX , (iU etl

which function is such that f(x) x f*(y) -

f(x - y) ? (The asterisk indicates the complex
conjugate).

Answer : The complex exponential function,

since e**** e-^y

Although the foregoing considerations may
be classified as theoretical physics, i.e., reduc-
tion of strange phenomena and sophisticated

calculation rules to simple empirical postu--

lates, they also have wider implications. In
particular they challenge the doctrine of the
Copenhagen School that duality and comple-
mentarity are ‘first principles’ necessitating a

new philosophy of knowledge with a new lan-

guage of interpretation. We do not speak here
of ‘confirmations’ of complementarity found in

the ideals of love versus the ideals of justice,

m the eternal female (waves ? ) versus the
eternal male (particles ?), in the element oT

complacency inherent in every national culture
manifesting itself in prejudices, and similar

profundities. We only hope to have shown
that quantum physics is not magic, and that

its enigmatic rules and principles can be re-

duced to simple and elementary postulates of

a commonsense character.

1 . I .ancle, A . , Foufidatioii r of Qttautum Theory, a Stitdy

in Continuity and Symmetry

,

1955, Yale and
Oxford Univcr.'sity Presh.

2. llolir, N., Diaketua, 1948,2, 312.

3. Hfiscnbeig, W., Nich Fohr and the Deielopment

of PhystiS, 1955, Pergamon Press, London, p. 26.

4. I.andc, A., Am. Journal of Physics, 1956, 24, 66.

CONSERVATION OF PARITY LAW TESTED ON FREE NEUTRONS

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO and Argonne
National Laboratory scientists have

announced experiments showing that a basic

assumption of physics—the law of conservation

of parity—does not hold true in the radioactive

decay of the neutron. Tests with cobalt atoms,

made earlier this year at the* National Bureau
of Standards hinted this might be so. In these

experiments, electrons were released by decay-

ing neutrons locked in the heart of cobalt

nuclei.

The new studies are the first to test the parity

law on free neutrons.

The neutron is a fundamental particle found

in the nucleus of almost every atom. Like the

earth, it spins on an axis, but in either .direc-

tion. It has no electrical charge, but decays

into two electrically charged particles : a posi-

tive proton and a negative electron.

According to the disproved parity theory,

these electrons and protons are always emit-

ted equally toward either pole in any given
number of decaying neutrons. To simplify the
experiment, the Argonne-Chicago scientists
measured only the distribution of electrons.
They found that only about 62% as many
electrons came off toward one pole as the
other.

The “slow” neutrpns for the experiment came
from one of 50 openings in the side of Pile-5,
an atomic reactor located at the Argonne Labo-
ratories near Lemont, Illinois. Neutrons whose
poles pointed the* same way, and which spurt
in the same direction, were selected from the
pile’s beam by a magnetic mirror. These iden-
tical neutrons were then directed into a vacuum
chamber some six feet long and three feet

square. On the top side of this long metal box
*was a device for detecting fast electrons.

Practically all the air inside the chamber
had been pumped out so that the neutrons
would not accidentally collide with air

3
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molecules and release electrons unrelated to

neutron decay. To get statistics on, whether
emitted electrons preferred either pole, the

scientists needed large numbers of neutron
decaying in the chamber. This presented a
major difficulty. While neutrons decay, on the
average, after 18 minutes existence, even the

“slow” 5,000-miles-per-hour neutrons used,

travelled through the yacuum chamber in a

t

Current
Science

hundred-thousandth of a second.
The problem was solved by shooting a steady

stream of 70 million neutrons per second through
the chamber. This so increased the number of

neutrons that happened to decay while passing
through, that disintegrations were recorded only
seconds apart. {Jour. Frank, Inst,, 1957,

264, 442.)

THE INDIAN SOCIETY OF THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS.
THIRD CONGRESS ON THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS

rpHE Third Congress on Theoretical and

Applied Mechanics w'as held at the Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore, from December
24th to December 27, 1957, under the Presi-

dentship of Dr. S. R. Sen Gupta, Director, Indian

Institute of Technology, Kharagpur. Delegates

from Australia, Burma, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,

Hungary, Japan, Poland, U.S.A., U.S.S.R., par-

ticipated in the Congress. Dr. S. Bhagavantam,
Director, Indian Institute of Science, Banga-
lore, welcomed the delegates.

In his Presidential Address, Dr. S. R. Sen
Gupta dealt with modern theories of design of

frame structures based on plastic failure in

rectangular steel and reinforced concrete sec-

tions. He explained some of the latest trends

in the theory with the help of a number of

stress-strain and bending moment diagrams for

various load patterns.

Half-hour addresses were delivered by

S. Bhagavantam, S. Dhawan, Yoshikatsu Tsu-

boi, G. K. Mikhailov, A. Iluishin, V. A. Arkhan-
gelsky, Laszle Jarmai, 1. I. Artobolevskie,

P. H. Nelson, E. G. Richardson, Norman Davids

and J. Litwiniszyn. Dr. S. Bhagavantam show-
ed that the theory of finite deformation could

be used to explain explosions in rocks at great

depths, where they are subjected to large

stresses and strains. Dr. S. Dhawan discussed

the transition from laminar to turbulent flow.

He said that the ami)lilied disturbance waves
roll up into discrete vortex filaments which

themselves undergo distortion until localised

spots of turbulence ai’e born in a random
fashion. These spots, once created, grow and

spread until the whole field is turbulent.

Mikhailov reported on the unpublished notes

and manuscripts of L. Euler on Theoretical and

Applied Mechanics. He also outlined two
approximate methods of solution of the prob-

lems of non-xmiform motion of ground water

along a plane impermeable base. The method
of succession of steady states was used by
Arkhangelsky to obtain computations of the

movements of multiphase liquids in pipes and
through porous media. Jarmai investigated the
buckling of a system of beams by means of

matrix theory. A contribution to the theory of

synthesis of mechanisms for the reproduction
of .some kinds of A*lgebraic and Transcendental
Curves was put forth by Artobolovsky. P. XL

Nelson illustrated visualising mathematical
models of microwaves. Norman Davids dwelt
upon the penetration of stress waves in plates.

An interesting talk on stress-small strain re-

lation in the mechanics of continuous media
was given by Prof. Iliushin of the Academy of

Sciences, U.S.S.R. Prof. Richardson dealt with
acoustic relaxation. J. Litwiniszyn gave a talk

on the mathematical basis of the mechanics of

stochastic media.
B. R. Seth gave some useful non-linear solu-

tions of the vorticity equation, discussed a
general solution of this equation and pointed

out its use in classical problems of non-linear

rotational flows. P. L. Bhatnagar and S. K.

Lakshmana Rao discussed steady motion of

non-Newtonian fluids in tubes.

The Congress received 91 original papers, of

which 70 were read and discussed. The sub-
jects dealt with included Finite Deformation,
Visco-elasticity, Stress Waves, Stresses in

Strips, Columns and Discs, Plasticity, Elasto-

porous Problems, Vibration and Stability, Fluid

Flow, Ballistics and Statistics.

Prof. P. L. Bhatnagar was elected as Vice-

President and Y. V. G. Acharya, S. Dhawan
and P. N. Chatterji were elected new members
of the Council.

The Society accepted an invitation to hold

the Fourth Congress in December 1958, at Ben-
gal Engineering College, Calcutta.
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TRACER ATOMS IN THE STUDY OF PLANT LIFE
ACADEMICIAN A. L. KURSANOV

rpHE phenomenal advancements in the held

of nuclear physics and nuclear endri^y

have exerted a tremendous influence on the

development of many branches of science and
engineering, and even of such of those which
at first glance seem in no way connected with
problems of atomic fission. In the present age,

machines generating electric current capable of

performing all kinds of useful work are set

going by atomic energy. With the help of

radioactive elements and ionizing radiations

many industrial processes are controlled ; the

geological age of rocks is assessed, the chemi-

cal structure of substances is established, pro-

cesses that take place in the human body and
in animal and plant organisms arc studied, the

nature of organisms is altered and even the

historical dales connected with the ancient cul-

ture and the development of human society are

determined.

But this is only the beginning of a new era.

At present it is as yet difficult to foresee all

that can be accomplished with the help oi

radioactive elements. This fully refers to bio-

logy, which by no means has exhausted all the

possibilities opened by modern nuclear phy-
sics. Nevertheless, within a shoi't period of time
the utilizatiofii of radioactive elements has
advanced so far that the outlines of fuller and
more precise conceptions of plant’s life are be-

coming clearer.
^

The application of the tracer atom method
has enabled us to differentiate easily substances,

containing the radioactive or non-radioactive

isotope, in any biological environment or evea
in a whole organism, and to draw conclusions

about the normal course of transformations. fC

their radioactivity is not high, tracer atoms
participate in the general metabolism, together

with the non-radioactive compounds. In order

to illustrate this by concrete examples we shall

try to depict plant nutrition in the, form we
see it now, after several years of application

of the tracer method.

It was known long ago, that roots take up

from the soil only water and mineral salts and

send them up to organs of the plants above

the ground which utilize these nutritive sub-

stances. The functions of synthesis were, on the

whole attributed to the leaves. Roots were re-

garded chiefly as intermediaries between the

soil and the leaves, as organs that fix the plant

in the soil and play only a subsidiary role. In

some cases they served as a place where orga-

nic substances coming in from the leaves may

accumulate. The capacity of the roots them-
selves to form many comi:>lex compounds was
usually taken little into consideration.

Scientists even at the beginning of the twen-
tieth century demonstrated that roots are not
only transmitters of inorganic substances to the
leaves but that they themselves can accomplish
the initial transformations of these substances
into organic compounds. However, even after

this, the role of the roots as an organ actively
participating in the general metabolism of the
plant continued to be obscui'e. Leaves were
considered, as before, the organs in which not
only the initial but also the secondary, more
complex organic substances are formed. Thus,
the function of assimilation of substances in

plants seemed to be concentrated only in the

leaves.

Within recent years as a result o'* the appli-

cation of the tracer method fresh ideas have
been gamed in this branch of knowledge. In
1940, the Soviet scientist V. Kuprevich found
that carbon dioxide dissolved in water can
penetrate through the cut stems of plants to

their leaves and be tran.sformed into starch

there. Later we found that roots not only con-
sume carbon dio.xide from the soil, but send it

to the leaves where in the presence of light,

the soil carbon dioxide can be utilized for the

formation of sugar and other products together
with the carbon dioxide taken up from the air.

The entire process proceeds so rapidly, that
in 5-10 minutes after the contact of the
roots with the carbon dioxide solution labelled
with radioactive carbon, the tracer atoms are
found in all parts of the plant, especially in the
leaves. With the help of radioactive carbon the
internal mechanism of the phenomenon has been
also studied quite in detail. It is well-known
that sugar, formed in the leaves from the car-

bon dioxide taken,up from the air, moves down
along the plant until it reaches the roots. The
rate of this downward movement can be now
easily and precisely measured with the help of

substances labelled with radioactive elements.

It attains 40 and even 100 cm. an hour. As a
result the products of the majority of farm
plants in the process of photosynthesis reach
the roots in 30-40 minutes. In the young roots

which are capable of actively uptaking nutri-
' tive substances from the soil, sugar is decom-
posed, as a result of which pyruvic acid is

formed. This acid is capable of taking up soil

carbon dioxide and being con\«erted into oxalic-

acetic and malic acids. These acids are precisely
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the first stable compounds which carry

in one of their groups carbon dioxide taken up
from the soil. As a result of the mutual trans-

formation of organic acids the soil carbon di-

oxide may enter into the composition of other

acids.

However, it should be kept in mind that such

an uptake of carbon dioxide in organic sub-

stances cannot as yet be’regarded as the nutri-

tion of plants because, the free energy of these

compounds remains practically the same. How-
ever, with the help of radioactive isotopes it

was established that organic acids do not re-

main in the roots but rise to the leaves. Toge-

ther with them carbon dioxide also very rapidly

reaches the green tissues. Here, it can once

again be released and in the process of photo-

synthesis form carbohydrates, proteins and
other highly caloric products. The possibility

of utilizing carbon dioxide which is released

from other organic acids has recently been
proved by the French research worker Mauisc
and the Soviet scientist V. Soldatenkov.

A part of the sugar formed in this way in

the leaves is once again sent down to the

roots. There it is transformed into pyruvic acid

and takes up new portions of carbon dioxide,

which it brings to the leaves. This is a pecu-

liar fundamental process in which the work of

the roots and the leaves i.s inseparable. Thus,

with the help of labelled carbon a new means
of the inclusion of carbon dioxide in plant

metabolism has been disclosed. By supplying

roots with the necessary amount of carbon

dioxide a favourable influence may be exerted

on crop yields. Experiments conducted in

recent years have shown that the manuring of

the soil with ammonium carbonate (instead of

ammonium sulfate) or other means of enrich-

ing it with carbon dioxide increases yields of

sugar beet, spring wheat, corn and cotton by
10-15%. Elucidation of the capacity of roots to

assimilate carbon dioxide is important because

it discloses more fully the. role of organic

manures and soil miq,»'o-organisms in meeting

the requirements of roots in carbon dioxide.

By observing with the help of labelled car-

bon the movement of organic, acids from the

roots to the leaves, we become convinced that

a certain amount of soil carbon dioxide bound
up with organic acids is broken off and uti-

lized by the green cells of the stem usually

grouped along the vascular bundles of the

plants. As a result in the compact bast tis-

sues» inaccessible to air from without, a large

amount of oxygen appears necessary for the

active respiration of these tissues. In order

to show how great is the significance

of oxygen respiration of the conduct-

ing cells for the movement of organic

substances in plants, the results of our experi-

ments conducted with radioactive carbon may
be cited. The data obtained from these experi-

ments have shown that inhibition of oxygen
respiration in the conducting tissues by carbon

monoxide stopped the movement of sugar and
other organic substances. In this way the role

of chlorophyll-bearing cells which always

accompany the conducting tissues was dis-

closed.

The uptake of carbon dioxide from the soil

is directly connected with such a function as

the nitrogen and phosphorus nutrition of the

plants. This is evidently the most important

factor in the process of assimilation of soil car-

bon dioxide by the plant. It has been recently

found that many amino-acids from which pro-

teins are formed are synthesized in the roots.

Besides that, it has been established that plant

roots form alantoine',’ cytullinc and certain other

more complex nitrogenous compounds. There-

fore, besides the function of absorption the root

system fulfils another important role connected

with the protein metabolism of the whole

plant.

At first it seemed as though this aspect of

the root’s activity was an independent func-

tion not connected with their absorbing capa-

city. However, with the help of tracer atoms

it was disclosed, that this precisely is the direct

mechanism of the assimilation of ammonium
fertilizers from the soil by the roots.

The application of the tracer method in the

field of biology gives ground, to state, that to-

day the old conception that roots play only the

modest role of mere transmitters of mineral

substances and water to above-ground organs

must be rejected. In the light of new scientific

data, roots play a leading role in the complex

transformations of nsubstances which take place

in plants. If a leaf is placed without severing

it from thp plant for a few minutes in a glass

chamber containing radioactive carbon dioxide

and illuminated, radioactive sugars and other

products of photosynthesis are immediately

formed in the leaf-tissues. With the help of

special apparatus, one can follow the direction

and rate of movement of the assimilated pro-

ducts.

Today many difficult problems of agrotech-

• nics are being solved with the help of radio-

active elements and more effective possibili-

ties of applying fertilizers are being opened,

which helps boost farm crop yields.
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CHEMICAL CONTROL OF THE RICE STEM-BORER (^SCHOENOBIUS
INCERTULAS WLK.)

D. V. MURTHY* and M. Q. KHAN
Division of Entomology, Depf. of Agriculture, Hyderabad~Dn,

Introduction

SATISFACTORY control of the rice stem-
^ borer (Schoenobius incertulas Wlk.) has
been a problem in all rice-growing countries

wherever it occurs as a pest. As expressed by
Narayanan^ its control has been one of the
most baiHing problems in Applied Entomology.

Dichloro-DiphenyUTrichloro-ethane (DDT)
and Benzene Hcxachloridc (DHC ).—The ad-

vent of synthetic organic insecticides opened up
a new vista in the control of cereal stalk-

borers. Santhanaraman- carried out trials with
DDT, BHC, HETP and Parathion against

S. incertulas in Madras State and found that

incidence of stem-borer was found to be the

least in crop treated with BHC 0’1%. It has

been reported from Japan^^* that application of

0*1% DDT emulsion, 0-05% BHC suspension

or 1'0%BHC dust is recommended, first appli-

cation made 3 weeks after seedlings arc plant-

ed and thereafter 3-5 applications at intervals of

5 days. Padwick-^ also reports that two applica-

tions of 1% and 3% Gamma-BHC dusts applied at

36-45 lb. per acre are quite popular in Japan.

Matsuo’* mentions that 1/800 solution of nico-

tine sulphate and 0-05% DDT emiulsion arc

used against both S. incertulas and Chilo sim-

plex Butl. in pa]jts of Japan. In Mysore State

Puttarudriah and Appanna*’ have found both

DDT and BHC equally effective and mention

that the above insecticides have a toxic value

on the borer larvae inside the tissue in young
plants. Ananthanarayanan el alJ have found

0-1% BHC spray applied twice or thrice at

proper time is useful.

Organo-Phosphorus Insecticides .
—^With the

coming in of organo-phoSphorus insecticides

much attention has been devoted to testing of

their efficiency against S', inccrtulast. lyatomi'^

reported first that 0*05% and 0*1% spray and

0*1% dust of Folidol E.605 would be completely

effective against all stages of the rice .stem-

borer larvae. In 1954, it was reported by Israel

and Vedamoorthy^ in Cuttack that irrigation of

rice plots with Folidol E.605 would give an al-

most complete control of S. incertulas incidence.

Rice crop treated thus is said to appear to

absorb the active ingredient of Folidol E.605*

* Present address; Department of Agriculture,

Bangalore.

into their tissues and thus develop resistance
to stem-borer attack. But, as rightly observed
by Ananthanarayanan et al.,'^ irrigation of rice

plots with insecticides is not a practicable mea-
sure of control. Israel and Seshagiri Rao^'^

have also found that female Schoenobius moths
never lay eggs for 5-6 days in crop treated
with O'P’^ Folidol E.605. In Mysore State
Puttarudriah and Appanna^ ^ have found that
3 to 4 sprays of Folidol E.60d at 0-025% syn-
chronising with the emergence of the moths
and large-scale egg deposition will give ade-
quate protection against S. incertulas. Anantha-
narayan et a/.’* also have found that bet-
ween Folidol E.605 and BHC sprays against
the rice stem-borer, the former is better. In
Taiwan*- it has been found that Folidol E.605
when applied in dilution of 1/2,000 at 200 gal-

lons per hectare before the barer larvae reach
third instar is very effective. Of late, accord-
ing to Ou,i” endrin, diazinon and gusathion are
also being recommended. Amongst the syste-

mic insecticides tested against S. incertulas,

Banerji and Basu*’^ have reported of prelimi-

nary trials with ‘Tctrax-1' containing technical

Schradan. Probably because the stem-borer
incidence was too low it was not possible for
the authors to determine whether or not the in-

scH:ticidc exerci.sed any appreciable control, but
the treatments did give rise to a high yield of

rice largely due to an increase in the number
of ears per plant. Preliminary field trials car-
ried out by the authors** at the Government
Agricultural Research Station, Rudrur, in

Andhra Pradesh with “Metasystox” 0*17r? have
shown that even a single application of spray
at the time of emergence of “Flag-leaf” in rice

crop is effective against both the adult and
larval stages of» S. incertulas, Folidol E.605
spray and Endrin 19-5% emulsion spray fol-

lowing next in order of effectiveness.

Cyclodiene Insecticides .—Endrin is another
potent insecticidie, which has been widely used
against S. incertulas. Puttarudriah and Appanna**
mention it equally effective against <S. incertu--

las in young plant along with Folidol E.605,

Chlorothion and others. Sengupta and Routif*

have found in Orissa that a 19*5% emulsion of

Endrin applied to rice twice at 0*38 lb., actual

Endrin per acre gives good protection against

the stem-borer but point out that correct tim-

ing of applications is irgportaht,
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Co-ordivated Trials.-—Early in 1955, the mainly relate to the control of larvae and not
Indian Council of Agricultural Research, New
Delhi, sanctioned a co-ordinated scheme for the

study and control of rice stem-borer in the

States of Hyderabad, Andhra, Madras and West
Bengal with a common technical programme
designed to obtain information on both the

fundamental and applied aspects of stem-borer

problems. Only two inseqlicides have been in-

cluded for trials, namely, Paralhion and
Endrin. Trials are still under way but indica-

tions available show that 0-025% Folidol E.605

is both economical and effective in West Ben-
gal and Madras. In Andhra State, Parathion has

been found superior in monsoon crop while in

summer season Endrin appears to be more
effective. Endrin is also said to induce plant

growth and earliness in flowering. In Hydera-
bad, both Folidol E.G05 and Endrin are found

to reduce the incidence of borer attack but in

view of a higher incidence of stem-borer attack

on the second seasonal crop of paddy, no in-

secticides tested so far have given indication

of a satisfactory economical control.

Some Basic Factors concerning S. incertulas

Control.—It would certainly bear repetition if

some basic factors concerning the chemical

control of S. incertulas is made.

Timing of insecticidal application is the para-

mount factor in S. incertulas control. A com-
prehensive knowledge of broods, periods of

moth flight, egg deposition, incubation period

and the time taken for freshly hatched larvae

to bore into the stem in every locality is essen-

tial, Mention must be made of an interesting

preliminary contribution made by Kao wen-pin

et in China on this aspect of the problem.

They have reported that in the second crop

season, the flr.st application of the insecticides

may be made 7-10 days after the highest period

of emergence of third generation moth and
that it is necessary to apply insecticides 2-3

times in two weeks which could kill 83% or

more of the freshly hatched larvae. Generally

speaking insecticides should be applied as soon

as *‘ciead-hearts” in the field exceed 1%. A
detailed investigation of the above factors

make application of insecticides ^not only effec-

tive and economical but also lifts it above em-
pirical methods of application.

Insecticidal applications, with exceptions

have proved ineffective against the larvae after

they get inside the stem. Work done so far

on the other stages of the insect pest. As re-
ferred to already, Israel and Seshagiri Raoi«
have shown that female Schoenobius moth never
lays eggs for 5-6 days in crop treated with
Folidol E.605. This aspect of control needs
further study.

Application of ovicides in the control of
S. incertulas is also never properly explored.
DNOC is a good ovicide. Some exploratory
trials carried out by the authors^^ have shown
that vegetable oil emulsions from sesame and
groundnut have appreciable ovidical proper-
ties, when applied to the ova of S. incertulas.

This line of work also needs study.

This note may perhaps be concluded with
the observation that in the control of S. incer^

tulas Wlk., chemical control to be effective

should be used in conjunction with other known
methods of control—particularly ecological

methods.
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THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR

Om ALEXANDER FLECK, K.B.E., F.R.S., was
^ installed as the President of the Association

for 1958. In his inaugural address to the Asso-
ciation he touched upon some of the active

aspects of science wherein definite progress was
recorded in 1957, and that similar progress

might well take place during 1958. He said :

“1957 is strongly associated in the minds of

many followers of science with the beginning

of the International Geophysical Year, and it

is therefore appropriate that I should refer in

my opening remarks to the geophysical events

which have taken place during the last year.

The advancement of technology has probably

never been so clearly demonstrated to the whole
world as when the first artificial Earth Satel-

lite was successfully launched from Russian

soil early in October.”

“This event, closely followed by the launching

of ‘Sputnik IF, dominates^ the I.G.Y., and is

the first experiment of a type which will un-

doubtedly add to man’s knowledge of space

much that our atmosphere has prevented us

from discovering before.”

“There is one science in which the British

contribution to the I.G.Y. has been of paramount
importance during 1957, and that is radio astro-

nomy. At Jodrell Bank Professor Lovell has

been obtaining the first results from the larg-

est steerable pencil-beam type of radio-telescope

in the world ; its adaptability was demonstrat-

ed by the way Ai which it was improvised to

detect echoes from the Russian satellites, which

it very successfully tracked. Recently it has

been trained on more distant sources, and its

use will undoubtedly add much to our know-

ledge of inter-stellar gas, radio-stars and solar

flares. In this connection, a special tribute is

due to the Sun, whose contribution to the

l.G.Y. has been a vastly great output of sun-

spot activity.”

“The ether notable British achievement in

radio-astronomical research has bceft the con-

struction of the new interferometers at Cam-

bridge. One of these instruments is intended

primarily for the study of radio-stars and an-

other will be used to investigate continuous

radiation from our Galaxy. By these tech -

niques. Dr. Ryle hopes to penetrate further into

the outer reaches of the Universe than ever

before, and thus to throw more light on one,

of the central controversies of cosmology, whe-

ther we live in an ‘evolutionary’ or ‘steady-

state’ Universe.”

THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE

Nuclear and Theoretical Physics

“It is probably in the field of nuclear and
theoretical physics that the next most signifi-

cant advances have been made. The award of

the Nobel Prize for Physics to Yang and Lee
has called public attention to the law of con-
servation of parity, the universality of which
was disproved early last year at the National

Bureau of Standards in Washington and at

Columbia University. Parity is concerned with
the kinematics of groups of fundamental par-

ticles, and its conservation in nuclear transfor-

mations was assumed until rather more than a

year ago. I merely point to the importance of

constantly questioning the validity of our be-
liefs concerning natural phenomena, even when
they have sufficient respectability to be called

‘laws’. However, I must tread very delicately

over these and similar provinces of the spe-

cialist.”

“The discovery of the 102nd element,

nobelium, is another announcement made dur-
ing 1957. It is the first man-made element to

be discovered in Europe, and it provides an-
other instance of international teamwork in

scientific rese^lrch, for British, Swedish and
American scientists all participated.”

“The method of preparation was to bombard
curium-244 with nuclei of carbon-13, which
were accelerated in the 225-cm. cyclotron in

Stockholm. Since the half-life of the resulting

isotope was only about ten minutes, consider-

able ingenuity was required to identify it.

Those of us who are chemists will be particu-

larly interested in the properties of any more
new elements that are discovered, for we may
soon find ourselves exifioring a new period in

the Periodic Table.”

“Several significant events have occurred in

this country during 1957 which relate to the

production of energy.”

“Of far-reachi'Ag significance is the brief

announcement that Dr. • Thonemann’s team at

Harwell have apparently succeeded in conduct-

ing a controlled thermonuclear fusion in their

quartz torus knbwn as ‘Zeta’ il. This type of

reaction provides the energy of a hydrogen-
bomb explosion, and of the Sun, and if it can

be made self-sustaining in the laboratory, it

is likely to have a major effect on power pro-

duction later in this century. The energy put

into the Harwell apparatus was concentrated by
electric and magnetic fields so as to produce

a temperature of the order of 5 million de^ees
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Centigrade, and it has been calculated that a

ten- to twenty-fold increase would probably
be required before nuclear fusion would be
self-sustaining. As conducted, the experiment
gave detectable quantities of neutrons, which
are believed to have been formed as a result

of the fusion of some of the deuterium atoms,

which the apparatus contained. This is a piece

of pioneer work, the implications of which we
can now only see dimiy ; but in the life-time

of some of us we may see them face to face.”

Chemistry

“In considering the production of energy, I

should also mention the development of che-

mical rocket fuels. Here the requirement is a

stable material which will burn evenly to pro-

vide a large amount of energy per unit volume
or weight. Of course, the military implications

of advances in this field make them more the

subject of speculation than of informed com-
ment, but it has been announced that plants

are being constructed in the U.S, to produce
boron compounds for this purpose. The boron
hydrides which, with fluorine, fulfil the re-

quirements of rocket fuel, are thus gaining im-
portance for reasons other than their enigmatic

chemical structure, in which the boron atoms

appear to be tetravalent instead of trivalent. It

is a matter for conjecture whether the Sputnik

rockets were powered by fuel of this sort.”

“Before leaving the field of inorganic chemis-

try, I ought allude to the production of syn-

thetic diamonds by General Electric in America.

Whilst previous claims to have synthesised dia-

monds have been made, no large industrial

undertaking has so successfully devoted research

Current
Science

to the project, nor has the development of a
commercial proce.ss become so far advanced as

in 1957.”

“In other fields of chemistry, developments
during 1957 have been mainly concerned with
the continuation of long-term researches, and
it would be inappropriate to single out parti-

cular discoveries from each developing sub-
ject. One such research programme is the study
of nucleotides which is proceeding at Cambridge
under the direction of Sir Alexander Todd. His
work has this year been honourably recognised

by the award to him of the Nobel Prize for

Chemistry.”

“Also in the biochemical field, perhaps I may
be forgiven for alluding to the progress which
Dr. Brian and Mr. Grove and their colleagues

have made during the last year within I.C.I.

Theirs is one of the few British teams working
on the plant growth-promoting substances gib-

berellic acid and related compounds. These
materials, hitherto only isolated from a fungus,

have produced spectacular increases in the

height and weight of several plants such as

wheat and peas, as well as inducing premature
flowering in biennials. Unpublished work in

the Akers Research Laboratories has culminated
in the isolation of Gibberellin A,, a derivative

of gibberellic acid, from runner-bean seeds

;

and since the gibberellins and the auxins have
been shown to be physiologically interdepend-

ent, it now appears that there exists in plants

a hormone balance such as is well known to

occur in the animal kingdom. Final confirma-

tion of the chemical structures of these new
hormones will be awaited with considerable

interest.”

CONTROLLED RELEASE OF THERMONUCLEAR ENERGY

rpWENTY-FIVE years ago it was discovered

in the Cavendish Laboratory that nuclei of

heavy hydrogen speeded up by high voltage

could join with or fuse together with other

nuclei of heavy hydrogen to form helium of

mass three, producing *^neutrons and energy in

the process. It is known that processes of this

kind provide the energy and heat of the stars.

Our sun has a central temperature of about 15

million degrees and at this temperature, nuclei

of light elements can move about so fast that

fusion reactions can occur.

It has long been the ambition of scientists to

produce in the laboratory temperatures so high

that useful energy can be produced from fusion

reactors.

Research work has been in progress for some

years to investigate thfe possibility of produc-

ing energy in a controlled manner from thermo-
nuclear reactions at Harwell. Two years
ago design of a layge installation for this work
began and in August 1957 the apparatus which
is called ZETA (for zero-energy thermonuclear

assembly) started up. The reaction being

studied in ZETA is that in which deuterons

(nuclei of the heavy hydrogen isotope deute-

rium) collide with one another and fuse to form
heavier nuclei, releasing energy and some neu-
trons in the process. For fusion to be possible

the deuterons must have enough energy to

overcome the initial electrical forces of repul-

• sion between them ; this necessitates heating

the deuterium gas to temperatures of millions

of degrees centigrade. The hot gas must be
kept away from the walls of the container

otherwise it falls in temperature.
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The principle adopted in ZETA is to pass a
large electric current through the deuterium
gas. This current sets up an electric discharge
in the gas (analogous to the discharge irj a
neon, advertising sign) which heats it and also

produces an intense magnetic field around the
column of hot gas. This magnetic field causes
the discharge to become constricted and hence
get heated still more. Since it also causes the
discharge to wriggle about, this field by itself

is not enough to keep the discharge away from
the walls. The wriggling has been suppressed
by applying an additional steady magnetic field

parallel to the axis of the tube.

In ZETA the discharge chamber is a ring-

shaped aluminium tube or torus of 1 metre bore

and 3 metres mean diameter, containing deute-
rium gas at low pressure. The tube is linked

(i.e.y encircled over part of its length) by the

iron core of a large pulse transformer. A cur-

rent pulse of electricity is passed into the prim-
ary winding of the transformer from a bank of

capacitors capable of storing 500,000 joules of

energy. This pulse in turn induces a very large

unidirectional pulse of current in the gas, which
forms a short-circuited secondary for the trans-

former. Peak currents up to 200,000 amperes
have been passed through the ionised gas for

periods up to 5 milliseconds. The current

pulse is repeated every 10 seconds. Emission

of neutrons throughout the current pulse is ob-

.served regularly in routine operation of ZETA
with deuterium ; there are up to 3 million neu-
trons emitted per pulse.

The temperattire of gas discharges may be
determined from measurements on the light

emitted by the gas atoms but measurements of

this kind in these experiments present problems

because, at the temperature of the discharge,

the hot deuterium atoms are completely strip-

ped of their electrons and therefore do not emit

a line spectrum. One method of solving this

problem is to mix with the deuterium a small

quantity of some heavier gas, such as oxygen

or nitrogen, the atoms of which are npt strip -

ped of all their electrons under these condi-

tions, and to study the spectral lines emitted

by this impurity ; the random motion of the

high energy impurity atoms which make many
collisions with the deuterium atoms and so

reach the same energy causes the spectral lines

to broaden, owing to the Doppler effect, and
the amount of broadening is a measure of the

ion energy. Many measurements by this method
have indicated temperatures in the region of

2 to 5 million degrees centigrade. Whilst tem-
peratures in this range are required to explain
the observed rate of neutron production on the
basis of a thermonuclear process, electric fields

in the gas arising from instabilities, can also

accelerate deuterium ions and lead to nuclear
reactions. Such a process was described by
Academician Kurchatov in his lecture at Har-
well in 1956.* Experiments are continuing to

study the details of the neutrons producing pro-

cesses.

In order to obtain a net gain in energy from
the reaction it would be necessary to heat
deuterium gas to temperatures in the region of

100 million degrees centigrade, and to main-
tain it at this temperature long enough for the

nuclear energy released to exceed the energy
needed to heat the fuel and lost by radiation.

Lower temperatures would suffice for a

deuterium-tritium mixture. The high tempera-
liues achieved in ZETA, and the relatively long

duration for which the hot gas has been iso-

lated from the tube walls are the most im-
portant experimental results obtained so far.

Whilst, a much longer time (perhaps several

seconds) is required for a useful power out-

put. there appears to be no fundamental rea-

son why these longer times, together with much
higher temperatures, cannot be achieved. There
are, however, many major problems still to be
solved before its practical application can be
seriously considered and the work must be
expected to remain in the research stage for

many years yet.

* Therefore it is* not altogether certain that the ob-

served neutrons come from tp thermonuclear reaction.

FIRE-PROOFING OF JUTE

A new permanent fire-proofing treatment for

jute fabric has been developed by the British

Jute Trade Research Association in its Dundee

Laboratories. A patent (B.P. 785, tflO), has

been filed by the Association. The process con»

sists of treating the fabric with a water dis-

persion containing antimony orthophosphate and

a chlorine-containing vinyl plastic resin.

Fabric treated in this is claimed to be resist-

ant to flaming end to afterglow. It is stressed
that the fire-proofing is permanent, being re-
tained even after the treated cloth has been
weathered outdoors and immersed in sea-water
for a considerable period. It also improves the
cloth’s resistance to abrasion.
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
ULTRASONIC ABSORPTION IN MnS04

SOLUTION
Temperature dependence of ultrasonic absorp-

tion in C0SO4 ,
MgS04 ^nd NiS04 has been

studied by Kurtze and Tamm.i The relaxation

frequency is found to be shifted towards high

frequency with increase in temperature, the

amount of maximum absorption remaining un-
changed. The activation energy as calculated

by Kurtze and Tamm, from the shift of the

relaxation frequency in the particular case of

MgS04 is 6-5K.Cal./mole. Wilson’s results are

somewhat higher than this. In NiS04 and
C0SO4 ,

the experimental activation energies

are 8*6 K.Cal./mole and about 6-0 K.Cal./mole

respectively, Carstensen has also studied the

shift of the relaxation frequency with tempe-
rature in MnSO.!- The temperatures at which
he worked are 9-5'’ C., 18*6'' C. and 35° C.

In the present investigation, temperature

dependence of the absorption has been investi-

gated at * 1 M in MnS04 solution by the opti-

cal diffraction method. With the increase in

temperature the relaxation curve is shifted to

higher frequencies. Fig. 1 shows the graph

Fig. I

a'X X 10^^ (excess sound absorption x wave-
length) vs, frequency at different temperatures.

The relaxation frequency is given approxi-

mately by the equation

l/r - K..+ K.
4 n*

where AE represents the activation energy.

Thus if log (f'm/T) is plotted against 1/T, the

graph is a straight line and the activation

energy can be calculated from the slope of the

curve. Plot of log. (vm/T) vs, 1/T is as shown
in Fig. 2. The activation energy as calculated

from the slope is 0-8 K.Cal./mole.

Fk;. 2

Acknoivledgement .—The author wishes to

express his sincere thanks to Dr. G. S. Verma,

under whose guidance the present investiga-

tions were carried out. The author is also grate-

ful to C.S.I.R. for the financial grant.

Dept, of Physics, Sushil Kumar Kor.

University of Allahabad,

Allahabad, November 22, 1957.

1. Tamm, K. and Kurtze, G., Acustica^ 1953, 3, 33.

2. Wilson Jr, B., Technical Report No,^^ 1/mC»L.A,,

1951.

3. Carstensen, E. L., Acottst, Soc, Amer,^ 1954, 26,

862.

STUDY ON THE SEPARATION OF
THORIUM AND URANIUM (VI) BY ION-

EXCHANGE
Considering the importance of thorium as a

breeding element for the production of fission-

able materials for use as nuclear fuels, several

attempts ‘have been made to separate thorium

from uranium by different methods. Ion-ex

-

cKange separation is one of the most important

methods amongst them. Seaborg and his colla-

borators (J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1954, 76, 1461)

studied'*the adsorption of these elements on a
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cation exchanger. Attempts were made here to

separate U(VI) and Th(IV) by anion exchange

in hydrochloric acid medium. During the course

of the work, it was noticed that Kraus and

others (J. Amer, Chem. Soc., 1956, 78, 2692)

in their investigation on the separation of

U(IV), Th(IV) and Pa indicated the separa-

tion of Th(IV) and U(VI) in ION hydrochloric

acid media. The anion exchange behaviour of

Th(IV) and U(VI) in hydrochloric acid using

Amberlite IRA-400 as investigated here is given

below.

Separation of U(VI) and Th(lV) elements

is based on the observation that U(VI) can be

adsorbed at high HCl concentrations whereas

Th(IV) is not adsorbed. For this purpose dif-

ferent experiments were performed to study

the adsorption of U(VI) and Th(IV) using

hydrochloric acid of various concentrations.

Experimental

Amberlite IRA-400 resin was used for all ex-

periments. The column was first regenerated

by passing 200 c.c. of HCl. An artificial mix-

ture containing nearly equal amounts of

and ThOo in hydrochloric acid solution was then

passed through the column at the rate of

60 drops/min. Effluent was tested for U(VI) and

Th(IV).
Adsorption of U(VI) and Th(IV) in various

concentrations of hydrochloric acid was first

studied with 5 g. column of Amberlite IRA-400

resin. Experimental results showed that U(VI)

shows negligible adsorption below 4N HCl and

an increase in ^adsorption with higher concen-

trations of HCl. At 6N HCl, practically all

thorium was unadsorbed while 95% uranium

was adsorbed on the column.

In order to improve the adsorption of U(VI)

at 6N HCl concentration, a longer column of

10 g. resin was used. It was observed that on

10 g. column of Amberlite IRA-400 resin,

XJ(VI) is all adsorbed at 6N HCl concentra-

tion while Th(IV) is not Adsorbed. The efflu-

ent was collected and Th(IV) was estimated

gravimetrically. The adsorbed U(VJ) was then

recovered by passing 0 • 5 N HCl. Results are

given below

:

Resin—10 g. Amberlite lRA-400

Th02 in HCl = 0-0426 g.

in HCl - 0-045 g.

Conr. of

HCl
ThOg

unadsorbed
Th02

adsorbed adsorbed

u,o«
nnadsorbetl

4N
p.

0-0358
P!.

0-00f8
g-

0-0362

•

g-

0-0088

5N 0-0374 0-0053 0-0395 0-0054

ON 0-042B ,

,

0-045 ..

. 7N 0*0425 .. 0*045 • *

From the table it is found that complete

separation of Th(IV) and U(VI) takes place

even at an acid concentration as low as 6N
HCl.
The authors’ thanks are due to Dr. Jagdish

Shankar for his keen interest during the course

of the investigation.

Chemistry Division,
,

(Mrs.) N. S. Kunte.
Atomic Energy D. Sen.

Establishment, Trombay,
Bombay-28, January 2, 1958.

MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL
RESISTIVITY BY THE BALLISTIC

METHOD
In a recent communication^ it was shown that

the electrical resistivities of conductors could

be measured by the method of inducing a
momentary electromotive force in a plane ring

of the conductor suitably suspended in a homo-
geneous magnetic field and observing the re-

sultant ballistic throw. In this technique the

specimen is suspended from a torsion fibre in

a horizontal field such that the plane of the

ring which is vertical, makes an angle of 45°

with the field. If the field is switched off in

an interval of time very small compared with
the time period of the suspension, the ballistic

throw 0^ is given by

aA-^.T.H^'

Sirllp
(1 )

in which H is the magnetic field, 1 the moment
of inertia of the suspension, T its time period

and A the mean area of the ring, a the area

of its cross-section, I its circumference and p

the resistivity of the material.

This method has now been extended for spe-

cimens in the form of thin circular discs, since

they can be made with greater ease. A disc is

here considered to be composed of a large num-
ber of concentric rings

;
the integrated ballis-

tic throw O2 is then given by

. «.R^T.H=*
'64 IVp

(2)

where 5 is th^ thickness of the disc and R its

radius.

The relations (1) and (2) have been used

to measure the resistivities of different metals.

In these measurements the iron-core elctromag-

net, used in the earlier experiments, was re-

placed by a coreless electromagnet having p
relatively smaller decay-time for the field.

The mean value of p at room temperature,

1-765 X 10~® ohms cm.^ obtamed from measure-
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menls on nine discs made from a particular

sample of copper, is found to be in good agree-

ment with the value, 1‘761 x 10 ohm cm.,

obtained from four rings made out of the same
sample of copper. All these specimens were
annealed before measurements. The results ob-

tained with specimens of other metals are also

satisfactory.

It is observed that the *reproducibility of the

results is of the order of one per cent.

National Physical K. G. Ramanathan.
Lab. of India, J. S. Dhillon.

New Delhi-12, K. D. Baveja.

January 3, 1958.

1. Ramanathan, K, G. and Dhillon, J. S., 7. Sa,
hidustr, Rcs.^ 1950, 15B, No. 5, pp. 213-16.

ZIRCONS FROM GRANITES OF
MYSORE

Zircons from typical coarse-grained granites of

Nandi, Chamundi, Banavar, Holalkere and
Closepet are studied to bring out similarities,

if any, in them. They are classified according

to colour, habit, elongation and size. Majority

of them have simple terminations and are nor-

mal-prismatic, colourless to brown with per-

sistent zoning. The elongation ratio, in zircons,

lie between 2 and 3. The size of zircons, in

Original Reduced to

Nos, ; 1-2 NancU Granite (No. 2. Zoned)

3 Chamundi Granite

4-6 Banavur Granite (No. 6. Zoned)

7-8 lloldlkere Granite (No. 7, Zoned)

9-10 Closepet Gra; ite

majority of crystals measured, indicate a uni-

form length of •02 mm. and breadth of -01 mm.
The following table illustrates the elongation

and size frequency of zircons in different gra-

nites.

Editor f
Cmrent

L Science

Size

Elongation Ratio I, B

Granites

No. of

zircons

measured 1 2 3 and
more

Maxima
•02 mm,

%

Max.
•01 mm.
%

Nandi 65 2 27~ 36 55 50
Clo-epet 70 4 29 37 57 78
liolalktre 22 1 13 8 54 50
B inavar 16 2 14 0 70 65
Chamundi 16 0 11 5 75 60

The similarity in habit, colour and size of

zircons suggests a uniformity in granites. Be-
sides the elongation, range in size and zoning
in some zircons are characteristic of igneous

granites.

The uniformity of character noticed from
the zircons of granites from different parts of

Mysore suggest that the granitic bodies may
be of common igneous origin. The similarity of

character would not have been so persistent if

the granites were dur to transformation of some
other rocks.

A detailed paper on study of zircons and
the modal analyses of granites from Mysore
State will appear elsewhere.

The author is greatly indebted to Prof. M. R.

Srinivasa Rao, Professor of Geology, Central

College, Bangalore, for suggesting the problem
and for guidance throughout the preparation of

this work.

Dept, of Geology, A. Achuta Rao.

Central College,

Bangalore, December 11, 1957.

1. Arie Poldervaart, Amer, Joitr, Sci.^ 1956 , 254(9).
2. — ,

Jlui., 1955, 253 (8).

3. Johannsen, Manual of Petrographic Methods^ 1918.

4. Michael, Wyatt, Amer, Mineralogist^ 1954,39, 983.

6 Milner, H. B., Sedimentary Petrography^ 1953.

A LEAF-SPOT DISEASE OF ECHINO-
CHLOA COLONUM LINK DUE TO

PIRICULARIA SPECIES
During the* month of July 1957, the plants of

Echinochloa colonum Link, were found to be
affected with leaf-spot disease, for the first time

at Indore. The above host grows as a weed
and is commonly observed growing along with

paddy crop. Heavy infection was observed on
the plants in the lowlying waterlogged parts of

the field. Isolations from the infection spots

yielded a species of Piricularia. Review of lite-

rature reveals that Piricularia has not been re-

ported on Echinochloa colonum Link.

The infection spots first appear as a small

circular, greenish water-soaked spots. If the
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humid atmospheric condition continues, these
spots enlarge in size and coalesce. With age
the centre of the spot becomes straw in colour
with dark brown margin around. The leaf-

tissue rots in the middle and gets torn. The
spots are circular to elliptical and measure from
1 mm. to 6 mm. in diameter. The fruiting bodies
are formed mostly on the lower surface of the
spot which gives the spot grey appearance.

Microscopic examination of the infection spot

revealed the intercellular mycelium. The coni-

diophorcs are pale yellowish-brown in colour,

septate and bear conidia at the tip. Mature
conidia are hyaline to very pale olivaceous,

pyriform, two-septate with small hilum at the

base indicating the point of attachment. Mature
conidia measure 16 * 74 iit to 27-90/^x7*44/11. to

11-16/^ with a mean of 21-30/^X9-28/4.
Work regarding identification of species is in

progress.

Thanks are due to Shri M. B. Raizada, Officer

-

in-charge Botany Branch, Forest Research Insti-

tute, Dehra Dun, for identifying the host.

Dept, of Plant Pathology, O. P. Sharma.
Inst, of Plant Industry, J. L. Merh.
Indore, M.P.. December 2, 1957.

A NOTE ON THE SPECIFIC HEAT OF
WOOD

The specific heat of wood is an important pro-

perty. Along with conductivity and density it

regulates the rate of temperature change when
wood is heateef or cooled. The high specific

heat of wood combined with its low thermal

conductivity enables it to be used for handles

of heated apparatus, match sticks, etc. The
specific heat of wood has been investigated by
Volbehr (1896), Dunlap (1912), Koljo (1950)

and Geiger (1942). While Dunlap and Koljo

used the Bunsen ice calorimeter, Geiger used

an unsteady cooling method. The specific heat

of poor conductors has been measured by Mar-
ley (1933) by a cooling method. As this method

appeared elegant a few trials weflre made on

Indian woods by this method. The results of

these preliminary experiments are recorded in

this note.

For these experiments a thermosflask of

dimensions given by Marley was used. For

measuring temperatures a thermistor with a

Wheatstone bridge was employed. The results

of the experiments are given in Table I.

While there is reasonable agreement in the

values for glycerine, benzene and aniline with

those of other investigators, with wood it is

not so. In the case of timbers, not only our

Table I

Specific heat of wood and other materials

Material Sp. heat Authors

Glycerine 0-596
•

Benzene 0-397

0-417 Marley
• 0-3958 Fergusson

Aniline 0-400
0-495 Fergusson

Sodium chloride 0-244
0-209 Marley

Shellac 0-381
0-36 -0 41 Bhattacharya

Charcoal 0-293
0-277 Marley

Cork 0-512

Erythrina bark 0-455

Mangifera indica (wood) 0-380

Cedrela toona „ 0-407

Calophyllum sp. ,, 0*398

Caftarium sp, ,, 0-312

Zanthoxylum rhetsa ,, 0-332

Bauhinia lawti ,, 0-413

Cullenia cxceha „ 0-310

Ilarduickia pinnafa „ 0*334

Ptervearpus dalbcrgioides 0*350
(wood)

American timbers 0-287 at 18° C. Dunlap
German timbers 0-259 at 0“ C* Volbehr.

Swedish timbers 0*1:60 at 0° C. Koljo

values are higher than those reported by Dun-
lap (1912) and Koljo, but also vary somewhat
with species. Our values are closer to those
of Geiger (1942) determined by a cooling
method. Dunlap (loc. cit.) states that if the
specimens are heated or steamed, higher values
are obtained. Our specimens had been oven-
dried several times. In order to see whether
the higher values are due to this cause or are
inherent with Indian species or other experi-
mental causes only detailed experiments can
say.

^

Composite Wood Branch, D. Narayanamurti.
Forest Res. Institute, N. C. Jain.

Dehra Dun, December 2, 1957.

•

1. Bhattacharya, G. N.. /«</. /. Phys.^ 1940, 14 , 415.
2. Dunlap, F., U*S, Dept, Agri, For, Ser, Bull., 1912,
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4 . Geiger, F., Holz als Roh und IVorkstofi, 1942, 5,
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5. Koljo, B., Fors. Wiss, Central R/dt//.,'1950, $9, 638,
6. Marley, Proc, Phyx, Soe,, 1933, 45, 591.
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CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES ON
SPERMATOGENESIS OF
BYPREPOCNBMIS Sp,

To understand the interrelationship, of the

local representatives of Indian grasshoppers, a

series of cyrtological investigations has been
undertaken. The present communication con-

tains a preliminary account of the studies on

meiotic chromosomes of \he species, Eyprepoc^

nemis sp., belonging to the subfamily Catan-

topinae of the family Acrididae.

The specimens were collected from different

places of Patna town during the months of

May to July 1957, Some of the testes were

fixed in Sanfelice’s fluid and paraffin blocks

were prepared in the usual way. Sections were

stained in crystal violet and also according to

Feulgen's method. Some aceto-orcein squash

preparations of testes were made. Living mate-

rial was also examined under the phase-con-

trast microscope.

Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of a spermatogonium at meta-

phase showing full chromosome complement. Polar view,

X 2.000.

Fig. 2. Photomicrograph of a spermatocyte at dia-

kine«is showing two supernumarie*;, X 2,000.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2. At anaphase I ^showing two

feupcrnumaiies. x 2,000.

Fig. 4. Photomicrograph of a bridge during anaphase 1

in a living spermatocyte, x 2,000.

Fig. 6. Photomicrograph of a dicentric bridge and a

fragment. Feulgen’s method, x 2,000.

Fig. 6 . Photomicrograph of the same as Fig. 6

in a different spermatocyte, X 2,000. - •

Fig. 7. Photomicrograph joLa secondary spermatocyte

at metapbase II, X 2,000.

The spermatogonial metaphase plates of dif-

ferent individuals were examined and the

chromosome number was found to be 2a:(f= 15.

Some metaphase plates had one or two extra

chromosomes of small size. All chromosomes
were acrocentric. No heteropycnosis was ob-
served at any stage of spermatogonial mitosis.

Throughout the leptotene and zygotene stages

of meiotic prophase I, the X-chromosome re-

mained highly condensed and positively hetero-

chromatic. There were two positively hetero-

chromatic vesicular regions, presumably
nucleoli, each attached to a delicate chromo-
somal thread. The chromomeres were distinct,

bead-like, deeply stained structures, strewn on
the chromosomal threads. From zygotene on-

wards, there were seven bivalents, one uni-

valent (X-chromosome) and one or two small

unpaired chromosomes in each cell. These extra

chromosomes, however, were absent from some
spermatocytes. These seemed to be the super-

numaries.

A few bivalents, one in each cell, during

pachytene appeared to have a loop which seem-
ed to prevent a small portion of one partner

from pairing with the other bead per bead.

Fine hair-like projections from the sides of

chromom.eres distinguished the outlines of

pachytene bivalents. The X-chromosome was
still more condensed than the autosomes.

Nucleolar vesicles disappeared at this stage.

At diplotene, bivalents began separating which
resulted in random development of chiasmata.

The hair-like projections of iJivalents became
more distinct due to higher condensation, and
chromomeres somewhat more thicker almost

losing their separate identity. At diakinesis,

the bivalents were much shorter and have
characteristic configuration. The hair-like pro-

jections were almost obliterated. Metaphase I

was as usual. But during anaphase I, there was
a dicentric bridge formation in a number of

cells, fixed as well as living, of three indivi-

duals. In some cells, a fragment or an acentric

small chromosome was seen on the equatorial

plane, near about the bridge.

These facts indicate that the individuals con-

cerned had a paracentric inversion in the

heterozygous condition in their chromosome
complement (White, 1954). After telophase,

the secondary spermatocytes underwent the

second meiotic division passing through a very

brief interkinetic stage, when chromosomes un-
coiled to a certain extent. In a considerable

number of cells, the second metaphase chromo-
somes show a remarkable abnormality in being

joined together to form a chain or network.
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In summarising these preliminary findings, it

may be pointed out that another species of this

genus, E. alacris, was studied by Manna (1954)

and its chromosome number was found to be
2x c? = 23. The present species differ from
E. alacris in having fifteen and one or two
supernumeraries in its caryotype. Moreover the

above studies provide evidence of the presence

of a paracentric inversion in this species. No
evidence of syndiploidy or endopolyploidy was
found in any individual examined.

The author is indebted to Dr. Suresh Keshava,

Head of the Department of Zoology, Patna Uni-

versity, for the laboratory facilities. Sincere

thanks are due to the Director, Division of

Entomology, Indian Agricultural Institute, New
Delhi, for identifying the specimens, and to

Mr. J. N. Verma, Artist-Photographer, for tak-

ing the photomicrographs.

Dept, of Zoology, Nirmala Chatterjee.

Patna University,

Patna-5, November 15, 1957.

1. Darlington, C. D., Recent Advances in Cytology,

London, 1937.

2. Manna, G. K., Proc. Zool. Soc., 1954, 7, 39-68.

3. White, M. J, D., Animal Cytology and Evolution,

2nd cd., Cambridge, 1954.

SALINITY TOLERANCE OF ETROPLUS
MACULATUS (BLOCK)

From the evolutionary point of view, the his-

tory of fishes shows a migration from the

fresh-water to the marine environment. But,

while several of the estuarine fishes can with-

stand transfer to very dilute sea-water or nor-

mal 100% sea-water, few truly fresh-water

fishes could do so.

Etroplus maculatus is a common fresh-water

fish occurring in large numbers in most fresh-

water ponds and tanks in and around Tirupati

in Chittoor District. During the course of a

study of the influence of salinity of the medium
on fish respiration and its acclimatization to

temperature, it was found that E.* maculatus

could withstand direct transfer from pond-

water to sea-water diluted to 5%^ salinity. This

prompted us to attempt to acclimatize the fish

to media of increasing salinity and finally to

normal sea-water. The fish were adapted to

the following media obtained by dilution of

normal sea-water with tap-water. (1) Salinity

5%„; (2) 10%„; (3) 16-3%„; (4) 24%„ ; and

(5) normal sea-water of salinity 32*6 %(,. It

was found that the fish could be transferred

from a medium of one salinity to the next

without any apparent iil-effecte. Batches of
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four individuaJs at a time were acclimatized to

media of increasing salinity, starting from tap-

water and being transferred successively

through the media described above, remaining
two days in each intermediate salinity, before

being transferred to the next higher salinity.

Thus, for example, a fish taken from fresh-

water will be directly transferred to 5 salin-

ity where it will rem^ain for two days before
being transferred to 10 salinity and so on
till it finally arrives in normal sea-water of

salinity 32«6 %o. Only in one case an attempt
was made to adapt the fish to a medium of
salinity higher than normal sea-water. This
was done by allowing the sea-water in which
the tish were living, to evaporate gradually
over a period of days. But when the salinity

reached a value of 37 the fish died. Through-
out the course of these experiments the tem-
perature of the water varied between 25® C. and
27® C.

A detailed account, including a description

of the osmotic changes in the blooa of the fish,

will be published elsewhere.

Kandula Pampapathi Rao.
Dept, of Zoology,

Sri Venkateswara University,

Tirupati, December 3, 1957.

STUDIES IN THE ENTOMOGENOUS
FUNGUS, METARRHIZIUM ANISOPLIAE

(METSCH.) SOROK.
The reported occurrence by Kamat et aU
(1952), of the muscardine green fungus,
Metarrhizium anisoplice (Metsch.) Sorok, on
Pyrilla sp. in sugarcane in Bombay has opened
up a fascinating and probably an effective field

for biological control of the pest. Unfortunately
failure in certain seasons of this fungus to con-
trol the pest effectively under field conditions,

has often evoked considerable doubts regard-
ing its true pathogenic nature. A thorough in-

vestigation was, ^therefore, undertaken at this

Laboratory into the various factors influencing

the development, sporulation and parasitism of

the fungus with special reference to its utiliza-

tion in the biological control of the pest.

The fungus made excellent growth and
sporulated freely on steamed rice, green bean
pods, carrot, oat, P.D.A., malt-agar, Cohn’s and
Bacto nutrient media, medium on com meal,

sweet potato, Richards’, Coon’s and Czapek’s
media and scanty on steamed wheat, Knop’s
and Crabill’s media. On P.D.A. sporulation in-

creased with increase in potato concentrate

content. — v •
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For the purpose of inoculation experiments,
the insects were reared from egg-masses in

insect-proof, well-ventilated cases. They were
then sprayed at different stages of growth, with

A. Penicilliate conidiopliore. B. Conidia.

C. Chlamydospores D. Growth of the

fungus (f) on ventral side of the insect abdomen.

a heavy spore suspension of the fungus by an
atomizer. The results obtained are presented in

Table I.

Table I

Parasitism of Metarrhlzium anisoplio2 (MetscK)
Sorok. on Pyrilla sp.

Stages of insects

inoculated

Percentage mortality

1 2 3 4 6

Adults

Nymphs

Eggs

% % % % %
92 94 91 98 95

90 95 90 92 90

0 0 0 0 ••

The figures are based on 10 trials involving

1,400 adults, 375 Nymphs and equal number of egg-masses*
Mortality was counted at the end of seven to ten days.

These results established, beyond doubt, the

parasitism of this fungus on Pyrilla sp. at

various stages of growth under laboratory con-
ditions. The inoculated eggs remained non-
parasitised and hatched out normally.

The fungus was invariably found to grow
over the ventral as well as dorsal sides of the

abdomen along the furrows of the abdominal
segments from the joints of legs and around
the neck. The chitinous and horny parts of the

insect body were impervious to the fungus
attack.

M.A.C.S. Lab., (Miss) Ahilya P. Jagtap.
Law College Buildings,

Poona-4, October 8, 1957.

I. 1952, 21, 317.

A MARKER GENE FOR RED GRAM
{CAJANUS CAJAN, MILLSP.)

A NEW character that may also have high
economic potential has been observed in red
gram (Cajanus cajan, Millsp.). Red gram has
trifoliate leaves with the three leaflets being
almost similar in shape and size. The leaflets
are oblong lanceolate, tapering towards the
base and the tip, and it is a constant charac-
tez\ Mutations for obcordate- and tinyi leaf-
lets have already been recorded.
The new character described below was met

with in a sample collected from Kurivikulam
in Tirunelveli District. The leaflets of this plant
are oblong with obovate apex and obtuse base.
The leaflets are shorter and broader than the
normal. The leaf from the base of the pulvinus
to the apex measures slightly less than the
normal. The new character is termed as oblong
obovate and is different from the round leaflets

reported by Pandya et alA
The important difference in the characters of

the two types are presented in the following
table and photographs are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 A, Red gram plant with oblong lanceolate
leaves. Inset.—A single leaf.

Fig. 1 B. Red gram plant (New type) with oblong
obovate leavers. Inset—A single leaf.

The leaf measurements were ascertained
from 10 random observations. The differences

between the indices of the leaflets (length/
breadth) and the entire leaf length (from pul-
vinus to apex) were statistically significant.

The variant plant was found to breed true and
it is proposed to pursue the inheritance of the
character when further detailed observations

will be made.
But for these differences, the new type is

similar to the normal. Leaflets with obovate
tips and tapering bases are not uncommon in
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TABLE I

Measurernents of plants (in cm.)

/L With lanceolate leaflets B. With obimate-oblonir leaflets

1 Plant height .. 105
2 Thickness of main stem 1*2

Number of branches Nos. .. 5
4 I.e gth of leaf from pulvinus 10 *03 ±0*244

to apex
5 Leaflets

:

I II

{a) Length C*46 5*35
Lreaclth 2*31 2*11

{h) Lcngth/Hreadth 2*50±0*272 2*80±0*175
index

the subfamily Papilionacea to which red gram
belongs. But such leaflets have not so far been
met with in the cultivated varieties of red

gram. The occurrence of this type may pos-

sibly be an expression of atavism. This charac-

ter seems to be associated with the desirable

trait of vigour and there is a possibility of its

being used as marker gene.for improved strains.

Thanks are due to Sri. B. W. X. Ponnayya,

Millets and Pulses Specialist, for giving neces-

sary assistance in presenting this note.

Agnc. Res. Station, K. Divakaran.

Kovilpatti, G. Ramabhadran.
July 22, 1957.

1. Pandya, P. S., Patel, J. and Choudhary, B. B., Poona
Ae^yiiultural College Magazine. 1954,45, 16.

2. Singh, I). \V., Bhansali, R K. and Mital, S. P.,

Ind, ./. Aftru Set.. 1942, 12, 779 84.

VARIATidNS IN THE HAPLOID
CHROMOSOME NUMBER OF

CORCHORUS SIDOIDES F. MUELL
(FAMILY: TILIACEAE)

CorchoruH sidoides F. Muell is a native of Aus-
tralia and grows in a wild condition. The hap-
loid chromosome number in this species is

reported here for the first time to be seven
(Fig. 1). In addition to the*normal number (7),

Fig. 1. Late diakinesis showing normal seven chromo-
somes, X 2,100.

FIG. 2. Late diakinesis showing .six chromosomes.
X 2,100.

If Fig. 3. Diakinesis showing eight chromo.somes.

X 2100,

135
1*5

7

8*72±0*216

Ill 1 II III

5*13 5*61 5 *05 4*5
2*12 2-85 2*56 2*4

2*44f0*083 1*77±0*L39 1-94±0*151 2*or>±o*

six (Fig. 2), and eight (Fig. 3), have also been
noted. Diploid number is found to be 14.

Hypo- and hypcrploidy have been first re-

corded in Corchorus olitorius and C. capsularis

(the cultivated jute species) by Datta (1952 a

& b), and subsequently by Rao and Datta (1953)

in C. fascicularis and by Sarma and Datta

(1953), in a variety of C. capsularis. Datta

(unpublished) also noted this phenomenon in

C. trilocularis and its variant, C. tridens and
C. osstuans. Additional observations are now
made in this species supporting Datta’s conten-

tion regarding hypo- and hyperploidy in this

genus.

Further details will form the subject-matter

of a separate paper.

In the end, I wish to record my indebtedness

to Mr. R. M. Datta, Post-Graduate Lecturer in

Agriculture, Calcutta University, for his guid-

ance in this investigation and also for the seeds

of this species, which were obtained by him
from Dr. W. Hartley, Principal Plant Introduc-

tion Officer, Commonwealth Scientific and
Industi'ial Research Organization (Division of

Plant Industry), Canberra City, Australia. Our
thanks are due to him.

Dept, of Agric., Sambhu Lall Basak.

Calcutta University,

35, Ballyganj Circular Road,

Calcutta-19, October 18* 1957.

1. Datta, R. M., “ Meiosis in Corchorus capsularis
Linn., ** Sc. and Cnlt.^ 1952 <7, 17, 523.

2. — ,
" Irregular meiosis in Corchorus olitorius Linn.,’*

JHd., 1952 b. 18, 149.

3. Rao, N, S. and Datta, R. M., “ Chromosomes in

the genus Corchorus, ’* Nature, 1953, 171, 764.

4. Sarma, M, S. and Datta, R. M., “ Complex chromo-
some mosaics and variable microsporocytes in

Corchorus capsularis Linn.,** Sc. and Cult,, 1963,

19, 202 03, .
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THE EFFECT OF THYROXINE ON
PHOSPHATASE, ASCORBIC ACID AND
TOCOPHEROL CONTENT IN THE

BLOOD AND MILK OF THE COW AND
THE BUFFALO

The interactions between thyroxine and cer-

tain fat and water-soluble vitamins have been
studied both in man and animals.^ These
studies are more comprehensive in case of

carotene and vitamin A metabolism (Good-
win-; Owen'*) than in case of other vitamins.

Previously the metabolism of carotene and
vitamin A as affected by DL-thyroxine was
studied in lactating cows and goats (Chanda,
Clapham, McNaught and Owen^; Chanda and
Owen^’). More recently Chanda^* reported the

effect of L-thyroxine on carotene and vitamin A
metabolism in the cow and the chick. Whilst

some studies have been made regarding the
relation between thyroxine and ascorbic acid

metabolism (Blaxter, Reineke, Crampton and
Petersen"; Kon and Henry‘s), the effect of thy-

roxine on the metabolism of tocopherol re-

ceived but little attention.

The present communication deals with the

effect of thyroxine on the metabolism of ascor-

bic acid and tocopherol in the cow and the

buffalo. As the changes in the milk and blood

phosphatase resembled the changes in the two
vitamins, the results of the enzyme are also

discussed briefly.

Two experiments were carried out ;
first, on

six Hariana cows and the second on six Hur-
rah buffaloes. Each experiment was divided,

into 3 main periods of 4 weeks each. The
hormone treatment was given in period 2,

whilst periods 1 and 3 acted as control and
recovery periods respectively.

All the experimental animals were in mid-
lactation when the experiment started. They
were divided into three groups, each group con-

sisting of two animals. Two pairs in case of

each experiment were given the hormone treat-

ment, while the third pair in* each case acted

as controls. All the arflmals received identical

feed and management throughout the duration

of the experiment.

The hormone (L- or DL-thyroxine) was
given either orally or parenterally. In making
the doses comparable it was assumed that

oral
:
parenteral ratio is 16 ; 1, and that the

ratio of L-thyroxine : DL-thyroxine activity is

2:1. On this basis a treated animal was given

a daily dose of 5 mg. L-thyroxine or 10 mg.
DL-thyroxine parenterally. The corresponding

oral dose was 80 mg. L-thyroxine or 160 mg.
DL-thyroxine. As all* the animals exhibited

t Current

L Science

more or less identical responses, for the sake
of brevity only typical results of one cow and
one buffalo treated with L-thyroxine orally are
discussed in the present communication.
Milk samples from individual animals were

analysed on alternate days throughout the ex-
periment whilst blood samples were analysed
twice during each period. Tocopherol was
separated from the unsaponifiable residue of

lipid extracts by adsorption chromatography on
alkaline alumina with a slight modification of

the method described by Edisbury, Gillow and
Taylor^^ ; the final colorimetric estimation was
made in ethanol by the method of Emmerie and
Engel.i<‘ Ascorbic acid and dehydroascorbic

acid were estimated by the osazone reaction of

Roe and Kuether.^i Phosphatase was estimated

by the method described by Chanda and Owen.^-
All extinction measurements were made in a

Hiiger New Riochem Absorptiomeier using the

appropriate filter.

Ascorbic Acid .—In the milk of both the cow
and the buffalo, asdorbic acid was present in

the reduced form only, somewhat more ascor-

bic acid being present in cow milk than in

buffalo milk (Table I). In the blood serum, on
the other hand, both ascorbic acid and dehydro-
ascorbic acid were present. Whilst there was
little difference between the ascorbic acid con-

tent of cow and buffalo blood serum, the amount
and proportion of dehydroascorbic acid were
greater in the buffalo serum than in the cow
serum.

Thyroxine treatment cause/1 decreases in

ascorbic acid content of both serum and milk,

whilst the amount of dehydroascorbic acid in

the blood serum showed marked increases in

both the cow and the buffalo. The change in

the dehydroascorbic acid of the serum due to

hormone treatment was so large that the ‘totaF

ascorbic acid (ascorbic acid phis dehydroascor-

bic acid) also recorded an increase in spite of

the decrease in the ascorbic acid (reduced form]

by the hormone treatment. As a result of these

changes the ratio of ascorbic : dehydroascorbic

acid was markedly decreased by the hormone
treatment (Table I).

In spite of the greater concentration of de-

hydroascorbic acid in the blood serum during

hormone treatment, there was no evidence of

its secretion by the mammary gland under the

influence of thyroxine. The reduction in the

ascorbic acid content of milk as a result of

thyroxine treatment is closely correlated with

the reduction in the serum ascorbic acid. The
difference between the ascorbic acid content of

the COW’ and the buffalo milk may also be

Letters to the Editor
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Table I

A^corhxc acidy dehydroascorbic acid, tocopherol and phosphatase in blood serum and milk

Animal Period

Daily
oral -

dose
of

L-ihy-

roxine

Blood serum

Asooibic

acid

Dehydro*
ascorbic

acid

(mg./lOO ml.)

aid
'J'ocopherol

(/‘g-/g- lipid)

Phosphatase
(a.u.)*

Milk

Ascorbic Tocopherol Phosphatase
acid (a.u.)*

(mg./I00*ml.) (fig.lg. fat)

M (d)

Cow 1 None 0-02 0-10 3*88 1020 9-2 1-72 27*2 197
2 80 mg. 0*48 0*45 1*07 1227 13-2 1-27 20-4 85
3 None 0-57 0-12 4-75 965 6-7 1*65 30*9 175

Buftalo 1 N one 0‘6r> 0-32 1*72 1267 36*7 1-38 20-7 65
2 80 mg. 0*40 0-52 0-88 1420 47-6 1-12 16-9 49
3 None 0-.03 0'25 2-12 1215 33-6 1-33 22*5 60

*
Aibitrar^ units (see Chanda & Owen^-).

attributable to the small difference in the

serum ascorbic acid of the two species.

Tocopherol .—The results of tocopherol con-

tent of milk and blood sefum lipids recorded

in Table 1 show that in the pre-treatment

period (Period I), buffalo milk fat had less

tocopherol than cow milk fat, whilst the serum
lipids of the former were richer in tocopherol

than those of the latter. During the hormone
treatment, the tocopherol content of blood was
increased, but that of milk decreased in both

the species. The changes in the milk and blood

tocopherol are in sharp contrast to the changes

in the fat-soluble vitamin A, which was found

to increase as a ^result of thyroxine treatment

in both milk and blood serum, but these are

strikingly similar to the changes in the water-

soluble vitamin C. There appears to be, there-

fore, a close correlation between ascorbic acid

and tocopherol in the milk and the blood of

the two species.

Phosphatase.—DL-thyroxine is known to

decrease the phosphatase content of cow milk

(Folley and White^ '^

;
ChcUida and Owen^-).

Table I would show that L-thyroxine treatment

caused decreases in the phosphatase jcoiitents of

cow and buffalo milk. It was further observed

that in both the species the phosphatase con-

tent of the blood serum was considerably higher

during hormone treatment than in the control

period. These changes in the phosphatase are

similar to the changes in tocopherol and ascor-

bic acid contents, so that the enzyme was found

to be correlated with the two vitamins. The
buffaloes and the cows were in comparable

stages of lactation when the experiments start-

ed. It would be seen from Table I that nor-

mal cow milk is richer in phosphatase than

buffalo milk, but in the blood serum the re-

verse is the case.

It is noteworthy that the changes in the three

constituents of milk and blood caused by hor-

mone treatment are invariably of greater

magnitude in the cow than in the buffalo. It

was also found that DL-thyroxine gave some-
what better response than the corresponding

dose of L-thyroxine, and that the parenterally

administered hormone was slightly superior to

oral treatment when given in the ratio of 1 : 16.

In the control animals which did not receive

hormone treatment at any time, the changes in

blood and milk ascorbic acid were negligible.

Phosphatase recorded some increase in the milk
and decrease in blood serum. These changes are

attributable to the advancement in lactation as
the experiments progressed. Tocopherol content
of the blood showed a small but significant

decrease with advancement in lactation, but a

concomitant change in the milk was not notice-

able.

I wish to thank Dr. L. C. Sikka for continued
interest in the work. Mr. J. Sen Gupta collabo-

rated in certain aspects of the experiments.

Thanks are also (fue to pr. T. F. Macrae of the

Glaxo Laboratories, Ltd., for a generous gift of

synthetic L-thyroxine.

Eastern Regional Animal R. Chanda.
Nutrition Res. Centre,

Haringhata Farm,
(Mohanpur) P.O., Dist. Nadia,

West Bengal, December 4, 1957.
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IN VITRO GROWTH OF OVARIES OF
hlNARlA MAROCCANA HOOK.

Although La Rue* was the first to achieve some
success in growing angiosperm flowers in arti-

ficial media, it was really Nitsch- who estab-

lished the in vitro technique on a firm footing

and showed that the culturing of ovaries under

controlled conditions was perhaps the best

means of understanding the physiology of

fruit. Anataswamy Rau‘* has recently em-
ployed this method for studying the effect of

colchicine on the early development of the em-
bryo and endosperm in Phlox drummondii.

The present study deals with the influence of

some growth substances on the fruit and seed

development of Linaria maroccana, which is

grown here as a garden plant. The ovaries

were sterilized with 10% calcium hypochlorite

solution and inoculated in 10 ml. of nutrient

medium whose pH was adjusted between 5*5

and 6. The cultures were kept in diffused light

at room temperature (17-21” C.).

Both pollinated and non-pollinated ovaries

were tried. The latter did not grow in cultures

(except producing some callus and roots) even

with the addition of growth substances (Fig. 7).

Subsequent study was therefore confined to

ovaries picked two days ,after pollination

(Fig. 1). They respondied well to Nitsch’s basic

medium (Nitsch^) coupled with vitamins

(White-*), although the fruits thus obtained

were smaller in size than controls in field. Fol-

lowing this, it was decided to study the effect

of various growth substances on fruit develop-

ment. Kinetin (0*lmg./l. to l-Omg./l.), in com-
bination with lAA (5mg./l.), IBA (5mg./l.),

2, 4-D (2mg./l.) and adenine (5, lOmg./!.), was
incorporated in the basic medium. While some
fruits were slightly larger than those on the

basic medium, none of them equalled or sur-

passed the natural* ^ize.
,
The optimum average

length of the fruit obtained in culture was
2*3 mm. in comparison to 5*0 mm. in nature
(Figs. 2, 4-6). In another set of cultures, the
addition of yeast extract (0*25%, 0*5% and
1*0%) gave better fruit growth than all the
preceding media, with an average length of
3*2 mm. (Fig. 3). The percentage of fruit set-

FlG. 1. Ovaries, at the stage of inoculation, excised

two days after pcihnation. X 1»5.

Fig, 2. Control fruit tn mvo, 12f‘days after pollina-
tion, X 1*5.

Fig. .3. P'ifteen day«>’ growth of fruit in Nit^ch’s Ija^c
medium -f Vitamins (MiV) 4- yeast extract (0*5%),
Note callus tissue at the base of the pedicel, X 1 •T).

Figs. 4-5, 22- and 38-day old fruits, cultured in NBV'
+ kinetin (0»1 mg./l.) 4- IA.\ (5 mg./I ), showing forma-
tion of callus and roots from the pedicel and the base of
the ovary, x 1*5.

FIG, 6. A fruit (32-day old) with callus and well
developed root system grown in a medium comprising
NBV 4- kinetin (0*4m*g7l.) -1 lAA (5 mg./l.), x 1-6.

Fig. 7. Non-pollinated ovaries (32-day old) cultured
in NBV -f- kyietin (0*5 mg./l.) + JBA (5 mg./l.). The
ovaiies failed to grow but callus and roots arose from the
pedicel part, X 1*5.

Fig. 8. Test-tube fruit (’27-day old), grown in NBV
+ kinetin (0-1 mg./l. + lAA (5 mg./l.), showing enor-
mous callus growth from the base of the ovary, X 1*5,

Fig, 9. Another test-tube fruit (marked by an arrow),
showing excessive root formation in 38 clays. The medium
comprised NBV -f kinetin (U‘5 mg /],) + JAA (5 mg /I ),
X 1*5.

ting was also higher in field (90-95%) than in
cultures (40-80%). Though fruits of fully nor-
mal size could not be obtained in cultures,
the general pattern of fruit growth was more
or less similar, In both cases the maximum
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size of the fruit was attained 10-12 days after

pollination, but the maturity of the fruit was
hastened in artificial culture. Mature
fruits with black seeds are formed 21-23 days
after pollination in the field, whereas in cul-

tures maturity is attained in 15-17 days after

pollination. The pericarp of the artificial and
control fruits comprises a similar number of

cell layers. However, the pericarp of the 'arti-

ficial fruits is more translucent and the black

seeds can be seen through the intact fruit wall.

This was because of an absence of the usual

thickening of the cells in the test-tube fruits.

At the time of inoculation of ovaries, the

ovules invariably showed the undivided zygote

and two to six endosperm cells. The develop-

ment of the embryo and the endosperm pro-

ceeded similarly in cultured and control fruits,

but there was a greater deposition of starch

grains in the endosperm tissue of the former.

Seeds obtained from in vitro fruits were fully

viable although they took a slightly longer

time (66 hours) to germinate as compared to

control seeds (48 hours). However, cultured

fruits always showed a greater proportion of

aborted ovules. In many cases the ovules deve-

loped a black seed-coat but were empty inside.

Callus Formation on Ovaries .—The ovaries

cultured on the basic medium showed no mor-
phological changes in the pedicel. However, jf

yeast extract was added to the basic medium,

a disc-like patch of callus arose from the cut

end of the pedicel (Fig. 3). Its growth ceased

after about two *^ceks and thereafter the cells

became brownish to blackish in colour. In

many cultures the basic medium was fortified

with kinctin in conjunction with lAA, IBA,

2, 4-D or adenine. In every case there was an

excessive proliferation of the cortical cells from

the cut portion of the pedicel, resulting in the

formation of a callus. This was followed by the

appearance of several small patches of callus all

along the pedicel and also "at the base of the

ovary. Their rapid growth results in a coales-

cence of the callus gi’oups, eventually leading

to a hypertrophy of the whole stalk (Figs. 4, 5).

Callusing is also common both on the inner and

outer surfaces of the calyx lobes. In a few

cases the ovary wall and the base of the style

showed some localized meristematic activity.

The callus tissue comprises three types of cells.

The most common are small actively dividing

parenchyma cells which often contain starch

grains. Isolated cells, or more often a group of

them, developed tracheidal thickenings. Lastly,

some of the parenchyma cells enlarged enor-

mously and became highly vacuolated.

Rooting of Ovaries.—In many ovaries, after

about 18-20 days of growth, root primordia were
initiated within the callus; only one or at the

most two of them continued to grow and branch
profusely (Fig. 6). Root hairs were not con-
fined to a particular zone but were present
throughout the entire length of the root
(Figs. 8, 9). Some of the root branches became
greatly swollen. This^ localized growth was
brought about by the meristematic activity of
the cortical cells leading to the formation of a
‘secondary callus’. The ovaries cultured on the
basic medium, or with yeast extract and kine-
tin plus adenine combination, failed to give any
rooting response. Nitsch^"'’ too observed root-
ing from the pedicel of tomato ovaries. He
considered that during the initiation of roots,

the growth of the fruit was retarded, but after
the root system was well established, it helped
in the maturation of the young fruit. However,
in Linaria the fruit ripened much before the
root system was fully develoi>ed.

The use of kinetin in conjunction with some
growth substances induced excessive callus and
root formation, without any appreciable effect

on fruit development. The chief cause of a
reduced fruit size in test-tube cultures seemed
to be a lower seed setting. It is hoped that it

might be possible to get over this difficulty in

subsequent trials.

We are greatly indebted to Professor P.

Maheshwari for his encouragement and useful
suggestions. Thanks are also due to Mrs. Nir-
mala Maheshwari for her active co-operation
in the preparation of this paper.

Dept, of Botany, R. C. Sachar.
University of Delhi, B. Baldev,
Delhi-8, January 11, 1958.

1. La Rue, C. D., Bull. Torrey Bit. Cl.^ 1942, 69, 332.
2. Nitsch, J. P., American J. Bot., 1951,38, 666.
3. Rau, Anataswamy, M., Phytomorphology

^

1952,
6, 90.

4. White, P. R., Cultivation of Animal and Plant
Cells^ 1954, I^ndon.

6. Nitsch, J. P., Rept. 13//^ Internatl. ffort, Congr.,
1952.

EMBRYOLOGY OF AERVA
TOMENTOSA FORSK.

In the past few years, we consistently noted
the absence of male flowers in Aerva tomen-
tosa. For closer study the plants were grown
in the University Botanic Gardens. The spikes
were carefully examined after every two or
three days. Here .again, there was no trace of
male flowers. But the plants continued to pro-
duce normal viable i^eds. • It was therefore
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considered worthwhile to investigate the

embryology of Aerva in order to understand the

mechanism of seed setting.

The pistillate flowers have five to eight

perianth lobes and enclose a monocarpellary
ovary which is encircled by a ring of eight to

ten staminodes. The style is short and is cap-
ped by two to three stigmatic lobes.

The ovary contains a single basal ovule with
an exceptionally long funiculus. The bitegmi-
nal crassinucellar ovule is oriented in an
anacampylotropous manner. There is a conspi-

cuous air space in between the two integuments
towards the chalazal part of the ovule. This
feature is also shared by other members of

the Amarantaceae (Kajale^).

One or more archesporial cells differentiate

in the hypodermal position. Usually only one
develops (Fig. 1), but occasionally two mega-
spore mother cells have also been observed.

Although hundreds of ovules were sectioned,

there was no indication whatsoever of the for-

mation of ‘triads’ or tetrads. In all probabi-

lity normal meiosis does not occur. In most of

the preparations examined by us the megaspore
mother cell enlarges, becomes highly vacuolated

and directly assumes the function of a mega-
spore (Fig. 2). Thereafter, three nuclear divi-

sions take place to give rise to an eight-nucleate

embryo-sac (Figs. 3, 4). The organized embryo-
sac shows the usual egg apparatus, two polar

nuclei and three antipodal cells (Fig. 5). The
synergids are ephemeral and degenerate at an
early stage. The antipodal cells are persistent

and occupy a lateral position on account of the

formation of a chalazal caecum (Fig. 6). Nearly

20% of the ovules abort because of the de-

generation of the egg.

Rarely, the megaspore mother cell forms two
dyad cells of which the upper degenerates,

while the lower develops normally up to the

4-nucleate stage. The final fate of such embryo-
sacs cannot be stated definitely at the present

moment.
No pollen grains were seer*' on the stigma.

This corresponds with*^ the absence of male
plants in the University campus. Acetocannine
squashes and longitudinal sections of styles also

failed to reveal any pollen tubes. This con-

firms that Aerva tomentosa is an apomict, and
that the egg cell is capable of developing par-

thenogenetically. In order to verify this ex-
perimentally, we bagged many young female
spikes with closed buds. In spite of complete

elimination of any kind of pollen, 80% of the
ovules showed the initiation and normal deve-
lopment of the embryo and endosperm (Fig. 8),

and the seeds matured v.ithin four weeks.

Current
Science

The free nuclear endosperm shows large
irregular nuclei with many nucleoli (Figs. 7, 8).

Wall formation begins at the globular stage of

the embryo and proceeds from the apex down-
wards. The embryo corresponds to the Cheno-
podiad type (Figs. 9-12). When mature it occu-
pies the entire cavity of the embryo-sac
(Fig. 13).

ce, caecum ; degenerating egg apparatus
;

end^

endosperm
; />, perisperm.

Fig. 1 . L.s. upper part of iiucellus megaspore
mother cell, x 220.

Fig. 2. Same, showing direct functioning of mother
cell into a megasporc, X 220.

FlG. 3. Two-nucleate eml ryo-sac x 440.

FlU. 4. Unorganized 6ight-nucleate embryo sac, X440.
Fig. 5. Mature embryo -sac. X 440.

Fig, 6. Mature embryo-sac with degenf rated egg
apparatus. Note the development of the cxcum in the
chalazal part of the embryo-sac, x 440.

Pig. 7. upper part of embryo-sac with undivided egg
and two endosperm nuclei, X 220.

Fig, 8. Whole mount of an upper part of embryo- sac
showing free nuclear endosperm and a proembryo ( Dis-

section from an ovule which grew in the bagged spike),
X 220.

Figs. 9-12. A few stages in the development of the
embryo, X 340.

Fig. 13, I.s, mature seed, X 34,

Both the integuments take part in the for-

mation of the seed-coat. A part of the nucellus
persists in the form of perisperm and is richly

laden with starch grains (Fig. 13).
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It may be concluded that the extreme rarity

of male plants,*** the suppression of meiosis
during megasporogenesis, and the absence of

pollen tubes in the ovules indicate that Aerva
tomentosa is an apomict.

We are greatly indebted to Professor P.

Maheshwari and Dr. B. M, Johri for their valu-
able suggestions and keen interest during the

course of this investigation.

Dept, of Botany, R. C. Saciiar.

University of Delhi, Prem Murgai.
Delhi-8, January 11, 1958.

* Only a single specimen bearing male llowers was
obtained from the Lodi GarJens, New Delhi.

],1. Kajale L. B., Eroc. Nat, Inst, Sci,^ India^ 1940,

4, 607.

A NEW SPECIES OF THE GENUS _
PALLISENTIS (ACANTHOCEPHALA;

A NEW species of the genus Palliscntis has been
found from a new host, Opjiicephalus punctatus

(Bloch), and a new locality, Allahabad. The
species has been named P. allahahadii. The
parasite was found in the alimentary canal and
body-cavity of about 40% of the fish that were
examined. From each infected fish, 1 to 8 speci-

mens of the parasite were collected by me.
Description of Pallisentis allahabadii n. sp.

(The measurement.s given are in millimetres )

Holotype.—^Male : body long, cylindrical,

curved, much longer than broad 4*465 x 0*304.

Proboscis 0*104 x 0*112. Proboscis hooks in

four circles of 8«10 each. Collar spines 17 cir-

cles of 8-12 each, placed compactly and mea-
suring 0*028 each in length. Body spines 25

circles of 1-11 each, measuring 0*038 each. Their

number is more in the anterior circles than

in the posterior ones, the last two circles hav-
ing only one each. Proboscis sheath 0*513 X
0-114. Lemnisci unequal, longer 1-102 x 0 04,

smaller 0-817 X 0-038. Genitalia in posterior

half of body. Testes two, aniterior 0*475 x 0*114,

posterior 0*437 x 0*133, touching each other.

Prostate gland 0-4x0*112 having -eight giant

nuclei. Prostatic reservoir 0*361 x 0*095.

Prostatic ducts two. Seminal vesicle 0*608 x
0*114. Bursa 0-532 x 0*114.

Paratypes ,—Body c? 2*85-5*7 X 0*285-0*323.

9 5-795-16*34 X 0-418-0*95. Proboscis 0*1-

0*288 x 0*1-0*342. Proboscis hooks four circles

of 6-10 each, each hook measuring 0*02-0*1 in

length, their arrangement alternating radial.

Collar spines 15-18 circles, of 20-25 each in 9

and 8-12 each in c?*, length 0*028-0*057 each.

Body spines in c? 21-25 circles of 1-12 each,

in 9 32-36 circles of 1-18 each, length 0-032-

0*064 each. Number of body spines in a circle

decreases posteriorly, last one or more circles

having only one or two spines each. Proboscis

sheath 0*437-1*6 x 0*095-0*48 reaching upto 8th

to 12th circle of collar spines. Longer lemniscus

0*57-2*75 X 0*028-0*18, smaller lemniscus 0*418-

1 *805 X 0*028-0*064. Testes anterior 0*247-

0*475 X 0*114-0*128, posterior 0*342-0*437 X
O I287O I33. Prostate gland 0*323-0*57 x0*08-
0*171, having 8-16 gidnt nuclei. Pear-shaped

prostatic reservoir 0*228-0*456 x 0*064-0*18.

Prostatic ducts two. Seminal vesicle 0*34-0*9 X
0*08-0*133. Bursa 0*342-0*665 x 0*114-0*176.

In 9 s ovary bursts very early and the body
cavity filled with eggs and embryos measuring
0*02-0*072 X 0*012-0*028.

Important Characters of Pallisentis allaha-

badii.—Collar spines 15-18 circles, of 20-25 each
in 9 and 8-12 each in cf*- Body spines in

cf* 21-25 circles of 1-12 each, in 9 32-36 cir-

cles of 1-18 each. Number of body spines per

circle gradually decreases posteriorly. Lem-
nisci unequal. Females always more than

males. Sexual dimorphism in : body spines,

collar spines, and body size. Prostate gland of

8-16 nuclei. Parasite found in host’s body cavity

also. t

P. allahahadii differs from P. urnbellatus^*

chiefly in proboscis hooks, collar spines, body
spines, length of proboscis sheath, body size

and proboscis size; from P. nagpurensis^'-^

chiefly in collar spines, body spines, lemnisci,

and the sizes of body, proboscis, proboscis

sheath, testes, prostate gland and bursa
; from

P. nandai^ chiefly in collar spines, body spines,

lemnisci, body nuclei, prostate gland nuclei, and
the sizes of body, proboscis, proboscis hooks,

proboscis sheath, testes, prostate gland, prosta-

tic reservoir, bursa, and seminal vesicle ; and
from P. colisai^ chiefly in proboscis hooks, col-

lar spines, body spines, lemnisci and the sizes

of body, proboscis, proboscis sheath, testes,

prostate gland, prostatic reservoir, bursa and
seminal vesicle.

The new speci«s is being dealt with in detail

in a full length paper* to be published else-

where.

Dept, of Zoology, S. C. Agarwal.
University of Allahabad,

December 20, 1957.

1. Bhalerao, G. D., Ann, A/a^, Nat, Ilist,^ 1931,

7(10), 669-73.

2. Daita, M. N. and Poddar, T. N., Rec, Ind, Mus
^

1935, 37, 231-30.

3. Sarkar, II. L., Proc, Zooh Soc, Bengal
^ 1953, 6,

139-47.

4. — ,
Rec, Jnd, Mus„ 19.54, 52, 349-62.

5. Van Cleave, H. J., PaMasJtal* im, 20, 1-9.
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Advances in Nuclear Engineering, Vol. I. Co-
ordinating Editors : John R. Dunning and
feruce R. Prentice. (Pergamon Press), 1957.

Pp. vii -f 523. Price £ 7-7-0.

The proceedings of the 'Second Nuclear Engi-
neering and Science Congress, held at Philadel-
phia in March 1957, are being published in,

three volumes by Pergamon Press as a part of

its publication programme in the nuclear field.

Advances in Nuclear Engineering include 134
papers with available discussion and the mat-
ter under review comprising of 67 papers forms
Volume I of the series.

Atomic energy for peaceful purposes had its

roots in the birth of controlled nuclear fission

achieved in Chicago for the first time in the

history of science and since then a phenomenal
advance in engineering materials and practice

has taken place in this field. The major pre-
sent-day peaceful application of atomic energy
is in the field of production of electricity and
the power element commonly designated as the

Reactor is a complex equipment calling for

newer materials of construction and novel

engineering design. The fuel element employed
in reactors occur in the Nature in relatively

meagre quantities and often as a non-fission-

able isotope. Many problems have therefore

arisen in connection with the preparation and
processing of fissionable materials, the disposal

of waste materials and the by-products of atomic
plants. Protection and safety measures are

very important aspects especially from the point

of view of atmospheric pollution and human
tolerance. A variety of new applications of

ionising radiations have been conceived of, such
as preservation of food materials by radiation,

medico-therapeutic applications and control of

parasitic infections. The papers comprising the

volume deal with these aspects and appear
under six sections. Papq;rs under Section I deal

with Fuel Cycles. By fuel cycles it is meant
that the reactor fuel materials have to be re-

processed and returned before it is completely

consumed. In the consumption of nuclear fuels

in a reactor core or in the production of new
nuclear fuels by transmutation, the operation

under the present status of reactor technology
IS normally interrupted after only a small frac-

tion of the desired reaction can take place

whether it be fission or transmutation. As a

result several cycles of these incomplete re-

covery and purification operations are neces-

sary to obtain what would correspond to the
complete utilization of fissionable or fertile

constituents. Reactor fuel materials have to be
reprocessed for one or more of the following
reasons: (1) to add fissionable material, (2) to

restore the heat transfer and structural pro-
perties of solid fuel elements which deteriorate
due to the destruction of the lattice structure
by the fission process, (3) to recover bred fis-

sionable material, and (4) to remove contami-
nations which act as poisons.

Further, the recovery of unconsumed fuel
and of newly-bred fuel or of fertile material
discharged from energy-producing nuclear fis-

sion reactors appears to be an economic neces-
sity because of the value of uranium, thorium,
etc. This has promoted interest in the deve-
lopment of n!ew and better processing tech-
niques for the production of feed materials and
for the recovery of spent nuclear fuels. These
aspects are presented in Section I which is the
longest, under the headings luel, Manufacture,
Production and Recovery, Fuel Cycle Inter-
relationships, Spent Fuel Processing—Aqueous,
Spent Fuel Processing—^Non-aqueous and Eco-
nomics of Nuclear Fuels.

Section II comprising of three papers is

devoted to nuclear power plant containment
concepts and design.

Section III under the title plant components
contains papers on pumps, piping and valvosi

used in power reactors and fuel handling sys-
tem for a fast breeder reactor.

Papers on waste disposal are presented in

Section IV. A big nuclear power reactor will

produce large volumes of waste fission pro-
ducts and other radio-active debris. The dis-

posal of these is a challenging problem and the
papers discuss these* and the methods of dis-

posal.

Section V bears the title Protection and Safety
Measures. Contamination of water-supplies,
shielding, structural protection and control of
fission products, limits and codes for radiation
protection and merchant shop safety are dis-

cussed in the papers appearing under this Sec-
tion.

Radiation processing forms the subject of

Section VI. In this, use of ionising radiations
in control of parasitic infection and food pre-
servation and the nuclear reactor as instru-
ment of medical research and therapy are
treated.
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The papers presented in this volume contain
an immense wealth of scientific and engineer-
ing information and the Pergamon Ih'ess deserve
to be congratulated for bringing out this volume
and making available to the interested up-to-
date knowledge in the held ol nuclear energy.

A. J.

Laboratory Manual of Batch Distillation. By
F. J. Zuiderweg. (Published by Interscience

Publishers, Inc., New York and London,
India: Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1),
1957. Pp. viii -f 12(5. Price $ 3.50.

No analytical method has been of greater

usefulness in the laboratory than ‘distillation’.

The purpose of this publication, in the words
of the author, is ‘to provide help and guidance
to the chemist who uses laboratory distillation

as a tool for analysis, separation and pui'ihca-

tion of base materials, intermediates or products,

but does not intend to specialize in the held’.

To a substantial measure, the laboratory Manual
of Batch Distillation may serve this purpose.

In this elementary manual, the author has

restricted the treatment of the subject only to

binary systems of completely miscible phases
;

and he feels that the problem of distillation of

multi-component systems can be approached

with a thorough grasp of the ‘know-how’ of

binary liquid-vapour equilibrium. The hrst two
chapters are devoted to theoretical principles

underlying distillation. This is followed by a

chapter dealing with methods of calculating in

a simjile manner flie requirements of a distil-

lation <*olumn for practical purposes. Then fol-

lows a chapter on the experimental methods of

evaluating column performances and usual cha-

racteristics of laboratory columns in operation.

The last two chapters deal with a few commonly
used laboratory columns with special reference

to types of column packing and their bearing

on separative efficiency. A brief description of

usual accessories and auxiliary equipment for

oxjerational control is also included. Thus, the

Manual, though an elementary one, helps the

analyst to acquire a knowledge of the funda-

mental principles of distillation and then pro-

ceed to simple and fast methods of calculating

the general requirements of a distillation

column.
In his publication, the author has made effec-

tive use of simple problems to illustrate the

method of application of formulae derived in

the earlier section oC the text, laying emphasis

on techniques rather than on designing. How-
ever, the treatment of tl^eory and literatuiie

reference as well as indexing in the text are

found to be somewhat sketchy and inadequate.
A few important monograms in respect of boil-

ing points at reduced pressui'es, relative vola-

tility, reflux ratio, etc., are also included in

the appendix. The book can be recommended
for beginners, whether a student or a bench,
chemist.

In future revisions of this Manual, the author
may rectify the following ci'rors which appear
in the present edition under review :

1. In page 6 (lines 7 and 8), for primary
alcohols the value is about 182" C. and not
177" C. as mentioned in the text.

2. In page 12, equation (12) should read as:

1 - X TT./P

and not as 1 — .r :::r ttJP as mentioned in the

text. S. S. Ghosh.

Volumetric Analysis, Vol. HI. (Titration
Methods : Oxidation Reduction Reactions.)
By I. M. KoltholT and R. Belcher, with the
co-operation of V. A. Stenger and G. Ivlatsu-

yama. (Interscience Publishers, New York
and London, India : Asia Publishing House,
Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. ix H 714. Price $15.00.

This IS the third and last volume of Volu-
metric Analysis and it presents a comprehen-
sive account of the theoretical principles, the
technique and the applications of oxidation-
reduction reactions.

The first chapter is of an introductory nature
describing succinctly the general procedures for
oxidation or reduction of substances and the
apparatus employed for oxidation-reduction
titrations, with a particularly good account of
amalgam reductors. The succeeding chapters
deal comprehensively with the following volu-
metric reagents

; potassium permanganate, ceric
salts, potassium dichromatc, iodine, Karl-Fis-
cher reagent, potassium iodate, periodate, potas-
sium bromate, hypohalites. Iron (II), Titanium
(III) and other strong reducing agents, with a
final chapter (Chapter XV) on miscellaneous
oxidising and reducing titrants and titrations
m non-aqueous media.
Each chapter gives a critical account of the

various procedures employing the particular
reagent; preparation of the reagents in a pure
state, standardisation of the solution, stability
of the solutions prepared, determination of the
end point and sources of error, for estimations
of inorganic as well as organic substances.
Selected references, given as footnotes, will
prove of great assistance to the research
worker.

This book is a unique combination of seve-
ral features which make *it particularly useful
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both to the beginners in volumetric analysis
and to research workers who are in search of

the best method applicable to the system under
investigation. The printing and get-up are ex-
cellent, and it provides intcresling and stimu-
•lating reading. It can be heartily recommend-
ed for study by all chemists. K. R. K.

*

Electrical Gas Discharges. By Dr. F. N. Pen-
ning. (Published by Philips Technical
Library), 1957. Pp. viii 4- 78 with 29 figures.

The research worker approaching the subject

of electrical breakdown of gases for the first

time is amazed at the mass of literature accu-

mulated on the subject for the last 50 years.

The present book brings out in a cogent form
the systematic development of the subject over

this long period.

There are not many publications on the sub-

ject that can be easily followed by a lay reader

interested in the field. The book, therefore,

fulfils a gap in such literature and gives a

bird's eye view of the present position of the

subject.

Written for a beginner, the book cannot be

anything more than the summing of the facts.

Nevertheless it does foster the desire in the

reader to pursue the advanced literature on the

subject.

The book covers in a nutshell the whole field

of electric discharges in an easily understood

language by the beginner. While describing

the fundamental facts, Dr. Penning has not lost

sight of the far-reaching practical applications.

D. J. B.

The Economic and Social Consequences of

Automation. By F. Pollcck. (Publishers

.

Basil Blackwell, Oxford), 1957. Pp. 276.

Price 25 sh.

The book is one of the series of enquiries

into the changes in the structure of society

which were being undertaljen by the Tnstitut

fur Sozialforschung’ at the University of Frank-

furt. Part I contains a historical survey and

a discussion of the problems raised by the Intro-

duction of Automation as they appeared in the

closing months of 1954. Part II deals with

the most important developments both in the

theory and practice of automation that occur-

red in the year 1955, along with some descrip-

tion of the technical methods and devices used

in the automatic process of Industrial Produc-

tion.

More and more people are convinced that a

‘Second Industrial I^evolution is on the way*

find that “machines are to guide and control

other machines’*. The conveyor belt rational-
isation is being pushed to its logical conclu-
sion. During Industrial Revolution, steam
engine helped to replace the work of the mus-
cles of men. Automation tends to replace his

sensory organs and brain—^judge the quality of

the product, decide on correction and warn the
operator that the machines require attention.

Such development may create a new society

based on authoritarian and military principles

into an Economic General Staff helped by an
electronic computer and an up-to-date informa-
tion for decision. The author describes the
feed-back theory, illustrating with practical

applications—in Chemical Industry and in Mili-

tary Science. He then discusses the limitations

of automation—the limiting factor of a com-
puter and the shortage of qualified engineers.

The savings in automation arc many and varied.

The importance of automation for underdeve-
loped countries is stressed.

What are the social consequences of automa-
tion ? Its influence will be worldwide—it may
cause redundancy and it may create a ‘privi-

leged minority*. Remedies for technological

unemployment are suggested—“Such a class

structure would be a very insecure foundation
for a free society”.

In Part II, development of automation in

America, England and Europe during 1955, is

traced. The author then defines automation.
Two landmarks in the subject of automation
are the hearing before the Sub-Committee on
Economic Stabilisation in U.^A. and the Report
of the Conference held at Margate, England,
during June 16, 19th in 1955. The author dis-

cu^'ses the various points raised in these two
enquiries, “We need a new breed of executive,

who is something of an accountant, a mathe-
matician, a scientist and a production engineer
in addition to possessing seme business know-
ledge particular to the individual concern.**

New electronic devices, automatic machine
tools, techniques of operational research, servo-

mechanisms and transfer machines are describ-

ed. The intensity of the technological unem-
ployment in various industries, compensation
for redundant workers, Duckers forecast of

labour shortage in U.S.A., automation as a sta-

bilizing force or a distributing influence are
then dealt with.

In the seventh chapter, the author throws
some new light on the social consequences of

automation. How it will affect the workers,
the structure of the labour force, their morale,
the engineers and the managenruent ? What are
the political consequences? Will engineers hold
society to ransqm ? What will the workers do
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with their leisure ? Problems for management
will become more complicated—automation
may secui’e a measure of decentralisation.

‘Concentration of economic power and of finan-

cial control over the production and distribu-

tion of goods and services' will increase due to

automation. How do the Trade Unions view
automation ? American labour is not opposed
to automation—the British Trade Unions
accept it. Is automation a blessing or a curse ?

Two different views are expressed. The author
concludes that “What must be done is to take

a long-term view and to plan for the future

with the aid of new machines and new tech-

niques. And the object of economic planning

must be to integrate automation with a free and
democratic society. Success in such planning

would mean that the Second Industrial Revolu-
tion would help to establish a social system
based upon reason”.

The analysis of the effect of automation on
industry and society is penetrating and thought-

provoking and the book* should be read by

every ‘futuristic’ Manager, Economist and

Sociologist. R. N.

Annual Review of Biochemistry. Vol. XXVI.
(Annual Reviews, Inc.), 1957. Pp. ix 763.

Price $7.00 post paid (U.S.A.); $7.50 post

paid (Elsewhere )

.

The steady growth in the volume of litera-

ture pertaining to the various topics in bioche-

mistry has, understandably, necessitated the

transfer to several sister volumes of subjects

that seemed more properly oriented towards

physiology, microbiology and plant physiology.

Also, the increasing realisation of the exact

significance of small molecules in biosynthetic

mechanisms and consequent interpenetration of

several groups of metabolic systems has created

demands for discussion of new topics and for

considerable reorientation^ of the traditional

divisions of the subject. These changes are only

a reflection of the dramatic growth of the

whole corpus of biochemistry and* of its rest-

less dynamic character. The Annual Review

will for ever continue to take a prominent posi-

tion in the shelves of the biochemist, for him
to brouse in at all times and to serve as a

refresher.

Of the twenty chapters in the present volume,

there are some which, perhaps, both in their

nature and on account of the voluminous lite-

rature handled, are more in the nature of

synoptic summaries than critical appraisals.

Such are, for example, the sections relating to

carbohydrate chemistry and metabolism, bio-

chemistry of the steroid hormones, non-oxida-
tive and proteolytic enzymes. Many review-

ers have, however, rightly, used the subjective

yardstick of personal bent and prediliction in

the selection of their material for review. This

has its limitations, as for example, in the treat-

ment of the chapter on nutrition which is con-
fined only to the consideration of certain stress

conditions, viz., atherosclerosis, obesity and
hypercalcemia. On the other hand, very read-
able accounts are provided in the contributions

that are confined to biological oxidations, che-
mistry and biosynthesis of proteins, amino-acid
and protein metabolism and the nucleic acids,

among others. Topics such as oxidative phos-
phorylation and electron transport systems,
enzymatic synthesis of phospholipids, protein

structure and its genetic control, the relation-

ship of structure to function and the biological

involvement of nucleic acids which have high-
lighted progress in biochemistry during the
recent past have received critical and compre-
hensive evaluation. An important revision in

knowledge concerning the enthalpy change dur-
ing the hydrolysis of the pyrophosphate bond
of ATP, how’^ever, receives only casual men-
tion.

In conformity with usual recent practice of

including additional special fields for review
once every few years, the present volume con-
tains a contribution on X-ray studies of com-
pounds of biological interest, among which are
vitamin certain amino-acids, polypeptides,

nucleic acids, fibrous and globular proteins,

collagen, haemoglobins and viruses. Other spe-
cial chapters deal with haem pigments and por-
phyrins, biochemistry of muscle and clinical

applications of biochemistry.

A chapter on biochemistry in the U.S.S.R. is

an attempt to justify the unavailability, to many
workers in the subject, of Soviet biochemical
literature and covers a summary of several
research papers published in recent years. While
it may be conceded that free communication
is an essential requisite for healthy develop-
ment in subjects of fundamental scientific in-

terest, one cannot but express the hope that no
necessity will . arise for reviewing separately

the contributions of a particular nation.

The prefatory chapter this year is from the
pen of Prof. R. A. Peters and, in contrast to

the objective appraisal of the volume as a
whole, makes refreshing reading. Prof. Peters
narrates in a charming way his impressions of

personalities and events in the forty-five years

of his career as a research biochemist. Bio-

chemistry is a fusion of different disciplines and
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hence the training of a biochemist is almost
that of a devotee. Hence, his best ideas may
not always occur in his twenty’s or thirty’s.

Of the future of biochemistry, Prof. Peters has
this to say : ‘The subject is probably at the

mpment more active even than nuclear physics,

so it cannot fail to be an exciting adventure’.

A. S.

The Darwin Reader. Edited by Marston Bales
and P. S. Humphrey. (Macmillan & Co., Lon-
don), 1957. Pp. ix 4- 481. Price 30 sh.

Darwin’s book, The Origin of Species, by
demolishing the then prevalent belief in the

immutability of species revolutionized Western
thought and rendered possible a rational ap-

proach to the problem of evolution as well as

heredity. In that context, his other contribu-

tions are of unusual interest, but their bulk
and veibiage are forbidding to an ordinary

reader.

The Darwin Reader is an attempt to illus*

trute hxs ideas, with the minimum of editorial

intrusion, by selections from his most “read-

able prose’’. It is interesting to read in the

Autobiography that he narrowly missed being

rejected as a Naturalist to the voyage of the

Beagle because of the shape of his nose ! It

was this voyage which paved the way for a

‘•plodding, neurasthenic, shy man” to become
one of the greatest intellectual forces of his

century.

Man> biologists may feel that selections from

his important book, “The Variation of Animals

and Plants under Domestication” could well

have replaced those from “Expression of Emo*
tions” and “Plants and Worms” in this antho-

logy, since the editors themselves remark that

pangenesis has an interesting place in the his-

tory of science.

We recommend this anthology to the general

reader. M. K. Subramaniam.

Annals of the New York Acadehiy of Sciences

—

Second Conference on^ Sulfonamides, Vol. 69.

Art, 3. 1957. Pp. 377-564. Price $3.00.

This is a monograph on the Sulphonamides

comprising of 17 articles by 32 authors (pre-

dominantly American) including such authori-

ties on the subject as G. Domagk, P. H. Long,

D. Lehr, M. H. Lepper, M. Finland, M. Ham-
burger and A. M. Rutenburg. The first article

is by Gerhard Domagk who was awarded the

Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1938 for his dis-

covery of the chemotherapeutic value of pron-

tosil. In this article after summarising the use

the sulphonamides have loeen put to during the

last quarter century, he gives reasons for the
recent renewed interest in these antibactenal
agents. This is followed by 8 articles on the
value of the cun'ently used sulphonamides in

clinical practice, including an excellent one on
the toxicity of these drugs by Lehr, wherein he
restates his arguments for the use of sulphon-
amide mixtures. The rest of the publication (8

articles) deals with two new sulphonamides

—

Sulfachloropyridazine and Sulfamethoxypyrida-
zine. These articles comprise of reports

on therapeutic trials of the.se drugs both
in experimental animals and in clinical

cases of bacterial infection. The chief

advantage of one of them ( Sulfamethoxy-
pyridazine) over the current sulphonamides
seems to be its prolonged action in the body
in virtue of its slow elimination by the kidney
(p. 450). This means that the drug could be
given at longer interval.s both in infections sus-

ceptible to sulphonamides (single daily dosage,

p. 507), and in the prevention of steptococcal

infections in rheumatic patients (once or twice

a week, p. 491). There are some repetitions but
this is inevitable in a publication of this type.

This is a timely publication when the newer
antibiotics are overshadowing the sulphonamides
and obscuring their real value. The sulphona-
mides are cheap (a consideration of great im-
portance in this country) and are now rela-

tively non-toxic. Clinicians, pharmacologists,

and biochemists interested in the subject will

find it well worth their while to read this

monograph. S. f!. Devadatta.

Comparative Physiology of the Nervous Control
of Muscular Contraction. By Graham Hoyle.

(Cambridge University Press), 1957. Pp.

viii 4- 147. Price 15 sh.

This is one of the series of monographs pub-
lished from Cambridge on experimental bio-

logy. A large amount of work has been done
recently on the comparative aspect of neuro-

muscular control, but has not yet been incor-

porated in any text-book of comparative phy-
siology. This book gives a unified presentation

of recent data, and hence i.s a very valuable

addition to the literature on comparative phy-
siology. It thus fulfils a long-felt need for re-

search students on muscle physiology in parti-

cular, and physiologists in general.

Physiology begins with anatomy, and so an
initial account of the comparative anatomy of

the myoneural apparatus is given. The author

then gives a lucid account of the electrical pro-

perties of muscle cells, when at rest and when
excited. This is followed by a discussion of
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neuromuscular transmission, the end-plate or

junction potential. The last chapter is devoted

to the comparative physiology of the myoneu-
ral mechanisms. The subject is fascinating and
the book is very welcome.

Inderjit Singh.

Parthenogenesis and Polyploidy in Mammalian
Development. By R. A. Beatty. (Cambridge

University Press), 1957. Pp. xi f 132. Plates 2.

Price 15 sh. net.

Two basic assumptions in biology have in-

fluenced our thought during the early part of

this ccntui'y. The first is, that an embryo can

arise only after fusion of an ovum and a sperm.

The second is that the zygote at fertilization

has two sets of chromosomes, one set derived

from the ovum, the other from the sperm. That

in a large number of lower animals, including

lower vertebrates, these assumptions are not

only not inevitable but even untenable, has been

shown in the work of th^ past fifty years, dur-

ing which both parthenogenesis as well as

heteroploidy have come to be recognized as

established phenomena, met with in nature as

well as induced by experiment. The sea-urchin,

the cheetopod worm, the mollusc and the insect

have all indicated that the individual could

arise without fertilization of the ovum by the

sperm and that m nature, as well as under ex-

perimental conditions, a departure from diploidy

could occur. Even the common frog displayed

these phenomena, and that was a surprise, for,

who would have thought that a highly evolved

vertebrate like an amphibian would show these

departures from normal development This

however was nothing when compared with the

report which appeared some time ago that di-

ploid parthenogenesis occurred in the rabbit,

followed by others of heteroploidy in the

golden hamster, pig, rabbit and the rat. That

a highly organized animal like a mammal could

exhibit departures from " normal development

was l^ighly interesting and offered a challeng-

ing Id of investigation. This challenge has

been picked up by a number of workers, notably

R. A. Beatty of the Institute of Animal Gene-

tics, Edinburgh, who has presented a summary

of his own work of about 10 years as well as

reviewed the accumulated researches of a few

others in the field. This has been entirely new

work, and difficult work, involving the appli-

cation of new techniques never before tried on a

mammal, temperature and chemical treatments,

and irradiation. The result has been the pro-

duction of wide variety of conditions including

triploids and parthenogenetic diploids. So far,

however, no mammal with these abnormal con-

ditions of chromosomes or development has

come to term in spite of fascinating claims.

But it .seems, with the better application of

these techniques, the day is not far off when
we can answer many obscure questions relat-

ing to mammalian development. For, the im-

plications are obvious. In man, they are medi-

cal
;

in domestic mammals, they are economic

and in the general fields of pure academic in-

terest, genetics, and problems of sex determi-

nation would come in. The whole question of

the role of polyploidy in mammalian evolution

would have to be met.

The book which Beatty calls a progress re-

port, is really a condensed amount of the fas-

cinating possibilities open to the experimental

biologist to whom mammals would seem to offer

material nearly as advantageous, and far more
exciting, than any hitherto attempted.

B. R. S.

Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences

—

Second Tissue Homotransplantation Confer-

ence, Vol. 64, Art. 5, March 1957, Pp. 339.

Price .$4.50.

From the first tissue homotransplantation

conference in 1954 to the second conference on
the same subject in 1956 (on which the mono-
graph under review is based) is by no means
a long time. However, it appears to have been
a period of marked activity in this particular

field.

Like other symposia in pure and applied

sciences arranged under the auspices of the

New York Academy of Sciences, the present
symposium should be of considerable help in

a.scertaining the existing state of our know-
ledge and in effectively formulating the ques-
tions needing immediate attention. While the

emphasis in this symposium is mainly placed

on basic experimental data, Rogers’ paper on
the “Genetics of Skin Homotransplantation in

the Human" is, a valuable contribution from
the clinical, as well i»as experimental aspect.

It is probably a piece of pioneer work in skin
homografting expieriments, with adequate con-
trol material. ,The study by Good and his col-

leagues on different aspects of human agamma-
globulinaemia, specially in relation to homo-
transplantation, pregnancy and transplantation

of lymph nodes into the agammaglobulin
patients is informative and of absorbing in-

terest. The paper on “Prolonged Survival of

Skin Homografts in Uremic Patients” by
Dammin et al, is stimulating and raises some
interesting problems.

,
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From the genetical aspect, the experimental
data oi‘ Eichwald and others suggesting the

possibility of existence of a new y-chromo-
some linked histocompatibility gene in mice is

a valuable contribution. It will help to account
for some of the hitherto unexplained cases of

homograft rejection. There are several papers
which are mainly centred around the concept

of “acquired tolerance”—priginally postulated

by Billingham, Brent and Medawar in the pre-

ceding conference. Woodruff’s method of in-

ducing a very high degree of tolerance in new-
born rats appears to be an aid for future

investigations in relation to this phenomenon.
Of the several other papers on altered host-

graft relationship, the paper by Odell et al.

on the “Homotransplantation of Functional
Erythropcetic Elements” deserves mention
because of the light that it may throw upon
the mechanism of radio-protection phenomenon
by splenic and bone marrow extracts.

There has been considerable discussion

recently on the different aspects of bacterial

allergy of the delayed tuberculin type. From
the basic similarity of behaviour of the tuber-

culin type of delayed allergic inflammatory

response and homograft rejection phenomenon
this was only to be expected. The one un-
mistakable fact that clearly emerges from this

fairly full discussion is that our knowledge of

the nature of bacterial type of hypersensitivity

is still far from adequate. This is specially

unfortunate, because as Good et al. have point-

ed out, herein may lie the core of the trans-

plantation problem. However, the wide atten-

tion that this subject seems to have been
receiving may be expected to portend some
interesting revelations during the next sym-
posium planned for 1958.

The only criticism that can be offered after

going through this fairly comprehensive sym-
posium is that the graft and the factors asso-

ciated with its character and nature have not
received the attention which it deserves by the

participants. It need not be pointed out that

the graft is as important as the host in results

of transplantation. At least this was the atti-

tude manifested during the First Tissue Trans-
plantation Conference held in 1952, under the

auspices of the National Institute of Health,

where .Hauschka , presented a very interesting

paper on the methods of conditioning the graft

in tumour transplantation. Unfortunately this

interest in the gi'aft seems to have been
neglected since the first conference.

V. R. K.

Books Received

The Wealth of India—Raw Materials, Vol. IV
(F-G). (Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research, New Delhi), 1956. Pp. xxviii + 287.

Price Rs. 25,

The Mango. By S. R. Gangolly, Ranjit Singh,

S. L. Katyal and Daljit Singh. (Indian Coun-
cil of Agricultural Research, New Delhi),

1957. Pp. xiii -f* 530. Price Rs. 40.

Chemotherapy and the Central Nervous System.

By Henry Mcllwain. (J. A. Churchill, Ltd..

104, Gloucester Place, London W.l.) Pp. viii -f

328. Price 45 sh.

High Energy Nuclear Physics—Proceedings of

the Seventh Annual Rochester Conference.

Edited by G. Ascoli, G. Feldman, L. T. Koes-
ter, R. Newton, W. Rieseufeld, M. Ross and
R. G. Sachs. (Interscience Publishers, New
York), 1957. Pp. ix -f 473. Price $4.50.

Radiation Effects in Solids. By G. J. Dienes
and G. H. Vineyard. (Intersciencc Publishers.

New York ; India : Asia Publishing House,
Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. viii -f 226. Price

$ 6.50.

Methods of Biochemical Analysisr Vol. V. Edited

by David Glick. (Interscience Publishers, New
York ; India : Asia Publishing House, Bom-
bay-1), 1957. Pp. ix -f 502. Price $9.50.

Subcellular Particles in the Neoplastic Process.

By C. P. Rhoads, H. Koprowski and others.

(Annals of the New York Academy of

Sciences, Vol. 68, Art, 2.) Pp, 245-656. Price

$ 5 .00 .

The Electrophysiology of the Heart. By H. H.

Hecht and*' others. (Annals of the New York
Academy of Sciences, Vol. 65, Art. 6.) Pp.

653-1146. Price $4.50.

The Species Problem. Edited by E. Mayr. (The

American Association for the Advancement of

Sciences, 1515, Massachesetts, Washington 6,

D.C.), 1957. Pp. ix-f 395. Price $8.75.
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Solar Energy and the Depth o£ the Earth

Since 1946, N. V. Belov and V. I. Lebedev
have published a number of articles in which
they have developed their hypothesis of the

probable source of energy of endogenetic pro-

cesses, and now they have presented their

final and comprehensive outline of this hypo-

thesis (Belov, N. V. and Lebedev, V. I. Priroda,

No. 5, 11, 1957), It is based mainly on a charac-

teristic fact in leptology (crystal chemistry),

namely, that in the minerals occurring in super-

ficial sedimentary rocks, such as the ciays,

aluminium is surrounded by six oxygen atoms

in octahedral co-ordination, with the Al-O dis-

tances of the order of 1*9 A, while in the mine -

rals of the deep-seated igneous and metamor-
phic rocks, such as the feldspars, aluminium

is surrounded by four oxygen atoms in a tetra-

hedral co-ordination, with the Al-O distance of

the order of 1-7 A. The contracticn of this

distance during the downward movement of the

earth’s crust is, according to the authors, an

important source (the effect of radioactive dis-

integration not overlooked) of energy which

produces the rise of temperature in depth, and

is consequently responsible for the processes of

metamorphism and magmation. Thus aluminium

and oxygen as well as other cations, are acting

as accumulators of solar energy, the charging

of this ‘geochemital accumulator’ taking place

in the zone of weathering, and its discharge in

the depth of the earth’s crust. Similar conclu-

sions have been reached by V. A. Saul (Geo-

chim. et Cosmochim Acta, 8, 86, 1955) entirely

on the basis of the data of thermochemistry.

Two New Techniques for Measuring Protein

The method developed by a chemist, A. J.

Pinckney, of the Agricultural Research Cfen-

tre, Beltsville, works as follows: Biuret in alka-

line solution is known to react with copper ions

to form a violet copper salt. Protein in alka-

line solution also reacts with copper ions in

the same way as does biuret, because biuret and

protein have similar peptide linkages. In each

case, intensity of the violet colour serves as

a direct measure of protein.

In practice, the . operator first prepares the

reagent consisting of alkali, copper, and small

amounts of glycerine. Glycerine stabilises the

copper so that it does not precipitate as the

hydroxide. Freshly ground wheat or flour sam-

ples are then treated with this reagent and the

protein reacts with the copper ions to form a

characteristic violet colour. The intensity of

this colour is read in a colorimeter, and the

readings are converted to protein values by
means of charts that relate colour to protein.

The other method by* the chemist D. C. Udy,
of the Western Wheat Quality Laboratory, Pull-

man. Washington, is based on a reaction bet-

ween orange G dye (a water-soluble disulfonic

acid dye) and proteins. The dye reacts with
the protein molecule to form an insoluble com-
plex—the protein is bound and cannot be
broken down in solution. Therefore a known
amount of orange G dye is mixed with the
protein. Tubes are stoppered and then agitated

to allow complete reaction between protein and
dye molecules. Insoluble protein-dye complex
and other insoluble dye in the resulting clear
sujxjrnatant solution is measured in a colori-

meter. The protein content of the Hour or
wheat sample is related to the concentration of

unbound, previously prepared.
A single protein analysis can be made within

5 minutes when the agitation step is carried
cut in a semi-micro electric blender container.

So far, the Udy method has been used effec-

tively on wdieat and barley products, and o-n

dry and whole milk. It can be applied to many
other products where protein is important.

Aluminium Soldering Simplified

Simple and effective techniques for soldering
aluminium and its alloys as well as galvanized
metals have been developed by G. M. Bouton
and P. R. White, metallurgists at Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories. These techniques employ
an inexpensive and stable zinc base alloy as a
preferred solder and no flux or vigorous abra-
sion is necessary. Joints in aluminium made
by these methods are stronger than commer-
cial aluminium itself.

Long-term stability o^^ the soldered joint is

assured by the rigid exclusion from the high
purity zinc base alloy of deleterious elements
such as lead, tin, bismuth and cadmium to pre-
vent intergranular corrosion. A fraction of a
percent of magnesium may be added to en-
hance its stability, and up to several percent
of aluminium may be included.

In soldering aluminium, it is not necessary to

remove rolling mill oils, or the surface oxide

from the area to be wetted. A single stroke

orthe solder stick across the heated aluminium
surface will cause the solder* to penetrate the

oxide and wet the aluminium. The normally
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tenacious oxide film is lifted off much like

paint peeling from wet wood. This raised oxide

coating may then be wiped aside. Surfaces

thus wet, can be joined by bringing them to-

gether and adding more solder by drawing the

solder stick across the hot metal pieces. Heal
may be applied electrically or by means of

torches burning common fuels.

This soldering technique is equally effective

for joining galvanized surfaces without a flux.

Joints produced by this method are strong and
stable {Jour. Frank. Inst.. 264, 1957, 523).

Low Temperature Physics Conference

The Sixth International Conference on Low
Temperature Physics will be held in Leyden,

during June 23-28, 1958, in connection with the

fiftieth anniversary of the first liquefaction of

helium by Kamerlingh Onnes. Further infor-

mation can be obtained from Dr. J. van den
Handel, Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Ley-

den, The Netherlands.

Azaserine II

The actinomycetes have already given man
such important antibiotics as sti-eptomycin,

aureomycin, etc., of clinical significance in in-

fections normally insensitive to penicillin. Per-

haps the most interesting of the recently studied

antibiotics is azaserine, an antibiotic procured

from the Streptorr}.yccs fragilis.

Azaserine (IT) is a complex amino acid, the

early studies of which suggested great promise

as a clinical expedient in the treatment of

malign growths. The anti-cancer nature of this

antibiotic was first observed by Stock in 19.54,

who demonstrated that (H) prevented the in-

corporation of formic acid into nucleic acid.

Azaserine, like other anti-cancer agents, owes

its therapeutic effects to its ability, therefore,

to interfere at appropriate sites in the meta-

bolic pathway leading to the synthesis of nucleic

acid purines and pyrimidines, the latter being

important since these structures constitute

significant residues in the deoxyribonucleic

acid chains of the chromatin material of the

dividing cell nucleus. By impeding the growih

of the chromatids in the chromosomes, the ran-

dom proliferation so characteristic of a cancer

cell is thought to be slowed down. Thus aza-

serine (O-diazo-acetyl-I-serine) has shown the

pronounced necrolysis of Crocker Mouse sar-
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coma 180 and regressions in the Erhlich’s ascites

carcinoma {Chem. Products, Jan. 1958).

Non-Ferrous Metallurgy

The Metallurgy and Beneficiation Institute of
the Kazakh SSR Academy of Sciences did a
considerable piece of work in this field in the
last few years.

The method of matte-smelting of oxidized
nickel ores used at present means a loss of

25-30% of nickel in the water jacket slag. Such
great losses of this valuable metal are due to

the nickel sulphide dissolving in the slag.

Besides this, drops of matte become mechani-
cally mixed up in it. The Institute worked out
the method of smelting oxidized nickel ore on
a mixture containing phosphorite instead of

gypsum or pyrite. Phosphorus ferro-nickel in-

soluble in water jacket .slag and containing
2-6% of phosphorus is obtained when smelt-
ing such mixtures with oxygen blasting. Pho-,-

phorus ferro-nickel has a low melting point,

good fluidity, and •^.separates easily from slag

due to its high specific gravity. Further treat-

ment IS of no difficulty.

The new process of smelting oxidized nickel

ore raises the extraction of nickel by and
cobalt by 30%, increases the output of the fur-

naces (water jacket furnaces) by 1 tL» times.

The Institute designed a combined furnace
for roasting and smelting weighed copf^er con-
centrates on warm air enriched with oxygen.
The tests of tliis furnace have shown that

this method of smelting makes it possible to

obtain matte containing 70% of coi>per, to in-

crease two-fold the output of the furnace as

compared with the reverberatory furnace.

First All-India Congress of Zoology, 1958

The Zoological Society of India is organising

the First All-India Congress of Zoology at Cal-

cutta from October 31 to November 6, 1958. It

is for the first time that an attempt is being
made in India to hold such a Conference and
bring all the zoologists of the country. A num-
ber of delegates from foreign countries are also

expected to attend. Dr. B. S. Chauhan of the

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta, is the local

Secretary. The last date for submission of

papers to be read before the Congress is

August 15.
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THE QUANTUM HYPER-FREQUENCY AMPLIFIER -THE MASER

Microwave electronics is full of novel

features and is a fascinating field which
in the last decade has made great headway.

I'he techniques for generation, amplification

and transmission at microwave frequencies

have had to depart from the methods of radio

frequency electronics, in oiTler to overcome
certain functional limitations of lubes and
transmission lines, commonly employed at

lower frequencies. When one is considering

propagation in a waveguide, the ordinary two
wire line transmission ideas and the concept of

current and voltage can no more be visualised

in them. The behaviour can only be under-

stood in terms of electromagnetic wave equa-

tions.

Similarly, tubes generating microwaves func-

tion on a new principle known as velocity

modulation in which the electron beam inter-

acts with a tunable cavity or cavities, experi-

encing in their passage through the tube

column, a velocity change, depending upon the

sign and magnitude of the exciting alternating

voltage. The result is usually a bunching up
of electi’ons with respect to time, and such

bunched electrons when they interact with the

cavity, transfer energy to it m the form of

electromagnetic radiation. The travelling wave
tube which is used as an amplifier in the micro-

wave region mak#s use of a distributed inter-

action between an electron beam and a tra-

velling wave.

While all the electrical amplifiers m use to-

day, including tlio above, employ the motion of

charged particles in electric or magnetic fields,

very recently a totally different method has

been discovered for amplifying electrical sig-

nals at microwave frequencies. The amplifica-

tion is achieved by stimulated emission of radia-

tion under suitable circumstances. The device

which uses this principle is called a maser, the

word having been coined from the words micro-

mave ampUficniion by siimidaled emission of

radiation.

The maser principle was suggested by Weber
in 1953 and again independently by Barrow
and Prokhorov in 1954. The idea was used in

a microwave spectrometer by Gordon, Zeiger

and Townes in 1954. In the last few years a

large number of papers have been published

on the subject analysing the theory and pro-

posing new ways of incorporating the idea

into practical devices.

Tiik Principle of Maser Operation

Energy transitions associated with atoms and
moJeculcs are restricted to only a set of “sta-

tionary states”, each of which is characterised

by a definite amount \)f internal energy. In

free atoms and molecules, and also sometimes
in atoms in a solid, the energy levels are sharp
and transitions between them can be induced

by electromagnetic radiation of appropriate

frequency. If two levels between v>?hich tran-

sitions take place have energies W^ and Wj,^

the frequency given to the radiation field or

taken from it is given by vau = W,, - W^//i

where h is the Planck’s constant.

From quantum mechanical grounds we
have, that such transitions are likely, only

when the frequency of the radiation that is

interacting with the system is nearly equal

to >'a„. When the electromagnetic radiation

induces a transition in which the atom gains

energy, this energy is taken from the electro-

magnetic wave. Likewise, when the radiation

induces a transition in which the atom loses

energy, this is added to the electromagnetic

wave. This addition is in the form of one
photon of frequency that is coherent with
the exciting wave (has the same phase, direc-

tion and polarization).

A very general thermodynamic argument due
to Einstein proves that the probability, that the
radiation will induce an atom that is in state

A to go into state B is equal to the probability

tliat the same radiation will induce the reverse
transition, that is from state B to state A. When
matter is in thermal equilibrium the number
of species in the ith state is proportional to

where ULis the energy of the ith state,

k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the ab-
solute temperature. If the state B has higher
energy than state •A, the ratio of the number
of species in the two slwites will be

N
N*

If the atoms are in thermal equilibrium at

any temperature T, there are more atoms in
the lower state than in the higher state and
therefore, more transitions upwards take place
than in the reverse direction. This would re-
sult in a net absorption of energy from the
radiation. If, however, by some means we can
get more atoms or molecules in the higher
energy state than in the lowpr, there will be
a net transfer of energy to the radiation field
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which would result in power being added to

the electromagnetic wave. This would result in

amplification, and is the principle of operation
of the maser amplifier.

• Thus, for a maser to function as an ampli-
fier at a given frequency, a working substance,
namely, an atom or molecule, with energy
levels having the requisite separation and bet-
ween which the probability of induced transi-

tion is sufficiently large should be chosen. A
suitable method should also be found to col-

lect more atoms in the upper state than the
lower. Finally, it is necessary to devise a

technique for the radiation to interact with the

working substance. A number of ingenious

masers have been built and operated but all

of them in the microwave region.

Maser Employing Ammonia Molecule

The configuration of the ammonia molecule
is a triangular pyramid with the nitrogen at

the top of the pyramid. Two configurations

are shown in Fig. 1 and these have different

energies, one representing the ground level

and the other lying at an energy level slightly

above. Transition between these levels can take

place and this is known as ‘Ammonia inver-

sion* discovered by Cleeton and Williams

in 1937. The frequency of this transmission is

in the microwave region at 24,000 Mcs. per

second ( X = 1 • 25 cm. )

.

Fig. 1. Ammonia Ifiversion,

In employing ammonia for maser operation,

the segregation of the species lying at the higher

energy level is achieved by n^aking use of the

Stark effect. The ammonia molecules, as a

well-collimated beam issue forth from a source

chamber S \Fig. 2 (a) J and the beam is direct-

ed along the axis of an electro-static focussing

system consisting of four or more electrical

conductors [Fig. 2(b)] that are made alter-

nately positive and negative.

In such a focussing system of electrodes the

gradient of the electric field strength is away
from the centre of the beam. Molecules in the

[
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upper state are pulled in, towards the beam
axis, while those in the lower state are expel-

led outward from the beam and thus physical

separation of the molecules in the two states

is accomplished. Molecules in the upper energy
level is allowed into a microwave cavity C
[Fig. 2 (a)J resonant at 24,000 Mcs.

F G.

FiG. 2(a\ Diagrammatic Represen' alion of a Mole-
cular Ampl.fier.

FlG. Focussing Klectro'Ies.

If, now, microwave wave radiation of this

frequency is fed into the cavity, the molecules

in the higher state give up their energy by
stimulated emission of the same frequency and
add radiant energy to the cavity. The radia-

tion can Induce the reverse transition and take

up energy from the cavity. This, however, does

not take place to any appreciable extent since

a continuous stream of fresh charge of mole-

cules at the higher energy level is brought into

the cavity, and spent molecules are pushed

out. Thus, on the average, energy from the

molecule is added to it. If this gain in energy

is greater than the losses in the cavity, more
power can be taken from it than is supplied.

Amplification at the frequency of 24,000 Mcs.

has been obtained with ammonia molecule as

the working substance.

An amplifier of this type can also be used as

an oscillator. Such oscillators have very high

frequency stability. The frequency of such an

oscillation has been observed to have a ran-

dom drift of only one part in 10^^ in a period of

two hours. The power output of the ammonia
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maser amplifier is low—of the order of 10~i®

watt. But the great advantage of the ammonia
maser is the low internal noise compared to

the conventional amplifiers and because of

this, amp ification of very much weaker sig-

nals is possible with masers.

Solid State Maser

The most successful maser amplifiers deve-

loped so far have been solid state three-level

masers. Energy levels in a solid are very broad

generally, but there are some atoms belong-

ing to the transition and rare-eartli elements

notably, possessing sharp enough energy levels

to be used as masers. Since such atoms are

situated in a crystal lattice the levels undergo

splitting because of Stark effect due to inter-

nal crystalline fields. Application of a magne-

tic field causes further splitting of the Zeeman

type.

In Fig. 3 are represented three energy levels

in a crystal. When the levels are in thermal

FfG, 3. Energy Levels in a Solid State Amplifier.

equilibrium the relative population in levels B
and C will be and times the

number in level A. When the crystal is exposed

to intense radiation of frequency a new
equilibrium will be established, which equal-

ises the numbers in levels A and C. The num-
ber in B however will be either less or greater

than A or C, depending upon the relative tran-

sition probabilities. If the transition prob-

ability for transition C-B is greater than B-A
the number in B will be in excess of A. On
the other hand, if the transition probability B-A
is greater than C-B the number in level -B

will be less than in the levels A or C. In the

former case where Ta,^T„Aa maser operation

of the crystal is possible at the frequency j'au

while on the other hand when TrA^^TtB maser

operation is possible at frequency

He licjjuicA

Fk;. 4. Solid State Amplifier Operating at Liq

Helium Temperature.

Solid state masers arc operated at liquid

helium temperatures (4’’ K. or lower) for seve-

ral reasons. The maximum gain obtainable

will depend upon the population difference bet-

ween levels B and A (N„/Na large). The
maximum value of this ratio is If

therefore the pojBulation in B has to be greater

Viu/T should be large? Hence, the lower the

temperature is, the higher the gain. Another
important reason for operating at low tempe-
rature is that* the desired low values of the

lattice induced transition probabilities are

attainable only at low temperatures. An en-
hancement of this transition probability con-

tributes to the noise level of the amplifier. Fur-
ther, such enhancement necessitates the

expenditure of more power to maintain the

equilibrium of population densities.

In spite of difiiculties, successful amplifiers of

this type have been censtrudted at Bell Telephone
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Laboratories by Scovil, Feher and Seidel
and by J. W. Meyers at the Lincoln Labora-
tory, M.I.T. The Bell Telephone maser uses a
gadolinium atom in a crystal of gadolium ethyl
sulphate, operating at 9,000 Mcs. The Lincoln
I<aboratory maser uses chromium atoms in

potassium chrom cyanide and operates at

2,800 Mcs. It amplifies linearly upto an output
of 10 -<» watt with a ‘maximum output of

10 watt. The amplifier has gains of 40 db. and
10 db. with bandwidths of 25 and 500 Kcs. The
noise temperature has been estimated conser-

vatively at lOO'^K.

Negative Tempehatuke Maser

In tills method the atoms are placed in a

magnetic field H, where the ground state splits

into a number of magnetic sublevels. The
energy of the ith sublevel, with respect to its

zero field value, is given by

E, -= fioQMJ.H

where is the Bohr Magneton, g is the Lande
‘g’ factor and MJ^ is the component of the

total angular momentum of an atom in the ith

state in the direction of the magnetic field, in

units of h/%-rr. When thermal equilibrium is

established, the number in each level is pro-

portional to c Now, if the direction of

the magnetic field is suddenly reversed, the

value of MJj for each state is suddenly multi-

plied by — 1. A state that had energy E^, now
has energy — E^. Thus, the population of these

states become proportional to the

distribution they would have according to the

Boltzmann formula for a temperature of — T
;

hence the term negative temperature. We have
thus the requisite condition for maser opera-

tion, namely, a greater number of atoms in the

upper state than in the lov/er.

Though this maser has got the advantage

that it can be tuned to different frequencies

by varying the magnetic field, it has other

disadvantages. The operation of the maser
will be intermittent because the energy

source has to be periodically recharged. Fur-

ther, a very low noise temperature is required

in order to obtain a large population difference

between the states.

Optically Pumped Maser

Though a maser of this type has not been
successfully operated so far, the idea of ob-

taining an excess population by optical pump-
ing process is an interesting one. The case can
be well discussed by taking sodium atom.

The familiar yellow lines in the spectrum of

sodium atom are produced by transition from -P3/2

and 2Pi/2 states, to" the ground state (see

Fig. 5). When a sodium atom is placed in a mag-
netic field these levels undergo Zeeman splitting.

The frequency that causes a transition between
the MJ = ^2 and MJ — — ^^3 sublevels into

No lieW In rao^nofic field

3/2

C

^s,

Trains ttions induced

polarized

Allowed sporiiafioflt^s

trpngificns

J/2

•-i/2

.
1/2

i.1/2

lili 1/i

Fig. .*). I'juTg^ Level-s in Sodium Ko.sponsible for the
Yellow T ines and their Splittings in a ^Magnetic Field,

which the ground state splits is 5-6 megacycles
per gauss ol the applied. If circularly polar-

ised light from a sodium lamp is directed into

the sodium vapour kejit iti thft field along the

direction of the applied field, the light is ab-
sorbed by atoms in the ground level, undergo-
ing excitation into one or the other of the -P
levels. Because of the circular polarisation of

the light, only transitions in which MJ changes
by 1 are allowed. These excited atoms spon-
taneously emit a photon and drop down to one
of the -S levels, the allowed transition in this

ca.se being for changes in values of MJ dz 1

or 0 . It can be seen from the diagram the

atoms can be pumped into the higher of the

-S states resulting in an excess population ai

the level.

This principle as stated at the outset has not
resulted in any practical form of maser but
offers promising possibilities.

Though the maser technique is of very re-

cent origin and has not yet passed out of the

research stage to the concrete instrumental
stage, its possible future applications has
aroused much interest. As stated, the low
noise characteristic of this amplifier makes it

especially suitable for greater ultimate sensi-
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tivities in the field of radio astronomy, commu-
nication and radar. Especially, in radio astro-

nomy where the signal strength is much smal-
ler than the noise of the presently available

amplifiers, this new principle of amplification

would have very fruitful applications. Masers
can be designed to oscillate at very stable

frequencies, thus providing highly accurate

time standards.

A. Jayaraman.

MAX PLANCK

^HERE are events in the development of

Physics which reach far beyond the

boundaries of science and have a decisive in-

fluence on the fate of humanity as a whole.

Max Planck’s Quantum Theory is an example
of such a revolution of thought. Twenty-third
April 1958 marks the 100th Anniversary of the

birth of one of the greatest theoretical physi-

cists of our times. Max Planck was born in

Kiel on April 23, 1858, of family Vvdiich had
produced many government officials, jurists and
scientists. When he was nine years old, hU
family moved to Munich. There, he attended

the Maximilian Gymnasium and studied at the

University for three years, acquiring a solid

knowledge of Physics. However, the real spi-

rit of research in Physics became apparent to

him, only when he first came into touch with

the work of Helmholtz, KirchhofT and Clau-

sius in Berlin.

Until 1877, Max Planck was a University

Instructor in Munich. Two years later the Phi-

lo.sophy Faculty of the University of Berlin

offered him a chair. Thus, Planck came in a

world centre qf science to work at the side

of his venerated and admired Helmholtz. Here
he advanced hi.s thermodynamic research and
arrived, thereby, at an entirely new field

—

Thermal Radiation.

From 1896 onwards Planck’s principal goal

was the theoretical derivation of the Laws of

Radiation. Entropy had always appeared to

him to be the essential concept of the Ther-

mal Theory. Planck therf turned to radiation

and discovered the famous Radiation Fox'mula

which he made public at a Meeting of the

Berlin Physics Society on October 19, 1900. He
recognized that radiated energy was not arbi-

trarily divisible, but had a type of atomic

structure, or, as Planck said, exists in an ascer-

tainable fixed quantum. The radiated energy

quantum of a fixed frequency is proportionate;

the proportionality factor signified by letter ‘h’

is a universal constant, which Planck called the

efficiency quantum—usually called simply

“Planck’s Constant”.

In 1905, Einstein took up the quantum idea.

He showed that Planck’s first interpolative

derivation of tlie Radiation Formula can be so

expanded that the existence of the energy
quantum appears to be an inevitable result of

the observed spectrum of thermal radiation.

He further showed that there are many other
phenomena of an entirely different sort where
the quantum comes under observation directly,

as light quanta—or, as it is called today, a
Photon—for instance m photo-electric effect.

At the insistence of Planck, Einstein was
called to Berlin in 1913 to a special position

in the Prussian Academy where he could pur-
.sue his research without the burden of teach-
ing duties.

Through the united efforts of Planck and
Einstein, Berlin was the world centre of theo-
retical physics for almost twenty years. Two
of the most eminent of them. Max von Laue
and Lise Meitner, also worked in Berlin in this

period and contributed to the lustre of physics
in that Capital. Students who wished to hear
Planck's famous lectures streamed in, from every
land. These lectures were printed in six small
volumes and contributed much to the dissemi-
nation of Planck's ideas. Planck was made
permanent Secretary of the Mathematics and
Physics Department of the Berlin Academy
and gave much time and effort to this task.

In 1928 at the age of seventy he retired from
his teaching position at the University of Ber-
lin. His successor was Erwin Schrodinger, one
of the discoverers of wave mechanics. How-
ever, Planck retained the leading position at
the Academy.
When the National Socialists seized power

in 1933 and began to (Jismiss many officials and
professors because of political unacceptability
or Jewish ancestry, Planck, as President of the
Kaiser Wilhelm Society, attempted to intervene
with Hitler on behalf of various colleagues. He
had no success. Einstein announced his with-
drawal from the Academy and thereby spared
his friend the humiliation of having to inform
him of his expulsion. Schrodinger, although
uncontested, resigned his Professorship of his
own free will and went abroad. The great
period of theoretical physics was over in Ber-
lin. *
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The final stage ‘ of the war brought Planck
his most severe trial. His son, Erwin, the only

surviving child of his first marriage, was in-

volved in the attempt on Hiller’s life on

July 20, 1944^ and condemned to death. Then,
Planck stood before the most difficult decision

that can confront a man. A reprieve was offer-

ed to his son i^rovided Planck signed an oath oi

loyalty to Hitler. He refused tlie signature and
his son was executed.

Planck’s house in the Gruncwald, a suburb

of Berlin, was destroyed in an air raid and

all his possessions including his valuable

library were lost. Together with his wife, he

took refuge on an estate of a friend at Rogatz

near Magdeburg. There, they were caught bet-

ween the advancing Allied armies and the re-

treating German army. The battle roared

around them for days, until finally they were

brought to Gottingen by American troops.

Planck found a new, simple home in Gottingen,

but hardly ever came to rest there since he

felt it his duty to accept invitations to lecture,

which carried him on long and strenuous jour-

neys.

In 1946, Planck took part in the observance

of the 200th anniversary of Newton’s death

(postponed), which was arranged by the

Royal Society in London, and was honoured a.s

the founder of a new research period in phy-
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sics. Honours of every sort were heaped upon
him—Doctorates of all Faculties in many lands;

memberships or honorary memberships in lead-

ing Academies
; the Nobel Prize of 1919 ;

the

Goethe Pi*jze of the City of Frankfurt for 1946,

and many other iirizes, orders and medals.
A great celebration was planned in honour

of his ninetieth birthday. However, a montli

prior to this day, Planck's health broke and
he died in Gottingen on October 4, 1947. A
memorial service was held on April 25, 1948,

in Gottingen in which representatives from
all over the world as well as from all parts

of Germany participated.

Toda3% more than fifty years after his great

discovery, the signilicance of Planck’s life work
can well be assessed. Through Planck's

thought, nuclear physics has become an exact
science, with its own law^s which diiTer in a

characteristic manner from those of the clas-

sical theory. With the passage of time these

laws have been systematized under the names
Quantum Mechanics and Quantum Electro-

Dynamics, to a perfection equalling that of the

classical Celestial Mechanics which until 1900,

was considered to be the model of an exact
theory. The Nuclear Age, on the crest of which
we stand, with all its hopes and dangers, w'ould

be unimaginable without the theoretical equip-

ment provided by the Quantum Theory.

Max Planck

NEW TYPE OF REFLEXES
fpHE discovery of a new type of reflexes has

been announced by Leonid Krushinsky,

Professor of Physiology, at Moscow University.

Krushinsky has been studying reflexes in ani-

mals for a long time and his experiments have
led him to the conclusion that animals, besides

having conditioned and unconditioned reflexes,

have a third type which he calls extrapola-

tionary or prognosticating reflexes. This type

is the basis of rational activity and of the abi-

lity of highly organised beings to conceive a

picture of a process as^ a whole, to compare
individual phenomena and foresee future

events whose causes are sensed by the organs

of the animal.

He has established that certain species of

animals and birds possess extrapolationary re-

flexes in varying degrees of development which
is a direct result of their environment. They
are innate, but become manifest when suffi-

cient experience has been gained.

Krushinsky believes that the basis for the

emergence of these reflexes is the existence in

the cortex of the brain of special neuron appa-
ratus—“an operative memory’^—wluch selects

and records the natural regularity of ceidairi

changes, the direction and speed of movements
in particular. It is the knowledge of these

regularities that makes it possible to forecast

(extraixilate) the subsequent changes and to

react to them properly.

Thus, this new type of reflexe.s, in contrast

to the conditioned and unconditioned, is not a

direct reaction to a stimulant acting at a given
moment. Mpreover, in certain cases they may
clash with conditioned reflexes since the latter

form the basis of more or less stereotyped

action.

According to the degree of development of

its extrapolationary reflexes, the animal is

capable of solving problems of varying com-
plexity. Experience has shown that an animal
compelled to solve problems above its possibi-

lities develops a nervous breakdown and sick-

ness. Overstraining the extrapolationary re-

flexes results in neuroses.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF NUCLEIC ACIDS
T. R. SESHADRI

Department of Chemistry. University of Delhi

T^UCLEIC acids are probably the most vitally

important of natural polymers from the

point of view of the living system. In several

ways, their chemistry has been far more com-

plex than that of other well-known polymers

like polysaccharoses and proteins. That, in this

diflicult field, a stage of definite achievement

has been reached at the pi^esent time is largely

due to the great work of Prof. Sir Alexander

Todd and his collaborators during the i^ast fif-

teen years and this has been recognised by the

recent award of the Nobel Prize to him.

Occurrence

The first isolation of a nucleic acid was made
Ifom pus cells and egg yolk in 1871 by Mies-

cher. He found that they were usually asso-

ciated with proteins and had to be liberated

by means of alkali or enzymes. He noted also

their marked acid property and insolubility in

usual organic solvents. Many other sources of

nucleic acids have subsequently been found,

such as yeast, thymus gland and fish sperm.

They are widely distributed in plants and ani-

mals and their existence in bacteria and viruses

has considerable interest.

At one time it was thought that there was

definite distinction between plant nucleic acids

and animal nucleic acids and that the former

was based on ribose and the latter on dcsoxy-

ribo.se. The naiAes Ribo Nucleic Acids (RNA)

and Desoxyribo Nucleic Acids (DNA) were

given to them. Later discoveries have shown

that this is not so, and both types are found

in plants, as well as in animals. But each is

present in a different part of the cells ; for

example, the cytoplasm contains RNA, and the

nucleus DNA ; and each group has probably a

different function to perform.

Isolation

As already mentioned, the nucleic* acids occur

in combination with proteins (nucleoproteins)

intimately associated with the cells. The main
stages in the isolation involve the destruction

of the tissues, the separation of nucleic acids

from proteins and finally precipitation and

purification of the nycleic acids. For the first

two stages sodium hydroxide in the cold or in

the hot is employed and precipitation effected

with hydrochloric acid. This works well for

the preparation of yeast nucleic acid. The use

of alkali has a great disadvantage, since the

nucleic acid molecule is liable to break down
during the treatment and hence alternative

methods such as extraction with hot aqueous
sodium chloride, heat denaturation and disrup-

tion by ultrasonic waves have been recom-
mended. Their purification is extremely diffi-

cult and homogeneous preparations are rarely

obtained.

Analytical Studies

We owe a great deal to the pioneering and

extensive work of Levene. As already men-
tioned. nucleic acids are large molecules made
up of a number of smaller units called nucleo-

tides. The conversion of nucleic acids into

nucleotides is conveniently effected by mild

hydrolysis, c.g., heating with dilute ammonia
at 115'^ C. for 1 hr. These nucleotides occur free

to some extent and they have been shown to

be made up of three components, a purine or

pyrimidine base, a sugar, and phosphoric acid.

When treated with sodium hydroxide phos-

phoric acid alone is cleaved leaving the other

two parts together, in what is called nucleo-

side (glycoside). Further acid hydrolysis libe-

rates the free purine or pyrimidine base and
D-ribose in the case of RNA and D-desoxy-
ribose in the case of DNA.
The basic part of different nucleotides varies.

It may either belong to the purine group such

as adenine and •guanine or to the pyrimidine

group such as cytosine, uracil and thymine.

The constitution of the purines and pyrimidines

Nucleoprotein ,

i

^

Protein Nucleic acid (Polynucleotide)

Nucleotide

I

——

,

Phosphoric acid Nucleoside

I

*

i

Carbohydrate
^

•Purine or Pyrimidine
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had been established earlier mainly by the purines it was the 9 position and in pyrimi-
work of Emil Fischer’s school. dines the 3 position. In view of the close ro-
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D-ribosc and D-dcsoxyribose were first

identified by Levene and Jacobs (1908-11) as

hydrolytic products of nucleic acids. This was
the first discovery of these sugars in Nature.

Later they have been found to be present in

other soui'ces loo. It is interesting to note that

D-ribose was known much earlier as a syn-

thetic product, synthesised by Emil Fischer in

1901, in the course of his study of carbo-

hydi'ates. He also synthesised desoxyribose

in 1913. These are probably two of the most
important carbohydrates occui'ring in Nature.

In 1935, Levene and Tipson showed that these

sugars are linked with the bases in the form
of glycosides and the rate of hydrolysis of the

nucleosides is like those of other glycosides.

They also showed that in the combination they

exist in the furanosc ring form. This infor-

mation was obtained by complete mcthylation

and hydrolysis. The resulting trimethyl ribose

yielded dimethyl tartaric acid on oxidation.

Later on, Todd and his co-workers used perio-

dic acid titration and showed that in ribo-

nucleosides there are only two hydroxyl groups

in the neighbouring positions thus confirming

the furanose structure. This is a handy method
of diagnosis of the ring structure present in

natural as well as synthetic ribosides and has

also been ingeniously used for determining the

^j-configuration of the glycosid;c linkage.

Though the nature of .the ultimate units com-

posing the nucleic acids was known fairly

early, there has been considerable difficulty in

finding out the precise manner ^in which these

are linked together to constitute the nucleo-

sides, the nucleotides and eventually the

nucleic acids. First there was the question re-

garding the position of linking of the purines

and the pyrimidines with the sugars. Gulland

and co-workers studied this problem by com-
paring the ultra-violet absorption spectra of the

natural ribonucleosides with those of synthe-

tic alkyl substituted bas^js and concluded that in

semblance between the ribose and desoxy-
ribose derivatives the same positions have been
considered to be occupied by the desoxyribose
units also.

Synthetic Work
As already mentioned, the discovery of

nucleic acids was made more than eighty years
ago. However, it is only during the last decade
that definite progress in the study of their

struclui‘es has been possible. This long delay
was due to the lack of precise knowledge of the
structure and properties of the simple nucleo-
sides and nucleotides, formed as products of

hydrolysis. A marked difference exists between
nucleic acids and other well-known high poly-

mers occurring in Nature. In carbohydrates
and proteins, the monomers are bifunctional

simple entities like mono-saccharoses and amino
acids. In the case of nucleic acids, the nucleo-
tide monomers consist of thre^ different parts

and the inter-linkages were difficult to etab-

li.sh. Further, other difficulties existed, e.g., the

nucleotides which are polar substances are in-

soluble in common organic solvents and are

very difficult to handle by the classical methods
of organic chemistry. The intensive develop-

ment of nucleotide chemistry had therefore to

await the introduction of new experimental
techniques. The important synthetic studies

can be considered under three heads.

Structure and Synthesis of Nucleosides

The total synthesis of the four ribonucleosides

was a great achievement and established their

structure. For the synthesis of purine nucleo-

sides a possible route was that of Emil Fischer

in which the silver salt of the purine is made
to react with an aceto-halogeno-sugar. This
method required the unknown (at that time)

acetohalogenoribofuranose and was not un-
ambiguous as regards the location of the sugar

residue in the product obtained. A new type
of synthesis was therefore developed by Todd
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and his co-workers. It involved the prepara- 2 : 8-dichloro-9-/j-D-ribofuranosidyl adenine
tion of a glycoside of a pyrimidine, with sub- (III, R n. ribosc unit). Removal of the chlorine

sequent completion of the purine nucleus by atoms by hydrogenation yielded adenosine (I),

building up the second ring. Though this Partial reduction of dichloro compound (III,

method needed long and difTicult exploration, it R — nbose unit) to 2-chloroadenosine followed

was successfully developed leading to the final by deamination with nitrous acid and replace-

synthesis of adenosine. The essential stages are ment of the chloro groui^ by amino, gave gua-
outlined below: nosine (IV, R — nbose).
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Adenosine (I) was also synthesised by an For the synthesis of cytidine (VI b), aceto-
extension of Fischer’s method. Acetochlororibo- bromoribofuranese (II, X = Br) was treated

furanose (II) prepared from 5-trityl ribose was with 2 : 6-dicthoxypyrimidine (V a). This
treated with silver 2 : 8-dichloroadenine (III, involves a reaction characteristic of hetero-

R = Ag) and the product deacetylated, giving cyclic compounds in which quaternary ammo-
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nium salts (V b) undergo conversion into

dihydroderivatives. The stages are indicated in

the formulae given above. Treatment of the

product with ammonia gave cytidine (VI b).

Uridine (VI c) could be obtained by deamina-

tion of cytidine with nitrous acid.

They are in each case />-D-ribofuranosides,

the sugar residue being attached at N-9 in the

purine and at N-3 in the pyrimidine units res-

pectively. The ji-torm is the stablest and tends

to be formed easily ; this is attributed to the

favourable influence of the basic nitrogen atom
to which the sugar group is attached. Similar

structures hold good for the desoxyribonucleo-

sides also, though their synthesis has not so

far been effected, largely due to the unavail-

ability of desoxyribose.

Phosphorylation of Nucleosides (Nucleotide

Synthesis)

Thirty years ago Levene established by titra-

tion studies that the nucleic acids were made
up of nucleoside units linked together by phos-

phate residues. He also demonstrated that

ether and pyrophosphate linkages were absent.

However, no further progress could be made
because of the lack of detailed knowledge of

nucleosides and the chemistry of the esters of

phosphoric acid. Before 1949, it was generally

held that ribonucleic acid (RNA) yielded on

alkaline hydrolysis only four simple nucleo-

tides (adenylic acid, guanylic acid, uridylic

ClI,
.

Cl la
I

\ /
c
\

0 o
1 I

CH—C C CH—CHjOH
I I I

I 'cH -->
1

N / r

\/Vn/
I

H,N

+ EtBr

6, R'^NII,

Vi K'==-OH VI
acid and cytidylic acid) believed to be 3'-phos-

phates. Using ion-exchango chromatography,
Cohn showed during this year (1949) that the
hydrolysates really contained 8 simple nucleo-
tides made up of four pairs of isomers. By
that time Todd and his co-workers had been
devising methods for the unambiguous synthe-
sis of mononucleotides of adenosine, guano-
.sine, uridine and cytidine. Earlier methods of

phosphorylation were unsatisfactory. An effi-

cient method should jiroceed in good yields

under mild condition's and no hydrolytic pro-

cess should be involved which might damage
sensitive glycosides. They found by extensive

study that dibenzyl chlorophosphonate serves

the purpose best. This substance reacts readily

with alcohols at room temperature in the pre-

sence of tertiary bases yielding esters of type
(VII). From these products the benzyl groups
can be re^moved smoothly by catalytic hydro-
genation.

K—C—1’<^
•

i ^OClhCclJ.1
o

VII

The 5' -phosphates were obtained by the phos-

phorylation of the 2'
: 3'-isopropylidene deriva-

tives of the nucleosides followed by the remo-
val of the protecting groups.

CH—(CnOH)2—CH-ClIg-O-^p/
N' i!i

CH
N /

1

NHj
Adenosin e-6'-phosphate
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Subsequently Brown and Todd synthesised
adenosine-2', and adenosine-3'-phosphates by
phosphorylating 5'-trityladcnosine and separat-

ing the mixture of products by ion-exchange
chromatography. They were identical with the
adenylic acids -a and -b of Cohn, but which
was the 2' and which the 3' it was impossible

to say with certainty. This was first indicated

by the hydrolysis of the isomers with an acid

ion-exchange resin. The former yielded a pro-

duct which was identilied cis the 2'-phosphate

and the latter the 3'-phosphate of ribose. Confir-

mation was provided by the partial acetylation

of 5'-acetyl adenosine to 3'
: 5'-diacetyl deriva-

tive, the phosphorylation of which followed by
deacetylalion yielded aden.vlic acid-a. alone;

it should therefore be 2'-phosphate of adenosine

and adenylic acid-b should therefore be

3'-phosphate. This point has also been estab-

lished by X-ray crystallographic methods.

phate considered to be an intermediate. The
process of hydrolysis is indicated in the fol-

lowing scheme and the peculiar reaction is

attributed to the presence of a cis-hydroxyl
group in the concerned system.
The structural analogy between those nuclep-

tide mono-esters and poly-nucleotides was
recognised by Brown and Todd and they used
it to explain the rcatly alkaline hydrolysis of

RNA and the stability of DNA (which do
not have the 2'-hydroxyl) under same condi-
tions. They also advanced the general formu-
lation of both types of nucleic acids as 3'-5

-

linked polynucleotides.

Formation of Polynucleotides

The general structures at present accepted
for DNA and RNA are indicated in formulae
(VTTl) and (IX). In these representations the

sugar part intimately connected with the inter-

• O

^ OH OAc
I

°
I III

K—CH— (CHOlOa—ClI—CHgOAc -> R—CH—C C ClI—CITaOAc
I I

H
,

H
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I I i
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H 11 U
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O
Ol’Oallg OH

I I
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i I

H H

A denosi ne-2'-phosphatc

(Adenylic acidv?)

Explanation of the results of Cohn who ob-
tained pairs of phosphates of each nucleoside

was provided by the study of the migi'ation of

the phosphate groups. A si^nilicant observation

was the lability of nucleotide mono-esters to-

wards alkali. These undergo hydrolysis readily

and yield mixtures of the unesterified 2' and
3'-phosphates along with a cyclic 2'-3'-phos-

nuclcotide linkage and bearing free hydroxyl
gi'oups alone is specified. In the case of DNA
evidences are derived from the stability to-
wards alkali and the course of enzymic and
acid hydrolysis. In regard to RNA definite
proofs have be^i more difficult to obtain but
they have been provide*d by studying the action
of specific enzymes on these nucleic acids.
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The linear structures represented above for

both types ot nucleic acids are in accord with
their properties and X-ray evidence. Indivi-

dual nucleic acids may be expected to differ

substantially in the sequence of the nucleotide

residues and hence melliods of sequence deter-

mination are necessary in order to have a com-
plete picture. In the analogous case of poly-

peptides stepwise degradation from an end has

been successfully employed for this purpose.

But the problem is far more difficult in nucleic

acids because of the greater instability of the

phosphate linkages. An interesting method has
been suggested by Todd and co-workers foj-

the study of ribonucleic acid. This involves the

use of periodate fission which will affect only

one end gi’oup and subsequent elimination ; the

method has already been applied with success

to small oligo-nucleotides.

\
P

Base—Ca'— C3'

—

\

IX KNA

As the next step the conformation of nucleic

acid macromolecules could be considered
;
this

has received a great deal of attention. Salts

of DNA can be obtained in crystalline fibre form
and are quite suited for X-ray studies. They
appear to have the form of a double helix.

Acc(jrding to V/atson and Crick (1953) they

exist as a kind of double molecules consisting

of two polynucleotide chains in the form of

right-handed helices coiled round the same axis

and held together by hydrogen bonds. The
phosphate groups are on the outside and the

purine and pj^imidine bases lie inside the helix

at right angles to tho long axis. An important
feature is that the purine and pyrimidine bases

are not at random but are hydrogen-bonded in

specific pairs. A third coaxial chain is present

ill nucleo-pi oleins and seems to be formed by
the polypeptide chain of the protein component.

I i 1 /OR
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II
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I I By'
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II
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1
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An alternative procedure for getting this in-

formation will be stepwise synthesis. This has

also been shown to be possible. Michelson and
Todd have synthesised a dithymidine-dinucleo-

tide containing the 3'-5'-in.ter-nucleotidic

linkage and have shown that the behaviour of

the synthetic material towards enzymes is

exactly the same as that of dinucleotidic frag-

ments obtained by degra'ding desoxyribonucleic

acids.

Another important recent discovery is that

of Ochoa (1955) that an enzynie system can

rapidly synthesise polynucleotides from nucleo-

side 5'-pyro-phosphates with the elimination of

orthophosphate. This is akin to the technical

production of fibre-forming poly esters and

lends support to the view that the monomers
involved in the formation of natural nucleic

acids are nucleoside 5'-phosphates.

Thi.s picture seems to offc‘r an important clue
to the way in which hereditary patterns are
passed on during cell division and also how
mutation can take place. DNA being character-
istic components of chromosomes seem to play
a vital part in hei^cdity transmission. They
have a key function in controlling the synthe-
tic processes, in the cell and this is obviously
related to protein synthesis. This function
seems to be carried out through the help of

the RNA which occur largely in the cytoplasm.
Thus the tliree, DNA, RNA and protein, seem
to be closely related. Todd has suggested a
mechanism of specific protein synthesis based
in the Watson-Crick model and the known
behaviour of mixed anhydrides. According to

this the nucleic acid macromolecule should
serve as a template to guide and facilitate the
synthesis of specific proteins.
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SYMPOSIUM ON THE
A THREE-DAY Symposium on the Monsoons^ of the World, organised Jointly by the
International Association of Meteorology find

Atmospheric Physics of the International Union
of Geodesy and Geophysics, the World
Meteorological Organisation and the Govern-
ment of India, was held from the 19th to 21st

February 1958, at New Delhi. It was inaugu-
rated on the 19th February by Dr. K. S
Krishnan, Director ol‘ the National Physical
Laboratory. India and Vice-President of the
International Council of Scientific Unions.

More than 300 scientists diivctly or indirectly

interested in Meteorology were present
Dr. K. R. Ramaiiathan was elected Chairman.
The timing of the Symp(>sium was adjusted

so as to make it follow immediately the Second
Session of the Commission for Synoptic Meteo-
rology of the World Meteorological Organisa-
tion, which was held at Delhi between Janu-
ary 21 and February 17,

* 1958. This enabled

the delegations of many nations, who had

attended the Meetings of the Commission for

Synoptic Meteorology, to slay on for the Sym-
posium and participate in its proceedings.

The delegates were welcomed by Dr. K. R.

Ramanathan, Convenor of the Organisation

Committee of the Symposium.
Dr. Krishnan in his inaugural speech empha-

sisi'd the need for the liokhng of such sym-
posria on subjects of wide interest, for better

promotion of ail ,scientific work in general, and

129
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of scientific work in the earth sciences in par-

ticular.

The oflicers of the Indian Meteorological

Department had to ]'ut forth intense effort to

oigamse the Symposium at very short notice.

Prof. 11. Flohn of the Meteorological Service
ol the Federal Repuliilic of Germany was the
only invited expert who could participate in

Ihe Sympo.sium. His papers were thought-pro-
voking, particularly his arguments that the
monsoon of India has worldwide connections
and was an important part of the general cir-

culation of the atmosphere.
The Symposium lasted for full three days.

Thirty-four papers falling undei the following
seven headings: (1) Climatology of the Mon-
soons—Surface and Upper Air; (2) Monsoons
and the General Circuialion

; (3) Dynamics of

the Monsoons; (4) Depressions and Other
Perturbations in the Monsoon; (5i Rain and
Clouds of the Monsoons; (6) Variability of

the Monsoons; (7) Forecasting of the Mon-
so(,n—Extended and I^ong Range, were re-

ceived. Discussion followed presentation of

palmers in groups. It was the general feeling

that the deliberations of the assembled meteo-
rologists led to belter understanding of the

phenomena of the monsoons in Asia, Africa
and Australia. The Symposium came to a close

at 6-30 p m. on February 21, with a vote of

thanks irotn Dr. 1’. R. Pisharoty, the Secretary
of the Organising Committee. P. R. P.

A REMARKABLE SOLAR RADIO EVENT
November 4, 1957, a large increase in solar”

radio noise was observed on a frequency

of 200 Mc./s. at the receiving station ‘Nera’ of

the Netherlands Telecommunications Services.

The increase ytartod rather abruptly at

0848 U.T. and lasted for mpre than 5 hrs., the

greatest intensity being reached at about

0930 U.T., when it amounted to apfiroximately

900 times the noise level of the quiet Sun. The

smoothed intensity level showed considerable

fluctuations with periods of the order of a few

minutes. No solar flare has been reported as

occurring near the onset of the radio event, nor

was a sudden ionospheric disturbance observ-

ed. The phenomenon manifested itself over a

considerable frequency-range in the metre

wavelength band.

The lack of correlation with a solar flare or

associated effects, and the absence of disturb-

ances on the decimetre-centimetre wavelengths,

must be considered as rather exceptional for so

large a 200 Mc./s. event. However, the extra-

ordinary character of this radio phenomenon
was particLilarJy apparent from records obtained
with a negligible time-constant.

No ionospheric scintillation of radio sources
of any importance was observed at the Jodrell
Bank Experimental Station or at the Mullard
Radio Astronomy^ Observatory on November 4.

Ionospheric scintillations of so short a period
have never, in fact, been observed in Cam-
bridge (Dr. A. Hewish, Private communica-
tion). The very short-period fluctuations of

intensity must also, therefore, be ascribed to

solar conditions.

All these facts together justify the conclu-
sion that the radio phenomenon which occur-
red on November 4 is of a new, so far un-
known type of great rarity. It should be noted
that this peculiar type of variability is revealed
only by a recording instrument with a time-
constant no greater th£fti a very small fraction

of a second. (Nature,* Vol. 181, 542, 1958.)

4
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OBITUARY: PROFESSOR M. DAMODARAN

By the death of Professor M. Damodaran last

December, Biochemistry lost one of its

great pioneers. He had long been recognised

a leading Biochemist in India. He was edu-

cated at the Presidency College, Madras. After

a brilliant academic career he received preli-

minary training in res^earch at the Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore. The award of

a research scholarship by the Government of

Madras enabled Damodaran to continue his

studies in Germany and England. In Germany
(1928) he had the unique privilege of working

with Abderhalden—the father of Protein Che-

mistry—on the preparation and enzymic diges-

tion of myristic acid peptides. Later, under the

inspiring leadership of Professor A. C. Chib-

nall, Imperial College of Science and Techno-

logy, London, he continued the work in the

domain of Protein Chemistry. During 1929-32,

he established the first direct proof of the

‘Amide Hypothesis’ in proteins, by isolating

asparagine and glutamine from enzymic digests

of edestin and gliadin respectively. This re-

markable contribution gained him the Degree

of D.Sc. (London).

Returning to India towards the close of 1932,

he was appointed first Reader of Biochemistry

at Madras University. Subsequently, he became

Professor and held the post till 1948, when he

was invited to assume Directorship of the Bio-

chemical Division at the National Chemical

Laboratory, Poona (then temporarily housed at

Delhi). Later, he assumed the Deputy Direc-

torship of the Laboratory and his retirement

due to ill-health in the middle of 1956 was

very much regretted by all his colleagues.

Professor Damodaran’s scientitic publications

are legion and cover a wide range of problems

in Biochemistry. Demands on brevity restrict

one from presenting a detailed account of his

work. During the thirties one notices his work
on proteins from seeds, viz., cashew-nut, water-
melon seeds, canavainne from Canavalia obtu-
sijolia, isolation of I, 3 : 4-dihydroxy-phenyl
alanine from the seeds of Mucuna pruriens,
enzymic proteolysis, amino acids of casein
phosphopeptone. He demonstrated for the first

lime the presence of glutamic dehydrogenase
in germinated seedlings. This was followed up
by his finding succinic dehydrogenase in ger-
minated seedlings.

Though a Protein Chemist at heart, Profes-
sor Damodaran gave prominence to problems
having economic or medical application—in
keeping with the need of the day. To this

difficult and exacting task he has given freely
and unstintingly of his time, of his vast store
of experience and of himself. He bred a re-
markably active strain of Aspergillus niger for
the production of citric acid from sugar. An-
other notable achievement is his synthesis of
ascorbic acid from sorbitol, with a 99% inter-

mediary yield of sorbose. His gelatin plasma
substitute preparation, based on a tryptic

digestion, is undoubtedly his most spectacular
contribution towards alleviation of human suf-
fering. This has been clinically tested with
excellent results.

Professor Damodaran was an expert analyst.

He brought his great scientitic skill and pre-
cision to bear on methods of separation, iso-

lation and identification in the immensely com-
plicated chemistry of living matter. His stu-

dents, and all who knew him will mourn the
loss of this truly great leader in science.

K. Ramamurti.

THE^ PROPERTIES OF THROMBINOGEN

TN a paper that has appeared in Canadian

Journal of Biochemistry, Vol. 36, 75, 1958),

evidence is given which demonstrates the exist-

ence of an intermediate, designated thrombino-

gen, during the conversion of prothrombin to

thrombin. The conversion of prothrombin to

thrombin requires thrombin, though other

tryptic enzymes can replace thrombin. The
properties of thrombinogen have been studied.

As a result of observations on the properties

of thrombin the author suggested that an in-

termediate, designated thrombinogen, is form-
ed during the conversion of prothrombin to

thrombin. Shulman and Spaet on independent
grounds, also recognized the inadequacy of a

simple conversion of PT to T. The validity of

the proposal has now been demonstrated. As
a guide to isolation attempts, the studies re-

ported were undertaken to determine some of

the chemical and physical characteristics of this

intermediate.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

AN EMPIRICAL FORMULA FOR THE
MASSES OF THE ELEMENTARY

PARTICLES

The tt.}- meson has a mass of 273 where

is the mass of the electron. It has previously

^

been pointed out that this value is very nearly

twice the reciprocal of the fine structure con-

stant, a. Thus

- 2/a - 2(137) - 274 (1)

Similarly, the meson has a mass of 207

which is very close to the value

3/2a 3(137)/2 - 206 (2)

Among the hyperons (the elementary particles

heavier than the neutron), the mass of the

particle is 2181 in
, that of the -i particles is

2327 771^, and the mass of *the S" particle, the

heaviest knowm elementary particle, is 2586

Now we find, quite astonishingly, that these

masses are related to the mass of the proton

(— 1836 ) in the following manner :

+ /X + 1 'a " 1836 + 207 H- 137
2180 (3)

y± -- p+ -f M -! 2/a =-- 1836 207 -i 2 (137)
^ ^ 2317 (4)

S- - P+4 M 4- 4/a 1836 H 207 H 4 (137)
- 2591 (5)

These relations suggest that a hyperon inter-

mediate in mass between the ^ and Z particles,

with mass 2454 and as yet undiscovered, might

be capable of existence :

p'^-|u4 3/a 2454 (6)

Taking the foregoing relationships into

account, the following formula, which permits

the calculation of essentially all the known

elementary particle masses,^ can be derived :

3 9/M - n,Ma 4 (??3 4-
2

^*2 “
2
.^ 1 ) /« (7)

In this equation, M is the desired elemen-

tary particle mass, — 2454, a — 1/137, and

n^, n., and n. are small integers or zero, and

these may therefore be called “mass quantum

numbers”.
Equation (7) can then be written

M= 2454n, 137(ri3-)-
- 2 ">) O a)

Table I gives the values which these integers

must have in order to reproduce the elemen-

tary particle masses. The results of the cal-

culation and the observed values of the masses

are also showui in the table.

Ta*ble I

The integer values vf the '^viass quantum
jiumbcrs'' and the masses of the elementary

2Xirtirlc s as calculated from Eq. (7 a)

l*.uti> lo
c:alc.

Mass
Ohs. Mass

^± • 0 1 0 206 207
TT t (7r°) . 0 0 2 274 2;3 (264)
7± (ty") . 0 0 A 95 1 966 (965)
p-' (//") . 1 0 0 J837 1836 (1839)

A” . 1 1 1 2180 2181

. 1 1
0 2;U7 2327

ull~ . 1 1 4 2591 2;>8G

For the known particles, 7 ^^ has only two
values, 0 and 1, and is seen to bo identical with

the so-called baryon number
;

tio has three

values, 0, 1 and 2, and it is interesting to note

that all four particles having rio = 1 have also

the same spiiv* (^ 2 ); n.^ takes on four differ-

ent values, 0, 1, 2 and 4, and it should be

noled that particles having the same value for

n. have also the same value for the Z com-
ponent of isotopic spin (T^).

The existence of additional particles, as yet

unobserved, may possibly be capable of pre-

diction by selecting othei combinations of the

mass quantum numbers.'*

Stevens Inst, of Leonard S. Levitt.

Technology,

Hoboken, N.J., U.S.A., Jamiary 3, 1958.

1. Nambu, Y., Theorct. /’//vf.. 1953, 10; also

Yodiik.twa S.»irnl Uhsu’ip, T-, 1953 10, 359,
an<l 1954 11,496; al n'i K.iatsa, II., J(nd., 1954,

11, 125 aud 1955, 12, 303.

2. 7r° inc-ou and neutron ha^’e masses very close in

value, respectively, to tlie 7r± mesons and proton,

as sho\\n iu f^.irenthe'^i^ in Ta ie I.

3. In this regird the 3/2 coetli-ie:U of in Eq. (7) is

Ml gg«- stive.

4. In this connf'ction it is interesting to note that when
and W3^4, or and ;/3 ~l, a particle of

mass 548 is predicted
;
and Aliichanian has recently

rep^*rted the dete tio i of particles of mass 550.
(Alikhanian ct aL, Zhur, EksptL i Teoret. Fiz.^

1956, 31, 955.)
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DETERMINATION OF BLOOD MEALS
OF INDIAN CULICOIDES (CERATOPO-

GONID^ ; DIPTERA)
Culicoidcs have been known to feed not only

on mammals but occasionally also on birds,

reptiles and even on Insects (Hill, 1947). Infor-

mation on the nature of feeding in Indian Culi-

coides is however very meagre. Some obser-

vations arc no doubt on .record but there is ja

considerable lack of unanimity. Kicffer (1910),

Macfie (1932) and Mukerji (1931) report that

the Culicoidcs investigated by them were mostly

cattle-blood feeders, whereas Edwards (1932)

and Smith (1929) consider a few among them
as feeders on human blood. One species,

C. oxystoma has also been recorded as feeding

on eartliworms (Patel, 1922), while C. anophe-

Us has been variously reported as feeding on

mosquitoes (Das Gupta and Ghosh, 1957).

Culicoidcs with t^T^ical piercing mouth-parts

appear ideally suited for feeding on animals or

man, but in actual habit they have not con-

formed to this on more occasions than ex-

pected. We therefore undertook some analyti-

cal tests of the stomach fluid of the insects

with precipitin sera, and also induced them to

feed under laboratory conditions on small

rodents and man to find out their feeding pre-

ferences, if any. Altogether 15 species have

been examined (C. anophelis, C. peregrinus,

C. palpifcr, C. alatus, C. maefei, C. similis, and

nine undescribed ones).

The observations so far carried out indicate

that nearly all the species locally available

readily take to cattle blood and as large a

number as 13 species (including all the describ-

ed species excepting C. anophelis) proved posi-

tive for cattle blood in precipitin tests. C. ano-

phelis did not react to anti-human or anti-

ruminant sera although they were taken from

engorged mosquitoes in cattle sheds or human
habitations. This however does not preclude

the possibility of the species drawing mam-
malian blood from host insects and an ex-

tremely rare incidence, of the species feeding

directly on cattle has also been described

(Smith and Swaminath, 1932). In the

absence of positive evidence ascribing the

nature of the feed this species resorts to, we
are inclined to believe that the chief source of

nourishment of C. anophelis is the haemocoelic

fluid of the mosquitoes parasitised, as has also

been expressed by Iyengar (1938). In the

mode of feeding on mere haemocoelic fluid, as

it emerged now, the species exhibits another

character in support of the view that C. ono-

phelis represents one qf the primitive forms

Currevt
Science

under the genus, for according to Edwards
(1923) it is only the primitive Culicoidcs that
feed on the body fluid of insects.

The only evidence of a Culicoidcs feeding in

nature on human blood as confirmed by pre-
cipitin tests in our observations is afforded by
a species which appears to be a new species.

We hope to describe the species soon else-

where.

School of Tropical P. Skiv.

Medicine, Calcutta, S. K. Das Gupta.
November 21, 1957.
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485.
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8. Mukerji, S., Ind. J. Med. Res., 1931, 18, lO.*)!.

9. Piitel, P, G., l^roc. 4t/i Into/n, Mcetin^y, Pusa,
1922, 277.
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APPARENT MOLAR VOLUMES AND
AGGREGATION OF BARBITURATES

In tJie course of a study of* apparent molar
volumes of electrolytes in solution extended to
organic ions, it is found that the variation of
this property with concentration shows a de-
partuie from general behaviour in the case of
some of the 5, 5 substituted sodium barbitu-
rates, probably indicative of a change in their
state of aggregation in aqueous solution with
change in concentriition. Precision measure-
ments of the densities of aqueous solutions of
the tollowing sodium salts were carried out at
various concentrations over the range 0*05 to
0-8 molar at 25 C. by the method of Parker
and Parker, i

(1) 5, 5 diethyl barbiturate. (II) 5-ethyl
5-isopropyl barbiturate. (Ill) 5-ethyl 5-(l)
methyl-butyl barbiturate. (IV) 5-ethyl 5-iso

-

amyl barbiturate. (V) 5-allyl 5-(l) methyl-
butyl barbiturate. The density at molality
m is expressed in the form d,J = do -f am +
bm- H cm'i where do is density of water at
25° C. and the values of a, b and c given below
hold over the concentration range studied.

Letters to the Editor
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Table I

Density at 25^ C. as a function of molality

coefficienis

Solute a b c

1 0-07611 -0*01708 0*00503

11 0*07599 -0*01413 0*00222

III 0*07224 -0*01865 0*00535

IV 0*06894 -0 01664 0*00503

V 0*07332 -0*01380 -0*00012

Masson has proposed the following relation

for the apparent molar volume kKV.) (the

difference between the volumes of solution and

of solvent containing one mole of solute) which

represents the concentration dependence of

apparent molar volume of a wide variety of

electrolytes- :

^(Vg) - 0o(Vo) -i ay'c

where </>o(V 2 ) and a are constants and c is con-

centration of solute in mole per litre. The
variation in apparent molar volumes of the

barbiturates considered hfre, calculated from
the above density data, is represented in figure

where 0(Vo) -~0<,(Vo) values are plotted against

These values show a regular linear rise

v/r

Fig. 1

for all the barbiturates up to about 0-5 molar

concentration as fits Masson’s equation ;
but

at higher concentrations the curves of I and

II tend to level off to a flat while the curves

of III, IV and V show a steep rise. This mark-

ed increase in apparent molar volumes of the

latter three closely resembles the behaviour of

potassium n-octoate in solution investigated by
Davies and Bury.^ It has been suggested that

the lack of affinity between the hydrocarbon

chain and water normally leads to the curling

up of long chain molecules to minimize hydro-

carbon/water interface subjecting them tr

considerable compression. If the molecules

aggi'cgate together at any stage, the surface

energy will be lessened and the compressive

pressure released causing an increase in the

partial volume of the solute.'*

The marked rise in apparent molar volume
indicated by III, IV and V in the region 0*5

to 0-6 molar, viewed in relation to their longer

chain substituents in 5, 5 position as compared
to I and II seems to bear out the above sug-

gestion and it appears that aggregation of the

organic ions of III, IV and V occurs at the

concentration indicated.

Chemistry Dept., V. R. Krishnan.
Sri Venkateswara University,

Tirupati, December 24, 1957.

1. Parker, II. C. and Parker, E. W., /. /^//ys. Chem.^
1925, 29, 132.

2. Masson, 1). O., Phil. 1920, 8, 218.

3. Davies, D. G. and Bury, C. R., /. Chem. Soc.^ 1030,
2263.

4. Alexander, A. K. and Johnson, P., Colloid Science^

1940,2, Oxford Univinsity Press, 687.

PRESENCE OF PROPOLIS IN THE
PROTHORACIC SPIRACLES OP

APIS FLOREA FAB.
While engaged in the study of the respiratory
system of some Hymenoptera, the presence of
propolis in the prothoracic spiracles of Apis
florea was detected. Propolis is a resinous
material collected by the domestic bees from
plants. The bees examined are from two dif-

ferent localities as (i) Mahabaleshwar, and
(ii) Kopargaon from Bombay State. The pro-
thoracic spiracles of this species have an oper-
culate closing mechanism as described by Snod-
grass- (1956) a»d Wohlegmuth^ (1929). The
spiracular opening measures on an average
•09 mm. in length and *06 mm. in breadth. The
operculum which covers this opening is *14 mm.
long and *07 mm. broad. Diameter of the tra-

chea which widens as it leaves the spiracle is

approximately •12 mm. The size of the brown
mass of propolis based on the measurements
of over 30 specimens is *11 mm. in breadth and
•1mm. in length. Judging from the size of
the trachea and the size of the propolis it can
be readily appreciated that the latter prevents
partially, if not completely, the entry of air
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into the body of the bee. The presence of pro-
polis in the anterior thoracic spiracles of Apis
florea is recorded here for the first time. It is

interesting in the view of the fact that blocking

of the corresponding spiracles with wax in Apis
mellifera L. results in the total loss of the

power of flight according to White*^ (1924). He
attributed similar effects when the prothoracic

spiracles are severely infested with the mite
Acarapis woodi (RennieV But in Apis florea

such a blocking does not seem to have affected

their power of flight. This is so because the

second thoracic spiracles serve as an alterna-

tive mechanism to provide thorough ventila-

tion in the thorax, a region of relatively high

carbon dioxide production. Bailey* (1954)

ignored the second thoracic spiracles of Apis

mellifera as functionally unimportant because

of their exceedingly small size. But in Apis

florea the second thoracic spiracles are func-

tional and account for the retention of the

powers of flight.

Acknowledgement is due to the Ministry of

Education, Government of India, for the award
of National Research Fellowship. I am indebt-

ed to Dr, S. P. Agharkar, Dh'ector, M.A.C.S,

Laboratory, for extending the necessary faci-

lities and encouragement. The bees were pro-

vided through the kindness of Shri K. V. Tonapi

of Apicultural Laboratory, Mahabaleshwar.

M.A.C.S. Laboratory, G. T. Tonapi.

Law College Buildings,

Poona-4, December 17, 1957.
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2. Snodgrass, R. K., Avatomy of the Honey Bee,

Ithaca, New York, 1950, p. 334.

3. While, P. B., Trane, Roy, Soc, EdM,, 1921, 52,

756.

4. Wohfegnuith, O. K. ,
Erlanger Jb. Bieneh,, 1929, 7,
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THE REGULATION OF PETAL
NUMBER

In 1955-50, I examined 76,753 flowers from

three plants of Nyctanthes aibor-tristis. The

gamopetalous flowers 'are shed nightly and

daily collections were made from 26-9-1955 to

11-1-1956. The number of petals varied from

4 to 9 with a high mode at 6.- The totals for

the three trees are given in Table I.

Table I

Total number of flowers with different numbers

of petals for three trees

Petal number 4 5 0 7 8 9

Number of Flowers 1^4 10,975 65,732 9,431 471 8

r Current
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The mean petal numbers for the three trees

were 5 *924 ±*0030, 6 050 ±: -0030, and 5* 984 ±:

•0050. The second differs significantly from
the others. It will be seen that 72' 6% of all

the flowers had the “standard” number of 6

petals. In most earlier work on variation of

petal number'*'^''**' only a minority of flowers

had the modal number. Here we clearly have
a condition intermediate between the variable

sepal number found in Anemone nemorosa^^
for example, and the selection where thousands
of flowers must be examined before a deviation

from the standard is found. My data are super-
ficially comparable with those of Browne- who
found that 77 -17^ of a thousand jellyfish Aure-
lia aurita had the modal number of 8 tentacu-

locysts. However he was studying a popula-
tion, whilst I was studying individual plants.

There is clearly a strong but not overwhelm-
ing tendency to produce the normal number
of six petals. It is reasonable to tabulate the

percentage of “abnormal” flowers, i.e., those

with a petal numbtr other than six. This is

closely related to the standard deviation, but
is easier to calculate, and its sampling error

does not involve the calculation of the fourth

moment. The percentages of abnormality for

the three plants were 25-37 ± 0-25, 26-48 ±
0-24, and 33-69 ±0-40. That is to say, regu-

lation was far looser in the third.

The mean petal numbers altered significantly

being lowest about the end of November. And
the trend was marked. On the other hand, the

percentages of abnormality increased with time
which in the first five and the 'last sixteen days

were as given in Table II. The number of

flowers produced per day during the end of tlie

season was much less than that in the earlier

part of the season. And the reason for con-

sidering five days initially and sixteen days at

the end was to reduce difference in the sam-
ple size of the two groups which were com-
pared.

Table II

Percentages, of abnormality in the first five and
last sixteen days

Plant 123
First 5 clays 20-93 ±0-99 23-48±l-44 28-021: 1-76

Last 16 days 30*75±2-16 37-24±2-44 37-61±2-30

It will be seen that the regulation was
greatly reduced in each case.

These data open up a nearly new field of

research, since previous workers have seldom
counted enough organs on the same plant to
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establish differences in the variation between
different plants, still less with time. This

applies to the work of Pearson^^ and his col-

leagues on homotyposis. Perhaps the most
comparable results are those of Price-Jones'-

on diameters of human red blood corpuscles.

Here the coefficients of variation differed bet-

ween normal individuals and were greatly in-

creased in pernicious anaemia. Attlield^ sub-

sequently observed significant increase in vari-

ance of the diameters of red blood corpuscles

of mice in anaemia.

There are, of course, a number of more or

less comparable data on the variation between

individual members of different clones of Pro-

tozoa^’^ and of piu’e lines of mice’' ** and the

The regularity with which mem-
bers of a genotype develop has been described

as the effect of developmental homoeostasis.

Here it can be studied on a very large scale.

The work is being extended to the study of

other individual plants and other characters.

For a character as well regulated as petal num-

ber very large samples are needed. Samples

of 500 flowers or less would not reveal differ-

ences of the order found. Since most work of

this kind has been done on herbs, no compar-

able observations are on record.

1 wish to record my sincere thanks and in-

debtedness to Prof. J. B. S. Haldane, F.R.S..

for initiating and suggesting this problem and

for his kind help in the presentation of this

note. My thank* are also due to Prof. P. C.

Mahalanobis, F.R.S., Director, Indian Statisti-

cal Institute, for his keen interest and encou-

ragement in this investigation.

Biometric Res. Unit, Subodh Kumar Roy.

Indian Statistical Inst.,

Calcutta-35, December 23, 1957.
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PERIODICITY OF WUCHURERIAN
MlCROFILARIiE IN HUMAN BLOOD

The present investigation was undertaken to

find out if microfilariae of Indian species of

lilarid worms may also show diurnal inci-

dence. As at present the blood for detection

of Indian Wuchurerian parasites has to be col-

lected at late hours of night which is rather

an inconvenient time *if large-scale survey in

a rural area has to be conducted. It would
solve much of the difficulty if the diurnal blood

could provide us some index for determining
the extent of filarial endemicity in the coun-

try.

With that ob.iect in mind, peripheral blood,

about 20 c.mm., of certain subjects was col-

lected in the field at different hours of the day
and night for study, and the results are sum-
marised in Table I.

Table I

Dancrofiian microfilarice count at different hours

N <) of 7 7 t) Mid- 2 4

pel sons A.M. P.M. P.M. night AM. A.M.

1-6

7

4*

6 24 19 23
8 3 ,

,

4 11

0 ,

,

nil 43 > • 48
10 .

.

2 25 ,

,

19
11 ,

,

6 8 16 • «

12 24 ,

,

34 • •

* Out of .‘•ix persons examined, only one show'ed the
parasites at the hour shown . at other hours of the day, 9,

12 and 15, the blood was free.

Blood of six persons (7-12) only could be
obtained at different hours involving the night

:

the.se patients were cither from Bankura (Raja-

gram), Burdwan (Kotalhat) or Hooghly
(Kotrung). The study shows that the micro-

filariee are most abundant towards midnight.

There are two peaks, one at midnight and the

other toward early hours of 4 a.m.

In only one patient from Burdwan out of six

examined at different intervals during the day
the blood proved positive for 7 a.m. sample.

The parasites disappeared from the blood after

this. Further study around Contai (Midnapore)

where malayi type of parasites predominates

indicated that the microfilariae are not likely to

appear again before 5 p.m., when certain sub-

jects proved positive, but the count was meagre.

The results show that the filarial parasites

although not altogether absent in day blood,

the rate did not exceed 3% of that observed

in night blood from the same locality. Iyengar

(1938) observed the s^me tn malayi infection
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in Travancorc. Observations carried out by

Chaudhury and Bhaduri (1955) proved the

futility of utilising day blood in assessing fila-

rial incidence of the bancroftian type as well,

for they found that nearly 25 to 50 times more
blood has to be collected if the parasites are

to be detected in day blood, an improbable task:

in field work. The findings reported here,

although in a small series, also lend support to

the view that day blood in India should not

be depended for working out the filarial inci-

dence ;
the night blood should form the best

means for it.

School of Tropical Medicine, P. Sen.

Calcutta, January 21, 1958.
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ON SAL WOOD EXCAVATED FROM
MAURYAN PILLARED HALL,

PATALIPUTRA
Sal (Shorea robusta Gaertn.) is one of the

most important constructional timbers of North

India. References to its glories and virtues are

found even in ancient Indian literature.b2 But

direct evidence about its use in ancient India

is surprisingly scanty. We have had occasion

to examine a large number of timbers belong-

ing to pre-historic and proto-historic times, but

so far we had not come across any sal except

in one instance. This was a huge wooden pali-

sade'^ discovered during the excavation of anci-

ent Pataliputra near Patna, which has recently

been identified by Chowdhury and Ghosh^ as

sal (Shorea robusta Gaertn.). Based on radio-

carbon (C 14) measurements, Chatterjee and

co-workers'* have estimated its age as 2115 zt

250 years. This appears to be the oldest record

for use of sal.

Recently, we have come across some more

material from ancient Pataliputra, evidently

belonging to the Buddhist period of Mauryan

age. It is reported to belong to wooden beams

used as an important fixture of the so-called

Mauryan Pillared Hall.^* This
_

wood also has

now been identified as sal (Shorea robusta

Gairtn.). Due to the great antiquity of the

wood as well as lack of any direct evidence for

sal wood having been put to use so many years

ago, its characteristics are recorded here briefly.

Due to ageing, the general appearance of the

material is not like sal. It is almost dirty grey

in colour now, but when split, a shade of grey-

ish-brown colour is noticeable in the inner por-

tion of the wood. The wood is free from any

r Current
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attack by insect or fungus. However, the ex-
posed portions show the effect of weathering
due to natural causes. From the gross features,

it appears that the wood comes from a large-

sized log, as the specimens examined indicate

that they are neither from very near the pith

nor from near the periphery. Further, the mate-
rial does not give any idea of sapwood or

transitional heartwood, popularly known as
kucha-pucca heartwood.* The wood is dense,

hard, and when cut with a sharp knife reveals

the macroscopic structure remarkably well. It

is dull, heavy (specific gravity 0-816), inter-

locked-grained and medium coarse-textured.

The characteristic ribbon-grain effect of sal is,

not distinct due to loss of colour contrast in

alternating layers of tissues.

The visibly intact anatomical structure as

seen under the microscope agrees in all essen-

tial details with that of fresh sal wood. Sec-
tions, when stained with Haidenhein’s hmma-
toxylin and safraniv O, however, are not very
bright due to rather w^eak response to safra-

nin. This indicated to some extent the visible

effect on lignin, particularly of the thick-walled
fibres. Further, the material could be cut with
comparatively less difficulty than sal of today,

suggesting possible changes in the chemical
nature of the cell-walls of various tissues. The
wood IS typically diffuse-porous and is charac-
terised by indistinct growth marks, moderately
small to moderately large vessels, 56-252 in

diameter and most heavily plugged with tyloses

(Figs. I, 2); vertical gum ducyts often arranged
in tangential bands and sometimes found
choked with tylosoids or tyloses-like structure :

parenchyma conspicuous round the vessels and
gum ducts, sometimes extending sideways across

the rays ;
diffuse parenchyma scanty ; fibres

retain their shape remarkably well, showing
dense, compact, very thick-walled structure

with very much reduced lumen (Fig. 1); rays
filled with heavy deposits, usually 3-5 cells and
up to 84 m in width, and up to 54 cells or 1,008 m
in height, «.lmost homogeneous (Fig. 2).

This relict is of great interest for more than
one reason. It gives us some idea of the know-
ledge, people of the Mauryan age possessed re-

garding the properties and uses of timber. As
one of the most durable timbers in contact with
soil, the reputation of sal is well known to us
today. This special property of sal must have
been known to them also as judged by their

efficient use of this timber even according to

modern standards. Further, a reference to the
photomicrographs will at once reveal a very
uniform anatomical structure of sal of fairly

high quality, having moderately few vessels,

Letters to the Editor
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dense tracts o£ thick-walled fibres, and propor-
tionately less of parenchyma (Fig. 1). More-
over the wood represents a mature portion of

the heartwood having vessels completely pack-
ed with tyloses impeding the entry and growth

Fig. 1. Transverse section of the wood from Patali-
putra. Note heavly tylosed vessels, dense fibrous tissue
and a tangential row of gurn ducts in the middle of the
photo ( X 05).

Fig. 2, Tangential section to show well preserved rays,

parenchyma and vessel. Note thick and daik strands of
fibres on* the left and a vessel choked vertically with
tyloses onjhe^extreme right ( x 65).

of insects and fungi in tlie wood (Figs. 1, 2).

From this it will not be unreasonable to sup-

pose that the people of this civilization knew
what constituted the best sal from the point of

view of strength and durability.

Observations on sal have shown that timbers

of mature trees even after being used for 25

years still remain strong and durable. The
specimens from Pataliputra, however, indicate

a very high durability of heartwood of sal not

so far recorded. The good state of preserva-

tion of the wooden palisade which remained
in the ground for over 20 centuries at Patali-

putra led Purushottam and co-workers^ to con-

clude that these must have had a preservative

treatment. At that time, the identity of the

timber used was not at all known to them.
Taking into consideration the fact that heart-

wood of sal is not amenable to any treatment,

their conclusion regarding preservative treat-

ment of the wooden palisade would appear to

be rather speculative. Moreover, microscopic

examination did not show any evidence of such

a treatment. From our experience of the study

of ancient woods, another point which may be
of interest is recorded here. It has been noticed

from various excavations made so far that just

as teak (Tectona grandis Linn, f.) has been a

predominant timber in important fixtures of

Buddhist monasteries and caves and other tem-
ples in South-West India, sal has been charac-

teristic in North India. This would mean that

out of the large number of species available in

the forests of India, the ancients must have
had wealth of experience to select the most
important timbers in South and North India.

Grateful acknowledgement is due to

Shri V. K. Mishra, M.A., K. P. Jayaswal Re-
search Institute, Patna, for sending the mate-
rials for study and supplying some field notes

concerning the excavation.

Forest Res. Inst., S. S. Ghosh.
Dehra Dun, Krishna Lal.

December 20, lOfi'iJ.
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XYLEBORVS DISCOLOR BLAND., AS A
PEST OF CACAO

In recent years attempts are being made to in-

crease the ai'ea under Cacao

—

Theobroma
cacao L. in tliis country with a view to reduce

the import of this popular beverage. Beeson

(1919) has recorded a few wood-borers, viz,,

Chrysochroa bicolor F., Dihamus rusticator

Germ., and Xylothrips fiavipes 111., as pests of

this crop in India. Ramakrishna Ayyar (1919)

has observed that Planococcus (Pseudococcus)

citri Risso, is the most important pest in

Madras. Recently the authors had occasion to

notice a bad incidence of ambrosia beetles’

(Scolytidae) attack, leading to the gradual

wilting of the affected trees in the Nilgiris.

Three species belonging to the genus—Xylc-

borus—are concerned in the damage. One has

been determined as Xyleboros discolor Bland,

by the Forest Entomologist, Dehra Dun. The
other two appear to be new and will be de-

scribed by him elsewhere. In general, the

beetles are about 2 mm. in length, short and

cylindrical, pronotum testaceous and elytra

dark brown to testaceous. The grubs are creamy

white in colour. They tunnel inside the stems

and confine their activities mostly to young

branches. As a result of the damage caused,

the leaves begin to fade and ultimately the

affected branch dries up.

Xyleborus discolor Bland, was first described

by Blandford (1898) from specimens collected

on Cacao in Ceylon and forwarded for deter-

mination by Green. This species is polyphagous

and attacks a number of plant species, viz.,

Hevea (rubber), Albizzia, Lonicera caprifolium,

Cassia, multijuga, Tephrosia Candida. Coffea

arabica, and several others.

The above observations were made under a

scheme financed by the Indian Council of Agri-

cultural Research.

I, P. Janaki.

T. S. Muthukrishnan.
.K. R. Nagaraja Rao.

Entomological Division,

Agricultural College and

Res. Institute,

Lawley Road P.O.,

Coimbatore, January 4, 1958.

I, Ayyar, Ramakrishna, T. V., /. Bombay Nat, Hist,

Soc„ 1919,26 (2), 621-28.

2 Beeson, C. F. C., Indian Forester, 1919 (a), 45

(2-3), 49-66, 139-63.

3. — ,
Ibid,, 1919 (b), 45 (9), 488-95.

4. Blandford, F. Trans. Ent, Soc,, London, 1898,

rt. IV, 423.
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STEGANA LATERALIS V.D. WULP
AS A PEST OF SESBANIA

GRANDIFLORA
Sesbania grandiflora or *Agathi’ is a leguminous
crop grown largely as a standard for betel vine
(Piper betel) in South India. During the course
of observations made at Podanur (Coimbatore
District) on the biology and control of the stem
weevil Alcidodes bubo, F., a serious pest of

this crop, the authors had occasion to notice

certain maggots boring into the tender shoots

of grown-up plants causing a gradual wilting

of the affected ones. These were collected and
kept under observation in the laboratory. The
adults that emerged belonged to the family
Drosophilidee and were got identified as Stegana
lateralis v.d. Wulp by the kind courtesy of the
Director, British Museum, London. This fly

was seldom seen to attack young seedlings.

The original description of this species has
been made from specimens collected at Ceylon
and so Car as the authors are aware no informa-
tion is available about its distribution. This is

the first record of the occurrence of this fly as

a crop pest in India. The adult is an active,

dull yellowish fly measuring 3*5 mm. in length
and the maggots are about 4*5 mm. in length
when full grown and arc pale white in colour.

Pupation takes place inside the stem and the
pupa is about 3*7 mm. long and reddish brown
in colour. The adults emerge in 4 to 5 days
from the pupae. The damage done by this fly

to the crop was noted to be very appreciable
and, if neglected, this may •oecome a major
pest of this crop in betel vine gardens. Further
studies are in progress.

Division of Entomology, T. R. Subramanian.
Agric. College and K. R. Nagaraja Rao.

Res. Institute,

Coimbatore, December 21, 1957.

ON THE ANTHERTDIUM IN
.

CHARACEiE
The antheridium in the different Characeae is

generally believed to have a uniform structure
and development (see Fritsch, 1935 ; Smith,
1955). The writers have studied the antheridia
in two species of Chara, C. coralline Willd.,

and C. zeylanica Willd.

The antheridium in C. coralline is very simi-

lar in structure to those already described in

the other Characeae. The mature antheridium
has eight shield cells (octoscutate) and each
shield (a) carries a manubrium (b), and a

primary capitulum cell (c). The cell that is
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to form the antheridium first divides trans-

versely cutting off a lower cell, the pedicel cell

(p), and then the upper cell by two vertical

divisions (planes I'-T, 2'-2') form four quad-
rately arranged cells

;
each of these four cells

divides transversely (plane 3'-3') resulting in

an eight-celled structure. Each of these octads

undergoes 2 periclinal divisions ultimately lead-

ing to a globular structure of 24 cells arranged

in three concentric layers (Text-Figs. 6, 8).

TexT'FIGS. 1-5. Chara zeylanica. Figs, 1-3. Veetical

sections of the antheridia
; Fig. 4. Cross-section of the

antheridium at stage shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 5. E-\ternal

view of the entire antheridium.

Text- Figs. 6-9. Chara corallina* Figs, 6-8. Vertical

sections of the antheridia. Fig. 9. External view of the

entire antheridium. (I'-l', 2 -2', 3 -3 '-planes of division;

a = shield cell ; h — manubrial cell
;
c = primary capitulum

cell
; p “ pedicel cell.)

Magnifications: FIGS. 1, 6, 7, X 290.

FIGS. 2, 3, 8, X 320.

FIGS. 4, 6, 9, X 160.

The outermost become the eight shield cells, the

innermost become the primary capitulum cells

and the middle eight ultimately form the eight

inanubria. The pedicel cell elongates and pro-

trudes into the interior of the antheridium

(Text-Fig. 7). Thus a fully mature antheri-.

dium, in a transverse section, shows 4 shield

cells, 4 manubria and 4 primary capitulum cells

and 4 similar sets together with the pedicel cell

in the vertical section.

In a collection of Chara zeylanica from
S. Africa, Groves (1931) has reported the pre-

sence of four shield cells only (quadriscutate)

.

This paper, however, has been overlooked or

not taken notice of by most wTiters (see how-
ever, Zaneveld, 1940, p. 206). Tuttle (1924)

has earlier pointed out a .similar condition in

an unidentified species of Nitella, Sundara-
lingam (1954) has worked out the developmen-
tal morphology of C. zeylanica. But he appa-
rently overlooked this point. Those prepara-
tions as well as abundant fresh material have
been restud led. The present study has shown
1 hat Groves’ observations hold good with re-

gard to the South Indian plants too. Up to

the formation of the four quadrately-arranged

cells, the development of the antheridium is

the same as in C. corallina. That is, divisions

:n planes F-F and 2'-2’ take place but the

transverse division in plane 3'-3' does not take

place (Text-Fig. 2). Thus the octad stage is

not formed. These four quadrately arranged
cells undergo two periclinal divisions and as a

result, the ultimate structure is made up of 12

cells only, arranged in three concentric layers

(Text-Figs. 3, 4); the outermost four develop
into the four shield cells (a), the innermost
into 4 prmiary capitulum cells (c) and the

middle into the 4 manubria (b). Thus in

the mature condition, a transverse section of

the antheridium reveals three concentric lay-

ers (Text-Fig. 4); and in a vertical division of

the antheridium, one finds only two shield cells,

2 manubria and 2*primary capitulum cells, to-

gether with the pedicef cell (Text-Fig. 1).

Thus C. zeylanica has a quadriscutate antheri-

dium.

The shields also look different in surface

view. In the case of the octoscutate antheridia,

the shield cells are nearly triangular (Text-

Fig. 9), whereas in the quadriscutate condi-

tion, they are roughly rhomboidal or lozenge-

shaped (Text-Fig. 5). It will be interesting to

study as many Characeae as possible to find out

the condition of the antheridium and the mode
of its development. ,
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The writers are grateful to Dr. T. V. Desika-

chary for his kind help and suggestions.

University Botany Lab., V, S. Sundaralingam.
Madras ; and K. J. Francis.

Botany Dept.,

•University of Saugar,

Sagar, January 24, 1958.
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CHROMOSOME NUMBERS OF SOME
DICOTYLEDONS

Some new chromosome numbers were deter-

mined by me in the course of systematic stu-

dies on the angiosperms. The determinations

(Table I) were based on meiotic divisions in

anthers prefixed in acetic alcohol and squashed

in aceto-carmine.

Table I

Species Family
Haploid

Chromosome
No.

Clerodendrum infortuna- Verbenacenc 20
turn Linn.

Albizzia lebbek Benth. Mimosaceoi 13
Indigofera pulchella Papilionai'e.c 8

Roxb.
Dalbergia sissoo Roxb. do. 10

Rhizophora mucronata Rhizophoracea 18

Lamk.
Croton honplandianum Euphorbiacex 10

Baill. ( Croton sparsi- {videYiOL, 1)

florus Morong)^
Alstonia macrophylla Apocyi.aceae 11

Wall.

In the list given above (Table I) all except

two species are indigenous or naturalised. The

two exceptions are Croton honplandianum

Baill. and Alstonia macrophylla Wall. Croton

honplandianum is a native of South America,

introduced into Bengal about the year 1898.^*

Material for the present observations on this

species was collected at Lucknow where it is

abundant in waste places. The plant is not

mentioned by Duthie^ and is a recent introduc-

tion to U.P. and the Upper Gangetic Plain.f*

Alstonia macrophylla is a native of Malaya
but has been planted in various parts of India.^

Material for study was obtained from the

National Botanical Gardens, Lucknow.

Fig. 1. Croton honplandianum Baill. 10 bivalents at

metaphase I in pollen mother cell, x 1,500.

The remaining species in Table I, apart from

their other uses, are medicinal.- Material for

Dalbergia sissoo Roxb., Clerodendrum infortu-

natiim Linn., and Alhizzia lebbek Benth. was
collected in and around Lucknow. Flower-

buds of Indigofera pulchella Roxb. were ob-

tained from the botanical garden of the Forest

Research Institute, Dehra Dun. Fixations for

Rhizophora mucronata Lamk. were made at

Bassein Creek, near Bombay.

I am grateful to our Director, Dr. E. K.

Janaki Ammal, for facilities for the present

study.

Central Botanical Lab., R. P. Patil.

Botanical Survey of India,

Allahabad, December 26, 1957.
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LATERAL BUD DEVELOPMENT IN
‘PEARL UlLLET’-PENNISETUM
TYPHOIDES STAPF ET HUBBARD,
IN RELATION TO ITS FLOWERING

BRANCinNG and otlier abnormalities in the re-

productive spike in cereals and other plants are

on record from early days. The earlier work
has been reviewed elsewhere.^ A comprehen-
sive review of the more recent observations on

the subject has also appeared lately.- Abnor-
malities in the reproductive spike in Penniseturn

typhoides have also been reported by some
workers.'^*^

During the course of extensive investigations

on growth and development of a number of

millets carried out in this laboratory, some
interesting observations were recorded on the

development of lateral buds and their flower-

ing. As the results are interesting and throw

light on the relationship between growth and

development, these are briefly reported in the

present communication.

The seeds of Penniseturn typtioides strain

Cumbu Co. 1, along with seven other types of

millets were obtained through the kind cour-

tesy of Mr. P. Krishna Rao, Millet Specialist,

Agricultural Research Institute, Coimbatore,

in 1949. The seed was sown both in the field

and pots in June 1952, and records were kept

of the dates of emergence of the individual

branches and the ears on them. From these

records calculations were made for the vege-

tative periods of the main shoot as well as the

branches. The m^an period between the day

of sowing and the day of ear-emergence of the

main shoots of 5 plants was taken as the vege-

tative period of the main shoots, while on the

other hand, the period between the day of

branch emergence and the day of emergence

of its spike was taken as the vegetative period

of that branch.

The vegetative period of the main shoot as

well as the number of branches along with

their vegetative periods in the pot experiment

are diagrammatically represented in. Fig. 1. In

this figure the vertical line in the middle mark-

ed with ‘M’ represents the main shoot, while

those on the sides represent the branches. The

branches emerging from the axils of the leaves

on the main shoot are referred as ‘primary

branches’. These are drawn with thick double

vertical lines and are marked with numerals

to denote the order of their emergence on the

main shoot. The branches that arise in the

axil of the leaves of the primary branches are

referred as ‘secondary branches’ and are drawn

with thin double vertical lines. These have

been marked with a letter to indicate the order

of their emergence. Thus there are two

branches that arise from the primary branch 4.

The first of these two that emerges from the

Fig. 1. Diagrammatic representation of plants .showing

number of blanches as well as length.s of the vegetative

periods of the main shoot and the branches in Penniseturn

typhoides,

upper node is marked ‘A' while the second one

emerging from a node lower to it is marked

‘B’. The period of branch emergence, i.c., the

period (in days) elapsing between the date of

sowing and the emergence of a branch is in-

dicated by the horizontal double line which is

placed at such a distance from the abscissa that

it gives the time of branch emergence from the

date of sowing. The position on the main shoot

(or the primary or secondary or tertiary branch)

from which this branch emerges is indicated by

an arrow that tefminates below a dotted line

which connects it with the main shoot in the

case of primary branches and a primary, second-

ary or tertiary branch in the case of secondary,

tertiary or further branches respectively. 'This

position is in relation to the inflorescence (of

the main shoot or the branch as the case may
be) which is represented in each case by a cir-

cle that terminates the upper end of the ver-

tical line. While the inflorescences of the main

shoot and primary branches are represented by

circles with single lines, those of secondary

branches are represented by circles with double
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lines. The inflorescences of tertiary branches
are shown by circles with triple lines and the

blackened circles represent the inflorescences of

the branches that emerge from the tertiary

branches. The length of each vertical line re-

presents the vegetative period (in days) of

that particular branch. Thus the distance of

the circle of the main shoot from the abscissa

represents the vegetative period of the main
shoot while the distanc(5 between the circle and
the horizontal line of a particular branch re-

presents its vegetative period. The marks on

the vertical lines represent the nodes on the

main shoot or the branches.

It IS seen from this figure that the emerg-
ence of the ear of the main shoot takes place

in about 65 days. The emergence of lateral

branches occurs only after that and takes place

in a regular basipetal succession. Thus, the

first primary branch appears in the node next

to the apical spike 78 days after sowing. The
second branch emerges from the next node be-

low it after 82 days. The third, fourth and

fifth branches arise after 85, 90 and 99 days

respectively from fourth, fifth and sixth nodes

counting from above. The flowering of these

branches also takes place in the same basi-

petal succession, i.c., the brancli nearest to the

apical spike showed ear-emergence first fol-

lowed by the second below it and so on. The
length of the vegetative period varies in these

branches as is indicated by the length of the

vertical lines representing them. Thus the

vegetative period is only 6 days in the case of

first branch and increases to 16 days in the

fifth branch. As a result of this the length of

the branches increases from top downwards.

The first branch is, thus, very short and the

lower ones are longer than this. The number
of nodes in the upper 3 branches is only 2

while in the fourth branch it is 3 and increases

to 4 in the fifth branch. While the emergence

of secondary branches on the lower primary

branches with more than two nodes takes place

in basipetal manner, as is thse case with prim-

ary branches on the main shoot, each one of

the upper primary branches (having two nodes

each) shows one secondary branch which arises

in the axil of the leaf next to the boot leaf.

The emergence of this branch takes place after

the emergence of the ear of the primary branch

on which these are borne. Like the upper prim-

ary branches these secondary branches also

consist of only two nodes so that there is only

one tertiary branch that emerges from the

lower of these two nodes in each case. In many
cases further branching of these tertiary

Current
Science

branches takes place and since all these branches
arise from the lower of the two nodes in each
case, as many as 4-6 branches appear to arise

from the same node sometimes (Fig. 2). It

Fig. 2. 'Ihe emergenie ot punury, scionoaiy, tertiary

and further branches in Pennisetum typhoidcs, A number
of branches appear to arise from the same node in some
cases.

is, however, interesting to note that the emerg-
ence of a branch takes place only after the

emergence of the ear of the primary, second-
ary or tertiary branch on wiiich that particu-

lar branch is borne. These results, thus, clearly

show that the pattern of branching in the case

of Penniseium typhoidcs is somehow related

with the developmental process of this plant.

Similar effects of the developmental process on
the pattern of branching in the case of Panicum
miliaceiim have been reported elsewhere.’'''-^*

The other peculiarities about the axillary

spike develoj)ment were that in many cases

there was complete sterility and also the form
of the spike varied considerably, even on the

same plant. The sterility of these spikes is of

special significance. The pollen fertility has
been found to be considerably influenced by
differential photoinductive treatments. It

appears, therefore, that the sterility was most
probably due to unfavourable photoperiod in

which this variety of bajra was growing at

Delhi. This suggests that its gametogenetic
phase was adversely affected. The very fact

that spikes have been formed on almost all the

nodes signifies that this is not a case of re-
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versal in phasic development but a disarrange-
ment in some of the developmental phases.

Further discussion on this subject is reserved
for a later date when the full data will be
presented.

Dept, of Botany, K. K. Nanda.
University of Delhi, J. J. Chinoy.
Delhi-8, December 20, 1957.
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THE STUDY OF SEED CONTENT
AND FRUIT SHAPE IN» RELATION TO
REMOVAL OF STIGMA IN LUFFA

SPECIES

The gynoecium in Lnffa species is tricarpellary,

syncarpous and trifid. The three stigmas and
carpels are radially arranged. On maturity,

the fruits have three chambers containing

seeds, separated from one another by thick

fibrous network and thus not allowing any in-

termixing of the seeds. During the course of

an investigation on the floral biology of L. acn-

iangula, Koxb. *ind L. cylindrica (Lour.)

Room., the pollen distribution among the three

stigmas was studied in relation to radial sym-
metry. The experiment consisted in bagging of

the pistillate flowers a day before anthesis, and

pollinating them in the following three ways,

almost on similar lines, as followed by Mann
(1943) in water melons:

(i) Pollen applied to all the three stigmas.

(ii) One stigma removed and the rest two
pollinated.

(ill) Two stigmas removed and pollen

applied to the third one.

Care was taken to fjvoid the application of

pollen grains on the cut surfaces in treatments
two and three. In the first and second set of

treatments, nearly all the treated female
flowers set fruits but in the third case there

was about 15^;^, mortality. The seeds contained
in each of the three chambers of a fruit cor-

responding to each treated stigma were counted
separately and their number is given in

Table 1.

It is clear from Table I that the seed cham-
ber corresponding to the removed stigma, con-
tained few seeds, while those corresponding to

the unremoved ones, to which the poPen was
evenly applied, contained a large number of

seeds. In case of fruits where two stigmas

were removed, the corresponding seed cham-
bers contained considerably lesser number of

seeds. The development of few normal seeds

in the chambers corresponding to the stigmas,

which had been removed, was due to the fer-

tilization of the ovules by pollen tubes diverted

from the stylar canal of intact stigma. This

becomes more evident in view of nearly equal

distribution of seeds in all the three chambers
of the fruits formed as a result of the first

treatment (Table I). This may be due to

equal number of pollen tubes travelling down
the stylar canal and fertilizing an equal num-
ber of ovules.

Table I

The effect of stigma removal on seed distribution in fruit chambers of Luffa species

Average seed content per fruit in

Material Type

Control One stigma remo\ed Two stigmas removed
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«
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U

chamber

chamber,

gma

cut r\

S
cl
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43 *i

e «

1 ^u ftio

<uS
B
ctfS
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% t3
C 'H
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Vi
pH

•g'i •S
(N CO

L, acuiangula . . T 5

T 9

Z. cylindrica • • T 20
T29
T31

60*4 38*4 32*6
76‘3 70*6 68*3

258*6 246*8 227*8
132*6 126*0 114*3
88*0 79*3 76*0

14-2 11*6 5*6
67*3 62*0 16*3

195*4 178*8 64*2
129*6 106*3 48*3
86*0 83*3 19*0

42*4 13*0 9*8
64*6 16*6 10*6

222*6 56*6 39*6
141*0 69*0 33*0
76*6 19*0 13*3
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Large differences in seed chambers observed
in the above table are associated with differ-

ences in the fruit size. The fruit shape, how-
ever, appears to be influenced more by relative

number of seeds per chamber than by total

number of seeds. A marked variation in shape

•was noticed in the long-fruited strains of T 5,

T9 and T31. The side on which the stigma

was intact showed a normal surface but the

treated side showed a depressed or curved sui*-

face. The depression happened to be more in

the treatments in which two stigmas were re-

moved (Fig. 1).

FlO. 1. A, Normal; 11, One stigma cut; f*, Two
stigmas cut.

It is, thus, clear that the removal of one or

two of the three stigmas prior to pollination,

and the consequential inequality of pollen dis-

tribution on the respective stigmatic surfaces,

results in the distortion of normal fruit shape

in the above two species of Luffa.

Govt. Horticultural Res, S. N. Singh.

Inst., Saharanpur,

U.P., December 24, 1957.

1. Mann, L. K., " Fruit .shape of water melons as

affected by placement of pollen on stigma,” Sof.

Gas., 1943,105, 257-62. ^

PRIMITIVE FEATURES IN THE
ALIMENTARY CANAL OF GADUSIA

CHAPRA (HAMILTON)
Morpho-histological studies of the digestive

tube of fishes have been worked out in most

of the groups of Teleostei. It is rather strange

that Clupeidae, being the most primitive family,

has received very scanty attention from the

Ichthyologists. But for the stray works of

Stirling (1884)1 on herring and on gizzard

shad, Dorosoma capedianum by Wier and

r Current
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Churchill (1945),- no detailed literature exists.

With this view the present work has been taken
up which has shown some interesting and pri-

mitive features.

Depending upon the presence and absence of

the taste buds, the fishes are supposed to be-

long to a gi*oup which apply their sense of

taste in selecting their food or to another group
which are blind-feeders. In case of Gadusia
chapra (Hamilton), the taste buds are entirely

wanting and one would natuially assume it

to be a blind-feeder. But the study of the

food contents in the stomach indicates that it

is strictly a plankton-feeder and accordingly,

as has been shown by Al-Hussaini (1947),^* the

gill rakers are very closely set on the bran-

chial arches. The rakers arc very well adapted
for .straining microscopic plankton from the

water in a sieve-like fashion. This shows that

the fish does apply some sense in selecting its

food.

Over the dorsal surface of the snout, thei'e

is a rich concentration of nerve cells. Such
concentrations are also present on the epithe-

lium of the lip, tongue, pharynx and the oeso-

phagus. The intensity of the concentration is

highest on the lip (Fig. A). The histological

Fig. a. d^ateral view of the head of Gadusta chapra to
show the distribution of the neive cells over the snout, lip

and the tongue.

Fig. B. One of the nerve cells under microscope {low
power).

{b.c. ~ cell body; d. — dendrites; n.c. = neuroglia cells.]

study shows that these nerve cells are present

just below the mucosal epithelium, starting

from the lip to the oesophagus. These cells are

neuroglia cells which together with their pro-

cesses, the dendrites, constitute the ground-
substance in which the nervous elements lie

embedded (Fig. B).
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A very simple method had been adopted to

demonstrate these nerve cells. A portion of

the epithelium had been taken out from the
anterior part of the buccal cavity (lower jaw)
and the tongue with its supporting cartilage.

They were treated with 10% KOH for abou;
15 minutes. Then they were washed thoroughly

in water, dehydrated, cleared and mounted
without staining.

Clupeidae is the most primitive family of

Teleostei and these nerve concentrations show
a very interesting and primitive stage in the

origin of the taste buds. In Gadusia chapr'i

(Hamilton), the nerve concentrations are there

on the lips, tongue, pharynx and oesophagus

but the ta.stc buds have not yet originated and
become specialised in the mucosal epithelium.

These nerve cells are responsible for carrying

the gustatory sense to the brain and hence tho

iish is not a blind-feeder. Fishes are known
where the taste buds occur from the buccal

cavity to the oesophageal region. Further work
is in progress and the detailed account will be

published elsewhere.

Zoology Dept., P. N. Srivastava.

University of Allahabad,

January 15, 1958.

1. Stirling, W., A\p.S<oi, /'/.»//., 1884,2, 81.

2. Wier, H. C. and Cliunhill, K. 1*,, S, Dakota
Acad, 1945, 25, 384.

3. AMlussaini, A. W./jour, Morph., 1947,80, 26l.

ROOTS ON An internode in
SUGARCANE

While the occurrence of secondary meristem

in internod al region resulting in the develop-

ment of callus of various shapes and sizes was

noted in sugarcane by some workers,h- others*^'^

were able to produce such tissues artificially

in several cases. Formation of roots on a por-

tion other than the rootzone in sugarcane is

extremely rare although in coconut they were

mentioned to have appeared on old sterns.^*

The abnormality reported in this note was
found in a stalk of Co. 302 at the Sugarcane

Sub-Station, Karnal, in December 1949, and is

preserved at the Sugarcane Breeding Institute,

Coimbatore.

In this interesting case, 24 roots, inclusive of

rudimentary ones, were seen developing from

the callus on one of the internodes (Figs. la.

b). Coming out as they did from a small area,

they were overcrowded and irregularly formed

as against those usually formed in root zones

from 50-75 root eyes which are arranged in

regular rows. While some of these internodal

roots attained a length of 5 cm. there was no

Fig. 1

Roots from the internode of Co. 802 (Photograph and
pen and ink sketch of the same specimen).

formation of I'oots at either nodes immediately
below or above the callus.

Central Coconut T. A. Davis.'^*

Res. Station,

Kayangulam (Kerala),

September 27, 1957.

* Previously working at the Sugarcane Substation.
Karnal.

1. Barber, C. A., Memoirs Dept. Agric, (Madras), Dot.
AmVj, 1919, 9(2), 56.

2. Martin. J. F., Proc. Intcrnat. Soc., Sugarcane Tech'
nologists' Aith Cong., 1932.

3. Ibid,, 0th Cong., 1938, 461-67.

4. Munzik, T. J. and LaRue, C. D., Science, 1952. 116,
689-91.

5. Menon, K. P. V., Davis, T. A., Anandan, A. P. and
Filial, N. G., /ndian Coconut 1955, 8, 79-91.
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CYTOLOGY OF DIPLAZIOPSIS
JAVANICA

Diplaziopsis C. Chr. (= Allantodia Wallich) is

a problematic genus amongst leptosporangiate
ferns. It has undergone many systematic
changes. Bower^ treats it provisionally along
with his ‘Asplenoid Ferns’. Christensen- revis-

ed his opinion to giv6 it a generic status and
treats as ‘a group of ferns with areolate veins*

under Diplazmm. Ching*^ and Dickason^ place
the genus in tribe Athyrieae of Family Asple-
niaceae. Copeland'* includes Diplaziopsis in his

Family Aspidiaceae and accords it a position

near Athyrium just at the end of the family.

Holttum'* in presenting a new classification of

ferns does not refer to this genus.

Fig. 1 bpore moiher-v-eil ot DtpLiztopsis javatuca show
ing « ~ 41, X 970.

Fig. 2. Explanatory (iiagram to Fig. 1, from a bleach-
ed photograph, X 970.

Diplaziopsis is essentially an old world
genus with only two living representatives,

namely, D. javanica (Bl.) C. Chr. and D. cat?a-

rCurrent
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leriana (Christ) C. Chr.s.J* The former is a
type species of the genus and the latter is a
native of China only,^ While the detailed

studies on anatomy, development of sorus and
gametophytes are in hand, the present report
aims to record the chromosome number of

Diplaziopsis javanica. The basic number for

the genus is unrecorded so far.

The species is reported from Eastern Hima-
layas, South India and Burma. Material for

the present study was collected from Darjee-
ling area from different localities during the

months of July and August. Usual aceto-car-

mine squashes were prepared after fixing in

Carnoy s Fluid for 24-48 hours. During meio-
sis 41 bivalents were unmistakably counted in

several spore mother-cells of specimens from
different localities (Figs. 1-2). The divisions

are regular resulting in 64 well-filled viable

bilateral spores with distinct perisporium.

It is noteworthy that to whatever family
Diplaziopsis has teen assigned, it has always
been grouped with Athyrium and Diplazium.
Furthermore, Diplazhirn has been united with
Athyrium by both Copeland''* and Holttum,^^ but
it is retained as a separate genus by Manton
and Sledge^ on the ground that it differs con-
sistently from Athyrium in having 41 as the

base number whereas the base number in the
latter genus is 40. The presence of n =: 41 in

Diplazium (cf. Manton and Sledge^) and
Diplaziopsis (this report) proves the close

relationship of these two gqpera already estab-

lished on morphological grounds and their dis-

tinctness from Athyrium.

I am indebted to Professor P. N. Mehra for

his helpful criticism and encouragement, and
to Mr. R. S. Pathania for the microphotograph.

Dept, of Botany, S. S. Bir.

Panjab University,

Amritsar, December 12, 1957.

1. F. O., The Ferns, Camb. Univ. Pres.s, 1928,
3.

2. Christensen, C., Filictnce in Verdoorn’s Manu.il of
Ptcridologv., 1938, Hague.

3. Ching, R C., Siinyfitsenia, 1940,5, 201-70.
4 Dukason, F. G., Ohio Jour Set., 1946,46, 73-141.
6, Cop hnd. K. B,, Genera Filicum, Waltham, Mass.,

U.S.A., 1947.

6. IlolUum, R. E., Biological Review, 1949. 24, 267-96.
7. Manton, I. and Sledge. W. A., Phil. Trans. Roy.

Soc., London, 1954, 238 B, 127-85.
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Advances in Nuclear Engineering, Vol. II. Co-

ordinating Editors: John R. Dunning and

Bruce R. Prentice. (Pergamon Press, Ltd.,

London W. 1), 1957. Pp. vii + 581. Price

£ 7-7-0.

Volume II is the outcome of the Second

Nuclear Engineering and Science Congress as

Volume I. It comprises of 74 papers which in

the main deal with Reactor Design, Metallur-

gical Instrumentation and other engineering

problems in the field of reactor technology. The

papers are presented under nine sections.

Section I deals under the title ‘Reactor Design

the aspect of power generation with closed

cycle gas turbines, the details of the Engineer-

ing Test Reactor at the National Reactor Test-

ing Station in Idaho and Stress-corrosion crack-

ing problems.

In Section II under reactor core design, two

papers discuss the control systems employed in

reactors. The control of a reactor is based upon

introducing a material with good engineering

properties having a high neutron capture cross-

section. Relatively few elements are available

for the purpose and these are Boron, Cadmium,

Hafnium, Gadolinium, Samarium and Euro-

pium. The properties of these materials are

discussed.

In Section III ^he operational problems met

with in a homogeneous test reactor and a pres-

surised water reactor plant are discussed.

In Section JV under the title Educational Use

of Reactors are described some low power re-

actors which can be installed in laboratories

for instructional purposes. Two of the reactors

dealt with are the small 5-watt laboratory re-

actor and a portable polyethylene-moderated

training and research reactor.

In Section V which bears the title Metal-

lurgy, 18 papers are presented u^der three

subheadings: (1) Uranium Metallurgy and

Radiation Effects, (2) Metallurgy of Reactor

Materials, (3) Metallurgy of Uranium-Zirco-

nium and Uranium-Niobium Alloys.

Zirconium base alloys, uranium and uranium

alloys form the major portion of this Section.

Corrosion I'esistance properties, transformation

properties, effect of radiation on the physical

properties of these materials are elaborately

discussed in the papers. These are richly illus-

trated with microstructure photographs. A
couple of papers deal with the aspects of

mechanical properties of these alloys.

Section VI under the heading Natural Re-
sources contains 8 papers on the mineralogicai;

geochemical and geological aspects of uranium
bearing deposits and zirconium sources.

Section VII entitled Instrumentation is divid-

ed into three parts, namely, Reactor plant in-

strumentation, Reactor control and simulators

and Reactor instrumentation development. Six-

teen papers in all fall under these three head-
ings.

In the general field of reactor instrumenta-
tion, four functions are to be fulfilled, viz., health

safety, monitoring, control and the protection

of nuclear reactors. Until the last three func-
tions are fulfilled, the reactor cannot be safely

used as either a neutron source or as a critical

assembly. The first-named one is even more
important from the health safety point of view
of the operators. After these objectives are ful-

filled, the programme is shifted to an experi-

mental function. The papers presented deal

with these aspects and the instrumentation part

of some working reactors are discussed. The
development of suitable electronic and electri-

cal devices are also dealt with.

Section VIII deals with one of the most im-
portant engineering aspects of reactor techno-

logy, namely, Heat Transfer. The papers in

this Section fall under three subdivisions again,

viz., Primary Coolant Systems, Heat Transfer

and Heat Evolution, and Problems Related to

Heat Transfer.

In the last Section IX, preliminary consi-

deration of standardization in the nuclear field

and the need for it is discussed.

Volume II, as Volume I, is very well got-up

and presents a wealth of information to engi-

neers and metallurgists working in the field of

reactor technology. A. J.
I

Progress in Nuclear Physics, Vol. V. Edited by
O. R. Frisch. (Pergamon Press), 1956,

Pp. vii -f 325. Price £ 4.00.

Volume V of Progress in Nuclear Physics

contains a very readable collection of review
articles dealing with fields of activity in nuclear

physics which are all of topical interest. This

volume maintains the high level set in the ear-

lier issues. The articles are well written and
have excellent bibliographies. The printing

(both of text and diagrams), conforms to the

usual excellent standar&s of Pergamon Press.
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The one adverse criticism which must be level-
led against this and some other members of

the growing family of review journals is that

the prices are so high that only libraries and
perhaps a handful of research workers can
afford to buy them. That these review journals
are doing an excellent job and that they fulfil

a real need and should therefore be available
to the larger body of 'scientists is implicit in

the above criticism.

The emphasis in this volume is slightly to-

wards experiment. There are four articles

which deal entirely with experimental methods
and techniques. One, a comprehensive review,
deals with organic scintillators. Another dis-

cusses new trends in electronic circuits used in

nuclear physics research
; the use of decimal

counting tubes (dekatrons, trochotrons and
ribbon beam tubes) which make it possible to

build scaling units without complex scaling

circuits and electromechanical devices, are
dealt with in this, as also transistorization of

circuits. The article on the bubble chamber
certainly gives one a feeling for this new tool,

which probably has had as much of an impact
on the development of particle physics as the

nuclear research emulsion. The importance of

a technique of this description as visualized by
its inventor, Glaser, and the principles under-
lying its operation are well brought out. It

is unlikely that any revolutionary develop-

ments will now take place in this technique :

the trend is to build “bigger and better^’ cham-
bers. For a long time to come therefore, this

article will be of use to non-specialists as an
introduction to this field. The other experi-

mental article is on the accurate determination

of nuclear reaction energies.

There are three theoretical surveys. The
article on the neutrino is of particular inter-

est. It is well written and gives the experi-

mental evidence for the neutrino and the

theoretical position as existed in early 1956.

The discovery of free neutrinos apparently

rounded off the subjcTct. No indication was
available then of the tremendous change that

was to come over the whole held of /?-ray

phenomena (and concerning the neutrino in

particular) as a result of the discovery of non-
conservation of parity in weak interactions.

The word peu-ity is used in this survey only

with reference to the Gamow, Teller and Fermi
selection rules. Even in the present situation,

most of the article stands unchanged and serves

as a good introduction to the earlier work.
The other two theoretical articles deal with the

inelastic scattering of fast neutrons and with

nuclear size. A considerable amount of work
has been done in both fields in the past few
years. Two completely new electrical methods
have been used to determine nuclear radii.

Both yield a value r^, =rl‘2x lO-i-^cm.; is a

constant in the equation for the nuclear radius,

Rrr r^^Ai
,
(A being the number of nucleons

in the nucleus). About four years ago was
believed to be --- 1*46 x 10 '‘’»cm, A discussion

of the concept of nuclear size as determined by
diAerent methods shows tliat there is consist-

ency amongst the various values.

1‘he majority of articles in this and in pre-

vious volumes of this journal have been writ-

ten by scientists Irom the U.K. Atomic Energy

Research Establishment, Harwell. This is an
indication of the trend to shift nuclear physics

from Universities and concentrate it at Har-
well. M. G. K. Menon.

Phenazines. By G. Swan and D. G. I. Felton.

(Interscience Publishers, New York), 1957.

Pp. xix + 693. Price $22.50.

The eleventh volume of the Chemistry of

Heterocyclic Compounds in the series edited by
Wei.ssberger consists of two parts

;
the firsi

covers phenazines and their quaternary salts,

and the second deals with compounds in which
carbocyclic or heterocyclic rings are fused to

the phenazine nucleus. General methods for

the synthesis of phenazine and its derivatives

are outlined in Chapter 1. Homologues, hydro-

genated derivatives, and substitution products

are listed and treated briefly in the succeeding

chapters. The Safranines, Indulines, Nigro-

sines, Aniline Black and Indanthrone have re-

ceived adequate attention in other books and

might well have been omitted from the presen i

volume. The statement (p. 163) that Willstat-

ter’s view of the structure of Aniline Black is

incorrect may be contrasted with Sir Robert

Robinson’s appraisal of Willstiitter’s work on

Aniline Black (J. CJicm. Soc., 1953, 1008). The
Addenda Contain an uncritical abstract of

Wyman’s interpretation of the infrared spec-

trum of indanthrone ; the structure proposed

by Wyman for indanthrone is open to several

serious objections. The chapters on bacterial

pigments and the biological properties of phe-

nazines are well written and constitute a valu-

able part of the book ; the more recent and
important work of Barry on the phenazine

pigments obtained by oxidation of 2-amino -

diphenylamine derivatives and their antituber-

cular activity (J. Chem. Soc., 1956, 888 ;
Ibid.,

3347) has been included in the Addenda, but
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a further reference may be added (J. Pharm. &
Pharmacol., 1956, 8, 1089). Barry’s note on a

new series of pheiiazines (“rimino-compounds”)

with high antitubercular activity (Nature, 1957,

179, 1013) appeared too late for inclusion.

Chapter XII has sections on 5 : 12-diazanaph-

thacene and its derivatives, although these have

been treated in C. F. H. Allen’.s volume in the

same series. The main part of this chapter and

the next two chapters give a very useful and

ccmprehcnsivc account of benzo[alphena/ine

and its derivatives. Polybenzophenazines are

similarly covered in the next two chapters. The

two concluding chapters compile information on

phenazines condensed with heterocyclic systems.

An error in Allen’s book (p. 39) has been cor-

rected, but there is no reference to the paper in

which the Wohl-Aue reac'tion between 1-naph-

thylaminc and 2-nitroaniline was correctly in-

terpreted (Cook and Hunter, J. Cliem. Soc ,

1953, 4183).

The literature has been covered conscien-

tiously and thoroughly, and the result is a very

useful book of reference. The general impres-

sion one has is that material available in Beil-

stein and Chemical Abstracts has been collect-

ed and classified. Critical comments have been

made on many reactions, and attention has been

drawn to likely errors in the older literature,

but more space could profitably have been

devoted to the interpretation of data and the

discussion of reaction mechanisms.

The production is lavish ; larger letters, wider

spacing, and better paper than in some of the

other volumes of the .series have been used.

K. V.

The Harvey Lectures, 1955-56. Series LI. (Aca-

demic Press, Inc., New York
;
Asia Publishing

House, Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. xv + 298.

Price $8.00.

The diffusion of scientific knowledge in

selected chapters of anatomy, physiology,

pathology, bacteriology, pharmacology and

physiology—the main object of the Harvey

Society Lectures—has been amply fulfilled by

the presentation of this volume. Main features

of these lectures are outlined below :

Eccles by examining in detail the relation-

ship of excitatory post-synaptic potential

(EPSP) as recorded intracellularly to the

generation of impulses by the motoncurone and

the inhibitory post-synaptic potential (IPSP)

has given an account of the mechanisms in-

volved in these fundamental reactions of the

nervous system.

In “Nucleic Acids and Protein Synthesis”,

Dr. Gale deals with experiments carried out by
his group with sonic extracts of staphylococci

to elucidate the template theory of protein syn-

thesis and with their success in separating a

number of “amino acid incorporation factors”

from ribonuclease digests of RNA.
Dr. 1. F. Fruton in his lecture on “Enzyme

Hydroly.sis and Synthesis of Peptide Bonds” has
shown that transamidation in which proteinases

take part, is more significant in protein syn-

thesis than their hydrolytic property and sug-

gests that acyl proteinases are intermediates in

protein .synthesis.

In “The Chemistry of Mesodernal Ground
Substances’', Dr. Karl Meyer discusses the

occurrence, properties and biosynthesis of the

various acid mucopolysaccharides of the con-

nective tissue. Some experiments with chon-
droitin sulphate on wound healing, blocked by
cortisone application have been described. The
structure of chondroitin sulphate B bears strik-

ing resemblance to L-ascorbic acid and may be
derived from it.

Dr. E. Racker in a brilliant article reviews
the work on the “Micro- and Macrocycles in.

Carbohydrate Metabolism” and describes their

attempts at reconstruction of the cycles carried

out with pure enzymes as also the occurrence

of yet another cycle in yeasts and ascites

tumour cells involving octulose-8 phosphate.

Ranmelkamp’s studies on the biological

changes of group A streptococcus during its

residence in the upper respiratory tract has led

him to conclude that the carrier is less likely

to transmit the disease and that environmental

reservoirs are not important in the maintenance
of the organism in nature or in the production

of the disease.

By a critical analysis of the pathogenesis of

rheumatic fever and the role of humoral bodies

in the production of nephritis, the author con-
cludes that multiple closely spaced infections,

age, serological • typing, season or inherited

susceptibility are not the major contributory

causes for those complications and that prim-
arily attention should be focussed on the bio •

logical changes induced in the organism.

Keith Porter with the aid of electron micro-

scope, has discussed about the form and func-

tion of cells at macromolecular level and on the

special arrangement of biological material on
the protoplasm. The existence of an ‘clastic

framework’ “Endoplasmic reticulum” has been
unequivocally demonstrated. Structural corre-

lation between this reticulupi and the nuclear
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membrane and relationship of this system with
the microsomal fraction has been postulated.

In “Bacteriophage T-,—A Parasite or Orga-
nelle’*, Hershey puts forth a novel view of

viral infection utilising Bacteriophage T^,

labelled in their protein with radio sulfate and
the nucleic acid with radiophosphate, as also

carrying out quantitative precursor relation-

ships between nucleic acid and protein synthe-

sis by utilising specific inhibitors. He considers

that phage precursor DNA is not formed inside

phage precursor protein membranes and DNA
made in the absence of viral protein synthesis

is noimally functional.

In a little known subject of limitless poten-

tialities, “The Chemistry and Physiology of

Bioluminiscence”, McElroy describes the influ-

ence of oxygen, luciferin, A.T.P., CoA and Mg^^'
on firefly luminescence and the mechanism and
control of the firefly flash by luciferase.

M. SiRSi.

The Electrophysiology of the Heart. {Annals

of the New York Academy of Sciences,

Vol. 65, Art. 6, pp. 653-1146), 1957. Price

$4.50.

This monograph is the result of a Confer-

ence on the Electrophysiology of the Heart

held in February 1956, and supported in part

by the New York Academy of Sciences.

Several of the world’s best known authorities

on the subject have taken part in this Sym-
posium.

Part 1 of the Monograph deals with cellular

events during the cardiac cycle.

A large number of observations on electri-

cal measurements, chemical analysis, isotope-

tracer studies and model analogues have now
been accumulated and this has laid the ground-

work for an interpretation of the nature of an

excitable cell and its mode of action. Those
properties reported for nerve and skeletal mus-
cle have been thought in a large measure to

apply to cardiac muscle as well. The obvious

differences in automatism, speed of response

and length of recovery that characterise car-

diac tissue have posed a number of questions

although no one denies that a fundamental simi-

larity exists between all excitable tissues.

Part 2 deals with the spread of impulses

through cardiac muscle. One paper in this

part describes the instrumental set-up suited

for the purpose of introducing electrodes into

the ventricular valves and septum in such a

way as to cause only minimal injury, and not

alter the response of the cardiac muscle fibres

[
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to the excitation process and also describes the
experiments that have been carried out with
intramural leads in dogs as well as in goats.

At the end of this chapter is a report, perhaps
the only one in the whole book that the clini-

cian will find easy to read, of a panel discus-

sion on 'anomalous atrioventricular excitation’

which is a more descriptive term for the Wolff-

Parkinson-White syndrome.
In Part 3 the recovery process in cardiac

muscle is discussed in several papers. Holter

has described the new technique of radio-elec-

tro-cardiography for the study of cardiovascular

activity. There is a panel discussion on the 'U’

wave and after-potentials in cardiac muscles.

In Part 4 are considered the results of the

fact that the heart like all living cells of the

body except those in the skin lies within »a

volume conductor. The characteristic features

of the human volume conductor which make it

so difficult to obtain uniform results in the

hands of different workers have been discus-

sed.

In the last part, the inaccurate assumptions

that have so far been made in conventional

electrocardiography and the improvements
that may be possible are discussed.

The thorough understanding of the mono-
graph will require a knowledge of physics with

special reference to electricity that is not always
found in most clinical workers. Even so the

physician interested in cardiology will be able

to learn a great deal from this rather tough

monograph. K. S. S.

Proceedings of the Third Weed Control Con-

ference, Vols. I and II. (Published by Bri-

tish Weed Control Council, Cecil Chambers,

86 Strand, London, W.C. 2), 1956. Pp. xiv -f

870. Price 2 Guineas.

The menace of weeds in cultivation and of

their robbing the crop plants of nutrition and
space besides contaminating the agricultural

produces, has been a problem facing the farm-

ers of the-^ world for centuries. As a result,

since centuries past considerable effort had to

be expended in human labour and at much
cost to keep weeds in check. The fight against

weeds, until the past few decades, has been

long and drawn out and the weapons used have
been simple with limited effects. About the

turn of the century, however, the use of che-

micals to suppress weeds helped to raise the

sagging hopes of farmers who were hard hit

by periods of depression although the wonder
chemicals so familiar to us now were still in
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the offing. Calcium cynamide, copper sulphate,

sodium chlorate, sulphuric acid, were some of

the precursors of more effective chemical weed-
killers that were to follow. In the battle

against weeds, the harnessing of organic com-
pounds opened up a new and vast field as these

offered the advantage of providing an exten-

sive series of chemicals that were varying in

effect, depending on their constitution. The
discovery of growth-promoting substances and
the study of their effect on plant growth com-
bined with the stress of the Second World War
made possible the revolution in weed control,

which led to the findings of the herbicidal pro-

perties of substances of harmone type. MCPA
and 2, 4-D blazed the trail in 1945 and since

then their variants and numerous other chemi-

cals have been pressed into service in the war
against weeds.

The two volumes of the Proceedings of the

Third British Weed Control Conference held

in 1956, under review, are an impressive record

of the achievements in 'the battle against

weeds. The discussions cover a very wide range

of topics such as weed-killers in relation to

efficient food production, factors influencing

acceptance of new techniques by farmers, weed
control equipment, weed ecology, chemical

weedicides, such as the Dinitrophenols and

Phenoxybutyric groups, application techniques,

crop desiccation, eradication of weeds such as

wild oats, Juncus sp., annual and perennial

grass feeds, Braken, rush, etc., application of

herbicides to control weeds in crops such as

cereals, forage legumes, peas, vegetable and

fruit crops and in forest nui'series, besides the

consideration of more important aspects such

as those of development of resistance or toler-

ance to herbicides and the effect of weedicides

on animal life.

The discovery of herbicides of harmonal type

have not only solved but have created attend-

ant problems such as that of ‘spray drift’ which

can cause damage to crops at considerable dis-

tance, injury to main crops, economios of appli-

cation, differential varietal responses of a crop

to the same dose of same weed-killer, etc.

It is diificult to single out any of the papers

as more important as most of them furnish in-

formation of some importance or other. In his

paper, Sir John Russel makes a wide survey

of the problem of control of weeds in relation

to efficient food production and points out that

even with all the modern techniques that would

be brought into play including the possibility

of automation invading the garden and the

farm, “the husband man’s path will always be

beset with troubles”.

The perusal of the papers included in the two
volumes of the proceedings shows that the

cliemical control of weeds is not an easy and
a straightforward method as it was thought at

first but that it is highly complex as it leaves

a number of attendant problems unsolved. As
expressed by one of the contributors to the pro-

ceedings, “Altogether a" great deal of research

is required if we are to develop these new
chemicals so that they can be of greatest use to

the agricultural industry in this country.” Even
though this remark is meant for Britain it is

equally applicable to any other country. There
is no doubt that in future weeds will be con-

trolled more and more by chemical methods
but there yet remains much to be done to re-

duce the methods into common standard prac-

tices which could be adopted by farmers with

confidence.

The two volumes contain a great deal of in-

formation which not only will interest but
would be found useful to workers in the field

of weed control. L. S. S. Kumar.

Plant Virus Serology. By R. E. F. Matthews.
(Cambridge University Press), 1957.

Pp. 1-128. Price 27 sh. 6d. net.

The book is rightly described as a descrip-
tive survey of experimental methods for aero-
logists with practical instructions. With a large
expansion of acreage of clonally propagated
crops in India such as potatoes, sugarcane and
fruit trees like apple, peaches, etc., the need
for certification of seed stock against virus dis-

eases is becoming very important. Serological
methods developed for medical research nave
been used for detecting plant viruses in seed
stocks on a commercial scale. The need for a
book giving all details of methods of handling
serological studies of plant viruses has always
been felt by the plant pathologists and the
present book by 5)r. Matthews has amply ful-

filled the requirement, • The book is divided
into 11 chapters, each chapter giving details of
the procedures. Starting from the methods of
preparation of viruses and antisera and the
types of serological tests, details are given for
the routine testing of virus infection. Chap-
ter 5 deals with serological tests for determin-
ing relationships among plant viruses. The list

of viruses which have given negative results

in serological tests are listed on page 42. To
the list of 18 viruses given by the author,

several more may be added from published
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papers which indicate that while seroiogicai

tests are aids in detecting viruses and their

relationships, they are not always absolute.

Chapter 6 deals with various aspects of pre-

cipitation reaction used for detecting virus re-

lationships. Methods of determination of litres

•of antibodies in the serum and methods for

estimating virus concentration are outlined in

Chapters 7 and 8. Cross-absorption procedure
and precipitation in mixed systems are out-

lined in Chapters 9 and 10. In the last chapter
on the applicability of serological techniques,

the author enumerates possible causes of fail-

ure to obtain positive serological tests. He
states that there are 170 other viruses to which
this method has not been applied. Some very

valuable suggestions are made for obtaining

positive serological tests. Even though the book
deals chiefly with plant viruses, the details of

the subject treated are so lucid and practical,

that it would be of immense value to all work-
ers researching into serology, including stu-

dents of medicine. M. J, N.

Books Received

The Chemistry of Natural Products, Vol. I.

(The Alkaloids.) By K. W. Bentley. (Inter-

science Publishers, New York ;
India : Asia

Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1957. Pp
vii -f 237, Price $ 4.00.

Report of the Symposium on Ma{pietism, 1954.

(Indian Association for Cultivation of

Science, Calcutta-32), 1957. Pp. vi + 232.

Price Rs. 7.

New Frontiers of Knowledge—A Symposium by

Distinguished Writers, Scholars and Public

Figures. (Public Affairs Press, 419, New
Jersey Ave, Washington-3, D.C.), 1957*

Pp. X -f 125. Price $ 2.75.

Pioneering in Industrial Research—The Story

of the General Electric Research Laboratory.

By Kendall Birr. (Public Affairs Press,

Washington-3, D.C.), 1957. Pp. vii + 204.

Price $4.50.

Physics in Industry—Pressure Measurement in

Vacuum Systems. By J. H. Leek. (Chapman
& Hall, London, for The Institute of Phy-

sics, 47, Belgrade Square, London, S.W.l),

1957. Pp. 144. Price 30 sh.

Tracer Applications for the Study of Organic

Reactions. By John G. Burr Jr. (Interscience

Publishers, New York.) Pp. x + 291. Price

$ 7.50.
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Control of the Plant Environment. Edited by
J. P. Hudson. (Academic Press, New York 3,

N.Y.), 1957. Pp. xvi + 240. Price 42 sh.

Yeasts. Edited by W. Roman. (Dr. W. Junk
Pub., The Hague, Netherlands, 13, Van
Stolkweg). 1957. Pp. 246. Price 25 guilders.

Hormones. Brain Function and Behaviour.

Edited by Hudson Hoagland. (Academic
Press Inc., New York ; India : Asia Publish-
ing House, Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. 257. Price

$ 7.00.

The Grassland and Fodder Resources of India.

By R. O. Whyte. (The Indian Council of

Agricultural Research, Queen Victoria Road,
New Delhi), 1957. Pp. iii f 437. Price Rs. 16.

In terscience Monographs in Physics and Astro-^

nomy, Vol. I. (The Fundamental Constants of

Physics.) By E. R. Cohen, K. M. Crowe and
J. W. M. Dumond. (Inlerscience Publishers,

New York), 1957. Pp. xii
}
287. Price $7.50.

Pure and Applied Mathematics, Vol. IV, (Water
Waves.) By J. J. Stoker. (Interscience Pub-
lishers, New York.) Pp. xxviii + 567. Price

$ 12 .00 .

Advances in Enzymology and Related Subjects

of Biochemistry, Vol. XIX. Edited by F. F.

Nord. (Interscience Publishers. New York

;

India: Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1),
1958. Pp. v + 457. Price $9.85.

Flame Photometry—A Manual of Methods and
Applications. By F. Burriel Marti, J. Rami-
rez Munoz. (Elsevier Pub. Co,, 31, WrighVs
Lane, London W.8), 1958. Pp. xii -f 531.

Price 65 sh.

The Measurement of Colour. By W. D. Wright.

(Hilger & Watts Ltd., London N.W. 1), 1958,

Pp. ix 4- 263. Price 52 sh.

Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology. Edited
by Raymond E. Kirk and Donald F. Othmer.
(Interscience Publishers, New York 1 ;

India .

Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958.

Pp. xviii -f- 974. Price $ 25.00.

Structure Reports for 1951, Vol. 15. Edited by
A. J. C. Wilson. (N. V. A. Oostoek’s, Doms-
trat, Utrecht), 1958. Pp. viii -f 588. Price

$29.

Chronica Botanica, Vol. 17. (The Experimental
Control of Plant Growth.) By Frits W. Went.
(The Ronald Press Co., New York 10, N.Y.),

1958. Pp. xvii *f 343. Price $ 8.50.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

New Standard of Length

The Advisory Committee for the Definition

of the Metre, headed by L. E. Hewlett, Direc-

tor of the Division of Applied Physics, National

Research Council of Canada, has unanimously

agreed on a new standard of length—a wave-
length of light—to be used instead of the pla-

tinum-iridium bar kept at Sevres, France. The
leading contenders as the source for light for

the standard have been the following isotopes:

mercury- 198, krypton-84, krypton-86 and cad-

mium-114. One of the wavelengths of orange

light emitted krypton-86 has been selected

as tiie standard, and the international meter
will be defined as 1,650,763-75 times this wave-
length. The resulting standard will be more
than 100 times as precise as the present inter-

national meter.

Although in practice the new standard is

already in use, several steps remain before the

wavelength becomes officially recognised. The
Committee mentioned above will send its re-

commendation to the International Committee
of Weights and Measurements for considera-

tion at its Meeting in October 1058 ; when
approved there, the recommendation will be

presented to the Tnicriiational Conference on

Weights and Mea-fures, which will meet in 1960;

at that time the standard will become the

legal international standard. {Science, Jan.

1958.)

Using Free Radicals

Ordinarily, free radicals exist only for very

short periods in systems sucli as flames, elec-

tric arcs and hot gases.

Numerous methods have however been deve-

loped for capturing and storing them mainly

at low temperatures. N.B.S. woi^cers have
frozen the products of an electric discharge at

a few degrees absolute, capturing some types

of free radicals in highly excited states and
making it possible to study them, including

analysing them spectroscopically. This opens a

whole new field of low temperature chemical

kinetics which, in principle, offers prospects for

a very significant effect on industrial chemical
processes. It is hoped that with free radical sta-

bilization processes, it may be possible to syn-

thesize new materials, to improve the yield in

the synthesis of materials that have been pro-

duced in other ways, and perhaps even to pro-
vide better control over various industrial pro-
cesses. However, the work is still at an early
stage and the details of the mechanisms by
which the results may be achieved have yet
to be discovered.

Corrosion and Chemistry

Tile above theme will be discussed at the
Second Congress of the European Federation
of Corrosion wliieh will take place in Fiank-
furt (Main) from 5th to 8th June 1958 within
the framework of the European Congress of
Chemical Engineering, 1958. Forty-eight tech-
nical and scicntilic societies in 15 countries are
members of the Fluropean Federation of Cor-
rosion.

Corrosion is of particular importance in
chemical technology bc'cause many of the
materials handled in this branch of industry
are characterized by their extremely aggres-
sive properties. The high temperatures which
are frequently employed also favour corrosion.
For this reason a large number of special
.structural materials have been developed for
use in the chemical industry and many pro-
cesse.s have been devised for the protection of
the surface of materials of construction.

Protection from corrosion is also within the
province of the chemist. Apart from the pos-
sibilities of special types of construction used
to prevent damage, the chemist is often able
to combat corrtision by producing new struc-
tural materials and protective surface coat-
ings. He is also able to devise methods of
te.sting and measurement which can be used for
determining the rate of destructive processes
by standardized ‘techniques, with a view to
selecting the most suitable type of protection
from corrosion.

This field, which is of such economic and
scientific importance, will be covered by 6 ple-
nary lectures and 48 papers, followed by dis-
cussions which will be presented by represen-
tatives from 12 countries from 5th to 7th
June 1958.

The programme and an invitation to take
part in the Congress may be obtained free of
charge from the Congress Business Office

:

Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker, Frankfurt
(Main) Haus der Cheryfie, Karlstr. 21.
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Lysine Supplemented White Rice

The improvement in nutritive quality of the

protein of a food or feed, attainable by amino
acid supplementation, is dependent upon many
factors. These include the recognition of the

essential amino acid requirement of the spe-

cies or individual which is to benefit from the

improved protein and tl\e amino acid compo-
sition of the food to be improved. Application

of these sound principles has been rewarding
in several instances.

The nutritive value of the protein of white
polished rice can be improved significantly by
supplementation in the first limiting amino
acid, lysine in amounts sufficient to bring this

amino acid in balance with the second limiting

amino acid. Growth responses in rats fed with

lysine supplemented rice were found to be
very satisfactory (Jour. Nutrition, Vol 63, 1958,

477).

Spotted Wilt Disease

Spotted wilt is a virus disease which attacks

plants most seriously during the spring, sum-
mer and autumn. Young, vigorously growing
annuals are often rapidly killed or so severely

stunted that they become worthless. On the

other hand, perennials may tolerate the dis-

ease to greater or less extent, some being

stunted and of poor vigour while others show
little or no effect.

Plants which are known to be attacked by
the virus include amaryllis, anemone, arum
lily, aster, calceolaria, calendula (marigold),

Canterbury bell, chrysanthemum, cineraria,

dahlia, gailardia, gerbera, happeastrum, Ice-

land poppy, Lillium spp., nasturtium, petunia,

phlox, salpiglossis, schizanthus, snapdragon,

sweet pea, veronica and zinnia. The disease

also occurs in lettuce, potato, tobacco and

tomato and a large number of weeds.

Diseased plants can mostly be recognised by
abnormalities which develop, in the leaves,

although the symptoms^ vary according to the

kind of plant affected.

The spotted wilt virus loses its infective

powers very rapidly when plant tissue, in

which it is growing, is injured. As a result

[
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it is seldom, if ever, transferred from a dis-

eased to a healthy plant during pruning or
other cultivation methods in the field. It is

also quite common to find a healthy plant such
as a tomato, growing intertwined with one
severely affected with spotted wilt.

All available evidence suggests that the only

means by which this disease spreads naturally

is when it is carried by a small insect, the

thrip.

The virus enters the thrip when it is feed-

ing on infected plants and, if the thrip has not
yet reached its adult stage, the virus remains
alive and possibly multiplies in its insect car-

rier. So far as is known the thrip is not in-

convenienced in any way but retains its power
to inoculate plants throughout its subsequent
adult life.

Ajny plants known to be infected should be
destroyed and insecticides should be used at

frequent intervals in an endeavour to keep the
population of thripfe at the lowest possible

level (Agri. Gaz. of iV.S.W., Jan. 1958, 69,

33).

Sir Dorabji Tata Gold Medal (Third Award)

The Third Award of the Sir Dorabji Tata
Gold Medal of the Zoological Society of India
will be made for the best research work in
any branch of Zoology, published during the
three-year period 1955, 1956 and 1957.

As it is not possible for the Society to com-
pile a list of Zoological publications of all

workers in India, the authors are requested to

send one copy of each of their publications

during the period 1955-57, to enable the Selec-
tion Committee to make a suitable choice. The
reprints will be kept in the library of the

Society.

Reprints should be sent so as to reach
Prof. M. L. Roonwal, President, Zoological
Society of India, 34, Chittaranjan Avenue,
Calcutta-12, before the 30th of June 1958.

CORRECTION
Vol. 27, No. 1, p. 23, note on “Pyrolysis and

Ignition of Wood^’, the figure in column 3 of
Table I should read 228° C. instead of 268° C.
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APPLICATIONS OF ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS

E. G. RICHARDSON

Professor of Acoustics, University of Durham, England

rpHESE vibrations though possessing the same
physical characteristics as sounds have

frequencies so high that they fall outside the

range of pitch to which the human ear is sus-

ceptible. It is weli known that as the pitch of

a sound goes up it eventually becomes inaudi-

ble when its frequency is about 20,000 vibra-

tions per second. There is no theoretical upper
limit to the ultrasonic frequency though witii

existing means, experiments are limited to the

range 20 kilocycles to 50 megacycles per second

Most of the applications to which I shall refer

make use of sources working on the piezo-

electric or the magneto-striction principle. The
former is an adaptation of an effect discovered

by the brothers Curie, i.e., that certain crys-

tals, when compressed along one of their axes,

develop charges on these or other faces and
vice versa. If now an alternating potential dif-

ference is applied across one pair of faces,

compressions and contractions of the crystal

follow at the same frequency. The effect will

be most manifest when the exciting frequency

corresponds to one of the natural frequencie'^

of vibration of the crystal, determined by its

length in the particular direction of expan-
sion and contraction, and the velocity of sound

in the material. Such a piezo-electric resona-

tor was first realised by Langevin in 1917 ; be

used slabs of quartz and applied the necessary

potential difference through a thermionic valve

oscillator.

The substances most commonly used as

sources in this way are quartz, Rochelle sail

and tourmaline. They are cut into discs or

slabs in such directions that electrodes may be

applied to carry potential in the direction ol

one of their crystalline axes. In the case of the

slabs, the electrodes are cemented to the top

and bottom and the extensions and contrac-

tions take place along the greatest dimension.

The discs are usually cut so that the motion

takes place in the same direction as the applied

alternating potential, namely, perpendicular to

the flat face (in concertina fashion). The
natural frequency is inversely related to the

thickness of the disc, about 2*5 cm. for

100,000 c./sec.; 2*5 mm. for 1,000,000 c./sec. in

quartz.

• Based on lectures given at a number of Indian Uni-

versities in December 1957 and January 1968.

The magneto-striction oscillation is induced
by a current of the requisite frequency through
a coil wrapped round an iron or nickel rod,

causing variations in. length as the magnetic
held strength alternates.

Either of these latter types of source is

capable of sending out ultrasonic waves into

the fluid medium in which it is placed, of

sufficient energy for most laboratory experi-
ments. In certain applications, however, a

larger radiating surface is required than can be
obtained from the face of a single crystal or

nickel rod. In order to achieve this, Langevin
constructed a sort of sandwich consisting of a

large number of little slabs side-by-side and
all having their axes of vibration parallel bet-

ween two metal slabs to act as electrodes. By
the concourse of crystals vibrating together the

lower plate was made to move relative to the
top one, and thus a large radiating area was
added to the source, when working into water.

It is also possible to construct a bowl-shaped
oscillator made of a mosaic of crystals so that

a large ultrasonic intensity is produced at the

focus (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Bo^l typii of ultrasonic source focussing sound

energy at the surface of a liquid.

In the case of the magneto-striction oscilla-

tors a number of rings threaded together have
coils wrapped round them so that they all ex-
pand and contract round their circumference.5

in unison. The energy is received on the sur-

face of a metal horn, so that the radial oscil-

lations are turned through^ a right angle and
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sent out from the horn in the form of a beam
(Fig. 2).

J‘ir». 2, Magneto iction s>oiirce reflecting energy from
a metal horn into a liquid.

The applications of ultrasonics on a larger

scale fall under two heads. There are those

which make use of the energy of the high fre-

quency vibration which can be induced by
their aid to agitate various materials, both in-

organic and organic. Others use tne principle

of echo-detection by which a beam of ultraso-

nics is made to pulse towards a suspected ob-
stacle, to be reflected there and caught on a

suitably-tuned receiver. In this latter use a

source of high frequency is essential, as w.-

shall see, but many of the perturbation method.^

could be equally well carried out with a source

of lower frequency. The advantage here of the

ultrasonic source is in its compactness and the

fact that the intense vibrational energy can be

concentrated into a small region, a thing which
would be difficult to do with a source of lower

frequency. On the other hand, this feature

prevents many successful small-scale exi>eii-

ments being copied on an industrial scale, ex*

cept with much duplication of the apparatus

and at considerable expense.

Of industrial applications in the first class, T

shall mention the formation of emulsions, the

coagulation of smokes and the degassing cf

melts. It is readily obseived that when a quartz

oscillator is set in intense vibration under oil

the liquid, particularly at the surface, is

set into violent agitation ; in fact, the

liquid may rise above the surface in a

fountain which disperses fine oil drops as a

foam above it (Fig. 3). Place a lighter liquid

above the one in which the oscillator is work-
ing and you disperse one into the other as an

emulsion. This process is sometimes used in

the manufacture of photographic emulsions, as

it is found that a finer grain results. If an

Ultrasonic emitter ’is pieced at the base of a
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glass chimney to which tobacco smoke or a
water mist has been disseminated, the particles
are agitated and brought into collision more
frequently than otherwise. This causes coales-
cence and the larger particles so formed soon
drop to the floor of the chimney. It is neces-
sary that the final resting place of the liquid or
solid forming the smoke shall be screened
from the radiation, otherwise a certain amount
c'f re-dispersal results.

Pig. 3. Bowl type of source producing a fountain at
the surface of a liquid.

Gas bubbles suspended in molten metals may
similarly be brought to the top and out of sus-
pension. In casting molten metal, such bubbles
may be occluded and serve to weaken the
structure after solidification. It is also possible
to clean textiles immersed in water, as in
laundering, .by agitating the water ultrasori-
cally. This removes dirt and fat
For some years it has been known that it is

possible to tin aluminium and its alloys by-
subjecting their sui’face to the action of intense
ultrasonic vibration at the same Ume as molten
solder is applied. It is now established that
the process is one of removing the oxide skin
by cavitation erosion. When, however, the ex-
periment was repeated with an ambient pressure
of 4 atmospheres, tinning was completely pre-
vented, Since the increased pressure can have
had only a negligible effect on any factor other

Applications of Ultrasonic Vibrations
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than cavitation, this seems convincing evidence

of the essential part played by the latter.

Aluminium is known to have a low resist-

ance to cavitation erosion, even in water, so it

is not surprising that collapsing voids in molten
solder will be able to disrupt the surface, ex-

posing the aluminium underneath for alloying

with the metal which is impinging violently

against it in the very action of cavitation. We
can expect, moreover, that the usefulness of

the ultrasonic technique for tinning different

‘difficult’ metals will be related to their sus-

ceptibility to cavitation erosion.

The detection of underwater obstructions bv
the echoes which they send back to a ship was
the first application of ultrasonics and the

raison d^Ure of the Langevin quartz ‘sand-

wich’. Although too late for much use in the

First World War, the apparatus under the

name of Asdic was of great service for detect-

ing submarines in the Second. It is well known
that between the two wars, a device on the

same principle using electromagnetic waves
was developed, under the name of radio-loca-

tion or radar, to detect obstacles in the air.

Owing to the great absorption, which the lat-

ter suffer in water, ultrasonic waves must be

used in the sea. It is interesting to note that

high-frequency sound waves were suggested in

a patent by Dr. L. F. Richardson for the detec-

tion of the submerged portion of icebergs after

the Titanic disaster, but the means of produc-

ing them in sufficient power were wanting

until Langevin's invention.

Unfortunately, the similar elastic properties of

ice and water prevent a good echo being ob-

tained off an iceberg, but the ultrasonic echo-

sounder has now become a common piece of

equipment for hydrographic surveying, both

for delineating the bed of the sea when pointed

downwards from the survey ship, or pointing

upwards from the harbour bed to measure

tidal-height or even wave height. With the

former arrangement even a shoal of fishes can

be detected.

Another factor which must be reckoned with

is the increasing absorption which sound waves

suffer in a fluid as the frequency is pushed

up,. This can be noticed by anyone who has'

used underwater listening equipment. When a

hydrophone is laid at some distance from a

ship the low-frequency engine noises and hull

vibrations predominate. This factor combined

with the diffraction we have already noted sets

the optimum frequency for under-water echo

sounding at about 20kc./sec., just above the

audible limit

In use the magnelo-strictive oscillator in its

horn-like housing is turned either veidically

downwards, if it is the sea-bed which is to be
detected or roughly horizontally and scanned
round in a circle by rotating the housing if,

e.g., submarines are being looked for, just ?)s

a radar beam is scanned round the horizon
from the transmitter-cM?n-receiver aerial.

For the detection cff flaws in the form of
hairline cracks in metals, a system has been
developed by the firm of Hughes in England
in which a short train of waves is sent out and
its wave form, as recorded by the receiver,
noted on a cathode-ray oscillograph. They use
quartz oscillators sometimes one at each end
of an ingot (transmi.ssion method); sometimes
on two facets of a prismatic specimen (reflec-

tion or echo-sounding method). The presence
of hair-line cracks is shown in the latter method
by a number of secondary echoes which reach
the second quartz before the main reflection

from the base of the prism (Fig. 4). Whereas

Fig. 4. Delation of Haws in a metal ingot. The
echoes from these and from the has ^ of the ingot are
shown in tJie cathode-ray oscillograph displays on the
right.

large fissures may be more readily detected by
X-rays, the ultrasonic method is better for
spotting these tiny cracks since it needs but
the narrowest break in the continuity of the
metal to give rise; to a secondary reflection.

Formerly the velocity €)f sound in a ga.s was
thought to be independent of frequency, the
fact that the music of an open-air band is not
distorted by distance being cited as proof. Soon
after the discovery of ultrasonic quartz sources

by P. Langevin, however, G. W. Pierce noted
that at a frequency of about lOOkc./s. a rise

of velocity occurred in carbon dioxide, accom-
panied by a considerable absorption of the
energy. Following an idea which Debye had
already pursued with success in explanation of

the variation of dielectric constant with fre-

quency, Herzfeld and Kice suggested that thi.s
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was an acoustic relaxation involving the trans-

fer of ti*anslational into vibrational energy and
taking time in the process. In other words,

above a certain frequency there is not time
for this transfer to take place and the mole-
cules become effectively stiffer, hence the rise

in velocity of propagation and the change in

phase between pressure and particle velocity

which results in the atifenuation of the ultra-

sonic signal as it passed through the gas. This

behaviour is characteristic of a system which
possesses a single relaxation time for the trans-

fer of translational into vibrational energy.

In the succeeding twenty-five years, similar

relaxations have been discovered in other

gases, though none so pronounced as in carbon

dioxide. Fig. 5, for example, shows a vapour
in which this rise in velocity of sound accom-
panied by enhanced absorption occurs at a cer-

tain value of the parameter (frequency/pres-

sure), for it is found that the relaxation time

is inversely proportional to the pressure on

the gas.

The subject has received attention in recent

years from workers in aerodynamics who are

looking for vapours capable of being substi-

tuted for the air in supersonic wind tunnels.

These should have a low velocity of sound in

order that high Mach numbers may be reached

without excessive tunnel speeds. Possible

vapours for this purpose are the freons and

the hexafluorides, and work is going on in the

author’s laboratory on these vapours, with such

aerodynamic applications in view (c/. Fig. 5).

Hfjp

Fig. 5. Variation of velocity of sound V {o) and ab-

sorption a [o] in freon exhibited in terms of frequency/

pressure.

If, as is apparent, their molecules can relax

at lower frequencies than those of oxygen or

nitrogen of the atmosphere (which scarcely

show relaxation within yet attainable ultra-

sonic frequencies), then shock waves initiated

in them may not properly reproduce conditions

in the atmosphere. When a shock wave passes

through a relaxing the density does not

fCurrent
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immediately take up its new value. A photo-
graph taken with an optical interferometer

will then show (in the interference bands) the

gas adjusting itself exponentially to the new
conditions, instead of instantaneously (cf.

Fig. 6, which refers to carbon dioxide).

Fig. r>. l^assage of A^hock front in carl)on dioxide.
The black lines are the diffraction Ijands seen in an opti-

cal interferometei

,

In liquids, relaxations in the sense of ano-
malous absorption accompanied by a rise in

velocity of propagation have not been defi-

nitely established since, within the limits of

precision of present experimental technique, no
dispersion of velocity with frequency has been
established (except in acetic acid). This is not
to say that the attenuation of the wave is nor-

mal in the sense that it is proportional to the
kinematic viscosity of the liquid in the way
that the ‘classical’ formula of Stokes would
have it be. In fact, although in many liquids

the quotient: (absorption coefficient) /(fre-

quency)- is a constant as it should be (and
which precludes relaxation on the simple

theory), this constant is in very few cases the

Stokesian one, for instance, in benzene it is

600 and in carbon disulphide 1,000 times the

expected value on the basis of shear visco-

sity. It has been suggested by the author that

this effect us connected with the ease of for-

mation of cavitation nuclei in these liquids

which have high vapour pressures. Others
ascribe it to a form of compressional viscosity,

peculiar to the propagation of ultrasonic

energy.

The molecules of solid bodies, being more
restricted in their movements, show usually a

spectrum of relaxation times spread over the

whole gamut. The disentanglement of these

and their ascription to various causes is a major
problem to the physical metallurgist and his

fellow worker in high polymer studies.

Applicatims of Ultrasonic Vibrations
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This molecular friction must be related to

things which can be directly measured. These

are (a) the decrement of amplitude of forced

vibrations, and (b) the reciprocal width of a

resonance peak under forced vibration. In a

number of materials available in the form of

cylinders, transverse oscillations may be excited

by clamping one end and attaching an iron

inertia bar to the other which is then set in

motion by external magnets. As the range of

frequency of the experiments is raised, the

investigator usually replaces* flexural vibra-

tions by torsional vibrations. It is often more

convenient to vary the temperature than the

frequency. In general the internal friction

will fall as the temperature rises, though it

rises in glass. If there is a relaxation peak in

the infrasonic range it will usually shift with

temperature, so that at a given temperature

the substance will have a loss which represents

some point on the pedk.

ROCKET-FIRING CONTRIBUTION TO GEOPHYSICAL YEAR

C OMPARED with the amount of attention

given to satellites, the firing of 120 or so

rockets as contributions t ^ the International

Geophysical Year has passed largely unnoticed.

Yet a preliminary review of the scientific in-

formation obtained from 81 research rockets

launched by the U.S.A. between July 1, when
the I.G.Y. began, and November 30 shows that

much of interest has been learnt, especially

from northern and Arctic firings.

The American nerthern fii’ings have been

from a rocket base set up by Canada at Fort

Churchill on Hudson’s Bay. This is more
favourably placed than might be supposed.

Although no farther north than John O’Groats

it is only some 900 miles from the North Mag-
netic Pole. It is therefore well placed for the

study of those eflects which are produced on

the earth by the amval of electrically charged

particles from the sun ;
since, influenced by the

magnetic field of the earth, they follow spiral

paths towards the regions of the two magnetic

poles. Firings within the Arctic circle were

made from shipboard, using the “rockoon’^

method, in which the rocket is fired by radio

signals from below a balloon.

Rockoon

A result of the “rockoon” firings was that

“an excellent survey was made for the first

time of auroral particles”—which are known to

include protons, otherwise hydrogen nuclei,

ejected from the sun—“and their association

with actual aurorae”. This is one of several

points about aurorae on which there have been

gaps in knowledge. In principle it should be

possible to correlate the forms and develop-

ment of aurorae with the distribution of incom-

ing particles. But to do this completely, even

for one area, would require a very large num-
ber of rockets.

A total of 18 “rr,ckoons” was fired during
the American Arctic cruise, and 36 in a simi-

lar operation which was carried southwards
from the Pacific into Antarctic waters. The
southern cruise was, however, completed too

late for the present summary.

One object of firings from Fort Churchill

was to explore conditions in the ionosphere

during a polar radio black-out—an effect which
was first established during the International

Polar Year of 1932-33 through an expedition

led by Prof. Sir Edward Appleton to Tromso,

in Norway. Rocket measurements, made appa-
rently by two different methods, have now
confirmed that the cause of such sudden low-
ering of the D-region of the ionosphere—the

lowest of the (normally) radio-reflecting re-

gions of the atmosphere.

Other firings had as their object the collec-

tion of information about the pressure, tempe-
rature and density of the air above Foit

Churchill. They were carried out in different

months, by night as well as by day, and at

heights of up to 125 miles. A general effect

was to show that the density of the air at the

greatest heights was much more strongly con-

trolled by the sun than above New Mexico,

where most previous research rockets have
been fired. “There appear to be a latitude

effect, a seasonal effect, and a strong diurnal

effect ; none of these effects appears at lower

altitudes at Fort Churchill or at lower lati-

tudes.” Temperatures in the stratosphere were
found to continue rising up to greater heights—
37 miles, compared with about 30 miles—^than

in lower latitudes.

Another experiment is thought, provisionally,

to provide the first evidence of the beginning

of a sorting out of the gases of the atmosphere

pp thp basis of density, as height is increase^.
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There are two grounds in this for interest. One
is that a sorting out of this kind implies that

the atmosphere is no longer being stirred effec-

tively
;
that the limit of air movements which

may be connected with weather below has been
reached. The other is in relation to the past

and present history of the atmosphere
;

since

the lighter a gas is the more readily must it

escape from the earth.

“Electro-Jkt’’

Evidence for such a sorting out has been

sought, but not confirmed, at lower latitudes.

In the First Churchill measurements, a census

of the atoms and molecules present in the air

at different levels was taken with a mass spec-

trometer. There is an element of interpretation

in such measurements, admittedly. The con-

clusion, cautiously expressed, is that at the

latitude of Fort Churchill (58M0'N.) the gases

of the atmosphere appear to be well mixed up
to about 100 kilometres (about 62 miles), but

that above this there is a beginning of separa-

tion under gravity.

Current
Science

The summary of American measurements
that has been quoted covers also other forms
of research. One that is of interest, and to some
extent related, is an attempt to confirm from
magnetic stations at ground level the existence

of the so-called equatorial “electro-jet”. The
effects observed in magnetic storms are thought
to be connected with great electric currents, of

perhaps several hundred thousand amperes,
circulating high in the atmosphere. Two of

these currents are thought to circle the North
and South Magnetic Poles. A third, round the

magnetic equator, is thought to become nar-
rowed at local noon, so that the density of cur-

rent is increased, the effect at ground level be-
ing then greater.

A chain of stations has been set up in the
Pacific and South America to test the reality

of the “electro-jet”. The data that are being
collected at all stations will need to be analys-

ed and compared before any firm conclusions

are drawn. Meantime, early data from one
station, Koror, in the Western Pacific—are said

to show that the electro-jet exists.

EFFECT OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETIC FIELD ON COSMIC RADIATION

rpHERE is an appreciaole difference between
**• the characteristics of the terrestrial magne-

tic field obtained, on the one hand, through

the study of cosmic rays and, on the other,

by the measurement of the magnetic field on

the earth’s surface.

This is the conclusion which the Soviet scien-

tists have arrived at, after the initial sorting

out of the findings of research done with the

first Soviet artificial earth satellites, Academi-

cian Topchiev, Scientific Secretary of the Pre-

sidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences, has

declared.

An analysis of the number, of cosmic ray

particles at different latitudes and longitudes

has shown that the lines of uniform intensity

of cosmic rays do not coincide with geomagne-

tic parallels.

A study of the measurements of the intensity

and variations of the intensity of cosmic rays,

done with the second Sputnik, has made it

possible to determine the dependence of the
number of particles on altitudes.

Academician Topchiev announced that in-

creases of cosmic ray intensit^^ of up to 40%
had been observed in the interval altitudes of

225 to 700 kilometres. This phenomenon is

believed to be mainly due to the reduction of

the effect of the terrestrial magnetic field on
cosmic radiation at great altitudes.

Along with this, observations have establish-

ed that there are fluctuations of cosmic ray
intensity which are probably associated with
the state of outer space closer to earth. On
one occasion a steep increase (50%) of the

number of cosmic ray particles has been ob-
served. This has, possibly, been caused by a

new phenomenon, to wit, the generation, of

cosmic rays of very low energies on the sun
which are intensely absorbed by the earth’s

atmosphere.
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LIMITING POLARIZATION CURVES FOR RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION 'iN

THE IONOSPHERE

R. N. SINGH AND Y. S. N. MURTY
Wireless Laboratory. Dept, of Physics, Banaras Hindu University

IT1HE polarization of a radio wave propagated^ through the ionosphere in the presence of
earth’s magnetic field is usually represented by
0 and If the direction of wave propagation
is along the positive direction of the X-axis
of a right-handed co-ordinate system and the
earth’s magnetic field is assumed to be in th^
XZ-plane, then 0 is defined by tan d = — j (h^ /h^,)

where and are the magnetic vectors of

the wave along the Y and Z axes, and ip is

the tilt of the polarization ellipse with respect
to the Z-axis. In the present communication
we shall discuss the limiting values of 0 and ly*,

when the wave enters the ionosphere or

emerges from it on retracing its path. The
observed polarization of a downcoming wave
is determined by these* limiting values when
the electron density N tends to zero.

According to Mary Taylor^ (1933, 1934), the

limiting polarization is given by «» = ±: 45“ and
tpzziO. ± 45“ means that the wave incident

on the ionosphere would split up into two cir-

cularly polarized components with opposite

senses and if they retrace their path they
would possess the same polarization on emerg-
ence from the ionosphere as on entry into il.

The calculations of Martyn- (1935) and oi

Ghosh‘S (1933) for increasing values of the

electron density N in the ionosphere (with
certain assigned values for the electron colli-

sion frequency p) following the method given
by Bailey^ (1934) have however shown that

as N tends to zero, the values of 0 and yj, in

the case of vertical propagation tend to certain

limiting values which are not ±45“ and 0“ and
which depend on the angle between the direc-

tion of propagation and the direction of the

earth’s magnetic field and also on the wave-
length and electron collision frequency.

The Bailey’s method of conformal represen-

tation as applied to the Appleton^-Hartree^^ for-

mulae for the determination of 6 and has al-

ready been given in detail by Martyn (1935)

and Ghosh (1938). We shall give here an out-

line of this method.
The Appleton-Hartree formulae for the re-

fractive index absorption coefficient k and

polarization R can be written as

:

and ‘

1 r 1 1

hy {7j* Lc^q2~l ^ J

where M =- complex refractive index = c q
ck

X =-

P
p‘^

, . pp

( 2 )

Po^

in which
yj. ~ y cos

4irNe2 PPh

Po^

* 7 sin 0'

He
m Po

2 • Ph ^
me

and m. e zl mass and charge respectively of an
electron

N rr electron density
H intensity of earth’s magnetic field
0' angle between H and direction of pro-

pagation

p = angular frequency of the wave
p = electron collisional frequency.

Now eliminating - 1 ) from equations
(1) and (2) and denoting the value of R with
the negative and positive signs as R^ and R
corresponding to the ordinary and extraordinary
components, we get

and

p 1 p Ti, 2
1 +a+ip-x+ iy (3)

where
“ 1

(4)

and
Ph'

•'

p„ “pW

• 2 cos fl'

" ~*sin*
«'

The major axis of the polarization ellipse is
inclined to the Z-axis at an angle yt and is
given by

tan 2^
-*2p cos 0

(5)

and the ratio of the axes which we will rail
tan 0 can be written as

M**w c*Q*=» (p -* ix )* 1 +
- +
2 (1-fft+i^)

7/ + 7i®
( 1 )

3
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f ^ sin 20 + 2p cos 0 (6)

(1+p®) sin 2f^-2pcos0

As it is evident from equations (5) and (G)

we require p and 0 for the calculation of

and 6. 0 and p are calculated by Bailey’s

method in the following way

:

Values of x and y are calculated by substi-

tuting required known data. Two circles of

diameters and y-^ bussing through origin

and having their centres on the axis of | and
V are drawn as shown in Fig. 1. The other

point of intersection is also the point of inter-

section of confocal ellipses and hyperbolae hav-

ing their focii on the axis of | at | ~ ± 1. From
the properties of confocal ellipses and hyper-

bolae it can be shown that if P be the point

of intersection, then PL drawn parallel to the

??-axis cuts the asymptote to the hyperbola on

the auxiliary circle of the ellipse at L and PM
drawn parallel to the <J-axis cuts the asymp-
tote at M, then LM = p and angle LMP = 0 .

Following Bailey's method of conformal re-

presentation, we have computed the values of

$ and yff for N = 0 for vertical propagation con-

sidering wavelengths much mo^e and much less

than the gyromagnetic • wavelength for Bana-
ras. Taking the total magnetic intensity H at

Banaras on the earth’s surface to be 0-446 Gauss

the gyromagnetic wavelength Xh for Banaras

comes out to be 240*3 metres. In Fig. 2, the

computed values of 0 and y) for wavelengths

corresponding to multiples and sub-multiples

of the gyromagnetic wavelength are plotted for

four different values of the electron colli-

sion frequency (i) ^ = 0, (ii) y = 10® < y

(Hi)
, and (iv) >» = lO*^ > , where

I'
^ is the critical collision frequency. The dip-

angle at Banaras being 36® 26' N., comes out
to be 4-49Mc./s. for H=: 0-446 Gauss at Bana-
ras.

(d) Variation of 0 with X.

The variations of 0 with X as represented in

Fig. 2 (a) show the following features
:

(i) The
value of 0 decreases from a limiting value 45®

to zero as the wavelength is gradually increased
from a very low valup to a high one. (ii) There
is a wavelength in the neighbourhood of X — X„ /3

beyond which the rate of variation of 0 with
respect to X is small and for X < X„/3, 0 tends to
the limiting value of 45® irrespective of the
electron collision frequency value. (Hi) For a
given wavelength, the rate of variation of 0

with X decreases as the electron collision fre-

quency increases. The variation of the tilt-

angle ip as represented in Fig. 2 (b) show the
following features

:
(i) ip = 0 for all wave-

lengths when = 0, (ii) For a particular value
of the electron collision frequency, yj tends to-

wards zero as the wavelength is decreased.
(Hi) When ^

, ip becomes sensibly zero for

^ < ^h/3. (iv) When ip becomes sensibly

zero for X<;' X„/3. (v) For a particular wave-
length, ip increases from zero upwards as the

electron collision frequency increases. It can
thus be concluded that the limiting values
0 ~ '± 45® and ip = 0 as given by Mary Taylor
are valid only when X < X„/3,

Our sincere thanks are due to Prof. S. R.
Khastgir for his keen interest and suggestions.
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LIPOPROTEIN CHOLESTEROL IN CORONARY DISEASE AND ANAEMIA

PARAMJIT R. PABRAI and K. B. SEHRA
Armed Forces Medical College, Poona-1

Q
ualitative and quantitative changes in

lipid components of blood, particularly ol

lipoproteins, in various pathological conditions

have attracted considerable attention in recent

years (Oliver and Boyd^; Gofman et al.-; Lan-
cet (leading article'^- According to Anfinsen,*

lipid complexes, as separated by electrophore-

sis, are broadly classifiable into chylomicra.

a-lipoprotein and ^-lipoprotein. Of the various

lipid fractions of human blood serum, main in-

terest has centred round cholesterol and
^-lipoprotein, which is reported to con-

tain the major portion of serum total

cholesterol. Although chylomicra are reported

to contain only small quantities of cholesterol

(Bragdon et al.^), it has recently been ob-

served in this laboratory (Pabrai and Sehra‘‘*)

that considerable proportion of this sterol

(rather the Liebermann-Burchard positive

substances) is present in chylomicra as well as

in an additional lipoprotein complex, namely,

7-lipoprotein.

In the present report, an attempt has been

made to show that though /j-lipoprotein has a

special significance in coronary artery disease,

changes in its concentration in serum in

megaloblastic anaemia are of interest and may
lead to a better understanding of the mechan-
ism (s) controlling^ this lipoprotein.

Material and Methods

The subjects studied in this investigation in-

clude 15 healthy services personnel (Medical

Category ‘A’; age 25-45 years), 12 proved cases

of myocardial infarction (all tests done aftei

the crisis was over
; age 35-55 years) and I J

cases of megaloblastic anaemia (age 20-40

years). Blood was collected fasting and serum
was separated within Ihr. of blood collection.

0-1 ml. of serum was measured out on Whatman
No. 1 paper to form a spot 2-3 cm. in diamett r

which was allowed to dry under a fan to acce-
lerate drying of the serum at room tempera-
ture. This was used for estimating of serum
total cholesterol. A similar quantity was sub-
jected to horizontal strip electrophoretic separa-
tion. Four strips were put up tor each sample,
one being stained with Sudan Black B solution

for lipoproteins, the .second with bromophenoi
blue solution for proteins and the remaining
two being used for extraction of cholesterol in

different lipid fractions in duplicate. The un-
stained strips were also examined under ultra-

violet light as a confirmatory measure of the

localisation of the different lipid fractions. Two
fluorescent spots were normally seen—one
markedly fluorescent in the region of aj^-globu-

lin and the other lightly fluorescent almost

parallel to* the 7-globulin region of the pro-

tein-stained strips. Strips of paper were cut

to represent different lipoprotein fractions and
extraction of cholesterol was completed accord-

ing to the method of Abell et al.,'* as modified

by Anderson and Keys.'' The colour intensity

was measured in Ihe Uvispeck spectrophoto-

meter at 620 nvt, 25 minutes after the addition

of Liebermann-Burchard reagent.

Results

The findings are presented in Table 1.

Table I

Seru7n cholesterol content of different lipid components separated by electrophoresis

No. ot

cases

(0

Normals 16

Myocardial infarction •• 12

Megaloblastic anicmia •

.

10

Mean cholesteiol in mg. % in

o-Lipo-

pi otein

/J* Lipo-

protein
7-Lipo-
protein

(V (4) (fi)

33*0
±13-6

66-2
±17-0

34-8
±14-4

27-7

± 9‘4 GO

04

(M

26-4
± 7.4

22-8

± 8-4
29-6

±16-2
32.0

± 7.5

different fractions

. 9. „ ..

Total
cholesterol

experimental

mg. %Chylomicra
Total ot

columns

(6)

3-d
(7) (8)

37.2 153-0 167.9
±22-0 ±44-0 ±45.3

34.4 221-8 215.6
± 9*4 ± 41.9 ± 49.7

22-8 107.2 108*6
±12*6 ±2§.7 i27.9
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The study indicates that, contrary to the

observations of Anderson and Keys (loc, ciL),

the sum total of cholesterol extractable from
a- and ^-lipoprotein fractions only is consider-

ably less than that obtained by direct extrac-
* tion from 0 • 1 ml. of the serum. It has already

been pointed out that this deficiency is made
up by cholesterol in 7-lipoprotein and in chylo-

micra (Pabrai and Selira, loc. cit.).

The table shows that the range of serum
total cholesterol in normal Indians obtained by
the method of Abell et al. (loc. cit.) is very
much lower than the values obtained by the
routine Bloor’s method in this laboratory as

well as elsewhere (Gopalan and Ramanaihan^ ;

Padmavatii^>). In our own laboratory, the

degree of correlation of the serum cholesterjl

values obtained by the method of Abell et al.

to the values obtained by Bloor’s extraction

method has been found to be 0-8 as

compared to 0-836 reported by Ander-
son and Keys (loc. cit.). This difference

is most probably due to the smaller number
of our cases. In this connection, it may be

pointed out that the recalculated values for

serum cholesterol by Gopalan and Ramanathan
(loc. cit.) by application of the above factor

(r = 0*836) are in accord with our observa-

tions.

Our observations of total cholesterol and of

^i-lipoprotein cholesterol in cases of myocar-
dial infarction are in line with the findings

recorded in earlier literature (Gofman et al.^^ ;

Lewis and Page^- ;
Swahn^^

;
Dangerfield and

Smith^O. In a recent publication, Besterman*"*

has observed that a specific pre-^-lipoprotein

band was present in 99% of his 200 cases of

ischaemic heart disease and that such a band
was absent from sera of normal subjects.

Although our technique was essentially similar

to the one employed by him, the presence of

the pre-p’ band was rather an infrequent fea-

ture in the small number of established cases

of myocardial infarction stifdied by us ; only 4

of the 12 cases presented here showed a pre-^3

band. Furthermore, a faint pre-/? band existed

in 3 of the 10 megaloblastic anaemia cases

also. It is thus obvious that the stress on tlae

pre-j3 band as a specific characteristic of sera

of patients suffering from ischaemia heart dis-

ease does not appear to be justified.

Megaloblastic anaemia presents an interest-

ing study. While the diminution of total cho-

lesterol in anaemias is an accepted finding,

separation of the various fractions of lipopro-

teins in megaloblastic anaemia shows a prob-
able trend of the nf^chanisms controlling the

levels of /3-lipoprotein. This is brought out

better in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Distribution of Cholesterol in different Li pid
Fractions of Sera.

It is noteworthy that while cholesterol levels

in all other fraertions are not so markedly
affected in myocardial infarction as well as in

megaloblastic anaemia, the levels of /3-lipopro-

tein cholesterol are very much elevated in

myocardial infarction and markedly depressed

in megaloblastic anaemia. The significance of

this observation is not understood clearly with
the limited data at our disposal. Further work
is in progress in this direction.
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rpHE appearance of these two splendid volumes

in this series has, I feel certain, fulfilled

the expectations of virologists. Indeed, they are

to be regarded as vade mecum of virus patho-

logists and physiologists, not to mention the

many border-line scientists whose approach to

the study of viruses has been biochemical or

biophysical. Rich as they are in factuals, the

highly specialized articles fulfil another pur-

pose : they aim at stimulating new ideas in the

specialist and judging from that angle, that key-
note has been boldly underlined and admirably

executed.

Volume III contains much original material.

The chapter on Biochemistry and Virology

presents a comparative account on the form and
composition of plant viruses, bacterial viruses

and animal viruses and critically summarizes

available evidences on the fine structure of viral

constituents, especially those relating to RNA
and DNA contents of virus* particles and the

amino acid composition of the various strains

of plant viruses so far studied. This is followed

logically by a chapter on Chemotherapy of

Viruses, a subject dealing with the effects of

compounds which delay, or inhibit partially,

virus multiplication or disease development.

As is evident this subject has grown round

recent studies on the composition of viruses and

the functional mechanism of protein and nucleic

acids in virus multiplication and their struc-

ture. Many compounds of the purine and pyri-

midine analogues have been tried as antago-

nists and which could, therefore, be incorpo-

rated into nucleic acids rendering them bio-

logically non-functional and the possibility of

obtaining substantial inhibition of virus multi-

plication without disorganizing the functioning

of the host nucleic acids. The more recent work

on metallic ions and chelating agents and the

use of antibiotics in relation to virus inhibition

is summarized. Work on tumour viruses in bird

and mammal is discussed in another chapter

and the highlight and emphasis seems to be on

the behaviour of the virus of erythromyeloblas-

tic leukosis which “deviates from the average

physical structure of other viruses in its pro-

nounced expression of enzymatic activity and

its kinship in antigenic constitution with the

hcet cell in which it originates”. It requires no

• Advances in Virus /Research, Vols. HI and IV.
Edited by K. M. Smith and M. A. Lauffer. (The
Academic Press, New York, India : AMa Publishing

House, Bombay-l,) Pp. ix -f- 338 f
ix + 3?9, Price $ 7*00

great imagination to realize “the possible in-

fluence of the specific enzyme in the immediate
utilization of the stores of energy waiting within
the cell for the purposes of virus multiplica-
tion and diversion of the metabolic and genetic
processes of the host cell”.

An authoritative chapter on the morphology
and development of insect viruses needs spe-
cial mention. Electron micrographs have re-
vealed that the polyhedral virus particles are
contained within the polyhedral crystals and
are crystalline aggregates of the viruses them-
selves. New and basic thinking in the field of

plant virus multiplication in insect vectors is

presented and it seems that there is ample evi-
dence for the presence of viruses that multiply
both in plants and animals requiring both hosts
for their maintenance in nature, a complex
situation, indeed, but pregnant with possibili-

ties for further research in this field. The
penultimate chapter discusses certain basic
questions of natural and acquired immunity,
mechanism of cross-protection, interference

between viruses largely based on recent obser-
vations of yellows type of plant viruses and
the concluding chapter deals with bacterial

transformations, particularly, discus.sing the
nuclcoprotein nature of genes and the auto-
nomy assigned to genes and viruses which
appears to be relative. It is argued that DNA
has a key role to perform in these determi-
nations of specificity of hereditary characters
and that there arc subsidiary structures in cells

that could influence the specificity of the newly
formed DNA and that such a situation for RNA
containing viruses like plant viruses has not
been clearly demonstrated.

Volume IV in this series with nine chapters
seems equally versatile in its presentation of

material. The opening chapter on “Factors in

Virus Evolution” includes a critical appraisal

of the impact of virus evolution on taxonomy
and nomenclature* and discusses the possibility

of introducing the Linnaean binomial nomen-
clature to viruses. This author concludes “we
may have to be content for ever to sort viruses

into small groups just for our convenience and
not to attempt to relate our efforts to phylc^
geny as plant and animal taxonomists do”.

Many virus workers may not agree with this

view but under existing knowledge there seems
no escape from this unhappy position. Bacterio-
phages as genetic and biochemical systems in-

cluding problems of protein synthesis and
nucleic acid functioning foj*ms the subject-

paatter of the second (j^hapter. Attachment and
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penetmtioii by viruses as a fundamental ques-
tion and the physical, chemical, immunological,
anatomical and genetic approach to a study of

this problem and another chapter on measuring
concentration of animal viruses involving

methods of calculation from mass, volume and
density of virus particles are of absorbing
technical interest. A detailed consideration of

the anatomy of tobacco mosaic virus getting

together a large assemblage of evidences on the

particle size, surface features, internal struc-

tures, etc., make very interesting reading. Other
chapters that follow contain information on
effects of non-ionizing radiations on viruses,

effects of changing temperature on plant virus

diseases, mechanical transmissions of plant

viruses. The final chapter is on the nature of

serological relationships among influenza viru-

ses. From the practical point of view, the

chapter on heat therapy and in vivo inactiva-

tion of certain plant viruses would be read
with considerable interest by plant pathologists

r Current
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in this country as many vegetatively propa-
gated clones can be subjected to this therapy
and it is to be hoped that some headway would
be made in this simple yet practicable control

measure.
The reviewer has had the pleasure of warmly

commending the earlier volumes in this series

and the present review of Volumes III and IV
should convince everyone, more than ever, of

the enormous part these publications play in

stimulating original thinking in a difficult field

tf research with ultramicroscopic pathogens.

There are, here and there, signs of slackness
in proof-reading in these volumes but this is

outbalanced by a fine get-up and rich scientific

matter. One fondly hopes that in the not dis-

tant future India would have an Institute for

Microbiology with strong arms of virus research

in plant, insect, animal and human viruses as

it is obvicus we have to make much headway
m this field of science.

.
T. S. Sadasivan.

USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES DISCUSS DATA FROM SPUTNIKS EXPERIMENT
WITH A DOG

rpHE dog “Laika” the first animal to travel

into space aboard the second Soviet Sputnik

stood satisfactorily not only the launching and
the orbiting of the Sputnik but also the orbital

flight itself.

This statement was made by Academi-
cian Aleksandr Topchiev, Chief Scientific

Secretary of the Presidium of the USSR Aca-
demy of Sciences. He said that the checking of

the possibility of survival of an organism in

cosmic flight was a unique experiment which
has provided valuable data.

Preliminary results of the study of “Laika’s”

behaviour show that the acceleration of the

Sputnik’s flight at its launching and orbiting

—

which is the most difficult stage from the bio-

logical standpoint—had* acted on the animal in

the direction from its chest to its back. He re-

called that the movement of the Sputnik was
accelerated and that the rate of acceleration

was several times higher than the acceleration

of gravity. It has been established that simul-

taneously with the effect of the acceleration the

animal was also affected by the vibration and
for a certain period by the sound of the rocket

engine.

An analysis of the data has shown that imme-

diately after the start the heart action quick-
ened roughly three-fold as compared with its

initial state. Later on, as the effect of the acce-

leration persisted and even increased, the fre-

quency of the heart action fell. The electro-

cardiogram did not reveal aviy ill-effects. It

showed a typical picture of thickened heart-

beats, the so-called Sinus Tachycardia.

As the apparent weight of the animal increas-

ed, its respiration became more superficial and
accelerated. At the height of the effect of the

acceleration, the number of respirations was
3 to 4 times higher than initially.

Academician Topchiev declared that the ani-

mal had satisfactorily stood the flight of the

Sputnik from start to orbiting. During the

subsequent flight in orbit the animal was in a

state cf dynamic imponderability. The number
of respirations declined, the frequency of the

systole continued to fall systematically and to

approach the initial magnitude. In spite of the

unusual state of imponderability the motorial

activity of the animal was moderate.
The experiment with “Laika’^ has demonstrat-

ed that imponderability did not in itself cause

any substantial or enduring changes in the ani-

mal’s physiological functions.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

GROWTH SPIRALS ON ELECTRO-
DEPOSITED SILVER

The concepts of the edge dislocation^ and the

screw dislocation^ were originally proposed on
purely theoretical grounds to account for the

mechanical properties of real metal crystals. A
considerable experimental evidence exists now
in support of the application of the concept of

the screw dislocation to account for the growth
of real crystals from low degrees of supersatu-

ration,'^’^ Growth spirals on crystals of hexa-
gonal metals and also of silver (grown from
vapour) were observed by Forty^ and by Frank
and Forty.G

During the study of the dendritic growth of

metal crystals initiated by chemical replace-

ment and also by electrolysis, interesting re-

sults were obtained in the case of silver. The
crystals of silver were grown by electrolyzing

Showing a Triangular Spiral, X 800.

an aqueous solution of AgNOjj in a specially

designed electrolytic cell. The crystals thus

grown were essentially cubo-octahedra and it

is on the 111 faces that several interesting

features were observed. In some cases, these

faces were plane to the atomic scale, whereas

in certain other cases, growth spirals (triangu-

lar, hexagonal and circular) were observed.

Fig. 1 is one such typical case. So far no

attempts have been made to measure the step

heights of the spirals. Some spirals appear to

be very flat and can be observed with great

difficulty, whereas in a few cases, the spirals

could be seen clearly even under an ordinary

microscope. These observations suggest that the
Burgers vector of the screw dislocation respon-
sible for the growth spiral is not necessarily
limited to a unit lattice displacement as is

generally assumed. Further work on the inter-

action of the slip lines (caused by the move-
ment of the dislocations) and the growth steps
is in progi'ess. It may finally be mentioned that
the spirals could be made more distinct by
‘decoration’ as described by Frank and Forty.‘J

Dept, of Physics, V. G. Bhide.
College of Science, W. G. Nafde.
Nagpur, January 6, 1958.
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THE REDUCTION OF THORIUM
AT THE DROPPING MERCURY

ELECTRODE

Thorium (iv) is known to give only a cata-

lytic wave at — 1 • 0 V vs. S.C.E. in 0 • 1 M KCl
in the presence of excess nitrate.^ Since lower
valence states, though of low stability have
been reported,2 a more detailed study has been
undertaken. In 0*lMLiCl, it has been ob-
served that thorium chloride shows two
waves, one at — 1*6 V and the other at — 1-78V
vs. S.C.E. respectively. The first of these appears
as a continuation of the hydrogen wave, the
wave height rising both with fall in pH and
increase in thorium cqncentration. The height

of the second wave at — 1*78V is only depend-
ant on thorium concentration.

On a Cambridge photographic recording

polarograph with a capillary of characteristics

miti = 1-649 mg.-^f sec. in 0-lM LiCl in the

presence of 0-01% gelatin as suppressor, and
drop rate 16 per minute at 28-0® C. ± 0-5® C.

the following results have been obtained.

When the concentration of thorium is main-
tained constant at 6-48 M-^, in the first wave
(Ea^ =:~1*67V), the diffusion current lies

between 21 and 22 in the pH interval 3*42
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to 2-00, when allowance is made for the hydro-
gen wave. In this interval the height of the

latter rises from 2*0 to 90-0/^A. Secondly at

pH 3*3, the two waves (Ea^=:— 1-67V and
Eb^ = — 1-78V) show a linear rise with con-

centration of thorium in the range 3-0-12-0

the average increase in wave height being 3-26

and 1*44 mA per millimole respectively. The
extreme values lie between 3*21 and 3- 36 m

A

in the first case and 1*36 and 1-54 mA in the

second case.

These two sets of data leave no doubt that

a true reduction process is involved in both
cases. The actual reduction mechanism is diffi-

cult to state at this stage. It may not be a

consecutive reduction as Th^^-^ Th--^-» Th^>,

since the height of the second wave is only a

fraction of that of the first wave.
Further work is in progress.

Inorganic Chemistry T. P. Sarma.
Labs., Bh. S. V. Raghava Rao.

Andhra University,

Waltair, November 25. 1957.
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CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF
ARISTOLOCniA BRACTEATA RETZ.

While we were engaged on a study of the ex-

tract from Aristolochia bracteata Retz. (Aristo-

lochiaceae), which was locally regarded as a

powerful anthelmintic,^ Pailer, Belohlov and
Simonitsch- published two papers in which
aristolochic acid, a common constituent of

several species of Aristolochiaceae, was shown
to be a rare compound derived from 9-nitro

phenanthrene. Coutts, Stenlake and Williams'^

also confirmed this constitution^ of aristolochic

acid. ,

Prom the ether-soluble fraction of the alcoho-

lic extract of the fresh roots (1*5 Kg.), aqueous
bicarbonate furnished two yellow acidic com-
pounds. The first (yield: 0*1%) crystallised as

bright yellow netdles from alcohol: m.p,, 275-

77® C. (decomp.). (Found: C, 59*9, H, 3*9;

N, 3-6; CH3O, 9 0; Ci^Hj^O^N requires C,

59*8
;
H, 3*2

; N, 4*1
; I-CH3O, 9*1%.) U.V, ab-

sorption data, measured on Hilger Uvispek
ohotoelectric spectrophotometer : 392,

log^ 3*81; 320, loge, 4*11; X^J^ 250,

loge, 4*48: X^^^ 228. lo^^«. 4*50. In buianol-

acetic acid-water (25 : 0*1 ^ 25), it has R,=; 0*92.

r Current
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Methyl ester (diazomethane) melted at 278-
80® C. (Found: C, 60*8; H, 4*0; OCH^, 17*9;

CxsHjsOyN requires C, 60*9; H, 3*7; 2-OCH3,
17*5%.)

Decarboxylation (copper bronze-quinoline

)

yielded a nitro hydrocarbon (orange needles,

m.p., 204-05® C.) identical with l-methoxy-9-
n i t r 0-5 : 6-methylenedioxy phenanthrene.2-3
(Found : C, 64*7 ; H, 4*0

; N, 4*5
; OCH3 ,

10*1

;

requires C, 64*7; H, 3*7; N. 4*7:
I-OCH3, 10*4%.)

From the above the yellow acidic compound
is regarded as identical with aristolochic

acid.*-*'^

The second compound crystallised from alco-

hol as orange yellow needles melting indefi-

nitely between 240-52® C., yield : 26 mg.
The seeds (600 g.) from the capsules of

A, bracteata Retz. were also examined. Extrac-
tion with petroleum ether furnished a greenish
brown non-drying oil (Sp. gr. 0*908; Sap.
value, 195; Iodine value, 82). Yield: 6%. The
defatted seeds, on extraction with acetone fur-

nished a reddish yellow crystalline solid which
could be separated into aristolochic acid (55 mg.)
and the orange compound (18 mg.) by frac-

tional crystallisation from alcohol.

Dept, of Chemistry, K. V. Jagannadha Rao.
Andhra University, L. Ramachandra Row.
Waltair, Y. Suryanarayana Murty.
December 25, 1957.
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PETROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE ROCKS OF MOHAND

NEAR DEHRA DUN
The Siwalik rocks exposed along the Mohand
Bridge-Kherirau-Bongsot section of Mohand
lie between (Long. 77® 55' 30" and 77® 55' 15"

and Lat. 30® 12' 30" and 30® 12'). Detailed lite-

rature on these rocks is lacking. With a view
to study the nature of these rocks and
to compare them to the other known Siwalik

rocks of Punjab, samples were collected along

the dip traverse at stratigraphic intervals of

100', 200', 300' excepting at places where there

were lithological variations, over a vertical

thickness of 3,650'.

The rocks exposed are mostly sandstones,

clays and conglomerates. The sandstones vary

from coarse-grained to fine-grained varieties.
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The clays are mostly brown, maroon-coloured
varieties. Conglomerates are composed of peb-
bles of quartzite, opal, jasper and clay nodules

commented by calcite in the matrix. At some
places the pebbles in the conglomerates show
crude orientation.

Laboratory Investigations

Twenty-five samples of sandstones and 9

samples of clays were treated for petrological

studies. The heavy minerals were treated

along the lines suggested by Groves.^ Clays

were studied by a simple colouration method
given by Vedeneeva and Vikulova- and

demonstrated by Prof. Tatarsky, Consulting

Specialist to the Oil and Natural Gas Com-
mission. Light crop and carbonate minerals

were studied by immersion method given by

Tatarsky.*^ Mechanical analyses of sandstones

were done by the method described by

Tatarsky.^

The heavy minerals that constitute the

assemblage in order of abundance are opaques,

garnet, kyanite, hornblende, zoisite, tourmaline,

staurolite, rutile, chlorite and zircon of which

garnet, hornblende and kyanite form the bulk

of the assemblage and the rest are accessory

in character. We notice a sympathetic varia-

tion of rutile with zircon and colourless gar-

net with the coloured one. The nature of the

assemblage suggests metamorphic and granitic

rocks as the probable source rocks for these

sediments.

The light croia constitutes the assemblage of

quartz, feldspar, rock-fragments and weathered

fragments. Quartz occurs in subangular to

subrounded grains. The grains are generally

colourless but hazy in many cases. Some of

the grains show strain effects like undulose

extinction. They are full of microscopic inclu-

sions which are irregularly distributed through-

out the grains. Under high power objective

the inclusions show a rounded or elliptical out-

line with a faint border. Some of the inclu-

sions appear to be liquid and gas inclusions.

There are also mineral inclusions of magne-

tite, zircon, rutile and biotite in some of the

quartz grains. Most of the inclusions are of

indeterminate character. Feldspar is present in

subordinate amounts. It is remarkably fresh

and is mostly orthoclase, untwinned. Some of

the feldspars are microline and albite. The^

rock fragments comprise of mostly quartzite,

quartz-feldspar aggregate and quartz-sericite-

schist. The nature and study of light crop

indicate the source to be metamorphic and

granitic rocks, and the source to be near.

Clays were studied by the colouration

method and the studies indicate the clays to

be mostly of illite composition with various

stages of hydrolisation. The uniform compo-
sition of clays indicates that the condition of

deposition was almost uniform.

Carbonate mineral studies indicate that fhe

nature of carbonate material constituting the

cement in sandstones, is mostly calcite except-

ing at the upper part of the section where it

IS calcite and dolomite. All the sandstones are

mostly calcareous and the carbonate content

present in them varies from 9% to 37%.
The study of mechanical analyses indicates

that the sandstones vary in grain size from

coarse-grained to line-grained falling between

coarse-grained sandstone to fine-grained silty

sandstones. The sorting is medium but at the

bottom of the section the sorting is good. This

feature lends support that most of the sedi-

ments constituting these rocks were not trans-

ported over a long distance.

The entire section comprising a thickness of

3,650' along Kherirau and Bongsot nalla

.section could be conveniently divided into

three horizons on the basis of the results of

the heavy minerals, light crop and clay studies

and is shown in Fig. 1.

(1)

Samples from 2727-2737 are character-

ised by absence of green variety of tourmaline

and presence of yellow variety of tourmaline.

(2; Samples from 2737-2748 characterised

by the presence of hornblende and green

tourmaline.

(3) Samples from 2748-2751 characterised

by the absence of hornblende.

These boundaries coincide with the bound-

aries marked by the study of clays. From the

study oi clays three zones could be conveni-

ently marked along the section.

(1) Samples 2748-2751 marked by illite

compo.sition.

(2) Samples 2747-2748 marked by hydro-

lysed illite.
^

(3) Samples 2736-27^7 marked- by illite of

varying stages of hydrolysation.

This boundary lies 50' below the boundary

marked by mineral studies.

From the light crop studies, the boundary

could be drawn at (1) sample 2735 character-

ised by quartz-feldspar ratio and hazy quartz

border, (2) at sample 2738 characterised by

clear quartz border, and (3) at sample 2735

characterised by quartz-sericite-schist and

quartz with inclusions of indeterminate cha-

racter border. All these borders are 100' above

or below the border iqarked by heavy mineral,
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and clay border denotes changes in source

rocks. The fluctuation and oscillation of the

boundary as marked by light mineral studies

indicate that the change in conditions of envi-

ronment was gradual at that period.

From the studies instituted on the rocks of

Janaury area (Punjab) the authors notice a

very close resemblance and similarity in the

heavy mineral assemblage of Mohand and
Janaury, though they are separated over a

distance of 250 miles. This clearly points: to

the fact that the source rocks which gave rise

to these sediments were the same and the con-

ditions of depositional environment were simi-

lar. Further the above studies point that these

sediments were not transported over long dis-

tance and the source to be near. The deformed
nature of kyanite and the strain effects shown
by some of the quartts indicate to a highly

disturbed source.

It is, therefore, hypothetically suggested that

the source rocks which gave rise to these sedi-

ments belong to one continuous mountain
chain.

The authors express their thanks to

Prof. V. B. Tatarsky, Consulting Petrologist to

the Oil and Natural Gas Commission, for his

valuable guidance and suggestions, and to

Dr. A. K. Dey, Director of Geology, Oil and
Natural Gas Commission, for the kind permis-
sion to publish this paper.f>

1 .

Petrological Labs., S. K. Babu.
Oil and Natural Gas P. V. Dehadrai.
Commission,

Dehra Dun, December 30, 1957.
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y-SUBSTITUTION IN RESORCINOL
DIMETHYL ETHER

GriehlI has described a novel method of pre-
^paration of arylacetic acids by the action of
potassium permanganate on aromatic substances
in boiling acetic anhydride. By application of
this procedure to resorcinol dimethyl ether we
have obtained an acid, m.p., 152-53^* C. (Found

:

C, 610; H, 5-9. Equivalent weight, 194-2. Cal-
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culated for : C, 61-2; H, 6 1%. Equi-
valent weight, 196.) The acid formed an amide,
m.p. 157° C. (Found; N, 7 0. Calculated for

: N, 7 ’2%.) The product of oxidation
is therefore 2 : 6-dimethoxyphenylacetic acid^*'*

and represents a novel case of 7-substitution in

the resorcinol nucleus.

Shrimati H. R. Jayamma.
A. R. Inamdar.

Dept, of Chemistry, K. S. Nargund.
Kamatak University,

Dharwar, Febrmry 14, 1958,

1. Griehl, Ber., 1947, 80, 410.
2. Shepard, Porter, Noth and Simmans, /. C/trm,,

1952, 17, 671.

3. King and Grundon, /. CAem, Soc., 1950, 3547.

CELLULOSE DECOMPOSITION BY
SPECIES OF NOCARDIA

Quite recently Metcalfe and Brown’’’ isolated

from soil a species of Nocardia possessing the

ability to decompose cellulose and they gave
a valuable determinative description of it and
named it as Nocardia cellulans apparently

assuming that the povuer of cellulose decom-
position had not previously been reported for

the genus Nocardia. The object of the present

communication is to point out that, although

detailed descriptions of the Nocardias associat-

ed with cellulose decomposition had not pre-

viously been given, cellulolytic activity had
been attributed, to the genus before.*'*-*'^ A de-

tailed description of the unnamed Nocardia

species isolated from marine sources some six

years ago is also included in this paper

(Table I) with a view to emphasising tho

cellulolytic power shared by the genus Nocar-

dia. No attempts will here be made to describe

the five species isolated anaerobically (the

organism being capable of growing aerobically)

from cellulose enrichments set up with the

intestinal tract of the Indian earthworm and

briefly reported upon by Khambata and

Bhat.«

The cellulose enrichments made with the

intestinal contents of the earthworm yielded 39

bacteria and 49 aotinomyces/^ Of the 49 latter

isolates, 28 belonged to the genus Nocardia and

the rest proved to be cellulose utilising Strepto-

myces. A comprehensive account of all the

isolates had been presented in theses before.^»

Of the 28 Nocardias, 23 were identified as

N. corallina despite certain differences in

characters as detailed for the species in the

Bergey*8 Manual^ The remaining 5, isolated

from anaerobic enrichments ( but capable of

aerobic existence) were only cursorily referred

to and remain to be fully reported though they

had been described in the theses.^ However, a

brief account of these isolates including the

observation on the close association of Mpeo-
bacterium agreste (synonymous with N. cordU
Una.) with digestion of cellulosei^ had appeared
elsewhere .»

Similarly the Nocardias and other actino-

myces obtained from cellulose enrichments
made with materials derived from marine
sources had been the subject of another study.-^

Freitas'^ studied in detail three of the several
Nocardias isolated by her from deteriorating

fish-nets and cordage and of these one could
be referred to as N. corallina. However, all the
three were carefully examined with respect to

their nitrogen and carbon requirements as well

as from the point of view of their halotoler-

ance, and were indeed shows to be halophilic

in nature and capable of utilising cellobiose,

dextrin, starch, cellulose and agar in addition

to palmitatc and stearate, the substrates being

those commonly employed in the tests for cellu-

lolytic activity.* It may be of interest in this

connection that the authors had emphasised the

role of Nocardia (and other Actinomycetes) in

the decomposition of fish-nets and cordage and
considered this organism as “one of the im-
portant cellulose decomposing Actinomycetes^^'^

Thus far over 50 Nocardias (derived from
soil, earthworm intestine, coconut oiU^ and
marine sources) have been studied in detail in

this laboratory and a great majority of them
have been referred to as N. corallina and
N. rubra as it is both desirable and convenient
to avoid, save under exceptional cases, creation

of new species but to refer them to the nearest
species listed in the Bergey's Manual. Accord-
ingly, a detailed account of the morphological
and other peculiarities of the Nocardia had
appeared elsewhere.

^
Table I

Description of the ma'g.ne species* isolated from
cellulose enrichments

Morphology and Gram reaction on nutrient

agar : Gram positive filaments with a tendency
to branching to short-branched rods ; frag-

ment to short rods and coccoidal forms within

2 to 3 days. Not acid-fast.

Growth on nutrient agar

:

Cheese-like

smooth, slightly convex, orange or pink colo-

nies with a filamentous margin ; colour agrees

with either Capucine orange (Ridgway,®

Plate III, 13, OY-od) or Grenadine (Plate IT,

7, R-ob),
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Growth on cellulose agar : As on nutrient

agar or as pink cheese-like colonies with a

spreading margin.

Nutrient broth : Heavy turbidity with either

slimy or flocculent sediment ;
scum-like growth

along sides of tube.

Growth on potato : Heavy, either Ochraceous

orange (Plate XV, 15'-y-o-b) or Grenadine

(Plate II, 7, R-ob).

Growth on cellulose media : (a) Omelianskij\s

solution^ : Turbidity ; filter-paper coloured

orange, (b) Duhos' solution-: Heavy turbidity

and sediment ;
paper light pink, (c) Peptone

sea.-water‘' : Profuse growth, turning paper

orange or deep pink, (d) China-blue-aurin-

cellulose agar^^*

:

Growth.

Indole : Not formed.

Hydrogen sulphide : Formed m traces to give

a faintly positive reaction.

Nitrate peptone water : Nitrate reduced to

nitrite, but not ammonia.

M.R. and V.P. tests : Negative.

Litmus milk : Alkalinity and slight reduc-

tion of litmus.

Hydrolysis of starch, gelatin and casein :

Negative.

Catalase : Positive.

Sugar media : Acid in glucose and mannite,

but not in lactose, sucrose, maltose, dextrin,

starch and glycerol.

Paraffin utilisation : paraffin utilised ; but not

phenol, cresol or benzene.

Microbiology Dept., Yvonne M. Freitas.

St. Xavier’s College, V. Bhat.
'

Bombay, Fcbraany 21, 1958.
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STUDIES ON THE STRUCTURE AND
PHYSIOLOGY OF THE FLIGHT

MUSCLES OF BIRDS
3. Alkaline Phosphatase Activity in the

Pigeon Breast Muscle

It has been shown by George and Jyoti^ and
later on by George and Naik- that the pecto-
ralis major muscle of the pigeon contains two
types of fibres, a broad white variety loaded
with glycogen and a narrow red variety which
contains comparatively little glycogen but large

quantities of fat. George and Scaria'"* have
shown that this muscle contains a high concen-
tration of lipase and a histochemical study of

the lipase activity revealed that the enzyme is

confined to the narrow fibres.^ A similar obser-

vation was made in the pcUoralis major mus-
cle of the bat.-‘ Here we report the result of a

histochemical study undertaken to demonstrate
the localization of alkaline phosphatase in the

pectoralis major muscle of the pigeon.

The alkaline phosphatase activity was
studied on transverse sections of the frozen

tissue cut according to the method of George
and Scaria.^ The sections were transferred to

clean slides and allowed to dry at room tem-
perature (about 1 hour). They were then fixed

in 10% cold (4®C.) formalin for 2 hours,

washed in running water for 30 minutes and
used for the study after rinsing in distilled-

water. The method employed was the revised

method of Gomori using sodij^im glycerophos-

phate as substrate.^' The sections were incu-

bated in the substrate medium at 40° C. for 24

hours, treated with cobalt nitrate and ammonium
sulphide and mounted in glycerine jelly without

counterstaining. Two controls were tried ;
in

one the incubation of the sections in the sub-

strate medium was omitted and in the other

the sections were incubated after keeping them
in boiling water for 10 minutes.

From previous experience it was found that

the pigeon kidney showed very high alkaline

phosphatase activity after half-an-hour of in-

cubation, but in the case of the muscle, satis-

factory results could be obtained only on pro-

longed incubation (24 hours). Fig. 1 presents

the photomicrograph of a transverse section of

the pectoralis major muscle of the pigeon

showing localization of the enzyme activity, ft

is clearly seen that the nuclei are deeply stain-

ed indicating high phosphatase activity. Of the

two types of fibres, the cytoplasm of the nar-

row fibre shows a higher activity of the enzyme.

In the broad fibre on the other hand, the cell

border is stained and that too faintly, suggest-
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ing that the enzyme is located mainly if not

solely in about the sarcolemma. It would appear

that most of the transphosphorylalion reactions

take place in the narrow fibres and the pre-

sence of the enzyme at the border of the glyco-

gen-loaded broad fibre is to aid in the transport

Fig. 1. Microphotograph of a transverse section of the

pectoralis major muscle of pigeon showing locaii/^ation of

alkaline phosphatase activity. (B.F., Broad Fibre; N.F.,

Narrow Fibre.)

of glycogen from the broad fibres to the narrow

fibres. It should be of interest to note here that

the enzymes of the Krebs’ cycle are confined

only tc the narrow fibres.' A similar condition may
be expected in the case of the pectoralis major

muscle of the bat and other animals in which

there are two sinc-h distinct types of fibres. Thi':

study is now in progress in our laboratorie.s.

Histochemical Lab., J. C. George,

Dept, of Zoology, S. Madhavan Nair.

M. S. University of Baroda, K. S. Scaria.

Baroda, February 1, 1958.
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THE SUBCOMMISSURAL ORGAN IN
THE GARDEN LIZARD CALOTES

VERSICOLOR
The subcommissural organ as a possible secre-

tory centre has been investigated in certain

rodents by Wislocki and Leduc.h^ and in cer-

tain carnivores by Bargmann and Schiebler.^

These workers concluded that the subcommis-
sural organ is a site of secretory activity and

that the products of secretion are released into

the third ventricle directly, or indirectly through
the agency of the Reissner’s fibre. As a result

of studies involving electrocoagulative ablation

and injection of extracts of the subcommissural
organ in the rat, Gilbert^ concluded that the

subcommissural organ 'has an important endo-
crine function in water metabolism.

The following is a preliminary report of stu-

dies of the morphology and function of the

subcommissural organ in the garden lizard.

Brains of garden lizards were fixed in Bouin’s

Iluid, embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 6-7

micra thickness and stained by Gomori’s chrome
alum-ha;matoxylin phloxin method and Foot’s

modification of Masson’s trichrome.

The subcommissural organ is situated in the

roof of the third ventricle in very close ven-
tral relationship to the commissura pallii pos-

terior. It consists of modified eperdymal cells

lining the roof of the third ventricle. From its

caudal end fibrils arise and unite to form )a

delicate strand known as the Reissner’s fibre,

which passes into the lumen of the aqueduct
(Fig. 1). The cells of the subcommissural organ

»

Fig, 1. Photomicrograph of a sagittal section through the
sulx:ommissural organ stained by Gomori’s method,
X 50. fV III denotes the third ventricle, and Rf
denotes the Reissner’s fibre.)

are of tall ciliated columnar type, with indefinite

cell boundaries. The nuclei are situated at

various levels close to the basal aspects of the

cells, giving the whole epithelium a pseudo

-

stratified appearance. The nuclei are of 'mode-
rate size, vesicular, and show distinct nucleoli

and chromatin network. Aggregations of blue-

black granules are abundant, around the nuclei

and the basal parts of the cells. The granules
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become discrete and powdery towards the
ciliated ends. The cilia are not numerous and
are covered by a precipitate, and often show
distinct granules embedded in them. From the
basal parts of the cells, processes arise, group
themselves into thin bundles, and traverse the
posterior commissure at the periphery of whicn
the fibres again separate out in a fan-like man-
ner to end in close relationship to the subpial
blood vessels (Figs. 2 and 3). These processes

FlO, 2. Photomicrograph of a sagittal section through the

posterior commissure and the subcommissural or-

gan, stained by Foot’s modification of Masson’-s

trichrome, X 225. (PC denotes the posterior com-
missure; the arrows point to the secretory material

passing along the basal processes of the cells of the

sulicommissural organ.)

Fig. 3. Photomicrograph of a sagittal section through the

posteiior commissure and the subcommissural organ
stained by Foot’s modification of Masson’s tri-

Vhrome, x 225. Note the fan-like ending of the
basal processes in relation to the peripheral blood
vessel {BL «'•).

are similar to those found in the cuboidal cells

of the general ejpendycna, with the difference

the Editor
L Science

that the former carry Gomori-positive material

along them. This material can be traced to

greater or lesser extents along the processes

and in some cases accumulations of the mate-
rial are seen in the distal ends of the processes

in the form of small droplets. In the posterior

commissure the nuclei of glial cells took up the

chrome-ha?matoxylin stain. But these cells

contained no Gomori-positive granules in their

cytoplasm.

Thus, while in general features the reptilian

subcommissural organ resembles that of The

mammal, two important differences exist bet-

ween the two. Firstly, there is a paucity of

the reactive glial cells in the posterior com-
missure of the reptile. Secondly, the basal pro-

cesses carrying Gomori-positive material to-

wards the peripheral blood vessels are peculiar

to the reptilian subcommissural organ and have
not been described in any mammal. Thus the

pattern of distribution of the Gomori-positive
material in the celLj and their processes of the

subcommissural organ of Caloies versicolor

seems to indicate that here, as in the supra-

optico-hypophyseal system of this animal,

there is a double route available for the dis-

charge of the pi’oducts of secretion.

Dept, of Anatomy, K. R. Pandalai.

Medical College,

Trivandrum, February 19, 1958.
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NUCLEAR DIFFERENTIATION IN
BINUCLEATE POLLEN MOTHER

CELLS
The writer! has described evidence which leads

to the conclusion that the capacities for nucleo-

lar and DNA synthesis in a chromosome may
be correlated. The evidence was based mainly
on the observation that in Loliuin the DNA-
conditioned development of one or more of the

chromosomes in a nucleus may be retarded

experimentally and when this is done, the

affected chromosomes also fail to take part in

the synthesis of nucleolar material. The present

observations, also on Lolium, are of interest in

relation to the above conclusion for these too

can be interpreted as indicating a close rela-

tionship between nucleolar formation and pro-

phase development of the chromosomes.
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Normally in perennial rye grass, the pmc are
uninucleate and the 14 chromosomes show a
completely regular meiotic behaviour. A plant

which had been subjected to temperature treat-

ment of 34 ±: 1° C. in a thermostatically con-

trolled heat chamber for a period of 72 hours
immediately before fixation showed a high per-

centage of pmc (20%) which were binucleate.

These cells in addition to having a normal
nucleus have another which is far from nor-

mal. Its chromosomes at early prophase re-

veal a lack of any organised structure and show
little or no improvement in their stainability or

spiralisation with the advancing of the nuclear

cycle. These obviously retarded chromosome ^

are always found to be localised in a peripheral

position in the cell (Figs. 1 and 2). As the

chromosomes in this nucleus do not emerge
from their near interphase condition, it is not

possible to determine their number but Uie

nuclear volume indicates that none may be

missing. The second nucleus occupying a cen-

tral position undergoes regular prophase deve-

lopment
;

all its 14 chromosomes condensing to

the usual metaphase condition, although they

fail to pair and appear as univalents (Fig. 2).

There is no anaphase separation and the

chromosomes in the central nucleus form one

or more restitution nuclei. Those in the peri-

pheral degenerate completely.

Apart from the above dissimilarities, the two

nuclei also show another conspicuous differ-

ence. This is indicated by the invariable pre-

sence in the central nucleus of a well develop-

ed nucleolus, while no such body is formed at

all in the peripheral. The pmc for all the above

cytological observations were stained in aceto-

carmine after fixation and storage in Carnoy to

which a few drops of ferric cliloride had been

added.

Binucleate pmc with the two nuclei non-syn-
chronisecl in their development have been de-

scribed earlier among others by Holden and
Mota,“ who observed them in an Avetia hybrid.

These authors, from a critical con.sideration of

their own results, particularly the constant

relationship between the position and behaviour

of the two nuclei and on the basis of evidence

presented by La Cour- in relation to nuclear

differentiation in pollen grains, came to the

conclusion that a cytoplasmic gradient in res-

pect of the nuclear-lorming substances, accounts

for the lion-synchronised progress of chromo-
somes in the binucleate cells. The observations

on the treated LoUudi plant appe^ar in all essen-

tial respects to be similar to those on the

Ai^cyia hybrid
;
furthermore the two non-syn-

chronised nuclei also simulate very closely the

degenerating vegetative nucleus and the func-

tional generative nucleus in pollen grains both

as regards their origin and subsequent beha-
viour. As pointed out by Darlington and
Mather,! in the pollen grains of angiosperms

one of the two daughter-nuclei is pressed by the

first mitotic spindle against the wall, while the

other is left in the middle of the cell. Some ot*

m

Fig. L pmc shelving binucleate condition at early propbase. The central nucleus with a well-formed nucleo-
lus is much more conspicuous than the peripheral which shows poor stainability and lack of nucleolar material,

X 1,925. FlO, 2. Central nucleus at diakinesis with 14 fully condensed univalents. The periplveral nucleus failing

to show any improvement over its early prophase condition, X 1,926.
•
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the binucleate pmc in perennial rye grass: show
the peripheral nucleus so tightly pressed against
the cell-wall that the chromatin material is

found to take a semi-circular form (Fig. 1). It

is obvious that the peripheral nucleus owes iis

position and distorted form to the asymmetri-
cally placed pre-mciotic mitotic spindle, one of
whose poles, too close to the cell-wall, must
have been responsible fo^' pressing the chromo-
somes during anaphase separation.

In view of the above considerations the con-
clusion reached by Holden and Mota, that cyto-
plasmic gradient is responsible for the non-
synchronised development of the two nuclei in

the Avena, hybrid, can be accepted for the
binucleate condition in LolUim also. A second
suggestion made by these authors to explain the
non-formation of nucleolus in the peripheral
nucleus, however, requires further considera-
tion.

In the absence of any evidence indicating

that the peripheral nucleus lacks an organiser,

these authors have suggested that it is possible

that the forces operating to maintain the gradi-

ent with its focus at the cell centre have also

been responsible for the transference of nucleo-
lar material from this nucleus at the preceding
telophase. While the existence of a cytoplasmic
gradient in the cell is not difficult to visualise

particularly in view of the formation of the

asymmetrical spindle, it is not very clear how
the postulated transference of the nucleolar

material may take place. Referring to the fact

that the nucleolar material is believed to oe
intimately associated with chromosome synthe-
sis, Holden and Mota point out that the absence
of a nucleolus from the peripheral nucleus js

revealing. This obviously cannot be taken to

imply that the presence and absence of nucleo-

lus in the central and the peripheral nucleus

respectively is directly responsible for the dif-

ferential behaviour of their chi’omosomes, for

this behaviour has already been explained as

due to the cytoplasmic gradient. The signiii-

cance of these observations, it can be suggest-

ed, lies in indicating that nucleolar synthesis

and chromosome synthesis are perhaps related

activities and the gradient which is responsible

for the failure of prophase development ot

chromosomes may also be responsible for the

non-formation of nucleolar material during the

preceding telophase. In other words, the absence
of nucleolus in the peripheral nucleus can be

explained as due to the failure of the chromo-
somes to synthesise the materials rather than

their removal after synthesis.

Both nuclear dyferentiation and preferential

nucleolar formation in the binucleate pollen

mother-cells would thus appear to be a func-
tion of cytoplasmic gradients.

I am indebted to Prof. P. T. Thomas for
valuable advice and criticism. My thanks are
also due to Prof. E. T. Jones and Mr. A. H.
Beddows for their helpful interest

; and to the
Royal Commissioners, 1851 Exhibition, for the
award of one of their scholarships.

Dept, of Agric. Botany, H. K. Jain.'-'

University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth, October 30, 1957.

* Present aclcire-js: Division of Hotany, Indian Agri-
cultural Research Institute, New Delhi-12.
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THE FUNGISTATIC AND FUNGICIDAL
ACTION OF^MYCOSTATIN ON
DEIGHTONIELLA TORULOSUM

The inhibitory action of mycostatin on Deigh^
toniclla iorulosmn (Ashby) Ell., among other
fungi pathogenic to banana, has been reportea
elsewhere by the authors.* The antibiotic was
found to inhibit the germination of the spores
of D. toruJosurn at 10 meg,/ml., whereas at con-
centrations lower than 2*5mcg./ml. there was
little or no inhibition and at 5-0 meg./ml. there
were malformations of the germ tube. The re-

sults of fui'ther studies made to investigate into

the nature of action of the •dutibiotic on the

fungal spores are reported here.

Seven-day-old spores of the fungus were
treated with aqueous mycostatin at concentre

-

lions ranging from 10 to lOOp.p.m. for various

lengths of time. They were then washed
thoroughly by centrifugation (800 to 1,090

r.p.m.) in .several changes of sterile distilled-

water and allowed to germinate in 1% sugar
solution on depre.ssion slides, incubated in moist
chambers at room temperature (22 to 28“ C.).

Proper controls were kept in each case. The
germination counts were taken after 24, 48 and
72 hours and the final germination per cent,

obtained (Table I). In order to make sure

that there was no delayed germination due to

the treatment, the ungerminated spores were
kept incubated upto the tenth day and obser-

vations recorded.

The I’esults indicate that the antibiotic is

fungicidal to D. torulosum, killing all the spores

at all the concentrations tested, the time re-

quired for the cidal effect being more at lower
concentrations than at higher concentrations.
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Takle I

The effect o/ mycostatin treatment on the

viability of the spores of Deightoniella torulosum

Duration of

%> germination at :

treatment

(hours) 0 10 25 50 100
p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m. p.p.m

1 .. 100 94 91 0 0
2 .. 100 86 80 0 0
4 .. 100 80 85 0 0
8 .. 99 68 12 0 0

24 .. 100 19 6 0 0
48 • . 90 0 0 0 0
72 .. 98 0 0 0 0

The effect of mycostatin on the germinating

spores of the fungus was also studied. The
spores were allowed to germinate in 1% sugar

solution. After an interval of 48 hours, when
a good number of the spores germinated, aque-

ous mycostatin, to obtain a final concentration

of approximately 5 p.p.m,, was added to the

medium. Though there was no subsequent

growth of the germ tubes, characteristic mal-

formations were observed within 24 to 48 hours.

The terminal cells of the germ tubes were mal-

formed into thick-walled, irregular-shaped,

brown to dark brown coloured cells, approxi-

mately 2 to 3 times broader than the hyphae.

These malformations differ from those obtained

from the spores prp-treated with mycostatin, in

the respect that they are thick-walled and

brown-coloured

.

The two types of malformations of the germ
tubes were washed in several changes of sterile

distilled-water and allowed to germinate in 1%
sugar solution as before. Even after incubating

for 10 days both the malformations failed to

germinate, even though some of the attached

bits of the normal germ tubes grew well, deve-

loping into mycelial strands in the medium.

These results indicate that mycostatin is

fungicidal to D. torulosum at various concen-

trations depending upon the time of contact

with the antibiotic. The action of mycostatin

on the germ tubes seems to be distinct from

that of the pre-treatment of the spores with the

antibiotic as indicated by the different types

of the malformations of the germ tubes obtain-

ed, The physiological aspects of these malfor-

mations seem to be significantly different from

those of the spores as they fail to germinate

under the conditions optimum for the normal

spore germination and growth of the fungus.

The fungistatic effect of the antibiotic is indi-

cated by the fact that the bits of the normal
germ tubes from the treated spores grew into

mycelial strands when restored to 1 % sugar
solution.

G. Rangaswami.*
(Miss) A. P. Sarojani Damodaran.

Mycology and Plant Pathology
Section,

Agric. Res. Institute,

Lawley Road, Coimbatore,
November 2, 1957.

* Present address : Head of the Department of Agricul-
ture, Annamalai University, Annamalainagar, Madras
State.

1. Rangaswami, G. and Sarojani Damodaran, A, P,,
“/« action of mycostatin on fungi pathogenic
to banana,** Jndtan Pkytopath,^ 1957, 10 126.

CYTOLOGY OF FERN GENUS
ACROPHORUS

Acrophorus is an interesting isolated genus
chiefly represented in the Old World, typified

by A. stipellatus (Wall.) Moore.^-s The second
species to be added was A. raiteensis J. W. Moore
from Raiatea in 1933.4 A year later Christensen
and Holttum'* grouped a more finely dissected

and palaeaceous form of the former in a sepa-
rate species, A. blumei Ching apud Chr.
(A, blumei Ching'^) from Mt. Kinabalu. Still

later Tagawa« in 1939 described a new variety,

A. stipellatus var. macrostegius from Formosa,
Out of these A. stipellatus is indigenous to the
mainland of Asia, being distributed throughout
the Himalayas and South China while A. blu-
viei is restricted to the Malaysian region. The
only Indian species, A. stipellatus, is very fre-

quent on the forest floor between 6,000 ft. to

10,000 ft. altitude in the Eastern Himalayas and
has been sampled from Darjeeling and Sikkim
parts of its range.

As to its relationship, it is still a point of

controversy. Most of themnodern ptbridologists

like Christensen,*^ Copeland^ and HolttumS hold
it to be a close relative of the Dryopteroid
ferns especially Dicalpe and Peranema—^the

Woodsioid ferns of Bower.*^ Based on almost
similar morphological evidences Chingi® ex-
pressed its natural affinities with Davallioid

ferns, more with Leucostegia, in particular

L. perdurans Christ and classified it so later.2

This view has been followed by Dickason.D It

may here be added that Thompson^^ based on
her studies on the sorus and prothallium deve-

lopment in Acrophorus ftipellatus from Java
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supports its Dryopteroid affinity. While a more
thorough and complete comparative picture of

the various characters of taxonomical import-

ance for the proper understanding of its sys-

tematic position awaits publication, this note

aims only to place on record the chromosome
number for the genus which remains unreport-

ed so far.

Acetocarmine squashes of the young spo-

rangia of Acrophorus stipellatus (Wall.) Moore,

collected at Karponang (10,000ft.) in Sikkim;

Birch Hill forests (7,000 ft), Senchal forest

(8,000ft), Lebong forest (5,500ft), near Ton-
glu and Tonglu to Gairabas (8,000 to 10,000 ft.)

in Darjeeling District and fixed in 1 : 3 acetic

alcohol, have been obtained. The species exhi-

bits a great variation in its size ranging from
1-5 ft. However, considering the degree of

variation, cytologically the species is conspicu-

ous by its extreme uniformity. Perfect regular

course of meiosis results in 64 normal and
seemingly viable spores. At late diakinesis 41

bivalents become clearly recognisable (Fig. 1)

which is thus the haploid number for the genus.

Fig. 1. Lnte diakinesis in a spore mother-cell of Acrtf-

phorus stipfilatus (Wall.) Moore (Gairabas collection

—

8,000 ft. alt.) showing n -- 41, X 1,500.

Leucostegia as delimited in the modern sense,

includes only two species while all the rest

have been transferred to the closely allied genus

Araiostegia. Therefore Ching’s reference

L. perdurans would seem very likely an Araio-

stegia. Among the Davallioids (Davalliaceae of

Copeland*^) Leucostegia,^** Oleandra^^ and
Nephrolepis^''^>^^ possess 41 as their base num-
ber while Davallia^^ and Araiostegia^ are

based on 40. As far as Woodsioid^^-i® ferns are

concerned, the number 41 forms the basis of

their evolution. The data on the chromosome
number of ferns have so far suggested that a

given base number usually remains constant in

Current
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large, related assemblage and “that aneuploidy
tends to characterise the relation between
genera rather than between species** (Man-
toni<^). Hence the cytology alone as such seems
to be incompetent in resolving the present tan-

gle unless it is supported by other evidences.

Such evidences would appear elsewhere.

The writer is deeply indebted to Professor

P. N. Mehra for his helpful guidance, criticism

and encouragement during the course of in-

vestigation.

Dept, of Botany, S. C. Verma.
Panjab University,

Amritsar, December 14, 1957.
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NOTE ON GONIOZUS SP. (BETHYL-
ID^-HYMENOPTERA) PARASITE
OF STEM AND ROOT-BORERS OF

SUGARCANE IN BIHAR
Since biological control of insects, besides be-

ing economic in ultimate analysis, is a perma-
nent means of pest repression, attempts are be-

ing made at the Sugarcane Research Institute,

Pusa, to collect and study all the parasites

commonly associated with the sugarcane-borers

in Bihar. The present note incorporates the

results of preliminary studies conducted on one

of them. This parasite identified as Goniozus

sp. was reared from parasitised larvae of the

stem-borer, Chilotroea infuscatellus Snell., and
the root-borer Emmalocera depressella Swinh.

collected from the standing sugarcane crop at

the Research Institute’s farm during 1956 and
1957. It is an endo-parasite and availabje
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mostly in the months of August-November.
Under natural conditions its parasitisation is

more pronounced on stem-borers as compared
to root-borers. Its full-grown grubs emerge by
puncturing the ventro-lateral portion of the
host’s body and immediately spin closely knit
brown silken cocoons within which they
pupate. The pupa within the cocoon is creamy
white in colour and the duration of this stage

varies from 7-9 days during August under
laboratory conditions. The maximum number
of adults emerging in the laboratory from a
cluster of cocoon was, on an average, eleven.

The adult female which is quite agile has dark
brown colour and hyaline wings. The well

developed dentitions of its mandible and the

comparatively large size of the hind pair of

legs have been observed to confer upon the

parasite additional facility in keeping the host

under control while parasitising it. The adult

of Goniozus sp. has a close resemblance to

Goniozus cuttockeiisis Lal.^ the pupal parasite

of stem-borer at Cuttack, Orissa, reared by
M. Ahmad during 1937 and described by LaU
in 1939. Further studies on Goniozus sp. are

under progress and the detailed observations

will be publi.shed separately.

The authors are greatly indebted to Sri. K. L.

Khanna, Director, Sugarcane Research and
Development, Bihar, Pusa, for the facilities and
encouragement in the work. Thanks are also

due to the authorities of British Museum, Lon-

don, for so kindly identifying the parasite.

Sugarcane Res. liist., A. R. Prasad.

Pusa, Bihar, S. Mohammad Ali.

December 20, 1957.

1, K. T>.,
“ Some new species of liymenopteia

from India /. Bnt., 1939, 1 (3), 51-52.

THE EFFECT OF CERTAIN
INSECTICIDES ON THE LARVAE OF
ANOMIS SABULIFERA GUENTHER

Anomis sabulifera Guenther, commonly known
as the jute semi-looper, is one of the major

pests of jute. Its larvae are voracious feeders

on leaves and growing apex of both the cul-

tivated species of jute, viz., Corchorus cap-

sularis and C. olitorius.

Jute being a rainy season crop—control of

its pests with insecticides is often met with

little success as the insecticidal deposits are

often washed off by heavy rains or drifted

away by high winds in the field. Therefore,

the time required to obtain a quick mortality

of the pest is of much practical imporJiafl£*P*

Dutt and Ganguli^ and GangulP have re-

ported earlier the effect of several insecticides

in different dosages on the semi-loopers. This

brief note presents the results of laboratory

investigations with some insecticides, each

tested at a particular dosage level, in order to

assess their abilities in bringing about a quick

mortality of the semi-loopers as a prelude to

their application in a* larger scale under field

conditions.

The insecticides used in these investigations

were Folidol E.6()5, Endrin 19-5% E.C., Aldrin

4QVc W.P., Dieldrin 50% W.P. and DDT 50%
W.P. The comparative toxicity of all these

five insecticides has been determined by the

metliod of direct spray (Ganguli, op. cit.). The
larva? were bred in the laboratory and only

3rd and 4th instars of them were used as test

material. Ten larvae selected at random and
kept in each petridish of 12-5 cm. diameter,

forming one replicate were sprayed by means
of an atmoizer. Quadruplicates were run for

each of the five insecticides. Mortality counts

at hourly intervals are represented in Fig. 1.

*

Fig. 1. Effects of Endrin* Folidol, Dieldrin, Aldrin
and DDT on thelarvic of Anomis sabulifera Guenther,

From Fig. 1 it will be seen that *Endrin
at a dosage level of 0*12% can effect 60% mor-
tality within 1 hour of application and ’*'Foli-

dol at 0 01% gave 50% mortality. While the

corresponding figures for *DDT at 0*75% be-

ing 13%, ^Aldrin and *Dieldrin both at 0*4%
failed to produce any death within 1 hour of

application. For effecting 100% mortality

Endrin and Folidol took 2 hours, DDT 5 hours

and Aldrin and Dieldrin 8 hours. Thus the

performances of Endriil and Folidol are bet-
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ter than the rest of the insecticides tested under
the laboratory conditions.

Thanks are due to Dr. B. C. Kundu, Direc-

tor, Jute Agricultural Research Institute, Bar-
rackpore, for his keen interest in the work,

and to Dr. N. Dutt, Assistant Entomologist, for

his suggestions.

Jute Agric. Res. Inst.,
^

§R. N. Ganguli.
Barrackpore, January 10,^ 1958.

* In terms of actual insecticidal ingredient.

2 Present Address : Assistant Entomologist, Tocklai
Experimental Station, Cinnamara P.O

,
Assam.

1. Datt, N. and (5anguH, K. N., “Comparative
effectivene^s of some insecticides for control of

Anomis sabulifera Guen, (Jute semi-looper),’* Proc,

43 r// Indian Sci. Con^^.^ 1956, Part ill, .387.

2. Ganguli, R. N., The Possibilities of Control of Jute
Semi looper {Anomts sabulifera Guen ) by Folidol

A. 605 (in the press, Uofehen Briefe), 1957.

A TECHNIQUE FOR ISLOLATING
PATHOGENIC CULTURES OF
PYTHIUM FROM THE SOIL

Special techniques are needed for isolating cer-

tain groups of fungi from the soil as these do

not ordinarily appear on the dilution plate.

Sadasivan^ and others have successfully used

the ^straw buriaP method for isolating fusaria

from the soil. The use of sterilized insects for

isolating phycomycetes is a common practice.

Pathogenic fungi are mostly isolated from in-

fected host tissue- Rands and Dopp- transfer-

red bits of rotted roots of sugarcane or the soil

adhering to them to sterilized soil in which a

susceptible variety was planted. The root-tips

of the new seedling developed rot lesions and

yielded the Pythium concerned, on being plat-

ed out. In my experience this method yielded

the pathogen only from a relatively small

number of the ‘live baits’ used. Further, rot-

affected roots are essential as a ‘starter’ and it

is not possible with this method to demonstrate

the presence of the root rot 'organism in the

soil in the absence of the actual occurrence of

the disease.

A technique tried in this Institute in connec-

tion with a study of sugarcane root rot, has

frequently yielded isolates of Pythium and
other phycomycetes even in the absence of la

previous case of root rot. Soil is filled into a

pot and one or more single-eyed sugarcane

cuttings are planted. The soil is watered to

saturation. The pot is now covered by invert-

ing over it another pot of a slightly smaller

size so that, light is completely excluded. The

moisture content of th^ soil is maint?iin^d at

near saturation level by means of capillary

irrigation. Three to four weaks later the cover
is removed, the plants are taken out and the

roots are washed free from soil. Many of the
roots show discrete red lesions and the patho-
gen is isolated by plating bits of the roots after

repeated washing in sterile water. Often the

aetiolated shoot is invaded and the surface is

covered by cottony growth of fungal mycelium.
Direct transfers from this frequently yield pure
cultures of Pythium. This is probably due to

the high humidity of the enclosed chamber and
the exclusion of aerial contaminants.

When a highly susceptible variety like

Co. 467 was used, isolates of sx>ecies of Pythium
were obtained more frequently (65%) than
when a resistant variety like Co. 617 was used

(15%).
Carpenter found that heavy applications of

nitrogen predisposed sugarcane plants to

Pythium root rot attack. The unbalanced car-

bon-nitrogen ratio inf the tissues of the aetio-

lated plants produced with the technique under
report is possibly responsible for the ease with
which the pathogen attacks the tissues. In one
experiment ammonium sulphate solution was
added to the soil before covering the pots. The
ammonium sulphate-treated plants yielded

species of Pythhirn in 18 out of 20 cases while
in the absence of the fertilizer only 11 out of

20 gave Pythium.

The majority of isolates obtained by this

method from sugarcane soils belonged to

Pythium graminicolum Subram.' and P. deharya-
num Hesse. A few isolates of P. aphaniderma-
turn (Eds.) Fitz. and other species and occa-

sional isolates of an undetermined phycomycete
were also obtained. In infection tests all the

isolates proved to be pathogenic to sugarcane

(variety Co. 419) in varying degrees.

Employing this technique the presence of

pathogenic species of Pythium was demons-
trated in a number of soils both in the alka-

line as well as the acid range. The possibility

may be envisaged of isolating pythiaceous

fungi pathogenic to various species of plants by
using the appropriate host.

I am grateful to Mr. N. L. Dutt, Director of

this Institute, for encouragement.

Sugarcane Breeding Inst., K. V. Srinivasan.

December 20, 1957.

1. Sadasivan, T. S., Ann, Appl. Biol,, 1939,26, 497-
608.

2. Rands, R. D. and Dopp, E., U,S,D,A, Tech, Bull,,

1938. 666.

3. Carpenter, C, W., Hatvaii, PlanUrf* B(c,, 1928,2.
107-17,
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MALE STERILITY IN CROTALARIA
STRIATA

In a collection of species of Crotalaria main-
tained at the Agricultural College, Hebbal,

Bangalore, a single plant was noticed in a line

of Crotalaria striata, D.C. with pcorly deve-

loped anthers, in 1956. The flowers opened
normally, the anthers were small, green, empty
and did not dehisce

;
while in the normal

plants the anthers were big, yellow and plumpy
(Fig. 1) with abundant yellow pollen. On

TEXI-Fig. 1. Anthe?s of a normal flower (right) and
those of the male sterile flower (left).

squashing the poorly developed anthers in a

drop of acetocarmine all the microspores were
found to be shrivelled up and devoid of any
contents. Some of the inflorescences wei’e

covered with bags and no pod and seed for-

mation was found while the inflorescences

under open and cross-pollinations bore pods

and seeds. It could therefore be inferred that

the plant was male sterile. The many known
cases of heritable male sterility are controlled

by either genetic or cytoplasmic factors or by

gene-cytoplasm interaction. In our material the

plants raised from seeds collected on the male

sterile plant, under open pollinated condition

were also male sterile. This may be due to

either the male sterile gene being dominant

over the normal or male sterility being under

cytoplasmic control. So far, male sterile genes

under the control of nuclear gene have been

reported in the recessive state only (Beadle,

1932). If alternatively, the gene is of the cyto-

plasmic type, it should be possible to find out

whether there are any fertility restorer genes

in the normal compliment. With this in view,

male sterile plants have been crossed with a

number of normal ones and the results are

awaited. Since the hybrids between male

sterile X normal exhibited luxurious vegetative

growth, there may be possibility of using the

male sterile plant for exploiting hybrid vigour

in this green manure crop.

We wish to acknowledge with thanks the

facilities and the encouragement given by
Sri. B. Venkoba Rao, Principal, Agricultural

College. We are also grateful to Sri. S. S. Rajan,
Assistant Cytogeneticist, Indian Agricultural

Research Institute, New Delhi, for his help in

the preparation of the manuscript.

Agricultural College, C. Kempanna.
Hebbal, K. S. Krishna Sastry.
Bangalore-6,

Jamiary 16, 1958.

1. Beadle, G. W.. Genetics, 1932, 17, 413-31.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE SEAWARD
MIGRATION OF MUGIL CEPHALUS

LINNAEUS FROM THE CHILKA LAKE
FOR BREEDING*

Sarojini,* m a review on the biology of Indian
grey mullets, has invited attention to the con-
flicting views as to the habitat where the
estuarine species of the Indian mullets breed
and Thomson- has mentioned of observations
by Australian, Egyptian, S. African, Japane.se
and American biologists on the breeding of
Mugil cephalus Linnaeus in particular. The
consensus of opinion favours sea-breeding of
M. cephalus recognising the possibility of occa-
sional breeding in barred estuaries or in lagoons
where salinity approximates that of the sea.

The observations of Nair,^ Belloc^ and DilF
may thus fall in line if this view is held. It,

however, remains that the coast breeding habit
of M. cephalus is yet to be finally confirmed
(Kesteven‘0-

Mullets, as a group, constitute the most im-
portant fishery of the Chilka Lake among fishes

and M. cephalus, among mullets, is the mo.st
donainant species followed by Liza troschelli

(Bleeker). Little definite has hitherto been
known about "the breeding migration of any
.species of Chilka m*ullets of which ten are
known to occur in the lake. A precise know-
ledge of the pattern of migration of Chilka
mullets has a direct bearing on the conserva-
tion programme of the lake's mullet fishery.

Observations made in the outer channel part
of the lake, in the lake mouth proper and in

the sea-board adjoining the lake mouth, in

the months October to December 1957, throw

* Published with the permission of the Chief Research
Officer, Central Inland Fisheries Research Station, Cal-

cutta. •
•
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light on the migration of M. cephalus from
Chilka Lake into the sea for breeding. The
migrating M. cephalus, the male among which

averaged 373*5 ± 2-15 mm. and the female

534*24 ± 4*34 mm. in total length in Octo-

ber 1957, are caught by cast nets in the outer

channel generally during high-tide, and

schools of migrating fish, with their heads

slightly projecting out of water, can be clearly

seen particularly while traversing the narrow

lake mouth (about 200 yards wide in high-

tide). Cent, per cent, of the migrating fish are

in Stages V to VI of maturity following Keste-

ven's'' criteria. On reaching the sea, these

mullets appear to keep close to the shore at

both the north-eastern and south-western parts

of the coast. Local fishermen capture them in

fair numbers from the breakers with stick nets

(Khari Jal) operating the gear in inter-tidal

zone from the beach itself. During the autumn

and winter months ripe M. cephalus (males

averaging 396*1 ±: 4*83 mm. and females

538*26 ± 2*67 mm. in total length in Octo-

ber 1957) captured from the sea in the vici-

nity of the lake mouth, forms a lucrative fish-

ery. Schools of mullets are often very clearly

seen in the sea through the wave crests under

favourable conditions of light. These fishery

observations corroborated by certain others

such as the availability of mullet fry in the

sea, even far away from the lake mouth, their

migration from the sea into the lake, appearance

of spent fish and other relevant observations are

being made and data analysed. There is also

evidence available to demonstrate similar

migratory habit of certain other mullets of the

Chilka Lake like Liza troschelli (Bleeker),

L. borneensis (Bleeker)
,

L. ceruleomaculatus

(Lacepede) and certain other smaller mullets

collectively called *‘Menjia” in local termino-

logy. The details of these observations will be

published elsewhere.

Chilka Investigation Unit, V. G. Jhingran.

Balugan (Orissa),

January 29, 1958.
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NOTE ON HYMENIA FASCIALIS C.

A PEST OF SUQARBEET

SuGARBEET (Beta vulgaris) like any other crop
is attacked by various insects at each and
every stage of its growth from germination till

harvest. The species recorded at Pusa (Bihar)
include : Plusia nigrisigna Walker,'^ Chalciope
hyppasia Cram.,‘‘= Diacrisia todara Moore,"
Marasmia trapizalis G., Margaronia indica S.,

Schoenobius incertullus W., Spodoptera man-
ritia B., Plusia orichalcia and Hymenia fascia-

lis C.

The biology of some of these pests as also

preliminary trials to compare the efficacy of

various insecticides against these pests were
conducted in the laboratory at Sugarcane
Research Institute, Pusa (Bihar), with a view
to controlling the same. These include

:

H. fascialis, S. mauritia and P. orichalcia.

Slender, light green coloured, leaf-eating

caterpillars of H. fascialis were observed in

the field as early as' March, when on an ave-
rage 9*6% leaves of sugarbeet wei'e found
damaged by this pest. The activity of the

larvae kept on increasing gradually till July
when the average infestation was as high as

47*8% and thence onwards the activity started

decreasing. The larvae collected from field,

pupated, emerged and laid eggs by third week
of March and thereafter the duration of each
stage under laboratory conditions was as in

Table I.

There was overlapping of broods, and the

ratio of males to females in ®all the genera
tions was on an average 2:1.
The efficacy of 5% BHC, 5% DDT, 5%. Aldrin

and 2*5% Dieldrin dusts was compared in con-

trolling this pest in the laboratory. Sugarbeet

leaves dusted uniformly, two leaves with each

of the insecticide, were kept in the glass jars.

In one of the glass jar, two untreated leaves

(control) were also kept. In each of these

glass jar, 20 full-grown larva? were liberated

and observations regarding their mortality and
pulsation were recorded daily. The experi-

ment was replicated five times. The data col-

lected has been summarised in Table II.

The above results show that Dieldrin and
Aldrin are superior to BHC and as good as

DDT. Within 24 hours 80%,, 70% and 70%

* Sincere thanks are due to Dr. W. H. T. Tams, of

British Museum (Natural History), London, for very
kindly identifying the specimen. The author is greatly in-

debted to Mr. K. L. Khanna, Director, Sugarcane Re-
search & Development, Bihar, for very kindly suggesting
the problem and providing the necessary facilities.

Letters to the Editor
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Table I

Month
Incubation

period

(days)

Larval

period

(days )

Pupal
peiiod
(days)

I.ongevity

(days)

Average
tempera*

ture in °F.

Average
difference

of Max. &
Min. temp.

Relative humidity

Morning Evening

April 2 11-38 8-00 4*17 80-52 30-65 60-35 25-88

May 2 io-r)0 7-60 2-33 87-51 21-87 79-16 40-15

June 2 9-00 5-50 2-00 85-19 9/82 80-84 72-11

July 2 9-40 5-78 4-07 83-69 7-38 92-58 86-26

Table II

1st day 2nd day 3rd day 4th day 5tli day 6th (lay 7th day

85 li-S: % %

Treatments TJ
(V 'S

TJ
<u

<30 (D
t;

Morta

rt

O.
3 o

rt
a.
a
Ch

o
%

ctf

D.
3
fu

o Cl.

3 o
rta
3 o

aa
3
Ph

rt

5% BHC .. 30 llU 50 nil 10 nil 10 nil

5% DDT .. 70 nil 10 nil 20 nil ,

,

.

.

.

.

• . , . • .
• -

6% Aldrin -- 70 nil 30 ml • « . . , , * . ,

,

. • • • •

«

2"6® Dieldrin 80 nil 20 nil ,
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Control .. nil nil ml nil 10 10 nil : 0 20 nil nil 20 10 nil

mortality was obtained with Dieldrin, Aldriri

and DDT respectively as against 30% in case

of BHC. Further tiials are in progress and
details of the investigations will be published

separately.

Sugarcane Entomologist, Dhamo K. Butani.

Sugarcane Res. Iifst.,

Pusa (Bihar), February 25, 1958.

INHERITANCE OF THE TINY-LEAVED
AND ALTERNIFOLIA FORMS IN

CICER ARIETINUM L.

The Alternifolia form was described by the

author in 1952, mentioning it to be recessive to

the normal bi-pinnate leaf and segregating with

it in a monogenic manner. This type was sub-

sequently hybridized with the Tiny-leaved

mutant (Ekbote, 1937), which was shown to

have behaved as a recessive to the Normal-

leaved one and determined by a pair of genes

designated as tlv tlv (Ekbote, 1942).

As a result of crosses made among several

leaf mutations in Cicer, Singh and Bhagchan-

dani (1953) symbolized the normal bi-pinnate

compound leaf as Slv Slv Tlv Tlv Nlv Nlv and

the Tiny-leaf as Slv Slv tlv tlv Nlv Nlv. From
a study of a cross between the Tiny-leaved

and the Gigas forms, Chaudhari and Argikar

(1957) symbolised the gigas form as Slv Slv
Tlv Tlv Nlv Nlv glv glv and the tiny-leaved
mutant as Slv Slv tlv tlv Nlv Nlv Glv Glv.

On finding that the interaction of the genes
involved in the Tiny-leaved mutant and the
Alternifolia plant also- produce the Normal-
leaved condition, it is , proposed to further
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Ff Phenotype Genotype*
No. of Fjj

progenies Fs frequencies Ratio X2 P value

Normal-leaved .

.

Tlv Tlv
Alv Alv
Tlv Tlv

5 106 normal leaved True breeding . •

6 1 90 normal leaved )

3 : 1 0*08 0>20—0-60Alv Alv 66 tiny-leaved )

Tlv Tlv 3.5 908 normaldeavcd
|

Alv alv 399 alternifolia > 9:3:4 12-92 0'001-0>01
• 459 tmy leerved )

Tlv Tlv 12 411 normal leaved )

3 : J 2-32 0-10—0-20Alv alv 158 allerttifolia )

Alternifolia Tlv Tlv
alv alv

17 809 alternifolia True breeding •• ••

Tlv Tlv 18 641 alternifolia
[

.3 : 1 1*41 0-20—O-SOalv alv 244 tiny-l:aved J

Tinyleirved tlv tlv
1

Alv Alv
1

tlv tlv
1

Alv alv
1

tlv tlv
1

alv alv J

' 17 783 tiny-leaved True l)rceding - ••

designate the Alternifolia form, which was
earlier designated as al al (Bhal and Argi-

kar, 1952) and reported to be recessive to the

normal, as Slv Slv Tlv Tlv Nlv Nlv Glv Glv
alv alv and the Tmy^leaved one as Slv Slv

tlv tlv Nlv Nlv Glv Glv Alv Alv, the mode of

their inheritance being as follows

:

^ ^ Ttny-leaved mutant
Cross : . , . , ^

tlv tlv Alv Alv

w 1- j Normal-leaved
F, hybrids

tlv Alv alv

Alternifolia

Tlv Tlv alv alv

(bi-pinnate com-
pound)

keen interest evfnced by him in the above
study.

Crop Res. Section, G. P. Argikar.
Poona-5. December 28, 1957.

1. Argikar, G. P., Jour, Jnd, Bot, See,, 1952. 4.

362-09.

2. Chaudhary, B. B. and Argikar, G. P., Curr. Set.,
1957,26, 395.

3. Ekbote, R. B., //,/V.. 1937. 5, 048.
4. — , /ud. Jour. Genet, PI. Breed., 1942, 2, 50-66.
5. Singh, II. B. and Bhagchandani. P. M., Ibid,, 1953,

2, 106-08.

The Fj frequencies were :

Normal* Alterni- Tiny*
leaved folia leaved

TRACHEAL CONCENTRATION IN THE
ABDOMEN OF TWO SPECIES OF

COLEOPTERA

Observed .. 113 62 65

Expected on a 9: 3: 4 ratio 136 46 60

XiJ=10-4pP between O OOk to 0-01. The fit is

good. *

The segregation was of the following

order

:

The results obtained in the Fg generation

cited above confirm the Fo findings proving the

dominance of the NormaUleaved plant, which
in its homozyg!ous state could, therefore, be

symbolized as Slv Slv Tlv Tlv Nlv Glv Glv Alv
Alv, thus comprising of at least five pairs of

factors.

Grateful thanks are due to Dr. S. Solomon,
Deputy Director of Agriculture (Crop Re-
search), Bombay State, Poona, for the very

In recent years considerable attention is paid
to the morphology of the respiratory system of
insects because of its great physiological signi-
ficance. Amongst the more recent and notable
contributions are those of Keilini and Whitten.2-4
Whitten2 first noted the close association of the
nervous concentration and the tracheal dis-
placement in Cyclorrhaphus Diptera. I have
shown elsewhere (Tonapi^) that such a dis-

placement does not occur in the Hymenopteran
adults. The ventral commissures of Hymenop-
tera retain their segmental disposition even
when the ganglia of their segments are for-
wardly displaced. A similar tracheal displace-
ment has also been noted by me for the first

time in the abdomen of two adult Coleoptera.
In Holotricha serrata Fabr., it is possible to
recognise three metameric tracheal components
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in the abdomen : (a) lateral abdominal trachea,

(b) spiracular trachea, and (c) the dorsal

branch or anastomosis. Ventral commissures
are absent. Visceral tracheae are highly irregu-

lar in their distribution. These as well as the

dorsal branches have a number of large and
small vesicles. In addition to the above ele-

ments, there is a ventral tracheal concentra-

tion (Fig. 1). These ventral abdominal trachede

Fig. 1, Ventral tracheal system of the abdomen of

Holotrkha serrata Fab. (Diagrammatic). T^ateral obdo-

minal tracheai, spiracular tracheie and dorsal branches

are not shown. C — Place of tracheal concentration.

yT = Ventral trachea, S - Spiracle. T — Metathorax.

are given off in each segment by the lateral

abdominal tracheae. They converge ventrally

in the fourth segment and are devoid of any

saccular dilatation. Absence of the ventral

commissures and presence of such concentra-

tion instead suggests that they are comparable

and are probably homologous.

In Oryctes rhinoceros L., a typical metameric

element consists of (a) lateral abdominal

trachea, (b) spiracular trachea, (c) a dorsal

branch or anastomosis, and (d) a ventral com-
missure. The viscerhl elements are highly

irregular. There is an enormous development
of large and small vesicles. In addition to the

above elements, there is a ventral tracheal con-

centr«ntion. It is interesting to note that the

tracheal concentration is dorsal to the ventral

commissures which, however, retain their seg-

mental disposition.

In both cases referred to above, the ventral

traclieal concentration is on the sternites. But
il is not yet clear if this displacement is due
to the ventral nerve cord as in Cyclorrhaphus

Diptera. Since the scheme of tracheal distri-

bution differs markedly in both the species, it

is not possible to elucidate the homologies at

this stage. Further studies are in progress and
will be reported later.

1 am grateful to the Ministry of Education,

Government of India, for the award of a

National Research Fellowship. 1 am indebted

to Dr. S. P. Agharkar, Director, Maharashtra

Association for the Cultivation of Science

T.aboratory, for facilities and encouragement.

M.A.C.S. Laboratory, G. T. Tonapi.

Law College Buildings,

Poona-4, February 17, 1958.

1. Keilin, D., Parasitology, 1944, 36,
1-66.

2. Whitten, J. M., Quart, J. Mtcr, Sci,y 1955, 96,

257-78.

3. —
,
Proc, Roy. Entomo, Soc, kond, (A), 1956, 31 ,

105-08.

4 . — ,
Quart, /, A^icr. Set,, 1957, 98 , 123-150.

5. Tonapi, G. T
,
Ph,D. T^icsis, University of London,

1955.

6. — ,Proc, fnd. Set, Cong,, 1958, 3, 353.

7. Wigglesworth, V, R., Quart, /. Alter, Set., 1950,

9, 217-24.
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REVIEWS

Water Waves. (Pure and Applied Mathema-
tics, Vol. IV.) By J. J. Stoker. (Published

by the Interscience Publishers, Inc., N.Y.,

India: Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1),
1957. Pp. xxviii + 567^ Price $ 12.00.

In attempting to assess the position of Ein-

stein’s theory of gravitation today, J. L. Synge
expressed the opinion (Advancement of Science,

Vol. 14, No. 55, Dec. 1957, p. 207), that as mat-
ters stand at present, one may look forward to

a good hundred years of work before a mastery

over Einstein’s theory is achieved. To justify

this statement, he pointed out that it took about

two centuries for the mathematical physicists to

gain a thorough mastery over Newtonian
theory, and indicated further that they are still

working hard at it, mentioning as one instance,

the theory of water waves which, in his opi-

nion, is still far from complete.

The book under review which deals with flows

in water exclusively on the basis of the clas-

sical hydrodynamics of non-viscous and incom-

pressible fluids brings out clearly in what sense

one can consider the theory of water waves as

still being far from complete. In the very first

chapter on basic hydrodynamics, the surface

wave problem is formulated in all thorough-

ness, and it is indicated how difficult it is to

solve it consequent on its non-linear nature,

on the facts that the free surface is not known
a priori and that the boundary varies with the

time, and lastly on the circumstance that any

mathematical formulation which would fit with

observation even for a limited time would

necessitate postulating the existence of singu-

larities of unknown location, both in space and

time. In view of these it is pointed out that

the solution of problems in the full non-linear

version of the theory will, for a long time to

come, continue to be of the nature of existence

theorems for motions df rather a special nature.

The great merit of the book however lies in

showing, that in spite of the mathematical diffi -

culties inherent in the general problem, it is

possible to obtain results of real physical in-

terest, highly significant for practical applica-

tions, by building up a suitable approximate

theory. Nearly 95% of the book deals with two

such approximate theories based respectively

on the assumptions of small wave amplitudes,

and small depth of liquid relative to the wave-
length in both cases. It is worthy of note that

two such simple tmd reasonable approximations

should lead to the possibility of discussing a

great variety of problems relating to pheno-

mena of everyday occurrence in nature. In

fact, this book is a veritable mine of informa-

tion on topics connected with water waves, and

it would be no exaggeration to say that it is

perhaps the tine.st book on this subject so far

written.

In a sense, this is a difficult book to review,

for, one of the main functions of a reviewer,

viz., to indicate briefly the nature and extent

of several parts of the book and of the prob-

lems dealt therein has been admirably per-

foimed by the author himself in the beautiful

introduction to the book. It is rarely that one

comes across a book like this in which the in-

troduction serves the purpose of describing

precisely what the book purports to achieve,

thus making it easV for a reader with some
knowledge of hydrodynamics to pick out im-

mediately the particular topic in which he is

interested, without wandering throughout the

book. Apart from the introduction, the book

itself can be considered as a model of clear,

simple and rigorous scientific exposition. A
reasonable balance has been achieved between

the mathematics and the physics of the several

problems treated, and a clear distinction main-

tained between physical assumptions and

mathematical deductions. Thc^ author has men-
tioned in the introduction that* he has attempted

to model his writing on the works of Darwin,

Huxley and Tyndall, in particular on Tyndall’s

book on Sound which, in the author’s opinion,

is to be regarded as a great classic of scientific

exposition. We venture to predict that this

book under review will also remain a classic

on the subject for a long time to come, although

its contents may come to be superseded by

later researches.

Some of the striking physical problems dealt,

with are those relating to waves on sloping

beaches and against vertical cliffs ; ship waves

and motion of a ship including wave patterns

created by a moving ship; motion resulting

from the breaking of a dam, the breaking of

waves in shallow water, and the problem of

the solitary wave ; meteorological applications

connected with cyclonic disturbances ; and the

theory of tides in the oceans and oscillations in

lakes and harbours. The most interesting part

of the book is the long Chapter Eleven on the

subject of Mathematical Hydraulics dealing with
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numerous problems relating to flows and wave
motions in rivers and open channels. A parti-

cular topic treated in this chapter which is

bound to be of vital interest to hydraulic engi-

neers in India is the one which deals with
floods in rivers and prediction of floods. There
is a lot of empirical work on this subject done
by our civil engineers which is perhaps not

always based on exact scientific methods, and
we would therefore specially like to bring this

chapter to the notice of such workers.

Even on the mathematical side, the book has

many surprises to offer. The first approxima-
tion of small wave amplitudes reduces the

problem to the usual potential theory based on

Laplace's equation, but special types of prob-

lems lead to the existence of mixed boundary
conditions (i.c., of </» and which even at

this late date have generally been neglected.

Again, it is curious to find that gravity wave
problems, solutions of which satisfy Laplace’s

equation should require, for uniqueness, con-

ditions at infinity of the ^radiation type that

occur in Sommerfeld’s diffraction problem. The
second approximation of small depth brings

out the unexpected result that, although one

is dealing here with an incompressible non-

viscous fluid theory, the non-linear partial

differential equations along with the modified

surface conditions are analogous to the equa-

tions of motion of compressible gases, even in-

cluding phenomena analogous to the occurrence

of shock waves in gas dynamics. Lastly, we
have another un^pected result that some prob-

lems of the general theory (without either of

the two approximations) could be solved by

using the Lagrangian representation rather than

the Euler ian representation of fluid mechanics.

The book is excellently printed, and contains

beautiful figures and photographs, and a valu-

able bibliography of recent literature on the

subject. In the summary prefacing Part II of

the book, it is mentioned in the last paragraph

on p. 36 that an Appendix to this Part contain-

ing a brief report of some of the more recent

literature is given at the end of the Part, but

we have searched in vain to find such an Appen-

dix. We have mentioned this fact just because

it is an important function of a reviewer to

search for lacunae, however trivial, and point

them out.

In conclusion, we would like to repeat that

this is a most beautiful book, and can well be

considered a classic on the mathematical theory

of wave motion in liquids, and its applications.

B. S. Madhava Rao.

Crystal Structures. (Loose Leaves with Bind-
ers, Supplement III to Chapters I-VIII.) By
R. W. G. Wyckoff. (Interscience Publishers,

New York
;

India : Asia Publishing House,

Bombay-1), 1958. Price $20.00.

This well-known work of Prof. Wyckoff
has been published in loose leaf form and com-
prises of five volumes. The first three of

these contain data for Inorganic Compounds,
while the fourth and fifth is devoted to Orga-
nic Compounds. The entire material is pre-
sented under fifteen chapters. Supplements
have appeared from time to time and instruc-

tions have been given for filling the material
proj^rly, in coiTect places and making up the
volumes. The present instalment called Sup-
plement III consists of additional sheets to go
into Chapters I-VIII. These accordingly go into

Volumes I and H.
In this supplement, data for new compounds

and data based on recent determinations and
re-examinations of several of the older com-
pounds have been presented, with relevant dis-

cussions, tables and illustrations. References
have been extended up to the year 1955 (from
1949 to 1955).

The results of study of a large number of

rare earth metals radioactive and transuranic

elements and several polymorphic transforma-
tions are given. Further, low temperature crys-

tallography has in recent years marked a

notable progress. One, therefore, finds

structure determinations at low temperatures
reported and discussed, e.g., solid chlorine,

hydrogen cyanide, hydrogen peroxide, penta-
borane, etc.

Numerous illustrations form the bulk of this

Supplement, and with the addition of these the
Volumes I and II comprising (I-VIII) chapters

have been greatly enriched in their contents

and usefulness.

As regards this publication, it is a treasure-

house of information, invaluable to students of

crystallography, •crystal physics and crystal

chemistry.

The Rolling of Strip, Sheet and Plate. By
Eustace C. Larke. (Chapman & Hall, Ltd.),

1957. Pp. xi “h 404. Price 63 sh.

In bringing out this book, the author has

performed a very valuable service to students

of metallurgical engineering and also to those

concerned with rolling mill design and prac-

tice. The book deals with fundamentals of

design and operation of ^rolling mills and
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important investigations in this field. The
author’s expert knowledge of the subject has

also augmented tlie subject-matter of the book.

The first two chapters describe varioas rol-

ling plants including the modern Sendzimir
and planetary roll mills making generous use
of photographs of operating rolling plants. The
next two chapters discuss design and produc-
tion of roll camber and causes and control of

gauge variation. Chapter Five discusses vari-

ous factors alTecting the rolling load such as
rate of deformation, front and back tensions,

etc., without going into the rigorous derivation

for the roll separating force based on the theory
of plasticity. The following chapters deal

mainly with practical application of the prin-

ciples and include the design of rational rolling

schedule to ensure maximum production, the

calculation of the hot and cold rolling loads,

the effect of front and back tensions, various

factors affecting the mean rate of deformation
and the mean resistance to deformation in hot

rolling.

The last three chapters arc devoted to the

calculations of energy consumed, horsepower
developed in cold and hot rolling and factors

affecting the productivity of strip mills. u<?..

the handling time, weight and length of coil,

etc.

Thus the first few chapters are devoted to

design principles and the remaining to their

practical applications. To emphasize the prac-

tical aspects, numerous worked-out examples

are included and will be of great use to stu-

dents.

The book is profusely illustrated with photo-

graphs, graphs, tables and worked examples,

and a lai'ge list of references is also given at

the end. These will help the reader consider-

ably. Apart from an occasional printing error,

the book is well presented.

R. C. Deshpande.

Lipids, Their Chemistry and Biochemistry,

Vol. III. By Harry J. Deuel, Jr. (Published

by Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York
and London

;
India : Asia Publishing House,

Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. xxxvi + 1065. Price

$ 25.00.

Prof. Deuel had initially planned on writing

one book on lipids, but very soon it became
clear to him that it had to be split into two
volumes : Vol. I, Chemistry ;

and Vol. II, Bio-
chemistry. With progress of time he had to

revise his plans still further and split the Bio-

chemistry part into two volumes ; Vol, II, Bio-
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chemistry (digestion, absorption, transport and
storage) ; and Vol. Ill, Biochemistry (biosyn-

thesis, oxidation, metabolism and nutritional

value). This volume (Vol. Ill) completes the

series.

The present volume has kept up the excel-

lent tradition of the earlier c»nes by the same
author. The exhaustive treatments of the chap-

ters on biosynthesis, oxidation and metabolism
of triglycerides will be most useful to students

of biochemistry. Some of the most fascinating

and rapidly developing fields of biochemistry

have been very ably summarised in these chap-
ters. The chapters on metabolism of choleste-

rol, carotenoids and of vitamin A also will be

feund equally profitable. Those on essential

fatty acids and nutritional value of fats are ex-
tremely informative and timely and the classi-

cal controversy over the comparative nutritive

values of butter and margarine between the

Wisconsin School and Deuel himself will be
read with great interest. Prof. Deuel had long

practical experience, and has made significant

contributions, in all these fields and the reviewer

cannot think of a more suitable person that

could do better justice to these topics.

A cursory glance through the three formid-
able volumes would leave one rather over-

whelmed, as only wide experience, clear know-
ledge, hard work, drive, energy and confidence

can lead cne to undertake such a stupendous
task and Deuel had all of them. All the three

volumes are neatly arranged and exhaustively

written in clear language. Cqllection of litera-

ture is probably complete. All universities, re-

search institutions and other places of learning

will feel compelled to procure all of them, as

nowhere else so comprehensive collection of

literature will be found, and the individual

workers will only wish that they were little

cheaper, as all three of them together will cost

almost a fortune. J. Ganguly.

Dry Battery Receivers with Miniature Valves.

By E. Rodenhuis. (Philips Technical Library ;

India : Philips Elec. Co., 7, Justice Chandra
Mehtab Road, Calcutta), 1957. Pp. viii + 240.

Price 32 sh. 6 d.

The book begins with a brief introduction to

the development of modern battery valves and
battery receivers. The greatest drain on the

energy source which has only a limited life in

battery-operated receivers is to be attributed to

the greater current consumption by the fila-

ment. In evolving suitable tubes for battery

operation, this consideration weighed heavily 'oh
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the design. The successful culmination of tube

design, whose filament current consumption was

considerably low (150mA, 50 mA and even

25 mA) depended on many-sided development.

Three requirements had to be laid down to en-

sure this, (i) the tungsten wire had to be drawn

very fine, (ii) the emissive coating had to be

very thin, (Hi) and the space between fila-

ment and grid had to be reduced in order to

maintain the mutual conductance.

It has been possible to draw very fine tung-

sten wire (of the order of 10 which were

cataphoretically coated with a very thin layer

of barium. With the realisation of these three

requirements Philips have brought out the so-

called “D” series valves. The modern battery

receivers fall into three groups : (1) Portable

receivers, (2) Battery/mains receivers, and

(3) Domestic receivers, and in the Philips list

of tubes one could choose tubes to suit any of

the above-mentioned applications. In the book

under review, complete data and characteris-

tics for twelve of these are' given. The appli-

cations of these tubes and practical circuits in

which they are used, are elaborately discussed.

The material presented fall under six chapters.

Chapter I : Introduction ; Chapter II : Miniature

Battery Valves with 50 mA Filament ;
Chap-

ter III : Electronic Tuning Indicators, DM 70

and DM71; Chapter IV: Miniature Battery

Valves with 25 mA Filament ;
Chapter V

:

Problems of Dry Battery Valve Supply ;
and

Chapter VI : Circuit Considerations. Seven

circuits which ha^e been actually constructed

and tested are given in the last chapter using

Philips valves, complete with circuit diagrams

and component values.

In Chapter V a very useful discussion of the

problems that aifise in connecting the filaments

in series or in parallel according to the typ"

of receiver is given. The book provides com-

plete technical data and characteristics of dr>

battery receiver tubes and contains highly use-

ful discussions, invaluable to the hobbist, who

is interested in constructing his own vet. or to

the service engineer or to designers Unfoi-

tunatcly, however, a few mistakes have crept

into the book which arc of a minor nature and

it is hoped that these would be rectified in

later editions.

Insect Flight. By J. W. S. Pringle. (Cambridge

University Press), 1957. Pp. vii -1- 132. Price

15 sh.

During the course of evolution. Nature has

several times attempted to solve the problem

of flight. The birds, bats and insects are not-

able achievements of these attempts, with a few

lesser known examples. Of them again, the

birds and insects are the two groups where

mechanisms of flight have been developed to

a high degree. Among the Aves the flight

mechanisms are similar throughout the group

while in Insecta they offer a great variety of

structural and physiological modifications which

makes flight in this group a truly amazing

phenomenon. In comparison with the insect,

the bird is ungainly, clumsy and crude, unable

to execute the almost incredible feats of the

former,—rapid starts, astonishing change of

direction and eveji backward flight. If our

knowledge of insect flight has not advanced as

much as that of the birds, it is largely because

of the small size of insects as well as the great

variety and complexity of the mechanisms,

which involve a number of extremely tiny

structures disposed in intricate designs.

It IS clear that the disciplines needed for the

understanding and elucidation of insect flight

are at once diverse and exacting, and it is not

surprising that our knowledge of it is of recent

development, gained during the past 10-15

years. All the others, like Magnan’s book Lc

Vol des insectes (1934), are of historical value.

This is because much of the physics and mathe-
matics of flight is itself of recent origin, and
this knowledge has contributed measurably to

a clearer and more competent appreciation of

the variety as well as the intricacy of insect

flight mechanisms. Consequently, the advances
being made each year are so striking and spec-

tacular that frequent reviews seem necessary.

J. W. S. Pringle’s book is one such review,

and a very competent one, bringing together

most ( f our knowledge of the diverse problems
associated with insect flight. Much of the gene-

ral anatomy of the wings and wing-bearing seg-

ments is known for a long time from the clas-

sical studies of Snodgrass and others. But the

kinematics, the relsglion between histology, phy-
siology and lnocliemis1r> •»£ flighi muscles and
aerodynamics are problems of the most absorb-

ing interest and Dr Pringle has put together

the available information, so as not only to in-

dicate the progress made in these fields but also

to present, in outline, the directions of future

research. Specially important in this connection

is the development in higher insects,—Diptera,

Hymenoptera and Coleoptera,—of a peculiar

type of flight muscle, the fibrillar muscle, which
is responsible for the wonderful feats of high
frequency movement in these insects, and the

like of which is never mef with anywhere else.



It has been possible to present here an analysis
of the enzymatic activity, metabolic rate and
oxygen consumption in this muscle, and all

evidence points to its being a highly unique
structure whose evolution in the group should
be of absorbing interest.

A chapter on nervous and sensory mechan-
isms deals with the extent of our knowledge
of the control of flight.. Even here, the factors

involved are so many and so diverse that we
are only just beginning to understand some of

them. For instance, there must be differenl

sensory and nervous mechanisms for flight ini-

tiation and flight maintenance. In a number oi

insects, flight initiation is now known to be
speciftc reflex action, the so-called “Tarsal re-

flex” of Fraenkcl but the maintenance of flight

is governed by an entirely different set of fac-

tors and stimuli one of which Weis-Fogh calls

“wind on the moving wings”. But it should be
emphasised that neither flight initiation nor its

maintenance is due to the same factors in all

insects and it is quite possible that even here,

an evolutionary trend could be discerned among
them.

Insect Flight is invaluable to all students of

entomology as well as those who are interested

in the physiology and physics of movement in

the air. B. R. S.

A School Course of Biology. Fourth Edition.

By L. J. F. Brimble, (Publishers : Mac-
millan & Co., Ltd., London), 1957. Pp. xv
558. Price 18 sh.

Mr. Brimble is well known for his many books

on biology, social science and general educa-

tion. A School Course of Biology is written to

meet the requirements of candidates of General

Certificate of Education (Ordinary Level) ?n

Great Britain. For the Fourth Edition, the

author has secured the collaboration of Dr. Kra-

mer, a senior biology master, who is also “well

known for his work irt connexion with the

teaching of biology and with its social applica-

tions”.

Th^ book contains 20 chapters : each chapter

is followed by questions and very useful “sug-

gestions for practical, observational, experimen-

tal and field work” for the student. The treat-

ment of the subject is very simple and lucid.

Many of the recent biological findings are in-

corporated in the text. Mention may be made
of the simple autoradiograph on page 163. The
last chapter, man in relation to other living

organisms, is dpvoted towards the economi*;

aspects of biology of everyday nature, such as,

rOurrent
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food crops, beverages, medicines, textiles, tim-
ber and animals (for food, leather and drugs).
It is very informative for the beginner. Refer-
ences are also made to insecticides, biological

control of pests, microbiology, viruses and ani-

mal husbandry.

The statement on page 528 that among the

algae there are no parasites is erroneous, for it

is known that Rhodochytrium and Phyllosiphon
among Chlorophyceae, and Harveyella and
Choreocolax among Rhodophyceae are undoubt-
ed parasites accompanied by loss of photosyn-
thetic pigments. Cassava (p. 501) appears in

italics and the student will mistake it for the

Latin name, as the other Latin names in the
same chapter are printed in italics. There i^

a printer’s devil on page 36 : it ought to be
mono-iremes and not monoAi ernes. On pag»^

103, reference to the same page is superfluous.

There is no uniformity with regard to the

magnifications of figures. For some magnifica-

tions are given and for a majority of the others

magnifications are not given. While the line

drawings are effectively reproduced, half tones

are not very clear, for the paper used is not

suitable for fine reproduction of the latter.

Mr. Brimble must be congratulated for pro-

ducing one of the best text-books of biology

in the United Kingdom. The book is got up
well with end papers depicting “evolution of

organisms”. The price is within the reach ot

the student. With slight elaboration of indivi-

dual life-histories of plants the book may be
recommended for pre-Uni^ersity course

biology in India. R. Narayana.

Books Received

The Invertebrata. Third Edition. By G. A.

Kerkut, L. A. Borradaile and F. A. Potts.

(Cambridge University Press, London
N.W. 1), 1958. Pp. xvii -1- 795. Price 55 sh.

An Introduction to Statistics for the Social

Science. Second Edition. By T. G. Connolly
and W. Sluckin. (Cleaver-Hume Press,

London W. 8), 1957. Pp. vii + 166. Price

16 sh.

Combination of Observations. By W. M, Smart.
(Cambridge University Press), 1958. Pp.
xi + 253. Price 35 sh.

Surface Active Agents and Detergents, Vol. II.

By A. M. Schwartz, J. W. Perry and Julian

Berch. (Interscience Publishers, N.Y.), 1958.

Pp. XV -f 839. Price $ 17.50.

Film Formation, Film Properties and Film
Deterioration. By Charles R. Bragdon. (Inter-

science Publishers, N.Y.), 1958. Pp. xv-1-422.

Price $9.75.
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Lobed Leaf-Mutant in Blackgram (^Phaseolur

muttgo, Linn.)

Blackgram usually has large trifoliate leaves.

Divakaran and Ramabhadran report an inter-

esting deviation from the normal leaf character

observed in blackgram grown under rain-fed

conditions in the black soil block of Agricul-

tural Research Station, Kovilpatti. One single

plant, in selection No. 212 received from the

Millets and Pulses Specialist, Coimbatore, was
found to have three lobes instead of the nor-

mal trifoliate leaves. But for this peculiarity,

the plant conformed to Phaseolus mungo, Linn.,

in description. Though occurrence of lobed leaf

in greengram has been recorded it is not re-

ported in blackgram. The inheritance and onto-

geny of the character are “being pursued.

X-Ray Analysis of Rare Earths

The Bureau of Mines has developed a simple

and accurate method for making quantitative

analyses of rare earth ores, metals and com-

pounds, using X-ray emission spectroscopy.

With the new technique, 40 samples a day can

be analysed for seven elements each, whereas,

with the methods formerly used, only about a

dozen samples could be analysed in a week.

The method iSi described in Bureau of Mines

Report of Investigations R.I. 5378, “X-Ray
Emission Spectrographic Analysis ( f Bastnae-

site Rare Earths”.

Super Powerful Microscope

This is one of the new types of super power-

ful microscopes designed by Soviet scientists

and engineers. They have a magnifying power

of over one million.

The electronic projecter resembles a tele-

vision electronic tube. It has a glass i^tort

with a spherical or flat bottom which serves as

a screen.

Inside the retort is a fine metal needle direct-

ed towards the screen. The latter serves as the

projector’s negative electric pole. When a cur-

rent of several theusand volts is passed through

the needle, it emits electrons. Bombarding the

screen, they produce on it a greatly magnified

picture of the needle point and of the particles

on it.

If a small quantity of gas is allowed to enter

the retort, the molecules settle on the inner

walls and the needle. A molecule “sitting” cji

the needle is, so to speak, an additional pro-

trusion which appears on the screen immensely
magnified. No instrupnent has ever had such
great magnifying power.
Metal surfaces can be observed and studied

with the help of the new device. The scientist

has to make only the needle of the required
metal, and microscopes of one or even two mil-
lion-fold magnifying power will make it pos-
sible for him to study the crystalline structure

of the metal. The new instrument can be used
to observe and .study molecules of many sub-
stances such as, for instance, antrocene, oxy-
gen, etc .—Soviet News.

Ultraviolet Color-Translating Microscope—New
Tool for Studying Anatomy of Living Systems

This paper reports initial results with the
ultraviolet color-translating microscope, a new
instrument which uses a combination of sequen-
tial color television and ultraviolet microspectro-
photometric techniques. A brief discussion of

the operation is given (V. K. Zworykin and
F. L. Hatke, Science, 126, 805, 1957). In the
instrument the specimen is illuminated sequen-
tially by three .selected wavelengths in the

ultraviolet or visible and the image reproduced
on a color television receiver. The minimum
baiidv/idth in the present instrument is 5 mju,

which permits the differentiation of small
absorption shifts in the specimen. The ultra-
violet dosage to the specimen is kept to a mini-
mum by ultrafractioning the light into approxi-
mately 1-msec, bursts, 1/60 sec. apart. There
is evidence to indicate that such intermittent

illumination reduces radiation damage to the

specimen. Previous methods of examining
living tissue required ^hotograph^i or a con-
tinuous illumination using an ultraviolet-sensi-

tive Vidicon. The reduced ultraviolet dosage
using a special image Orthicon has permitted
the continuous observation of such specimens
as tissue cultures, muscle fibres, and connective
tissues fv r periods which would previously have
caused rapid necrosis and death.

In addition to color photographs of living

unfixed specimens, motion pictures showing
initial successful application to the study of

amoeboid cells, Kupfer cells, capillary circula-

tion, mast cells, and ether elements in connec-
tive tissues in the mesentery, all in the living
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state, are shown. Some suggestions for the
development of improved optics were made.

—

Science, December 1957, p. 1237.

Chemical Aeronomy

The chemical structure of the earth’s atmo-
sphere is primarily a result of the action of

solar radiation on the atmospheric gases. The
study of the chemical reactions between the
various atmospheric constituents has been
designated “chemical aeronomy", and the re-

gion of the atmosphere where these reactions

are most prevalent is called the “chemosphere".
Nitric oxide is present in the upper region ol

the chemosphere. Its concentration is deter-

mined by the relative rates of the reactions

between atomic nitrogen and molecular oxygen
and between atomic nitrogen and nitric oxide.

Many of the aeronomic chemical reactions pro-

duce the luminous emission of the night airglow.

The atomic lines and molecular bands of the

airglow indicate, what chemical reactions are

taking place and what are the physi-

cal conditions at the level of emission. The
Herzberg and atmospheric bands of oxygen,

which are prominent airglow emissions, have
been produced and studied in Laboratory after-

glows. Some still unidentified airglow emissions

have also been obtained in Laboratory sources.

The technique of artificially producing an air-

glow by rocket seeding experiments makes pos-

sible the detection of some of the atmospheric

constituents and suggests as well, a method of

measuring the temperature of the upper atmo-

sphere.

—

Science, December 1957, p. 1232.

Melting of Metals in a State of Contactless

Suspension

A new high frequency Installation to melt

metal in a state of contactless suspension in a

high frequency electromagnetic alternating

held, without a crucible, has been designed at

the high frequency electrothermic laboratory

of the Metallurgy Institute, the TTSSR Academy
of Sciences

The melting techniques used until now caused

molten metal to combine with the material of

the crucible. In the new installation metal is

under the pressure of the electromagnetic field

which counterbalances its weight. Transform-
ed into a liquid, metal continues to “suspend”

until it IS poured out, absolutely free from
foreign substances, into a mould.
The new melting method offers a possibility

of studying such chemically active metals as

zirconium, titaniun)., vanadium and their alloys.

The production of rare metals in a pure state

rCurrent
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IS important for the manufacture of modem
technical equipment which has these metals as

its ingredients.

Particle Size Distribution by Centrifugal
Sedimentation

Physical properties which may be used for

characterization of thorium oxide are of spe-

cial interest and must be determined. One of

these properties which is related to the hydro-
dynamic behaviour of the slurries, is the size

distribution of the particles.

Mr. Menis and colleagues of the Oak Ridge
Laboratory, U.S.A., have developed a cumula-
tive centrifugal sedimentation method applic-

able to determining the particle size distribu-

tion of thorium oxide in the particle size range
of 01 to 2 0 microns in diameter. By selection

of suitable operating conditions it is possible

to accomplisli sedimentation in small, cylindri-

cal-shaped cells in 25 minutes or less. Under
these selected conditions of sedimentation

—

detailed in report ORNL-2345—the particle size

distribution can be obtained from the cumu-
lative sedimentation data by applying either

Oden's method of tangential intercepts or "a

function plot method. Results by this centri-

fugal method correlate with results obtained by
different gravitational sedimentation methods
for the portion of sample composed of parti-

cles greater than 2 microns in diameter.

Antarctica is a Continent

Antarctica has always correctly been called

a continent. This much has been shown by the

pr'oliminary results of the profile studies car-

ried out by the Trans-Antarctic party under
Dr. Fuchs : so far as that part of Antarctica

covered by the party is concerned, the whole
of the land beneath the ice cap is above sea-

level.

The party made seismic and complementary
gravimetric studies at frequent intervals along

its 2.200 miles traverse Until this scientific

inquiry, it could not be taken for certain thal

Antarctica was continuous land . it could well

have been series of islands cemented by its

ice. From the recordings made, Mr. Geocrey

Pratt is now able to say : “There is nothing

below sea-level anywhere.”

He said the continental profile studies show-
ed, there were no mountains in the interior to

compare with those in the McMurdo area. The
mountain chains identified beneath the ice cap

were “humps” by comparison. The general

level of the underlying land on the McMurdo
side of the Pole was much higher than on the
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Weddell Sea side. One mountain system below
the interior ice cap was only about 1,500 ft. under
ice, Mr. Pratt said. Here the land was at

7,000 ft. making the surface 8,500 ft. This was
the area about 50 miles south of Depot 700

where bad crevassing had been found. Crevas-

ses in the interior usually sign posted mountain
tops not far below.

Mr. Pratt spoke of the huge trough in the land

beneath the ice of the South Pole. The shape of

the continent, with huge “bites” opposite each

other at the Ross and Weddell Seas, suggested

that if anywhere there were a chasm below
sea-level splitting Antarctica in two, it would

be along this line, r'rom the studies made bv

the crossing party this possibility may now be

discounted.

Until the party reached the Pole, the seismic

shots were made at about every 30 miles ; be-

yond the Pole at about 60 miles. Gravimetric

recordings were done about every 15 miles

throughout.

Symposium on the Chemistry of Co-ordination

Compounds

A Symposium on the Chemistry of Co-ordina-

tion Compounds will be held in December 1958,

under the auspices of the National Academy of

Sciences. The Symposium will be divided into

the following sections: (1) General Survey;

(2) Valence Bond Considerations, Stereoche-

mistry and Structure ; (3) Techniques and
Methods of Investigation ; (4) Reactions, Stabi-

lity and Thermodynamic Considerations

;

(5) Stabilisation of Valence States ; (6) Use
in Analytical Chemistry

; and (7) Applications.

Further particulars can be had from Arun
K. Dey, Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Uni-

versity of Allahabad, Allahabad.

The Indian Society for Plant Physiology

The Inaugural Meeting of the Society was
held on the 24th of January 1958, in the Uni-
versity of Allahabad, when the Constitution cf

the Society was adopted and the following

Office-bearers for 1958 were elected : Presi-

dent ; Prof. P. Parija, Vice-Chancellor, Utkal

University, Cuttack
;

Vice-Presidents

:

Shri

Boshi Sen, Director, Vivekananda Laboratory,

Almora
;

Pref. Shri Ranj an, Vice-Chancellor,

Allahabad University, Allahabad ; Dr. J. C. Sen-
gupta, Chief Botanis-t, Botanical Survey of

India, Calcutta ; Honorary Secretary : Dr. J. J.

Chinoy, Reader in Botany, University of Delhi,

Delhi-8
;

Honorary Treasurer

:

Dr. K. K.
Nanda, Lecturer in , Botany, University of

Delhi, Delhi-8.

Award of Research Degree

Messrs. B. T. Lingappa and Yamuna Lin-
gappa were awarded the Ph.D. Degree by the
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, for

their work on “Cytology of Development,
Sexuality and Host Reactions ot Synchytriuni
Brownii Karling and Physoderma pulposum
(Wallr.) Karling respectively.

Messrs. V. Sundara Murthy, B. Radhakrishna
Murthy, and Chengalvala Venkata Ratnam of

the Osmania University, Hyderabad-Dn., were
awarded the Ph.D. Degree in Chemistry for

their theses entitled “Search for Physiologically

Active Compounds : Synthesis of Some Halo
and Nitro Coumarins“; “Studies on Groundnut-
Shell Hemicelluloiscs” and “Studies in the For-
mation of Hetrocyclic Rings from Ophenylene
Diamines and Aromatic Aldehydes’* respec-
tively.

The Andhra University has awarded the
D.Sc. Degree in Physics to the following can-
didates for their thesis indicated against each

:

Shri V. Suryanarayana, “Spectroscopic Investi-
gations on Some Disubstituted Benzenes”;
Shri S. L. N. G. Krishnamachari, “Calculation
of Force Constants of Certain Polyatomic
Molecules and Investigations on the Raman
Effect, Infrared and Ultra-violet Absorp-
tion of Fluorinated Disubstituted Benzenes”;
Shri P. B. V. Haranath, “Band Spectra of the
Halogens (X., X., )”; Shri Ch. Radha-
krishnamurthy, “§tudies in Dielectrics at Micro-
wave and Radio Frequencies”; Shri K. V.
Gopalakrishna, “Dipole Moment Calculations of

Some Tetra Substituted Benzenes and Investi-

gations on Dipole Moments and Relaxation
Times at Microwave Frequencies”.
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STUDY OF COSMIC RAYS WITH EARTH SATELLITES*

fpiLL last century science had but two sources
^ from which it could obtain information on
outer space, stars, nebulae and planets. The
first source was light radiated by heavenly
bodies, and the second was meteorites. They
were the only heralds of outer space known
to science, that came to Earth. Early

in our century, scientists discovered that an

•endless stream of invisible and intangible rays

was pouring down on the Earth from cosmic

space, and they were called cosmic rays. It

Was established that these rays were fluxes of

rlectrically-charged particles possessing very

high energy. Later it was found that the rays

discovered are not strictly speaking cosmic

rays, but arise in the Earth’s atmosphere under

the action of particles which have really come
from the interior of outer space and were

called primary cosmic rays. Since the inter-

action of primary rays ard atmospheric mat-

ter takes place at very great altitudes, scien-

tists had to confine themselves for a long time

to the study of secondary rays. These studies

resulted in highly important discoveries in

atomic physics.

The nature of the primary cosmic rays, their

composition, that is the atomic particles of

which they are composed, how they have been

accelerated to tremendous energies, and,

iinally, where they originate, arc of enormous,

interest for contemporary pliysics and astro-

nomy. When t]!e answer to these and many
other questions relating to the nature of cos-

mic rays has been found, science will be able

to throw light on a great many important

problems of natural science required for an

understanding of the processes taking place on

the surface of stars and phenomena in inter-

stellar space.

Study of the primary cosmic rays helps to

solve too, a number of geophysical problems,

such as the investigation of structure of the

outer parts of our planet’s magnetic field which

are inaccessible to us.

However, to study the primary cosmic rays,

experiments have to be conducted in the upper

atmosphere. Until recently, these experiments

were conducted by taking up recording instru-

ments in balloons or rockets, but the achieve-

ments of Soviet science and engineering have

made it possible to use an incomparably better

* By T/. Kurnosova .and M. Fraclkin of the Institute of

Physical and Mathernatlcal Sciences, U.S.S.R,

means for the purpose, namely, artificial Eartli

satellites.

The first study of cosmic rays under such
conditions was made on Sputnik-2. Two par-
ticle counters installed on the Sputnik made il

possible to measure the full flux of cosmic rays
at various .altitudes above the Earth and over
different areas of our planet.

The main purpose of these experiments was
to determine how the streams of rays differ
from one another in different latitudes and how
the stream changes in time, in other words, to
.study the so-called variations of cosmic-radia-
tion intensity.

A study of the variation.s is very important
for understanding the nature of these rays and
flux of particles emitted by the Sun, streams,
which serve as the original cause of magnetic
storms on the Earth.

It should be mentioned that fluctuations in
the number of particles in the flux are found
also on the Earth’s .surface, but these arc varia-
tions of secondary radiation, very often depend-
ing not on the changes in the stream of prim-
ary particles, but on meteorological conditions,
that is, how dense the atmosphere is at a par-
ticular moment and hence also how many
atoms happened to be in the way of the prim-
ary rays. Besides, primary particles possessing
low energy (it is their number which is sub-
ject to the greatest fluctuations) produces prac-
tically no ^blTspring”, that is, secondary rays
which reach the Earth’s surface.

What new data on cosmic rays have been
obtained by means of the Sputnik ?

It has been established that between the
altitude of the order of 200 kilometres (Sput-
nik-2’s lowest altitude above the Earth) and
the allitude of 700 kilometres the intensity of
the stream of primary cosmic particles increases
roughly 40%, while measurements made ear-
lier by means of balloons and rotkels showed
that from an altitude of 40 kilometres and
higher the intensity remains approximately
constant.

Is there any contradiction here or not ?

The increased number of particles at high
altitudes can be thoroughly explained. There
are two reasons for it. The stream of cosmic
rays comes to the Earth uniformly from
all around. However, since particles which
possess even the highest energies cannot pene-
trate tho Earth, measurements near the surfac<?
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of the planet register only the rays which

come from above. As the measuring instru-

ment is taken up higher and higher, it leaves

so to speak the globe’s shadow, registering an

ever larger part of the stream. Obviously, at a

very considerable distance from the Earth, it

will record a stream approximately twice as

intense as on the surface. At an altitude of

700 kilometres 159? more particles pass through

the instrument as a result of this phenomenon.

The remaining some 25% of the increase are

due to the fact that the higher the altitude

the lesser the Earth’s magnetic field.

Charged particles, as we know, get deflected

in their path in the presence of a magnetic

field and the deflection is more when the energy

of the particle is low and increases with the

intensity of the magnetic field. In this sense

the Earth’s magnetic field can be compared to

an armour. Particles possessing low energy are

almost immediately thrown aside, and particles

possessing higher energy penetrate deeper into

it. Obviously the higher the instrument is taken

up, the more particles should it register.

As a result of the experiments conducted ou

Sputnik-2 data were obtained on the distribu-

tion of particle flux above the Earth, that is.

how the intensity of their flux depends on the

latitude and longitude. This distribution too

is the result of the interaction of the particles

with the Earth’s magnetic field. The field tends

to deflect the incident particle.s in the direction

of its poles. The existence of this phenomenon
was obvious from theoretical reasons, and were
corroborated experimentally.

The Sputnik, however, enabled us to get a

somewhat different picture. Its counters show-

ed that the particles are distributed by the

magnetic field differently from what had been

imagined earlier, and we may draw the con-

clusion that the Earth’s magnetic field is res-

ponsible for it, as the structure of its upper
regions is different from the way it was pre-

sented by the theory based on ground measure-

ments.
”

The experiments on the distribution of the

intensity of the cosmic rays over the whole
globe conducted on Sputnik-2 are but the be-

ginning of extensive studies of the structure of

the Earth’s magnetic field. Many careful mea-
surements with the aid of sputniks will be re-

quired before the accumulated data permit us

to make definite and reliable scientific deduc-
tions.

One of the assignments of the equipment on
Sputnik-3 is to c/>ntinue the study of the in-

tensity of cosmic rays.'

Current
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It was stated in the announcement on the
launching of Sputnik-3 that it is equipped also
with the instruments for registering the high-
energy photons and heavy nuclei.

What IS the purpose of these measurements ?

Scientists assume that the Sun, in additio-n to

radiating intensive corpuscular streams and
cosmic rays, from time to time emits waves
akin to visible light but much shorter, or, as
they say, hard electromagnetic radiation, also

called high-energy photons or gamma quanta.
High-energy photons, like primary cosmic

rays, do not penetrate the atmosphere all the
way down to the surface of our planet, and
scientists using ground equipment can there-
fore neither confirm nor deny this assumption
with full assurance. Balloons and rockets are
of no substantial help in solving this problem ;

it can be cleared up only by means of an arti-

ficial satellite.

Today it is evidently premature to say what
the acceptance or rejection of this hypothesis
will mean to science, but at any rate our con-
cepts of the Sun and its activity will become
more complete. If it is found that our luminary
radiates high energy photons, a very alluring

prospect may open up to astronomy, the pro-
spect of studying heavenly bodies not only in

the rays of visible light and with the aid of

the radio waves recently ‘‘mastered” by
astronomers, but also of using high-energy pho-
tons for their purposes.

Sputnik-3 will study still another problem
relating to the physics of cos^nic rays, namely,
it will register the presence of heavy atomic
nuclei in these rays.

It is very important for science, chiefly for

astrophysics, to know what atomic nuclei go to

compose the primary cosmic rays and the sort

of nuclei they contain. Data on this could tell

us a great deal about the origin of cosmic rays.

Only by getting the proper instrument up to

a considerable altitude will we be able to get

an answer to this question. We have already
mentioned that on the whole all primary rays

are absorbed in the upper layers of the atmo-
sphere. It may be added that the heavier the

nucleus the greater the probability of its be-
ing absorbed, and the shorter the path it tra-

vels in the atmosphere, and, hence, the higher
must be the instrument to make it possible to

register heavy nuclei.

For this purpose up to now science has had
a more or less clear idea of the number of

light nuclei which are a component part of

cosmic streams. The “variety” of nuclei has
been ascertained : it makes up roughly a quEir-

ter of Mendeleyev’s table of elements. So far

Study of Cosmic Rays with Earth Satellites
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we have no information on the number of the
heavier nuclei, but the studies by Sputnik-3
will enable us to throw light on this important
problem too.

The launching of the third artificial Earth’s

satellite equipped with instruments to conduct

all-round studies of cosmic space will further

the progress made by means of the first sput-

niks and will provide science with many new
data.

GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY TECHNIQUES

GEOC^HEMICAL methods of mineral explora-
tion are based on the premise that diag-

nostic disturbances in the normal distribution

pattern of chemical elements may exist in

accessible material in the vicinity of concealed
ore deposits. Such geochemical anomalies re-

sult from the natural dispersion of elements
from the site of the parent deposit and are
commonly sought by the systematic sampling
and analysis of rock, soil, vegetation, stream
water and stream alluvium.

Geochemical dispersion patterns are sub-
divided into two genetic^ categories, namely,
primary dispersions formed in depth at the

time of mineralization, and secondary disper-

sions, which are usually formed in the zone of

weathering. Primary dispersion patterns may
occur as regional variations in the trace ele-

ment content of rocks and minerals, associated

with metallogenic provinces, aureoles of im-
pregnation in the wall-rocks surrounding indi-

vidual deposits, or ‘leakage’ dispersions of trace

metals in the channel-ways followed by mine-
ralizing solutions. In all cases, the primary
dispersion is g^jnctically related to the ore-

forming processes. The interpretation of the

geochemical anomalies in terms of the location

of possible associated deposits is often difficult

and is deF^endent on the understanding of the

local geology. Secondary dispersions, on the

other hand, are usually associated with the

weathering cycle, and although the dispersion

processes are complex, considerable progress

has been made in the development and appli-

cation of techniques having a proved practi-

cal value in prospecting. This is particularly

true of geochemical soil surveys in areas of

residual overburden, where the methods have

been successfully used for detecting the pre-

sence of sub-outcropping deposits of copper,

nickel, arsenic, gold, antimony, chromium, tin,

tungsten, molybdenum and other metals.

At times, positive results have been obtained

where copper, lead and zinc mineralizations

have been concealed by transported glacial

cover up to some tens of feet thick. Here, the

metals have had the opportunity of migrating

upwards into the overlying material by diffu-

sion and other processes, including the growth
of vegetation which has extracted the ore metals

as part of its nutrient uptake. Although the

systematic analysis of the plants themselves
has been employed on occasions, it is normally
found more practicable to sample the under-
lying soil wherein metal has accumulated over
generations, in the biogeochemical cycle. Geo-
chemical soil and vegetation anomalies are

usually restricted to the immediate vicinity of

the parent mineral deposit, but abnormal con-
centrations of metal may sometimes be detect-

ed in the surface drainage system up to seve-

ral miles downstream from mineralization.

Where such geochemical dispersion does exist,

the systematic sampling of stream-water or

alluvium may constitute a useful aid in the

rapid mineral reconnaissance of comparatively

large areas. Sampling and analysis of stream
alluvium for metals extractable at normal tem-
peratures have given particularly encouraging

results in reconnaissance for copper and base

metal deposits.

The practical application of geochemical
methods has been made possible only by the

development of extremely rapid, simple tests

and there are now trace analytical techniques

for a wide range of metals capable of being
performed with adequate accuracy by semi-
skilled personnel. For the most part, these tests

are simplified versions of classical colorimetric

and chromatographic methods, although spec-

trographic, fiuorimetric and other procedures

may be utilized for particular problems.

Current research is active and aimed at broad-

ening the scope of existing methods, extend-

ing knowledge of dispersion processes, inves-

tigating the regional approach to comprehen-
sive geochemical reconnaissance and developing

appropriate analytical techniques. Progress

in the application of geochemical techniques

indicates that, when used in conjunction with

geological, geophysical and other sources of

information, they will play an increasingly

greater part in modern mineral exploration.

(Nature, 181, 594, 1958.)
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General

/'ILAY is the term applied to material natu-^ rally occurring in a .finely divided state in

sediments and in soils, and exhibiting under
suitable hydration the proixirty of plasticity.

The degree of hydration required for the mate-
rial to be plastic occurs when the added water
is in excess of the amount that can be adsorbed
on the surface of the clay mineral particles with
some definite configuration. Clay commonly
comprises a mixture of one or more aluminium
silicate minerals characterised, in general, by
their layer structure, and a limited amount of

foreign material comprising non-clay minerals

and organic matter.

It is the occurrence in soils that is perhaps
of special interest. Clay minerals commonly
constitute the bulk of the colloid fraction of

a soil and so they are of special importance
to the soil scienti.st. They occur as products

of the weathering process. The type of clay or

clay mixture occurring in a soil depends on
many factors, such as nature of the parent

rock, climate and topography. Distribution in

depth IS an interesting study in relation to

the weathering process for under ideal condi-

tions of uniform climate over a sufficient period

of time and favourable topography and drain-

age one may expect to find the weathering

sequence extend from parent rock beneath to

the most highly weathered product near the

surface.

Of special interest in agriculture is the .study

of the occurrence and properties of clay mine-

rals in relation to plant nutrition and soil fer-

tilisation and to soil classification. These rela-

tionships are obscure with the result that the

full significance of a mineralogical analysis m
the case of a particular soil has still to be deter-

mined.

Clay minerals are important in many fields

of technological interest. In the oil industry

certain clays have important catalytic activity.

They are also used as drilling muds. The sta-

bility of engineering structures depends on the

physical properties of the supporting soil and
these properties will depend on the prevalence

and kind of clay present. In the foundry in-

dustry clays are used for molding purposes in

association with molding sands. The import-

ance of claj^ mineralogy to the ceramic indus-
try is obvious.

Structure

Although the number of recognized clay

minerals is large, the number of groups is

relatively small. The structures characterising

common groups will be described in this brief

review.

The majority of clay minerals are layer

structures and of these the majority belong to

the ideal type of aluminium silicates, the re-

mainder to the ideal type of magnesium sili-

cates. Isomorphous replacement alters con-

siderably the chemical nature of these two
types. The two types may be described as

follow.s :

Fio. 1

Fig. 1 repre.sents in plan two indefinitely

extended sheets, parallel to the plane of the
paper and one on top of the other, of close-

packed 0?I ions. Ions like b are in the upper
sheet. Ions like a. are in the lower sheet. Mid-
way between these two sheets, where gaps in

the upper sheet overlie gaps in the lower
.sheet, are centres of octahedral co-ordination.
For example ion b is one apex of an octahedron
of which ion a is the other apex.

Just as there arc the same number of OH
ions in each of the two OH sheets so there
are as many octahedral centres as there cire

ions in each of the two sheets.

In the ideal type of magnesium silicate clays

the octahedral centres are occupied by Mg
ions, giving MgfOH)^,. In the other ideal type

—

AUOH)^—two-thirds of the octahedral centres
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are occupied by A1 ions. Since the ratio of

occupied octahedral sites in the two ideal type
is 3 : 2 they have been termed trioctahedral and
dioctahedral respectively. In clay minerals, in

spite of extensive replacement and variation

from the ideal 3 : 2 ratio, the distinction bet-

ween the two types tends to be preserved.

The silicate contribution to the two types is

a tetrahedral layer made up as follows :

Fig. 2

Fig. 2 represents linked (SiO^)* tetrahedra

(Si not shown) indefinitely extended in all

directions in the plane of the paper. The for-

mula is (SioOrj)- . All O ions like b lie in a

plane above that containing O ions like a. Each
ion like b is the apex of a tetrahedron and
directly beneath each such ion is a tetrahedral

centre (not shown) occupied by a Si ion.

The first group of clay minerals belongs to

the dioctahedral type. The octahedral and
tetrahedral layers are combined as follows. In

Fig. 1 the SIX OH ions in layer b occurring at

the six vertice.s of the hexagon shown are re-

placed by the six O ions in layer b in Fig. 2.

In the resulting composite structure indefinitely

extended in 2 dimensions valency is satisfied

and the formula is ALjO.^.2 SiO^,.2 H.,0. This is

the Kandite (or Kaolin) group, and the suc-

cessive sheets of ions and the relative number
of ions in each sheet may be represented thus :

3 O
2 Si Tetrahedral centres

2 O 4 OH
2 A1 Octahedral centres

3 OH
3 O

There is a strong bond between the sheet of

O ions and the adjacent sheet of OH ions. The
different ways in which these two sheets are

disposed in relation to one another differen-

tiate the minerals within the kandite group. In

halloysite a molecular sheet of water about
2-9

A

thick intrudes between sheets giving a

basal spacing (perpendicular to the sheets) of

10*1 A. The basal spacyng of other members of

the group and of the dehydrated form of hal-

loysite (namely, metahalloysite) is about

7 • 1 A. A very small cation exchange capacity

observed for this group of clay minerals is

attributed to broken bonds at surfaces.

Layer clay mineral structures other than the

kandite group arise from a slightly more com-
plicated way of combining octahedral and tetra-

hedral layers. Each of the two OH sheets of

an octahedral layer may be modified to take

a tetrahedral layer. The dioctahedral composite
type may then be represented

3 O
2 Si Tetrahedral centres

2 O + OH
2 A1 Octahedral centres

2 O + OH
2 Si Tetrahedral centres

3 O
3 O

The bond O to O is a van der Waals bond. The
trioctahedral type will have 3 Mg replacing

2 A1 in octahedral centres. The two formulae
arc ALO;..4 SiOo.H .O and 3 MgO.4 SiO^.H^O
respectively. Two non-clay minerals, pyrophyl-
lito and talc, occur in nature with these ideal

formulae. By reference to these two minerals
the structures of two more groups of clay

minerals—clay micas and smectites (or mont-
morillonoids)—m^y be iHustrated. Both arise

from substitutional repla-iement accompanied by
interlayer cations interrupting the van der

Waal’s bond.

In clay micas some of the Si is replaced by
A1 in tetrahedral centres, and the charge defi-

ciency is balanced by interlayer K. Some ran-

domness of stacking of adjacent layers occurs.

On an external surface the K is exchangeable.

Clay micas are usually dioctahedral like mus-
covite. In fact muscovite may be regarded as

a highly crystalline form of clay mica with

more A1 in tetrahedral centres, more bound
interlayer K and less ' hence arises the
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term “hydrous micas” for all forms of clay

micas. The basal spacing of clay micas is

about 10 A. Plydration accompanied by rever-

sible expansion to 12 A (perhaps 10 2-9) is

sometimes observed. Clay micas with “fixed”

basal spacing are termed illites.

In smectites the charge deficiency arising

from substitutional replacement is balanced by

interlayer cations that .are exchangeable. The
exchange capacity of these clays is therefore

high. Water and other polar molecules also

enter between layers. This process is reversi-

ble and so this clay group is characterised by

high expansibility. When saturated with

water, the basal spacing is about 15 A. When
dehydrated and collapsed by heating, it is

about 10 A as in mica. When treated with

glycerol the basal spacing is 18 A.

Two dioctahcdral members of this clay group

are montmorillonite and nontronite. In the

former about 1 in 6 A1 ions are replaced by

Mg. Nontronite is characterised by a balanced

substitution of Fe for A1 in octahedral centres

and a charge deficiency in tetrahedral centres

arising from substitution of A1 for Si. Saponite

IS a trioctahedral member with tetrahedral

substitutions similar to those in nontronite.

Clay micas and collapsed smectites may

both be regarded as being of mica type. One

other clay group which is also a mica type is

vermiculite. This is another expansible mine-

ral witli a basal spacing, when collapsed, of

approximately 10 A. When fully hydrated or

treated with glycerol the basal spacing expands

to 14 A. It is basically a trioctahedral mica

like biotite with charge deficiency arising from

tetrahedral substitution of A1 for Si. Inter-

layer cations (predominantly Mg) and inter-

layer water complete the structure. The cation

exchange capacity is again high as in the case

of smectites.

A fifth group of clay minerals which com-

prise a distinct type from the kaolinite group

and the mica group is the chlorite group. This

group is cfiaracterised by a fixed basal spac-

ing, unaffected by heating, of 14 A and a cation

exchange capacity about the same as that for

clay micas. Structurally it is trioctahedral like

biotite with charge deficiency arising from

tetrahedral substitution of A1 for Si. But in

this case the charge deficiency is balanced not

by cations but by another trioctahedral layer

with equivalent excess charge arising from re-

placement of Mg by A1 in octahedral centres.

Chlorite occurs in clays as well as in highly

crystalline form, and is similar to vermiculite in

this respect. The*^ distinction may be similar to

Current
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that between clay micas and highly crystalline

micas.

Apart from the five groups of layer struc-

tures above described, there is X-ray evidence

for the occurrence of mixed layer structures

with random interstratification of, for exam-
ple, mica and montmorillonite. Finally there

IS a group of clay minerals showing chain or

fibre structure instead of layer structure.

Identification and Analysis

We shall consider only the five groups of

layer structures, and neglect mixed layer

structures, chain structures, and mineral spe-

cies within a group. The simplest technique

is the X-ray powdei* diffraction technique with

a camera capable of recording reflection from
spacings up to at least 18 A, supplemented by

suitable hydration or solvation and heat treat-

ment of the sample. Photographic recording is

convenient. Advantage is taken of the plate-

likc character of all clay particles (except

halloysite), and a powder sample is prepared

with highly preferred orientation and mounted
to give enhanced intensity of basal reflections.

This preparation may be done in a number of

simple ways.

Approximately pure samples may be identi-

fied as follows. Assume the sample has been
treated with glycerol.

Isi order

basal Spacing

basal Spacing after heat

ticatment at 000° C.

• ^ -

Kandite 7 A Destroyed

Mira 10 A 10 A

Smectite 18 A 10 A

Vermiculite 14 A 10 A

Phlotite 14 A 14 A

So that ideally the first order basal spacing

of glycerol-treated “oriented” specimen is

sufficient, except to distinguish vermiculite and
chlorite. Then the heat treatment is essential,

unless chemical methods (and they have been
suggested) are adopted. The heat treatment

is always desirable, particularly to avoid con-

fusion between first order Kandite and second

order vermiculite or chlorite.

When dealing with mixtures of clays heat

treatment is essential. Quantitative analysis of

such mixtures is difficult. Further evidence is

sometimes then invoked provided by differen-
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tial thermal analysis or chemical analysis. The
accuracy is low so that the method of standard
mixtures may be used even though it is im-
possible to rely on the identity of the standard

mineral and the mineral in the unknown mix-
ture. Kandite.s are much less susceptible to

isojnorphous replacement and can reasonably

be assumed identical from standard to sam-
ple. The effect of composition on intensity may
bo considerable. For example, the intensities

of 10 A reflections of collapsed montmorillonite

and collapsed nontronite, each with interlayer

K, are theoretically in the ratio of 1 : 9.

One of the minerals present in a mixture
may be used as an internal standard. This

overcomes the difficulty of using an external

standard, but other asstimptions are inevitably

involved that reduce the accuracy.

Finally a quantitative mineralogical analysis

may be made from a qualitative X-ray minera-

logical analysis in combination with a chemical

analysis for Si02, Al^Oa, MgO, K.,0, lattice

Fe^Ojj (i.c., total FeoO.^ less free Fe203 ) and
Ignition loss at 900 C. If a mica is present the

amount may be assessed from the amount of

K^O. If a smectite is present it may be assum-
ed to be of composition intermediate between
a pure Mg species (montmorillonite) and a

pure Fe species (nontronite). The amount (and

composition) of the smectite may be estimated

from the amounts MgO (giving the amount
of montmorillonite component) and of lattice

FcoO.j (giving the amount of nontronite com-
ponent). This procedure for a smectite neglects

the possibility of the existence of a pure alu-

minium silicate smectite analogous to musco-
vite mica.

Each unknown clay mixture to be minera-
logically analysed, must be treated as a sepa-

rate problem, particularly because non-clay

minerals involving Si, A1 and Fe may also be

present.

THE TWISTOR

A NEW concept in memory devices has^ emerged from exploratory work bv
A. H. Bobeck at Bell Telephone Laboratories

This concept, which has been named the

“Twistnr”, is expected to make pos.sible,

memory systems which are simpler to fabri-

cate and more economical to manufacture than

existing systems.

The “Twislor” concept opens the way for the

construction of magnetic memory arrays by

merely interweaving horizontal copper wires

and vertical magnetic wires, in much the same
way as a window screen is woven. Such a

device would be similar in appearance to a

ferrite core array, but without the cores, and

would operate in much the same manner as

a core array.

This new concept gets its name “Twistor”

from a characteristic of wire made of magne-

tic material. Torsion, applied to such a wire

shifts the preferred direction of magnetization

from a longitudinal to a helical path. The

coincidence of a circular and a longitudinal

magnetic field can tiien be used to insert in-

formation into this wire in the form of a

polarized helical magnetization, and the mag-
netic wire itself can be used as a sensing

means.

In practice, the circular magnetic field is

provided by a current pulse through the

magnetic wire, and the longitudinal field

by a current pulse through the cop-
per wire which is perpendicular to the mag-
netic wire. Thus, storing a bit requires two
coincident current pulses. One pulse by itself

is insufficient to store a bit. Readout is accom-
plished by overdriving the longitudinal field

in the reverse direction. The readout signal is

sensed across the magnetic wire. Because the

lines of magnetic flux along the helical path
wrap the magnetic conductor many times, a

favourable increase in the output signal is ob-

tained.
’

»
•

Present indications are that tlie drive cir-

cuits for a “Twistor” array can be readily

transistorized. Thus, a memory system using

the “Twistor” concept will retain all of the

advantages of ferrite core or sheet systems, and
will be much simpler and more economical to

fabricate. {Frank. Insi. Jour.. Feb. 1958.)
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TT is the most extraordinary phenomenon of

nature that in the enzymatic events con-

trolling life processes there is present a great

deal of direction, order and co-ordination all

of which show themselves by way of a harmo-
nious and healthy existence. This order sets

in right from cell division and multiplication.

Thus, from the very beginning in the life of

the fertilizing egg, the development of each
tissue is co-ordinated with that of all others

and this harmonious integration is apparently

maintained by elaborate systems of physio-

logical control throughout the life-span of the

organism. The living form is thus an intricate

and highly developed mosaic of varying and
individually specific components.

For a fuller understanding of the basic che-

mical phenomena underlying this organisation,

it has become incumbent to study isolated sys-

tems, away from the whole organism. In this

process however there must be a clear recog-

nition of the organisational features lost.i For,

it is axiomatic in biology that the organism is

more than the sum of the component tissue. An
excised heart can be made to live outside the

animal organism for several hours. Muscular

contractions and relaxations can be observed

with isolated muscle fibres for quite some time.

Yet these components contribute more to the

life processes that constitute the complicated

morphological forms of complete animals.

Notwithstanding the arrangement and integ-

ration of parts at each level of complexity, a

considerable amount of knowledge has accumu-

lated through independent developments in the

fields of enzyme chemistry and cytology. During

the last two decades, chemical events in the

body have been examined by a variety of

means at the cellular and even sub-cellular

levels. One of the first attemp<:s in this direc-

tion has involved histoldgical studies with tis-

sue preparations. Even greater progress has been

made on the dynamics of cellular processes

through respiratory studies with tissue slices,

homogenates and particulate fractions. This

bold approach has paid excellent dividends and

literally hundreds of different enzymatic

mechanisms have been uncovered. An ever-

increasing number of the finer reaction mechan-
isms that contribute to the sum total of meta-
bolic processes are now explicable in terms of

simple chemical equations. Such studies have

for example enabled i7i vitro reconstruction of

the entire process of glycolysis by adding to-
gether some twenty different enzymes that
include phosphatases, phosphorylases, kinases,

enolases, isomerases, mutases and dehydroge-
nases. The synthesis of starch, glycogen, suc-
rose, etc., could now be accomplished by rela-

tively simple model reconstructions. From
studies on such isolated systems one could go
into integrated pictures of larger areas of meta-
bolism and physiologic behaviour.

Sub-Cellular Fractions

This concerted attack on the enzymic
armoury of the plant and animal kingdom has
revealed an unique architectural pattern or

‘chemical geography’ within the living cell it-

self. In other words, there is a beautiful though
complex structural pattern in the cell which is

equalled only by a similar complex chemical
organisation. In fact, it could be argued that

cellular architecture has evolved itself in such
a way as to permit an orderly sequence of

metabolic processes or spatial disposition of

enzymatic units which excludes interference

among the many biochemical reactions that

occur simultaneously.-'-^ Thus, specific cellular

structures have apparently specific chemical
properties. Systematic procedures in cell frac-

tionation techniques have been devised for the
isolation of cytoplasmic elemeifts by means of

differential centrifugation in isotonic media of

broken cell suspensions. It is now well re-

cognized that there are only limited numbers
of particle types which are sharply distinguish-

able from one another by specific enzymatic
properties and chemical characteristics.- Thus
a heavy nuclear fraction with relatively less

activity for most enzymes is followed by a

grayish mitochondrial residue with a whole
hodgepodge—but NOT a random hodgepodge

—

of enzymes and there is left a supernatant which
could be further resolved at high speed into

sub-microscopic microsomes and a soluble non-
sedimentable fraction. The characterisation of

the enzymatic and other properties of these

sub-cellular fractions are now the subject of

intensive study in different laboratories. The
nuclei contain all the desoxy-ribose nucleic

acid (DNA) of the cell and are responsible for

the transmission of species characteristics. They
are nearly devoid of oxidizing enzymes. Most
of these and especially those concerned with the

oxidation of the Krebs cycle intermediates re-
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side in the mitochondria. On the other hand,
the entire group of enzymes concerned with
glycolysis are in the soluble phase. Thus, the
breakdown of glucose into carbon dioxide
would imply the participation sequentially of

the enzymes in the supernatant and those in

the mitochondria. It seems that at least with
diphosphopyridino nucleotide (DPN) the
enzyme system responsible for the synthesis of

this coenzyme resides in the nucleus.^* This
would indicate a biochemical interaction bet-

ween Ihe nuclei and the cytoplasmic contents.

Doubtless there are other similar such relation-

ships.

Mitochondria

Numerous recent reports have concerned
themselves with tlie properties of the mito-
chondrial bodies. They are found in all types

of animal cells as well as in other fonns of

plant and microbial life. They have however
been studied more extensively in the animal
cells.-* To the cytoenzyihologists, they are

always the characteristic landmarks in the

intracellular landscape and represent the phy-
sical housing for a complex of enzymes, a kind

of ‘chemical microkitchen’. Among these

enzymes are those responsible for the oxida-

tion of the Krebs intermediates, fatty acids and
certain amino acids. While it is possible for

any one enzymatic process to bo i.solated for

purposes of study from the other proccs^e^

catalysed by this complex, none of the enzymes
can be separated from the others in the com-
plex except by rather drastic means. Enzymes
show varying tendencies to be detached from
the mitochondrial bodies.” A whole spectrum

of split products intermediate between the

mitochondrion and soluble protein can be

covered by the application of various devices

for fragmenting and disintegrating mitochon-

dria. In such manipulations probing into the

mitochondrion, there is again considerable loss

of organisational features.

Oxidative Phosphorylation

Of special significance in this connection is the

fact that the mitochondrion is also the seat of

all oxidative phosphorylation.'^* In the oxida-

tion of the substrates of the citric acid cycle

by the mitochondrial enzymes, the need is felt

for addition of inorganic phosphate, adenosine

-

5-phosphoric acid (AMP) or, more strictly,

adenosine-diphosphate (ADP) and

Otherwise, oxidation slows down after a while.

In the unfractionated tissue homogenate repre-

senting the entire cellular material, no such

additions are observed to be necessary. This

will therefore denote a lower degree of organ-

isation in the mitochondria as compared to the

cell. The fact is, oxidations in the cell are

coupled with simultaneous initiation of various

endergonic reactions. This problem of energy

transmission is fundamental to our understand-

ing of the chemistry of the cell. If the two pro-

cesses can occur in close juxtaposition at the

respective enzyme suffaces the possibility of

the dissipation of energy produced in the re-

action as heat is reduced enormously. The
oxidative processes thus enable the cell to do
osmotic work, mechanical work such as con-

traction, ciliary movement and chemical syn-

thesis. Unexpended energy of oxidation is

stored as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and
l)hosphocrcatine.

In a purified mitochondrial system, an oxi-

dative process does not proceed unless there is

an acceptor of the high energy bond (^) which
could be formed as follows'^ ;

- 2e

1. Substrate oxidase — - Oxidized sub-

strate reduced oxidase.

2. Oxidized substrate ^ reduced oxidase j-

phosphate > Phosphate — reduced oxi-

dase -j oxidized substrate.

3. Phosphate ^ reduced oxidase ADP— >

reduced oxidase
1
ATP.

According to thi.s concept, phosphate is

not necessary for the primary reaction. How-
ever, in its absence, the primary complex is

stabilised and the over-all reaction velocity be-

comes limited by the spontaneous rate of break-

down of Ibis complex. Like AMP or ADP,
various energy-requiring systems could be

equally well coupled with the oxidation. Thus,

gluco.se and hexokinase (not present in mito-

chondria) or creatine and creatine phosphophe-

rase or thiamine and carboxylase can be added.

They are referred to as trapping systems for the

^ PO4. Alternately, adenosine triphosphatase

(ATPase) can b^ added. The respiration of

mitochondrial preparations is eilhanced by
additions of nuclei or supernatant preparations

because of their contributions of ATPase or of

endergonic systems.^ ^ ATPase functions by
breaking down the '^PO.,. Other uncoupling

agents that could act at this step and thus pro-

mote oxidation without esterificaion of inorga-

nic PO4 are dinitrophenol, atabrine, certain

antibiotics, thyroxine, barbiturates, and so on.

There is a suggestion that there may be funda-

mental differences in the mechanism by which

various agents uncouple oxidative phosphory-

lation in mitochondria.^? »
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Thus, in addition to the organized chain of

carrier enzymes which transfer electrons from

substrate to oxygen, the mitochondiia possess

the auxiliary enzyme system which couple

phosphorylation of ADP to the excrgonic elec-

tron transport process. The number of phos-

phate molecules esterified per mole of substrate

oxidized in a single two-*clectron step, usually

expressed as the P/O quotient (disappearance

of inorganic phosphate : Oxygen uptake) is

approximately three’-’ and corresponds to a

thermodynamic efTiciency of some 60-70%.’“

Two of these coupled phosphorylation mechan-

isms are located between reduced DPN (DPNH)
and cytochrome C and the third between cyto-

chrome C and oxygen.

”

Mitochondrial Structure and Function

The most important property of the mito-

chondrial bodies resides in their efficient use of

oxidisable substrates. The morphological and

physical properties of mitochondria have

attracted special attention because they are

closely interlinked with mitochondrial func-

tions. The mitochondria in living cells appear

under an electron microscope like beaded rod-

lets enveloped by a membrane having an inner

and an outer zone.-’ ” The presence of this

membrane and its importance have been re-

peatedly brought out from various biochemical

studies. When isolated freshly in hypertonic

sucrose, a large number of these particles re-

tain their original rod-like structure although

a good per cent, of spherical forms arc also pre-

sent. The transformation to spherical shapes is

complete on further dilution of the suspending

medium.” The morphological alteration from

elongated to spherical shape at isotonic con-

centrations however is not accompanied by any

major changes in the biochemical properties of

the mitochondria. Preparations with isotonic

sucrose are widely used for various studies and

represent the choicest material for study of

oxidative piiosphorylation. Actively metabol-

ising mitochondria control the transport of

solute and water across their membranes^” and

are known to concentrate to a small but signifi-

cant extent certain ions, Krebs intermediates,

etc.^' ’*^ This selective power of mitochondria

which is energy-dependent is efficiently geared

to the systems participating in electron trans-

port and phosphorylation and points to the

active and semipermeable nature of the sur-

rounding membrane.
However it has become apparent during

studies on oxidatjye phosphorylation that the

mitochondrial membrane has a limited ability

to carry out these functions and to maintain

r Current
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the integrity of mitochondrial structure and its

activities. Kielley and Kielley’” found that the
synthesis of ATP was rendered ‘inoperative by
any procedure resulting in structural damage
to mitochondria. A number of factors are
known to cause a swelling of these particles

due to imbibition of water. Exposure to hypo-
tonic conditions, ageing, presence of traces of

heavy metal ions or certain anions, other envi-
ronmental alterations and physiological states

result in an acceleration of swelling of mito-
chondria which may finally lead to their dis-

integration into smaller particles.’ Mito-
chondria in intact cells have also been shown
to be sensitive to such changes.-’ Among the
biochemical alterations obseiwed are the loss of
several intramitochondrial components such as
nucleotides and other co-factors, certain ions
involved in oxidative phosphorylation and
small quantities of soluble proteins.-” Inhibi-
tion of certain enzypies and an activation of
others which are latent in fresh mitochondria,
especially of ATPase.’”*-'^ and an extreme
lability of oxidative phosphorylation system in
homogenates and mitochondria have
been consistently reported.

Several attempts at prevention of the swel-
ling of the mitochondria as well as restora-
tion of oxidative phosphorylation, by returning
the component (s) presumed to be lost once the
swelling had taken place, have met only with
partial success.’ Protection by adenine
nucleotides and Mg+'i Jtad been observ-
ed. Similarly addition of DPN has reportedly
some effect.-’’ Nearly complete restoration on
addition of trichloroacetic acid extracts of fresh
mitochondria has also been observed to occur.

Tt seems evident that the swelling of mito-
chondria precedes rather than follows the un-
coupling phenomenon. Little is known about
the events which lead to the swelling of these
particles under unfavourable conditions nor
about the mechanisms by which phosphoryla-
tion is restored on addition of mitochondrial
extracts or components. The concept that a
supply of ATP is essential at all times for
maintenance of mitochondrial integrity is prob-
ably not satisfactory.-'’*’ It has been suggested
that the swelling of mitochondria is prob-
ably an enzymic process rather than a dis-
appearance of any protecting mechanisms.-’*’’

Thus lysolecithinase from snake venom could
act on mitochondrial phospholipids (in which
it is rich) to give rise to lysolecithm
which attracts water molecules with sub-
sequent distortion, swelling, and even
rupture of the membrane. However, the pre-
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sence of lysolecithinase in mitochondria remains
to be demonstrated. Again it has been observed
that the swelling is more rapid under aerobic

conditions and there is the possibility that oxy-
gen reacts directly with a certain key group
probably sulphydryJ.'^^ Thus, in contrast to the

slow and relatively limited swelling produced
by other methods, sulphydryl binding agents
produce a rapid and more pronounced swel-
ling, suggesting the participation oL‘ free sulphy-
dryl groups in the maintenance of mitochon-
drial structure and/or permeability

Particulate but no longer mitochondrial sys-

tems capable of catalysing phosphorylation

during the oxidation of selected substrates have
recently been obtained by Lehninger ct

by digitonin extraction of rat liver mitochon-
dria and by Green ct by fragmentation of

beef heart mitochondria and fractional separa-

tion in presence of ethanol and phosphate.

Although therefore it seems possible to obtain

functional and structural* sub-units of the

parent mitochondrion, the question as to whe-
ther these particles capable of both oxidation

and phosphorylation are vesicular or solid can-

not be definitely answered at the present

tirne.’'-^ The fact that they do bind K+ like

the intact mitochondria would suggest a re-

evaluation of the role of the mitochondrial

membrane.
Despite recent achievements on the isolation

of sub-cellular electron transport particles ii

would seem necessary to concede to the import-

ance of mitochondrial integrity for the main-
tenance of oxidative phosphorylation and there-

fore of normal cellular metabolism. An expend-

able structural feature of an enzyme housing

in an in vitro system may not be so in the

complex milieu of the living cell. In*a consi-

deration of protein structure to function, Stein-

berg and Mihalyi^ point out that “non-essen-

tial” features of enzymes and other biologically

essential molecules may arise from their role

in orienting the active protein to other struc-

tural features and enzymes in the cell. They
may also determine its thermodynamic efficiency

in the cell under different physiological condi-

tions.

Vitamin and Oxidative Metabolism
Subtle changes in the geometrical organiza-

tion of the multi-enzyme arrays and the matrix

in which these functionally interdependent

units are housed are conceivable under differ-

ent biological conditions and hence intracellular

control of oxidative phosphorylation may occur

at any one of several sites in the coupling pro-

cesses susceptible to interference. Indeed, it is

now recognized that uncoupling of oxidative

phosphorylation could arise out of diverse

known and unknown modalities.!-^

A reference may now be made to certain

suggestions implicating vitamin 3^2, albeit in-

directly, in the control of mitochondrial mor-
phology. The observations have arisen from
studies on protection afforded by this vitamin
against experimental!}^ induced thyrotoxicosis

or liver injury.

When small quantities of an iodo-protein are

included in the diet of experimental animals or

when small doses of thyroxine are given to

them parcnterally, they show increased re-

quirement for several of the food factors

—

among them, chiefly, B vitamins. This is a
recognized procedure lor induction of defici-

ency in certain of the B vitamins, the others

being given in excess. Of especial significance

is the increased requirement for vitamin B^o.

In thyrotoxic rats, there is usually a rapid

weight loss and when this comes to about 10%
the animals rapidly die off.!- If excess 3^2
present in the diet, there is protection against

weight loss and mortality.

Again, a single injection of the steatotic

poison carbon tetrachloride can cause fatty

liver in the rat. This degeneration is also pro-

tected against by prior administration of vita-

min Bj2-^^

Uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation has

been reported in experimentally induced

hyperthyroidism^-’-!''’-!!*' as well as in steatotic

liver injury.!" Mitochondrial preparations from
such livers show a good parallel in their be-

haviour and characteristics with normal mito-

chondria subjected to hypotonic conditions.

They have lowered pyridine!'"''!'! and adenine^^

nucleotide levels, and exhibit decreased oxygen
consumption"'!’ and lowered P/O ratios.'!^*'!

No effect of CCI4 could be seen on mitochon-
drial integrity in in xntro studies.'!" Though in

vitro uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation

by thyroxine has been reported, this is

not observed to take % place in ^mitochondria

held in isotonic sucrose. Thus, thyroxine is

effective in intro only when the hormone is

pre-incubated with mitochondria'*!! or when the

mitochondria are subject to hypotonic condi-

tions"*" in its presence so as to facilitate entry

of the hormone. Thyroxine acts by binding

Mg once it enters the mitochondria’58»59 and
thyroxine-induced uncoupling could be revers-

ed by Mg’*. Thyroxine also fails to uncouple
oxidative phosphorylation***!’ in digitonin prepa-

rations'!*^ of mitochondria. These results are

therefore suggestive of thn fact that any in
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vitro effect of thyroxine is not due to direct

interference with the enzymes of oxidative

phosphorylation and that its effect as well as

that of CCI4 in vivo could arise from an im-

pairment of mitochondrial integrity due to

osmotic damage. This phenomenon obviously

underlies the observed uncoupling of phos-

phorylation from respiration.

In recent work from this laboratory 44 ,«3

it has been demonstrated that, in experimen-
tally induced nutritional stress such as thyro-

prolein feeding or CCl^ poisoning, there is

depletion of tissue vitamin levels and an

impairment of several metabolic processes. A
disturbance in glutathione metabolism and of

osmotic damage to mitochondria precede all

other derangements. A rapid reduction in liver

stores of glutathione in the CCl^-poisoned rat

has also been reported by Patwardhan and co-

workers.’*^ Tapley and Cooper-^’*-’*'* observed

that the action of thyroxine in vitro is prob-

ably due to its primary action on mitochondrial

structure. Dianzani has made similar observa-

tions in steatotic rats.^^.is since oxidative phos-

phorylation is the only major pathway linking

energy-requiring with energy-yielding pro-

cesse.s, it is obvious that the uncoupling pro-

duced by mitochondrial swelling is reflected as

metabolic derangements.

It has been suggested that the nucleotides

are bound to sites in the mitochondria which
are probably also the ones at which oxidative

phosphorylation takes place. It would appear

that the immobilisation of co-factors like AMP,
ADP, DPN, Mg+-^, etc., from their site of acti-

vity makes them unavailable for participation

in oxidative phosphorylation. It is also possible

that the nucleotides are bound to proteins enzy-

matically active and confer stability on these

enzymes and that unbinding and subsequent

loss of these from mitochondria makes the

proteins more labile and enzymatically in-

active.

The morphological and metabolic derange-

ments of hyperthyroidispi and 'fatty infiltration

are all protected against by vitamin Byy i'n

tjiuo.^^b4 4,«a An interesting feature relates to

changes in pyridinonucleotides (PN). A mark-
ed reduction in PN and a decrease in PN/PNH
(oxidised to reduced P3a'idinonucleotides) in

CCI4 toxicity suggests a shift of fatty acid meta-
bolism towards synthesis. PN is important be-

cause it is concerned in oxidation of fatty acids

and in at least 3 steps in the citric acid cycle

(isocitric, a-ketoglutaric and malic dehydroge-
nations) whose normal functioning is necessary

for fatty acid oxidation. The influence of vita-

[
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min on correction of CCI4 damage is explic-
able in terms of its favourable effect on PN
and PN/PNH.««

Since mitochondria are apparently protected

against changes attendant on swelling by AMP
or ATP,-">--’‘ DPN-”* and sulphydryl,34 ,

3« the pro-
tection observed with vitamin flight arise

from its known role in nucleotide and sulphy-

dryl metabolism. Obviously the diverse effects

observed with this vitamin, in extremely small

amounts, on the physiology of the animal organ-
ism must arise from a very basic function it

has in cellular integrity and economy.
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FREE RADICALS IN CIGARETTE SMOKE
jTN attempts to determine a unifying principle

of action for the many and varied carcino-

genic agents, many worker.s Iiave assigned an
intermediary role to free radicals. It is stated

that many, if not all, carcinogens arc com-
pounds capable (d‘ forming free radicals which
may be stabilized as ions. Scientific workers
have discussed their po.ssible role in the pro-

duction of tumours in rodents by implanted
films of various high polymers, and suggested,

as a requirement for tumour production, the

presence of foreign free radicals in a specific

area for an extended period.

Primary consideration is normally given to

aromatic polycyclic hydrocarbons as active

agents in tobacco carcinogenesis. However, in

view of the above, it seemed of interest to

determine the concentration of free radicals in

cigarette smoke. A series of experiments, which
utilized a high-sensitivity electron resonance

spectrometer, have therefore b€^en carried out.
Tn order to prevent recombination of radicals as
much as po.ssible, the smoke was condensed at
hquid-oxygen temperatures, and all measure-
ments were made at this temperature.
The combined evidence from these experi-

ments suggested that there is sufficient coii-
contration of free radicals in cigarette smoke
(when compared with the expected concentra-
tions in the polymer experiments) to act as a
carcinogenic agent nf such a mechanism is pos-
sible. It is interesting to note in this connexion
that the concentration of stable free radicals
in atmospheric soot is about one hundred times
larger than in cigarette smoke. But, as with
the polycyclic hydrocarbons, adsoi'ption on
comparatively larger particles, and further
stabilization as a result, are likely to render
them inaccessible to the cells. (Nature, April 5
1958.)
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LIPID DEPLETED ADRENAL CORTEX
IN MOLYBDENUM FED RATS AND
ITS PREVENTION BY VITAMIN E

An interrelationship between vitamin E and
molybdenum has been observed in prolonged

studies conducted on the action of this metald -

Certain enzyme systems, like alkaline phospha-

tase arc enhanced, in livers of molybdenum

-

treated experimental animals and vitamin E is

found to prevent this rise.-'’ Vitamin E defi-

ciency causes degenerative changes in the supra-

renal cortex.* Likewise, administration of vita-

min E has a stimulating effect on suprarenal

activity.*^* In the present report, the histologi-

cal structure of the suprarenal cortex of albino

rats on a molybdenum, and molybdenum plus

vitamin E dietary have been studied and com-

pared with that of control experimental ani-

mals.

Young weanling albino rats were maintained

on a standard casein diet. They were divided

into three groups ; one served as control, the

second received a molybdenum fortified diet at

a level of lOOp.p.m., and the third received the

same diet as group two, with an additional sup-

plement of vitamin E orally, 8 mg. per week.

After maintaining for 6 months, the animals

were sacriliced by cardiac bleeding. The adre-

nals were fixed in 10% formol and processed

by Ihe usual methods.

Fig. 1 represents the microanatomical struc-

ture of the suprarenal cortex under high

Fig. 1 a,

power. Fig. 1 a represents the normal lipid

pattern in a typical .adrenal cortex from a

normal control animal. It can be noticed that

the spaces are filled with lipid material. Fig. 1 b

is from a representative animal on the molyb-

FIG. 1 /a

denum dietary. The histological picture indi-
cates a necrosis with lipid depletion. Fig. 1 c

Fig. 1 c.

represents the effect of vitamin E on a molyb-
denum dietary as reflected by a return to nor-
mal of the lipid pattern. The effect of vita-

min E is markedly pronounced, totally masking
the effect of molybdenum.
The evidence presented here indicates that

molybdenum suppresses suprarenal cortical

function, resulting in structural alteration to

this endocrine gland. Arrington and Davis® in

the course of their studies on toxic molybde-
nosis in rabbits have indicated a paresis of the
hind limbs accompanied by wasting of the pel-
vic region. It is highly likely that this con-
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dition is a sequel to a molybdenum-induced
cortical insufficiency giving rise to the mani-
festation of Addison’s disease. Further work
is in progress to evaluate the adrenal pituitary

balance in experimental molybdenosis.

Dept, of Biochemistry, P, P. Nair.

Institute of Science, N. G. Magar.

Bombay- 1, January 31, 1958.
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SYNTHESIS OF 4-HyDROXY-B-
SULFONAMIDE- QUINOLINE

DERIVATIVES

Price, Leonard and Stacy^ attempted to

prepare 4-hydroxy-G-sulfonamide-quinolirie by
the application of ethoxymethylenemalonic
ester synthesis to sulfanilamide but, all their

attempts to cyclize the condensation product
obtained from sulfanilamide and elhoxy-
mcthylenemalonic ester proved futile. Riegel

ct. al.- also experienced the same difficulty with

sulfanilamide. In our hands, the thermal

cyclization of the sulfanilamide condensation

product in boiling diphenyl ether, under con-

trolled conditions, gave a pale yellow product,

crystallized from nitrobenzene, m.p. 240® C.

(with decom.). However, this could not be
obtained in an analytically pure form.

Thinking that the free amino group of

-SO0NH2 interfered in the smooth cyclization,

a N' -substituted sulfanilamide, i.e., sulfathia-

zole was chosen and the reaction was repeated.

Expectedly, all the steps were smooth. Thus,
on heating a mixture ®f sulfathiazole (Imol.)
and ethoxymethylenemalonic ester (Imol.) in

benzene the condensation product (I) was ob-
tained in quantitative yield, crystallized from
aqueous ethanol, m.p. 165-66"’ C. (Found : C,

48-3; H, 4-7; N, 9-7. requires

C, 48 0; H. 4-5; N, 9-9.) The condensation

product (I) on heating in boiling diphenyl ether

under controlled conditions gave the cyclized

product (II) in 93% yield, crystallized from
nitrobenzene in rhombic needles, m.p., 281-82° C.

(with decornp.). (Found: C, 47-2; H, 3-5;

N, 11-7
; S, 16*5. requires C, 47-5

;

H, 3-5; N, 11-1
; S, 16*9.) The sanonification

of (II) was accomplished in quantitative yield

by refluxing with excess of 10% sodium
hydroxide for 2 hr. and subsequent neutraliza-

tion. The acid (HI), being very sparingly

soluble in organic solvents, was directly de-

carboxylated by heating in boiling diphenyl

ether for hr. The 4-hydroxy quinoline

derivative (IV) obtained on cooling was wash-
ed with petroleum ether and Anally crystallized

from a large volume of nitrobenzene in shin-

ing microscopic needles, m.p., 312-13® C. (with

decomp.), yield 83-84%. (Found: C, 46-7;

H, 2'6; N, 13-3. requires C, 46*9;

H. 3 0; N, 13'7.)

The condensation product from sulfaguani-

dme obtained in quantitative yield crystallized

from aqueous ethanol, m.p., 186-87° C. (Found :

C, 46*7; H, 4-9; N, 14-7. Ci-H.^N^O^.S requires

--S

H

(:-(cooc2ii5)2

II

(II >

OH
I

._/\/\

(I)

OH
I

-IlNO,S—j^N/%

•II r"
COOCsHj

(ii)

(IV)
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C, 46-9; H, 5 3 ;
N, 14*6), because of the pre-

sence of free amino groups, presented the same
difficulty during cyclization. Work, now in

progress to prepare 4-hydroxy quinoline deri-

vatives from other sulfanilamides and their

conversion to 4-alkylaminoquinolines for test-

ing their biological activity, will be reported

elsewhere.

Dept, of Chem. I^^ashinath S. Sardesai.

Technology, S. V. Sunthankar.
University of Bombay,
Matunga, Bombay-19,
February 27, 1958.
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GLUTAMIC ACID DECARBOXYLASE
IN FUSARIA

During an investigation of the amino acid

composition of Fusaria* by circular paper

chromatography-'* 7-aminobutyric acid was
idcntilied in the acid hydrolysate of Fasariimi

vasinfectU7n. Confirmation for its presence was
obtained by running a mixed chromatogram
with an authentic and pure sample of 5 -amino-
butyric acid.’

A two-dimensional chromatogram using

'R-butanol-acetic acid-water (40 : 10 : 50) as

the first .solvent and pyridine vN'ater (80 : 20)

as the second established the presence of this

acid beyond doubt. The test solutions were

spotted at one corner of a square filter-paper

(25 x 25 cm.) which was rolled into the form

of a cylinder, stitched at two points and dip-

ped in the butanol solvent in a petri-dish at

the bottom of a cylindrical jar of suitable size.

The jar was covered with a greased plate.

When the solvent front had ascended up to the

end of the paper they were removed, air-dried

and rolled into the form of c|/linder in another

direction and developed in pyridine water.

After the two developments they were dried

and sprayed with ninhydrin. Each run took

about 25 hours.

The presence of y-aminobutyric acid in

F. imsinfectuin rendered interesting a study of

the enzyme systems implicated in its forma-

tion. Therefore the activity of the enzyme
glutamic acid decarboxylase was determined by
the circular paper chomatography,^* The order

of efficiency of the carbon and nitrogen sources

for the enzyme activity were as follows :

Fructose > Sucrbsc > Maltose > Glucose >

Manose > Lactose > Galactose.

(NH,)..SO^ > NHiCl > NH^NO., > KNO.^ >
NaNO.j.

An alkaline pH had a deleterious effect on
the enzyme activity while an acid environment
had a favourable influence. The optimal
enzyme activity was found at pH 4*5 and
30 C. The enzyme activity which was little

in young cultures increased with age and
coincided with the stage when the cells were
in resting condition. It was at maximum on
the 16th day. It gradually diminished when
the cells started to autolyse.

Decarboxylation of L-glutamic acid to

7-aminobutyric acid is known to occur in

plants, animals, bacteria and yeast. Details of

investigations carried out on this enzyme of

F. imsinfectum will be published elsew*^here.

1 am very grateful to Professors Dr. S. V.

Anantakrishnan and Dr. T. S. Sadasivan for

their guidance and encouragement.

Dept, of Chemistry, S. Natarajan.'^'

Madras Christian College,

Tambaram, March 7, 1958.

* Addrc'i ^',—Rosearrh Assistant. Dept, of

Biochemistry, Indian Institute of Scieni e, lJangalore-3.

1. Natarajan, S., /. Indian hot. Soi., 1958, 37 (In
Prevs).

2 Ciri, I< V. ami Rao. N. A. N., Nalnre. 1952,
169 , 923; /. Indian Inst. .Sr/., 1952, 34 , 95.

3. — and Nagahhiishanam, iVaturw:^si'n<:chat'ton,

1952,39, 548.

4. — and Rao, N. A. N , 67/ .S\ /
.

,

22, 114;
/. Indian Ind. Sn., 1952, 34 , 95 ; 1953, 35 , 313.

5. —
,
Radhakrishnan, A. N. and Vaidyanathan, C. S.,

A^aturc. 1952, 170 , 1025; J. Indian Ind. Sci.^

1952, 34 , 305 ;
Anat. Chem., 1952, 24, 1677.

A SHORT NOTE ON THE TESTING OF
R.W. COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT

TEMPERATURES
It is maintained in the text-books that the
test for R.W. Coefficient should be carried out
at 20^ C. This no doubt appears to be very
pertinent. But on analysis it will be found
there may not be much point in insisting on
a particular temperature. The germicidal acti-

vity of phenol will increase with the rise of

temperature but this will also be the case with
the disinfectant that is being tested and com-
pared with the phenol. Since both the reactions

will increase with a rise in temperature a gross
change in the R.W. Coeftlcient may not occur.

The present work has been undertaken to test

this hypothesis.
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Table I

Results

Rideal-Walker coefficients at different temperatures

1st Test 2ncl Test

Disinfec tant

DK'noT.

Cyllink

Reaction Dilution at which S. typhi Dilution at which S, typhi
Temperature are kille.l in mins. are killt^l in ruins.

R W.C. R.W.C.

Disinfectant Phenol Disinfectant Phenol

c. 1 : 300 1 100 3 1 : 300 1 : 100 3
20° C. 1 ; 350 1 115 3-04 1 : 350 1 : 100 3.5
25° C. 1 . 350 1 125 2-8 1 : 350 1 : 100 3-5
30° C. 1 : 350 1 125 2-8 1 : 400 1 : 125 3.2
3.5° C 1 ; 450 1 130 3-40 1 t 400 1 : 125 3*2
15° C. 1 : 400 1 no 3.04 1 : 360 1 ; 100 3-5
20° C. 1 : 600 1 120 4-2 1 : 400 1 : 100 4
25° C. 1 : 550 1 125 4*4 1 : 500 1 : 120 4.2
30° C. 1 ; 550 1 125 4*4 1 : 500 1 i 125 4
35° C. 1 : 550 1 125 4.4 1 : 500 1 : 120 4-2

Ill the undermentioned experimental tests

Lister strain of Sahnonclla typhi after five sub-
cultures in broth has been used. Cultures treat-
ed with various concentrations of disinfecta»it
have been transferred with a standard 4 mm.
platinum loop, to nutrient broth tubes each
30 secs, and incubated at 37 “ C. for 24 hours.
The results are given in the accompanying
tab^e.

As far as the above disinfectants are con-
cerned, the various temperatures at which ihe
tests have been •carried out do not appear to
aiTect Ihe value of R.W. CocfTicient materially.

Central Drug Res. Inst., A. Mukherji.
Lucknow, December 18, 1957,

A TERATOLOGICAL PHENOMENON IN
LAGENARIA SICERARIA STANDL.

Lageyiaria sicerarm Standi., commonly known
as bottlegourd, is a pubescent angular trailing

herb of cucurbitaceae family and is largely cul-

tivated as a vegetable crop. It is a monoecious
plant and its stem possesses distinct nodes and
internodes. Normally, a node bears a leaf with
single staminate or pistillate flower, a bifid

tendril and a vegetative shoot. The pistillate

flowers are short peduncled unlike the stami-
nates, which are borne on long peduncles. The
nodes are discernible from one another by the
existence of angular internodes.

Recently, on a bottlegourd plant, about 40
pistillate flowers were found borne in a bunch
giving the appearance of a pseudo-inflorescence,

which IS not the characteristic feature of this

species. After setting, it looked like a bunch
of fruits but only one such bunch could be re-

corded on the entire length of the vine (Fig. 1).

FlU. 1. Bunch of young fruits and Jlt>weis.

On close examination of this bunch, it was
observed that it exhibited a teratological fea-
ture resulting from the shortening of the
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intemodes and fusion of the stem nodes. The
emergence of leaf and shoot on the nodes were
altogether suppressed. Only the bifid tendrils

were present in a minute form on each node
beside the fruit or pistillate flower, which con-
firmed this observation. The pistillate flowers

were borne in acropetal succession on the main
and side branches. They were normal, regular

and epigynous like the rest on the vine.

Although various forms of abnormalities have
been noted in cucurbitaceae by Masters (1869),

the present type of teratological phenomenon
in Lagenaria siceraria Standi, was recorded tor

the first time.

Horticultural Res. Inst., L. B. Singh.

Saharanpur, S. N. Singh.

December 14, 1957.

1. Masters, M. T., Vegetable Teratology

^

London, 1869,

INFLUENCE AND MECHANISM OF
ACTION OF LOW TEMPERATURE

PRE-TREATMENT ON GERMINATION
OF TOBACCO SEEDS

Working on the germination of tobacco seeds

(iVicotiana tabacum) we find that the seeds of

the flue-cured variety Harrison Special germi-

nate poorly at high temperatures. The actual

germination figures were 63-1% at 32-2'' C.,

31*8% to 38*6% at 35® C. and only 9*0% at

37*8® C. compared to over 96% between the

temperature range of 17*8® C. to 27*8® C. In

general these observations confirm the results

obtained by Johnson ei alJ and Kincaid.^

If, however, the seeds are pre-treaied after

soaking at low temperatures for various

periods the germinating capacity increases very

appreciably (Table 1) when tested for germina-

tion at the same temperatures. This effect is

similar to the numerous cases of ‘after-ripen-

rCurrent
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ing’ of dormant seeds by stratification or by
cold temperature treatment reported in litera-

ture.**

But there are three important differences

:

(1) the seeds of tobacco when treated were
not dormant in the usual sense as they readily

germinated almost fully between the tempera-
tures of 17*8® C. to 27*8® C.; (2) the effect of

pre-treatment, in general, was additive, i.e.,

longer the period of pre-treatment, better was
the germination

; and (3) the period of pre-

treatment to which the seeds reacted was
counted in hours and days compared to the

treatment of months necessary for ‘after-ripen-

ing’ in the dormant seeds. The most compar-
able record seems to be that of germination of

Delphiniums* which showed an increase from
82% to 927c at 15® C. (59® F.) and from 62%
to 76% at 20® C. (68® F.) after pre-treatment
for 4 days to the temperatures of 0*5® C. (33® F.)

and 5® C. (41® F.) respectively. However, the

differences between after-ripening of dormant
seeds and the reaction to the low temperature
treatments mentioned above may only be of a
quantitative rather than of a qualitative nature.

In order to explain the observed facts it is

suggested that germination in tobacco may be
considered to consist of 2 stages

:

Stage A .—The stage of ‘after-ripening’. At
this stage an inducer substance which may be
termed as ‘germigen’ is produced in the seed,

without which the next stage (i.c., the develop-

ment of the seedling) cannot take place. In

tobacco, this stage can proceed on at the low
temperatures of 5*6® C. to 22*2® C. when wet-
ted, although there is no visible germination

at temperatures below 12® C. because such a
temperature is lower than the minimum cardi-

nal temperature for germination.

Stage B.—The stage of development of the

seedling. This stage cannot be initiated until

an adequate amount of ‘germigen’ is available

in the seed, lack of which keeps the seed dor-

Letters to the Editor

. Table 1

Percentage germination at different temperatures after pre-treatment of soaked seeds to low

temperatures for various periods

Incuba- Pie* treat- Duration of pre- treatment

lion ment -

Tempe- Tt.mpe* No pre-

rature rature treatment 12 hrs. 1 day 2 days 4 days 6 days 8 days

0 hrs.

7-8® C. 22-2® 9*0

r 22*2® 31*8
5® C. ..

<

IM® ?8-6

1 5-6® 36*7

11*2 13-7 13*4

36-7 31*2 33*4
41*7 50*1 58*9

40*6 40*6 43*0

20*1 23*4 26*7
49*6 63*2 63-0
80*0 88*6 87*0
61*1 61*1 68*2
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mant in spite of other conditions being favour-

able.

It also seems that the quantity of ‘germigen’

required for germination at higher temperatures

is larger than at lower temperatures and
therefore more seeds remain dormant at the

higher temperatures, the supply of ‘germigea’

being inadequate for this purpose. With pre-

treatment a higher ‘germigen’ level is reach-

ed, and this results in comparatively high ger-

mination at all incubation temperatures ; but

as long as pre-treatment is incomplete, the

trend of more number of seeds germinating at

lower temperatures is maintained. When pre-

treatment is adequate, as was obtained in some
other experiments with 8 days’ pre-treatment

at a germination of over 96% was
possible even at 35 C.

Considering that the seeds germinated to

over 96 7(' within the temperature range of

17-8° C. to 27-8" C. without pre-treatment, it

is evident that within this temperature range

both the stages A and B •could be completed

simultaneously. At such temperatures, there-

fore, there is no possibility of recognising the

two stages. This probably is the reason why
the two stages in germination have escaped

attention in other species. A fulller account of

the experiments will be published elsewhere.

Our thanks are due to Dr. N. R. Bhat, Direc-

tor, Tobacco Research, Central Tobacco Re-

search Institute, Rajahmundry, for his kind

interest in this work.

Central Tobacco Re.s. Inst., N. L. Pal.

Rajahmundry, * N. C. Gopalachari,

July 26, 1957.

1. Johnson, J., Murwin, 11. F. and Ogdvii, W. H.,

IVis. hxpf. St>i. />«//., 1930, 104, 1-15.

2. Kincaid, K. K., FI , Expi. Sta. 1935,

277, 1-47.

3. Crocker, W. and Barton, h. V., Physiolos^v of Seeds

(Chionica Potanicu Co., Waltham, 1953).

4. Barton, L. V. and Crocker, W., 7’rcc;//r Yeari of

Seed Fesearch (I.(jndon, 1948).

5. Toole. F. M., et al.
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Aim,^ Ktv, Plant PhysioLy 1956,

7, 299-319.

6. Barton, L. V., Boyce Tho^. Inst. Prof. Paper

^

1933,

26, 248-50.

INFLUENCE OF CERTAIN SPECIES
OF EARTHWORMS ON THE STRUC-

TURE OF SOME HILL SOILS

Certain species of earthworms in some soils

of Himachal Pradesh have been found to affect

the soil structure adversely. The earthworms

form small castings into lumps which on dry-

ing become cement-like hard clods. Within a

few years of infestation, the entire fertile soil

having good structure becomes cloddy, struc-

tureless and unproductive. Many acres of land
thus has lost its productivity.

The earthworms are pinkish to brown in

colour and have small segments. Their size

varies from 1" to 6" and they are very active.

Their activities are confined to about 15" of

the top soil and during unfavourable condi-

tions they hibernate in the subsurface soil. As
many as 250 worms *per square foot of soil

have been counted in the average infested

lands.

Living and dead specimens of the worms
were sent for identilication to the Director,

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta, who has
reported the same to represent the genus Allobo-
pliora of the family Luinbricidce (Order Oligo-
chmta). Most of the worms belonging to the

genus Allobophora are known to be largely

distributed over England, Ireland and are gene-
rally reported to be found in the Arctic re -

gions. They are the only earthworms capable
of burrowing through snow and ice.

The worms pi'efer heavy, compact soil and
flourish well on organic matter and manure pre -

pared from pine-tree leaves. The infested soils

are situated at elevations of 7,000' to 8,000'

above sea-level and have cool summers with a

monsoon rainfall of about 60". These soils re

main under snow for 3 to 4 months in winter
Texture of these soils is silty clay to clay loam
and their colour vanes from pale brown to

dark brown. The pH of these soils varies from
5-8 to 6-8.

Microscopic studies show that these worms
excrete some colourless waxy fluid from their

nymphridia. This waxy fluid adheres to the
soil particles and castings and it makes a gcla-
tin-like membrane around them. This colour-
less Vvaxy fluid perhaps functions as the
cementing material to the castings and thus
hard clods are formed.
Further work on this as well as remedies

for rectification of the defects is in progress
and will be repofted separately. •

Deptt. of Agriculture, G. S. Agarwal.
Himachal Pradesh, K. S. K. Rao.
Simla, January 4, 1958. L. S. Negi.

1. Barret, T. J., ffarnesstug the Earthworms (Fal)er &
Faber, New York).

2. Day, G, M., Sotl Science^ 1950. 69, 175-84
3. Dawson, R. C., Sotl Science Society of America Proc

1947, 12, 512-16.

4. Encyclopedia Columbia^ 2, pp. 683.
5. Encyclopedia, Bntannica. 1, pp, 994-95.
6. Quastel, J. H., Soil Science, 1952, 73, 419-26.
7. Russel, E. J., Jourtial of Agricultural Science, 1910,

2, 246-67.
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ON THE OCCURRENCE AND LIFE-
CYCLE OF THE JAK WEEVIL

(OCHYROMERA ARTOCARPI, MAR-
SHALL) AT COIMBATORE

The Jak weevil Ochyromera ariocarpi. Mar-
shall has been so far reported from North
Malabar and Mysore only (Ramakrishna
Ayyar, 1932, 1940). Recently, during Novem-
ber 1957, this weevil was noted for the first

time occurring in large numbers on jak (Arto-

carpus heterophyllus, Lamk.) growing in the

gardens atUichod to the Agricultural College

and Research Institute, Coimbatore. The grubs
of the weevil were iound boring the inflores-

cence with the result a large number of them
dropped down. All stages were pre.sent inside

the fallen buds. Since no information is avail-

able on the life-history and habits of the

weevil, a study was undertaken during the

month of December 1957 in the cold season

when the average maximum and minimum tem-

Iicratures were 83*4 'F. and 67*0"' F. respec-

tively and observations are presented below in

brief.

The adult is a small, active, greyish brown
weevil measuring 3*5 mm. in length and
1-5 mm. in breadth, with the whole body thinly

clothed with line setiform golden scales and

set with subercct setae and elytra bearing

numerous irregular and ill-defined small bare

spots. It is often found in groups feeding on

the tissue of inflorescence. Eggs are laid singly

in small cavities excavated by the adults in the

inflorescence. The egg is pearly white, smooth

and oblong oval measuring on an average

()'42mm. in length and 0*28 mm. in width. The

eggs hatch in 3 to 4 days and the newly hatched

I i i
«

I I
’V -

. 4

t - I- i ^# '

Fig. 1. btages of Jak weevil {^Ochyromera artocarpi

legless grub is pale white with a pale brown

head and measures 0*56 mm. in length. It bores

Current
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through the tissue in all directions and becomes
mature in 12 to 15 days. The full-grown grub
is whitish in colour measuring 4*9 mm. in

length. Its head is light brown but darker at

the frontal region and much narrower than
thorax and with a conspicuous dark line in the

Irons. The body is moderately curved, taper-

ing towards the posterior region. Pupation
takes place in a cavity at the end of the larval

burrow. The pupa is naked, whitish in colour

and is about 3*6 mm. long and 1*5 mm. broad

with numerous setigerous tubercles on the

body. The pupal stage lasts for 5 to 6 days.

The adult emerges by boring a hole on the

outer skin. The total life-cycle of 28 indivi-

duals ranged from 2U to 25 days. The longe-

vity of the weevil was rather ^hort under cap-

tivity which ranged from 6 to 23 days for

females and 5 to 18 days for males. The egg-

laying capacity also was poor in captivity and
the number of eggs laid by 15 individuals

varied from 18 to 38.

Entomology Section, T. R. Sur,HATvix\NiAN.

Agric. College & Res. Inst.,

Coimbatore, February 1, 1958.

1. Ramakrishna Ayyar, T. V., /iu//. Mad. Dip.,

1932, 27, 48.

2 —
,
Handbook of Economic Entomology for South

Jndta, 1940, 319,—Suptd., Govt. rie-5.s, Madras.

ROOT-KNOT NEMATODES ON
POTATOES IN INDIA

SuRVKY carried out in the principal potato-

growing regions in the country has shown that

root-knot nematodes (Meloidogync spp.) are

common pests of potatoes, with a wide ho.sl

range. The disease caused by root-knot nema-
todes is not easy to recognise in the field as,

very often, no symptoms above-ground are

visible. Sometimes, however, severely attacked

plants arc stunted and may even show signs

of premature wilting.*^

In this country the species of Meloidogype.

attacking potato tubers, have been found to

occur in over a wide area, and pathogenic spe-

cies, inciting gall-formation on potato, have
been collected from the following tracts :

Other susceptible plants recognised under con-

ditions prevailing in the plains are Lycopersicon

esculentum, Brassica oleracea, Solanum nigrum,
Solanum melongena, Achyranthus aspera,

Ruellia sp., Coleus perviftorus, Physalis minima
and Chenopodium album.

Root-knot nematodes found in the plains on
wild susceptible plants can, under favourable
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Location Altitude above sea-level Species involved

1

Uttar Piadfsh (Almora and liliowali areas) .. 4,000 to 6,000 ft.

2 Simla Hills (covering regitnis around 'I'heog- 5,500 to 6,500 ft.

Mashobra valley)

3 Bihar (Choianagpur, hill regions of Ranchi 2,500 to 3,700 ft.

and Netarhat)

4 Assam (throughout Shillong Hills) 5,000 to 6,000 ft.

A/, javanua (Treuh) (!!hitwood

AI. tncoL^ntia acnta (Chitwood

M. iucogmta acntxt

M. mcognita (Kofoid and White)
Chitwood

Af. i>uognitfi

5 Mysoic (Chickballapur) About 3,000 ft. Af, javanica
;
Al. acrita

conditions, act as collateral hosts for the potato

tuber infection. One of these is ‘Kurkon’ (Colciej

perviflorus) which shows heavy gall-formation

on roots infested with M. incognita (Fig. 2). In

Fig. 1. {a) ‘KurkoiH roots showing heavy gall-

formation as a result of infestation with Af, incognita,

(/>} Noim.'il roots of ‘ Kurkon’

an experiment, 48 healthy plants of Up-to-

date variety of potato were raised in pots

containing sterile soil. They were divided into

three sets of 16 plants each. To the first set, leach-

ings of roots from ‘Kurkon’ infested with root-

knot nematodes were added. To the second sei

of sixteen pots leachings from infested potato

tubers carrying M. incognita on Satha variety

secured from Ranchi were added. The third

set served as control. All the pots were kept

in a cool situation under shade. Sixty days

after inoculation the tubers produced from all

the plants grown on nematocie inoculum de-
rived either from Colons roots and from tiie

potato tubers showed lypical root-knot symp-
toms (Fig. 1 ) whereas the control was com-
pletely free troin infestation (Pig. 1).

b a
FjG. 2. [a) Pot.ito tuber infeett'd with root-knot

nematode derived from ‘ Kurkon ’ roots

{b) Control—norm.d potato tubi*r.

Earlier reports in this country of Ilcterodera
marioni (Cornu) Goodey- being associated with
gall-formation on potato should now be re-

garded as being caused by Mcloidogyne sps.

We are grateful ,to Drs. M. T. Franklin and
J. B. Goodey of Rothamsl^d Experirfiental Sta-
tion. Harpenden. Hertfordshire, England, who
have helped to identify the root-knot nematodes
found associated with several plants.

Central Potato Res. Pushkarnath.
Institute, B. N. Roy Choudhary.

Simla, January 17, 1958.

1. Steiner, G., ‘ Plant nematodes the grower should
know’,” Deft. Agric, Florifa. 1953, 131, 48.

2. Thiruraalachar, M. j.,
‘ Root knot nematodes of

potato tubers in Simla,” Curr, Sci.y 1951, 20, 104.
3. Walker, J. C., Root^knot Dixease of Potato in Disease

of Vegetable Crops

^

Mepraw Hill. 1952, p, 370.
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EFFECT OF lAA AND KINETIN ON
POLLEN TUBES OF PINUS

ROXBURGHII SAR.

Ever since 1834, when von Mohl (sec O'Kellev,
1955) first noticed the germination of pollen

grains in moist air, several attempts have been
made to culture them artiticially. It has been
observed that pollens difTer considerably in their

power to germinate in vitro. However, in most
cases the percentage of germination is lower
and the lengtli oL’ the pollen tube consider-

ably shorter than what is obtained under natu-
ral conditions. While sucrose is the principal

component of the medium, germination and tube

growth can be improved by incorporating boric

acid, hormones and vitamins. Besides, in a

number of cases, the use of plant tissue ex-

tracts has also given very favourable results,

Male cones of Finns roxhurghii were obtain-

ed from the plants growing near Vijay Chowk,
New Delhi. The mature pollen showed two
degenerated prothallial cells, the tube nucleus

and the generative cell.

Pollen grains were cultured by the hanging
drop technique. The cultures were stored at

room temperature and exposed to diffuse labo-

ratory light. The”* culture medium comprised

15% sucrose, 0-66% agar, and 0*01% boric

acid. This will be referred to hereafter as the

basic medium. In some cases indoleacetic acid

(2*5p.p.m.) and in others kinetin (0*01%)) was
added after the pollen grains had gi’own foi

3 days on the basic medium. For treating witn

lAA or kinetin, the cover glass was carefully

removed, a drop of the chemical added witli

the help of a camel hair brush and the cover

glass immediately replaced. After the pollen

tubes had ceased to elongate, the coverglass

with the agar film was removed and dried m
the air, fixed in F.A.A., stained in acetocar-

rnine and dehydrated in the tertiary-butyl

alcohol-xylol series. The percentage of germi-

nation was^ determined by ceunting more than

100 grains from five Sr more different fields of

the microscope. The tube length given is the

average of 20 tubes. All readings were taken

under the high power of the microscope after

8 days growth. Pollen grains cultured in

sucrose-agar medium showed very little growth.

To overcome this difficulty, 0*01% boric acid

was added to the sucrose-agar medium. In

this medium germination took place after

about 48 hours. The percentage of germination

* All eiiomicals used were of the analytical reagent

(AR) grade. Pyro.x double distilled water wa.s used

throughout.
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varied from 78 to 82 and the average tube

length was 203 (Figs. 1, 7). In lAA medium
80% of the pollen grains germinated and show-
ed 490 m long tubes (Figs. 2, 7). Although in

the kinetin medium the length of the pollen

tube increased to 586 m (Figs. 3, 7), the ger-

mination was only 74%;.

Fig. 1. Ceiminatcd pollen grain in l)a.si( medium,
X .')G0. I^ig. 2. Same, in Ijasic medium -f lAA, X 560.
Fig. 3. .Same, in basic medium I kinetin. x 660. FlGS. 4-6.
Relative .‘‘izes of the star h grains in the basir medium

;

basic H IA A; and l)asir-f kinetin, x 1,070.

No branching or swelling of the tip of the

pollen tube occurred in the basic medium and
the tubes followed a straight course. However,
when lAA was added there was profuse
branching. In kinetin, on the other hand,
branching was scarce but there was general

swelling of the pollen tubes. Division of the

antheridial cell was not induced by these

chemicals. No relation could bo seen between
the branching of the tube and the position of

the tube nucleus as recently reported by Tanaka
(1956) in Finns densiflora.

Letters to the Editor
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At the beginning of the experiment, no
appreciable quantity of starch could be seen

either in the pollen tube or in the pollen grains.

Jn the basic medium starch was seen in Ihe

pollen grain as well as the tube but the amount
is small and the grain size does not exceed

3/^ (Fig. 4) in diameter; the cytoplasm is

more or less uniform and without much vacuo-

lation. In the lAA medium most of the starch

IS concentrated around the tube nucleus and

at the tip of the pollen tube
;

the diameter of

the starch grains is about 5-2 m (Fig. 5) and
the latter have a prominent hilum. In kinelln

the grain size is 7 g in diameter (Fig. 6). In

both lAA and kinetin media the cytoplasm was
scanty and vacuolated.

Coo

1
u V-

(fl < U1

< < Z

03 —
Fig. 7 Histogram indiLating pollen tube length in

microns in the basic medium; basic medium -flAA (2*5

p.p.m ); and basic' medium + kinetin (0*01%).

As is well known, the pollen tubes of Finns

remain in the resting condition in the nucellus

for about 9 months. It is hard to believe that

they survive this long period by utilizing only

the stored food unless it is agreed that they

also absorb and utilize food from the nucellar

tissue. Since the time of Schlelden (1849) and

Van Tieghem (1869; see Brink, 1924), several

attempts have been made to culture the pol-

lens of different plants in sugar solutions. In

the angiosperms the reserve food material of

the pollen grains may be sufficient in some
cases to support an appreciable amount of

growth. But in conifers like Finns an
intake of food material is essential as

about 3 months elapse from the time the
pollen tube resumes growth to the time of

fertilization. Mangin (1866; see Brink, 1924)
Ill's! noted that the pollen grains of some spe-

cies, when placed in sugar solution, accumu-
late starch freely. Confirmation of this also

came from Tischler (1917 ;
see Brink, 1924). In

Finns laricio. Dodel Port (1880, see Brink, 1924)

reported that on a concentrated sugar solution

the pollen tube shows an accumulation of

starch. From these observations it may be con-
cluded that sucrose is taken up and converted
into starch. In vivo also pollen tubes in the

nucellus show a good accumulation of starch.

This fact has recently been further confirmed
by the work of Hellmers and Machlis (1956)

who have shown, both qualitatively and quan-
titatively, that the pollen lubes of Finns poii-

derosa absorb and utilise carbohydrates present

in the culture medium. O'Kelloy (1955, 1957)

has also demonstrated, by the use of ^-label-

led sugars, that sugars are absorbed and used

in the respiration of germinating pollen tubes

of Tecoma radicans. The greater accumulation
of starch in the pollen lubes of Finns roxbur-
ghii when supplied with kinetin and lAA sug-

gests that these chemicals probably enable the

pollen tubes to absorb larger quantities of

sugars from the medium and convert it to

starch.

I am greatly indebted to Prof. P. Mahesh-
wari under whose guidance this work was car-

ried out. My thanks are also due to Mr. I. K.
Vasil who helped me in the pollen culture work.

Botany Department, R. N. Konar.
University of Delhi,

February 14, 1958.

1. Brink, R. A., ‘^The pl^ysiology of • pollen, U",
Ameritan /. Bot., 1924, 11 , 283-94.

2. Hellmers, H. and Machlis, L., “Exogenou.s sub-
strate utilization and fermentation by the pollen
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284-89.

3 O’Kelley, J. C., “External carbohydrates ingrowth
and respiration of pollen tubes in vitroP American
J. Bot., 1955, 42, 322-27.

4, — “Boron effect on growth, o.xygen uptake and
sugar absorption by germinating pollen,” Ibid

1957, 44, 239-44.

6. Tanaka, K., “The pollen germination and pollen
tube development in Pinus dcnsiflori Sieb. et
Zucc, II, The tube growth gnd tube nucleus,”
Scu Rep. Tohoko UnivPVdm, 22, 219-24.

6. Schleiden, M. J ,
Prt\t€tples of Scientific Botan^y

{^Trans^t London, 1849.
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NOTE ON THE ESTIMATION OF
STARCH IN SUGARCANE

Qualitative examination for starch of diflferent

species of Saccharum and allied genera at this

Institute^ has shown that fairly large qucinti-

ties of starch are found in them. For the quan-
titative determination of starch in sugarcane,

the y>-amylasc method jjs used by Hanes- was
successfully employed and has been in use at

this Institute for quite a long time. Balch* and
Alexander* have recently I'cported colori-

metric method for the determination of starch

content m cane juices. An examination of the

efticacy of the two methods revealed certain

characteristic differences wliich are reported in

tliis note.

The starting material ior the determination

of starch in both the methods is the residue

left after the sugars are thoroughly extracted

with 8r)% alcohol. Using 1 g. of sugar-free

residue, .starch extracts were prepai'cd with

neutral calcium chloride according to the

method of Balch (loc. cit.) and by solubilisa-

tion with alcoholic hydrochloric acid and hot

water extraction as adopted by Hanes,

Using suitable aliquots of the two extracts,

the amount of starch present in them was
determined according to Balch in a Hilger

photo-electric colorimeter, A. R, soluble starch

being used as standard. Simultaneously, a

25 c.c. aliquot of starch extract obtained

according to Hanes was treated with 2 c.c. of

acetate buffer and 2 c.c. of ^>-amylase and the

reducing power of the hydrolysate was deter-

mined in terms of maltose using Somogyi' re-

agent recommended for maltose estimation.

The results obtained by the colorimetric

method and the enzyme hydrolysis method
are given in Table I. It can be seen

from the table that in general the values ob-

tained by the colorimetric method are

dclinitely lower than those obtained

by the /)’-amylase method.
^
At higher con-

centrations,' however,', the differences bet-

ween the values obtained by the two methods
were less marked though the values obtained

by the colorimetric method are relatively low.

It is also observed that at lower concentrations

of starch, for example, as in the case of Co. 419

(Table 1) the chromogen formed (according to

Balch) was very feeble and as such its inten-

sity could not be measured. At higher con-

centrations, on the other hand, the variation in

the values of the two methods was much less.

For the estimation of starch in sugarcane,

therefore, the ecizyme hydrolysis method of

Hanes is found more suitable.

Table I

Table showing the comparison between the

colorimetric method and the ji-amylase

hydrolysis method

Variety

Erianthu t

Katha

Co. 41U

Solution A* Solution

I )e''Crii)tion

ol sample
Colori-

nietiic

Enzyme
hydro lys>is

Colori-

metric
method method method

\
Bc^ltom stern 3-010 3-692 2-940

1 >lu • • 3-578 2-057
dcj 3-85.5 4-160 4-066

1
do 4-65 4-522 4 566

1 do 1-80 2*975 1*660
1 do 2-95 3*658 3-100

f
Green le:ues 0-256 1 *239 0-4375

1
do 0-248 1*221 0*4175

j
do

1
do

0-5558 I-.368 0*6.581

0*6670 1 • 709 1-180

1
do , . 0*9572 0-295

1 do 1-215 2-033 1-450

f
l^ottC)ni stt‘in + 0*6836 -f

1
do 0-7519 "P

1
^

do + 0-4443

1
Gioen lea\es + 0-7SG1

1
do -h 0-6665 "f-

1 do + 0-7578

(All peicentages on residual dry weight hasi.s.)

• Sohftion A—Starch extract ol)tained according to the
method of Hanes (/<v. cit.),

* Solution B—Starch extract obtained according to the
method of lialih R. T. {Joe. cit ).

-b Positive indication fur the present.e of staich.

Thanks are due to Shri N.,L. Dutt, Director,
for affording all facilities.

Sugarcane Breeding Inst., K. V. Gopala Aiyar.

Post Lawley Road, K. Chiranjivi Rao.
Coimbatore,

March 3, 1958.

1. Dutt, N, L. and Narasimhan, R., Cun\ Set., 1949,
9, 346.

2. Hanes, C. S., BiocJtem. 1936^ 30, Pt. 1, 168,
3. Balch, K. T., The Su^ar Journal, 1953, 15, (8),

11-15.

4. Alexander, J. H, .South Afri. Sutr. Jour., Sept.
1954.

5. Somogyi, M., /. JBol. Chem., 1946, 10, 61.

ON THE PHENOLIC CONTENT OF
SUGARCANE AND SPONTANEUM

JUICES
Phenols in sugarcane juice are mainly tannin
and anthocyanin of the rind. These are refer-

red to as polyphenols. The quantitative study
of phenols in cane juices has not so far re-
ceived much attention. Colorimetric methods
are generally found more suitable for estimat-
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ing phenols in plant fluids. The Folin-Denis^

colorimetric method is not found satisfactory

for cane juices as appreciable amounts of non-
phenolic reducing substances including glu-

cose-*‘^ interfere with the colour development.

The diazotised sulphamiic acid reagent of Fox
and Gange^ as used by Miller and Urbain'> for

estimating phenols in water wa.s’ found most
satisfactory for the direct determination of

phenols including cane tannin in raw cane

juices. The procedure of estimation and some
preliminary data on the phenolic content of

the juices of a few cultivated Co. canes and
wild spontaneums are reported in this paper.

Centrifuged fresh cane juice—3 to 5 ml. is

made upto 100 rnl. 5 ml. of this solution is

freed from proteins and the flltrale made upto

50 ml. To this made up filtrate are added first

4 ml. of sulphanilic acid (0*8% containing

1ml. of concentrated sulphuric acid in 250 ml.

of solution ) and then 2 ml. of freshly prepared

sodium nitrite solution (8-0^/r). The contents

are mixed well and finally 5 ml. of sodium

hydroxide solution (10%) is added and mix-

ed, The light orange colour is allowed to deve-

lop for 3 minutes and then compared with an

artificial standard of potassium permanganate

and potassium dichromale mixture. The artifi-

cial standard is standardised against a standard

solution of phloroglucinol. The weight iii

milligrams of phloroglucinol representing the

phenolic content per 100 ml. of juice divided by

the specific gravity of Iho juice gives the weight

of phenols in millijjrams per 100 g, of juice.

Phenolic content was determined in juices of

six cane varieties, inr., Co. 285, Co. 290, Co. 419,

Co. 421, Co. 439 and Co. 4G7 and six varieties of

Saccharum spimiancinn, viz.. Imp. 1182,

S.H. 328, SES. 74-A, SES 45, SES. 327 and

SES. 532 kindly made available by the Bota-

nist, Spontaneum Exi>edition Scheme of this

Institute. Four to five fully mature canes in

the case of Co. canes and 30 to 40 stalks in

the case of sponitaiieums were taken for ob-

taining juice samples.

In Table I are given the amounts in milli-

grams of phenolic substances (in terms of

phloroglucinol) on juice weight basis.

It is evident from the data that on the whole

the phenolic content of spontaneum juices is

higher than that of cultivated canes. Co. 285

shows the highest phenolic content—mean

value 102 mg. as compared to the other

five varieties where the mean value

ranges between 28 mg. and 58 mg. On
the other hand, the mean phenolic content of

spontaneums ranges between 70 and 139 mg.

TArLE I

Amount in milligrams of phenols expressed as

phloroglucinol per 100 g. of juice

Di IJ.

Varieiy

Li l2 Lii

Me

'o. Lanes

Co. 285 109 108 102 90 102
Co. 421 56 58 58 60 58
Co. 4C7 56 55 49 53
Co. 419 45 45 45 47 46
Co. 290 35 3J 35 32 34
Co. 439 28 30 26 ,

.

28

Sponlaiteums

Imp. 1182 129 132 1.53 140 1.39

SES. 74-A 104 100 no no 106
S. II. 328 106 108 95 98 102
SES. 45 106 103 104 91 101
SES. 327 71 72 72 66 70
SES 532 46 44 44 • • 45

Using 2 dilutions Di , Dj for eiih juii V and two level:

Li, 1.0 for each dilution and 4 to 6 readings taken in 3
minutes per dilution.

except SES. 532 which contains only 45 mg. The
higher phenolic content in spontaneums and
Co. 285 IS very characteristic and may be of

special physiological significance in the hardy
and disease-resistant character of these varie-

ties.

Full details of this work will be published
elsewhere. Thanks are due to Shri S. Rama-
krishnan, Junior Assistant, for assistance and
to Shri N. L. Dull, Director, for kindly afford-

ing facilities.

Sugarcane Breeding Inst., K. PA»?THASAPATHr.

Post Lawley Road, M. Vijayasahadhy.
Coimbatore, March 3, 1958.

1. Folin, O. and Denis. W., /. E/i?/. Chem., 1915,22
3ur>.

2. Scheiner, E., Btoihem. 1929, 205 , 245.
3. Hidekatsu Fujiw.ira and KLseikataoka, /. Pkystoi.

Chem., 1933, 216
,
133.

4. I ox, J. J. and Gange, A J. II., /. Soc, Chem. /m/.,
1920, 39 , 2G9, T.

5. Miller, j. N. and ljrbain,p. M., /«//. Chem.
Ana). Ed., 1930, 2 , 123.

RESPONSE TO TOUCH STIMULI BY
A TENEBRIONID BEETLE, GONO-

CEPHALUM DEPRESSUM K.

A STATE of immobility or death-fsigning in

response to a sudden and brief stimulus is a

known fact in many insects. Such state nas
been termed thanatosis. Boeder^ has used the

term catalepsy to cover both thanatosis and
protective pose. The present note deals with
a study of thanatosis in Gonocephalum depre^-
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sum K. in response to touch stimuli applied
with needle and with thread. Besides, stimuli

were applied to the different regions of the

body to compare the sensitivity of the regions
to touch stimuli.

Before application of a stimulus each insect

was kept confined to a filter-paper with an
inverted funnel for a few hours (4-6 hours).

Thus each insect was
^
given a long period of

quiet in order to avoid holding or pressing or

any other stimulation during application of

stimuli. Picking or pressing or dropping has
earlier been observed'^ to influence the dura-
tion of death-feigning of some insects. The
period of thanalosis shown by each individual

insect was noted with the help of a stop-

watch.

No significant difference has been observed
between the responses shown by G. depressum
to the two different stimuli. Stimuli with

thread were not applied to the coxa due to

some unavoidable reasons. Responses to stimuli

applied with needle to the different regions "^f

the body have been compared. The period of

thanatosis in response to touch stimuli to the

different regions of the body studied is gene-

rally short except that in response to stimuli

applied to the coxal segments of legs (Fig. 1),

CRANIUM

LABIUM

ANTENNA

COXA

ABDOMEN
j

NEEDLE
a thread

O I 2 3 4 5 6 7
PERIOD IN SEC.

Fig. 1. Response of Gonocephalum depressum to

stimuli applied with needle or thread to the different

regions of the body.

which appear to be the most excitable regions.

A longer period of thanatosis was observed
when the antennae were amputated (see Fig. 1,

response reprjpsented by narrow line against

antenna). Rabaud^ induced tonic immobility

by decapitating a number of Lepidoptera which
did not show such response to feeble stimula-

tion. Thanatosis is pi’obabJy induced more
effectively by a stronger stimulus in insects

which show little or no thanatosis to a lighter

stimulus.

The authors are thankful to Dr. A. P. Kapur,
Entolology Section, Zoological Survey of India,

who kindly identified the species.

Dept, of Zoology, A. K. Datta Gupta.
Birla College, Pilani, B. B. Gupta.
May 15, 1957.

1 . Rabaud, E.. Bu//. Soc. ZooL Fr., 1917, 42 ,
158-66.

2. Koeder, K., Insect Physiology

^

1953, 483-85.

3. \Veis.s. H. H., J.N.Y, ent, Soc,, 1944,52, 281-83.

4 . —
,
Ibid., 1947, 55, 275.

6. —
, Ibid., 1951. 59, 245.

COBALT AND ZINC CONTENTS OF A
FEW FORAGE PLANTS OF WESTERN

INDIA
Though the exact role of cobalt and zinc in

plant nutrition is yet to be confirmed, their

importance in animal nutrition is well estab-
lished. While cobalt is a constituent of vita-

min B|o, zinc has been found to be essential in
the utilization of vitamin A, riboflavin, biotin,

pantothenic acid and other essential fatty

acids. Forage plants are the only source of Co
and Zn for livestock requirements. Plants
growing on normal soils rarely suffer from zinc

deficiency and even under tlie most deficient

conditions in soils, Zn concentration of pasture
plants rarely falls below ICp.p.m.'"* which is

enough to meet animal requirements. Cobalt
deficiencies, on the other hand, are of more
common occurrence and pastures containing

less than 0'07p.p.m. Co mducc such diseases

as bush sickness, phalaris staggers, salt sick-

ness and other wasting diseases leading to

death.i'^ As information is lacking on the Co
and Zn contents of forage plants of Western
India, a preliminary survey was carried out to

determine the Co and Zn status of important
forage plants from the grasslands of Bombay.
All plant samples were collected at the flower-

ing stage and the analysis was made on tripli-

cate samples by the methods of Piper.-t

Table I shows that the Co content of grasses

varies from 0-2 to 1-0 p.p.m. with an average

of 0*6 p.p.m. while the Zn content varies from
10 ‘73 to 36*19 p.p.m. with an average of

16*93 p.p.m. The legumes, on the other hand,

contain slightly higher amounts of Co varying

from 0*4 to 1*6 p.p.m. with an average of

0*8 p.p.m. but lesser amounts of Zn, varying
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Table I

Average Co and Zn coyitents of sonie Indian

,
forage plants

(p.p.m. ol dry matter)

Botanical Name ('o Z n

•i I KthiTmnm ciliarc Ret/. 0-4 30 19

2 Heteropogon contortu.\ L. (!-G 14- 04

3 Thenieda triandnj Forsk. 0-8 12 01

4 Tkcmeda quadnvalvts OK. 0-7 14 14

5 I’sendcnthistina heteroiiifa Ilk. •• 0-8 13 57

6 Arundinella icnilla l-avsii .. 1-0 10 7.3

7 Duanthium annnlotum ()-;t 12* 54

8 Eidalia fimhnata Bt. & M<'. 0-2 20- 21

9 Ilid igofera iinctoria L. l-O 8- 73

10 Ilcylandia latebrosa iHi. 1-2 4'•99

11 Crjtolario iinifolii L. 0-4 13 •42

12 CrotoUiiia t} iqnett a Dal/. 0-4 18 41
13 Crotolona fill pcs Beiuh. 0-5 16-38
14 Smithia scndtiva Ait. O-S 6 71

15 Alyiuarpits vagiudlii UC. 0-7 5 •48

16 Alysuarpns piiheiccm Law. .. 0-6 4 • 60

from 4*60 to 18-41 p.p.m. *\vith an average of

9-84 p.p.m. Our Co values confirm the lind-

ings of Datta and Datta Biswas- who found

0-10 to 0-60 p.p.m. Co in the young stages of

some Indian fodder plants grown under uni-

form conditions in pot cultures. While there

appears to be no deficiency of Co in the pas-

ture specie.s of Western India, the probability

of Zn deficiency arising in the mature stages

cannot bo ruled out, as the Zn content is in

marginal amounts in grasses with the excep-

tion of Ischcvmun^ and Eulalia and in deficient

amounts in the legumes, excluding species of

Croiolaria. As soil analysis has shown that the

available Zn content of the grassland soils is

uniform, plant intake of Zn appears to be more

dependent on species than on available Zn.

Since the mineral content of pasture plants

decreases with age, there is a likelihood of Zn

deficiency occurring even in grasses. There-

fore, slock requirements of Zn can be met with

only if the forage is harvested just after flower-

ing.

Dept, of Botany, (Miss) Java G. Iyer.

Institute of Science, Y. Satyanarayan.

Bombay-l, December 23, 1957.
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2 Datta N. P, and Datta BLswas, N.V., Indian J
* Agric.Sci.. 1950,21, 93.

3. Mitchell, R. L.. Soil Set., 1945, 60, 63.

4, Piper. C.S.,“ Soil and Plant Analysis,” IVai/e Agru.

Res. Inst., 1944.

6 Underwood, E. J., Trace Elements m Human and

Animil Nutrition, 1960, Academic Press.

DETECTION OF MUSTARD OIL IN
OTHER EDIBLE OILS

Cases have been encountered where mustard

oil was used to adulterate other edible oils.

Suspicion would arise from the trend of the

usual analytical characteristics. The following

lest has been devised to confirm the presence

of mustard oil
;

it is based on the detection and
estimation of allyl isorthiocyanate, the volatile

tonstituent present in mustard but not in

other edible oils.

The A.O.A.C. method^ for the determination

of v'^olatile oil of mustard was followed with

slight modification. In brief the method con-

sists in mixing 10 ml. of the oil with 100 ml. of

water for 2 hours, and then adding 20 ml. of

alcohol. The mixture is distilled, and 60 ml. of

distillate is collected in a flask containing 10 ml.

of dilute ammonia (1:2). Twenty ml. of

N/10 AgNO-j arc added to the distillate, and
after standing overnight to coagulate AgjS, the

solution is made up to 100 ml.. and filtered.

Fifty ml. of filtrate are distinctly acidified with

HNO.{ and titrated with N/10 NH^CNS using

5 m]. of 10% ferric ammonium sulphate as

indicator.

Iml. N/10 AgNO.j - 0-004956 g. allyl iso-

thiocyanatc.

An indication of the presence of mustard oil

is obtained even during addition of AgNO.j

solution to the distillate, by immediate forma-

tion of a dark colour and black precipitate.

With other oils, only a slight brovm colour

may at worst develop on standing overnight.

The intensity of tJic dark colour and the

amount of black precipitate formed are directly

related to the amount or* mustard oil present.

Some re.sLills are summarized in Table T.

Table I

Allyl iso-thiocyanate

Mu.stard oil No. 1 .. Present ('0‘38% appx.)

Do. No 2 do (0*19% appx.)

Linseed oil .» Nil

Niger .seed oil • . . do
C'oeoanut oil • do
Groundnut oil .. do
Se.sanu* oil • . do
Linseed oil containing mustard

oil No. 1 .. Present (0*05!^ appx.)

Do. No. 2 •• Present (0-01 appx.)

Work is in progress on the detection, of the

sulphur in the volatiles of mustard oil by con-

version to H^S by a simple method.

Central Food Lab., S. N. Mitra,

Calcutta- 16, B. R. Roy.

March 4, 1958. P. N. Sengupta.

1. Official and Tentative *Methods of the Association

of Official Agrieultnfml Chemists, 8th Ed., 1955,

p. 617.
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Solid State Physics. (Advances in Research

and Applications, Vol. 3.) Editors : F. Seitz

and D. Turnbull. (Academic Press, Inc., New
York.) Pp. 588. Price $12.00.

This is the third volUme of the .series and

it contains six excellent articles on some of

the vital problems of Solid State Physics. In

reviewing such a book one has to rest content

with enumerating the articles and giving the

barest summary of each. The topics dealt with

are: (i) Group Ill-Group VI compounds,

(i?) The continuum theory of lattice defects,

(lii) Order-disorder phenomena in metals,

(iv) Phase changes, (v) Relations between

concentration and imperfection in crystalline

solids, and (in) I'erromagnetic domains.

To each article is appended an exhaustive

list of reference.s which alone would have com-

pletely justilied the publication of this volume.

It has long been realised that Group II-

Group VI compounds like ZnS and Group I-

Group VII compounds like Cul possess semi-

conducting properties. The important set of

semiconducting Group Ill-Group V compounds

like Ga-As, In-As, etc., have been inve.stigated

only recently and the first article in the book

by II. Welker and H. Weiss deals with the

physical and chemical properties of such com-

pound.s. The electrical, magnetic and optical

properties have been dealt with in some

detail.

The introduction of an inter.stitial or impur-

ity atom a vacant site or a dislocation, in

general, alters the position of every lattice

point and in many cases it is most satisfactory

to treat the greater part of the crystal as -a

continuum. For this, one uses the usual theory

of elasticity modihed by the presence of inter-

nal stresses which have to be considered as

being capable of moving about in the medium.

Such treatments have been developed as early

as 1897 by Burton and by Larmor when the

elastic theory of ether was in vague. This

method is found to be extremely useful in treat-

ing the modern problems of lattice defects

This has been dealt with in a clear and beauti-

ful manner by J. D. Eshelby in such a way
that the reader can grasp some of the import-

ant uses as also the disadvantages of this ele-

gant technique.

The order-disorder phenomena in metals,

particularly the ^means of delecting the short-

range and long-range ' “order parameters*' form

the topic of the third article by L. Guttmann.
Particularly valuable are the parts on the sta-

tistical thermodynamics of order of alloys and
the kinetics of order-disorder transformation.

The article concludes with a useful appendix
on ideal ordered structures.

The fourth article on phase changes by
D. Turnbull aims at elucidating the relative

stability of different phases of the same sub-
stance and also presents the mechanism of

formation of one phase in another. With this

view the classical explanation of Gibbs is pre-

.sented and it is followed by recent theories of

pha.se stability and of the mechanism of phase
change.

The next article by F. A. Kroger and H. J.

Vink gives the different types of relationship

between the concentrations ol imperfections so

that from such a knowledge one may hope to

control and regulate the concentrations of the

different imperfections. These authors make
use of a novel graphical treatment (in prefer-

ence to the analytical one) which makes the

understanding of this rather complex subject

very much easier and which facilitates in the

appreciation of the pioneering ideas of Wagner
and Schottky.

The last article by C. Kiitel and J. K. Galt

deals with the various aspects of the ferromag-
netic domain theory.

,

One cannot but be impressed by the Ihorough-

ne.ss with which the authors have presented

each topic. The editors deserve special congra-

tulations and thanks of all Solid State Physi-

cists on having embarked on the publications

of these indispensable volumes. S. R.

Introductory Nuclear Physics. (Asian Stu-

dents Second Edition.) By David Halliday.

(Publishers : Asia Publishing House, Bom-
bay), 1957. Pp. ix 1- 493. Price Rs. 17.50,

This edition of the book, styled as Asian

Students Edition, is much cheaper than the

original, first published in 1950, so as to bring

it within the purse of each and every student.

Nuclear physics has gained much importance in

recent years and many Universities offer this

subject as a part of their curriculum. It is

imperative, for any one who is pursuing the

profession of a physicist to be acquainted with

nuclear physics in order to keep himself in touch

with this rapidly growing and important sub-

ject of fundamental interest. The need for
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such contact with this subject is all the more
important for the present-day generation of

students of physics.

To fulfil this need, the book should start

from elementary ideas and lead the reader on
to the more advanced ideas on the subject. As
the theoretical side of the subject is bound up
with much of complicated mathematical appa-
ratus, it would be bewildering to the student to

give an> thing more than the necessary dosage
of this. The experimental aspect of the sub-

ject should be stressed and only such theoreti-

cal ideas that would be helpful in understand-
ing the significance of the experiments should

be introduced. In the present book, such a line

has been adopted and a compromising synthesis

has been brought out. Its experimental bias

makes it the ideal one for the non-specialists
lo appreciate and understand the subject. The
ti*eatment covers all the major topics including

such aspects as fundamental particle physics,

cosmic rays, nuclear spin and magnetism, elec-

tric quodropole moments, nuclear fission and
nuclear reactions. Thirteen appendices elabo-

rate certain points of interest at the end.

It is a book which in the opinion of the

review'd’ can be warmly recommended to per-

sons who arc non -specialists in the subject, but

who want lo understand something of this com-
plex subject.

Neutron Cross Sections. By Donald J. Hughes.

(International Series of Monographs on

Nucleai* Energy^ Division IT, Volume I.)

(Pergamon Press, London, New York,

Paris), 1957. Pp. 182. Price 30 sli.

This monograph is essentially meant for

those non-specialists in nuclear physics, who
still intend to interpret and use the available

experimental data on neutron cross-sections, as

compiled and published by the Brookhaven

National Laboratory and others.

Any intelligent understanding and use of

such data is considerably complicated by the

great variety of the observed neutron cross-

sections and their rather unsystematic nomen-

clature. The available experimental data on

neutron cross-sections is now so vast and the

experimental techniques so various, that it is

rather difficult to keep an overall picture of

the present state of development of the sub-

ject. Chapter I removes both these difficulties

quite satisfactorily.

A proper appreciation of the available ex-

perimental data requires that these neutron

cross-sections must be related to the nuclear

structure. However, the conceptual nuclear

structure has been considerably modified by
the recent successes of the nuclear optical

model and the nuclear shell model. Chapter II

quite simply deals with this situation in con-
nection wdth neutron cross-sections.

The last four chapters deal with the .specific

techniques for measurement of neutron cross-

sections and the nature of results obtained by
them. Chapter III .specifically deals with fast

neutrons. Chapters IV and V deal with reso-

nance neutrons interacting wdth non-fission-

able and fissionable nuclei respectively. Chap-
ter VI deals exclusively wath the interactions

produced by thermal neutrons.

This monograph is very clear, concise and
easy to read. It is excellent as an introduction
to this 'subject. It will certainly enable one,

without prior specialisation in nuclear physics,

to use intelligently the available experimental
data on neutron cross-sect ions.

K. M. G.

Methods of Biochemical Analysis, Vol. V.

Edited by David Glick. ( Interscience Pub-
lishers, Inc., New’ York

;
India : Asia Pub-

lishing House, Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. ix -f

502. Pi'ice $ 9.50.

This book which is the fifth volume of

annual series on “Methods of Biochemical
Analysis”, comprising methods, procedures and
techniques for the determination and assay of

biologically important substances maintains the

high standard set by the previous volumes.
The editor states in the preface, “The general

plan followed in the organisation of the indi-

vidual chapters is a discussion of the back-
ground and previous work, a critical evalua-
tion of the various approaches, and a presen-
tation of the procedural details of the method
or methods recommended by the author. The
presentation of the experimental details is to

be given in a manner that will furnish the

laboratory worker* with
^
a complet<^ informa-

tion required to carry out the analysis”. This
aim has been amply achieved in this book.

The topics discussed relate to assay methods
for choline esterases, biological standards in

biochemical analysis, a-keto acid determina-

tions, microdetermination of cobalt in biologi-

cal materials. Activation analysis and its

application in biochemistry, contamination of

trace element analysis and its control, chemi-
cal determination of estrogens in human urine

and infra-red analysis of vitamins, hormones
and coenzymes. A cumulative index for

Volumes I-V is provided* in this volume.
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In each case the treatment starts with in-

troduction, general principles involved in the

preparation ol samples for analysis and the

description of various methods and techniques

employed in the determination. The reader
can appreciate more clearly some of the diflfi-

culties involved in the problems and at the

same time provide with useful practical infor-

mation. The treatmeat of each topic by the

author, who is a specialist, is simple and clear.

The present volume ac*hieves so useful a level

of cumiielence and value that no biochemist

interested in the topics discussed in the volume
should be without it. The book is well printed

on good quality paper, is attractively bound
and is free from printing errors. The editor

and the authors are to be heartily congratu-

lated upon the production of this volume, and
the scries constitutes a most notable contribu-

tion to biochemical analysis.

K. V. Girt.

Sulphonamides— Second Conference. (Annala

of the New York Acaderny of Sciences),

Vol. 09, Art. 3, 1957. Pp. 377-564. Price

$ 3.00.

This is a monograph on the sulphonamides

comprising of 17 articles by 32 authors (pre-

dominantly American) including such authori-

ties on the subj(‘ct as G. Domagk, P. H. Long,

D. Lehr, M. H. liCpper, M. Finland, M. Ham-
burger and A. M. Rutenburg. The first article

is by Gerhard Domagk who was awarded the

Nobel Piize in Medicine in 1938 for his dis-

covery of the chemotherapeutic value of pron-

tosil. In this article after summarizing the

use the sulphonamides have been put to during

the last quarter century, he gives reasons for

the recent renewed interest in these anti-

bacterial agents. This is followed by 8 articles

on the value of the currently u.sed sulphon-

amides in clinical practice, including an excel-

lent one on the toxicity of these drugs by

Lehr, wherein he restates his arguments for the

use of sulphonamide mixtures. The rest of the

publication (8 articles) deals with two new
sulphonamides—Sulfachloropyridazine and Sulfa-

methoxypyridazine. These articles comprise of

reports on therapeutic trials of these drugs both

in experimental animals and in clinical cases

of bacterial infection. The chief advantage of

one of them (sulfamethoxypyridazine) over the

current sulphonamides seems to be its pro-

longed action in the body by virtue of its slow

elimination by the kidney (p. 450). This means
that the drug ,could be given at longer inter-

vals both in infections susceptible to sulphon-
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amides (single daily dosage, p. 507), and in
the prevention of stcptococcal infections in
rheumatic patients (once or twice a week,
p. 491). There are some repetitions but this is

inevitable in a publication of this type.
This is a timely publication when the newer

antibiotics are overshadowing the sulphon-
amides and obscuring their real value. The
sulphonamides arc cheap (a consideration of
great importance in this country) and are now
relatively non-toxic. Clinicians, pharmaco-
logists, and biochemists interested in the sub-
ject, will find it well worth their while to read
this monograph.

S. C. Devadatta.

Rice in India. By R. L. M. Ghose, M. B Ghatge
and V. Subrahmanyan. (Indian Council
of Agricultural Research, New Delhi.)
Pp. X -j- 507. Price Rs. 21.

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research
has an ambitious programme of bringing out a
series of monographs on the various crops of
India, and the present volume, the first in the
.senes, deals with rice, the most important food
crop of the country. The publication is a cri-

tical compendium of information on research
work done in the country up to the end of
1956. The book has three parts dealing res-
pectively with Agriculture, Marketing and
Technology, and each of these parts has been
handled by a most competent authority on the
subject.

Part I, covering nearly fnree-fourths of the
volume, deals with Agriculture and has 21
chapters, the first eight on general problems,
the next nine on different aspects of research
in the crop and the last four on the most im-
portant aspects of extension work. This part
also has 5 Appendices giving valuable infor-

mation on climatic conditions, list and distri-

bution of various rice pests and diseases, green
manuring practices and crops used for green
manuring and an up-to-date list of improved
strains evolved by breeding. The chapters on
genetics and cytology are only brief summaries'
of work done on these subjects in India, but
they make a substantial contribution to our
present knowledge of them. The large chapter
on Agronomy, in its restricted meaning, sum-
marises the information on results of extensive
experiments on manures and fertilisers con-
ducted in the different States of India. Some
information is also provided on the special fea-

tures of nitrogen and phosphate utilisation in

water-logged soils. The limited information on
crop sampling, plant correlations, field plot
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techniques, etc., that has come out mostly from
work at the Central Rice Research Institute is

also included. Chapters 7 and 8 in the general

section deal respectively with diseases and pests

and so also Chapters 16 and 17 in the Section

dealing with research. The contents of the

chapters differ and there is no repetition of

information as the chapter headings would
appear to indicate. Perhaps the contents of

Chapters 7 and 8 could have been summarised
and included along with Chapters 16 and 17.

'rhe Section on extension has four useful

chapters dealing respectively with seed multi-

plication and distribution, production and dis-

irfbution of fertilisers, organisation of plant

protection and Japanese method of rice culti-

vation as adapted and practised in India.

Part Jj deals with Marketing of Rice in India

and has tc'n chapters giving information on

various aspects including protection, share of

production coming for marketing, wholesale

and retail prices, classification, grading and

standardisation, etc. It is said that only 50-609i

of the price paid by the consumer goes to the

producer, and mention is made of the steps

that are being taken to increase the share of

the producer. It may be said that in no other

rice-growing country of Asia, except perhaps

Japan, such detailed information on rice mar-
keting has been collected as in India.

Part III dealing with technology provides

information on technology of rice processing,

nutritive value of rice and rice diets and
their nutritional iipprovement. Results of re-

search done at the Central Food Technological

Re.search Institute, Mysore, on preparation of

nutritionally rich foods are included in this

Part.

This is the first time an authoritative publi-

cation of scientific work done on an important

agricultural crop has been made available to

the public in India and elsewhere. The authors

of the book have done a splendid job and re-

search workers and students in India have now
a valuable reference publication available to

them.. The book though it incorporates valu-

able research on certain aspects, information

on other aspects is sketchy and needs more
work. Investigations that should prove par-

ticularly valuable refer to the determination

of linkage groups, the nutrition of the rice

plant, the chemistry of water-logged soils and

a better understanding of the soil-water-plant

relationship. These studies are receiving

greater attention in Japan and U.S.A.

The Indian Council of Agricultural Research

can be congratulated on the excellent get-up

of the publication with a number of charts and

illustrations and it differs in this respect from
some of their earlier publications. The larger

volume of work devoted to rice and the avail-

ability of publications recording the results of

such work has no doubt facilitated the prepa-
ration of this publication, and we may confi-

dently look forward to similar books on other

important crops. The value of the book would
have been enhanced by, a suitable index which
IS not there now, and we hope this defect
will he remedied in the revision of the present
edition which we understand is in progress as
the lirst printing has already been sold out.

K. R.

Discovery Reports—Sperm Whales of the
Azores. Vol. 28. By Robert Clarke. (Cam-
bridge University Press, London, N.W. 1),

1956. Pp. 237-98. Price £ 27 6 d.

The report under review well illustrates the
amount of data, the careful analysis and the

cautious generalisations which lie behind each
statement appearing in scientific text-hooks.

For example, this entire report may be sum-
marised in text-hooks as a short paragraph
“The males live for 32 years and grow
to a length of 59 ft. while females die

after 22 years attaining a length of
about 55 ft. Whales mature when they arc
26-41 ft. long. Breeding is seasonal and young
ones are born usually between July and August.
The period of pregnancy extends to 16 months
and the mothers nurse the young for 13 months.
The female sexual cycle lasts about 3 years. The
first teeth are cut when the young are about
21 ft. long ; subsequent teeth may erupt in the
middle of a row. The number of teeth may
vary, independent of age. Females are usually
in group whereas some males are solitary.

During migration the males arrive first.” But
only when students read reports like the pre-
.sent, they will understand the wealth of ob-
servations and measurements and dry statisti-

cal analysis from ‘which these faejs are ex-
tracted. *

C. P. G.

The Mango. By S. R. Gangolly, Ranjit Singh,

S. L. Katyal and Daljil Singh. (Indian
Council of Agricultural Research, New
Delhi), 1957. Pp. xiii -j- 530. Price Rs. 40.

This illustrated monograph entitled The
Mango constitutes a welcome addition to the
relatively meagre literature available on this

leading fruit of India. It presents the results

of a descriptive study of the more important
mango varieties of this

, country carried out
under an I.C.A.R. schema? initiated in 1948.
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The monograph is divided into two parts.

Part I deals with the mango varieties. After
a short introduction to the romantic legends
associated with the occurrence, use and nomen-
clature of mangoes in India, the authors out-
line briefly a taxonomic description of the
mango and the limited cytogenetical investiga-

tion carried out in relation to it. This is fol-

lowed by detailed descriptions and coloured
illustrations of 210 leading mango varieties

selected fiom different parts of India. The
authors have adopted the descriptive termino-
logy and the methods of selection of specimens
employed by Naik and Gangolly (1950) in their

study of the South Indian mangoes. It is well
known that in mango varieties the qualitative

characters such as the shape of the fruit and
leaves are relatively more constant than quan-
titative characters such as their size and
weight which may vary under changing envi-

ronments. This fact, coupled with absence of

any adequate pedigree records in regard to

most of the varieties, and the fanciful prac-

tice of giving arbitrarily different names 1o the

same variety (or vice versa) in different loca-

lities, greatly complicates the problem of

straightening out the present chaos that pre-

vails in the matter of taxonomy and nomen-
clature of the mango varieties of this country.

The present monograph serves more to under-

line this problem rather than solve it. The
lack of a comparative key to the identification

of the different varieties considered here im-
pairs the practical utility of this monograph
beyond confirming the identity of a known
variety by comparison with the given descrip-

tion, data and the coloured illustration. The
coloured illustrations, however, are often un-

natural in regard to hue, there being a pre-

dominance of orange colour in almost all the

mangoes illustrated.

Part If of this Monograph outlines the tech-

niques and problems of mango cultivation, giv-

ing information of practical interest to grow-

ers. In th'e first chapter, after a brief reference

to the distribution and acreage under mango
cultivation in the various parts of India, and

the climate and soil conditions favouring it,

the authors describe concisely some of the more
modern methods of mango propagation, cul-

ture and harvesting. They also briefly discuss

here the irregular bearing of mango varieties,

a problem of considerable commercial import-

ance. Leading insect pests and diseases of

mango and methods of their control where
known are discussed in a separate chapter

which, however, suffers from certain deficien-

cies inherent in the condensed treatment of a
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rather specialised and complex subject. Cer-
tain diseases, for example, mango malformation
and black-tip are not satisfactorily dealt with
in regard to their symptoms and etiology and,

in fact, some aspects of these need to be modi-
fied in the light of more recent research.

The Monograph on the whole is well pro-

duced and will be of help as a reference book
to mango connossieurs, growers and scientists.

It may be hoped that this compilation would
also stimulate the production of much-needed
technical monographs on other commercial
fruits of this country. S. N. D. G.

Advances in Pest Control Research, Vol. I. By
R. L. Metcalf, Citrus Experiment Station,

University of California, Riverside Calif.,

U.S.A. (Interscience Publishers, New York
and London), 1957. Pp. vii + 514. Price

$ 11 .00 .

Research on pej^t control has increased so

tremendously in recent years in all countries

that it has been difficult to keep track of the

subject. This book would, therefore, be wel-
comed by one and all, whether he is a research
student, a field worker or a teacher. As a work
of reference, it gives the latest position of our
knowledge on pesticides and contributors to

the volume are every one of them specialists

on the particular subject they have dealt with
and this has undoubtedly increased the value

of the book.

With the advent of modern synthetic pesti-

cides, health hazards in their use have been
giving great anxiety to the public in most coun-
tries and engaging even the attention of inter-

national organisations. It is, therefore, only

appropriate that the publication should com-
mence with a treatise on the most important

subject, “The control of health hazards asso-

ciated vdth the use of pesticides”. There can
be no better author to review this subject than
J. M. Barnes, who made a general survey of

health hazards with the use of pesticides in

1952, on behalf of the W.H.O.
Our present knowledge of the chemistry and

mode of action of herbicides has been ably

dealt with by A. S. Crafts. This author has

admitted that there is need for knowing more
of the biochemistry and physiology of herbi-

cides. It is hoped that scientists working on
them would pay more attention to these lacunae

existing in our information.

The use of organic phosphorus insecticides in

insect control has been considerably increased

in recent years in spite of their high manuna-
lian toxicity. The fundamental aspects of che-
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mistry and action of organic phosphorus insec-

ticides discussed therefore by T. R. Fukuto are
of very great value to those who use them and
want to have a more precise knowledge of this

subject. He has shown that high anti-cholines-

terase activity is not an essential prerequisite

in these compounds for high insecticidal acti-

vity. In synthesising these compounds, it would
be useful, therefore, if chemists try and pro-

duce those which are more specific to insects

and are less dangerous to mammals.
J. G. Horsfall has treated the general sub-

ject of mechanisms of fungitoxicity in such a

way as to be understood by even laymen. Fur-
thermore, the discussion is interspersed with

humorous remarks which makes the review very

enlightening.

Control of plant diseases caused by fungi

living in soil has always been a difficult prob-
lem. J. B. Kendrick, Jr., and G. A. Zentmyer
have dealt this subject in all its aspects and
summarized our present knowledge of chemi-
cal control, physical control^ biological control,

development of disease resistance as well as the

important plant quarantine subject of regulatory

control of soil fungi. One cannot expect a bet-

ter presentation of the matter than what has

been attempted by the authors.

The use of Repellents against insects and
other Arthropods has gained in importance,

particularly during the Second World War and
afterwards, and much work has been done dur-

ing the last few years. That this subject should

also receive a place in this review is not sur-

prising. The masterly review on the Repellents

for Biting Arthropods by G. F. Shambaugh,
R. F. Brown and J. J. Pratt, Jr., cannot but be

commended.
The use of systemic organo-phosphorus

insecticides has progressed considerably dur-

ing the last few years in spite of their high

toxicity to mammals because it has been shown
that with thorough precautionary measures, it

is possible to avoid hazards of application.

Dr. W. E. Ripper, one of the foremost authori-

ties on systemic insecticides, has given an ex-

cellent and critical review of the status of these

insecticides in pest control practices. The
methods of applying these insecticides, such as,

Foliar sprays, bark application, soil treatment

as well as trunk implantation and seed treat-

ment and their relative importance have been

exhaustively dealt with by him. The author

has concluded his review with a brief account

of selectivity of the systemic insecticides and

the integration of biological and chemical

methods of control. More work on this subject

is necessary, and as the author himself states,

a much greater effort to find more selective

systemic insecticides is warranted.
The increased use of pesticides in recent

years has brought in its wake problems relat-

ing to their residues. M. S. Schechter and
I. Hornstein’s review of “Chemical Analysis of

Pesticide Residues”, and Dr. Yun-Pei Sun’s
“Methods of Bioassay of Pesticide Residues”,
are, therefore, of very great use to all dealing
with pesticides. The table indicating range of

tolerance of residues of insecticides included by
the former authors would come in very handy
for reference.

To maintain a safety record, besides educat-
ing the public in the proper use of pesticides
in most advanced countries. Pesticides Acts
have been enacted so as to regulate the im-
port, manufacture or sale of pesticides. Sche-
chter and Hornstein, in their introduction to
the review on analysis of pesticide residues,

have shown the importance of such Acts. The
reviewer had an ojiportunity some years ago
to draft a Pesticides Act for this country, but
for some reason or the other, it does not seem
to have been enacted. With more and more
poisonous and new insecticides introduced in

the market, particularly in a country like India,

there is great need for early legislation to re-

gulate the import, manufacture and sale of

pesticides, as well as for setting tolerances for

residues of pesticides on various crops. On
account of the important problem of pest resi-

dues in food, there is also need for legislation

as regards their permitted levels. As stated by
J. M. Barnes in his review on control of health
hazards, this should be simultaneously accom-
panied by an effective service for analyzing
food for pesticide residues.

In conclusion, the editor. Prof. R. L. Met-
calf. as well as the Interscience Publishers,
Inc., have to be congratulated for publishing
this authoritative and most useful book.

V. P. R.
Books Received

Carnegie Institution of Whshington Year-Book,
1956-57, No. 56. (Carnegie Institution of

Washington, 1530 P St., Northwest Washing-
ton 5, D.C.), 1958. Pp. xliii -j- 425. Price

$ 1.50.

Safety Techniques for Radioactive Tracers. By
J. C. Boursnell. (Cambridge University
Press, London N.W. 1), 1958. Pp. xi -j- 68.

Price 7 sh. 6 d.

The Sources of Invention. By J. Jewkes,
D. Sawers and R. Stillerman. (Macmillan &
Co., St. Martin Street, London W.C. 2), 1958.

Pp. XV + 428. Price dish. 6d.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

Synthetic Diamonds

In a preliminary statement (a letter to

Nature, 1958, 181, 758), Prof. Lonsdale and
Dr. Grenville-Wells report that 10 representa-

tive specimens selected by them have been
studied to date. In every case these labora-

tory-made diamonds showed one outstanding

difTraction feature, namely, the presence of a

comparatively strong (200) reflexion, which is

never shown by any natural diamond, whether
of terrestrial or meteorite origin. Other ‘for-

bidden’ reflexions were also present.

Prof. Lonsdale and her co-worker say that

the apparent explanation is that each diamond
consists of a matrix of a normal diamond with

the carbon atoms in their usual positions and
spacings, but that within this matrix there are

islands of a different structure with a lattice

constant or spacing close to that of diamond

but different from it.

Spectroscopic analysis of the diamonds car-

ried out by Johnson Matthey’s research labora-

tories has dc-monstraled the presence of some
0-2% of nickel. The presence of the nickel

‘points to a probable explanation of the subsi-

diary structure’ for, nickel docs not normally

appear as an impurity in natural diamonds.

The closeness of its lattice constant to that of

diamond indicates that it might be a possible

inducer of crystallization of carbon in the dia-

mond form. It is suggested that the process

of cooling from high temperatures and simul-

taneously expanding it from high pressures,

could well leave islands of face-centred cubic

nickel of Ni^C or some other nickel compound
in a state of strain.

New Oestrogenic Hormone Isolated from

Clover
* <1

A New Oestrogen—a type of hormone regu-

lating specific growth activities—has been iso-

lated from Ladino clover and its structure has

been determined by scientists of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture. This potentially

valuable oestrogen—named coumoestrol—^is also

present in lucerne and strawberry clover.

Research workers at the USDA’s Western

Utilisation Research and Development Divi-

sion, Albany. California, report that coumoes-

trol is different in chemical structure from

other known ^nimal and plant oestrogens.

Although oestrogenic compounds are known to

be active in about 40 plants, only a handful
of these hormones have been isolated.

Coumoestrol, a crystalline substance, about 30
times more active than genistein, is one of the
most potent oestrogens in forage crops. It is

less powerful in its effects on animals than
stilbocstrol.

Oestrogenic activity interfered dramatically
with normal fertility among sheeps in Western
Aastralia during the 1940’s. Cause of this

decline in fertility was at first not understood,
but was later traced to excess intake of clover
oestrogen. This was due to war-time shortages
of fertilisers and bulk feeds, and scanty rain-
fall, causing a greater than normal consump-
tion of clover for a long period of the time
in that country.

Plant a^strogens * are just beginning to be
studied systematically. Recent work at Indiana,

U.S. Agricultural Experiment Station, has shown
wide variations in cestrogen concentrations in

lucerne during the growing season. Work also

showed lucerne leaves have more cestrogen

than the flowers and flowers more than the
stem. Lucerne silage made with blackstrap
molasses contains more oestrogen than lucerne
in pasture or lucerne ensiled without the

molasses.

A Third Atomic Reactor fefr India

India’s third atomic reactor is expected to go
into operation during 1958-59. Known as

“Zerlina” it will assist scientists and engineers

doing research work on new designs for atomic
reactors.

The first Indian reactor, “Apsara”, started

functioning in 1956. It is being used for re-

search in neutron physics and production of

isotopes. A second reactor, which will prob-
ably be in operation by the end of this year,

is being set up in co-operation with the Cana-
dian Government under the Colombo Plan. It

will enable experiments to be made on the con-

version of thorium into fissile uranium.

—

UNESCO.

Antidote to Strontium

The discovery of a new chemical substance

which it is claimed, checks and eliminates the

effects of strontium in the human body has

been announced at a Meeting of the American
Chemical Society in San Francisco.
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According to Dr. Arthur Lindenbaum, of the

Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois, it is

a tasteless yellow dye called rhodizonate. It

might lead to the development of a series of

chemical compounds which would cleanse

human and animal bodies of other radioactive

substances. Rhodizonate is said to act by
attaching itself to strontium atoms in the

body, and forming an insoluble compound,
winch is eliminated from the system as w'aste

matter.

A Camera that Locates Radioactivity

A camera, able to locate any source of radio-

active contamination in areas that are too

‘'hot” for radiation-detection instruments, has

been developed in the United States. This pin-

hole camera, which is about the shape and

size of an ordinary box camera, is made of

lead and uranium, and weights 291b. It has

a uranium lens barrel and a 0-0135'' pinhole

and makes both conventional and X-ray pic-

tures.

Aimed toward the contaminated area, the

camera simultaneously takes a picture on con-

ventional film and records radiation on X-ray

film. When the X-ray film is superimposed on

the conventional film, the source of radiation

is quickly pin-pointed.

The photographic record is made in minutes

—a task requiring days of painstaking work,

with even the most effective radiation detection

instruments. The camera, now in use at the

Knolls Atomic Po\^^r I.aboratory, Schenectady,

New York, was designed by an engineer, at

the General Electric Company.

Rocket Lifts One-and-a-half Ton ‘Laboratory’

Nearly Three Hundred Miles

On February 21, a single-stage geophysical

rocket was launched under the I.G.Y. pro-

gramme from the middle latitudes of the Euro-

pean part of the U.S.S.R. The rocket reached

a record height of 473 kilometres. It was equip-

ped with geophysical instruments for complex

investigation of the upper layers of the atmo-

sphere. The total weight of the geophysical

scientific instruments, radio-telemetering

devices, power sources and auxiliary systems,

together with the instrument container which

went up with the rocket, was 1,520 kg. (about

3,3451b., or nearly tons).

The following geophysical instruments were

installed in the rocket

:

(1) An ultra-short wave dispersion radio

interferometer for measuring free electron con-

centration in the ionosphere ; (2) An instru-

ment to measure the ionic composition of the

atmo<sphere ; (3) Instruments for measuring
the concentration of positive ions in the atmo-

sphere : (4) Ionisation and magnetic gauges

for measuring atmospheric pressure ; (5) An
instrument for measuring electronic tempera-
ture ; (6) Instruments lor recording collisions

with micrometeoric particles; (7) A solar

spectrograph for recording the ultra-violet re-

gion of the spectrum. -»

The use of rockets which take up instru-

ments into the ionosphere allows for new re-

search methods which are inaccessible to re-

.•earch workers, based on earth. Studies between
200 and 250 kilometres have materially altered

our conceptions of the structure of the iono-

.sphere at these heights.

New Economic Process for Separation of

Uranium, Thorium and Rare Earths

Uranium, thorium and rare earths in high

yields and high purity arc claimed to be ob-

tained using a process developed at Ames
Laboratory, Iowa State College, U.S. Accord-

ing to a report given to the 133rd ACS National

Meeting held recently, almost all thorium pre-

sent in monazite ores, together with about 98*'/’'?

of the cerium and about 909? of uranium is

separated. Thorium is stated to have no
uranium in it ; the uranium is free of cationic

impurities
;

and cerium is separated from the

other rare earths.

An outline of the process is as follows : The
monazite ore is concentrated and crushed to

particles finer than 65 mesh. This crushed ore

is tlien digested in 93% sulphuric acid at

210'’ C. for 4hrs. It is then diluted with water,

part decanted and the sludge and undigested

sand filtered off. The digested material is

diluted still further, adjusted to pH 1*5 and
rare earths and thorium are precipitated with
sodium oxalate. The uranium remains in solu-

tion and is recovered using a strongly basic

anion exchange resin. The oxalate cake is

taken up in hot caifetic, freeing the OKalate for

recycle and converting rare earths and thorium
to their hydroxides. As 95% of the oxalate

is recycled, the process should prove an econo-

mic one.

The hydroxides are calcined to remove
residual oxalate and to oxidise cerium to the

-j- 4 state, and then dissolved in nitric acid from
which cerium and thorium are extracted with

Iributyl phosphate. The cerium is then reduced

with sodium nitrite, and cerous cerium goes

into the stripping solution. Thorium is remov-
ed from the tributyl phosphate, by a water

strip and the thorium pre<‘ipitat^ with oxalic

acid.
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Symposium on Vegetable Oils and Their
Products

A Symposium on Vegetable Oils and Their

Products will be held under the auspices of

the National Institute of Sciences of India in

October 1958, in New Delhi. The scope of the

Symposium will be as follows: (1) (a) Im-
portance of vegetable oils in Indian economy,

(6) General survey on the occurrence, produc-
tion, distribution and consumption of vegetable
oils. (2) Applications of edible as well as non-
edible oils. (3) Scope for newer and better

utilization of non-edible oils and their pro-

ducts. (4) Improvement in production

methods : milling, solvent extraction, refining,

bleaching, hydrogenation, etc. (5) Physiology

and biochemistry : Fat in nutrition, absorp-

tion, metabolism. (6) Chemistry of fats and
oils, (7) Testing and analysis of oils and oil

products. (8) Equipments, and mechanical

devices.

Those desirous of participating in the Sym-
posium may send their papers along with

abstracts of about 200 words to the Convener,

Dr. U. P. Basil, Bengal Immunity R€^search

Institute, 39, Lower Circular Road, Calcutta-16,

so as to reach him by July 31st 1958.

Astronomers’ Congress

The Tenth Congress of the International

Astronomical Union will be held in Moscow
this August. One symposium will discuss the

rotation of the earth and the atomic standards

of time ; another the results of research work
on the connection between luminosity and sur-

fatN? temperature in stars.

Second Geneva Conference on Peaceful Uses of

Atomic Energy

The Second International Conference on the

Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy is to be held in

Geneva during September 1-13, 1958, under the

auspices of the United Nations. The President

of the Conference is to be Prof. F. Perrin, of

the Comrtiissariat a* FEnergie Atomique do

France, and the Secretary-General, Dr. S.

Eklund, of Sweden. Two atomic energy exhi-

bitions will be held in Geneva during the Con-
ference. The first will be a scientific exhibi-

tion under the auspices of the United Nations,
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at the Palais des Nations. The other exhibi-
tion. which will be commercial, is the Inter-
national Exhibition on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy, at the Palais des Expositions.

Conference on High Energy Nuclear Physics

More than 200 scientists from twenty-six
nations have been invited to participate in the

1958 Annual International Conference on High
Energy Physics, organized by the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), in

Geneva during June 30-July 5. Participation

at the 1958 Conference is by invitation only.

During ten plenary sessions in the auditorium
of the Physics Institute of the University of

Geneva, papers will be presented on nucleon
structure ; the nucleon and its interactions with
pions, photons, nucleons and anti-nucleons ;

fundamental theoretical ideas ; strange particle

production and interaction
;

invaraince princi-

ples and selection rules, and weak interactions.

The Conference Proceedings, including original

papers presented, will be published by CERN

Lady Tata Memorial Trust Scholarships and
Grants for the Year 1958-59

The Trustees of the Lady Tata Memorial
Trust announce on the death anniversary

of Lady Meherbai Dorabji Tata, 18th June 1958,

the awards of scholarships and grants for the

year 1958-59.

International awards of varying amounts
(totalling £ 5,080) for research in diseases of

the blood with special reference to Leucaemias
are made to Doctors M. Seligmann (France),

M. Simonsen (Denmark), A. j. Therkelsen

(Denmark), B. G. Thorell (Sweden), M. Bessis

(France), G. Klein (Sweden), Mr. A. Pillai

(Switzerland), Dr. J. Ponten (Sweden).
Indian Scholarships of Rs. 250 per month each

for one year for scientific investigations having
a bearing on the alleviation of human suffer-

ing from disease are awarded to : Dr. (Miss)

Habib Bano (Lucknow), Dr. (Miss) Satwant
Kaur Sokhi (Madras), Miss M. H. Gandhi
(Bombay), Mr. P. Suryanarayana Murthy
(Bangalore), Dr. Inder Perkash (Lucknow),
Miss S. Saroja (Bombay) and Mr. N. L. Tikot-

kar (Bombay).
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PHYSICAL CONDITIONS IN SPACE

liyHAT is it like in space ? One of the main

purposes of rocket research is to answer
this question. Because of the thin protecting

sheath of the atmosphere, conditions at the

surface of the Earth have little resemblancti

to the inhospitable regions which commence
only 30 or 40 miles above. These are the

realms of the rocket—the beginning of space.

It is a frontier full of activity and of interest,

and one that is being penetrated deeper and
deeper in the effort to extend our knowledge
and understanding of the universe we live in.

At first, the atmosphere falls in density by a

factor of about ten for every ten miles of

ascent. But at a height of some 60 miles, the

rate at which the density decreases begins to

lessen, and the composition of the atmosphere

begins to change rapidly as the action of the

Sun’s rays becomes more and more significant.

At a di.'^'tance of several thousand miles, the,

atmosphere becomes almost indistinguishable

from surrounding space. Here the solar and

cosmic streams pass in undiminished intensity

and together with the meteors constitute the

most important factors in the environment.

The electrical and chemical activity of the

upper atmosphere and interplanetary space is

chiefly due to four kinds of energetic stream.

First there is electromagnetic radiation

—

mainly X-rays and ultra-violet rays from the

Sun
;

secondly, the Sun also emits streams of

protons and electrons ; thirdly, there are

meteors ;
and finally cosmic rays.

In addition, electric and magnetic fields due

to celestial bodies or to the movements of

charged particles play their part, and of course,

there are the gravitational fields of the Sun,

planets and other bodies.

The commonest element in the universe is

hydrogen. The Sun and the stars are largely

made of it and it is everywhere in space. We
expect to find at least 100 atoms in every cubic

inch, but there might be far more, pos-

sibly 10,000. In any case, it will not be hydro-

gen as we are familiar with. It will be

present in the atomic form, individual hydro-

gen atoms instead of pairs joined together to

form molecules. Indeed, it may be still fur-

ther dissociated, under the influence of the

solar radiation, into protons and electrons.

Then there are the meteors, ranging in size

from a few hundred-thousandths of an inch in

diameter to boulders approaching asteroidal

dimensions. Of course, the larger particles are

extremely rare. In a hundred mile cube there

is about one chance in ten of finding at any
moment a particle big enough to give rise to

a shooting star, even though on entering the

Earth’s atmosphere a speck the size of a pin’s

head would become visible to the naked eye.

How hot is it in space ? This is the next ques-
tion that comes to mind and it is a difficult

one to answer, partly because we do not know
and partly because the question is more in-

volved than it appears. If we take a thermo-
meter and hang it in a room, away from the
fire it will give us the air temperature. If we
blacken the bulb and put it in the midday sun,

it will read a rather high temperature which
does not correspond to anything very exactly,

but has something to do with the intensity of

the solar radiation. If we wrap the bulb in

polished zinc it will read still higher. If we
paint it white it will read less.

The same kind of thing is true in inter-

planetary space. A rocket or satellite will take
up a temperature, dependent upon the nature
of its surface, and having virtually nothing to

do with the temperature of the surrounding
gas. The temperature of the gas which is really

a measure of the velocities of the atoms, may
be quite cool or it may be 10,000° C. Again we
do not know. It depends on the intensity of

the solar radiation in the unexplored very
short ultra-violet part of the spectrum.

Among the least inviting aspects of inter-

planetary space are the solar and cosmic ray.s.

The Sun’s chromosphere emits ultra-violet

light having a most deleterious effect on orga-
nic materials such as rubber, to say nothing of

living organisms. In addition the corona emits
intense soft X-radiation.

From disturbed regions on the Sun, streams
of charged particles, protons and electrons are
shot out and it is these which after deflection

in the Earth’s magnetic field give us the aurorae

and magnetic storms which we assqpiate with
solar disturbances.

Solar rays and corpuscles and meteoric par-
ticles could have a damaging effect on satellite

surfaces and especially on the windows of solar

batteries and of radiation detectors, but pro-
tection could be provided and for a limited

time effects would be small.

Cosmic rays, however, present quite another

problem. These are the most energetic of the

fundamental phenomena of nature. Mostly,

they consist of protons with energies up to a

million million million electron volts but there

are also heavier particles. They all have an
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immense penetrating power and the heavy

particles produce intense ionization along their

tracks. This is because, being stripped of their

electrons, they carry a high charge. In some
physical experiments the effect of cosmic rays

present an appreciable disturbance, but it is

generally possible to correct for this. The chief

interest in the heavier particles concerns their

damaging effect on living tissues.

A start on the solution of many of the prob-
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lems of interplanetary space is being made
with the present series of satellite launchings.
For most of these studies a deep penetration
is not required, and many of them only re-
quire altitudes up to a few Earth radii.

It seems certain, therefore, that the problems
of interplanetary space should soon be yield-

ing to an invasion of that territoi'y, not by
men or dogs, but by well-instrumented satel-

lites.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN ION-EXCHANGE

^NE of the most interesting developments in

^ the field of ion-exchange during the past

few years has been the return of interest in

inorganic ion-exchangers.

The materials which have been investigated

are not the natural or the more recent synthe-

tic zeolites but comparatively simple metal

oxides and salts. Precipitates of hydrated

oxides such as aluminium hydroxide can be-

have as either cation or anion exchangers, and
the effect has been ob.servcd with such metals

as zirconium, uranium, thorium and tin.

When zirconyl nitrate, for example, is treat-

ed with alkali, the resulting precipitate has an

open gel structure cross-linked with -Zr-O-Zr-

O- bridges and containing free hydroxyl

groups. Such precipitates may be treated with

acids such as phosphoric, arsenic or tungstic

acids to yield very insoluble products which arc

stable to high temperatures and contain group.s

such as the H^PO^ group in addition to the

hydroxyl gi'oup, and which therefore have both

anion and cation exchange properties. These

materials behave differently at different pH
values. These new ion-exchange materials are

particularly suitable for the analysis and sepa-

ration of the alkali metals.

The tedious nature of chromatography upon
ion-exchange resins with the necessity of deve-

loping sifecific or selective eluting agents has

led to an interest in the production of ion-ex-

change materials containing functional groups

which might be hoped to react in a specific

manner. The first attempt to prepare a resin

with selective chelating properties involved

the preparation of a polystyrene containing

di-picrylamine groups and this was shown to

have a greater affinity for potassium than the

conventional resins containing carboxyl or sul-

phonic acid groups, as would be expected from

the insolubility of the potassium salt of di-

picrylamine.

A further development of the ion-exchange
technique has been the production of ion-ex-
change papers. Ion-exchange properties may
be conferred upon iilter-pai>er by the intro-
duction of active functional groups into the
cellulose structure. Such groups have included
the sulphonic and carboxylic acid, the quater-
nary ammonium' and the phosphoric acid
groups.

Ion-exchange materials in the form of mem-
branes permeable to water have also interesting

properties and uses. The anion exchanger is per-

meable only to anions and the cation exchanger
is permeable only to cations, while both have
a low electric resistance. With such membranes
replacing the conventional semi-permeable
membranes, the process of electro-dialysis be-
comes much more efficient and can be used for

the desalting of solutions cf amino acids such
as are obtained in the hydrolysis of proteins.

Another use of these membranes Is in the

determination of the activities of ions and this

facility is valuable lor ions for which rever-

sible electrodes are not available. These include

fluoride, nitrate and acetate.

Protein mixtures have been successively

separated upon columns of ion-exchangers but
because of the large molecular size of the pro-

teins. the effect was confined to the surface of

the resin. Recently attempts have been made
to improve the efficiency of this process by pro-

viding exchangers with a more open structure

Three types have been described, one in which
an inorganic material with a porous structure

such as kieselguhr is coaled with a sulphonated
polystyrene, another in which the resin itself

is expanded and made porous and a third which
uses chemically modified cellulose which is

l>ermeable to the large molecules. (Chemical
Products, April 1958.)
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DARWINISM THROUGH HUNDRED YEARS

P. K. MENON
Dept, of Zoology, Presidency College, Madras-^S

TT was an uncommon coincidence in the his-

tory of science that two tireless naturalists,

Darwin and Wallace, should have been wit-
nig up their views on the problem of the origin

of varieties and species in nature at the same
time in different places unknown to each other,

and should have come to nearly identical con-

clusions. Wallace was then in the Malay Archi-

pelago. His essay “on the Tendency of Varie-

ties to Depart Indefinitely from the Original

Typo”, was sent to Darwin for perusal and
subsequent communication to Lyell for publica-

tion if found fit. Darwin, on the other hand,

at the persistent insistence of Lyell and Hooker
was writing up his theory of Natural Selection

which he had conceived clearly even in 1839,

on the basis of his laborious collections and
studies particularly^ during* his 5-year voyage
111 the Beagle. This was early in the summer of

1858. The receipt of Wallace’s essay created a

crisis in Darwin’s life. But true to his charac-

ter and generosity his first reaction was to hold

back his own work and allow Wallace’s to be

published. Lyell and Hooker had to use all

their powers of persuasion to make Darwin
consent to have an abstract of his own manu-
script published along with Wallace’s essay in

The Journal of the Proceedings of the Linnean
Society. This was the epoch-making Darwin-
Wallace essays 01*1858, of w^hich the centenary

is now being celebrated. Lyell and Hooker did

not stop at that. They pressed Darwin to pre-

pare a volume on his theory At the end of

more than a year of hard work, the volume

was published in 1859 under the title, “On the

Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selec-

tion, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in

the Struggle for Life”. (The “Origin of Spe-

cies” or “The Origin”, for short.)

It is implied in the title itself that Natural

Selection is not Evolution, The two are differ-

ent facts of nature. According to Darwin, and

it is generally accepted, the former is the

means by which the latter is brought about

This causational relation between the two is

the essence of the theory of Darwin, what has

come to be known as Darwinism. Though the

credit for putting the concept of evolution on

a scientific basis of facts of nature is mainly

Darwin’s, the concept is much older than

Darwin. Even the Greeks had realized that

change was the essence of existence,

Darwin’s achievement was not the collection

of the enormous data to support his theory.

Anybody with patience and industry could
have done that. Nor was the principle of Natu-
ral Selection altogethei* his own. His inspira-

tion for it was from Malthus’s Essay on Popu-
lation. His real achievement was, as Carter
.says (1957), that from such simple and com*
mon premises he “produced the fundamental
and, to his contemporaries, novel results of his

proof of the truth of evolution and his theory
of its causation”. To those who accepted it,

it provided a unifying concept in the light of

which orgunisms ceased to be isolated enti-

ties, and came to be understood as part of the

single flux of life continually changing with the
changing world. Darwin gave Biology an in-

telligible background and made it logically

comprehensible.

The early reaction to Darwinism was from
two sources, from the general public and the

biologists. There was fierce sentimental oppo-
sition from a section of the public to evolu-

tion and its method as expounded in Darwin-
ism. So, it is no wonder that the simple forth-

right interpretation of evolution by Darwin in

terms of fortuitous events leading to order and
seeming purpose through Natural Selection was
unpalatable to them as it conflicted with their

ideas of the Creator and Do.sign. The climax
#f this was reached at the Oxford Meeting in

1860 at which Bishop Wilberforce deliberately

attempted to “smash Darwin” and ended up in

being smashed by Huxley.
The more important point was the reaction

of the biologists to Darwin. Generally, the
biologists of the day reacted favourably, but it

should not be imagined that all the biologists

acknowledged the theory without adverse cri-

ticism. There wbre mc^ny points pf criticism

which were valid and real weaknesses of Dar-
winism. The following few among many are

noteworthy.

1. Though Darwin had observed variations

and realized their basic importance to evolu-
tion, he was fully ignorant of their causes or

nature. He himself admitted and deplored it

and considered the so-called acquired varia-

tions also as ’important to evolution. He even
went to the extent of suggesting a mechanism
of inheritance in the form of his theory of

pangenesis which however neyer deserved
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got any acceptance. It was exactly this gap

in Darwinism that was 11 lied by modern gene-

tics.

2. Evolutionary change involves co-ordinat-

ed changes. For example, an increase in the

size of the body will need many correlated

changes if the animal is to be efficient. Darwin
almost overlooked this fact in his thesis. Per-
haps he did not consider it as a serious diffi-

culty to his view of evolution by accumulation
of small variations. However, such correlated

changes are not now difficult to understand in

terms of polygenes and pleiotropism (Dob-

zhansky, 1951), and allometric changes (Hux-
ley, 1932).

3. Those whose biology was based on
NaturphiloSophie did not easily accept Dar-

winism, as it w’as not an answer to their quest

for the Absolute idea or the Divine plan of

Nature or the conception of the archetype. To
them law was something immutable, to Darwin
it was a deduction from known facts.

4. Many other criticisms, which then looked

like real difficulties have lost their point in

the light of the new knowledge. One such

related to complex structures like the verte-

brate eye. The question was, could they have

been of any use in the initial stages when they

could have hardly functioned ? If not, how
could they have been selected ? A study of

the light-perceiving organs in the animal world

makes it readily clear that even the simplest

of them like the eye-spots of the green flagel-

lates have been functionally efficient at their

level. So evolution has not only been in struc-

ture but also in function. This removes the

seemingly insuperable difficulty to accept the

complex organs as the products of Natural

Selection.

During the forty-one years of the 19th cen-

tury after the publication of the ^‘Origin”,

evolution came to be almost fully accepted,

thanks partly to the championship of Thomas
Huxley in England and of Haeckel in Germany.
Huxley wag a competent biologist himself and
had no difficulty m winning the battle for Dar-

win. Haeckel too had accepted Darwinism, but

his version of the theory was tinged with
NaUirphiloSophie. His chief contribution was
the theory of Recapitulation which was almost

Naturphilosophie with the commonness of

descent instead of the archetype. It was quite

contrary to Von Baer’s laws of ontogenesis. In

the later years of the 19th ceniury, Darwin-
ism remained practically unchanged except for

the rejection of the Lamarckian part of it along

with Lamarckisna in general, as a consequence
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of the Weismannian theory of the isolatedness

of the gonad from the soma, so as to leave

the former unaffected by the changes of the

latter. In this period there was little progress

in evolutionary biology, but there was an enor-

mous output of morphological work in the

several branches of biology. Much of it was
by way of attempting to prove evolution and
Natural Selection. It was only towards the end
f)f the century that experimental embryology
began to change the outlook of biologists a

little.

The present century began with evolution

well established as a fact, except for those who
did not want to accept it. The almost total

acceptance of evolution restricted the field of

discussion and controversy to the means by
which evolution took place. By the close of the

19th century, Darwinism too had been accepted

as the means of evolutionary change. The idea

had penetrated all aspects of human thought.

The history of Darwinism from the begin-

ning of this ccntur>^ is a good example of how
a comprehensive scientifle concept undergoes

change and refinement by impact of growing
and more precise knowledge. The most import-

ant factor that affected Darwinism in the last

58 years was the rapid growth of the science

of heredity, i.c., genetics. “This supplied the

missing parts of the structure first erected by
Darwin” (?^isher, 1930). The basis of modern
genetics was the laws of Mendel published in

the latter half of the 19th century. They were
far ahead of the times and remained unknown
till they were rediscovered in the beginning of

this century. The particulate nature of inherit-

ance discoveied by Mendel had revolutionary

effects on the understanding of evolutionary

problems.

Darwin had imagined the hereditary charac-

ters of the parents to blend in the progeny
like water and milk. That would result in a
levelling off of variations to uniformity in the

members of a population, and would defeat

selection. This was the most serious difficulty

in Darwinism and it was obviated by Mende-
lian particulate inheritance. As shown by
Fisher (1930), if inheritance had not been
particulate evolution as we know it would not

have been possible. Mendelian heredity pro-

vided a mechanism for both inheritance and
variation, the conservative and the progressive

aspects of evolution.

At this stage it may look strange that the
first result of the Mendelian studies was to

create a degree of disbelief in Natural Selec-

tion. De Vries’s work on the evening primrose
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was published in 1901. He had noticed that

many new forms suddenly appeared among his

plants and bred true. He called such changes
‘"mutations” and contended that evolution took
place at least partly through such abrupt
changes without involving the Natural Selection

of small variations. Natural selection acted in

such cases only after the origin of the new
form, conserving or eliminating it. Bateson
also held similar views. This gave a new im-
portance to the distinction between the con-

tinuous and the discontinuous variations in re-

gard to the process of evolutionary change.

Darwin had attached little importance to the

discontinuous variations. That accounts for the

temporary loss of faith in Natural Selection.

Mendelism seemed to conform to the views of

these doubters of Natural Selection because of

the apparent possibility of the large changes

of De Vries and Bateson being inherited as

Mendelian units. It was soon found, however,
that many kinds of characters of organisms

were inherited in the Mendelian manner.

Meanwhile Morgan and others discovered the

cytological basis of Mendelian inheritance in

terms of chromosomes and genes, and their

behaviour in reproduction. It will be going too

far from the topic to consider the progress of

genetics in the last fifty years. Suffice it to

say that in this period, genetics became in it-

self an exact body of science and illumined

many dark corners in biological knowledge,

particularly in evolutionary studies. The
understanding of genetic variations, mutations

in the wide sense, their nature and frequency

and even some of their causes (Muller, 1927),

the problems of population genetics, the con-

ceptions of the genotype and the phenotype,

clarified and strengthened Natural Selection

steadily and surely. But as mentioned earlier,

the first impact of genetical knowledge on

Darwinism had the unexpected result of many
giving up the theory. It is not difficult to

understand either. Darwinism involved the

gradual accumulation by Natural Selectio'c of

small-graded changes. This was the indication

of palaeontological studies too. On the other

hand, the early genetics dealt with changes

that could be readily and easily noticed and
so were of the discontinuous type. It seemed
impossible to the leading biologists of the day

that the observed evolutionary changes could

be the result of selection of such genetic

changes. This led to violent clashes in the

biological world in the first two decades of this

century. Bateson took an extreme view and

declared that the Darwinian theory had collaps-

ed. He went to the extent of reverting to

a sort of preformationism in evolution, involv-

ing the progressive expression in organisms of

the potentialities that had existed from the
beginning of evolution. Many took up similar

though less extreme views.

The real point at that time was whether the
small variations on which Natural Selection
was said to act were also Mendelian. This was
not discussed then, as probably it could not
have been in that state of genetical know-
ledge. The discussion was concentrated on
whether the continuous or the discontinuous
variations were the raw materials of evolu-
tion This was a wrong question to ask and
largely accounts for the biological stalemate of
the time. This was resolved by further gene-
tical studies in the recent decades. Two im-
portant advances in the field of genetics con-
tributed to this. One was the new outlook on
the genotype, and the other the new approach
to studies of natural populations and their

genetics. These also threw revealing light on
the operations of Natural Selection.

In the earlier decades of the century a geno-
type was considered more or less as an aggre-
gate of genes, each with a degree of independ-
ence of action. Recent decades brought the
realization that the genes of a genotype con-
stitute an intricately interacting system and
that the phenotype is the product of such com-
bined action of the genotype and the environ-
ment. A mutation in such a system will have
its effect much modified by the other genes
present and also by other mutations. Since
individuals in a population vary in their geno-
type the effect of a mutation also will vary
correspondingly. Further, when many genes
may influence a character and any one gene
may influence many characters the phenotypic
expressions of the individuals may show the
gradation observed in the palaeontological

studies of evolutionary changes, and envisaged
by the theory of Natural Selection.* It is true

that a mutation is inherited as a unit, all or

none. But its expression in the individual

depends on the genotype and the environment.

That explains the varying effect of mutation on
individuals. However, it should not be for-

gotten that there are many known instances

of mutations with phenotypic effects very dis-

tinctive and inherited like the characters of

Mendel’s peas.* The pigmentation in what is

known as “industrial melanism” is one such.

They are comparatively rare. NbrmaUy in

nature the differences are those based on many
genes and varying in degrbe. This understanding
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brought about a reconciliation between the

geneticists and the selectionists and the objec-

tion of Bateson and others thus disappeared.

It also became clear that selection was not

directly of the genotype but through the pheno-
type. Selection of a particular phenotype
meant the selection of the genotype that pro-

duced it. It is largely a case of selection of

the favourable recombinations of genes and
allows for a margin of phenotypic adjustment
to environmental variations. In the course of

generations the more suitable gene combina-
tions become more numerous in the popula-
tion. In this process the favourable mutations

that may arise may be incorporated into the

genotype. The first effect of any mutation is

usually a discordance as it is something new
in a harmonious system. But subsequent selec-

tion will integrate it into the genotype if use-

ful, or eliminate it if harmful. Either way, the

harmony is restored which implies that a

mutation has to undergo a probation before it

is accepted as a full member of the genotype

with suitable modification of its action by the

rest of the genotype (Huxley, 1942). Natural

Selection in this sense is the differential sur-

vival of the favourable genetic variants.

The slowness of selection makes observation

of changes very difficult, if not impossible, but

something like it has been observed in recent

times. Germs arc known to develop resistance

to antibiotics rather quickly and this is obvi-

ously a case of selection of the favourable

genotype at the expense of the others, in the

presence of a new factor in the growth medium,

the antibiotics (Demerec, 1950). Varieties of

Drosophila kept in equal numbers in set envi-

ronments have been found to undergo selective

survival in relation to the environment. Green

Mantis was found to survive largely when tied

on green grass but mostly eaten by birds on

brown grass. On the other hand, brown Mantis

survived on brown grass but got decimated

on green* grass. The selective advantage of

harmonising colour is thus demonstrated.

These may not be true pictures of selection in

nature. But their value is significant.

The new knowledge of selection in genetical

terms has in its turn clarified the nature of the

changes within a species and between species.

That brings us to population studies, another

sphere of advance in recent times. The world

of bidlogy owes tremendously ' in this connec-

tion to the brilliant mathematical analyses of

the genetics of population and selection by

R, A. Fisher (1930)^, J. B. S. Haldane (1932)

and Sewall Wright \l942). To this must be
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added the names of Dobzhansky, E. B. Ford
and E. Mayr. Their expositions of the inter-

actions of selection, mutation and the other

factors of evolution in populations have made
possible the synthesis of varied observations

and experimental results into a coherent thesis

(Simpson, 1942).

The subtle ways of the operation of Natural
Selection, and evolution by selection are now
satisfactorily understood. The obvious fact that

some individuals in a population leave more
progeny than the others makes Natural Selec-

Tjon inevitable. This ability to leave more pro-

geny than others in a particular environmen-
tal setting is the real fitness in the Darwinian
sense. The well-known expressions “struggle

for existence” and “the survival of the fittest”

were used by Darwin in a metaphorical sense

“I should premise,” said Darwin in the ‘Origin’,

“that I use this term in a large and metaphori-
cal sense including. .. .success in leaving pro-
geny.’* The convenient literal interpretation of

the expressions by some persons is quite un-
warranted. Reproductive success based on

advantageous genotype is therefore the essence
of evolutionary change. A population will gra-

dually change in the direction of the genotype
which continues to leave more progeny in suc-

cessive generations. This is [how Natural
Selection directs evolution using the ‘random’
genetical variations as the raw material. This
is the most significant contribution of the pre-

sent century to the understanding of Darwin-
ism.

This article is an attempt to trace the his-

tory of the theory of evolution by Natural
Selection, during the hundred years since Dar-
win and Wallace propounded it. In the period
the theory has been knocked into a cocked hat.

But the core of it has stood the test of time.

Generally it is adequate to explain the pro-
cess of evolution, but there are still many prob-
lems of evolution, particularly in regard to the

large evolutionary changes, which it is not

adequate to explain. Most of the biologists

agree with Darwin that varieties are incipient

species and that species differ from varie-

ties only in the greater degree of

divergence making their natural interbreeding
difficult or impossible. Some authorities like

Goldschmidt (1940) do not agree with this

view. He postulates radical mutations which
he calls ‘systemic mutations’ to produce spe-
cies differences. How such radical changes in

individuals with integrated genotype can leave

them viable is difficult to see.
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There are others who are not convinced of

the effectiveness of selection in regard to all

the known evolutionary changes. Many bring
in the Lamarckian factor in some sort of way.
One of the latest is C. H. Waddinglon (1957).

In terms of “genetic assimilation”, “epigenetic

landscape” and “canalized development” he
suggests a causal relationship between an
effect caused by the environment and the pro-

duction and the selection of appropriate muta-
tions. A phenotypic alteration within the nor-

mal range of expression of the genotype is

understandable. There is no difficulty to see

how such a change may help an organism to

tide over a reasonable period during which the

genotype may be harmonized to the new con-

ditions by selection of appropriate mutations.

The difficulty is to understand how enough of

the suitable mutations arise at the right time.

One possibility is to suppose that mutation;^

are so common and varied as to supply the

needed ones. To Waddinglon this is probabl>

too much to suppose and so he postulates a

developmental mechanism.

Fisher (1930) summed up the position as

follows :

“The sole surviving theory is that of Natu-

ral Selection, and it is impossible to avoid the

conclusion that if any evolutionary problem

appears to be inexplicable on the theory, it;

must be accepted at present merely as one of

the facts which in the present state of know-
ledge seem.s inexplicable.” Since this was
written many more problems have been ex-

plained. But many still remain and the words
are still true. It is also implied that with the

continued progress of knowdedge the area of

the inexplicable problelns will progressively

diminish.
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FISCHER-TROPSCH PROCESS

The traditional form of fixed catalyst bed in

the early Fischer-Tropsch process was a

very inefficient arrangement, both as icgards

aerodynamics and heat transfer and tliis, in

part, accounted for the very wide range of syn-

thetic products produced. The fluid bed has

been one device adopted to minimise these

variations between different parts of the solid

bed. The use of a genuine liquid bed fer cata-

lysis is a stage further. In this case the cata-

lyst is suspended in a liquid through which the

gaseous mixture rises in a constant stream of

bubbles. The finely divided catalyst, with an

average grain size of approximately 5 col-

lects at the surface of the rising bubbles and

is constantly renewed there. The temperature

can be kept remarkably constant, variations be-

ing not more than about VC. At tempera-

tures of 250-300° C. and at pressures of 8-15

atmospheres, the synthesis gas is converted into

hydrocarbons to the extent of over 90% in a
single passage through the bubble column. The
heat of reaction is removed by a cooling coil

suspended in the bubble column and is convert-

ed into steam. Whereas by the traditional

method the conversion of 1,000 m'* of synthesis

gas per hour required a cooling surface of 3,000

square meters, in a bubble •column typ’e of cata-

lyser less than 50 square meters surface is re-

quired and the capacity of a single reactor has

been raised from approximately 2-5 tons ol:

hydrocarbon i^er day to 50 tons per day. The
method has been used not merely for the hydro-

genation of carbon monoxide but for the direct

creation of carbon monoxide with water, accord-

ing to the equation 3 CO -f H.>0 = — CH., +
2 CO..
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STACKING FAULTS IN CLOSEPACKED METALLIC LATTICES
Part 1. The Nature and Origin of Stacking Faults

T. R. ANANTHARAMAN
Deparimpnt of Metallurgy, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore-’S

Introduction faulty f.c.c. or h.c.p. structure. Any break in
TN solid metals, the atoms or positive ions are the sequences ABCABC— and ABABAB— is

held together by a cloud of free electrons normally referred to as a "‘stacking fault*'. The
and each atom tends to be attracted equally to existence of such stacking faults in metallic
all its nearest neighbours. The majority of lattices was first detected in 1942 in the case
metals crysUillize therefore in highly close- of h.c.p. cobalt.^*- It is now known that stack-

packed structures. ing faults are introduced fairly commonly in

A closepacked atomic lattice can be visual- metals by plastic deformation or phase trans-
ized as a regular pile of closepacked atomic formation, and also during crystal growth. Such
planes. The atoms in each plane lie in three faults may be distributed randomly, clustered

sets of lines (Fig. 1) which are physically together or arranged more regularly in the
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Fig. 1. Formation of closepacked lattices from closepacked atomic planes (B and jC are the two possible

positions for the plane above A. and A 3 are the f.c.c. and h.c.p. sccjuences respei lively)

.

equivalent and 120° to each other. If the let-

ter A represents one such plane, the next plane

can be put above it in tw’O possible positions

represented by letters B and C. Any arrange-

ment or mode of stacking of planes of types A,

B and C gives a closepacked structure, pro-

vided no two successive layers are alike. The

closepacked metallic lattices normally exhibit

either Uie ABCABC— ’or the ABABAB—

-

sequence. The former is the so-called face-

centred cubic (f.c.c.) structure adopted by

common metals like aluminium, copper, gold,

nickel and silver. The latter is the hexagonal

closepacked (h.c.p.) structure exemplified by

metals like cadmium, magnesium, titanium,

zirconium and zinc. Cobalt is an interesting

metal which exists in both modifications.

The f.c.c. and h.c.p. structures are the only

two perfectly regular of the common close-

packed structures. Any other sequence of lay-

ers, subject onjily to the condition that any two

adjacent layers mu‘st be in different positions,

is still closepacked, but has to be considered a

lattice. They contribute to the anomalous
broadening of X-ray reflections and have re-

cently been recognized as playing an import-
ant role in the work hardening of metals.

Laws of Growth and Deformation Faulting

It is common practice to classify stacking

faults in closepacked lattices into ^‘growth

faults*' and ‘‘deformation faults**. The differ-

ences between the two types are easily under-

stood on the basis of simple laws for their

formation.

The law of growth faulting for the f.c.c.

structure is that each atomic plane is displaced

relative to the two planes immediately beneath

it, except at a fault where it is above the plane

next but one below it. For the h.c.p. struc-

ture, each plane is above the layer next but

one below it, except at a fault. Typical sequences

of planes are thus :

ABCABCBACBAC . . f.c.c. growth fault

ABABA^BCBCB . . h.c.p. growth fault
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The f.c.c. growth fault produces a twin orien-
tation, an ABCABC— sequence being converted
to a CBACBA— sequence. In the h.c.p. struc-

ture, however, owing to the difTerent symmetry,
the two halves have the same orientation and
difler only by a translation. A growth fault

introduced at each plane of the h.c.p. lattice

produces the f.c.c. lattice and vice versa. There
is thus a continuous transition between the
two structures represented by an increasing

number* of randomly distributed growth faults.

The law of deformation faulting for both

structures is that the lattices on either side of

the fault have identical orientation, but the two
halves are displaced parallel to the closepacked

planes. Typical sequences of planes are thus :

ABCABCBCABCA . , f.c.c. deformation

fault

ABABAB^ACACA . . h.c.p. deformation

fault

For both structures, therefore, a deformation

fault can be considered equivalent to a cluster

of two growth fault? on neighbouring atomic

planes.

A delormation fault introduced at every

plane of an f.c.c. lattice gives an f.c.c. lattice

of twin orientation. Similarly, one h.c.p.

sequence is converted to another h.c.p. sequence

by including a fault in each plane. Thus there

is no continuity between the two lattices as in

the case of growth faulting, A random arrange-

ment of growth faults in either structure pro-

duces therefore quite different X-ray diffraction

effects from the corresponding structure with

a random arrangement of deformation faults.

The laws postulated above implicitly assume

that a .stacking fault extends over the whole

of an atomic plane. In reality, however, a

fault may occupy part of a plane and be bound'

ed by what are known as “imperfect disloca-

tions” in the lattice. It is not possible with

present experimental methods to establish

whether stacking faults occupy part or whole

of the atomic plane. The quantity that can be

experimentalb’* measured by X-ray methods is

a, the frequency of faults or faulting parameter,

which can be defined as the ratio of the total

area of faults to the total area of cloisepacked

planes. Such measurements arc further based

on the assumption that the faults are randomly

distributed in the lattice.

Stacking Faults from Crystal Growth

If a closepacked lattice is built up by the

successive growth of closepacked atomic layers

in such a way that each layer forms from a fresh

two-dimensional nucleus, there will be a finite

probability of a layer going into the wrong
position. When the kinetics of growth are such

that the rate-limiting factor is the time to form
the two-dimensional nucleus, the latter will

spread rapidly over the plane after attaining a

critical size. If a stacking fault is nucleated, it

will occupy most of the plane. This is the

situation envisaged in the law of growth fault-

ing. It might arise during electrodeposition,

growth from the vapour at high degrees of

supersaturation and in certain types of nuclea-

tion and growth phase transformations. Fine

twinning that can be observed in electrodepo-

sited copper has been attributed to growth
faulting.*' Since these twins are visible micro-

scopically, the faults seem to occur once in a

few thousand atomic pianos. X-ray diffraction

effects become appreciable only at values of «

corresponding to a twin thickness of less than
a hundred atomic planes.

It is also possible, especially in transforma-
tions requiring long-range diffusion, that the

rate of growth of a layer is small compared
to its rate of nucleation. Growth faults will

then form more readily, but will seldom grow
to dimensions of the order of a whole plane.

An aluminium-silver alloy with 30% silver

prepared by condensation of the vapour has

been found to contain both h.c.p. and f.c.c.

phases together with a faulted structure at the

junction of the two phases.' Growth faults

have also been reported in vacuum-deposited
pure silver,^ but neither effect has been studied

quantitatively.

Faulting Due to Martensitic Transformation

The formation of growth faults during mar-
tensitic transformations (i.c., athermal, solid-

state transformations involving simultaneous
and co-ordinated movement of atomic planes in

the lattice) has been clearly demonstrated in

the case of h.c.p. cobalt'-- and h.c.p. lithium.''

Quantitative estimation indicates that the faults

are of the order of one in ten atomic planes

in cobalt and even <inore in lithium. The faults

in cobalt are of a rather* complex nature and
the results are often consistent only if the

faults are assumed to be not completely ran-

dom, but clustered together.''

The origin of faults during martensitic trans-

formation has not yet been clearly understood.

Such transformations are supposed to take place

homogeneously with a macroscopic shear^ and
so, faults can •arise only when transforming

domains from difTerent nuclei meet out of phase
or when the transformation proceeds inhomo-
geneously in the regions between the macro-
scopically sheared layers already formed. The
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magnitude of the faults is far too much, how-
ever, to be explained this way. In h.c.p. cobalt,

the most extensive faulting is observed in spe-
cimens which have been plastically deformed
to assist the f.c.c. > h.c.p. transformation. Such
specimens then contain both growth and defor-
mation faults/** whose combined effects cannot

KIG. 2. Streaks due to stacking faults in an oscil*

lalion phetograph of a grain in a massive (oball

''pecinien (Ni radiation, range of Oscillation 15”).

be easily separated for reliable quantitative

estimation of either.

Origin of Deformation Faults

In 1952, exactly ten years after the first

detection of stacking faults in a metallic struc-

ture, the suggestion was pul forward*"' that r.

large part of the X-ray line broadening of cold-
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worked metals or alloys might be due to stack-
ing faults. Evidence for the presence of defor-
mation stacking faults in cold-worked close-

packed metals is now available in the case of

a-brass,^ h.c.p. cobalt,^** nickel and silver, gold,^''

nickel-cobalt alloys,'' copper and a number of

its binary alloys^- and a few martensitic
steels.'*' The faulting parameter varies in such
cases in the range 0*001 -0*05. In some in-

stances," '*' interesting correlations have been
arrived at between the incidence of deforma-
tion fault and changes in electrical and mecha-
nical properties.

Deformation faults are supposed to arise by
the slipping or gliding of closepacked atomic*

planes over one another during mechanical de-

formation. In the case of an ABABAB— h.c.p.

.sequence, deformation faulting can occur only
by both A and B planes gliding to the C posi-

tions. These are opposite so far as arrangement
IS concerned, but only require atom movements
at 6()‘^ to each ot^er and hence may be pro-

duced by the same shear stress.

Detection and Evaluation of Stacking Faults

As pointed out earlier, the detection of stack-

ing faults as well as the quantitative evalua-
tion of the faulting parameter is possible only

by X-ray methods. The effects of stacking

faults on X-ray diffraction from faulted close-

packed lattices have been worked out in detail

by several authors and can be best understood
in terms of tlie reciprocal lattices of the two
closepacked structures. In Part II of this re-

view, a simple, composite pfeture of the X-ray
diffraction effects of the four types of stacking

faults will be given. A clear understanding of

these effects is absolutely necessary for both

qualitative as well as quantitative determina-
tion of the faulting parameter.

In general, the presence of stacking faults is

revealed by streaks (Fig. 2) in Laue and Oscil-

Stacking Faults in Closepacked Metallic Lattices

Fig.' 3. Anomalous broadening of X-ray reflections in a Debye-Scherrer pattern of pure cobalt (Ni Ka radiation

9 cm. camera).
*
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lation photographs and by the anomalous
broadening of some lines (Fig. 3) in Debye-
Scherrer patterns. These streaks and broad
lines are easily detectable when the faulting

frequency is greater than one in fifty planes
The establishment of the actual type of fault-

ing as well as the accurate measurement of the
faulting parameter is, however, possible only
through a detailed study of the nature of the
streaks or line-broadening, as dealt with in

Part II of this review.

(To he continued)
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ORIGIN OF RADIO BURSTS FROM THE SUN
A USTRALIA has shared with Cambridge and

Manchester in the advancement of the

still young science of racuo astronomy to a

position in which it contributes seriously to

many different branches of astronomy. A
method of following the course of radio bursts

from the sun—that remained for several years

“special” to Australia is believed to bo within

sight now.
The originator of the method was Mr. J. P.

Wild of the Radiophysics Laboratory, the Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organization. Mr. Wild’s first apparatus was
begun in 1948, and a second and much bigger
instrument completed in 1952. By this time
there was comparatively little activity on the

sun, and often weeks would go by without

anything of interest being recorded. However
there was enough experience to enable the main
kinds of radio burst to be distinguished and
tentatively interpreted

;
during recent months

there have been several bursts a day, and ob-

servations of a new kind have been made.
The main instrument consists of a trio of

directional receivers, each capable of scanning

a wide band of frequencies at half-second in-

tervals. The frequencies covered a range from
40 to 240 megacycles a second, corresponding

with a wavelength range from 1*25 to 7*5

metres. Records of intensity against time are

displayed on a cathode ray tube, and in nor-

mal use are recorded photographically. For
quick reporting of activity in connexion with

the International Geophysical Year, a facsimile

system has been introduced, similar to that used

in transmitting pictures by radio.

The two most interesting types of radio burst

differ greatly in their speed of development.

In both there is a drift from higher frequen-

cies to lower as the burst proceeds. But whereas
a “slow-drift burst” may last for 10 minutes

or so, a “fast-drift burst” is over with

in a few seconds. The theoretical interpreta-

tion—plausible but so far unproved—is that the

different frequencies observed corre.spond with

natural frequencies of oscillation at different

heights in the sun’s atmosphere. Hence, it is

suggested, an outpouring of particles from the

sun’s surface stimulates successive layers of its

atmosphere to act as a source of radio waves,

each at its own frequency, or a harmonic of

it In this way—provided that the explanation

is correct—it has been possible to work out

what the outward speeds of the particles should

be, so as to correspond with the observed drift

in frequencies.

In the case of ‘slow-drift burst' the speeds
deduced are usually from about 200 to 400

miles a second, and the disturbances can be

followed—again if the explanation is correct

—

to distances above the sun’s surface nearly as

great as the radius of the sun. Such speeds

correspond well ehough with the interval bet-

ween the bigger optical hares that can be seen

on the sun and the beginning of auroal displays

and magnetic storms that particle-streams,

arriving from the sun, are thought with good

evidence to cause on the earth. Also the “slow-

drift bursts” are usually accompanied by big

visual flares.

“Fast-drift bursts” are much more common.
Sometimes onfe at a time, sometimes in small

groups, they occur at the start of many flares,

including small ones. Yet the speeds deduced
are much higher—about one-third of the speed

of light.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THE FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA OF maxima at room temperature and fall at 4930,

URANYL ACETATE SOLUTIONS 5145, 5385 and 5625 A. The bands marked 7

The fluorescence spectruip of aqueous solution

of uranyl acetate is reported to be continuous
at room temperature, resolving at — 185® C,

into a sequence of broad bands. With dilution

in the ratio 1 : 160 a second series of bands
appeared and at dilution 1 : 1600 both band
sets vanished, giving room to a third sequence
of very dilTuse bands. ^ ^ Our observations show
that at room temperature the spectrum actually

has some structure (Fig. la) which improves
on dilution (Fig. la'). Addition of acetic acid

reduces the intensity considerably (Fig. lb),

while alkali increases the intensity (Fig. Ic),

although with further addition the spectrum
becomes continuous and the intensity falls

rapidly (Fig. Id). On standing overnight this

solution regains in intensity, and the fluores-

cence spectrum is also different (Fig. Id').

Fig. 1

To observe the variety of changes that take

place in the spectra at liquid air temperature,

titration with alkali or acid had to be fol-

lowed in a large number of small steps. Only
a few characteristic spectra aiVj shown in

Fig. (2 a to /). It will be seen that the bands
marked a (Fig. 2 a) correspond to the diffuse

(Fig. 2 b) form the second series and increase

in intensity with increasing alkalinity. A sharp

change then takes place when the third sequence
bands, marked 5, replaces the first two
(Fig. 2 c). With fui'ther addition of alkali

these bands go on shifting continuously towards
red (earlier stages not shown), and ultimately

another change takes place, giving the spec-

trum (2d). On the other hand with succes-

sive addition of acid to a solution that gives

spectrum 2 b first the y bands disappear

(Fig. 2a), and then the « bands are suppres-

sed, giving place to a new set of distinct bands
(marked a') located at 4825, 5030, 5260 and
5505 A. (Fig. 2 c. f). In addition, a weak set

of bands, marked /?, also develops.

We express our thanks to the Scientific

Research Committee, U.P., for financial assist-

ance.

Dept, of Physics, D. D. Pant.

D.S.B. Govt. College, D. P. Khandelwal.
Naini Tal, December 5, 1957.

1, Nichols, E. I., and Merrit, E., PAys. Rev,, 1914,3,
457.

2. Pringsheim, P„ Fluorescence and Phosphorescence^
Interscience, 1949.
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THE PREPARATION OF URANIUM (IV)
OXV FORMATE

The iirany] ion iindoi’KOCS plioloieduction when
a solution of ils formate is exposed to sun-

li^4hl, uranium bein^ prc?eipitated as hydrated

oxide. A(ivanta^e has been taken of the photo-

ly.sis for the sej)aiaiion of uranium from
sodium, calcium, lanthanum and cerium* in

this laboratory. When a mixtuie containing

eiiLial volumes of saturated .solution of ura-

nium formate in water, formic acid and ab-

solute alcohol is expo.sed to sunlight bright

green crystals arc foi mod. These blight green

crystals were filtered, washed several times

with absolute alcohol and dried in vacuum at

the room tein]>eratiire for 24 hours The mole-

culai weight W'as determined from the U.O^
obtained by heating weighed qiumtity of the

(‘ornpoiind in jdatinum crucible. Uranium, con-

tent uas dctei'mined by Jones reductor

Tabi
• Mol. {Tlico'i

Mol. ForninJa : LK)

methofl.*' The method adopted for estimation of

formate content was to di.ssolvc a weighed
quantity in G N. lI.^SOj and bringing about
hydrolysis by adfling NaOII solution in slight

excess. After heating to boiling, the precipi-

tate was filtered off and the filtrate was acidi-

fied with The estimation was carried

out according to standard method- by making
the filtrate again alk*aline with solid NaXX) ,.

The data recorded in Tables T and 11 show

that the bright green crystals are aquo-oxyfor-

mate having the formula UO(IICOo)o,

I TiHiO. Since the comjxiund is a new one.

It was considered necessary to estimate the

uranium content in the uranium (IV) state by

the method adopted by Hatt* involving the

] 3recipitation of uranium (TV) as phosphate m
hydrogen atmosiihere followed by titration of

the solution of the phos})hate in II.>S()j against

.standard KMnOj.
.E 1

rtical) : .*571 •()

i r>u p
tbtiiB'alion ot by llutt's Methods

< ’oinpound taken IbdU found vM.vompiiled ( ’oinpounil lakin
Calculated Foundin g. in g. — .

—

—
0-2tM0 O*221o : 72-;i o*io:io 0*1022 0*1011

0*1)0152 0*072.7 72*3 0-280.7 0 • 1 7 7 .7 0*1728

(t-nr.r. o-(ts7i : 72*0 0*2117 0* 13.74 0*1314

o-itmo 0*1170 2 71*0 0*22.70 0*1443 0*1420

Tahi.e II

Separate estimations of nraniinn ami formate
* contents

C('iniu>und taken

1 Iiy ). ledu tiu F(m mate l)\ alk aline KMnC>4

(
'all ulatect Found Calculated Found

0*1701 0*1140 0*11 11 0*l4llt 0-0342 0 0314

0*lol0 0*no:2 t).ott7:i 0* 1.210 0*03 IS 0 *11321

0*1) iSli 0*11 14 ttliu 0-11.7S 0-02SI 0-O2S2

0 • 10. )S O-lOlOi 0*1020 0*1.M2 0*0307 0*t)30')

C<mi))()und taken

U-l PU
0-KlGS

Cnniiiound taken

o*‘>(n.'9

Cat ulated

(>•1211)

o-iii:.

Found

t)*12(tt)

(I-IHMI

li l*y J. led loi

('ahulatod Found

0-1 (u:t

ousiy
i)-W29

Table III

('onipoijnd tak( n

0 • 270")

0-2'»20

Table IV

*— Compound t|d<en

U*222S
U- 2U42

•F^ '• h\ Method

('ab ulated

0 *
1 S 71

0*1712

Found

t)*lS30

0-]7i:>

F'oimate l)y KMn ()4

Call ulatetl

l)-0a8:J

t)*o:.:u

Found

o*or>(»s

U'th‘>29
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When the aquo-oxyformate was powdered
and heated in vacuum at 160-70" for 4-3

hours, the anhydrous compound was obtained

The analysis was carried out as described

above and the data obtained have i^een re-

corded in Tables III and IV.

The compound is insoluble in water and it

undergoes slow hydrolysis which increases

with the rise of tcinperarture. Tiie compound
does not dissolve in solution of sodium for-

mate. It is, however, soluble in acids. The
thermal decomposition is proceeding.

Dept, of Chemistry, B. Sa.hoo.

Havenshaw (^)llege. D. Patnaik.

Cuttack-3, March 5, 1958.

1. Patnaik, 1). and co workers (to be publidied).

2. Vo^»td, A. 1., A Trxt-/><t(>k of itotivc /;/-

on:[iiini Analysis, 1951,2nd Edn., p. 318.
n. Ihnl,, p. 289,

4. Halt, K. C., Zdt, PhysiJt, Chem., 1918, 92 , 513.

UTILIZATION OF THE SOLUBILITY
DATA FOR THE CALCULATION OF

THE COMPOSITION, STABILITY AND
FREE ENERGY OF FORMATION OF
THE COMPLEX FORMED IN THE

SYSTEM: AgCNS~NH,-H20
The direct method of calculation of the com-
position of complexes from solubility data as

suggested by one of us,^ has successfully been
utilized by him to the systems: (i) KI-I.,-H.,0,

(ii) KBr-Br..-H.O,-' (Hi) HCl-CUHoO, ^

(iv) AgCl-Na.SoOVH.O,* (v) AgBr-Nals.b,,-
These calculations were extended by

us to evaluate the formation constant and
thermodynamic constants of .several other com-
plex forming systems as well.^»

To test the validity of the calculations to

other systems also, we have here studied the

data of Garrick and Wilson’" on tlie solubility

of silver thiocyanate in aqueous ammonia, and
have utilised their values for the calculation

of compositton, stability and' free energy of

formation of the complex species formed in

solution.

The dissolution of silver thiocyanate in aque-
ous ammonia may be reprc.sented by the re-

action :

AgCNS -I 7iNH, - Ag (NH,)„CNS
If the solubility of AgCNS in water and aque-
ous ammonia of concentration c. b^ respectively

a and b,

[Complex] (b -o)

lAgBrl a

[NH.d used 71 (b- a)
INH^l free * c ^ n fb-a).

Formation constant

[Complex]
[AgBrJ [NH:J''*

Taking two concentrations, a, a\ b, b', and
c, c' (a = a'),

(b-a) (b'-a)
0 ic-ari f'bii)” a (o'- a'a + bbi ) "

’

Putting .s (b - a) and s' (b' — o), we
have.

s s'

ft (c-sn)" ft (c'-s'a )"

or
.S* r ( C - S 71 )

1

"

s' L(c'-"S'ii) 1

Taking logarithms of both sides we have,

log s/s' - 71 [log (c sn)-log (c'

Expanding the right-hand side in power series

and neglecting the .second and higher terms of

the series, we linally have,

log s/s' n log c/c'.

Therefore »

^

log s/s' log (b-a)!(b'-a)

log c/c' log e'e'

Since ft is small in comparison to b, the ex-

l^res.sion becomes,

_ log b/b'
"

log c/c’
'

From this expression, we have calculated

the value of ?i, and as will be .seen below, the

value comes out to be unity. Hence for the

calculation of K, the following expression has

been used.
^

K
a (c- b)

The free energy of fcirmation A F" can br*

evaluated from the relation :

A F'’ -- — RT in K, where K — gas con.stant,

and T the absolute temperature.

Table 1 shows the values calculated by us

from the data of Garrick and Wilson.’"

Table I

Solnbilitii of sil 7x*r Unocyanatc in aqueous

ftimrionift

( Concentration

of ammonia
gm.M/ litre

1 *926

J-587
1 -MO
2-178
2-276
2-449

Silver thiocya-

nate dissolved

gm. M/litre

9.90517
0-008.')4

0-01001
9-91234
(n9l292
9.01376

w log A'

4. 73M 4-74
1-9 4-76
1-9 4-70
0-98 4-75
9-07 4 • 65

Average log A' ~ 4-72
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The results indicate the formation of

Ag(NH.j)CNS, in a solution of silver thiocya-

nate in aqueous ammonia. The value of logK
is 4-72, and that of A works out to be
— 6-5K. cals, at 25" C.

The method described here is only applic-

able to associated complexes, i.c., where sn is

smaller than c in order to permit the higher

terms of the scries to be neglected.

Chemical Labs., Roshan Lal Seth.

University of Allahabad, Arun K. Dey.

Allahabad, March 14, 1958.

1. Dey, A.K., Doklady Acad, Sci„ 1947,

58, 1047.

2. —
, y. Indian Cheni, Soc.^ 1947, 24, 207.

3. — ,
Proc, Nat, Acad. Sci., India, 1956, 25 A, 202.

4. Jt>id„ 1966. 25 A, 205.

5. —
, y. Inarj^. NucL Cheni,, 1958, 6, 71.

0. Seth, K L. and Dey, A. K., Z. Fhys. Chcm.y 1958
(in press).

7. —
,
Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., India, 1957, 26 A, 312.

8. — , Natunutss.y 1968 (in pre.ss).

9. — (Unpublished work). ,

10.

Garrhk, F. J. and Wilson, C. L., J. Chcm. Soi

London, 1932, 835.

INITIATION OF POLYMERISATION
OF METHYL METHACRYLATE IN

AQUEOUS SOLUTION BY HYDRAZINE
HYDRATE

N. Uri^ has stated that hydrazine in alkaline

solution initiates the polymerisation of vinyl

compounds.

It has been observed that hydrazine hydrate
in aqueous solution initiates the polymerisation
of methyl methacrylate at room temperature
and even at 0" C. The reaction is characterised

by a well-defined induction period, the length

of which depends upon the concentrations of

monomer and hydrazine, the pH of the medium
and the type of distilled-water employed. Use
of distilled-water of various types, like ordi-

nary distilled-water, doubly distilled, and
chemically pure water distilled over potassium

permanganate resulted in the variation of the

magnitude of the induction period under iden-

tical conditions of concentrations of monomer
and initiator. Tlie interaction of microconcen-

trations of organic impurities in distilled-water

with free radicals in polymer reactions in

aqueous solution has already been demonstrat-

ed** and our system perhaps provides another

instance of such a phenomenon. In Table I

are presented the data showing the variation

of induction period and the degree of polymer-

isation of polymethyl methacrylate which was

determined by viscosity measurements in ben-

zene.

Table I

Temperature 25'' C. {NnH^) 0-2 M
(Monomer) 0-1 M

pH Induction period Degree of
(in minutes) Polymerisation

10 18 2820
9 *22 2440
8 28 1980
7 35 1520

Even under conditions in which the oxygen
from the reaction system was excluded by de-
aeration by oxygen-free nitrogen, initiation of
polymerisation was observed. We have also
investigated the reaction in the presence of
varying amounts of hydroquinone. Not only
was the induction period prolonged but the
yield of polymer decreased with increasing

, Fig. 1

• •

concentration of hydroquinone, suggesting that
the propagation process is a free radical re-
aotion. However, Walling and BriggsS have
concluded that hydroquinone does not retard
the polymerisation of methyl methacrylate in
the absence of peroxides and in our polymer-
isation system the possibility of formation of
peroxide by the interaction of hydrazine with
traces of oxygfbn in the system evidently exists.^
The rate of hydrazine disappearance which

was followed by determining the hydrazine
content of the system by An^irew’s procedure
was found to be independent of monomer



m
concentration for small conversions. At later

stages of the reaction when the polymer form-
ed is appreciable, the polymerisation is accom-
panied by gas evolution, leading to marked
decrease in hydrazine concentration. The rate

of monomer disappearance which was followed

by finding the weight of the dried polymer,

with 0*2 molar hydrazine concentration and
at pH 10 was first order with respect to mono-
mer concentration at 25“ C. (Fig. 1). Both
-d(N2H4) „ -d(Mj

well as were of the order
at at

of 10-'^ moles/litre/sec. It was also found that

the reaction is not sensitized by radiation in

the visible range.

In our preliminary experiments we could not

identify the probable products of decomposi-

tion and oxidation of hydrazine like ammonia
a;r>d hydrazoic acid. Ammonia can be formed
in accordance with the following equation.^*

3N 2H4 -> 4NH, + N 2

and the formation of hydrazoic acid takes place

according to the following scheme.

N2H4 -f O2 H2NNO + H2O
— HjO

H2NNO + N2H4 ^ H2N-N-N-NH2
H2N-N-N-NH,, HN3.

In this connection it is of interest to report

that a 0-2 molar solution of hydrazine hydrate

undergoes decomposition only to the extent of

3% in 24 hours and that hydrogen peroxide

under conditions as in the polymerisation sys-

tem does not initiate vinyl polymerisations.

Further work is in progress. Full deitails

will be published elsewhere.

Plastics and Polymers C. C. Menon.
Division, S. L. Kapur.

National Chem. Lab.,

Poona, March 14, 1958.

1. Uri, N., Riv.. 1952, 50, 375.

2. Santappa, M., Curr, 1954, 23, 145.

3. Walling and BriggS, /. Am. Chem. Soc.^ 1946, 68,

114.

4. Gilbert, IHd., 1924, 46,^ 1786.
*

5. -Audrieth, L. F. and Ogg, B. A., The Chemistry of

... Hydraztncy John Wiley & Sons, New York.
6. Frankllne, The //ttro^en System of Compounds

(American Chemical Society, Monograph Seriess,

p. 145).

SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC METHOD
FOR ESTIMATION OF CALCIUM

f
IN SUGARCANE JUICES USING

ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC
ACID

1N' a pj^evious eommvinication, the authors^ de-

scrib6d ja new sf^ctrophotometric method for

estimation, of Ca++ in pure salt solutions, using

Current
Science

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). The
principle of the method is that when a mixture
of Ca • and Cu in ammoniacal medium is

titrated with EDTA, this last combines first

with Ca^^^ and then with Cu+^, resulting in a
decrease of the intensity of the colour (at
X =: 630 mM characteristic of copper ammonium
complex) only after the end-point of Ca++ (see
Fig. 1 ). This method is now extended to the
estimation of Ca + t in sugarcane juices.

Fig. 1. Spectrophotometric titration of Ca++ with
EDTA.

[The arrows indicate the end-points of Ca++ and Cu-*^
(.see ref. 1); the end-point of C 11++ is of no interest for
the present work.]

The existence of a certain amount of Ca+^
in cane juices controls the clarification effici-

ency and the scaling problem; and the esti-

mation of Ca++ in cane juice forms therefore
one of the routine analyses, in a sugar fac-
tory. The method employed hitherto is the
familiar oxalate method, which is indeed cum-
bersome and time-consuming. In the new spec-
trophotometric method, the cane juice of known
specific gravity (or Brix) is treated with lead
subacetate (familiar dry lead method adopted
for polarisation experiments-) and filtered. The
excess of lead in the colourless filtrate is pre-
cipitated by adding required quantity of solid
K4Fe(CN),^ and filtered. One or two drops of
cone. HNO3 added to the lead-free filtrate

to convert the ferrocyanide to ferric-condition

Letters to the Editor
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such that is not precipitated on long-
standing (if required). To an aliquot of this

solution is added ammoniacal CuSOj solution

and titrated spectrophotomctrically with EDTA
solution, observing the changes in optical den-
sity at ^ — 630 niM on a Unicam Spectrophoto-
meter (D.G. 350; with optical column =: 1 cm.).

Table I gives a typical set of data on the

estimation of in different samples of clari-

fied c«ane juice. The results in column 4 refer

Table I

Estimation of calcium in sugarcane juices

Amount of CaO in gm per

litre of juice

Sample HX of the

No. Juice

Oxalate Spe( trophoto-

Method metric Method

1 17.50 1-0416 1-0413
2 1G.76 1-1896 1-1375

3 16-38 1-1123 1-1025
4 15-28 1-1312 1-1200

6 17.67 1-2208 1-2075
6 16.69 0*9770 0-9888
7 18-25 1-1452 1-1288
8 16-91 1-2656 1-2425
9 17.43 1-1718 1-1725
0 15.37 1-1420 1-1375

* (Concentration of Cu+’^ Uhed—8 niM.

Do, Ammonia—2mM,

Do. KDTA—50 mM.
•

to the amount of Ca^+ estimated by the oxa-
late method. It is seen that the data obtained

by the spectrophotometric method agree closely

(within ±0-5%) with those obtained by the

oxalate method. It may be pointed out that

while oxalate method requires 8-10 hr. time for

completion of analysis, the spectrophotometric

method requires 30-40 minutes.

Authors’ thanks are due to Professor S. N.

Gundu Rao, Director, National Sugar Institute,

for his interest in the work
;
and to the Minis-

try of Education for a fellowship to one of us

(R. K. C.).

Dept, of Physical Chem., N. A. Ramaiah.
National Sugar Inst., Vishnu.

Kanpur, March 24, 1958. R. K. Chaturvedi.

1. Ramaiah, N. A. and Vishnu, /itta/. Chem. Acta%

1967, 16, 669.

2, Browne and Zerban, Sugar Analysis, 3rd Ed.,

John Wiley, 1948, 317,

TRANSFERENCE NUMBER IN BARIUM
THIOCYANATE AND LEAD NITRATE

BY A MOVING BOUNDARY
TECHNIQUE

It is now generally recognised that the con-
ventional Hittorf method of determining trans-

ference number of an ion is not capable of the

precision attainable with the E.M.F. and mov-
ing boundary method.* Attempts have been
made to modify Hittorf original apparatus^-^*

and to combine Hittorf type cell with moving
boundary technique.* In testing the inter-ionic

attraction theory and its practical applications

1o conductance, activity coofTicient, liquid con-

tact potential, diffusion coefficient, formation of

complex ion, the determination of the transfer-

ence number by the Hittorf analytical method
has been largely replaced by the moving
boundary system. The technique of observing a

following boundary has also been improved.*'^

A convenient apparatus for measuring trans-

ference number by a falling boundary is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 1. The cathode

PRESSURE

chamber A and the measuring tube C were

washed and filled with the experimental solu-

tion. The anode vessel B and the connecting

tube D above the joint K were filled with a

slower and lighter indicator solution. In this

operation a small air bubble was enclosed at

the joint K which was withdrawn by opening

the pinch-cocK[ Pj and if necessary Pg after

completing the circuit and no mixing between

the indicator and experimental solution thus

took place. A constant current may be
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maintained by hand regulation or by using a
thermionic valve circuit.^* The falling boundary
was timed by means of a stop-watch.

Fig. 2 shows the region where Kohlrausch
adjustment between an aqueous sol. of 0*1 N

concentration of 'NOICATOR solution (NaCNSj

Fig. 2

Ba(CNS)w and indicator sol. NaCNS takes

place. The cation transference numbers in

barium thiocyanate vary markedly (cf.

Table I ) . It could not be ascertained from
literature if these values arc real. Lack of

further information on this electrolyte prevents

too much stre.ss being laid on cation com-
plexes.

Table I

Concentration
Ba (CNS)3

(C)

VC TBa+
25® C.

0-009973 N 0-09986 0-30550
0*01981 0-14075 0-34522
0-03945 0-19862 0-38670
0-06213 0-24928 0*40604
0-08 0-28284 0-42943
0*10 0-31623 0-4564
0-12903 0-35918 0-48181

The only published values of the transfer-

ence numbers of lead pitrate’are due to Falk."^

I'hese are only at two concentrations. Falk
considered his results to be 3*2% lower, than
those he probably expected. The agreement
between the values obtained in this investiga-

tion and those found by Falk is, however, satis-

factory (cf. Table II).

It is considered now that Falk’s calculation

was not correct but that his experimental
values are correct. The limiting transference

number value T®-j.at 25® C. for lead nitrate ob-
tained from the published conductance mea-
surements should, be 0-4969 and not the value
0*503 adopted by Falk. According to this, the

value of the limiting slope for lead nitrate re-

Table II

Concentration This investiga-
Falk TPb
26° C.

Pb(N08*2
te)

\/C tion Tpb+
26° C.

0-01 N 0-10000 0-48839
0 025 0-16811 0-48823
0-02994 ,

,

0-4874
0-05 0-22361 0-48766
0*10 0-31623 0-48766
0-1002 .

.

0-4875
0-15 0-38730 0-48724 • •

quired by the inter-ionic attraction theory is

— 0*13152. This has been drawn in Fig. 3 as

SdUARC -ROOT OF CONCENTRATION

Fig. 3

dashed line. The experimental curve lies en-
tirely above the limiting slope except at the
extrapolated end points of the latter. As in
this case it has also been observed in rare
earth nitrates'^ that the transference numbers
do not approach the Onsager limiting slope.

It may be assumed that lead nitrate is in-
completely dissociated. On thb other hand, the
.study of Raman effect** has shown that lead
nitrate is completely dissociated even at high
concentration. In general, the presence of com-
plex cations will make the measured cation
transference number too large, whereas com-
plex anions will make it too small. If both are
present in equal amounts the transference
number would obviously remain constant with
the change of concentration. This probably
occurs with lead nitrate.

Dept, of Chemistry, J. N. Sahay.
Ranchi College,

Ranchi, February 26, 1958.
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ON THE TEMPERATURE AND
SALINITY STRUCTURES OF THE

BAY OF BENGAL

Previous reports on the vertical temperature
structure,! - and the thermal field at various

depths/* of the Bay of Bengal along the East

Coast of India are based on the bathy-thermo-
grapliic data collected by the personnel of the

Andhra University during the period Octo-

ber 1952 to April 1953. The author has more
recently reported some semi-permanent ther-

mal features! as revealed by the temperature

structures constructed by him from the data

collected during the period October 1955 to

May 1956. A detailed investigation of the time

and space variation of the temperature and
salinity structures of the Western Bay of

Bengal in general and the monthly mean con-

ditions of the waters off Visakhapatiiam in

particular has been carried out by the author

using both the data, the .detailed account of

which will be reported elsewhere. Some re-

sults of this investigation are briefly presented

here.

Table I

Means Ranges of

Munin
Temp.
op

Sal. %o Temp. ®F. Bal.

October • • 84-0 19-85 83*3-86*2 17*06-23*21

November • • 80*7 «3-87 es001 24*20 - 23*44

December .

.

79*0 28*23 77*5-79*7 26*00-28*49

January .

.

78*7 32-84 77-2-79*0 32*74-33*13

February .

.

80*0 32*76 79*3-80*9 32*66-33*38

March 80*7 33*50 80-0-81*7 34*24-33*08

April 82*8 33-87 80*2-85*6 34*34-33*63

Table I shows the monthly mean tempera-

tures and salinities and their ranges for the

surface waters over the continental shelf off

Visakhapatnam. The sequence of changes in

the thermal structure are as follows. The
nearly isothermal nature (with slightly posi-

tive to slightly negative temperature gradients)

of the surface layers upto the depth of the

thermocline during October, develops into

definite positive gradients of temperature and

a subsurface zone of maximum temperature

with the ‘top-thermocline’! below it by Nov-

ember. The temperature gradients at greater

depths would remain the same except for a

slight change in the depth of the thermocline.

These features would persist to some extent

even during December, Convective mixing

associated with the winter surface cooling dur-
ing January and February results in a mixed
layer of isothermal nature, eliminating the

subsurface zone of maximum temperature, upto
about 220' below which the thermocline

appears. During March and April the thermo-
cline rises upto the very surface layers due to

upwelling which starts by about the end of

February along this c»ast. The seasonal heat-

ing in the surface layers results in negative
gradients of temperature there and the thermo-
cline gradually transforms into a top-thermo-
cline during this period. At greater depths the

isotherms will be closely packed due to in-

tense upwelling taking place from deeper lay-

ers bringing up the colder waters. This inves-

tigation has further revealed that the month of

the maximum intensity of upwelling is vari-

able between April (as in 1953) to March (as

in 1956) along this coast, though the period of

upwelling generally extends upto May.

The salinity structures revealed that the

salinity generally increases with depth in the

surface layers during all the months. How-
ever, the depth of halocline (the layer in

which sharp increase in salinity occurs) would
be changing with the season and the close

agreement between the depths of the halocline

and the top-thermocline suggests that the pro-

cesses responsible for the formation of both

the features might be the same. Isohaline

nature is observed over the continental shelf off

Visakhapatnam below about 100 m. and

50 m. during the post-monsoon and the hot

weather seasons respectively.

In this connection the author expresses his

thanks to Dr. R. Ramanatham for his stimu-

lating discussions and interest in the work
;
to

his colleagues of the Geophysics and Zoology

Departments for their help in the collection of

data and the salinity estimations respectively

and to Prof. E. C. La Fond for his guidance

in the planning and collection of data.

Geophysics Dept., (?. Balaraiv^a Murty.

Andhra University,

Waltair, March 3, 1958.

1. La Fond, E. C. and Borreswara Rao, C., Def. Set.

Org., 1955. Pub. No. 4/55.

2. Ramasastry^ A. A., Def. Sci. Jour.^ Oct. 1954, 7-16,

3. — and Balarama Murly, C., Proc. Imi. Acad. Sci
1957, 46 B, 293.

4. Balarama Marty, C., A. I. 0. P. Gen. Assem,
TorcultOy 1957.
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BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF PROLONGA-
TION OF THE WEANING PERIOD ON

THE WEIGHTS OF RATS

The young suckling rat is usually weaned from
its mother on the 21st day. It is stated that

even after this period it may still continue

partially to depend upon its mother if allowed

to suckle (Donaldson, 1924). In the absence of

any published data it is not possible to indicate

whether the prolongation of weaning time

would have a beneficial effect on the growth of

the young. This communication presents the

results obtained in an investigation to elucidate

this point.

Eighty healthy female albino rats who were
nursing six young ones each were selected.

They were made up of equal number of females

nursing their first, second, third and fourth lit-

ters respectively. On the 2 1st day the total

weight of young in each litter was recorded.

These 80 litters were then equally distributed

into two groups. Animals in group one were

10ft with the mother for 4 days more while

those in group two were separated. The dis-

tribution of the 80 litters in the two groups was
carried out in such a way that in each group

there were 10 litters from each of the four

orders of birth with the same number of males

and females. This was done so that the better

growth capacity of males over females and also

the animals from latter litters (Dikshit and

Taskar, 1956, 1958) may not mask the benefi-

cial effect of the extension of the weaning

period. The average 21st day weights of the

young animals in the two groups were the

same, viz., about 31*6 for males and 31 -Og.

for females. The young animals in both the

groups were fed on the stock diet ad libitum

and they were w^eighed again on the 25th day.

The weight increases in the two groups are

represented in Table I.

The analysis of variance of these results is

given in Table II.

Table II

Analysis of variance*

D.F. Sum of Sq. Mean Sq. F

Presence of

moiher ., 1 630.71 530.71
Sex 1 2*92 2-92
Mating 3 36-80 11*93
Error 154 1052.29 6. S3

Total 169 1C21.72 • •

*After correcting for individual difierences in initial

weights by analysis of covariance the value of t for pre-

sence (of mothei) was found to be 8*87.

{/- 8-8]
; 1), F. = i54.)

Although both the groups had almost the

same weight on the 21st day and were fed the

same stock diet the animals in group one (who
were permitted to *be with their mothers for

4 days more) had greater weight gains in

4 days than those of group two. The in-

crease in the weight of animals in the first

group was fairly uniform, whereas that in the

second group was somewhat variable.

The results in Tables I and II indicate that

the young animals stand to benefit by the ex-
tension of the weaning period. The weight
increase in the rats kept with mothers could
only be due to extra nutrition that these ani-

mals obtained from the mother's milk and
cannot possibly be attributed to any psycho-
logical effect of the proximity of the mother.
This factor may play a very important role

in the humans, but it is not known if this also

operates in the rats. This observation is thus

a pointer in favour of increasing or extending
the weaning period. In this connection it may
be worthwhile to note that Mendel and

Table I

Average gain in weight of young in 4 days

Group I—Kept with mol her for 4 more days

after 21st day

Order of litter series

No. of

litters

MALES
g. S.E.

Females
g. S.E.

Group II—Separated from mother after

21st day

No, of Males Females
litters g. S.E. g. S.E.

1 .. 10 9-04 • 0-68 8*78 0*83 10 6*18 l-Ol 6-9^ 0.63

11 10 9*18 0-99 9-61 0.78 10 6.77 0‘80 6-49 0*80

III .. 10 0*29 0*77 8.33 0*61 10 4*24 1-05 4*44 0.97

tv .. 10 8*68 0*68 8.06 0.81 10 4*10 0-92 4*69 1*09
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Hubbel (1935) had shown that -the supplementa-
tion of a protein-rich *‘paste food” to the usual
stock diet caused an increase in the weaning
weight of young rats of Connecticut strain

from 31 to 48 g. in males and from 30 to 47 g.

in females during the period 1925 to 1935. The
stock diet fed to our animals contains about
17% protein which as suggested by Goettsch

(1948) should be optimal for rat growth. How-
ever, the supplementation of breast milk to

this stock diet (the composition of which is

given by Dikshit and Taskar, 1958) in the ex-
periment for four more days beyond 21 days
from birth is definitely conducive to better

growth at weaning.

It is as yet not known if and how the higher

weight at weaning time influences the subse-

quent growth rate. A follow-up study of the

growth rate of the animals in the two groups

was, unfortunately, not undertaken. It was,

however, felt that such an information could

also be obtained if the growth rates of rats

having different w^eaning* weights were studied.

With this end in view male rats from 165 litters

were selected and distributed into three groups.

The weaning weights of animals in the three

groups were in the range of 25 0 to 30-0 g.:

30-0 to 35 ‘Og. and 35*0 to 40 'Og. respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1, the growth curve of the

Fig. 1. Influence of weaning weight on the subsequent

growth rate of albino rats.

heavier animals was consistently above that of

the lighter ones. It is interesting to note that

the weight differences existing at weaning

-2S1

time persisted till the adult stage. Thus the

difference in the average weaning weight of

animals in groups 1 and 3 was about 9*16g.

while the difference at 120 days was 10*12g.

Grateful thanks are due to Dr. A. D. Taskar
for expert assistance in the statistical Analy-

sis. It is a pleasure to thank Mr. S. Haja-

manickam for his excellent technical assistance.

Nutrition Res. Labs., P. K. Dikshit.

I.C.M.R., Coonoor,
February 20, 1958.

1. Donaldson, IT. H., “ The rat. Data and reference
Tables,” Memoirs of the IVntar Institute of
Anatofny and Biolof!;y\ Nc. (>, Philadelphia^ 1924.

2. Dikshit, P. K. and Taskar. A. D., Proc. Soc. Exp,
Biol. Med.. 1956, 93, 2.35.

3. — and, 1958, To be pul dished.

4. Goettsch, M., Arch, of Bioehem . 1948, 19, 349.
5. Mendel, L. B. and Ihibbell, R. B., J.Nnir., 1935,

10, 557.

VARIATION OF COMPRESSI ONAL
VELOCITIES IN INDIAN ROCKS AT

LOW PRESSURES

It has been suggested by earlier workers that

at low pressures, the dilatational velocity in-

creases with pressures at a considerable rate

until it ceases to increase and begins to decrease

slightly with pressure. The velocity increase

in the low pressure region may be due partly

to the finite compression of the specimen and
partly to the vanishing of void spaces due to

pressure. Compressional wave velocities have
been measured and their variation studied in

some Indian rocks, by the author, in the pres-

sure region of the order of 4,000 Ib./sq. inch.

The experimental method used here is similar

to that described by Tocher.^ The travel times

for longitudinal pulsed ultrasonic beam to tra-

vel over a given distance of the specimen are

measured and the velocity computed. All mea-
surements were made at room temperature and
with no confining pressure othef than that of

the atmosphere. Velocities are measured in a

direction parallel to the compression and they

are found to increase with increasing pressure.

Compressional velocities in Km. /sec. at

P rr 0 (Vp,«q) and P rr 4,000 Ib./sq. inch

(Vt>=^4ooo) ^ Indian rocks, together with
their localities, densities in g./c.c. (p), length (D
in cm., travel times in microseconds (p,,) are

given in Table I. The pressure noted in this

table is not the one on the pump pressure

gauge but is the one on the sample.

The results show that there is a considerable

variation in \he velocity even within the low
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Table 1

Rock Locality P 1 Yp-o Vp«4ooo

Granite Hyderabad 2*66 9-60 16-16 6*26 6*31

Deccan trap • • Ajanta 3*02 6-40 10-00 6*40 6-66

Chamokite • • Pallavaram 2-75 6*16 8-46 6*11 6*20

Limestone Shahbad 2-70 6*49 8*40 6*62 6*60

Sandstone Orissa 2-12 7-19 17*40 4*10 4*40

Marble Manditog 2*83 8*52 11*8 7*16 7*30

pressure region. The variation in sandstone is above samples were again pasteurised in the

very appreciable and is as much as about 8%.
This is to be attributed to the high porosity in

comparison with the other rock types.

The author desires to express his grateful

thanks to Professor Francis Birch for offering

facilities in the Dunbar Laboratory, Harvard
University, where this work was done and for

his guidance.

Geology Dept., S. Balakrishna.

Osmania University,

Hyderabad, March 23, 1958.

1. Don Tocher, Trans, Am^r, Gcophy, Union

^

1957,

38, 1.

ON THE BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDY
OF TONED MILK

An investigation was carried out to study the

standard plate counts of toned milk, raw and

pasteurised by both laboratory and HTST
methods at the Haringhata Farm. Samples of

raw toned milk were taken from the bulk milk

generally between 1 to 2 p.m. After the milk

was pasteurised by HTST method at 170® F,

for 30 seconds samples were taken from the

sealed bottles. The first sample was taken bet-

ween 2 to 3 P.M., and the second sample was
taken between 3 to 4 p.m. as convenient. All the

laboratory, re-pasteurisation being carried out

from the sealed bottle. The test-tube method
was followed in laboratory pasteurisation.

Standard agar media was used for plating.^

The plating was done in duplicate and the

poured plates were incubated at 37^ C. for 48

hours before the reading was taken. The in-

vestigation was carried out in March and
April 1954.

Results 4Nd Discussion

From the above figures, it was noted that

the toned milk after laboratory pasteurisation

showed the average bacterial count of 7,400

per C.C., which represented the thermoduric
and thermophilic organisms present in the raw
milk.

The same milk pasteurised by the HTST
method showed the average bacterial count

18,200 per c.c., which again on re-pasteurisa-

tion in the laboratory showed the average

count of 7,100 per c.c. Thus the count of 7,100

per C.C., which is very near 7,400 per c.c.

obtained in case of laboratory pasteurised milk,

showed the presence of thermophilic and
thermoduric organisms in the re-pasteurised

milk. Obviously the count of 18,200 per c.c.

was due to contamination from the various

equipments of the pasteurisation plant, e.g.,

pipelines, reservoirs, bottle-filling machine,

Table I

Results of bacteriological analysis of raw and pasteurised toned milk

Pasteurised Milk
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bottle, etc. The same thing was noted in the

second sample. Another thing was seen in the

second samples of pasteurised toned milk

(sealed bottle) that they always showed higher

counts than that of the previous ones, the pos-

sible cause of which might be due to accumu-
lation of bacteria during the running of the

plant, specially the bottle-filling machine.

•“Dairy Farm, Satya Ranjan Sarkar.

Haringhata, February 19, 1958.

1.

Mackie, T. j. and McCartney, J. E., Handbook of

Practical Bactcriolc^y^ 7 th Ed. E. and S.

T-ivingstone, 1945, 30G.
* I’resent Address : Public Health l^aborator},

Darjeeling.

A NOTE ON GAFFKYA SPECIES
ISOLATED FROM INDIAN EARTH-

WORM
Bergey's Manual- provides key to only two

species in the genus Gafkya and refers the

habitat of both as the animal body. The bac-

teria are pointed out to' be parasitic, Gram
positive and occurring as tetrads in the ani-

mal body and in special media only, while in

ordinary culture media they are said to occur

in pairs and irregular masses. The only other

Gaffkya species described in the literature is

also of animal origin and, in fact, has been

reported to be pathogenic for the American

lobster and a,s such named Gafkya hotuarl-

rhu.s all the three known species have animals

a.s their habitat *and are stated to be either

white or greyish white in appearance on cul-

ture media.^ --" The nomenclatural vicissitudes

of the genus and the inadequacy of its defini-

tion have justly been the subject of a detailed

discussion by Aaronson.^ In this note is given,

for the first time, the description of a yellow

pigmented, aerobic, micrococcus isolated from

earthworm intestines which, under the avail-

able -system of classification and nomenclature,

has to be placed in the genus Gaffkya, Per-

haps, in course of time, if more strains are

isolated and studied the organism would merit

a specific name*

—

Gaffkya pheretima—inasmuch

as the 11 isolates thus far studied were derived

from the alimentary canal of Indian earth-

worms, mostly Pheretima species. It is inter-

esting to observe that even this species has as

its habitat the animal body, though it is rathet*

anfortunate that pathogenecity studies could not

be carried out before a typical strain of this

organism, maintained by us, was inadvertently

lost.

It has been reported earlier^ that of the 16

micrococci isolated from the intestinal contents

of earthworms on nutrient agar, 4 were starch

hydrolysing variants of Micrococcus aurantiacus

and 1 Micrococcus sp. The remaining 11 were

referred to as Gaffkya sp. as they were observed

to be typical tetrads, even on ordinary media

like nutrient agar. Details of the isolation

procedures may be foi^nd elsewhcre.’^’^ Relevant

characteristics, which should prove to be of

help in referring similar other isolates to this

bacterium are presented in this note. It will be

clear from the description afforded that the

species under report differs substantially from

other Gaffkya described so far and, perhaps,

represents a new species.

Morphology: Typical tetracocci, 0-8-l*0u

diameter ;
non-sporc-forming ;

non-motile

and non-capsulated ; Gram positive.

Growth on Nutrient Agar

:

At 25-27° C. in 2

days, 1- 5-2- 0 mm. round, smooth, convex,

entire, lemon-yellow colonies.

Nutrient Broth

:

Thin, pale yellow pellicle,

yellow ring, heavy turbidity near surface

and pale yellow to yellow, granular or vis-

cid sediment.

Hydrogen Sulphide : Not formed ;
one strain

formed H^S after 8 days.

Indole

:

Not formed.

Nitrates

:

Not reduced.

Litmus Milk : No change.

Milk Agar

:

Casein slightly hydrolysed.

Gelatine : Liquefied.

Catalase : Present.

Ammonium Phosphate : Nut utilised.

Sugar Media : Acid in maltose but not in

lactose, glucose, sucrose, mannite, dextrin,

starch and glycerine
;
one strain formed

acid in dextrin also.

Microbiology Dept., S. R. Khambata.

St. Xavier’s College, J. V. Bhat.‘“

Bombay-1, March 17, 1958.

•

# ^

• Present Addiess : Fermentation Technology Labora-
tory, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 3,
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SYNTHESIS OF 7, 10-DIMETHOXY~5. 6,

11, 12-TETRAHYDRO NAPHTHACENE-
6, 12-DIONE

Recently a number of antibiotics^ and qui-

nones- have been isolated from mould meta-
bolites which are hydronaphthacene derivatives.

Terramycin (I) and related antibiotics are ocia-

hydronaphthacene derivatives while pyrromyci-

nones (II) isolated by 6rockmann from actino-

mycates are hydroxynaphthacene quinones.

OH CHa OH N(CH.)a
\/ I I

/\/\/\/\_,
on

OH

CONHa

I H i

OH O OH

O OH

/\/\AA

xJx/xJx/
I II I

OH O OH

\

COOR.

II /

A few attempts have been made in

the past to synthesise hydronaphthacenes

by hydrogenating naphthacenes, naphtha-

cene quinones-^ or using tetralin'^ as a

starting material and building up the remaining

part of the molecule. Very recent trend*^ is to

build up molecules having chelating properties

similar to tetracyclines. Gates and Dickenson’*

have recently reported the synthesis of a

hydronaphthacene derivative. Older methods,

however, are of limited application for the syn-

thesis of substituted hydronaphthacenes and

hence attempts are being ma<f.e in this laboratory

to develop new methocls for their synthesis. The

present communication records a preliminary

investigation in this field.

5, 8-Dimethoxy-l-tetralone prepared by the

modified method of Shah, Shah and KulkarnH

was condensed with orthophthalaldehydic acid

to give 2-(2"-carboxy-benzylidene)-5, 8-di-

methoxy-l-tetralone (III a) : crystallized from
alcohol, m.p. 166-67^0. (Found: C, 71-2;

H, 51%. CaoH^gOr; requires C, 71*0; H, 5*3%);

2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydrazone crystallized from
acetic acid, m.p. 236° C. (Found: C, 59*9;

H, 4*6
; N, 11*1%. C26H22N4O3 requires C, 60*2

;

H, 4*3
;

N, 10-8%.) A mixed m.p. with
the 2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydrazone described

below showed no depression, thus showing that

during hydrazone formation in presence of acid,

lactonization also took place.

Attempts to cyclize (III a) to the correspond-
ing 5, 6, 11, 12-tetrahydronaphthacene-6, 12-

dione (IV) with concentrated sulphuric acid

resulted in the formation of the lactone (V);

crystallized from benzene, m.p. 156-57° C.

(Found: C, 70*8; H, 5-4%. requires

C, 71-0; H, 5-3%); 2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydra-

zone crystallized from acetic acid, m.p. 235-
36° C. (Found: C, 60-0; H, 4*0; N, 10*5%.

C.(jH22N40
j^
requires C, 69*2

;
H, 4*3

; N, 10-8%.

>

OR o

AA/\/\

HOOC
OCH3

III ^7; R^CHs
III d; R= II

OCH3 O

AA/\/\
N/\A\/\/

I II

OCII3 o
,

IV

Cyclization of (Ilia) through the acid chlo-

ride with anhydrous aluminium chloride gave a

tarry material. The new condensing reagent
phosphorus oxychloride-zinc chloride so suc-

cessfully used in the synthesis of xanthones by
Shah^ and co-workers gave 2-(2Acarboxy-
benzylidine)- 5 - methoxy-8-hydroxy-l-tetralone
(Illb); crystallized from alcohol, m.p. 145° C.

(Found: C, 69*8
; H, 5*2%. requires

C, 70'3
; H, 4*9%. ) The acid (Ilia) was at

last cyclized in very poor yields to the corres-

ponding hydronaphthacene (IV) by polyphos-
phoric acid. The naphthacene derivative was
isolated as bis-2, 4-dinitrophenyl hydrazone

;

crystallized from acetic acid, m.p. 230-31° C.

(decomposition). (Found: C, 56*5; H, 3*7,

N, 16*3%. C^oH.,4Nj^O^(^ requires C, 56*5

;

H, 3*5 ; N, 16*5%.)

The structure of the lactone (V) is (Va) as

on reduction with lithium aluminium hydride

it gave a diol, without the carbonyl group or

a double bond in conjugation with the benzene
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ring system, isolated as diacetate (VI); crystal-

lized from alcohol, m.p. 191® C* (Found : C,

69-9; H, 6*5%. Co
4
H2 ({

0
(j

requires C, 70-1; H,

6-3% ma*- 292 m^, log e 3-6960

OCHa O

co^\/
OCH,

V a

OCH3O

AA/;“\/\

Vb
0CH3 0COCH3

I

X /
cn,ocoH,c

0CH3
VI

/\/

Further the partial reduction of the carbonyl

group of the benzylidene tetralone (Ilia), leav-

ing the double bond in tact, fur closing up the

ring at 3-position of the tetralone, as was done
by Sukh Dev-* in case of A^-octahydro-l-oxo-

3-carbomethoxyazulene, was attempted by
using sodium borohydride when 2-(2'-carboxy-

benzylidene )-53 8-dimethoxy tetrahydronaph-

thalene-l-ol (VII) was formed. It was isolated

as corresponding lactone (VIII); crystallized

from alcohol, m.p. 151-52® C. (Found: C, 74*5;

H, 5-8%. CooHjf^O^ requires C, 74*5
;
H, 5-6%.

)

Attempts to enforce the conversion of this lac-

tone» to the corresponding tetrahydronaphtha-

cene, were fruitless.

OCH3

I
CHOH

/\/\y\/x

\/\/ /\/
I

HOOC
OCHg

Vll

CO*
I

OCII3 o
i I

/x/\ ^CH

OCII3

VIII

Experiments are in progress using hydro

-

aromatic aldehydes and substituted tetralones.

These and stereochemical investigation in this

field would be reported elsewhere.

Chemistry Department, A. L. Pandit.

Institute of Science, A. B. Kulkarni.

Bombay-1, January 22, 1958.
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TOCOPHEROL CONTENT AS AN
INDEX OF ADULTERATION OF GHEE
Emmerie (1940), Lieck and Willsteadt (1945),
Reinart (1949), Bird ct al, (1951)^ Anglin et al,

(1955), and Narayanan ct al, (1956) have re-
ported that the tocopherol content of butterfat
lay between lO^g./g. and 45Mg./g. of fat. Some
other workers (Emmerie and Engel, 1943

;

Hove and Hove, 1945 ; Fisher, 1945 ; Rama-
murthy and Banerjee, 1950) have analysed
groundnut and sesame oils and reported a value
as high as 200Mg./g. of fat. Mahon et al, (1955)
have indicated that tocopherol estimation may
prove useful in detecting adulteration of milk
products like condensed milk, ice-cream and
cheese. Information on the tocopherol content
of Indian edible oils is scanty

; estimation of
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tocopherol in ghee is likely to indicate the ex-
tent of adulteration. Results obtained to check
the hypothesis are presented in this article.

Experimental
Cream ghee was prepared by clarification of

cream from cow and buffalo milk at 115® C.

Coconut, groundnut, sesame and hydrogenated
groundnut oils were obtained from the market
in fresh condition. The tocopherol contents of

a dozen samples of ghee and of each oil were
estimated by the method reported by Nara-
yanan et al. (1956). The fats were saponified

with alcoholic potash in presence of pyrogallol

and the unsaponifiable matter was dissolved in

benzene (A.R„ thiophene free). The carotene

and vitamin A were removed by passing through

a column of freshly activated floridin earth.

The benzene filtrate was evaporated under
reduced pressure and the residue dissolved in

warm alcohol. Ferric chloride and dipyridyl

solutions in alcohol were added in succession

and the red colour developed in 2 min. was mea-
sured colorimctrically. The results obtained are

presented in Table I.

Table I

Tocopherol content of common edible oils

Tocopherol content ug /g. fat Feroxide
value ml

Fat -
0-002N.

Maximum Minimum Average Thio./K.
fat

(k)W' ghee 44-9 23-5 34-8 0-1
Butfalo ghee .. 36-7 18-0 25-9 0-1
Coconut oil

Hydrogenated
42-0 26-6 35-1 0-3

groundnut oil 288-7 213-9 246-1 0-2
Sesame oil .. 290-9 199-2 241-5 0*5
Groundnut oil .. 330-6 228-6 255-9 0-6

Ghee was adulterated at 5, 10, 15, 20, and
25% levels with groundnut and hydrogenated
groundnut oils and tocopherol contents of origi-

nal ghee and adulterated mixtures estimated
and the results are shown in Table II.

From Table I, the tocophercvl content of ghee
and coconut ‘oil ranged •between 20‘6Atg,/g. and
44*5iug./g. of fat, whereas other vegetable oils

showed much higher values (over 190Mg./g).
The tocopherol content of ghee increases with

increasing admixture with extraneous vegetable

fat (Table II). Five % adulteration increased

the tocopherol value to as high as 45-7Aig./g.

in cow ghee. A 10% addition to ghee caused
an increase of nearly over 57% cow ghoe
and 83% in buffalo ghee in the tocopherol

contents. Addition of foreign fat to the extent
of 20% to cow ghee and 15% to buffalo ghee
almost doubled the tocopherol content. Of
course, the natural variation of tocopherol con-

Table II

Tocopherol content of adulterated ghee

Adulteration with

Adultera- Jlyilrogenated

lion % groundnut oil
Groundnut oil

Experiment
tal value

%
increase

Experimen-
tal value

%
increase

0 35-5

Cow Ghee

35-5
5 45-7 28-7 45-6 28-4

10 56-0 67-7 56-7 59-7
15 66-2 86-5 65-9 85-6
20 76-3 114-9 76-2 114-8

25 86-5 143-6 86-6 143-6

0 28-6
Buffalo Ghee

25-6
5 36-2 41-4 3G-0 40-6

10 47-0 83-6 46-9 83-2
15 57-6 125-0 67-5 124-6

20 68-2 166-4 68-1 16G-0
25 79-0 298-6 78-8 207-8

tent in ghee (20-45 Mg./g.) limits the detection

of adulteration below 10%. It is also note-

worthy that hydrogenated oils also have high

tccopherol contents. Where the analytical data

of ghee are suspicious of adulteration, a deter-

mination of tocopherol content may prove use-

ful. Adulteration with coconut oil will escape

detection by this method.

The authors are thankful to the Director of

Dairy Research for his keen interest in the

work.
•

R. A. Ramanujan.
C. P. Anantakrisiinan.

Southern Regional Station,

National Dairy Research
Institute, Bangalore, February 10, 1958.
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FRUCTOSE-GLUCOSE RELATION
DURING VEGETATIVE AND REPRO-
DUCTIVE STAGES IN SUGARCANE

In an earlier communication^ fructose was
reported to exist in greater amounts than glu-

cose in matui'e cane juices. In this note are

presented certain characteristic trends in

the relative concentrations of fructose and
glucose in juices of early-flowering (Co. 285)

and late-flowering (Co. 290) cane varieties re-

corded at specific stages of their growth and
development.

Six to eight uniformly growing main shoots

of similar physiological age were collected every

time from each variety between 8-30 and
9-00 A.M. and juice extracted—sampling com-
mencing from August 13. 1956, when the plants

were six-months-old. Sucrose was estimated

by the usual double polarisation method while

fructose and glucose were determined accord-

ing to the micro method of Van Der Plank-

adopting the modification for the calculation of

glucose in presence of fructose,* The errors

due to sampling were so minimised that the

magnitude of error between any two samples

was never more than 3-5^.

In Table I are given the percentages (on

juice weight basis) of fructose, glucose and

cose values increase rapidly during symptom
and short blade stages (ascending arrow) and

fall steeply during arrowing stage (descending

‘®1I

Fig. 1

arrow). Characteristica,lly the F/G ratio

(Fig. lb), shows the opposite trend. In the

late-flowering variety C(». 290, the period of

Table I

Co. 285 (Early flowering) Co. 290 (I.ate flowering)

Date of Sampling
Str^e at the

time of

sampling

Fruituse

(F)

Glucos-e

(G)
F/G

Stage at the

Sui rose time of

sampling

Fructose

(F)
Glucose

(G)
F/G Sucrose

1956

13 Augu.st Veg. 0-65

(Percentages on Juice-weight

0-41 1-59 8-43

basis)

Veg. 0*85 0*61 1*39 6-2J
30 August Veg. 0-64 0*42 1-52 8*86 Veg. 0*91 0*95 0*96 7*43
19 September .. Veg. 0-98 0*92 1*07 9*29 Veg. 0*80 0-.59 1*36 9*96
30 September .. Sym. DOi 0*86 M7 10*14 Veg. 0*48 0*44 1*09 10*33
18 October S.B. 0-89 0*57 1*56 9*87 Veg. 0*57 0*63 0*90 9*40
6 November .. Arrowed 0.35 0*19 1*84 13*21 Veg. 0*71 0*85 0*84 8*07

18 November .. Arrowed 0-38 0*12 3*17 14*16 Veg. 0*81 0*80 • 1*01 7*11

3 December .. .

,

• * .

.

. •
*• Sym. .

0*39 0*42 0*93 13*13
10 December •• * * •• * • • • Arrowed 0*28 0*07 •4*00 15*00

Veg. Vegetative. Sym. Symptom, S P.~ Short Blade.

sucrose in juices of the two cane varieties at

specific stages of vegetative growth and flower-

ing. The fmctose/glucose ratios are given

separately. In Fig. 1 is shown the general

trend of the variation in fructose-glucose con-

centration during vegetative, symptom, short

blade and arrowed stages of the two cane

varieties.

In the early-flowering variety Co. 285

(Fig. 1 a, notched line) the fructose and glu-

vegetative growth is prolonged and the rapid
vegetative growth during this period is cha-
racterised by relatively high values in fructose

and glucose with corresponding low values for

F/G ratio. The trend of the fructose and glu-

cose, and F^G values is similar as in Co. 285
during short blade and arrowing stages. In the
early-flowering variety Co. 285, the rapid vege-
tative growth period is completed prior to the
six months stage of the plants and hence the
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high values in fructose and glucose as seen in

Co. 290 are not evidenced.

Fructose values relative to glucose values

appear to bring out an important point in the

metabolism of the sugarcane plant. Fructose in

sugarcane seems to be utilised relatively in

greater quantities as compared to glucose dur-

ing the rapid vegetative, initiation and short

blade stages while it tends to accumulate or

is in lesser demand at arrowing stage. Another
point of interest is that, with the arrowing, the

high sucrose per cent, is followed by a rapid

decrease in the hexose sugars (F and G) and

a very high value for F/G ratio. This charac-

teristic may be a very good index of maturity

in sugarcane.

Fuller details of the paper will appear else-

where.

Thanks are due to Shri S. Ramakrishnan,

Junior Assistant, for assistance, and to Shri N. L.

Dutt, M.Sc., F.A.Sc., Director, for kind inter-

est in these investigations.

Sugarcane Breeding Inst., K. Parthasarathi.

Post Lawley Road, M. Vijayasaradhy.

Coimbatore, February 21, 1958.

1. Parlhasaratlu, K. and Vijayasaradhy, M., Pt'oe,

Bten, Cofif. Sugarcane Res, and Develop, Worhers^

India, 1957, Part 1, B-15.

2. VanDer Plank, J. E.. Biochem. Jour,, 1936,30, 457,

A NEW BACTERIAL BLIGHT OF
CYAMOPSIS TETRAGONOLOBA (L.)

TAUB.
A DETAILED microscopic examination of a severe

leaf-blight on C. tetragonoloba, found in

August 1957, on the Agricultural College Farm,

Anand. revealed yellow masses of bacteria ooz-

ing out from the affected leaf-tissues. The
symptoms of the disease very much resemble

those produced by X. campestris. The pathogen

enters the leaf chiefly through hydathodes

vrhere it produces irregular, V-shaped pale-

yellow spots of various sizes (^p the leaf-bord-

ers. The spots gradually* increase in size when
the central portion becomes pale-brown accom-

panied by a yellow watei’-soaked border. Under
a severe attack, the entire leaf-border gets

infected, the leaves shrivel, droop and die.

Under ideal condition of infection as they occur

under high humidity and low temperature

(July-January), the infection becomes systemic

as the pathogen migrates to the le^f-veins and

makes its way as far as the stem through leaf-

petiole. As a result, defoliation from the base

upward is quite common. Lower leaves which
are naturally shacted by the upper ones show

[
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heavier infection. Infection on the flower, the

pod and the stem is not so far observed.

Morphology.—The organism is a short rod,

single, rarely in pairs, gram-negative, not acid-

fast, non-spore-former, capsulated, motile by a

polar flagellum, yellowish and stains readily

with common dyes. In 48-hour-old culture

grown on potato dextrose agar at 27® C., the

size of the cells is 1-2-1-5 x 0-4-0-6

Cultural and Physiological Characters.—On
potato dextrose agar plates, the colonies are

smooth, pulvinate. glistening with entire mar-
gins, consistency butyrous, 12mm. in 6 days,

striations from a central ring of about 3 mm.,
naphthalene yellow (Ridgway), border 0*5 mm.
light-coloured

; on slant, growth abundant,
smooth, convex, glistening, butyrous, no stria-

tions, naphthalene yellow (Ridgway), border
light-coloured, flowing

; on cylinders, growth
copious, flowing, shining, convex, covering the

entire surface in 4 days, colour of the cylinder

not changed, martius yellow (Ridgway), no
odour, smooth filiform*. On nutrient agar plates,

colonies flat, poor in growth, smooth, glisten-

ing, with entire margins, straw colour (Ridg-

way), no striations, not butyrous, 6 mm. in 6

days, border 0*5 mm. light in colour; on slant,

growth fair, flat, baryta yellow (Ridgway),
entire slant not covered, filiform, no odour

,

in broth, very good growth within 24 hours,

ring present, no floccules, no pellicle and no
sediment

;
on dextrose plates, colonies smooth,

convex, shining with entire margins, consist-

ency butyrous, with striations, 9 mm. in 6 days,

mustard yellow
; on dextrose slant, excellent

growth, flowing, filiform, no odour, entire sur-

face covered, wax yellow
; in dextrose broth,

heavy growth within 24 hours, heavy ring, no
floccules, no pellicle and no odour. Plain and
litmus milk not affected

;
gelatin liquefied

;

starch and casein hydrolysed ; HoS produced ;

nitrates not reduced, NH.^ from nitrates or

peptone not produced ; indole not produced

;

Loeffler’s blood serum liquefied in 4 days. Acid
but no gas from dextrose, lactose, maltose,

mannitol, glucose, xylose
; no growth in sali-

cin ; alkaline reaction from acetic and citric

acids ; optimum growth at 25-27® C. ; thermal
death-point at about 51® C.

; facultative anae-
robe

;
sodium chloride tolerant upto 3% ;

pathogenic only to hairy and glabrous varieties

of C. tetragonoloba.

Since no bacterial blight has been reported

on C. tetragonoloba so far and since it does
not infect other related plant species, it is pro-
posed to name the pathogen Xanthomonas
cyamophagus nov. sp.
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Further details will be published elsewhere.

Plant Path. Lab., A. J. Patel.
College of Agriculture, M. K. Patel.
Anand, March 1, 1958.

A NOTE ON HEPATIC FLORA OF
MT. ABU

Mt. Abu is the richest spot for vegetation hi

Rajasthan. It is situated between 24® 31'-

24M3'N. and 72® 38' to 72®53'E. at an average

Types

height of about 4,200 ft. above the sea-level, its

highest peak Gurishikar being 5,653 ft. above
the sea-level. The rainfall is usually heavy,
average being 61" to 65" annually and many
shady types which are uncommon in neigh-
bouring plains are met with here. The rainy
season extends from about the month of June
to middle of September during which Iher-
worts and mosses are very common, occurring
in different habitats.

I^ocalities Habitat

ANTHOCEROTALES
ANTHOCKROTACE/K

1. Ani/ioceros hitnalayensis Kash.
2. Anthoegros erectus Kash.

3. Phoeoceros sp.

Notothylas Shull

4. Notothyhis levieri Schiff.

MARCHANTIALES
Marchantia L.
5. Afarchautia palymor(*ha L.
Asterella lieauv.

*

0. Asterella angusta St.

7, Asterella Blumeyana Nees
Plagioehasma L. et L.

8, Plagioehasma articulatum Kash.

0. Plagioehasma apendiculatum L. et L.

TAKGlONACEiE
Cyathodium Kunge

10. Cyathodium tuberosum Kash.

11. Cyathodium baroda Chavan.
Targionia (Mich.)^I..

12. Targionia hypophylla E.
RiCClACEiE

Riccia (Mich.) L.

13. Riccia fluitanos T..

14. Riccia hymalayensis St. (A*, discolor

L. et L )

15. Riccia frostrii Aust.

16. Riccia crystallina L.

17. Riccia gangeiica Ahmad

18. Riccia plana Taylor

19. Riccia Hilardieri Mont.

20. Riccia aravalliensis*

JUNGERMANNIALES
ANACROGYNyE
ANEURACEiE

Metzgeria Raddi
21. Metzgeria himalayensi

s

Kash

.

CODONIACEAfi
22. Pellia epiphylla Lindle.

23. Calycularia crispulla Mitt.

24. Fossombronia hitnalayensis Kash.

Very common
Behind Sirohi Kothi, Sunset

point
Near Kodra dam

Kumarwara and Sunset point

Craigway

Very common

Common

Very common

Very common

Very common

Naki Lake, Achalgarh

Mo.st common

Tank near Municipal Park

(vommon

Sunset point, behind Sirohi
Kothi, Achalgarh

Oriya, Kodradam Dilwara
Sunset point, Naki Lake,

Achalgarh •

Anadhra point, Sunset point
Kumarwara St, Mary High

School
Sunset point, Naki Lake

Behind Sirohi Kothi,# near
Hanuman Temple, on way
to Gaumukh

Hanuman Temple, Gaumukh
Sunset point

Moist and shady places
Moist ground with mosses

Moist soil

Moist soil in patches

Moist Rock

Dry and moist soil or rc^ks
on bark of trees

M oist ground and rocks

On moi^^t soil, walls of old
buildings

Moist dry ground on walls,
buildings, rock.s and bark
of trees

In moi^'t and shady place.

s

usually in patches
On moist soil

On moist soil, rocks, walls of
old houses, bark of tree,s

Banks of water where soil is

very moist or actually under
water

Moist soil and rocks

On banks of water

Moist ground ^and rocks
Moist soil

Moist ground
*

Moist soil and rocks

Moist ground

In moist places among mosses

Near flowing water

Moist soil.

Moist soil with mosses

While identifying some of my collections Dr. S. K. Pand6 found It to be a new species. He has named it after
Aravalll Hills.
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Liverworts of Mt. Abu have received con-

siderably little attention. Mahabale and Chavan
(1945) while describing Hepatics in Gujarat,

and Mahabal6 and Kharadi (1946), describing

the ecological vegetation of Mt. Abu, mention
(i) Plagiochasyna appendiculatum L. & L., and
(ii) Riccia discolor L. & L. The writer during

his visits in different seasons to Abu has been
able to collect following species of liverworts

and various mosses from different localities. It

is expected that many more may be found cn
fuidher exploration of the vegetation of Ihe

place.

It will be seen from the above that the

genera, particularly belonging to either Mar-
chantales or Anthocerotalcs, like species of

Riccid, Funhriaria. Targionia, Plagiochasma

and Antlioceros arc widely distributed and

found in various types of habitats.

The climate and edaphic factors favour tne

growth of liverworts but Abu often being dry

for the greater part of the year, only those spe-

cies are found here which can either resist the

draught or can mature within a short period

of 2 to 3 months. Probably Mt. Abu presents

the Hepatic flora similar to that found in the

hills of the Western or drier Himalayas. It is

interesting to note that out of 24 species from

Abu listed above, many are found in the

Western Himalayas and South India. Hence

Abu may be expected to present a hepatic

vegetation intermediate between that of the

Western Himalayas and South India and may
form a connecting link between the two.

The author is highly grateful to Dr. P. N.

Mehra for his valuable help and advice. I am
also thankful to Mr. R. S. Chopra and Dr. S. K.

Pande for help in identifying some of the col-

lections.

Lecturer in Botany, K, R. Bapna.

Jaswant College,

Jodhpur, February 20, 1958.
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A NEW SPECIES OF CERCOSPORA ON
BLUMEA LACERA DC.

In connection with phytopathological survey of

the areas commanded by Hirakud canal sys-

tem, the common weed Blumea lacera DC. was
observed to be heavily infected by a Cerco-

spora sp. (Fig. 1). This particular fungus,

f

Fig. 1. Spots on the leaf of Blumea lacera DC.

descriptions of which are given below, is found
to be very much different in character from
Cercospora blumece de Thuemen,- *''’ recorded in

India by Sydow and McRae ( 1929 )
L4 and

C. blumece-balsamiferce Sawada,’* already re-

ported on Blumea species.

Spots amphigenous, scattered, first appear as
yellow specks but later turn brown and en-
large, 5 mm. (average 1cm.) to 3 cm. in dia-

meter, circular, often coalesccnt and irregular,

older spots gray-coloured, central tissue necro-
tic, frequently become shot-holes.

Conidiophores very long, divergent, prostrate

or curving down, straight or geniculate, thick-

walled, brown-coloured, multiseptate with long

internodes, fasciculate or in singles, protruding

through stomatal openings, measure 103-

( 168-67) -426 M X 4-5*5 M ; conidia hyaline, aci-

cular, acropleurogenous, straight or arcuate,

short septate, without oil globules, with hilum
at the point of attachment, measure 56-(87-36)-

144 m X 4* 5 m (Fig. 2).

Habitat

:

living leaves of Blumea lacera DC.,

8-11-1956, Hirakud Island and Research Staff

Colony premises, Sambalpur, Orissa, Leg.

S. N. Das.

Type specimens deposited at the Herbarium
of the New York State College of Agriculture,

Cornell University ; Herb. Crypt. Ind. Orient,

I.A.R.I., New Delhi (25884) and at the Com-
monwealth Mycological Institute, Surrey, Eng-
land (1. M.l. 67911).

Letters to the Editor
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CVrcospora bluineicola Das, Spec, Nov.

Maculae amphigenae, dispersae, primo appa-
rcntes ut puncta lulca, tandem evadenles brun-

tieat' atque dilatalae, diametientes 5 mm.
<mediel. 1cm.) ad 3 cm. circulares, saepe

coalescentes atque irregu lares, maculis vetuslio-

tibus griseis, textu medio jiecrotico, saepe

evadenles cavae.

Fig. 2. runidicpliorcs {C Hiid (’onidiu (« ) of

r. Nutnetiola Das.

Conidiophori longissimi, divergentes, pros-

trati vel doorsurn curvati, recti vel geniculati,

crassis parietibus pratiditi, brunnei, spatiis in-

ternodalibus longis, multiseptati, fasciculatj vel

singuli, emergentes per stomata, magnitudinis

l03-(168*67)-426 4-5*5 At
;

conidia hyalina,

acicularia, acropleurogena, recta vel arcuata,

breviter septata, absque globulis oleaceis, hilo

ornata ad punctum junctionis, magnit. 56-

(87-36)-144At V 4*5 g.

Habitat in foliis viventibus Blumese lacerae

DC. die 8 novembris anni 1956, in insula Hira-

kund atque in colonia ministrorum investiga-

tionis, ad Sambalpur, in Statu Orissa, legit

S. N. Das.

Typus posit u.s in herbario collegii Agriculturae

in Statu Neo-Eboracensi, in Universitate Cor-

nelliana, in Herb. Crypt. Tnd. Orient, I.A.R.I

,

New Delhi (25884) atque in Commonwealth
Mycol. Instit. Surrey in Anglia (1. M.l. 67911).

In view of the divergent, very long conidio-

phores, hyaline acicular conidia and large gray

.«pots. Dr. C. Chupp of Cornell University,

U.S.A., and Mr. Deighton of Commonwealth
Mycological Institute, England, considered this

fungus to be a new species.

Thanks are due to Rev. Father Dr. H. Santa-

pau, St. Xavier’s College, Bombay, for render-

ing the Latin descriptions; to Dr, U. N. Mohanty,

Deputy Director of Agriculture, Cuttack, for hi.s

helpful suggestions and to Shri G. N. Rout,

Agricultural Research Oflic*er, Sambalpur, for

providing I.»aboratory facilities.

Section of Mycology. Sitanath Das,
Agric. Res. Station,

Sambalpur, Januaru 13, 1958.
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AKIN EXE FORMATION IN TH E GENUS
HORMIDIUM (KUTZ.) KLEBS.

7'wo species of the genus Hornddiuin, namely,
Hormidium rivulare Kiitz. and llonnidinw
.subtile (Kutz.) Heering, were collected in

the vicinity of Nainital. H. rivulare was col-

lected in October, 1957, from the exposed con-
crete footsteps near the Department of Botany
and from the soil near the Library of Govern-
ment College, Nainital, while H. subtile w’as

collected in August, 1957, from shallow depres-

sions on the surface ot exposed rock. The
materials were fixed in formalin at the

spot.

^he specimens of both species were very in-

teresting as they showed the formation of

akinetes. In H. rivnlorc the akinetes w^ere

formed either .singly (Figs. 1, 2) or in short

Figs. 1, 2. Filaments of //. f 'lrulare showing inatute

ellipsoidal akinetes, x 200.

Fig. 3. Filanmnl of //. nrutarc, showing young
reetangular akinetes, X 200. *

Fjo, 4. Filament of //. suhtOi\ showing solitary

akinete, X 200.

Fig. 5. Filament of H subtili\ shewing akinetes in a

long chain, X 125.
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chains of 4~r) (Fig. 3) in a filament. The
.sjxne.s uere 3-'(l times longer than the vegeta-

tive colls. Younger akinetes were rectangular

in outline but at maturity they became ellip-

S(adal with or without a median depression.

Mature akinetes were rich in oil content.

In H, sublUc the akinetes were usually lorm-
ed in long chains (Fig. 5) and in most cases

nearly all the cells m a filament were trans-

formed into aKinete.s. In a few cases they were
formed singly (Fig. 4). Mature akinetes were
usually rectangular hut occasionally spherical

ones were also met with. The akinetes were
thick-walled and looki'd .somewhat pale-green

in colour. In some li laments there were colour-

less akinetes also.

The writer has not come across any descrit)-

tion of akincte formation in the genus J/ormi-

ditnn excejit a brief reference in Fritsch

(]). 206 ).>

To the best of writer's information this is

the first record of akincte formation in genus

llorniidinni.

Dept, of Botany, K. F Singh.

Th. D. S. B. Govt. College,

Naimtal, U.P.,

October 8, 1957.

1. h, F E., yVti' St t It! itn (' nuii the l\i p! tu!Hi t tot!

td th, 1931,1, C.iinhi Kigf, p 75M

OCCURRENCE OF GROWTH CHECKS
IN THE SCALES OF THE INDIAN

MACKEREL, RASTRELLIGER
CANAGURTA (CUVIER)*

Agk and growth studies form an es.sential part

of fishery biological re.search. Owing to the

well-known limitations of the length-frequency

method in these .studies the need has been fre-

quently fell for other suitable method.s. While

ill the temperate cuuntnes .scales, otoliths and

other bony structures have proved to be use-

ful tools m .such work, tlu'.se structures have

not been so readily useful in the tropical coun-

trio.s. But the ])ossibility of the scales or oto-

liths being useful age-indicators in some spe-

cies even in tropical waters has been demon-

strated by some recent investigations. ^
‘‘

The great impoidance of searching for suit-

able age and growth indicators in the macke-

rel was stressed by the Rastrrlhger Sub-Com-

mittee of the Indo-Pacitic I’lsh^.ries (Tiuncil at

its Penang session in September 1956, in con-

nection with the largo-.scale researches planned

by most of the Indo-Pacific countries on this

vi‘ry important commei-cinl fish of the region.

it was therefore con.sidered useful in this con-

nectn^n to examine the scales of the Indian

mackerel {Rastrelliger cavayurta) and a pre-

liminary inve^igation on this aspect was taken

up by the author in Karwar during the period

October- December 1957. While tins investiga-

tion is now being extended and more material

from dilTorent parts of the Indian coast is

still under examination, it is interesting to

repiirt here that the material collected from

the Kanara coast during the abov€i period has

revealed clear growth checks or rings in the

scales of the largest sizes, in the form

of breaks m the sculpturing of the

scal(‘s parallel to and near the margins.

In practically all casest there was only one

ring m the scale ; in some the uppi'r sculii-

tured layer stopped short of the lower un-

sculptured layer, the edge of the former mark-

ing the ring; but in a large majority of indi-

viduals there was a wcll-maiked upper

(sculptured) layer# also outside the ring, often

with a cliange of pattern.

The accompanying photomicrographs show

.scales of the Indian mackerel with and with-

out the growth cliecks.

',9

PHO’inMicuorTKAPH 1. A scale of /uKtreltn^er

la/tiiCftria, (Fl-male 21Ui » la. ilaied 29 I I 19.1;),

X 14 *5. Maik C indiuitt^s llu' gmwth check.

Three hundred and sixty-nine individuals

were examined in all from the North Kanara

coast during the above period and the table

shows the distribution of the scale rings in

the different size-groups examined. It will be

noted that rings were completely absent in all

individuals below 22*0 cm, in all the three

months while all individuals above 23*0 cm.

showed clear rings. In the size-groups 22-1-
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Sizes

Months (Total length

in cm .

)

Males Females Sex not known Total

Nr.

examined
Nr. with

clear rings

Nr.

examined
Nr. with

clear rings

Nr.

examined
Nr. with

clear rifigs

Nr.

examined
Nr, wiih

clear rings

October 22-0 and below 8 0 9 0 11 0 28 0
22-1 to 23-0 0 • • 1 0 0 1 0
23-1 to 27-0 11 11 16 15 0 - 26 26

Total .

.

19 11 26 15 11 0 65 26

November 22*0 and below 84 0 82 0 8 0 174 0
22-1 to 23*0 4 1 6 1 2 0 11 2
23*1 to 27*0 40 40 44 44 0 84 84

Total .

.

128 41 131 45 10 0 209 86

December 22*0 and below 16 0 10 0 7 0 33 0
22*1 10 23-0 0 ,

,

0 .

.

0 0
23*1 to 27*0 4 4 8 8 0 • * 12 i2

Total .. 20 4 18 8 7 0 45 12

23 0 cm., twelve specimens were examined;
only two of these had clear* rings in the scales.

What may be described as false rings were
occasionally noticed in all sizes but could be

PHOTOMICROC.KAPH 2. A Kale of hastrelliger

canagurta (Male, 20*7 cm. dated 2J-11-1957). Xl4*5.

^

easily distinguished from the usual rings, the

number of scales difficult to interpret being

small. One is confronted here with a case of

regular ring formation only in the larger

sizes, the smaller sizes not showing rings al-

though both groups have clearly passed through

at least one monsoon. The rings are thus not

comparable to the monsoon rings of Cynoglos-

sus semifasciatus.'^''^

Practically all the individuals with clear

rings in the scales in the present work were
adults in Stage I (or near Stage I) of matur-
ity resting or recovering after a spawning.

According to Pradhan^<^ and the observations

of other workers on the North Kanara coast

(unpublished work at the Karwar Unit of the

Central Marine Fisheries Research Station),

the spawning season for the mackerel oC that

coast is generally from June to September

;

Pradhan^‘> also states that the size of the mac-
kerel at first maturity is 22*4 cm. Considering
the above distribution of the scale rings in the
different sizes in the light of these facts it seems
very likely that the rings reported here are
spawning marks occurring as a rule in the older

individuals and may prove useful not only in

ago and maturity studies but also in racial ion

studies in view of the reported variation in Ihe
size-distribution and spawning period of the

species in different parts of Indian coast.

Central Marine Fisheries G. Seshappa.
Research Station,

Mandapam Camp. February 27, 1958.

• Published with the permission of the Chief Research
Officer, C.M.F.R.S., Mandapam Camp.

• Three sptnimens measuring 25*0, 25*^ and 25 -7 cm.
had two rings in the scales ne^r the margins in December
but such cases are stil>to be studied in detajl and are not
classified here separately.

*

1. Nair, R. V., Curr. SrL, 1949, 18, 9.

2. Seshappa. G. and hhimachar, B. S., /hii., 1951,
20, 200 02 .

3.

, /ncf. y. Fts/i„ 1954, 1, 145-02.

4.

. 1955, 2, 180-230.

5. Pilhy. T. V. R., Proc. Nat, Inst. Set, Indian 1954,
20, 187 217.

0. Radhakrishnan, N., Cnrr Sci., 1954, 23, 6, 196-97.

7. — ,
hid, 1957-4, 2.

8. Sarojini, K. K., Ibid., 1957, 4, 1, 160-207.

9. Jhingran, V. G., Nature, London, 1957, 179, 4557.

10.

Pradhan, L. B., Ind J. Fish,, 1956, 3, 1, 141-82,
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THE SECOND INSTAR LARVAL
CUTICLE OF ATTACUS RICINI

During the last two decades work on the insect

cuticle has been carried out by several work-
ers like Wigglesworth,'-- WolIe*^«'‘ and others.

It is now generally recognised that the insect

cuticle consists of two fundamentally different

layers, the epicuticle and the endocuticle. Histo-

logically it appears as a' uniform layer. How-
ever, recent histochemical methods show that

it may consist of upto four definitive layers,

an outer thin cement layer, a wax layer, a

polyphenol layer and an inner cuticulin layer.

All these four layers, however, may not be pre-

sent in all the insects.

The present work was carried out on Attacus

ricini (Lepidoptera) . The histochemical te.sts

described below were performed to determine

the nature of the epicuticle. For histological

investigations serial sections were taken from
the time the larvae hatched out of the egg.

The sections were stained in Heidenhain’s

Azan, Mayer’s Hoemalum and Eosin. Azan gave

the best possible results. The larva' were rear-

ed at 30° C. and 100% R.H.

Histochemical Tests

The method followed was mainly devised by

Wigglesworth (1948). The different processes

in succession were
:

(a) killing the larvae in

ammonia vapour, (b) treating the larvae for

1 hr. in cold chloroform, (c) boiling the larva

in chloroform for 1 hr., and (d) immersing the

larva treated under (b) and (c) in ammonia-
cal silver nitrate solution. A control test was
run.

To determine the presence of cuticulin layer

the tergum was boiled in 10% potassium

hydroxide solution to dissolve the endocuticle

and i>olyphenol layers.

Results of Histochemical Tests

Larvae, whether treated in cold or boiling

chloroform, gave Argentaffin reaction on treat-

ment with ammoniacal silver nitrate solution

This clearly showed that the outermost cement

layer is absent. The darkening is due to the

presence of a polyphenol layer. The control

test larva failed to show any darkening of the

surface. We can thus infer from it that the

outermost layer of the epicuticle is the wax
layer. The caustic potash test showed the pre-

sence of cuticulin layer as the innermost layer

of the epicuticle. Thus the epicuticle of the

second instar larva ot Attacus ricini is com-

posed of the wax layer, the polyphenol layer

and the cuticulin layer. The cement layer is

absent,

the Editor [
Current
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Results of Histological Observations

The epidermis separated from the first instar
larval cuticle on the seventh day showed in the
intervening period intense activity which was
characterised by the epidermis becoming elon-
gated and granular (Text-Fig. 1). At this stage

20^
TeX'J'-Fig. 1. t^amera lucida drawing of the epidermis

on seventh day stage.

Cut. 1. Cuticle of the first instar
;

Cut. 2. Cuticle of
the second instar

; Epi. Epidermis, M.G Moulting gland

moulting glands were observed. Multicellular

trichogen cells and cenocytes were also observed

at places. Besides these, pore canals were ob-
served extending upto the epicuticle. On the

ninth day most of the endocuticle of the larval

cuticle was found to have been digested and
the moulting of the first larval cuticle took

place. By this time the second larval cuticle

was not completely formed. By the eleventh

day the second cuticle attained its maximum
size and on the twelfth day the condition was
similar to the eleventh day stage. On the

thirteenth day the epidermis separated from
the second instar cuticle and a new cuticle was
deposited in its place. The second instar larval

cuticle has an exocuticle which appears dark

brown with Azan, the endocuticle, on the other

hand, appears blue with this stain.

Further investigation is in progress and a

detailed paper is expected to be published

shortly by us.

Dept, of Zoology, R. K. Sharan.

Science College, S. L. Sahni.

Patna. March 14, 1958.

1. Wigglesworth, V. B., Q./.M.S,, 1948, 89, 197-

2. — , Pror. Roy, Soc.^ 1947, 134 B, 163.

3. Wolfe, L. S., 1954. 95, 67.

4. — ,
Ibid,, 1955, 96, 181.
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OCCURRENCE OF ANCHOVIELLA
INSULARZS HARDENBERC OFF

WALTAIR COAST
Hardenberg’ first reported Stolephorus (Ancho-
viella) msularis from the Indonesian waters.

His identification is based on vertebral counts,

the length at which maturity is first reached,

and on investigations of planktonic eggs by
Delsman.2 Later, Fowler'^ described the same
species as A, hatavieyisis. Hardenberg divided

the species into four subspecies based on verte-

bral counts and other external characters.

In our studies on Anchoviclla spp. of the

Waltair coast, we have come across, in addi-

tion to A. heterolohusy A. indica and A. com-
mersoniiy a large number of forms which fit

into the description of A. insularis given by
Hardenberg and Fowler.

The following are the characters of the spe-

cies under study :

1. There arc three main groups with re-

gard to the number of vcu'tebrae. Of the 416

specimens examined from 10 samples, the dis-

tribution was as follows :

No. of

vertel^ra*

No. of

specimens

38 19

39 180
40 65
41 148
42 4

Our observations show that the two small

groups with 38 aii^ 42 vertebrae occur especially

when the forms with 39 and 41 vertebrae are

predominant in the catches, and hence are to

be included among them respectively.

A. commersoftii

2. A count of rays in the left pectoral fin

of 331 specimens gave the following results :
—

No. of No. of
Pectoral fin rays specimens

11 27
12 110
13 140
14 62
15

, 2

3. An examination of 261 specimens for the
number of gill rakers on the longer arm of the
first gill arch of the left side, shows the dis-
tribution as follows :

No. of No. of
gill r ikers speiimens

19 34
20 89
21 85
22 45
23 8

4. The ovarial eggs are oval with a knob
at one end, resembling those of Stolephorus
{Anchoviclla) insularis, described by Dels-
man.“

5. Dense pigmentation on the head and
upper half of eyes, especially in the larger
forms, but without any definite pigment lines
on the back.

The only other species of Anchoviclla which
could be confused with A. insularis are
A. commersonii and A. iri. But the characters
of the species obtained by us do not agree with
those of the latter two species as given by
Hardenberg’ and by Nair.^

1. Characters in wh^ch A. insularis differs
from A, commersonii :

A. tfistilaris

1. Two pigment lines on the back from head to dorsal fin.

2. No dense pigmentation on the upper half of eye.

3. The mean of the numlier of rays in the left pec'toral

fin L 14-24.

4. The number of gill rakers ranges frotn 22-24.

6. Anal fin starts below about the posterior of dorsal fin.

6. The ovarial eggs are shorter and wider with a promi-
nent knob.

Absence of these pigment lines.

Dense pigmentation on the upper half of eye.
The mean of number of rays in the left pectoral fin is

12-67. .

The number of gill rakers ranges from 19-23.
The anal fin starts below the middle of dorsal fin.
The ovaiial eggs are longer and narrower with a less

prominent knob.

2. Characters which distinguish A. insularis from A. tri

:

A, tri A, insularis

1. Presence of pigment lines from head to caudal fin.

2. The oval eggs are not knobbed.
3. The anal fin starts below posterior % of dorsal fin.

4. The number of vertebrae is 38.^

Absence of these pigment lines,

The oval eggs are knobbed.
The anal fin starts approximately below half the dorsal.
The number of vertebrae is more than 38.
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This is the first report of the occurrence of

this species in Indian waters. Present data

indicate the presence of at least two subspe-
cies. Further work :s in progress, and details

will be published elsewhere.

Dept. o£ Zoology, S. Dutt.
Andhra University, M, Babu Rao.
Waltair, February 14, 1958.

1. Hardenberg, J. D. F.. Treubia, 1932-34,14.
2. Delsman, 11. C., Jbtd., 1931, 13.

3. Fowler, II. W., U.S. Nat. Mus. BvU., 1941,13,
100 .

4. Nair, R. V., Jour. Zool. Soc. Ittdia^ 1953, 5 (1).

NOTE ON THE PROTEINS FROM THE
SEEDS OF SESBANIA GRANDIFLORA
This note deals with protein adhesives made
fiom the seeds of Sesbania grandiflora which
have been reported rich in proteins (Subrah-
manyan ct al., 1952).

The seeds, obtained from the Director oi

Agriculture, Madras, had the following proxi-

mate composition : moisture 6*5%, nitrogen

6*9%, fat 7 -691 and ash 4*3%. Extraction with

various solvents resulted in the following per-

centages of the total nitrogen being removed :

t^ Editor rCurrent

L Science

(Narayanamurti and Kartar Singh, 1942). Ply-
wood made with such glues gave, on testing,
the following results (Table I).

The defatted flour when used as a filler in
casein glues (2:3) using the lime fluoride for-
mula (Narayanamurti cf al., 1943) gave the
following results.

Table II

Glue adhesion

Dry Hot wet 70® C.

K.T,. Kg. G.F. % K.I,. Kg. G.F.

100-24 40 43-04 100

Forest Research Inst., D. Narayanamurti.
Dehra Dun, R. c. Kohli.
March 26, 1958.

1. Narayanamurti. I), and Kartar Singh, Ind. For
Lfaflet, 1942, No. 15.

2. Narayanamurti, D., ct al.. For. Bulletin. 1943
No. 116.

’

3. Subrahmanyan, V., et al., Curr. Sri., 1952
I

Glue Adhesion stiength

Formaldehyde Furfural

Dry Hot wet 100® C. Dry Hot wet 100® C.

F.L.-» Kg. G.F.* % F.L. Kg. G.F. F.L. Kg. G.F. % F.I.. Kg. G.F. %

Protein from whole meal .. 127*00 50 79-83 100 128*82 80 53*54 100
Protein from defatted meal .. 81*64 100 48*99 100 128*82 70 61*69 100

-f F.L. “ Failing load.
(

water 46*9, 4*0% sodium chloride solution.

55*4, 80% alcohol 9 0, 0-4%. sodium hydroxide

82*6 and 0*4%; .sodium sulphite 78*0.

For the preparation of the protein, 20 g. of

the defatted meal were extracted thrice with

sodium sulphite, centrifuged and the protein

precipitated from the clear extract with acetic

acid. The yield was 32%; with sodium sulphite

and slightly higher at 35 %o '^ith sodium

hydroxide. The defatted protein gave : mois-

ture 7*2%, nitrogen 13-85% and ash 7*6%.

Washing reduced the ash content to 3*2%.

Adhesives were made from this protein using

borax formaldehyde or' furfural formulations.

* G.F. = Glue failure.

A CHEMICAL EXAMINATION OF
EMBLICA OFFICINALIS, GAERTN

The fruit of Emblica officinalis, Gaertn, for-
merly Phyllanthus emblica, Willd (Hindi and
Bengali

:

Amla, Malayalam and Tamil

:

Nellik-
kai) is one of the most used and reputed drugs
in indigenous Indian medicine. It is refrige-
rant, diuretic, laxative, alterative, rejuvenant
and good for diabetes.Lii

It is one of the richest and cheapest sources
for vitamin C, the quantity of which does not
appreciably diminish when stored dry.-**-^

Recently Dhar et aU made a paper chromato-
graphic study of its extracts.
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Results Obtained

The dry powdered pericarp of Amla contains

fatty matter (about 6%), gallic acid (5%), a

new crystalline acid phyllemblic acid,

(COOH)^, m.p. 222-24" C. (6-3%), a “new
crystalline phenolic product, emblicol,

(OCH;^)(., m.p. 191-94® C., ellagic acid and
other products. Some appear to be products of

hydrolytic fission as the juice of the fresh fruit

contains much less gallic acid.

Means and Methods

The pericarp was first dried in the sun and
then at 50® C. and 100 mm. pressure. Only two
out of several methods tried arc described in

this paper.

Exiraciio'n J .—The powdered pericarp (100 g.)

was extracted with water (IV2 litres), pressed

in a linen bag, filtered and the brown filtrate

(900 ml.) extracted for 18 hr. with ether in a

liquid-liquid extractor. The crystalline ethereal

residue (5g.) on puriliciition gave gallic acid,

m.p. 250-53" C., identified by analysis and mix-
ed melting point.

A New Acid Phyileniblic Acid (6-3%).

—

After extraction with water the press-cake was
extracted with caustic soda to pll 8 (2^f,

350 ml.), the slimy product pressed through

linen and centrifuged. The clear brown liquid

(342 ml.) was acidified (HCl, 20% to Congo-

red), cooled, filtered, the residue washed and

dried; (micro-crystalline powder, 6*3 g.), m.p
219-22® C, This new acid was insoluble in all

common solvent# and was purified by repeated

crystallisation of the ammonium salt from

aqueous ammonia (charcoal), or by treatment

with a solution of sodium bicarbonate, when the

acid dissolves and the sparingly soluble sodium

salt crystallises out, the acid being regained by

acidification. Two such treatments gave a pure

ash-free product, white rectangular plates,

m.p. 222-24® C. There was no loss in weight

w^hen dried at 110° C. in vacuo over PoO-. Tt

gave no coloration with ferric chloride.

Found: C, 33*78, 34*25; H, 4*58, 5*19%; Eq.

wt. 106*9 (NaOH), 105*55 (Ag salt).

(COOH).s requires: C, 33*80; H, 4*23; mini-

mum mol. wt. 852, i.e., (106*5 X 8).

Phyllemblic acid has first the sour-bitter and

then the sweet astringent taste associated with

Amla.
Extraction 11 .—The powdered pericarp

(1,828 g.) was soxhleted, first with dry ether

for 20 hr. (150 g. fatty and other matter) and

then with (frequent changes of) methanol for

four months. Thick brown easily soluble pro-

ducts were obtained in the first three days,

after which almost insoluble solids (A) began
to separate. The solids A (68*9 g., 3*8%) were
filtered off, concentration of the mother liquors

gave soluble crystalline material B (125 g.,

6*8%), softening from 170® C. and melting be-
fore 184® C.

Insoluble Product A .—The insoluble product A
(0*8 g., ash 9%) was subjected to chromato-
graphy by the method of ‘divided columns’.^

Mercks alumina (40 g.. 45 cm. high) was used,

the substance was eluted with pure methanol,
then with methanol containing 1% acetic acid,

and later with methanol containing 1% HCl.
Twenty fractions (50 ml. each) were collected.

The second eluant gave a microci'ystalline

powder which does not molt up to 400° C. and
the third eluant gave pale yellow crystals of

ellagic acid (0*1 g.).

Emblicol, a Phenolic Substance (Ca 4-

5

%).

—

The soluble solids B gave by repeated crys-
tallisation from methanol, a more soluble

phenolic acid and a Ics.s soluble ]ihenol, embli-
col. crystallisable from methanol or ethanol,

thin rectangular plates, m.p. 191-94® C. It is

insoluble in ether and benzene, fairly soluble

in water and the simple alcohols, does not give

carboxylic reactions and gives a faint blue

colour with ferric chloride.

Found: C, 40*78; H, 6*22; (OCH.^) 23*7,

25*3%. (OCH^),. requires: C, 41*06;

H. 6*32; (OCH.j),., 24*47%.

Emblicol has the lingering sweet astringent

taste of the drug.
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CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILITY IN
PSYLLIUM (PLANTAGO OVATA FORSK.)

Cytoplasmic male sterility has been reported^
in flax, onions, carrots, sugar beets, corn, and
sorghum, and a few other plants used nnainly
for genetic investigation, such as Epilobium and
Oenothera. Very little is known about the
occurrence of cytoplasmic male sterility in the
lesser important economic crops and non-
commercial plants. This type of male sterility

is a valuable tool in the hands of plant breed-
ers and hybrid seed producers, since a normal
plant can be made male sterile by crossing

with the cytoplasmically male sterile plants as

the recurrent female parent.

Plantago ovata Forsk. is the source of Psyl-

lium or Isabgol seeds and is cultivated exten-

sively in northern parts of Bombay State and
IS a major article of export to the United

States. « During the course of a study of the

mucilaginous seeds it was found that a fair

proportion of the plants of P. ovata. both under
cultivation and in the wild state, showed ,a

male sterile condition. Such plants could be

readily differentiated from the normal plants

by the shrivelled appearance of their anthers

as compared to the membranous, well developed

anthers of the normal plants. On microscopical

examination, the shrivelled anthers were found

to contain no pollen grains in the pollen sacs.

However, no difference in the seed setting qua-

lity of both normal and male sterile plants

could be observed, both being freely wind-
pollinated and perfectly female fertile.

In order to determine the type of male ste-

rility the seeds were collected separately from

six normal and six male sterile plants. Their

progeny was followed for three generations

and the results are discussed below.

Current
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1. All normal plants, whether selfed or
cross-pollinated, gave normal plants at each
successive generation. The only exception wa.s

the occurrence of a few partially sterile plants
when grown under greenhouse conditions.

Jones and MangelsdorP observed a similar

appearance of male sterility in normal corn
plants grown in the greenhouse and attributed

it to the effect of a higher temperature at the
seedling stage.

2. All male sterile plants used as female
parent when crossed with male fertile plants

gave male sterile plants. This purely maternal
transference of male sterility appears, there -

fore, to be due to the effect of the cytoplasm.
From the limited number of normal plants used
in this study, there appeared to be no evidence
of any fertility restorer genes.

It is of interest to mention here that male
sterility has also been observed by the writer

in the common weed, Pantago lanceolata L.,

growing at several, different localities. No
attempts have, however, been made to deter-

mine the type of sterility in this case. Further

work is in progress.

My sincere thanks are due to Prof. P. N.

Mehra for helpful suggestions.

Dept, of Pharmacognosy, C. K. Atal.

Panjab University.

Amritsar, March 14, 1958.
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Letters to ths Editor

MICROTRON
A MACHINE of novel type for the accelera-^ tion of clecti'ons to high energies has been

completed and brought into use at University

College, London, by Dr. Aitken and Dr. R. E.

Jennings. It overcomes in an unusual way a

difficulty in design caused by the increase in

mass of the electrons as the speed of light is

approached.
The trick used in the University College

machine is to arrange that the extra energy

given to the electrons at each circuit is such

that their mass is increased in steps, each equal

to the mass of an electron when at rest. Under
these conditions the times taken in successive

circuits increase progressively, but are in all

cases an exact multiple of the time t.aken for

the first circuit. The electrical pulse that pro-
vide acceleration can therefore be applied at

regular intervals and, although some pulses

will be missed, there will always be a pulse

when it is wanted.
The principle of this type of accelerator was

originated by three Canadians—Dr. J. T. Hen-
derson, P. A. Redhead, and H. Le Caine—work-
ing for the Canadian National Research Coun-
cil. It is called the “Microtron” because the

electrical pulses used in acceleration are got

from a pulsed microwave oscillator.

The University College machine accelerates

electrons to an energy of 29 million electron

volts and is the largest yet built.
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Fundamental Constants of Physics. By E. R.

Cohen, K. M. Crowe and J. W. M. Dumond.
(Interscience Monographs. Vol. I), \957.

Pp. xi f 287. Price $ 7.50.

The last twenty-five years have contributed

greatly to the improvement of our knowledge
of the constants of physics, through the use of

new preci.sjon techniques and methods of mea-
suremenls, combined with advances in our

understanding of atomic and nuclear physics.

This book is a competent survey of this deve-

lopment in our knowledge of the fundamental

constants and conversion factors of the physi-

cal sciences. Most of the earlier and less pre-

ci.se experiments have been reviewed rather

briefly, one of the authors’^ objective being, “to

present an account of the evolution of our

knowledge of this subject through various

degrees of experimental precision and theore-

tical sophistication in sufficient detail to per-

mit the reader to appreciate the breadth and

firmness of the entire experimental founda-

tion’’, This objective has been substantially

achieved.

After one introductory chapter, there is one

chapter devoted to arbitrarily defined physical

units and standards like those of length, mass,

volume, time, tenfperature and electrical units

and another chapter devoted to classical mea-
sured constants and units like universal gravi-

tation constant, gas constant, Joule equivalent,

etc. Coming to recent developments, there is

one chapter on masses of atoms and mesons,

masses and properties of light mesons, K-mesons

and of hyperons. One wonders, at this

stage, why experiments on the properties of

other fundamental particles like the positron

and the neutrino have not been included in the

subject-matter of the book. One chapter deals

with the history of atomic constants like velo-

city of light, electronic charge e, the X-unit.

Avogadro’s number and Planck’s constant.

Another chapter describes the post-war high-

precision measurements of constants like gyro-

magnetic ratio of the proton, ratio of electron

magnetic moment to proton magnetic moment
and hyperfine structure shift in hydrogen. There

are two very useful chapters on the method

of least squares and its application in the deter-

mination of atomic constants.

The book is undoubtedly a very helpful re-

ference work for physics students and for teach-

ers and research workers in physics.

B. V. Thosar.

High Energy Nuclear Physics. (Proceedings of
the SevenUi Annual Rochester Conference,
April 15-19, 1957.) Compiled and edited by
G. Ascoli, G. Feldman, L. J. Koester, Jr.,

R. Newdon, W. Riesenfeld, M. Ross, R. G.
Sachs. Distributed by Interscience Publishers,
Inc., 250, Fifth Avenue, New York City
Pp. ix f 473. Price $ 4.50.

This volume is a report of the Proceedings
of the Seventh Annual Conference on High
Energy Nuclear Physics that was held at the
University of Rochester on April 15-19, 1957.

The purpose of the Annual Rochester Confer-
ence, to quote from the Foreword of the book,
“is to bring together a representative group of

active workers from high energy physics labo-
ratories throughout the world for an informal
complete discussion of the experimental and
theoretical developments of the previous year”.
That this object has been fulfilled admirably is

apparent even from a casual look at the con-
tents of the papers submitted during the Con-
ference and from the names of the participants
who represent the most active workers in the
subject at the present moment.
The Conference was divided into eleven ses-

sions, each devoted to discussion on a special

aspect of nuclear physics. The report of each
session starts with an introductory survey by
a moving speaker and is followed by the pre-
sentation of papers by other workers in the
field, with discussions interspefsed between
them which are beth informal as wyll as highly
technical. The opening "session bears the title,

“Structure of Nucleons” and in it we find a
survey of the two regions into which it has
now become customary to divide the nucleus,
namely the outer part where the mesons pre-
dominate and for which the Yukawa picture
gives a good basis, and the “inner core” where,
it is believed that our present notions of space
and time break down.

Session II (or Chapter II) deals with pion
reactions. The third session devoted to

“Nucleon-nucleon interaction” contains an
interesting account of the nature of nuclear
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potentials and a number of papers on the scat-
tering of nucleons by nucleons and polarization

experiments. In his introductory survey, Pro-
fessor Marshak shows that a potential which
is a mixture of central, tensor and spin orbit
lorces gives a good fit of the experimental data
on two nucleon interaction upto an energy
range of 150 Mev.
The most spectacular development in ele-

mentary particle physics during the last year is

the fall of the conservation law of parity, and
the Proceedings of the Session entitled, “Weak
Interactions” with C. N. Yang as the Chairman
and Professor Lee as the moving speaker should
therefore prove to be particularly pleasing and
interesting. In this chapter we have a review
of the two component theory of neutrino and
the conservation laws of physics in general,

and surveys on the classical experiments like

the beta decay of polarized Co^^^ nuclei, which
demonstrated conclusively the non-conserva-
tion of parity in weak interactions.

Another important development of recent

years relates to the discovery of anti-pro«ton

and the chapter entitled “Antibaryon Pheno-
mena” gives an account of the production of

these particles, the nature of their interactions

and experiments relating to their scattering

cross-section. Besides, the volume contains

reports of several sessions on strange particles

and their interactions, and a chapter in theore-

tical physics in which is presented amongst

other papers a review by Schwinger on the

.structure of Green’s functions.

The volume records every remark made by

the participants of the Conference and this

conversational style gives one the feeling of

living through the Conference. The book will

undoubtedly be welcome to all workers in field

theories and to experimental physicists working

in nuclear or cosmic ray physics.

K. S. V.

Safety Techniques for Radioactive Tracers. By
J. C. Boursnell. (Cambridge University

Press), 1958. Pp. xi -f 68. Price 7 sh. 6d.

With the increasing application of tracer

techniques in the field of experimental biology,

medicine and chemistry, a handy publication,

dealing with safety and precautionary measures

to be followed in handling radioactive isotopes,

is a welcome one and the book^ under review

is such a publication that has been brought

out by the Cambridge University Press.

A hot laboratory is a place where an active

consignment is dealt ^yith and disposed off for

subsequent use, in a cold laboratory, and there-
fore the contamination and health hazard is

more serious in the former than in the latter.

A very brief summary of the types of radia-
tions and their hai'mful effects, and the routine
precautions such as wearing film badges and
the periodic blood check-ups are set out in

the^ earlier part. Under contamination and
cleanliness, very useful tips, and methods: to

be followed in the ‘hoi’ as well as ‘cold’ labo-

ratories are fully dealt with, including a small

section on disposal of waste.

The most useful part of the book is to be
found at the end where summary of recom-
mendations, maximum permissible levels for

contamination in laboratory handling, classifi-

cation of radioactive isotopes by toxicity, a few
laboratory ware and dose levels are set out in

a highly condensed form. A bibliography is

also appended at the end where references to

other publications and original papers dealing

with the subject tracer methods and radia-

tion hazards are presented. This book should

be poss€S.sed and carried by all workers who
are dealing with radioactive material.

The Measurement of Colour. Second Edition. By
W. D. Wright. (Hilger & Watts, Ltd., Lon-
don), 1958. Pp. ix -{- 263. Price 52 sh.

As one of the earliest authoritative treatises

on the principles, methods and applications of

the trichromatic system of colour measurement,
the firs<t edition of this boqk has occupied a

very well-defined place on the bookshelf of

every serious student of optics. The present

volume is, accordingly, a timely revision of

what has long been considered a standard

text-book on this subject.

The opening chapters of the book are of an

introductory nature and deal with radiation in

the visible spectrum—its emission, absorption

and reflection, and its reception by the eye.

They are followed by what is virtually the core

of the book, which has now been rewritten in

the form of two chapters. The first deals with

the principles of photometry and the theore-

tical and experimental basis of trichromatic

colorimetry, while the second deals in more
detail with the C.I.E. system of colour mea-
surement. This chapter includes sections on

the definition of the standard observer and the

standard reference stimuli, as well as a de-

scription of the procedure followed in com-
puting tristimulus co-ordinates from spectro-

photometric data. Reference is also made to

the specification of colours in terms of dojninanl
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wavelength and purity, a system which has

advantages for some applications.

The next two chapters are devoted to de-

scriptions of some of the better known types

of colorimeters and spe^ctrophotometers, and a

discussion of the problems of subjective judge-

ments of colour differences and the construc-

tion of a suitable atlas of colours. The Munsell

system, in particular, is dealt with in some
detail. This is followed by a new chapter deal-

ing with the application of colour mixture data

to three colour reproduction, with particular

reference to colour television and colour

photography. This appears an opportune addi-

tion, in view of the attention which is now be-

ing bestowed on these subjects.

The concluding chapter of the book is an

outline of some of the applications of colour

measurements. It includes sections on the

analysis of interference and polarization

colours, the apparent colours of objects seen

at great distances and the phenomenon of di-

chroism, as well as on the "*086 of colour mea-
surements in such obvious fields as the quality

control of signal glasses, paints and dyes, and

in some other, not so obvious, fields as agri-

culture, food packing and the paper industry.

The general standard of production of this

volume is quite high and it is profusely illus-

trated. Other features are comprehensive re-

ferences, a full index and four appendices

which include several useful tables. With the

increasing use of the trichromatic system of

colour measuremeijl in science and industry,

this volume is certain to prove an invaluable

reference work to a large circle of readers.

P. Hariharan.

Encyclopedia of Chemical Technology—First

Supplement Volume. Edited by Raymond E.

Kirk and Donald F. Othmer, Assistant Editor:

Anthony Standen. (Interscience Publishers.

Inc. Agents in India : Asia Publishing

House, Bombay-1), 1957. Pp. xviii -f 974

Price $25.00.

No less than fifteen volumes have appeared

under the above title, comprising of a compre-

hensive summary of industrial knowledge on

materials, methods, processes and equipment

for the chemist and the chemical engineer, con-

tributed by more than 1,000 experts. In an

ever-expanding age of technology new mate-

rials, new methods, and new processes are con-

tinuously pouring in and the publisher is there-

fore faced with the problem of bringing such

publications up to date.

The matter under review is the first sup-

plement volume that has been got up by the

publishers to include articles on subjects of

wider interest, io add some more individual

substances that have commercially become im-
portant in recent years and to discuss ceHaiii

reactions and unit operations such as cyano-
ethylation, fluidization, etc.

The application of servomechanism principles

to chemical processing can result in automatic
process control, while the application of ope-
ration research methods will result in opti-
mum production sclieduling. This combined
applicalion is called automation or systems of
engineering. Under automation certain basic
conceptions are discussed. Computors which
are finding increased industrial applications in
recent years are briefly treated.

Quite fittingly in this volume under nuclear
reactors, a fairly detailed account of the seve-
ral types of reactc)r.s currently in use and the
engineering problems arising out the spe-
cialised nature of reactor technology are pre-
sented. An article on solid state describes re-

cent advances in this field such as semiconduc-
tivity, imperfections in solid state, sintering

processes and solid state reactions all of which
are greatly significant and are already begin-
ning to bear fruit in improved chemical techno-
logy. Certain other subjects dealt with, viz.,

photovoltaic solar converters, solar energy,
water demineralisation are of immense inter-

est and promise great future possibilities.

The fifty-one articles appearing in this sup-
plement volume are arranged alphabetically

and contain cross-references to the original

volumes as well as to this volume. The volume
is beautifully got up in art paper as its pre-
decessors and bears the stamp of top-class pro-
duction.

It is highly regrettable to Iiear that Dr. Kirk,
the Senior Editor, passed away in February
1957, who until shortly before hifi last illness

was concerning himself with this vr^lume. The
sixteen volumes are a tribute to his genius as
the editor, which capacity he .shared with D. F.

Othmer.

A. J.

Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1956-57.

The Year-Book under review presents the
excellent work»turned out by the chain of labo-

ratories of Carnegie Institution of Washington,
during the year 1956-57. Research in these

laboratories is mainly carried out in branches
like Radio Astronomy, Terresfrial Magnetism,
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Geophysics, Plant Biology, Embryology, Crene-

lles and Archa?ology. Diversity of approach is

the very life-blood of the scientific effort.

Carnegie Institution rightly enlists men of most
unlike temperaments and talents. These, and
many other circumstances and the fact that the

whole of the Institution's work is pointed to-

wards the end of uncommitted research, fit it

peculiarly to assist in tfie major task of scien-

tific synthesis.

The Institution has been keeping in pace with

the rapid advances made in science. Analysis

of fine structure of solar radio emission, study

of Jupiter as a source of radio noise, to obtain

a detailed knowledge of the nature of radio

.sources, and the actual construction of a radio

telescope to be equipped with a 6()-foot dish,

have been some of the interesting programmes
undertaken by Mount Wilson and Palomar
Observatories and in the Department of Ter-

restrial Magnetism. The problem of the deter-

mination of the age of the rocks has engaged

the attention of several earth scientists since

last few years. In the geophysical laboratories

of the Institution, particular emphasis has been

given to the means made available by the

natural radioactive decay of potassium to argon :

and of rubidium to strontium. A striking spe-

cific finding in the past year in this area of

research has been the establishment ;
by con-

cordant rubidium-strontium and potassium-

argon datings, of an age of about 340 million

years for the micas in a number of granitic

rocks. Phase equilibrium relations among the

major rock-forming mineral groups, study of

the kinds of patterns that might be obtained in

various types of order-disorder in crystals,

methods of absolute counting of /> radioactivity

continue to be some of the major investiga-

tions in the geophysical laboratory.

The Carnegie Institution is further interest-

ed in fundamenUils of biology. Synthesis ot

amino acid in from simpler components under

conditions^ simulating those believed to have

obtained on the earth in the remote geological

periods has been their pioneering work. Per-

haps the most dramatic findings of the bio-

physics group for the year has been the demon-

stration that under appropriate conditions

rather large particles containing nucleic acids,

proteins and lipids can be made to form ‘spon-

taneously’ from disintegrated cellular mate-

rial. The Department of Plant ^^iology has long

maintained a central concern with the nature

of the photosynthetic pigment chlorophyl as it

occurs in the living plant. Laboratory analysis

and studies of' the Department of Archaeology

Current
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have revealed significant facts of the Maya
culture.

The creation of an environment to conduct
researches in fundamental sciences is the task

to which the Carnegie Institution is dedicated;
and for which it is unusually equipped. The
Institution has already accomplished much in

the direction of progress of science, and its task

in the future will be yet greater.

S. Balakrishna.

Antibiotic Annual, 1957-58. Edited by Henry
Welsh and Felix Marti-Ibanez. (Medical
Encyclopedia, Inc., New York, N.Y.) (Dis-

tributors outside U.S.A. : Interscience Pub-
lishers, Inc., New York; India: Asia Pub-
lishing House, Bombay), 1958. Pp. xvii -(

1070. Price $12.00.

The Antibiotic Symposium in Washington has
become an annual feature and the present
volume is a record of the Fifth Symposium
held on October 2, *3 and 4, 1957. It represents

what the people assembled there “have thought,

and done and what they contemplate doing fur-

ther in the antibiotic field”—in short, the way
in which the wind blows in this extensive field

of antibiotic medicine. There are 161 papers
besides 3 panel discussions, a large percentage
of which emanating from the U.S.A. The studies

presented relate to novobiocin, vancomycin,
amphoteru-in B, tetracycline phosphate, anti-

biotic combinations (with oleandromycin being
the interested partner), use of penicillinase for

treatment of toxic reactions due to penicillin,

a national .survey of toxic reactions due to

antibiotics (this article being since reproduced
in Antibiotic Medicine)

,

use of gamma globu-
lin with antibiotics, etc. The new antibiotics

reported are : ristocetin, quinocycline com-
plex, telomycin, pimaricin, sulfoeidin and
three antifungus polyene antibiotics. The
Randall Lecture of Dr. Jawetz is on “Patient,

Doctor, Drug and Bug” the ‘Tour main parti-

cipants in the daily drama” involving infectious

diseases and their treatment. In this, we learn

that our flesh is heir to 2,936 reported illnesses

and complaints and that antibiotic administra-

tion was warranted for less than half of these.

The reviewer agrees with and underlines the

conclusion that “all conceivably available fix-

ed contractions of antibiotics, whatever their

claims and purported benefils, have far more
disadvantages than merits”. Some papers in

this volume also will bear this out. There are

reports on three panel discussions on “Rheu-
matic fever prophylaxis”, “Host resistance and
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chemotherapy” and “Antibiotics as antitumour
and antiviral subsitances”. We have yet to dis-

cover antibiotics of definite value against the

virus infections and cancer. The tremendous
amount of work going on in this direction could

be realized from the fact that the screening

programme costing 3 to 3-5 million dollars and
involving about 2 million mice, evaluates 30,000

beers per year. It is reported that about 10%
of these show some activity. We hope some-
thing will come out of this colossal programme
of work. Antibiotic research seems to be a

never-ending affair. As Marti-Ibanez says,

“our problem is to develop fresh weapons for

combating diseases in general and infectious

diseases in particular. This is a scientific prob-

lem. We want also to render these weapons
into instruments that will help us to under-

stand the actual history of a disease and the

biological cycle of its causal germs. This is a

historical problem for it affects the knowledge

and advance of our tim®”. We have to do

quite a lot of work to do justice to this great

programme of work.
K. Ganapathi.

The Invertebrata. Third Edition. By L. A.

Borradaile, F. A. Potts, L. E. S. Estham and
J. T. Saunders. Revised by Dr. G. A. Ker-
kut. (Cambridge University Press), 1958.

Pp. vii i 795. Price 55 sh. net.

We welcome the third edition of The Inverte-

brata, revised by Pr. Kerkut, a text-book which

has been holding sway for over a quarter cen-

tury. Undoubtedly the book under review is

a comprehensive treatise, bringing under its

purview an organized account of an array on

invertebrate phyla. Aimed mt providing an

advanced account of anatomy and physiology

of invertebrate animals at the University level,

the book naturally does not deal in detail with

the types described in elementary text-books.

Certain innovations have been resorted to.

The acoelomate group comprehends phyla like

Nemertea, Nematoda. Nematomorpha, Acantho-

cephala, Rotifera, Gastrotricha, Kinorhyncha,

Priapulida and Endoprocta. Ectoproct polyzoa

are treated under minor coelomata along with

Brachiopoda, Chaetognatha and Phoronidea. The
Protochordata include the Graptolita as these

appear to show greater affinities with them.

Onychophora and Trilobita are treated toge-

ther as classes in Chapter X. There is a chap-

ter added in this edition ; it deals with rele-

vant literature to which the student is initiat-

ed, should he desire additional information, A
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few of the more important scientific journals

are also listed.

We are sure that the new edition of The
Invertebrata with some chapters rewritten

(Insecta) or expanded so as to include recent

findings in the various invertebrate phyla will

be as ix)pular as before. As the book is a mine
of information, we have no hesitation in re-

commending the addition of the same to all

zoological libraries. The college student can-
not find a more useful and authoritative text-

book than the one under review. We should,

however, point out that for the Indian student,

the book is priced I’ather high.

L S. R.

The Mulching of Vegetables. By Patricia

Rowe-Dutton. (Technical Communication
No. 24, Commonwealth Bureaux of Horticul-
ture and Plantation Crops, East Mailing,
Kent), 1957. Pp. xiv -h 169. Price $2.80.

This is a sequel to an earlier publication of

1955 on effect of mulching on soil properties
and stubble mulch farming. The range of

mulching material discussed in the book ex-
tends from natural substances such as plant

residues, i^at manure, stones, etc., to manufac-
tured materials including asphalt, paper, glass

wool, aluminium foil, bituminous emulsion and
polyethylene plastic. In an introduc-
tory chapter the purposes and effects

of mulching on moisture conservation,

weed control, temperature regulation, winter
protection, etc., arc discussed. According to the
author the publication lays stress as much as
possible on practical aspects and on any gene-
ral trends of horticultural significance that
have emerged.

The following eleven chapters deal indivi-
dually with various vegetable crops such as
Asparagus, Brassicas, Cucurbits, Onions, Peas
and Beans. Potatoes, Egg plant (Bfdnjal), Toma-
toes, etc. The special feature of, the book is

that each chapter after discussing the results

of mulching experiments finishes with a sum-
mary and the economics of mulching. Though
the data discussed in the book mostly refer to

experiments in centres where market garden-
ing is very highly developed, there is useful

information available to vegetable growers in

underdeveloped countries of Asia, particularly

those who ddal with onion, potato and tomato.
It may be mentioned * in this connection that

growing of onions with a rice straw mulch is.

an established practice in parts of the Philip-

pines. Straw mulching is *also extensively

Reviews
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practised by vegetable growers near about
Bangkok in Thailand. K. R.

Looking at Chromosomes. By John McLeish
and Brian Snoad. (Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,

London), 1958. Pp. 88. PI. 48. Price 16.sh.

This is a delightful pictographic account of

chromosome behaviour during cell division and
germ cell formation in Lilium regale intended

to stimulate the interest of begir\ners in bio-

logy. Short crisp descriptions introduce the

reader to the beautiful, photographs illustrat-

ing the various stages.

In an ob.iectivc priesentation, the dogma :

“All the cells of an individual contain identi-

cal complements of chromosomes and therefore

of genes” (p. 3), should have been avoided.

We warmly recommend the book to the novice

in spite of its high cost.

M. K. SURRAMANIAM.

Books Received

Three Steps to Victory, By Sir Robert Watson
Watt. (Odhams Press, Asia Publishing

House, Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. 480. Price 30 sh.

Monographs on Mechanics and Applied Mathe-
matics—An Introduction to Fourier Analysis

and Generalised Functions, By M. J. Light-

hill. (Cambridge University Press, London
N.W. 1), 1958. Pp. viii + 79. Price 17 sh. 6d.

Monographs on Physics—Mass Spectroscopy.

By H. E. Duckworth. (Cambridge University

Press, London N.W. 1), 1958. Pp. xvi + 206.

Price 35 sh.

Microchemical Journal, Vol. I, Issue 2. Edited

by Nicholas D. Cheronis and others. (Inter-

science Publishers, New York), 1957. Pp.

167-324. Price $ 9.60 per year.

Memoirs of the Indian Animal Types. I. Das-

yatis. (The String Ray.) By Mary Chandy.

(Maxwell Company, 66, Gautam Budh Marg.

Lucknow), 1958. Pp. vi -h 123. Price Rs. 5.

SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

How are Temperatures of Million Degrees

Measured ?

Obviously ordinary thermometers which

depend on physical changes in material cannot

be used. All substances vaporise at tempera-

tures far below those needed for thermonuclear

reactions.

The method used at Harwell and Aldermans-

ton for measuring temperature is by means of

a spectroscope. The basis of this method is,

that it measures the speed of the nuclei which

arc contained in the hot gas.

It is possible to measure the speed of the

atomic nuclei because they emit light of a defi-

nite frequency under high temperature. This,

light can hd seen as a bright! blue glow in the

torus, and can be analysed by means of a

spectroscope. The frequency of the light

depends on the speed of the source, just as the

frequency or pitch of the whistle of a passing

train depends on its speed. This phenomenon,

known as the Doppler effect, is made use of in

the measurement of temperature.

In the case of the moving nuclei the result

of the Doppler effect is to make light which

would otherwise be of a single frequency, and

which would therefore appear as a single line

on a photographic plate, spread over a range of

frequencies and appear as a fuzzy line.

By measuring the width or ‘fuzziness’ of the

lines on the photographic plate, a direct esti-

mate of the temperature of the nuclei can be

obtained.
^

A New Spot Test for Nitrate Ion

The well-known diphenylamine and brucine

tests for nitrate while sensitive, are lacking in

specificity. Other oxidizing agents, such as

chlorates and nitrites, give the same colour re-

action as nitrate. In both tests the reagent is

dissolved in concentrated sulphuric acid and
this prevents their use for the detection of

nitrate on substrates which might be charred

by the strong acid, e.g., on paper chromato-

grams.

A new spot test for nitrate ion is described.

The identification is based on the yellow-

coloured product formed when diphenylamine

and nitrate, spotted on filter-paper, are exposed
to short-wave ultraviolet radiations. The yel-

low colour is probably due to products formed
during the photochemical reaction. The reaction

appears specific and relatively sensitive making
it possible to detect 1 g. of NO.,- in 0-01 ml. of

solution.
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World Meteorological Organization to Study
Tidal Waves

A worldwide study of tidal waves aimed at

setting up an international warning system was
agreed upon at the recent meeting in Geneva
of the Executive Committee of the World
Meteorological Organization.

Tidal waves are caused by underwater earth

tremors, tropical storms and other geophysical

phenomena, and often cause enormous destruc-

tion and loss of life in coastal areas. For this

reason, the Committee considered that inter-

national investigations are necessary regarding

the formation of tidal waves, and that results

of research should be exchanged between all

nations. This would eventually lead to the

planning of an International Warning Service.

The International Union for Geodesy and

Geophysics was invited to deal with oceano-

graphical and seismological aspects of the prob-

lem.—UNEwSCO.

X-Ray Image Intensifier

Image intensification presents two possibili-

ties : (1) Greater brightness, the normal exam-

ination method being largely retained, but

without any great dose reduction. (2) Great-

est possible dose limitation, necessitating cer-

tain concessions as regards method of exam-

ination. The .superiority of the image intensi-

fier is manifested in fluoroscopy, especially in

the case of great contrasts. Serial exposures are

possible just as before. “Aimed” exposures in

body areas that were formerly less accessible

to X-ray examination (petrous Ixine, etc.) can

easily be effected. Special apparatus for the

resetting of fractures, heart catheterization and

television are described.

Instead of direct observation, the fluorescent

image can be photographed or filmed. For

single exposures the procedure is of limited

value. On the other hand, cineradiography has

found great application, particularly in exam-

inations of the digestive tract. A special image

intensifier with an 11-inch (28cm.) diameter

screen has been developed for cineradiography

of the entire heart.

The advantages of an X-ray cine-film lies

in the possibility it offers of studying not only

movement but also a very large number of

individual images.

Cineradiography will win for itself a perma-

nent place among routine methods of exami-

nation. It is not unlikely that the future will

see the conventional fluorescent screen perma-

nently replaced by the image intensifier.
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The limitation of the X-ray dose received by
both patient and ot^erator will continue to be
an urgent duty.

Albomycin and Grisein

The first account of a new Russian antibio-
tic, albomycin, in the English language was a
paper by G. F. Gause in British Medical Jour-
nal, 1955, 2, 1177. Very remarkable properties
were claimed for this substance, including an
activity against staphylococci ton times more
powerful than that of penicillin.

These authors have shown that albomycin is

closely related to. if not identical with grisein.
Both are amorphous red substances containing
iron and amino-acids, and both are separable
into four active constituents. Their chemical
and physical properties are as nearly indis-
tinguishable as would be expected of two sam-
ples of the same substance having different
degrees of purity : their antibacterial spectrum
is the same, and organisms resistant to each are
also resistant to the other. Grisein was dis-
covered by Waksman and his colleagues eleven
years ago.

Pyrethrum

An age-old natural insecticide harmless to
humans and animals is coming back in the
news following the increase in resistance to
synthetic insecticides and the recognition of
possible hazards to public health of toxic j'esi-

dues left by the latter on foodstuffs. It is the
daisy-like flower, Pyrethrum. Development of
new compounds which have made Pyrethrum
considerably more effective and yet cheaper,
and the influence of the “Push-button ®ro-
sols” for which Pyrethrum is admirably suit-
ed, form the basis of the post-war story of this
insecticide.

The widespread use of the synthetic insecti-
cides on a scale never envisaged in pre-war
days, focussed attention on the* problem of
toxic residues on foodstuffs constituting a
menace to public health. »

African Pyrethrum formulated with modern
synergists, such as piperonyl butoxide, was
found to be an ideal substance, as it is well
known that Pyrethrum is rapidly destroyed in
the human body and that it has no cumulative
effect.

Plant Growth Regulating Activity of IMSA
»

Although it was suggested as early as 1938
that an indole derivative, to be effective as a
plant growth regulator, should possess a ter-
minal carboxyl group in the 'side chain, or a

Science Notes and News
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group readily convertible to a carboxyl group,

it has become increasingly evident in recent

years that some derivatives of indole which

are effective as plant growth regulators do not

meet this requirement.

3-Indolemathanesulfonic acid (IMSA) was

found tx) be an active plant growth regulator

in a wide variety of growth regulant assays.

The compound induced leaf modification, stem

curvature, and proliferation of intact tomato

and bean seedlings, promoted growth of Avena

first internodc sections, induced curvatui’e of

slit pea sections, and suppressed the elonga-

tion of roots of cucumber seedlings. In preli-

minary weed control experiments, IMSA at 5

and 101b. per acre applied as a pre-emergence

herbicide controlled both grass and broad-

leaved weeds in broccoli, mustard, radish, and

cabbage plantings with no injury to radish and

slight injury to the remaining crops. Appliert

as a post-emergence herbicide, IMSA at 10

and 201b. per acre controlled broad-leaved and

grass weeds in soyabean, corn and oat crops

with no injury to oats, slight injury to corn,

and severe damage to soyabeans. (Cont. Boyce

Thomson Institute, Vol. 19, March 1958.)

Antibiotics in the Whaling Industry

A new chemical product was introduced into

the whaling industry quite recently. Whaling

men were shown how an antibiotic could be

used to prevent decay and so save them th^i

loss of a large part of their catch.

After the kill, carcases are flagged and left

floating in the water. For some of them, how-

ever, it may be several days before they reach

land or a ship ;
and as a result, due to bac-

terial decay accelerated by the heat retained

in the whale’s body, anything up to half the

value of the carcase may be lost.

Some while ago, in the far north of Nor-

way, a demonstration was given of how to re-

tard the progress of this decay and get the

whales cut up before spoilage cost the whaling

companies a large part of their profits. The

carcases were injected with a special whaling

formulation of the antibiotic oxytetracycline

(‘Biostat’) before being towed away. The

preparation spread quickly from the point

where it was injected through the whole of

the whale’s body. On arrival at the flensing

station much of the carcase which would ordi-

narily have been lost
.

through 'spoilage was

found to have been successfully preserved.

Preservation with an antibiotic can therefore

be expected to play an important part in the

future progress of the industry.

Current
Science

Salk’s Contribution to Cancer Research

While looking for improved methods of pro-

ducing his polio vaccine. Dr. J. E. Salk, of Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania, has made an important

contribution to cancer research. He seems to

be on the way to success in preparing a serum
which will attack tumour cells.

The Salk polio vaccine is made by growing

the virus in cells from monkey kidneys which
are kept alive in special nutrients.

Salk’s experiment consisted in injecting mil-

lions of the cancer-like cells into monkeys. In

most cases nothing at all happened ; but in

some of the animals tumours started to grow
and then disappeared again. The monkeys were
able to fight the invading cells successfully.

As a rider to this experiment Salk tested the

blood serum from these monkeys to see what
effect it had on the proliferating cancer-like

cells. It immediately killed them, but did not

affect healthy kidney cells.

Here then is the l^iasis for a cancer vaccine

which will act specifically against cancer cells.

Unfortunately, there is one snag which pre-

vents the method being developed for treating

humans. Unless the cancer cells are injc'cted

into the same animal (in this first case a mon-
key) as that from which they were originally

obtained, the serum obtained kills both nor-

mal and cancer cells. But Dr. Salk indicates

several possible solutions to the problem and

there can be little doubt that an antiserum

which acts only against certain cancer cells

will be available in due course. (The New
Scientist, Jan. 1958.)

Gibberellic Acid and Plant Growth

Gibberellic acid is a white crystalline solid

of total formula Ci.jHooO,. and melting point

223-35° C. It is soluble in water to the ex-

tent of 5g. per litre to give an aqueous solu-

tion of pH 3-4. It is stable when dry but un-

stable in aqueous and aqueous/alcoholic solu-

tions.

One unique property of gibberellic acid, that

of increasing the growth of plants by greatly

elongating the cells, was first discovered by

the Japanese pathologist, Kurosawa, in 1926.

Studying the symptoms of the bakanae or

‘foolish seedling’ disease of rice Kurosawa ob-

served that the casual pathogen was a soil-

bome fungus, Gihberella fujikuroi which caus-

ed infected seedlings to grow very much taller

than healthy ones. The culture filtrate when
sprayed had the same effect. Other Japanese

biologist showed that the filtrate would induce

excessive growth in many other plants as well
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as rice. These discoveries attracted very little

attention until a few years ago it was taken up
at the Akers Research Laboratories of Impe-
rial Chemical Industries. The research work-
ers at I.C.I. succeeded in preparing a highly
active growth-promoting substance from a cul-

ture of Gibherella fujikuroi.

The biological activity of the chemical has

been widely investigated in Japan, Great Bri-

tain and the United States. Studies are con-
tinuing in the United States, the United King-
dom and in many other countries on a very
wide variety of crops. These studies are both
fundamental and applied, and should lead to a

much more complete understanding of the pro-

perties and pos.sible uses of gibberellic acid.

Radio Isotopes Training Course

As a United Nations Regional Technical

Assistance l^roiect, a speciahzc'd training course

in “Radio-isotopes” will be held in Tokyo
('Japan) from 23rd August-1 9th September
1958. The UNESCO South-East Asia Science

Co-operation Ofiice in Djakarta and the Gov-
ernment of Japan are sharing responsibility

for organizing this course. Governments of the

region are being approached concerning their

interest in participating in this training course.

International Congress of Industrial Chemistry

The Thirty-First International Congress of

Industrial Chemistry will be held from Sep-
tember 7th to 20th, 1958, at LIEGE, an indus-

trial city situated 100 km. from Brussels and
possessing numerous and important installa-

tions of the Belgian Chemical Industry.

Organised with the collaboration of the

Federation des Industries Chemiques de Bclgi

que (Federation of Belgian Chemical Indus-

tries) this Congress will once again enable

fertile contacts to be formed, or renewed, bet-

ween those engaged in the scientific, technical,

and industrial development of Applied Che-
mistry.

The following Groups and Sections have
been formed : Group I : General Technical

Problems of the Chemical Industry
;
Group II :

Fuels ; Group III : Nuclear Sciences
;
Group IV :

Metallurgy ; Group V : Industrial Chemistry rjf

Minerals ; Group VI : Cements, Building Mate-
rials, Glass-making ; Group VII : Organic Che-

mical Industries
; Group VIII : Food and Agri-

cultural Industries
; Group IX : Colonial Prob-

lems
; Group X : Industrial and Social Organ-

ization.

Further information can be had from the
General Secretarial Office, 32, rue Joseph II,

Brussels IV (Belgium).

Award of Research Degrees
ft

Andhra University has awarded the D.Sc.
Degree in Zoology to the following candidates
for their theses indicated against each : Shri R.
Nagabhushana Rao, “Studies on Marine Wood-
Boring Mollusca of Visakhapatnam Hatbour”;
Shri K. Hanumantha Rao, “Studies on Parasitic
Worms of Fishes and Piscivorous Hosts from
Andhra Pradesh”; D.Sc. Degree in Botany to

Shri R. L. N. Sastry for his thesis entitled
“Floral Morphology and Embryology of Some
Ranales”; and the D.Sc. Degree in Chemistry
to Shri S. K. Pavanaram for his thesis enti-

tled “Synthesis of Furanobensopyrones and
Chemical Examination of Indian Heart-Woods”.
The Annamalai University has awarded the

Ph.D. Degree in Chemistry to the following
candidates for their theses indicated against

each : Mr. T. S. Govindarajan, “Ultraviolei

Absorption Spectra of Thiophenols and Aryl
Sulphides”; Mr. K. M. Somasundaram. “Dielec-
tric Contribution to Liquid Miscibility”.

The University of Poona has awarded the
Ph.D. Degree in Chemistry to the following can-
didates for their theses mentioned against each *

Shri A. K. Das Gupta, “Diffusion and Evapo-
ration of Trace Impurities from the Matrix of

a Host Lattice”; Shri K. G. Gore, “Experiments
in Benzopyrones”; Shri V. G. Naik, “Synthesis
of Nitroflavonols”.

Corrigendum

The note entitled, “The Effect of Certain
Insecticides on Larva? of Anorais sahulifera

Guenther”, published in the May 1958 issue

(Vol. 27, No. 5, “pp. 179-80) anii the paper
No. 2 under reference are actually the work
of Dr. N. Dutt and Shri R. N. Ganguli, report-

ed to the Indian Science Congress (Proc. Ind.

Sci. Congr, HI. 387, 1956).

The authorship should, therefore, be read as

N. Dutt and R. N. Ganguli.
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COSMOLOGY*

rpHE universe in the large is an inevitable

subject for scientific curiosity, but the

most commonplace physics also leads us to

study it. More generally, we conceive that the

laws of physics and the actually existing phy-
sical universe must be interdependent, so that

physics is bound to merge into cosmology. We
may conveniently define cosmology to be the

study of the astronomical universe as the sys-

tem of the galaxies and any material in inter-

galactic space. The present time is suitable for

taking slock of the subject bccau.se there seems
to be a halt in its development, although much
that is happening in physic‘s and astronomy can

be seen to have a bearing upon it.

The lines in the optical spectra of galaxies

show a shift towards the red that increases

with decreasing apparent brightness. The facts

are consistent, to a good tir.st approximation,

with the interpretation that the galaxies are

receding with speeds propoi^ional to Ihcir dis-

tances. This interpretation received notable

support when American observers recently

found, in the few ca.ses so far examined, that

the 21 cm. line in the radio spectrum showed
velocity shifts agreeing well with those in the

optical specirum. The constant of proportional-

ity in Ihe velocity law (Plubble's law) is writ-

ten 1/r

;

it means that if the galaxies have
always had their pre.scntly observed velocities

they would all have coincided in space r years

ago. The current ^'stimatc of based upon
W. Baade’s important revision of the distance-

scale, is r)'4 X lO^’ years.

The fact that so general a property as the

motion of the galaxies is found to be the same
for all directions, strongly indicates that the

universe as a whole must be isotropic about our

position. The homogeneity .signifies that an

observer in any other galaxy would get the

same general picture of the universe as we do

if the universe is in a steady state, or the

same sequence of pictuies if it is evolving. If

valid, this is the most important thing we knov/

about the universe, for, it means that we are

in a position to know all that can bo known
about the astronomical universe, in the sense

that we could learn nothing more about its

large-scale behaviour by going anywhere else

within it. If the universe is in a steady state,

we could further learn no more by living at

• Based upon an article by W. II, McCrea in

Endeavour for January 1958.

another epoch, but Ihi.s would not follow if the

universe is evolving, it is in fact hard to see

any justification for accepting the ‘universality

of physical law’ unless there is also universal-

ity of physical background, i.o., homogeneity of

the universe in the large. It is satisfactory to

find evidence for tJie latter, at any rale as re-

gards space
;
wlicthcr if applies also to time is

(*nc of the main points to be discussed.

1‘he most obvious explanation of the appa-
rent rece.ssion of the galaxies is that we are

witnes.sing a one-way evolution of a universe

whose contents are given once and for all. The
mechanical behaviour of such a system is appro-
priately treated b.v Einstein’s theoi’y of general
relativity. The equations obtained have a range
of solutions. Tho.se lliat come nearest to fitting

the ob.scrvation.s require the material to have
been in a state of enormous density, infinite

in the idealized mode!, rather less than t years

ago. The production of this singular state is

given no meaning m the theory
;

it must be
regarded as tlie cieation of the universe, and
a unique ‘age of the universe’ must be dated
from it.

On the other hand, the essentially simplest

view is that we should suppose there to be no-
thing to distinguish our position in time from
any other, just as we have already inferred

that there is nothing to distinguish our posi-

tion in space. Thus, we should suppose the
universe to be in a steady state. This refers

to the univer.se in the large or to the smooth-
ed-out universe.

The steady-state theory of the expanding
universe was propounded by H. Bondi and
T. Gold and by F. Hoyle in 1948. According
to the tht'ory, existing galaxies are indeed dis-

persing, but, new matter is continually appear-
ing throughout the universe and giving rise to

now galaxies, thereby keeping th^ population
di.siribution steady. Any large region contains
galaxies of all ages, but -with an average that
works out at 1/3 r years. The general merits
of this theory are that we avoid (a) the dubi-
ous procedure of emplc'iying unchanging laws
in a changing universe; (b) the paradox of

finding objects such as stars that are older than
the universe; (c) the dilemma of having
everything dependent upon a creation process
that nevertheless is outside the scope of the
theory. However, it must be understood that
discrimination between the different theories

depend upon effect of second or higher order
near the limits of instrumental performance,
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Despite the superb work done by observers, it

seems that all efforts to discriminate between
the theories by means of large-scale features

must still be inconclusive. This seems to apply

not only to optical observations but also to

radio surveys. At pr€.‘sent therefore we must
consider less direct evidence.

According to evolutionary theory, galaxies

must have been formed from a space-filling

gas at a definite stage in the expansion of the

universe. But a satisfactory process has not

so far been proposed.

The steady-state theory, however, by its very

nature cannot pose the problem of an original

formation of galaxies. D. W. Sciama has stres-

sed that its problem is the self-perpetuation of

the existing population with all its character-

istics. He has outlined a remarkable solution

of the problem which is as follows.

A galaxy is, in general, in motion through
intergalactic gas by virtue of its random velo-

city. The gas that falls towards it as it passes,

forms a wake behind the galaxy, as in the

well-known theory of gravitational accretion.

The wake material will tend to pull itself to-

gether by its self-gravitation and so forms a

‘daughter’ galaxy. There is a critical condition

for the daughter to break away from her iDarent

instead of remaining gravitationally bound. If

they separate, the process will start again with
each galaxy. If they remain together, the pro-

cess will be repeated with the pair, and by the

production of further offspring a cluster of

galaxies of increasing population may result.

But a cluster has an inherent tendency to lose

members by ‘evaporation’; this and other fac-

tors hinder its growth indefinitely. The gala-

xies that evaporate off maintain the distribution

of random motions of the field galaxies. The
characteristics of this self-perpetuating system
depend ultimately upon the properties of the

atomic hydrogen which constitutes the bulk of

the intergalactic material postulated in the

theory. The (heory cannot yet be regarded as

established t>ut is attractive ‘and has no arbi-

trary features.

Calculations imply that 90% of all matter is
intergalactic and the mean density p according
to original theory works out to 3 X 10 -f» hydro-
gen atom cm. According to the steady-state
theory the existing matter moves out of any
region as a result of cosmical expansion and is
replaced by ‘new’ matter once in about 2 x 10*^

years on the average. Thus there is a creation
process which must be one involving funda-
mental particles and producing hydrogen. Con-
sequently at some stage it must yield protons
and electrons. Calculations reveal that over a
big range of temperature there will be signifi-
cant fractions of both neutral and ionized
hydrogen.

The concept of continual creation has not
proved repugnant to current physical theory.
It has indeed provoked a further line of spe-
culation. For, ‘matter’ constituted of positively
charged nuclei and negative electrons, and
‘anti-matter’ constituted of negatively charged
nuclei and positive electrons, are treated in
symmetric fashion ky current theory. In par-
ticular, both sorts have theoretically identical
inertial and gravitational properties. On
general grounds we might therefore expect any
creation process to produce statistically equal
amounts of matter and anti-matter and the uni-
verse in the large to be composed of equal
amounts. On the other hand, any particular
galaxy must be composed effectively entirely of
one sort only. It has even been suggested that
some very energetic collisions observed to be
occuiring in some parts of the universe are
between galaxies of opj:>osit# comixisitions.
The steady -state theory has survived for nine

years since its announcement. Despite its pecu-
liar vulnerability, no observation has been
found to refute it that is not itself of uncertain
interpretation. The obstacle regarding nuclear
synthesis has disappeared and with it one of
the main arguments for the evolutionary theory.
The solution of the problem of galaxy forma-
tion seems to be within reach of steady-state
cosmology, while older theories have not shown
much progress towards solving it.

HAFFKINE
rpHE Haffkine Institute, Bombay- 12, will be
“*• celebrating its Diamond Jubilee from 10th
to 14th January 1959.

The celebrations are expected to be inaugu-
rated by the President, of the' Republic of

India. The programmes will include lectures

and scientific seminars on topics such as

plague, cholera, rabies, influenza, poliomyelitis,

INSTITUTE
snakes, venoms and insect resistance to insec-
ticides. These will be on international level for
participation.

All scientists, scientific organisations and
learned societies are invited to attend or to
send delegates so as to encourage free flow of
research ideas and goodwill between Research
Institutions in the world.
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NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY:
STUDY OF ALLOWED AND FORBIDDEN BETA-SPBCTRA

B. V. THOSAR
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research^ Bombay--

1

T>RIOR to about 1950, nearly all the beta-

decaying isotopes which were studied were
found to give a continuous beta-spectrum con-

forming to the so-called ‘allowed’ shape, in

accordance with the Fermi theory. During the

last six or seven years, due mainly to the

advent of atomic reactors, which could produce

many artificial isotopes to high specific activity

and also due to improvements in the design of

beta-spectrometers, many instances of marked
deviation from the ‘allowed’ shape have been
revealed.

The shape of the beta-spectrum is one of the

important criteria for deciding whether a beta-

transition is allowed or forbidden under the

selection rules.
*

The expression for energy spectrum accord-

ing to Fermi theory is as follows :

The above expression for energy spectrum
can be rewritten, for ‘allowed’ decays, as

the quantity on the left plotted against energy
W then gives a straight line, the Fermi-Kurie
plot, with an intercept on the energy axis equal
to the maximum beta-energy. The data on
energy spectrum arc presented in the form of

a Kuric plot, which is a straight line for ‘‘allow-

ed” decays, any true deviation from it being an
indication that the transition in question is of

the ‘forbidden’ type.

The selection rules governing beta-transitions

are based on change in angular momentum,
A J and change in parity, between the initial

and final states.

N4;{W)dW (qp Z, W)
AJ Parity change

p.W, (Wo-W)* Sn (W) dW.

W rr energy in units of me.-
;
Z r- atomic num-

ber ; p — momentum in units of me. ; g — con-

stant of interaction.

Here, p.W. (W^, is the statistical factor

obtained on the assumption that all modes of

distribution of energy between the electron and
the neutrino are equally probable. The term
F(Z, W) is the correction term for the effect

of the Coulomb field on the emitted electron

and becomes important at lower energies and
higher values of atomic number. Its effect is

to increase the number of ‘slow’ electrons and
to decrease the number of ‘slow’ positrons. The
factor Sn(W) incorporates^ the specific nuclear

properties relating to the initial and final states

+ C,“} I M, -f- -f

of the nuclei. This shape factor may or mav
not be energy-dependent. It can be written as

to take account of the Fermi and Gamow-
Teller types of interactions. In the case of

‘allowed’ transitions this shape factor is inde-

pendent of energy, 5 = 0, and the spectrum
shap>e is then the statistical shape, corrected for

the coulomb field effect. The spectrum shape
for allowed transitions is therefore not sensi-

tive to the precise form of interaction involved

in beta-decay.

a

Allowed Transitions 0, 1. No

First forbidden 'rransitioi^s 0, -t- 1, -i 2, Yes

Second forbidden ± 2, d 3. No
Transitions

Thus,

While allowed transitions give a straight line

Kurie plot, the converse is not true as most
first forbidden transitions of the type (A J = 0,

It 1. yes) also give the ‘allowed’ spectrum shape.
The spectra of Radium E(Bi“i<^) and Sb^-* are,

however, exceptions as they show a deviation

from allowed shape. RaE spectrum is now ex-
plained as due to a combination 9t scalar and
tensor interactions, with A J = 1, yes and so

also the spectrum of Sb’^*. The explanation is

c**) IM,;.,. n X (l T

that there is an accidental cancellation of the

usually dominant energy-independent terms in

the spectrum shape correction factor so that

the smaller energy-dependent terms begin to

show up their influence.

ALSO, in decays where ,/S — 7 directional aniso-
tropy exists, the spectrum shape, according to

theory, must deviate from the ‘allowed* shape,
though the deviation may be ^small. For iso-

topes^’, Rb®^, 1126
^ guch anisotropy

exists, the transitions bemg of the type A J = 0,
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yes. No deviations from allowed shape have,

however, been reported. For and Sb^-^

(AJ=1, yes), — 7 anisotropy and deviations

from allowed shape have been found.

It would appear that beta-transitions of the

first forbidden (A J == 0, ±1, yes) type need

to be more carefully studied. It has been sur-

mised that deviations from allowed shape as

predicted by theory would be more frequently

revealed if experimental spectroscopy is made
capable of detecting 3-5% deviations from the

statistical shape.

Transitions of the type A J ” 2, yes, are in

a special class, called ‘first forbidden unique’.

The unique shape factor, (W“—l)-|-

(Wf, — W)-, gives an S-shaped uncorrectcd

Kurie plot, with deviations from the allowed

shape, both at low and high energies. Several

examples of this type have been revealed in

recent years, some of them being Y‘>^,

Y‘->^, Csi-‘‘S T12«^.

Second forbidden decays are not in general

expected to conform to the allowed shape.

Comparative half-life ‘ft’ or half-life correct-

ed for atomic number Z and maximum beta-

energy, provides another criterion for

deciding about the allowed or forbidden nature

of a transition. Thus log ft values seem to lie

in the range 4-5 to 6 for normal allowed tran-

sitions for odd A (mass-number) nuclei and in

the range 4 to 5-7 for even A nuclei. Log ft

is around 3*5 for super-allowed decays, i.c,, for

neutron, and the mirror-nuclei, and for first

forbidden transitions it ranges from 6 to 8. The

shape of the beta-spectrum, the log ft value of

the transition and considerations regarding the

shell structure of nuclei are usually sufficient

for determining the nature of the transition and

the spins and parities of the initial and final

nuclear states.

The deviations froiq allow'ed shape are signi-

ficant at low energies, the curve bending up-

wards from the straight line Kurie plot. Expe-

rimental difficulties in working with beta-rays

at these energies are considerable and a proper

assessment of all possible sources of error is

essential before reaching any definite conclu-

sion about deviations from allowed shape. Some

of these experimental considerations are as fol-

lows :

t
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Absorption in the window of the coun-

ter.

(2)

Scattering of electrons in source mate-
rial and from the source-backing.

(3)

Spectrometer resolution correction,

which can be tested by studying the shape of

internal conversion lines in different regions of

energy.

(4)

Effect of the design of baffle-edges as

penetration through the edges at high ener-

gies can affect the shape of the spectrum. A
sharp-edged or sharp-cornered baffle in front of

the detector can enhance the high energy por-

tion (— l-5Mev.) by several per cent.

(5)

Stability of the detector.

(6)

Rernanence in the iron of spectrometer

magnet, which may change its current-field

characteristic.

Corrections for effects (1) and (2) above can
best be a.ssessed by a number of auxiliary ex-
periments,*"’ using different values of thickness

for counter window and .source-backing. A
good experimental approach for eliminating

several rather ill -defined errors is to use a

method of comparison where the spectrum from
a given source is compared, under identical

conditions, with that of a source known defi-

nitely to give a straight-line Kuiie plot. Greater

confidence can then lx? placed even in small,

observed deviations from the allowed shape.

In conclusion it may be kaid that the study

of forbidden beta-transitions is essential as the

expectations for such transitions are more sen-

sitive to differences in the formulation of the

theory than those for allowed decay. The re-

cent discovery of non-conservation of parity in

weak interactions has reopened the question of

the type of interaction involved in beta-decay

and has stimulated experimental investigation

and re-examination of many problems^ which
were considered to have been settled.

1. and Gamma- /Cay Spectroscopy^ Edited by K.
Siegbahn, Ai tides by M. E. Bose. C. S. Wu and
Konopinsky.

2. Porter, F. T., et a/„ P/iys, Rev., 1957, 107, 135 and
Ibtd., 1956, 103, 921.

3. Svibba Rao, B. N., et a/,, to be published.

4. Berestetsky et al., Nuc, P/iys., 1968, 5, 464.
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AIRPHOTO Geology is a science dealing

with the examination, interpretation and
preparation of geologic maps from aerial photo-
graphs. The form, pattern, and broader rela-

tion of rock bodies can be studied more quickly

and more effectively on photos than on the

ground and in many instances features or re-

lations which are absent to the observer in the

lield arc readily apparent on photos. The
aerial camera is an extremely efficient recorder

of many of the important field data and pro-

vides a means literally of bringing the field

into the laboratory. Airphotos likewise pro

vide the most economic means of surveying

and result in more detailed geologic maps at a

fraction of the cost of older field surveying

methods.

The geologic interpretatioji of aerial photo-

graphs requires a well rounded knowledge of

general geology. Familiarity with geologic

maps and with the solid geometry of rock

bodies is important and field experience is in-

valuable as a background. Any type of air-

photo may be used for geologic interpretation,

the relative merits of each depending on the

particular problem at hand. For reconnaissance

work, oblique photographs and mosaics are

advantageous for studying large-scale features

and trends. Vertical photographs with stereo-

scope coverage ai^ best for detailed work
especially since they may be viewed in three

dimensions and the relief or teirain features

studied in conjunction with the rock outcrop

and structural patterns.

Aerial photographs may be u.sed for geo-

logic mapping either in the office or in the

field. Office mapping is obviously limited in

scope and its succe.ss is dependent upon ade-

quate exposures. Under favourable conditions,

photos alone may supply a large part of the

information needed in mapping, but they can

never supply quite all the necessary data.

Office mapping consists essentially in the .sys-

tematic applications of the criteria for litho-

logic, structural and topographic interpretation

of aerial photographs. In economic geology it

is sometimes necessary to obtain, in a minimum
amount of time, all possible information about

areas which are not readily accessable from

the ground, such as in rough mountainous re-

* The author is a Visiting Professor of Geology at the

Osmania University under a grant from the United States

Educational Foundation in India.
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gions, jungle area.s, etc. In such cases provi-

sional maps may be prepared solely on the

ba.sis of aerial photos. The boundaries of rocK
types may or may not be shown. In some in-

stances it may be sufflgpient to show only the

general structural trends using appropriate
symbols for faults, axial traces of anticlines

and syclmes, clip and strike of strata and out-

ciops of igneous rock bodies. The reliability

of this type of mapping varies inversely with
the complexity of structure. Although a
thoroughly accurate map may be prepared
under ideal ccaiditions, there are many sources
of error and the results arc provisional until

confirmed in the field.

In geologic field mapping, aerial photographs
may be used botli as guide maps in finding

desired localities and outcroi.>s and as base

maps for recording geologic data. As guide
maps they arc unexcelled, providing a complete
and detailed picture of roads, trails, clearing‘>

streams, ridges and landmark.*^ of all types, as

well as showing the places where outcrops can
be found. Generally it is possible to locate one-

self very quickly by visual comparison with the

ground features and the photographic detail.

Using airphotos. it is possible at the beginning

of each day’s work to plan the traverses in con-

siderable detail. Promising points for investi-

gation are noted and the best routes between
points are decided upon. In this way, small

but important exposures which otherwise might
be found only by chance, may be located and
conversely, unpromising areas may be exclud-

ed from the traverse route. On the completion

of a given unit of the field work, the photos

provide a basis for interpolating boundaries

between points visited, as well as integrating

scattered observations on general •geology and
finalizing a detailed geologic map. ^

The basic phases of geologic interpretation

from aerial photos include the identification

and delimitation of rock structure and inter-

pretation of landforms and drainage patterns.

Structural interpretation is mainly a matter of

determining the solid geometry of the rock

bodies. Accurate differentiation and correlation

of lithologic units constitutes the first step and
is followed by* a study of the distribution and
attitude of the geologic formations and their

relations to one another. Where the rocks in-

volved in the structure are fi^ly exposed, as

in arid regions of some ^relief, their structural
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relations may be observed and mapped directly.

Where the structures are not directly exposed,

but the outcrop belts of certain distinctive rocks

are traceable through the soil and vegetation,

the type of structure may be deduced from the

outcrop pattern and its relation to topography
and vegetative cover. Stream drainage pat-

terns likewise are valuable as indicators of

general structural trends. Dendritic or tree-

like patterns indicate areas ol horizontal sedi-

mentary or uniform igneous rocks. Trellis pat-

terns indicate folded sedimentary rocks with

anticlinal, synclinal and rnonoclinal struc-

tures
;

radial patterns show domal structures,

etc. The approximate dip and strike of rocks

can likewise be easily measured through

stereoscopic or three-dimensional studies of

vertical photographs. The geologic identihca-

tion and delimitation of rock types and .struc-

ture and the interpretation of drainage pat-

terns and terrain are closely interrelated and
together lead to more specialised phases such

as its application to mining, petroleum and

engineering geology and researcli problems in

dynamic geology.

In the mining industry aerial photographs

are widely used for the discoveiw and deve-

lopment of now mineral deposits and extension

of old ore bodies. During the past 25 years

large areas of the United States, Canada,

Africa, South America, Australia and other

countries have been photographed and air-

borne magnetometer surveys made in order to

discover new mineral deposits. Those surve.ys

were made partly for the purpose of in'oviding

base maps and partly to permit a direct search

for such evidences of mineralization as might

be shown on the photos. Insofar as x^i'kriary

ore deposits are concerned the latter is mainly

a matter of lithologic and structural interpre-

tation involving the recognition of actual out-

crops of gossan, mineralized aureoles, veins or

lodes, or of rock bodies or other geologic re-

lations whfch might bo expected to have mine-

ral deposits associated with them. Careful

study of the aerial appearance of known ore

deposits provides a guide in the search for

other deposits of a similar character in the

general region. Thus, through a detailed exa-

mination of aerial photographs, areas which

appear promising for ground prospecting are

selected, and areas which appear to be un-

favourable are eliminated.

In the detailed study of established mining

districts, aerial photos are valuable for routine

surface mapping of the geology. This involves

the plotting of all outcropping veins or other

[
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type of deposits, together with associated
faults, folds, fractures and lithologic units
which may have inliuenced 11 ic localization of

the ore. Minor fractures, faults, and other fca-
ture.s difficult to recognise on the ground are
frequently shown very clearly on photos and
when their ri'lation to mineralization has been
established may provide a due to new ore
Ixuiie.-:. Likewise the use of the air-borne
magnetometer in conjunction with aerial sur-

v^-'vs lia.s been valuable in discovering new ore

c^epo.^lts. In tile United States one of the large

steel companies, which imports iron from mines
more than a tJioiisand miles away, carried out

a magnelomcter survey on land-holdings adja-

cent to their steel plant. Much to their surprise

a large new magnetite iron ore body was dis-

covered in their own backyard. The extension
of large nickel deposits in Canada also were
made using similar aii -borne surveys.

'J he c(»sts of aei ial photo surveys in mining
operations vai les "according U' the size and
shape (){ tiie area, scale of the maps, amount
of existing ground control and detail requir-

ed. For areas of 1,000 acres or larger, the air-

borne method always costs less than ground
sLirvey.s. For example, the mapping of a 7,000-

acre coal mining area in the Central United

State cost $1.84 per acre whereas ground
surveys for a nearby area of similar size with

identical terrain co.st $2.92 per acre. Further-

more, much more detail was furnished in the

aerial maps which was invaluable in planning

the long-term iriirnng operations.

The monetary savings in air-borne magneto-
meter surveys arc even more .striking. For

example, in the Adirondack Mountain area of

Upper New York State, a large magnetite iron

ore dexjosit was located through air-borne sur-

veys. During this aerial survey, a 4-man crew
operating an aircraft made 11,300 miles of

magnetic traverse lines .spaced Li mile apart.

It was estimated that, under the rugged moun-
tainous terrain present, a 4-rnan crew mak-
ing a dip needle ground survey would have
required 27 years of six-month field seasons

or 80 times the period and have cost 17 times

a.s much as the aerial surveys. The final re-

sults akso would have been much less accurate

and the development of the mining operations

would have been delayed by many years.

In the petroleum industry the use of aerial

photo,s both for geological and engineering

purposes has become standard practice. Aerial

photographs provide a rapid and economic

means of preparing base maps of various types

and scales, particularly in unmapped or
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inadequately mapped territory, and thus aid in
many phases of developmental work. Surface
indications of petroleum such as oil seeps,
anticlinal structures, and other types of poten-
tial structural traps are often shown with strik-
ing clarity on aerial photos. Tn undeveloped
jungle country difficult of access, aerial photo-
graphs provide the only guide and efficient way

ocean platforms and continental shelves, aerial

photographs provide the only means of accu-
rately locating the subsurface structures. Exten-
sive use of aerial photos in conjunction with
‘shoram’ and ajr-borne magnetometer surveys
have been made in the West Indies and Gulf
of Mexico in developing new oil-fields in sub-
merged continental shelf areas.

Fig. 1. 01 >11(1 uf Acrici\ Photograph Allowing Planed-of[ Structural Dome in Mauiitania, French
West Africa

of locating cither definite structures or places

where there is some hope that such structures

may be outlined by ground methods. They aid

furthermore in appraising the regional geo-
logic setting of individual areas and in select-

ing the best routes to places of seeing promise
for ground study. In this way random traverses

are avoided, much fatiguing and unprofitable

travel is eliminated, the range of geologic ex-
ploration is greatly extended, and essential field

work is held to a minimum. Again in the ex-

ploration for oil in offshore areas along the

In the field of Engineering Geology, air-

photos find widespread application. They pro-
vide a base map for the preliminary surveys
or mapping required for many types of engi-
neering projects. Skilled geologic and physio-
graphic interpretation of the photos may aid

both in contributing to
^
the economy and effi-

ciency of purely routine geologic work, and in

directing attention to such features as active

faults, sinkholes, landslides, glacial deposits and
ancient stream channels which might have an
important bearing on tke cost or success of
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the project in question. In light of the infor-

mation thus gained, boreholes, test pits, or

trenches, or other types of subsurface explora-

tion may be planned most elTectively. In de-

tailed geologic mapping of sites for

tunnels, aqueducts, dams, reservoirs and other

types of engineering projects, faults, fractures,

and other sources of weakness in the rock are

of particular concern c^nd aerial photos might

direct attention to minor but important struc-

tures, which might otherwise be overlooked.

Ancient landslide masses frequently constitute

obstacles to the building of dams and other

structures and their recognition is of consider-

able importance. The presence of old slides,

furthermore, might suggest the possibility of

repeated sliding and the desirability of suitable

precautionary mea.sures. In cases where high-

ways, railways, canals, and dams are damaged
or obstructed by active landslides, aerial photo-

graphs provide the quickest way of obtaining

a complete picture of the situation and the

[
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remedial measures to be taken. Aerial photos
are very helpful in studying the effects of the

silting of reservoirs and the control of erosion

and deposition along rivers and harbours. They
also are invaluable for the development of new
surface and subsurface water-supplies, dam,
reservoir and irrigation projects.

In conclusion the descriptions given above
indicate in a brief way the advances that have
been made in air-photo geology and their eco-

nomic applications. The author cannot recom-
mend too highly the widespread use of air-

photos for geologic work. Not only are aerial

surveys less cosily than ground surveys, but

they add to greater detail and accuracy. Air-

photo geologic surveys likewise can be carried

out in a fraction of the time of ground sur-

veys
;
sometimes advancing the development of

a mineral prospect by many years. In advanced
civilizations, time is an important element and
air-photo geology is an important new scien-

tific tool.

ORTHO-PARA-CATALYSIS IN LIQUID-HYDROGEN PRODUCTION

PESHLY liquefied hydrogen that has not

been catalyzed consists of a 3-to-l ortho-

para-mixiure. There is a slow but definite

change in the mixture on standing, which com-
plicates the problem of keeping the liquid for

any great length of time. The exothermic heat

of conversion of ortho- to para-hydrogen at

20° K, is about 254 calories per mole, whereas
the endothermic heat of vaporization of liquid

hydrogen is 216 calories per mole. As a result

of this slow change, a thermally isolated tank

of liquid hydrogen, prepared without conver-

sion to the para form, will lose about 18% of

its volume during the first day of storage. In

the absence of this internal evolution of heat,

the heat transfer to a well-insulated Dewar
may result fn a loss of less than 1% per day.

The obvjous solution of the above difficulty

is the conversion to *the para form either in

the gas phase before liquefaction or in the

liquid phase immediately after liquefaction, but

in any case before delivery to the storage

Dewar.
Bonhoeffer and Harteck were the first to

make use of heterogeneous catalysis to establish

ortho-para-equilibrium. They used charcoal at

liquid-air temperatures and were able to estab-

lish equilibrium quickly when normal hydrogen
was passed over the catalyst. However, when
para-hydrogen was passed over charcoal at room
temperature, no* conversion took place.

Taylor and collaborators studied the catalytic

activity of the metallic oxides and found that

the para-magnetic substances chromic oxide,

cerium oxide, and neodymium oxide brought
about rapid conversion, whereas zinc oxide, lan-

thanum oxide, and vanadium pentoxide, hav-
ing low or negligible para-magnetism, showed
low or negligible conversion efficiencies. They
conclude that the magnetic character of the

surface of the catalyst is a controlling factor

and may account for their earlier success with

metallic nickel, as well as for the results of

Emmett and Harkness with Van der Waal’s

adsorption on iron synthetic ammonia catalysts.

A series of selected or specially prepared

catalysts were studied for their ability to acce-

lerate the ortho- to para-conversion of hydro-
gen. The results of this study are presented,

and the performance of various catalysts are

compared with that of chromic oxide on alu-

mina pellets. An outstanding catalyst, unsup-
ported hydrous ferric oxide granules, was
selected for further study and used in the lique-

fiers of the National Bureau of Standards Cryo-
genic Engineering Laboratory. One and
half litres of this catalyst has now been used
to convert more than 100,000 litres of liquid

hydrogen to 90-95% para at an average rate

of about 235 litres of liquid per hour. There
is to date no evidence of decrease in efficiency

with continued use.
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STACKING FAULTS IN CLOSE-PACKED METALLIC LATTICES
Part II. The Measurement of Faulting Parameters

T. R. ANANTHARAMAN

Department oj Metallurgy, hidian

X-Ray Diffraction from Faulted

Close-packed Lattices

TN Part I of this review^ some general con-

siderations were set forth and in this the

quantitative estimation of stacking faults by

X-ray methods will be dealt with. De-

tailed treatments for the X-ray diffraction

effects of f.c.c. and h.c.p. lattices containing

growth of deformation faults have been given

by several authors.- A simple composite pic-

ture of the diffraction effects for the four dif-

ferent faulted lattices has not, however, been

given so far.

The X-ray reflections from a structure which

builds up in accordance with a space group can

be represented in a reciprof*al lattice where the

lattice points, each representing a particular re-

flection, are similar, i.e., identical except in in-

tensity. In the case of f.c.c. and h.c.p. struc-

tures, it is possible to represent the corres-

ponding reciprocal lattices in a common
diagi-am with conventional hexagonal indices

Institute of Science, Bangalore-^S

(Fig. 1). The corresponding hexagonal indices

H-K

• Hexagonal o Cubic

0 Common

Fig. 1 . Reciprocal lattice foi close packed structures

(Reflections from both h.c.p. and f.c.c. lattices are indi-

cated.)

Fig. 2. Reciprocal lattice representation of X-ray diffraction effects of stacking faults in h.c.p. structures

(The line profiles indicate distribution of intensity along the L-axis. Effects of growth and deformation faults are

shown above and below respectively.) •
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HKH + KL) for f.c!c. reflections (fikl) can be introduced into the lattice. The reflections with

computed from the simple relations

:

„ + (-fc + l)
. , _

(h+fc+l)2
^ 2 ’ 2 > 2

The first few f.c.c. reflections, some of which
actually represent a family of reflecting planes,

can then be assigned the following hexagonal

indices

:

(111) 2 parts (0002); 6 parts (loT-2/3)

(200) All six parts (101-4/3)

(220) .. 6 parts (llfo); 6 parts (im-8/3)

(311) 12 parts (11*22); 6 parts (101^10/3);

6 parts (202-2/3);

(222) .. 2 parts (0004); 6 parts (202-4/31

(400) .. All parts (20^-8/3).

The similarity of points in such a lattice is

affected by the introduction of stacking faults

in either the ABCABC— or the ABABAB

—

sequence. The reflections with H — K r= 3 N (N
being an integer or zero) and L even are not

affected in any way by faulting ; they are sharp

and have the same intensity as in the perfect

lattice. But all other reflections broaden out

along the L-axis and in some cases also decrease

or increase in intensity. These effects due to

faulting are indicated diagrammatically in

Figs. 2 and 3 and are described in the follow-

ing section.

Results for Different Types of Faulting

(a) Hexagonal Growth Faulting (Fig. 2 ).

—

For reflections with H — K=i3N± 1 and L
even :

Integrated Intensity

Integral Breadth

where K = a, constant ;
a “ frequency of fault-

ing and ^ integral breadth obtained by
dividing total intensity (T) integrated between

(L-f 1) and (L—l) by the maximum inten-

sity.

For reflections with H*-K = 3N±1 and L
odd;

L even broaden out exactly three times as

much as those with L odd. They also gradually
lose their intensity in favour of the latter. At
arzO-5, the reflections with L even disappear
and those with L odd increase in intensity by
a third of their original values and attain

their maximum breadth of 0-67 (in terms
of L). When a exceeds 0*5, the structure enters

the f.c.c. region and can be considered a hea-
vily growth-faulted f.c.c. structure.

Table I gives the integral breadths (fi^ and
for reflections with H — Kr=i3N±l and L

odd or even, the ratios (T^/T^) between the
integrated intensities of reflections with L odd
and even and the increase in intensity (AT)
of the lines with L odd, for various values of

the faulting parameter (a).

Table I

X-ray diffraction effects of stacking faults in

h.c.p. structures

a ho Fe Tfl/ 1 A^ 0

(a) Effects of (kowth Fault<

0-•0 0*00 0-00 3.00 0 •0%
0-•1 0-06 0.17 3.02 0 ‘2%
0 2 0-13 0-38 3.10 0 -8%
0--3 0*22 0-67 3.33 2--6%
0<-4 0.37 MO 4. 16 7--5%
-5 0-67 .

.

oc 3.3.•3%

(fi) Effects of Deformation Faults

0 •0 0-00 0.00 3.00 0-•0%
0--1 0-lfi 0.16 3.82 5.•7%
0-.o 0-32 032

.
5 . .52 12'•9%

0- n 0-49 0.49 10-23 21- 5 %
0- 4 0.62 0.62 .35-25 22* 1 %
0- 5 0*07 0.67 oc 33. 3%

= K (1 (1 — 0 ) )

(2 +2v/4--8a + a* [

^ ^ j4-4a-2\/4~8a + a2|

i a )

(b) Cubic Growth Faulting (Fig. 3).—The
reflections with H — K=:3N±1) and L =
2 M -f 2/3 or 4/3 (where M is an integer or

zero) are affected in a complex way by the
introduction of growth faults. As soon as one
growth fault is introduced, each reflection

splits up into two, corresponding to the alter-

Integrated Intensity

Integral BreaVlth

Accordingly, all reflections with H — K= native twinned arrangements of the f.c.c. lat-

3 N ± 1 and L qdd or even, broaden out in the tice. As a increases from zero, the sharp twin

L direction when growth faults are gradually reflections broaden out asymmetrically with
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Fig, 3. Reciprocal lattice representation of X-ray diffiaction effects of stacking; faults in f.c.c. slructuies

(The line piofiles indicate distribution of intensity along the L-axis. Effects of growth and deformation faults are

shown above and below respectively.)

their peaks moving towards each other. The
intensity distribution of each asymmetrical

component falls off more rapidly in the direc-

tion leading to L = 2M-f 1. At — 2 ^/S — 3,

these two components coalesce into a single

broad symmetrical <ine with the peak exactly

at L -“= 2 M -{- 1. The integral breadth given by

/>=::: 2(1 — a) /3a for the range a— (2 >^3 — 3)

to V2 has the maximum value of 0*77 for

a ™ 2 \/3 — 3. In the region (2 y^3 — 3) <
“<¥2 ,

the breadths of these reflections start

decreasing according to the above expression

for jfj and reach the value of 0*67 for a — 0*5.

When a exceeds 0*5, the structure enters the

h.c.p. region.

The integral breadths as well as shifts in

• •

0 HCP reflections 0<«C<02

peaks for the range 0<o<(2>y3 — 3) cannot

be easily evaluated.

(c) Hexagonal Deformation Faulting (Fig. 2).

—For reflections with H — Kr=3Nd: 1 and L
odd or even.

Integrated Intensity

Fig. 4. Influence of stacking faults on X-ray pow’der

photographs of close packed structures. ( The small num-
bers refer to multiplicity factors of the ^eflection.s. The
arrows refer to the direction of shift of the peaks.)

With the introduction of deformation faults

Te = K
I2

- 4^i:;3V+3a4

T, = K
I 2 + ^i_3„+3a4

1 -f V 1 ~ 3a 4- 3 tt*

Integral Breadth
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in the lattice, all reflections with H — K =
3 N ± 1 and L odd or even, broaden out in the
L direction. The lines with L odd or even
broaden out to the same extent, however, un-
like in the case of growdh faulting. The reflec-

tions with L even start losing their intensity

in favour of those with L odd, the change in

intensity being far more rapid than in growth
faulting. At a “ 0*5, theVeflections with L even
disappear and those with L odd increase in

intensity by a third of their original values
and attain the maximum breadth of 0-67. When
a exceeds 0-5. the process is just reversed and
all reflections become sharp again at a—l-O.
Table I b gives values of integral breadths,

intensity ratios, etc., for various values of a.

(d) Cubic Dcformatio7i Faulting (Fig. 3 ).

—

All reflections with H — K“3N±:1 and
L ~ 2 M -f 2/3 or 4/3 split up into pairs and
broaden out in the L direction on the introduc-

tion of deformation faults also, but the com-
ponents are symmetrical now with their maxima
moving towards L rr 2 M + 1.

Integral Breadth

Shift in Maximum

At a=r0*5, the peaks are at L:rr2M4-l for

the single lines and the maximum breadth of

0-67 is reached. Further increase in a results

in a reversal of the process with regard to

integral breadths and a continuation in the

movement of the peaks. At a — i • o, sharp re-

flections occur at L ~ 2 M 4- 4/3 or 2/3 as for

the perfect twin of the original crystal.

Table II gives the values of integral breadths
(p') and shifts in peaks (dL) for different

values of a.

Table II

X-ray diffraction effects of deformation faults
* in f.c.c. structures

f t

a p dL

0-0 0-00 0-00
O-I O.IG 0-03
0-2 0*32 O-OS
0 3 0-49 0-14
0-4 0-f>2 0-23
0-5 0-G7 0-33

Application of I^esults to Powder
Photographs

The preceding results can be used to detect

and evaluate stacking faults in close-packed

structures from theii Laue, Oscillation or

Debye-Scherrer photographs. The Laue and

Oscillation photographs reveal streaks as pre-

dicted by theory and can be used to identify

the type of faulting. They are unsuitable, how-

ever, for quantitative work. The frequency of

faults is therefore invariably determined from

powder photographs.

The general effects of different types of

stacking faults in close-packed lattices on

Debye-Scherrer reflections are indicated in

Fig. 4 for small values of « as are normally

encountered in practice. Most powder reflec-

tions from f.c.c. lattices are made up of a num-
ber of X-ray reflections and the contribution

of each of the latter has to be taken into

account in determining the integral breadth or

shift in peak for a particular line in the X-ray

photograph. This is easily done by calculating

and examining the hexagonal indices of each

component of a cubic (hkl) family.

Another important effect brought out in Fig. 4

is the relatively greater broadening shown for

the same faulting frequency by lines with

^ _ 2
1 — Vl -*3a + 3a‘'‘

l-\ Vl- 3a f 3a“

dL- ± ] i
^ arc tan a'' 3' (l-2o)l

.

( 3 TT )

higher L values in a family of reflections hav-

ing same H and K values. This is because the

spread of deviation angle for a small variation

in L is greater in powder photographs for

higher, numerical values of iL when H and K
are the same. This effect can be taken into

account by differentiating with respect to L :

sin®^
jHHHK-fK* LM
i So®

the equation connecting the Bragg angle (9),

wavelength of the X-radiation (X), hexagonal

lattice parameters (a and c) and the indices of

reflection (HKH d-KL). The differentiation

leads to :

de
. L • dL

2c‘-* • sin 2$ *

Since 2d^ represents the measurable angular
breadth (ji^) due to diffraction for a powder
line and dL represents the integral breadth in

reciprocal space (/j) which is needed for the

evaluation of the above equation can be
written as

:

• pg • sin 2$
^ ^

X* • L
a is normally evaluated from graphs connect-

ing a and
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Measurement of Faui-ting Parameter

The values of a can be obtained from any of

the following data available from powder
photographs

:

(a) Shifts in intensity maxima (for f.c.c.

structures only).

(b) Integral breadths due to diffraction

alone.

(c) Integrated intensities (for h.c.p. struc-

tures only).

(d) Line shapes.

The observed line-broadening is due in many
cases both to stacking faults and deformation

of the lattice. The separation of these two
effects is very difficult. In such instances,

method (a), applicable only to f.c.c. materials,

is eminently suitable, as broadening due to in-

ternal strains does not result in a shift of the

peak position. The location of the Ka^ peak of

a composite broadened line may be measured
accurately by a graphical or an analytical

method. It is not satisfactory to compare the

peak position with the predicted po.5ition be-

cause of the systematic errors which influence

the apparent peak position in all powder photo-
graphs. Instead, the measured separation of

adjacent lines may be compared with the cor-

responding separation in annealed (unfaulted)

materials photographed under the same con-
ditions. Reasonable confidence in the inter-

pretation of results is obtained only if several

such separations are measured on one film and
give the same vs^ue of a.

There is no movement of peak positions in

the case of reflections from faulted h.c.p. struc-

tures and hence method (a) is not suitable for

hexagonal materials. Method (b) is the most
usual for these structures and gives reliable

results if the line profiles are determined accu-

rately by careful photometering or by Geiger

counter methods. Suitable corrections have to

be applied, however, for geometrical broaden-
ing’* and for intensity lost in photometering.2'’*

In cases where internal strains also contribute

to line-broadening, the systematic variation in

integral breadths of lines not affected by fault-

ing must be taken into consideration. The re-

sults may again be regarded as satisfactory only

if the values of a obtained from a number of

different lines are in reasonable agreement. A
further check is obtained if the same speci-

men is photographed with several different

radiations, so that the geometrical conditions
for a given reflection are varied. This check
will establish whether or not true diffraction
broadening is measured.
Measurement of integrated intensity of a line

is necessary in order to obtain its breadth. Its
use in determining a (Method c) is however
purely subsidiary, since measurements of
breadth are much m^re accurate than those of
intensity. Moreover, the rate of change of in-
tensity with a is usually too snaall for the values
of a encountered in practice.

Method (d), in which the line shape is ex-
pressed as a Fourier senes,’ is probably the
best way of obtaining the maximum information
from any one line. Internal strain and faulting
effects can be separated in this method from
the relation between successive Fourier coeffl-
cienls.’*- ”

> Its use becomes very tedious, how-
ever, when a number of specimens have to be
examined to find the effect of external variables
on the amount of faulting. For ordinary work,
the measurement of shifts in line peaks and
integral breadtlis seems to be almost as accu-
rate and definitely more convenient, provided
all the precautions detailed above are taken.

Conclusion

Interest in the detection and accurate mea-
surement of stacking faults in close-packed
metallic lattices has been increasing steadily in
recent years as evidenced by the number of
papers published on this subject. The import-
ance of work in this fascinating field of research
is bound to grow in coming years as the study
of stacking faults seems to be closely bound
with the development of the theory of disloca-
tions as well as theories of work-hardening.

1. Airrintharaman, T. K., Curr. Sr/., lO.IS, 27, 238.
2. WiLon, A. J. C., /Vtv. AVy. Sefc., 1942, 180 A 277
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THE PHOTOLYSIS OF URANYL OXALATE AND THE PREPARATION OF
URANIUM (IV) OXYOXALATE AND OXALATE

D. PATNAIK AND B. SAHOO
Department of Chemistry, Ravenshaw College, Cuttack-S

rjIHE photolysis of uranyl oxalate, on account

of its application in actinometry, has been

extensively investigated.! The uranyl ion

U02^ is reduced to the uranium (IV) slate with

simultaneous oxidation of oxalic acid to CO,
CO2 and HoO. Both the ionic species and

represent the uranium (IV) state and it

is obvious that the former would give the oxa-

late U(Co04 )o and the latter the oxyoxalatc

U0 (Co04 ). Thus the formation of the oxalate

or the oxyoxalate depends on the conditions of

photolysis in which the uranyl ion cither re-

duces to or ionic state. Uranium (IV)

oxalate is obtained as a dark green precipitate

when a solution of uranyl salt with oxalic acid

is exposed to sunlight. ^ The method of pre-

paration of Marchi’* of this compound involves

the reduction of in hot HCl solution by

solid sodium thiosulphate. The preparation of

uranium (IV) oxyoxalate has not hitherto been

reported. Though BCichi^* found formic acid as

one of the products of photolysis of uranyl

oxalate, yet no importance was attached to this

observation so far as the role of formate ion

in the photolysis is concerned. When we ex-

posed a mixture of saturated solution of uranyl

formate and oxalic acid in the ratio of 1 : 6 to

sunlight for 8-10 hours, a dirty green precipi-
tate was obtained. After filtration, the preci-

pitate was washed several times with distilled-

w^ater and dried in a desiccator for 15-20 hours
at the room temperature. The analysis of this

compound was carried out as described below
and the analytical data recorded in Tables I

and II show that the compound is hydrated
uranium (IV) oxyoxalate having the formula
UO(C20,), GHoO.
The molecular weight was determined from

the oxide U.jO^ obtained by heating weighed
quantity of the compound in platinum cruci-
ble. It was also determined from the total oxi-

disable content. U(TV) and oxalate ions, which
was estimated by # titrating solutions of the
weighed amounts of the substance in GN.ILSO^
against standard KMnO^ solution. That part by
weight which would require 4 litres of N.KMn04
solution would represent the molecular weight of
the compound. Separate determinations of ura-
nium and oxalate contents were also done

; the
former by Jones reductor method'^' and the lat-

ter by titrating the acidilied filtrate, obtained
after hydrolysis of the compound in sodium
hydroxide, against standard permanganate

analytical data recorded insolution. The

Table I

Mol. wt. (theoretical)—450

Mol. formula: UO(CnO^), OU.jO

Compound taken

0-1160
0-1027
0-1297
0-1044

found

0-0730
0-0643
0-0804

0-J)647
•

Mol wt. computed

448-3
448-0
453-3
452-6

Compound taktm

0-1130
0-1017
0-1270
0-1420

Vol. of N/10
KMn04 required

10-

15
9-05

11-

25
12*55

Mol. w’t. computed

445-6
449-6

452-

4

453-

6

Table II

Separate estimations of uranium and oxalate

contents

U. by J. redactor Oxalate by KMn04
Compound taken —

Calculated Found
Compound taken

Calculated Found

0-0932 0-0492 0-0498 0-1005 0-0197 0-0201
0-1610 0-0798 0-0800 0-1058 0-0207 0-0212
0-1682 0-0889 0-0890 0-1066 0-0208 0-0212
0-1746 0-0923 0-0928 0-1477 0*0289 0-0282
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Tables I and II refer to the compound obtained

from two preparations and each determination

being carried out in duplicate.

When the oxyoxalate was obtained in place

of the oxalate U (0.^04)^ as described above, it

was evident that the formate ion does play an

important role in the mechanism of the photo-

lysis of uranyl oxalate. Our next attempt was

to obtain the oxalate by the photolysis of the

the advantage of being used in this laboratory
for the separation of uranium in the pure
state.

The isolation of these two compounds in the
final products of the photolysis of uranyl oxa-
late in the presence of the formate ion, in our
opinion, would be of importance in elucidating
the mechanism of the photolysis and in satis-

factorily explaining the? varying quantum yield

IIITable

Mol wt. (theoretical)—522

Mol formula: 6H,0

Compound taken found Mol. wt. Lompuled Compound taken
Vol. of N/IO

required
Mol.wt. computed

0-1844 0-0985 523-0 0-2512 28 • 80 523-4
0-1353 0*0729 521*0 0-2198 24-95 528-0
0-1754 0-0944 521-5 0-1188 13-00 524-1
0-1224 0-0660 520-0 0-1073 12-20 527-7

Table IV

Separate estimations of uranium and oxalate

contents

(’ompound taken

r. by J. redactor

Calculated Found
Compound taken

Oxalate by KMn04

Calculated Found

0-1730 0-0791 0-0793 0-1673 0-0564 0*0560
0-1620 0-0738 0-0735 0-1556 0-0524 0-0522
0-1633 , 0-0749 0*0744 O-ll.^O 0-0387 0-0386
0*1212 0-0553 0-0558 0-0883 0-0298 0-0299

same mixture. This was achieved by expos-

ing the mixture to sunlight with equal volume

of rectified spirit, when the desired U(CoO^)^

settled down as bright green precipitate. The

precipitate was filtered, washed several times

with rectified spirit and dried in a vacuum

desiccator for 2-3 hours at the room tempera-

ture. The analysis of the compound was car-

ried out exactly as described before except

that the part by weight which would require

6 litres of N.KMn04 solution would represent

the molecular weight of the compound. The

data recorded in Tables III and IV would show

that the compound is U(Co04).>, 6 H p. The

preparation of the oxalate and the oxyoxalate

of uranium (IV) by the method described has

which are still in the speculative stage. Fur-
ther work in the line is proceeding.

1. Leighton, VV. G. anil Forbes, G. S., /. Amer,
Chem. Soc,, 1930, 52, 3139.

2. Pitzer, F.. C., Gordon, N. K. and Wilson, D. A.,
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•

3. McBrady, John, J.» Livingston and Robert, /, Phys.
Chem., 1946, 50, 176.

4. Sidgwick, N, V., The Chemical Elements and Their
Compounds, 2nd Edition, Clarendon Press, Oxford,
1950, 2, 1084.

5. Marchi, Louis, 1C, Chem. Abstract (American),
1955,49, 5186 C.

6. lluchi. P. F., Z. Physik. Chem., 1924, 111, 262.

7. Vogel, A. I., A Text -Book of Quantitative Inorganic
Analyus, 1951, 2nd Edition, 318.
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EIGHTH ANNUAL HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS CONFERENCE AT CERN

rpHE Eighth High Energy Physics Conference

was held this year under the auspices of

CERN European Organization for Nuclear
Research at Geneva from June 30 to July 5,

1958. This is the first time the Conference was
held outside Rochester (U.S.A.) and the 300

and odd participants who attended by invita-

tion represented a truly international gather-

ing.

The Conference held nine sessions which fell

into three categories :
‘

( 1 ) Nucleon structure

and interaction of nucleons with photons, pions,

nucleons and anti-nucleons, (2) production and
interactions of strange particles, (3) weak inter-

actions including y^-decay, 7r-decay and leptonic

decay of strange particles. Very few indivi-

dual papers were presented and instead rappor-

teurs were assigned for each subject whose
task was to present a summary of all the papers

falling under the same title submitted to the

Conference. This procedui'e was very success-

ful leaving ample time for discussion.

Dr. M. Goldhaber of Brookhaven presented

an excellent summary on the experimental

situation of weak interactions. Following the

prediction and verification of non-conservation

of parity in y^-decay, experimenters have been
actively engaged in this field and the summary
covered the work done by over 70 workers

from forty laboratories. As a result of inten-

sive investigations it has now been established

that ^-interaction is Vector for Fermi transi-

tions, and Axial Vector for Gamow-Teller
transitions. The phase difference between V
and A is 180° ± 30° hence interaction is

(V — A). The ratio of
|

to [Cpl^ is

(1-55 ±: *08). Electron and neutrino (conven-

tionally defined as particles) have negative

helicity while positron and anti-neutrino have
positive helicity (anti-particles). The results

are in agreement with two-»2omponent neutrino

theory. Time reversaf invariance appears to be

valid to an accuracy of 10%. Thus some fifty

years of experimental research in yj-decay has

been brought to a conclusion. TC^e theorists

have to find answers to these observations, and
in particular explain the absence of the ^-decay
of pion, as also find some reason for

the existence of the M-meson. Some specula-

tions on these problems were presented by
Feynman in which on^ tries to assume that the

mass of the electron is all electromagnetic.

Panofsky, Drell and Chew discussed nucleon
structure. A great deal of experimental work

has been done in this field in the last few
years, particularly at Stanford. The results of

these experiments have been analysed to deter-

mine the lower limit to the radius outside which
conventional quantum electrodynamics

is valid. The limit on the radius has been
estimated to be 1/A 0*3 X cm. and
l/A^^O-5 X lO'i'^cm. for the photon and the
electron propagators, respectively. Electron-

scattering experiments of Hofstadter give for

the proton charge and anomalous magnetic
moment r.m.s. radii equal values of (0'8 ±
0*1) X 10 I'^cm. while for the neutron, they
give (0±-006) XlO-i'^cm. for the core or

charge radius and for its anomalous moment
a radius (0-6 ±*15) XlO~^^cm. All the ex-
periments are consistent with a point neutron
and a spread out proton charge

; this poses dif-

ficulties to theorists with regard to charge sym-
metry in nucleon forces.

Stemberger, Glaser and Kaplon reported on
strange particles. Bubble chamber as the detec-

tor has been intensively used in the field of

high energy particle physics in recent years.

The cross-section for A -production is ’r — p
collision has been measured from 0*91 to

T4BeV/c. Two cases of artificially produced
* have been found by Wilson-Powells’ group
in Berkeley indicating a 1 or 2 microbarns
cross-section for 5 • 3 BeV. tt -mesons. Some cases

of anti-hyperon production ^have been reported,
A number of tests of parity non-conservation in

production and decay processes involving A°,

274: and have been carried out by Berkeley
and Columbia groups. While parity is found to

be con.served in production processes, the A°-

hyperon being polarized perpendicular to the
production plane, it is not conserved in decay
processes. Spins of A and 2 are found to be

and accurate measurements of their life-

time and Q-values have been made. Cloud
chamber events by the M.I.T. group show
clearly the transformation, and these
are expected to give a measure of Kj°, K2

° mass
difference.

Preliminary results in star production on
nuclear emulsion with the Russian phasotron
operating with a beam of 9 BeV. protons were
presented by Russian scientists.

In pion scattering, accurate measurements
were reported at 91 MeV. by Liverpoor, 24-8

MeV. by Rochester and 270-300 MeV. by Russian
laboratories, respectively. The signs of and
<*13 phase shifts are definitely negative. Pro-
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lessor Puppi remarked that further accurate
measurements were needed on (^r-, P) scatter-

ing in 100-150 MeV. region to test the validity

of dispersion relations. Using tH dispersion re-

lations and low energy photo-production data,

the pion nucleon coupling constant is found to

be = 0-08 ±: 0-01, same as that given last

year. Single pion photo-production measure-
ments have been extended upto 900 MeV. pho-
ton energy at Cornell and Caltech. The wt and

cross-sections show a second pronounced
maximum at 700 MeV. This has been interpret-

ed by R. R. Wilson of Cornell to indicate a

resonant isobaric state with T — Jri=3/2.

The discrepancy between 7r+/7r- ratio in photo-

production from Do and the Panofsky ratio

still remains, and no evidence for pseudo-scalar,

isotopic spin zero -meson, proposed by Baldin
to explain this discrepancy, has been found.

Search is continuing fojf 500 m, particle, re-

ported by Alikhanian two years ago, by six

different laboratories using counter, cloud
chamber and emulsion techniques. As yet no
such particle has been seen in 5,000 /^-mesons.
This would indicate that the frequency given
by the Alikhanian experiment is too high by a
factor of 20.

Theoretically very little progress was report-
ed and certainly one is waiting for some new
idea to get us out of the difficulties of diverg-
ent field theories or of the mathematical diffi-

culties of analytic continuation of dispersion
integrals. Attempts to • approach the problem
differently were reported by Heisenberg,
A. Bohr, Schwinger and others.

Tata Institute of G. B. Yodh.
Fundamental Research,

Bombay.

OBITUARY

PROFESSOR K. V. GIRI

^HE sudden demise of Dr. Giri on July 17,

1958, at Madras, took away from our midst

a distinguished biochemist of our country.

Kramadhati Venkata Giri was born near

Madanapalle in 1907. Graduated from the

St. Joseph’s Collegef Trichinopally, he took the

M.Sc. Degree of the Calcutta University and

then joined the Department of Biochemistry,

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, in 1929.

His early work on “Investigations on Enzymes'’

gained for him the Degree of Doctor of Science

of the Calcutta University in 1938. After two

years of service as Enzyme Chemist at the

Nutritional Research Laboratories, Coonoor

(1939-40) and three years as Gowthami Lec-

turer and later Reader in Biochemistry at the

Andhra University, he returned to the Institute

at Bangalore, to become Lecturer in Bioche-

mistry in 1943. He was elevated in 1950 to the

Professorial chair in Biochemistry, a post he

held till the end. During 1949-50, he was asso-

ciated with Prof. H. von. Euler, at the Univer-

sity of Stockholm, Sweden, and visited Norway,

Denmark and England. He presided over a
section of the International Symposium on
Enzyme Chemistry held at Tokyo in the fall

of 1957.

Dr. Giri’s main interest in research was plant
biochemistry, particularly the mechanism of
synthesis of oligosaccharides and starch in
cereals and plants, a field to which he made
several notable contributions. However, he was
deeply interested in the spread of biochemical
education, if only for the study of our abund-
ant vegetable and animal resources. He held
the firm conviction that to achieve this end,
economical and highly simplified biochemical
techniques are necessary prerequiifttes and he
turned, in his characteristic way, his unstinted
attention to the introduction of such of his

modified techniques as circular paper chromato-
graphy and agar electrophoresis. He spared no
pains to popularise them through his writings,

lectures, radio-talks and visual demonstrations
by charts and cine-films.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

FADING OF RADIO WAVES
Working in the Ionospheric Laboratories of the

Physics Department of ^ri Venkateswara Uni-

versity, Tirupati. the problem of the fading of

radio waves was studied, choosing medium
wave radio transmissions from Madras (dis-

tance — 110 Km.) ,
Tiruchirapalli (distance --

320 Km.) and Delhi (distance — 1,700 Km.)

.

Observations were taken employing a specially

designed sensitive R-F amplifier-detector unit.

The voltage developed across a resistor placed

in the anode circuit of the detector is fed to a

sensitive, low period mirror galvanometer. The

deflections of the galvanometer are then pro-

portional to the amplitude of the down-coming

wave. Galvanometer deflections were noted at

intervals of every three seconds for a period of

10 minutes at different times between 19.00 and

23.00 hrs. every day. The variations of galvano-

meter deflections with time were represented

graphically. From such graphs the amplitude

[rHBORBTtCAL

— - -
)

f

*

Fig. 1. Amplitvde distribution curves.

distribution curves were drawn in the usual

way* for the three stations mentioned above.

Following Khastagir and Ray- the Rayleigh
formula was employed to draw the theoretical

distribution curves. The probability P(r)dr of

the amplitude lying between r and (r + dr) is

given by

P(r)<Jr= exp{-JJdr,

where is the most probable amplitude as

found from the lime-intensity graphs. The
three theoretical and experimental curves for

the three stations are shown in Fig. 1.

From the figure it is clear that there is a

very close agreement between the experimen-
tal curves and Iheyiretical distributions for the

two near stations (Madras and Tiruchirapalli)

.

This confirms the earlier findings of Pawsey*
and Khastagir and Ray.- P^'or the distant sta-

tion (Delhi) the experimental curve shows two
maxima indicating considerable departure from
theoretical expectations. These deviations are

being studied and details will be published in

due course.

The authors record their sincere thanks to

Dr. J. Bhimascnachar. Reader in Physics, for

his encouragement and the interest he has been
taking in this work. •

Physics Department. P. Venkateswarlu.
Sri Venkateswara R. Satyanarayana.

University,

Tirupati, April 10, 1958.

1 . Pawsey, 1 . L., Pri?(\ Camh. Phil. Soc 1935, 31 ,

125.

2. Khastagir, S. R. and Ray, A. K., In<f. Jour,
1940, 14, 283.

MAGNETISM AND MOLECULAR
STRUCTURE: PROXIMITY EFFECT IN
ORTHO-SUBSTITUTED BENZOIC ACIDS

FluRscHEIM* first pointed out that all ortho-

substituents, even electropositive methyl group,

increased the strength of benzoic acid. It has

been observed by a number of workers that

the properties of substituents attached to the

benzene ring are anomalously influenced by
ortho-substitution. According to Baddeley^

many anomalies associated with ortho-substi-

tuents can be explained on the basis of steric
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hindrance of resonance. Dippy and co-workers*^
have discussed the ortho effect in relation to

the strengths of substituted benzoic acids. In
the present investigation molar diamagnetic
susceptibilities of a few ortho-substituted ben-
zoic acids were measured to see whether it

would help to understand the nature of the
ortho or the proximity effect.

The apparatus and the method of measure-
ment of magnetic susceptibilities were the same
as those described by Angus and co-workers.**

The results are presented in Table I. All the

susceptibility values are expressed in terms of

— 1 X 10 e.g.s. units. The error of measure-
ment of specific susceptibility (x) was in no
case greater than ±: O-OOl.

Table I

Compovind X X M

O-nitrobetuoic aeid 0*440 73*53 11*72
Nitrol)t*n/enci . 61 -sr-
0-( Idorohen/oic acid . o-r>3t» 83-50 12*56
Chlorol^eiuene 71 -OO’*

O-aminoben/oic acid . 0-CiG3 77-18 14-Si
Aniline 62 •37''

0-liydioxy ben/oic acid 0'546 75*41 14*51
Phenol GO* 90*'

0-tuluic acid 0*594 80*83 15-00
'Pol none .

.

65 -83“'

Phthalic acid . 0*490 82*39 12*12
Hen zoic acid 0*570 70*27 15-51
Benzene 0-702 54*76

Considering that the magnitude of values of

(Xcooii— Xh) in substituted benzoic acids will be

influenced by the presence of the ortho-sub-

stituents, the extent of departure of this value

from that obtained for benzoic acid may be

taken as a measure of this influence. Values

of (XcooH— Xh) were obtained by subtracting

molar susceptibility of the appropriate mono-
substituted benzene derivative from that of the

substituted benzoic acid. These arc given in

column 4 of Table I. The data on molar sus-

ceptibilities of mono-substituted derivatives of

benzene required for the purpose were taken

from the literature.

The diminishing order of the influence of the

groups NO. > COOH > Cl > OH > NH. > CH.^

is in agreement with the decreasing order of

their electronegativities or the inductive effect.

This observation suggests that inductive effect

is of greater importance than the resonance

effect while considering the effects of substi-

tuents at short range. It is likely that this may
be due to steric inhibition of resonance brought

about by destruction of coplanarity. Some kind

of suppression of the resonance effect is also

indicated by the fact that contrary to expec-
tation electron-releasing groups like the methyl
group which according to Pauling*^ owe their

electron-releasing property to the predominance
of the resonance effect over the inductive effect,

cause a decrease in the value of (X( 0 )h — Xh)
in the same manner as a strongly electron-

attracting group like the nitro-group.

On the basis of the Langevin expression for

molar diamagnetic suSceptibility, the observed
reduction in the value of (Xcor H—Xn) on intro-

ducing an ortho-substituent group in unsub-
stituted benzoic acid may be attributed to a
decrease in electron -density around the car-
boxyl group resulting from the withdrawal of

electrons by the ortho-substituents through the
inductive mechanism. This is borne out by the
fact that the (X(,,c,h-- Xh) value decreases with
an increase in the electronegativities of the
ortho-substituents. It may be concluded, there-

fore, that the existence of the ortho or the
proximity effect which was discovered while
studying esterification of benzoic acids and their

dissociation constants, is also supported by the

diamagnetic behaviour of ortho-substituted

benzoic acids.

The work described in this article was car-

ried out by the author during the tenure of a

Government of India scholarship at the Uni-
versity College of North Wales under the direc-

tion of Dr. W. R. Angus.

Chemistry Department, D. D. Khanolkar.
Institute of Science,

Bombay- 1, April 1, 1958.
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A METHOD OF fiLECTRO^YTIC
ETCHING OP TANTALUM FOR

CAPACITOR USE

The idea of using tantalum for electrolytic

capacitors is not new, but the greatest develop-

ments in this field have occurred only recently.

Although tantalum is much more costly than
aluminium, the dielectric constant of its anodic

layer is also about 50^© higher than that of

aluminium. Further economies can be effected

by evolving a suitable etching technique which
would increase the surface land thereby the
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capacitance. Various 'attempts, mostly under

patents, had been made to evolve a satisfac-

tory technique of etching tantalum but due to

its marked inert nature and resistance to cor-

rosion none had been completely successful in

finding a simple technique. It is attacked only

by concentrated boiling caustic alkalies or by
hydro-fluoric acid but both these treatments

often embrittle the tantalum foil or wire. A
fresh attempt was, therefore, made.

Some initial experiments were made for

evolving a suitable electrolytic etching method.

Use of organo-halogen compounds was consi-

dered most hopeful due fo the powerful action

of the nascent halogen atoms j^roduced m situ

during the electrolysis. Various combinations

and baths such as aqueous and non- aqueous

solutions of bromo-acetic acid, bromine, chlo-

rine, etc., were tried and although under suit-

able electrolytic conditions, a certain amount

of etching could be observed, the results were

never very satisfactory as either the magnifi-

cation was very low or the etch pattern was
very irregular and concentrated on some weak
points leading to small holes in the foil. How-
(wer, the use of trichloroacetic acid and metha-

nol as the basic components of the bath gave

better results. Another nece.ssary requirement

about the bath being insensitive to the presence

of small quantities of water and not requiring

special purification ol the components was also

fulfilled. With the use of trichloroacetic acid,

it was found that technical methanol could be

easily used and that the presence of 0-1

water did not tremendously change the effec-

tiveness of the treatment. However, it was

found that even a 5% solution of trichloroacetic

acid ini methanol did not pass much current dur-

ing the initial stages of the electrolysis although

the bath resistance gradually decreased and the

current increased as the etching progre.ssed. In

order 1o avoid this, a small amount of sodium

hydroxide was^ added, forming sodium trichloro-

acetate in situ in the solution. This consider-

ably improved the conductivity of the solution.

Satisfactory etching could be obtained m 3-30

minutes in such a bath at a current density of

20-70 mA/cm.- of the tantalum foil, the actual

values of current density and time depending

on the bath composition, the iyve of etch re-

quired and the thickness of tantalum foil used.

The temperature used was usually between
20-40® C. Tantalum anodes thus efehed showed

a regular etch pattern, 'increasing the surface

by as much as 500% or so. Such anodes were

then anodised and formed in suitable glyco-

borate baths, and 'assembled when their capaci-

Current
Science

ties showed an effective increase of 300-400%,
depending upon the voltage of forming. For
example, a tantalum foil, 50 m thick, when
etched for 15 minutes at 40mA/cm.“ and 35'" C.

in a bath consisting of trichloroacetic acid 5g.,

sodium trichloroacetate 1 g. and methanol
100 g. and later formed to 65 V, showed a capa-
city magnification of 3-8 times over a similar

unetched foil. Similarly, as high a capacity

lating as 1 Mfd./cm. could be achieved by etch-

ing a 1 mm. diameter tantalum wire and form-
ing at 12 V.

A British patent is being obtained and the

author has assigned the world rights for the

exploitation of this invention to Messr.s. Britisn

Dielectric Research Limited, London.

April 11. 1958. Indra Sanghi.^

* Present Addrass ; Senior Scientific Officer, Ceniial
i''lettrodienii( al Research Institute, Kaiaikudi.

PHOTOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF
NICKEL •COMPOUNDS

While nickel compounds are not known to

exhibit any marked photochemical properties

comparable to compounds of iron, records of a

few observations of such activity are to be
found in literature. For example, Plotonikov’

reported that the green surface of nickel

hydroxide darkened on exposure to light. Baly
and co-workers- noticed that the green surface

of nickel carbonate turned black on prolonged

exposure to sunlight. These workers did not,

however, attempt to find out^the nature of the

chemical change involved in this darkening. In

the course of a systematic study of the action

of sunlight and light from mercury arc, on
solutions of nickel nitrate, the present author

found that this compound decomposes yielding

nickel nitrile, some oxygen and a black solid

corresponding to Ni^O.j. The cour.se of the re-

action was followed by estimating the nitrite

content of the exposed solutions. The photolysis

of nickel nitrate, therefore, resembles the photo-
lysis of alkali nitrates,*^ chlorates^ or perchlo-

rates, which form lower compounds and evolve
oxygen. It was further observed that the addi-

tion of an acid like acetic acid retarded while
addition of some sodium hydroxide accelerated

photolysis. Besides, green nickelous oxide
formed by the addition of sodium hydroxide
to nickel nitrate turned black quickly on expo-
sure to sunlight, or ultraviolet light.

Exposure of nickel hydroxide and nickel

carbonate precipitated from solutions of sul-

phate or chloride, in fact from solutions other

than nitrate, chlorate or perchlorate, did not

Letters to the Editor
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turn dark on exposure to sunlight. Such preci-

pitates on being mixed with small quantities of

nitrate, chlorate or perchlorate, however, turn-

ed dark by photo action. It is significant that

Baly's experiments were conducted with nic-

kel carbonate precipitated from nickel nitrate.

It would thus appear that the darkening of the

solids observed by the previous workers was
due to the presence of traces of nitrate adher-

ing to the solid particles.

The photolysis of nitrate ion to yield nitrite

ion and atomic oxygen, and the combination of

atomic oxygen with nickelous oxide to yield

nickelic oxide would be the explanation of the

phenomena observed in the cases cited.

The full details of this work will be given in

a later communication.

The work described in this pa{)er was car-

ried out by the author in the Chemistry Depart-

ment of Osmania University in 1946, under the

guidance of late Dr. M. Qureshi, and formed

part of the thesis submitted for the Ph.D.

Degree of the University. •

Photochemical Laboratory, K. Veertah.

Cambridge Research Centre,

Boston, Massachusetts,

U.S.A., April 7, 1958.
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DOUBLE BO^^D REACTIVITY OF
UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS IN

MINERAL FLOTATION
Soap flotation of non-sulphide minerals has

been the subject of study by many workers

and the present work is an attempt to find the

relative collecting power of some unsaturated

fatty acids for the flotation of calcite. The
effect of the flotation variables such as the

nature of the collector, concentration of the

collector and the pH of the medium, on the

contact angle of calcite was studied with a view

to correlate the collecting power of fatty acids

with their degree of unsaturation. The appa-

ratus used for the measurement of contact

angles was similar to those employed by Tag-

gart, Taylor and Ince^ and del Giudice,- with

some modifications tor easier working. Con-

tact angle measurements were made on highly

polished calcite crystals (99-7% CaCOg) col-

lected from a mine near Bhadravati, Mysore
State.

Stearic acid, a saturated 18 carbon fatty acid

and three unsaturated 18 carbon fatty acids,

namely, oleic, linoleic and linolenic acids con-

taining respectively one, two and three double-

bonds in their molecule, were used as collec-

tors, in the form of solutions of their sodium
.soaps. With each collector, in the concentration

range of 5-500 mg. per litre, contact angle was
lound to increase with increase in concentra-

tion, up to a maximum equilibrium value of
60' and thereafter it* remained constant. In
dilute solutions (5-150 mg. per litre), for the
same concentration, linoleic acid gave a larger

contact angle than oleic acid and hence the
minimum concentration of collector required to

give the equilibrium contact angle of 60° was
less in the case of linoleic acid than with oleic

acid. Linolenic acid gave the same contact

angle as linoleic acid. Stearic acid was
found to be a poor collector for calcite,

inasmuch as it was very difficult to get it ad-
sorbed on the mineral surface to produce a

definite contact angle. Hence uiisaturaled fatty

acids are better collectors than saturated ones.

Linolenic acid, though having one more double-

bond than linoleic acid did not give a higher

contact angle than linoleic acid of the same
concentration. Hence, as a collector, linolenic

acid behaves just like linoleic acid and is in no
way better.

Contact angle was found to increase with
time until the final equilibrium value was
reached. Equilibrium angle was obtained sooner

or later depending upon the pH of the collector

medium. Hence with a particular collector con-
centration sufficient to give the maximum con-
tact angle of 60", the time of attainment of

equilibrium was determined at various pH
values. This time was found to increase with
increase in the pH of the collector. Under
identical conditions of collector concentration,

pH and temperature, equilibrium was attained

quicker in the case of linoleic acid

than with oleic acid, the difl^rence being
pronounced at higher pH values. In this respect,

the behaviour of linelenic acid was the

same as that of linoleic acid. Hukki and Var-
tiainen^ by vacuumatic cylinder flotation tests

on ilmenite, have made certain observations and
concluded that the collecting power of fatty

acids used in flotation increases with increasing

iinsaturation of the hydrocarbon chain. This
conclusion, however, is not supported by their

tests with linolenic acid and this has been
attributed to the fact .that the linolenic acid

used by them was only a 65% concentrate. In
the present investigation, a concentrate con-
taining 85% linolenic acid, the rest being mostly
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linoleic acid, has been used. Taking into

account the percentage purity of the linolenic

acid sample used, the collecting power of a

solution of pure linoleic acid (sodium soap)

was compared with that of a solution of this

linolenic acid but of a higher concentration so

that the two solutions contained the same num-
ber of molecules of linoleic and linolenic acids

respectively, S^till the collecting action was the

same in both the cases. •

Recently Sun and others ^ in an investigation

on the flotation characteristics of a leached zone

aluminiferous phosphate ore, have observed

that the collecting pow.er of fatty acids in-

creases with increase in unsaturation of the

collector molecule, up to two double bonds only

and furllier increase in the number of double-

boiifls has no eflect. The results of the present

investigation lead to the same conclusions as

those of Sun and others.
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GEOLOGY OF ADIKMET AREA,
HYDERABAD

PREMMIN\RY investigations of the Adikmet area

indicate that there are two distinct varieties of

granites, showing dld’erenccs in colour, mineral

composition, texture and degree of deforma-

tion. Megasc(\nically these can be classified into

the pink and the gray granites Considerable

variation in* gram-size* is noticed in both the

granites. Pink granites are mostly coarse and

porphyritic wdnle among the gray granites the

darker rocks arc medium- to line-grained and

the paler rocks arc coarse and porphyritic. The

darker rocks are gneissose in appearance

Small pcgmatitic and aplitic veins are numer-

ous. A few basic dykes intrude into these gra-

nites. Dark basic inclusions (pi;obably xeno-

liths) are found both in. the pink and the gray

types but appear to be more abundant in the

gray granites. The distribution of the granites

along with later intrusives is shown in the

map (Fig. 1).

IdG. 1

The boundary between the pink and the gray
granites is not very distinct. A few gradational

contacts and still fewer sharp contacts have
however been observed. At places an inter-

mixture of the two (probably a hybrid type)

is seen.

Some of the prominent structural features

.studied m the area are shown in Fig. 1. A cri-

tical study of joint pattern shows that major
.loints strike in east-west direction. A study

of the elasticity and petrofabrics reveals that

the gray granites are more deformed than the

pink variety. It is interesting to note that the

linealion and foliation direcVoris are more or

less parallel to the trend of the outcrops.

Further critical studies will be carried out of

the larger area in order to bring out the tec-

tonic history of the region.

Osrnania University, Dr. S. Balakrishna.

Hyderabad, Prof. Peter E. Wolfe.

April 4, 1958. N. Raja.

EiFFECT OF BLANCHING ON ENZYMIC
BROWNING IN GREEN AMARI APPLE

Enzymic browning in fruits and vegetables has

been studied by numerous workers and has been

reviewed by Joslyn and Ponting.^ In the case

of apples of the Green Amari variety, which

are used in this country for making preserve,

it was of interest to study the rate of destruc-

tion of the browning enzymes during blanch-

ing prior to treatment with sugar syrup. Apples

of this variety were peeled, placed in 2% salt

solution and then blanched in boiling water for
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2-15 minutes, cooled quickly in cold water and
examined for any browning. On cutting the

apple into halves cither transversely or longi-

tudinally, it was observed that there was a

circular crcscent-hke b^o\^'n ring demarcating
the fruit tissue into two sections in the case

of blanching upto 6 minutes, and the area ol

the brown surface around the pit of the apple

deci^eased witli increase in the duration of

blanching in the case of 7, 8 and 10 minutes

blanch. There was, howxwer, no ring or brown
centre in the ca.se of tlic 15-minutes’ blanch

thereby indicating complete destruction of the

browning enzymes (Fig. 1).

10 5

IMG, 1

Fig. 1. Progress of blown ring formation with )>lan( h-

ing time in (heen Amari nj)ple. Numtjci". 1-10 represent

blanching period of 0, 2, 3,4, 5, 0, 7, 8, 10 and 15 mins.

In another set of experiments, where peeled

whole apple and quarter slices cut transversely,

were blanched for 10 minutes, it was observed

that while the slices had not turned brown at

all, the wdiolc apple had a markedly brown
centre (Fig. 2). There was no further change

Fu-. 2. blo\^nl!>g in wliok* apple Jiid in cut .slnc^

fBl.iiK.hing time 10 iniin-.b To[) . Mh (W* tiom bbinched
wlrole apple; Toltoin • Blanched sin ls.

Ill the po.sition or area of the brown surfaces

m the dilTerent sets of blanched apples when
they were kept for 12 hours at room tempera-

ture of 24-30° C.. indicating thereby destruc-

tion of enzyme activity. The enzyme is des-

troyed gradually from the outer ]X}riphery to-

w'ards the centre of the apple wdth increasing

blanching time. The intense browning inside

the whole apple may be attributed to the in-

crea.'''ed and prolonged activity of the enzymes
m the partially miured tissue in that region

as a result of rmld heating, w'hich has been
MiOicient to injure the cells, but not to in-

activate the enzyme system. In the case of the

cut slices, ho W' ever, the heat transfer being over
a cemparativcly much larger area, the enzyme
system is quickly inactivated. In the case of

peaches, Cruess, Quin and Mrak- have stressed

the importance of completely locating the fruit

to inactive the vmzymes in the interior. Joslyn

and Holil * have observed that in scalded fruit

browning wdll occur in the unheated or par-

tially lieated areas.

As regards varietal differences, the browning
reaction is most marked in Green Amari apple

and faint m Golden Delicious, Lai Amari and
Kesan varieties. Adequate blanching is essen-

tial to prevent any discolouration in sections of

the fruit in •the final apple preserve.
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Central Food Tech. G. S. Siddappa.
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MOSAIC DISEASE OF BRINJAL x

A CORRECTION
Raychaudhuri described a mosaic disease of

hrinjal (Solarium melongenaluinn.) of widespread
occurrence at Delhi and transmissible through
grafts and by Empoasca devastans Dist.* The
symptoms described are no doubt of very com-
mon occurrence on Brin/jal at Poona during
winter and Empoasca devastans is also found in

abundance on these plants. But in carefully

planned tests in the glass-house at Poona, large

population of the jassid liberated on healthy

hrinjal seedlings according to the methods
described by Raychaudhuri i failed to transmit

the disease to any of the 21 plants inoculated

nor was the disease transmitted to tomato.

Since E. devastans has not been reported to

be a vector of any plant virus disease, Ray-
chaudhuri’s^ findings aroused a doubt about
E. devastans being a vector of hrinjal mosaic.

The transmis.sion of hrinjal mosaic disease by
E. devastans was, therefore, reinvestigated

both at Poona and Delhi.

A hrinjal plant showing typical symptoms of

the disease was brought from Delhi to Poona
and used for inoculating healthy hrinjal seed-

lings through Empoasca devasiajis from colonies

of the jassid *on American cotton and hrinjal

plants. The insects were fed on the source of

inoculum for 24 to 72 hours and liberated on

healthy test plants for several days. The test

plants were afterwards sprayed with Folidol

at weekly intervals to prevent building up of

jassid populations through the hatching of

eggs. The number of jassids liberated on each

test plant varied from 20 to 50. ^Fifty plants

were tested in this manner but the disease was
not transmitted to any of them. Similar

attempts to transmit the disease from mosaic
affected hrinjal plant to healthy hrinjal seed-

lings through Empoasca devastans at Delhi also
proved unsuccessful.

These results clearly indicate that the dis-

ease described by Raychaudhuri^ is not trans-

mitted by Empoasca devastans.

The note is being published to prevent con-
tinued mention in literature of Empoasca
devastans as a vector of mosaic disease of

hrinjal.

The authors are indebted to Dr. R. S. Vasu-
deva for suggesting this item of work and for

critical scrutiny of the tests.

Division of Mycology & P. M. Varma.
Plant Pathology, T. K, Nariani.

Indian Agric. Res. Inst.,

New Delhi, January 18, 1958.
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A NOTE ON THE ORGANIC
PRODUCTION IN THE INSHORE

WATERS OF THE GULF OF MANNAR*
Although considerable data are available on
the standing crop of plankton, practically no
information is available on the daily produc-
tion of organic matter in our waters and there-

fore investigations were started in 1957, with

a view to measuring the magnitude of produc-
tion of organic matter by the plankton algae

and its fluctuations. Productivity has been
defined by Wood^ as “light energy transformed

by photosynthesis into energy-contaiining plant

material, and this rendered available for fur-

ther biological use’^ The technique employed
in the present investigation for measuring the

primary production is the well-known dark- and
clear-boltle experiments. The authors are fully

aware of the limitations of this technique but

due to lack of facilities for employing the much
more sensitive method of using and also

due to the fact that the investigations are con-
ducted in an area where the depth does not
exceed 6 metres, the present technique was
employed. After a series of preliminary trials

the duration of the experiment was fiixed at

48 hours and routine measurements were made
once a week.

Based on the data available from the experi-
ments conducted so far, the production of orga-
nic matter in this area has been calculated and
it is found to vary from 0*335 to 1*216 g. C./m.®
per day. The rate of production appears to be
high but it does not seem to be unusual for
such areas as the present one because Steemann
Nielson and JensenS found during the Galathea
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Table I

Locality rroduclion Method employed Author

Bay of Bengal 0*12to0*24g C./m.^/day technique

10 stations in the shallow depth in

the Indo“Malayan waters

Equatorial part of Indian Ocean
(Mombasa to Ceylon)

Sargasso Sea
do.

Long Island Sound
Georges Bank

0*24 to 1*08 g, C./m.’/day do.

0-13 to 0-47 g. C./m.2/day do.

0*03 g. C./m.^/day O 2 tcchnuiuc
0*00017 g. C./m.-Vday ^*C technique

(0*043 to 0*058 g. C./m.“/day)
0*04 to 0-25 g C./in.-'^/day O2 technupie

0*014 to 0*395 g. C/.m.^/day do.

Steemann Nielsen and
Jensen^

do.

do.

Riley®

Steemann Nielsen*

Riley"’

do.

Expedition that the rate of organic production

anywhere in the tropics in shallow waters is

practically high. For comparison the rate of

production of organic matter recorded by some
of the earlier workers for a few selected areas

is given in Table I. The ^available data further

indicate that in the area under investigation,

production is usually higher at the lower tem-

perature and salinity ranges.

Concurrent with these experiments, studies

are also being made of the standing crop of

phytoplankton in terms of chlorophyll, rate of

production of diatoms, standing crop of zoo-

plankton and its relation to primary produc-

tion. rate of grazing, total organic nitrogen and
protein nitrogen of the standing crop of plank-

ton. The detailed results of these investigations

will be published* in due course.

The authors wish to thank Dr. N. K, Panik-

kar and Dr. S. Jones for encouragement and
criticisms.

R. Raghu Prasad.

V. Krishna Pillai.

P. V. Ramachandran Nair.

Central Marine Fisheries

Research Station,

Mandapam Camp, April 8, 1958.
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THE KINETOCHORE PROBLEM IN
HEMIPTERA

Examination of the chromo.somes of Oxycare-
nus sp. (Hemiptera : Heteroptcra : Lygaeidae)

show^s that the kinetochorc is localized in this

form. Earlier accounts (Menon^) of the cyto-

logy of this genus mention 17 as the diploid

chromosome number in the male, with XjXoY
sex chromosome mechanism. My observations
agree with those of Menon regarding the
chromosome number (Fig. 1) as also the occa-

FlG. 1. Spermatogonial metaphase showing 17 chromo-
somes. Most of them show a primary constriction. Thi
three dot-like bodies represent XiXmY.

P'lG. 2. Nucleus in Diakinesis showing two w-chromo-
somes (shown in outline). The three dot-like bodies
represent XjXoY. *

, *

FlG. 3. Anaphase I with the characteristic *V*-shaped
chromosomes seen clearly.

sional presence of two m-chromosomes (Fig. 2).

But since no information is available in regard
to the kinetochore, the present finding of local-

ized kinelochore in the chromosomes of Oxy-
carenus is of special interest.

Spermato4V)nial chromosomes at metaphase
show a distinct priniary constriction. In ana-
phase I also this is noticed, especially clearly

in the largest chromosomes which are meta-
centric (Fig. 3). •
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Localized kinelochores have been leported in

a few cyther Hemiptera (Pyrrhocoridae : Men-
ders-

;
PentatomidcC : Dutl--

;
ICurybrachidse ;

Kao*) but this is the first report on a Lygaeid.

In view of Piza’s^* observations that tlie llcrnip-

teran chromowsome is dicentric, and the con-

cept of “diffuse centromere” developed by

Schrader/^ Hughes-Schradcr'^ and Hughes-
Sehrader and Ris"' in this order, it seems pos-

sible that more than one condition of the

kinetoehore exists in this versatile group.

My thanks are due to Prof. B. R. Seshachar

for his criticism and encoiiragement.

Dept, of Zoology, S. R. Venkatasubba Rao.

Central College, (N.I.S. Junior Research Fellow)

Bangalore, March 25, 1958.
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STEM-CANKER, A SCLEROTIAL
DISEASE OF HOLLYHOCK {ALTHAEA

ROSEA CAV.) FROM INDIA

A DISEASE of hollyhock, in which the shoot

withered from the apex, was observed in some

plants of the Departmental Garden in the fir.st

week of January 1951, after a first shower of

winter rains. In a number of cases the occur-

rence of the isolated dried regions in the affect-

ed plants was also noted. As the disease spread,

nearly 12^; of the plants were affected (Fig 1).

On survey the disease was also noticed in

several plants growing in other gardens of

Lucknow. A number of isolations made from

the diseased plants indicated that a strain of

Sclcroinna .sclcrotioriuv (Lib ) de Bary is

associated with the di5ea.se, which has only

been recorded earlier from America. However,

this is a new record for India.

The general symptoms of the disease as ob-

served here agree in main with those described

by Young.i The epidermis of the dried region

shows general browning with some scattered

pinkish brown, nearly concentric rings of

irregular margins (Fig. 2). The small isolated

and raised white pimple-like structures con-

sisting of hyphal tangle and the epidermal

cells are developed on the upper layer. The
dried parts of th6 plant, when broken, always

separated into fibres. TXie black rounded or

rCurrent
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.slender and elongate sclerotia (ranging from
1 or 2 mm to about 'h" m length) were abund-
antly iouud associated with profuse white fluffy

mycelium in the central pith cavity of the

affected stem which develops due to the de-
composition of the pith cells (Fig. 3). The

1* M s. 1-;?, 1. licnliliy Aiul disfiasf'J plants.

Fig. 2. CAnkcK*'! au^ri sliowitig arcgulai i onccntric
/oiMtKtU''. A Jml', 8. Itrotia in llu" j)ilh c'a\'ily, x

region of the.' ]hlh, in some cases, may also show
distinct chambers. The formi^tion of the scle-

rolia above the epidermis of the cankered re-

gion. a feature recoidcd by Young,’ has, how-
ever, not lieen observed here even in the

advanced stages of the di.seascd specimens.
The disease appears in 2^/:;-3 monlhs-old

plants and occurs isolated rather than in an
epidemic foini. With the advance of the dis-

ease, the leaves, flowers, twigs, and ultimately
tlie entire shoot dries up characteristically. The
disea.se does not manilest itself at the base of
the .shoot In lliose cases whore the infection

starts in the middle of the plants, the portion
above the cankered region dries up afie>* a few
days. The roots do not show any disease symp-
tom even in the heavily diseased hollyhock
plants.

Forty-live infection has been achieved,
when 3-monlhs-old hollyhock plants specially
raised for the purpose in the pots, were experi-
mentally inoculated by putting the blocks of
agar bearing the pathogen in the wounds on
the stem after proper surface sterilisation and
covering it by a piece of cotton wool, periodi-
cally moistened with sterile distilled-water for

Letters to the Editor
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a few days in the beginning to avoid drying
of the inoculum.

The author is thankful to Prof. S. N. Das-
Gupta, for kindly suggesting the problem to

investigate and critically going through the

paper.

Botany Department, B. B. Sharma.
Lucknow University.

Lucknow, February 22, 1958.

1.

Young Paul, A., Phytopatfiojogy, 1934,24, 538-43.

VARIATION IN THE
PROVENTRICULAR STRUCTURE IN
THE COCKROACH PERIPLANETA

AMERICANA (LINN.)

The proventriculus of the Blattidse is normally

short and divisible into a ‘proventriculus ante-

rior’ armed internally with^chitinous plates and

a ‘proventriculus posterior’ containing a circle

of six soft, cushion-like lobes with spines and
hairs directed backwards. Snodgrass* has given

a brief description of the proventriculus of the

cockroach. Sanfoi'd- and Eidmann'* have given

detailed account of the proventriculus of Blat-

tidae.

X indicates the elongated part of preventriculiis in

the figure* Magnification, X 5.

In a fairly appreciable number of specimens

of Periplaneta americana examined by me, the

length of the proventriculus showed consider-

able variation attaining a length of about

10 mm. in some specimens. This elongation is

entirely in the ‘proventriculus posterior*, i.e.,

between the ‘proventriculus anterior* and the

I'lG. 2

oesophageal invagination or the so-called slomo-

dmal valve. Transverse sections of the elon-

gated portion show the presence of the circle

of cushion-like lobes throughout the entire

length.

Vic. 3

The proventriculus shows all degrees of

development in the various orders and families

of insects, but the variation recorded in the pre-

.sent note is interesting as it is confined to a

single species. My*thanks are due iu Prof. R. V.

Seshaiya for his help in the preparation of this

note.

Dept. of Zoology, N. P. Kalyanam.

Annamalai University,

Annarnalainagar,

April 7, 1958.

1. Snodgrass, R. K., Principles of Ivnei Morphology.^

1936, McGraw-Hill Hook ('onipany, New York.

2. Sanford, E. W., Jour. Exp. ZooL, 1918, 25, 366-
411.

3. Eidniann, II., ZooL 1925
, 62, 49-64.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BHC RESISTANCE
IN MV&CA NEBULO UNDER FIELD

CONDITIONS

There is no record relating to the development
of insecticide resistance in the Indian housefly,

Musca nebulo under field conditions. As point-

ed out by Pal et aV^ this may be due to the

fact that DDT spraying ns usually carried out

during the malaria transmission season which
does not last for more than 3-6 months, so that

if some resistance is developed in this period,

it is lost during the rest of the year. Abedi^

also failed to find any insecticide resistance in

flies collected from various localities which had

been previously sprayed with DDT for fly con-

trol.

A few months back, the authors were in-

formed by public health authorities that flies in

some hostels of the University were not killed

by routine insecticidal treatments and this led

to the observations presented in this paper.

Flies were collected from one of the dining

halls of the University where a number of

chlorinated insecticides have been sprayed

since the last several years. The flies thus col-

lected were reared in the laboratory at 28*" C.

and four-days-old flies obtained from this

parental stock were topically tested with

Risclla-oil solutions of Lindane. The size of

droplet applied was kept constant while the

concentration was varied.

Table I

Resistance of Musca nebulo to Lindane

% Mortality

Dose .Sex
Fiekl

collected Hies

Laboratory

reared noimal

Hies

0-001% . . MaU- 70. 5S 97-36
•‘Female 82-14 86.11

Average 76;,36 91-74

0-01® .! Male / 74-00 lOO

Female 67-69 100

Average 71-15 100

The results obtained (Table I) indicates that

Musca nebulo has developed insecticide resist-

ance under field conditions. A significant con-

clusion which can be drawn from these obser-

vations is the support to the earlier idea of

Pal and his associates- that field-resistant

strains of Musca nebulo are not common be-

cause insecticidal operations are usually carried

out during malaria transmission season only.

In the present case insecticides were regularly

[
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used for fly control during all seasons of the
year and thus resistance developed.

MusUm University, Z. H. Abedi.
Aligarh, U.P., N. H. Khan.
March 22. 1958.

1, Abedi//. H., Resist.mre of A/usat nebulo to Insecti*
.ules, 7’//,,rn, 1957, M.U., Aligirh (unpub-
Iished).

2. Pal, K., Sh.'irma, M. 1. D. and Krishnamurthy, B. S
Ind. Jour. Alai

, 1952, 6, 303-10.

THE EFFECT OF MOLYBDENUM ON
THE RATE OF GROWTH AND

NITRATE ABSORPTION BY CYLINDRO-
SPERMUM SPHAERICA

Ever since Steinberg^ showed the important
lole of molybdenum in the nitrogen metabolism
of Aspergillus, it ho.s been found that traces of
molybdenum are very essential for the maxi-
mum growth in. a ^medium containing nitrate
as the source of nitrogen.-.-^'. 7 the green
alga^ like Scrnedesrmis^ molybdenum has been
found to be indispensable for the assimilation
of the nitrate nitrogen. Fogg showed that
molybdenum was essential for the nitrogen
fixation by Anahcena cylindrical since only
very little growth occurred in the absence of
supplied molybdenum and a higher concen-
tration of molybdenum was required for the
maximum growth on molecular nitrogen than
on nitrate nitrogen.

A species of Cylindrospcrfnuin (C. sphcericat
was isifiated from some cultivated soils and
was found to be capable of fixing nitrogen
(Venkataraman ct ai, unpublished). The role
of molybdenum on the rale of growth and
nitrogen assimilation in terms of the residual
nitrogen in the medium, by this alga, was
studied and the results are plotted in Graph I.

The material was grown in Fogg’s medium ^

provided with 25 mg. nitrate nitrogen per
100 ml. of the culture solution. To one set was
added 0-4 mg. sodium molybdate per litre of
the solution and in another set, the molybde-
num salt was completely excluded. Both the
rate of growth in terms of dry weight, and
the nitrogen absorption in terms of the resi-
dual nitrogen in the medium were estimated
at an interval of four days. The results are
the averages of triplicates. All the cultures
were kept under constant illumination provided
by a 200 watts filament lamp placed at a dis-
tance of about 3'. The nitrogen estimations
were done by the conventional micro-kjeldahl
method.
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It is observed that in the medium without
any added molybdenum there was practically

no growth, and after eight days the material
got bleached. In the medium with higher con-
centration of molybdenum (0-4mg./l.) there
was a steady increase in the rate of growth
while, in the molybdenum-deficient medium
(Q-lmg./l.) the growth was not only poor as

compared with the other sot, but also showed
a decrease after 16 days. Besides, the molyb-
denum deficient material assumed a pale yel-

low green colour. This ‘yellowing’ may, prob-
ably, be due to the reduction in the phyco-
cyanin pigment.^ The complete failure in

growth without any added molybdenum shows
the importance of this element. 0-1 mg. of

molybdenum salt was found to be sufficient up
to the sixteenth day, but proved to be a limit-

ing factor for growth afterwards. 0*4 mg. was
fully adequate for efficient growth throughout

the experimental period.

The nitrate assimilation, on the other hand,
does not seem to be markedly affected by
molybdenum concentrations within the limits

examined. In both deficient and high molyb-
denum cultures, there is a gradual uptake of

nitrate as the alga grows, as seen by the de-
creasing concentration of the nitrogen in the

medium (Graph I. curves B. B'), although the

Graph 1

rate of absorption seems to be more in the

high molybdenum cultures which is account-

able by the increased growth of the alga in

the medium. Similar results have been obtain-

ed in Anabcena cylindrica also, where the

growth and uptake of nitrate were followed in

normal and molybdenum-deficient cultures.*- In
the green algae, it has been found that the

function of molybdenum is confined to nitrate

reduction.^ There is no conclusive evidence
that the fixation of molecular nitrogen by the

Blue-green algse involves the formation and
subsequent reduction of nitrate.^ It is seen that

addition of molybdenum to the molybdenum
deficient cultures provided with nitrate, enhanc-
ed the nitrate absorption, a probable conse-
quence of the increased growth of the alga

stimulated by molybdenum.
From the above study it appears that molyb-

denum, within the limits investigated, does not
seem to affect appreciably the rate of nitrate

absorption by the alga inasmuch as it affects

its rate of growth. This is in conformity with

the observations in the higher plants,^’* ycasit/*

and Anabcena cylindrica,-

I am thankful to Dr. M. S. Randhawa and
Dr. B. P. Pal for their keen interest and en-
couragements. I am highly grateful to

Dr. S. M. Sikka for his valuable suggestions

during the investigation. My thanks are also

due to the authorities of the Chemistry Divi-

sion, I.A.R.I,, for facilities to carry out the

chemical part of the work.

Algal Lab., G. S. Venkataraman.
Botany Division,

I.A.R.I., New Delhi-12,

March 24, 1958.
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ON THE RED ALGA CORYNOMORPHA
PRISMA TICA

The genus Corynomorpha war established by
J. G. Agardh’ in 1872 with two species, C. pris-

matica (J.Ag.) J.Ag. (the type) and C. clavaia

(Harvey) J.Ag., both of which had been previ-

ously included under the genus Acrotylus J.Ag,

C. prisinatica was based on a specimen col-

lected by Wight from the Indian coast. The alga

occurs in abundance at Cape Comorin, S. India,

^

and is also known from Ceylon,-^ E. Africa and
Indonesia.'* Its vegetative organisation has been
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well descTibod by Boergesen/^ but details of

reproduction are not fully known. According to

the original description, the cystocarps are

small and sunken in the spongy, swollen, nema-
thccioid tips, Tetrasporangia and spcrmatangia
have not so far been obseiwed. Fertile mate-
rial of the alga was collected by Prof. M. O. P.

Iyengar in March 1954, and again by the writer

in October 1957. A study of the material re-

vealed a number of interesting features re-

garding its reproductive structures. A brief out-

line of these is given here.

The .sexual and asexual reproductive struc-

tures are borne in ncmathecia developed in the

younger portions a little below the tip. The
nemathecia cover the entire circumference of

the fertile regions, which as a result appear
swollen. The sexual plants are dioecious.

riGS, i~:i

A section of the male ncmathccium shows
that the spermatangial mother-cells are termi-
nal on short unbranched nemathe#nal filaments.

The spermatangia are cut off in basipetal suc-
cession from the tips of the spermatangial
mother-cells and are catenate, as many as four
often being found* in a chain (Fig. 3).

r Current
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The fertile tips of female plants are much
more sw^ollen than those of the male plants. The
carpogonia are formed in ampullary clusters

which are developed laterally from the nema-
thecial filaments. Each ampullary cluster con-

tains an intercalary auxiliary cell (Fig. 2, au)

and a number of two-celled carpogonial

branches.

The gonimoblast initial is cut off from the

auxiliary cell towards the outside. The numer-
ous .small cystocarps arc totally immersed in

the much swollen nemathecioid tips.

The tetrasporangial nemathecia first occur

similarly a little below the tips, but later on
cover a larger area than do the sexual nema-
thecia. The tetrasporangia are short, one-celled

lateral branches of the nemathecial filaments,

and are in general cruciatcly divided (Fig. 1),

though variations from typically cruciate to

more or less zonate conditions are also seen.

The alga is at present included in the Crypto-

ncmiaccae. But, it shows several features which
are definitely at variance with what is known
legarding reproductive structures in the Crypto-

nemiaceae.'' In the Cryptonemiaceae so far

investigated only tetrasporangial nemathecia
are known

; in Corynomorpha all reproductive

structures are borne in ncmathecia. Again, in

the Cryptonemiaceae, carpogonial and auxiliary

ampullae are separate and the carpogonial

ampulkc arc unicarpogonial ; in Corynomorpha,
the carpogonia and auxiliary cells are borne

together in the same ampullary cluster, and
the ampullary clusters arc*^ polycarpogonial.

Catenate spcrmatangia as observed now in

Corynomorpha have not been reported in other

Cryptonemiaceae so far investigated.

On account of these differences, it is difficult

to retain the genus Corynomorpha in the family

Cryptonemiacece. It is, therefore, transferred to

a new family. Corynomorphaccco, within the

order Cryptoncmialcs.

Ccrynomorphaceae Fam. nov.—Thallus multi

-

axial ; reproductive structures in nemathecia

;

ampullary clusters polycarpogonial with an
intercalary auxiliary cell

; gonimoblast cut off

from the auxiliary cell to the outside ; sperma-
tangia catenate

; tetrasporangia cruciately or

sometimes irregularly divided.

With the single genus : Corynomorpha J. G,

Agardh (type species : C. prismatica.)

.

It may perhaps be mentioned that the new
family Ccrynomorphaceae resembles the Endo-
cladiaceae in some of its features. But, the

thallus in Corynomorpha is multiaxial, whereas
in the Endocladiaceae it is uniaxial.

Letters to the Editor
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The second species of Corynomorpha, C. da-
vata, has not so far been investigated in any
detail. It has been reported only from Florida.^'^

The writer is highly indebted to Prof. M. O. P.

Iyengar and Prof. T. S. Sadasivan for encou-
ragement and to Dr. T. V. Desikachary for help-

ful and critical discussion.

University Botany Lab., M. S. Balakrishnan.

Madras-5, April 1958.
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INSECT INCIDENCE AND BRANCHING
IN RICE

In rice, normally each culm bears a single car-

head and brandling at nodes i.s exceptional

Some deep-water rices have the characteristic

predisposition to produce stems at higher

nodes, which maj^ be rightly called branching

rather than tillering. ‘ Tillers usually spring up
from higher nodes also, when the age of the

seedlings for transplanting is advanced or when
the crop lodges.- In some Palmae, branching is

known to occur when the central shoot is killed

by borer-beetles or damaged otherwise. Tn

sugarcane, axillary shoots develop into branches

when the main slioot dies due to borer damage.

The gall-fly, Pachydiplosis oryzee (W. M.)

Mani, causes extensive damage to rice as the

tillers attacked by gall-fly turn into long hollow

tubular outgrowths known as silver shoots. The
attacked tillers eventually die but subsidiary

tillers spring up from the basal node of the

seedling near the surface of the soil, which is

the tillering zone.

In a large number of investigations at Cut-

tack, it has been observed that the percentage

incidence of gall-fly is more in the 90-days-oli

crop than in the 60-days-old crop and the peak

of infestation fluctuates between the end of

August to the end of November.-^ Hence cer-

tain early-maturing varieties {Beali) grown in

June to September arc generally found to escape
infestation by this pest. But, in some late-

maturing * varieties, especially GEB 24 and
Jelly 17.5, when the crop is about 120 days old,

many tillers possess branches, arising from the
third or loiiijli node from the bottom. In all

such cases, the main tiller is found to have
formed into a silver shoot and the axillary bud,
usually fiom the node just below the silver shoot
m that tiller, develops into a branch giving the
appe.irance (J‘ the main tiller in effect. This
branched tiller develops normally, producing
an earheud (Fig. 1). It has also been observed

Fir,. 1

1. Main tillci foinuMi into a siFt^r shoot, dut: to gall-fly

attack
, 2. Sil v ci ^hoot

,
3. Biant-ht'd i^llei producing a

giain-licaring earhead,
•

in some cases that the oranched tiTilcr is again
attacked by gall-fly resulting in another silver

shoot and the axillary bud on the main shoot
from the node just belo^v the silver shoot deve-
lops to form a branch. Very rarely, the axil-

lary buds in two successive nodes below the
main silver shoot develop into two branches,
oven when the first-branched tiller is not
attacked by gall-fly.

Similar type of branching is also observed to
occur at the shot-blade stage due to the damage
caused by stem-borer, Schcenobitis incertulas

Walk. The attacked tillers* produce chaffy
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grains and are known as white earheads Stem-

borer larva gains entry into the stem by cut-

ting a hole just above or below the second

node from the top. If the hole through which

the larva enters is just above the second node

from the top, the axillary bud in -the second

node develops into a branch. But should the

hole be just beknv the second node, Uie axil-

lary bud from the third node from the top

develops into a branch. In this case also, the

branch produces an earhead but it usually re-

mains green and un.set at the time of harvest

(Fig. 2).

FlG. 2

due to gall-fly incidence. Some of these were
later attacked by stem-borer on account of

which the earheads of the branched tillers be-

came chafTy. In this case also a branch was
noticed to arise from the node just below the

stem-borer hole resulting in an earhead. These

observations are of importance in assessing the

loss caused by the two pests, gall-fly and stem-

borers.

In order to estimate the extent of compen-

sation in yield, as contributed by the earheads

of branched tillers, differences in the earhead

length and the number of sound grains bet-

ween the normal earheads and catheads of the

branched tillers due to gall-fly, were examined

111 a large number of samples and the data is

given in Table I.

It can be seen from the table that the ear-

heads produced by branched tillers are smal-

ler in length with fewer sound grains. The
mean weight of grains is .significantly more in

earheads of branchi^'d tillers, probably because

the number of sound grams being fewer, they

are heavier. It is clear that the branched car-

heads do compensate loss in yield and in the

above case, this compensation is found to be

63-7^/J. In estimating the loss due to gall-fly,

it is important to take this fact into conside-

ration.

The authors’ grateful thanks are due to Dr. N.

Partliasarathy, for the interest taken in the

work.

Central Rice Res. Inst., P. Israel.

Cuttack, G. Veda Moorthy.

1. Main tiller with a white earhead due to .stem-boier January 31, 1958.

attack; 2-3. branched tillerd hearing earheads with unset

gi ains.

Table I

Mean earhead

length in cm.

Mean No. of

sound grains

per earhead

Percentage

unfilled grains

per earhead

Mean wt. of

sound grain‘s per

earhead in gm.

Mean wt. of 125
grains in gm.

Normal tiller •• 27-78* 13G-24* 13*07 2-48* 2*251

Branched tiller .

.

23-28 84*48 13*21 1 * 58 2*347^

Standard Error of difference 0-87C5 11*61 2*094 0*217 0*00902

• Significant at 1% level.

In the main crop season in 1955 (June-

Dcccmbcr), both gall-fly and stem-borers were

prevalent during the middle of October when

the following interesting phenomenon was ob-

served. In the varieties GEB 24 and Jelly 175,

branching as described above, was observed

1. Jones, J. W., “ branching of Rice Plants”, /.
S£>c, Anron., 1926, 17, 019-23.

2. Ramiah, K., Rice Breeding mid Genetics^ Scienti’

fie Monograph No, 19, 1950, Indian Council of

Agricultural Research, New Delhi.

3. Central Rice Research Institute, Annual Reports^

1948-66.
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CHROMOSOMES OF THREE SPECIES
OF SOUTH INDIAN PULMONATE

SNAILS OF THE GENUS CRYPTOZONA
MORCH.

The number of Molluscs whose chromosomes
have been studied is about 135. Oi these, H'J

are Pulmonates, which do not include any oi

the Indian species. I have been investigating

the chromosomes of South Indian Pulmonates

and the present note relates to the chromosomes

of the three species of common garden snails.

Fig. 1. Polar views of two spermatogonial metaphase

plates—photomicrograph—acetocarmine squash

—

Crypto-

zona biUrialis, X ca 4,000. FIG. 2. Photomicrograph of

pro-metaphase stage of Cryptozona acetocar-

mine squash, X ca 4,000. FiG. 3. Photomicrograph of

spermatogonial metaphase plate of Cryptozona Ugulata-—

polar view—acetocarmine squash, X ca 4,000,

Cryptozona (Xcstina) bistrialis Beck., Crypto^

zona (Nilgiria) semirugata Beck, and Crypto-

zona ligulata Fer., formerly known as Ario-

pliania bistrialis Beck., Ariophanta semirugata

Beck., and Ariopha7ita ligulata Fer, respec-

tively. The chromosomes were studied mainly
from acetocarmine and Feulgen squashes.

Cryptozona bistrialis.—The number of

chromosomes as determined from a study of a

number of spermatogonial metaphase plates is

2 >1 - _ 54. A polar view of two such plates is

shown in Fig. 1. All the 54 chromosomes are

metacentric.s and appear distinctly two-armed,
with median centromeres. Six chromosomes are

larger in size while the rest arc uniform in

.size and shayic.

Cryptozona scniirngata.—The diploid chromo-
some number of this iorm is 56 and a clear pre-

paration of a pi omelaphase stage is shown in

Fig. 2. All the chromosomes are metacentrics

and can be grouped serially in pairs in order

of their size as follows ;
—

(i) One pair of large chromosomes with sub-

median centromeres.

(ii) Three pairs of large chromosomes with

median centromeres, and
(Hi) Twenty-four pairs of small chromo-

somes, uniform in size, with median centro-

meres.

Cryptozona ligulata.—A polar view of the

spermatogonial metaphase plate (Fig. 3) show.s

64 chromosomes—all metacentrics. They re-

solve into 32 homologous pairs, of which 4 pairs

arc large and the rest are smaller and uniform
in size and shape. Of the foui' larger pairs,

two pairs of chromosomes possess submedian
centromeres. The other two larger pairs and
also the 28 pairs of small chromosomes have
median centromeres.

Table I shows the chief differences between
the chromosomes of the Ihi^ee species.

Taijle I
^ - .

Small
.. Big chromos*me.s chromo-

Diploid somes
o Name of species chromo-

some
Sul)-

median
Median Median

nunilicr centro-
centro- centro-

mere
mere mere

1 i. 'rvptozo7ia 54 6 48
bistrialis

2 Cryptozona 50 6 2 48
semtrugfUa

3 Cryptozona 64 4 4 66
ligulata

Forty-eight, fifty-four, fifty-six and fifty-

eight are the commonly occurring diploid
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chromosome numbers in Helicidae and the high-

est number reported so far in Pulmonates is

62, in Polyyyra appressa by Pennypacker (1930)

(cited by Makinoi) and in Tridoi^sis fraudu-

Icnta by Husted and Burch-^ (1946). In the

present study, it has been found tliat Crypio-

zona ligulata has 2 n r. 64 the highest number

to be recorded so far.

I have greal pleasure in expressing my
sincere tlianks to Professor P. V. Seshaiya, Head

of the Department of Zoology, Annamalai Uni-

versity, for suggesting th€‘ ]>roblem and also foi

guidance and help. To the Ministry of Educa-

tion. Government of India, my thanks are due

foi* the award of a Senior Scholarship.

Department of Zoology, K. Natarajan.

Annamalai University,

Annamalainagar P.O., April 9, 1958.

1. Makino, S., of Chtomo^one A'umh'x: in

Animals, Iowa State College Press, Ames, Iowa,

1951 . ^

2. Tlusttsi, Ij. and Buich, P. R., Amrr. Nat . 1940 . 80,

410-29.

CYCADOPTERIS sp. FROM THE
RAJMAHAL HILLS, BIHAR

The first report, from India, of Cycadopieria

sp. was made by Bose (1957) from Bansa, South

Rewa Gondwana Basin. Two more fragmen-

tary specimens of C^jeadopteris have now been

noticed by the author in a collection of fos-

sil plants made by Dr. S. C. D. Sah in 1955,

near the village Chunakhal (25" 13' 30'' N :

87‘ 79'52"), Kajmahal Hills, Bihar. Both the

specimens are in the form of impressions and

are too incomplete to have a specific name. So

they are described as Cycadopieris sp.

ciycadopteris sp. (Fig. 1).—Leaf incomplete,

pinnate about 1 cm. broad. Pinnae attached to

a fairly thick rachis, closely set and not over-

FlO. 1. Cycadopieris' sy., no. ^29733, X 2.

[
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lapping ; obovate : apex rounded ; base trun-

cate ; margin revolute. Median vein faintly

marked, secondary veins also visible.

Locality : Chunakhal.

Age and Horizon : Jurassic. Rajmahal series.

Collection : Specimen No. 29733 of Birbal

Sahni Institute of Paloeobotany Museum.
The present specimens differ from Cycadop-

tcris sp. described by Bose (1957) in having
shorter and broader pinnse attached to a fairly

thick rachis
;
here both median and .secondary

veins are present, whereas, in the latter the

rachis is slender and the median vein alone is

visible. Like C. anylica Gothaii (1914) and
C. zcillcri Antevs (1915), the present species do
not have the turned— under flange over the

midrib and the secondary vein. The shape of

the pinna' is different in our specimen.

Birbal Sahni Institute of M. N. Hose.

Pala'obotany,

Lucknow, April 11, 1958.

1. Anttvs, 1'.. horn. Slockhcltn Forhandi,
1915, 37.

12. r.ose, M. N., J\du\>hat.. 1957, 6, 2

3. fioth,!?), W ,
Ahh. NalnrJuKt

.

0>c. iVnnibcr^ ^ 1914,
19, 4

CYTOLOGICAL STUDIES IN FISSIDENS
ELIMBATUS, BROTH, A LOCAL MOSS

Cytoi.oc.ical inve.stigations in Bryophyte.«* have
received much less attentujn than tho.se on the

higher plants This group, therefore, remains

an almost unexplored source of research mate-

rials ^ This is especially trpe with I'egard to

Indian Mosses in which linrdly one or two
papers worth the name have appeared of late.-

Besides other rea.sons, the difficulties in getting

good cytological preparations in this group of

plants appear to be the chief obstacle in the

progress of cytological research. However,

efforts are being made in this laboratory to

undertake cytological studies of the local mosses

with a view to throw light on the cyto-taxono-

mical aspect of different genera. A preliminary

account of the cytological work done in one of

the local moss species, Fissidens climhaius, is

being reported here.

This moss F. elimbatus appears on the bank
of the Ganges in the months of Octobcr-Decem-

ber. The capsules appear in November-Decem-
ber. For cytological studies, patches of plants

were brought to the laboratory and capsules

were squashed in propionic orcein which gave

much better results than other stains of this

group. Division stages were found in the morn-

ing between 10-12 a.m. Studies were made
from temporary slides and their microphoto-

graphs.

Letters to the Editor
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The chromosome number of the species as

determined in mciolic stages was 2n ~ 12.

Mitotic plates obtained from the wall cells of

the capsule also showed 12 chromosomes
(Fig. 1) at the metaphase plates. The chromo-

iix bivalents are oriented at the centre of the

spindle. One of the bivalent 'is suggestive of

•re-'*

)

FiO. 1. . dimlhUtis^ iiiK i(>piiol:)^rai)h showing 12
I hiomosoiiKS at railotu inctaphast x l.OOd.

somes arc extremely minute defying detailed

analysis. They appear to have median or sub-

median centromeres.

Meiotic prophases m mosses are unfavourable

for study at present. I'he same was found true

with the Liverworts.' Prophase stages earlier

or later than pachytene have rarely been ob-

served, w'hich is suggestive of the shortness of

these stages. A typical diakiriesis has not been

found. The earliest prophase is the centrally

located nucleus which later becomes vacuolated

making ring-like appearance.

At the first metaphase (Figs. 2 and 3), the

Fig. 2. F, ehmbatus^ microphotogiaph .showing

bivalents at I meiotic meiaphase, x 2,800.

F'IG. 3. F, dtmlut its\ ( aniLi a-lui uLi ifr-gTani of the

plate, in fig. 2, x 2,800

sex chromosomes, being feebly stained and
larger in size. The anaphase 1 is quite normal

(Fig. 4). At anaphase, the chromatids of biva-

FUl. 4. E. lameia-luc i la diagiMin of the 1

nieiiui^ anaphase, X 2,000.

lents do not .seem* to separate from; each other.

The .separation of chromatids at II anaphase
with rigidly elongated structure is character-

istic.

Cytokinesis leading to tetrad formation takes

place only after the completion of the second
meiotic division.

The chromosome numbers of some of the spe-

cies of Fissidcns, which have been reported be-

fore, show variation
; namely, F. livibatiui,

n — 5, and F. paupcrculus, ri — 12^
;
F. cristatus,

» 16, F. cristatus var. minor, 71 = 16, and
F. japoriicus, n rr 16“*.

In the case of F. elimbaius it is n = 6. If 5

is the basic chromosome number as reported
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in the case of F. h7nbatus, the ^’enus Fissidciis

appears to show a polyploid range. We pro-

pose to give a more detailed account of the

karyotype study of the different local species

later.

Botany Dept., R. P. Roy.
Patna University, M. K. Jaipuriak.

Patna, March 18, 1958.
,

1. Vaarama, A., Cottar. Jntcrti. de Holaniqj(i\ Pari.s,

Set lions 9 H 10, 1954, 10 ,
89-90.

2. l^inrlc, S. K. anti ('hopra, N., /ettr. Ind hot, S,k.,

1957. 36 (3), lin-47.

3. l.orl>eer, (;., Ja/irb. /io/., 1934.80, 565-817.

4. Steere, (!. W., VIIl' Coni^t’. I fttern, dc /io/atitqtte^

Paris, 1954.

5. ^'ano, Koji, Jiot Tokyo, 1951, 64 (7G1-G2),

234-37.

CYTOPLASMIC MALE STERILITY IN
JOWAR {SORGHUM VULGARE PERS.)

In the jowar {Sorghiiin vnlgarc Pers.) culture,

I.C. 2360, grown in this Division in 1955, a

sterile-looking plant was located. The single

ear produced by this plant bore only a few
grains

;
microscopic test for pollen fertility,

using the stain acetocarrnine, revealed that the

pollen was totally sterile. The plant was sib-

bed, using pollen from a normal, fertile plant

belonging to the same culture. The progeny,

raised in 1956 from this sibbed seed, was found

to be completely male-sterile. These male-
sterile plants were again sibbed, using pollen

from fertile plants of the parent culture (I.C.

2360); all the 25 plants, grown from this seed

in 1957, were again completely male-sterile.

This indicated that the male-sterility exhibited

by this line was cytoplasmic. The line is now
being crossed with a number of distinct geno-

types with a view to locating tho.se which would
restore fertility as w’ell as those w^hich, like

I.C. 2360, would perpetuate sterility.

Stephens und Holland (1954) reported from

Texas (U.S.A.) cytoplasmic male-sterility in

jowar ; this type of sterility is conditioned by

[
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the interaction between nuclear and cytoplas-
mic factors. The American male-sterile line,

together wrth its fertile counterpart, is being
maintained in this Division and has been uti-
lised in cros.sing with a number of Indian forms,
including I.C. 2360. The results obtained so far
suggest that the male-sterility observed in
I.C. 2360 is of the nature of cytoplasmic-nuclear
gene interaction as reported by Stephens and
Holland ( loc. cit . )

.

From the view-point of utilisation in hybrid
seed production in India, the present male-
sterile line appears to be of direct advantage
as compared to the one from the U.S.A. In
this country, jowar is grown for fodder and
also lor gram which is used as human food.
Con.sequently, tall plant habit, compact heads,
and bold, while pearly grains are among the
most desired characters. The American male-
sterile hne (Texas Blackhull Kafir) is dwarf
and possesses semi-loose heads with small,
dirty-w-’hite soft graffis. As such it would re-
quire a lengthy backci‘oss programme to be
used for hybrid seed production. The present
male-.sterilc line, on the other hand, can be
utilised directly as it possesses almost all the
desired features.

Male-sterility conditioned entirely by nuclear
genes has been reported m jotvar both in the
U.S.A. (Stephens, 1937) and in India (Ayyangar
and Ponnaiya, 1936: Kajjan and Chavan, 1953).
It is, however, not so feasible to use such male-
steriles for hybrid .seed prcjfluction for which
cytophismic male-sterility is the best answer.
The present report constitutes the first record
of cytoiilasmic male-sterility in joivar in India.

Division of Botany, S. P. Mital.
Indian Agric Res. Inst., Vishnu Swarup.
New Delhi, April 21, 1958. A. B. Josni.

1. Ayyangar, C. N. K. and Ponnaiya, B. W. X., Cnrr
Set., 1930

,
5 , 390 .

2. Kajjuh, N. B. and Chavan, V. M., /ndian /. Genet
/V. />Vo7/., 1953, 13, 48.

3 . Stephens, J. C., /. Amcr. Soc, Ai^ron., 1937 , 26, 690 .

4. — and Holland, R. II., Agron. 1954, 46, 20.

BORON ROCKET FUELS
TTNIVERSITY of Michigan chemists have^ been working since 1952 on the “ground
rules” for the development of ^he new high
energy boron rocket fuels.

Boron fuels have recently been identified a.-;

one of this country’s major new rocket propel-
lants. Boron cortipounds are made up of rela-

tively light elements which release far more

energy than conventional petroleum fuels when
they burn, providing as much as one and one-
half or two times as much thrust per pound.
Many of the boron-hydrogen compounds are
unstable materials which have had to be
“tamed” before they could be put to work as
practical fuels.
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Statistics for the Social Sciences. (An Intro^

ductio7i to Statistics for the Social Sciences,)

Second Edition. Enlarged by T. G. Connolly

and W. Sluckin. (Cloaver-Hume Press Ltd.,

London.) Pp. viii + 166. Price 16s/i. net.

“The book is written for those students who
have to satisfy examiners in statistics and also

need for their studies a degree of statistical in-

sight, yet have no knowledge of Matliematics

beyond simple Arithmetic”— (from the author’s

preface). To achieve this object, the authors

restrict the scope of the book, perhaps justifi-

ably, to elementary statistical methods essen-

tial for summarising observational data and

i:>resent full details of the computations in-

volved. Descriptive statistit‘s dealing with fre-

quency distributions, measures of central ten-

dency and variability, ogive, the normal distri-

bution curve and correlation is covered in the

first five chapters and partially in Chapters TX

and X. The inference part of statistics of argu-

ing from a sample is treated in the other chap-

ters. The ideas of sampling, reliability of esti-

mates and testing of hypotheses have been ex-

plained in a simple manner and the beginner

may not have much difficulty in following

them. The last cjiapter (XI) on the analysis

of variance is a welcome addition in the .second

edition of the book. The detailed r-omputatioiiaJ

layouts for evaluating the statistical measures

will be very useful to .statistical computers.

A few comments by way of criticism are

called for. No warning is given, anywhere,

about the pitfalls in the application of statisti-

cal methods to sociological and psychological

data. This could have been done by proper

choice of examples and explanations as to the

suitability of particular methods employed.

There is some confusion caused by the use of

the same notation for sample estimates as well

as for the population constants. The reference

to t table in setting up the confidence limits

to the population standard deviation as in-

dicated on page 9(J is not a correct procedure.

The chi-square test for goodness of fit of a nor-

mal distribution discussed on pages 116-17 is

different from the one generally used. Perhaps

the usual method of comparing the observed

frequencies with the expected instead of the

ordinates is more appropriate.

C. R. Rao.

Structure Reports. Vol. XV. Editor ; A. J. C.

Wilson ; Section Editors : N. C. Baenziger,

J. Wyart, J. M. Robertson. (Published by the

International Union" of Crystallography by
N. V. Oosthock’s Uitgeners, MIJ, Domstraat
1-3, UTRECHT), 1951. Pp. viii + 588. Price

$29.00.

This volume of structure reports is divided

into three sections, namely. Metals, inorganic

Compounds and Organic CompcAinds. In Metals
Section, the arrangement is alphabetical, while
in the other two Section.s, it is according to

the increasing complexity of composition ; re-

lated substances and related structures have
however been kept togetlier as far as possible.

The increasing interest m the yiroperlies of

metals and alloys in recent years have resulted

in a phenomenal growd;!-! of the subject from
the structural point of view. Transformation
in metals, of Martcii.sitic as well as diffusion

induced slow type, order-disorder phenomena
and precipitation hardening in alloys and their

relationships to their thermal history composi-
tion, etc., and interesting magnetic properties
of certain alloys have led to the search for their

ultimcite cause which in turn is intinicitely con-
nected with their structure.

fection I is one of the most interesting part
ermlaining valuable data and discussions for

over one hundred and eighty metals and alloys.

Section II devoted to Inorganic Compounds
abounds m the wealth of material presented.
Particular mention may be made of oxides and
double-oxides, which include substcinces exhi-
biting very interesting properties such as spi-

nels. some titanales and niobates noted for their

magnetic and ferroelectric proyidrties respec-
tively. A vast number of mineral structures of

varying complexity have been reported, and
among them particular mention may be made
of tourmalines. A large number of examples of
the phenomenon known as epitaxy, that is, the
crystal overgrowth on crystals iiave been pre-
.sented. Electron diffraction studies have been
particularly helpful in the study of over-
growths.

The versatility of carbon in its power to

combine readily with itself and with other ele-
ments and groups has resulted in millions of
compounds being .synthesised and identified in
nature. Crystallographers have taken to these
compounds in spite of their complexity, and we
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find today that increasing number of them
turning their attention to the solution of orga-
nic structure of extreme complexity such as

proteins and other biological products. As a

result of these investigations in this field, dif-

fraction by helical structures and cylindrical

lattices have been developed.
Section 111 reflects the popularity of organic

compounds among cryslallographers and con-
tains valuable data for a vast number of orga-
nic compounds, from simple aliphatic, aromatic
cyclic, and heterocyclic compounds to complex
proteins.

The volume is an invaluable leference book,
not only to workers who are directly concerned
with structure analysis and physical metallurg-
ists. but also to physicists and chemists. The
volume has abstracted profusely papers that

have appeared in journals of other languages
such as the Russian journals, and this is cer-

tainly a most useful aspect. A. J.

Radiation Effects in Solids. By G. J. Dienes
and G. H. Vineyard. (Interscience Publish-

ers, New York ; India : Asia Publishing
House, Bombay-l), 1957. Pp. viii 226.

Price $ 6.50.

The recent failure due to radiation damage
of one of the atomic iDower stations in Britain

has focussed the attention of physicists on the

all-important problem of radiation efi’ecis on
solids. The fact that energetic neutrons and
fission fragments would have the ability to dis-

place atoms from their equilibrium positions,

which might lead to serious changes in the phy-
sical properties of a solid was realised as early

as 1942 by E. P. Wigner but most of the work
done since then (both technological and basic)

has been under classified material till the Geneva
Conference in 1955. Studies on this subject are

proceeding mpre intensely than ever and this

subject is expected to make great strides in

the next few years. Intview'of the accumulat-
ing literature it has become imperative that

an attempt be made to survey the present state

of knowledge setting forth the basic aspects of

the theoretical and experimental advances.
Such an attempt has been made with success

by the authors, of the book under review. The
authors have mostly confined themselves to

present the physics of the effects of energetic
radiation on solids.

The present interpretation of the changes in

the properties of solids brouglit about by high
energy radiation, centres round the production
of interstitial and impurity atoms. The

r Current
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process of their formation and statistical

enumeration and the dynamics ot their

movement at different temperature forms the

major part of the book. After defining clearly

the above-mentioned three entities as also the

replacement collision, thermal and displace-

ment spikes (Chapter I), the thesis of displace-

ment production and the basic experiments

designed to test the major aspects of the theory

are given (Chapters 11 and III). Point defects

and cluster defects and the changes associated

w'ith the pliysical properties such as electrical

conductivity, thermal conductivity, elasticity,

optical and magnetic properties have been
treated. A brief reference is made to the use

of X-ray diffraction techniques to observe some
types of lattice imperfections. Chapter V deals

with the question of the mobility of crystalline

defects and the annealing of radiation defects

by 1 ecombination processes or their disappear-

ance due to diffusion. Chapter VI deals rather

too briefly on such T^aried topics as mechanical
propc'rtics of metals, changes in the dimensions

of uranium on iriadiation, radiation growth,

phase transformation, precipitation from solid

solution, chemical effects, etc.

The authors have concentrated mainly on
fundamentals of the processes and do not

attempt to give too many details of engineer-

ing intercist, although most of the striking effects

of radiation, affecting technology have been
surveyed. The subject-matter has been pre-

sented in an attractive and understandable

manner and the book can b^ most warmly re-

commended, for any one interested in gaining

a good grounding ol these fascinating subjects.

S. R.

Three Steps to Victory. By Sir Robert Watson-
Wati. (Odhams Press, Ltd., Long Acre, Lon-
don). 1958. Pp 480. Price 30.sli. net.

The title of this book might perhaps induce
the readers to believe that they have stumbled
upon a trail leading to success in life, and that

in just three steps. And if they do turn the

pages of this book with any such delectable

visions, they will not be utterly disillusioned.

For. ‘Three Steps to Victoiy’ relates what the

enthusiastic, tireless and sustained efforts of the

intellect of man could accomplish. It combines
in itself an autobiography and a biography

—

the autobiography of Sir Robert Watson-Watt
who, for his pioneering work in the field of

radar, has been honoured with the paternity of

this conception of human ingenuity and skill,

and the biography of the radar, its origin and
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development through the various stages to its

present state of perfection.

Though the radar is equally useful in other

fields like meteorology and navigation, its im-

portcince has been impressively demonstrated

in its application to warfare, especially aerial

warfare and defence against aerial attack. The

introduction of aircraft with all its destructive

propensity hito the warfare set the warring

nations of the world on a race to devise tech-

nological ways and means of locating aircraft

while air-borne. Radio direction and range-

finding or ‘radar’ for short—from the I.F.F

(Identification, Friend or Foe) to 'the Oboe

which permits the most accurate bombing run,

from Gee to the most portable of all radar sys-

tems, ‘Rebecca-Eureka’—is the operational-tech-

nical system brought forth by technologists to

fullil this imperative need. This radar system

applicable to naval operations, anti-aircraft gun-

nery and all other radar-aided military

operations—dropping of troops, agents and sup-

plies from air, etc.—was used in the air defence

of Great Britain, and in the initial stages of the

anti-U-boat war and was responsible for Bri-

tain’s victory in the Battle of Britain, the Night

Battle of the British Cities and the First Battle

of Atlantic.

Sir Robert Watson-Watt recounts in this book

the birth of the idea of the radar, the early

difficulties and failures he encountered on the

technical side as well as in the training of per-

sonnel required to man the system and the

race against time to put Britain under a ‘radar

cover’ before Hitler .struck in Europe. What

make the reading all the more interesting arc

the back-stage anecdotes told with a touch of

humour and the part played by the Govern-

mental machinery in the birth of a technologi-

cal system destined to play a very vital role

in the history of our times. M. S. S.

Magnetism. (The Indian Association for the

Cultivation of Science, Jadavpur, Calcutta).

1957. Pp. 232. Price Rs. 7.

This book is a collection of twenty-three

papers presented at the Symposium on Magnet-

ism held in 1954 under the joint auspices of the

National Institute of Sciences of India and the

Indian Association for the Cultivation of

Science. They can be roughly grouped under

four headings, namely, (1) Discussions on dia-

and para-magnetic properties, (2) Magneto-

chemical applications, (3) Nuclear magnetic

resonance, particularly nuclear induction, and

(4) Ferro-magnetic materials. The Inaugural

Address by the late Proffessor M. N. Saha is

immediately followed by two papers on the

measurement of magnetic fields.*

In spite of its delayed appearance, the book

would interest magneto-chemists and workers

in the field of modern magnetism and particu-

larly those who are concerned with the nuclear

magnetic resonance.

Advances in Enzymology. Vol. XIX. Edited by

F. F. Nord. ( Inlerscience Publishers, Inc., New
York

; India : Asia Publishing House, Bom-
bay-1.) Pp. v-t 457. .Price $9.85.

The present volume, the nineteenth in the

series of the Advances in Enzymology, contains

five essays written by w'ell-known biochemists

and enzymologists. Editor Nord has. of late, been

concentrating on less and less number of topics

in each volume giving thereby gri'atcr attention

to a detailed and exhaustive survey in selected

fields of enzyme research. Thus in the volume
under review, W. Vishniac, B. L. Horecker and

S. Ochoa have written jointly the first essay

on ‘Enzymic Aspects of Photosynthesis’. Tliere-

in, they have discussed general patterns of

carbohydrate metabolism, carbon dioxide

fixation reactions as well as reactions

which are light dependent and have

very ably reviewed the recent advances in this

field. In the second article on ‘Mechanism of

Oxygen Metabolism’, H. S. Mason has dealt

with the enzymes, which catalyze the reactions

of molecular oxygen under the following three

broad divisions; (?) the oxygen transferases,

(it) the mixed function oxidases, and (tii) the

tdectron transfer oxidases. The author observes

that with the exception of lipoxidase, the oxy-
gen transferases contain heavy metal which
appears to be active in reduced form,, while the

mixed function oxidases transfer only one atom
of the oxygen molecule to substrates. The
electron transfer oxidases, on the pther hand,

catalyze two electron transfer to ox.ygen only

or to oxygen and other •acceptors. *A distin-

guishing feature of this article by Mason is

the compilation in one tabulated statement of

all that is known about metabolic hydroxyla-

tion of over a hundred different drugs and
other organic substances.

Similarly, the third article on ‘Aktivierung

von Aminosiiuren’ written in German by
T. Wieland and G. Pfleiderer and the fifth arti-

cle in French on “Les ^Voies Principles de

L’assimilation et dissimilation De L’Azote chez

Les animaux” by A. E. Braunstein of Moscow
are both comprehensive and lucid* in their scope

and treatment of the subject. The fourth one
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on the “Properties ol Papain” by J. R. Kim-
mell and E. L. Smith is perhaps an article on

a rather restricted held of study. Nevertheless,

the conclusions drawn have a fjreat bearing on

Ihe nature of the mechanism of enzyme action.

Thus, the earlier vague and indefinite views with

regard to the format] on of enzyme substrate

complexes have been replaced by chemical for-

mulations, which emphasize compound forma-

tion. Further, this study of the properties of

papain has shown the important role of thiol

groups as well as the significance of ‘side chain

specificity’ in enzyme catalysis. We have yet

to know why and how two thiol enzymes such

as urease and papain act differently.

The get-up of the book is excellent and there

is a cumulative index of Volumes I to XIX to-

wards the end of the book in addition to the

usual author and subject index found in every

volume of this series. This volume of the

Advances should, in the reviewer’s opinion,

prove as invaluable as the earlier ones to all

those interested in enzymes and related sub-

jects in biochemistry. P. S. Sarma.

Advances in Protein Chemistry, Vol. XI. Edi-

tors ; M. L. Anson, K. Bailey and J. T. Edsall.

(Academic Press, Inc., New York), 1956.

Pp. X {- 665. Price $ 12.00.

The eleventh volume of Advances in Protein

Chemistry is similar to its predecessors in that

recent developments are reviewed and discussed

by people active in and familiar with specific

areas of the field of protein chemistry. The

first review in this issue is by C. B. Anfinsen

and R. R. Redfield and covers Protein Struc-

ture in relation to Function and Synthesis. The

authors succeed in their stated purpose of re-

viewing the major recent developments in the

study of amino acid sequence in proteins, in-

cluding a consideration of some basic method-

ology. Infurmalion about the correlation of

covalent and non-covalent structure with the

physical ana functional properties of proteins is

also dealt with in this article. Closely allied to

this subject is the review article on Column

Chromatography of Peptides and Proteins by

S. Moore and W. H. Stein. This review

is a wealth of information on the methods

of separating peptides and proteins by different

materials, especially on ion-exchange resins.

Specific proteins are discussed in detail under

the section on the chrqmatography of proteins.

Choh Hao Li has summarised the work done on

the growth hormone (somatotropin) and adreno-

corticotropic boiTTione (ACTH and corticotro-

Current
Science

pins) in his review on Hormones of the Ante-
rior Pituitary Gland, Part I. The author, in his

concluding remarks, poses some legitimate

questions about the actual nature of protein or
peptide hormones, as they occur in the body in

the role of physiologically active catalysts.

Conn ter-CUT rent Distribution in Protein Che-
mistry (translated from German) as covered
by P. von Tavel and R. Singer deals with a

technique familiar in organic chemistry but un-
fortunately so little used in biochemistry. This
review includes a discussion of the basic prin-

ciples, technical aspects and applications of

counter-current distribution. The authors have
presented useful information on the conditions

under which countcr-vcurrent distribution can
be successfully applied in protein chemistry.

F R. N. Gurd and P. E. Wilcox have an ex-
haustive review on Complex Formation between
Metallic Cations and l^rotcins, Peptides and
Amino Acids. Metal-protein complexes have
recently emerged as a central problem
of biochemistry, ^specially of enzymology.
This review concerns itself mainly with
those metal-protein complexes which are

reversible and which can be characterised in

terms of chemical equilibria. Pertinent high
points in the chemistry of simple metal com-
plexes are also reviewed. Measurement and
Interpretation of Diffusion Coefficients of Pro-
tein.s. as the title indicates, will be of great in-

terest to the physical chemist but should inter-

est biochemists also, as some of the applications

of this phenomenon to biological systems are

given. Since the mechanism of certain drugs
is explained solely on the basis of their diffu-

sion, the review may be perused with profit by
the pharmacologist also.

This volume, as the others in the series, is an
excellent source of concisely stated information
and of references to the literature on the par-
ticular subjects covered.

T. Ramakrisjinan.

The Chemistry and Biology of Yeasts. Edited
by A. H. Cook. (Academic Press, Inc., New
York), 1958. Pp. 246. Price 25 guilders.

There has been an acceleration of the tempo
of investigations on yeast during the past few
years. The rapid progress in the different direc-
tions, as a consequence, has made it increasingly
difficult for investigators in one discipline to

keep track of the significant discoveries in the
others. This volume, written by a panel of spe-
cialists, attempts to integrate the recent
advances.

Reviews
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A varied fare is offered to the reader. The
chapters on class! heat ion, ecology, lilV-history,

cytology and genetics are followed by those

on chemical composition, fermentation and res-

piration, cellular carbohydrates and nitrogen

metabolism. Problems relating to yeast tech-

nology, pathogenic yeasts, food spoilage by

yeasts and flocculation of yeasts are considered

in the concluding chapters.

Researches in some directions have been in

progress for the past one hundred years and

modern concepts arc only an integration of the

pa.st and present data. “It should be kept in

mind, however, that even the latest concepts

may have to be reinterpreted and extended as

additional evidence arises” (Nord and Weiss,

p. 323). In general, the reviews are objective

as the following excerpts would show. “For

example, the question arose whether such a

.series of reactions obtained from cell- free ex-

tracts or artificial enzyme system.s constituted

a mirror-image of the exact steps occurring

within the living cell. Furthermore, did it re-

present the only metabolic pathway which the

micro-organism could efficiently utilize for cata-

bolic purposes, or were there other metabolic

routes by which dissimilation of the same sub-

strate could occur (Nord and Weiss, p. 324.)

Objective presentation was apparently not

easy, for. Treveleyan remarks “that many
authors have burdened their pai^ens with dis-

cussions of almost theologic'al subtlety in an

effort to fit fact to theory” (p. 420). This i.s

too true with re^^ard to the review on Yeast

Cytology (Wingc and Roberts, pp 109-19) in

this volume itself. The problems are not view-

ed from a historical perspective. The discovery

of the nucleus in living yeast cells dates back

to 1844. That it is a vesicle with a nuclear

membrane was .shown from living as well as

stained preparations as far back as 1896. Guil-

liermond (1902-20) reported as identical struc-

ture for the nucleus in stained preparations. In

fact, he discussed binucleate stages using the

nuclear membrane as a marker.

But none of the above details are found in

the review. On the other hand, it is stated :

“It is clear that this wide divergency of opi-

nion makes it at present very difficult, if not

impossible, to foi*m a clear generally accept-

able picture of the structure of the nucleus

of a yeast cell and the identity and function

of the other intracellular structures” (j). 110).

“The basis for this lack of agreement is first

to be found in the fact that the yeast nucleus

is extremely small (the diameter of the stain-

ed chromatin in a resulting nucleus

is only about () -5-l -5 and also because it is

a most diflicuU task to elucidate the actual

structure of the nucleus” (p. *109). One is left

wondering whether the chromatin occupies the

whole of the resting nucleus or only a portion

of it. There is no reference to the nuclear

membrane described by the earlier investiga-

tors.

The review concludes : “Even though many
investigators claim to have demonstrated the

existence of polyploidy in yeasts, it should be
j‘einembercd that so-called polyploid segrega-
tion may be explicable on the basis of super-
numerary inito.ses, ‘ and binucleate spores”

(p. 119). The review on Yeast Cytology recalls

to one’s mmd the following comment of

Prof. MacBride. on the im}iac1 of Genetics on
Cytology, made several years ago. “It was the

function of the cytologist to provide the mate-
rial phenomena upon which the geneticist could

build his theories. As genelical research con-
tinued to find peculiar and exceptional pheno-
mena necessitating modifications and additions

to previous theories, so cytologists attempted to

find their equivalents in cell structure and be-
haviour. Thus arose a peculiar position, in

which genetic theory outran cytological obser-

vations even to the limit of the re.solving power
of the microscoi>e”.

The volume, however, is a mine of informa-
tion and IS worth careful perusal by biologists

and biochemists alike.

M. K. SUBRAMANIAM.

The Grassland and Fodder Resources of India.

(Scientific Monograpii No. 22.) .By R. O.

Whyte. (Indian Courcil of Agricultural
Research, Queen Victoria Road, New Delhi),

1958. Pp. lii 4 437. Price Rs. 16.

This monograph deals with the review of

past and present knowledge and experience on
the nature and utilization of th* grazing and
fodder resources as a whole aqd to relate this

information to other b:?anches of *land utiliza-

tion, agriculture, animal husbandry and forestry

in India.

Chapter I is introductory ; Chapters II, III

and IV deal with livestock problems including

Indian resources of feed stuffs, their demand
and supply and their quality. The prevailing

malnutrition of cattle is explained and the need
for proper feeding, which is estimated to step

up milk production by 100% is stressed. Empha-
sis is laid on grassland management to increase

fodder production. Statistics are given to show
that the feed stuffs and fodder available at
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present ure highly inadequate and serious quan-
titative deficienciQS arc noticed and that their

quality is also very poor.

Chapters V and VI deal with the ecology of

our ^rrasslands, which aiv a result of biotic

climax. The grassland types in India, in the

difierent agricultural /ones, their predominant

grass species and their progressive and regres-

sive succession i.s given. This informal ion will

offer a basis for the evaluation of the status

of grasslands and lacilitates their further im-

provement.

Chajiter VII deals with, the present position

and possible extension of fodder production in

India. Methods are suggested for increasing the

production and/or use of improved varieties of

crops, which provide the major source of rough

-

age for cattle ; exploiting forest trees as a

source of 1 odder under a planned programme;

growing of fodder trees along with others in

plantations
;

prohibiting the use of edible oil-

cakes as manures.

In Chapter IX. the possibilities of improve-

ment of the village grazing lands are reviewed.

The major distribution of cattle is in villages

and they depend largely on village grazing lands

for fodder. The grazing lands arc poor in carry-

ing capacity and almost devoid of any vegeta-

tion due to over-grazing. Western methods of

raising pastures are not practicable, owing to

competition by food and cash crops, so the only

practical way is to improve the grasslands on

an ecological basis. For this, the ecological

status of our grassland is to be determined

first, by studying the stage of succession, and

then the bjolic factors acting on the grasslands

should be controlled. The chief factor being the

grazing, controlled and rotational grazing and

reduction in the intensity of grazing arc sug-

gestf-d. The practice common in many areas

of having wide bunds, placed frequently in

fields, which provide grazing for cattle and

controls erosion also, is however not men-

tioned.

Chapters XI and XII deal with forest graz-

ing, its importance and compatibility between

forestry and grazing. The advantages of con-

trolled grazing, the disadvantages of indiscri-

minate and over-grazing are described. Con-

sidering the good and bad of forest grazing,

certain recommendations have been made

which are useful f(^r proper management of

forest grasslands such as adopting rotational

and controlled grazing.

In Chapter XIII, the soils of the country,

their deficiencies and need for fertilising grass-

lands and legumes are discussed. A good deal

of useful factual data is furnished. The crop-
ping systems for important crops are described
and the need for introducing a dual purpose
Icgumi^ fodder/green manure, in the rotation
.system is stressed both for increased production
of fodder and maintenance of soil fertility.

Mixed farming and its significance so far as
our country is concerned is also discussed and
Joy farming is suggested to be tested in India.

Breeding work on legumes and grasses to

evolve a high-yielding vigorous grass which
lan withstand grazing conditions and to evolve
a legume of short duration which can conveni-
ently fit into tile cropping system under pro-
gress in several Research Stations, is referred
to 111 Chapter XIV.
The agrarian structure of the country is de-

scribed and the low average holding is stated
to be one of the reasons for poor maintenance
of livestock.

In the last chapter a rlescription of the im-
portant exotic and indigenous grasses and
legumes, their utility, suitability and distribu-

tion is furnished.

The noteworthy feature of the monograph is

the abundant factual data presented to substan-
tiate the statements. The monograph will be a

very useful reference book for the agrostolog-
ist, forester, animal husbandry man and the
agronomist. The book will be a useful base of

reference in any future planning of the deve-
lopment ol fodder resources of India.

K. S. Kiusiina Sastry.

Books Received

Utilization of Prrmarij Energy in India. (Occa-
sional Papers, No. 3.) (National Council of

Applied Economic Research, New Delhi.)

(A.sia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958
Pp. 70. Price Rs. 5.75.

flow Television Works. By W. A. Holm. [Phi-
lips Technical Library, Eindhoven, Nether-
lands

;
India: Philips (India), Ltd., 221, D. N.

Road, Bombay-1]. 1958. Pp. xv 318. Price
R.S. 18-94.

An Atlas of Air-Borne Pollen Grains. By H. A.
Hyde and K. F. Adams. (Macmillan & Co.,

St. Martin’s Street, London, W.C. 2), 1958.

Pp. xvi + 111. Price 3(3 sk.

The Strategy of the Chemotherapy (The
Eighth Symposium of the Society for Gene-
ral Microbiology.) Edited by S. T. Cowan and
E. Rowatt. (Cambridge University Press,

London, N.W. 1), 1958. Pp. viii 360. Price

35 sh.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

Direct Observation of Weiss Domains

By cooling a nearly eutectic melt, large plate-
like single crystals of the hexagonal com-
pound BaFcj^O^j, the main constituent of fer-

roxdure, can be obtained. In this process, nov/

in use for some years in the Philips Research

Laboratories, extremely thin crystal plates may
be obtained under certain conditions. Their

thickness is less than a micron and their surface

area of the order of one square millimetre

X-ray diffraction photographs of these tiny

platelets have shown that they too are single

crystals of BaFe,^.0,,, with the hexagonal axis

perpendicular to tlie Hat surface.

The special interest of these platelets is that

they are reasonably transpaienl to red light.

The transparency of Vhe platelets opens

up an elegant method for the direct observa-

tion of the Weiss domains in BaFejoO.,,. The
platelet is observed in a polarising mu-roscope

with nearly-crossed nicols.

In t'ach Weiss domain in a ferromagnetic

material, the magnetic moments of the atoms or

ions are aligned parallel, so that in each domain
the saturation magnetization exists. The direc-

tion of magnetization, which depends t^n the

crystal-shai>e or stress-anisotropy, differs

from one Weiss domain to another Tn BaFe,^0,,>

the direction of flie magnetization is entirely

determined by the very large cry.stal aniso-

tropy ; the preferred direction of magnetization

is here the hexagonal axis (c-axis). In the

crystal platelets, therefore, the magnetization of

all Weiss domains is perpendicular to the flat

surface, in spite of the high demagnetization

factor of the plate form. The Weiss domains
arc thus magnetized, with the domain walls all

perpendicular to the flat surface. Because the

magnetization is so strongly bound to the hexa-
gonal axis in BaFe^MOj,,. no “closing" domains
occur at the surface (i.c., Weiss domains with
magnetization parallel to the surface), in con-

trast with the usual situation in other mate-
rials.

If a beam of plane-polarized light is now
projected parallel to the hexagonal axis on to

such a platelet, a Faraday rotation occui-s, of

magnitude and sign dependent on the magnet-
ization. Suppose that for one domain, the plane
of polarization undergoes a rotation described

by a right-handed screw
; the light passing

through an adjacent domain, owing to the oppo-

sitely-directed magnetization, will then undergo
an equal rotation of its plane of polarization in
the opposite direction, i.e,, corresponding to a
left-handed screw. A;i analysing nicol is placed
m the emerging beam. By placing this not
exactly perpendicular to the plane of polariza-
tion of the incident beam, the intensity of the
rays passing through adjacent, oppositely-
magnetized domains will differ slightly

; in this
way the whole domain pattern becomes visible.

A Transistor Thyratron

An important new' devi(‘c recently made
available by the General Electric Company of
America is tlic silicon ‘Unijunction’ transistor,
which js a semi-conductor equivalent of the
controlled grid thyratron. It is a throe-termi-
nal device, hermetically sealed, with a stable
»-type negative resistance characteristic over a
wide range of temperature. The /i-typc silicon

bar is mounted between two ohmic base con-
tacts with a p-type emitter near the second base
contact. The high peak-current rating make.s
the device useful in medium power switching
and oscillator applications, where it can serve
the purpose of two conventional silicon tran-
sistors. Some of the applications for which the
‘Unijunction’ transistor is jiarticularly recom-
mended are saw-tooth generators, pulse genera-
tors, pulse-rate modulators, pulse amplifiers,
multivibrators, flip-flops and time-delay cir-
cuits.

Cleaning of Glass by Ionic Bombardment

It lias been found repeatedly that a glass
surface facing a pure aluminium cathode gra-
dually develops a hard and optically absorbing
deposit on its exposed surface as the bombard-
ment progresses. The rhte of forntation of the
discoloured layer is greatest when the glass is

within the cathode dark space. Glasses immers-
ed in a glow discharge with the cathode elec-
trode shielded from the glass surface, may be
cleaned without developing a light-ab.sorbing
coating.

Further experiments have established that
clean glass s^irfaces may be produced if the
electrons leaving the cathode are made to travel
in directions which avoid collision with the
work surface while the positive ions are scat-
tered by gas molecules and Strike the work.
Using this system, clean glass surfaces have
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been produced in both argon and air, suggest-

ing that a meci^anical rather than a chemical

process is responsible for cleaning.

It is concluded that electrons formed m a

glow discharge decompose hydrocarbon mole-
cules absorbed on surfaces which they strike,

whereas positive-ion bombardment removes

surface contaminants from glass and at high

curremt-dcnsities may renjove componenis from
the glass. Furthermore, clean surface may be

prepared in the presence of liydrocarbons pro-

viding the electron bombardment is reduced in

preference to ion bobardmerit.

Krypton-85 and Diagnosis of Heart Disease

Research at the Public Health Service’s

National Institutes of Health has shown that

krypton-85, a ladioactive form of a harmless

inert giis, can be used to detect abnormal open-

ings in the wall of mu-scle dividing the right

and left chambers of the heart. Left to right

“shunts” of blood which result from defects

m the partition of the heart are the common-
est form of congenital heart disease. Accurate

knowledge of the presence and location of these

defects is essential for corrective surgery.

The new diagnostic technique was developed

by Research Surgeon Richard Sanders, a staff

member of the Clinic of Surgery of the National

Heart Institute. The discovery was announced

in the January issue of the Prococdwgs of the

Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine.

Safety in Radiology

Radiation will reduce the life-span of experi-

mental animals, though there is no evidence

that doses comparable to those used in diagnos-

tic radiology have any such influence. Radiation

can cause leukaemia in animals, and evidence

from several sources—a study of the causes of

death of American radiologists, and follow-up

of Japanese survivors of atomic bombing and

of patients giv'en radiotherapy for ankylosing

spondylitis—leaves little doubt that irradiation

is a cause of leukaemia in man.

Apart from accidents resulting in gross over-

exposure, the most important potential danger

of diagnostic X-rays is the production of muta-
tions. X-rays are known to cause mutations

in experimental animals and in plants, and
there is little doubt that they can cause them
in man. Future generations may therefore be
affected by mutations induced by irradiation of

patient’s gonads.

Precautions should be combined with the use

of filters, the fastest films and intensifying

screens, and the highest kilovoltage that will
yield films of adequate quality for that parti-
cular examination. If possible the gonads should
be directly protected by lead, in the male when-
ever they might be in the direct beam of radia-
tion or when they are close to the edge of the
piimary beam. Protection of the ovaries when
they arc in the direct beam is rarely possible.

It is of the utmost importance to keep the edge
of the beam as far away from the testes or
(wanes as possible

; the dose falls off consider-
ably with every inch of increased distance bet-
ween them and the edge of the beam.— (Bri-
tish Medical Journal, No. 5082, May 31, 1958.)

Wear

The new international journal, Wear, has now
been appearing for almost a full year. It is

publi.shed bi-monthly under the trilingual

editorship ol Dr. G. Salomon, of Delft (sub-
scription price: 107 s/i. 8 d.

; $15; 57 Dutch
florins rier volumcc comprising six issues)

(approximately 500 pages). (Amsterdam: Else-
vier Publishing C’o., 1957.) Wear is nominally
devoted to “fundamentals of friction, lubrica-
tion, wear and their control in industry”. It is

naturally diflicult to prevent such a publication
becoming narrow and (wei -specialized and (for
a periodical dealing with themes so close to
practical affairs) overburdened with techno-
logical details. The Journal has siK^cessfully

avoided this tendency, and the articles are of
wide interest and of sober scientific value. Two
features of particular value are the participa-
tion ol Russian scientists, and a systematic
abstract of current literature at the end of each
issue together with details of current inter-
national conferences.

Bonding of Bone Fracture with Plastics

p:thoxyline resins have been used successfully
in bonding fractured bones in live sheep. These
adhesives have proved non-toxic, and micro-
scopically new bone has grown freely through
and around the plastic. The affected animals
have been able to run about within 2 days, and
the fractured limbs have clinically united within
10 days without any plaster casts or supports.

Nomenclature of Cell Strains

At the International Tissue Culture Meeting,
held in Glasgow, Scotland, last summer, the
subject of the nomenclature of cell-strains used
in tissue culture was considered and a Study
Committee was appointed that made various
recommendations. It was suggested that the
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following information be given when first men-
tion of a cell strain is given in a publication :

(t) whether the tissue of origin was normal or

neoplastic and, if neoplastic, whether benign or

malignant ;
(ii) whether the tissue was adult

or embryonic
;

(in) animal species oJ origin
;

(iv) organ of origin
;

(v) the cell type (if

known); (in) the designation of the strain;

(vii) whether the strain has been cloned and,

if so, the clone number
;
and (viii) the refer-

ence to the original article in which the strain

was described. It was further suggested that

the designation of the strain should consist of

a series of not more than four letters indicating

the laboratory of origin, followed by a scries

of numbers indicating the strain.

Carmine

This compound, whicli was lirst described as

a reagent for the detection of boron by Zorkin

in 193(), has recently been recommended for the

absorptiometric determ j nation of small amounts
of boron. It has been found tliat it is in many
ways more satisfactory for this purpose than
some of the better known reagents.

Carmine is a calcium-aluminium compound
of carnunic acid, obtained from cochineal. Car-

minic acid is the effective reactant with borate

but c’aimine is used in preference to the free

acid because it is cheaper and docs not deli-

quesce.

The reagent is a bright red powder soluble

in water, alcohol •sulphuric acid and sodium
hydroxide solution. An aqueous solution of

carminic acid is yellow at pH 4*8 and magenta
at pH 6 -2, but with carmine the colour change
IS not so well marked.
The reaction of boric acid with carmine, as

with other anthra-qumone-based dyes, takes

place only in concentrated sulphuiic acid .solu-

tion. A solution of carmine in sulphuric acid

changes from orange-red to violet on the addi-

tion of boric acid.

Symposium on Cottonseeds and Its By-Products

The Regional Research Laboratory, Hydera-
bad, is organising a Symposium on “Cottonseed

and Its By-products” from December 5-7, 1958.

The following topics will be discussed : Proces-

sing and storage of seed and oil. Agriculture.

Agricultural studies in cottonseed, Refining of

cottonseed oil, Hydrogenation. Solvent extrac-

tion, Fundamental studies, By-products, Stand-
ards, Statistics and Marketing data, etc.

Information and details can be had from the

Director, Regional Laboratories, Hyderabad-9.

Symposium on Fungus Diseases in India

It is proposed to hold a Symposium on

“Fungus Diseases in India” under the auspices

of the School of Tropical Medicine, Calcutta, in

the third week of December 1958. The sym-
posium will be divided into the following sec-

tions :

Internal Medicine
;
^Paediatrics

;
Gyiuecology

and Obstetrics ; Dermatology ; Surgery
;
and

Medical Mycology.
Papers are invited for the presentation at the

Symposium. An abstract of the paper (in dupli-

cate) not exceeding 3(U) words, should be sent

to the Director, School of Tronical Medicine,
Calcutta, not later than September 15, 1958, and
the full paper (in duplicate; should be sent by
November 15. 1958. For any further informa-
tion and details regarding the Symposium,
kindly write to the Director.

Geological Society of India

A new All-India Scientific Society under the

name “Geological Society of India” has been
formed with its Headquarters at Bangalore. The
Society will devote itself principally to pro-

mote the cause of advanced study and research
in all branches of Geology, with special refer-

ence to India. Among its avowed aims and
objects, the publication of a Journal embodying
results of outstanding research work done in

the country, in the field of geology, will be an
important one.

Further particulars regarding the membership
of the Society, etc., can be had from the office

at “Mines House”. Malleswaram, Bangalore-3.

Geological, Mining and Metallurgical Society
of India

A Branch of the above Society was inaugu-
rated at Dehra Dun on 8th May 1958, by
Hon. Shri K. D. Malaviya, Minister of Mines
and Oil of the Government of India.

Shri A. M. N. Ghosh, *Tcclmical Member of

the Oil and Natural Gas Commission, is the

President and Shri 1^. V. Dehadrai, Senior

Petrologist of the Oil and Natural Gas Com-
mission, is the local Secretary.

Award of Research Degree

Utkal University has awarded the Ph.D.

Degree in Cherjiistry to the following candidates

for their theses indicated against each

;

Shri Gokulaiianda Mahapatra, “Chemical and
Biological Investigations of Some Thiazole

Derivatives”; Shri Shiba N. Mdhapatra, “Syn-

thetic Investigations on Terpenes”.
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INJECTABLES— Safe and Dependable

A wide range of parenteral preparations for meeting the growing requirements
of the Medical Profession are now being processed in our Laboratories. They are
made from Stand'^rd Chemicals employing double distilled and PYROGEN i'REE
water. Their containers (Ampoules) undergo rigid neutrality tests before they are
selected for use. These Injectables are therefore gtiaranteed to be absolutely
safe and dependable.

The folloiving are but a few of our well-known Injectables :

• RETICULIN A Potent extract of Liver
HEXOPURIN
CALCITOL
BEVITAMIN
CEVITAMIN
GLUCOSE SOT.N. . .

An urinary Antiseptic
Injectable Calcium Gluconate

,, Vitamin Rj

,, Vitamin C
Pure Dextrose
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|
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j
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^ •
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Surgical sterilizers, Distilled Water Stills, Operation Tables, ^

Instrument Cabinets and other Hospital Accessories.
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THE NEW ATLAS
observatories all over the world astrono-

mcrs are examining excitedly the ‘‘pages” of

a new sky atlas such as the world has never
seen before—a superb map of the heavens

which is already revealing secrets of the uni-

verse. Undertaken by the National Geographic

Society (U.S.A.) and the California Institute of

Technology which operates the Mount Palo-

mar Observatory, the atlas is the first section

of a giant map of the universe, the result of

some seven years of intensive work.

Tntriguingly, the results of this intensive

study are already posing new queries, while the

answers to others seem tantalisingly close.

One special piece of optical equipment—the

“Big Schmidt” telescope—has brought reality

to the astronomers’ dreams by making it pos-

sible to photograph the heavens to a hitherto

unprecedented depth in space—600 million light

years. In reality Rig Schmidt is a huge camera,

named after its designer Dr. Bernhard Schmidt,

a German optical specialislt. It has a wide

aperture lens measuring 48'" across and a re-

flecting mirror of 72". It is a superb camera,

penetrating with high fidelity ten times deeper

into the heavens and covering a space volume
a thousand times greater than any pre-

vious attempts, to chart the skies photo-

graphk*ally. These qualities enable it to take

pictures of hitherto unknown siiarpness anrl

clarity at enormous distances. A “light-year”

IS the distance light travels in one year—roughly

six million million^miles. The Big Schmidt can

FJ(J. 1. AnOiomeda N i bii.ii phoio^;! aphccl with the

Schmidt teles( ope.

reach out some 600 million light years to ob-

tain its pictures.

OF THE sAeS
Originally, this telescope w'as not de-

signed .specifically as a “camera” but rather

as a "‘scouting instrument” for the 200"

Hale telescope at Palomnr Observatory. But in

the Sky Survey it was soon found that the

48" Big Schmidt was of paramount importance.

With its wide angle reflector, its telescope “eye”
recorded on supersensitivc film all visible ob-
jects in great cone-sliaped slices of space, reach-
ing out to an average distance of 2,000 billion

billion miles. It accomplished in a few yearg^a
task for which the 200" Hale telescope woulci

have needed 10,000 years or so, though th/

latter “sees” about three tunes as far.

Exploding Stars far ihucuTER than the Sun

Yet the Hale is vital too, foi when the Big
Schmidt discovers .some unusual phenomena,
they are studied intensively by tiie Hale tele-

scope. The immense scope of the work may be
better vi.sualizcd when it is known that the

new sky atlas will keep astronomers all over

the w'orld busy studying the icsults for an (esti-

mated period of 50 to 100 ycar.s.

When conditions are suitable, the Big Schmidt

goes into action, but even tiien it is [lossihle to

obtain (usually) only lour matching pairs of

red and blue photographic records a night.

Each .section of thi' .sky is photographed on

14-iuch i)liotograj)hic plates, through nni and

blue filters. This “double" ('xposure reveals more
clearly, the colour, tenijH'ratiire and briihance

of distant .stars, and moreover will enable

astronomers to learn more about tiie “novcc”

and “supernova*”— those star.s that suddenly

and inexplicably explode and swiftly burn
themselves out, amid brightness estimated to

be millions of times greater than thcit of the

Sun.

In all, nearly three-quarters of the sky visi-

ble from Palomar have been })hotogi^aphed and
recorded.

Almost from the beginning oi* the survey,

a.stounding descov cries have b^en^ made. In

1950, for instance, the discovery of two new'

dwarf stellar systems in the ronstellation of

Leo w'as announced. U}i to this time, the smal-

lest knmvn galaxies \v('rc climated to posses^

a diameter of about 3,000 light years
; the

smallest among the ricwdy discovered is esti-

mated to have a diameter of only 1,500 light

years, which suggests that perhaps even smal-

ler stellar s,\.H(?ms exist.

Galaxies Two Billion Light Years Away
Then, in 1951, came the announcement of a

much more startling discovery, namely, that
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there are more than 1,000 clus^rs of nebulae

in the heavens, as compared with the twenty

known prior tg the survey. These clusters are

great masses of stars and gas, some as far as

350 million light years away.

FU , 2. 'J ht* ‘ I'lg Schinult ' televope.

But the most revolutionary discovery of all

was made by Dr. Walter Baade, early in 1953.

Working at Palomar, Dr. Baade found that, con-

trary to .scientific belief, al] stellar systems

beyond the earth’s own galaxy (the Milky Way)

are twice as far away as previously believed.

The most distant galaxies visible through the
200" Hale telescope, Dr. Baade discovered,

are two billion light years away.

What is the significance of this discovery ?

The observable universe has a volume eight

times as great as believed, while its age is put

at four billion years.

Almost daily new aggregations of stars and

systems of stars, nebulae like the Milky Way,
arc discovered. Of the Milky Way itself much
new lufomnation has been added. In shape it

is now seen as a great flat wheel of stars,

slowly spinning in space, with “arms” of stars,

gas and dust spiralling off its rim.

The foregoing is but a microscopic fragment
of new knowledge about the universe which

the sky atlas has already revealed. Equivalent

in to about 20 very fal volumes, the com-
pleted sky atlas will comprise 1,758 photo-

maps. The tirst section of the atlas is in the

form of 14-inch unbound prints, totalling about

200 sky charts. Overall cost of one printing

and handling only,- and omitting all other ex-

jxjnscs involved, will be about £ 712 ($ 2,000)

per copy. By 1959, it is planned, all sections of

the atlas will have been printed and despatch-

ed to the hundred or so observatories which
have ordered it.

With its aid. perhaps we shall learn how
large creation really is. We may even learn

whether the universe is of uniform structure,

and whether it had a definite beginning in

space and time ? Perhaps, also, we may dis-

cover whether the uriiversq will end one day,

or simply go on extending outward endlessly

into space.

—

UNESCO,

ARIZONA METEORITE CRATER

During the summer of 1956, the Smith-

sonian Astrophysical Observatory sent

an expedition to investigate the distribution

of pieces ef meteoritic material that are

scattered through the mantle of soil surround-

ing the Arizona Meteorite Crater, the object

being to determine more accurately the mass

of the meteorite that made the crater and

also the direction of its flight.

Estimates of the total mass of finely divided

meteoritic material around the crater suggested

that this is about 12,000 tons, but this figure

is subject to some uncertainty. It is believed

that about one-fourth of this ma^s may be ter-

restrial oxygen that copibined with the meteo-

ric iron after its encounter with the earth. In

addition, there does not appear to be any way

for ascertaining ‘accurately the amount of con-

taminating material present. After taking into

consideration a number of uncertain factors, it

is believed that the computed mass of 12,000

tons may have to be reduced by about 10-20%.
It is suggested that the meteorite approached

the earth from a south-westerly direction, and
after the collision threw forward large quanti-

ties of meteoritic material to the position where
it now rests. As no piece more massive than
2,000 lb. has ever been found, while thousands
of pieces weighing a few ounces or less have
been recovered, it is believed that the meteo-
rite was shattered into fragments when it struck

the earth, melting and evaporation accompany-
ing this disintegration. The results so far pro-

vide no indication as to whether a large mass
of meteoritic material lies buried in the cra-

ter.
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^AN one keep young by merely taking a round^ trip to outer space—say, to one of the fixed

stars—and back ? In other words, can inter-

stellar travel be a recipe for perpetual youth ?

Fanciful as this question may appear at first

sight, it has nevertheless been the object of

protracted controversy in the recent scientific

literature, owing largely perhaps to the increas-

ed interest in space-travel stimulated by pro-

gress in rocket—and missile—techniques, which

has resulted in the successful launching of

artificial earth satellites. While the connection

between progress in propulsion techniques and
the problem of space-travel is obvious, the

effect of space-travel on the age of space-ti’a-

vellers may not be so apparent. The basis for

expecting the existence of such an effect is

provided by the theory of • relativity according

to which a moving clock goes slower, in com-
parison to a fixed one, at a definite rate, depend-
ing on its speed (“Ein.stein time-dilatation")

TIuis if. of two otherwise identical observers

A and B (“twins") originally at rest relative

to each other, B begins to move away from A
at a certain velocity on a spatial voyage and
later returns home at the same velocity, his

elapsed time as measured by his watch will be

less than the elapsed time recorded by A who
stayed at home. The returning astronaut would
find that his stay-at-home brother had aged

faster than himself. The matter was presented

in a striking and entertaining way by Gamow.'
Imagine a trip by B to Sirius and back in a

rocket-ship travelling at nearly the speed of

light. Assuming that Sirius is about seven

light-years distant from the solar .system, let

us suppose that one fine morning B starts just

at 6 A.M. in his rocket-ship and accelerates

very rapidly (i.c., in a very short time) to a

sjDeed of, say, 99 '9999995% of the speed of

light. At this speed, reckoned by A’s time, it

will take B slightly more th.an seven years to

reach Sirius and A will grow older by fourteen

years while ho awaits the return of his adven-

turous brother. Let us call the time required

for B to reach Sirius exactly 60,000 hours. Now
at the speed we have given B, the Einstein time-

dilatation factor (see below) will be very nearly

10,000. so that 10,000 hours of A’s time will

correspond to 1 hour of B’s time. According to

B’s reckoning, therefore, he will take only 6

hours to reach Sirius, arriving there exactly at

noon. He then swings round and heads back
for earth. We shall assume that this accelera-

tion also consumes a negligibly short period

of time. The return trip of 60,000 hours will

again be recorded as *6 hours by B's sluggish

clock so that in his view, he has returned homo
at 6 P.M. (again neglecting the final, very short

period of deceleration) on the same day. But
m the same period (viz., the period of B’s

absence from home) A ha.s aged 14 years !

This conclusion of the comparative youth of

returning space-travellers was also stated and
discussed by Sir George Thomson in his recent

book- ; and it has given rise to a prolonged
controversy as to whether or not the existence

of such an asymmetry in age between the twins
is a legitimate deduction from the postulates of

relativity. We are confronted hero with a

matter of basic principles, quite apart from any
possible consequences thereof for homesick
astronauts. The difficulty—an old one known
as ''the clock paradox ''—will become apparent

if we observe that, according to the relativity

postulate. B is equally justified in considering

himself to be the stay-at-home and A the' rov-

ing astronaut, so that now A could claim with
equal justice that he w'as the one who should

be younger. Who is right ? How^ to decide who
travelled and who stayed home ? As long
as A and B remain in relative motion at a dis-

tance apart and do not meet, there is no wav
of deciding who is right : the question has then
no physical content. But if the twins having
been originally together, separate and subse-
quently meet again, the situation is different

because ages can be compared directly when
the two meet again and the question can be
settled without ambiguity. It can, however bo
shown that there is really no paradox and that,

whatever the view-poin^ adopted, the stay-at-

home, earth-bound twin will age at a more rapid

rate than his wandering twin brother. In the

next section wc shall summarise the argu-

ments leading to the slated result ; in the third

section we shall discuss the possible experi-

mental verifications of the result
; and in the

final section we shall consider the practical

implications f^^r space- travel. (See also Mac-
millan.*)

Suppose that A is at rest at the origin of an
inertial frame S, while B has the same relation

to another inertial frame S' avid that the two
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inertial systems S and* S' are in relative motion
with velocity V parallel to the .r-axis (in SI.

We take the x'-dxis in S' parallel to the x-axis.

Let us further suppose that the clocks of A
and B are set so that they each read zero when
the two origins coincide, which defines the

epoch of the beginning of ihe trip. The co-

ordinates and the times in the two systems are

then related by the Lorentz transformation ;

X'

t'

where

^ (x - vt)

oO-")

Suppiisc that at a certain instant a clock at

.r rz 0 in S indicates a time t. Then a clock in

S' at A’s location (i.c., a clock which coincided

with A’s clock at the instant in question) will

indicate a time

V ftt.

Reciprocally, if a clock in S' at B’s location

(x'rrrO) indicates a reading f then a clock in

S at the same location x' = 0 will indicate a

time

t -

This is of course “the Einstein time-dilatation”;

relative to either system (regarded as “at

rest’’), clocks in the other system (regarded as

“moving”) will go slow. Returning to our prob-

lem of the twins, let us suppose that B moves
with uniform velocity V relative to A except
at the beginning, middle and end of the jour-

ney, when he is either accelerated or decele-

rated. We further suppose that the time-inter-

val T (by A’s clock) during which B is mov-
ing with uniform velocity is so large that the

periods of acceleration and decelerations are

negligible in comparison. The total time *^Ta

for the complete trip will be, according to A,

2 T. On the other hand, according to B (who
considers himself to be at rest and A to be in

motion) the ^in1o occupied is by the above for-

mula

which is less than There will thus

be an unambiguous difference between
the two results. Objection has been taken
to this conclusion on the ground that

this is incompatible with the relativity of all

motion which, it is claimed, demands complete
.symmetry between the experiences of A and B.

This cannot be admitted ; for, as pointed out

by McCrea.’’ the World-line of the observer on

the earth is a geodesic while that of the tra-

veller is not a geodesic (though it can be made
up of parts of four different geodesics). This

distinction between the two observers is an
absolute distinction. (See also Eddington.^*

Eddington points out that the physical disturb-

ance experienced by B is not uniquely related

to the co-ordinate acceleration, which is purely

relative.) This absolute distinction results in a

distinction between the ways in which the two
observer.^ describe the relative journey. More-
over, when w'e take into account the accelera-

tions which are necessary if the twins are to

start and end wdth no separation in space and
no relative velocity, we must take into consi-

deration not only the relative motion of the

twins but also of the rest of the universe. If

B i.s to stand still and the earth, Sirius and
the rest of the universe arc to be accelerated

to such a speed that for seven years Sirius is

approaching B and the earth is receding, fol-

lowed by the opposite motion of the universe

during the next seven years, then the problem
should properly be treated on the basis of the

general theory of relativity. It is then found

that on either point of view, the twin A who
remains at home will age at the usual rate,

while B will age at the less rapid rate as given

above. This was pointed out many years ago

by To]man, who gave a complete solution of

the problem. We reproduce here the substance

of Tolman’s derivation. (See also Frye and

Brigham.'^) Suppose B is considered to be at

rest while A and the rest of the universe are

supposed to have the sequence of motions

exactly opposite to that of B in A’s descrip-

tion. In order to arrive at a description which
shall be valid from cither point of view, we
may assume that changes in the relative motion

of A and B are brought about by the tempo-

rary introduction of homogeneous gravitational

liclds which are allowed to act on A in such

a way as to produce the desired changes in

velocity. For the two time-periods as

given by A and B, we may write

AtA - tA I t/ -1 tA" I Ia"'

At« ^ tp f i -i ur
vchere Ia, t,, are the time-intervals (according

to A and B) during which A is now regarded

as having a uniform velocity u, and t'A,

f'^A and t'li, f'",, are the times needed for

the three changes in velocity of A which are

brought about in the beginning, middle and

end of the journey by the temporary introduc-

tion of gravitational fields. As mentioned ear-

lier, we can take these latter intervals to be
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very short, compared with the time-interval
during which A is in uniform motion. We fur-

ther suppose that v ^c. Since the clock A it

the one now in motion, we have in the first

place

tA
^

ti,

^
I

• y
When the gravitational fields are introduced at

the beginning and end, the two observens arc

at practically the same potential, so that

f
f ^ f * f

fff 4

•'A t'H » t-A — ‘JJ •

On the other hand, when the gravitational field

is introduced at the middle of the journey to

produce the necessary reversal of A’s motion,

the two observers will be at a great distance

from each other and in this case, on account

of the difference in gravitational potential

(A^yO, we must write

V'(l ^
'J).

Here where h is the distance bet-

ween A and B
;

further ,

2v
9

frl'

and

h - i
so that

Ia fit fn * '

Thus finally

At;
1

2 c^

fji tic ^2

- 1
" I ^

^ 2 c'^
t..(] I t,: I t,." I f„"

At„4 t„
• 2^2 +

2r“
1 4- 2^2

^ “ (^M 1 1 ti )

e;.^ )
On account of the assumed smallness of t®',

etc., we may neglect the last term and get thj

end result

^
2c‘-«

~ \ Y-uVe*
- ^Ata

which is exactly the x’esult obtained previously

by direct application of the special theory of

relativity (from A’s point of view).

We now turn to possible experimental veri-

fications of the results discussed in the pre-

vious paragraph. So far as the Einstein time-

dilatation is concerned, this was verified by

H. E. Ives*^ in the laboratory by observations on

canal rays. (See also Ives.^'*) More recently,

F. S. Crawford^J has pointed out that measure-
ments on the decay times of decelerated m-
mesons can be interpreted as providing proof
of the asymmeticaJ ageing of the twins (here
/^-mesons). Another test has been proposed by
G. R. Isaak’- using 7r-rnesons describing a cir-

'"ular path in a magnetic field. Isaac points out
that if Nj, and N, are the numbers of »r-nnesons
at the same point (in the laboratory frame)
but separated by one revolution, then N^. /N^,
should have diflcrcnl values according as to
uhether the lime-dilatation is or is not effec-
tive and shows that at available energies, fields
and radii of orbits, the difierence between the
two is appreciable, thus verifying the existence
of asymmetry.
The discussicn in the last paragraphs

having demonstrated the factual correct-
ness of the asymmetry m age between the
stay-at-home and the returned traveller, we
may now ask : how significant is this conclu-
sion from the practical standpoint, especially
in view of recent successes in launching earth
satellites, which imply the attainment of high
velocities ? However, even at one quarter of
the velocity of light, the change in time-scale
is only about 3% and in a round trip to the
periphery of the solar system (say, the planet
Pluto) which would occupy about 44 hours, the
time gained would only be about 80 minutes.
The gain would be far Jess at the more modest
speeds attainable now or in the near future.
Relativistic time modifications are thus negli-
gible for travel within the solar system. It
seems therefore that we have no choice but to
concur with Sir George Thomson’s conclusion
that ''whatever the attractions of interstellar
travel, perpeUial youth is hardly likely to he
an important one"*.
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THE SECTO^^-VISUAL METHOD OF ELECTRON DIFFRACTION; THE
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF TETRACHLOROETHENE

C. N. RAMACHANDRA RAO^^' and R. L. LIVINGSTON

(Contribution from the Richard B. Wetherill

West Lafayette.

IJECENTLY, in this laboratory, ^ a comparative
^ study has been made; of various methods of

electron diffraction for molecular structure

determinations. The potentialities of the visuai

method using sectored patterns have also been
studied with several molecules.- We have now
investigated the molecular structure of tetia-

chloroethene by the sector-visual method, Siiice

the molecular sftructure of this molecule has

been studied independently by the visual

method using non-sectored patterns'* and by
the sector-microphotometer method,^ it seemed
interesting to be able to compare the results

of the sector-visual method with those by the

other two methods. Of further interest was the

carbon-chlorine distance in this molecule in

order to test Pauling’s proposal*"* regarding the

double-bond character of the C-Cl bonds in the

chloroethenes.

Tetrachloroethene, obtained by Matheson and
Company, was purified by fractional distilla-

tion under vacuum before use. Electron diffrac-

tion patterns were taken using an r'*-rotating

sector in the new Purdue apparatus.^’* Electrons

of wavelength 0* 05452 A were used with Kodak
Lantern Slide Medium plates. The photographs

were taken at camera distances of 10’ 19 and
25-04 cm.

A visual intensity curve was obtained, mak-
ing use of six patterns, three taken at the long

camera distance and three at the short camera
distance. These sector-visual data extended
from q = 15 to q = 87.

A radial distribution curve was calculated by
equation*^

r sin Trqr
r D (r) 2 Im (q) -sxp { - bq‘) jq-

cr=] . ‘j, .

using I.B.M. punched cards. The value of b

was chosen so that exp (—bq-).-0-l at

q 1= 90. The data for the range q = 0 to q — 14

were supplied from a theoretical curve. The
radial distribution curve thus obtained is shown
in Fig. 1.

„ r

* Pnrclue Research Foanclaiion Fellow in Chemi&tjy,

1950-57. Stahderd Oil Foundation Research Fellow in

Chemistry, 1957-58.

Laboratory of Chemistry, Purdue University)

Indiana, U.S.A.

0

Fin. 1. Radial Dlstrihiuion (Jurve for Tttraohloro-

ethene.

The peak positions and the areas of each peak

are listed in Table I. Also listed are the approxi-

Table I

Radial distribution results

rc.ik

I)ii>tun(e J^osition,

X
A'%; Area

C-C 1*3:l

«

17*4 11*4

C—Cl 1*724 0-05 100 100

C~C1
1

Cl—Cl (short) j

2*82 .. 1

)

159*9
1

148*9

Cl -Cl (inter 3- 22a ().10 64*7 75*9

medi.ite)

Cl— Cl (long) 4*32 O-OGo 47 56-5

mate mean amplitudes of vibration, A for

some of the peaks
;
these were obtained using

the Kaiies’ method.'^*** The radial distribution

curve shows some negative areas and other

extraneous features. No attempt was made to

improve the radial distribution curve by per-

forming Fourier inversions on the extraneous

features.- Experience has indicated that such

an improvement would have no appreciable

effect on the interatomic distances, but would
improve the general appearance of the radial

distribution curve.i - There is, however, rea-

sonable agreement of the peak areas with cal-

culated values of nZ
,
Z

^
/r^j. No attempt was

made to decompose the third peak in the radial
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distribution curve which is due to a combina-
tion of the C-Cl and Cl-Cl (short) distances.

The ClCCl angle and the C-C distance calcu-

lated from the C-Cl, the Cl-Cl (intermediate)

and the Cl-Cl (long) distances are and
1*32- A respectively. This calculated value for

the C-C distance does not agree with Uie posi-

tion of the C-C peak in the radial distribution

curve, because of the small contribution of the

carbon atoms to the scattering. The linal para-

meters by the sector-visual radial distribution

curve are compared with the results of Lips-

comb* and Karlc and Karle^ in Table II. The
Table II

Filial ])aramclcrs of tetracliloroctheiie

by the different methods

Var.iiuetcr Visual* St‘( to» Vi ''VI i!
1

St*. I ()-

))uOtonR tt‘i

!

c—c .. i-:u fo.():> a i.:i2r \

('—n .. I-7IfO-02A 1-724 A

/ClCCl.. iir)''3r)' ii:r 18'

1 -30 4 ().03 \

1 •72±0-()l X
lL‘r d-1-5"

* LipstonVij, \V. N.^

t This research,

j
Karlr, I. L. aiul Kailc, J.'^

C-Cl distance and the ClCCl angle from this

investigation agree closely with Karles’ results

by the sector-microphotometcr method and the

C-C distance is within the limits of error re-

ported by them.

From Table 1 it is seen that the mean ampli-

tude of vibration of the cis Cl-Cl atom pair is

much larger than that of the trans-Cl-Cl atom
pair. This is probably because the contribution

from the modes a.ssociated with bending of the

/ ClCCl IS quite appreciable. This is consistent

with the spectroscopic information and the ear-
lier observations.^

The results of this investigation together with
the other re.sults on the chloroethenes-*'

*

indicate no regular trend in the C-Cl and C-C
distances and dispute Pauljng’.s proposal that
there is an increase in the C-Cl distances in

the chloroothenes as the number of chlorine
atoms adjacent to the double-bond is increased
Work on this and similar compounds indi-

cates th.at the visual interpretation of sectored
ditfraction patterns gives results which are con-
.siderably more reliable than those obtained by
the visual nileipretation of non-sectored plates
and only slightly less accui’ate than can be ob-
tained by the sector-rnicrophotometer method.
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ANOMALOUS TRANSMISSION OF X-RAYS

The anomalous transmission of X-rays

thitough nearly perfect crystals was (ir.st ob-

served by Borrmann and Campbell and has

been discussed theoretically by Zachariasen.

Hirsch and Von Laue. The effect has been

measured in calcite by Schwartz and Rogosa

and found to agree reasonably well with theory.

Since the anomalous transmission arises be-

cause the lattice planes of the crystal coincide

with the nodal planes, of the X-ray standing

wave lield in the crystal, it is clear that any

gross lattice imperfections will destroy the

effect and even subtle crystal defects will seri-

ously reduce the transmitted intensity. This

suggests that the intensity of the anomalously

transmitted beam should furnish a sensitive

tool for the investigation of crystal perfection.

In recent times it has been possible to grow

BY SINGLE CRYSTAL GERMANIUM
single crystals of germanium which exhibit a

high degree of crystal perfection as indicated

by ordinary standards. It was accordingly

decided to investigate the anomaloif^ transmis-

sion of X-rays by good single crystal germa-
nium, both from the point of view of the

effect itself and from the point of view of its

use as a tool in the investigation of crystal per-

fection. In this paper results are given which
show how details of the imaginary part of the

atomic structure factor of germanium can be
measured using essentially perfect germanium
crystals and also how sensitive the anomalous
transmission is ^o such crystal defects as dis-

locations and elastic strain.

(Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. Van. Wet. Series B,

Vol. LXI, p. 214.)
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ABNORMAL-IONOSPHERIC BEHAVIOUR AT 10 METRES WAVELENGTH
KRISHNAMURTHI, G. SIVARAMA SASTRY and T. SESHAGIRI RAO

Physical Laboratories, Osmania University, Hyderabad

RESERVATIONS on the galactic radio radia-”
tion at a wavelength of 10 metres are being

made in this laboratory (17‘'26'N., 78“27'E.')

continuously for the past few months. The
experimental set-up consists of a broad-side

array of thirty full-wave dipoles connected to

a Marconi CR 150/3 type communication re-

ceiver, the i.f* output of wliich is further ampli-

fied, rectilied and fed to an Esterline Angus
recording milliammete^ through a d.c. ampli-

fier. The aerial j>«attcrn has half power beam-
width of about S'" in the east-west direction

and about IP in the north-south direction. At

this wavelength, in the tropical regions, it is

estimated that the influence of the ionosphere

on the intensity of the received radiation will

be considearable. Results of the detailed sur-

vey at different declinations, now being car-

ried out, will bo published elsewhere.

It is the purpose of the present communica-

tion to report a very interesting phenomenon
observed on three different occasions. It was
found that occasionally, for short periods of

time, the received radiation intensity falls to

zero, the record showing only the noise gene-

rated in the receiving circuits. The dates and

times at which this phenomenon was observed

are given in Table I. Photographs of the actual

records are shown in Fig. 1.

Table I

I )ui aljon

No. Date
'I’iniC' ol

Oi 1 UIK’tK c

I.S.T.

Fill

I'lnie

in min.

! ivt*

lin»f

ill min.

t.f

in.nimum
r

h \ 1.1

in mil’.

1 i>8-l-19r>8 07.UL(:8-32 3.5 27 20

2 21-2-i9riS 00 •28-98*0.') 20 11 ()0

3 2-3-19.5S 05 *48-07 -38 28 23 31

(The Indian Strnidaid 'Iirne,is 5 hi. 30 m. aliej'd of

G.M.T.)

The main features of this phenomenon are as

follows :

(a) It occurs in the early hours of the morn-

ing. The starting time seems to be related to

the time of sunrise.

(b) The fall in intensity is gradual. The rise

in intensity at the end of the phenomenon is

uniformly rapid in all three cjjses. The dura-

tion for which the noise level is at a minimum
is different on the three occasions.

(c) The minimum noise level in all cases

corresponds to* the internal noise generated in

the receiving circuits

It is obvious that this enormous decrease in

received intensity must be due to total reflec-

tion of this radiation by the ionosphere. The
occurrence of a solar flare would suggest itself

as a possible cause for a violent disturbance in

the ionosphere resulting in the observed total
reflection of radiation at this high frequency.
A somewhat similar effect at 25 mc/s. was re-
ported by Ramanathan and others (1956) from
Ahmedabad at the time of the intense solar
flare of February 23, 1956. But in all such
effects of a solar flare the beginning is usually
abrupt and the end is rather gradual. This is

true of the records obtained by Ramanathan
(loc. cit.). In the present case, however, the
beginning is very much more gradual com-
pared with the end of the phenomenon. Be-
sides, neither the Nizamiah Observatory, Hyde-
rabad, nor the Solar Observatory, Kodaikanal,
have reported the occurrence of any solar flare

about or near this time. So solar flares are
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ruled out as the possible cause of this pheno-
menon observed by the authors. The fact that
on all the three occasions, the beginning of

the phenomenon is closely connected with the
time of sunrise also suggests that it is not due
to solar flares. Another point of difference bet-

ween the Ahmedabad observations and the pre-

sent work is also of interest. The Ahmedabad
workers do not report complete extinction of

the cosmic noise as has been observed in the

present case.

A possible explanation of the phenomenon
might be the presence of a small-scale irregu-

larity in the upper ionospheric layers. Calcu-

lation of the electron density necessary to re-

flect radiation of this high frequency shows that

it should be at least ten times more lhan the

normal values for the layer at this time of

the day. If it is assumed that there is such a

concentration of matter just before sunrise in

these layers, then, as the sun rises above the

horizon, the ionisation will gradually increase

until the necessary density of electrons is pro-

duced to reflect back the cosmic radio waves.

Meanwhile, the temperature of this region

would be increasing setting up a process of

diffusion resulting ultimately in a rapid dis-

appearance of this conglomeration. The mag-
nitude of the initial concentration of atoms and
molecules determines the time for which this

phenomenon is observed. Thus the density of

matter must have been much higher on Febru-

ary 21, 1958, than on the other two occasions.

This picture can also explain the reason for the

occurrence of this phenomenon in the early

hours after sunrise. During the day time, the

possibility of linding high concentrations of

molecules and atoms is remote. During the

night, while such possibility exists, the neces-

sary ionising radiation will not be available to

provide the large electron density required.

The use of extra-terrestrial sources of radio

radiation for the study of the ionosphere is now
well established. But moft of the work in this

IjcU is being done in temperate regions. The
fact that no similar observation has been re-

ported by these wf^rktr^ leads us to believe

that this phenomenon may be peculiar to the

trofiical ionosphere.

Summary
Cosmic radio noise observations at a wave-

length of 10 metres reveal that ionospheric

effects are considerable in the tropical regions

even at this wavelength. On three different

occasions, total reflection of the cosmic noise

was observed, unrelated to any solar pheno-

menon, but closely connected with the time of

sunrise. An explanation based on the assump-
tion of a locally high concentration of matter

ill the upper ionospheric layers is given.

I. Raman. ithan, K. R., Jihoiisle, R. V., Kotadi.i, K. M.,
am) Rasloii, K. r>\h . hui . A.ad . Sci .. 1950,
43 A, 300.

LITHIUM DEVELOPMENTS

A CENTURY after Bunsen and Matth les-

sen first prepTired lithium metal in

sufficient quantity to permit its full exa-

mination, this alkali metal and its compounds
have been promoted to a prominent place as

regards applications in industry.

Lithium carbonate is now regarded as useful

in enamels and glazes, as source of lithium

chemicals ;
while the hydroxide is of widest

use for conversion to lithium soaps for multi-

purpose greases which resist water and weather-

ing, for absorbing carbon dioxide in sub-

marines and confined spaces since it is not

deliquescent and does not form a cake of car-

bonate. In the alkaline storage battery, lithium

hydroxide is included with potash to improve

capacity. The hydroxide as monohydrate, the

carbonate, the fluoride and even powdered
lepidolite are all used in lithium glass produc-

tion where decrease in coefficient of expansion

and increase in strength are claims for this in-

clusion.

Yet lithium has gone much further lhan in

the expansion of such applications first deve-
loped some years ago. In the intensive work
on ramjet fuels, those hydroboroms known as

“H.E.F.s” or high-energy fuels, lithium and
boron came under close examination in this

new project begun a decade ago. Lithium was
passed by at first, regarded as loo ral’e for prac-
tical purpo.ses

; yet the use of lithium hydride

for production of hydroborons by reaction with
boron halides has brought back lithium into

the ramjet field. Even if lithium metal, apart
from de-gasification of coppei* has failed to find

a useful role, this appreciation of the hydride,

the possibilitie.s of lithium for preparing tri-

tium and of the isotope lithium 7 for control

rods in fast reactors, all mark the attention be-

ing accorded Arfwedson’s metal. Moreover,
mere mention of lithium hydride brings up the

increasing importance in organic synthesis, and
that of lithium aluminium hydride, of lithium

alkyls and aryls, of the metal Itself in vita-

min A synthesis.
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SOME APPLICATIONS OF OXYGEN IN STEEL-MAKING
R. MALLIKARJUNAN

Indian Insiiirite of Science, Bangalore

rpHE detrimental eflects of nitrogen on weld-

ing, cold-forming and aging of air-blown

steel have been recognized in recent years. The
pronounced effect of nitrogen on brittleness,

particularly brittleness^ after cold work, has

been shown by Work and Enzian.* The bes-

semer steels containing 0*01 2-0 *01 8% nitrogen

have become increasingly inadequate for meet-
ing the more and more rigid specifications. The
basic open hearth process can produce low
nitrogen steels containing less than ()*()05';r

nitrogen, but this process is not quite econo-

mical under the European conditions. It is in-

teresting to note that only an increase of about

0-01% nitrogen in the bessemer steel over the

basic open hearth steel necessitated the evolu-

tion of a new steel-making process for produc-

ing basic open hearth quality steels in Europe.

It had long been known that the steel bath

in the converter remained low in nitrogen as

long as the carbon content was above 0-59J. By
stopping the air blast at some such carbon

level and then blowing a mixture of pure oxy-

gen with carbon dioxide or steam in the final

step with additions of cold scrap or ore to con-

trol the temperature, European steel-makers

have made considerable tonnage of low nitro-

gen Thomas converter steel in the past fifteen

years.

The quality of a steel, however, is charac-

terized not only by its nitrogen content but

also by the total of other impurities—oxides,

slag and gas inclusions. The development of

Lindc-Frankel process for the production of

tonnage oxygen at reasonable cost stimulated

the research of Austrian workers for the pro-

duction of low nitrogen quality steels using

pure oxygen for blowing. In 1953, plants were
built at Lin'z and Donawitz in Austria based on

the investigations of Rosnei> Tenkler and others

for making low nitrogen steel with oxygen

blowing. This process was at once a success

At least fifteen plants employing this process

are now under construction in eight different

countries.

This process known as the L.D. Process

(Lxnz-Donawitz process) consists in blowing

oxygen at the top of the molten pig iron con-

tained in tuyereless solid boKom converters

similar in shape to the conventional converters

through a retractable water-cooled copper-

tipped lance at a high pressure (100-150 psi) to

blow the slag 'aside and penetrate the metal

beneath. The oxidation of the impurities in the

molten pig iron, being highly exothermic, gene-

rated very high temperature (2,000-2,500® C.)

and is controlled with cold additions of scrap

and ore. Unlike the basic bessemer, phosphorus

is burned out simultaneously with carbon, and
sulphur is reduced to one-third to one-half.

Refractory consumption is much less than in

bottom blown converters and open-hearth. The
steel made contained 0 004% nitrogen with

99'5C<', pure oxygen blast. The capital cost of

the L.D. plant is said to be much less than

that of open hearth plant of similar capacity,

provided suHicient blast furnace capacity is

available.

At present, the L.D. Process proauces low
nitrogen steel with hot metal containing less

than 0-25% phosphorus. In Sweden a rotating

top-blown oxygen converter has been devc-

Icped to produce open hearth quality steel from
high phosphorus hot metal.- The rotation of

the furnace body at a maximum speed of

40 r.p.m. sci'vcd to bring about intimate mix-
ing of slag and metal, resulting in efficient de-

phosphori/.ation. This has been called the Kal
Do Process.

The steel experts of West Germany arc pci*-

fecting yet another steel-producing technique

so that up to 2%. phosphorus can be removed
substantially before the •carbon is oxidized

completely, thus eliminating the nitrogen pick

up in the after-blow period of the basic bes-

semer.''* In the Rotor process, as it is called,

the hot metal is received in a rotating hori-

zontal cylindrical vessel with a basic lining.

The speed of rotation varies between 0*1 to

0-5 r.p.m. The oxygen is introduced in two
separate streams—^the primary oxygen is intro-

duced beneath the surface of the metal bath
through a water-cooled blow-pipe for oxida-

tion of the impurities and stirring the bath,

the secondary oxygen stream is directed over
the surface of the bath for burning the carbon
monoxide evolved during the refining process,

resulting in better heat economy. The steel

made contains 0*003-0*005% nitrogen and hi

comparable to open-hearth steel. It is said that

the cost of erection of Ihe rotor plant will be

60% of that of the open hearth of equivalent

capacity and the cost of produiHion is only 40%
of that in open hearth.

It appears that India offers wide scope for

the L.D. Process. We have plenty of good
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grade ore but our fuel position is alarming.
With the success of our five-year plans, our
fuel position is likely to become acute in the

foreseeable future. Also there is little scrap
available in the country because of our low
consumption of steel and distance prevents the
return of scrap in large quantities to the steel-

making centres. Under these circumstances, the
L.D. Process is certainly a good competitor to

the basic open-hearth process which has been
dominating the steel-making show for a very

long time. So any planning for increased steel

production in our country should certainly

cievote serious thought to the L.D. Process. It
is reported that part of the steel to be made
at Rourekcla will be by the L.D. Process.
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INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AT GENERAL ELECTRIC*

rE author, a historian, with a special inter-

est in modern science and technology stem-

ming from a war-time association, presents the

story of the establishment and growth of the

Research Laboratory of the General Electric Com-
pany. He employs “the in.stitutioual approach’ in

his study, calculated to arrive at a detailed pic-

ture of the organizational and administrative

practices of the Laboratory and the pattern of its

scientific pursuits and accomplishments. Quite

naturally, in this approach, the environment

and motivation for the scientific activity get

more attention than the actual processes and
individual achievements.

At the turn of the present century, the elec-

trical industry as a whole was rapidly approach-

ing the outer limits* of its fundamental scientific

knowledge. Elihu Thomson, Charles Steinmetz

and E. W. Rice, all of the General Electric

Company, were the founding fathers of the

Research Laboratory, where a band of workers

untrammelled by production worries, were to

pursue fundamental experimental investiga-

tions, search out scientific principles and deve-

lop new applications of such principles. From
its inception in 1901 to the present day, the

Laboratory has been a leading example of the

major role of organized industrial research in

twentieth century society, and a substantial

part of modern electrical technology is the

direct outcome of the work of the Laboratory.

Dr. Birr uses his skill as a historian to sum-
marize the many problems and achievements of

the Laboratory in its different phases over five

decades and a half. The initial fifteen years

* Pioiuerift SI in Industrial Research— The Story of the

General Electric Research Laboratory, Tly Kendall Birr.

Published by Pubfic Affairs Press, Washington, D.C.,

1957, p. 204. Price $ 4.50.

were a period of spectacular activity, when
under the inspiring leadership of its Director,
Willis R. Whitney, a group of scientists, includ-
ing William D. Coolidge, Irving Langmuir,
A. W. Hill, Saul Dushman and W. C. White,
made their brilliant contributions, both funda-
mental and applied, in the fields of incandes-
cent lamps, radio and X-rays, and laid in a firm
foundation for a venture in industrial research.
After the interrugnum of World War I, which
diverted attention from the study of fundamen-
tal scientific phenomena to the development of
anti-submarine devices, night-signalling lamps,
detonators, smoke-screens and the like, the
Laboratory picked up its main threads again.
In this period, extending to the early thirties,
the Laboratory, mature but no longer a unique
institution and facing severe competition from
many quarters, forged steadily ahead, and gave
to technology many new ideas, techniques and
products. Among such are the sodium vapour
lamp, improved neon lamps and photocells, the
screen-grid tube, the Ihyratron, the magnetron
and the thoriated tungsten filament

; the dyna-
mic loudspeaker and the magnetic pick-up

;

X-ray tubes based on the cascade principle

:

high frequency induction headers
; improved

types of magnetic sheet’ steel
; new welding

processes
; new methods of stress analysis of

fast-moving shafts and metal parts
; new lubri-

cants
; tlic mercury vapour turbine

; high tem-
perature corrosion-resistant alloys

; cemented
tungsten carbide (carboloy); and glyptal
resins. Then came the depression decade dur-
ing which the Laboratory, despite very trying
conditions, carried on with its earlier interests
and also formed new ones. It developed the
Betatron, produced a new class of permanent
magnet alloys, new organic insulating materials
and silicon resins, oils and rubbers, and inves-
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tigated several problems in powder metallurgy,

creep in metals and embrittlement of copper.

In 1932, honour knd prestige came to the Labo-

ratory with the Nobel Prize awarded to Lang-

muir for his fundamental work in Surface

Chemistry.

Drawn into the war effort during World

War II, the Laboratory made a variety of con-

tributions in the fields of electronics and radar,

X-rays for metallurgical insi>ection, silicons,

carbon brushes, rocket motors, precision cast-

ings, etc.

In the post-war era. to meet challenging con-

ditions created by the problems of financing,

personnel procurement, accommodation require-

ment and an increasingly complex patent situa-

tion, the Laboratory has had to reorganize it-

self in a major way. Put the main objective

has survived—research, much of it of a funda-

mental nature. Work in two new areas, expe-

nmental meteorology and atomic energy, w^as

inspired by war-time developments. In the

latter field, the Laboratory has helped to deve-

lop nuclear reactors to power submarines and

for commercial atomic powder. To aid in funda-

mental physical research and also for a variety

of practical applications, the Laboratory has

built Betatrons and Synchrotrons. There has

been a massive revival of interest in electronic

research, in keeping with the vastly important

role of electronic processes m modern techno-

logy. Out of the Laboratory have come high

frequency tubes, television tubes, ceramic metal

seals that presage revolutionary changes in tube

design and, above all, semi-conductors. The

phenomenon of electro-luminescence has been

studied, and light amplification has been

achieved. There have been systematic investi-

gations into the theory and practice of metal-

lurgy, crystal growth and nucleation. High

temperature alloys, improved ferromagnetic-

materials, rocket fuels and man-made diamonds

Current
Science

are among the newer products of the Labora-
tory.

The author points out that a cardinal factor

in the growth and functioning of the Labora-
tory is its continued faith and interest in funda-
mental, exploratory research, based on a clear

recognition of ‘the cross-disciplinary nature’ of

modern scientific activity. According to C. G.
Suits, its present Director, “From basic research
we achieve what appears to be an answer to a

problem
; we then search through our complex

technology for the problem.” The main reasons
for the continued success of the Laboratory are
not far to seek. The top management of the

parent Company genuinely believed in the im-
portance of research. With its broad technical

interests, the Company was a kind of a pro-
tective giant, using its engineering skill, finan-

cial resources and marketing competence to ex-
ploit commercially the Laboratory’s discoveries.

From within, the success was due to the qua-
lity of her research scientists, the comparative
freedom in w'hich they functioned, the esprit

cle corps and the enlightened leadership, espe-
cially in the formative years. The programm 3

of work strove always to strike a balance bet-

ween development work, some trouble-shooting

and a fair amount of fundamental work.
The book is fascinating reading material for

the technical as well as the non-technical
reader with an interest in industrial research.

The author’s analysis of the phenomenal suc-
cess of the Laboratory, in an overall assess-

ment, and his description of# the administrative
and laboratory procedures and the effective

way in which financing, personnel selection and
related problems were faced from time to time,

deserve the closest attention of those who are

in charge of Industrial Research Planning in

this country.

S. Sampath.

t

DECOKATION OF DISLOCATIONS

I
T has been kno.vn for several years that

dislocations can be “decorated” by

impurity atoms. This is usually done by

adding a predetermined quantity of im-

purities in solid solution, straining and

then heat-treating. In metals, two pro-

cesses are then possible :
(i) The diffusion of

impurity atoms to the dislocations, producing

the so-called “atmospheres”, and (ii) the

nucleation of precipitates at dislocation sites.

Through subsequent etching, the atmospheres

or the precipitates, and thereby the disloca-
tions. can be revealed. This technique makes
it possible to investigate dislocation patterns on
the original surface as well as in the bulk of
the metal, because layers of determined thick-
ness may be removed at will by electrolytic
polishing. Since the distance between disloca-

tions may be as small as a few hundred
angstroms it is advantageous—and for detailed
conclusions even necessary—to examine the
specimens with an electron microscope.
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SOLUTION STABILITY CONSTANTS OF
SOME METAL CHELATES OF

o-HYDROXY-ACETOPHENONE OXIME

The values of log.K, (concentration constants!

of the series of reactions

M (HL)i,i 4- HL M (HL),

where M stands for a metal ion, HL for the

ligand

and i varies from 1 trj 2 or 3 as the

case may be, have been measured at 30® C* in

a 75% dioxan-25% water medium, by the Cal-

vin-Bjerrum-pH titration method as modified

by Irving and Rossotti.^ The experiments were

carried out under an atmosphere of nitrogen

using LN-pH Indicator No. 7666 and LN Std.

1199-30 (one black dot) glass electrode in com-

FlG. 1. Formation curves of the metal-ligand systems,

for metal chelates of <>*hydrox> -acetophenone oxime at

30® C., M and in a medium of 75% dioxan —26%
water.

bination with LN Std. 1199-31 saturated calo-

mel electrode. The concentrations of the metal

salt and reagent in the titrated solutions were

0*0005M and 0-002M respectively. The

solutions contained 0 • 02 M free HCIO^ and

0*1 M NaClO^ also, the latter to main-
tain the ionic strength constant. Mea-
surements were made with sulphates of

Mn' Co
,
Ni , Cif

,
Zn' Cd" and Mg»-^.

The relevant formation curves and the log.K

values are given in Fig. 1 and Table I respec-

tively.

Table 1

Metal log.K] lo '.Ko log.K 3

Cu lO-lT) 11 -2:1 ,

,

Ni 7*55 7 • 25 ,

,

Co 11-20 9-475 7*65

Mn 7*57 7-35 7-13

/n S 85 .

,

.

.

C.l (>•95 • •

Mg 5 • 23 4-97 ..

The log.K values show some interesting fea-

tures. For Cu log.K, > log.K,. This result can

be associated with the formation of the two

hydrogen bonds in addition to the metal-elec-

tron donor bonds when the second molecule of

the ligand is added to the 1 : 1 complex, if the

structure of the final complex is

II, \
\ r ..

/ \_
\ o/ \.,

—

\_ \:i,3

as can be inferred from the known structure

of the corresponding copper derivative of sali-

cylaldoxime.- The order of log.K, values is

Co > Cu > Zn > Mn Ni > Cd > Mg. The
order Cu Ni > Cd > Mg is thafc followed by
practically all log^K data reported for these

metals with other ligands. Howev^, consider-

ing only the transition elements studied here.

It is seen that their log.K, values do not follow

the Irving-Williams order.'* Previous physico-

chemical investigations on metal chelates of

salicylaldoxime lead one to believe that in the

systems studied here, there are present some of

the factors discussed by Irving and Williams-*

as responsible ifor the derangement of the order.

Thus the possibility of .orbital stabilisation, i.e.,

the use of “inner” orbitals by the metal ions

is indicated by the work of Ray and Sen,2 Cox
ct al.;^ Kozo Sone''» and Fujii and Sumitani.® In
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that case, as is well «known, the cobaltous com-
pound would be easily oxidised to the coballic

state. That n values greater than 2*00 are ob-

tained in the Co titration lends support to this

conclusion. Oxidation to the higher valence

state and orbital stabilisation would hence ex-

plain the very high value of log.Kj in the case

of Co. Similarly since n values up to 3-0 arc

obtained in the case of Mn, this ion is also

oxidhsed in solution to the manganic state, thus

accounting for the relatively higher value of

log.Ki.

The data obtained for Ni are also interest-

ing. If Ni were using the “inner” d.sp- orbitals

to yield a planar chelate molecule, log.Kj would

be expected to be greater than log.Kj as for

Cu. This result is not obtained. Further the

formation curve for Ni resembles that for Cd
rather than that for Cu, and Cd, as is well

known, cannot use any inner orbital in com-

plex formation, it being a non-transition ele-

ment. It might therefore be possible that Ni

is not using the “inner” orbitals under the

experimental conditions employed but rather

yields a tetrahedral or octahedral complex using

“outer” orbitals. Support for this belief arises

from the magnetochemical investigations on

Ni-bis-salicylaldoxime in solvents capable of

donating electrons readily such as pyridine."^

And dioxan can also donate electrons through

its two oxygen atoms.

Details of the experimental method and cal-

culations and a fuller discussion of the data

will be published elsewhere.

M. B. Kaijadi.

K. A. Venkatachalam.

Physical Chemistry Labs.,

Institute of Science,

Bombay-1, March 31, 1958.

1. Tniiig and Ro^^otti, 10r»4, 2004.

2. Ray and S n, 194S, 25, 473.

3. Irving 'ind Williams, /.('.S., 1953, 3102.

4. Cox, Piiikai^l, Wardlaw and M’ebstcr, Jbid., 1935,

479.
•

6. Kozo Sone, J.A,C.S,, 1953, 75, 5207.

6. Fujii and Sumiiani, C.A.^ 1955, 49, 312.

7. WillLs and Mellon, J.A.C.S., 1947, 69, 1237.

SINTERING OF THORIA
High density thoria bodies have been prepared

either by hot pressing at temperatures over

1,700" C. or by cold compacting^ and sintering

at about 1,500" C. with the help of additives. A
summary of the results of previous workers is

given in Table
,
I.

Table I

Density of sintered thorium oxide

Mateiial

Sintering

Ttaiipe-

ratuie C.

Density

g.A.c.
Remark s

'Ih(.R-fO-5 C:aF2 .. 1,509 9-(>^
)' ColdThO^ "t" 0*a S'c CaO *• 1,700 9-8-

Pun ”'l hO

.

1,500 8-11 J^

coinpatting

I'uivThOj 1 ,() >0 9-U^ 1

1

Puic TliOj (froTii

or oxalalo)

1,450 9-0''

j

j-
Hot pressing

From the above table it will be seen that the

maximum density of pure thoria obtained by
cold compacting and sintering at 1,500" C. so

far reported is only 8-lg./c.c. (theoretical

lOg./c.c.) and this density can be increased to

a figure oi 9 G-9-8 with the help of additives.

11 has been known for sometime that calcining

temperature of the oxide has a considerable

cfTect on the characteristics of the pow'der pro-
duced and hence on tlie sintering behaviour and
the object of the present investigation was to

see whether it would be possible to get a higher

density of the sintei’ed oxide by controlling the
calcining temperature.

Tile starting material was thorium nitrate

and the thoria used for the sintering studies

was made by (a) direct ignition of thorium
nitrate, (b) decomposition of thorium hydroxide
(precii)itate(l from thorium nitrate with ammo-
nia), (c) decomposition of thorium carbonate,

and (d) decomposition of thorium oxalate.

It was found that the thoria prepared from
oxalate gave a higher density than ihe one
prepared from carbonate or the hydroxide
(vide Table 11). During the course of the in-

vestigation it was also apparent that the tem-
perature of the precipitation of the oxalate had
a significant effect on the properties of the oxide
and Table III gives the density of the sintered

oxide prepared from the oxalate precipitated

under various conditions.

Table II

Sintering of thoria prepared by diffe'rent

methods, calcining temperature 900^ C. ; com-
pacting pressure 30 tons/sq. in., sintering

temperature and time 1,500° C./I hr.

Material (from which oxide
Temperature

of Density
is prepared) precipitation

"C.

g./c.c.

Thorium hy<iroxide 30 7*80
Thoiium carbonate 30 8*09
Thorium nitrate 8*20
Thorium oxalate 30 9*35
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Table III

Sintering of thoria prepared from, thorium
oxalate : compacting pressure 30 ions/sq. in,,

sintering iemperaUtre and time 1,500'' C. /I hr.

Pnei pita lion Sn tcu'il

tcmpeiuluic " ('
• Itiidty g./^.

10 0-43

20 9-47

30 0-35

35 9-20

40 9-19

50 S-Kf)

00 8-()7

Table IV gives the effect of calcining tem-

perature of the oxalate precipitated at differ-

ent temperatures, on the sintered density

(30 tons/sq. in., 1,500^^ C. /I hr.)

.

Table IV
Density of thorium oxide pre^Mred from

ihormm oxalate

1 ol

i])it ti«>n

"C.

'I'tiinptiMtui

< nl' 1 nation
1 li-U"

g/^

fO 800 9-11

900 9-47

1 ,000 9-20

:i0 800 9-20

900 9 -.“.A

1 ,000 9-30

35 800 8 • 95

900 9 *211

1,0(0 9-07

From the aljove •tables it will be seen that

the oxide prepared from oxalate behaves dif-

ferently from the other oxides and the maxi-

mum density is obtained at the calcination tem-

perature of 900" C. In particular a high den-

.sity of 9-47g./c.c. at a sintering temperature

of 1,500" C.—the highest recorded so far for

pure thoria—was obtained when the oxalate

was precipitated at 20" C. and calcined at

900" C. The characteristics of the oxide pow-

ders produced by various methods are being

studied and the full results of the work will

be published elsewhere.

Metallurgy Division, S. K. Kantan.

Atomic Energy Establishment, R. V. Raghavan.

Trombay, April 18, 1958. G. S. Tendolkab.

1. Arenherg, C. A., Rlct*, H. TT., SchoficM, II. Z. iind

Hanclwerk, J. II., Amer. Ceram. Soc. IhilL, lOoT.

36, 302.

2. Johnson, I. R. and Curtis, C. K., J. Amer. Ciram.
Soc., 1054, 37, nil.

3. Murray, P., Rodgers, E. P. and Williams, A.E..
Trans. Brit. Ceram. Soc. 1954, 53» 474.

ULTRASONIC ABSORPTION
MEASUREMENTS IN MgSOj, ZnSOj,

CuSO, AND NiSOi AT 3 Me. /Sec.

According to classical theory of Stokes, sound
waves in liquids suffer an energy loss because
of shear forces which causes an absorption co-

efficient proportional to the square of fre-

quency V, The constant is given by the

shear-viscubity of the ^liquid. Only few liquids

such as mercury, conductivity play an import-
ant part in sound absorption. In nearly all

liquids, the sound abscr'ption considerably ex-
ceeds the classical value, thus indicating that

there are some other energies which are caus-
ing this sound absorption. The energy losses

may be caused by the retarded transition of

energy between different degrees of freedom or

chemical or structural arrangements of the

molecules.

It is known from many measurements that

aqueous solutions of many salts, especially 2-2

valent electrolytes, have noticeably higher ab-

.sorption than pure water. Ultrasonic absorption

measurements in electrolytic solutions have
been made by a lai’ge number of workers. The
work has been summarized by Sette.^ Most of

the investigators worked with MgS04 because

ol its high absorption.

In the present investigation ultrasonic absorp-
tion in MgSO^, ZnSO,. C0SO4 and N1SO4 were
made using diffraction method at 3 Me. /sec. at

various concentrations. The results for MnSO^
solution i.s reported elsewhere.--'*

The absorptions are quite large at 3 Me./sec ,

lienee the measurements can be carried out

through progressive wave technique. The opti-

cal method is chosen for absorption measure-
ments. The absorption me^asurements are made
using Debye and Scar’s technique. Variation in

the intensity of the light beam is recorded by
means of a DuMont type 6291 photomultiplier

tube. Suitable crystal-holders foi* working in

electrolytes have been designed^ The crystal-

holder designed is long enough to move through
long distances and thus very low absorption
coefficient can be measured.

The results of the absorption measurements
for MgSO^, ZnSO„ C0SO4 and NiSO^ at
3 Me./sec. and 25" C. arc as shown in Table I.

Results for water is also given in the same
table, to show the accuracy of the measure-
ments. The rfisults obtained by other investi-

gators in case of water is shown in Table J
for comparison of the results with the present
investigations.
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Table I

(afv^) X 1017 .st>C.- C7n. 1

Cone, 0-05 0-1 0-2 0-4 0-0 0-8 1-00

MgSO, .. 49 no 10 () 170 245 280 .320

ZnS04 .

.

50 85 140 200 250 280 320
C0SO4 .. 55 90 145 220 270 300 340
NiS04 .. 35 55 10 (>

^
ICO 200 240 280

Water (Auihoi) .

.

28
Water (Otl.icr in\c tgiitoi . . 25-30

CuHrehl
Science

are altered cossiderably in pyridine N-
oxide. These changes may be explained on the

basis of different resonance forms that are pos-

sible for pyridine N-oxide.

Details of this investigation along with those

relating to the substituted pyridine N-oxides
will be published elsewhere.

Chemistry Dept., K. Ramiah.
Osmarua University, V. R. Srinivasan.

Hyderabad-7,
Ajyril 22, 1958.
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THE RAMAN SPECTRUM OF
PYRIDINE N-OXIDE

During our studies on molecular structure and

chemical reactivity of heterocyclic N-oxides.

we had occasion to obtain the Raman spectra

of pyridine and substituted pyridine N-oxides

The Raman spectrum of pyridine N-oxide has

been recorded for the first time. A Ililger

Raman source and a Fuess glass spectrograph

have been used.

The Raman frequencies of pyridine N-oxide

are given below with the usual convention :

186(1 b), 232(1 b), 520(1), 553(1), 596(2),

624(1), 686(4), 730(1), 767(6), 841(lb),

989(1), 1017^3), 1050(3), 1104(1), 1157(2b),

1217(3), 1254 ± 10(3 b), 1382(2), 1509(1),

]558(1) lC'=kl, 1613(8) [C^C], 1893(2 b),

2034(2), 2100(1), 2233(1), 2495(2), 2826(1),

2874(2), 2918(3), 2954(1), 3046(4), 3086(1).

The band observed in the spectrum of pyri-

dine N-oxide at 1254 ±10 cm.-’ is absent in

that of pyridine. This band is assigned to the

N -^O stretching vibration. This assignment is

in conformity v;ilh the results obtained b>

Blasina and co-workers’ 11242 cm,-’] and Wiley

and Slaymaker- [1266 cm. ’] from infrared

studies.

It is also observed that the double-bond fre-

quencies that are characteristic of pyridine®

1. IJl.isiu.i et al.^ Gazz, Chim, 1955, 85, 1085,
2. Wiley aivi Slaymaker, J.A,C.S., 1957, 79 , 2233.
3. Kline and TnrUevich, /. Chem. Fhyu^ 1944, 12 , 300.

RESORCINOL AS A REAGENT FOR
THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC
DETERMINATION OF URANIUM

In recent years, a number of organic reagents

such as dibenzoylm|*thane,’ salicylic acid,2 etc.,

have been proposed for the colorimetric

determination of uranium. Earlier, it was ob-

served by Sienssen'* that resorcinol produces an
orange-red colouration when treated with an
uranyl salt. In view of its high solubility in

water and easier availability, it was thought
that resorcinol might prove as a useful reagent
for uranium and an investigation of the sys-

tem, uranyl acetate and resorcinol, has been
made.
Aqueous solutions of uranyl acetate M/40,

and resorcinol (M/20), wh(?ii brought together

to interact in different proportions red, to deep
red-coloui-ed solutions were obtained which
showed appreciable absorption at 400-10 mAi,

depending on the concentration of uranyl ion.

There was little change in the optical density

of the solutions even after 48 hours and also

even after heating to about 60° C. The com-
position of the product was determined by Job's

continuous variation method at 400 m/i, and
was found to be 1:2 between UOa’^ ion and
the reagent. An attempt to determine the com-
position of the coloured product by conducti-
vity and pH titration methods had failed pos-
sibly due to the fact that the compound form-
ed is highly dissociated in solution and that

one of the constituents of the product is a free

acid :
—

U02(CH,C00)2 -I 2C6H4(0H)2^U02(CeH50a)2
+ 2CH3COOH.

The system obeys Beer’s law at the concen-
tration of UO^X^ ion between 0*125MxlO*'®
and 1*25 M X 10 ® and at higher concentrations.
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However, there is a deviation at concentrations
below l*25Mx 10 -K The sensitivity of the re-

agent is approximately up to M/32,000 (7-43

p.p.m.) of XJ02 ^ ion, in excess of resorcinol.

Most of the common cations and anions inter-

fere with the determination but, a few ions

like Cl"", SO^
,
NO.~, do not interfere unless

tJ'*ey are present in large quantities. Detailed

results of this investigation will be published

later elsewhere.

Our thanks are due to Prof. A. K. Bhatta-

charya, Head of the Department of Chemistry,
for providing facilities for carrying out this

work.

Dept, of Chemistry, P. C. Jain.

University of Saugar, G. S. Rao.
April 2, 1958.

1. Yoe ct ah. Anal. Client., 1053, 25, 1200.

2. Muller, Cltcm. Ztg., 1919,43, 739.

3. vSienssen, llnJ., 1912,36, 353-54.

INACTIVATION OF AZOTOBACTER
BY HEAT

Studies of several workers on the fluctuation of

soil nitrogen in different parts of India have

shown that there is a well-defined seasonal

fluctuation of the sameJ*^-^‘-^ These appear

to indicate that there are periods within a year

when the nitrogen fixation processes are active

in the soil and there are periods when
the processes leatfing to the loss of nitro-

gen are predominant. High increase in jxipu-

lation of nitrogen-fixing microflora in the soil

immediately after the soil is moistened by the

first rains is one of the noticeable features of

some of these studies.

Extreme desiccation of the surface soil and

the prevailing high temperature of summer days

in Northern India would make nitrogen-fixa-

tion by any non-sporc-forming mesophil like

Azotobacter difficult in summer, though recent

studies indicate that Azotobacter may function

in the* more moist subsoil or the rhizosphere

even under low oxygen pressures and at low

organic matter levels. Before investigating

the effect of high temperatures on Azotobacter

in soils, it was considered of interest to know
the effect of submitting the strains of Azoto-

bacter to varying temperatures in culture solu-

tions. The present communication deals with

results of some studies carried out on heat

resistance of a few strains of Azotobacter

chroococcum isolated from different Indian

soils.

The nitrogen-fixing capacities were determin-
ed in Jensen's mediunv the incubation being
carried on for two weeks at 30° C. The results
are summarised m Tables I, II and III. In

Table I

Niirogen-‘fi.vatAon by Azotobacter chroococcum
Onfif./g. sucrose) from cultures frozen for

differcut days
(Average of duplicate determinations)

Ila\s of fteeving

Stiain lniti.il 2 4 0 14 35

H.r. 1 (i) .. 11.

4

9‘2 9.6 S • t) 14-0 13-2
11 p. 4 (i) .. 11*4 12*2 14.

J

ll-O 1 1 -2 12.0
ir.p. 7 (i) .. 12*i; 14.0 J3.4 1 1-4 U-O
ii.p. 9 (i) .. 14*0 1 1*2 11*0 1(L2 14.9 15-2
K 13 fiv) .. lo-O li)*() 12*2 11.4 13.

0

1.5.2
K. 2 (iv) .. 1.5.0 14-s 14-4 14-8 15.4 12-4

Table II

Nitrogen-fixation by Azotobacter chroococcum
(nig./g. sucrose) from cultures exposed to

45° C. for different days
(Average of duplicate determinations)

f'xj)OMire in (ia>s

Strain Initial 2 4 () 14

U.P. 1 (i) 11*4 1 1.4 fhS DO Nil
II.P. 4 fi) 11.4 14*2 IDS 11.6 Nil
II.P. 7 (i) 1 .5.0 15.1 O.fi \il Nil

II.P. 0 (i) 14.0 14*0 1 r>.(i Nil Nil
K. i:t (iv) 1 .5.0 174 ifi.() 14.8 Nil
K. 2 (.v) 1.5.

n

17-0 14.4 12. (> Nil

Table HI
Nitrogen-ft.vatio7i by Azotobacter chroococcum
(mg./g. sucro.se) in medium incubated under a
diurnal variation of temperature at 25° C.

(Average of duplicate determinations)

Sliain

H.r. 1 (i)

IhV.ii'i)
U.P. 7 (i)

H.r. 9 (i)

K. 13 (U)
K. 2 (h)

1iiiti.ll 30° ('.•

11*4
11.4

15.0
14-0

15.

n

ir,.0

In t uhuiesincu-
liateO at 45° C.

for 5 hr. at

for 16 hr.

anti at 20°. C.
for 3 hr.

9-2
*

9*2
10-8 '

9-2
11*8 '

13.4

In Tabic I ar^ given the nitorgen-fixing capa-
cities of the strains of Azotobacter chroococcum
frozen for different periods. Table II shows
their nitrogen-fixing capacities after they were
exposed to 45° C. for different days. Their
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nitrogen-iixing capacities in Jensen’s medium
incubated daily, at 45^ C. for 5 hours, at 32° C.

for 16 hours and at 20° C. for 3 hours for two

weeks (simulating thus temperature conditions

obtaining in summer in Northern Inaia) arc

given in Table III.

The data in Tables I, 11 and III show that

though there may be a temporary depression

in the nitrogen-fixation, by Azotohact sub-

jected to freezing for a short period, the gene-

ral tendency was one of improvement in nitro-

gen-fixing capacity, notably on prolonged freez-

ing. Its nitrogen- fixing capacity was afPeclec'.

adversely on prolonged exposure to 45
' C. and

within about two weeks of exposure the organ-

ism completely lost its powei* to fix nitorgen

Microscopic observations showed that it had dis-

sociated into a coccoid form, much diminished in

size. It also failed to give raised, opaque an \

pigmented growth ; it grew into a translucent

to transparent tough and beaded mass. Differ-

ent strains of the organism no doubt differed

in their resistance to exposure to heat ; whereas

some strains lost their nitrogen-fixing capacib

gradually with increa.se in exposure to lieat in

others the loss occurred abruptly. It was. how-
ever, interesting to observe that though nitro-

gen-fixation by the organism diminislied when
put under a wide diurnal variation in tem-
perature as occuriicg during summer clays in

North Indian plains, complete inhibition of

nitrogen-fixation did not occur.

The authors’ grateful thanks are due to

Dr. B. P. Pal. Director, Indian Agricultural

Research Institute, for his keen interest in

the work.

Indian Agric. Res. Inst, V. Iswapan.

New Delhi, April 21, 1958. Abhiswar Sen.
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A SYNTHESIS OF /c OCHROMENE

Attempts to prepare isochromene (1 H-2-
benzopyran) have been so far unsuccessful.f It

transpired that the compound should be obtain-
able from isocoumarin according to the scheme
given below and this has been carried through.

y\^cii,0M
1

1 1
—V —>

1
Cli

\/'^cji =(;hom

T . kiAl
I, M

4

II I II
O

( i[

CHO

" 4 111

TV

Lithium aluminium hydride (or lithium
borohydridc) reacts with isocoumarin in ether
giving the complex (1) which was hydrolysed
to o-hydroxymethylphenylacetaldohyde (II,

ni.p. 7C '

; 2 : 4-dinitrophe*;ylhydrazone, m.p.
160'). On further reduction with lithium
aluminium hydride, (II) gave the glycol (IV,

di-3 : .5-dinitrobcnzoate, m.p. 180°). On treat-

ment with sodium acetate-acetic anhydride, (II''

gave isochromene (III, b.p. 140Vn5 mm.;
m.p. 21-5^; 1-5818; picrate, orange red

needles, m.p. 85°) in good yield. On catalytic

reduction this gave i.50chroman in quantitative
yield. Similarly 6 : 7-dimcthoxyisocoumarin-
has been converted into 6 : 7-dimethoxyiso-
chromene (m.p. 64°

;
picrate, chocolate shining

needles, mp. 103°).

The isochromcncs deteriorate quickly on
keeping.

Science College, J. N. Chattfrjea.

Patna-5, April 21, 1958.

1. Midtto, P., Ann. Chim, (Paris), 1051, 9, 431,

2. Robertson, A., et al., /. Chem. Soc., 1950, 3378
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INFESTATION OF LEATHER
CRUPPERS BY THE TOBACCO BEETLE
LASIODERMA SERRICORNR FABR.

An unusual case of infestation by the tobacco

beetle Lasioderma serricorne Fabr. of a leather

store known as cruppers has been observed.

The cruppers (Fig. 1) forms a part of mule

Fig. 1. fig. 2.

harness. It consists of a leather body, a strap

and a dock. While in use the dock rests under-
neath the tail of the mule. In order that it

remains supple and not cause irritation and
injury to the mule* it is stulTed with linseed.

An examination of the infested cruppers re-

vealed that the dock (Fig. 2) had been bored

at several places by insects. Inside most of

the docks were larvae, pupa? and adults of

L. serricorve and the linseed was found in a

state of considerable damage. In others, the

linseed was additionally infested with the flour

beetle, Tribolium castaneum H., the Khapra
beetle, Trogoderma grnnarium Everts., and the

carpet beetle, Attagenus sp. In both the above

types of infestation, it was observed that the

inner surface of the docks had been burrowed
at several places and in some of the burrows
were present either pupae or full-grown larvae

of L. serricorne. It was evident that larvae of

L. serricorne were responsible for the damage
caused to the cruppers.

Bodkin! recorded for the first time the

damage of leather by this insect. In the pre-

sent case it appears that the linseed stuffed in

the docks was initially infested with L. serri-

come and the damage to the docks resulted

from the holes made by the larvae. Inciden-

tally, this appears the first record of linseed

being attacked by L. serricorne.

It has been found that the treatment of

linseed with 5*0% BHC (0-65% 7-BHC)
dust at the rate of 2-5 g. per kg.

(0*25 lb./ 100 lb.) of linseed prevents in-

festation by L. serricorne. It has also

been ascertained that fumigation of infested

cruppers with a mixture of 3 parts of ethylene

di chloride and 1 part* of carbon tetrachloride

(EDCT) at the rate of 560 g. per cubic metre

(35 lb./l,00() c.fl.) for a period of 7 days en-

sures complete disinfeslation. Injection of lin-

dane di.s.solvcd in rectified spirit into the infested

docks did not lead to satisfactory results.

We arc grateful to the Head of the Division

of Entomology, Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, New Delhi, lor the identification of

the insect as Lasioderma serricorne Fabr.

Technical Development P. S. Chkema.
Establishment Labs., J. N. Misra.

Kanpur. S. 1.. Perti.

March 28, 1958. S. K. Ranganathan.

1. r.odkin, G. E., .Von. 1910, 55, 204.

ASCORBIC ACID IN GERMINATING
SEEDS OF SESBANIA' GRANDIFLORA

PERS.

It has long been known that legumes on ger-

mination give rise to vitamin C. On the other

hand, cereals, although much richer in carbo-

hydrates, show little evidence of ascorbic acid

even after long periods of germination. The
question that arises is what would be the ascor-

bic acid levels at different stages of germina-
tion of a protein -rich .seed like that of Se.shania

grandiflora. the protein content of which was
reported* from these laboratories to be of the
order of 70^1. Such a question gains, in our
opinion, further relevancy in view of our re-

cent observation that the seed contains no starch

(absence of coloiii* with^iodine) f aijd, if at all,

only chromatographically detectable quantities

of free sugars. However, acid hydrolysis^ of

the material freed from husk and seed-coat
resulted in about 10% reducing sugars. Starch,

which is totally absent to start with in the
seed, begins to form after 38-42 hours* germi-
nation even in the dark, as tested by the blue
colour with iodine. With the formation of

starch there no parallel increase in free
reducing sugars, but the clear, water extract
contained a carbohydrate (presumably sucrose)
which, on mild acid hydrolysis, gave rise to
free reducing sugars.
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We found that Scsbania seeds on germination

give rise to ascorbic acid in appreciable

amounts, as judged by the reduction of a solu-

tion of 2 : 6-dichlorophenolindophenol and fur-

ther confirmed by identical values obtained for

the total ascorbic acid.'* Typical results for the

ascorbic value of Seshania seedlings and com-

parative values for other legumes are given in

Tables I and II
;
the latter results are close to

the values generally reported in the literature

for legumes.

rCurrent

L Science

The synthesis takes place with equal facility

in the dark, under which condition there was
no evidence of chlorophyll formation.

Ascorbic acid was more in the radicle than

in the cotyledon. This is similar to the results

reported by Shaw and Pasco^ for the broad

bean, Vida faba.

Lowered temperatures (ca. S"') were found to

hamper germination and ergo biogenesis of

ascorbic acid, while both were accelerated at

higher temperatures (ca. 37®). We also found

Letters to the Editor

Table I

Increase in aaeorbic acid on germination of Sesbania seeds (m light)

Period oi Ciciininati<»n fl’. 24 IS 72 Ua 120 144 108 102

Sesliiinia

hengalgram (tr>r ('onipans(rn)

A.scoibic acid mg. per 100 g. oiiginal seed

17*3 49-2 80*0 ]10-7 105-0 139-4 124-0 128-0

29-2 43-2 49-9 .58-4 75-5 92-3 94-7 115-5

Tacle II

Ascorbic acid content of Sesbania seedlings

in comparison with other legumes germinated

for the same period

3 Sets of equal weights of seeds soaked for 12 hr. and

couched in petn dislus ovct wet cotton wads and

allowed to germinate, all in dark, at room temperature

{ra. 25*) for 72 hr. At this stage there was no root hair,

no chlorophyll in* any of the materials, (hie set was used

for determining dry weight and asc<rrl)i( at id estimated

by Roe & Kuethers’ method^ in the other 2 sets.

mg. ascorbiL acid

Scfcl
( )n oiigjnal

seed weight

On diietl

seedling

weight

(Aveiage of closely agieelng duplicate valu es)

Agati, Sesdanta t^raiuhflora 01 75-8

bengalgram, Ciccr anctmum 37-0 41-7

Blackgram, Phaseolus mnm'o 48-8 00-4

Cowgram , Vl^n attans 45-9 50-8

Field bean, Dohehos lablah ;u-s 40-0

(Ireengram, Phdseolii^ aureus* 04-7 82*4

Kedgram, Ca/tuuf mfau 42-7 48-2

Ascorbic acid in Sesbania seedlings at com-

parable ages is 40% more on the seed germi-

nated without the husk and the seed-coat than

on the whole seed. This is probably because

the seed-coat is extremely hard and does not

facilitate absorption of water. Thas result in-

cidentally suggests that the husk and the seed-

coat carbohydrates are not necessary here for

the biosynthesis of ascorbic acid, which would

appear to stem entirely from the seed proper.

in confirmation of previous reports that these

temperature effects are reversed in the case of

Bengalgram. Cicer arietinum. Sreenivasan and

Wandrekar'^' observed complete inhibition of

germination at 37® of greengram (Phaseolus)

also, while pre-treatment in the cold and ger-

mination in the dark had beneficial influence on

ascorbic acid biogenesis.

Of the effects studied of various additives to

the culture medium on the synthesis of ascor-

bic acid with germination, seeds soaked in

0*05% citric acid solution for 12 hours and then

germinated with water, gave*^a 40% increase in

ascorbic acid, at corresponding periods, over

the untreated control. Use of citric acid solu-

tion at double the concentration (0-1%) for

preliminary soaking of the seed did not further

increase the ascorbic acid content. Citric acid

at either of the two concentrations did not

affect the value in Bengalgram. The acquisition

of vitamin C potency by certain seeds on soak-

ing them for different periods in citric acid

solutions has been reported by Luettmerding.'*

We did not find any beneficial effects of Mn+^'

(0*1%) on ascorbic acid synthesis in germinat-

ing Sesbania seeds.

It is significant that among the legumes com-
paratively studied, Sesbania seed with its low
carbohydrates and high proteins shows evi-

dence, at comparable periods of germination, of

containing more ascorbic acid than any of the

other legumes tried (all of them with an average

carbohydrate content of 60%’*). with the excep-

tion of greengram.

The ascorbic acid value (total) of Sesbania

cotyledons or of the radicle immediately after
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drying (40' ) remains very near the value be-

fore drying. But after the dried sample had
been stored for about a month at the room
temperature (25-27'') in closed glass containers,

it was found that the ascorbic acid content had
decreased considerably, contrary to the expecta-

tion that good amounts of co-existing protein

in the material would afford protection to the

vitamin.

Central Food Tech.

Res. Institute,

Mysore,
May 6, 1958.

S. Kuppuswamy.
J. Meena Rao.

M. Srinivasan.

V. Subrahmanyan,

1. Subramanian, N., T.,ak.shminaKiy ana Rao, M. V.

and Sriniva.san, M., Citrr. Sn., 1952, 21, 339.

2. A.O.A.C.. 195.5, 8th Kdn., p. 374,

3. Roe, J, H. and Kucthei, A., J. Bwl, Chem.^

1943, 147, 199.

4. ?^haw, A. ('. and Pas(.o, 1,. ('
,

jWiture., 1949, 164,

624.

5. Sreenivasan, A. and Wandrekar, S. O., Proc.

7nd. Acad, Aa., 1950, 32 B, 143.

6. Liiettmerding, A., Compl. fi'c'/t /. Sar, Pto/., 1929,

100, 589. Quoted by Sheiman & Smith ; T/tr

Vitamins, 1031, 2nd Kdn., p. 204. t’hemical

(Catalogue C'o.

7. Health PiiUetm, No. 23, 5th Kdn., Govt. oGlndia
Press.

ON THE APPLICATION OF ‘PROBABLE
ERROR’ IN THE STUDY OF ZIRCONS

IN NANDI GRANITES
In a previous note, the writer gave an account

of zircons in the
^
coarse-grained granites of

Nandi, Holalkere, Chamundi and Closepet, and

concluded that there is a general similarity of

zircons with respect to habit, size and colour

in these rocks. The present note embodies the

results of the study of the Nandi granites in

particular, with respect to the colour types of

zircons, keeping in view of the postulate that

variation within any given granite body may
obscure variation between bodies.

An examination of heavy minerals separated

from eight different varieties of Nandi gra-

nites, revealed that four colour types of zir-

cons (viz., colourless, pale yellow, brown and
dark brown) could be easily identified and
quantitatively estimated. Table I shows the

frequency of zircon colour types in a total of

hundred random counts per sample.

From Table I it is seen the frequency of

each type of zircon is not constant for all the

samples. Consequently, the question arises

whether these differences could be regarded as

due to pure chance alone or due to significant

differences between samples. This hypothesis

may be tested by using the statistic ‘probable

error’ (Dryden). In Table I, together with the

percentages of zircons, their corresponding

probable error limits are given and also gra-

phically shown in Fig. 1.

Nos. Referred in this Graph indicate Specimen

A^os. vj7'cn in Table /.

FlC. ]. Graphical itpresentathm of piobable tirror

limil.s of Zircon types in Nandi (iranites.

An inspection of the table and graphical re-

presentation in Fig. 1, reveals that all the sam-
ples studied, with respect to pale yellow and
dark brown types, fall within #the probable

Frequencies oj zircon colour

Table I . ,

types with their respective “probable errbr.s” in Nafidi granites

(Sample Niiml)ers)

i ypes of zircons
•• ' ^ ^ -

N/25 N/28 N/29 N/27 N/22 N730 N/IO N/26

(Percentages)

1 .. 5 ±29 0 40 ±8 12±19 48 ±7 8 ±21 12±19 21 ±13

2 Pale yellow .. 20iU »±2l 34 ±10 1C^14 38 ±9 12±19 32 ±10 24±12

3 Brown .. 49±7 65 ±5 20±14 01 ±6 14116 64 ± 5 56 ±7 49±7
4 Dark Brown .. 26±10 26 ±10 6±28 8±21 0 16±16 0 6 ±29

Total No. 6f Counts 100 100 100 100 100

»

lOO
•

100 100
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error limits of each ofher. But it is not so with
respect to the remaining types. It may be con-

cluded, as far &s the present study discloses,

that Nandi granites, despite their wide varia-

tion in lithoiogy and texture, exhibit a general

tendency for uniformity in the content of pale

yellow and dark brown zircons. A similar line

of approach on the study of zircons in other

granite bodies in Mysoi'c, understood to be
similar in age to Nandi may be of

some importance in correlation and genetic

studies.

Tlie writer i.s grateful to IVof. M. It. Srini-

vasa Kao and Dr. C. Gmidu Kao, Department
of Geology, Central College, Bangalore, for

tlieir valuable suggestions and critical discu.s-

.sion tliroughout the preparation of this note.

Dept, of Geology, A. Aciiutharao.

Central College,

Bangalore, May 8, 1958,

1. Aclnithaiao, A., O/iv. .SV/., 1958,3, {>0.

2. Krumheln, \V. (', .nul Poitijolin, K. J., Manual of
St' lint. Pctroi;) aphy s j). 472.

This sand body is pear-shaped, situated in

the loop formed by the deep bend of the river.

It extends for about 2 miles in a north-south

direction with a maximum width of a mile-and-

a-half at right angles to it. The western por-

tion close to the river is flat-lying and the

eastern, undulating due to the presence of a

large number of dunes suggesting that this face

of the .sand body has witnessed considerable

shifting by strong winds. Altogether, 14 sam-
ples were collected and each sample sieved,

5 to 10 g of 0-25 mm. fraction passed through

Bromoform
;
the residue quartered and mount-

ed in Canada Balsam on glass slides to have

on the average 400 to BOO grains. A micro-

.^Topical examination of the slides revealed the

following minerals : ( 1 )
Opaques (magnetite

and ilmenile): (2) Hornblende (blue-green)

(3) Chlorite ; (4) Epidote
; (5) Tremolite

(fi) Pyroxene; (7) Garnet; (8) Kyanite

(9) Tourmaline; (10) Zircon; (11) Rutile

(12) Sphene : and (J3) Apatite. Three hundred

grains from each sample were counted on a

random basis and the frequency of the difler-

oat minerals are shown in Table I.

HEAVY MINERALS IN THE CAUVERY
RIVER SANDS NEAR TALKAD, MYSORE
In India, .shore and dune sands have been
studied in considerable detail, but work on river

sands i.s meagre.^’- In this note a description

and a quantitative estimation of the heavy
minerals in the large sand body as.sociated with

Cauvery river (area about 5 sq. miles) near

Talkad (Lat. 12M1'N., Long. 77’ PE.) are

given.

From this tabic it may be seen that the sand

body, despite its fairly large size and a portion

of it subjected to shifting by strong winds,

shows a remarkable uniformity in heavy mine-

ral assemblage. The significance of this uni-

formity could only be assessed by the study of

similar sands at various points in the up and
down stream directions of the river.

Detailed investigations oi the several river

.sands in Mysore, particularly with reference

Tablk I

Frequency of the heavy minerals in the Cauvery river sands near Talkad

3/Ai .. 10 11 5 2 7 0 39 5 1 0 2 1 1 ]

3/ Am .. 13 11 7 4 .5 8 28 10 11 1 2

3/Aa .. 15 9 5 5 5 0 27 10 1 12 2 2 1

3/ A 4 .. 10 ft 10 10 8 5 24 12 2 0 2 1 2

3/B. .. 10 17 5 5 11 7 10 10 3 14 ,

,

2

Mlh .. 19 15 0 0 10 7 19 0 2 7 2 , , 1

3/ Bn .. 12 11 ft 2 n 11 18 11 10 3 3

3/ Cl . . 21 12 ft 0 7 0 22 5 2 n 1 1

B/Co . . 25 14 7 0 7 9 9 lo 4 0 3

3/ra .. 10 10 4,, .5 4 7 23 13 1 13 2 •5 •5 1

3/C4 .. 19 17 4 ft
rr
i 6 20 ft 3 0 2 • ft

3/Di .. 22 - 13 7 5 7 7 14 10 2 9 1 1 2

3/0, .. 13 12 5 2 9 11 24 8 5 7 1 I *i 1

3/03 .. 17 14 6 7 7 7 19 9 2 11 • • 1
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to their various sedimentological and economic

aspects are under progress.

I am indebted to Professor M. R. Srinivasa

Rao and Dr. C. Gundu Rao for their guidance

and helpful suggestions in the preparation of

this note.

Dept, of Geology, C. Paramasiviah.

Central College,

Bangalore, May 19, 1958,

1. Misra, G. ('. and Misra, M. L., *' Muu*ralugica!

study of Indian River sands,” QJ.M.MJ. d
10r).'5, 27, (2).

2. Roy, A. K.. “On the lloavy Mincial Asseinhlage

of Damodai River Sands,” ii SJ . Record^ 1942

77, Pndessionai I’aper No. 0.

OCCURRENCE OF MONAZITE IN THE
CHARNOCKITES OF VISAK HAPATNAM
Monazite was reported in the beach sands of

Visakhapatnam Coast by Mahadcvan and Sri-

ramadas^ and the source i^or the monazite in

the beach sands was traced to the alluvium in

the streams flowing in towards the beach and

thence to the pegmatites in the area by Maha-

devan and Sathapathi.- In I’admanabham vil-

lage. 25 miles north of this area, Srinivasa

Sastry** reported the occurrence of monazite in

the leptynites. The present w’ork shows the

existence of monazite not only in the pegma-

tites and Icptymlcs but also in charnockites.

FiG. 1. Moivi/dte (ins de the cirde) from Acid Charno-

ckhe. Magi.ihcation, x 4").

The Visakhapatnam area located in between

Lat. 17" 42' and 17‘’45'N. and Long. 83" 17' and

83" 21' 15" E. consists of khondalites, leptynites,

charnockites, granites, pegmatites and qu^tz-
9 » j-ir

iles in the order of abundance. In the detailed

study of thin .sections, monazite w'as noticed in

the acid charnockite, intermediate charnockite,

leptynite and pegmatite. The acid charnockite

consists of quartz, perthite, oligoclase, hyper-

.sthene, magnetite, zircon and monazite. Mona-
zite in contact with magnetite is found as an

inclusion in oligoclase. The monazite grain is

oval in outline and has^ dark border due to high

refractive index. The gavnetiferous acid char-

nockite contains garnet in addition to the above
constituents The intermediate charnockite
contains cpiartz, [icrthite, ancles ine, hyper-
sthene. diopsidc. biotite, magnetite, apatite and
monazite. The leptynite has cpiartz, perthite

plagioclase, garnet and monazite as its consti-

tuents. The pegmatite consists ol quartz, Per-

th itc, biotite, zircon and monazite.

The modal compositions of acid and inter-

mediate charnockites and leptynite w^re deter-

mined and given in Table 1.

Table T

Modal composition

I II III IV V

(.)ik.rt/ •• 27*81 20*71 40 -SO 0*50 40. 94
.. 49* 51; 49*09 27 • 85 5- 07 42*84

1 I.ivi'*' l.isc .. 12*08 21*15 19*10 49*74 11*41
1 1 \ I’cr-'dit-ne 2*14 0*48 9*44 12*48 , .

I )'up‘*ia** ,

.

27*15
G.ti lilt 4*97 4*54
Riotite ,

.

1*78 0.05
M.i.:i>' titt .4*00 5.71 4 -(4? 059 U*2S
A pal ite 0*4S 0*14 0*17
/in on 0-24 O-LS
Mona/iti* 0*11 (1*08 <0*05 <0-05 0*0^>

— — -- _
1— (iaineti fnuus lu i,l (.li.iMiockiti; t’loiu Visakhapatnam

aiL-a (I aV 17'-‘4,T 20'}.

n— iJ I n.u'tjo kitt‘ ln>iu \'isakhapatnam area (Lai,
17'' 4.r If)"- I ong. S.r 20').

JII— J iiie-gramed at 1(1 ch not kilc from \d-akhapatnam
area (l.al. 17' 44'-

I oiii!;. 8.4° 19' 15").

1\ IntennciliaO' iliarno. kit* tiom Visalfliapatiiruu area
(I at 17° 44'-I.orig. 84° 19' 15";.

V— Lvppnitc fioM ^?i'»aivlMyatuatu arfta ^ Lat, 17" 44'-

l.oiig. 84" L9' 15"}.

The modal analysis shows that the mona-
/ite is ()-08% in acid charnockite, 0-11% in
garnetiferous acid charnockite and <0-05% in

linc-grained acid and intermediate charnock-
ites. Leptynite contains 0*05% of monazite.
The grain size of the monazite in these rocks
vai'ies from 0^01 mm. to 0-21 mm.
Pyroxenes are separated from the other

minerals of the charnockites by Frantz Isodyna-
mic separator. They are examined under the
microscope to see whether thoy are free from
other minerals. The

,
examination disclosed

1 J » • r -ri i
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monazite along with the pyroxene in the mag-
netic fraction.

«

Monazite is usually found in association with

zircon. The oval shape, yellowish colour, shin-

ing dark borders, high interference colours and

biaxial nature of monazite distinguished it from

zircon which was found with prismatic faces or

prism with pyramidal faces. Another import-

ant factor in distinguishing monazite from zir-

con is that monazite is paramagnetic whereas

zircon is diamagnetic.

Among the 40 sections examined, monazite is

found more in garnetiferous acid charnockito

than the rest of the rocks. Monazite in the

intermediate charnockitc is less than in the acid

charnockite. Monazite from leptynites and
pegmatites is also less than in the acid char-

nockites.

Monazite is associated with quartz and per-

thite-rich rocks. Among the charnockites, per-

thitic felspar is abundant in the acid char-

nockite. In the intermediate charnockite, per-

thitic felspar is very much less as is the case

with monazite. In the basic charnockite botl.

perthite and monazite were not found. So the

formation of monazite was facilitated moi'e in

the acid charnockites. This observation is sup-

ported by the geochemistry of thorium (Gold-

schmidt^).

The large ionic radius of thorium in mona-
zite makes it unlit to enter many of the im-

portant orthosilicates or metasilicates of mag-
nesium and divalent iron. So thorium is

generally found concentrated in the re.sidual

magmas. In the present case the association of

monazite with the acid charnockites agrees with

this expectation of finding monazite in the

residual magmas. Although it is seen in the

intermediate charnockites, it is much less

abundant showing that the acidity was not

enough for the formation of more monazite at

that stage.

The author* is very much grateful to Dr. A.

Sriramadas fpr *his guidance and valuable sug-

gestions, and to Prof. C. Mahadevan for his

kind interest. The author also wishes -to ex-

press his thanks to the Government of India

for the award of scholarship.

Dept, of Geology, M. S. Murty.
Andhra University,

Waltair, May 28, 1958.

1. Mahadevan, (\ and Sriramadas, A., Av<r. htd. Acad.
Set.. 1948, 27A (4), 275-78.

2. — and Sathapathi. N,, Cttt'r. Set.. 1948, 17, 297.

Srinivasa Sas ry, C., Jfnd.. 19C4, 23, 151-?2.

4, Goldschmidt, V, M., Geochemistry. Oxford : at the

Clarendon Press, 1954,

ON A NEW SPECIES OF
PROCAMALLANUS BAYLIS, 1923

(NEMATODA)
Five specimens of Heteropneustes fossilis

(Day), obtained from local market and exam-
ined by me on 20th December, 1957, at Allaha-

bad yielded from their alimentary canal 12

female and 4 male specimens of a new species

of the genus Procaniallanus. The new species

is described here under the name Procamallanus
spicu logiibcrnaculus.

Description op Procamallanus
spiculogiibcrnaculus n. sp.

(The measurements given are in millimetres.)

Holotypc Male .—Body : 3-68 X 0 088, buccal
capsule 0-06 X 0*036, anterior oesophagus
0*24 X 0*044, posterior oesophagus 0*3 X 0-036.

Nerve ring at 0*12 from anterior end of the

body. Tail blunt and conical. Caudal papillaj

seven pairs : four pairs pre-cloacal and three

pairs post-cloacal. Spicules two, the right long

spicule 0*344 long, the left small spicule 0*05

long. Gubernaculum 0*05 long and incomjdetely

fused with the right smaller spicule. Caudal
alae absent.

FJO. 1. Proiiimallavtts sf^iiulogithernacttlus. Tail of
male sliovNin^; impoiTant ihaniLters. Acc. accessory
piece; Cl. op., cloacal opening; Pre. pap., pre tloacal
pipilhr; pap., post-cloacal papilLx'

;
Spic, 1,

longer spicule; Spu. 2, smaller spicule

HoJotype Female .—^Body 4-84 X 0*088, buc-

cal capsule 0*08 X 0*048, anterior oesophagus
0*32 X 0*06, posterior cesophagus 0*46 X 0*048,

rectum 0*05 long. Nerve ring at 0*142 and
small excretory pore at 0*232 from anterior end
of the body. Tail 0*1 long, tapering, pointed,

bifid at the tip. Vulva post-equatorial, 2*64

from the anterior end of the body and forming
a marked elevation of the body. Vagina 0*608

long.
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Important characters of Procamallanus
spiculogubernaculns.—Gubcrnaculum incom-
pletely fused with the smaller spicule

;
caudal

papillae 4 + 3 = 7 pairs
;
vulva post-equatorial

;

female t^il terminally bifid
; buccal capsule

chitinoid, elongated, barrel-shaped, smooth and
undivided ; rim of buccal capsule has three lip-

like protuberances
;

caudal and cervical ala'

absent ;
body-size small.

P. spiculogubernaculus differs from P. glos-

sogobii^ chiefly in the incomplete fusion of one

spicule with the gubernaculum, the caudal

papillae and the position of vulva
;

from
P. bagarii^ chiefly in the fusion of one spicule

with the glubernaculum and the structure of

buccal capsule
;
from P, fulvidraconis-^ chiefly

in the presence of gubernaculum and the

structure of buccal capsule ; from P. ccarcnsis-*

chiefly in its unequal spicules and the structure

of buccal capsule
;
from P. gubcrnaculus- chiefly

in the number of spicules, the fusion of gubcrna-
culum with one spicule, the number of caudal

papilhe and the structurfi of buccal capsule

From other species of the genus the new spe-

cies differs very widely, the unique character

of the form being the incomplete fusion of right

small spicule with gubernaculum.

I am grateful to Dr. S. Khera, D.S.B. Govt

College, Naini Tal, for going through the

manuscript.

Dept, of Zoology, S. C. Agarwal.
University of Allahabad,

March 10, 1958.
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DREDGING AND PHYTOPLANKTON
PRODUCTION

It is well known from the investigations of

various workers**-!^ that the bottom mud in the

sea is rich in regenerated nutrients which are

essential raw materials for phytoplankton pro-

duction. The natural agencies concerned in

bringing these nutrients to the surface waters,

where photosynthesis takes place, are the dif-

ferent kinds of water movements such as turbu-

lence, upwelling and so on. In fresh-water

ponds, where piscicultural operations are car-

ried out, it is a common practice to periodically

rake the bottom mud to stimulate plankton

production. In the present instance it is inter-

esting that the churning up of the bottom muds
is brought about through an artificial agency,

namely, dredging.

While engaged in investigations on the phyto-
plankton production off Waltair Coast, in 1957,

we observed some unusual pulses in the den-
.sity of phytoplankton populations during
periods when normally they are scarce. These
pulses appeared sporadically and disappeared
as suddenly as they appeared. Previous work-
ers- •'* from this department have established

that off this coast there is a major phytoplank-
ton peak in the March-April period and a

minor peak in the months of October and Nov-
ember. The unusual pulses referred to were
observed in the month of July when normally
the phytoplankton numbers are very low as

judged from the data for the previous years.

It was also observed that these pulses imme-
diately followed an extensive discolouration of

the inshore waters owing to the discharge of

large quantities of dredged material near the

entrance channel of the Harbour.
The samples of water and plankton were col-

lected from a fixed location in the Lawson’s
Bay, which is about 5 miles from the entrance
channel of the Harbour. Standard techniques

were adopted for the estimation of phosphates^-
and silicates.^ The phytoplankton production
was measured by adopting the pigment extrac-
tion method of Harvey'* and also by measuring
the photosynthetic activity using Gran’s
method.* The turbidity was measured with a
Hellige Turbidometer. For comparison, the
data for the same month in 1956 have also

been given in the table as well as in the graph.
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Table I

I'holo

uly

Tuib'h'ity Inoig.udc

Mg

phosplJatt*^

at/ h.

SiIii'Litc's yug. at/T.. rigments
S.

H.U./M'^
W.

synthesis

O.mllL.I
6 hr*..alts

1957 195() 1957 1950 1957 1956 1957 t".\posuie

_ _____ _

1957

1 15.90 1-20 16 20 408-75 0-488

5 0-87 12-8 .

.

.

.

8 12-70 0-81 20-90 415-03 0-471

12 2-35 • 0-58 20-81 25(32-0 1-806

13 .

.

.

.

075-0 - •

J6 12*10 I-Gl 20-90 4150-25 0-586

10 0-74 ,

,

11-8 .

.

. < .

.

20 ()-20 ,

.

1-78 .

.

28-70 U)(KJIJ-0 0-093

23 7-10 ()-.7*> ] .78 12-4 15-90 178-75 195-50 0-441

27 2-85 0-74 2-80 8 84 18-10 84-87 948-75 0-499

80 1-70 0-78 0*40 12-8 7-50 1128-75 0-499

• Dit.i on turbidity ami pholo>\ nthcsiN aie luit avail.d)]

It will be seen from the data presented that

the two steep rises in pigment values are on

dates immediately following the days when the

water was highly turbid. The turbidity in its

turn was proportional to the amount of dredg-

ed material hoppered into the sea. The ])hoto-

synthetic activity as measured by oxygen pro-

duction-^ liad also a close correlation with the

density of the phytoplankton.

Detailed investigations on the chemical com-

position of the dredged mud and its probable

influence on the productivity of plankton are

being continued.

It gives us great pleasure to extend our grate-

ful thanks to Sri. P. V. Appa Rao, A.K.D., Vizag

Port, and the officers of S.D. “Vizagapatnam” for

evincing keen interest in the work and for

afTording facilities in collecting our data. One

of us (D. V. S.) is also indebted to the C.S.I.R.

for the award of a Research Fellowship during

the tenure of which the present work was

undertaken.

Dept, of Zoology, P. N, Ganapati.

Andhra University, D. V. Subba Rao.

Waltair, Mcmh 14, 1958.
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NEUROSECRETORY CELLS OF THE
BRAIN OF THE LEECH HIRUDINARIA

GRANULOSA (SAV.)

While considerable information is available on

the neuro.secretory cells ancU their physiology in

Arthropoda and Vertebrata, comparatively very

little is known about those of Annelida. The

few Annelidan forms that have been investi-

gated are mainly PolychactaG:i ; so far only one

work refers to the presence of neurosecretory

cells in the leech Hirudo medicinalis.^ The

present investigation was started with a view

to study the structure and functions of the

neurosecretory cells of the Indian cattle leech

Hirudmaria granulosa (Sav.).

Sections of the cerebral ganglia, stained in

Gomori’s chrome alum-hsematoxylin-phloxine,

reveal the presence of distinctive types of

neurosecretory cells in the brain of the leech.

Of these, a large number belongs to a type of

cells characterised by the abundance of vacuoles

in the cytoplasm and scattered clumps of col-

loids stained blue (Fig. 1). These cells lie on the

dorsal surface of the cerebral ganglia and mea-
sure about 53* 39 m in diameter, with large

nuclei measuring about 11* 65 m in diameter and

strongly phloxinophilic nucleoli. These cells
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may be compared to the large “C” type of cells

described by Clark- in the Polychsete Nephthijs.

A second type of fewer, comparatively smal-

ler cells, measuring about 30*98/^ in diameter,

with the cytoplasm uniformly filled with blue

granules and distinctive axonic pathways, are

also seen on the dorsolateral borders of the

brain. These cells show no vacuoles. Two or

three cells laterally, however, show a phloxino-

philic cytoplasm.

15 p

Fig. 1. (!amfira luLidci drawinjj; of a \ a'-uolate l t\pe of

ncurosec Teti)r> (tll from the br.iiii ot Ilintdinaria

lout (Sav.). Fixation : liouin -f- GoniuriN chrome alum-

h.cmatoxylin-phloxiue. C - colloid.s; N -- nucleus; n

nucleolus; V = vacuole.

• •

An accumulation of blue colloids and gra-

nules is seen on the dorsal, outer periphery of

the brain, where the latter lies contiguous

with the ventral ha;moca*lomic channel invest-

ing the nerve ring. This abundance of stain-

able material suggests a possible release of the

neurosecretory colloids into the hcemocoelomic

fluid. Such a condition is especially well mark-
ed in leeches which have been starving for a

few weeks.

Dept, of Zoology, P. N. Nambudiri.

Govt. Victoria College, K. P. Vijayakrishnan.

Palghat, April 8, 1958.
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OCCURRENCE OP PARAPENAEOPSIS
CORNUTUS KISHlNOUYE IN THE

SEAS OF INDIA
In July 1957, while making a* routine collec-

tion of Mciapcnceus rnonoceros from Mahim,
Bombay, a few specimens of P. cornutus were
found mixed with those of P. maxillipcdo in

the catch of a drag net. P. cornutus is very

much allied to P. 7na.rillipcdo but differs

from it. in the absence of a basial spine on the

third periopod of the female and in the posses-

sion of a typically boot-shaped endopodite on
the second plcopod of Ihe male.

The specimens range in size from 40-60 mm.
The rostrum is sigmoid’ and dorsally armed with
6-7 teeth. Branchiocardiac sulcus present in

both the sexes. Telson unarmed. Cardiac plate

with 28-29 spinules. Zygocardiac ossicle with 5

teeth in the upper row, lending to a cluster of

smaller teeth. The thelycum consists of a sub-

rcctangular anterior plate, covered with seta)

on the distal half of the ventral surface and a

posterior plate, which is bilid anteriorly. The
di.stal projections of the petasma are long ami

slender. In male, the endopodite of the second
])leopod IS typically boot-shaped and is provided

with a number of small setae on the distal mar-
gin. In fresh condition, the body is faintly

bluish with transverse brown straps on the

abdomen. Uropods arc purple red.

The species seems to be uncommon. The
present description essentially' agrees with the

(Ic.scription of Dali (1957) and the important
ciifferencos between the present description and
the description of Kubo (1949) are of the gas-

tric armature only.

Prcviou.sly recorded in Australia (Dali),

Japan (Kishinouye, Osada, Tanizaki and Naka-
zawa), Formosa (Maki, Tuchiya and Kubo),
Java (De Man). This is the first record of the

species in the Indian waters.

Dept, of Zoology, D. D. Meiiendale.
Institute of Science, V. B. Tembe.
Bombay-1, May 7, 1958.
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1. Dali, Anrt. /.0 Var. Fresho. AV^., 1957,8, 215-17.
2. Kubo. J. Tokyo Co!!. Fish., 194 9,36, 374-78.

ASSEMBLAGE OF TEN SPECIES OF
COCCTNELLTD BEETLES ON BANYAN
TREES AT KUNDRI FOREST IN BIHAR
Several instances of mass assemblage of vari-

ous Coccinellid beetles, either in hibernation or

in aestivation, from various countries have been
reported. In India, Kapur (1943, 1954) has re-

corded mass assemblage of Thea hisoctonotata

Muls. at Lahore, and Epilachna hisquadri^
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punctata (Gyllenhal? in Chotanagpur. Mani
(1954) observed Coccinella scptumpunciata L.

at glacier beds pf Lakka pass in Western Hima-
layas. Rao and others (1954) cite an instance

of aestivation in large numbers of Chilocorus

nigritus F. on Banyan (Ficus bengalensis) trees

in Madras State.

The writers also observed a similar instance

of an assemblage on a large scale of ten spe-

cies of predaceous Coccinellid beetles on

Banyan (Ficus bengalensis) trees at Kundri

forest in Palamu Forest Division, Chotanagpur.

This forest is almost a pure patch of naturally-

occurring palas (Butea ynonosperrna) trees

numbering over forty thousand and is exploited

for lac cultivation by the Indian Lac Research

Institute. In addition to palas trees, a few
other si>ecies of trees including some Ficus sp.

also occur. The area is one of the hottest places

in Bihar and the maximum temperature in

summer goes up to 115-20° F.

Observations made between April and July

in the years 1956 and 1957, indicated that this

phenomenon was exhibited by 10 species of

predaceous Coccinellid beetles and the beetles

were invariably found on the Banyan trees on

the under-surface of leaves and on the fruits.

The Banyan trees were free from any kind of

insect infestation and there was no food attrac-

tion for such an assemblage.

The species recorded in the order of abund-

ance arc the following :
—

1. Chilocorus nigritus (F.).

2. Coelophora cardoni Weise.

3. Thea cincta (F.).

4. Pharoscymnus flexibilis Muls.

5. Scymnus nubilus Muls.

6. Scymnus coccivora Ramakrishna.

7. Catana parcesetosa Sicard.

8. Menochilus sexmaculata Fabr.

9. Synia melanaria var. rougeti Muls.

10.

Stethorous gilvifrons Muls,

The first-ipentioned species was the most

abundant of all and was observed in many
hundred clusters, each .cluster containing from
15-40 beetles. With the advent of the monsoons

the beetles disappeared from the Banyan trees.

Observations made in January-February

1958, showed that five of the ten species men-
tioned above had congregated on the Banyan
trees. In this season, however, the clusters and
individuals per cluster were comparatively

fewer in number, as indicated below in the

collections made from lower branches of nine

Banyan trees present in the area.

1. Chilocorus nigritus (F.) (271).

2. Ccelophora cardoni Weise (76).

3. Menochilus sexmaculata F. (14).

4. Thea cincta (F.) (2).

5. Synia melanaria Muls. (1).

The number per cluster ranged between 2-16.

It was also noted that there was a definite ten-

dency on the part of the beetles to get under
protected situations such as, in between two
leaves webbed together by spiders or within

curled leaves.

As an explanation of this phenomenon, vari-

ous theories have been advanced such as lack

of food, urge to seek more equitable tempera-
ture and changes of physiological origin, etc.

The fact that more than one species of beetles

were found attracted to the Banyan trees which
offered comparatively cooler environment in

summer and less cold environment in winter
seems to support the theory of urge to seek
more equitable temperature.

Of the ten species recorded in this note, all

except Chilocorus nigritus F. have been ob-
served for the first time in India to be exhi-

biting this phenomenon.
The wTiters are indebted to Dr. A. P. Kapur,

Zoological Survey of India, for kindly identify-

ing specimens of Coelophora cardoni Weise.

Indian Lac. Res. Inst, C. P. Malhotra.
Namkum, Ranchi, S. Krishnaswami.
Bihar, March 22, 1958.
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RESPIRATORY SYSTEM OF THE
QUEEN OF FORMICA FXJSCA L.

The queens of Formicoidea dispose of their

wings and generally these deiilated individuals

use their fat body and the product of histolysis

of the large wing muscles as food. The pre-

sent note deals with the changes in the res-

piratory system as a consequence of the de-

generation of flight muscles in Formica jusca L
The following interesting observations were
made while engaged in the study of the res-

piratory system of Hymenoptera. It may be
mentioned here that it takes over 2-3 weeks
for the partial degeneration of the muscles.

Briefiy, the system of tracheae and air-sacs in

the thorax of the alated queen is as follows.

The cervical tracheae on entering the prothorax
are connected by a transverse tracheal com-
missure. There are lateral air-sacs in the meso-
thorax. These extend dorsally in the meso-
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scutellum forming paired mesoscutellar sacs.

The paired mesoscutellar sacs proceed
to the anterior side giving rise to the

dorsal muscular sacs. In the propodeum (epino-

tum) the lateral sacs again extend dorsally and
form a single dorsal propodeal sac. Ventrally

there are ventro-lateral sacs in the thorax and
paired ventral propodeal sacs in the propodeum.
Short tracheae connect the lateral sacs and dor-

sal propodeal sacs to the second thoracic and
propodeal spiracles respectively (Fig. 1).

(epinotuin). In the cephalit region the air-sacs

arc all more enlarged and more tubular con-

nectives occur between the various relevant

.‘^acs. In the abdomen there are a few varia-

tions. The above findings clearly suggest some
post-metamorphic changes in the tracheal sys-

tem connected with the degeneration of thora-

cic musculature. Janet (1902, 1907) has noted a

similar phenomenon in Lasius nigev Linn.

A full account of these observations will be
published elsewhere.

FlU. I. Dorsal view ot the s in the thorax of the winged qucjn of Formira fusca I.. SP|-SP;j — Spiracle
and spiracular trachea; CT - Ceivical Iracliea

;
C — Transverse Coinmi.ssute

;
T, FA ” J^ateral thoradc air-sac;

DMA - Dorsal muscular air sac
;
MA • M esuscuteilar air-sac; DPA -- ^or^al prop:) leal an -.sic; VP.S - Ventral

propodeal air-sac; VT.A Vcnlro-latcral air sac.

•

Fig. 2. Dor.sal view ot the air-sacs in the thorax of the dealateu queen of F^^nniui fusca L, L FA I.ateral

thoracic air sac; Slh-SPo Spiiacle and spiracular trachea; VTA Ventral thoracic* air-sac ;
* Vii’S Ventral

propodeal air-sac.

But in the thorax of the dealaled queens,

there are only a few degenerated muscle fibres

dorsally and ventrally and almost the entire

space is occupied by two enormous sacs (Fig. 2).

The two sacs are connected in the anterior part

of the thorax. Spiracular tracheae are very

short. These two lateral thoracic sacs are con-

nected with a median anterior ventral thoracic

sac near the first phragma—as well as the ven-

tral posterior thoracic sac in the propodeum

M.A.C.S. Laboratory. G. T. Tonapi.

Law College Buildings,

Poona-4, May 27, 1958.

1. Janet, Anatoftne du ^^astcr de la Myrmical
rubra Farisy 1902, pp 88.

2. — ,
“Anatomic du corslet ct hi'stolyse lies mu.scles

viliratems, appres le vol nuptial, Chez La reine de
la fourmi,” Limo^^e^, 1907, pp. 194.
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VARIATION' IN THE STAMEN
NUMBER IN ORYZA BRACHYANTHA
A. CHEVAL. ET ROEHR. AND THE
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF

S-STYLED GYNAECEA IN O. GRANDI-
GLUMIS PRODOEHL.

The genus Oryza belongs to the tribe Oryzee

of the natural order Grarnina?. This genus
according to Chalterjee p948), is chaiacterise«*

by the possession of six stamens. Chatterjee

loc. cit. has described 23 species of Oryza, but

nowhere has ho mentioned about the stamen
number of any species being loss Ilian six.

Hector (1936) describes* the florets of O. saiU’^o

as possessing six stamens in two regular

whorls, with central ovary smooth and sur-

mounted by two long styles with plumose stig-

mas. At the Central Rice Research Institute, a

number of species of Oryza are under study
;

examination of one of these species, viz., Oryza
hrachyantha A. Cheval. ct. Roehr. (Fig. 1)

V\C. 1. (>. hrachyaiitliJ in 1 looir.

showed the tn'esence of a varying number of

stamens, in dilTerenl spikeiets on the same-

panicle. The' stamen number yaried from 2-6

per spikelet, with 46-8% of the spikelets pos-

sessing 4 sUimens each and 40*2% having 5

stamens each (Fig. 2). Two and three stamens

per spikelet occurred occasionally, while six

occurred rarely. Ten random panicles were

examined ; results are presented in Table 1.

In plants, the presence of a large number of

free stamens is considered a primitive charac-

ter, while its reduction in number or uniting

together is considered an advanced character.

Thus the reduction in the number of stamens

in O. hrachyantha from the normal six to five

and less may be regarded as a step towards
advancement in the process of evolution.

/

Fig. 2. l’.ink-le-5 of O. hmchyaiitha.

l.efi . Spilvt^let with four stamens.

Spikelet \sitli live stamens—four

visibU', oi'ti Loverecl up.

Table I

Frequency of occurrence of different stamen

numbers in the spikelets of

Oryza hrachyantha

Stamen'- per spikelet

Pani< Ic" N/ ’. Total

2 3 4 T) 6

s

1 1 1

2 ..1
3 . . 2

I 1
••

1 1

(i . . 1

7 . . •

.

8

9
10

T o1 al • 3 6

1
'ereen t on 3-9 7*8

1‘otal

1
»>

o 3

I 4 7

T) 3 1 10

1 1 4

4 (i 11

5 5 10

4 5 9
0 3 9

7 4 11

30 31 1 77

40-8 40-2 1-3 100-00

Occurrence of two and three styles in differ-

ent spikelets of the panicle in O. grandiglumis

Prodoehl., has been reported by Chandra-
sekharan ct al. (1950), while that in Oryza
sativa has been reported by Ray (1951) and

Ghose and Butany (1952). Spikelets from seve-

ral panicles of O. grandiglumis were examined
and it was found that of the 907 spikelets exam-
ined, 596 (65*7%) had three-styled stigmas

while 311 (34*3%) had two-styled stigmas.
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Plants raised sej^arateiy from Ihree-slyled and
two-styled spikelets, did not breed true for the

style number, but once again produced plants

with two and three-styled spikelets in the same
panicle.

Central Rice Res. Inst., W. T. Butany.
Cuttack, April 5, 1958.
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A NEW TERRESTRIAL SPECIES OF
OEDOGONIUM {Oe. RANDHAWAE SP.

NOV.) FROM WEST BENGAL, INDIA

The genus Ocdogonium * was> considered as

aquatic till in 1939, Randhawa described a

terrestrial species of Ocdogouhnn. Oe. iorres-

iris from Fyzabad District, Uttar Pradesh,

India. ^ Tlu.s was the first and only record oT

a terrestrial species of Ocdogoniuin. In SeiJ-

tember 1957, the ^amc author collected another

terrestrial species of Oedogovium from the

garden of Agri-Hoiticultural Society. Calcutta,

and has kindly placed the material at my dis-

posal.

The alga grow.^# on '^^et soil in dark green

circular patclu's. The tilaments are long and

unbranched. The vegetative cells are cylindri-

cal and in the sub-aerial parts 14-16 g broad

and 28-40 /w k)ng. The subterranean cells which

serve the function of the rhizoids are hy«nline,

and elongated. The apical cell is obtuse.

This species is monoecious and the oogonium

is usually single, intercalary and rarely termi-

nal, subglobose to pyriform m shape (Figs. 3-6).

Oogonia are 24-36 /< broad, 32-36 g long, oper-

culate and the opening is by means of a supe-

rior operculum. The oospores are globo.«e, 28

in diameter, pale brown in colour, partially fill

the oogonium, and the spore-wall is reticulate

(Figs. 3 and 6). The anthcridia are sub-cpigy-

nous as well as sub-hypogynous, 12-14 broad

and 3*8-7-6)U long, 1-4 in number, and each

antheridium produces two sperms by a hori-

zontal division (Figs. 3-5).

The only related species is Oe. terrestris

Randh. which the present alga resembles in its

monoecious nature and terrestrial habitat, but

from which it differs in its reticulate spore-

wall and the antheridium producing two
sperms. This species differs from the other
known species of Oedogonivm* In its terrestrial

habitat and reticulate spore-wall.

I^lOS. ]--<>. Oeiio'o^oiiiftm /ondha/OiC sp, r.ov. Fig. 1,
Lut of a 5 lament shewing siik-at^rijl <incl subt(‘rraiiean por-
tions Fig. 2. A t'lmin.d cell; higs 3-5. A filament show
ing oogonia and aiilhoiidia; J'’ig. 0, A terminal oogonium.
(Note the opening by the lid in Fig<. 5 and 6, and the
ieti(ulale spoie-wail in Figs. ,3 and 6. (Figs. 1-0
X 800.) Krh -

1 hi /old.)

Oedogonium randhawte sp. nov.—Monoicum :

terrestris
; oogoniis singulis, intercalaris (rarius

terminalis), oogoniis subglobosis ^cl pyriformi-
bus, operculo apcrtis, circumseijsione .superiore

;

oosporis globosis, oogonia non-tomplentibus,
mesospona reliculatus, pallide fusco

; antheri-
diis subepigynis vel subhypogynis, gametis mas-
culis binis, divisione horizontal ortis, 1-3 con-
tinuis; cellula terminal! apice obtuse: c’ellula

ba.sah forma, ut vulgo, elongata
; cellulis vege-

tativis 14-16 X 28-40 m ; oogoniis 24-36 X 32-36
oosporis 28 m latis ; antheridiis 12-14x3*8-
7*6 m. •

Habitat.—Growing op wet soil in the garden
of Agri-Horticultural Society, Alipore Road,
Calcutta. Bengal, India, September 20, 1957.

I am highly grateful to Dr.* M. S. Randhawa
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for his kindness in placing the material at my
disposal. My sincere thanks are also due to

Dr. B. P. Pal arid Dr. S. M. Sikka for kindly
providing the facilities for work.

Algal Laboratory, G. S. Venkatat^aman.
Division of Botany,

J.A.R.I., New Delhi-12,

April 30, 1958.

1.

Randha^^J, M. S., 1039, 78, 281-83.

EFFECT OF PRE-S.OAKING SEED
TREATMENT WITH

2 METHYLBENZIMIDAZOLE ON
RICE SEEDLINGS

Benzimidazole has been recently reported to

have growth inhibitory properties. Woolley^

noted that benzimidazole inhibited the growth
of several yeasts and bacteria. Klotz and Mel-
lody- repoited inhibitory effect of the same on

certain bacteria. Galston ct aV^ observed that

benzimidazole caused an inhibition of cell

elongation in pea plants. Rebstock et

demonstrated that several acid analogues of 2-

mercaptobenzimidazole inhibited the growth of

Cranberry bean plants and root formation in

cucumber seeds. The present invo.sligation has

been designed to study the effect of 2-mcthyl-
benzimidazole^^ on rice seedlings.

Selected seeds of an early-maturing variety

of rice, N.136, were soaked separately for 48 hr.

with lUc.c. of each of the four concentrations,

1, 10, 100, and 1,000 parts per million (p.p.m.)

of 2-methylben2imidazole. Another series

soaked simply in distilled water was maintain-

ed as controls. The seeds were next thoroughly
washed in running water and were sown in

seed pots containing sawdust at the rate of

100 seeds per pot. Each treatment had three

replications.

The results arre presented in Table 1 and they

bring out the following points.

1. The chemical induebs a significant stimu-

lating effect on the length of root and shoot

as well as on their fresh weight at the two
lower concentrations of 1 and 10 p.p.m. over

those of the controls. The relative effective-

ness of 1 and 10 p.p.m, appear almost to be the

same.

2. On the other hand, just an opposite effect

of inhibition which is statistically significant is

observed in all these characteristics at the two
higher concentrations of 100 and 1,000 p.p.m,,

more conspicuous effects being marked in the

highest concentration. As between the effects

Table I

Effect of 2-7nethylhenzimidazole on length of
root and shoot and number of roots

(Soaking date : 8-1-1958)
(Each figure is an average of 9 seedlings)

Coiu eiitiation in p.p.m.
nnd ( .1). at

5% lor

0 1 10 100 1000
treat mont

roncenttation

'iotiil length of all roots per .‘needling in mm.
Days from
''OaKing

7 12-1 13-0 10-8 8-2 7-0
12 31). 0 3S-2 34-7 22-2 18-0 1.02
10 r)-).3 50-2 r>.-;.4 25.0 18*9 3-33
20 S').? 82*0 Sl-(i ()2-l 23-1
25 9 .3.0 9.1..? 10).() 78.1 28‘.)

laiigil’t c)f pf-i in mm.
7 1.1.1 18.7 17.3 12‘0 6-0

12 42.7 r>0.8 47-2 4M) 38-3 1.03
JO) ()<).0 03.7 01. S 10-0 42*9 2*92
2<) M-7 <S‘0 9.1>8 79-1 72*9
25 lli>.3 Ip;..? ir8.3 89-8 87-2

Nuni!)^) cf loot" per ..ecdling

12 :M 3.2 3'2 2*7 2*3 0.12
10 41 3.7 3-8 3-1 2.0 0-45
20 4.1 3*0 4*2 3-2 2-7
25 4.9 4.3 4-7 4-1 3.0

on root growth and shoot growth it is seen that
there is not much difference at the concentra-
tion of 100 p.p.m. but at the highest concentra-
tion c’f 1,000 p.p.m. the inhibition in root growth
is more jironounced than shoot growth.
Thus as has been ob.servcd in case of some

auxins," the growth responses to 2-methyl

-

benzimidazole show a two-phase concentration
curve with promotive effects at low concentra-
tions and inhibitory effects at high concentra-
tions.

We are thankful to Dr. M. K. Rout, Sri. B. K.
Patnaik and to Sri. P. K. Misra of the Che-
mistry Department of this College, for kindly
synthesizing and supplying us the chemical.

Department of Botany, G. Misra.
Ravenshaw College, D. Mishka.
Cuttack-3, April 16, 1958.

1. Woolk-y, D. W., /. B/W, Chem., 1944, 152, 225,
2. Klotz, I. M. and Mellody, M., J.Bact., 1948.56,

253.

3. GaNlon, W., baker, R. S, and King, J. W., Phy-
sici. Plantaritm^ 1953, 6, 803,

4. Rehvtock, T. T.., Bdl, C. D., tiamner. C. I,, and
vSell, 11. M., Plant PhystoL, 1055, 30, 382.

r>. —
,

— and Ibid., 1957, 32, 19.

6. MLra, P. K., M,Sc. Tliests, Utkal University, 1957.
7. Zeeuw, 1>. de and Leopold, A. C., Amer.J.Bot

1956, 43, 478.
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CYTOLOGY OF TWO SPECIES OF
SALVINIACE/E

In recent years the cytology of most of the

homosporous fern genera has been studied.

Although we know a fairly good deal regard-
ing the morphology of the heterosporous mem-
bers of the Filicales, practically nothing is

known of their cytology, an aspect which may
prove helpful in deducing the phyleiic affini-

ties of these ferns. In view of this, it was con-

sidered worthwhile to work out the available

members of this group of plants.

Mehra and Loyal'^ reported the chromosom-^
number of Marsilea minuia from Punjab plains.

The present report intends to record the cyto-

logical observations on Azolla innnata R.

Brown and Sahnnia iiatans All. following the

usual acetocarmine .squash technique. The
course of meiosis is normal in both, rerultiiig

in the formation of seemingly viable mega- and
microsporcs.

Azolla pinnata is widely distributed and
according to Baker- the variety africana i.s

known from tropical Africa, Asia, Japan and
Madagascar. In the Punjab the species grows
profusely in ponds and ditches as long as water
is available. Generally the spore formation

occurs from October to April. In a number of

preparations 22 bivalents are counted at dia-

kinesis within the microspore-mother-cells

(Fig. 1 and Explanatory Fig. 2). Earlier Litar-

diere^"* reported 2 n — 48 in Azolla caralineana
but hi.s observations were based upon sectioned

material which experieifce has shown may not

be trustworthy. The size of the chr()mo.somcs

in this species is very small, perhaps the smal-

lest amongst the ferns.

S. natans was collected from Dal Lake and
other streams in Srinagar (Kashmir) in Sep-

tember 1957, where it grows prolifically as a

weed. Avanzie-D Amato ^ reported 2n™18 in

the material of S, natans collected from Pisa

(Italy). Cytologically the Kashmir material

resembles the Italian one and shows 9 bivalents

in several spore mother-cells (Fig. 3). This

number has been confirmed at A^ (Fig. 4). The
somatic number determined from tapetal cells

is clearly 18 (Fig. 5). The chromosomes are

somewhat larger than those of Azolla pinnata.

Bower^* and Copeland^ suggested on morpho-
logical evidence that the family Salviniaceae is

related to Hymenophyllaceae. Mehra and

Singh^ pointed out that the multiples of the

number 9 arc deep-seated in Hymenophyllaceae,

besides other numbers like 13 and 33. The lat-

ter number may be based on the number 11.

The present study reveals that the two genera
Salvinia and Azolla possess n ~ 9 and 22 res-

FlO. 1 and Explanatory 2. Azo/Za pinnata, Diaki-
nesis n -- 22, X 3,00^. Fifjs. 3-5. Salvmta natans,
Kig. 3. Diakii^bis « 9. Fig. 4. Anaphase 1, 9-9.
Fig. 5. Tapfctal cells with 2n « 18. All figs., x 2,640.

pectively. It is tempting to relegate the latter

number also to the base number 11. There,
thus seems to be good cytological evidence in
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favour of the relationship of this family with

Hymenophyllaceoe. But there is a remarkable

difference in size of the chromosomes in the

two families. In Hymenophyllacea* they are the

largest amongst ferns^' while in Azolla they arc

perhaps the smallest. It is also important to

record that n — 9 is the lowest number yet re-

corded for a fern genus

The writer wishes to oxjdi'css his gratitude to

Prof. P. N. Mclira for valuable guidance and

encouragement. Thanks are also due to

Mr, R. S. Pathania for photomicrograph, and

Mr. C. T.. Khoshoo for the collection ol

S. nafan^i.

Department of Botany, D. S. Loyai-

Panjab University,

Amritsar, April Id, 1958.

1. Avanzii' DAnmlM, A/tirtii 1957; (

1957, 9, :i7:i 75.

2. llakfi, 1. U., ILwdKnh of the Fn u Allies, London,

1887.
'

3. Bowci, F. ()., TIh Cainb. Unix, 192S,

3.

4. Copeland, F. 11, Cutteta Fihcum, Clirunira

hotanitu Co., Waltham, Mav*-., 1947.

5. LitaidicMo, R. de. A/ ,
1921 , 31, 255-74.

G. Manton, 1., Frohhms of i'ytolo^y aihi revolution m
the Ptcridophyta y C.r.P., LondoUy 1950.

7. Mehra, P. N. and Sii gh Gurdip, Jour, of (lenet.,

195G, 55, 379-93.

8. — and Lo>al,D. A'aiitfC, 1958, 181, 577.

^CHIMERA^ IN TUR {CAJANUS CAJAN
MILLSP.)

During the course of genetic studies in a cross

between two mutants, a creeping and a round

leaf type, at the Agricultural Research Station,

Niphad, District Nasik, a plant numbering 239

in the generation was observed during the

.season 1954-55, having very small leaves, few

flowers and late in blooming. It has an abnor-

mal structure ' distinctly different, as compared

to either of the parental lines. Selfed seeds

when sown during 1955-'56 gave only two good

plants, similar to the original in structure, but

differing in flower and pod colour. Both plants

were selfed and seeds obtained were sown in

1956-57. Two plants in the progeny gave rise

to a branch having half small leaves and other

half (apex side) with normal leaves, i.c., the

normal leaf part differed in its phenotype from

the rest of the same plant (Fig. t).

On the close examination of the flowers from

both parts, they were found normal. Selfed

seeds from both the parts were collected and

sown in 1957-58 season, the progenies of neither

the Editor fCurrent
L Science

were true breeding, i.e., they exhibited non-
Mendelian inheritance. The somatic cells might
have mutated and given rise to new tissues and

I

Fk. 1

hence it may be considered a case of Chimera.
A fexv' ‘oniilar plants have been observed in the
subsequent progenies of the same cross in

1057-58 sea.son also.

This appears to be the first instance of a
Chimera occurring in Tur (Cajanu.n cajan
Millsp.).

We are highly obliged to Prof. V. M. Chavan
and Dr. vS. Soloman for going through the note
and giving valuable suggestions,

Agric. Res. Station, J. A. Patil.

Niphad, Na.sik, N. V. Sanduhor.

April 17, 1958.

CHROMOSOME NUMBERS OF SOME
SOUTH INDIAN SPECIES OF

VITACEAE

The family Vitaceae comprises about 12 genera
and ovei' 500 species, mostly tropical and sub-
tropical. Gamble (1918) has recorded seven
genera and 41 species in “Flora of the Presi-
dency of Madras”. Chromosome numbers for
16 wild species belonging to 5 genera and also

for the 2 cultivated species of Vitis, viz.. Vitis

vinifera I., and V. labrusca L., are presented in

Table 1.
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Table I

(‘ounts l)y the n •

*

, J revinus Counts
Name of Speeios and Variety Author

2;/ // 2n 11

1 Vitis mnifera L.

(i) var. Creen j^rape (Krishnagiii type) HS
(ii) ‘ Kishmish ’ (‘Sultana’—needless) ..

(iii) ‘ Reil Prince’ .. ‘W

(iv) ‘Black Prince’ ..

(v) ‘ Habshi ’ .. :3«

(vi) ‘ Anal>-e*Shahi ’
. . 28

2 I'', lahriisctt 1,. var. ‘Bangalore Blue’ 28

2 Ampdofi'isn S' iafifolia Planch. ..

4- A. tomciitouj Plain h. .. 4B

r> Tctrasti^^nia still ahtm VfA\v\sW .. 22

0 7\ lavceolat iton Planch .. 4 1

7 Parthenoeis<iHs vcili^herncit sis V\‘iW\A\. .. 4B

8 Ci^sHS quaih’aiiit^ttlans L. .. 24

9 C. pallida 1 ‘lunch. .. 24

10 C.^lattca Roxb. .. 21

11 O’. BUime .. 24

12 C. lieynt'ana Planch. .. 24

12 C, viti^tnca I.. . • 20

14 C. adnata Roxb. *
. . 48

15 C. setosa Ro.xb. .. 22

If) Cayyafia ienuiftdia .. 20

17 C. pedata Jiiss. .. ^ .72

18 Gagnep. •• ^
’

‘48

The chromosome numbers reported herein

form part of a thesis presented lor the awartl

of the M.Sc. degree of the Madras UniversiU%

in January 1957.

Cytogenetics Laboratory, IL V. Shetty.

Agricultural Re.s. Institute,

Coimbatore, May 13* 1958.*

1. Gamble, f. S., Flora of the Presidency of Mad nts'

,

1918, 1,'22C>.

2. Krishnaswainy et al., Cnrr. 1954, 23, 01.

3. Sandara Ragliavan, K., /V<'r. /nd. A ad. Sci..

1957, 45 B, 294.

4. Syanial, N. B. and Pat<4, G. I., Proc. Amer, Soc.

flort. Set., 1952, 62, 222.

OCCURRENCE OF CARAPA SPP. IN
THE SO-CALLED PEAT BED NEAR

CALCUTTA

For well over a century, tree trunks, roots and

other isolated plant remains have been re-

covered from different strata of the peat beds

of Calcutta and its neighbouring areas. Exca-

vations as reported by OldhamJ Blanford- and

Ghosh'3 have revealed the existence of a peaty

layer at depths of 5 *5-10 -7 m. not only in

and around Calcutta but also further north and

eastwards upto Jessorc and Khulna respec-

19 28 .

.

Ki wliiiiisw.uTiy el al. (1954)
19 28 do.

J9 .

.

19

20
••

20 S\anr.il and I’atel (1952)
20
1 i 22 Krislni.tswainy A al. (1951:)

41

du
1*2 24 .‘^uiuLiia K.igliavan (1957)
12 25 Rnshiiaswamv A al (1954 )

12 24 do.

12 24 do.
28 do.

*12

ii

•

15

lively. The chief points of interest about this

peaty layer arc the presence of tree stumps and
roots in situ indicating existence of a forest

and the occurrence of Ueriticra spp. as the pre-

dominant tree of this submerged forest. Lately,

some specimens excavated by the Department
of Archicology, Government of India, from
Barisa near Calcutta, have been pronounced by
Ghosh as definitely Hcriticra spp. based on
modern methods of W(3od anatomy.*

Recently, however, while examining several

lumps of carbonaceous material and buried
woods sent by the Director, Geological Survey
of India, we have come across one specimen
which is entirely different from others so far

reported from the peal bed, and is described

below. •
^ ^

The material has been collected from a hori-

zon of carbonaceous clay, from Narayanpur
Colony (lat. 22° 8'. long. 88° 27') near Dum
Dum, West Bengal. It is almost black in colour

due to ageing. However, w’^hen -split, the inner
portion of the w'ood show\s deep wine-red
colour. The wood is free from any attack by
fungus or insect, and is rather compact in

nature with abfindant deposits. It is moderately
heavy (specific gravity 8-71), rather interlock-

ed-grained, and somewhat fine-textured. The
anatomical structure is distinct ^only under the

microscone. The wood is typically diffuse-
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parous. Growth ringfi are noticeable under

the microscope, and are delimited by narrow

initial parenchyma bands (Fig. 1), 8-11 per cm.

FIG. 1. 'fransveisc section showing initial paien*

rhyma (1F)» ve.s.sels (V), rays (K), and paruliacheal

parenchyma (I*). Note copious dark deposits ( D) and

deter. oiated fibres (F), (xOO).

Vessels are small to medium-sized. 56'140 m in

diameter, usually solitary, occasionally in radial

rows of 2-4, moderately numerous, 11-18 per

mm.*, round to oval in outline and frequently

plugged with dark gummy deposits (Fig. 1).

Parenchyma are of two ty}x^s : (a) apolracheal

in concentric rows, often 3-5 cells wide (ini-

tial), but sometimes may be more than 8 cells

demarcating growth rings ;
occasionally also

diffuse but rather inconspicuous within the

fibrous tissue; (b) paratracheal parenchyma is

noticeable as a narrow sheath round the ves-

.sels often containing abundant brownish gummy
deposits (Fig. 1). Fibres arc often degraded

(Fig. 1), non-Mbriforrn to s^mi-libriform, some-

times septate and filled with dark contents.

Rays are heterogeneous (Fig. 2) and of two

types—broad and high, 1-5 cells (mostly 3-4)

and 45-67 /A in width and upto 35 cells or 810 m

in height : low rays 1-2 or 3 seriate, 13-15 cells

(majority 10-15) and upto 450m in height;

deposits in ray cell^ copious (Fig. 1). Ripple

marks not distinct, traceable to cambiform

parenchyma, short rays and sorAetimes vessels.

The structure described above is in close

agreement with that of existing genus Carapa

and the specimen is accordingly identified as

Carapa spp. At present the genus Carapa is

r Current

L Science

represented by about 12 species of evergreen
trees and flourishing best in the tidal forests

Fig. 2. Tungenli.il section tle.irecl in Slockw ell’s

solution to show vessel (V), fil)ro (K)» septa (S) and
ray (K). (

xfiO).

and mangrove swamps.’* Throughout the Sunder-
bans, however, the predominant tree is sundri

{Heritiera spp.), though it is associated usually

with Carapa. Avicennia, Sonneratia, and
others. Carapas being one of the closest asso-

ciates of sundri. their occurrence in the peat

bed may not, therefore, be without any signifi-

cance.

Full details along with the observation on

the effect of age on various cell characteristics

will be published elsewhere.

Our grateful acknowledgements are due to

Dr. M. S. Krishnan, former Director, Geologi-

cal Survey of India, Calcutta, for supplying this

interesting material for study and also helpful

discussions. Our thanks are also due to

Shri Krishna Lai of Wood Anatomy Branch, for

constant help in the laboratory.

Forest Res. Institute, S. S. Ghosh.
Dehra Dun, B. S. Negi.

November 20, 1957.
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REVIEWS

Transactions of the Society of Rheology, Vol. I.

Edited by Bryce Maxwell and R. D. Andrews.
(Interscience Publishers, Inc., New York),
1957. Pp. 222. Price $6.00.

Rheology is a border science in which many
disciplines meet to advance polymer techno-

logy. In recent years a good deal of both
theoretical and experimental work has been
done in the relaxation of stress with time in

amorphous and crystalline polymers and the

visco-elastic behaviour of natural and synthetic

rubber. It is, therefore, gratifying to see 15

original papers in the first volume of the

Transactions of the Society of Rheology.

The first paper by J. J. Birkman is a study
of the tackiness of Newtonian liquids. His ex-
periments with 2 plates and parallel solid plates

show that tackiness is governed by Stefan’s

equation, is determined by the rheology of the

adhesive and is not affected by molecular adhe-
sion. J. V. Robinson finds that the upper limit

of volume concentration for a suspension is the

reciprocal of the relative sediment volume.
Papers by H. Morkovitz, R. B, Williamson and
W. P. Philipps discuss the normal stress effect

in polyisobutylene solutions contained in a cone
and plate instrument. These results confirm

Rivlin’s theory of visco-elasticity and .show re-

lationship between ike normal stress effect and
the dynamic rigidity. Hooke's Law in shear is

found to hold good upto about a shear of 20.

Combined with the results of the co-axial cylin-

der, these may be used to classify rheological

theories. S. Prager obtains stress-strain rela-

tions for a dilute suspension of dumbels, for

both uniform and non-uniform velocity gradi-

ents and discusses the normal stress effect for

a parabolic flow between two plates.

M. Mooney uses the published experimental

data to show that the molecular thermal vibra-

tions may be treated, after Debye, as the .sum

of elastic ultra-high frequency vibrations.

H. M. Burte finds that strain aging embrittle-

ment in titanium alloys may be treated by a

plastic deformation giving rise to microsegre-

gation of dissolved hydrogen. B. D. Coleman
gives the mechanical model for discussing the

time dependence of the mechanical strength

measurements of polymer fibres. William Pra-

ger treats a mixed boundary value problem of

ideal locking materials with prescribed surface

displacements and .surface tractions. H, L. Toor

solves the energy equation for a compressible

non-Newtonian liquid entering a tube at tem-

peratures equal to the wall temperature, and
shows how the distance required to closely

approach the steady piofile may be obtained.

E. T. Sever and J. M. Austin describe the

thermal incline to measure viscosity of plasti-

sols through a wide range of temperatures.

J. P. Tordella gives the photographic study of

the melt-fracture of polyethylene and finds that

there is no shear fracture. Herbert Leader-

man, Chairman of the Committee of Nomen-
clature for Linear Visco-elastic Behaviour, gives

the findings of the Committee in defining the

minimum number of quantities to promote uni-

form methods of reporting data. All workers

in the field will do well to adopt the nomen-
clature given.

The volume is a refreshing reminder of the

importance of the study of rheology to indus-

try. In India it has been mostly studied as

High Polymer Chemistry. It is time, scientists

with other disciplines start paying attention to

it. Chemists, physicists, applied mathematicians

and mechanical engineers all will find some-

thing to interest them in these Transactions.

B. R. Seth.

Pressure Measurement in Vacuum Systems.

By J. H. Leek. (Published by the Institute of

Physics, London). 1957. Pp. 144. Price 30 sh.

The x>roduction and measurement of high

vacua are now finding enormous applications

in industry. Several recent publications on this

topic have now made their appearance and to

this list, the book under review is a welcome
addition. •

The contents of Jthe book has-been divided

into six chapters.^ In the!* first five, the various

methods of measurement of vacua have been

given in the sequence-mechanical methods,

thermal conductivity methods, ionisation

methods, radiometer methods and lastly surface

reaction methods. The sixth chapter deals with

the topic of gauge calibration.

The mechanical methods include the various

types of Mcleod gauges, their construction and
methods of use. Mentiqn has also been made
of their limitations and methods of overcoming
them so as to obtain satisfactory results. This

chapter also includes the topit of diaphragm
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manometers, their i^pecial uses and construc-

tional details toj^elher with electronic methods
of measurements of diaphragm movements.
The chapter on thermal conductivity gauges

includes, besides the usual details, the particu-

lars to secure compensation lor temperature and
voltage nuctuations and also data regarding the

material, dimensions, and the physical features

of the gauge elements. Electronic meUiods are

dc.scribed for the varices measurements. An
appendix to this chapter covers valuable infor-

mation on the effect of heat conduction along

the wire and of ambient temperature on the

gauge reading.

The special features on the topic of ionisa-

tion gauges include a treatment on the relative

sensitivity for different gases, the calculation of

gauge sensitivity, the constructional details,

electronic control circuits, the cold cathode

gauge and the alphatron.

The theory of the radiometer gauge, its cx-

porimental verification and the practical deve-

lopments of the Knudsen gauge by later work-
ers arc described on radiometer methods.

The chapter on .surface reaction techniques

and their application in the moasui*cment of

vacua is a good contribution to the subject es-

pecially when measurements of pressure below
U) mm. have to be made. Tliis topic is dealt

with under three main sections, namely. (1) by

observations on changes in the surface—work

—

function, (2) by measuring the quantity of gas

removed by flashing a li lament at lixed inter-

vals, and (3) by point emission m’croscope

'.tudios.

The concluding chapter is on gauge calibra-

tion and is in two sections, one for the range
10 to 10 mm, and the other 10 ^ to 10 ^ mm.
The methods adopted in the latter case are

rather indirect.

The author contends that this work is solely

intended to covei' the topic of measurement of

low pressure, One interested m these techniques

would naturally feel that in book of this type

at least a f.’‘W introductory pages dealing with

the latest methods of production of high vacua

would have been a very desirable feature.

The book is written to a high standard and

contains, in addition to a theoretical background,

the practical aspects of gauge design. A post-

graduate engaged in the working of high vacuum
plants will find ample and useful information in

this field. The get-up is nice, quii^ a number of

descriptive sketches are given and at the end,

the book contains useful and recent references

for the matter contained in each chapter.

S. Hartharan.
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Flame Photometry—A Manual of Methods and
Applications. By F. Barriel-Marti. J. Rami-
rez-Munoz (Elsevier Publishing Co., Cleaver-

Hume Press, Ltd., 31, Wright’s Lane, London
W. 8), 1958. Pp. xii-f 531. Price 65 sh.

Although flame test as a qualitative analyti-

cal tool has been known from the days of Bun-
sen and Kirchoflf who first introduced it, its

ascendancy to the status of a quantitative

method is a recent development. The work of

Lundegardh has contributed greatly to the

evolution of flame technique. Today, it is a very

important tool enabling accurate and quick

determinations of a large number of chemical

elements although in the initial stages, the

method was directed to estimations of alkali

metals only.

i'larne methods do not claim a superiority

over other methods, such as spectral analysis

with the arc or the .spare, but the method has

certain inherent simplicity and advantages. The
number of lines excited are fewer, results are

highly reproducible and amongst all spectrum

sources, the flame has got the greatest stability.

Further, in certain estimations of a routine

nature, very simple apparatus is only required

and is thus a very inexpensive method compar-
ed to others. The preparation of the sample and
the method of introduction of .solution as a

spray into the flame are the two vital aspects to

the success of the method in accurate estima-

tions.

The book under review deals with the flame

method of analysis Iv dirict photometry. The
contents are presented under .six parts, (1) Ori-

gin and Principles of Flame Photometry,

(2) Analysis by Flame Photometry, (3) Instru-

mental Systems, (4) Extent and Limitations of

Flame Photometry, (5) Experimental Method,

and (6) Analytical Applications.

The hook covers under the above five heading
all aspects of Flame Photometry to the minut-

est detail, and, in the opinion of the reviewer,

is a very authoritative and thorough treatment

on the subject.

Since the range of application of Flame
Photometry as an analytical tool extends over

a wide field, viz,, biological, industrial, pharma-
ceutical, clinical, soil and agricultural chemis-
try, this book would be found as an invaluable

guide to all those who are already using or

contemplate using this method.

A comprehensive bibliography is appended at

the end, which includes as many as 909 refer-

ences. The get-up of the book is excellent and,

considering the usefulness of the same, the price

rf 65s/i. is quite moderate. A, J.
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Introduction to Fourier Analysis and General

ised Functions. By M. J. Lighthill. (Cam-
bridge University Press), 1958. Pp. viii 79.

Price 17 sh, 6 d.

The subject of generalised functions, like thal

of Heaviside’s operational calculus, is one in

which the applications have preceded the deve-

lopment of a rigorous mathematical theory

The best known example of a generalised func-

tion is the 5-function of Dirac, 5(x), which i^

defined as zero for all values of the argument r

except X — 0 where it becomes infinite in such
—CO

a way that
f
S(x)dx"l. Mathematically

oo

this definition is devoid of meaning in any sense

an integral is understood. There was never any

doubt, however, about the utility of the 5-func-

tion (when used with caution) as it serves as

the mathematical model for certain idealised

physical concepts like a point-source, an im-

pulse, etc. One could not, nevertheless, con-

ceal the feeling of uneasiness in the use of this

function as there was no w*ay until recently of

justifying the operations performed on this

function. As rightly emphasised by Prof. Fried-

mann, it is, therefore, the mathematician’s task

to find a method by which the use of the 5-

function (and other generalised functions) could

be Justified.

There have appeared during the past decade

or so several successful attempts to provide a

basis for the justification. The most celebrated

of these due to Laurent Schwartz regard.s the

generalised function^ (anej their derivatives) as

linear continuous functionals (called distribu-

tions) over the space of test functions having

suitably chosen properties. The method adopt-

ed in this book is based on the representation

of generalised functions (and their derivatives’!

by means of approximating sequences of regu-

lar functions and follows the exposition given

by Temple elsewhere. The hook, gives a concise

exposition of the theory of generalised func-

tions, their properties, and their Fourier trans-

forms. The representation of generalised func-

tions by Fourier series is discussed in consider-

able detail with several special functions chosen

for examples. This short Cambridge monograph

(one of the series on Mechanics and Applied

Mathematics) is primarily addressed to the

mathematical reader but remains accessible to

the theoretical physicist and engineer. The re-

viewer, however, feels that the size (and even

the price) of the book leaves enough room for

the inclusion of a chapter on the use of the

generalised functions in the solution of physi-

cal problems. B. S, Ramakrishna.

Tracer Applications for the Study of Organic

Reactions. By John G. Burr, Jr. (Inter-

science Publishers, New York)*, 1957. Pp. x -f

291 (11 Tables). Price $7.50.

Isotopic tracers, both stable and radioactive,

have in recent years become a powerful re-

search tool in biological problems, but their use

in organic chemistry has been comparatively

limited. However, with the growing realisation

of their potentialities *iri the determination of

reaction mechanisms, quantitative analysis and
elucidation of structures where employment of

other techniques fails to provide unambiguous
answers, the tracers are beginning to find an
important place in the repertoire of the orga-

nic chemist along with IR absorption and elec-

tron diffraction analysis, NMR and gas chro-

matography.

One of the reasons for the less widespread

application of this technique is perhaps to be
found in an exaggerated sense of hazard and
difficulties encountered in the use jf isotopei>,

another being the lack of good literature re-

views and text-books on the subject exclusive-

ly for the use of organic chemists. .John G.

Burr (Jr.), author of the book under review,

in meeting this need, has done an able and
w^orthy job and has produced what has turned

out to be more than a “reasonably comprehen-
sive survey of tracer applications in organic

chemistry”. The book is however not for the

uninitiated in the use of tracers, but is meant
mainly for the organic chemist whose problem,

as the author would have it, is an organic re-

action rather than u.se of an isotope. However,
this defect, if at all, has been largely mitigated

by the well-chosen list of reading material, by
way of text-books and review articles, con-

tained in Appendix A which provides a good
coverage of the nature, properties, handling

and analysis of staVile and radioactive isotopes.

In addition, the opening chapter of the book
deals exclusively with some gencr&l considera-

tions regarding thei function of tracers, the spe-

cific types of situations where isotopic methods
are superior or indispensable and carries an ex-
cellent concluding section on the nature of the

results obtained b.y isotopic methods and the

factors affecting their validity. The latter

clearly brings home to the young enthusiast

that the tracer methods should not be used for

trivial investigations, but confined only to those

situations whefe an answer cannot be had con-
veniently or unambiguo.usly by the application

of orthodox techniques.

In the succeeding dozen chapters, “the iso-

tope applications have been arranged according
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to the reaction classifications most familiar to

the organic chemist”. In order to provide ade-

quate coveragtj of background material for an

intelligent appreciation of the discussion of iso-

topic applications to the various reactions treat-

ed in these chapters, the author has thought-

fully added at the end of the book (Appendix B)

a list of the better known texts on organic re-

action mechanisms which would be found ex-

tremely useful. Apart fi^om the references given

at the end of each chapter, there is an Appen-
dix C with more references, classified accord-

ing to each chapter heading, and these toge-

ther bring the literature coverage upto early

1,955.

The get-up of the book is in the tradition of

Iriterscience Publishers and but for a rare mis-

print or two, the text is carefully edited. It

is extremeb^ informative and therefore deserves

a place in an organic chemist’s bookshelf.

R. K. M.

The Strategy of Chemotherapy. (The Eighth

Symposium of the Society for General Micro-

biology, held at the Royal Institute, London.)

(Cambridge University Press), 1958. Pp.

vii -|- 360. Price 35 sh.

Symposia of this type are of interest to work-

ers belonging to different disciplines. The suc-

cess in chemotherapy, though phenomenal, has,

so far been entirely due to accidental discover-

ies or empirical studies. The comparative fail-

ure of logical chemotherapy is due to the gaps

in our knowledge of metabolism of both host

and invaders and our neglect of the responses

of the host.

Since chemotherapy is based on the inter-

action of chemical substances with biological

systems, the introductory chapter by Woods and

Tucker initiates the discussion by a presenta-

tion of the biochemical principles which could

profitably be investigated for successful chemo-

therapy. The,, need for the discovery of new
and effective antibiotics, the future potentiali-

ties of random methods and controlled biosyn-

thesis techniques are discussed by Woodruff and

McDaniel in the ‘Antibiotic Approach to

Chemotherapy’.
Selective inhibition of bacterial cell-wall

synthesis, surface active bactericides, membrane
penetration and therapeutic value of chemicals,

inhibitors of energy supplying leactions, metal

binding agents in chemotherapy, the designing

of antimetabolites, lethal synthesis and specific

inhibitors of protein synthesis, are the titles of

some papers in the symposia. They present Jn

[
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detail the possible methods by which the

microbes in general may be attacked and offer

the explanation for and prospects of their selec-

tive action against the microbe.
The remaining papers deal with particular

problems of certain groups of micro-organisms
and include the selective inhibition of viral

multiplication, the chemotherapy of bacterial

infections, fungal diseases, of some protozoal

infections and of factors affecting the chemo-
therapy of amoebiasis.

Besides presenting a critical and exhaustive
survey of the present-day chemotherapic
approach, a significant feature of the symposia
has bee i the emphasis laid on the need for

accumulation of more fundamental data and
the high optimism of the contributors in the

future success of rationale approach to chemo-
therapy.

M. SiRSi.

Yeasts. Edited by' W. Roman. (Dr. W. Junk,

Publishers. Hague), 1957. Pp. 246. Price 25

Guilders.

Yeasts is the first volume of the series in

Biologia et Industria planned with the laudable

object of bridging the gulf between academic
research and industrial practices. The biology,

biochemistry and technology of Baker’s, Bre-
wer’s, Wine, Sake, Food and Fodder Yeasts are

given. The contributions, however, are not of

the same standard. The classification into Bre-
wer’s and Baker’s yeasts is< arbitrary since they
are only varieties of Saccharornyccs ccrevisice.

The treatment of the subject on the old empi-
rical classification has led to repetitions in dif-

ferent sections.

The references given in most chapters end
with the year 1954 though the book was pub-
li.shed in 1957. The section on Cytology and
Cytochemistry which may appear objective to

a lay reader is vitiated by an incorrect appre-
ciation of the earlier literature. The first report
on the presence of a nucleus in yeast (Nageli,

1944), was from living cells. A vesicular

nucleus with a nuclear membrane was describ-

ed as far back as 1896 from living as well as

stained cells. Confirmation of these discoveries

have been published in 1956. And yet the sug-
gestion is offered that like the naked chromo-
somes of bacteria, “the discrete granules reveal-

ed by ultraviolet microscopy may, in fact,

represent the true condition of the nuclear
apparatus of a yeast cell” (p. 43).

The get-up of the book is good but the large

number of printer’s devils and even displace-

Reviews
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ment of portions of sentences (pp. 107, 108, 109)

may irritate a reader. The chapters on Wine,
Sake, Food and Fodder Yeasts are claimed by
the publishers to be the outstanding featuies

of the book.

M. K. SUHRAMANIAM.

Cosmetics : Science and Technology. Edited by
Edward Sagarin. (Contributions by sixty-one

authors.) (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New
York-1 ; 88/90, Chancery Lane, London,
W.C. 2), 1957. Cloth bound, Royal 8vo. Pp,

xix + 1433 including indices and bibliogra-

phies. Price $ 25.00.

The last two decades have witnessed an ever-

increasing number of authentic and original

publications in English language dealing wdth

almost every branch of advanced scientific and

technological subjects. But the recorded litera-

ture in cosmetic science lags far behind its

actual progress in research and technology.

With the three notable exceptions by M. G. de

Navarro and R. G. Harry, published in English

in the early 1940\s and followed later by two

Cosmetic Compendia by E. G. Thomssen and

S. P. Jannaway, the cosmetic chemists and the

manufacturers had no other source to fill the

serious gap of advanced scientific information

on cosmetics. The latest publication of this

heavy volume is, therefore, not only opportune,

but also most welcome.
By contrast, the Editorial Board of this

volume including, *be.sid&s the celebrated author

and executive, Edward Sagarin, three eminent

cosmeticologists, viz., H. D. Goulden, E. G.

Klarmann and Donald H. Powers, felt the need

for a work of collective nature. In their pre-

face to the volume, the learned editors have

very aptly pointed out the limitations of some
chemists who arc well versed in certain tyi^es

of cosmetics, but may possess comparatively

little knowledge of others. Out of this realisa-

tion, by the Board of Editors, grew their deter-

mination to bring together a number of authori-

ties each of whom has an established reputa-

tion for familiarity with some special phase of

cosmetics, or of some related science or tech-

nique. Thus, has emerged the first collective

volume in the history of cosmetic literature,

compiled by the team contributions of fifty-

three separate chapters by a galaxy of sixty-

o>ne men and women engaged in research and

industry in the field of cosmetics. To add fur-

ther to the thoroughness of the scientific and

technical information contained in this volume,

th^ Editorial Board deserves to be highly com-

plimented for having liberally drawn upon
their resourcefulness in having several chap-

ters reviewed by a large number of leading

scientists and technologists in the field of cos-

meticology.

The volume is suitably divided into five main
sections, inz., (i) three chapters dealing with

the Scope of Cosmetics
;

(ii) Toilet preparations

described in thirty-live groups of different types

of co.sm€tics
;

(Hi) 'Manufacture and techno-

logy covering six chapters
;

(iv) Physiological

considerations condensed into five chapters, and
lastly (lO Legal considerations in four chap-
ters. With such a vast and diverse scope and
extent of its contents, this volume is, on the

whole, an excellent addition to the rather
scanty literature on cosmetics in English and is

also very reasonably priced. Clear photographic
illustrations, flawless printing and get-up and a

strong binding have left nothing desired. A
larger number of photographs and suitable flow-

sheet diagrams of the chemical engineering

operations could not perhaps be included due
to the otherwise heavy bulk of the volume.

The three chapters in Part I on the Scope of

Cosmetics are, on the whole, most thought-pro-
voking and illuminating. Aptly sandwiched
between a concise account of Definitions and
liimitations by Hugo Mock and a masterly
account of the Status and Structure of the Cos-
metic Industry by Edward Sagarin, is a very
fascinating historical account on the Origin and
Development of Cosmetic Science and Techno-
logy by its erudite and learned writei*,

Miss Florence E. Wall. This chapter with its

eighty-eight references gives a precise wealth
of information c»n the early history of Cosme-
tics, and is the best that the reviewer has ever
come across on the subject. References to early
history of cosmetics in India arc also aptly and
intelligently included.

The individual Toilet Preparajions described
in detail in Part II of the volume, are impres-
sive illustrations/ not qnly of the* magnitude of
the cosmetic industry but also of the exacting
task undertaken by their respective writers.

Edward J. Master’s contribution on Cleansing
Creams and Lotions, spread over seventeen
pages, gives a lot of useful information. Cold
Creams have, in fact, been very well treated
though, as it appears, at the cost of Lotions.

Forty-seven ^pages have been ably contributed
by Gabriel Barnett on the subject of Emol-
lient Creams and Lotions, their formulation and
manufacturing details. On the whole, this

chapter makes a very inform^jtivo reading. This
is followed by an excellent chapter on Hand
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Creams and Lotions by S. J. Strianse. In thirty-

five pages of this chapter, the writer has clas-

sified the various ingredients used in the for-

mulation of hand preparations according to its

most specific feature and has offered very

balanced and thoughtful comments. C. W.

Ozier’s short chapter on Skin Lighteners and

Bleach Creams is as interesting as brief. Jean

R. L. Mai-tin’s excellent account of Face Pow-

ders, colouring methods and colour shades in

vogue for these items is disappointing in res-

pect of information on perfuming of face pow-

ders. Lauffer on Lipsticks ;
Gershon and others

on Dentifrices ;
Rosenthal on Mouthwashes

;

Powers on Shampoos ^
Guest on Shaving Soaps

and Creams ;
Bell on Preshave and Aftershave

Preparations ; Barry on Depilatories ;
Lehne on

Hair Grooming Preparations ;
Gershon and

others on Permanent Waving, etc., have all con-

tributed as entertaining and informative write-

ups as one could desire. Miss Florence E. Wall

has further contributed an able chapter on

Bleaches, Hair Colorings and Dy^' Removers.

Davenport’s treatment of Bath Preparations is

rather sketchy. Robert F. Schuler’s chapter on

Emulsified and Solid Fragrances is quite im-

pressive. However, author’s reference to glyce-

rine as a solvent for perfume oils is rather

intriguing as glycerine is an exceedingly poor

solvent for most of the terf>cne oils and aroma-

tics. Edward Sagarin’s excellent chapter on

Fragrance deals effectively with the raw mate-

rials, life of a fragrance, fixation, problems of

formulation, etc. Sagarin, as usual, has dis-

played his excellent style and mastery of facts

and problems in his write-up. The chapter on

Aerosol Cosmetics by H. R. Shepherd is a novel

and very useful featirre of the book. Over fifty

pages on this subject are very well written and

cover almost all the features of Aerosols for

the first time in the history of cosmetic lite-

rature. Barnett’s treatment of Baby Toiletries

is also full oi useful information.

In Part HI, ably written and thought-pro-

voking chapters on Plant Layput and Equip-

ment, Quality Control, Performance and

Evaluation of Cosmetics, Preservation of Cos-

metics and Color in Cosmetics have been con-

tributed by leading experts in the respective

fields. The two chapters on Quality Control by

Martin A. Brumbaugh and his colleagues and

on Performance and Evaluation of Cosmetics

by Dean Foster and Noel Schwartz are the

outshining contributions .towards much desired

standardisation of cosmetics, their perform-

ance, raw material specifications, testing, sam-

pling, etc. The authors have much enhanced

the utility of the book by their valued and
scientific write-ups. This part also contains a

chapter of some thirty-five pages on Emulsifi-

cation by William C. Griffin. The author has
given some excellent photographs depicting vis-

cosity changes and particle size and has made
a bold attempt to explain almost every phase of

this oemplex phenomenon. The overall impres-
sion left ])y the author is that the subject of

emulsification has never received any scientific

approach and that our present knowledge is

only the result of rule-of-thumb methods. The
clai^sic work of Rideal, Schulman, etc., to which
incidentally no reference has been made by
the author, convincingly proves that this is not

so.

Part IV on Physiological Considerations com-
prises well-written five chapters, ably handled
and full of useful infonnation to all Cosmetic

Chemists.

The information given on Legal Considera-

tions under the concluding Pai’t V is concise

though much of it is bound to be redundant

even before the first revision of the book be-

comes feasible.

“Cosmetics : Science and Technology ’ is, on

the whole, an admirable venture of its kind.

The reviewer wishes it all success and hopes
that, before long, its copies should be in pos-

.session of all research laboratories, cosmetic

chemists and manufacturers.

Sadgopal.

Books Received ' '

litjrared Absorption Spectra of Steroids—An
Atlas, Vol. II. By Glyn Roberts, Beatrice S.

Gallagher and R. Normon Jones. (Interscience

Publishers, New York-1, N.Y.), 1958. Pp.

viii 95. Price $ 20.00.

Antibiotics Annual. Edited by Henry Welch
and F. Marti-Ibenes. (Medical Encyclopedia,

Inc., New York, N.Y.), 1958. Pp. xvii -j- 1070.

Price $12.00.

Methods of Biochemical Analysis, Vol. VI.

Edited by David Glick. (Interscience Pub-
lishers, New York), 1958. Pp. ix -f- 358. Price

$ 8.50.

Chemical Analysis—Colorimetric Determination

of Non-Metals, Vol. VIII. Edited by David

F. Boltz. (Interscience Publishers, New
York), 1958. Pp. xii -f 372. Price $8.50.

The Chemistry and Biology of Yeasts. Edited

by A. H. Cook. (Academic Press, Inc.; India :

A.sia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958,

Pp. xii -h 763. Price $ 22.00,
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

Chromosome Numbers of Two Common Weeds

Dr. S. W. Mensmkai reports that during the

cytclogical work on the weeds of the College

Farm, at the College of Agriculture, Dharwar,

it has been possible t(j ascertain for the first

time the haploid chromosome numbers from the

flower-buds of the two common wet^ds :

(1) Trichode^ima zcijkmicuyn, and (2) Acantho-

spermin}i hispiduin. The former is an erect

annual herb about 2' high belonging to Boragi-

naccce. It is a khanff weed of the medium
black cotton soil flowering on the Farm at the

end of December and not in the month of

January, as stated by Hooker. A hispiduni

(Compositco^) IS an exotic annual herb about
2' high, covered with hairs and dichotomously

branched. The plants begin to flower from

August and continue upto March. It is a weed

noticed in almost all dryland areas.

The flowen- buds were lixcd in acetic-alcohoi

mixture 1 : 3 and stained in iron-aceto-carmine.

In T. zciilanicum, the haploid number counted

was 12 and in A. }mpidum, n— 11.

Archaeological Non-Corrosion

Metal relics which have been buried in the

earth for centuries have led to the evolution

ol' a new protecti^in agjpnsl corrosion for vari-

ous kinds of steelwork which is in constant

contact with dampness. The archaeological linds

arc known now to have been preserved by the

presence o! vegetable tannins in the soil.

They form a coating of tannates on the metal

which protects it not only against chemical

corrosion, but also against the corrosive action

of bacteria. A tannin phosphate has been pro-

duced to serve the same purpose for applica-

tion by immersion or with a brush to things

like steel pipelines, storage tanks and such

steel work as is hard to reach when installed.

New Process for Electro Refining Nickel

Research scientists and engineers of the

International Nickel Company of Canada,

Limited, have developed a new process for the

electro -refining of nickel.

A main feature of the process is the direct

electrolysis of nickel matte, an artificial sul-

fide. This contrasts with the usual electro-

refining methods, including those employed in

the nickel industry, in which a metal anode i.s

iced. The new Inco process (diminates high-

tcinporalurc oxidation and reduction opera-
litais, with altciidant losses of metals and sul-

phur and sck'niuni. tlnstcad. nickel sulfide of

low copper content liom the Be.sserner con-

verter or other sounv can be ca.st directly into

sultide anodes and electrolyxed tor the produc-
I’un. of higli (iualiiy_ nickel. Another unique
leaturc of the proi-e -s is that il permits, for the

tii’st time m nickel relining, the commercial
1 ecover;> ol elemcnlal sulfur and sidcmuin as

valuable by-products, in addition to cobalt and
piecious metals conventionally recovered.

The interesting possibilities of the now
method were first demonstrated m Inco Labo-
latory te^^ts in 1951. wlien a small piece of cast

nickel sulfide was electrolyzed It con oded
smoothly the nickel and other base metals pas-

sing into solution, leaving a precious metal-

bearing anode sludge containing 97V( elemen-
tal sulfur.

A numl)er of obstacles to the recovery of sul-

fur of high purity Irom the sludge were re-

.solvcd by laboratory and pilot plant investi-

gations. These studies, conducted jointly wdth

niaw-Knox Company, resulted in the construc-

tion of a novel H)U-tons-per-day sulfur frac-

tional distillation unit. Tlie sulfur from this

unit contains less than live parts per million ot

seJenjum aiul has an unusually low ash and
bitumen content.

Sulfur : A Possible Metallic Form

Suliiir IS noririally an excellent insulator
But in spite of its high specific resistance

ohm cm.) it appeals to ,be an intrinsic

semiconductor, and its position in the periodic

system suggests that it mighi* e'#en exist in a
metallic state* under favourable conditions.

There is evidence that its neighbour, phos-
phorus, undergoes a reversible change into a

metallic form at about 40,000 atoms, and Bridg-
man has looked for a corresponding transforma-
tion in sulfur at high pressures. He found no
sign of a transition below 100,000 atoms.

It i.s reported that sulfur subjected to shock
pre.ssures of about 230,000 atom.s, exhibited
strong indications of 'metallic conduction under
these conditions. (J. Cheni. Phy ) 28, No. 5.

May 58, p. 1006.)
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Extraction of Helium from Gas Mixtures

During the Fifth International Conference on
Low Temperature Physics and Chemistry, held

at Madison, Wisconsin, in 1957. concern was
expressed because at present only a small pro-

portion of helium is extracted from the con-

siderable volume of hclium-rich natural gas

that is used as a fuel, so that a large propc^r-

tion of our limited helium resources is being

wasted. In a new and simple method of ex-
tracting helium that is being developed by

K. B. McAfee, of the Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, the fact is made use of that under high

pressure difference helium will diffuse fairly

rapidly through a thin wall of silica oi* Pyrex'

glass, especially if it is at a high temperature
but not other gases.

With a pressure difference of 1,000 atmo-
spheres, a practical cell containing capillaries

occupying a volume of about 2 cu. yd, could ex-
tract from a P/7- mixture about 1,000 cu. ft. of

helium per day at room temperature and about

100,000 cu. ft. at 400^ C. It is suggested that

all the helium-rich natural gas that is collected

could easily be passed through such cells. The
resulting helium is very pure, and the process

could also be used simply for purification.

Electron Phase Microscope

Since the beginning of electron microscope,

it has been well known that the phase contrast

due to the interference of the coherent wave
plays a very important role in imago forma-
tion. In view of Zernike’s theory of the phase

difference microscope, if an appropriate phase
plate is inserted into the back focal plane of

the objective and, in addition, if it is possible

to cause a phase difference whether in the

transmitted wave or the diffracted one. it is

reasonable to expect that it is possible to make
a phase microscope. According to calculation,

a collodion filni 100 A in tihekness, is seen to

result in a phase delay of the older of pro-

vided that the accelerating potential is 60 kv.

For this reason, it is necessary that the phase

plate be very thin. For this phase plate, a hole

in the collodion membrane or a disc on a thin

collodion membrane may be suitable for dark
or bright contrast observations. For several

reasons however, it is seen that a phase plate

with holes may be considered to be superior

to that without holes.

It is shown that observation by dark contrast

image using a phase plate, consisting of many
holes in a carbon membrane is very suitable foi

microtome section specimens, as well as for thin

r Current
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crystal specimens without a decrease in re-
solving power. (J, App. Physics, 29 , p. 1046.>

Contact Stresses

So many engineering devices, such as toothed
gears, rolling bearings and the wheel itself,

operate by the transmission of large forces
between surfaces in contact over a relatively
small area, that a knowledge of the local stresses
set up in the region of such contacts is obvi-
ously of wide interest.

Apart from the inspired, and now classical,

theory of elastic contact presented by Hertz in
1881, there have been until recently very few
contributions to the theoretical structure of the
subject so beloved of academic investigators. In
consequence, the engineering designer has been
obliged to develop his own empirical rules and
to conduct his own comparative tests to avoid
the undesirable consequences of excessive con-
tact stresses : pitting, scuffing, fretting or sim-
ple wear.

The few years, •how'ever, have seen con-
siderable advances in the theory of contact
.stresses. A number of solutions have been
found, arising, as so often is the case, from in-
vestigations in other fields, to the problem of
contact of both ideally elastic and ideally plas-
tic solids under the action of various systems
of forces. The basis for more fundamental and
revealing studies of the mechanism of surface
breakdown under contact loads appears to have
been laid, and it is likely that more satisfac-
tory explanations of pitting and other surface
failures are not too remote. Even the study of
metallic friction and wear, which has attracted
scientific work of high quality over a number
of years, has benefited from recent theoretical
studies.

Yet the Symposium organized by the Stress
Analysis Group, and held at the Institute of
Physics, on May 14, appears to have been the
first in Britain to be devoted specifically to the
topic of “Contact Stresses”.

Organic Tin Compound as a Crop Fungicide

The fungicidal properties of organo-tin com-
pounds with quadrivalent tin were discovered
by Van der Kerk and Luijten and described by
them in detail in 1954. They found that ex-
ceptional fungicidal activity characterised cer-
tain organo-tin compounds of the general for-
mula R^, R._j, R.^S^^Xj, where ‘R’ is an organic
radical linked by one of its carbons to the tin
atom, and ‘X’ is an organic or inorganic
radical not linked to the tin by carbon. The
nature of the hydrocarbon radicals, R,, R^> and
Rji has a decisive influence on the degree of the

^cimce Notes and News
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fungitoxic effect but the group X has not much
influence. Tributyl—and isopropyl-tin com-
pounds have the greatest fungicidal effect in

tnfro but are strongly toxic to plants.

Following the excellent fungicidal tests with

triaryl-tiri compounds under natural conditions,

further outdoor tests confirmed that triphenyl-

tin compounds were very promising agricul-

tural fungicides. A preparation based upon

triphenyl-tin acetate, under the name * V.P. 19-

40”, was given official trials in 1953-54, and,

after this, it was thoroughly tested at the Bio-

Icgische Bundesanstalt. Braunschweig, where it

was acknowledged to be effective at 1*8 kg. per

hectare (in a 0-3% spray) against Cercospora

in beets and against Phytophthora in potatoes.

This ijreparation was then registered under the

trade mark “Brestan” in the catalogue of plant

preservatives of the Biologische Bundesanstalt.

It is now available in limited quantities to

agriculture for trial purposes.

Thermoelectric Cooling

Locked in the laboratory since its theore-

tical discovery by Peltier in 1834, a practical

method of producing electronic refrigeration

has been Die goal of scientists throughout the

world. The principle is that simply passing

electricity through junctions of two dissimihu

metals creates heating or cooling dei>ending

on the current’s direction. Until now, the prob-

lem has been to find a practical and efficient

way to do this Besides, the advantage of smal-

ler Size, the electronic method is noise- and

vibi'at ion-free, simple to control and capable of

almost in.stant temperature change at the junc-

tions.

These devices represent a new source of cold

We clearly foresee the day not too far in the

future when thermo-electric cooling will re-

place the conventional compressor as a ‘cold-

maker’.

A New High Temperature Alloy

A new, improved high temperature alloy

known as Carpenter Lepelloy **C”, has been

developed by The Carpenter Steel Company,
Reading, Pa., for jet engine parts requiring

excellent ductility and good impact resistance.

Carpenter Lapelloy “C’' has a more homo-
geneo'us structure and more uniform fabrication

behaviour and mechanical properties than the

conventional Lepelloy. It is used for highly

stressed parts involving service temperatures
up to 1,200‘"F. Lapelloy “C” has greater ducti-

lity and impact strehgth at both room and
elevated temperatures than conventional Lapel-

loy when heat treated to the same strength
level.

High mechanical properties can be developed

by heat treatment. It has good resistance to

scaling and oxidation for continuous service

up to 1400'* F. The alloy offers best corrosion

resistance when in the hardened and tempered
condition. It is used for compressor wheels,

turbine shafts, compressor buckets, blades, and
bolts.

Type analysis of Carpenter Lapelloy “C” is:

Carbon, 0 •20-0- 25 ; Manganese, 0*65-1 -00% ;

Silicon, 0-50 > max.; Chromium, 11*00-12-00^?*

;

Nickel, 0-50r? max.; Molybdenum, 2-50-3 -OO',;
;

Copper, 1 -75-2-25

,

and Nitrogen, 0-06-0*10'/-r>.

IJ. Fran, hist., June 1958, 265 (6), 523 |

Testing and Standardisation of Foundry
Materials

Under the auspices of the Bangalore Chapter

of the Indian Institute of Metals, a Symposium
on the above subject will be held on the 9th

and 10th October 1958, at the Indian Institute

of Science, Bangalore.

Institution of Chemists, India

The Ministry of Scientific Re.search and Cul-

tural Affairs, Government of India, have recog-

nised the Associateship Diploma pf the Insti-

tution of Chemists (India), by examination, as

equivalent to M.^c. Decree in^ Chemistry for

all appointments'.
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ZEISS ELECTROLYTIC POLISHER

A new development which enables Metallurgists to polish,

electrolytically, metallurgical samples. To watch the process

under bright-field incident light, under a binocular microscope

giving a magnification of 210.

To control the etching and select the required contrast. The

instrument will accommodate samples 4ins.X2 ins. X ins. thick*

Power unit 220 volts A.C. controls circulation of electro-

lyte : regulation between 0-15 v. or 0--60 v. D.C.
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SCIENCE IN EASTERN EUROPE: I

Sir C. V. RAMAN

Lady RAMAN and myself left for Europe

by the s.s. “ASIA” which sailed from

Bombay on the 9th of May this year and

docked at Genoa in Italy on the morning

of the 23rd of the same month. We weie

in Europe for nine weeks and took the same

steamer back to India, leaving Genoa on the

30th of July and reaching Bombay early

morning on the 13th of August. We tra-

velled by rail, stopping off at various places

for a shorter or longer period as we thought

fit. The tour gave us a wonderful opportu-

nity of seeing the countries through which

we passed and of obtaining some knowledge

of their condition and activ^ities at the pre-

sent time. This article records some of my
personal impressions and it is hoped that it

may bo of interest to readers of Current

Science,

The countries we had arranged to visit

were in Eastern Europe, but our journey to

them took us through Italy and Austria.

Proceeding from Genoa to Milan, a brief stop

was made at the latter ci^ where we visited

the Science Museum recently set up by the

civic authorities, in which a remarkable ex-

position of the pioneer investigations of

Leonardo Da Vinci is a noteworthy feature.

Travelling from Milan through Verona and

the Brenner pass, we reached Innsbruck in

Austria where we made an overnight stop.

We found Innsbruck to be a town of great

charm set in Alpine surroundings of impres-

sive grandeur, and we were thereby con-

firmed in our resolution to return to it for a

longer stop during our return journey. The

railway took us across Austria from Inns-

bruck to Linz via Salzburg, through a region

of mountains, lakes and valleys of entranc-

ing beauty. At Linz we made an overnight

stop, and left next morning for Prague

which we reached on the afternoon of the

27th of May.

2. Prague

A feature that impressed us during the

journey through Czechoslovakia was the

meticulous attention given to agriculture,

not an acre of land, so far as we could see,

escaping the attention of the cultivator. It

was also obvious that we were passing

through a highly industrialised country. It

did not therefore surprise us to discover

when we arrived at Prague that Czechoslo-

vakia pays much attention to advanced

studies in science and technology and that

research is assiduously pursued.

The Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences

played the host to us at Prague. The Aca-
demy had placed a young spectroscopist

—

Dr. Josef Pliva—on special duty to take me
around and he caiTied out the assignment

with energy and enthusiasm. Indeed, the

five days of our stay at Prague were crowded
with activity. Formal receptions, social

engagements, visits to the Research Insti-

tutes of the Academy and to the Labora-

tories of the Technical University and ex-

cursions to places of interest around Prague

filled up most of the time. I also delivered

two lectures at the Physical Institute of the

Charles University, the first on “The Specific

Heats of Crystals”, and the second on “The
Physics of the Diamond”.

It is not possible here to summarise all

that I saw of the ^scientific lif# oi Czecho-

slovakia or even*to mention the many dis-

tinguished men of science with whom I

conversed and discussed scientific problems

during my stay at Prague. The barest re-

ference to a few items must suffice. I was
highly impressed by my visit to the un-

pretentious laboratory of Professor Jaroslav

Heyrovsky, famous as the founder of the

polarographic method in physical chemistry.

He received me most cordially and expound-
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ed for my benefit the basic principles of the

subject.

At the Institute of Technical Physics of

the Academy, I saw much of interest, a

notable item being the preparation of a rod

of pure silicon which was in progress. During

my visit to the Technical University, I was

much struck by the excellence of the minera-

logical museum which I saw on one of its

floors. The museum was a wonderful col-

lection of beautiful specimens from all parts

of the world arranged and exhibited in a

r Current
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of optical instruments made from quartz. A
demonstration was given to me of the per-

formance of the so-called birefringent filter

made of quartz plates which finds applica-

tion in astronomy.

3. Moscow AND Leningrad

We were at Moscow from the 4th to the

7th of June, and again from the 11th to the

14th of the month, the interval of three days
from the 8th to the 10th being taken up by
a brief visit to Leningrad. The time thus

Science in Eastern Europe : /

FUi. 1. Proie&sor lityiov^ky in the garden of the Polarographic Institute.

remarkably perfect fashion. Finally, I

should mentfon my «visit lo the Institute for

Research in Minerals situated in Tournov

about seventy kilometres from Prague. The

journey was made by motor through a

beautiful landscape known locally as the

Czech Paradise. I found that an important

section of the Institute was devoted to the

synthetic production on a large scale of

crystals required for ,the electrical and other

industries. There was also a section devoted

to the cutting,, of quartz and the fabrication

devoted to these two great centres of scien-

tific activity was, of course, much too short

to enable them to be adequately explored.

Even what I saw was sufficient, however, to

impress upon me the vast scale on which

scientific advance is encouraged and sup-

ported by the U.S.S.R.

The Institute for Physical Problems

directed by Academician Peter Kapitza was
the very first to be visited by me. That

Institute specializes in the production of low

temperatures and the study of the physical
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properties of matter at such temperatures.

I utilized the facilities available in it for

making some preliminary studies on tne

luminescence spectrum of diamond held al

liquid helium temperature. A highly inter-

esting forenoon was spent at the Institute of

Crystallography where I was welcomed with

special enthusiasm by Academician Belov

and his collaborators. A striking exhibit had

been there arranged for my benefit of mov-
ing films exhibiting the growth of crystals

as well as the order-disorder phenomena

observed in them. During my return visit

to Moscow, I delivered a lecture at the

Institute of Prof. Kapitza on “The Ifhermal

Energy of Crystals”. On the 12th of June,

I was officially received by President

Nesmeyanov and his staff at the adminis-

trative offices of the U.S.S.R. Academy of

Sciences. The next evening, at his invita-

tion, I delivered in the conference room of

the Academy a lecture on “The Dextro and

Laevo Forms of the Carbon Atom”, standing

beside a gigantic portrait in oils of the great

Russian chemist, Mendeljeff. The Lebedev’

Institute of Physics directed by Professor

Skobeltcyn and the grandiose building of

the University of Moscow and its Institute

of Physics were also visited.

One day of my brief visit to Leningrad

was utilized for a call at the Institute of

Semi-conductors directed by the celebrated

Russian physicist, Academician Joffe. I was
there shown the thermoelectric batteries and

the thermoelectric refrigerators which had

been developed in the Institute as practical

applications of thermoelectricity. On another

day, the well-known observatory at Pulkovo

near Leningrad directed by Academician

Mikhailov was visited. The observatory

which had almost been completely destroyed

during the war had been reconstructed and

is functioning once again. During my tour

of the observatory buildings, I was shown

a new type of coronograph which had been

developed at the observatory. It was evi-

dent from what I saw at Pulkovo and else-

where that great advances in optical tech-

nology had been made in the *U.S.S.R. and

that in the production of optical instruments

such as spectrographs, gratings, large mir-

rors and lenses, the U.S.S.R. is now com-

pletely self-sufficient.

4. Kiev
*

We were at Kiev from the 15th to the

18th of June. This city, the capital of the

Ukraine, is beautifully situated on an ele-

vation overlooking the river Dneiper. It has

been almost completely reconstructed after

the war and but little evidence remains of

the destruction caused by the latter. Civic

pride is manifest in the tidiness of the roads

and the beautifully kept boulevards and

gardens.

Though our visit to Kiev was veiy brief,

it was full of interest. The Ukraine has its

own Academy of Sciences. At some little

distance from the city a new Institute of

Physics has been built and equipped which

is devoted for the most part to nuclear

studies. I was very warmly received by its

Director, Academician Pasechnik and his

colleagues and went round the laboratories.

In the auditorium of the Institute which was
filled to capacity, I gave a lecture on the

theory of the atomic vibrations in crystals.

On the afternoon of the same day, I deli-

vered a semi-popular address in the hall of

the University of Kiev describing the results

of the Bangalore investigations on iridescent

minerals. The various departments of the

University were visited later the same
evening. The next morning, I went round

the Institute of JVletals ' conducted! by the

Academy and was greatly impressed by the

wide range of the problems being investi-

gated by its staff. Here, again, I gave a

lecture on “The Diffraction of X-Rays by
Diamond”. In the afternoon, I visited the

Institute of Physical Chemistry of the

Ukrainian Academy of Sciences and had a

long conference with Academician Brodsky

and his colleagues in which problems of

common interest to us were discussed.
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5. Budapest outline of the activities currently in pro-

Many year^ before the war, I had gress under the auspices of the Academy and

been at Budapest for a fortnight. Seeing at the different universities in Hungary. An

it again, it was evident that the scars left outstanding recent development has been the

by war had not all been effaced. Neverthe- establishment of a Central Physical Reseaich

less, Budapest was beautiful as ever, stand- Institute—with ten departments under the

ing as it does astride the Danube and with auspices of the Academy with Prof. L.

the hills overlooking " it. We were veiy Janossy as Director. Prof. Janossy was

happy to be able to devote ten days for our away in China on a lecturing tour when I

visit to Hungary. The Magyars—as they arrived at Budapest. Fortunately, however,

call themselves—are a gifted people fully he returned in time to be able to take an

capable of rising to great heights of achieve- active part in a meeting of the Hungarian

ment in all the realms of knowledge. Physical Society held on the 27th June. One

Fm. 2. Tihany and l.ake Balaton.

The Hungarian Academy of Sciences of the items on the programme of this meet-

played the host to us and we had a wonder- ing was a lecture by me on “Physical

fully interesting time. A young spectro- Research in India”. I spoke in English and

scopist, Dr. Laszlo Szalay, Lecturer in Phy- Prof. Janossy gave a fluent running trans-

sics in the University of Szeged, was on lation of my speech into Hungarian. Besides

special duty to look after us *knd make all this lecture, I gave a systematic course of

the necessary arrangements. Dr. Szalay had three lectures on “The Physics of Crystals”

prepared for my perusal a highly informa- under the auspices of the Hungarian Physi-

tive account giving us a complete picture of cal Society. These lectures were attended by

the state of physics in Hungary and a brief a largo and distinguished audience and every
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lecture was followed by a vigorous discus-

sion. The rest of my time was fruitfully

spent in visits to the Central Physical

Research Institute referred to above and to

the vai'ious other laboratories in Budapest

including especially that directed by Prof. Z.

Gyulai—the doyen of Hungarian physicists

—

which concerned itself with crystal physics

and the Research Laboratory of the Tungsten

Lamp Industry directed by Dr. G. Szigeti,

I witnessed fascinating demonstrations of

the work in progress in both of these Insti-

tutes.

Limitations of space prevent my giving a

fuller account of the scientific activities in

Hungary which I witnessed and referring co

the other distinguished men of science whom
I was privileged to meet and discuss scioii-

tific problems with. This account of my
sojourn in Hungary would however be in-

complete if I do not at least mention liie

Lake of Balaton and Tihany where we
stayed on Sunday, the 21st of June—a lovely

beauty spot as can be seen from the picture

reproduced. The day before we left for

Rumania, Dr. Szalay topk us on a motor ride

across Hungary to visit his own University

of Szeged. The physicists of the University

were mr^stly away attending the meetings at

Budapest. But we Iiad Ihc pleasure of visit-

ing Dr. Szalay's own home and of a short

conference with the theoretical physicist,

Dr. Janos Horvath on subjects of common
interest to us.

(To be continued)

GOLDEN JUBILEE OF THE INDIAN INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE, BANGALORE

Indian Institute of Science at Bangalore

owes its origin to the munificence of the

late Mr J. N. Tata and his sons. The estab-

lishment of the Institute in 1909 was a notable

event in the history of the development of

facilities f^r advancfyl sc\;entific studies anrl

research in the country. The Government of

Mysore and the Government of India have

throughout been identified with the growth and
development of the Institute. Its activities be-

gan with the Departments, of Chemistry and of

Electrical Technology. Sir C V. Raman, the

first Indian Director of the In.stilutc, started thu

Department of Physics in 1933. His connection

with the Institute for 15 years, till 1948, will

long be remembered.
Since independence, with the Prime Minister’.^

well-known enthusiasm for scientific advance-

ment, and with the realisation of the important

role of science in the country’s industrial and

engineering developments, the Union Govern-

ment have been taking a keen interest and the

increased grants given by it have led to a rapid

expansion of the activities of the Institute. There

are now 17 departments, each having its well-

equipped laboratories and a highly qualified

staff. There are 150 members on the staff and

the number of students is about 400. Under the

various programmes sponsored by the Ministry

of Education, such as Technical Co-operation

Mission, Colombo Plan, etc., the Institute gets

the advantage of visiting professors and re-

search workers from abroad. In addition to

research and advanced training in all the

departments, many of them have post-graduate
teaching courses leading to degrees like B.Sc.

in Aeronautical Engineering. B.Sc. in Metallurgy,
B.E. and M.E. The Institute confers also research

degrees, viz., M.Sc., Ph.D. and D.Sc.

Since the Institute was established in 1909,

d is proposed to hold the Golden Jubilee of tlie

Institute in February 1959. The whole of 1959

will be the Golden Jubilee Year of the Institute.

The President of India, who is the Visitor of
M

the Institute, has graciously consented to in-

augurate the Golden Jubilee Celebrations early

in February 1959. Throughout the year there

will be a number of symposia on various topics

of scientific and engineering interest. It is pro-

posed to bring forth a number of publications

and to organise an Exhibition during the year.

We look forward to an era of vigorous develop-

ment of the Institute under the leadership of

its present Director who has a rich background
of experience, alike in the fields of scientific

research and of educational administration.
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INFORMATION THEORY AND SOME OF ITS APPLICATIONS

B. S. RAMAKRISHNA
Department of Electrical Communication Engineering

i

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Introduction

TT is difficult to trace the precise origins ol
^ many scientific theories. With information

theory, sometimes callecf communication theory,

one need not go back farther than the twenties

when Nyquist and Hartley tried to develop a

quantitative measure of information to assess

the capacities of telecommunication systems. It

is only during the last decade or so, however,

that a theory of information has been deve-

loped and its concepts have found widespread

use outside telecommunication engineering.

Norbert Wiener, to whom the basic philosophy

of modern information theory is due, was the

first to recognize the universal character of the

communication problem encountered not only

in telecommunication systems but also in liv-

ing beings and social organizations. We read in

his book on Cybernetics a panoramic descrip-

tion of the growth of these ideas against the

background of the problems of the last war. A
little later, in 1948, Claude E. Shannon of the

Bell Telephone Laboratories published his clas*

telecommunication engineering before their use

in other fields is considered. We shall lean

heavily on Shannon’s work in introducing the

current notions of communication theory.

Anatomy of Telecommunication Systems

In the interests of a general theory of com-
munication we must abstract from the wide
variety of communication systems the essential

features which they all have in common. Every
communication system is primarily a device for

transmitting messages from their sources to

their destinations. These messages may be
spoken words with an acoustic pressure-time

pattern as in telephone conversation, written

characters as m telegraphy or the colour and
intensity patterns of light from an object being

televised or any other set of symbolic patterns.

They may even be numerical data relating to

some physical quantity such as temperature or

density under observation. A very successful

model of a general communication system, due
to Shannon, may be represented schematically

by the block diagram of Fig. 1.

FIG. 1.

sic papers «n the mathematical theory of com-
munication. Although Shawon was concerned

in his woi*k primarily- with the telecommuni-

cation porblem, the mathematical model he set

up for a communication system has been found

to be useful in many different disciplines and

the concepts of communication theory have

penetrated into fields as far away as linguis-

tics, psychology, neurophysiology and others.

Today, ten years later, the domain of infor-

mation theory extends far beyond telecommu-
nication engineering and some of its most in-

teresting problems lie' just on the boundaries

of telecommunication and other sciences.

Nevertheless, m an expository account it is

desirable to develop the fundamental concepts

of information theory within the confines of

Operationally, we may characteri.se the dif-

ferent elements in this system as follows :

Ignoring all questions concerning the motiva-
tion of the messages, we may regard the func-
tion of the information source is to generate
sequences of symbols or patterns which con-
stitute the messages. We shall first deal with
discrete sources which use only a discrete set

of symbols like the letters of the alphabet and
then take up continuous sources which produce
continuously variable patterns like those of the

speech-waves. The messages ordinarily used in

practice convey a meaning because of the fact

that the symbols used, i.e., the written words,
spoken sounds, etc., are associated with certain

concepts, but we must here make a distinction

between the significant, the symbol and the
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sigiiifie, the entity which is symbolized. In the

development of the telecommunication theory,

the semantic aspects of the messages were set

aside as the engineering of communication sys-

tems does not depend upon the meaning of the

messages and much less upon their motivation.

We should thus look upon messages which com-
munication systems handle as an ensemble of

sequences of symbols. It is the statistical

rather than the semantical aspects of the mes-
sages that concern us. We are thus led to re-

gard an information source as a stochastic or

a Markoff process generating its messages sym-
bol after symbol.

In electrical communication the original mes-

sage symbols are frequently converted into a

dilTcrent set of symbols more suitable for trans-

ma.ssion over the communication medium or

channel. In telegraphy the letters of the mes-

sage are converted into the sequence of dots

and dashes for signalling according to the Morse
code

;
in telephony the acqustic wave is con-

verted into the corresponding electrical signal.

In the above representation the transmitter

which may involve a human oi^erator thus i>er-

forms the operation of producing the sequence

of signal symbols at its output from the mes-

sage symbols fed to its input. Functionally,

the ti'ansmitter is an operator which maps the

message space on the .signal space.

The intervening medium between the trans-

mitter and the receiver is called the channel.

The channel may be susceptible to noise in

which case the signal reaching the receiver dif-

fers from the transmitted signal. The noise,

like the message, may be regarded as the out-

put of a stochastic or a Markoff process. For

in.stance, the noise in a pair of telephone wires

may be due to cross-talk from an adjacent

pair. It may be simply due to the random
thermal motions of the electrons in the circuit

elements. In any event, the effect of noise is

to alter tlic signal in an unpredictable manner
except in a statistical sense. It will be seen

that the ability of a channel to transmit mes-
sages depends upon the band of frequencies it

can transmit (the bandwidth of the channel 1

and the level of the signal relative to that of

the noise.

The function of the receiver is to reconstruct

the original message from the received signal

and hence it may be thought of as an inverse

operator to the transmitter. If the received

signal is badly perturbed by noise, correct re-

construction of the message from the received

signal may not be possible and there remains

some uncertainty about the original message.

The destination is obviously the terminating

point for the message and may be a recording

device like a photographic film or a magnetic

tape or even a human sense organ like the ear

or the eye. It comes into consideration here

because the resolving power of the terminating

device determines the degree of detail that we
need transmit

A Measure pr Information

Having described the basic elements of a

generalized communication system we proceed
to develop the fundamental concept of informa-
tion. When we ignore the meaning and look

at the message as the output of a stochastic pro-

cess (as a cryptanaly.st does when deciphering

a cryptogram) we begin to notice that the

various symbols of the message (letters, etc.)

are not entirely random but exhibit certain

statistical regularities such as the constant fre-

quencies of the letters, etc. The statistical

properties as defined, for instance, by the prob-

abilities of the occurrence of the different sym-
bols, the transition probabilities between
.successive symbols, etc., enable us to define a

quantitative property of the message called the

information content or entropy of the message.

We are certainly not using the word informa-

tion here in an unconventional sense although

we intend to attach a numerical measure to the

information contained in the me.ssage. To be
sure, the information content of a message is

not the same thing as its meaning
;
meaning or

rather its comprehension has a subjective side

while the information is a measurable quantity

without reference to the meaning of the mes-
sage.

To develoj) a quantitative measure of infor-

mation consistent with its commonsense usage,

notice that we seek information only when we
arc in doubt, which arises when there are a

number of alternatives or choices and we are

uncertain of the outcome of the e^vent. We go
to an enquiry office (rightly called information

office in America)* to rtmovc dur*doubts
; we

consult weather •forecasts for information whe-
ther it will be rain or sunshine ; we are, in

fact, seeking information (in the form of data)

when we perform experiments whether they

are launching of sputniks or the testing of

nuclear weapons. On the other hand, if an
event can happen in only one way, there is no
choice or uncertainty about it and no informa-

tion is called for either. Obtaining information
is equivalent to making a choice thereby re-

moving the a priori doubt. Choice, uncertainty

or doubt and information thus .all come to pos-
sess the same measure.
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Any written message in English can thus be

regarded as the result of a sequence of differ-

ent choices from the 26 letters of the English

alphabet. It will be convenient to regard the

space between words as a symbol by itself and

consider the alphabet to have 27 letters instead.

We can thus form no more than 27'' different

messages of N symbols length. Only a very

tiny fraction of these correspond to the con-

ventional use of English and are thus used in

preference to the others. What is more, we can

associate with each message a certain a priori

probability if we have sufficient knowledge of

the statistics of the mes^iage symbols, i.e., their

probabilities, etc.

How much information does a given mes-

sage contain ? First, we need a unit to measure

information and then the probability measure

of the message. The most elementary type of

choice we have is the choice between two

equally probable alternatives (c.g., the choice

between the heads and tails in the tossing of

a coin). For reasons which will become more

convincing as we proceed, we shall choose the

logarithm to the base 2 of the number of alter-

natives as the amount of information H asso-

ciated with the choice so that, in the binary

choice referred to above, we obtain one unit of

information (H — logo 2—1) which is desig-

nated as a bit. If there arc N equally probable

alternatives, we obtain H := logo N bits of in

formation with the specification of any one of

thorn. In this case since the probability of any

of the alternatives is p— 1/N, the definition is

equivalent to choosing the negative logarithm

of the probability of the event as the measure

of the intormation associated with the selec-

tion.

The various symbols, however, do not occur

with equal probability (the letter c has the

highest frequency of occurrence, about 13% and
r has the least, about 0-09%)). If different

symbols ha\fd different probabilities p ,

(i ^
1, 2,....i?), apd occur independently of each

other, the average amount of^ information per

symbol (of the event x, say), may be shown

to be given by

Vi {x) •=r ~~ Zl Pi log2 Pi bits. (1)

The only requirements imposed by Shannon in

obtaining this measure are that (i) H should

be a continuous function of the p,s, (ii) when
all the p.s are equal, i.e., each p^ = 1/n. it

should be a monotonic increasing function of rr,

and (iii) that if the choice be made in suc-

cessive stages, the weighted sum of the indi-

vidual values of H associated with each stage

must be equal to the Value of H obtained by

Current
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direct selection. Notice, however, that the ex-
pression (1) can be interpreted as the weight-
ed average of the information obtained with
the selection of each symbol, the weight factor

being the probability p^ of the symbol. The
formal resemblance of this expression for the

amount of information to the entropy of a

thermodynamical system which can have n
different complexions with probabilities p

,

cannot escape notice here. For this reason the

term entropy is frequently used to refer to the

average amount of information associated with
a set of alternatives.

We digress for a short while here to examine
the stochastic character of actual messages.

Shannon and Miller have given striking

demonstrations of how we approach actual

languages*by merely choosing successive letters

or words incorporating longer and longer prob-
abiliy constraints in their choice (see refer-

ences 1 and 8).

A typical ‘sentence’ of zero-order approxima-
tion is obtained by choosing all the letters with

equal probability and independently

:

XFOML RXKHRJFFJUJ ZLPWCFWKCYJ
FFJEYVKCQSGXYD QPAAMKBZAACI -

BZLHJQD
The first order approximation is obtained by
choosing the letters independently but with fre-

quencies as in English :

OCRO HLI RGWR NMIELWIS EU LL
NBNESEBYA TH EEI ALHENHTTPA
OOBTTVA NAH BRL

The second order approximation incorporates

the transition probabilities between successive

letters and hence has the same digram (i.e.,

letter-pair) frequencies as in English :

ON IE ANTSOUTINYS ARE T INCTORE ST
BE S DEAMY ACHIN D ILONASIVE
TUCOOWE AT TEASONARE FUSO TIZIN
ANDY TOBE SEACE CTISBE

The third order approximation ensures correct

trigram structure :

IN NO 1ST LAT WHEY CRATCIT FROURE
BIRS GROCID PONDENOME OF DEMON-
STURES OF THE REPTAGIN IS REGOA
CTIONA OF CRE

Higher order approximations with letters can-
not be constructed due to lack of statistics re-
garding tetragrams, etc., but Miller, following
Shannon, used words instead of letters and con-
structed approximations up to the seventh
order.

Zero Order : BETWIXT TRUMPETER PEB-
BLY COMPLICATION VIGOROUS TIPPLE
CAREEN OBSCURE ATTRACTIVE CON-
SEQUENCE EXPEDITION PANE UN-
PUNISHED

InformationYTheory and Some of Its Applications
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First Order : IS TO WENT BIPED THE OF
BEFORE LOVE TURTLEDOVES THE
SPINS AND 1 OF YARD THAN ASK
WENT GREEK YESTERDAY

Second Order : SUN WAS NICE DORMI-
TORY IS I LIKE CHOCOLATE CAKE BUT
I THINK THAT BOOK IS HE WANTS TO
SCHOOL THERE

Third Order : FAMILY WAS LARGE DARK
ANIMAL CAME ROARING DOWN THE
MIDDLE OF MY FRIENDS LOVE BOOKS
PASSIONATELY EVERY KISS IS FINE

Fourth Order: WENT TO THE MOVIES
WITH A MAN I USED TO GO TOWARDS
THE HARVARD SQUARE IN CAMBRIDGE
IS MAD FUN FOR

Seventh Order : SAID THAT HE WAS
AFRAID OF DOGS MARKED WITH
WHITE SPOTS AND WITH BLACK
SPOTS COVERING IT THE LEOPARD
DID

These were obtained as follows : To obtain

the third order approximation, for instance,

Miller chose the sequence of the first two words
from a text and asked a person to supply the

next word to form a sentence so that the tran-

sition from the first pair of words to the third

takes place as in common English. This word
is noted along, the first word is concealed and
the last two now given to another person and
the next word obtained. The process is re-

peated using different persons every time a word
is obtained. The other approximations are con-

structed in a similar manner. The resemblance

to natural English increases at each stage al-

though the messages are not purposive and
motivated and thus strengthens the conviction

that natural languages can be represented by
sufficiently complex stochastic processes.

The examples above show that the first order

approximation which takes only the letter fre-

quencies into account is a rather poor one for

real languages. The expression for the entropy

can, however, be generalised readily to include

constraints between symbols. If the choice of

each letter depends upon the preceding one and
only on that, we can define the entropy pe.'

symbol from digrams of the type ij as

- ii:p (i.j) log*p (i,i) (2)

where p(i, j) is the probability of the digram
ij or as

H - H, (p) - - Zp (i) EPiU) logiPi (i) (3)
i i

where p^fj) is the transition probability from
the ith symbol to the jth and p(i) is the prob-

ability of the occurrence of the ith symbol.

The extension to the case where the choice of

a symbol depends upon the preceding n — 1

symbols is now obvious. We ob*tain the average

entropy per symbol by considering the probabi-

lity of blocks of n symbols or the transition prob-

abilities from blocks of n — 1 symbols length to

the next one. We may also interpret the rela-

tion (3) as the average entropy of the second

symbol weighted in accordance with the prob-

ability of occurrence of the first. As the infor-

mation obtained is the same as the uncertainty

removed, it also measures how uncertain we
are, on the average, of the next symbol know-
ing the previous one: More generally it is

called the conditional entropy of the second

event y relative to the first event x and is

denoted by H,. (.v)- The expression

H (x, y) - - Spii.i) log., p (i, j)
i, i

may likewise be interpreted as the entropy or

uncertainty of the joint event xy.

Some Properties of the Information Measuiu:

We shall now exhibit some properties of the

measure of informention which support the

claim that the entropy of a set of probabilities

(as defined above) measures the choice or the

uncertainty associated with them in accordance

with our intuitive requirements :

(i) If there are n possible ways an event can

happen with probabilities p^, po,... p^,, then

the entropy H is a maximum when all the p^s

are equal as may be seen by maximizing H.
This is obviously the most uncertain situation.

(ii) H vanishes when all the p^s are zero

except one which is unity. There is no choice,

no uncertainty and no information either.

(iii) It may be shown from our definitions of

H(x, p), (p), etc., that the relations

H (x,y) <H (X) 4 H(j/) (4)

H (x.y) = II (.r) .1 H, (y) = H (y) ^ (x) [f>)

and hence »

H,(iy) 2^ H(iy), H., (x) .. H^r)^ (6)

hold good.

The first of these states that the amount
of information (or the uncertainty) of the joint

event xy is equal to or less ^han the sum of

the informations (or the uncertainties) asso-

ciated with the individual events x and y. The
second relation means that the uncertainty of

the joint event xy is equal to or less than the

uncertainty ol* the event x plus the uncertainty

of the event y knowing x and vice versa. The
last statement asserts that the uncertainty

H,(l/) of the event y knowing the event x is

equal to or less than the uncertainty of y
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without a knowledge* of x and vice versa. The
equality obtains when x and y are independent

events.

Redundancy

These considerations regarding the entropy of

a message lead us to the important concept of

redundancy, a knowledge of which enables us

to design suitable codes for transmission of

messages. We have seen that the entropy is a

maximum when all the symbols are independ-

ent and equiprobablc. In English language the

maximum entropy per smybol would be

log2 27“~4-76 bits (corresponding to the zero-

order approximation), but the entropies calcu-

lated on the basis of letter, digram and trigram

frequencies turn out to be 4-03, 3-31 and 3*10

bits per symbol. There is evidence that if we
consider constraints extending over longer

sequences, the entropy reduces down to about

1-5 bits per symbol. The ratio of the actual

entropy obtained in a given message to the

maximum possible entropy is called the rela-

tive entropy and one iiiirnis the relative entropy

the redundancy in the message. The farther

the possibilities p s are removed from the equi-

probable case, the greater is the redundancy,

the extreme case being one in which all the p,s

except one cre zero. The letter u after q is ar.

example of thr. extreme case of redundancy.

In English one finds a redundancy of 15% on

the basis of letter frequencies alone and about

30 on the basis of digram frequencies. Con-
sideration of longer sequences leads to redund-

ancies as much as 70% or more. Just as the

entropy measures how uncertain we are on the

average about the outcome of an event, the

redundancy is an average measure of our con-

fidence in the outcome. A highly redundant

source produces less information per symbol

than a less redundant source and conversely to

convey the same information we need the least

number of symbols when the alphabet is used

without any redundancy. ^Redundancy, how-

ever, in.-^uros fne message against misrepresen-

tation. Any letter after q cah always be cor-

rected ai u. The price we pay for securing

the correct tran.smission is an increase in the

length of the message and the resulting slower

rate of transmission.

The immediate significance of redundancy to

the telecommunication problem lies in the fact

that some of the redundancy mgy be removed
in the process of encoding the message into the

signal for transmission. A code is a unique

correspondence between the message symbols

and the signal ,symbols or between groups of

I
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them in a one-to-one fashion. There are, how-
ever, severe restrictions set by noise and the

inevitable delays in encoding on the extent to

which the redundancy in a message can be re-

moved.

Rate of Generation of Information and
Channel Capacity

When we realise that the generation of each

of the message symbols requires a finite time,

we can also define the time rate at which infor-

mation is produced by the stochastic process. If

the durations of the different symbols are t
,

then the average rate of generation of infor-

mation is

H' - bits/sec. (7)

i.c., the average entropy per symbol divided by
the average duration of the .symbols. The rate

of transmission of information over the chan-

nel is likewise determined by the duration i\

of the channel symbols constituting the signal.

(We arc assuming »here that the physical pro-

perties of the channel permit the transmission

of the signal symbols at least as fast as they

are produced.) This rate is not necessarily the

maximum possible rate at which information

can be transmitted over the channel with the

given set of channel symbols as these may not

be occurring with the optimal frequencies. The
channel capacity is defined as the maximum
rate at which information can be transmitted

over the channel, given the durations of the

chcumel symbols and the constraints that must
be obeyed. This capacity rate of transmission

is to be achieved by suitably assigning the prob-

abilities of the different symbols and their

transitions with due regard to their duration.

One of the basic theorems of communication
theory tells that there exists a code by which

the output of a source producing entropy at the

rate of U bits per symbol can bo transmitted

over a channel of capacity C bits per second
at Ihe maximum possible rate of [(C/H)—

e'J

symbols per second and ^ can be made arbi-

trarily small. The emphasis here is on the pos-

sibility of a code by which the information

produced by the source can be transmitted at

the full capacity of the channel. To approach
this limiting value, in general, increasingly long

delays are needed in coding and decoding as

longer and longer sequences have to be exam-
ined. One simple example of a perfectly match-
ing code may be given : Let a source produce

the four symbols A, B, C, D with probabilities

1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/8 respectively so that the

entropy works out at 7/4 bits per symbol
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according to (1). A binary (i.e., a two-sym-

bol) code can be construed as follows :

Write the original symbols in order of de-

creasing probability and divide them first into

two groups (here A and B, C, D) of equal (or

as nearly equal as possible) probability and

assign 0 to the first and 1 to the second group.

Proceed to subdivide each group and assign

additional binary digits 0 and 1 in the same
way to the subdivisions until each symbol is

given a unique representation as illustrated

below.

Mehsagti symbols Signal Symbols

A 0

1st (liv.

“ll To

('

2iul div

1 1 0

3rd div.

1) fl 1

It will be r c i that a typical long message in

A, B, C, D will result in producing the chan-

nel iiynibols 0 and 1 with* equal probabilities

so that tlicy carry maximum information. We
must remember that with such ideal coding

which removes all redundancy any error in

transmission cannot be corrected.

Noise in Communication Systems

To make our discussion realistic we must in-

clude the effect of noise in transmission, which

perturbs the transmitted signal in an unpre-

dictable way. Thus if the transmitter produces

the symbol i at the input to the channel, there

is no certainty thaf it whl be received as i at

the receiver ; all that we have are conditional

probabilities (j) that if the symbol i is trans-

mitted, It will be perturbed into the symbol j

at the receiving end. If the noise is not bad,

the p, (i)s will be nearly unity and all other

Pi(j)s will be small, the noiseless case being

the special one for which p,(i) • There-

fore, when a message is received over a noisy

channel there will be some uncertainty of what

the transmitted message was.

How much information is conveyed by each

symbol under these conditions ? Assuming for

simplicity that the input symbols are independ-

ent and further that noise affects each symbol

independently, we can compute the entropy

input per symbol H(x) on the basis of the

probabilities of the input symbols and likewise,

the entropy H(y) of the output symbols. Know-
ing the (j)s, which characterise the noise

source, from previous statistics, we can also

compute the conditional entropy which measures

(V) = - 2 p(i) 2 p, (j) log Pi (j)

m
the average uncertainty of transmission. It is

therefore proper to define the actual informa-
tion transmitted over the chanpel as the re-

ceived information H(p) less the uncertainty
H,(p) in its transmission. Thus the average
information transmitted per symbol is H(y) —
Hj.(y) or in view of the relation (5), H(j:) —
H^^(a:). The latter expression may be inter-

preted as the amount of information sent less

the uncertainty that rejnains of the transmitted
message after the message is in hand. To use
such a noisy channel to its capacity we must
maximize H(.r) — H^^(a:) by assigning the prob-
abilities p(i) of the input symbols in the opti-

mal way. Roughly speaking, if all the symbols
are of the same duration, those symbols which
are least disturbed by noise are to be used most
frequently.

Continuous Systems

The messages and signals discussed so far use
a discrete alphabet. There are, however, mes-
sages like those due to speech-waves, etc., which
are conventionally regarded as being continuous

and also continuously variable. The problem
of developing a measure of the information pro-
duced by such continuous messages may be
approached in two different ways : The mes-
sages constitute an ensemble with a probability

density measure p(x), where x is some statis-

tic such as the pressure amplitude of the dif-

ferent possible speech-wave forms at some fixed

instant. For such continuous distributions

Shannon has formulated the entropy a.s

CJO

H (a-} - - / p (x) Ijg p (x) dc . (8)
- CO

In the continuous case also the entropy pos-
sesses the properties analogous to (i) to (lii)

of the discrete distributions. A particularly

interesting property of the continuous distri-

bution is that if the standard deviation is fixed
at some value the entropy in (8) has the

maximum value log y/2 -rrp wYien p(x) is

gaussian, i.c., • ,
* •

P (x) \ (' (91
\
i TT (T

A more practical approach to the entropy
(and the channel capacity) in the continuous

case is based on the fact that in practice there

is a least upper bound W to the frequencies

produced by any source of information. There
is an importint theorem, called the sampling
theorem, which states that if a function of time
/(t) contains only frequencies between 0 and
W cycles per second, then it is completely

determined by specifying its • values (i.e., the
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ordinates) at discrete points 1/2 W seconds

apart, Thus we need only state a finite num-
ber 2 W of ordinates to specify a function over

one second. Moreover, the accuracy of speci-

fication need not be greater than the resolving

power of the ultimate destination or the level

of the ambient noise fluctuation to which the

channel may be subject. Thus both the

abscissae and the ordinates of the function can

only assume discrete • values. This double

quantization reduces the continuous case in

practice to the discrete case.

Capacity or a Noisy Channel

One of the most important contributions of

modern information theory is the determina-

tion of the maximum possible rate at which
information can be transmitted over a channel

perturbed by white thermal noise of power N.

Thermal noise of power N is characterized by

the fact that its amplitudes are independent
and have the gaussian probability distribution

(9) with standard deviation — \/N. There-

fore. the entropy produced by the noise source

in one second is 2W log\/2 7rcN. Given
signal of power P, to carry maximum informa-

tion it must also assume a gaussian distribution

with the standard deviation o' -- \/P. As the

transmitted signal power and the noise power
add directly during the course of transmission

the received signal will have the power P + N,
and will also have a gaussian distribution with

<T — yP -f N. The entropy of the received

signal [corresponding to H(iy) in the discrete

case] jDer second will be 2 W log y/^2 7r(>(p N).
The channel capacity C is obtained by sub -

tracting from this the uncertainty due to noise.

Thus

C W log ^ bits/sec (10)

This is known as the Shannon-Hartley Law.
Regarded a,s aM cxchc^pge relation between the

channel capacity, bandwidth and signal-to-

noise ratio, it shows what is possible under
ideal conditions.

Information Theory Outside
Telecommunication Engineering

The science of telecommunication abuts on
many scientific disciplines, in particular, lin-

guistics, psychology, neurophysiotegy and others

not to speak of its obvious connections with
certain branches of physics like acoustics and
statistical mechanics. It stems out of the fact

that in the telecommunication chain, the ulti-
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mate source of information and the ultimate

destination happen to be nearly always a human
being. We are thus confronted with the prob-

lem of matching the telecommunication chan-
nel to the human channel. The concepts of

telecommunication theory provide valuable

analogies in the field of human communication

and we can ask questions like '‘How is infor-

mation transmitted in the human being and
what are his capacities as a channel ?” We
have no satisfactory way of answering these

questions yet but these problems are receiving

attention in several fields. Models of commu-
nication in the human being, beginning with

the physical stimulus and ending vrith the

behavioural response, have been put forward
following the general framework of the tele-

cc'mmunication systems. Some recent experi-

mental work by Miller. Licklidcr, Pierce and

others indicates that human beings cannot prob-

ably take in information at a rate much greater

than about 50 bits per second through the sense

organs like the e5r and the eye. The import-

ance of the problem of matching the telecom-

munication and the human channels becomes
obvious when we observe that our present tele-

communication systems utilize channel capaci-

ties seweral orders of magnitudes greater than

that of the human channel. In the outline that

follows (which necessarily belongs to the con-

troversial) w'o can only hope to direct atten-

tion to some of the problems in this sphere.

We must caution, however, that speculative

hypotheses and theoi;izatiovs which appear fre-

quently in lilcrature should not be mistaken

to have any accepted standing.

I.anguage and Human Communication

Communication by speech and writing have
been going through a process of evolution long

before we could extend their scope by tele-

communication and form, even today, the bulk
of our communicative activity. Speech or

(written) language usually appears as the input

and output of most telecommunication systems
which is but one reason for our interest in

these. Even before the development of infor-

mation theory, a very considerable body of sta-

tistical data regarding the characteristics of

speech and language has been gathered over
a number of years. The growth of telephone

systems following the development of the

vacuum tube initiated systematic investigations

into the physical characteristics of speech. The
needs of the military for secret communication
by codes and for deciphering enemy cryptograms

provided an early incentive for the study of

Information Theory and Some of Its Applications
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the relative frequencies of different letter sym-
bols, digrams, trigrams, etc. With information

theory came the realization that these statisti-

cal data define a measurable property of speech

and language. The point of view has also

emerged that speech and language may them-
selves be regarded as codes for certain concep-

tual entities. The question of what are the

principles which underlie this coding process

has received some attention recently.

The first concern of information theorists

with speech and language has almost always

been to determine the extent of redundancy in

a given message. The proper exploitation of

redundancy offers one of the most hopeful

means of more effective utilization of the chan-

nel capacities. Hence the search for the infor-

mation bearing elements (or shortly ibes) of

speech. The fact that some saving in channel

capacity required to transmit intelligible speech

may be possible was appreciated for some time.

One of the most successful* practical attempts

in this direction was the Bell Telephone Labo-

ratories’ Vocoder which indicates that a band-

width of some 300 cps. may be adequate for

intelligible communication as compared with

the nearly 3,000 cps. used in telephony. That

speech is highly redundant has been amply
established by a number of experiments with

.speech-waves during the last decade. The in-

telligibility of speech was tested on speech-

sounds, syllables, and words using transmission

systems which distort it yi a variety of ways,

c.fif., by clipping off the positive and negative

peaks till the wave becomes nearly rectangular,

by interrupting the wave at a rapid rate, etc.

Even when the wave form is severely distorted,

speech retains its intelligibility to a remarkable

degree, indicating the presence of a great deal

of redundancy. This is not surprising as we
already saw that the output of a continuous

source has maximum entropy when it corres-

ponds to white noise. It is correct, though un-

complimentary, to say that human speech fails

to be informative to the extent that it falls

short of noise. How much of this redundancy

can be removed and how best the remaining can

be utilized in a given situation are questions

which will continue to engage our attention.

Semantic and Pragmatic Questions

Following Shannon’s example, information

theory has been developed (as we have done

above) without attention to the meaning of the

messages. This point of view was adequate as

long as one’s problems were strictly confined

to telecommunication systems, but when once

the human terminal is considered, we can no

longer ignore the semantic and pragmatic prob-

lems involved. Obviously, the use of the con-

cepts of information theory in the semantic and
pragmatic fields needs both clarification and
caution. As one illustration, consider a message
like ‘The sun will rise in the east tomorrow’.
One feels intuitively that the message is highly
redundant because one has no a priori doubt
about the truth of thb statement and yet the
statement is not redundant in the same sense
that the letter u is redundant after q. The re-
dundancy here is at the semantic level and not
at the syntactic level as in the case of u after q.

There is evidently a need for a more general
theory of information which includes the mean-
ing of the messages. Bar Hillei and Carnap
have advanced, however, a theory of semantic
information in the limited sense that their theory
takes into account the concepts or the entities

to which the symbols refer. It does not, how-
ever, take into account the meaning of the

messages.

The problem of semantic information is not
entirely separable from the information of the

telecommunication problem, sometimesi called

the selective information to distinguish it from
the semantic information. For, if we have the
choice between two languages in which to trans-

mit the same semantic information, we would
natuially prefer to transmit it in the language
which requires the smaller number of bits of

selective information. Following this line of

reasoning, in the course of their studies in

Indian languages from the information theory
point of view, the author and his co-workers
have recently advanced the view that it is pos-
sible to compare the relative efficiencies of dif-

ferent languages for communication of seman-
tic content without reference to its absolute
value. To use a metaphor, translation from one
language to another is a transforn^ation of the
code which leaves the semantic content, but
not the selective ehtropy; of the» co^e symbols,
invariant. The tctal number of bits of selective

information contained in semantically equival-

ent materials in different languages are thus, in

a sense, the appropriate measures of the effi-

ciencies with which different languages encode
semantic content into linguistic symbols. A
preliminary comparative study of English and
German languages, considered as alternate

codes for communication of semantic content,

revealed some interesting aspects of the pro-
cess of translation. On counting the number of

bits of information in samples 9f texts in Eng^
lish and their translations into German, it was
observed that a bit in German is semantically
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equivalent to about 0-82 bits in English. On
the other hand,* when translations from Ger-
man to English were examined, one bit in Ger-
man was found to be equivalent to 0-94 bits in

English. A unique ratio may, however, be ob-

tained on the assumption that translation from
one language into another involves a certain

amount of ambiguity which is in the nature of

noise or loss of information and therefore one
uses additional bits of information in the lan-

guage of translation to overcome this noise. On
the basis of this assumption one finds that a

bit in English has about the same semantic-

value as 1-15 bits in German (which makes
English slightly more efficient) and that each
bit requires an additional 0-065 bits to over-

come the noise inherent in the process of trans-

lation. Comparative studies in statistical

aspects of Indian languages from the informa-

tion theory point of view also showed the pos-

sibility of a common telegraph code for the

Indian languages. One may go further and
regard the different scripts as different codes

for the same phonetic pattern and thus com-
pare their efficiencies for transcribing from the

verbal to the orthographic form.

iNrORMATIONAL AND THKRMODYNAMIC ENTROPIES

A large part of our scientific activity may be
described, m a sense, as seeking, processing and
using information. A theory of information,

liierefore, cannot but be of some significance to

science at least on the philosophical plane

Brillouin, who has some provoking statements

to make, has explored the relationship between
the thermodynamical entropy of a physical sys-

tem and the amount of information obtained

when the state of the system changes. When an
isolated system is left to itself, according to the

second law of thermodynamics, the system can
undergo only those changes which lead to an
increase in Ks physical entropy or a degrada-

tion of its energy. At best the entropy remains

constant if •'the change is a reversible one.

Brillouin argues that informat'ion can only be

obtained by letting the entropy of the system

increase and the increase in entropy is always

greater than the amount of information ob-

tained.

Consider a system whose initial state could

result, for instance, from any of the W^, equally

probable complexions and hence a priori prob -

ability p^^ = 1/W„ and initial entropy S„ —
k log W(). k being Boltzmann’s constant. As
the system degrades in the course of a natural

change, its final* state can result from any of

the W^OWt,), say, « equally probable com-

Current
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plexions with probability Pi"— 1/Wj, and its

entropy becomes — k log W,. The change
in entropy is

So-Si k log, (Wo/Wi) - k log, (p,/Po).

Information theory tells that an observation

which involves a change in the probability from

p„ to Pi brings log^fp^/p,,) bits of information.

We can, however, identify k log^ (Pj/Po) itself

with the amount of information I (by choosing

a new unit of information) that could possibly

be obtained from the system. Thus

Si - So- 1.

Brillouin now restates the second law of thermo-
dynamics in a somewhat more generalized form
by saying that “in any transformation of a

closed system, the quantity entropy minus in-

formation must always increase or may at best

remain constant” and hence argues that infor-

mation can only be obtained from a system by
letting its entropy increase. Notice that every
observation is an irreversible one and hence
involves an increase in the entropy in accord-
ance with the above reasoning. Under the best

of circumstances, the amount of information

obtained is equal to the increase in the entropy
so that in general

f.\l .. A S.

Because of the opposite sign of information to

entropy we might make use of information to

decrease the entropy, but the overall balance
still remains in favour of an increase in the

entropy. Brillouin hlis seized upon this rela-

tionship to discuss the efficiency of an experi-

mental observation which he defines as the

ratio AI/AS (< 1).

The concept of entropy and the second law
of thermodynamics raised in the past many
issues with philosophical implications which are

still being debated. Information theory with its

wide connections gives us a new opportunity
to re-examine these questions afresh. Infor-

mation theory is thus more than a theoretical

tool for the evaluation of communication sys-

tems
;

it has already come to stay as a way of

thinking about a very wide class of problems.

Literature on information theory is very extensive and
widely scattered. We cite some references which will

enable the reader to pursue hi^ w^ay through this subject,

1. Shannon, (’. E., “A Mathematical Theory of Com-
munication, I & IT,” Bell SysL Tech, Jour,, 1948,
27, 379-423, 023-56.

2. Wiener, N., Extrapolation, Interpolation and
Smoothing of Statioftary Time-Series, Wiley & Sons
Inc., New York, 1949.

3. Symposium on Information Theory, Ministry of
Supply, London, 1950.
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cattoft Theory, Butteiwortli Scientific Publications,
London, 1953.

5. Cherry, C. (edited by), Information Theory.
Butterworth Scientific Publications, I^ondon, 1955»

6. “Proceedings of Speech Communication Confeience
at M.I.T.,” Jour, /icons. Soc. Amcr., 1950, 089-
800.

7. Cherry, C., On Human Communication, Wiley &
Sons Inc., New Vork, 1957.

8. Miller, G. A., Lmy^nay^c and Communication, Mc-
Graw Hill, New York, 1951.

9. Goldman, S., Infor>nition Theory, Constable,

T.ondon, 1953.

10. Brdlouin, T/., Science and Information Theory,

Academic Press, New York, 1950.

11, C. C. I. R., Bibliography on Communication Theory,

Union Internationale des TelecommunicationSf
Geneve.

AS REFERENCE NUCLIDE

rpHERE exist at present three scales of atomic

masses of weights
:

(i) the absolute scale

based on the gram, (ii) that defined by taking

the mass of one atom of the nuclide, equal

to 16 units (the “Physical .scale” of “atomic

masses” or “nuclidic masses”), and (Hi) that

taking the average atomic masses of the isotope

mixture of “natural” oxygen as 16 units (the

“Chemical scale” of “atemic weights”). Of

these, only the last two are in common and

extensive use. The chemical scale is indefinite

to the extent of the variation in the average

atomic mass of oxygen from various natural

sources (some 15 parts per million) resulting

from variations in the relative proportions ')f

and
Recently, proposals for improving this situa-

tion have been made cind discus.sed. The neces-

sity of matching the proper value of the Avo-
gadro number with^ the mass values employed
arises e.specially often in *the domain of nuclear

chemistry.

Proposals to unite the scales by adopting the

physical scale for chemical atomic weights have

been regarded with disfavour by many chemists

because of the relatively large change, about

275 parts per million, which would have to oe

made in all of the quantities whose values de-

pend on the size of the mole. There arc many
physicochemical data whose precision is greater

than that and whose value would therefore

have to be changed. On the other hand, the

serious consideration which has been given by

chemists to the proposal of a new unified scale

based on 19, which would result in a

change of 41 parts per million, indicates that

many chemists would be willing to accept a

unified scale if the atomic weights would not be

changed by more than about this amount. There

are relatively few chemical data bearing such

high precision.

Fortunately, there is a possible scale defini-

tion which, as the basis of a unified scale, would
suit chemists and by which, moreover, physi-

cists would benefit greatly.

Evidently, that definition is to be preferred

which allows most nuclidic masses to be ex-

pressed wilh the smallest errors, not only now
but also in the foreseeable future. As is shown
below, this purpose is fulfilled by taking

as the reference nuclide. The best definition of

the atomic mass unit is, accordingly.

Mass of ^-C equals exactly 12 atomic mass
units. The unit defined in this way is 318 parts

per million larger than the present physical mass’

unit and 43 parts per million larger than the

present chemical one.

In the mass-spectroscopic determination of

nuclidic masses, the most important substandard

is i-C. Not only do the doubly, triply, and
quadruply charged atomic ions of occur at

integral mass numbers so that they can be
paired in doublets with nuclides having mass
numbers 6, 4 and 3 respectively, but—much
more important—no other element besides car-

bon can be found which forms molecular ions

containing as many atoms of but one kind (up
to 10 and more). Therefore, the scale 1= 12

would allow many more direct doublet compari-
sons of masses, especially of heavy nuclides,

with the reference nuclide than an^ other scale.

12-Carbon has the additional advantage that

carbon forms maify mqre hydrides than any
other element, so that an easy reference line

for doublets can be produced at almost every
mass number up to A —

^ 120. Many stable

nuclides in the mass region 120 < A < 240 can
also be measured in reference to J-C by pairing

in doublets their doubly charged ions with singly

charged ions of or of fragments.

Use can then be made of nuclear disintegration

data to obtain accurate masses of many other,

especially unstable nuclides.

—

Science, 20th

June 1958, 127 (3312), 1431.
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GEOTHERMAL POWER
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^HE concept Ot the economic development of

geothermal energy is relatively new, for

natural steam emanating from the earth in the

form of geysers and fumeroles has l^een re-

garded traditionally as a scientific curiosity, and
regions exhibiting such phenomena have been
set aside as parks and tourist attractions. But
in the last few years, a number of nations in

many parts of the world have been re-evaluat-

ing their thermal areas as something more than
mere spectacular scenery. For, in our modern
mechanized society with* its great dependence
on fossil fuels as energy sources, the doubling

and redoubling of power requirements in the

post-war years has placed a heavy strain on
these patently exhaustible resources. As a re-

sult energy sources which are essentially in-

exhaustible, such as falling water, nuclear
fission, and geothermal steam, are receiving in-

creased attention.

The theory supporting contentions that sub-

terranean steam is a virtually inexhaustible

resource is based on the conversion of both

meteoric water and magmatic water to steam.

Meteoric water, or ground water, contacting

hot rocks near the surface is commonly held

responsible for geyser phenomena and is cer-

tainly accountable for the occurrence of large

quantities of steam ; but it is magmatic water,

reckoned at about 10% of the superheated

earth’s core and released upon cooling and
crystallization of magma into igneous rock,

that makes up the bulk of the steam reserve.

Taking both of these sources into considera-

tion, Italian scientists at Lardarello, Tuscany,
where the pioneer project of this type has pro-

duced power for many years, have estimated

that at the present rate of energy withdrawal
from the proven geothermal area, reserves are

sufficient for another 11,000 years.

However, despite the success of the Italian

development ar^ its expansion following the

war, little afcention hafi been paid to geother-

mal development until very recently, when a

major project was begun in New Zealand
[Science, 126, 440 (September 6, 1957)]. Taking

advantage of an extremely favourable set of

natural and economic circumstances on the

North Island, the New Zealand Government in

1950 launched a widely publicized programme
to utilize geothermal steam to produce electric

power on a large scale. The apparent success

in New Zealand (the schedule calls for initial

power deliveries this year) triggered a rash of

exploration and ’ development schemes in a

number of other widely scattered locations

around the world. In Mexico, Iceland, El Sal-

vador, Chile, Fiji, the British Windward Island

of St. Lucia, and at the aforementioned Big

Geysers, drilling programmes are in the plan-

ning stages or already underway.
The Big Geysers Project undertaken by a

concern in Santa Rosa, Calif., is still in the

early, speculative stage and the aim is merely

to test the energy potential of the property by
drilling at many different locations and varying

depths. Only after the results are in on this

exploration and testing, can plans be forthcom-

ing for the economic utilization of the stream.

Nonetheless, close observers exhibit a cautious

optimism, pointing out that the eight old shal-

low wells, together with Magma No. 1, are

blowing an estimated 6,000 kilowatts of energy

into the air ;
to duplicate this in a modern

power plant would require the burning of 240

barrels of fuel oil ^ or 1,444,000 cubic feet of

gas per day. Temperatures at the 500-feet

level have been determined at 600®, and if the

heat gradient continues to rise in proportion

to depth 1,000- 1,500-feet bores might be ex-

pected to have very high temperatures and
yield at least the equivalent of 4,000 kilowatts

per well (New 2^aland wells have averaged

6,000 kilowatts). So far Big Geysers steam,

even for existent shallow bores, has proved to

be dry, in contrast to the wet steam found in

other areas
;
wetness constitrjtes a turbine cor-

rosion hazard. Further, engineering reports on

the region state that wells can be drilled a?

close together as 150' without reducing the pro-

duction of their neighbours, and that the ulti-

mate potential of the property could easily ex-

ceed 30 wells, or 100,000 kilowatts, should ;a

substantial portion of the property prove pro-

ductive.

If such results can be achieved, geothermal

steam can compete very favourably in power
production. Geothermal steam shares with all

other energy sources generating electric power,

the long distance transmission line loss, but it

has double advantage over hydrogeneration in

not being subject to the vagaries of seasonal

stream flow or the conflicting water require-

ments of irrigation vs. power development.

Similarly, the sharp increases in fuel prices in

the past few years, plus the need for boilers,

which constitute 30-40% of overall power-plant

costs, give geothermal steam a real advantage

over standard thermal plants.

—

(Science, May
1958.)
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

A METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE
ULTRASONIC VELOCITY IN SOLIDS

From the data obtained regarding the super-

sonic velocities in organic liquids, Rao^ has

suggested a simple relation

M
( 1 )

d
where v is the velocity of supersonic waves in

the liquid of molecular weight M and den-

sity d. R is a constant independent of tempe-

rature. It was further observed that R is an

additive function of the chemical constituents

of the liquids.

In the case of liquid mixtures, this relation

can be extended as follows :

Ru - .
MA

(2)
Q'12

R,2 - RiX + (1-x) Ra (3)

Mia = MiX + (1-x) Ma (4)

where Rj and R2 are the values of R in the

case of solute and solvent respectively and R12

that of the mixture. and Mo are the mole-

cular weights of the solute and solvent, while

M |2 is that of the solution, x" being the mole-

cular fraction of the solute, is the velocity

of supersonic waves in the mixture whose den-

sity is djo. For tihe tvjo constituents of the

mixture, the values of R will be given by

eq. (1).

The author has extended these results to the

case in which the solute is a solid. Experimen-

tal results on the solutions of different concen-

trations of benzoic acid in ethyl alcohol, pro-

pyl alcohol, butyl alcohol and amyl alcohol are

reported in a paper (Lai and Sharma*^) and

detailed results on the solutions of benzoic acid

in benzene, xylene and toluene are to be re-

ported elsewhere. It is found that Rao’s equa-

tion can be extended to solid-liquid solutions

and the mixture law as given by eq. (3) also

holds good in the case of solid-liquid solu-

tions.

Further, the values of the constant R for the

solute (benzoic acid) have been calculated from

above equations for the different concentrations

of the solute and in different solvents. It is very

interesting to note that these values of R are

nearly the same for the same solute irrespec-

tive of the solvent. As we are getting the con-

stant value for the solute (solid) in every case,

we may extend Rao’s equation

u>/» • ^ - R
a

to the case of solids and calculate the velocity

of supersonic waves in the solute. The method
is thus useful in estimating the ultrasonic velo-
city in a pure solid solute existing in a hypo-
thetical liquid state at 'room temperature. The
velocity in the case of benzoic acid comes out
to be 3-92 X lO''^ cm./sec. It will be quite in-

teresting to test whether this velocity agrees
with the value of the velocity in the solute in

the molten and in the solid state.

The author expresses his very grateful thanks
to Dr. P. N. Sharma for his guidance and en-
couragement.

Dept, of Physics, K. C. Lal.
Lucknow University,

Lucknow, May 19, 1958,

1. Rao, M. R., Curr, Set., 1939, 8, 510,
Nature, 1941, 147, 268.

—
,
/eur. Chem, Phyt., 1941, 9, 682.

2. Lai, K, (L and Sharma, P. N.
, Zeitschr. fur Physi-

kaltshe Chemie., 1957, 206, 231.

POLARIZATION STUDIES ON CHRO-
MATE-TREATED ZINC

Much basic and significant information about
the processes associated with corrosion inhibi-
tion can be obtained from polarization studies.L2

It is shown below that polarization data are
helpful in elucidating the fundamental mechan-
ism by which chromate treatment of zinc in-

creases the resistance of this metal to corro-
sion.

•

Analytical data have shown tha^; a film approxi-
mately 0*00002" jthick 0/ basic chromium chro-
mate of general formula Cr203 ,

Cr03 , nHgO is

formed on the metal surface during Cronak
process.’^ The hexavalent chromium in this

film, which is slightly soluble, is leached Into

the corrosive medium and protection to the

metal surface is believed to be obtained both
by the well-known inhibiting action of hexa-
valent chromAim in solution and by the in-

soluble, presumably, trivalent chromium film

left on the metal surface.^

Fig. 1 shows polarization curves obtained

shortly after immersion pf untreated and chro-
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mate-treated zinc in 0*001% NaCl solution and
of untreated metal in solution containing 0*001%
NaCl + 500 p.p.m. of sodium chromate. Fig. 2

FiG.jl. Polarization curves of untrcatt‘d and chro-

mate-treated zinc in 0*001% NaCl and untreated zinc in

()*001% NaCl f 600 p.p.m. chromate.

CURA&NT OCN81TV. MICRO AMPS^‘

Fig. 2. Polarization curves of chromate-treated

zinc in 0*001% NaCl (after a week) and in 0*001%
NaCl d- 600 p.p.m. of chromate.

shows polarifetion curves obtained with chro-

mate-treated^ zinc in^(l) 0*001% NaCl -f 500

p.p.m. sodium chromate"' shortly.after immersion,

and (2) in 0*001% NaCl solution only after im-

mersion for a week. 1" X 1" specimens of the

metal were Used in the study and the poten-

tials were measured by the Poggendorf method,

using a Beckman pH meter as null point indi-

cator.

It may be seen from Fig. 2 that (1) the polar-

ization curve of chromate-treateft metal after

the lapse of a few days, and (2) polarization

curve of chromate-treated metal just after im-

mersion in potassium chloride solution contain-

ing hexavalent chromium in addition, both show

rCurrent

L Science

considerable similarity, lending support to the

view presently held regarding the mechanism
of inhibition. The formation of the film itself

markedly increases both anodic and cathodic

polarization (Fig. 1) and the potential of the

metal, therefore, remains more or less unchang-
ed, as predicted by Hears.*- Hexavalent chro-

mium in solution further increases anodic polar-

ization and thus reinforces the protective action,

of the film itself. As pointed out in an earlier

note,"* increased polarization may mean
either changes in the anodic and cathodic

areas of the local cell or changes in the

specific reaction velocity factors for the anodic

and cathodic reactions. It is not unlikely that

film formation brings about profound changes
in the anodic and cathodic areas and hexa-
valent chromium in solution affects the velocity

factor of the anodic reaction.

llianks of the authors are due to Dr. K. S. G,

Doss, Director, Central Electrochemical Research
Institute, for his suggestions and encourage-
ment in carrying odt the above study.

Central Electrochemical K. S. Rajagopalan.
Res. Institute, K. Balakrishnan.

Karaikudi, May 8. 1958.
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CHEMICAL INVESTIGATION OF
CORIANDRUM SATIVVM

The plant Coriandrnm sativum. (N.O. Umbelli-

ferrae) is widely distributed throughout India

and grows widely also in Palestine, Syria,

Mesopotamia and Greece. Both in the Ayur-
vedic as well as in Yunani system of medicine,

it is recommended in bronchitis, biliousness,

syphilis, dyspepsia.^ The essential oil of the

fruits of this plant has been worked out by a

number of workers and various constituents

have been identified.- The main constituent is

coriandrol or linalool.-* Apart from the essen-

tial oil, which is used as a carminative, no other

systematic work has been carried out.

In the present work, the dried and powdered
fruits of this plant have been extracted with

ethyl alcohol (95%) by percolation at room
temperature. This alcohol extract after concen-

tration has been re-extracted successively with

Letters to the Editor
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light petroleum (40-60°), ether, benzene,

chloroform, and ethyl acetate.

From the light petroleum extract, a new
triterpene derivative which has been named
‘coriandrinol’, m.p. 302-04° (vacuum) and a

mixture of sugars (glucose, fructose and
sucrose) have been isolated. The extract on
chromatography over alumina has furnished
also a sterol, m.p. 143-50° (acetyl, m.p. 126-30°,

benzoyl, m.p. 133-37°) probably ^j-sitosterol or

stigmasterol and a yellow oil, b.p. 312-15°. The
benzene extract did not give any definite pro-

duct other than coriandrinol.

The ether and chloroform extracts have also

furnished phenolic as well as acidic products,

working up of which is in progress.

Institute of Science, (Miss) D. D. Vagiiani.

Bombay, May 23, 1958. "V. M. Thakor.

* Pre.sent Address. • (.Iheniistry Department, (luiarat

College, Ahmedabad.
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SOLUBILITY OF PHOSPHORUS
OXYCHLORIDE-ALUMINIUM

CHLORIDE COMPLEX
In the course of our investigations on the phy-
sico-chemical properties of complexes formed
by phosphorus oxychloride with metallic chlo-

rides, it became ,necessary to determine the

solubility of the complexes prepared under a

variety of conditions in non-aqueous solvents

such as nitrobenzene and acetonitrile. Such a

determination by ordinary procedure presents

certain experimental difficulties. Both the re-

actants and the resultant product are extremely

hygroscopic. The solvent such as nitrobenzene

and water are practically immiscible ;
however,

nitrobenzene has great avidity for moisture

which it readily absorbs from atmosphere.^ The
presence or entry of moisture in any form at

any stage of the experimental procedure vitiates

the result. Therefore, all the operations have
to be carried out in moisture-free atmosphere

in a dry-box. 'The following method using the

apparatus described below was developed to

determine the solubility of the complex pre-

pared from anhydrous aluminium chloride and
phosphorus oxychloride. The complex was pre-

pared by mixing a definite quantity of an-

hydrous aluminium chloride and excess of phos-

phorus oxychloride. The mixture was warmed
up to 95° C, taking care to protect the reactants

in the flask from atmospheric moisture using

appropriate guard tubes containing phosphorus
pentoxide. After cooling the resulting homo-
geneous solution to room temperature, the ex-

cess of phosphorus oxychloride was removed
by evaporation under vacuum. The residue

left behind was a colourless free-flowing pow-
der. On analysis, the compound was found to

correspond to a complex with the composition
A1C1;{2 POCI.j. The samples of this compound
could be stored in ampoules sealed under dry
conditions.

APPARATUS USED FOR SOLUBILITY

DETERMINATION. *

Fiu. 1

A definite quantity (about 2-5 g.) of the com-
plex was introduced into the flask A (as shown
in Fig. 1 ) and a known volume (£5 ml.) of pure

and dry nitrobenzene- was added. The appara-

tus was assembled an?l all tlfe Itjads from the

stopcocks were protected from moisture by
phosphorus pentoxide tubes. The flask was
kept in a thermostat at the desired temperature

for 24 hr. and the flask frequently shaken to

obtain a saturated solution. At the end of

24 hr. the apparatus was removed from the

thermostat and inverted to filter the saturated

solution through the sintered disc C and to re-

move the excess of the solid. Since the time

required to filter throfigh the disc was only of the

order of a couple of minutes, it was flund un-

necessary to filter the solution in the thermostat
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using a more elaborate piece of apparatus.

The results were found to be reproducible
within an accuracy of 1%. An aliquot portion

of the saturated solution was weighed and
shaken with distilled-water (50 ml.). The
complex hydrolysed forming phosphoric acid

and hydrochloric acid along with aluminium
chloride. These remained in the aqueous
layer. The nitrobenzene layer was separated

and repeatedly washed wjth fresh quantities of

distilled-water till the washings were free from
acid. The washings and the original extract

were mixed and made up to a volume (250 ml.).

The solution was analysed for aluminium and
phosphorus following the standard methods.
Aluminium was estimated as 8-hydroxy quino-
line complex volumetrically.3 Phosphorus was
determined by ammonium phosphomolybdate
method.4 From the analytical data the amount
of the complex present in the saturated solution

of nitrobenzene was computed and the solubi-

lities were calculated. It was found that the

solubility of the complex increased with in-

crease in temperature as indicated by the re-

sults presented in Table I.

Table I

Temperature ® C. Solubility*

25® 5-910
30® 7-250
40® 8-634

* Solubility is expressed as the number of grams
present in 100 g. of saturated solution in nitrobenzene.

The authors wish to express their grateful

thanks to Prof, K. R. Krishnaswami for his

keen interest in the work.

Dept, of General K. N, Venkataratvtan.

Chemistry, A. R. Vasudevamurthy.
Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore, May 27, 1958.
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SOLVODYSIS OF l-PHENYL-ir-PROPYL
CHLORIDE

It has been found that 1-phenyl-n-propyl

chloride undergoes solvolysis in aqueous ace-

tone and aqueous ethanol at rates which are

about 25-36% of the coiresponding rates for

1-phenylethyl chloride (Table I). The tempe-

rature is 50® C. throughout,

Table I

Solvent*
(10®^x (sec."”^)

CHPhEtCl CHPhMeCl

80% aq. ethanol

70% do.

60% do.

80% aq. acetone
60% do.

6-

60 16*9t
18*6 66-Ot
45-1 169*0
0-310 l*26t

7-

80 25-4t

* “ X% *’ aqueous ethanol or acetone signifies solvent
made up of X volumes of the organic solvent and
(100— X) volumes of water.

t Values from Fainberg, A. H. and Winstein, S.,

y. Amcr, Chem. Soc . , 1957, 79 , 1597.

t Calculated from data of Hughes, E. D., et al.y

J. Chem. Soc.y 1937, 1201, using E^ values given by
Grunwald, E. and Winstein, S., J. Amer. Chem, Soc.y

1948, 70 . 846.

The reverse order for the rates of solvolysi.s

would be expected on the basis of the relative

inductive effects of the methyl and ethyl groups.

The inversion of the order is presumably due
to the dominating influence of the hypercon-
jugative effect. One point which requires ex-
planation is the large magnitude of the hyper-
conjugative effect, which is surprising, because
the alkyl group is directly attached to the seat

of substitution, and not through a highly polar-

isable system such as a system of conjugated
double bonds. In explanation, it is suggested

that the phenyl group contributes to the stabi-

lisation of the transition state by allowing a

fuller use of the hyp^rconjugative resonance
energy.

Applied Chem. Div., G. Gopinathan Nair,

Trivandrum, R. Anantaraman.
May 8, 1958.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ROLE OF
METHIONINE IN EXPERIMENTAL

MALARIA (P.GALLINACEUM IN CHICK
MALARIA)

Following the observations of Moulder and
Evans,i that cell-free extract of P. gallinaceum
contained certain proteases which hydrolyses

the globin and on the utilisation of a consider-

able part of the amino acids obtained by hydro-
lysis for the synthesis of parasitic proteins and
that of Mckee and Geiman2 on the requirement

of methionine for the satisfactory in vitro

growth of P. knowlesi, systematic study of the

amino acid changes in the blood of chicks in-

fected with P. gallinaceum has been undertaken
}n this laboratory.®
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The follow-up by the chromatographic tech-

niques of the amino acid make-up of the whole

blood, plasma and erythrocytes of normal and
parasitised animals has revealed a decrease of

combined methionine in the whole blood dur-

ing incubation and an increase at the height of

parasilscmia. Its distribution amongst the con-

stituents of the blood shows that in plasma
there is a steady decrease while iii the erythro-

cytes a continuous increase from the time of

infection. Free methionine, on the other hand,

is seen to increase in the whole blood through-

out the course of infection, plasma exhibiting a

slight initial increase followed by a decrease

while in erythrocytes the inverse relationship

is observed* (Table I).

Recent in intro studies of P. knoivlesi by Ful-

ton and Grant"* using labelled S'*-'* nlethionine

shows that 80 Or of methionine in the parasite

protein is obtained from that in the red cell

globin. This explains the marked increase ot

methionine in the para.sitised erythrocytes of

chicks.

Studies on the supplemdhtation of methionine

to infected birds showed an earlier onset of

parasitsemia and an increased severity of infec-

tion compared with the controls (Table II).

The findings of Cohen et alS* that dietary

methionine accelerates the tui'nover of haemo-
globin probably explains the early onset of

parasitannia and increased severity of infection

in methionine supplementation studies noticed

in our experiment. •

Administration of ethionine, a well-known
antimetabolite of methionine at a dose level of

lOmg/lOOg. body weight to infected chicks

prolonged the pi‘epatent period and showed a

decreased severity ol infection. The findings in

individual birds in one set of experiment is

shown in Table 11.

Taylor" has found a 50 reduction in para-
sitaemia in mice infected with P. berghii when
treated intraperitoneally with ethionine.

Studies in rats made by Chung Wa and J. L.

Bollmaiin'^ show that ethionine impai^’s the uti-

lisation of methionine by the body and causes

Table I

Free and eornhined. methionine in the ivhole

course of malarial infection

blood, pla^jna, and

(P. gallinaceum in

erythrocytes during the

chicks)

Specimen
(Combined* Free amino acidf

Normal Incubation Parasitised Normal Incubation Parasitised

Whole blood !•(! o*r» 1*3 2*7 3-4 5*5
Plasma 0-5 ()-:i 0-1 3*12 3*44 3*33
Erythrocytes ..

,

0*7 1*4 2-73 1*30 2*10
Liv er 0-0 0*7 0-3 3-30 1*30 3*20

* Results expressed as percentage of nitrogen.

t Results expiesscd in micrograms per 147 microlitres of each of the extiart made up to the same volume in

each case.

Table II

Effect of supplementation of methionine and ethionine on experimental Avian malaria
(P. gallinaceum in chicks)

No. of
Dose and Route

rarasiUrmia on the day of infection

Remarks
birdvS

5th 6th 8th 9lh 10th lllh 12!ii Uth* •

1 Untreated in- 3 0*5 14 22 I) .. ..

fected chicks .

.

0*4 10 IS I) ..

1*0 20 D •• *• •• ••

2 Infected chicks *3 70 mgm. per 0*2 2 12 1) . . Earliei appear*

treated with 100 gm. body 10 50 .

.

D
I)

• • • • ance of para-
methionine wt. l.M. 0*6 8 • •

• • 9 •• sites observed

Infected chicks 3 10 mgm. per ,

,

,

,

.

.

5 , ,• 8 1)

D
Has suppressive

treated with 100 gm. body .. .

.

0*2 8 12

i)

effect

ethionine wt. l.M. " * • * • 0*1 • • 10*3 * •

D»» Death,

5
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a greater excretion of the latter in the urine.

This antagonism of an essential metabolite to

the parasite may also explain the suppressive

effect of ethionine noticed in P. gallinaceum

infection of chicks and of P. herghii of rats.

The detailed report will be published else-

where.

Our thanks are due to Dr. K. P. Menon for

his helpful suggestions during the investigation.

Pharmacology Lab., R. Rama Rao.

Indian Inst, of Science, K. Nagarajan.

Bangalore-3, A. S Ramaswamy.
May 15, 1958. M. SiRSi.
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POTENTIOMETRIC DETERMINATION
OF THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS OF

DISSOCIATION OF GALLIC ACID

In the previous communication, the authors re-

ported the determination at 298 A of

the dissociation constant (K) of gallic acid

[C6H2(OH);^COOH,:>C,.Ho(OH) 3COO -f

which is used as an analytical reagent for Th
Cu+-\ Al'<”^, etc.,'^ and which contributes in

part, to the colour and acidity of sugarcane

juices.'"’ These studies have now been extended

to the determination of K at different tempe-

ratures in the range 300-60 A, and of the

thermodynamic quantities like change in free

energy, entropy, etc., on which no data exist

in the literature.

Gallic acid of^B.D.H. quality was recrystallis-

ed several tftnes in disfilled-water till the final

product gave constant melting point (252^* C.)

carbonate-free sodium hydroxide was used. A
known volume of’ gallic acid solution of desir-

ed concentration was titrated potentiometrically

against standard NaOH solution using glass and
calomel electrodes. The titration was carried

out in an inert atmosphere. The variation of

the temperature of the reaction vessel was
±:0-rC.
A typical set of data on the values of K ob-

tained at different temperatures is given in

Table I ;
column ‘3 gives the values of thermo-

t
Current
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dynamic dissociation constant K calculated from
the equation

log K =log K-2A X \/fi (1)

which follows from the well-known Debye-
Huckel limiting formula. The results in Table I

Table I

Determination of dissociation constant of gallic

acid at different temperatures

Classical Thermodynamic
Temp. (A) Dissociation Dissociation

Constant (A''; x 10*^ Constant (A') X 10®

303 3-84 3*396
313 3*76 3*196
323 3-61 3*113
333, 3-44 2*917
343 2*69 2*278
353 2-23 1*812

indicate that K decreases with temperature
(see Fig. 1 )

;

and 'the corresponding variation

FlC. 1. Variation of the thermodynamic dissociation
constant, AT with temperature.

• —Due to Ramaiah and Gupta (Ref. 1); X -Ostwald
(Ref. 2);

-Magnaini (Ref. 3); A-Tomicek (Ref. 6).

could be expressed by the following equation

:

-In K^AfT^B +CT (2)

where A, B and C are constants with the fol-

lowing values :

A = 272 08;
B= 4*81;

C= 1-49 X 10-2

From equation (2) are obtained the values of
the change of free energy (AF), heat content
(AH), entropy (AS) and heat capacity
(A Cp) of the dissociation of- gallic acid these
are given in Table II.
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Table II

Thermodynamic quantities of dissociation of

gallic acid

Temp. af i.j. All I.J. AS I.J. ACp LJ
(A) Mole-’ Mole-’ Mole"”’ Mole ’

303 59237 -20896 -264*5 -172*5

313 61887 - 22675 -270*2 -178*2

323 64635 -24487 -275*9 -183*9

333 67419 -26353 -281*6 -189*6

343 702.50 -28277 -287*3 -195*3

353 73164 - 30235 -293*0 -201*0

The details will be published elsewhere.

Authors’ thanks are due to Prof. S. N. Gundu

Rao, Director, National Sugar Institute, for his

kind interest in the work
;

to the Ministry of

Education, Government of India, for a fellow-

ship to one of us (R. K. C.), and to the U.P.

Scientific Research Committee for a contingency

grant.

Dept, of Physical Chem., •N. A. Ramaiah.

National Sugar Institute, S. L. Gupta.

Kanpur, May 6, 1958. R. K. Chaturvedi.
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NITROGEN CONTENT AND YIELD OF
SOME SUGARCANE VARIETIES

On the basis of the thorough investigation cf

the chemistry of sugar-producing plants, O. W.

Willcox<» formulated in 1928 the ‘Inverse Yield

Nitrogen Law in Agriculture’, according to

which, “Of two or more kinds of plants grown
concurrently under the same normal conditions,

the one with the smallest per cent, of nitrogen

will yield the largest quantity of dry vegetable

substance”. Since then much evidence has

accumiilated on the yield potential of sugar-

cane varieties as an inverse function of their

nitrogen content. Fort and Holmes* of

Louisiana, Carreras of Peru- and Beaucnamp of

Cuba* have produced evidence in support of

this theory. Although Dutt and Aiyar-'* of

Coimbatore, and Vallancet* of Queensland have

produced data wWcb deviate from this rela-

tionship, it may be pointed out here that many
of the varieties on which these latter workers
worked, behaved in consonance with the Will-

cox’s postulate.

We noted the inverse relationship of the

nitrogen content of some varieties of sugarcane
with their yielding ability at the Indian Insti-

tute of Sugarcane Research. Lucknow, in

1957-58. Varietal trials have been under pro-
gress in the Agronorfty Section at this Insti-

tute since 1954-55, wherein yield data of five

varieties (Co. 453, Co. 997, Co. 617, Co. 957
and Co. 313) for four years, e.g., 1954-55,

1955-56, 1956-57 and 1*957-58 are available. On
examining these data critically for three years,

it was observed that the relative yield of these
varieties excepting the variation that is usual
in field trials, has been more or less on the
same pattern. To test whether their yield

behaviour could be explained on inverse yield

-

nitrogen relationship, cane stick samples were
taken from these varieties on the day the varie-

tal trial of 1957-58 was harvested. Their nitro-

gen content was determined and the result

expressed on oven-dry basis. The nitrogeo

content (1957-58) and the average yield of cane
stick in maunds per acre of these varieties for

four years have been given in Table I.

Table I

Percentage nitrogen (1957-58) and yield of five

varieties of sugarcane for four years

Varieties

Co. 453
Co. 997
Co. 617
Co. 957
Co. 313

From the table it is evident that the yield
behaviour of these varieties is in conformity
with the inverse yield-nitrogen relationship,

indicating that under the soil and environmen-
tal conditions of the growth of these varieties,

their yield potential was determined, to a great
extent, by their nitrogen content.

As this finding has some implication in the
selection of varieties at early stages of selec-
tion, we are planning 'to investigate this rela-
tionship for a large number of varieties in
future, •

Mean percentage
Nitrogen in cane
stick 1957-58

0*34±0-0()
0-36f0-01
0-3910-01
0*41±0-01
0-45 ±0-00

Average yield of
cane in maunds
per acre for four

yeans

762*4 ± 108*60
604*9 ± 130*67
558*3 ± 128-86
5,31*0 ± 114-82
3?9-4 ± 23-60
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Our thanks are due to Dr. J. T. Rao, Agrono-

mist, for kindly providing us yield data of

these varieties.
‘

Soil Chemistry Section, Ambtka Singh.

Indian Institute of Baljtt Singh.

Sugarcane Research,

Lucknow, June 9, 1958.
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HITHERTO UNRECORDED OCCUR-
RENCE OF DATURA INNOXIA MILL.

IN THE UPPER GANGETIC PLAIN AND
THE RAJASTHAN DESERT

In the Upper Gangetic Plain, only three spe-

cies of Datura arc known to occuj*, inz., D. sua-

veolens H. and B. (RaizadaM, D. rnctel Linn,

and D. stramonium Linn. (Duthie-). The last

two species are the only ones recorded from

the Rajasthan desert.

D. innoxia Mill., syn. D. motel, auett. (non*

Linn.), can be easily distinguished from other

species of Datura by the presence of greyish

tomentum on the whole plant ; 10-toothed

corolla, and long slender spines on the capsule

that dehisces irregularly.

As pointed out by Santapau,-^ this species has

been wrongly mentioned as D. 7nctel in most
of the Indian Floras. Duthie, describing this

species under the name of D. mete I Linn, in the

flora of the Upper Gangetic Plain and of the

adjacent Siwalik and Sub-Himalayari tracts

wrote, «

“I have seen no record of this species within

the limits oi tlfls flora,* though probably occur-

ring near habitations in Sub-Himalayan tracts.’’

Similarly there is no record of this species in

the floristic literature of the Rajasthan desert.

The present author, however, found this spe-

cies quite commonly in Lucknow Dist. and else-

where in the Upper Gangetic Plain, growing

scattered near habitations in waste lands

and near water. In the Rajqsthan desert

it was noticed to occur on stabilized .sand dunes.

At Sambhar Lake, this * species was found on

the banks of small ponds in which the brine

is collected to crystallize out the salt. In these

halophytic specimens, ,lhe roots were rather

swollen.

[
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The absence of any record of this species in

the earlier floristic literature of these regions

seems to indicate that most probably this spe-

cies has been introduced in these regions rather
recently.

I am highly thankful to Dr. R. N. Lakhanpal
for going through the manuscript.

Birbal Sahni Institute of R. K. Jain.

Palseobotany,

53, University Road,

Lucknow, June 6, 1958.
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RECORD OF A NEW PHOLAD, PENI-
TELLA SP., FROM SHINGLE ISLAND
(IN THE GULF OF MANNAR) WITH
A NOTE ON ^TS DISTRIBUTION

Previous workers ^ have recorded, so far, four

pholads, Jouannetia, Pholas, Pholadidca and
Martesia, from Indian waters. During a collec-

tion trip, in September 1956, two specimens of

PeniteUn sp. Valenciennes, buried in coral rock,

were recovered from Shingle Island in the Gulf
of Mannar.
The shell is oval in outline measuring 30 mm.

in length and 17 m'm. in breadth. A distinct

umbonal-vcntral sulcus dividing the shell into

two regions is present. The callum is wcB
developed The protoplax is absent and the

mesoplax is transverse in one piece. The meta-
plax and hypoplax arc characteristically ab-
sent.

Turner’* states that this pholad, so far as now
known, is restricted in its distribution to the

Eastern and Northern Pacific. The present re-

cord of this genus tends to show its furthei*

distribution in Indian waters.

Our thanks are due to Dr. Ruth D. Turner,
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard Uni-
versity, for identifying the pholad.

Dept, of Zoology, P. N. Ganapati.
Andhra University, R. Nagabhushanam.
Waltair. January 27, 1958.
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MATING TYPES IN STYLONYCHIA
PUSTULATA

Following Sonneborn’s discovery of mating

types in Paramecium aurelia, in 1937,^ mating
types were found in other species of Para-
mecium (Jennings, 19392

; Gilman, 1939^ ; and
Giese, 1939^) and in Euplotes patella (Kim-
ball, 1939''0. More recently mating types have
been reported in Stylonychia putrina (Downs,

1952®), Tetrahymena pyriformis (Elliot and

Gruchy, 1952"
;
Nanny and Caughey, 1953^)

and Oxytricha bifaria (Siegel, 1956*0 • In addi-

tion to these species Sonnebom (194in>) inter-

prets the observations of Maupas as indicating

that mating types actually occur in Stylonychia

pustulata, Leucophrys patula, Onychodromus
grandis and Loxophyllum fasciola. But no
attempt seems to have been made to study

mating types in these four species. This article

is designed to outline the general features of

mating types in Stylonychia pustulata.

Detailed investigations in Paramecium aurelia

(Sonneborn, 19471^) reveafed only two mating

types in a variety while in Paramecium bur-

saria (Jennings, 1939^), Euplotes patella (Kim-

ball, 1939*'‘), Tetrahymena pyriformis (Nanny

and Caughey, 1953*^), and Oxytricha bifaria

(Siegel, 1956*0, revealed more than two mating

types in each variety. Examination of a num-
ber of stock cultures of Stylonychia pustulata

has revealed the occurrence of three varieties

and eight mating types. • These have been

designated in Roman numericals. The breed-

ing relations are skown in Table I.

Table I

System of breeding relations in

Stylonychia pustulata

'ariely
Mating^

1 2 3

type
I 11 Ill IV V VI VII VIII

1

1 - + - - - - - -

11 - - - - - - -

III - - - + 4 + - -

2

IV - - 4 - 4- 4- - -

V - 4- 4- 4- - -

VI - - 4 1- 4- - -

3

VII - - - - -

VIII — — - - - - 4* ~

The material was collected from canals and

ponds of several localities, including two neigh-

bouring towns, Vizianagram and Anakapalli. The
mass cultures were maintained in wheat grain

infusion and the clones in beef. extract medium,
described by Baitsell ( 1912 ^ 2

) j^q difficulty

was experienced in maintaining the cultures.

For ascertaining the mating types the clones

were mixed in all possible combinations and the

complimentary mating types made out from the

mating reaction. Each mating type is defined
by its unique proper^ to mate with the oppo-
site mating type.

Pairs appeared in the suitable combinations
of the clones in 3-4 hr. after mixing. The near
exhaustion of food after a well-fed condition
appeared to be an essential prerequisite for

pairing as pointed out by Kimball (1939*''*) for

Euplotes patella- and for this reason a drop of

culture medium was added after the clones

were mixed. When the organisms were
numerous the food is immediately exhausted
and pairs soon appeared. When different mat-
ing types were mixed, no agglutinative reaction

was observed and the mating reaction was simi-

lar to Stylonychia mytilus described by Grell
(1951i»).

Encystment was observed in the stocks of

variety 1 and 2 and preliminary investigations

revealed the occurrence of autogamy in

variety 1. Selfing was observed in a few in-

stances in the mating type IV and detailed in-

vestigations on these problems will form the

subject-matter of another communication.
The author wishes to express his thanks to

Prof. P. N. Ganapati for the constant help and
criticisms received throughout the course of

this work.

Dept, of Zoology, M. V. Narasimha Rao,
Andhra University,

Waltair, March 14, 1958.
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THE OCCURRENCE OF SCYPHISTOMA
LARVAE IN VISAKHAPATNAM

HARBOUR
Although some information is available on the
occurrence and distribution of Scyphomedusae
in the Indian Seas““^’»^-^2 there is no published
account of the development of any of the Indian
forms.

While engaged in a ,study of the Fouling
Organisms of the Visakhapatnam Harbour, we
suddenly encountered a number of Scyphistomae
on a test-panel, at Station which was heavily
fouled by the Serpulid worm, Mcrcierella
enigmatica Fauvel, during the period June-
July 1957. They were found epizoic on the
shells of the Serpulids as well as directly

attached to the panels.

The Scyphistoma (Fig. 1) has a cup-shaped
body terminating distally in an oral disc bor-
dered by a circlet of tentacles surrounding the

Fig. 1. MTH = Mouth; TEN -Tentacles, ST. -Stalk;
FED. DISC. = Pedal Disc.

mouth. The lips of the mouth project a little

beyond the bases of the tentacles. The body is

drawn out into a stalk which ends in a flat-

tened and well developed pedal disc. The
stalks are long and muscular and the pedal

discs apparently secrete a 'substance which
makes the animal adhere to .the substratum.

The number of tentacles varied from 14-30

depending on the stage of development. The
entire body surface including the tentacles and
the stalk was covered by very long cilia. All

the Scyphistomae were profusely budding. The
buds arise from the body-wall at about the

junction of the stalk with the body. They first

appear as knob-like outgrowths (Fig. 1) which
later constrict themselves off from the parent
after attaining appreciable sizes, but before any
significant develoijment has taken place. The
type of budding observed corresponds to

Type I reported by Berrill.i As many as four

buds might appear at a time in the same Scy-
phistoma. In some cases the buds may form in

chains of two or three (Fig. 1) when the total

number may exceed four. The buds after de-

tachment from the parent actively swim for

about 48 hours aided by the long body cilia and
then attach themselves by the end which is

opposite to the base of constriction from the

parent. The mouth and tentacles develop at

the distal end, after attachment. These forms
disappeared as suddenly as they appeared, per-

haps due to sudden lowering of salinity, con-
sequent on heavy rains during August. They
again made their appearance on the panels

suspended during January-February 1958, at

the same location.

In December 1957, we obtained a second type
of Scyphistomae attached to barnacle shells and
test frames suspended at the local Naval Base.

These specimens were smaller than the first

type collected from Station C. They also lack

the typical stalk characteristic of the previous

forms and the type of budding was entirely

different. They were exhibiting the fig-type

buds, pedal stolons (Fig. 2) and the Hydra-
type buds described by Gilchrisf^ for Aurelia.

Fig, 2, FED, - Pedal Stolon.

The formation and growth of the pedal stolons
was also similar to those described by Gilchrist.

The type of budding described for the Station C
specimens was conspicuously absent in these
forms. We have not obtained ephyrae from
either of the two types though they lived for
one month in a healthy condition in the labo-
ratory.

While it is essential to procure the ephyrae
of the two types of Scyphistomae described, be-
fore their identity could be correctly estab-
lished, it seems to us, fairly certain that they
may belong to different genera. The Scyphis-
tomae collected from the Naval Base may belong
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to Aurelia as already mentioned. Of the

three species of Aurelia recorded from Indian

waters, A. A. maldivensis-'^^^ and
A. the last one has a wide dis-

tribution in the Indian Seas. Rao^- has re-

corded a single specimen of A. solida from the

backwaters of Visakhapatnam in the vicinity of

the Harbour area. It is likely that our Naval
Base forms may belong to this species.

The well developed stalks and pedal discs,

the number of tentacles and the simple type

of budding of the Scyphistomae collected from
Station C suggest that they may belong to

either of the three genera, Cyanea, Cassiopea

and Chrysaora (BerrilB), all of which have

been reported from the Indian Seas. Acromitus

fiagellatus is also another very common Scy-

phomedusa in the coastal waters of* India, the

development of which is unknown at present.

Incidentally this is the first report of Scy-

phistomae on fouling panels (see “Marine Foul-

ing and Its Prevention*’ for species of Foulers

recorded!*^).
*

Further details of reproduction and budding

are being worked out and will be published

elsewhere.

We thank Dr. W. J. Rees of the British

Museum of Natural History for commenting on

our Station C specimens.

This work has been carried out with the

funds provided by the Forest Research Insti-

tute, Dehra Dun, obtained 'from various sources

for the execution of the Scheme on “Protec-

tion of Timber a^inst .the Marine Organisms

Attack”.

Dept, of Zoology, P. N. Ganapati.

Andhra University, M. V. Laksumana Rao.

Waltair, April 3, 1958.
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ABNORMAL POLLEN 'TUBE DEVELOP-
MENT IN A NICOTIANA HYBRID

•

Instances are on record relating to multiple

tube formation in pollen grains and also their

forking during elongation (Maheshwari, 1950).

Such occurrence has been reported to be fre-

quent in members of the group Amentiferae,

where the extreme condition of ramification of

the tube seems to have been met with. In the

genus Nicotiana itself, Goodspeed is reported to

have cited cases where more than one tube from
a pollen grain entered the embryo-sac. Dus-
seau (1944) also reports bifurcate pollen tube
•n amphidiploid N. suaveolens X N. glutinosa

and N. glutinosa < N. sylvestris hybrids. To
augment the instances already reported and
also as the phenomenon occurred in unusually
high frequency in the present case, the follow-

ing note on the abnormal pollen tube develop-
ment -in N. Umgifiora y N. alaia hybrids is sub-
mitted.

The F^ hybrid is almost sterile with about

20% of stainablc pollen grains which failed to

germinate on stigma of the self same flower or

that of other hybrid flowers or of the parents.

With a view to determine the cause for their

failure to function, germination tests in agar-

sucrose medium were conducted. While the

grains were apparently inactive on the stigma,

tube formation in the medium was very vigor-

ous and they developed even as earl5’’ as 4 hr.

after dusting. The percentage of germination
was found to be well over 90. However, only

about 50% of the grains produced normal tubes

while the rest were abnormal as indicated in

Table I.

Table I

Germination in agar medium

No.
^ abnormality

grains^
Reference

1 Normal
^

• • 47
2 More than one tube per*gra in ••• PI. I

3 Forking of tiiljc near the base .. 11 Pis. II & HI
4 Forking of tube in the middle . . 8

5 Forking of lube at the distal end 4
6 Fingei-like protuberance .. 6

7 Hypheedike ramifications •• 3

Total : Nonnal—47 ;
Abnormal—46

The parental pollen were sown under similar

conditions aijd normality was recorded to 100%.
Forking of the tubes take place either near

the pollen grain (Plates II and III) or at the

distal end. The arms always contain cytoplas-

mic materials. Meiosis in th^ hybrid which has
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been found to be "irregular (JV. longiflora,

n =r 10; N. alata, n =: 9 and hybrid 2 n = 19) re-

sulted in heavy tetrad abortion and the pollen
fertility is therefore reduced to 20-30%.

Tests on pollinating the hybrid and parental

Plate ‘ill

Plate I» Two well-developed tubes from a single

grain. <

Plates II & ill. Tube forking.

the Editor
L Science

stigma with the hybrid pollen and vice versa
revealed that a few grains germinated on the

stigma with or without the help of agar medium
and that abnormalities of tube development also

occurred on the stigma even in the absence of

any medium.
Two facts need to be explained in the above

hybrid, namely, (1) the cause for sterility, and
(2) the abnormal tube production. Regarding
the former, the available good pollen grains in

the anther is very little and the possibility of

all of them reaching the stigma is remote. Even
reaching the stigma their germination is pos-

sibly prevented due to hybrid incompatibility

as a result of which they remain as they are

on the stigma. Even the few grains that were
viable produced only short tubes which could

not penetrate the style. Further, it may be
noted that the grains equally failed to germi-
nate on parental stigma. It would therefor?

mean that the apparently good grains are mostl *

non-functional. Ad^ed to this, the style and
stigma of the may be incompatible for pol-

len tube development. How far ovule sterility

also exists, needs further investigation and
work is under way.
Regarding the production of abnormal tubes,

it would appear that abnormalities occur with
a higher frequency in agar medium (Table 1)

but also it is occurring even in the absence of

the medium on the stigma. To suppose that

agar medium would have acted as a mutagenic
stimulant had to be ruled out since pollen of

parental species as well as those of others, ger-

minated in the medium, developed normal
tubes. It would therefore mean that the ab-
normal pollen tube growth might be the cha-
racteristic of the hybrid pollen and is support-

ed by the evidence cited by Sarana (1934) and
Dusseau (1944). Such abnormal tube develop-
ment may be adding to the sterility of the
hybrid.

The authors wish to express their thanks to

Dr. N. R. Bhat, Director, Tobacco Research, for

the keen interest he has evinced during these
investigations and offering valuable sugges-
tions.

Central Tobacco Res. K. V. Krishnamurty.
Institute, K. Apparao.

Rajahmundry, May 5, 1958.
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STUDIES ON THE DIETARY REQUIRE-
MENTS OF THE HIDE BEETLE

(DERMESTES MACULATUS DEGEER,
DERMESTID^; COLEOPTERA) WITH
PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO AMINO

acids and vitamins

The hide beetle (Dermestes maculatus Deg.) is

of international importance as a troublesome

pest of dried fish, cheese, ham, hides and hide-

products. In literature, Dermestes vulpinus

Fab. is more often reported than Dermestes

maculatus Deg. But according to Nuesebeck

(1950), the correct specific name is maculatus.

Stock cultures of Dermestes maculatus (Deg.)

were maintained on “Dog biscuits” at a tem-

perature range of 75-80° F. Larvae were iso-

lated in glass di.shes and small vials with appro-

priate media. Series of twenty-four larvae were

used in each test diet. Observations were made
on alternate dates. Records were kept on pupa-

tion, emergence, larval time in days, number
of instars, pupal period ip days, weight of

males and females in mg. in relation to dif-

ferent food media. For obtaining the desired

levels of moisture in the food media, the oven-

drying method was used. The dietary mate-

rials included in the experiment were casein

hydrolysates (untreated and vitamin-free),

amino acids (cystein, glutanic acid, trypto-

phane, glycine and arginine), fats (linoleic acid

and cholesterol), carbohydrate (sucrose and

corn starch) and salt (sodium chloride). These

food factors were used as supplements to casein

diet. Each test die! was ‘replicated twenty-four

times. The diets were changed on alternate

days. Methods described by Fraenkel and Ble-

wett (1943, 1954) were used to study the growth

factors associated with yeast fraction (soluble

and insoluble in water) in the casein diet. The

“dog biscuit” is a mixture of meat, dried skim-

med milk, wheat germ, dried beet, soybean

meal, dehydrated cheese, molasses, and vita-

min B complex, A and D. The materials were

purchased from the Nutrition Biochemical

Corporation, Cleaveland, Ohio.

RESUI.TS

Studies on the correlation between moisture

levels of dietary media and the larval growth

of Dermestes maculatus were carried out. Four

levels of moisture (10%, 30%, 50% and 70%)
were considered in the experiment. The “dog

biscuit” which was reported as complete food

was used as test diet. Twenty-four larvae were

used under each diet test. No larval growth

was rec5orded at the 10% moisture level. Thirty

per cent, moisture seems to be better than 50%

or 70% for the larval growth. The higher the

moisture content of the food media, the shorter

was the duration of the larval .period, and the

greater was the weight of the female. The
number of females surviving under condition

of low moisture was greater than the number
of males. Conversely, ratio of males to females

was greater under condition of higher mois-
ture. It was found that optimum moisture con-
tent of the “dog biscuijt” food media was around
30%.
The larvae of Dermestes maculatus were able

to synthesize necessary sugar from casein in

the presence of cholesterol for their growth.
Both corn-starch or sucrose as supplements to

casein were found to be unsatisfactory with-
out cholesterol. This agrees with the reports

of Fraenkel and Blewett (1943).

The amino acids (tryptophane, glycine, glu-

tanic acid) as supplements to casein were as

efficient as yeast. A study of B complex vita-

mins as supplements to vitamin-free casein

indicated that thiamine, riboflavin, niacin,

pentothenic acid, pyridoxine and choline were
essential. Folic acid and biotin accelerated the

larval growth and development.
Curiously enough, vitamin-free casein sup-

plemented with sucrose, glutanic acid, glycine,

tryptophane, cholesterol, salt and water, sup-
ported larval growth of the hide beetle. Prob-
ably the micro-organisnas present in the intes-

tine were able to synthesize necessary vitamins

from the diet.

A diet consisting of casein, cholesterol and
water was close to a minimum basic diet.

Addition of sucrose, amino acid and salts gave
very good larval growth. When yeast was
substituted for amino acid in the basic diet,

the larval growth was greatly accelerated, but
there was practically no difference in the

weight of adults. This indicates that both yea.^t

and amino acid furnished similar growth fac-

tors. According to Fraenkel and Blewett (1942
and 1943), the ye^t contains the vitamins, bio-

tin and choline in addition to ‘thiamine, ribo-

flavin and niacirf and other factors of vitamin B
complex.

In literature it has not been demonstrated

previously that the amino acids, such as trypto-

phane, glycine and glutanic acid, could be used
for the formation of certain growth factors in

insects. Further, by increasing the quantity of

these threfe a^iino acids, the vitamin-free casein

diet seems to provide a basic vitamin require-

ment of the beetle. Th'e specific roles of micro-
organisms present in the intestinal tract of the

h}(Je beetle which are able to synthe^iz^e
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necessary vitamins fi;om the basic diet need

further investigation.

The writer
^

expresses his gratilude to

Dr. WiUiam E. Bickley and Dr. George S.

Langford, Department of Entomology, Univer-

sity of Maryland, U.S.A., for their personal

interest and invaluable guidance during the

course of this investigation.

Division of Entomology, B. S. Lall.

Bihar Agricultural Colley,

Sabour, May 24, 1958.
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CHROMOCENTERS AND NUCLEOLAR
EQUIVALENTS IN THE YEAST

NUCLEUS
The visibility of the nuclear and vacuolar mem-
branes^-'* in living cells from five-day wort

(S.G. 1 020, pH 4 -6-4 *8) cultures of Saccharo-

myces ccrevisics (NRRl. Y. 567) enabled the

accurate location of the nucleus as an extra-

vacuolar structure. Formed structures are

often visible in the dormant living nucleus

(Photos 1 and 2). They often lie apposed to

Photos 1 and 2. laving cells (Ordinary Illumination).

Photo 2.IAii intranuclear structure is lying' in contact

with the nuclear membrane.
Photos 3 and 4. iodine-formaldehyde acetic—Giemsa.

Photos 5 and 6. Modified Carnoy—Giemsa.
Photos 3-6. The intranuclear striffctures could be

distinguished into the blue (Z?)"*nucleolar equivalents and
the red (A?) chromocenters.

‘ '
^

B,, Blue nucleolar equivalents, Intranuclear

structures; N, Nucleus”; Nuclear membrane;
Red chromocenter'; V,, Vacuole,

rCurrent
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the nuclear membrane giving it an irregularly

thickened appearance (Photo 2). Though
I^eidenhain’s haematoxylin yields superposable

pictures on those of living nuclei separation

of the intranuclear organelles into distinct cate-

gories would be possible only by differential

staining.

Feulgen preparations showed that the intra-

nuclear structures were of two types.^ Some
were stained by leuco basic fuchsin while the

others had an affinity for the counterstain,

light green. When hydrolysed material was
stained with Giemsa, the Feulgen positive areas

were purplish-red while the Feulgen negative

structures were light pink. An attempt was,

therefore, made to discover whether these two
types of organelles could be stained differen-

tially with Giemsa in unhydrolysed cells.

Smears of cells with visible nuclei were fixed

in iodine-formaldehyde-acetic acid solution-**

as well as in Carnoy’s fluid as modified by

Lindegren et al.'^ Jbe slides freed of traces of

the fixatives were rinsed well in a 1:1 mix-
ture of tap- and distilled-water and transferred

to a staining bath prepared by diluting 4 ml.

of Giemsa (Gurr) with 20 ml. each of tap- and
distilled-water.

When examined after an hour the cells

appeared uniformly blue. The vacuole was
unstained and in a few of the cells the chroma-
tin was stained reej. When the smears were
carefully differentiated in 20% alcohol and
examined as water mount.^^ the cytoplasm and
the nuclear membrane were blue. The intra-

nuclear structures could be clearly separated

into ( 1 ) the red-stained chromocenters

(R. Photos 3-6), and (2) the blue-stained

(B. Photos 3-6) nucleolar equivalents. The
staining was similar whether the cells were
fixed in iodine-formaldehyde-acetic (Photos 3

^ and 4) or in the modified Carnoy (Photos 5

and 6). The red chromatinic (Fexilgen-posi-

tive) areas were less resistant to destaining

than the blue-stained (Feulgen-negative)
regions. This feature was more pronounced in

cells fixed in Carnoy.

The intranuclear blue-stained areas show a

wide variety of arrangement. They may be one
(Photo 4) or more masses (Photos 3 and 6) or

only an uneven lining to the nuclear membrane
(Photo 5). The red-stained chromoceuters

usually lie free inside the nucleus (Photos 3-6).

The demonstration of a nuclear membrane and
differentially stained areas inside the nucleus
in cells processed according to Lindegren

et alJ (Photos 5 and 6) invalidates their

Letters to the Editor
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suggestion that the organelle is only the “spin-

dle with chromatin” and not the nucleus.

Since the nucleolus of Allium^ is of the same
colour as the cytoplasm in Giemsa prepara-
tions, it would appear that the blue-tinted

structures within the yeast nucleus (B. Photos

3-6) may correspond to the nucleolar substance

of higher organisms. The yeast nucleus thus

assumes a conventional structure not only in

its possession of a nuclear membrane and
chromocenters but also in having nucleolar

equivalents.

I am very grateful to Dr. M. K. Subramaniam
for his guidance and encouragement.

(Miss) Saraswathy Royan.

Cytogenetics Lab.,

Dept, of Biochemistry,

Indian Institute of Science.

Bangalore, May 20, 1958.
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THE EFFECT OF COR’tlSONE ON THE
DISTRIBUTION AND CONCENTRATION
OF ALKALINE PHOSPHATASE IN THE

UROPYGIAL GLAND OF MALE
PIGEONS

Sex hormonal regulation of the uropygial gland

has been adequately demon.slraled by Selye^

and Kar.“’‘* However, the action of any extra-

gonadal steroid on this sebaceous type of gland

has not hitherto been reported and in view of

this it seemed desirable to study the effect of

cortisone, particularly on the cytochemical con-

centration of alkaline phosphatase in the uro-

pygial gland of pigeons.

Twelve adult male pigeons were used in this

study of which 6 were injected intramuscularly

with cortisone acetate (“Cortogen” Schering,

U.S.A.; 4 mg. daily for 7 days) and the remain-

ing 6 were left uninjected to serve as controls.

Autopsy followed 24 hours after the final in-

jections. The uropygial glands were carefully

dissected out, weighed to the nearest milli-

gramme and fixed appropriately for histological

studies. Technique of Gomori^ was used for

demonstration of alkaline phosphatase.

Gross examinations at ajutopsy revealed con-
sistent hypertrophy of the uropygial glands of

the experimental pigeons (Tabje I). Histo-

Table I

Suimnary of the weight of the uropygial glands

Weight of uropygial

gland body weight at

autopsy
(gm-)Absolute Relativet

(mg.) * (per cent.)

Uninjected
Controls (6)*

r>2±3-07t 0-0205 251*83±3-90

Cortisone

treated (6)

8a-5±4-30 0-0358 241-11 ±4-01

* Figure in parenthesis indicate the number of animals.

t Standard error o£ the mean.
i Uropygial gland weight as percentage of the body-

weight.
•

logical study also disclosed a pronounced stimu-

lation of this organ in cortisone-treated birds.

This was exhibited by an accelerated develop-

ment of the alveolar system. The lumen of

majority of the alveoli were filled up with seba-

ceous secretion and a pronounced hyperemia Was
also indicated in the alveolar septa. It might
be recalled in this connection that contrary to

the present findings, cortisone exerted practi-

cally no influence on the mammalian .sebaceous

glands.^‘

In agreement with the findings of Kar« we
observed that in general, the enzyme was dis-

tributed in a diffuse manner in the gland of

the normal birds. The connective tissue sur-

rounding the alveoli showed slight reaction.

The endothelium of the stromal blood ve.ssels

and the fibroblast cells exhibited a moderate
enzymatic activity. Appreciable phosphatase
activity was evident in the “indifferent” as

well as cuboidal cells bordering the alveolar

wall. The nucleus of the cells acjjacent to the

cuboidal epithelium showed moderate reaction,

but the enzyme was fatally s^sept from the

cytoplasm of the cells. Almost negative re-

actions were encountered in the rest of the

alveolar epithelium. Moderate phosphatase

activity was evident in the luminal epithelium

of the duct.

Cortisone treatment caused an augmentation

in phosphatase activity. This was particularly

noticeable ii^ the basal cuboidal cells of the

alveolus. The enzyme appeared to be almost

uniformly distributed in the nucleus and in the

cytoplasm of the cells. Cytoplasmic granules

present in the alveolar epithelium also showed
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a prominent reaction* for alkaline phosphatase.

The nuclear phosphatase activity, however, re-

mained practically unaffected in the hormone-
treated pigeons. In the stromal blood vessels

the enzyme was restricted to the endothelium.

The secretory substance in the alveolar lumen
also showed a slight reaction for this enzyme.

However, a remarkable mobilization of alkaline

phosphatase was noticed in the duct epithelia.

The results obtained in the present experi-

ment demonstrate that alkaline phosphatase

activity is enhanced in the uropygial gland of

the pigeon after cortisone treatment. It is sug-

gested that in the cortisone-treated birds, a

physiological relationship exists between the

hypertrophy of the uropygial gland an.d the

increase in phosphatase activity as this enzyme
is known to play an important role in the lipid

metabolism of the holocrine glands.*^

Histophysiology S. P. Bhattachapjee.

Laboratory, A. Ghosh.

Dept, of Zoology,

University of Calcutta,

Calcutta-19, June 20, 1958.
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A NOTE ON APHIDS OF CALCUTTA
AND SUBURBS WITH SPECIAL
reference to the newly

RECORDED HOST PLANT FAMILIES
FOR SOME OF THE SPECIES

Till 1956, twenty-six species of aphids had

been known to occur in West Bengal as plant

pests. But the
,
present investigation leads to

the fact tha! there are twenty-seven species

of aphids, including Rhophalosiphum nym--

phoeoe L. which is for the first time lecorded

from West Bengal. Besides, for some of the

known species, a few plant families are also

recorded new, e.g,.

Aphis craccivora Koch. : Cucurbitaceae,

Labiate, Nyctaginaceae, Scitaminacpae and

Urticaceae. Aphis gossypii Glovefli* : Amaran-
taceae, Araliaceae. Liphaphis erysimi (Kalt.):

Araliaceae, Cruciferae. Myzus persicce (Sulz.):

Acanthaceae, Malvaceae. Rhophalosiphum nym-
phcece L, : Cactac^, Leguminosae. RhophalO”

[
Current
Science

siphum rufiabdominalis (Sasaki): Araceae.

Tetraneura hirsuta Baker : Cruciferae, Sola-

naceae.

The authors are indebted to Dr. J. P. Don-
caster of British Museum, London, for identify-

ing a part of collections which helped them to

have materials for comparison, and to Prof. A.
Dasgupta, formerly Head of the Department of
Botany, Bangabasi College, Calcutta, for kindly
identifying the plant families.

The authors express their thanks to the

authorities of St. Xavier's College, Calcutta,

for granting facilities to work in Zoology Labo-
ratory.

Zoology Laboratory, D. N. Ray Chaudhuri.
St. Xavier's College, A. K. Ghosh.
Calcutta-16, June 24, 1958.
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HOMOLOGY OF THE PAPPUS IN
THE LIGHT OF TRICHOME

DISTRIBUTION
Homology of the pappus, as stated by Koch,*^

is still open to question. It represents a modi-
fied calyx according to the phyllome theory

which was supported by Cassini, Bentham,
Worsdell, Hutchinson, etc. (cf. SmaU® for a re-

view of the relevant literature). This view is

also adopted by systematists^'in general as stat-

ed by Lawrence.^ Pappus is a homologue of the

trichomes or emergences according to the tri-

chome theory which was advanced by Warm-
ing, Masters,® etc. This was upheld and greatly

strengthened afterwards by Small® who studied

the pappus of a large number of species and
who particularly took into account its. anatomi-
cal structure. The same view was followed
later by Koch® who considered the problem in

the light of the vascular anatomy of the ray
flowers of some of the Hellanther.

Recently, pappus of Helianthus annuus L.

and Vicoa indica DC. was interpreted as phyl-

lomic in origin by the first author® on the basis

of altogether a new evidence, viz., the relative

distribution of sclerenchyma among the floral

organs. In this note, evidence from yet an-
other aspect is recorded which indicates that

pappus originated from the calyic in some more
members of the Composite. There are several

species of the family in which the pappus parts

have been obiserved to bear trichomes which

arc otherwise characteristic of the vegetative
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parts and other floral organs like the bracts,
paleae, corolla, ovary, etc. Similar to the latter

organs the pappus parts too have an epidermal
layer and the trichomes observed are differen-
tiated from single epidermal initials as for
example seen in Adenostemma lavenia O. Kze.
(Figs. 5, 6 and 7). First the trichome initial

FiG. 1. Kostrate fHifotm hsiir, Par/Aentum

Fig. 2. Cylindrical hair, Parthenium argentatum.

Fig. 3. Cylindrical hair, Parthenium hysterophorus.

Fig. 4. Biseriate gladular h^iir, Eriophyllum stachadi-

folium.

Fig. 6. Biseriate vesicular glandular hair, Adenostemma
lavenia,

FIG, 6. Two-celled stage of biseriate vesicular glan-

dular hair, Adenostemma lavenia.

Fig. 7. Two-celled stage with the dyads enlarged,

Adenostemma lavenia,

divides anticlinally and gives rise to two juxta-

posed daughter-cells (Fig. 6). These cells later

become very much enlarged in their size

(Fig. 7). Further differentiation involves one

to two periclinal divisions of each of the dyads

followed by detachment of the cuticle from the

end cells into a vesicle (Fig. 5). Trichomes

may be limited in their distribution to the

lateral surface of the pappus parts {e,g,, Coasu-

lia axillaris Roxb.) or also occur upon the tips

of the latter (c.g., Adenostemma lavenia.

Fig. 8). They are usually a few in number
but denser in Adenostemma lavenia. The com-
posites noted are as in Table I.

In the species listed above, it is obvious that

the pappus parts cannot be regarded as hairy-

structures as explained according to the tri-

chome theory, because it will amount to occur-
rence of trichomes upon trichomes which is

quite an improbable phenomenon. It is im-
portant to note that the pappus parts and the
trichomes borne by them are quite dissimilar in
their structure as for example may be observed
in Adenostemma lavenia (Fig. 8), The former
are relatively massive structures and consist

Fig, 8, Pappus part with hairy epidermis, Adenostemma
lavenia, X 410.

TABI.E I

S.

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Name of the species

2

No. of

parts

of the

pappus
3

T richome types*
present on the

pappus

4

Adenostemma lavenea O.,

Kze.
Parthenium hysterophorus

. L.
•

Parthenium argentatum
Gray

Parthenium incanum
H. B. K.

Parthenium alpinum
(Nutt) T.&G.

Eriophyllum s*achadifolium
Lag.

3-4 Biseriate vesicular
glandular hair

2 Rostrate filiform

hair and cylin-
* 4rical hair

3 do.

3 do.

2-3 do.

6-9 Biseriate glandu-
lar hair

* The name:^ of the trichomes are adopted from the
thesis to be submitted shortly by the first author.

of, apart from the hairy epidermis, ground tis-

sue and a vascular strand. Thus, in possessing
the three fundamental tissues. the pappus parts
structurally resemble gmy other reproductive
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phyllomei such as the petal, stamen or carpel,

and this homology itself is another evidence

of their phyllome or calyx origin. Further, they

are also less in number being usually not more
than five in each of the species as is evident

from the above list.

It is of significance that the species were
recorded after examining more than a hundred
species (representing all the thirteen tyi>es of

the family) in >vhich many have the common
plumose pappus consisting of numerous hair-

like structures, called the setae.® Since tri-

chomes are not borne by the setae, therefore,

their possession by the pappus parts vrhich are

massive in size and less in number as noted in

the present species, is probably not without

significance. In terms of the phyllome theory,

the pappus of these species can be regarded to

represent a primitive type since in size,

structure, and number of its parts it resembles
a typical five-mcrous calyx such as hypothesized

by Koch^ to have been borne by the earliest

Compositac. The setose pappus, therefore, re-

presents a specialised form which probably

evolved later by dismemberment of the primi-

tive type into numerous parts. Evolution of

this might have obviously involved origin and

selection of such mutations which had brought

about a division of the normal sepal primodia

into numerous bits as are now witnessed in

the development of the plumose pappus of, for

example, Tridax procuiribens Linn.^

The authors are grateful to Prof. R. C. Rol-

lins. Gray Herbarium, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, and Dr. B. L. Hammond, Salinas, Cali-

fornia, for sparing the material of Parthenium
spp.

Dept, of Botany, N. Ramiah,

Osmania University, M, Sayeeduddin.

Hyderabad-Dn., March 12, 1958.
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INHERITANCE STUDY IN WHEAT
A large number of studies have been made to

determine the mode of inheritance of typical

characters of the various wheat species. The
genus Triticuni has at present twenty total

number of species and subspecies.- T. durum
and T. iurgidum both have n 14 chromo-
somes. The inheritance of ramified spike in

T. turgidum and T, durum was undertaken at

the Agricultural Research Station, Niphad,

District Nasik, and the results obtained arc pre-

sented in this article.

Fig. 1

Many workers^ have studied the behaviour
of the ramified spike (branched ear) and the
effect of day length and temperature on the
expression of it.

F. 434, a type with ramified spike belonging
to T. turgidum introduced from Egypt, was
crossed with an improved type Baxi 23, ^ a
T. durum with simple spike in the year 1952-53
and studied in the subsequent years. The
was normal, i.e., unbranched spike, was domi-
nant to branched spike. The fertility of the
segregates wag normal. The F^ observations
are presented in Table I and in Fig. 1.
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Table I

Fo segregation in the cross F. 434 x Baxi 23

Ph enotypes
Observed Expected

(O) (C)
o—

c

(o—c)Vc

Simple spike . 280 279 +1 0*00358
Kamified spike . 92 93 -1 0*01075

'Total 372 372 — 0*01433

V : 0-90 to ()*9r> X* : 0-01493
«

Randomly selected 54 families were studied

in F.{. The results were as in Table II.

Table II

BeJiaviour of families (segregates) in F.^

Phenotypes
of families

Observed
(O)

Expected
(<•)

o—(' (0—r)V<"

Simple 21 13*5 H 7*5 4*18

Si'gregating , 22 27*0 -5*0 0*92

Ramified 11 13*5 1 0-46

Total 54 54*0 0*0 5*54

P : 0*05 to 0*1 X2 : 5*54

The goodness of fit test of the and F.

results proved that segregation of the charac-

ter ramified spike is monogenic, giving 3 sim-

ple (unbranched) to 1 ramified spike plants.

In the study of the inljeritance of ramified

spike in T. tnrgidum and T. durum at the

Agricultural Research Station, Niphad, the re-

sults obtained arc as bAow.
Fj plants were with simple spikes, i.e., rami-

fied spike is recessive. The segregation in Fo

was 3 simple to 1 ramified. The segregation of

54 families of F.^ was in the ratio of one homo-
zygous simple spike ;

two heterozygous simple ;

and one homozygous ramified spike. The re-

sults confirmed the findings of Tschermak.^'

I am grateful to Prof. V. M. Chavan, for his

encouragement during the study, and Dr. S.

Soloman, for going through the manuscript and

giving valuable suggestions. Thanks are due

to Sarvashri Y. N. Shaikh and M. G. Tamboli

for their help in the fieldwork during the

course of the present investigation.

Agric. Res. Station. J. A. Patil.

Niphad (Bombay State),

April 17, 1958.
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NOTE ON ALTERNATE HOST PLANTS
OF CHILO ZONELLUS SWINHOE

Chilo zonellus Swinhoe is a major pest of Sor-

ghums and maize and occasionally of sugarcane

and is widely distributed all over India. During
the investigation carried out at the College of

Agriculture, Poona, Trehan and Butani^ record-

ed this pest to breed also in Sudan grass (Sor-

ghuin imlgarc var. sddanense Stapf.), Nachini
(Eleusine coracana Gaertn.), Baru—Johnson
grass (Sorghuyn halcpense Pers.), Job’s tears

(Coix lachryma-jobi L.) and Kawdia (Poly-

toca barbata Stapf.), etc. These grasses, grow-
ing wild in various fields, on the pastures and
along the bunds and water channels were found
to harbour the pest during the off-season. Simi-

larly, voluntary jowar plants that germinated
from the scattered seeds in the fields and farm-
yards, etc., also afforded most suitable host

plants' for the pest to flourish. A good many
‘dead hearts’ were collected from these alter-

nate hosts. A detailed study revealed that the

maximum infestation was during the month of

.luly, when the average infestation recorded was
45-2%, 48-4^^ 48-7% and 51-0% in P. barbata,

Andropogon sorghum, A. halepcnse and
S. sudanense respectively.

The observation recorded suggested that the

wild grasses and the voluntary jowar plants

definitely serve as breeding places for Chilo

zonellus as they afford most suitable facili-

ties for the moths, to lay their eggs on these

plants, where they hatch out and feed on them
till the new crop comes up. To avoid the carry-

over of the pest it is necessary to eliminate the

availability oi the.se alternate hosts, for which
clean cultivation is advocated.

Sincere thanks are due to Dr. K. N. Trehan,

under whose able guidance this work was con-
ducted at the College of Agriculture, Poona.

Pusa, Bihar, Dhamo^K. Butani.

August 17, 1957.
^
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1. Trehan, K. N. and Butani, T). K., Indian J. Ent.^
1949, 11, 47-59.

CHROMOSOME NUMBER IN IBERIS
UMBELLATA L.

Excepting the conflicting reports on chromosome
number other cytological work has been
done in Iberis umbellata L. This note deals

with the meiotic behaviour of chromosomes: in

the species and a discussion of its probable
chromosome number. Majority of pollen
mother-cells at diakine^sis and metaphase I had
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nine bivalents (Figs. 1 and 3); a few, however,
showed eight 4Divalents and two univalents
(Fig. 2). The distribution of chromosomes at

Figs. 1-6 ( x 1,700). Meiotic stages. Figs. 1-2.

Diakinesis. Fig. 1. Nine bivalents. Fig. 2. Eight

bivalents and two univalents. Fig. 3. Metaphase I.

showing nine bivalents. Figs. 4-5. Anaphase I.

Fig. 4. Nine chromosomes at eithei pole. Fig. 5.

Showing 8+10 distribution of chromosomes. Fig. 6.

Metaphase 11 showing nine chromosomes in each group.

anaphase I was quite regular, nine chromo-

somes being cjearly seen^at either pole (Fig. 4).

A few of the pollen mother-cells, however,

showed an unequal distribution of chromosomes,

eight going to one pole and ten to the other

(Fig. 5). Nine chromosomes were included in

each group at metaphase II (Fig. 6). Manton^

working with the somatic nuclei of I, umheh
lata, reported fourteen as its diploid chromo-

some number. Thomas,^ however, found 2n =
16. Our observations indicate that the haploid

chromosome number in this plant is nine (2 n =
18). I. umbellata thus shows three types witli

reference to its chromosome number.

We are thankful to Prof. P. Maheshwari,

Head of the Department of Botany, University
of Delhi, for the facilities and encouragement.

Dept, of Botany, P. N. Bali.*
University of Delhi, S. L. Tandon.
Delhi-8, May 5, 1958.

• Lecturer in Botany
, HansraJ College, University ol

Delhi, Delhi 8.

1. Darlington, C. D. and Wylie, A. P., Chromosome
Atlas of Flowering Plants, George Allen &
Unwin Ltd., London, 1955.

2. Manton, I., Ann. Bot., 1932, 46, 509.

CHROMOSOME NUMBER IN CHLORO-
PHYTUM TUBEROSUM, BAKER

There are more than 50 species in the genus
Chlorophytum, Ker. distributed in the tropics

of both hemispheres.^ Till now, the chromo-
some number has been worked out only in 10

species, and C. tuberosum has not been includ-
ed in the list.- Therefore, the authors presume
that the haploid chromosome number (n = 8)

determined for C. tuberosum, to have been re-

ported here, for the first time.

Fig. 1. Diplotene 8jj. FiG. 2. Anaphase-I. Bridge
with fragment. FiG. 3. Pollen mitosis N---8. FiG. 4.

Pollen mitosis anaphase. All photomicrographs at
magnification, X 1,000 ca.

C. tuberosum is found in abundance growing
as a weed during early monsoon in Poona. It

is reported that C. tuberosum is also sometimes
cultivated in gardens as its tender leaves are

used as ‘Pot herbs’ and its flowers as orna-

mentals, kept in vases. It is a short-lived,

small l|erb with tuberous roots. The leaves are
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Table I

Chiasma frequency at diplotene in C. tuberosum

Chaismata
No. of

P.M.C.’s Total for 50 P.M.C.’s Per cell Per each bivalent
examined

Interstitial Terminal Interstitial Terminal Interstitial Terminal

50 780 370 15-6 7*4 1*3
1*4

1*4
1*3

'I'olal .

.

1150 23-0 • 1*3 0*0
1*2 M
2-2 1*3
3*0 1*1
3*1 1*2

. 2*1 0-0

sessile, radiate, falcate, recurved and wavy.
The plant bears white flowers during July-

August. Although the plant soon dies off, dur-

ing the next monsoon, the underground tubers

once again sprout up.

Chromosome number was determined by
meiotic studies. For this purpose, flower-buds

were fixed in Carnoy’s (6*: 3: 1) and perma-
nent Feulgen and Propiono-carmine squashes
were prepared. At diplotene (Fig. 1), diakinesis

and metaphaso-I of meiosis in microsporocytes,

there were 8 bivalents. The chiasma frequency

per bivalent observed is presented in Table I.

At anaphase 1 (Fig. 2), 0*12% abnormality
in the form of inversion bridges with frag-

ments were noticed. Pollen mitosis (Fig. 3)

also revealed the haploid •number to be 8, in

C. tuberosum. Anaphase of pollen mitosis

(P^ig. 4) was, however, jiormal.

The presence of inversion bridges indicates

structural hybridity of the C. tuberosum spe-

cies. Sheriff (1957)' reports spontaneous

chromosome inversions in C. elatum, R.Br. The
genetic role of inversions in evolution has been
well brought out by Dobzhansky (1955).

A critical study on the cytological behaviour
in the genus Chlorophytum where spontaneous
inversion hybrids are suspected, has been now
undertaken.

Botany Dept., L. S. S. Kumar.
College of Agriculture, H. K. Shama Rao.
Poona-5, May 2, 1958.
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Atlas of Flowering PlantSy 2nd Ed., George Allen
and Unwin T.td ., London, 1955, 365.

3. Dobzhan.sky, T., Evolution^ Genetics and Man^
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1955.

4. Sheriff, A., “ Spontaneous chromosome inversions
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R.Br.,** /. Indian Bot,
Soc.y 1957, 36, 222-38.

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF COLCHI-
CINE-INDUCED POLYPLOIDS OF

ALYSSUM MARITIMUM LAM.

The authors have recently published work done
on Colchicine-induced tetraploidy in Iberis

amara L. and Linaria vulgaris. ^ A This paper
deals with a similar type of work on Alyssum
maritimum (Sweet Alyssum) which is an im-
portant winter annual garden plant.

The apical growing points of 46-days old seed-
lings having 8 leaves on an average, were
covered with small cotton wads which were
kept moist with aqueous colchicine solution.

The treatments employed were 0-05, 0-10 and
0’2G7( colchicine solution for 6 and 12 hr. Ten
plants w^ere used for each treatment. The most
successful treatment w^as found to be 0-20%
colchicine solution applied for 6 hr. The leaves
which came out after the treatment were longer,

broader, thicker, more rough and deep green in
colour as compared to those of the control. The
average thickness of leaves in the control and
the polyploid was 327* 25 m and 500- 50 respec-
tively. The deep green colour of the leaves in
the polyploid plants was found to be due to
the presence of more numerous and larger
chloroplasts. The epidermal hai/s, epidermal
cells, stomata, cells of the palisade and spongy
parenchyma of leaves Jn the •polyploids were
larger than those of the control. The guard
cells of the stomata of the untreated plants
average 21*28 m in length and 5*47/^ in width
as compared wdth an average length and width
of 44*59 M and 11*75 m respectively in the poly-
ploids. The number of stomata per sq. mm. in

the control and polyploid was 221*68 and 83*13

respectively.
^

Flowering was delayed and extended in the
polyploid plants. The .polyploids had conspicu-
ously large flowers. The pedicel, sepals, petals,

stamens, pistil, ovules, fruit, jseed and embryo
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of the polyploid plants showed a general en-

largement over their counterparts in the con-
trol, It may,

^
however, be mentioned that a

few of the polyploid plants showed a reduction
in flower size. The percentage of pollen ferti-

lity in the polyploid plants was rather low, the

averages for the control and the polyploid be-

ing 95*58% and 76*06% respectively. The fer-

tile pollen grains of the polyploids were larger

than those of the control, the average diameter
of the pollen grains of the polyploid and the

control being 39*52 m and 21*68 g respectively.

IVuit and seed-setting in the polyploids was
extremely poor but this handicap could possibly

be overcome by leaving a larger number of

plants for seed collection.

The colchicinc-treatcd plants were cytologi-

cally analysed. Squashes of pollen mother-cells

were stained with aceto-orcein. The meiotic

chromosome numbers of the control plants and
the polyploids were determined as 12 and 24

respectively. It is worthwhile to mention here
that taking the genus Alyssum as a whole, the

naturally occurring A. mariiimum is at a tri-

ploid level. The artificially induced poly-

ploids would thus represent a hexaploid condi-

tion. The control plants showed 12 bivalents at

diakincsis and metaphase I. The distribution

of chromosomes at anaphase I was mostly regu-

lar in the control plants, 12 chromosomes going

to cither pole. The details of meiosis in the

naturally occurring triploid A. viaritimum have
been reported elsewhere.^ Many of the possible

configurations showing varying numbers of

quadrivalents, bivalents and univalents were
seen in the preparations of the polyploid

plants. Twelve quadrivalents were also

seen at diakincsis. In some of the pollen

mother-cells the distribution of chromosomes
was quite regular but in many of them a few
chromosomes were seen to lag behind resulting

in the unequal distribution of chromosomes. In

a few pollen mother-cells anaphasic bridges

were also observed. The wall formation in the

control and polyploid was of the simultaneous

type. Formation of varying numbers of multi-

valents, lagging chromosomes at anaphase, and

formation of chromosome bridges, etc., may be

the probable causes for low pollen fertility and

consequently poor fruit and seed-setting in the

polyploids.

We aro thankful to Prof. P. Maheshwari, Head
of the Department of Botany, University of

Delhi, for the facilities and encouragement.

Dept, of Botany, P. N. Bali.*^

University of Delhi, S. L. Tandon.

Delhi-8, May 5, 1958.

* Lecturer in Botany, Hansraj College, University of
Delhi, Delhi 8.
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IODINE CDNTEMT OF SOME INDIAN
FODDER PLANTS

According to Underwood,*^ subnormal levels of

iodine in soils and hence in foods and watei s

of certain parts of the world can be correlated

with the incidence of goitre in humans and
animals. However, there is no data on th3

iodine content of Indian plants and foods ex-

cept Lander’s- whoi found that goitre was noto-

riously prevalent in Kashmir and some jf the

districts of the Himalayan foot-hills in the

Punjab and that the iodine content of fodder

plants from Kangra and Murree were far lower

than those of the plains.

The iodine content of pasture plants, though

of no significance to the plants themselves are

of profound importance to the animals depend-

ent upon them. A, preliminary survey of the

iodine status of the grassland soils of Western
India revealed that the total iodine content was
negligible, varying from 0*00 to 0*91 p.p.m.

Therefore, the iodine content of some important

fodder plants was determined by the method of

Houston^ and the minimum, maximum and the

mean contents of iodine in 22 species are re

ported in Table I.

Table I shows that the fodder plants of

Western India contain very low amounts of

iodine. The maximum iodine content was
0*076 p.p.m. in a sample of Dicanthium annu-
latum and the minimum was 0*002 p.p.m. in

Psetidcnthistiria heteroclita. The range in the

average iodine content of the samples was from
0*006 to 0*048 p.p.m. A few common weeds of

the grasslands (samples 19 to 22) which were
also analysed for their iodine content did not

appear to contain any significant amounts. The
outstanding feature of the data are the wide
variations in the iodine content of the same
species as well as of different species growing
in the same locality and soil type.

RusseU has shown that New Zealand pas-

tures contain *from 0*024 to 0*072 p.p.m. iodine
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Table I

Iodine content of some fodder plants and weeds
(in p.p.m. of dry matter)

No. Name of Species Min. Max. Mean
No of

samples
analysed

1 Pseudenthistiria hctcroclita Hk. 0*002 0*034 0*021 0
2 Themeda triandra Forsk. 0-008 0*023 0*018 10
3 Thtmeda tremula Ilk. O-OOl 0*009 0*000 5
4 / uaiithiiim amiuiatum Stapf. 0-012 0*070 ^ 0*045 8
5 Isfhu'tnum ciliarc Retz. 0*010 o * o:’9 0 - 02t’> 0
6 Cvm'opoi'cn nurtnu Stapf. 0-000 0*017 0-017 4
7 Mululia (imbnata lil. & Me. 0-009 0*027 0 * 0 ] 1 .5

8 Afthr axon m •holdu Stapf. • • 0*011 0*040 o * o:'2 0
9 Hi teropvgi n nn r/ us Peauv. 0*024 0*008 0-040 10
10 ArundiHilla ienclU La\\ii. 0*010 0*054 0-033 4
11 Spodii pogi n albidus Benth. 0*014 ()*(M3 0-029 4
12 Indi^op ra tiuctona Linn. o - ar3 0*010 0 - 0,35 0
13 Crotolarm tnquetra Dal/. 0*011 0*031 0-020 4
14 Heylanata latcbrosa DC. • 0*001 0*010 O-OOli 8
ir> Ciotolaria hni folia Linn. 0*009 0-027 0-018 4
10 Alyui arpu^ 7>a^>malts I)^^ 0-021 0 - 0.53 0-038 0
17 SfUfihia H'n^ttf:>a Ait. 0-008 0*020 0-012 n
18 Zornta diphylh Pers. 0*020

*
0*049 0 *(r2 0

19 Clo7<iocardia Inica) t folia Cav. 0*014 0*030 0*015 6
20 Jionrna dnita Sdium. • 0-00.‘) O-OlO 0*000 4
21 Ltndernia lihata I.inn 0*021 0*030 0*024 4
22 Vtcoa ludica D(’. 0*041 0*0; >2 0*048 4

whereas English pastures contain from 0-21 to

0*84 p.p.m. Lander’s values for the iodine con-

tent of the Punjab grasses appears to be rather

high, varying from 0-118 to 0-902 p.p.m. The
fodder hays from the goitre areas of Murree
and Kangra, contain according to him, from
0-118 to 0-380 p.p.m. iodine. Probably these

samples were contc^inatj;^d. As compared ic-

Lander’s values, the fodder plants of Western

India appear to be very poor in their iodine

content. However, it was beyond the scope of

this investigator to study whether goitre is pre-

valent in the area. A co-ordinated approach by
the Veterinary and Agricultural Departments

may yield interesting results.

S, luteum and S. verhascifolivm, growing wild
in Northern India, have not so far been pro-
perly investigated and nothing is known re-

garding the nature of alkaloids, present in them.
A systematic study of the berries of these spe-

cies was therefore carried out.

Coarsely powdered dry berries were extracted
with alcohol in a sauxhlet. The solvent was
removed and the alkaloid extracted with 5%
acetic acid. The fatty matter and other extra-
neous impurities were removed by shaking the
aqueous solution with petroleum ether and
benzene, after which the gluco-alkaloid was
precipitated with ammonia. It was repeatedly
crystallised from alcohol.

Dept, of Botany, (Miss) Java G. Iyer.

Institute of Science,

Bombay- 1. June 10, 1958.
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A SHOBT NOTE ON SOME OF THE
INDIAN SOLANUM SPECIES

Nearly 20 Solanum species grow wild in India

and some investigations have been carried out

on many of these. However, Solqjtum indicum,

The gluco-alkaloid was subsequently hydro-
*

•jlysed with 5% hydrochloric acid,-* decomposed
:* with ammonia and crystallised from alcohol.

The alkaloid obtained Vas further* character-

ised by preparing its acetyl derivative. The
results of our observations arc given in Table T.

Mixed melting points with gluco-alkaloid

solasonino and alkaloid solasodine, isolated

from S, xanthocarpum, were taken and no de-
pression was observed. When alcoholic solution

of the ajkaloid was treated with sulphuric

acid, a green *^uorescence, characteristic of sola-

sodine, was produced.^ The alkaloid also gave
characteristic colour reaction with anisaldehyde

and hydrochloric acid.
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Table I

Solannm ivdicum S. verbasafolium S. luUum

(fhico-alkaloid

Alkaloid hydrochloridt' ••

Alkaloid
Acetate of alkaloid

Softened at 102 ; m p. 275-78
'

Cderomp )

m.p 208-10°

lYi 201 02°

mp. 101-93"

Swells at 190°; m p. 270-78°

(decoinp.)

m.p 304-05"

m.p. 201-02°
m.p. 191-92°

Softened at228''; m.p. 273-75"

fdecomp .

)

m p. 305-08°
m p 201-02°
m.p. 189-91°

A perusal of the above shows that all the

above solanum species contain the gluco-alka-

loid solasonine, which on hydrolysis with 5%
hydrochloric acid yields the alkaloid sola-

sodine.

Regional Res. Lab., S. S. Chaudhary.

Jammu, Vishwa Paul.

June 10, 1958. K. L. Handa.

OCCURRENCE OF ISOETES IN
MADHYA PRADESH

There are about 65 species^ of Iscetes but only

four have been recorded in India. These are

L coromandeliria I. sahyadrii,^ I. sampat^
kumaranV^ and I. dixitei.^ So far, none have
been recorded from Madhya Pradesh, one of

the largest States of India. The authors have
observed a species of Iscstes growing abund-
antly at Omkareshwar and this note deals with

the preliminary aspect of its occurrence.

Omkareshwar is a famous sacred place of

Hindus, situated on the banks of River Nar-
bada. Its height is 579*7' above sea-level and

the climate is not much different from that of

Indore.

One of us (Mr. Patel), while visiting this

place on 9th October 1955, accidentally dis-

covered Iscetes plants growing with grasses, in

a slow-running temporary stream. Subsequent
observations of this locality in different sea-

sons, for albout 3 years, clearly indicate that

this plant has^a definite growing season, which

starts in m*id-June, i.e., after
^

the beginning of

monsoon and continues till October. In addi-

tion to the short span of life, these plants are

very much restricted in distribution, as it is

clear from their absence in similar places with-

in a radius of 7 miles.

The plants vary from 15*5 cm. to 40 cm. in

height and are mostly bisporangiate with a defi-

nite order of arrangement of thV? sporophylls.

The species reported here differs from the

previously described species and is in all prob-

ability a new one. However, further critical

study is continued to ensure this.

Dept, of Botany, Ramji Sharma.
Holkar College, R. M. Patel.*
Indore, April 28, 1958. S. S. MuGHE.
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OCCURRENCE OF A GREEN JASSID-
EMPOASCA SP.-ON SESBANIA

SPECJOSA L.

An instance of a heavy occurrence of a small
green jassid belonging to the genus Empoasca,
was noted for the first time on Seshania spe-

ciosa L. during 1955 at the Agricultural Re-
search Station, Aduthurai, where this green
manure plant used* to be raised as a pure crop,

to a large extent, year after year, for the
manuring of paddy. , Tho pest flared up into

sudden prominence on the crop during the

month of September. Due to the sucking acti-

vity of the adults and nymphs of the insect,

the leaves turned pale, shrivelled up and shed
in large numbers. Attempts made towards the

control of the pest revealed that D.D.T. 5%
dust was quite effective. Application of the
chemical by means of a rotary duster at the
rate of about 20 lb. per acre secured an ex-
cellent extermination of the pest in the course
of about 48 hours.

Subsequently, the insect was found invading
the bitter gourd. The application of H.E.T.P.
0*1% spray was quite suitable as it secured an
effective control of the pest and was at the
same time free from, any phytocidal action.

The author’s thanks are due to the Head of
the Division of Entomology, Indian Agricul-
tural Research Institute, New Delhi, for kindly
identifying the insect as Empoasca sp.

Agric. College and Res. E. V. Abraham.
Inst., Coimbatore,

June 16, 1958.
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Energetics in Biochemical Reactions. By Irving

M. Klotz. (Academic Press, New York), 1957,

Pp. XV -f 502. Price $ 12.80.

The increasing tendency to interpret biologi-

cal phenomena in terms of conceptions that

have advanced our knowledge of simple che-

mical reactions leaves the average biologist be-

wildered. The thermodynamic approach in the

usual run of monographs generally keeps them
off. While one may expect from the title an

approach of the Bronsted school, fortunately for

the non-professional physical chemist the pre-

sent monograph deals largely with the classi-

cal approach. The lucid treatment of thermo-
dynamics by Professor Klotz in an earlier mono-
graph leads one to expect a clear non-mathe-
matical exposition, which cap be readily fol-

lowed by a non-mathematician and the reader

will not be disappointed. The concepts of energy

and of entropy are clearly presented with suit-

able examples (there may be difference of opi-

nion in one or two instances) and the student

is led on to free energy and its relation to

concentration. The basic concept of group trans-

fer, electrochemical relationships and a glimpse

of molecular statistics follow in succeeding

chapters. The book can be safely recommended
to any biologist who desires to acquire a read-

ing knowledge of th^ lan^age of the physical

chemist without the rigours of a mathematical

approach used by the specialist. The book is

well produced and free from misprints.

S. V. Anantakrishnan.

Guided Weapons. By E. Burgess, F.R.A.S.

(Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London), 1957.

Pp. 255. Price 25 sh.

It is impossible at the present time to write

a really satisfactory book on guided weapons
owing to the classified nature of much of the

most interesting material. This book makes a

very laudable attempt to present all the avail-

able information on current and past weapons
in a form to suit the '‘intelligent layman”.

The first four chapters deal with the princi-

ples on which missiles are designed and cover

propulsion, guidance, control and testing pro-

cedures. The presentation is completely non-
mathematical and draws its examples, as far

as possible, from current equipments which are

sometimes given in a degree of detail some-

what at variance with the general nature of
the main argument.
The next three chapters deal with actual mis-

siles, ground-to-air, air-to-air, air-to-ground and
ground-to-ground, and the final chapter deals
with production and development problems.
The examples in this part of the text are al-
most wholly taken from German war-time pro-
jects and American current developments,
the little information that is given on British
weapons is largely a matter of conjecture.
The amount of available unclassified informa-

tion varies considerably from weapon to wea-
pon which makes it difficult for the author to
preserve a uniform narrative style. The read-
ability bf this part of the book is further mai'-
red by quoting an unnecessary number of de-
tailed mechanical dimensions, each of which is
given both in inches and centimetres. Since
these figures are repeated in tables at the end
of each chapter, they could, with advantage,
have been largely omitted from the script.
The general format of the book is good and

the text is profusely illustrated ‘ with drawings
and photographs, many of them of actual wea-
pons in flight or on the launcher. Each chap-
ter ends with an impressive list of references,
mainly lo magazine articles, and the book ends
with a bibliography and a useful index.

C. H. S.

Atomic Radiation Dangers and What They
Mean to You. By H. W. Heckstall-Smith.
(J. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., London, W.C. 2),
1958. Pp. xii-f 106. Price 7 sh. 6 d.

This little monograph presents the effects of
natural radiation, man-made, induftrial, medi-
cal and similar radiations, as also A-Bomb, H-
bomb and atomic plant tadiation dh us in an
impartial manner! Publication of a book of this
type is to be welcomed, particularly because
nowadays observations on the effects of radia-
tion do not reach us in an unbiassed form. The
subject is of topical importance in view of the
activities of the big powers concerni^nig the
manufacture and testing of atomic weapons. The
author aims at

,
presenting facts in a proper per-

spective—"facts of ignorance as well as facts of
knowledge and at makifig them understandable
by nom-scientists”.

The book is divided into eight chapters in the
first two of which are given the necessary in-
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Iroductory information regarding atomic radia-

tion and their effect on living creatures. Then
follow three chapters dealing respectively with

natural radiation, man-caused radiation and

nuclear explosions. The next two chapters are

on the genetic danger and the cancer danger

caused respectively by radiocsesium and
radiostrontium. The last chapter is on hazards

associated with nuclear reactors and the les-

sons one ought to learn from accidents like

those which occurred a1 the Chalk River and

Windscale.

The author has given the main facts with-

out assuming any previous knowledge so that

the book can be read and understood even by

“ordinary readers” who are not men of science.

This is indeed a book which every thinking

man ought to read and study and thereby

assess the real situation regarding the dangers

of atomic radiation and atomic tests in their

proper perspective. Any one who reads thc

book even in a cursory way will at once realise

two important things. One is that there is per-

haps a shortage of high level scientific men
compared to the liigh level responsible work
which has to be carried on. The other is that

unbiassed knowledge about the hazards associat-

ed with atomic energy is not sufficiently wide-

spread. S. Rama Swamy.

Film Formation, Film Properties, and

Film Deterioration. By Charles R. Bragdon

(Technical Editor). (Published by Inter-

science Publishers, Inc., New York), 1958.

Pp, 422. Price $ 9.75.

This publication typifies how a group of

energetic men interested in paints and varnishes

can make a positive contribution to the basic

understanding of the phenomena which occur

during life-time of a ‘paint’ film. It represents

the rcsutls of a co-ordinated programme of re-

search conducted over a decade by a team of

experts in tJie field and organised by the Fede-

ration of Paint and Varnish Production Clubs,

a technical 'organisation of the Paint and Var-

nish Industry in the United States of America.

How this research programme was visualised,

various projects chalked out, results were cor-

related and evaluated are described in Chapter

I. Chapters II and III describe the pre-

paration of various compounds like driers, paint

vehicles, esters and their pigmentation, under

standard conditions and procedures so that uni-

formity and comparability of results could be

achieved. The gain in weight of the test filihs,

analysis of the films and their solvent resist-

ance are dealt with in detail in Chapter TV

rCurrent
\_Science

supported by a number of tables of results. Data
obtained by infrared and ultraviolet spectro-

scopy of the various paint films are brought out

well in Chapter V to augment the results ob-
tained by chemical analysis. Outdoor expo-
sure tests and accelerated weathering in a Wea-
ther-Ometer accompanied by hardness and
abrasion tests are described in the two subse-
quent chapters. Correlation of results of out-

door tests with those of Weather-Ometer is dif-

ficult and a rough estimation has been made
after making a few allowances. Alkyds are
reported to be markedly superior to th^' esters

in the series of samples prepared. The next
two chapters are devoted to yellowing, dimi-
nishing of gloss, porosity, permeability, water
and alkali resistance of organic coatings men-
tioned in the project programme. Chapter X
describes the oxygen penetration and shrinkage
of films while Chapter XIII deals with oxi-

dation studies. The protection afforded by a
paint film depends on its adhesion and ability

to withstand the ‘otrains developed during the

various seasons. Stress and strain properties of

paint film are given in Chapter XI. In the
next chapter molecular size, shape and weight
of paint film are evaluated. In the last but
one chapter a survey of the entire project is

made by statistical analysis of data obtained in

various projects. All the results obtained from
various projects are summed up in the last

chapter and appropriate conclusions are drawn
from the results of data. The present studies

have demonstrated that nq formulation is pos-
sible that will be ideal with respect to all

desired proi:)erties of a paint film.

The book has been well compiled with care
and at the end of each chapter references have
been cited. The editor has dealt with the large

amount of experimental data in an effective

fashion and this book will be of interest to all

those who wish to understand about the com-
plexity of paint formulation and will provide
a stimulus to further research in this field.

S. Krishnamurthy.

The Chemistry of Natural Products, Vol. 1.

(The Alkaloids.) By K. W. Bentley. (Inter-
science Publishers, Inc.), 1957. Pp. vii + 237.

Price $ 4.00,

This is the first volume of a series planned
by Interscience Publishers Inc., on the chemis-
try of natural products. Only recently, a five-

volume treatise has appeared on the chemistry
of alkaloids under the editorship of Dr. R. H. F.

Manske. The, task of presenting the same sub-
ject in a brief volume of less than 250 pages is
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bound to offer difficulties in the matter of choice

and emphasis of topics. Dr. Bentley has discus-

sed the elucidation of structure of represen-

tative members from various groups of

alkaloids. Only the minimum information re-

quired to arrive at a particular structure is pre-

sented. In many cases if the same material

is presented as an examination answer by
students, it will be considered inadequate.

Students will find it difficult to comprehand
the chapter on biogenetic relationships, in

which* the treatment is mainly through formu-

lae. There is a danger of the student

ascribing reality to the numerous compounds

postulated as intermediates in biogenetic path-

way, unless the speculative nature of these

schemes is emphasised. The author could have

cut down his treatment of the morpfiine alka-

loids and included material on the Rauwolfia and

Amaryllidaceae alkaloids on which a great deal

of work has been done in recent years. It is

unfortunate that although^ the formulae are

clearly drawn, there are a number of errois.

The book will certainly prove useful to

students preparing for examinations. The
good format and the reasonable price are

features in favour of the book. rp q

Semimicro Qualitative Organic Analysis. (The

Systematic Identi-jication of Organic Com-
pounds.) (Second Editiqn.) By Nicholas D.

Chcronis and John B. Entrikin. (Interscienco

Publishers, Inc.),^1957.^ Pp. 774. Price $9.00.

The volume under review runs to 774 pages

and is undoubtedly the most comprehensive

book available on qualitative organic analysis.

Part I, occupying 158 pages, is concerned with

a clear description of the equipment and tech-

niques used in organic analysis. The authors

are not content with describing only the sim-

pler apparatus required at the undergraduate

level but deal exhaustively with semi-micro

apparatus of various types which will be found

to be of great value to the research worker. The
inclusion of adsorption, partition and ion-ex-

change chromatography among purification pro-

cedures is an excellent feature. Techniques of

determination of physical constants like melt-

ing and boiling points, refractive index an^J

optical rotation are fully described and the

application of these data in the characterisatioii

of organic compounds discussed.

Part II, occupying 160 pages, is concerned with

procedures for the tentative identification of

organic compounds. One of the most valuable

features of this Part is the section on general

tests for functional groups. Many novel reagents

are introduced, which are* rarely described in

other books on qualitative organic analysis. An
unusual feature is the iaclusiorl of the use of

infrared spectroscopy in the detection of func-
tional groups. This must have been done in

order to impress upon the student the advances
made recently in techniques, rather than 'vith

the purpose of training the student in infared

spectroscopy. It is doubtful whether even in

the prosperous United* States, undergraduates
will be given access to these costly instruments
for routine use in qualitative analysis. The
treatment is too brief to be of use to the re-

search v/^orker.

Part III, occupying 212 pages, is concerned
solely with the methods for the preparation of

derivatives of organic compounds. Few other

books deal at such great length or incorporate

such useful details on the preparation of a

variety of derivatives. This Part of the book
will bd of invaluable help to the research worker
who is often faced with the problem of obtain-

ing crystalline derivatives of compounds en-

countered in the course of research for purposes

of analysis and characterisation.

In Part IV. the physical constants of a large

number of organic compounds with different

types of functional groups and of suitable deri-

vatives of these are presented. Tliis section

will be extremely useful to the student in iden-

tifying the organic compound on which he has

carried out a systematic analysis.

The massive size of the book and its high
price w'ill make it unsuitable for use by under-
graduates in India studying chemistry, since

the time devoted to organic qualitative ana-
lysis is very brief. Teachers in charge of in-

struction in organic analysis, post-graduate stu-

dents and research workers will find the book
invaluable. The book deserves to be known and
used more widely than at present in institutions

in India teaching organic chemistry. T R G.

Disinfectants—Their Values ^an^ Uses. By
W. E. Finch.* (Chapmcin & Hall, Ltd., Lon-
don), 1958. Pp. 188. Price 30 sh.

There are quite a number of books on anti-

septics which are valuable for reference and
study. The book under review is somewhat
different because it is not just a compilation of

known work on the subject but it is the fruit

of the rifch experience of the author who has

spent most of his working life in trying out

details of assessing the*value of various disinfec-

tants and has himself had to work out formu-

lations which are most efficacious.

The author has mi^de critical analysis of
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existing tests for evaluating antiseptics and
sti’esses the importance of environment in the

technical procedures.

The book contains nine chapters with a glos~

sary of words and phrases and has both an

author’s index and subject index. Adequate
references are given at the end of each chap-

ter.

A chapter is devoted to formulation methods
and the principles involved. Few books contain

such detailed account of this subject which
appear to bo very important in producing active

and stable disinfectants. The mysteries of the

black and white fluids and the lysol types arc-

explained as no other book does.

The chapter on surface sterilisation of fabrics

like blankets and that of the skin is very en-

lightening as these do not just pass on informa-

tion gleaned from other sources but also con-

tain details of experiments which are of spe-

cial interest.

The chapter on Hypochlorites is very welcome
as there is an inclination to discredit these cheap

and older disinfectants.

The chapters on Q.A.C. and substituted phe-

nols are well worth reading. In these days of

indiscriminate use of antibiotics and other

chemotherapeutic agents, it is refreshing to knov'^

that the older antiseptics have still their own
place.

This is a timely publication and, as Profes-

sor H. Berry points out in his Foreword, the

book is certain to be welcomed by research

workers, manufacturers and all those users of

disinfectants who take an intelligent and res-

ponsible interest in these important products.

J. C. D.

The Leukemias. (Etiology, Pathophysiology and
Treatment) Edited by J. W. Rebuck, F. H.

Bethell and R. W. Monto. (Academic Pve.;s,

New York), 1957. Pp. vii-f711. Price

$ 13.00.

The book records the proceedings of an Inter-

national Sym'posium on the Leukemias, organ-

ised by the Henry Ford Hospital, Detroit, from
March 8-10, 1956, It has been stated in its

Preface that it “is in a very real sense the

result of co-operative effort”. Almost every

facet of the subject such as the structure and
antigenicity of the leukemic cell, the genetic and
environmental factors in the transmission of the

disease, radiation biology of leustocytes, the

physiology of leukocytes and the various che-
mical, diagnostic and nosological problems con-

cerning the disease, as well as its modern
therapy, have been discussed by leading research

Current
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workers in these different fields with admirable
clarity.

The advances made in the knowledge of the

group of diseases (Leukemias) during the last

30 years have been far-reaching but complex.
Consequently, to get a fair appraisal of these

advances it was necessary, not only to study the

problems of the finer structure of cells with
electron microscopy, but also with the aid of

“immunological, biochemical, metabolic, micro-

biologic, endocrine, genetic, toxicologic and iso-

topic routes”.
«

III the latter half of the volume, an attempt

ha? been made to present as complete a bio-

chemical picture as possible. Part VI, for exam-
ple. deals with fundamental studies on amino
acid and nucleic acid metabolism in leukemic
patients. The excretion of ^-amino isobutyric

acid and studies with cystein metabolism in leu-

kemic patients reported by Awapara and Weis-
burger respectively are noteworthy. Particularly

interesting are the results obtained with sele-

nium cystein as an dnti-leukemic substance. The
paper by Krakoff on the excretion of uric acid

in human patients treated with various anti-

leukemic drugs needs special mention. On the

basis of serum uric acid determinations 2 to 3

times a week and daily uric acid excretion in

patients, certain tentative hypotheses have been
advanced “about the mechanism of the uric acid

abnormality in leukemia and the relationship

of this mechanism to the therapeutic measures
which have been found to have some favour-

able effect upon the disease”. This is all the

more important because it deals with human
leukemic patients and thus it is free from errors

of extrapolation of data from experimental

animals to humans. The presentations of Bucha-
nan et al. on “specific action of azaserine” and
that of Goldthwait on “Purine nucleotide bio-

j.ynthesi'' and neoplasia’' are excellent and may
be quoted as models for the study of the mecha-
nism of action of drugs at enzymic levels. An
in vitro method of screening anti-leukemic
drugs reported by Winzler may provide a use-
ful tool, particularly since the number of anti-

leukemic drugs is rapidly increasing.

One of the main obstacles to effective cancer
chemotherapy is the occurrence of drug resist-

ance, about which very little is known at pre-

sent. In this context the papers by Nichols on
“Resistance to Folic Acid Antagonists” and that

by Hutchison on “Drug Resistant S. fcecalis** are

stimulating and welcome contributions. How-
ever, the best part of the volume comprises the

proceedings of the round table discussion on
treatment. In this Wintrobe has discussed the
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criteria for evaluation of therapeutic responses.

Farber, a pioneer in the field of chemotherapy

of leukemia, has reviewed his experience with
antifolics and Burchenal has reviewed the re-

sults of combination therapy of 6 mercapto-

purine and azaserine. Hill and Gellhorn have

presented their data on chemotherapeutic trials

with corticoids and Damashek has reviewed his

experiences with newer agents like TEM and

Myleran. Clinical trials with newer antimitotic

substances analogous to colchicine are reviewed

by M(jeschlin.

This book will prove very useful not only to

clinicians but also to persons who are inter-

ested in leukemia whether in the clinic or in

the laboratory and could be recommended as

a baseline study for all further work on this

subject. V. R. K.

The Species Problem. Edited by Ernst Mayr.

(American Association for the Advancement
of Science), 1957. Pp. v 1-395. Price $8.75.

It is at once extremely interesting and
challenging that in spite of two centuries of

analysis, the “Species” remains a problem, it

could almost be said that of all problems in

biology here is one that has continually defied

solution. Several attempts have been made in

the past to find a solution, but every time the

“Species Problem” has raised its head with

greater vigour and persistence, with the result

that in the middle of the 20th century, we
are still debating i%. •

There is however one definite improvement

in position. We seem to understand the problem

better today than we ever did before. We also

understand the difficulties that are in the way
of its solution, more clearly. And that is one

definite forward step. We realize also that

hasty and dogmatic assertions are not likely to

contribute to its solution. That is another for-

ward step too.

That is because the almost limitless diver-

sity of plant and animal life may not permit

the application of one single standard yardstick

to measure the species concept. What are the

criteria that one has to employ for the deter-

mination of a species ? Are these criteria of

universal application to all animals and plants?

If they are not, is there not something wrong
with the concept of species itself, as we now
understand it ? Shall we modify it in some
way so we can make it applicable to all organ-

isms ? These are some of the questions raised

(but not necessarily answered) at the sympo-
sium of the A.A.A.S, in 1955. Perhaps for the

first time, students of varied disciplines in bio-

logy have come together to discuss it. For, 30

years ago, who would have thotight that phy-
siologists, embryologists and geneticists would
sit together to discuss the problem which was
regarded as the exclusive preserve of the sys-

tematist, with occasional permission for a mor-
phologist to enter briefly ?

For it is now recognized that the species

problem is a universffl problem impinging on
every aspect of biological thought. You may
define it as you like, you may push it afar or

draw it near but its presence is ubiquitous and
pervasive.

Nine papers were presented at the Sympo-
sium, Ernst Mayr contributing two. Mayr was
eminently fitted for the task of co-ordinating

the discussions as its Chairman. His analysis

of speciation among birds is among the lasting

contributions to biological thought of this cen-

tury. ' He was therefore able to present not
only different concepts and definitions of spe-

cies as he does in his first essay, but also the

difficulties that beset the student of species, in

his last contribution. Carson, from the geneti-

cist’s view-point, looks upon species as a sys-

tem of recombining genes,—a gene pool,—^froin

which continually, smaller units of recombina-
tion, with varying degrees of isolation, are
given off, resulting in different levels of integ-

ration.

Verne Grant’s analysis is from the view-
point of a field botanist. He recognizes a con-
tinuous and gradual process of evolution from
individual to population, from p>opulation to

race and race to species. The extensive occur-
rence of asexual means of propagation among
plants often nullifies this process but is more
than made up by other advantages like hybrid-
ization, which occurs far more freely among
plants than among animals, and which is prob-
ably the largest single factor responsible for

plant speciation. The two striking examples
chosen by Brooks •for his anal>^sis of speciation
in fresh-water animals,—the crustaCean Daphnia
and the whiteflsh Coregonus ,—illustrate the
amazing variations that emerge from the same
genotype and reflect “the ability of the geno-
type to prosecute successful development over
the wide range of environmental conditions

occurring in the fresh-waters that these ani-

mals inhabit”. An added difficulty is the occur-
rence of sevtt'al variable species of both genera
in the same environment resulting in extensive
hybrid formation and *introgression. The spe-
cies problem in these two organisms and pos-
sibly in other fresh-water animals is therefore
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of a quite different nature. When we come to

fossil species, however, we notice there is much
controversy and even confusion. Incompleteness
of fossil records, and an almost entire reliance

on morphological traits of limited category,

contributes to this difficulty and it is at once
recognized that the palaeontologist works in a
rather circumscribed area. Sonneborn's “mas-
terly synthesis” deals with problems of specia-

tion in the Protozoa, particularly among ciliates,

whose peculiar population structure is perhaps
responsible for many aspects of their reproduc-
tive patterns. He has dealt with the whole
problem of variation in these organisms, the

inadequacy of morphological and physiological

criteria for determining species. With the newer
knowledge about serology, host-parasite rela-

tionships and reproductive phenomena, it can
now be seen how delicate the species is balanc-

ed in the Protozoa. Moore relates the astonish-

ing variations in embryological adaptions in

closely related organisms often regarded as

species but with geographical isolation, and
makes a plea for an adequate recognition of

environmental factors on development in any
delineation of species. Prosser brings in evi-

dence of many physiological characters, espe-

cially stress tests, that can provide evidence of

variation in natural populations. This is

as yet a new discipline and further in-

formation about physiological variation is neces-

sary
; but analysis of cellular and enzymatic

processes and their variations in different organ-
isms would undoubtedly throw a great deal of

light on the problem of species at this level.

As Mayr says, “it would be too much to ex-
pect the Symposium to solve the species prob-
lem”, but there is no doubt it has made a solid

contribution to its understanding.

B. R. Seshachar.

General Mi,crobiology. By R. Y, Stanier,

M. Doudoroff and E. A. Adelberg. (Mac-

millan & Q}.. ^Ltd., London )\ 1958. Pp. xxii-f

682. Price 50 sh.

Last two decades have witnessed rapid

advances in our knowledge of biology of micro-

organisms and in regard to the elucidation of

their chemical activities that it has become
impossible for any individual to canvass com-
pletely and digest adequately all the information

available even in one specialised field of micro-

biology. The task becomes all the more difficult

to a beginner in the subject as he is unable

to interpret properly the reviews, research pub-
lications and monographs intended for readers

at an advanced level w^th the result he is left

[
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with materials difficult to digest. This book,

written by three experienced professors in the

subject, is an answer to his quest for a well-

organised text-book in General Microbiology,

What is more, the book covers almost the entire

field of the subject and provides not only the

necessary “Biological Backgroimd” for a better

“comprehension of the elements of microbio-

logy” but conveys succinctly a modern synthesis

of microbiological knowledge in a fascinating

way to make the text one of absorbing inter-

est. c

The book is appropriately divided into three

parts, the first two parts corresponding roughly

with two major phases of microbiology, viz.,

“The Properties of Micro-organisms”, and “The
Ecology of Micro-organisms”. The third part is

devoted rightly to a review of the principles of

cellular biology which would enable the stu-

dent not only to have a better grasp of the

material presented in the other two parts but

also for a proper^ appreciation of biological

sciences dealing on such important topics as

matter and origin of life, energy and life, natu-

ral selection, genetics, taxonomic categories,

classification, etc., all of which have been sum-
marised in an admirable way for the reader.

Another feature of this book is that its running
text material is not disturbed with references

and the new student has not to, in consequence,

encounter any formidable bibliographies at the

end of every chapter. A judicial selection of a

score of books with critical appreciation thereof

is however given for those interested in cover-

ing wider aspects of the field.

Part I consists of 19 chapters, and Part II

consists of next 11 chapters and all these to-

gether cover adequately the major groups of

micro-organisms, their ecology and interrela-

tionships. Important topics as “Principles of

Chemotherapy”, “The Dynamics of Disease in

Populations”, and “The Exploitation of Micro-
organisms by Man” have been dealt with sepa-

rately. Every chapter is preceded with a table

of contents pertaining to that chapter and this

should prove of immense help to a beginner
to locate easily any text material.

The type used is large and clear and is

arranged in a fashion which is inviting and con-

ducive to reading. Names of micro-organisms
and all new and/or technical words are itali-

cised. The style of writing is simple, clear and
expressive. The volume is profusely illustrated

with excellent graphs, photographs, photomicro-
graphs, electron micrographs and diagrams
which help fdlly explain the principles and
practice of microbiology. In short, the book

Revieivs
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serves the purpose intended, is moderately

priced, and should find wide acceptance as a

teaching tool for the teachers and a valuable

text-book for the students of microbiology and

as such is warmly recommended. J. V. B.

Lectures in Immunochemistry. By Michael

Heidelberger. (Academic Press, New York),

1950. Pp. ix + 150. Price $ 4.00.

This volume consists of nine lectures deliver-

ed by the author during the last ten years, six

of which were given at the University of Tokyo,

Japan, a, in 1955.

The first lecture, Immunochemistry—^Past,

Present and Future—deals with the historic

development of immunochemistry under the im-

pact of the introduction of quantitative micro-

methods on the chemistry of antigens and anti-

bodies. The second lecture discusses the nature

of the antigens and the antibodies and the

theories of antibody formation. The develo|>-

ment of quantitative analytical methods, utilis-

ing the nitrogen-free antigen and partly puri-

fied antibody as applicable to precipitin re-

actions and the kinetics of these reactions are

lucidly presented in the third lecture. Bacte-

rial agglutination and the consequences of quan-

titative studies on the precipitin and agglutinin

reactions ;
relations between constitution and

immunological specificity and complement and
immune hemolysis are the titles of the other

three lectures in this series.

These six lectures present to the readers a
comprehensive account of Immunochemistry, a

branch of science ^ill in a highly speculative

and experimental stage.

The close relation between the theoretical and
the practical, as exemplified by the application

of the fundamental principles of the science of

immunity to public health, and persistence of

antibodies in man after immunization and some
facets of precipitin reaction form the conclud-

ing chapters of this instructive booklet.

M. SiRSi.

An Atlas of Air-borne Pollen Grains. By H. A.

Hyde and K. F. Adams. (Macmillan & Co.,

Ltd., London), 1958. Pp. xvi + 110. Price

36 sh.

Palynology is one of the modern integrative

sciences that has its ramification in such diverse

fields as taxonomy, climatology, archaeology,

medicine, phytopathology, etc. Some very
valuable publications on the subject have
appeared during recent years but regional sur-

veys, especially illustrated ones like the Atlas

in question, will always be most welcome.
This Atlas is an excellent little book based

on investigations that extended over a period

of 15 years and that were intended primarily

“to form the bakground to the study of in-

halant allergy”, the authors being associated

with Asthma and Allergy Research Unit of

St. David’s Hospital, Cardiff. It comprises

112 pages of fine art paper carrying about

190, unnumbered black and white micro-
photographs of pollen belonging to 92 species

caught from the air in* Great Britain at 15 dif-

ferent collecting stations. Most of these species

were identified by the authors from the vege-
tation growing in the neighbourhood of col-

lecting stations. While, majority of the species

identified are obviously anemophilous, some 30

of them are such as are usually regarded ento-

mophilous.

After a brief half-a-page Preface, there fol-

lows a three-page Introduction in which the

authors state their objective and give some
details' on : technical methods

;
the morphology

of the pollen grain
;
measurement

;
and contents

and arrangement. This is followed by a di-

chotomous “key to air-borne pollen grains”. As
a result of a “master key”, six types of grains

are recognised—compound, vesiculate, inapertu-

rate, porate, colpate and colporate. These are

further sorted out into genera. This is perhaps
the most useful part of the text.

The main part of the book is a “descriptive

catalogue of air-borne pollen grains”, that is,

in two parts. Part I is devoted to angiosperms,
and Part II to gymnosperms represented only

by the Coniferae. In Part I, the arrangement is

alphabetical by families and genera respec-

tively, while in Part II, it is alphabetical by
genera.

The plan of treatment of material is the

same in all cases. For pollen of every species

there is a brief enumeration of salient features
concerning exine, furrows, polar fields, pores,

intine, etc., and two (occasionally one or more)
microphotographs, one showing 6ne or more
pollen grains in optical section and the other
the same in surface vieV. All *the* photographs
have been taken at a magnification of 800 dia-

meter. Most of them are exceptionally clear

and collate well with the description.

At the end there is a brief glossary of “mor-
phological terms” and “conventional terms”
followed by a select bibliography of a dozen
reference^ and a brief index.

The reviewer is somewhat disappointed at the
scant attention paid to the text. The title of

the book demands that some information should
have been given about the methods used in
trapping air-borne pollen, the changes that the
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pollen undergo during their flight, and the dif-

ficulties encountered in handling them in labo-

ratory. As it js, the title of the book appears
to be somewhat inappropriate as here the em-
phasis is on air-borne pollen while in the text

and illustrations the emphasis is on fresh pol-

len, of course obtained mostly from anemophi-
lous plants.

Despite these shortcomings the Atlas is a

valuable addition to th^ current growing lite-

rature on palynology. Both the authors and
the publishers deserve our congratulations for

the excellent photographs and perfect repro-

duction. V. Puri.

Books Received

Solid State Physics. (Advances in Research and
Applications)

f
Vol. IV. Edited by Frederic

Seitz and David Turnbull. (Academic Press,

Inc. ;
India : Asia Publishing House, Bom-

bay-1), 1957. Pp. xiv + 540. Price $12.00.
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Rockets, Missiles and Space Travel, By Willy
Ley. fChapman & Hall, London W. C. 2 ; Asia
Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1957, Pp. xv +
528. Price 50 sh.

Electronic Measuring Instruments. Second
Edition. By E. H. W. Banner. (Chapman &
Hall, London W. C. 2 ;

Asia Publishing House,
Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. xvi -f- 496. Price 56 sh.

Organic Electrode Processes. By Milton J.

Allen. (Chapman & Hall, London W. C. 2 ;

Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958.

Pp xiv + 174. Price 32 sh.

Disinfoctant Sy Their Values and Uses. By W. E.

Finch. (Chapman & Hall, London W. C. 2 ;

Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958.

Pp. 188. Price 30 sh.

Satellites and Spaceflight. By Eric Burgess.
(Chapman & Hall, London W. C. 2 ;

Asia
Publishing House, Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. vii -f-

159. Price 21 sh.
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SCIENCE NOTES AND NEWS

Two New Improvements in Electromagnetic

Weighing

Mr. D. N. D. Kaikiny of the Craftsman Elec-

tronic Corporation (Private), Ltd., Bombay-10,
writes as follows : An electrobalance for micro-

analytical weighing is a necessary adjunct in

any well-equipped research laboratory. Its

application is especially useful with tests under-

taken by means of a microscope, microtome,
si>ectrograph, spectrophotometer, colorimeter,

polarograph, etc., involving microgram weigh-
ing. The passing of a measured current through
tlie coil of a d’Arsonval movement to counter-

balance the load applied to the pointer, is the

most common method.
However, tiie new improvement of operating

the electrobalance on a 6 velts dry battery is

distinct proglress, because it eliminates (i) the

Mains power fluctuations, and (it) the use of

special bulb which hinders operation by break-

down due to various causes. These special

bulbs are hard to obtain in the market. The
6 volts dry battery method offers most simpli-

fied operation giving readings in a second or

two. Secondly, the provision to remove the

weighing compartment to a considerable dis-

tance enables operation in inaccessible places,

such as hot radiation cells, dry boxes, etc. ‘

These improvements will undoubtedly lessen

the chores of the research worker.

Super-High Pressures—Age-old Dream Comes
True

The physics of super-high pressures opens
out a large vista of research providing good
promise of unexpected results in various

branches of science. For example, it has been
determined that solid materials obtain new pro-

perties when placed in a liquid compressed to

several tens of thousands of atmospheres.

The combination of high pressures and
temperatures made it possible for the old dream
of scientists to come true. It is known that

diamond and graphite consist of the same atoms
of carbon having only a different arrangement.
Many attempts were made to change the crystal

lattice of graphite and convert it into diamond.
It became possible to develop an enormous
pressure of 427 thousand atmospheres during one
test but only at room temperature and the goal
of obtaining diamond was not reached. It turned
out that small artificial diamonds could be ob-
tained at a temperature of nearly 3,000° and at
a pressure of 100,000 atmospheres. The import-
ance of this discovery is exceptionally great
though the cost of such diamonds is higher than
that of natural ones.

The combination of high pressures and tem-
peratures made it possible for scientists to ob-
tain also very hard crystals by combining boron
with nitrogen thereby producing borazon. The
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hardness of the latter exceeds that of diamond
and it is so great that borazon leaves scratches

even on diamond which is the hardest natural
material. It should be noted that unlike dia-
mond, borazon can be used with success ot

temperatures upto 2,500*^ C.

—

Laboratory of
Physics of Super-High Pressures, USSR Aca-
demy of Sciences,

Satellite Anniversary

October 4, 1958 marks the anniversary
of th,e launching of the first artificial earth
satellite. The launching of the Sputnik I on
October 4, 1957 marked the beginning of the
conquest of cosmic space by man. The first

satellite made 1,400 circuits round the earth,

covering about 60 million kilometres in the

course of 92 days. Sputnik II, which carried

the dog Laika, existed for 161 days and covered
more than 100 million kilometres making 2,370
circuits round the earth. Sputnik III, vveighing

1,327 kg., and its carrier rocket are now circling

our planet. It has already covered nearly 100
million kilometres. The initial period of about
106 minutes has declined by 2-1 minutes and
is now 103*85 minutes. Accordingly, the apogee
has decreased by 190 km. and it is now
1,690 km. The wireless transmitter, fed from
a solar semi-conductor battery, has been reliably

functioning for the past 4^2 months. The auto-
matic control of all scientific and measuring in-

struments is effected by devices based exclu-
sively on semi-conductors of which several
thousand elements tiad bf;en installed in it. The
information received with the help of the Sput-
niks throws new light on many aspects of the
physics of the troposphere.

Transuranic Elements—Their Place in the

Periodic Table

The ten new elements ranging from neptu-
nium (Z = 93) to nobelium (Z — 102), constitute

a new group analogous in electronic structure

to the rare earth elements. This implies that
the 5 /-electron shell is progressively filled. It

would have its maximum complement of four-
teen electrons in the hitherto undiscovered ele-

ment of atomic number 103. This electron
assignment is based, first, on the analysis of
the emission spectra of some of the elements in
question. Secondly, the magnetic properties are
analogous to those of the rare earth elements.
Thirdly, crystal structui-e determination of many
solid compounds of the new elements have en-
abled values of ionic radii to be assigned. These
show a decrease as the series is ascended, which
parallel closely the well-known lanthanide con-

traction in the rare earth series. Absorption

spectra of the transuranic elements also show
characteristic sharp absorption bands, associat-

ed with transitions within the shielded 5 /-

level.

Chemically, the new elements differ from the

rare earths in that, instead of having predomi-
nantly a valency of three, higher values are

found. This is associated with the great ease
with which the electr,ons are lost.

The maximum valency of 6 is most stable in

uranium, but it is also observed in neptunium,
plutonium and americium. Curium and berke-
lium, the next two elements, have valencies of 4,

but, so far as is known, the higher members of

the scries are restricted to a valency of 3.

(Prof. H. J. Emeleus in his Presidential Address
to Section B of the British Association Meeting
in Glasgow, Nature, 182, p. 579.)

A New Stage in the Development of Astronomy

At a Meeting of the International Astrono-
mical Congress in Moscow on August 14,

Dr. Lallemand (France) reported that French
scientists had succeeded in obtaining the spec-

tra of remote galaxies which had hitherto been
beyond the reach of ordinary astronomical in-

struments. They had used instruments of a new
type—electron-optical converters—which greatly

amplified the brightness of heavenly bodies.

The rays from remote galaxies fall on a highly

sensitive cathode in the instrument and cause
it to emit an electron beam. After passing

through an elaborate system of amplifiers, the

beam is reproduced on a luminiscent screen, on
which a greatly amplified image of the galaxy
appears. Electron-optical conversion is 50 to 100

times more sensitive than ordinary photogra-
phy.

The new instrument has also proved effective

in photographing the Sun and the use of the

combined method has turned out to be far supe-
rior to ordinary photography, particularly in

recording rapid changes in the Sun’s corona. The
time of the exposure «an be •reduced by this

method to between one-fifth and one-tenth of

what was previously required and there was no
blurring in the photographs.

Important Discovery on Nucleons

The results of experiments with the proton

synchrotron of the Joint Nuclear Research Insti-

tute in the tQwn of Dubna, near Moscow, where
a technique has been developed for obtaining

purified beams of anti-protons, prove that there

are two types of nucleonic collisions—^peripheral

and central. During peripheral collisions the

nucleons retain their
^
individuality, i.e., the
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proton remains a piwton and the neutron re-

mains a neutron. It is possible that in the central

collisions protons are transformed into neutrons
and vice versa. In both types of collisions light

particles—mesons—are formed ; when the colli-

sions are central their number increases many
times over.

The important discovery leads to the conclu-

sion that elementary nuclear particles have two
regions—a periphery or sw kind of envelope, and
a core. This was announced by Academician
Vladimir Wexler at the Atoms for Peace Con-
ference in Geneva.

Potassium Chloride from Sea Bitterns

At the Central Salt Research Institute at

Bhavnagar, a simple and economic process has
been developed for the recovery of potassium
chloride from sea bitterns, which are now
largely allowed to go waste. Bittern is the name
given to the oily liquid which remains after

the extraction of salt from sea-water.

India’s annual production of sea salt is about
3 million tons. The bitterns let to waste after

the recovery of sodium chloride haVe been
found to contain appreciable quantities of potas-

sium chloride and it is estimated that as much
as 80 to 85 thousand tons of potassium chloride

could be recovered from them.
The bitterns are concentrated to the required

degree by solar evaporation and treated with
lime slurry to precipitate the magnesium sul-

phate. The supernatant liquor containing most-
ly potassium chloride and chlorides of sodium
and calcium is further concentrated until most
of the sodium chloride and potassium chloride

crystallise out. From the product, so obtained,

potassium chloride is separated by further crys-

tallisation.

Kit for Detection of Ghee Adulteration

The Central Food Technological Research
Institute, Mysore, has devised a cheap and sim-

ple Ghee Teeing Kit which makes detection of

ghee adulteration easy. *

The kit coIfsis^s of a iharked test-tube, a seal-

ed capsule containing a little acid, a sealed

capillary containing some other chemicals, and
a cutter. The testing itself is a simple process

and can be easily understood and mastered.

The main attraction of the kit, however, con-

current
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sists in its inexpensiveness. The entire kit (in-
cluding chemicals) costs about 8 nP., and the
recurring cost of each test does not exceed
3nP.

Fourth Congress on Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics

The above Congress will be held at the Ben-
gal Engineering College, Howrah (Calcutta),
from December 28-31, 1958, under the Presi-
dentship of Dr. S. R. Sen Gupta.

Research papers to the Congress will cover
the following subjects

:

1. Elasticity-plasticity-rheology
; 2. Fluid

mechanics (Aerodynamics-hydrodynamics)

;

3. Mechanics of solids (Ballistics-vibrations-

friction-lubrication)
; 4. Statistical mechanics

—

thermodynamics—heat transfer ; 5. Mathematics
of physics and mechanics-methods of computa-
tion ; (6) Experimental techniques.

Further information regarding the Congress
can be had from the Secretary-Treasurer
(Dr. B. R. Seth), ^ndian Institute of Techno-
logy, Kharagpur.

IX International Botanical Congress

The Ninth International Botanical Congress
is to be held in Montreal, Canada, in August
19-29, 1959.

Dr. T. S. Sadasivan of the University of

Madras has been invited to act as a Vice-Chair-
man of the Phytopathology Section. Dr. T. V.

Desikachary has been invited to organize a
symposium on “Electron Microscopy and Algal
Structures”. *’ ''

Birbal Sahni Institute of Palaeobotany,
Lucknow

The Eleventh Annual Scientific Meeting of

the Palaeobotanical Society will be held at the

Institute’s premises on the 17th and the 18tn

of January 1959. The programme chalked out
includes lectures, reading of papers and dis-

cussions. Palaeobotanists from all over India
are expected to participate.

Award of Research Degree

Poona University has awarded the Ph.D.
Degree in Chemistry to Shri Vasant Ranganatn
Keskar for his thesis “Studies in Thermal Poly-
merization of Dehydrated Castor Oil”.
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6. Bucharest
%

L
eaving Budapest in the forenoon of

the 28th of June, we arrived at Bucha-

rest early next morning and remained there

till late at night on the 7th of July. During

our stay we were the guests of the Ruma-

nian Acr.demy of Sciences and the Rumanian

Institute for Cultural Relations with Foreign

Lands. These two organisations took it upon

themselves to make our sojourn in Rumania

a most interesting experience. The enthu-

siasm and cordiality with which we were

received and entertained cannot easily be

described.

Three days, namely, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th

of July were devoted to the preparation and

delivery of a course of three lectures on the

“Physics of the Diamond”. The hall of the

Academy where the lectures were delivered

was filled to capacity on all the three even-

ings. In giving these lectures, I had the

assistance of Dr. Gavrila, a young theoreti-

cal physicist who spoke •and understood

English very well. The main points of each

lecture were discus^d vAih. him and writ-

ten out in advance and he could therefore

translate my lecture as delivered orally in

a perfect manner. The results were satis-

factory both to myself and to the audience.

A notable recent development in Ruma-

nia is an Institute of Atomic Physics which

has been built a few miles away from Bucha-

rest and is accommodated in a group of

buildings, the two largest of which contain

respectively an atomic reactor and a cyclo-

tron with their controls and accessories. As

the Director of the Institute, Academician

Hulubei, was away in Geneva at the time of

my visit, I was shown round the Institute by

the members of the staff. The latter includes

Academician Titeica who is the leader of an

active school of theoretical physics. I also

paid a visit to the Institute of General Phy-

sics at Bucharest of which Academician
BadSrau is the Director. I was shown round

the various laboratories in which I found
much valuable work in progress in diverse

fields and had the pleasure of learning about
the details of that work individually from
Prof. Badiirau’s colleagues. I was also much
interested in the arrangements made to give

a preparatory course of* experimental work
in nuclear physics to the University stu-

dents.

During our stay at Bucharest I had the

pleasure of meeting the Prime Minister of

Rumania at his office and had a long and
interesting conversation with him. The
Prime Minister gave me a detailed account

of the progress being made by Rumania in

the economic, educational and scientific

spheres and expressed with sincerity and
emphasis his desire that Rumania should

come into much closer relatipnships with

India in various fields of activity for their

mutual benefit.

Two days were devoted to a tour by
motor from Bucharest to Ploesti up the val-

ley of the river Prahova to the mountains
and back. On our way we passed through

the region where the famous Rumanian oil

wells and the oil refineries are located. The
terminus of our tour was at Sinaia, a well-

known hill resort at which we made a short

stay. From the verandahs of our lodge we
could see the mountains encompassing

Sinaia. We motored to a hotel perched up
on the heights aijd on our way back visited

the Peles Castle, formerly a royal residence

and now a public museum which has lovely

gardens and terraces with beautiful views

on every side.

That Rumania has an active scientific life

and an intellectual climate favourable to

achievement was very evident. An extensive

scientific literature exists in the language of

the country, merely as a sample of which
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I may mention a book on the physics of the

solid state written by the young physicist

Sergiescu r^and a book on the acoustics of

the violin by Professor Bianu, copies of

which the authors were good enough to pre-

sent to me.

We had a wonderful send-off from Bucha-

rest. At the station we were handed two

beautifully bound albums containing photo-

graphs of our visits respectively to the

Institute of Atomic Physics and the Institute

of General Physics.

7. Belgrade

Yugoslavia lies on the railway route bet-

ween Rumania and Italy, and in our travel

programme which had been arranged in

advance, two weeks had been set apart for

a journey through that country with a stop-

off at each of its three chief cities, viz., Bel-

grade, Zagreb and Ljubljana. The holiday

season had however already begun and I was

under the impression that the time chosen

for the visit to Yugoslavia was not a suit-

able one for making any useful contacts with

its scientific men. This anticipation, how-

ever, turned out to be false. Nawab Ali

Yavar Jung who is the Ambassador of India

at Belgrade is an old friend of mine. He

welcomed us on arrival and told us that he

had taken the initiative in arranging a pro-

gramme for our stay at Belgrade. This, in

the event, proved to be highly interesting

and fruitful.

Belgrade is the capital of Serbia and has

been the scene of many conflicts in its past

history. *^It is now also the capital of the

Federal Republic at Yugoslavia. The city is

situated near the confluence of the Sava and

the Danube which join here to form a single

mighty stream. Standing on the ramparts

of the ancient fortress of Belgrade, one sees

an impressive panorama over the rivers and

the neighbouring city of Zemun. Very

appropriately also, in the C^itadel of Bel-

grade have been set up the memorials of the

recent conflict in wfiich the partizans lihder

the leadership of Marshal Titp successfully

f Curreni
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defended their country against the armies

of Hitler.

Professor Milojevib of the Physical Insti-

tute of the University of Belgrade had arrang-

ed for a lecture by me on the 9th of July

following the day of our arrival. Professor

Savic took the Chair and I expounded as

briefly and as clearly as possible the ideas

regarding crystal physics which had emerg-

ed from the Bangalore investigations. On
each of the three following days (10th, 11th

and 12th of July) I visited the Institute of

Nuclear Sciences which had been set up by
the Federal Government. The Institute is

located at Vincha about fifteen kilometres

away from Belgrade and the motor road lead-

ing to it took us through some lovely coun-

tryside, and Vincha itself is most pictures-

quely situated. I was warmly welcomed at

the Institute by Director Pcpcvic who is in

charge of the administration and by Pro-

fessor Savic who is in charge of the scienti-

fic activities. Great progress had been made
in building up and equipping the Institute

and further developments were in full

swing. I found many young scientists at

work and much activity in the laboratories.

On the 11th of July, I gave a lecture at

the Vincha Institute in which I expounded

my ideas regarding the structure of diamond

and the explanation of its properties.

Prof. Savi^! presided at the lecture and led

the discussion which followed it. The rest

of my time at the Institute was taken up
in visiting its vaiious departments, viewing

the equipment which had been set up or

was being set up and discussing the inves-

tigations in progress with the workers in its

laboratories. In the evening of the 12th of

July, I visited the Serbian Academy at Bel-

grade of which Professor Belie and Profes-

sor Kasanin are respectively the President

and Vice-President. The Mathematical

Institute of the Academy which I inspected

is an active organisation and has a fine

library. The publications of the Institute

are regarded with respect in mathematical

circles everywhere,

Science in Eastern Europe ; II
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Our hosts of the Institute and the Aca-
demy did their very best to give us a happy
time. On the afternoon of the 11th of July,

there was an excursion to the hill-top of

Avala, a few miles out of Belgrade, on
which a highly impressive monument to the

423

the Danube and saw several of its beauty-

spots.

8. Zagreb ’

As had been planned earlier, we were at

Zagreb for three full days, arriving on Mon-
day evening, the 14th of July and leaving

Science in Eastern Europe : II

Fig. 3, The Plitvice lakes, Yugoslavia

Unknown Warrior stands. Extensive views for Ljubljana on the forenoon of Friday the

are to be seen on all sides from the monu- 18th. The holiday season was in full swing

ment. On Sunday the 13th of July, we were and we travelled in a train which was very

taken on an all-day motor tour through the Crowded, but the special consideration which

Serbian landscape. We visited, the valley of was given to us by the railway staff saved
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US from discomfort. We were met at the

station by Dr. S. Asperger and taken to our

hotel.

Croatia is one of the several Republics

which have federated to form Yugoslavia.

It includes a great part of the coast-line of

that country from Fiume in the north to

Kotor in the south, as also an immense num-
ber of islands, great and small, in the Adria-

tic Sea. Zagreb is the capital of Croatia, and

is a large city. The river Sava runs a few

miles south of it while immediately to the

north of the city arc some high hills which

help to make Zagreb and its surroundings

very picturesque.

Local patriotism runs strong in Yugosla-

via, and since a great new Institute of

Nuclear Physics is going up at Belgrade, it

was only to be expected that Zagreb would

not lag behind. Indeed, our visit to Zag-

reb, brief though it was, owed its great in-

terest to us by reason of that very circum-

stance. On the rising ground between the

city and the mountains a great new Insti-

tute had been set up named quite appro-

priately as the Boscovitch Institute after the

great pioneer of an earlier age in the field

of atomic physics. The Institute is by no

means a duplication of the effort which is

building the organization at Belgrade. The
scientific ideology animating the Boscovitch

Institute is indeed different, embracing a

wider range of scientific topics. Nuclear

physics was of course represented and in-

deed showed every sign of being an active

field of interest at Zagreb. The fitting up

of a laboratory containing a large cyclotron

was in ai\ advanced state of progress.

Prof. Paic also showed me •the equipment

that he had set up for investigating the be-

haviour of atomic nuclei under neutron

bombardment. During my visit to the che-

mical laboratory of the Institute, I was much
impressed by the work being done by
Dr. Asperger on the detection traces of

mercury in the atmosphere by its effect

upon the rate of chemical reactions. This fs

a subject of practical importance, since

L
Current
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Yugoslavia is an important producer of mer-
cury from its naturally occurring minerals.

An interesting function at which I was
present was the final examination for the

Doctor’s Degree in Physics of two young

aspirants for that distinction. I sat along-

side of the Board of three Examiners which

consisted of three professors of the Zagreb

University. In view of my presence at the

examination, the candidates were asked to

give the oral presentation of their theses in

the English language. That they could do

so and very well indeed was not surprising,

since the experimental work of one candi-

date was done at Cambridge in England and

by the other at Rochester in U.S.A. The
viva voce examination which followed the

oral presentation of the theses was very

searching, but the candidates showed up
very well. I felt" that the system followed

at Zagreb of having only internal examin-
ers for the doctorate was an admirable one

which was worthy of being followed else-

where.

Apart from the activities referred to

above, our three days at Zagreb were fully

occupied. On Tue,sday the 15th of July, I

spoke on the problems of crystal physics at

a colloquium at wh,ich Ejr. Supek and his

colleagues in theoretical physics were pre-

sent. The discussions with him on this and
other topics were continued later in the day
when he drove us up to a mountain lodge

some miles behind Zagreb where we spent

a few happy hours wandering through the

woods. The next day. Prof. Paic and
Mrs. Paic took us out on an all-day motor
excursion in the course of which we visited

the medieval town of Karlovie and thence

proceeded to the famous national park con-

taining the Plitvice lakes. Here we spent

the rest of the day exploring the lakes, re-

turning to Zagreb late in the evening, tired

but happy. To describe the Plitvice lakes

adequately and convey an impression of

their transcendental beauty would need a
whole article to itself. We can only repro-

duce here a photograph of a very small part

Science in Eastern Europe ; II
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of the region including the waterfalls cha-

racteristic of the area.

On the third day, the 17th of July, we were
entertained by Prof. Pai^: and Mrs. Paic

later parts of the tour mrfy be of some in-

terest to the readers of Current Science. The
railway journey from Zagreb to Ljubljana

is not a long one. It took us through the

Fig, 4. Near the entrance to Posthumia caves

at their home. They bid us an affectionate

farewell next morning at the station when
we left for Ljubljana.

9. The Rest of the Tour

My scientific activities ceased when we
left Zagreb. But a brief reierepce to the

3

beautiful valleys and gorges which the

river Sava has made for itself in flowing

through Slovenia. Ljubljana itself is a

charming town with a medieval castle on a

hill. right at its centre and a great city park
extending into the hills. The day after our
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arrival, we drove up to the celebrated lime-

stone caves ct Posthumia which lies halfway

between Ljubljana and Trieste. These caves

run for several miles underground, and in-

deed one has to make a good part of the

journey within them by electric trolley. The

rest of the journey on foot through the

cavernous interior tak*es us through a region

of which the magnificence and fantastic

character beggars all description. The photo-

graph reproduced shows a region near the

entrance to the caves. On Sunday, we under-

took a motor tour to the region of the Julian

Alps including the two lakes, Bled and

r Current
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right at the foot of the mountains and has

a sombre beauty of its own.

Leaving Ljubljana on the morning of the

21st, we travelled via Trieste and the coast

of the Adriatic to Italy and Venice, reach-

ing the latter city the same afternoon. We
spent the next day at Venice visiting its

palaces, the Lido and the lagoons. The next

day, again, we toured through Venetia by

motor, viewing its many beautiful villas

with their Palladian architecture. Crossing

the river Brenta by its celebrated wooden
bridge, we went as far as Asolo before find-

ing our way back to the Grand Canal of

Venice -and our hotel.

Scimce in hastern Europe : II

Fig. 3. I.ake Bled and its island

Bohini which lie in that area. Lake Bled

and its environs appear comparatively

sophisticated. The picture reproduced shows

the church on an island in the lake and the

Julian Alps beyond. Lake B()hini which is

much Jurther west; is not far from Triklav,

the highest peak of the Julian Alps. It lies

The evening of the 24th of July found us

back again at Innsbruck where we remained

three days. Innsbruck is a convenient cen-

tre for visiting the surrounding regions in

Austria, Italy and Germany. The opportu-

nities thus open to us were fully utilised be-

fore we left finally to catch our steamer at

Genoa.
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NOBEL PRIZE AWARDS FOR 19SS

Physics

^HE Nobel Prize for Physics has been
awarded to the three Soviet physicists,

Pavel A. Cherenkov, Ilya M. Frank and Igor

E. Tamm, for the discovery and interpretation

of what is known as the “Cherenkov Radiation’\

This is the visible radiation produced in a dis-

persive medium by charged particles which move
with a velocity greater than that of light in

that medium. Nearly 25 years ago, P. A.

Cherenkov of the Physical Institute of the Aca-
demy of Sciences of U.S.S.R., Moscow, reported

his discovery of “feeble visible radiation emit-

ted by pure liquids under the action of fast

electrons—beta particles of radioactive elements

or Compton electrons liberated in .liquids in

the process of scattering by gamma-rays'*

(Phys. Rev,y 1937, 52, 378).

According to the theory of relativity a mate-

rial particle cannot travel with a velocity v

greater than c, the velocit:^ of light. However,

we know that in a dispersive medium of refrac-

tive index n, light waves travel with the phase

velocity u = c/n < c. Also we know that hard

cathode rays and Compton electrons produced

by very hard gamma rays attain velocitiesi in

the range ti < v < c. What happens in this

velocity range?

For velocities below that of light in the

medium the electron carries its own field with

it and no energy is radiated. But for velocities

above that of light* in the medium, the electron

leaves its field behind in the shape of a Mach
cone. The field radiates in directions perpendi-

cular to the surface of the cone, and because of

the nature of dispersion, this radiation consists

mainly of visible light. The radiated light is

polarized so that the electric vector lies in the

plane passing through the trajectory of the

electron. This is the Cherenkov Radiation.

Frank and Tamm calculated the field of the

Cherenkov electron and showed that (i) the

field was zero everywhere outside the Mach
cone and (ii) an electromagnetic field existed

everywhere in the interior of the Mach cone.

To produce Cherenkov radiation it is best to

use a thin resin plate on which the electrons

impinge perpendicularly. Thus only a small

portion of the Mach cone appears, and the

emitted radiation fills a thin annular cone per-

pendicular to that portion. The exposed area

on a photographic plate, placed behind the resin

plate,, renders the annular tra<;e of this cone
visible.

It is interesting to note that because in quan-
tum mechanics one is forced to decompose the
electromagnetic field into its Fourier compo-
nents from the very start, the quantum mechanics
treatment of the Cherenkov effect leads direct-
ly to a representation of the field in which
dispersion can be taken into account, and there-
fore the visible character of the Cherenkov
effect is directly put in evidence.

One important application of the Cherenkov
effect is the Cherenkov deteexor for high energy
particles. The bursts of Cherenkov radiation
emitted by high velocity particles passing
through a dielectric medium may be detected
by a photoelectric cell, followed by an electron

multiplier, and thus give rise to signals record-
ing the number of particles passing through
the given dielectric object. The discovery of

antiproton in 1955 at the University of Califor-

nia w’ojuld have been difficult without the

Cherenkov detector.

Chemistry

British scientist Dr. Frederick Sanger of

Cambridge hOwS been awarded, the Nobel Prize

for Chemistry for his work in determining
the composition of the insulin molecule.
Dr. Sanger worked for 12 years on this prob-
lem and found that there were 777 atoms in

the insulin molecule. This is the first time the
structure of any protein has been determined.
As science learns more about protein molecules,
it will know more about how disease attacks
the body.

Medicine

The winners of the Nobel Prize for medicine
are the three American scientists Dr. George
Wills Beadle, Professor of Biology at the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology in Pasadena ‘

Dr. Edward L. Tatum of the Igockefeller Insti-

tute for Medical Research, New York
; and

Dr. Joshua Lederberg. Professor of Genetics
at the University of Wisconsin.

Their work concerns the actual basis of

heredity—the way in which characteristics are
transmitted from one generation to another.

Their technique has become one of the most
important tools in the study of cell metabolism.
Now widely tised, it has given important results

in various biological §ind medical problems.
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THERMONUCLEAR ENERGETICS

5rof. G. RABAT
Director of Technical Sciences, U.S.S.R.

IT^HEN the firing pin of a toy gun strikes the

cap, a low crackle is heard—that is, a

miniature explosion.

The stroke of the firing pin makes some of

the molecules of the explosive move at a greater

speed, and they collide with others. When the

impulses are sufficiently strong the molecules

break up and their atoms form new and more
stable combinations. The molecules’ change-

over—the explosion—may be compared to the

crumbling of a column of bricks due to an im-

pulse. Such a column is a system which is

mechanically stable only within certain limits.

Where the jolt is sufficiently strong the bricks

fall into a heap, which is a more stable sys-

tem and which has a smaller margin of energy

than the high column. What is stable only

within certain limits and at a sufficiently strong

impulse passes into a more stable stale is called

a metastable system. Metastable sysfems are

storehouses of power.

Fulminate of mercury, out of which caps are

made, is chemically metastable. There are

many chemical mctastable systems, such as a

mixture of molecules of benzine and oxygen.

Under the proper impulse (mechanical blow,

heating, electric spark) the molecules change

over during which energy is released.

Besides chemical and mechanical metastabi-

lity, there is also nuclear metastability ;
the

nuclei of uranium, thorium and plutonium are

examples of it. Under the proper impulse these

nuclei disintegrate, split up
;

the nuclear par-

ticles group themselves differently, forming

new, smaller and more stable nuclei, and the

surplus energy is released.

It is on the use of the energy released in the

splitting up ^f uranium that nuclear energe-

tics is based. Nuclear electric stations under

construction ,in 4he Soviet Union are all ura-

nium electric stations.

Hydrogen, which is a component part of all

rivers, seas and oceans, is also a nuclear-meta-

stable substance, and the, nuclei of hydrogen

are storehouses of energy. However, this energy

cannot be released by fissure, as the nuclei of

ordinary hydrogen—protons—do not lend them-

selves to further splitting, but the reverse, by

the fusion of the nuclei, their synthesis. It

there is a sufficiently strong jolt, under the

proper conditions, four nuclei of ordinary hydro-

gen will fu,se, producing a nucleus of helium.

When a brick column crumbles, the specific

energy (energy per unit of mass) released

thereby will be relatively little. Where che-

mical metastable systems change over the spe-

cific energy is many times greater. And even
more energy is released during nuclear re-

actions. As much energy is released during

the break-up of atomic nuclei in 1 g. of ura-
nium as in the burning of 3 tons of coal. In

the synthesis of helium from hydrogen, almost
20 times as much energy is released per gram
of hydrogen as per gram of disintegrating ura-
nium.

In reactions caused by the splitting of nuclei

of uranium, various radioactive products are

produced, and considerable difficulties raise in

removing and preserving these “ashes” which
emit dangerous ionising radiations.

Hydrogen is u^ed in thermonuclear pro-

cesses.

There is much hydrogen on earth, many times
more than uranium. Hydrogen is found in an
easily available state, for which reason mas-
tering the reaction of “burning hydrogen intD

helium” opens up boundless prospects for

humanity.

However, there is^ one thing in the way of

applying the energy contained in the nuclei of

hydrogen for peaceful purposes.

To disturb the equillbriuni of any metastable

.system and release the energy latent in that

system some impulse has to be given, some
initial expenditure of energy has to be made.
In order to pull down the brick column which

we offered as an illustration of a mechanical
metastable system, it is enough to strike the

column with some heavy object—a hammer or

a stone—at a velocity of but a few score metres
a second, but to bring out a chemical meta-
stable system from a state of rest greater con-
centrations of energy are required. For in-

stance. to make molecules of benzine and oxy-
gen change over into molecules of water and
carbon dioxide gas, the molecules have to strike

one another at a velocity of not less than seve-
ral hundred metres a second.

And to excite nuclear reactions many times
greater, initial specific energies are necessary
Like the nuclei of all atoms, the nuclei of

hydrogen carry a positive electrical charge;
the nuclei are incredibly small in size, and
when two eq,ually charged hydrogen nuclei
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approach one another closely colossal repelling

forces arise between them. In order to make
two nuclei of hydrogen collide they have to be
imparted a velocity millions of times greater

than the velocity which is sufficient to excite

chemical reactions in the collision of mole-
cules.

The movement of particles of matter can be
accelerated by heating them. Temperature is,

strictly speaking, one of the measures of velo-

city of the particles of matter : the higher the

temperature, the faster the particles move.
Raisiitg the temperature is a thermal method
of exciting reactions. At a temperature above

1,000° an immense number of chemical reactions

take place.

Nuclear reactions too can be excited oy

heating ;
such reactions are called thermo-

nuclear. However, they require temperatures

millions of times higher than the temperatures

of chemical reactions.

In the interior of the Sun and other stars,

temperatures reach tens of, millions of degrees,

and it is such a temperature which produces

the reaction resulting in the synthesis of helium

from hydrogen. This reaction is the source of

the heavenly bodies’ energy.

In terrestrial conditions, a temperature of tne

order of millions of degrees cannot be produced

to continue for a protracted time either in solid

or liquid matter. In compact matter, pressures

of millions of atmospheres arise under such

temperatures. As the temperature rises the

particles of matter^ break up and scatter on all

sides in a thousand-millionth part of a second

Everyone has had occasion to see red, blue

or green lights in the show windows of shops

or outside cinema theatres. Those are the lights

of rarefied gases in glass tubes through which

an electric current is passed. As a result of the

action of the electric current, a mixture of elec-

trons and atoms which have partially or com-
pletely lost their electrons ; this mixture phy-

sicists call “plasma”. In plasma, matter is in

an extremely rarefied state, with a cubic metro

of it weighing less than a pinhead. And it is

in such plasma that electrons and atomic nuclei

can gain the high speeds corresponding to the

super-high temperatures.

In recent years, attempts have been made in

many laboratories all over the world to pro-

duce astral temperatures by passing the most

powerful electric currents possible through

rarefied gas.

Using currents of millions of amperes, Soviet

scientists have produced “astral matter” in ter-

restrial conditions. A tube made of insulating

material is equipped at both ends with elec-

trodes to which high-voltage current is deli-

vered from a large battery of condensers. Under
the action of the electric forces, the charged
particles—electrons and nuclei of the atoms

—

move at great speed inside the discharge tube
from one electrode to the other. An electro-

magnetic field appears around the fiux of charg-
ed particles, compressing the flux, as though
insulating it from the surrounding medium.
The magnetic lines of forces produce a “heat-

proof magnetic bottle”. But how stable is it ?

How long can the blob of the super-incandes-
cent plasma survive ? Will there be enough
time for thermonuclear reactions to take place
in the magnetic bottle ? In recent years, con-
siderably more attention has been given to

working out theoretically and experimentally
magneto-electro-hydrodynamics—the science of

the behaviour of plasma streams in elect! o-
magnetic fields.

As far back as 1950, Academicians A. D.
Sakharov and I. E. Tamm suggested the first

model of a magnetic thermonuclear reactor.

This woVk was later carried on in the U.S.S.R.
in a number of directions and today several

groups of scientists end engineers are engaged
in it. One of the groups, headed by Academi-
cians L. A. Artsimovich and M. A. Lecntovich,
have succeeded in producing the emission of

neutrons by heating rarefied deuterium to a

temperature of more than a million degrees.

Suggestions have been made to form groups
of hydrogen nuclei in a high vacuum instead of

in a gas : to release a stream of hydrogen
nuclei from a large surface and then concen-
trate the stream by means of electronic optics
into a common centre, group them into a com-
pact blob in which the fast-moving nuclei will

collide and react.

Experiments are being conducted to produce
thermonuclear reactions in the so-called annu-
lar electrodeless electric discharges. In these

discharges, the charged particles move in a
close circle like grains »of dus1> in, a whirlwind.
The charged particles form in the discharge
chamber something like a ring of smoke which
experienced smokers know how to blow.

Electrodeless discharges have been known for

a long time. Already, before World War 11,

the author of this article built outfits for in-

vestigating electrodeless discharges at capacities

of several hundred kilowatts. Today electrode-

less discharges are being studied intensively in

connection with thermonuclear reactions.

Data have recently been published about the

British Zeta outfit. It has ^ doughnut -shaped
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discharge chamber, three metres in. diamei'^er and
one metre thick. Permeating the chamber is an
electromagnetic current produced b>; the

winding through which a condenser battery is

discharged with a margin of energy ol up to

500 kilowatt seconds. The plasma cord forms a
ring of fire in the discharge chamber. It is a

secondary shorted winding, and the strength of

the current in the curl of the ionized gas
reaches 200,000 amperes and a tempevatui'e of

4,000,000 degrees.
*

In the United States an outfit known as the

Sherwood has been designed, which also has a

doughnut-shaped discharge chamber.

In all cases a strong magnetic field is pro-

duced around the plasma cord which compresses

the plasma. Where the currents are*'1arge, the

electromagnetic pressure may reach thousands

of atmospheres.
^

We cannot expect to see regular thermo-

nuclear reactors manufactured in the next few
years, but there can be no doubt that the prob-

lem will be eventually solved. It will be pos-

sible to use thermonuclear reactions only on a

large scale, in large power installations. Dreams
of nuclear-powered motor cars or motor cycles

will evidently remain dreams. Nuclear energy

will be transmitted and distributed by means
of electric power, and the development of

thermonuclear energetics will make for still

greater flowering of electric power engineering

and for more extensive electrification.

OPTO-PHYSICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT MADE BY VEB CARL ZEISS JENA
FOR CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

Dr.'W. NEBE, Jena

^HEMISTS in large industries, same as in^ laboratories, are continuously in search for

methods by which to carry out analyses within

the shortest possible time. Optical methods
have come into the foreground and have been
adopted for this purpose to a vast extent dur-

ing the last 20, years. To the “classical’’

methods of refractometry, interferometry,

polarimetry as well as of photometry and of

the spectral analyses, new provinces have been
added, especially such as the expansion of the

spectral analysis of #the visible and ultraviolet

regions to the infrared region of the spectrum

and the employment of photoelectric measuring

methods in the province of photometry. For

all these methods, modern types of instruments

have been developed by VEB Carl Zeiss JENA
and have become indispensable expedients for

analytical chemistry.

In the province of the micro-molecular che-

mistry, schlieren-optical and interference

methods are of late being introduced in con-

junction with electroi>horet^cal and diffusion

tests. For the observation and photographical

recording the Macro-Electrophoresis Instru-

ment (Fig. 1) is equipped with the universally

applicable Schlieren-Recordin,g Instrument 80.

In addition to the registration of interference

curves as well as of the gradients of the re-

fractive index, etc., in stratified media, this

schlieren equipment is also available for the

examination of currents, heat-conductivity,

ultrasonics and mixing processes, etc., in gases

and liquids, as well as for testing the homo-
geneity of glasses. By employing the Toepler

Schlieren Method it will be possible in this

case to perceive deviations of light up to 2 sec.

The specific request for Schlieren Apparatus
for aero-dynamical and other examinations led

to the development of a Schlieren-Recording

Apparatus with a 300 mm. diameter of the ob-

ject field.
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Introduction

'^UMEROUS beach erosion studies have been

conducted by the students and teachers of

Andhra University, Waltair, India, during re-

cent years. The level, movement, texture, and

composition of the sands have been investigat-

ed, as have the oceanographic factors that con-

trol the beaches, namely, tides, currents, and

waves. Of these factors, the waves exert the

major influence in beach erosion. Waves in the

sea are formed by strong winds. When once

developed, they travel great distances as swell

from the storm area. As they approach a sand

beach they break due to the shallowing of the

water and the receding water of previous

waves. Some waves expend their energy in

the surf zone. Most, however, end by rushing

up the beach and then receding down its slope.

This paper presents some findings of the nature

of waves during such final
^
periods of swash

and backwash.

Swash and Backwash Periods

meter ^^as developed (see Fig. 1*). It consists
of two right angle glass tubes mounted on a
frame. One open end of a right-angled glass
tube was held towards the advancing water in

Observations of a great many waves on dif-

ferent types of beaches show that average time

between swashes is related to both the average

time between breaking waves and the slope of

the beach. On steep sloping sections of the

beach the wave period is nearly as long as the

swash period. However, the swash period far

exceeds the breaker period on gently .sloping

beaches (Table I)* becjyjse of the greater

Table I

Difference

Beach Slope Swash Period Breaker Period Swash —
(Degrees) (Sec.) (Sec.) Backwash

(Sec.)

2-1 30*0
2-3 23-8
3*2 22*1
4-0 19*4
6-0 16-3
7-4 14-3
8-3 14-8
10-5 121
12-1 11*7

14-5 15-5
14*2 9-0
14-2 7-9

13*2 6*2

13-7 2-6

12-8 1*5

13*9 0*9
11-4 0-7
11-6 0-1

volume of water and slower movement of the

backwash (and swash), and because there is

less loss of water by percolation. This back-

wash overrides and neutralizes some of the

advancing waves.*^

Swash and Backwash Speeds

To measure the speeds of the swash and
backwash a simplified manometer type flow

Fig, 1.ft Manometer type flow meter used to detei-
mine .speed of swash and backwash.

the swash and the other towards the back-
wash. The height to which the water rose in
the vertical portion of the tube over that of
the surrounding water, provided a measure of
the water speed.

Disregarding the frictional and orifice loss,

the height that the water rises in the tube is

Ah
2g» ( 1 )

where U is the velocity of the water and g is

the acceleration of gravity.

Although considerable difficulty was encoun-
tered in holding the flow meter in an advancing
wave, some variable though significant results
were obtained (see Fig. 2). It wa^# established
that the maximum, speed of the swash varied
between different waves ^nd with *he depth at
which the readings were taken. Consequently
several repeated readings were required on each
beach examined. The maximum speed of the
swash was always found to be greater than the
backwash. It was generally greater on a steep
beach than on gentle beaches. Likewise the dif-
ference in maximum speeds, swash minus back-
wash, wasT greater for the steeper beaches. The
least square empirical relation between the
slope of the beach, and the difference in
speeds is
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00-^100 - 0-43 + 0-14 (U,-U,0 (2)

where is in degrees and U, and JJ^ are in

cm./sec.

SLOPE OF BEACH

FiG, 2. Observed maximum speed of swash, back-

wash, and difference in speed (swash minus backwash)
on beaches of various slopes.

Beach Erosion

According to Hjulstrdm^'* the speed of flow

required to transport sand depends upon the

size of the grains. His graph shows

U^_i-7-5d (3)

where d is diameter of sand grains in mm. and
U is water speed in cm./sec. This means that a

medium-size grain of 0-3 mm. diameter requires

only a speed of 2 cm./sec. for transportation.

Since the maximum speed of the water even

on gentle beaches is greater than 2 cm./sec.,

sand is continually moved by both the swash

and backwash, ^t any^instarit the transport on

and off shore will depend upon^the slot>e of the

of o Wave [OgSS

beach and the speeds of the swash and back-
wash. To transport sand up the beach with a

slope
(f)

U« > 7‘5d + a sin 0 (4)

and

U/; ilr Ua“-2 a sin 0 (5)

To establish whether the shoreward or offshore

transporting forces predominate requires know-
ledge of the transporting ability of all water
speeds on all sizes, shapes and compaction of

sand grains. The forces must be integrated

with respect to time. In addition, the difference

in volume of water must be considered since

some percolates into the sand and returns to

the sea by a subsurface route.

Summary
These studies of waves, swash, and backwash

have est^?blished that the wave period is less

than the swash period. The difference between
these periods increases inversely with the slope

of the beaches. Also established is that the

.speed of the swash is greater than the back-
wash. The differenrf?e in speeds increases direct-

ly with the slope of the beach.

The dynamics of the end of a wave are seen

to form a complex, though imi;x>rtant, oceano-

graphic problem, especially in the study of

beach erosion and dissipation of wave energy.
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NEW SUPERCONDUCTORS
TN the course of a detailed study of the super-
^ conducting behaviour of uranium alloys at

temperatures 1-2'=’ K., Dr. B. S. Chandrasekhar

and Dr, J. K. Hulm, of the Westingliouse Re-

search Laboratories, found for tfie first time

four superconductors among the ‘intermetallic

compounds’ of uranium. * The compounds aife

formed when uranium is chemically combined

with such metals as aluminium, manganese,
cobalt, iron and nickel. Of special interest is the

fact that two of them are the first supercon-
ducting comixjunds ever known to contain

manganese and iron, two elements that always
have been considered incompatible to the exist-

ence of superconductivity.
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SEISMIC EXPLORATION FOR OIL IN THE CAMBAY AND NEIGHBOURING
AREAS, BOMBAY STATE*

L. N. KAILASAM
Geological Survey of India

rpHE recent discovery of oil near Cambay as

a result of the drilling operations at pre-

sent being carried on by the Oil and Natural
Gas Commission is a culmination of intensive

and detailed geophysical investigations carried

out in that area by the Geological Survey of

India during the period 1948 to 1957, resulting

in the* location of the Lunej structure by re-

flection seismic exploration.

The geological features of the areas surround-

ing the alluvial tract of Gujcrat and Eastern

Saurashtra are indicated in the sketch map

1. Pleistocene & Recent. 2. Siwalik System Coastal

Tertiary Deposits. 3. Tertiary (Kocene). 4. Deccan
Trap, 5. Cretaceous. 6. Juiassic Upper Condwanas
of the Peninsula. 7. Dharwarian. 8. Granites &
Gneisses.

shown in Fig. 1, which is based on the geo-

logical map of India, published by the Geo-
logical Survey of India. On the west, the allu-

vial tract is bounded by Deccan Trap of the

Kathiawar Peninsula and the Jurassic sand-

stones of North-Eastern Kathiawar and Kutch.

Several exposures of trap rock occur on the

eastern flank of this alluvial tract, but the

major part of these exposures comprises rocks

of the Aravalli system and crystalline gneisses.

Outcrops of tertiary sediments can be seen on

•published with the kind peimlssion of the Director,

Geological Survey of India.

either side of the Gulf of Cambay. This fact

coupled with the known occurrence of natural

gas in the Gogha area on the eastern coast of

the Kathiawar Peninsula, encountered in a bore-

hole sunk to a depth of* 1,016' in 1930 for ground

water, formed the basis of the geophysical in-

vestigations carried out in this area by the

Geological Survey of India.

Reconnaissance magnetic surveys were car-

ried out by S. L. Banerjee and party during

1948-49 over the Gujerat alluvium in an area

extending from Wadhwan in the west to Godhra

in the east and from Ahmedabad in the north

to Cambay in the south. On the basis of the

magnetic anomalies, Banerjee inferred that the

alluvial area to the north of the Gulf of Cam-
bay is characterised by two faults disposed with

a roughly north-south trend, one on the west-

ern side* passing through Gundi in Eastern

Saurashtra and another along the Mahe River

in the east. He further postulated the thick-

ness of the sediments to be maximum in the

Cambay area, being of the order of 1 0,000

-

12,000' due to the down-faulting of the base-

ment rocks.

Further detailed gravity and magnetic sur-

veys were carried out by B. S. Negi and party

during the field seasons 1951-52 and 1952-53

over the region extending from the Mahe Rivex'

in the east to the west of the Sabarmati River

and from Anand to the Gulf of Cambay in the

north-south direction. Some strong regional as

well local gravity and magnetic anomalies were

outlined as a result of these surveys, including

a prominent gravity-cum-magnetic anomaly in

the area to the north and west of Cambay

town,
,,

The gravity and magnetic anomalies outlined

by Negi were taken up* for dotaijpd reflection

seismic investigations by a geophysical party

led by the author and assisted by R, S. Chel-

1am and others during the field season 1956-57.

A prominent buridd structural ‘high’ was in-

dicated in the Paldi area by the seismic data,

confirming thus the gravity and magnetic

ancmaTes obseived earlier. This structure in

the Paldi-Ltmej area was located and partly

outlined in the season 1955-56 and the seismic

mapping of this structure was continued and

completed during the 1956-57 season.
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A typical seismogram from the Cambay area

is reproduced in reduced form in Fig. 2. As
can be seen, a number of reflections arc

brought out in* the records. Of the.se, five are

consistent and well defined, having associated

r Ctirrcnt

L Science

mum thickness of the sediments occurring ap-

proximately in the region between longitude.s

72°28'E. and 72M8'E. including Cambay and
the adjacent areas to the north. The seismic

data further indicates a depth of the order of

Fig. 2

two-way times of the order oC 0*73, 0-90. 1 18,

1*40 and 1-78 seconds respectively. These are

designated as reflections I to V. The last of

these reflections is characterised by particularly

strong intensity. This reflection which ^should

be arising from a compact, strongly reflecting

horizon is of special interest inasmuch as it

may represent the top of the Deccan .Trap, in

which case the potentialities of the area for the

occurrence of petroleum are considerably en-

hanced. The seismic observations wore there-

fore extended along two long traverses, one

from Cambay to Dholera in the west Fig. 1)

where trap rock had been encountered at a

depth of about 1,100' in a borehole drilled

lor water, and the other eastward from Cambay
connecting up with the trap rocks occurring to

the cast of the Mahc River. Although the re-

flection obtained from the trap surface at the

borehole near Dholera dc'cs not have the same

characteristic intensity ns reflection V in the

Cambay area, Ihe latter could be followed across

the Sabarmati River—where no shooting was

possible for a stretch of two to three miles on

the traverse—upto the Dholera borehole. While

the seismic results do not provide rny evidence

of a major mult occurring on the western .side

of the Gulf of Cambay, the .data indicates that

the horizon «idefltified tvith the trap surface at

the Dholera borehole regularly*' and continually

slopes eastwards across the Sabarmati River

through what appears like a series of minor

step faults. From Cambay to the east, the

same horizon regularly and progressively slopes

Upwards up to the trap exposures occurring to

the east of the Mahe River without having

undergone any faulting. The Gujerat afluvium to

the north of the Gulf of Cambay is thus cha-

racterised by a broad, “synclinal basin lying

roughly within longitudes 70° 15' E. and 73° 10' E.

across the Sabarmati and Mahe Rivers, the maxi-

J,500' for the thicknc.ss of the alluvium in the

Cambay area.

The structure in the Paldi-Luncj area was
mapped by detailed seismic .'hooting carried out

over several traverses in the area. Phantom
horizons have been drawn for three of the well

defined reflections* 11, IV and V mentioned

earlier with two-way times of the order of 0*90,

1*4() and 1-80 seconds corresponding to depths

of the order of 3,000, 5,100 and 7,000' respec-

tively. Contour maps drawn for these phantom
horizons for the reflections IT, IV and V indi-

cate a closed structure for both the horizons IV

and V. In Fig. 3 is shown the contour map

Fig. 3

for horizon IV. It may be .seen that the closed

structure near Lunej is clearly brought out.

The sitD rejommended for test drilling is also

indicated therein. It may be mentioned here that
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oil has also been struck, as reported, at a depth

of 1,600 metres, closely corresponding to this

horizon.

Inasmuch as the Lunej structure has now
proved oil, it will be advantageous to extend

the seismic investigations to the neighbouring

areas to the north and west of Cambay where

additional gravity and magnetic anomalies have
been noted.

Thanks are due to all the colleagues of the

author who participated in these surveys and

to Shy M. B. Ramachandra Rao for valuable

suggestions.
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TESTING AND STANDARDISATION OF FOUNDRY MATERIALS*

Consistency in the quality of castings pro-

duced by a foundry depends greatly upon
the control of the quality of a number of com-
plex raw materials—sands, binding materials

like bentonite, core oils and resins, fuel, air,

metals, master alloys, fluxef^, pattern materials,

etc., used under severe conditions of tempera-

ture and erosion. An evaluation of their actual

performance in relation to their fundamental
properties will be of immense use to the foundry

engineers.

According to Dr. Zang, three important cri-

teria could be used to test bentonites for steel

foundry use. To indicate that the sample has

sodium as the main excha;igeable ion, which
gives high green strength to moulding sands,

the pH should not be less than 8*2 and the

calcium oxide content should not be more than
0*70%. Being a layer type of mineral, bento-

nite progressively increases in plasticity with

increase in water content, till at a certain pro-

portion of water to dry clay substance—^known

as the liquid limit—there is an abrupt increase

in plasticity. The liquid limit for bentonites for

steel foundry use should not be less than 525.

* A scientific account of the Symposium on “ Testing
and Standardisation of Foundry Materials ” held under
the auspices of the Bangalore C hapter of the Indian
Institute of Metals, at the Indian Institute of Science,

Bangalore, on 9th and 10th October 1958.

The mechanism of heat transfer in sand
moulds is discussed. By a proper choice of

materials and of disposition of mould masses,

the rate of heat dissipation from the liquid

metal can be so regulated as to obtain higher
and more uniform mechanical properties of the

resultant casting. This paper also discusses the

use of nletal moulds and points out the advan-
tage of anodized aluminium as metal mould be-
cause of its heat transfer characteristics. Zircon

sands also offer interesting possibilities.

Radiographs of sand compacted into a stand-
ard V-notch show that the mobility of sand
gi'ains adjacent to the pattern surface is gov-
erned by friction and by pattern contour.
Higher packing density is obtained when such
friction is reduced either by using a dry lubri-
cant like talc or by vibration.

Magnesium contents of less than 0-1% in
iron of suitable chemical composition bring
about spherodization of graphite with revolu-
tionary changes in its properties, particularly^

in ductility. Phosphorus is the principal ele-
ment that precludes the suitability of Indian pig
iron for the manufacture of sphorodized gra-
phite iron. Under

^

Indian conditions, S. G. iron

can be manufactured only by th\& U5»e of a charge
mostly of steel scrap and S. G. Foundry returns
in electric melting furnaces.

OBITUARY-DR. K, C. PANDYA
W7E regret to announce the death of Dr. K. C.

Pandya, Retired Professor of Chemistry,

Agra University, and a member of the Current

Science Association. A Fellow of the Indian

Academy of Sciences, he and his students

contributed many papers to the Proceedings of

the Academy, Dr. Pandya wa? mainly res-

ponsible for collecting and publishing in boo^
form a series of radio talks on scientihe

subjects by Sir C. V. Raman, This booH was
later republished by the Philosophical Liij>rajy

of New York, and alsq by a publisher in Japan
Where it is used as a text for .science students
learning English.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

STRESS AND WAVELENGTH DEPEND-
ENCE OP BIREFRINGENCE IN

CUBIC CRYSTALS IN THE VISIBLE
REGION

The relation between ^ress and the stress-

induced birefringence in cubic crystals has been

studied by us in the wavelength range 4,800-

6,000 A employing for the purpose a modified

form of Filon’s Spectrometer Method described

by us in an earlier paper^ on some alkali

halides.

We have now extended the method to the

study of eight more cubic crystals given in

Table I. It will be noticed that the present

results agree with those of previous observ-

ers.2
*

nitrates of Table I, show a variation with
wavelength of light. In general, they tend to

decrease with increasing wavelength. How-
ever, in thallium alum and potassium iodide

q44 and — q^o) respectively show an in-

crease. The behaviour of KI in this respect is

similar to what has been observed in KCl and
KBr. The potassium ion is common to gll the
three crystals and the systematic differences
noted in Table II arise with the change of the
negative ion.

(Qii — Qrj) aiTid its dispersion (the ratio of
total change in qn “ Qy>t over the range of

wavelengths studied, to its value at the mean
wavelength) steadily increase as the negative
ion changes from Cl through Br to I. The
opposite effect is observed in

Table I 4

Crystal (^11 -^12) X 10^^

e.g.s.

Dispersion

% e.g.s.

Dispersion

% ^^44 X 10*® e.g.s.
Dispersion

%

KI + 1*846 19*7 -3*042 1*7
LiF '

.. - 1*410 6*6 .

.

,

,

-0*728 27-3
CaFg - 1-478 2*0 * •

,

,

+ 0*810 3-7
K-Alum .. - r>*225 4*6 - 4*060 4-3 -0-696 14*9
NH 4-Alum - 5-325 10*3 - 4*575 6*8

. -1*194 18*3
Ba(NOs)2 -22-88 8*5 -17*16 8*3 -1*680 9*J
Pb(N03)2 -18*88 15*5 -10*96 3-6 -1-292 4*7
Thallium Alum *. •* •* .* t +<i)-808 30*2

The relative retardation occurring in unit

thickness of the crystal has been measured for

stresses ranging from 0 to 50 kg. per sq. cm.

at several wavelengths of light. Owing to the

fragile nature of some of the crystals, particu-

larly the alums, it is not possible to increase

the stress much further. The plots of retarda-

tion versus stress for every one of the crys-

tals are strictly Jinear when -the stress applied

is in the direction [001] and the directions of

observation are either [010] or [100]. Thi.s

linearity also obtains for stresses in the direc-

tion [111] and observation along [211]. As

in the case of alkali halides studied earlier,i all

crystals show a small residual birefringence of

the tensional kind.

The quantities (qn — Qri) which

describe the stress optical behaviour of KI,

LiF and CaFa and the additional quantity

(Qii Qis) which characterises the alums and

Table II

t
u

H *0

^ II

I /<

w p

"IS

KCl
KBr
KI

4- 1-47 7-8 ^4*94
+ 1*76 12‘0 -4*42
+ 1*84 19*7 -3*04

S

4*6
2*3
1-7

The crystals NaCl, LiF, K and NH4 alums,
Ba and Pb nitrates in which the signs of both

and q^j are negative, belong to
group II of Pockel’s classification. The disper-
sions in them are found to be similar—all of
them showing a decrease with increasing wave-
length and the magnitude of the dispersion,
given in Table I as a percentage, is usually
higher in than in (q^^ - q^^) or (q^^ - q^g).
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The crystals of Table 11 fall under Group IV
of Pockel’s classification showing a greater dis-

persion in Qii — Qio ^44 -

Physics Dept., K. S. Iyengar.

Osmania University, K. G. Bansigir.

Hyderabad, May 2, 1958.
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ETCHING OF FLUORITE
Experiments on etching of crystal surfaces

have been reported in recent years.^- ‘ We re-

port here some interesting results obtained in

the case of fluorspar in our Laboratory.

The two (111) faces obtained on cleaving a

crystal of fluorite by means of a sharp blow
with a pointed edge, were etched by sulphuric

acid at room temperature for different times

The etched surfaces were then coated with
highly reflecting .’lilver films and examined
under a microscope. It is observed that in the

initial stages, there is general etching with

scattered triangular etch pits. As the etching

period is increased, etch pits resembling the

familiar block pattern, as reported in the case

of diamond, appeared at some places. The
more scattered triangular etch pits were found
to be randomly distributed but oriented in

definite directions and to have point-to-point

correspondence in the two faces. These pits

may be due to inclusions or other types of im-
perfections such as dislocations. The detailed

results will be published elsewhere.

Physics Dept., N. S. Pandya.
M. S. University of Baroda, J. R. Pandya.
Baroda, June 9, 1958.

1. Omar, M., Pandya N. S. and Tolansky, S., Proc,
Roy. Soc., 1954 225A, 33.

2. Gilman, J. J. and Johnston, W. G., /. Appl. Phys.,

1966, 27, 1018.

3. Patel, A, R. and Tolansky, S., Proc. Roy. Soc., 1957,
243 A, 33,

4. Amelinckx, S., Bontinck, W. . and Maenhout
Vander Vorst, Physica, 1957,23 (3), 270.

A NOTE ON CONDUCTOMETRIC
STUDIES ON COPPlfiR TUNGSTATES

There ^is hardly any reference dn literature to

the study of the reaction between CUSO4 and
Na.^WO^ by physico-chemical methods.

Standard solutions of A.R. quality reagents
NRoWO^ and CUSO4 were prepared in conduc-
tivity water and used in the present work. The
conductivities were measured by Kohlrausch
Universal Bridge (W, G. Pye, Ltd.), keeping
the titration cell immersed in a thermostat
maintained at 30 ± 1° C. The conductance ob-
tained after each dilution was corrected for

dilution effect.’ Using different concentrations
of the reactants, the titrations were performed
both by direct and reverse methods, in aqueous
and aqueous alcoholic media. The pH of the

solutions was measured with a glass electrode.

From conductometric curves (Fig. 1), it may

FIG. 1

be observed that a sharp break is obtained at

a point which corresponds to the l6rmation and
precipitation of normal Na^WO^ at pH 6 -0-6 -5.

When CUSO4 is added to there seems
to be no change in conductivity as the mobility

of S04~ ion is nearly of the same order as

that of WO4
’' ion, but when the end-point is

reached, a slight excess of CUSO 4 increases the

conductivity. The results of chemical analysis

agree with the above compound. Reverse titra-

tions give satisfactory results (with an obtuse

angle between the intersecting lines) in uni-

formity with those obtained by direct methods.
• Definite amounts of acid HNO3 were added

to Na2W04 solution and again conductometric

titrations were performed. Fig. 2 reveals that
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a break in the cur\5ie is obtained at a point

where the molecular ratio of the reactants

CUSO4 and is as 1 : 4, corresponding

to the formation of copper metatungstate

Fig. 2

CUO.4 WO3 , at' pH ranging from 4*8 to 5-2.

The precipitate of this metatungstate seems to

be colloidal. On analysing it for the metal and

tungsten contents, the results almost agreed

with the above ones. The formation of this

compound can probably be explained by the

fact that the species of tungstate ion existing

in solution depends on the H ion concentra-

tion, according to G. Jander and co-workers.2

The different tungstate ions are in equilibrium

with each other and in weakly acidic range

(4 *8-5 *5), it is interesting to find copper meta-

tungstate CUO.4 WO3 ,
precipitating. This is fur-

ther supported by the fact that metatungstates

have a weakly acidic reaction.® No precipi-

tate of copper tungstate is obtained in the

acidic range beyond 4*8.

The role of alcohol is to decrease the solu-

bility of copper tungstate in water, and hence a

closer approach to theoretical titre values is ob-

tained when the titrations were carried in

aqueous alcoholic media.

The determination of solubility products of

various copper tungstates is in progress and
the results would be communicated later.

Grateful thanks are due to Dr. S. Ghosh,

Head of the Department of Chemistry, Univer-

sity of Allahabad, Allahabad, for kindly intro-

ducing us the subject of study.

Chemical Lab., R. S. Saxena.

Government College, C. Mr Gupta.
Kota, July 30, 1958.

1. Davies, Couductivity of Soluttofis, p. 238.

2. Emeleus and Anderson, Modern Aspects of Inorgattic
Chemistry, 10th Revised Edition, 1952, p. 214.

3. Throne and RoVerts, Inorganic Chemistry, 6th
Edition, 1948, p. 521.

KINETIC STUDIES IN CHROMIC ACID
OXIDATIONS

As part of the programme on the role of solv-

ent in chemical reactions, the oxidation of

secondary alcohols by chromic acid under con-

trolled conditions was taken up. Waters, ^ Wes --

heimer-®-*' and Kuivila and Becker® have re-

ported on the mechanism of the reaction under
other conditions and founc^ the reaction to be

of the first order with reference to the alcohol

as well as the chromic acid used in their studies.

Our present observations with isopropyl alco-

hol as well as with cyclohexanol confirm the

reaction order using acetic acid as the solvent

medium.
As one of the reactants is an ionic one, the

reaction should show clearly the influence of

ionic environment. The change in ionic strength

Table I

Concentration of alcohol: 0*45145

M

Cortcentration of chromic acid: 0*00669

M

Concentration of potassium acetate : 0 • 2M

f^v^ vol^r^in The
alcohol—Second order rate const, x 10*^

acetic acid-water q 450
mixtures

Cyclohexanol—Second order rate const. X 10®

35® C. 40® C. 46® C.

30 0*676 6-8822 1*249 2*397 2*628 2*774

40 1*387 2-0610 2*63 3*849 6*364 6*769

60 2*834* 3-784 • 6*685 6*751 8*163 9*867

60 5*880 9-268 10*29 11*606 16*87 20*16

70 13*68 19-03 27*03 31 •Q7 40*697 40*87
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in the course of the reaction was noticeable in

the pronounced trend in the rate constants and
this was avoided by the initial addition of ade-

quate quantities of pure potassium acetate. This

incidentally helped in keeping the hydrogen
ion concentration constant. Under these con-

trolled conditions, the reaction was followed by
iodometric estimation of the unreacted chromic

acid. A summary of the observations is pre-

sented in Table I.

The plot of log ^2 against the reciprocal of

the absolute temperature shows a clear linearity

but the Arrhenius activation energies obtained

are abnormally low, being of the order of

2*5k.cals. The complex nature of the reaction

is obvious. The frequency factor appears how-
ever to be less abnormal, though the value of

10^<> is still rather low. Though acetic acid and
water do not form ideal mixtures, within the

range of composition studied, the dielectric con-

stant changes may be expected to show approxi-

mate linear behaviour. This may be expected

to be reflected in the reaction rate. The log /Co-

composition curves (Fig. 1) with both alco-

FIG. 1

hols bring this out. The slopes of the curves in

the case of cyclohexanol suggest that for an
initial small addition of acetic acid, the tem-
perature coefficient will be negligible, confirm-

ing further the complexity of the reaction.

Fuller details will be published elsewhere.

Dept, of Chemistry,

Madras Christian College,

Tambaram, July 8, 1958.

S. V* Anantakrishnan.

N, Venka:jasubramani/^n.

1. Slack and Waters, /. CAem» Soc,, 1948, 1666;
1949, 599.

2 a. Westheimer and Novick, /. CAm. Phys,, 1943,

11. 506.
2 3. Merril ('ohen and Westheimer, /. e4w. CAem, Soc.^

1962, 74, 4387.
3. Henry Kuivila and Becker, W., /3/V/., 1962, 74,

5329.

STANDARD RESACETOPHENONB
OXIME IN SPECTROPHOTOMETRY
[Abstract.—In the present communication a

simple method is described for standardising a
solution of Resacetophenone oxime in aqueous
alcohol. A known amount of resacetophenone
oxime solution is added to a known excess of

a solution containing copper. The precipitate of

Cu-Rapox filtered off and the excess of copper
in the filtrate determined by the thiosulphate

method.]

It has been shown in earlier publications that

resacetophenone oxime (2, 4-dihydroxy aceto-

phenone oxime) hereafter styled as Rapox can
be employed for the estimation of nickel,^ sepa-

ration and detection of copper and nickel^ and
for the standardisation of cyanide. It is nov/

found that this reagent can be used with the

same facility for the spectrophotometnc study

of iron^ and such other elements. During this

study it became necessary to prepare a standard

Rapox solution for different colorimetric esti-

mations. These efforts have resulted in the

development of the method described herein.

A solution of copper was prepared from
Merck’s copper sulphate that was recrystallised

and it was standardised by sodium thiosulphate

method (c.f. VogeK’). The solution was 0*592 M.

Rapox was prepared and purified by the

method described by Bhatki and Kabadi.^ A
weighed amount of the reagent was then dis-

solved in 40% ethanol and made to a known
volume. This solution was statidscdised accord-

ing to the procedure given below for use in

the spectrophotometric studies. Potassium
iodide, sodium thiosulphate and all the other

reagents utilised during the experiment were
of Merck’s extra pure quality.

A known excess of copper solution wa9 pipet-

ted out ^in a beaker, neutralised with sodium
carbonate aAd dilute acetic acid added till tl.*e

solution was clear. The solution was then
Adequately diluted and a known volume of

Rapox solution was introduced drop by drop
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Table

Amount of

Amount of

Rapox
taken, mg.

• N/20 NazSgOa
required for

excess Cu, ml.

N/20 NasSjOa
corresponding to

Cu, used up, ml.

Rapox
found from the
amount of Cu,
used up, mg.

Weight of

Copper-rapoximate
mg.

Weight of

Rapox
found, mg.

250*7 281*0 15*0 250*7 297*0 250*8
334*3 275*9 20*1 335*9 393*5 332*3
417*9 270*9 25-1 419*5 493*0 416*3
501:4 266*1, 29*9 499*7 590*0 498*3
668*6

,
255*8 40*2 671*9 787*5 665*1

with constant stirring. After copper-rapoximate

was completely precipitated, the beaker was
allowed to stand for sonie time and the solu-

tion later filtered through a sintered glass ciu-

cible (porosity 2G4). The precipitate was
washed several times with cold distilled- water.

The filtrate and the washings were collected

and made to a known volume in a measuring

flask after the addition of a few c.c. of /iilute

HmSO^. a measured volume was then with-

drawn and titrated against standard solution of

sodium thiosulphate as usual. Blank titrations

were also carried out with the copper solu-

tion. The precipitate of copper-rapoximate

which was collected in each experiment in the

sintered glass crucible was dried at 120^ C. to

constant weight. .This was done to confirm the

results obtained by the present method. The
results are given in the Table.

Two of the authors (K. S. B. and A. T, H.)

are obliged to Dr. B. V. Thosar of T.I.F.R. for

his encouragement by way of the facilities that

he gave during the progress of the work.

The Institute of Science and K. S. Bhatki.

The Tata Institute of A. T. Rank.
Fundamental Research, M. B. Kai'adi.

Bombay-1, Jtine 3, 1958.

1. Bhatki, K. S. and Kabadi, M. B., y. Strt. and
Industr. Res,, 1952, 11 B, 346 ; 1953, 12 B, 226.

2. — and — ,
5'. Univ. Bom., 1955, 24 (3), 51-57.

3. —
,
Analyst, 1957,82 (970), 2f26.

4^ — , Rane, Te and l^abadi,* M. B., Unpublished
work.

,

5. Vogel, A. 1., A Text-Book of Quantitative Inorganic

Analysis, II Ed., 1953, pp. 334 and 343. Longmans,
Green & Co., London.

TOXICITY OF WHITE OIL

Investigations in the past few years have re-

v<ealed that the epidemiology of epicjemic dropsy

appears to be related to the use of adulterated

edible oils, especially mustard oil. Various vieWi|

have been expressed as to the nature of the com-
pounds present in .adulterants^ and supposed tp

be specifically responsible for the characteristic

lesions of epidemic dropsy. Argemone oil from
the seeds of Argemone mexicana is said to be
a very common adulterant of commercial mus-
tard oil. Sarkari isolated an alkaloid sanguina-
rine from argemone oil, and the proved toxic

properties of the oil have been attributed to

the presence of this alkaloid. Sen*-^ reported the

presence of mineral oils as adulterants in mus-
tard oil, and directed attention to their toxi-

city. In particular, .white oil, a cheap mineral
oil, was found to be widely used as an adul-

terant for mustard oil and preliminary re-

ports^^''* indicated its toxic nature. Some animal
experiments undertaken to evaluate the effects

of white oil feeding gave following results :

1. Groups of mice and rats were fed with
small daily doses of white oil mixed with
their normal diet (0 5 c.c. of white oil/mice/

day; and 10 c.c. pf white oil/rat/day ) . The
normal diet consisted of pieces of bread
soaked in fresh milk contEjining a little mar-
mite and a few drops of shark liver oil, sup-

plemented with germinated gram and sweei

potatoes. In 3 to 5 days, the experimental ani -

mals developed a condition characterised by
rough dry skin with erect hairs, restlessness

and loss of weight. Continuation of the feed-

ing of white oil led to the death of all ani-

mals within 7 to 10 days of the experiment.
The animals had no other outward symptoms
during this period and at the time of death.

The animals of the control group, fed with
the same basal diet containing equivalent
amounts of pure mustard oil, were free from
all symptoms. Fig. 1 shows the conditions

of one pair of experimental rats on the fourth
day of the experiment

; a pair of the con-
trol group on the same date are shown in

Fig. 2 for comparison.

2. Preliminary histopathological examina-
tion of the organs of the experimental ani-

mals, after death, revealed diffuse fatty de-
generation of the parenchymatous cells of

th^ livers, proliferation of the reticulo-endq-*
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thelial cells of the splenic pulp, marked
hypertropy and hyperkeratosis of the epi-

dermis together with cellular infiltration of

the corium and degenerative changes in the

ascending tubules of the kidneys. Further

work is in progress.

STUDIES IN THE REACTIONS OP ^

a-KETO ACIDS
In vi5w of the large amount cf experimental

evidence published recently^- on the chemistry

of 2 : 3 pyrrolidinediones, we wish to make a
preliminary report on the preparation of some
of these diones and their chemical reactions.

These diones were prepared by the condensa-
tion of phenyl- and 3 : 4 dimethoxyphenyl-
pyruvic acids with aldehydes and amines in

alcoholic solution. All of these compounds gave
a blue to green colouration with alcoholic fer-

ric chloride indicating the presence of an eno-
lic hydroxyl group. They formed acetyl deri-

vatives on heating with acetic anhydride and
pyridine and at the same time furnished crys-

talline quinoxaline derivatives by condensation

with o-phenylenediamine in acid solution (vide

Table I). These facts point to the presence of

an equilibrium mixture of the tautomeric

forms.

Fig. 1. Rats, on the 4th day feeding with white oil.

Fig. 2, Rats, on the 4th day of.fceding (pure imustard

oil (Control),

The author wishes to express his sincere

thanks to Dr. A. Mukherjee, School of Tropical

Medicine, Calcutta, for his help in the histo-

logical work.

Biochem. Section, H. D. Brahmachari.

Birla College of Science,

Pilani (India), June 20, 1958.

1. Sarkar, S. N.. Nature, 1948, 162, 265.

2. Sen, S. N., Cal. Med. Jour., 1909, 4, 161.

3. Chaudhuri, R. N. and Chakraborty, N, K,, Ind.

Jour. Med. Set., Feb. 1952, 6 (2), 137.

4. Brahmachari, H. D. and Mnkherji, A., Proc. Ind.

Set. Cong., 1954.

Table I

a;

C3

•O
1 Analysis

o|
1

No. Formula Found Calculated
1

t 1

j

p. C% C%

1 248® C22II17C2N 80*2 6-0 80-73 5-19

2 256** C24H2jOsN 77-4 6-7 77-63 5-6

3 196® C23H 18O5N2 69*1 4*2 68-7 4-47

4
1

237®

(d)

221
®

C24 II10O4N 74-7 6-2 74-8 4-9

5 C24ll2l03N 77-6 6«7 77-62 5-66

6 178® C25H23O4N 74-6 5-9 74-81 5-73

7 205® C26H24O6N 72 -se! 6 *08 73-56 5-5

8 224® C25H20O8N 2 65-2 4-2 64-9 4-32

(d)

0)

.>
Analysis

No.

m.p.

of

acetyl

derivs

Formula
»

«

Found
1

Calculated

>• c% C%

1 184“-5 C24H19O4N i
78*6 5*0 78-01 5-19

2 218°

(</)

225°

(rf)

207^

C26n2304N 76-8 6-78 75-6 6-6

3 C25H2oOeN2 67-55 4-6 67-66 4-64

4 CsaHiiOsN 72>9 6-1 73-06 4-92

6 165® 76 "9 6-6 76-5 6*5

6 155® C2TH2(i05N 73-0 5*6 73-1 6*8

• 7 197® C28H2606N 71-6 6*1 71-14 6*5

8 219® C27H2209N2 62*8

- “

4*3 62-5 4-2
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No.

m.p.

of

quinoxaline

«

%

Formula

Analysis

Found Calculated

c%

1 252“ C28II21N3 $4-3 5-2 84-2 5*4

2 210® C30H25ON3 80*9 5-8 81-24 5*7

3 315® C2*jH22D3N4 73*2 4*5 7,3*4 4*6

4 219® C’3oH2302N3 78-C ,5‘2 78*7 5*03

5 235® C30H2CON3 81-2 5-7 81*24 5.7

6 157® C31II27O2N3 ,
78*6 6*0 78*64 5*7

7 193® C82H2i.03N3 76-0 5*6 70*3
!,

5*8

8 270® C81II24O8N4
1

1

83-2 5-1 83*03
1

(</)
1

1 11

kjClI C=-0 RjC ===r^ C~JI1

KjCH C»==0 Ra—C—H C=0

\n/ \n/
I I

.

K, Ka

1 . Ri-R2= Ra-CeUB
2. Ri^CgHji Rj=Cgii4.orHa W;

R3 = C,H4.CH3 (/>).

3. Ri = C,llBi Rj= CeH4.0CH3 f/J);

Rg C(jH4» N O2 (w)«

4 Ri^CoHs; Ra-CeHg.O.CHa.O (///. p);
R3-:C6H4.CIl3 fw),

5. R1-C0II5; Ra-QllvOCHa
R3-CoIl4.CH3 (/>}.

0. Ri^Cellg; R2-CoU3.(OCir3.)2 f«*. ^);
R3-=c:eH4.CH3

7. R1-C0H3. (OCrigja (///, z'};

Ra=r.Cen4.0CIJ8 (/>); R3-CeH4.CH3 (/>).

8, Ri = CgHg. )2 (w, />};

,

Rg-CgHa.C^.CHa-O
R3— C’3H4.NU2 (z^)-

When a-keto butyric acid was condensed with
• benzaldehyde and aniline in acetic acid solu-

tion at 0° C. the product obtained was a mix-
ture which after repeated crystallisations gave

a low yield o4 a compound of m.p. 223 C., which
from the analysis results was identified as the

‘anir of the following structure. It did not give

any colouration with ferric chleride solution.

CHj

HjC — C««N.Coil6

I •
I

Rj,~C C-'-O

\n/ Rj ==* CqHs

I

This is in agreement with the facts reported

recently by Vaughan and Covey. ^ Condens^ition

of a-keto butyric acid with benzaldehyde and
p-toluidine gave two products of m.p. 193-95® C
and 175-77° C.

Further work on their structures is in pro-
gress.

The pyrolysis of compound (I) was carried
out as described by Borsche,^ but instead of the
expected stilbene, only a colourless, crystalline
compound of m.p. 336® C. was obtained
(Found: C, 84-4; H, 5-3; N, 4*6; CgiHi^ON
requires C, 84-8; H, 5-0; N, 4-7.) It formed
an acetyl derivative of m.p. 151® C. The pyroly-
sis product was identified as 2 : 3-diphenyl-4-.
hydroxyquinoline. Vaughan and Coveyi have
also reported the formation of this compound.
The action of phenylhydrazine on the pyrro-

lidinediones was attempted, but in contrast to
the observations made by Meyer and Vaughan,
who have obtained different compounds with
l,5-diphenyl-2,3-pyrrolidinedione, in our
hands the original substance was recovered un-
changed.

We also wish to report that with some alde-
hydes and amines the two keto acids mentioned
earlier gave either the Schiff’s bases only or
cinchoninic acids. Further work on these com-
pounds is in progress and will be reported else-
where.

(Miss) Rashmi J. Shah.
J. R. Merchant.

Dept, of Organic Chem.,
Institute of Science^

Mayo Road, Bombay-1,
July 19, 1958.

^ ’ L Am. Chem.Soc,,

Vaughan, W.R.. /. Or^-. CAem.,
1057,22, 1564; 1957,22, 1660;

1967,22,1665.
*

3. Wassermann, H. H. and Koch, R. C., Chen, and
Ind., 1957, 428. -

4. Borsche, W., Ber.
, 1909, 42, 4072.

*

SOUTHERLY PITCHING ANTICLINE
NEAR DODDAGUNI

During a recent survey of the southern ex-
^nsion of the Chitaldurg Schist Belt near
Doddaguni (Long. 76® 46^ and Lat. 13® 19'), a
number of outcrops of ferruginous quartzites
were found folded into anticlines pitching
southwards. This belt consists of micaceous
quartzites, schists, ferruginous quartzites, etc.^Among these the ferruginous quartzites stand
out prominently and they form a range of hil-
locks running nearly north-south.
The ferruginous quartzites of this range pre-

serve a good dumber of minor folds. In Fig. j
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is shown one of the most prominent minor folds

found on the southern slope of the hillock

A 2923. The figure shows the pitch of the fold

Fig. 1

towards south. There is a cross joint running

perpendicular to the axijf of the fold about

which the outcrop has moved apart. The pitch

of the fold was measured along the axial piano

(strike) of the fold ;
it is 28*^ towards bearing

166°.

The pitch angle was also calculated by re-

presenting the trends of the limbs on a stereo

-

graphic projection- (Fig. 2). The eastern limb

Fig. 2

strikes 150° and dips 58° and the western limb

strikes 185° and dips 62°. Their stereographic

traces lnter§^ct at the point ‘F* QPQ shows

t^ Editor 4^3

the trend of the axis of the fold 166° and PQ
is the pitch which is 28°.

The.same range of hillocks sh^ws many minor

folds. Due to pitching, the limbs of these folds

converge and the beds ‘wrap around’-^ the ends

of the folds and die out forming ‘noses'. The
schists and micaceous quartzites also exhibit

the same phenomenon. The ‘noses’ of all these

formations show varying pitch from 12-40° in

the same direction.

Very recently such a southerly pitching fold

is reported from Satnur, Kanakapura Taluk,

Bangalore District.^

Further studies of the region are in progress.

The author is grateful to Professor Vt. R.

Srinivasa Rao, Department of Geology, Cen-
tral College, Bangalore, for his valuable sug-

gestions and guidance.

Dept, of Geology, K. M. Gurappa.

Central College,

Bang^ilore, June 5, 1958.

1. Pichamuthu, C. S., Curr. Sci.^ 1937, 3, 95.

2. Phi.yips, F. C., The Use of Stereographic Projectieni

in Structural Geology^ 1956, 14.

3. Nevin, C. M., Principles of Structural Geology

y

1963, 44.

4. Suryanarayana, K. V., Curr. Sci.y 1967, 26, 86.

SOREL CEMENT AS A BINDER FOR
POWDER FUEL WASTES

The excellent cementing properties of Sorel

Cement suggest its possible use as a binder for

briquetting fuel wastes .
^2 Experiments were

carried out in this Institute to test its binding
ability.

Powder wastes of coal and charcoal from the
local market were ground and sieved. Figures
for the sieve analysis of the powders used and
the proximate analysis of the coal dust are

given below

:

--” _ — • - — - —
Sieve analysis

P«)ximate analysis of

B S.S.

mesh

coal dust
Coal Charcoal

% % V/o
- 14 H- 18 11-5 10*5 Moisture 1*36
- 18 -f 30 26*0 *25-5 Ash content 31 *00
- 30 + 60 26-5 24-0 Fixed carbon 49*22
- 60 + 100 15-0 18-0 Volatile matter .18*42
- 100 .. 21-0 22-0

Low grade magnesium oxide (80% MgO)
pbtained by calcining Salem magnesite at

1,000° C. and crushed to — 170 B.S.S. mesh was
used along witll magnesium qhlori^^ solution of
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Apparent Sp. Gr.

True Sp, Gr.

r Apparent Sp. Gr,l
Porosity % calculated from-; —— ;;—^ > •

100-100 (.
Trae Sp. Gr. J

% by weight of water absorption after 48 hours soaking

Weathering index ^

Compressive strength (P.S.I.) after 21 days storage ..

Coal briquettes
Charcoal

with 6% MgO with Z9h MgO briquettes

1-3 1«2 0-8-0-9
1-65 1*42 1-3

16-1 15*6 30-0- 38»6

6*0 -*7*0 6*0-7*0 8*2
1-4 4-3 4*8
190 80 95

density 20-21° Be', as binder. The fuel powder

was first lubricated with 12-15% of its weight

of magnesium oxide. This was followed by the

addition of just enough magnesium chloride

solution to make a good wet mix. The thoroughly

mixed material was packed into rectangular

wooden moulds : 3' X IV2
" X W- The bars

were allowed to set for 18 hr., then removed

from the moulds and cut into cubes of 1W/ side.

The cubes were sun-dried for 2-3 days.

A summary of the physical properties of bri-

quettes, tested according to A.S.T.M. standards,''

is given below

:

Briquettes made with 5% MgO were found

to be superior. As evident from the compressive

strength tests, they could withstand rough

handling for transport. Further, when tested,

they were found not to break or chip when
dropped thrice on an iron plate from a height

of 6'.

The briquettes burn well without losing

shape.

The author wishes to express his thanks to

Dr. A. N. Kappanna, Assistant Director-in-

Charge, for suggesting the problem and per-

mitting the publication of this note.

Central Salt Res. Inst., Mohan Rai.

Bhavnagar. June 9, 1958.

1. Gyula Boschan, Hung., Aug. 11, 1930, 103, 142.

2. FrankenstBener Magene sitwerke Akt.^ Ges, Bri,^

Oct. 11, 1924, 241 , 175.

3. A,S»T.Af, ^ian^arJs^ 1^5, Pah 5.

PILLOW STRUCTURES IN THE
RAMAGIRI SCHIST BELT, ANANTAPUR

DISTRICT, ANDHRA PRADESH
Pillow structures were observed by the author

in the? Ramagiri schist belt for the first time

during the field-season 1957-58, whilf he was
engaged in detailed structural ma|>ping of the

belt on 8" to a mile scale with a view to assess-

ing the economic potentialities of this abandozt-

ed gold field. Particular attention was paid to

tb^ structiir^l gnVi lithologic controls of gold

mineralisation, wall rock alteration and rtnine-

ral paragenesis.

The pillow structures were noted at

:

1. Nineteenth milestone and south of 19/6
milestone on the Dharmavaram-Peruru Road.
Here the pillows are stretched in a N. 15° E. to
N. 40°E. direction varying in length from 0*6"

to 2' 4" and in breadth from 0*2" to 0*6". The
thickness of the skin varies from 0-25" to 0-5"

;

2. West of 21/4 milestone and about 4 fur-
longs west of Jubitcl mines. The pillow struc-
tures (Fig. 1) occur in the massive meta-
basalts, which have occupied shear zones in
these two localities, as was evidenced from the
intense silicification and chertiftcation of the
outer skins of the pillows and crushing of the
meta-basalts. The pillows are oblong and im-
perfectly bun-shaped and the outer skin in some
cases is drag-folded. They are elongated in
N. 10° W. direction varying in length from 1" to
3' 6" and the width of the skin is 0*25" to
0*75". The pillows here §:how westerly tops
(Fig. 1).

Besides these occurrences, pillow structures
were also noted in in situ outcrops of the flow-
breccias in the Central Ramagiri belt, where it

is possible to establish tops.

Thin sections of the greenstones from the
core of the pillows reveal a fine-grained aggre-
gate of small lath-shaped actinolite, chlorite,
epidote, minor plagioclases and interstitial

quartz. The dull-coloured skin of the pillows
is generally coarse-grained and composed of the
same minerals. Veinlets of coarsely laminated
chlorite and epidote generally occur along the
contact of the skin with the inner greenstone
core.

The author had observed the pillow struc-
tures (Fig. 2) in the Penner-Haggari Dharwar
belt, about 50 miles west of the Ramagiri belt,

during his mapping of the Bellary District. The
skin of the pillows shows three distinct zones
consisting of an outer cherty zone of about 0*6"

width, the central hornblendic zone of about
0-7" and the Inner amygdular one of 1* thick
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig. 3

Fig. 1. Pillow structures in the Ramagiri schist belt w-ith westerly tops. (cP)
Fig. 2. Pillows from Penner-Haggari band with easterly tops, (c^)
Fig. 3. Zones in the outer skin of the pillows in the Penner-Haggari schist belt.

Zonel^: Cherty ; Zone tt ; Hornblendic ; Zonk'd : Amygdular.

(Fig. 3). Here the pillows show easterly tops (?) which Oroh(xnc}\e was growing developed upto

while in the Ramagiri belt they top west. 50 cm. More interesting is the fact that the

The presence of the pillow structures in most host roots were found to extend to the para-

of the Dharwar schist belts in South India (i.e., site roots sometimes to a considerable distance

Kolar, Ramagiri, Penner-Haggari. Sandur, Chi- either plagiotropically or ageotropically.

taldrug, etc.) is suggestive of the consanguity

in their tectonic and igneous histories, and

might be grouped under one ‘Volcanic Pro-

vince’.
*

My thanks are due to Dr. B. C. Roy, Direc-

tor, Geological Surrey o^ India, for permitting

me to present this note, and to Mr. S. Narayana-

swami for his helpful suggestions.

Geological Survey of India, M. Krishnamurty.

July 14, 1958.

1. Bartrum, J. A., Jour, Geol , 1930,38, 447.

2. Buddingten, A. F ,
Ibid., 1926, 34, 824.

3. Capps, S. R ,
Ibid., 1915, 23, 456.

4. Foye. W. G , Geol. Soc ,
Am. Bull,, 1924, 35, 329.

5. Lewis, J. V.. Ibid,, 1914, 25, 591.

6. Mckinstry, H. E., 1939,47,202. Orohanche growing ojji Brassica ^sp. possesses

7. Narayanaswami, S., Gc/., 1955, 8, 265. poorly developed roots which entangle the
8. Pitchamuthu, C. S., 1950, 4 , 110. Brassica roots. Roots of the former are hardly

long and without hairs.

ROOT RELATIONS OF OROBAIfCHE With storage rootg as those of turnip and
AND ITS HOSTS radish, the root system of the parasite is much

An extensive morphological study of Orohanche developed as compared to the other cases. But

in relation to its various host roots at Varanasi in these cases also the roots of the host turned

revealed that the root branches of cruciferous markedly • upward just to reach the parasite,

hosts, specially of Brassica sp. on which the Further investigation is in process to reveal

roots* of Orobanche cernua grows, are more the nature of this stiipulus which is found to

developed than the normal roots of the plant, be absent with the hosts belonging to other

In ope case (Fig. 1) the only rpot branch on families,
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Orobanche is a complete root parasite as evi-

denced by the lack of chlorophyll. The pre-

sent literature on it suggests that th^ seeds

germinate only* when they get hold of the host

root. The parasitised plants have been found

to have normal, if not healthier development of

roots than other plants. Thus these three pheno-

mena, viz,,

1. Much longer growth of parasitised root

branches.

2. Negative geotropic f:urvature shown occa-

sionally by the parasitised root branch.

3. The healthier growth of host plants led

us to believe that the host has some affinity with

Orobancfie, The peculiar behaviour of the host

root may be explained on the following two

lines.

(a) There might be certain exudations from

Orobanche which attract the nearest root of the

host.

(b) The host derives some benefit from Oro-

banche.

We are very much thankful to Prof. R. Misra

for guidance.

Dept, of Botany, V. S. Rawat.

Hindu University, R. S. Ambasht.

Varanasi^S, June 10, 1958.

ON THE PREVENTION OF MANGO
NECROSIS

Mango necrosis in which the distal end of the

fruit becomes characteristically necrotic due to

brick-kiln fumes has been shown to be checked

or prevented to a large extent by boron treat-

ment. When boron is sprayed on trees after

fruits have developed early symptoms of necro-

sis, the disease is checked (Das-Gupta et al.,

1950 ),i while similar spray before the incidence

of necrosis prevents the disease (Das-Gupta and

Sen) .2 Further corroboration of this result was

sought in a more intensive and wide-scale study

of the spray* effect of boron on mango necrosis

this mango season (1958), send the results are

briefly described here. Vhe full^ paper will soon

be ready for publication.

The experiments were conducted in two

orchards known to suffer regularly from necro-

sis. Orchard I has one brick-kiln on west and

three others on north-west direction all within

a radius of half-a-mile from the orchard. This

orchard has four major plots, A, B, <? and D ;

A being nearest to the kiln, and D farthest.

Orchard II has one brick-kiln on west and an-

other on south within a' radius of half-a-mile

from the orchard, Thi§ orchard has five major

r Current
I Science

plots, A, B, C, D, and E of which A, B and C
are nearest to and E farthest from the kiln.

The different varieties of mango trees in both

the orchards were Dasehri, Safeda and Khajri,

All varieties develop necrosis to a varied ex-

tent.

In Orchard I spraying was done on 98 trees

in plot A, 146 trees in plot B and 257 trees in

plot C, and in Orchard II, 29 trees in plot A,

52 trees in plot B, 83 trees in plot C and 142

trees in plot D. The treatment was given thrice

before flowering, during flowering and imme-
diately after fruit-setting, with 61b. of ©borax

per 100 gallons of well or canal water. Three

hundred and eighteen trees in plot D* of

Orchard I and 83 trees in plot E of Orchard II

were not treated, being kept as controls.

The progress of the disease was kept under

observation periodically and a final fruit count

made when the fruits have attained a size of

approximately 4". However, it was observed

that the crop was poor in Orchard II. Fruits

showing least visibje setiolation were consider-

ed as diseased fruits.

Table I

Incidence of necrosis in boron-treated and

control plants

Orchard

No.

Plot

No.

Treated

(T)

or

Control

(C)

No.

of

Healthy

fruits

No.

of

diseased

fruits

Total

No.

of

fruits

Percentage

of

necrosis

I A T 1622

•

60 1682 3*57

B T 9293 115 9408 1*22

C T 3997 20 4017 0-60

Total A, B, C. T 14912 195 16107 1-28

D C 1070 1976 3046 64*87

II A T 267 267 0*00

B T 113 ,

,

113 0*00

C T 446 21 466 4*60

D T 1367 8 1366 0*69

Total A, B, C.D. T 2182 29 2211 1*31

K C 204 158 362 43*65

Total i&n T 17094 224 17318 1*29

Total I&U C 1274 2134 3408 62*62

Thus in Orchard I the percentage of disease

among test plants is 1*28 while that for the

controls is 64*87
; in Orchard II the percentage

of disease among test plants is 1*31, against

43*65 in controls. Considering all the treat-

ments together the percentage of disease among
test plants is 1*29 while that of the controls

is 62*62. Correcting for the percentage of

healthy mangoes in control plants, it fovut4
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statistically that the percentage of necrosis in

test plants will be 2*06 when controls are 100%
necrotic, i.e., 97*94% fruits are prevented from
getting necrotic by treatment with borax.

The analysis of the data clearly shows that

there is preventive effect of boron on mango
necrosis. This and the results of the investi-

gation of the past few years lead irresistibly

to the conclusion that the mango necrosis can

be successfully controlled by spraying the trees

with sufficient quantity of boron.

Dept, of Botany, S. N. Das-Gupta.
Lucknow University, C. Sen.

Lucknow, June 16, 1958.

1. Das-Gupta, S. N., ft al.^ Report Submitted to

/,C.A,R., 1950, 267.

2. — and Sen, C., 1967, Unpublished.

ROLE OF NITROGEN IN HOST
SUSCEPTIBILITY TO PIRICULARIA

ORYZAE €AV.

That heavy nitrogenous manuring augments the

disease-proneness of susceptible rice to Piri-

cularia oryzm but not the resistant ones is

well recognized, Further, it is known that

not infrequently normal suscepts behave like

resistant ones either in the field or in labora-

tory inoculation trials. In an attempt to explain

this phenomenon on the basis of the environ-

ment altering the host metabolism, it has been

repeatedly found in this laboratory that the

prevailing nyctotefnperatures largely determine

the susceptibility of rice to the blast disease.-^

Experiments conducted in this regard have

shown that a nyctotemperature of 20° C. alter-

nating with day temperatures of 30-35° C. under

a fixed illumination for 14 hr. and darkness for

10 hr. render the susceptible types to take in-

fection. Whereas, in plants grown with higher

nyctotemperatures (above 26° C.), infection

seldom occurs even on the susceptible types.

The effect of low nyctotemperatures on the

nitrogen metabolism of the host was investi-

gated, and, indeed, it was found that low nycto-

temperatures favoured amide synthesis, espe-

cially glutamine which was identified chromato-

graphically in the guttates. The concentration

of this amide i,n the guttate characteristically

increased when the plants were also heavily

dressed with ammonium sulphate. The gutta-

tion fluid when dried on the leaf surface left

easily identifiable macroscopic crystals, mainly

of glutamine. When pure glutamine as well as

that from the guttate was studied for their

effect on germination ot oryzot spores, mark-
ed stimulation of germination was observed
over a. wide range of concentrations. But this

stimulation was obvious only at a temperature
of 24-26° C., a range established by many work-
ers to be the optimum for infection of rice

plants by P. oryzoe. At temperatures below or

above this optimum, glutamine had no stimu-
lating effect, possibly, due to the disfunction of

the glutamic decarboxylase system of the
pathogen. Recently, Weintraub et report-

ed the stimulating effect of guttates from rice

on Piricularia spores but failed to identify the
substance concerned with any of the number of

sterols, steroidal sapogenins, steroidal amines
and a-tocopherol which also stimulated germi-
nation. But from the foregoing, it is evident
that glutamine crystals on the leaf surface pro-
vide a readily assimilable substrate for the
germinating Piricularia spores under the right

conditions.

To sum up, it is clear that two factors are
concerned in determining the host susceptibility

to this disease in so far as the nitrogen meta-
bolism of the plant is concerned. The foremost
is the low nyctotemperature which facilitates

nitrate reduction and favours glutamine synthe-
sis. Secondly, the prevalence of the optimum
temperature (24-26° C.) aids the utilisation of

this glutamine by the pathogen at the infection

court. It is conceivable that at high nyctotem-
peratures, amide synthesis is impaired as a re-
sult of low nitrate reduction as reported by
Went® in the case of tomato leaves. Possibly,
in this case, the products of photosynthesis are
largely diverted to the formation of complex
cell-wall materials like lignin and cutin which
make the leaf-blade resistant to mechanical
puncture by the germ tubes. It is not clear in
what way the resistant types differ in glutamine
synthesis from the suscepts. It is however
known that environmental conditions like long-
day stimulus and night temperatuies as well as

genetical factors .are involved in the biogenesis

of glutamic and relate com^uKds in plants.^

Further work On the interrelationships' of these

factors in relation to glutamine synthesis by
rice, resistant and susceptible to P. oryzw, is

in progress and would be reported in detail

elsewhere.

I wish to record my sincere thanks to Prof.

Dr. T. Sadasivan, Director, University Botany
Laboratory,Madras, and Dr. C. V. Subramanian
for many helpful discussions and guidance. The
Ward of a National Institute of Sciences
of India Junior Fellowship is also gratefully
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acknowledged during the tenure of which this

work was carried oift.

University Botany Lab., S. Suryanaray^nan.
Madras-5, July* 29, 1958,

1. Thomas, K. M., Detailed Administration Report of
the Go7>ernment Mycologist^ Madras, for the year
1937-38, 1938.

2. Sawacla, K., Jap /. Bid,. 1940, 10, 62-03.

3. Krishnaswami, ('. S-, Madras as^ric. J 1952, 39,
206-14.

4 Suryanarayanan, S , Pro*. Nat. Inst. Ret. Indta,^J
(In Press).

6. Weinlraub, R. L , Miller, W. E and Schantz, E. J.,

Phytopathology, lO.^fi, 48, 7-10.

6. Went, F. W., The K.xpenmenial Control of Plant
Growth, Chronica Ilotirnica C'o

,
Waltham, Mass.,

U.S.A., 1957.

7. Steward, F. C. and Pollard, ]. K , A Symfiosium on
Inorganic Nitr'^c^en Meiaboltsm. I’he John Hop-
kins Press, Baltimore, 1956, 377-407.

A NOTE ON COLEUS PARVIFLORUS
BENTH.

Th?: genus Ccleus contains species of both orna-

mental and economic value. The one most com-
monly cultivated in gardens is C. blurriM Benth.

of Javanese origin which is noted for its beauti-

ful mottled leaves with deep purple and red pig-

ments. There are many varieties of this spe-

cies existing in cultivation, some of which are

very high polyploids. The chromosome num-
bers reported for this species are 2n — 24^ and
2 n = 48 and 72.2 Several other ornamental

species have also been introduced from Central

Africa.

Amongst the edible species of Coleus is

C. borbatus Benth. the roots of which are pic-

kled • and eaten in Bombay State. Even more
important as a cultivated plant in South India is

C. parviflorus (Syn. C. tuberosus Benth.) com-
monly known in Tamil as ^‘Koorgan kilangu”

which is widely cultivated for its edible tubers.

The plant is a small herbaceous annual with suc-

culent stem ^and aromatic leaves, grown in

Kerala during the monsoon. The plant is easy to

propagate and needs vei;y littfe attention, thriv-

ing well on sandy soil. A singl^e tuber germi-

nates within a fortnight giving rise to a cluster

of sprouts. The top of the suckers with 4 to 5

leaves are nipped off and, planted in rows

;

these get established very quickly and in their

turn give rise to a new set of suckers. By re-

peating the process large areas can be culti-

vated in a short period using the minimum
seed material. The small blackish'brown tub-

ers are rich in starch apd protein, have an

aromatic flavour and are commonly used as a

substitute for potato.

A survey of the tubers collected in Kerala
showed much variation in size. Two distinct

varieties were noted, one with small and tiie

other with big tubers. These are being grown
at the Central Botanical Laboratory as a pos-

sible new economic crop for Uttar Pradesh.

Chromosome studies on these plants were made
from the tubers grown in pots. Root-tips were
pretreated with 8-oxyquinoline, and somatic

squashes were made following the technique

adopted by Tjio and Levan.4

The diploid number of the species which has

been reported for the first time was foi^nd to

Fig. 1. Somatic chromosomes of C. parviflorus (2» — 64)
X 2.400.

be 2 ti= 64 chromosomes (Pig. 1). No differ-

ence was found in the chromosome numbers of

the small and the big varieties. It is interesting

to note that C. aromq,ticus Benth., another culti-

vated plant of medicinal value, has 2 n == 32

chromosomes and a basic number of x = 8.4

C. parviflorus has also* the same basic number
of X = 8 and is thus a high polyploid.

Central Botanical Lab., R. Sundara Raghavan.
Botanical Survey of India,

June 23, 1958.

1. Furusato, K., Bot. Zool., Tokyo, 1940, 8. 1303.
2. Reddy, N. S., J. Ilered., 1952, 43, 233.
3. Scheel, M., Bot. Arch., 1931, 32, 148.
4. Tjio, J. H. and Levan, A , Anales De La Estacion

Expert. De Aula Dei,, 1950, 2 (1), 21.

STEM ROOT OF RAUWOLFIA
SERPENTINA

Certain experimental trials on the vegetative

propagation of Rauwolfia serpentina Benth. ex
Kurz., were being conducted at the Morris
Arboretum, Philadelphia, U.S.A., during Sep-
tember 1956. Among the trials with shoot-tip

soft wood cuttings, it was noted that one batch
of 3-week-old cuttings became thin at the re-

gion of the stem near the level of soil and be-

gan to rot at tfie affected part (Fig. 1).
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The infected parts of the stem cuttings were
removed, surface sterilised with 0*01% mercuric
chloride for 1 min., washed in several changes
of sterile water and plated out on standard

J*IG. 1. t>iem roi ot j\airaoifia urimtina caused by
Khtioctinia sp.

potato-dextrose agar, wheft all the platings

gave out Rhizoctonia sp.

Previously sterilised stem bits of R, serpen^
tina of about V' in length were buried in the
infected soil and were subsequently removed
and plated out on standard acidified potato-
dextrose agar, after a period of 7 days. The
following fungi were isolated from the stem
bits thus plated : Rhizoctonia sp., Rhizopus sp.,

Trichoderma sp,, Fvsarixem sp., Aspergillus
niger and Penicillium sp.

Pathogenicity triuls with the individual iso-

lates, made with 21-day soil-oat inoculum, fail-

ed to cause the stem rot when freshly cut and
healthy shoot-tip cuttings of R. serpentina were
planted in the inoculated soil ; except RhizoC"

tonia sp. which gave 80% infection causing stem
rot. By plating out the infected stem cuttings,

the pathogen, Rhizoctonia sp., was reisolated.

Thanks are due to Prof. Dr. John M. Fogg
Jr., Director, The Morris Arboretum, Philadel-

phia, U.S.A., for his valuable advice and help-

ful criticism, and to Olin Mathieson Chemical
Corporation, New York, for the award of a

research grant.

The Morris P. D. Varadarajan.*

Arboretum, June 11, 1958.

Philadelphia- 18, Pa,

* Present address : Botanist, Sarabhai Chemicals,
Ahmedabad.

HEAD ORGAN PATTERNS OBSERVED
IN SOME INDIAN FRESH-WATER
DACTYLOGYRIDS; TREMATODA-

* MONOGENEA.

Characteristic glandular bodies occurring in

the cephalic lobes of almost all members of the

family Dactylogyridae have been variously

named by different authors as cephalic bodies,

anterior adhesive organs or adhesive organs,

Johnston and Tiegs^^ called them head organs.

Later workers like Mizelle,^^ Mueller ,
12 and

Hargis^ adopted the same term which is now
in universal use.

The author (Jain-^-^^) used the same term
while describing these* organs in some Indian

dactylogyrids. It appears that no attempt has
so far been made to classify the various diverse

patterns of head organs. The main difficulty has
been that many old descriptions lack a clear

diagram of these organs and almost all recent

descriptions omit the diagram altogether.

During my investigation, however, it was
possible to draw detailed diagrams and make
a close study. Hargis’^ chloretone technique

was used for the recovery of trematodes from
the gill filaments of fishes. It gave the imme-
diate advantage of getting fresh trematodes for

study which are naturally more transparent.

The various types of head organs, I have
come across, can be conveniently classified into

two main groups : A—in which the head organs

<irou;o-A

JIG. 1

do not communicate with each other, there be-

ing no duct or canal to join all organs pf one

side, and B—in which there are definite chan-

nels on leitl^ir side, joining all the organs of

that side. Each group, A and B, can be further

subdivided into four main types, as follows

:
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Table I

Group Type
^

Subfamily Dactyl9gyrmae Subfamily Tetraonchinx

A 1

II

III

IV

Dactylogyrm miiliispiralis Jain, 1957

Neodactylogyrus cotius Jain, 1967

* Uroclcidus rhycobdelli

Urocletdus notopteri Jain, 1956
*Bifurcohaptor indicus

Thaparocleidus wallagonius Jain, 1962
*Urocleidus xenentodi

B • r I • • • '^Urocletdus vachius
*Urocleidus polyspita lis

II Mhelleus indicus Jain, 1957

HI Neodaciylogyrus calb'isi Jain, 1957 ..

IV • •
*Bifurcohaptor giganticus

Indicates the name of trematodes descriptions of which are still in press.

G. Jain, S. L., ZooL, 1957, 2, 57-64.Group A
I. Disorganised small rounded glands, per-

haps most simple and primitive.

II. Compact organ on either side, with irre-

gular margins, as if by fusion of smaller glands.

III. Lobatc organs on either side. Each lobe

divided into distinct lobules.

IV. Specialised lobes on either side. Each

lobule in pair with definite shape : rounded dis-

tal end and sharp conical proximal end.

Group B
I. Primitive small rounded glands, joined to

a common duct on either side.

II. Swollen sac-like glands, filled with clear

granular fluid, on either side, joined by com-
mon ducts.

III. Double lobtiles by a division of the

main lobule, filled with granular fluid, joined

to common ducts on either side.

IV- Triple division of the main lobule. Per-

haps this is the most specialised pattern. It is>

found in the largest fresh-water tetraorchid, so

far known.
In Table I are given the examples of each

type of head organ pattern, together with sub-

family, grou^ and type.

The observations were made in the Zoology

Department of
^

Lucknow University, under

supervision of Professor M. B. Lai, to whom my
thanks, are due.

Indian Statistical Institute, S. L. Jain.

203, B.T. Road,

Calcutta-35, May 19, 1958.

1 . Hargis, W. J. Jr., Midi. Nat.^ 1952, 47,
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GARRA ETHELWYNNAE, A NEW
CYPRINID FISH FROM ERITREA

(AFRICA)*

Diagnosis : A Garra attaining a standard length

of 28- 0 mm.; with smooth snout, two pairs of

barbels and the back, chest and belly naked.

There are 32 to 34 ‘scales in lateral line. The
vent is situated very near the origin of the

anal fin. The air-bladder *is well developed.

The colour is dark grey above, paler beneath

with a broad lateral band along the middle of

the side.

Range.—Salamona, Eritrea (Africa).

Description .— (Text-Fig. 1): Depth of body
3-51 (3 *11-3 *91) in standard length, length of

head 3-53 (3-50-3-58). Width of head 1*29

(1 -20-1 -33) in length of head, height of head
1*29 (1-20-1 *33). Pupil of eye a little in front

of the middle of the length of head. Inter-

orbital region flat. Snout rounded, smooth, 2-58

(2-40-2 -67) in length of head, diameter of eye

3-

40 (3-00-4-00), inter-orbital width 1*99

(1-71-2-28). Two pairs of barbels smaller than
diameter of the eye. Nine outer gill-rakers in

the lower part of the anterior arch. Mental
disc well developed. Length of disc 3-40 (3-00-

4-

00) in length of head, width 2-33 (2*00-3-00)

in width of head; length of disc 1-15 (1-00-

1-25) in its own width. Thirty-two to thirty-

four scales in lateral line, 4-5 from the origin

of dorsal to lateral line, 3*5 or 4*5 between
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this and pelvic. Back, chest and belly naked ;

post-pelvic region scaly. Dorsal 111, 7; dis-
tance between its anterior origin and tip of
snout 1*82 (1*79-1*87) in standard length.
Length of pectorals 1*29 (1*20-1*33) in length
of head. Distance between anterior origins of
pelvic and anal fins 1*99 (1*80-2*08) in that
between anterior origin of pelvic and base of
caudal fin. Anal 11, 5. Distance from vent to
anal fin 9*33 (6*00-12*00) in that between an-
terior origins of pelvic and anal fins. Length
of caudal peduncle 1*85 (1-78-2-00) in length
of head, width 1*15 (1*12-1*20) in its own
length.

TKXT-FKi. 1. G.irra et/ichuyntnr Menon (sp. nov.).

a. Lateral view of paratypj (Z.S.l. Keg, No. F 859/2).
b. Dorsal view of the same.
c. Ventral view of the Sume.

Posterior chamber of air-bladder measured in

cue specimen 25'07f; in standard length.

Colour, in alcohol, dark grey above, paler

beneath, a broad lateral band from gill open-
ings to the base of the caudal fin and a black
epot at the upper angle of the gill openings.

Holotype .—In British Museum (Natural His-

tory), London, Reg, No. 1950.5.31.19; Salamona,
Eritrea, standard length 28*0 mm., donated by
the Sudan Museum (D. J, Lewis).

Paraiypes .—One in British Museum (Natural

History), London, taken along with the holo-

type and bearing the same data, standard
length 28-0 mm,, cne bearing the -same data as

the holotype in the Zoological Survey of India,

Calcutta, Reg. No. F 859/2, standard length

21*5 mm. ,

Relationships .—In my tgixonomic monograph
on Garra which will be published soon in the

Memoivs of the Indian Museum, G. ethelwynnee

is placed under the tibanica—complex of spe-

cies. The members of this complex exhibit

9 to 11, rarely 12 outer gill-rakers on the lower

part of the anterior arch, a well developed air-

bladder, a row of dark spots at the base of the

branched dorsal raj^s, and a broad dark band
from behind the gill openings to the base of

the caudal fin. Inclu&ed in this complex are

tibanica, quadrimaculata, ifjnestii, ornata, tre-

wavasi, niakicnsis, dembeensis and ethelwynnee.

Their distribution is now at or towards the

western extremity of the range of the genus

apparently because they are evolutionarily very
oTl and probably an early stock given off from
the evolutionary centre of the genus in South-

East Asia.i - G. ethelwynnee is a dwarf cog-

nate of G. tibanica^
; the scaleless nature of the

back, ^chest and belly, however, easily distin-

guish it.

Zoological Survey of India. A. G. K. Menon,
Calcutta,^ May 24, 1958.

* Published with the kind pennission of the Director,

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.

1. Annandale, N., Iniian Mm., Calcutta, 1919,

18, 07-78, pU. ix-xi.

2. llora, S. L., /bid., Calcutta, 1921, 22, 033-87,
pis, xxiv-xxvi.

3. Tiew%avas, F., ‘‘ Expedition to South-West Arabia,
1937-38. Fresh-water fishe>,” British Mmeum
{Natural History'), London, 1941, 1, 7-J5.

THE FREE AMINO NITROGEN
CONTENT AS AN INDEX OF QUALITY

OF ICE-STORED PRAWNS
Objective tests which are useful for assessing

the number of days elapsed in ice storage and/

cr which reflect the early changes occurring in

prawns before the onset of spoilage arc essen-

tial for quality control in the prayn processing

industry. Our earlier findings’ that the free

amino nitrogen conten t^ of the# crustacean mus-
cle is over 300 mg. N/ 100 g. of mu.scle whereas

it is only about 1/1 0th of this value in the

fishes suggested that the determination of

amino nitrogen might be of use in studies on

crustacean spoilage. Hence this determination

was included among other chemical and bac-

teriologial tests in investigations on the quality

of ice-stored prawns which are in progress at

this Station. The results of one series of obser-

vations on prawns obtained at Mandapam and
also on prawns landed at Cochin on the West
Coast are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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It is seen that th^ decrease in amino nitro-

gen is more regular than the decrease in the

orthophosphate which shows some sca,ttering.

Also there is close agreement in the amino

nitrogen values of the Mandapam prawns and

Cochin prawns after equal periods of storage

in ice. Bailey et ai.- did not include amino N
among the tests which show definite changes in

the prime quality of ice-stored prawns but con-

sidered it among other tests for judging the

relative quality. Our observations on prawns
comprising of different species'*’ and taken from

different environs indicate that definite ranges

of amino N values are associated with the num-
ber of days in ice storage. Values of over

200 mg. N/lOOg. characterise the first two days,

values between 100 and 200 mg. the next three

or four days and values below 100 longer dura-

tions. According to Bailey ct al. (loc. cit.) the

prime quality phase of ice-stored prawns lasts

for about six days. The rapid decrease in amino

N is seen to be arrested about the siMh or

seventh day (Fig. 1). It appears therefore that

Fk;. 1. Decrease in ammo N duiing ice storage.

the amino N is also useful as the other tests

mentioned by Bailey ct ah The determination

of amino N by the method employed^' is sim-

ple, accurate^ and needs no special equipment or

instruments. r

Campbell and ^Williams^ had reported an in-

crease in the amino N in Gulf coast shrimps

during ice storage ; but Fieger and Friloux"'

observed a decrease in the amino N. Our ob-

servations are in agreement with those of the

latter workers ;
however, the fall in amino N

is more rapid and much lower values are reach-

ed after two weeks' storage in ice in our ex-

periments. The reason for this is,, not clear at

present. The initial amino N values for Gulf

coast shrimps reported by Fieger and Friloiux

are of the same level as in Indian prawns, crabs

and lobsters reported by us {loc, cit.).

U. Editor

Bailey et al. attributed the differences in

their observations and those of Campbell and

Fk'.. 2. Decrca.se in orthophosphate during ice storage.

Williams to possible differences in the bacte-

rial flora. The mechanism of the decrease in

the amino N during ice storage is not clearly

elucidated yet
;
but experiments carried out by

us have shown that leaching by contact with

melting ice is the most significant factor. Bac-

terial action is not probably involved since the

bacterial population is low especially during

the early days of storage when the decrease in

rmino N is most rapid. The loss of free amino
acids by leaching may itself contribute to a

lessening in the flavour of the prawn meat. The
full investigations will be reported later.

We wish to express our thanks to Dr. S. Jones,

Chief Research Officer, for encouragement and

permission to publish this note.

Central Marine Fisheries N. K. Vei.ankar.

Research Station, T. K. Govindan.

Mandapam Camp, June H, ItifiS.

The Mandapam prawns consisted entirely of Pencpits

indicus and the Cochin prawns of Metapifurus dobs<ni,

M. afftnis^ M . movoceros and P. indicus ^
the first being

predominant.

1. Velankar, N. K. and Oovindan, T. K., Proc. /nd.

Acad. St i., 1958,47 8 ( 4), 20.

2. Bailey, M. E., Fieger, E. A. and Novak, A. F.,

Food Pesrarc/t, 1954, 21 (6), 011.

3. l*ope, C. G. and Stevens, M. F., Btochem. 1939,

33, 1070.

4. Campbell, E. 1^. and Williams, O. B., Food TechttoL^

1952, 6. 125.

5. Fieger, E. A. and Friioux, }•, Ibid.., 1954, S„ 35.

THE VISITS OF INSECTS TO
DIFFERENT COLOURED FLOWERS OF

LAJ^TTANA CAMARA L.

Lantana camara L. exists in two varieties, one

in which the flowers contain yellow pigment,

and the colour changes from yellow to orange

as red pigment develops, the other in which

yellow pigment is absent, and the flower colour

changes from white to pink. I hope to invest! -
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gate the genetics of this difference. Mean-
while, as mixed populations are very common,
it seemed worthwhile to find- out whether mat-
ing was at random in nature. From 29th May
to 5th June 1958, I watched three plants with

yellow pigment and three without it in the

morning from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. The only in-

sects seen visiting the flowers were the Lepi-

dopteran species Precis almana L. and Catop-
silia pyranthe pyranthe L. I often noticed that

more than one of the latter species visited the

plants at a time.

Table I

lumbers of insect visits to flowers of

Lantana camara L.

No. of visits No. of visits

Butterfly to red-yellow to white-pink

flowered plants flowered plants

I Precis almana li. , . 12 0

II Catopsilia pyranthe 2 25
pyranthe L.

a

The numbers of visits are given in Table I.

With two exceptions, each species remained

true to one variety.* In so far as these species

carried pollen from one flower to another the

two varieties were almost endogamous. It is

of course possible that at other times of year

there may be much more crossing. However,
if one of the two varieties of Lantana camara L.

is recessive to the other, 'a population must
contain much fewer heterozygotes than the

number calculated ms^ings were at random.

There is plenty of evidence-'''^ that a Lepi-

dopteran species may prefer one colour to an-

other, and that this preference varies between

species. And there is evidence^ dating back for

over 2,000 years that insects distinguish bet-

ween different species. So far as 1 know, how-
ever, this is the first evidence that two differ-

ent insect species each prefer one of two varie-

ties of the same plant species. The observation

has several interesting evolutionary consequen-

ces. The relative abundance of the two insect

species might determine the relative abundance

of the two colour varieties in a given area and
perhaps conversely. And selection by insect

pollination offers a possible method by which

one species could give rise to two species.

I am thankful to Dr. H. Spurway for valu-

able criticism and advice. My sincere thanks

are also due to Dr. A. P. Kapur of Zoological

Survey of India, for the identification of one

of the butterflies ;
to Professor J. B. S. Hal-

dane^ F.R.S., for suggestions and helpful inter-'

est and to Professor P. C. Mahalanobis, F.R.S.,

Director, Indian Statistical Institute, for the

facilities I enjoyed during the work.
• •

Krishna R. Dronamraju.
Biometric Res. Unit,

Indian Statistical Institute,

Calcutta-35, July 7, 1958.

* Fisher’s’ exact method shows that the probability
that this selectivity in visiting should be due to chance is

2*327 X 10~«.

1. Fisher, R. A., Statistical Metk)ds for Research
Workers., 1948, Oliver & Boyd, Rond on.

t2. Use, D., l/eher den Farbensinn der Tagfalter,
Zeiisckr, Wiss, BtoL Abt. C. Zeitsckr, VergL
Physiol., 1928, 8 (3/4), 658-92,

t3. — , Uebcr den Farbensinn der Tagfalter, Forsck, u,
Fortschr. (Berlin), 1929, 5 (34), 397-98.

4. Damin, C., The Effects of Cross and Selffertilisation
in the Vegetahlc Kingdom, Murray, T^ondon, 1876.

t Seen in the abstract form.

A NOTE ON THE EXTERNAL
ANATOMY OF PRECIS ORITHYA

SWINHOE (NYMPHALIDAE;
LEPIDOPTBRA)

Precis orithya Swinhoe, a butterfly commonly
known as the ‘Blue Pansy’ in view of the re-
semblance of its wing pattern to that flower,

has been recorded breeding on Striga euphra-
sioides, a weed parasitic on the roots of sugar-
cane. It appears in the field as early as May
and is most active between July and October,
after which with the onset of winter its popu-
lation decreases rapidly. It overwinters as an
adult. Agarwala and Neqvi’ have studied
its bionomics and natural parasitism as well as
its alternate host plants by carrying out - ex-
haustive starvation tests. In this note a brief
account of tlie external anatomy of its various
stages is presented.

EqQ-—Small, athalia, acorn-shaped, light

green in colour with 15 longitudinal flanges or
keels.

*1

Larva.—Thin, long, cylindrical, measuring on
an average 1-5 mm. iij length when freshly
hatched and 25^mm. when full grown.
Head capsule dark brown in colour, conspi-

cuously two-humped, having a pair of scoli

;

carries a large number of bristles (Fig. 1)/ Ver-
tex cut out by the* posterior emargination of

the dorsal wall of the cranium. Antennae very
small, 3-segmented, situated on the anterior
edges of ^the epicranials. Ocelli, six on each
epicranial pl^Re, three on dorsal side and three
on latero-ventral side. Frons extremely modi-
fied and transformed Into an inverted Y-shape
by the upward growth of clypeus into its
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ventral part
; the stem of Y sunken into the

head by a median invagination of the head wall

above the apex of the clypeus, and the arms
of the Y (adfrontals) forming narrow * strips

between the clypeus and parietals.

Fig. 1. Head capsule.

Thorax and abdomen sooty black in colour

covered with sharp and complex spines and

bristles borne on 9 longitudinal rows of pointed

scoli. Scoli well developed, each bearing a num-
ber of setae. Four pairs of prolegs and a pair

of claspers present
;

crochets multiordinal

arranged in meso-series forming incomplete

circles
;

five pairs of indistinct, elongated oval

spiracles.

Pupa.—Obtect, angular with sharp projec-

tions, brown to dark brown in colour, suspend-

ed by the tail hook or cremaster (head down)
without any silk girdles.

Imago.—Median-sized butterfly with only two
pairs of functional legs (both sexes), forelegs

being rudimentary, held up against the body ;

the palpi clearly articulated, the last joint be-

ing pointed. Antennaj slender, clavate, dilated

apically forming a gradual rounded club, gray

in males and dark in females. Eyes smooth.

Fig 2. Fore wing.

t
Current
Science

Wings strong, with an expanse of 42 mm. on an
average. Venation in fore and hind wings dis-

tinctly different, with no distended veins. Fore-
wing 1% times longer than broad with 12 dis-

tinct veins (Fig. 2); Cu 2 absent and only one
anal vein 1 A present. Hind wing rounded,
shaped like the ear of an elephant (Fig. 3),

Fig. 3. Hind-wing,

with length 1-^ times more than breadth

;

frenulum absent
;

discal cell open
; 10 distinct

veins ; Sc present. Sc -f R 1 arising from near
the base ; Cu 2 absent ; two anal veins—

2

A
very small and strongly curved.

Sincere thanks are due to Mr. K. L. Khanna,
Director, Sugarcane Research and Development,
Bihar, Pusa, for kind encouragement and pro-
viding the necessary facilities.

Sugarcane Entomologist, Dhamo K. Butani.
Sugarcane Res. Institute,

Bihar, Pusa, April 22, 1958.

1. Agarwala, S. B. D. and Naqvi, S. Z. H., Proc.
Bihar Acad.. Agri. Sci.y 1953, 2, 120-24.

MOLYBDENUM REQUIREMENT OF
SELENASTRUM WESTIl IN TERMS OF

ATOMS PER CELL

Ever since Steinberg^ demonstrated the indis-

pensability of molybdenum and a progressive
increase in the weight of the mycelium of
Aspergillus niger with the increasing concen-
trations of this element when nitrate is pro-
vided as the sole source of nitrogen in the
medium, sufficient evidences have been accumu-
lated for a molybdenum requirement by other
organisms2,3,6,8 gg j^y higher plants.^ A
critical study has been made recently with spe-
cial reference to the molybdenum requirement
of Chlorella pyrenoidosa^*^ and Scenedesmus
obliquitss.a both belonging to the order Chloro-
coccales. The present communication reports

the molybdenum requirement of Selenastrum
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another member belonging to the same
order, Chlorococcales.

Chu 10 solution'* supplemented with Chu’s
micronutrient solution was used as the basal
medium and the iron source in the original
medium was replaced by 5 p.p.m. of iron as
ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid (Fe-EDTA)
and the pH of all the cultures was adjusted
to 7*5. Various amounts of molybdenum (as

sodium molybdate) were provided to the indi-

vidual cultures giving a final concentration of

0*001, 0*01, 0*1 and 1 ppb. Mo, while in the con-
trol cultpres this element was completely omit-
ted. All the cultures wfere grown under iden-
tical conditions under continuous illumination

provided by six 3' 40 watts fluorescent tubes and
the culture vessels were inoculated at the rate

of 2 X 10-^ cells per litre. For growth measure-
ments, aliquots were removed daily *and the
cell counts were made in a haemocylometer.
The results are expressed in Fig. 1.

respectively.)

It is seen from Fig. 1 that in the medium
without any added molybdenum (control) the

growth is almost nil (curve E) and 0*001 ppb.

Mo also is found to be quite insufficient for

the normal growth of the alga (curve D). Al-

though there is perceptible growtH in 0*01 ppb.

Mo, from the curve C it appears that the ele-

ment soon becomes insufficient and acts as a

limiting factor after about 6 days of growth,

while 0*1 ppb. Mo proves to be quite adequate

for a good growlh (curve B) during the ex-

perimental period. At still higher concentra-

lions (Ippb. Mo) ther(5 seems to be a sligh'

retardation in the growth rale as seen from the

curve A, thereby showing a slight inhibitory

effect on the growth rate at a concentration

higher than 0*1 ppb. Mo -in the medium.

The understanding of the adequate and toxic

levels of this element gives a clue to the re-

quirement of molybdenum by the alga in terms

of atoms-Mo per cell. The values of atoms-Mo
were calculated from Fig. 1, on the assumption

that all the molybdenum supplied to the medium
have been used up by the alga and consequently

the figures given in Table I represent the

maximum values. Net cell counts which repre-

sent the growth of the alga as the function of

molybdenum concentration were calculated by
subtracting the number of cells in the rrdnus

molybdenum culture (Blank) from the number
of cells in the media provided with different

concentrations of molybdenum. ' The require-

ment of atoms molybdenum per cell is computed
both at the restricted and adequate levels o!:

molybdenum concentration by the formula
g/n X N, where g represents the gram-atoms
Mo, n, the net cell count and N, the Avagadro\s

number.*^ The calculated values are given in

Table I.

Table I

Showing the number of molybdenum atoms per

cell of Selenastrum westii

Concentration of Mo in ppb.

O-OOl 0*01 0*1

Age
in

days

Net

cell

count

Atoms-Mo per

cell^

§
0 a

= 'o
0) i-H

^ X

1

-

Atoms-Mo

per

cell

Net

cell

count

X

10”9

*

Atoms-Mo

per

cell

3 4 1600 35 1800 60 10,400

4 5 • 1200 45 1400 130 4,800

6 6 ittoo 65 1100 260 2,460

6 8 960 65 960 420 1,600

7* 8 960 65* 960 500 1,200

8 8 960 65 960 630 1.200
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In all the cultures, both with restricted and
adequate supply of molybdenum, the rapid

growth phase is observed when the cpncentra-

tion of molybdenum was above approximately
1,200 atoms i>er cell and a drop in the molyb-
denum atoms level below 1,000 atoms per cell

results in the cessation of the growth in the

series with restricted supply of molybdenum
(0-001 and 0-01 ppb. Mo) and in the series

with adequate supply the growth rate appre-

ciably decreases with a 'decrease in the molyb-
denum level per cell. To ensure good growth
of Selenastrum, about 1,500 atoms-Mo per cell

are required and cell division ceases when the

supply of molybdenum* falls below this level.

On comparison with AzotobacteH and Sccfie-

desmus ohliquiisi^ Selenastrum westii has a

very low molybdenum requirement and this

substantiates the catalytic role of this trace

element in the general metabolism of this alga.

5'urther, the inhibitory level of molybdenum
concentration for Selenastrum westii is much
less than that for Scenedesmus.^ It is also ob-

served that in the molybdenum-deficient cul-

tures, the material accumulates abundant starch

and the cell division also is considerably arrest-

ed. The low levels of molybdenum concentra-

tion (0-001 and 0-01 ppb. Mo) at which such

deficiency symptoms are noted are in close

agreement with higher plants^ and Scenedesmus
obliquus.^

In conclusion, we record our sincere thanlts

to Dr. M. S. Randhawa, Dr. B. P. Pal and
Dr. S. M. Sikka for their keen interest and
encouragement throughout the investigation.

Algal Lab., G. S. Venkataraman.

Botany Division, K. V. Natarajan.

I.A.R.I.,

New Delhi-12, May 26, 1958.
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PRELIMINARY LIST OP HELMINTH
PARASITES OF DONKEY (EQUUS

ASINUS

)

The occurrence of a large number of helminth
parasites has been widely recorded from horse,
donkey and mule, but of these equines, horse
alone appears to have received so far some
attention in this country. Bhalerao (1935) re-
corded four species of worms, viz., Schisto^'

soma indicum, Anoplocephala magna, A. perfo-
liata and Parascaris equorum from ass or don-
key. In his classified list of hosts, Baylis (1936)
mentioned under horse, donkey and mule, 33
species of nematodes, and in dealing with the
various species, he invariably observed that

these parasitise, horse, donkey, mule and zebra,
but in no case has donkey been specifically

mentioned as a host. The accounts of the spe-
cies incorporated by Baylis are based on the
records and observations of Boulenger (1921)
and Gaiger (1910 and 1915) who have recorded
the species from horses in the Punjab. From
South India, Mudcliar and Alwar (1947) have
listed a large number of species of nematodes
from horse, but there appears to be only one
record of helminth parasite from donkey, viz.,

Ascaris equorum.
During routine collection of helminth para-

sites from domesticated animals, an opportunity
was afforded to collect the common represen-
tative species from donkey in addition to those
collected from horse. Three animals were exam-
ined in which 2 species of trematodes, 2 of ces-
todes and 19 species of pematodes were en-
countered. After identification and perusal of

the literature available it appears that to the

four species so far recorded from donkey, we
have a fairly large number of species to add.

Following are the species which are recorded
for the first time from this country in donkey.

Pseudodiscus collinsi Cobbold, 1875 ; Anoplo-
cephala mamillana (Mehlis, 1831); Oxyuris
equi (Schrank, 1788, E. Blanchard, 1849);
Strongylus (Delafondia) vulgaris (Looss, 1900);
Skrjabin, 1935—heavy infestation with aneur-
isms in anterior mesenteric artery

; Triodonto^
phorus serratus (Looss, 1900, 1902); Triodonto^
phorus brevicauda Boulenger, 1916 ; Triodonto-
phorus minor (Looss, 1900, 1902);
Trichonema longibursatum Yorke and Macfie,
1918; Trichonema calicatum (Looss, 1900);
Trichonema (Cylicostomum) oegyptiacum Rail-
liet, 1923 ; Trichonema (Cylicocyclus) insigni
(Boulenger, 1917); Trichonema (Cylicocercus)
pateratum (Yorke and Macfie, 1919); Tricho^
nema {Cylicocercus) goldi (Boulenger, 1917);
*Trichostrongylu8 axei Cobbold, 1879; Dictyo-
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caulus arnfteldi (Cobbold, 1884) Railliet and
Henry, 1907 ;

Habronema rauscce (Carter,

1861), Diesing, 1861 ;
Habronema microstoma

(Schneider, 1866), Ransom, 1911; Habronema
megastoma (Rudolphi, 1819);—^heavy infesta-

tion with a big-sized tumor
; Gongylonema

pulchrum (Molin, 1857)—in wall of oesophagus

and stomach ; Setaria equina (Abildgaard,

1789)—Raillet and Henry, 1911.

The authors are grateful to Dr. B. P. Pande
for his guidance and for going through the

manuscript. Thanks are due to Sri. C. V. G.

Choudaify for the facilities provided.

Dept, of Parasitology, P. Rai.

U.P. College of Veterinary J. S. Srivastava.

Science and Animal
Husbandry, Mathura,

Uttar Pradesh, May 12, 1958.

* First Report in Equines from India.
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3. Lapage, G., Monning Veterinary Helminth dogy.
Entomology y IV ed., 1956, 511.
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Cestoda II, 1930, 262.
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Parasites of Vertebrates, 1926, 536.

CYTO-GENETIC STUDIES IN INDIAN
SILKWORMS

I. Preliminary Ob»serva«tions on Spermato-
genesis in Castor Silkworm, Attacus ricini

Castor silkworms provide one of the major
cottage industries in certain parts of India. The
unreelable cocoons yield fibre which, compared
to mulberry silk, is less lustrous but much
stronger and durable. Extensive cytological

and genetic work has been done on the mul-
berry silkworm, Bombax mori, particularly in

Japan (Tanaka, 1953). From the recent review
by Makino (1953), the genus Attacus does not

appear to have been cytologicailly investigated.

In view of the industrial importance of the

castor silkworm of India, various species of

Attacus have been taken up for cytogenetic in-

vestigation in this laboratory. Some prelimi-

nary observations on the spermatogenesis have
been presented here.

Examinations at late larval and fearly pupal
stages revealed that various stages of spermato-
genesis occur during first four to five days of

pupal stage after completion of cocoons. Pupal
testes were dissected, smeared and fixed in

Navashins fluid, rinsed in water’ and stained

with crystal violet. Camera lucida drawings
were made at bench level with 100 X oil im-
mersion ,and 25 X compensating eyepiece. Photo-
micrographs were taken at 1000* x magnifica-
tion.

During early diplotene paired chromosomes
show well-defined primary constrictions. Two
large pairs show distinct satellites, one having
sub-median and other a median constriction.

Shorter pairs show two terminal chiasmata and
the longer ones have both interstitial and ter-

minal chiasmata. Terminalisation is complete at

late diakinesis. Metaphasic orientation is equi-
distant and does not suggest any secondary
associations. No multivalent associations occur
there being regular 14 bivalents. Two of these
bivalents are comparatively largei, two smaller
and remaining ten bivalents have more or less

uniform size. (Figs. 1 to 5 and photomicro-
graphs).

Spermatogenesis in Attacu.\ ricini.

Figs, l and 2. ’Diakinesis, FIGS, 3, 4, 5. Meta-
phases, all reduced to 1800 X approx.

Photomicrographs S-a, 4-~a, 5-a, a <rresponding with
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 respectively showing metaphases - with
14 bivalents, reduced to 720 X approx.

The foregoing observations reveal that

(1) Attacus ricini has its chromosome number
as n=:14 and 2n — 28, (2) in view of regular
bivalent forniation, it seems to have typical

diploid constitution, (3) in view of presence of

chiasmata during st>ermatogenesis, genetic

crossing over in the male is indicated as in

Bombax mori. *
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These observations are being critically pur-

sued further. In view of the common basic

number 14, Ijoth in A. rlcini (2?i=:25y and in

B. mori (2n=:56) any possibilities of their

phylogenetic interrelations are being investi-

gated.

Thanks are due to Shri S. G. Shende for cer-

tain facilities, and Shri C. S. Bhambure and

Shri S. R. Salvi for valuable help in the labo-

ratory.

Silkworm Res. Station,* G. B. Deodikar.

Village Industries Board, C. V. Thakar.

Bombay State,

Govt. Bungalow No. 1,

Mahabaleshwar,

Dist. Satara North (India),

June 23, 1958.

1. Makino, S., An Atlas of the Chromosome Numbers

in Animals^ Iowa irtale College Press, Ames, 1953.

2. Tanaka, Y., “ Genetics of the Silkwontvi Bombax

mori" Advances in Genetics, Academic Press, New
York, N.Y.. 1953, 5, 239-317.

INHERITANCE OF SPOT-VARIATION
IN EPILACHNA (COLKOPTKRA :

COCCINELLIDAE)

Two species of E'pildchna beetles, 12 spotted

(Epilachna dodeccLstigina Muls.) and 28 spotted

(Epilachna viginti-octopunctata Fabr.), are the

regular pests of vegetable crops in Bihar. While

studying their life-history and biology, spot

variations were observed on the elytra of these

beetles. It was, therefore, considered worth-

while to investigate the factors which control

spot-variation.

The phenomena of spot-variations have

caused a lot of confusion in literature for iden-

tification work. On the basis of spot-variations,

Chopra (1925) reported five species of Epi-

lachna, viz., 12 spotted, 16 spotted, 24 spotted,

26 spotted and 28 spotted. Kapur (1950) stated

that the identification of Epilachna spp. had be-

come difficult ^ on account of spot-variation.

Wesley (19^6) carried out studies on spot-varia-

tion and concluded that 12 spotted and 28

spotted are one species and designated it as

12-28 Epilachna sp.

Stock-culture of the Epilachna sp. was main-

tained on the leaves of potato, tomato and

brinjal in glass bottles (10 cm. high and 9 cm
in diameter) with perforated lids. During sum-

mer months, a layer of sand 2" thick was placed

at the bottom and was kept moist by sprinkling

water on the sand layer. Fresh leaves w6fre

renewed each day. This breeding technique

rCurrent

L Science

helped considerably for rearing the insect suc-

cessfully under indoor conditions.

Results .— (1) The population studies of the

Epilachna beetle brought to light three perti-

nent biological facts : (a) the 12 spotted beetles

were found to outnumber the 28 spotted, (b) 12

spotted and 28 spotted were always found in

close association on plants, and (c) nine types

of spot variants (12 spotted, 14 spotted, 16 spot-

ted, 18 spotted, 20 spotted, 22 spotted, 24 spot-

ted, 26 spotted and 28 spotted) were observ-

ed. These facts indicated the possibility of

cross-breeding between 12 spotted and <28 spot-

ted beetles in nature.

(2) The 12 spotted and 28 spotted beetles

were, therefore, isolated and were inbred. The
pure inbred races of 12 spotted and 28 spotted

were established when inbreeding was practis-

ed for six successive generations.

(3) The crosses between the inbred lines of

12 spotted females and 28 spotted males were
carried out successfully. The progeny of first

generation of the ^cross yielded nine spot-varia-

tions (12 spotted, 14 spotted, 16 spotted, IS

spotted, 20 spotted, 22 spotted, 24 spotted, 26

spotted and 28 spotted). In case of reciprocal

cross between 12 spotted and 28 spotted, the

females laid eggs, but they failed to hatch. This
inviability of eggs may be due either to incom-
patibility between 12 spotted males and 28

spotted females or to environmental factors.

The factors whicl\ account for inviability of

eggs are still under investigation.

The nine types of spot variants obtained as

a result of crossing between 12 spotted and 20

spotted agree with those observed in the field.

It seems, therefore, that the nine groups of

Epilachna beetles are not different species but
are variants out of cross-breeding between 12

spotted and 28 spotted in nature. Spot-varia-
tions due to cross-breeding between the two
related species of Epilachna have-not been
recorded before.

The authors wish to express their deep sense
of gratitude to Dr. R. H. Richharia, Principal,
for suggesting the problem and providing neces-
sary facilities in the Post-Graduate Laboratory
for carrying out the investigation.

Division of Entomology, B. S. Lall.
Bihar Agric. College, S. C. Mandal.
Sabour, June 2, 1958.

1. Chopra, R. L, “ Annual Report of Entomologist
to the Government of Punjab, Lyallpur, for the
year 1925>26,*' Reporty Dept, of Agric. Punfah
1925, 1, 101.

2. Kapur, A. P., Bull. Ent. Res., 1950, 41 , 161<208.
3. Wesley, W^. K , Allahabad Farmery 1956, 30, 167*69
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REVIEWS

X-Ray Microscopy and Microradiography.

(Proceedings of a Symposium held at the

Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge), 1956.

Edited by V. E. Cosslett, Arne Engstrom,

H. H. Pattee, Jr. (Academic Press, Inc., New
York), 1957. Pp. 645. Price $16.50.

Tho Symposium under review contains 66

separate, but interrelated accounts of progress

in the use of X-rays for microscopy, micro -

chemical analysis and microdiffraction. There

are extensive discussions of tools and techniques

as well as of applications and resi^lts in che-

mistry, biology, medicine and metallurgy.

The low wavelength and high penetrating

power of X-rays have for long held out the

promise of utilisation in high resolution micro-

scopy. In principle, the simplest way of using

X-rays for microscopy is to produce a sharp

X-ray shadow of the specimen on a photogra-

phic film and to magnify the shadow in an

optical or electron microscope. In order to

attain high resolution, this method of radio

-

graphic microscopy requires the construction of

special X-ray tubes (fine focus and soft radia-

tion) and the employment of special cameras.

Several descriptions of .such apparatus are

given. The use of curved mirror systems in

making true reflection^ X-ray microscopes is

extensively discussed. Some new ideas in

X-ray microscopy, based on image scanning, the

synthesis of wavefronts diffracted by X-rays,

etc., are presented. It is clear from all this

that X-ray microscopy has gone a long way

since the pioneering experiments of Kirkpatrick

and colleagues. A resolution of 1 m is now

readily attained, while 1000 A or better is in

sight.

The differential absorption of X-rays and

the emission of characteristic radiation of dif-

ferent wavelengths by various elements are

now being increasingly used for microchemi-

cal analysis in the fields of biology, medicine,

geology, metallurgy, etc. Detailed accounts of

these applications and of some of the results

obtained are given.

Other topics discussed include tubes and

cameras suitable for micro-diffraction, the use

of electronic computers in figuring the contours

of reflecting surface, etc.

The Symposium is, of course, written in the

language of communication between special-

ists. However, many of the contributions can

be read with profit by any X-ray worker. The
editorial standard and the general get-up are

excellent.

T. Radhakrishnan.

Aircraft Hydraulics, Vol. II. (Component
Design.) (Chapman & Hall, London, W.C. 2;

India : Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1),
1957. Pp. X -f 198. Price 45 sh.

This book is the second in the series of two
volumes on Aircraft Hydraulics published under

the auspices of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

It consists of eight chapters written by different

authors and edited by Mr. H. G. Conway.
The first chapter is on seals and contains a

useful account on the various aspects of the

design of seals. The second chapter is on

hydraulic pumps and motors. The treatment

here is sketchy and is more likely to be of use

to the specialist rather than for a young engi-

neer trying to design pumps or motors. The
third chapter is on jacks and contains much
information useful to the desfgner.

Selectors and Miscellaneous components are

treated in chapters four and six respectively.

Miscellaneous components include, among other

things, details on accumulators, tanks, filters

etc. Illustrations of standard designs from one

of the manufacturers is given and attention is

drawn to some of the salient features. In fact,

this feature is common to most of the material

treated in this book. Chapter five on valves is

fairly exhaustive and should be of considerable

use to the hydraulic systems designer. Chapter

seven contains an excellent introduction to

hydraulic servo-controls without delving into

the mathematical details of servimechanism

theory. The last and eighth chapter is on

pipework and gives simple rules for selection

and layout of pipes and fittings. Some of the

pipe coupling illustrations could have been

larger and more e:^planatory.

Except for three or four chapters the book

on the whole suffers from an attempt to cover

too much ground and reads like a handbook.

The bock is sure to be of great use as a refer-

ence work in design offices but in the opinion

^of the reviewer it fails to come up to the claim

of a text-book on the design of hydraulic

components. S. RadhakrisIina.
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Solid State Physics, yol, IV. Editors : F. Seitz

and D. Turnbull. (Academic Press Inc.,

New York)^ 1957. Pp. xiii-f 540. Price

$ 12 .00 .

This is the fourth volume of the series and

it contains five review articles.

The first article by W. Kanzig is a syste-

matic review of the state of our present know-

ledge of Ferrdelectrics and Anti ferroelectrics.

Starting from definitions 'and a phenomenolo-

gical classification, the dielectric susceptibility,

the dielectric non-linearity and saturation, the

electro-mehanical behaviour, spontaneous polar-

isation and strain, and the optical properties

of the different ferroelectric and antiferroelec-

tric crystals have been individually given. The

thermo-dynamic theory is presented in a very

clear manner. The structural studies of these

substances by X-ray and neutron diffraction,

Raman and Infrared spectroscopy have been

presented. The article ends by describing the

current theories on ferroelectricity. Dr. Kanzig’s

article is of great utility as it highlights some

of the gaps that exist in the literature today.

For even the very awareness of this would

induce many young workers of different dis-

ciplines to make contributions to this fruitful

field.

The second article is by F. J. Blatt on the

theory of the mobility of electrons in solids and

it attempts to cover most of the topics that

come under the heading of transport or con-

duction phenomena in solids. The one electron

approximation is consistently used in this arti-

cle and it is further assumed that when moving

in a perfect crystal an electron behaves as

though it is moving in vacuum, the crystalline

structure of matter making itself felt as an

alteration of the “effective” mass of the

electron. It is probably worthwhile noting

that while this simplified model has succeeded

in explaining, a surprising variety of pheno-

mena, there are a number of observations that

have completely < eludefi e>(planation. After

discussing the^ statistics of free electrons in

metals and semiconductors, the Boltzmann

transport equations have been formulated and

the solutions for various phenomena like

electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity,

thermoelectricity, Hall effect, etc., have been

derived' making the simplified assumption that

the energy surface in the wave vectqr space

is spherical. The derivations nave been

generalised to the case when both the enerp^

surface and the relaxation time are anisotropic.

Next the different scattering phenomena arising

from thermal vibrations, imperfections, disloca-

tions, faults, etc., have been discussed. Finally

the effects arising due to the lack of thermal

equilibrium in photon or electron distribution

have been treated.

The third article is by T. O. Woodruff on the

orthogonalised plane wave (OPW) method.
The OPW method is based on the idea that

the valence and higher wave functions in .a

crystal can well be represented as a sum of

plane wave-like functions which while slightly

modified near atomic sites remain essentially

plane over the region of definition of a crystal.

The practical methods of obtaining “interesting”

solutions for the Schrodinger equation for a

periodic potential using the well-known varia-

tional techniques starting with a trial function

is described. Some of the applications where
this technique has been used have been listed.

One cannot but be astounded at the magni-
tude of the calculational effort required to

carry out investigations of this type.

The fourth article is by R. S. Knox and it

gives an exhaustive) bibliography of atomic

wave functions.

The last article is on the techniques of zone

melting and crystal growing by W. G. Pfann
of Boll Telephone Laboratories. It is perhaps

the most comprehensive article that has ap-

peared on this subject and would be truly

appreciated by all the experimenters who arc

struggling on this rather difficult field. The
technique of preparing crystalline substances

for re.search using zone melting and zone re-

fining techniques form? the/ central theme of

this article. Main emphasis has been given to

the removal of impurity, the controlled addi-

tion of desired solute atoms and the growth
of single crystals controlling the contents of

dislocations. After reading this excellent arti-

cle one cannot but eagerly look forward to

Dr. Pfann’s forthcoming book on “Zone Melt-

ing”.

The volume comes up to the high tradition

that has been set up by the previous volumes.

S. Ramaseshan.

Biological Replication of Macromolecules.

Symposium 12.) Edited by Sanders.

(Cambridge Univer.sity Press), 1958. Pp.

vi -f 255. Price 50 sh.

Genetics is a science with its own technique

and its own terminology. The unit structure

is the gene, a molecule or part of a larger mole-
cule which is needed for a particular biochemi-

cal process, and which, unlike an enzyme, :s

copied when a pell divides, and is copied even

when it has been changed. If this copying
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process can be e^j plained chemically genetics

will be reduced to chemistry as chemistry

is being reduced to physics. The book
before us shows how close we are to such an
explanation. The keywork is mostly being

done on bacteria and viruses, but some is being

done on cells of higher organisms.

Perhaps the biggest items of news, particu-

larly for those who do not read French, arc

Jacob and WolJmann’s account of their discov-

ery that most of the genetic material of Bacillus

coli is arranged in a ring, which can be broken

at a number of places, and then penetrate a

receptor or “female” bacillus, and Fredericq’s

account of the colicinogenic factors in the same

species. The latter are self-replicating or

“hereditary” particles apparently independent of

the other genes. Sanders, Huppert, and Hos-

kins give the first exact data on the rate of

reproduction of an animal virus.

However, most papers are concerned with

protein synthesis, and with the purification of

desoxyribonucleic acid moleewles which carry

the information leading to the synthesis of one

protein rather than another. Brown and Brown
announce the isolation by chemical methods of

such a molecule, but not, of course, its chemi-

cal characterization.

Seeing that the book is indispensable for

those who wish to study the growing points,

both of genetics and biochemistry, it is a pity

that the binding is so bad 4hat a page is al-

ready loose in the review copy sent to me.

^ , J. B. S. Haldane.

Technique of Organic Chemistry— Laboratory

Engineering, Vol. Ill, Part II. Edited by

Arnold Weissberger. (Interscience Publish-

ers), 1957. Pp. ix + 391. Price $8.00.

The comprehensive issue of the Techvique of

Organic Chemistry is undergoing at present a

thorough re-editioning. Nine volumes in all

are anticipated. The publication has now pro-

gressed to Vol. Ill, which in itself is subdivid-

ed into two separate parts of which Part I has

already been published earlier. Part II has

now become available and is under review.

This part deals with a number of operational

procedures and is headed by a chapter on

“Selection of Materials for the Construction of

Equipment”, written by R. F. Eisenberg and

R. R. KraybiU. It is followed by a chapter

which deals with “Heating and Cooling” by

R, S. Egly. Then follows a chapter on “Grind-

ing, Screening and Classifying” by J. W. Axel-

$on and W, C, Streib, “Mixing” by J. H. Rus-

ton, with a sub-chapter qn “Special Equip-
ment”, by M. P. Hofmann, and finally closes

with a chapter on “Operation wijh Gases” by
G. H. Miller. Like all the earlier volumes, the
contents of this present issue have been widen-
ed, reclassified and include most of the modern
operational methods which meanwhile have
entered in the organic chemistry laboratory
techniques, in the same thorough way as has
been attributed to the earlier volumes.

It is encouraging to* read that aspects of

thermodynamics, flow problems, heat
transfer considerations have been introduced
into the representations of cooling and heating
in organic laboratory practice which have been
carried out earlier and still to a certain degree
now, from a merely empirical approach. Also
applications of more modern equipment, like
use of thermostats, resistance thermometers,
etc., in the day-to-day practice are emphasised
and described. The necessity of operational
control systems for flow regulations is obvi-
ously taken as a common principle. Heat trans-
fer coefficients are applied in the considera-
tions and* heat transfer nomenclature is used
throughout. At the beginning of each chapter,
one finds careful representation of theoretical

developments and their practical applications as
for instance, grinding, screening and classify-

ing. It may be specially mentioned that a
number of screening formulae are proposed and
their applications explained. In the classifica-

tion part, the flow of solids through fluids theory
is developed, resulting mainly in the friction
factor formula, the application of which is fur-
ther followed through. The same tendency of
theoretical applications is followed in the chap-
ter of mixing. In the chapter of operation with
gases, one finds descriptions of working tech-
niques, including the basic types of instrumen-
tation and detailed drawings of manometers,
valves, flow’-meters, etc., which will give an
organic chemist all the needed •nformation
about the most used equipment and their ope-
rational details. • • #

The value of this issue is further enhanced
by clear and systematic drawings, photographs
of equipment, and such graphs from which the
endeavour of indicating the principal factors
involved becomes evident. It is further pro-
vided with an index including cumulative Jndl-
ces subdivided according to authors and sub-
jects for ail tlje nine volumes.

This new Volume III—Part II, Laboratory
Engineering, will no doubt be a very helpful
source of information for any organic che-
mist who wants, to get ?idvice in laboratory
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techniques in general and in more modern tech-

niques in special for day-to-day laboratory

work, and ean, therefore, be highly recom-

mended.
E. Weingaertner.

Puzzle-Math. By Dr. George Gamow and
Dr. Marvin Stern. (Macmillan & Co., Ltd.,

London), 1958. Pp. 119. Price 8 sh. 6 d.

There can be real fun and entertainment in

mathematics as the two authors have shown in

this little book of brain twisters and apparent

paradoxes. One of them (G. G.) is astrophysi-

cist, author of 1. 2, 3,.* infinity, a past-mas-

ter in the art of interpreting science to the

general public, and the other of them (M. S.) is

a consultant to Convair, one of America’s larg-

est air lines, and together they lift the reader

to amusing heights. Instead of posing the puz-

zles and problems in the abstract, th^ authors

have given us interesting stories, where situa-

tions are created in which the problems have
to be solved by mathematical thinking.

Here is a perplexing matter whicli the wise

Sultan had to encounter. The Grand Vizier

insisted that the Sultan should pass laws

immediately to control the ratio of men to

women in th^ land’s future population, as it

was becoming increasingly difficult for men of

distinction, but of modest means, to maintain

harems approximate to their status. The
Sultan stroked his beard and pondered over

the matter deeply, and said that he would
issue a Proclamation, instructing all women of

the land that they would be permitted to

continue to bear children only if their children

were girls. As soon as any woman gave birth

to her first son, she would thereafter be for-

bidden to bear any more children, on pain of

banishment. The Grand Vizier and the men of

distinction were extremely pleased. As years

went by, however, the shortage in the harems

continued to be as acute as before. Why ?

The illustrations by one of them (G. G.) add

to the enjoyment of the stories.

A stimulating and enjoyable book.

S. R. K.

Agriculture and Animal Husbandry in India.

By Dr. M. S. Randhawa, Vice-President.

(Indian Council of Agricultural- Research),

August 1958. Price Rs. 15.

The book with a very attractive get up of

about 250 pages of printed matter with another

100 pages of excellent illustrations is divided

t

Curr^ni
Science

into three sections : (i) Land, (ii) Crops and
(Hi) Farm Animals, Poultry and Fish.

Section I dealing with land has nine chapters

and to help in a proper understanding of the
varying soils of India, the earlier chapters of

the section deal with geology, chief systems
of rock formation and the derivation of the

soils. The chapter on soils outlines the differ-

ent soil groups that occur in the country and
their characteristics. Some information is also

provided on the fertility status of the soil

groups. The chapters on ‘Climate’ and ‘Vege-
tation’ are a little more elaborate than others

and contain all the information which every
student of agriculture ought to know. There
is a useful chapter on agricultural holding and
its variation in different States. The informa-
tion on* size of holdings could have been more
usefully treated in its relation to agricultural

and animal husbandry regions which are how-
ever treated separately although there is a

clear relation between the two. The chapter on
irrigation deals with its history and develop-
ment and provides full information on the

various major and minor irrigation projects in

progress in different States. Information on
results of irrigation research is very brief and
limited to schemes financed by the I.C.A.R.

The information on water requirements of

crops could have been supplemented with
results available in Madras and Andhra Pradesh.

Section II which forms a little more than

50 per cent, of the contents of the book has
35 chapters and deals' with crops classified into

food crops, oilseed crops, fibre crops, othex-

commercial crops, spices and plantation crops.

Under plantation crops there is a chapter on
fruit crops dealing with regions, their climate

and fruits grown. Under each crop, information

is provided on its distribution, cultivation

practices, varieties grown and the improved
strains that have become available as a result

of breeding research that has been in progress
in the country. No information is, however,
available on the spread of the improved strains

except in a few cases. The information on
crops in general is necessarily very brief and
more information can be gathered by referring

to special publications included in the reference.

That the information on some crops is more
critical than on others is not the fault of » the

author nor a reflection on their relative Import-
ance to the country. The statement on page
105, that too wide a spacing in transplanted rice

affects yields adversely is correct. But the

lower yield is mainly the result of smaller

number of ears per unit area, but there i$
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usually no fall in the number of grains per ear
as has been stated. That the book does provide
basic information on every crop including the

less known spice crops such as cardamom and
cinnamon, and plantation c^ops such as

cinchona and lac is a commendable feature.

Section III which is the smallest in the book
deals in 50 pages the classification and breeding
characteristics of the farm animals and poultry.

The five chapters of the section deal respec-

tively with cattle, sheep, goats, poultry and fish.

The information in this section may not fully

justify the title of the book “Agriculture and
Animal Husbandry in India*’, but nevertheless

gives a good idea of the cattle wealth of India

to a layman not fully acquainted with the prob-

lem. Information on breeding policy and work
in progress is critical and highly usbful.

The book, according to the author, has for its

objective the bringing together of basic infor-

mation about the important crops of India,

their production, improved varieties as well as

breeds of farm animals fAm the material al-

ready available in the Farm Bulletins, special

issues of Indian Farming and the reports of

the Indian Council of Agricultural Research
and Ministry of Food and Agriculture. Thera
is no doubt that the book has gone beyond this

rather limited objective, and the author must
be congratulated on providing a useful refer-

ence book that can interest administrators,

agricultural officers, teachers and students.

Students in the agricultural colleges can use-

fully supplement Hhe information provided in

the book by reference to special publications.

The public who are now familiar with other

publications of Dr. Randhawa know what to

expect, and the present volume fully justifies

their expectation. It may be mentioned in

this connection that since Dr. Randhawa be-

came the Vice-President of the I.C.A.R. the

publication section has gained a great fillip,

and the standard of publications has consider-

ably improved.

A most commendable feature of the book is

the inclusion of several excellent illustrations

which surely add to the value of the publica-

tion. One remark that may be offered with

regard to illustrations is that Plate 9 depicting

a paddy crop does not represent a typical

^good crop of Indian rice. The illustrations and

the high class get-up makes the publication

too expensive (Rs. 15 per copy) to make it

popular. But it is learnt that with the blocks

for illustrations already available further

cheaper editions are possible.
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Survey of Biological Progress. Vol. III. Edited

by Bentley Glass. (Academic Press,
.
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;
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The Rede Lecture—The Problems of World
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Hoad, Poona-2), 1958. Pp. 302. Price Rs. 5.

Thermodynamics of One-Component Systems.
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Press Inc., New York

; India : Asia Publish-
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Exceptional Sunflash Screened

An exceptional sunflash, several times the

diameter of the Earth in size, was recently re-

corded by Soviet astronomers and filmed at the

Crimean Observatory.
^

The Crimean Astrophysical Observatory of the

USSR Academy of Sciences devotes great atten-

tion to the method of filming in studying swift

processes on the Sun. For this purpose a

special telescope is * used—a coronagraph

which permits the corona to be seen when the

Sun is not in eclipse. The optical scheme of

this telescope differs from the ordinary. A
special metal disc covers the luminous surface

of the Sun, thus creating an artificial eclipse,

enabling the processes occurring beyond the rim
of the chromosphere to be photographed. Such
films help astronomers to make a more thorough

study of solar phenomena, their dynamics and
the laws governing them. Researchers have
also gained the possibility, by means of fast-

motion filming, to decelerate, as it were, the

movements of the gigantic eruptions of in-

candescent solar matter. (USSR Information

Department.)

Expanded Polystyrene as Thermal Insulator

Expanded polystyrene is now being made in

England. It is another of the sponge-like mate-
rials without the absorbent quality of sponge

because all its air-cells are separate. Those
cells also are smaller than most so that the

material has more the appearance and consist-

ency of rigid India rubber than of form rubber

and yet it seems comparable in weight to balsa

wood—to be precise one pound per cubic foot.

The multi-cellular structure makes it special-

ly effective* as a thermal insulator. It was

found in use rejently in Russia in the form of

flasks, contafhing liquid hydrogen at an ex-

tremely low temperature. It has been applied

widely in England in cold storage rooms, deep

freeze rooms and road and rail containers. The
building industry is taking up expanded poly-

styrene for sound as well as heat insulation

and as anti-condensation membranes in walls

and ceilings.

The principle underlying its * manufacture
gives the clue to its qualities. Small poly-

styrene beads incorporating an expanding agent

^r^ heated to swell to 60 times their original

size. They are then fused together into boards
or blocks, white in colour and of good mecha-
nical strength, which can be worked with the
normal carpenter’s tools.

A type of this material is now being manu-
factured in India and is expected to find a wide
market.

Telephony via the Moon
It has been known for several years that

voice communication using the moon as a reflec-

tor was possible when long wavelength signals

were utilized. Recent researches at the Uni-
versity of Michigan indicate that very short-

wave radio or radar signals, which can be used
in voice transmission, bounce off the moon
without appreciable loss in quality. This means
that the curvature of the earth no longer need
be a factor in limiting communication distance

—

a radar signal has to travel in a straight line

—

so long as both transmitting and receiving

equipment can “see” the moon.
It was thought that, because of the jagged

mountains and craters which are known to

exist in the moon, the moon would appear
rough to a radar original. But a short wave
signal requires only a few square feet area
to be reflected. The moon has such areas that
are smooth and hence the radar signals are re-

flected without a loss in quality.

The Michigan University investigations show
that very short wavelengths of about an inch
give such improvement in clarity that it is

commercially feasible now to set up a world-
wide network of stations by using the moon
as a reflector. (Jour. Frank. Inst, August 1958.)

“Pioneer” used as a Repeater Station

According to the U.S. Air Force disclosure,

scientists at Manchester “talked” to colleagues
in Florida and Hawaii through space using the
American “Pioneer” moon rocket as a radio
repeater station. Scientists had long discussed
the idea of using a satellite or space station

as a connecting link between two distant points
on earth, but this was the first practical proof
that such a' system was feasible. The moon
probe tracking stations at Jodrell Bank, Cape
Canaveral and Hawaii communicated with each
other in the international code signals on the
108 megacycle baq^i
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New Device for Safety in Coal Mines

The sudden eruption of gases in a coal mine
is a dangerous thing. On the initiative of

Academician A. Skochinsky a seismo-acoustic

station was set up at the Yuny Kommunar Pit

in the Donets Basin.

A special instrument called a geophone is

inserted into a 3-4-metre-deep hole drilled

at the face. It catches extremely weak sound
vibrations originating in the coal seams as a

result of mechanical changes in the rock. The
sounds are amplified by an electronic explosion-

safe Amplifier and, with the aid of a miniature

radio station, are relayed to the surface labo-

ratory where they are tape-recorded.

When the tape is studied, a complete

idea of noises in the seam is gained. If the

hourly rate of sound impulses increases, the

operator reports the possibility of an eruption

seven to twenty hours in advance and the

workers leave the dangerous zone.

5 Million Atmospheres Pressure Attained

Soviet scientists, of the Laboratory of Physics

of Super-High Pressures, claim having attained

a record pressure of 5 million atmospheres.

The method consists in imparting tremendous
speed (over 8 kilometres per sec.) to a plate

of some material and bringing it into collision

with another plate which resulted in the

explosion of both. Techniques have been evol-

ved to measure within infinitesimal fractions

of a second the pressure developed in the im-

pact and to investigate* the stale of matter.

The new high pressure record will make it

possible to gain a better insight into the laws

governing the phenomena occurring in the

depths of the earth and the structure of the

earth’s core. Super-high pressures cause highly

peculiar chemical transformations and create

new synthetic substances. Possibly diamond
could be produced out of graphite by the ex-

plosion technique. Important results might also

be obtained for students of molecular structure

of matter and crystallographers.

These methods greatly widen experimental

possibilities in high pressure physics. They
have already carried out measurements of the

dynamic compressibility of certain metals with-

in the range of pressures from 400 thousand to

a 4 million atmospheres. The greatest increase

of density—2*26 and 2-28 times—^has been
registered with lead and bismuth respectively,

that is, with elements possessing great atomic

volumes. It has been established that the re-

organization of crystalline structure occurring at

enormous pressures is unbelievably rapid. Now
physicists are investigating the transparency
and electrical conductivity of instahtaneously

compressed materials. It has been proved ex-
perimentally that at great pressures, insulators

become conductors.

Food and Oxygen from Algae

Photosynthesis, which replenishes life-sus-

taining oxygen in an endless cycle on earth,

may enable man to travel in outer space and
under the oceans for unlimited periods of

time.

From a species of algae discovered by Con-
stantine Sorokin at the University of Texas, a
new strain of algae has been developed which
increases 1,000 times a day as compared to only
8 times a day of the earlier types.

Very dense plant cultures of this fast-acting

algae are irradiated with extremely intense
light *-many times the intensity of the bright-

est sunlight—from a new type of lamp recently

developed by the G.E.C.

Carbpn dioxide respirated by men is removed
from the closed atmosphere of sealed contain-

ers by the algae, which in turn produce oxy-
gen in the same manner that green plants do
on earth. In addition, the algae also produce
large quantities of highly nutritious food mate-
rial (c.p.. proteins and vitamins).

Cultures of the new algal strain, nearly as

thick as blood, were pumped very rapidly past

the light, which is scarcely bigger than a pen-
cil. This provided rapid

. stirring to utilize the
well-established advantage of intermittent illu-

mination. The alternate periods of high inten-
sity light flashes were followed by dark rest

periods for recovery. The algae growing in

this closed circle system removed carbon di-

oxide and produced large quantities of oxygen
and food. (From Report of T. A. Gaucher of

General Dynamics Corporation, N.Y.)

Belgian Scientjst Terms X-Ray Dangers
Greater than Fall-cAit *

*

«

A warning of the atomic radiation danger in

the over-use of X-ray examination was given
recently'’ by Prof.^ Zenon M. Bacq, of Liege
University, at the Fourth General Assembly of

the Council for International Organizations of

Medical Sciences meeting at UNESCO House in

Paris. .

Prof. Bacq, former Chairman of the United
Nations Scientific Cpnunittee on the Effects of

‘Atomic Radiation, described this danger with
facts and figures.
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“The genetically significant dose of radiation

from natural sources fs 3 rem for a period of

30 years/' he said. “The dose distributed to

gonads by atomic fall-out during the ‘same

period will be about 01 rem—that is, 300 times

less than the natural dose, if atomic tests are

terminated at the end of this year.

**The dose distributed by physicians in coun-

tries where medical facilities are highly deve-

loped is from • 5- to 5 rem—that is, from 50 to

500 times more than atomio fall-out or, in other

words, a genetically significant dose as great as

natural radiation.”

Pointing out the need to draw the attention

of physicians in genei^al to the necessity of

diminishing the quantities of radiation admin-
istered during X-ray diagnosis, Prof. Bacq
went on :

“Specialists believe that, if all those who con-

duct X-ray examinations were well-trained and
equipped with appropriate apparatus, and that

if physicians did not ask their colleagues, ' the

X-ray specialists, to conduct useless or rela-

tively useless examinations, it would be pos-

sible to lower the dose distributed to the . popu-
lation by at least a quarter of its present state-n-

and to do so without doing the slightest harm
to the precious contribution of X-ray examina-
tions to the diagnosis of illness.”—UNESCO.
Streptomycin Dermatitis

Sensitivity to streptomycin is very common.
Since the first account by Heilman et al. (1954)

a variety of dermatoses have been reported in

patients treated with this antibiotic. The list

includes pruritus, erythema, eczema, photosen-

sitivity, articaria, exfoliative dermatitis, and
purpura. Occasionally, the mucous membrances
are affected, and cheilitis, stomatitis, and ulce-

ration of the tongue have been described.

Strauss and Warring (1947) reported an out-

break of dermatitis in nurses handling strepto-

mycin, 4 out of 12 developing a rash on the

hands and ey^ids. Further reports (Rauch-

werger et al, 1948,; Strin^fellow, 1948 ; Wood,

1956) confirmed the fact that nurses giving

streptomycin injections were liable to develop

sensitivity to the drug. (Brit. Med. J., No. 5048,

June 14^ 1958, p. 1378.)

International Oceanographic Congress

The Ainerican Association for the advance-

ment of Science in co-operation with^ UNESCO
and the Special Committee on Oceanic Research

of ICSU is planning and organizing an Inter-

national Oceanographic Congress to be held

during a two-week period from 30th August to

Current
Science

12th September 1959, at the United Nations
Building, New York.
The purpose of the Congress is to provide a

common meeting ground for all sciences con-
cerned with the oceans and the organisms
contained in them. The Congress will be de-
voted to the fundamentals of the marine sci-

ences rather than to their applications.

It has been agreed by the Organizing Com-
mittee that the Congress will be centered around
five symposia on the oceans : ( 1 ) The history,

(2) The boundaries, (3) The deep sea,

(4) Dynamics of organic and inorganic sub-
stances, (5) The marine life regime.

This notice should be considered as prelimi-

nary. Until further notices are issued, titles and
ab.stracts of papers, which are publicly solici-

ted by this notice, and any other correspond-
ence should be sent to : Dr. Mary Sears,

Chairman. Woods Hole Oceanographic Insti-

tution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

Symposium on “Nuclear Fuel Cycles”

The Institute of Physics, one of the constitu-

ent bodies of the British Nuclear Energy Con-
ference, is arranging a Symposium in London
on “Nuclear Fuel Cycles” on 22nd and 23rd
January 1959.

The programme is as follows : Session I.

(a) Long-term reactivity changes, (b) Theory of

once-through fuel cycles, (c) Perturbations
due to fuel cycles ;

Session 2. Optimization of fuel cycles for

nuclear power stations
;

Session 3. Fuel cycle operational problems.
Application forms for tickets to attend the

Symposium are obtainable from the Secretary
of the Institute of Physics, 47 Belgrave Square,
London S,W. 1, and shPuld be returned as
soon as possible.

Symposium on “Iron and Steel Industry in

India”

The Symposium will be held at the National
Metallurgical Laboratory, Jamshedpur, from 4th
to 7th February 1959 and will provide an inter-
national forum for establishing personal con-
tacts and facilitating exchange of ideas on the
development of iron and steel industry in
general and that of India in particular.
The scope of the Symposium will cover broadly

the following: (1) Raw materials, their assess-
ment and preparation, (2) Physical chemistry
of iron and steel production; (3) Recent tech-

^nological advances in iron and steel production
metallurgy in various parts of the world,

(4) Casting and metal-working techniques,
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(6) Alloy, tool and special steels production

technology, (6) Present status and future ex-
pansion of iron and steel industry in India,

(7) Utilisation of by-products of iron and
steel industry.

Further particulars can be had from the

organisers, National Metallurgical Laboratory,

Jamshedpur-7.

Symposium on “The Nature of Coal”

It is proposed to hold a Symposium on the

above subject at the Central Fuel Research
Institute, India, from Monday, the 9th to Wed-
nesday, ^the 11th February 1959. The Symposium
is to be held under the joint auspices of the

Central Fuel Research Institute, the Institute

of Fuel (India Branch) and the Institute of

Chemists, India. The Organizing Committee
have arranged for six sessions as listed below :

Session I : Origin and Systematics of Coal ;

Session 2 . Petrographic and X-ray Studies of

Coal
;
Session 3 : Ultra-Fine Structure of Coal

;

Session 4 : Coal Constitution : Physical Methods;
Session 5 : Coal Constitilition : Chemical
Methods ; Section 6 : Physico-Chemical Proper-
ties of Coal.

Further particulars can be had from the

Director, Central Fuel Research Institute,

P.O. Fuel Research Institute, Dhanbad Dist.,

Bihar, India.

Public Health Administration in U.S.S.R.

—

Study Tour Organized By WHO
Twenty-three senior public health administra-

tors from various c<}untri«?s of the world will

participate on a six-week study tour of U.S.S.R.,

sponsored by WHO. The group will be led by
Dr. J. Peterson, Director of the Division of

Organisation of Public Health Services at WHO
Headquarters in Geneva, The Indian member
of the group is Dr. N. Jungalwalla, Director,

All-India Institute of Hygiene and Public

Health, Calcutta.

Index to Plant Chromosome Numbers

The second issue of the Index, compiled from
nearly 300 journals published in 1957, is now
ready for distribution. There are around 2,000

listings of original chromosome counts from
the entire plant kingdom and a bibliography

of 196 papers from which the listings were
taken. The price of each issue is $ 1. Orders
for subscriptions may be sent to : Dr. C. Ritchie
Bell, Department of Botany, University of

North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina,

U.S.A.

Present Trends on Zoological Research in India

Under the auspices of the Zoological Society

of India., it is proposed to hold a Symposium
on the above subject at Delhi on the 19th and
20th January 1959. Intending participants

should send apstracts with the full text of their

papers to the Hon. Secretary-General, Zoologi-

cal Society of India, Department of Zoology,

Andhra University, Waltair, by 20th Decem-
ber 1958.

Change of Dates of “Symposium on Fungus
Diseases in India”

The above Symposium previously notified to

be held in December 1958 (Curr. Sci., 1958, 27,

327), has been deferred due to unavoidable
reasons. The final dates for the Symposium are
February 5 and 6, 1959. Last dates for sending
abstracts (not exceeding 300 words) and full

papers have been extended to October 30 and
December 15, 1958, respectively. Dr. C, G. Pan-
dit, Director, Indian Council of Medical Re-
search, New Delhi, has kindly consented to pre-
side over the Symposium. Scientists from the

U.S.A. and U.K. are expected to participate in

the Sjonposium.

Award of Research Degree

Andhra University has awarded the D.Sc.
Degree in Physics to Mr. D. V. G. L. Nara-
simha Rao for his thesis “On Certain Theore-
tical and Experimental Studies in Dielectrics

at Microwave and Radio Frequencies” and the

Degree of D.Sc. in Technology to Mr. P.

Dakshinamurty for his thesis “Vapour Liquid
Equilibria or Binary and Ternary Systems”.

Dr. Buddhadev Sen (Calcutta) and Dr. Bharat
R. Sant (Banaras) are working as Visiting

Assistant Professors in the Chemistry Depart-
ment of the Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge, U.S.A., on “Methods of Detection and
Determination of Air-Polutants”, using for

their study the most modern technique of Gas
Chromatography.
Dr. Anil K. Mukherji ( Mlahabad ) . also work-

ing as Visiting. Assistant Professor at the

Louisiana State University is engaged in Micro-
chemical Spot Test Analysis using the Weisz
Ring Oven and the ..solvent extraction tech-

niques.

Dr. B. Suseela (Hyderabad), recipient of

Special Skinner Fellowship, is doing research
at Mount Holypke College, Massachusetts, work-
ing on Problems Relating to Molecular Struc-
ture of Organic Compounds and Their Com-
plexes with Inorganic Metal Ions.
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS IN THE UNITED STATES O? AMERICA*
pERHAPS the most important feature of

** scientific effort in the twentieth century is

the simultaneous advance in fundamental
sciences on the one hand and in technology

on the other. This is particularly noticeable in

the United States where despite the fact that

technology has had such an impact on the

amazing prosperity of the United States and
scientific man-power is in constant demand by
industry, fundamental research still engages
the attention of the most gifted minds which
emerge from its universities. As a typical

example of this trend towards basic sciences,

we shall consider the status of and contribu-

tions in theoretical physics in America today.

Physics deals with the .study of matter and
natural phenomena and such study consists of

two parts

:

( 1 ) The precise measurement of physical

quantities,

(2) Interpretation of such* measurements and

consequent understanding of natural

phenomena.

The first part falls within the domain of the

experimenter, the second, of the theoretical

physicist. Till the advent of quantum mecha-
nics, the connection between experiment and
theory was quite direct, since the description

of nature was based on classical concepts. But
for a quantum mechanical description of mat-
ter, a complex mathematical formalism was
introduced ; no longer a ‘pictorial’ and ‘con-

ventional’ method possible. Hence the rela-

tion.ship between experimental observation and
the theories became more indirect and involv-

ed, perhaps even obscure except to those fami-

liar with mathematical theories. On the other

hand, the testing of these theories demand such

precision in measurement that the experimenter

had to devise new and ingenious techniques

based on inventive technology and engineer-

ing.

The Universities in America realised this

distinction quite clearly and soon became cen-

tres of fundamental research besides being

* Thi.s article iS ba.sed on the impres.sions of the aull*or

during the period of his residence (1957-58) as visiting

member at the Institute for Advanced Stinly Princeton,

U.S.A. lie has greiit pleasure in thanking. Professor

J. R. Oppenheimer the Director of the Institute, lor his

warm hospitality and acknowledging the travel grant of
the Asia Foundation which enabled him to accept the

membership.

just ‘training grounds' for technical p6rs6nriel

in industry. With the vigour *and initiative

characteristic of America’s growth and expan-
sion. they invited talent from all parts of the

world. The unhappy state of Europe duriiig

the turbulent period of the World War became
a fortuitous circumstance for America's intel-

lectual and scientific advancement—Einstein,

Bohr and scores of leaders of scientific thought

moved into the new world which was ready to

imbibe the .spirit and inlluenco of basic re-

search and fundamental science.

By the end of the Second World War, not

merely the importance of mathematical sciences

as ‘tools' for technology, but their significance

as an independent discipline necessary for the

intellectual vitality and prestige of a nation

was well realised. Theoretical physics became
‘fa.shionable’ and pure mathematics attained its

‘queenly’ pre-eminence. The ‘competition’ bet-

ween the theorist and experimenter in suggest-

ing ‘leads' to the understanding of nature, led

to very important theoretical discoveries and
advances in experimental techniques. Labora-
tories supported by governmental aid and the

co-operative effort of the Universities poured
forth data on fundamental physical phenomena
as ‘food for theoretical speculation'. Thus the

theoretical study and interpretation of such

phenomena became an active pursuit and pro-
fes.sioii and ceased to be just the close preserve
of the leisured savant and the profound natu-
ral iDhilosopher.

In studying the progress of theoretical phy-
sics, it is convenient to classify it into three

broad divisions :

(1) Formal and deductive approach to

quantum mechanics,

(2) Interpretation of high energy phenomena
and elementary particle interactions,

(3) Low energy phenomena ai7d study of

nuclear “.structure”.

3
.

Peductive Approach

The logical approach to quantum mechanics
was initiated by Dirac with his formulation of

the theory of the qleclron. V^hile Heisenberg,

Schrodinger and other architects of modern
physics built up quantum theory by intuition-

and physical insight, Dirac was one of tfie first

to make a formal deductive and rigorous for-

mulation.

Encouraged by the successful prediction

by Dirac of the positron and anti-particles
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ill general, in the early forties theore-

ticians like Fierz, Pauli and Bhabha seriously

attempted to “deduce” equations on a postula-

tional basis. Though these attempts did not

meet the desired success, they helped to inject

more logic and rigour into theoretical physics.

In the United States, Schwinger is the most
famous exponent of the view originally expres-

sed by Einstein that the axiomatic basis of

theoretical pliysics cannot be extracted from
experience but must be^ freely invented.

The deductive and logical approach naturally

attracted the attention of pure mathematicians
like Neumann and Weyl at the Institute for

Advanced Study. The classic works of Neu-
mann on the logical foundations of quantum
mechanics and of Weyl on group theoretic

methods are considered as part of the neces-

sary equipment of any theoretical physicist to-

day. But somehow, pure mathematicians did

not make any substantial contribution to the

content of quantum mechanics, presumably, as

has been stressed in an interesting review of

Hilbert’s life, because of the fundamental dif-

ference between a mathematician’s insight and
a physicist’s intuition. However, the abstract

approach still holds the minds of many theore-

tical physicists and systematic attempts are be-

ing made to formulate field theory in a rigor-

ous and deductive manner. The work of Nishi-

jima and Wightman in the United States, the

recent proofs of dispersion relations by Taylor,

Oehme and others at the Institute for Advanced
Study are examples of such attempts. Very
recently. Heisenberg and Pauli have attempted
to explain the mass spectrum of elementary
particles by means of a non-linear spinor equa-
tion which has been quanti.sed in a revolution-

ary way by making use of the indefinite metric

originally due to Dirac. But it has to be con-

ceded that despite the recognition of the neces-

sity of a deductive approach to quantum
mechanics, there is considerably widespread
scepticism fn the United States whether such

approach will ‘deliver the goods’ in the near
future. Thefe seems fo be more faith in the

opinion of MaxBorn that the art of .scientific

prophecy can be learnt not so much by reliance

on abstract reasoning as by deciphering the

secret language of nature ' from nature’s docu-
ments. the facts of experience.

2. High Energy Physics

The first major American contribution afte»'

the Second World War was in the field of
quantum electrodynamics. By 1948, the appli-
cation of quantum theory to electrodynamics

[
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initialed by Dirac two decades earlier reached
a stage when theoreticians were faced with
fundamental difficulties which needed essen-
tially new methods and they were provided by
the outstanding work of Schwinger at Harvard
and Bethe, Feynman and Dyson at Cornell.

The quantum electrodynamics based on the
classical concept of point charge gave rise to
well-known difficulties such as the infinite self
energy of the electron and the “ultra-violei
catastrophe ". Essentially connected with these
difficulties are the infinite fluctuations of the
charge and current in the case of matter field
and the fluctuations in the field strength in
the case of electromagnetic field even in the
vacuum state. The existence of such fluctua-
tions of charge and current in the vacuum im-
plies that the vacuum acts like a polarisable
medium which causes the phenomena of scat-
tering of light by light or by electrostatic field.

Furthci progress in tht' subject came with
the (‘xperimental discovery of the anomalous
magnetic moment /if electron by Kusch and the
shilt in the levels of the hydrogen atoms by
Lamb and Rutherford, made possible by the
war-time development of the electronic and
microwave techniques. To understand these
clectrodynamic effects, it was found necessary
to introduce the idea of renormalization of
mass and charge. Suitable covariant renormal-
ization techniques were developed by Schwinger,
using formal field .theoretical methods. Quite
independently without any considerations of
licld theory, Feynman** developed a most un-
conventional approach based on propagation
kernels of single particles which was inherently
covariant. His graphical representation of
quantum mechanical processes, first applied to
electrcdynamics is now extensively used even
in processes involving other elementary parti-
cles. The essential equivalence of Feynman’s
graphical approach and the formalism of Sch-
winger was established in a fundamental paper
by Dyson. “The evolutionary process by which
relativistic field theory was escaping from the
confusion of its non-relativistic heritage has re-
cently culminated in a new formulation
of quantised theory of fields by Schwinger
starting from a basic action principle”. This
also revealed that the connection between spin
and .statistics stems from invariance require-
ments.

By 1952, it was felt that quantum electro •

dynamics had reached a state of comparative
completeness and it was not likely that future
development will drastically change the results
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of electron theory which gave quantum electro-

dynamics a certain enduring value. “The real

significance of the work of the past decade lies

in the recognition of the ultimate problems fac-

ing electrodynamics, the problems of concep-

tual consistence and of physical completeness.

No final solution can be anticipated until phy-
sical science has met the heroic challenge to

comprehend the structure of the submicroscop ic

world that nuclear exploration has revealed”.

With the development of high energy machines
in the post-war era, many phenomena were ob-
served involving the creation of new and
strange particles and high energy physics natu-

rally included the study of these new processes

like the production of mesons in nucleon

-

nucleon collisions and recently in electron-

nucleon collisions, and the production of .strange

particles in high energy interactions.

The vast mass of data from the high energy
machines from centres like Brookhaven and
Berkeley raised a maze of problems as a chal-

lenge to the most gifted of* theoreticians. The
most famous of them all was the B^r puzzle

—

the identity of the masses and life-times of the

two types of K-particles with different modes
of decay and parity assignments. Dailtz’s analy-

sis of this puzzle claimed great attention at the

Rochester Conference in 1956 and it is rather

exciting to read the discussions after Yang’s
introductory talk in which Feynman, Yang,

Lee, Bloch, Gellman and Marshak participated.

It was of coui’se given to Yang and Lee to ques-

tion boldly the invariance of parity under
space reflection in weak interactions and sug-

gest the Cobalt experiment which was perform-

ed by Wu et al. and which brilliantly confirm-

ed their predictions. Their remarkable paper

reveals the new trend which characterises

theoretical physics today.—the theoretical phy-
sicist having a live contact with experimental
results and going so far as to suggest types of

experiments to test the theories. More recently

Yang and Lee have proved that analysis of the

asymmetry in the angular distribution of the
yr decay will determine the spin of the A® par-

ticles.

During the study of weak interactions, the

interest in the universal Fermi interaction has
been revived to explain all weak interactions

such as ^-decay, m -capture and hyperon
decay. Feynman and Gellman have proposed
one such theory by extending the two-compo-
nent formalism to all Fermi particles while
Marshak and Sudershan have employed the

“chirality” invariance to the same end. For

all these theories the exact coupling between
Fermi particles is of decisive importance. Jt

looks at present that the vector and axial vec-

tor coupling will be preferred rsfther than the

scalar and tensor. Pais and others are investi-

gating the relative parities of the K ± and K®
mesons.

While of course the theory of weak inter-

actions claimed great attention following Lee
and Yang’s discovery, attempts are also being

made to understand tne strong interaction of

heavy particles. Gellmann has proposed r glo-

bal symmetry, i.e., a universal pion-coupling

between all heavy particles. He envisages a

degenerate spectrum for the eight baryons in

the presence of the pion-coupling. When the

K-particle coupling is switched on. the baryons

are split into groups as observed, i.e., charge

independent multiplets. Of course, the study of

strong and weak interactions are included to-

gether ^in the former deductive approach men-
tioned before.

Meanwhile, there was another important

theoretical development in the field of inter-

actions of elementary particles involving strong

coupling. In view of the evident breakdown of

the perturbation theoretical approach to the

study of interactions involving strong coupling,

there was a long-felt need for a radically dif-

ferent method to tackle such problems. Gold-
berger at Chicago first realised the importance

of the study of the analytic properties of S-

matrix from general considerations and by the

use of complex variable theory and in parti-

cular Hilbert’s theorem he was led to relations

connecting the real part of scattering ampli-
tude to the integral over the imaginary part,

the latter being related to the total cross-sec-

tion. After a number of non-rigorous but in-

tuitive derivations of such relations by Gold-
berger, Gellman, Salam and others, the disper^

sion relations for meson scattering by nucleons

have been established in a rigo: ous way by
Bogoliubov from U.S.S.R. and Bremmertnann
and others from U.S.A.» The; same approach

has b^n employed in the electromagnetic and
weak interactions especially by Bogoliubov.

.Goldberger is currently investigating dispersion

relations for ^r-meson decay. The “dispersion

relation” approach has been utilised to study

jiucleon-nucleon scattering, the electromagnetic

structure of nucleons and similar problen:is by
Goldberg^er, Chew. Nambu and others.

While high energy physics became fashion-

able consequent on Lee and Yang’s discovery,

non-relativistic theories at low energies also
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demanded considerable attention. Chew and

Low's successes in the theory of pion-nucleon

interactions exemplify such attempts. They

have shown tnat if one assumes: (1) Pseudo-

scalar interaction, (2) Charge independence,

(3) Negligible nucleon recoil, and (4) Predomi-

nantly P-wave interaction, then the crossing-

symmetry, and unitarity of S-matrix are suffi-

cient to establish the remarkable features of

nucleon-pion interaction, in particular the re-

sonance. The same method has also been

applied for explaining photo-production of

pions by utilising the gauge invariance charac-

teristic of electromagnetic interactions.

Drell and others have extended the Chew’s

theory to include S-wave interaction which is

strongly isotopic spin dependent, the nature

of which is not fully understood. Chew’s theory

has also been applied to nucleon-nucleon

interaction potential. Assuming only P-wave

coupling, Gartenhaus has calculated the

nucleon potential uplo fourth order in the

coupling constant. But this potential is in-

herently defective in that it does not yield any

spin-orbit coupling. Recently, Marshak and

Signell have proposed a phenomenological

potential which simply consists of Gartenhaus

potential plus spin—orbit interactions term

obtained from phenomenological considerations.

As has been recognised for a long time, the

knowledge of nucleon-antinucleon interaction is

very essential in explaining the problem of

nuclear forces. Attempts have been made to

explain the large annihilation cross-section for

N-N. Chew’s theory has also been applied to

the problem of nuclear forces by Miyazawa from

Japan, Klein and Mcormick from U.S. and

Novoshilov from U.S.S.R. who have reduced the

problem of two nucleon interaction to that of

one nucleon. In recent years, the Compton

scattering of protons have been re-examined

from the point of view of Chew’s theory.

3. Low Energy Physics and Nuclear

• Structure

While in the field of high enbrgy physics we

deal with the nature of elementary particles

individually and their interactions, the collec-

tive properties of nuclear n^atter and the many-

body problem of the nucleus (especially heavy

nuclei) depends on data obtained from compa-

rativeiy low energy phenomena. These theore-

tical considerations are usually referred to as

“problems of nuclear structure”; the aim of

which is to derive the nuclear energy levels,

nucleon wave functions, imaginary and real

potentials associated with the nucleus. In

this, theoreticians have been puzzled for a long

time by an apparent contradiction, namely,

whatever we know about the nuclear forces

indicates that these forces are very strong and

have a dependence on position, repulsive cores,

exchange character and other “peculiar” con-

siderations. On the other hand, the properties

of the nuclei at low energies both for bound

states and for the interactions of nucleons with

nuclei show the remarkable validity of the

one-body approximation based on a very smooth

potential without large magnitudes and large

variation. This is the basis of many models

which work so well, e.g.. shell model and the

optical model. The apparent contradiction led

some people like Teller and Johnson to go to

an extreme point of view, viz., to give up any

connection between the structure of the nucleus

and the nuclear forces as observed in nucleon-

nucleon interaction. On the other hand,

Brueckner and collaborators attempted rather

successfully to resplve this contradiction. The
essential merit of the outstanding work of

Bruecknser lies in that “it takes the nuclear

forces as they are delivered to us and con-

structs from this a theory of complex nuclei,

which gives us as good an approximation

as possible in the one-body picture”. Further

contributions of Goldstein, Tobocman, Watson,

Reisenfield may be mentioned in this connec-

tion. Professor Betbe is more inclined to the

programme of Brueckner than the extreme
point of view of Teller and Johnson. The
experimental work relating' to 'the optical

model, the polarisation of neutrons at low

energy and nuclear reactions involving light

and heavy nuclei are being provided from

various American laboratories. The emphasis

of the theoreticians is still being felt in this

field as in high energy physics. The contribu-

tions of Professor Lee on the theoretical

implication of the parity violation in /^-inter-

action followed by that of C. S. Wu on the

experimental evidence of non-conservation of

parity in /j-decay at the Rehovoth Conference

clearly indicate the very close connection bet-

ween the fields of low energy and high

energy physics. The discovery of parity non-

conservation in weak interaction which origi-

nated in the O-f puzzle of the high energy

phenomena has become very important in

/^-interactions.

In a wider sense, the study from a funda-

mental point of view of problems in different

fields of physics has clearly demonstrated the
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inter-connection between them and the need

for frequent exchange of views in conferences

like those held annually at Rochester where

both the experimenter and the theoretician are

able to discuss the problems together. America

has taken the lead in the org^inisalion of

such conferences, a lead soon followed in

Europe, Japan and Russia. The proceedings of

such conferences are considered sources as im-

portant as publications in scientific journals for

future research. «

It is the earnest liope of the young scienti-

fic community in India thdt at a time when
our country is almost possessed by a desire for

technological advancement, enough emphasis
should be laid, as has been done in the United

States on fundamental sciences as a necessary

and independent discipline.

University of Madras, Alladi Ramakkishnan.
Madras.

LIFE OF SATELLITES

^NCE a satellite is put in orbit, how long it

^ will exist is determined by the two fac -

tors : (i) the initial period of its revolution

which depends only on the major axis of the

orbit, and (ii) the resistance or impeding force

to its motion. By watching the diminution of

the period of revolution we can get a good idea

of the change in dimensions of the orbit and

the decline in its altitude ov^r the earth’s sur-

face.

The satellite moves in an extremely tenuous

atmosphere of density not exceeding one four-

thousand millionth of the density of air at the

earth’s surface, and the force of resistance in

the lowest part—the perigee—of the orbit is not

more than 2 g. per square meter. Even this

small impeding force affects the satellite’s

motion substantially. The maximum height of

the orbit—the apogee—diminishes considerably

faster than the minimum 'height—the perigee

—

and the orbit gradually becomes more and more

circular. The impeding force also depends on

the “lateral load” or the weight of the satel-

lite per unit area of its surface.

The dependence of the satellite’s life on the

perigee height can be seen from the following

figures which are calculated for orbits which

are almost circular. For a perigee height of

1,000km., the life is practically indefinite; for

500 km. it will live from 2 to 7 years depend-
ing on the magnitude of the lateral load ;

for

160 km., the satellite will make but one revolu-

tion only.

The Three SpuUiiks .—When placed in the

orbit, Sputnik 1 and its carrier rocket had the

same perigee heights and same periods of re-

volution. But because of the difference in the

lateral lo^ds, their periods diminished by 1-6

and , 2-7 seconds respectively in 24 hr. Thi*:.

accounted for the life of the sputnik being 92

days while that of the carrier rocket was onl>

58 days. Sputnik II and its carrier rocket had
almost the same lateral load as the carrier I’OC'

ket of Sputnik I. But they revolved round the

earth for 161 days. The longer life of Sput-

nik II was due to the fact that its initial period

was 103-7 min. which was 7-5 min. more than

that of the carrier rocket of Sputnik T.

Sputnik III had its initial perigee height

practically the same as those of the two earlier

sputniks. But its initial period was greater, be-

ing 106 min. Its lateral load also is greater.

Preliminary calculations indicate that Sput-

nik III will have a life-time of nearly 500 dayr

( 1^/2 years) and its carrier rocket about 6

months. (Y. Morozov in Soviet News.)

COBALT-60 USED IN EXPERIMENTS TO CONVERT CCtAh Tb OAS

SCIENTISTS at Columbia University in New
^ York are experimenting with a powerful

radiation source to try to convert coal to

methane, the major ingredient of natural gas.

The source used in this research is a 20-lb.

1,400 curie block of radioactive cobalt-60, one

of the biggest pieces of radioactive cobalt avail-

able to scientists in the United States.

With it chemists and chemical engineers are

studying the effects of radiation on the hydro-

genation of coal to methane.

The coal is heated, exposed to high pressures

and radiated with the cobalt-60 source. Radia-

tion helps to break up the coal and catalyzes

the so-called hydrogenation reaction in which

the natural coal is broken down into a gaseous

mixture consisting mostly of methane .—Science

Newsletter, 4573.
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ELECTRICAL EFFECTS IN THE INFRARED AND THE NEAR ULTRAVIOLET
ABSORPTION SPECTRA OF ORGANIC ISOTHIOCYANATES

C. N. RAMACHANDRA RAO,'^ J. RAMACHANDRAN* & S. SOMASEKHARA§
Contribution from the DeparUnents of Chemistry, De Paul University, Chicago, Illinois, U.S,A.,

and Purdue University. Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A.

rpHE important purpose of correlating the fre-

“* quency shifts and intensity changes in ab-

sorption spectra is to get a better understand-
ing as to how different electronic interactions

affect any particular absorption band. Consi-

deration of the infrared absorption spectra to-

gether with the ultraviolet absorption spectra

would, therefore, provide interesting informa-
tion concerning both the ground and excited

states. Since the quantum mechanical calcula-

tions of electron distribution around linkages

are not sufficiently accurate, it is considered

important to study the effect of structural

changes on the band i>ositions and intensities of

a series of related molecules in the infrared and
ultraviolet regions.

As a result of a number of investigations,*-*

it has been possible to conclude that the wave-
length changes in the B-band of the ultra-

violet absorption spectra of benzene derivatives

are mainly caused by resonance and steric in-

teractions. Consequently, the position of the

B-band in the ultraviolet absorption spectra for

para-disubstituted benzenes appears to be a good

measure of the resonance effects. It has also

been possible to conclude that the infrared fre-

quency shifts in meta- and para-disubstituted
benzene derivatives are determined by the
same factors that decide the chemical reacti-
vity.**'' In this paper we have reported on the
electrical effects in the infrared and the near
ultraviolet absorption spectra of organic iso-

thiocyanates.

There have been no reports of the ultra-
violet absorption spectra of organic isothio-

cyanates in the literature.** We have now
studied the near ultraviolet absorption spectra
ol a number of alkyl and aryl isothiocyanates.
Recently, Licber, Rao and Ramachandran^ have
made extensive studies on the infrared spectra
of organic isothiocyanates and have assigned the
characteristic isothiocyanate vibration frequency
between 2060 and 210.5 cm. -* We have now
studied the substituent effects on this vibra-
tion frequency in para-substituted phenyl iso-

thiocyanates.

The ultraviolet absorption spectra were re-

corded in purified cyclohexane using a Car>
recording spectrophotometer and also a Beck-
man model DU spectrophotometer. The wave-
lengths ) m m^^ and the molar extinction
coefficients ) corresponding to the absorp-

Table I

Infrared and ultraviolet absorption spectra of organic isothiocyanates (R-NCS)

R V, ^max >08 ‘max Amax >08 *max

CHs 249 3-34
Calls • . ,

.

249 3-41 , ,

«*C4Ho .

.

.

.

249 3-50 , ,

W-C7Hi5 .. 249 3-50

CeHs .

.

2045 270-5 4*11 281 4*12
4CH8C6X14 • • 2050 272 4-20 283-5 4*19
4C1C6H4 .. . 2037 276 4-20 287-5 4*19
4*CH30CeH4 .1 2062 275-5 4*19 286-5 4*16
4-N(CH.U2C6H4 .

.

20«3 297-5 4 -.58 310 4-54
4-CH3COCoH4* .

.

2022 292 4*37 306 4-40
4-N02CflH4t .

«

2016 312-5 4*24 .323 4*15
2-ClCflH4 •• - 276-5 4*09 286 4-08

* This compound has an additional peak around 240 m^x. t This compound also has an additional peak around
250 m/i and the ?23 band appears as a shoulder.

• Department of Chemistry and Radiation X^aboratory,

University of California Berkeley, California, U.S.A.

t Department of Biochemistry. University of California.

8 Department of Chemistry, Northwe.stem University,

Evanston, Illinois, U.S.A.

tion maxiiria are summarized in Table 1. The
infrared spectra were recorded in carbon tetra-
chloride solutions using a Perkin Elmer, Model
21, .spectrophotometer. The -NCS vibration
frequencies are listed in Table I.
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All the n-alkyl derivatives show a band at

249 nv^, characteristic of the isothiocyanate

group. The intensity of this band appears to

increase with the chain-length of the alkyl

group. The phenyl derivatives exhibit two ab-

sorption bands at wavelengths considerably

higher than the alkyl derivatives. The intensi-

ties of these bands are also much greater than
those of the alkyl derivatives.

The values of the para-substituted phenyl

isothiocyanates can be correlated with the

Taft resonance parameters^ and the Hammett
^^-valueo^ of the substituents and they approxi-

mately follow Rao’s correlations.'^'^ The ap-

proximately linear relations seem to hold as

long as the para-substituent is an electron

donating group, indicating that the isothiocya-

nate group is electron-withdrawing ir\ nature.

The large wavelength shifts in the p-acetyl and

the p-nitro derivatives are probably due to the

absorption of these groups themselves. It is

interesting to note that the p-acetyl derivative

shows an absorption band aroynd 240 m/^, corres-

ponding to the B-band of acetophenone indi-

cating that there is negligible interaction bet-

ween the isothiocyanate and the acetyl groups.

This is understandable since both the groups

are electron-withdrawing in nature. The p-

nitro derivative similarly shows an absorption

band around 250 mg probably due to the ab-

sorption of the nitro group. The intensities of

the ultraviolet bands of these phenyl deriva-

tives seem to increase with the electron-contri-

buting power of th^ pa'/a-substituent. This is

consistent with the general trends proposed by

Rao and Silverman.'^ The ortho-chloro deri-

vative absorbs at about the same as the

para-chloro derivative
;

however, there is con-

siderable decrease in the intensity of the bands.

Such intensity changes indicate small steric in-

fluence of the ortho-substituent.iiT2

The isothiocyanate vibration frequencies in

the para-substituted phenyl derivatives show a

nice trend with the reactivities of the groups.

The plots of the frequency against Hammett
or Brown values^^-^'^ are found to be excel-

lently linear. However, the plot (cf. Fig. 1)

seems to show lesser deviations from linearity

just as the many other systems investigated

earlier by Rao and Silverman.’"'* The slope of

this plot is about — 30. The ^ value of the

acetyl group was assumed to be about the same
as the value for the group since the group is

meta-directing in nature.^ ^

Fig. 1. (.orrelation of the isothiocyanate vibration fre-

quencies in ^^zra-substituted phenyl isothiocyanates with

the electrophilic substituent constants

The authors’ thanks are due to Professor E.

Lieber of De Paul University for his .interest,

and to Mrs. Marge Angell and Mr. V/. Baitinger

of Purdue University, for their assistance in

taking the spectra.
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GEOPHYSICAL EXPLORATION IN THE COASTAL SEDIMENTARY BELT OF
MADRAS STATE*

‘L. N. KAILASAM
Geological Survey of India

As is well known, the structurally stable

mass of Peninsular India is flanked on
its eastern coast by sedimentary beds of

Cretaceous and Tertiary ages laid down iby

marine transgressions. There are also sporadic

occurrences of Upper Gondwana beds

between the Archaeans and the

Cretaceous-Tertiary formations. A sketch map
of this belt, based on the Geological Map of

India published by the Geological Survey of

India (Fig. 1) .shows the distribution of the

exposures of these rock formations in the

Madras coastal belt.

In the Trichinopoly District, the Cretaceous
rocks are underlain by granitic gneisses, but
thin beds of Upper Gondwanas' also occur

* Published with the kind permission of the Director,
Geological Survey of Indli^.

occasionally intervening them. They are buried

by alluvium in the northern side, while on the

eastern side, they are overlain by Cuddalorc

sandstones of Miocene age. The Cretaceous rocks

of this area, as is well known, consist of four

stages, viz,, (a) the Uttattur (lowest) stage

comprising sandy clays, calcareous shales and

line silts and occasionally some aranaceous

limestones, (b) the Trichinopoly stage con-

sisting of sandstones, grits and occasionally

shales and shell-limestones, (c) the Ariyalur

stage which appears more extensively deve-

loped arid comprises grey 1o brown argilla-

ceous sandstones, white sandstones and sandy

limestones, and (d) the Niniyur stage consist-

ing of grey to brown calcareous sands and

shales with embedded fragments of flint and

chert. The Uttattifr beds are presumed to have

an average thickness of 1,000 ft. and the

Ariyalur beds also have the same order of

thickness. As observed on the surface, these

beds have a general easterly to north-easterly

dip, the average dip of the Uttattur beds being

of the order of 1()'‘ while that of the Ariyalur

beds is of the order of 3 to 5°. All these four

stages of the Cretaceous rocks are highly

fossiliferous {inde^ Krishnan : Geology of

India and Burma, 1956).

Exposures of the UuddAlore sandstones of

Tertiary (Miocene) age, which lie unconform-

ably over the Cretaceous rocks, extend from
Madura in the south to Pondicherry in the

north. In view of the fossil evidence observed

in what look like Lower Eocene limestones and

also in Upper Eocene rocks in the Pondicherry

area, an Eocene sequence may also be expected

to occur, intervening the Cretaceous and
Cuddalore formations. According to recent

reports. Eocene limestones have been encoun-
tered in deep boreholes sunk for groundwater
on the eastern coast, south of Cuddalore town.
The Cuddalore sandstones are generally ferru-

ginous and include mottled grits, argillaceous

and silicified sandstones and have a gentle

seaward dip.

The Upper Gondwana rocks in this area con-

sist of micaceous shales, grey sandstones, and
grits. They rest on the Archaean gneisses and
are overlain by the marine Cenomanian beds
mentioned above. Exposures of the Upper
Qondwanas are seen near Uttattur village in
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Trichinopoly District and also in small patches

near Sivganga in Ramanathapuram District.

The well-known lignite fields of Neyveli and
its neighbourhood are located between the

towns of Vi'iddhachalam and Cuddalore and
occur within the Cuddalore sar^,dstones. The
areal extent of the lignite field proved so far

by extensive drilling operations is indicated

in Fig. 2. The average thickness of the

major lignite seam is betw’een 50 and 60 ft.

occurring at a depth of about 180 ft. below
the ground surface and no scams have been
so fa;: encountered further below up to a

depth of 500 ft.

Gravity and magnetic surveys were started

by the author in the South Arcot Dis-

trict of this coastal belt towards the end
of 1954 as the beginning of a systematic geo-

physical inve.stigation, by the Geological Survey
of India, of the entire coastal sedimentary

belt of Madras State. Tlie objectives of

these investigations are to dctcrnrune the

thickness of the marine sediments and their

structural and stratigraphic disposition with a

view to assess the possibilities of occurrence

of petroleum in this area and to locate addi-

tional major lignite beds, if any exist. As can

be readily understood, if a large thick-

ness of these sediments can be proved, the geo-
logical interest in this area will be consider-

ably enhanced in so far as the possibilities of

finding petroleum are concerned.

The gravity observations were made with

a modern portable Worden gravimeter while

a Watts vertical force magnetometer was used

for tbe magnetic observations. The Bouguer

gravity map of the Vriddachalam-Neyveli-

Cuddalore areas is shown in Fig. 2.

The Bouguer anomaly map presents three

prominent features, namely (i) a steep fall

in the gravity values, with a gradient of 7-5

milligals per mile, in the region of the crystal-

line border to the we.st of Vriddachalam town,

(ii) a pronounced gravity ‘low’ in the region

of the proved lignite field, and (iii) a steep

rise to the cast of the Neyveli lignite

fields towards the .seacoast, with a gradient

of 2 to 3 milligals per mile. A gravity ‘high’

of more than 45 milligals is indicated in the

Porto Novo area on the seacoast.

The steep fall in the Bouguer gravity values

in the neighbourhood of the crystalline-sedi-

mentary boundary, as indicated in Figs. 2 and 3,

has ' the typical appearance of the anomaly

arising from a near-vertical fault. This steep

fall in the Bouguer values obviously includes

the regional anomalies also, but an examina-

txin of the gravity profile along the traverse

as shown in Fig. 3 clearly shows that the

major part of this anomaly is due to a local-

ised, buried geologic feature, such as a fault

Assuming safely a local anomaly of 25 milli-

gals, the downthrow of this fault would be

of the order of 3,200 ft. assuming a density

FIG 2

The observations were started in the Cudda-
lore-Vriddachalam belt, in view of the special

interest afforded by the lignite fields of Neyveli

and neighbourhood, inasmuch as the presence of

the lignite has an important bearing on the

gravity observations due to the marked con-

trast in density between the lignite and the

enclosing Cuddalore sandstones,

contrast of 0*6 between the crystalline and
sedimentary rocks. The downthrow would be

of the order of 4,000 if the density con-

trast is assumed to be 0*5. Also, the* faulting

would * be^ down through the crystallines, be-

cause the density contrast between the Creta-

ceous and Tertiary rocks is not large enough
to cause such a large gravity anomaly.
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Alternatively, however, this gravity anomaly
can also be explained by pronounced down-
warping, with a steep gradient, of the crystal-

line basement- '

imposed on the strong isostatic regionals,

causing distortions in the isogams. A pro-

nounced gravity ‘high’ is indicated to the

south of Porto Novo. While this gravity ‘high’

The second pronounced feature, namely the

gravity ‘low’ in the lignite area to the north of

Neyveli, with a fall of more than 35 miili-

gals relative to the values over the crystallines

in the west and with a fall of more than 45

milligals relative to the gravity values over

the seacoast can be explained, on the basis

of rigorous quantitative interpretations only as

due to a deepening of the crystalline basement

and is not to be attributed to the presence of the

lignite which has a low density. The gravity

anomaly due to the proved lignite works out

to be only a fraction of a milligal and a

solid lignite bed of more than 3,000 ft, in

thickness will have to be assumed if this

gravity low is to be attributed to the lignite.

Furthermore, the gravity anomaly is also

corroborated by a magnetic ‘low’ as can be

seen from Fig. 3, and, therefore, the evi-

dence for g deepening of the crystalline

basement in the Neyveli area is unmistakable.

Quantitative interpretations ’ further indicate

that the thickness of the sediments iq the

Neyveli area is not less than 5,000 ft,

East of Neyveli. there is a sudden reversal

in the trend of the gravity variations, the

gravity values rising steadily, with a steep

gradient of 2 to 3 milligals per mile, towards

the seacoast. The isogams in this part of the

area have the appearance of a tygicaUy large

isostatic anomaly. A close examination of the

isogams in the coastal area (Fig. 2) shows,

that there are also local anomalies super-

may be interpreted as indicating the possible

rising of the crystalline basement towards

the seacoast, it has to be pointed out that the

magnetic values, on the other hand, continue

their downward trend east of Neyveli with

an inappreciable rise on the seacoast which

can be readily explained as due to the presence

of the coastal sands. A quantitative inter-

pretation of the magnetic anomaly indicates

a depth of the order of 8,000 ft. to the crystal-

line basement in the Jlrttanagiri area, a few
miles west of the seacoast.

The gravity and magnetic surveys in the

coastal sedimentary belt of Madras State are

being continued southward along the coast

and have now progressed up to the northern

bank of the Coleroon river. The pronounced
synclinal gravity feature noted in the Neyveli

area is found to extend in a north-east to

south-west direction over a distance of more
than 40 miles from Panruti in the north to

Ariyalur and beyond in the south.

A reflection seismic traverse across the

coastal belt from the crystalline outcrops on
the west to Porto Novo on the east, along the

Vriddhachalam-Bhuvanagiri-Porto Novo road
is now in progress. The seismic results have
confirmed the results of the gravity and
magnetic surveys as regards the thickness of

the sediments. In the coastal areas, between
Bhuvanagiri and Porto Novo, the seismic data

indicate an order of thickness of 9,000 ft. for the

sediments,
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In view of the fairly large thickness of

sediments indicated by the Geophysical sur-

veys and the presence of Eocene rocks in the

area, the prospect of finding oil in this coastal

region of Madras State should r/ow be consi-

dered as good.

As the terrain is quite favourable for gravity

work, exploration for additional lignite beds
in other areas of this coastal tract is quite

feasible.

The surveys are in progress and further

details ,will be published m due course.

The author acknowledges his gratitude to

all his colleagues who have participated and
assisted him in these surveys.

1. Kailasani, L. N., A Preliminary Report on the

Gravity and Magnetic Surveys in the South
Arcot District, Madras State

^

Unpublished Report
of the Geological Survey of India, 1956.

SOVIET EDUCATION FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY^
fpHE book consists of twelve chapters, fifteen

appendices and a selected bibliography on

the Soviet Educational system. The first eleven

chapters may be regarded as summarising, at

least in the bulk, very carefully collected fac-

tual information regarding the Ten-Year
School. the Engineering Technicums, the

Higher Education and the Graduate and Re-
search Training as they exi.'*/ now in the Soviet

Union. Sample curricula taken from an Engi-

neering School for Mechanical Engineering,

from a University for Physics and a Pedagogi-

cal Institute for Mathematics are given in an

extensive manner. Important educational prob-

lems such as those that relate to Selection,

Enrolment, Teachers, Text-Books, Grading.

Placement and Facilities are discussed in great

detail. .

In the final chapter, which the most im-

portant one in the ieyik*v^ePs opinion, comments
and reflections by the author are given. The
book is truly “a comprehensive survey of

Soviet Education with special emphasis on

science and technology” written after much
thought and study in the belief that “an exa-

mination of the educational process within a

given society can provide important clues to

an understanding of the moral and intellectual

climate in which its people live”. The author

claims that much of the material that has been

examined is equally applicable to the entire

range of formal training—if not to education in

the broadest sense of the term—in the Soviet

Union. This claim is all the more important

and significant since the title of the book im-
plies and the data within the book bear out

the implication that the detailed figures pre-

sented and the conclusions drawn therefrom

* Sciiet Education for Science and Technology^ By
Alexander G. Korol, (Published jointly by the Tech-

nology Press of Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Nei^ York, Chapman
and Hall, Ltd., London), 1958. Pp. xiv-f 613. Price

$ 8‘60.

are more directly related to those aspects

of Soviet Education which deal with the

training of Engineers and Scientists only.

At that stage one naturally asks the

question whether by examining the pro-

cesses that dominate particular aspects of

education in a country, specially of technical

education, one is justified in drawing conclu-

sions in regard to the philosophy and motiva-

tions behind the entire educational policy of

that country. Policies in regard to technical

education are naturally shaped by the tran-

sient needs of a country but the programmes
in regard to general education have a wider
meaning and deeper roots.

More than any other country in the world,

the U.S.A. today realises the urgent necessity

for examining critically and with reference to

lasting values, if possible, the Soviet Educational

system. Other countries are equally interested

in this vital question. Although the authoi often

analyses the issues against the background of

the American Educational system, with a view
to present ‘Soviet data against a familiar back - *

ground’ as he puts it, he has done valuable

service in discussing these issues because the

setting up of adequate criteria for judging an
educational system is a problem that should

interest not one nation or a grou^ of nations

but should very well be the concern of man-
kind as a whole.*

^ ^
In writing t|;ie following para^aph,

‘%[ave the measures so actively fostered and
supported by the Soviet Government in be-

half of science and technology been . mea
sures to develop education or to develop
training ? Indeed, when we talk about the

vast Soviet efforts in schools, colleges, and
universities, are we talking about education

as we Americans and the other free peoples

conceive of education ? Or are we talking

about training, a f5r narrower concept ? And
what, then, emerges when we set the Soviet
educational ‘system against our own and
attempt the inevitable comparisons ?”
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the author has sougtit to make a distinction

between “education” and “training” and is no

doubt partly justified in doing so. The .lusti-

fication is particularly defensible if it is assum-
ed that “the task of American education is in-

finitely greater, more difficult, and more chal-

lenging than that of Soviet education”. The
tasks of education are, however, universal in

character and cannot be very different at dif-

ferent times or in difXereint longitudes. As the

author himself accepts, there is, however, no
doubt that Soviet education has achieved im-

pressive gains in the quality and quantity of

training and to shut one’s eyes to these facts is.

to say the least, to be under the illusion of

SYMPOSIUM ON CHEMOTHERAPY IN

A THREE-DAY SYMPOSIUM on the above

subject was held under the auspices pf the

C.S.l.R. on the 2nd, 3rd and 4th November at

the Central Drug Research Institute, Lucknow.

The Symposium was inaugurated by Proi. M. S.

Thacker who also laid the foundation-stone^ of

the pilot plant building for producing drugs

for trials on a larger scale.

There were two popular lecture.s : one by
Dr. V. R. Khanolkar on “The Chemotlierapy

of Cancer” and the other by Dr. B. Mukerj-:

on “Indian Medicinal Plants in Experimental

Tuberculosis”.

Dr. V. R. Khanolkar, Col. S. S. Bhatnagar,

Dr. Hawkins and Dr. S. S. Bhatia were the

sectional Presidents. The papers presented at

the Symposium included one on “Plant Anti-

biotics” by Dr. Chopra which dealt with Miyco-

bacteriuin tubcrcuJoais

.

“Perspective of Chemo-
therapy” by Dr. M. L. Dhar and “The Enzyme
Approach to Chemotherapy” by Dr. C. R
Krishnamurthy which dealt with the role of

permease in bacterial chemotherapy. There

was an interesting paper by Drs. Sheth and
Krishnamurthy of Bombay, .dealing with the

spectacular cVnidal improvement in ca.ses of

pulmonary tuberculosis by the use of powdered
fruit of Rudanti (Capparis monii). It is hoped

Bacterial and l ^ral Infcclions [
Curreni

' I Science

self-complacency. The Soviet system has no
doubt implanted into its country’s educational

machinery certain major strengths as well as

major weaknesses but the results achieved do
call forth a .serious study by all concerned.
Mr. Alexander G. Korol has succeeded in out-

lining the problem in a very thorough and
painstaking manner and has included in his

book a vast amount of statistical data and care-

fully collected material, making it an indis-

pensable reading for those who wish to get a

picture of education in the Soviet Union

Bangalorc-3, S. Bhagavantam.

November 23, 1958.

BACTERIAL AND VIRAL INFECTIONS
that the value of this drug will be explored
further.

There was a paper by the Bengal Immunity
group of workers* on the chemotherapy of

bacillary dysentery, stressing on the possible

role of rc-excretion of the drug into intestines

contrary to the common view that the drug is

not absorbed at all and that the beneficial effect

IS due to its low absorption.

Of the four papers on viral chemotherapy,
the one on the methodology by Dr. V. N
Krishnamurthy of Vaccine Institute, Bangalore,

emphasised the advisability ol using two or

more methods even for primary screening of

antiviral drugs as against a isingle test.

There were a few' papers on the fungal and
parasitic infections and the paper dealing with

the method of testing compounds for tilahasi-j

by Dr. Hawkins of London evoked much interest.

The absence of papers on tw'o important
aspects of chemotherapy, namely, drug resist-

ance and allergy 1o antibiotic.s, w'as noticeable

and this perhaps is significant in the sense
that both these problems might not be still acute
in our country. The papers, in general, covered
much ground eliciting thought-provoking ideas
and it should be said that the Symposium was
a success.

V. N. K.

U.S. - ATLAS’ MISSILE

^HE successful launching of the ‘Atlas’ mis-

.sile marks a distinct step forward in space

operations. The missile was fired into orbit

from the base at Cape Canaveral, Florida. Its*

weight is 8,7001b., length 85 ft. and widith

10 ft. It has penetrated 928 rriiles into outer

space and tlie lowest point of the orbit is esti-

mated at 114 miles. Its period round the earth

is about 100 minutes. It carries a communi-
cations system w'hich has proved successful in

receiving messages broadcast from the earth

and relaying them back.
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EXPLORER IV, FOR INTENSIVE STUDY OF COSMIC RADIATION
rpilE heaviest American satellite, Explorer IV,

launched on 26 July, has a period 110-2

minutes, apogee 1,380 miles and perigee 157

miles. Though of the same size, 80" as Ex-
plorers I and III, its weight, 38*43 lb., is heavier

by 7 lb. The added weight is in instrumenta-

tion, Earlier instruments of previous satellites

for temperature and micrometeorite data have
been eliminated and the entire payload

is devoted to cosmic ray equipment that will

provide the most detailed radiation data yet

obtained by a U.S. IGY satellite. Included in

the iii.struments are four separate cosmic ray

detectors, two radio beacons, one high-power

and one low-power, subcarrier oscillators and

battery packs.

or the two GM tubes and two scintillation

counters, one of each is shielded to eliminate

data below certain energy levels, and the un-

shielded scintillation counter’s data are directed

into two radio channels reporting ditlerent

levels of energy. This gives ground radio sta-

tions five channels oi information. Thus, it will

give not only a wider range of cosmic ray

data but will break the information down into

levels of intensity. Explorers I and III reported

only the gross amount of radiation they en-
countered, but did not differentiate between
the high-energy and low-energy particles.

Thus, out of the 20,000 counts per second re-

ported by them in the high altitude portions

of their orbits, it was suspected that a small

percentage of these counts was due to high
energy particles, but it could not be proved.
Now in Explorer IV, the shielded counters

will respond only to the high ehergy particles,

while the unshielded tounters will “see” every-
thing. Furthermore, the unshielded scintilla-

tion counter is provided with special pick-ups
which can further differentiate between energy
levels.

Both the high-power and low-power radio

beacons will transmit continuously for an ex-
pected life of two months. The low-power bea-
con radiates 10 milliwatts energy and will be

used mainly for tracking, but it will also re-

port the same data as the high-power trans-

mitter which radiates 30 milliwatts energy.

Thus the data from Explorer IV, when made
available will lead to greater precise know-
ledge in the study of corpuscular radiation in

space (Science, 15 August 1958.)

OBITUARY
PROF. W. PAULI

PROFESSOR WOLFGANG PAULI, whose

death took place in Zurich, on December 15,

1958, was Professor of Theoretical Physics at

Eidgenossische Te<;hnis^Jie Hochschule, Zurich,

since 1928. He was also a member of the Insti-

tute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey,

U.S.A., since 1940. He became a naturalized

United States citizen in 1946. He was awarded

the Nobel Prize in Physics for 1945, for the

discovery of the exclusion principle, also called

the Pauli principle.

Prof. Pauli was born in Vienna on April 25,

1900. He obtained the Ph.D. from Munich in

1921. Between 1921 and 1928, he was connected

with the Universities of Gottingen, Copenhagen
and Hamburg. He was a close associate of

Prof. Niels Bohr for some time. He also held

Visiting Lecturer’s post in the Universities of

Michigan and Purdue.

The “exclusion principle” for which he was
awarded the Nobel Prize was discovered in 1925.

“It is to a certain extent supplementary to the

quantum theory, but at the same time it occu-

pies an independent position. In its original

form, the principle was built on the older quan-
tum theory, which assumed fixed paths for the

electrons in the atom, It stated that in every

type of orbit determined by a definite combi-

nation of quantum numbers there can be only

two electrons and that they must have oppo-
site spins. This principle has proved to be of

fundamental importance, not merely as an ex-

pression of the empirically discovered distribu-

tion of the electrons in the atom, but also for

the interpretation of a number of other pheno-

mena, such as the electric conductivity of metals

and the properties of magnetic substances. It

has been amply confirmed by its applications to

the comprehensive observation material con-

cerning the radiation of atoms an^ has become
particularly valuable for the interpretation of

the properties of%itomic nuclti, js well as the

primary partioles, protons and neutrons, which
make up the nucleus. After the formulation of

the new quantum mechanics, Pauli’s principle

has been given a more general form, and its im-
portance has become more and more obvious.”

Prof. Pauli occupied a leading position in

theoretical physics and made many outstanding

contributior^ on quantum mechanics and
nuclear physics. He received many honours and
;nedals and was elected to learned societies. He
was an Honorary Fellow of the Indian Academy
of Sciences to which he was elected in 1947.



LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

fluorescence reaction for the
DETECTION OF BORIC ACID*

Neelakantam and Row! introduced resaceto-

phenone as a reagent for detection of boron and

boric acid, by a fluorescence test under filtered

u.v. light. This reagent possesses certain

unique features—a sulphuric acid solution of it is

non-fluorescent under filtered u.v. light but with

boric acid it yields a bright blue fluores-

cence. Its limit of sen.sitiveness in sulphuric

acid solution is one in* ten thousand and in

aqueous phosphoric acid one in one million

according to Feigl’s method of calculation.

If the final volume is taken into consideration,

the sensitiveness is increased ten-fold. None ol

the common basic radicles interfered; the colour

of the metallic ion did not interfere as it was
invisible under filtered u.v. light. Nitrate and

fluoride interfered considerably. Thiosulphate

precipitated sulphur but this did not interfere

with the test. Chlorate, chromate arid ferri-

cyanide oxidised the reagent producing coloui*ed

solutions in which, however, the blue fluores-

cence was visible. In the case of bromide, bro-

Table

the molecule with a view to produce a reagent

which could ^ield the same effect in daylight

itself. A few substituted resacetophenones have
been synthesised and examined.^ Results are

reported in Table I.

The results show that 5-amino resacetophe-

none alone yields a result comparable with
that of resacetophenone, under filtered ultra-

violet light. However, there is no shift from
the ultra-violet to the visible region. It is to

be noted that even the l-acyl-2-naphthols"

gave the fluorescence effect only under ultra-

violet light. A mere increase in molecular
weight does not bring about any shift of the

fluorescence effect into the visible region.

Dept, of Chemistry, N. Appala Raju.
Sri Venkateswara Univ., K. Neelakantam.
Tirupati, July 23, 1958.

" '
•

* This investigation was carried out at Andhra Univer-
sity, Waltair.

1. Neelakantam and Row, Pnh‘, Ini, Acad, Set,,

1942, 16 A, 349.

2. Appala Raju and Neelakantam, Cun\ 1951,

20, 322.

I

Reagent M.P.
' or’

1 4'(l-acelyl resacetophenone 75-76

2 5-N '.tro'iesacetophenone 142

3 6' Amino-resacetophenone 240-42

4 Monobromo-resacetophenone 176
h 2 :

4 -Diacetyl resorcinol •
• 85-87

8 4 : 6-Diacetyl resorcinol 180

7 Dinitro-resacetophenone 164

mine was liberated and the latter brought

about brominati^n of ,the 'compound which

markedly reduced the intensity 9! fluorescence.

With iodide, the separation of iodine rendered

observation difficult. Tartrate underwent

carbonisation but the consequent difficulty in

observation of fluorescence was reduced by

diluting the solution with more acid.

The chief drawback of this reagent, how-

ever, is the necessity of working undei; filtered

u.v. light in a dark room. It is, therefore, desir-

able to investigate the effect of substitution of

Fiuoresetnee

Without boric acid » With boric acid

Daylight u.v. light Daylight
•

u.v. light

Nil Nil Nil Pale blue
Nil Nil Nil Nil
Nil Nil Nil Intense bright blue
Nil Nil Pale yellow Deeper yellow
Nil Nil Nil Pale yellow
Nil Nil Nil do.
Nil Nil Nil Nil

NOR-PONGAMOL FROM PONGAMOL
Methods^ of demethylation of pongamol (I)

using hydriodic acid or anhydrous aluminium
chloride, have led to the formation of either
furano (2' :

3'
: 7 : 8 ) chromone (II) or a more

complex compound and in no case nor-ponga-
mol (III) was obtained. Using magnesium
iodide in dry ether solution according to the
procedure given below, we have been able to

obtain besides the furanochromone, nor-ponga-
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mol, whose structure has been established as

5-w-benzoacetyl-4-hydroxy-benzofuran (III) by
two independent methods : (1) a direct syn-
thesis using 5-acetyl-4-hydroxy-benzofuran (V)
and passing through 5-acctyl-4-benzoyioxy-
benzofuran (IV) and (2) by cyclising it to

give (II) whose identity with furano (2' :
3' :

7:8) flavone was established by comparison
with an authentic sample obtained by the de-
methylation of pongamol using hydriodic acid.

Pongamol (Ig., 1 mol.) dissolved in dry ben-
zene (50 ml.) was treated with magnesium
iodide (tig., Imol.) in dry ether (50ml.) with

Starting from 5-acetyl-4-hydroxy-benzo-

iuran- (V), nor-pongamor was synthesised

passing through the stage 5-acetyl-4-benzoyloxy-

benzofuran (m.p. 100-02° C. d. with previous
sintering) using benzoyl chloride and pyridine

(Found: C, 73-2; H, 4*6; requires

C, 73 0 and H, 4'37r ) which was subsequently

subjected to a sodamide migration to give nor-
pongamol. By boiling nor-pongamol in glacial

acetic acid solution with anhydrous sodium ace-
tate, furano (2' :

3'
: 7*: 8) flavone was ob-

tained. the identity of which was established

by a mixed melting point.

y\
/ \

I OKL-/ v/

V ('O-CIIoR'

(I, K. <11,; K'. COCflUJ
(III, K. H, K': COC'JfrJ

(IV, K. (.OCoH;,; \<\ 11 j

(V, R: R'- H)

immediate precipitation. The solvents weiv

then removed under suction, temperature then

raised to 150° C. during ha*lf-hour and main-

tained at that temperature for 'another hall-

houi. The cooled i^ale feiown mass was then

decomposed with cold dilute sulphuric acid,

Altered and then washed with sodium bisulphite

solution. The residue in ether solution was

then treated with copper acetate and the cop-

per complex (A) which completely precipi-

tated during half hour fcopper complex (A),

m.p. 278-80° C. after one crystallisation from

dioxanj was separated from the ether solution

(B) and decomposed using dilute sulphuric

acid. Nor-pongamol was obtained as pale yel-

low prisms from methanol, m.p. 141-43° C., with

an intense purple ferric reaction. (Found :

C, 73-0
;
H, 4-4 : requires C, 72*9 and

H, 4 *3%.) A mixed melting point with an

authentic sample of furano (2' : 3'
: 7 : 8)

flavone is depressed.

Evaporation of the ether solution (B). left

a residue, which melted at 146-47° after one

sublimation, having no positive ferric reaction.

A mixed melting point with an authentic sam-

ple of furano (2':3':7:8) flavone was un-

depressed.

/\
\

I
/\ /"\

, y \/ \

x /\ /
O
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C. Bheemasankara Rao.
V. Venkateswarlu.

Dept, of ^Chemistry.

Andhra University,

Waltair. Jmic 26, 1958.

1 R.lnga^wa^ny, S. and St*shatlri, 'V, R., /Vr>r. /«,/.

Acad. Set., 1912, 15 A, 117; Nai ayanaswamy, S.,

Uangaswaini S, and Seshadri, T R., y. C’-.S'
, 1954,

1871; Krishnaswainy, B. and Seshadri T, R.,

/Vac. //id. Acad. Sa „ 1942, 15 A, 437.

2 Bheemasankara Rao, (!. and Venkateswarlu, V,,
Carr. S<t., 1950, 25, 357.

FURTHER STUDIES ON *THE
INFLUENCE OF THYRQXINE AND
triiodothyr6nine on the
'GROWTH AND METABOLIC

PROCESSES IN THE RICE MOTH
LARVAE (CORCYRA CEPHALONICA &T.)

Thyroxine and its active analogues have
recently been shown to have a marked growth-
promoting effect when included in thd diet

of the rice yioth larvae.' - Feeding of thyroid

preparations to rats is known to be accompanied
by weight loss, and ..supplementation of vita-

min B^^ to the diet has been shown to afford

5
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protection against such a loss in weight.®-^

Further, administration of thyroid preparations

to rats is known to profoundly influence the

activity of several enzyme systems J** In the

present investigation it has been shown that

vitamin counteracts the growth-promoting

activity of thyroxine and triiodothyronine and

that feeding thyroxine, triiodothyronine and

thyroxamine to rice moth larvae results in a

decrease in the activity of the enzymes cata-

lase and amylase. •

The experimental technique adopted was

essentially the same as described earlier.-

Thyroxine was added at a level of 2-0 Mg. per

gm. of diet, whereas triiodothyronine was added

at two levels, 0-2 Mg. per gm. of diet and

2*0 Mg. per gm. of diet. Vitamin was in-

cluded at the level of 10 Mg. per gm. of diet.

The results are presented in Table I.

Table I

Effect of Vitamin on the groivth^ of rice

moth larvce fed thyroxine and triiodothyronine

(’oncentration of ( ‘oncentration Weight of 10

thyioxine or triiodo- of vitamin Bij larva? at the

thyronine (iig./gm. (^g./gm of end of 2d days

diet) diet) (growth mg.)

200

0*0 0*5 228

0-0 1-0 233

2*0 thyroxyine 327

2-0 i -0 167

0*2 triiodothyronine ‘ 365

0-2 i -0 244

2-0 284

2-0 1*0 228

For studying the influence of thyroxine,

triiodothyronine or thyroxamine on the level

of catalase, 50 mg. of the larvae at the end

of the experimental feeding period of 15 days,

were finely ground in 50 ml. of M/15 phos-

phate buffer (pH 7 0), whereas for amylase,

50 mg. of ^arvae were ground in 5 ml. of M/15

phosphate buffer (pH 7-2). The catalase

assay consisted in adding appropriate volumes

of enzyme extract to 5 ml. of 0*05 M hydro-

gen peroxide at definite time intervals. The
reaction was stopped exactly at the end of

the 5th mijriute by the addition of 5 ml. of

2 N sulphuric acid. The residuary hydrogen

peroxide was titrated against N/200 potassium

permanganate. Each sample was assayed in

quadruplicates and appropriate blanks were

included. Amylase activity was determined

according to the method of Smith and Roe.’^

The results of this investigation are presented

in Table II.

From the results presented in Table I it can

be observed that vitamin counteracts the

growth-promoting action of thyroxine and
triiodotl\yronine. The feeding of vitamin By.

alone at the levels tested, has no growth-

inhibitory effect, rather, it stimulates growth
to a slight extent. It can be recalled here

that vitamin Bjo supplementation has been

shown to afford protection against the toxicity

of thyroxine feeding in higher animals.'^

The results of the present experiment thus

suggest the possibility of a direct antagonism

existing between the action of vitamin B^.j and

thyroid hormone. Thyroxine in very small

amounts has been used to improve the

growth rate of young chicks^ and it is also

known to have a stimulatory effect on the

grov/th of young immature rats. It may be of

interest to study the effect of vitamin in

such of these casei)/ whpre thyroid feeding

stimulates growth. The data presented in

Table II make it clear that the activities of

both catalase and amylase are appreciably

decreased in the thyroid hormone-supplemen-
ted group. In mammals, thyroxine administra-

tion has been observed to diminish catalase'^

and amylase activities. It is evident

from this, that Corcyra reacts to thyroxine
supplementation in a manner similar to higher

Table II

Influence o/, thyroid hormone supplementation on the catalase and amylase activity of Corcyra

Supplement added
Amount added
Mg./gni diet

C.atalase

units^

% Deviation
from control

Amylase unitst
% Deviation
from control

Control
Thyroxine
Triioefothyronine

Thyroxamine

No supplement
2-0
0*1

3*0, »

564-5
264-6
271-0
260-0

~63
-48
-64

1100
692
803
589

-37
-27
-46

* Catalase unit : ml. of NVIOO potassium permanganate consumed per gm. of tissue per minute,

t Amylase unit (Smith and Roe) : mg. of starch hydrolysed by 1 gm. of tissue in 30 minutes.
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animals. Hitherto, in higher animals it has

not been possible to show beyond doubt

whethei the changes in activities of many
enzyme systems observed in thyrotoxicosis are

all due to a direct action of thyroid hormone,
or are due to a generalised influence on bodj

processes following an imbalance of the entire-

endocrine set-up. The similarity of Corcyra

to mammals in reacting in the same way to

thyroxine administration can thus be made
use of in studying the specificity of the action

of thyroid hormone on enzyme systems common
to Cc^rcyra and mammals. This is specially

significant when it is pointed out that in in-

vestigations with an organism like Corcyra

interference due to other vertebrate endocrine

secretions can be eliminated.

Triiodothyronine, though supplemented at a

very low concentration when com{)ared with

thyroxine, produces about the same decrease

in enzyme activities. The fact that throxamine

is as powerful as thyroxine in decreasing the

enzyme activities of Corcyra lends further

support to the suggestion-'^ that lower organ-

isms are unable to differentiate any slight

change in the alanine side chain of thyroxine

moiety.

The authors wish to thank Hoffman-la-Roche

Ltd., Basle, Switzerland, for the sample of

thyroxamine used in this investigation.

University Biochem. Tiab., N. R. Moudgal.

Madra,s-25, *• E. Raghupathy.

July 8, 1958. B. S. Sarma.
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THE CONDENSING ENZYME IN
GARCENIA LEAVES {JKANTHOCHYMUS

GUTTIFERAE)
$

The widespread presence of the condensing
enzyme in animal tissues has been adequately

demonstrated.^ While its presence? in yeast, bac-

teria and moulds has been detected,- ’^ few in-

vestigations have been reported about its

occurrence in plant tissues. As citric acid is

known to accumulate in several plant tissues like

Garcenia (Xanthochymus guttijeroe)

,

it becomes
of interest to investigate the occurrence or other-

wise of the condensing enzyme in such tissues.

The present note reports the occurrence of the

condensing enzyme in. Garcenia leaves.

Garcenia leaves were kept under ice im-
mediately on removal from the tiee and all sub-

sequent operations carried out at 0“ C. The
central nerves of the leaves were removed (leaves

in which the latex oozed out were discarded

as the latex was found to inhibit the enzyme)
and the remaining parts were cut into very thin

pieces and ground in a chilled mortar for 15

minutes at 0'^ C. with one-third the weight >£

alumina and twice the volume of 0 • 02 M phos-

phate buffer. pH 7*2. The extract was separated

from the debris by centrifugation for 15 minutes*

at 12,000 r.p.m. and at 0“ C. Ammonium sulphate

precipitation and gel adsorption techniques were
used to obtain a highly purified fraction. This

fraction was used for the experiment.

Ammonium sulphate fraction of an extract

of E. eoli, N.R.C. 428, prepared according to

the method of Ramakrishnan and Martin,-* wa.^

used as a source of transacetylase.

Citric acid was determined quantitatively by

the method of Saffran and Denstedt.^ Qualita-
tive identification of the acid was made by the

paper chromatographic technique described by
Varma and Ramakrishnan."’

One millilitre of the complete system for

condensing enzyme assay contained 10 mM of

phosphate buffer, pH 7 ; 8 mM of MgClj ;
12 units

of CoA,*‘- IOmM of cysteine hydrochloride; 8

of dilithium acetyl phosphat^ 0-04 ml. of trans-

acetylase preparation (9 mg./ifil.) , 20 /i*M of

OAA, enzyme preparation and water to make
the final volume to 1 millilitre. The tempera-

ture of incubation was 30*' C. This is es$entially

the same system 'as was used by Ochoa, Stern

and Schneider.^

The enzyme preparation readily catalysed the

synthesis of citrate from acetyl phosphate, CoA,

CoA. Coenzymt? A; OAA, Uxalacetate : CSH,
('ysteinf hydiochloride: At.~P, Acetyl phosphate.
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and oxalacetate in presence of a source of Irans- The authors express their thanks to the Head

acetylase. * Botany Department, Baroda University,

• Table I

Citrate synthesising system in leaves of Xanthochymus guttiferae

requirements for enzyme activity"^

/xM Citrate

formed

Complete
‘system

I*l\oVph.\te

•11 ‘OH

Deletion from complete system

MgCl. Co V (’S![ V- V o v\ Fnxyme

•05 •02 •02 0-0 0-0 0-0

Trans

'

acetylase

c

•04

* 'fhe system v^as imul)aud h)i 40 minutes at 30" C.

FlO, Etfect t)f eii/jmc ». uncentiation and jieriod

of incubation cn^condensing en/yme.

Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of citrate

synthesis on eri^yme concentration and time of

incubation, '

The requirement for the various components

of the system is shown in Table I.

The data presented demonstrate conclusively

the presence of the condensing enzyme in Gai-

cenia leaves. This lends support to the hypo-

thesis that citric acid may be synthesised, at

least in part, through the condensation of* active

acetate and oxalacetate. Details of the purifi-

cation and characteristics of the condensing

enzyme will be published elsewhere.

for having allowed them to use the leaves from
the Botany Garden, and to Miss Mary Clements,

Division of Applied Biology, National Research

Council of Canada, for the gift of lyophilised

E. coli. One of the authors (W. M. D.) acknow-
ledges the receipt tof a Research Training

Scholarship from the Ministry of Education,

Government of India.

Biochemistry Dept., W. M. Deshpande.

Baroda University, C. V. Ramakrishnan.
Baroda, India, July 21, 1958.
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DETERMINATION OF BLOOD SUGAR
USING 0-02 ml. OF FINGERTIP BLOOD

Miller and Van Slyke.^ and Sommogyi- re-

ported about the differences in the blood sugar

levels in capillary and venous blood. They
found that the capillary blood sugar was higher

than that of the venous blood.

The present investigation is aimed at deve-

loping a suitable micro-method for the deter-

mination of blood sugar in fingertip blood and

,
to study the variations in the blood sugar levels

in samples under normal and pathological states.
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In a series of twenty-five preliminary obser-

vations with normal subjects under fasting con-
ditions the fingertip blood sugar was determin-

ed using 0 02 ml. of blood obtained from the

ring fingers of the left hands by a sharp prick

with a triangular needle. The Hagedorn and
Jensen’s * method was utilized for these deter-

minations with suitable modifications as fol-

lows :

In each of two centrifuge tubes was taken 1 ml.

of 0*45% zinc sulphate and 0-02 ml. of 0-1

N

sodium hydroxide solution and mixed; 0-02 ml.

of blood drawn directly from a fingerprick into a

liellige micropipette was then blown into one

of these tubes, the other tube being kept as a

blank. The micropipette was washed twice

with the fluid in the tube and both the tubes

were kept in a boiling water-bath for 2 min.,

cooled and centrifuged in an electrit centrifuge

at 2,000 r.p.m. for 2 min. The supernatant fluids

were carefully decanted off into two 50 ml. coni-

cal flasks, the precipitates washed twice with

2 c.c. portions of distilled-water, centrifuged and

the washings added to tile respective conical

flasks. Two ml. of a standard potassium ferri-

cyanide solution was now added to each of these

conical flasks, which were them placed on la.

boiling water-bath for exactly 10 min. After

heating, the flasks were cooled and 3 ml. of an

iodine-sulphate solution followed by 2 ml. of

.3% acetic acid solution Was added to each of

these flasks. The solutions were then imme-
diate!^ titrated against 0-005 N sodium thio-

sulphate solution using starch as the indicator.

The figure representing ml. of thiosulphate

required for the blank minus ml. re-

quired for the blood sample was calculated
and the blood sugar value corresponding to

this figure was directly read off* from the refer-

ence curve (Fig. 1 ) which was previously drawn
by using the same reagents and procedures but
substituting 0 02 ml. of blood by the same
volume of a number of standard glucose (A.R.)
.solutions of varying concentrations.

The fasting blood sugar values obtained by
this method in 2.5 normal subjects ranged from
1 02-120 rng./lOO c.c. of blood.

Biochem. Lab., H. D. Bkahmachari.
Birla College, Pilani, Mahendra Kumar.*
Rajasthan. June 9, 1958.

•
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DETECTION OF ACETYL CoA
DEACYLASE IN CITRIC ACID
PRODUCING STRAIN OF
ASPERGILLUS NIGER

Investigations carried out recently in this labo-

ratory on the mechanism of formation of citric

acid in A. niger led to the observation that,

during the early stages of fermentation of this

mold no citric acid was formed despite the pre-

sence of several citrate synthesising enzymes
such as the condensing enzyme, oxalacetic car-

boxylase, pyruvic oxidase, ctc.^ This led the

authors to suspect that there might be a for-

mation of Co and C^ acids which, however,

might be hydrolysed as soon as they are form-

ed by some powerful hydrolysing enzyme sys-

tems thus preventing ttie forrtiatipn of sufficient

amounts of substrates neces.sary for the syn-

thesis of citrate. Studies were therefore under-

taken in this laboratory to investigate the pre-

sence of these hydj'olysing enzymes in c*ell-free

extracts of A. iiigcr during the early stages of

fermentation. The detection of one such enzyme,

namely, oxalacetic hydrolase, has alrea'dy been

reported.* ^ The presence of another such en-

zyme, namely, acetyl CoA deacylase, which

.hydrolyses the acti^ie acetate formed, has now
been detected.
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Aspergillus niger, NCIM 611 was grown in

a synthetic medium used by Damodaran,
Jagannathan and Kartar Singh/’ After 72 hr.

of incubation. 'the moJd mat was washed well

with ice cold 0’02M phosphate buffer, pH 7*0

and ground in a chilled mortar for 30 min. at

0® C. with equal weight of alumina (Alco A.

301) and four times its volume of 0-02M phos-

phate buffer, pH 7-0. The extract was sepa-

rated from tlie debris by centrifugation foi-

ls min. at 12,000 r.p.m. and at 0 ® C. Ammonium
sulphate precipitation and gel adsorption tech-

niques were used to obtain a highly purified

fraction. This fraction was tested for acetyl

CoA deacylase activity.

1*5 millilitre of the complete assay system con-

tained 100 mM glycine buffer, pH 6 * 8 ; 4 mM of

MgCl, ; 12 units of coenzyme A, 2 /aM of cys-

teine hydrochloride ; 8M of dilithium acetyl

phosphote
;

0*1 ml. of transacetylase prepara-

tion (9mg./ml.); 1 mM of sodium fluoride,

0*04 ml. of enzyme preparation and water lo

make the final volume to 1*5 millilitre. Blanks

without CoA and phosphotransacetylase were
run. All were incubated for 40 min. kt 26® C.

and acetyl phosphate left over was determined

by the method of Lipmann and Tuttle.^' Sodium
fluoride was used to suppress any phosphatase

activity.

Ammonium sulphate fraction of E. coli, N.R.C..

428 prepared according to the method of Rama-
krishnan and Martin" was used as a source of

transacetylase.

One unit of enzyme activity is defined as the

amount of enzyme required in order to effect

the disappearance of 1 of acetyl phosphate

under experimental conditions.

The enzyme preparation readily cataly.sed the

hydrolysis of acetyl phosphate in presence ol

CoA and transacetylase.

Fig. 1 illustrates the dependence of acetyl CoA
deacylase activity on the enzyme concentration

and time of * incubation.

Studies carried out on the. requirements for

the various components '‘of the enzyme system

show that acetyl phosphate does' not disappear

with the omission of deacylase coenzyme A,

transacetylase and acetyl phosphate in the com-

ponent system whereas its disappearance is less

with the omission of sodium fluoride, magne-
sium phloride and cysteine hydrochloride

(0-53 mM* acetyl phosphate disappears in com-
plete system whereas 0*31, 0 12 a.id '0*42

of acetyl phosphate disappear in absence of

sodium fluoride, magnesium chloride and cys-*

teine hydrochloride).

[
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The data presented demonstrate conclusively
the presence of the acetyl CoA deacylase in

cell-free extracts obtained from 3-day-old mat
of A. niger. The high activity of this enzyme
in A. niger during early stages of fermentation
when no citnc acid accumulates and its very

Fill. 1. Kffei't of onzynit (. onLeniiation on the
activity of acetyl (*oA deaLylase

low activity during later stages when citric acid

accumulates^' suggests that, during early stages

of fermentation, this 'enzyme hydrolyses the ace-

tyl CoA formed 'thus preventing it from combin-
ing with C 4

acid to Ltfcm citrate. Details of

the purifleation and characteristics of acetyl CoA
deacylase will be published elsewhere.

Biochemistry Dept., C. V. Ramakrishnan.
Baroda University, P. N. Raina.
Baroda, India,

July 29, 1958.

* 0*04 ml. of the enzyme was used.
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ON THE SUGAR CONSTITUENTS OF
PROCERANIN, SAPONIN OF
ALBIZZIA PROCERA BENTH.

In a recent communication to the Academy of

Sciences, Paris, ^ the presence of a new sapo-

nin, proceranin, m.p. 156-58°, in Albizzia pro-

cera Benth. seeds has been reported. The sapo-

genin obtained by the hydrolysis of this sapo-

nin has been characterised as machaerinic acid

(A ^“-3 yj-21 *5-dihydroxy-18 y:^-oleanene-28-oic

acid) in contrast to the presence of echinocys-

txc acid (16 a-hydroxy oleanolic acid) and olea-

nolic acAd in Albizzia lebbeJc Benth.2 and echino-

cystic acid in Albizzia althelmintica.^

The solution of the sugars obtained after the

hydrolysis of the saponin, proceranin, with sul-

phuric acid was neutralised with freshly preci-

pitated barium carbonate and the neutral fil-

trate obtained after the removal of barium sul-

phate was evaporated to dryness in a vacuum
oven at 35-40° C. The syrupy residue left over

was dissolved in a few drops of water and

chromatographed alongside, with authentic

sugars using Whatman filter-paper No. 1 and
butanol: ethanol: water (4 : 1*1 : l-9),‘* as

solvent mixture using the descending technique

The spots were revealed by spraying with p-

anisidine phosphate''* and aniline hydrogen
phthalate.‘‘ It showed the presence of four

sugars, d-glucose, d-arabinosc, d-xylose and
l-rhamnose. Similar results were obtained

when the acid hydrolysate-Avas passed through

a column of Amberlite IRA 400 and paper

chromatographed. IJ. be mentioned that

the presence of a large number of different

sugars in saponin of this class (triterpenic) is

not rare (cf. Randia dtimetorum'^ and Albizzia.

lebbek Benth.«).

Dept, of Chemistry, M. O. Farooq.

Muslim University, I. P. Varshney.

Aligarh, June 25, 1958. Hameedul Hasan.
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PJFFECT OF HUMUS OF LEGUME AND
NON-LEGUME ORIGIN ON THE

NITROGEN FIXATION IN
AZOTOBACTER CHROOCOCCUM

Humus is known to have remarkable stimula-

tory effect on microbiological activities in soil.^-^

Recently an investigation was carried out to see

if difference in the origin of soil humus affected

nitrogen fixation by Azotobacier chroococcum
differently.

Two lb. of Delhi soil* sieved through a 2 mm.
sieve were mixed with 5% of its weight of the

dried and pulverised leaves and stems of the

respective plants under study. The latter in-

cluded three legumes, guar {Cyamopsis psora-

lioides), dhaincha {Sesbania aculeata), sunn-
hemp (Crotolaria juncea)

,

and two cereals,

maize (Zea ynaijs) and paddy (Oryza sativa).

After making up the moisture to one-third the

saturation capacity, the soils were maintained
in pots at room temperature, for two months
for decomposition of the plant material in the

soil and formation of humus. At the end of

this period, the soils were taken out from the

pots, air-'dried and the humus isolated by the

method of Sprengel.^^ The humus so ob-

tained was suspended in water and
made upto a suitable volume. The concentra-
tion of the humus in the suspensions and the

nitrogen and the carbon content of suitable

aliquots were determined. Seventeen mg. of

the humus were added to 100 ml. of Fred and
Waksmait’s medium'* and inoculated with a

strain of Azotobacter chroococcum, isolated

from Delhi soil. The amount of nitrogen fixed

by the organism after incubation of 21 days
at 32-5° C. was determined by KjeldahPs
method.

The composition of the humus obtained from
decomposition of different plant materials ir

Delhi soil is given in Table I and the relative

Table I

Composition of humus from diffetrent plant

materials
9

(Constituents expfessed as f)(*r«cent.

, ofi moisture-free b;isi^)

Material (

'

N C/N

Soil humus (from 57-00 8*70 6*65
untreated soil) ,

Guar humus .. 57*62 5*47 10*47
Dhaincha huimis .. 58*09 6*24 9*31
Sunnhemp do. .. 58*14 7*16 8*12
Maize do. .. 58*09 8*53 6*81
Paddy do. :. 58*02 6*18 11-20
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amounts of nitrogen fixed by Azotobacter

chroococcmn with humus of different origin are

given in Table II.

• Table II

Effect of humus of different origin on nitrogen

fixation by Azotobacter chroococcum

(Each N-figurt* is an average of mmations)

Material
Nitrogen fixed

fing./g”*- nranmte^

Control (set without 111111111 ^%) 9-23
Soil humus 7*73
Gu;ir humus 10 -90
Dhaincha humus 8-37
Sunnhemp do. 8-93
Maize do. 7-70
Paddy do. 7*87

Significant at 1 pin cent,

C’.l). at 1 pel cent.

(Juar Sunnhenip Dhaincha /‘</(/</|' lAi/oc' S(J// ('ontioi

It may be observed from the data in 'Table 1

that both humus from guar and paddy had
lower contents of nitrogen but higher C/N
ratios than the humus from other plant mate-
rials. *

However, the amount of nitrogen fixation b.v

Azotobacter in culture solutions was highest

with humus from guar. This was followed by
the sets treated with humus from sunnhemp
and dhaincha. Humus from the cereals, maize
and paddy accelerated nitrogen fixation b>

Azotobacter only to the extent accomplished by
humus from untreated soil, as compared to con-
trol (set without, humus). The differeni

amounts of nitrogen fixed could not be corre -

lated with the carbon or nitrogen values or

their ratios.

The author’s thanks are due to Dr. B. P. Pal,

Director, I.A.H.L, New Delhi, for permission t(»

publish this note, and to Dr. R. V. Tamhanc
for encouragement during the course of thi.-;

work.

Indian Agric. Res. Inst., V. Iswaran.

New Delhi, July 12, 1J58.
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GRANITE- PAKHAL RELATIONSHIP
(YELLANDLAPAD AREA)

The Pakhal rocks occupy considerable areas

in parts of Khammam and Warangal Districts

of Andhra Pradesh (Toposheets No. 65 C/NW
and 65 C/N'E) and they consist of quartzitic

sandstones, clayslates and limestones. Around

the Yellandlapad region they are further

metamorphosed to quartzites, phyllites, schists

and marbles. Their outcrops are separated by

3 granitic bays, viz., the Karepalli, Yellandlapad

and Betharnpudi bays. From their geological

setting, structural features and lithology,

William Kingi correlated these rocks with the

Cuddapahs. Subsequently they were studied

in detail by Mahadevan- and Heron. '• While

Mahadevan thinks that Pakhals are really of

middle Dharwar age similar to the Gangpur
series of Orissa and that the three g*ranitic

bays are younger intrusions. Heron is of the

view that they should he correlated to thp

Cuddapahs resting on the Peninsular gneisses,

since in their type area and all along to the

east of Muner River they do not exhibit any

high degree of metamorphism. It is only in

the Yellandlapad regiijn that the rocks show in-

tense rnetamorphism, and the Pakhal-granite

relationships are complicated and these are

supposed to be due to deep folding, down
buckling, rnigmalisation, remelting and so on.

The author during a course of detailed lield

examination of the' Pakhal-granite relationships

in an area oV nearly 150 sq. miles found

that the rocks are dominantly phyllitic, witli

subordinate crystalline limestones and quart-

zites. At places the phyllites have been

converted into schists. All the rocks have
roughly a NE strike at times changing to a

NW or even WNW and have a high south-

easterly dip of 60" to 80®.

Studies in the field and laboratory of the

so-called granites show that they are more
like migmatites with only subordinate granite,

thus supporting Read’s contention that there is

a very close association in the field of meta-
morphic, migmatitic and granitic rocks
(his Plutonic series) and they are very
much foliated. Close observation has further

revealed that these granites, including the
migmatites, are quite possibly highly meta-
morphosed Pakhal phyllites. At several places,

transition can be seen in which the phyllites

are altering into schists and these in turn
into gneisses. Felspathisation is taking place
along the foliation planes of the schists and
in some cases felspar ovoids, both pink and
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white, are noticed. These are further

supported by petrographic studies m the

laboratory of nearly 100 microsections.

Large patches of Pakhal xenoliths in the

granite mentioned by B/iahadevaii are merely

rocks in which the process of granitization

has not been completed. Another important

fact that emerged out of these studies is thai

the foliation direction in the gneisses more or

less coincides with the regional strike of the

Pakhals. Such remarkable parallelism means

two things: either (1) the gneisses have been

formed by the granitization of the Pakhals or

(2* that any magma that was intruded into

the sediments was subjected to the same de-

forming forces. The indication of a magmatic

intrusion is not much in evidence. The granite

almost looks like a felspathised Pakhal schi.st.

Even if it is conceded that a granite magma
ha.s intruded into the Pakhals, the meta-

morjihism that they have undergone is not

thermal metamorphism but regional meta-

morphism in which both the gneisses and

Pakhals suffered siniilai* delormation. 'Phis i^

further supported by petrofabric studies in the

laboratoiy. Petrofabric diagrams prepared in

the laboratory for both gneisses and Pakhals

Miggest that both have undergone same struc-

tuial deformation suggesting a same tectonic

and petrogenitic hrstory lor both types Here

again detailed structural studies have thrown
.some light. The Pakhals of this area have

been very much folde*d into 3 synclines (one

of which east of Yellandlafiad is an isocline!

with connecting antiVlines. There appears to

be sufficient relationship between metamorphism
and depth zones. The presence of uncrystal-

liscd banded limestones and slaty phyllites ai

some places clearly prove that they are in the

epizone. Those rocks which were included in

the cores of anticlines may be supposed to

have suffered greater metamorphism and
granitized while in the adjacent synclines they

have not passed beyond the phyllite stage. In

fact it is by the removal of the anticlinial

tops that the granite core> has been exposed.

In view of the above field and laboratory

evidence, the author agrees with Mahadevan’s
opinion that the granites of this area arc

definitely younger than the Pakhals. Whether
they resulted from the consolidation of magma
or whether they were formed by granitization

of the Pakhal rocks is the problem which can

be solved only by a detailed field and labora-

tory investigation which is now under progress.

The author is grateful to Dr, S. Balakrishno,

Geology Department, Osmania University, for

suggesting the problem and for his helpful

discu.ssion <ind guidanci; throughout the work.

Geology Department, Y. .Janardan Rao.

O.sm^nia University, ,

Hyderabad, Deccan.

June 18, 1958.
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STERILITY IN GRAM
The occurrence of s’terility in crop plants is a

common phenomena and has been reported by
several workers in a large number of crops.

In case of gram (Cicer aricliniirn L.), .Jagan-

nathrao and Subramanyan,' earlier re-

ported sterility where the structure correspond-

ing* to the ovary was found to contain minute

i tamcn-like organs and some green bodies. They
noted segregation of fertile and sterile plants

in individual plant progenies of apparently nor-

,mal plants but did not study the inheritance.

During the course of genctical studies in grffm

at Kanpur, sterility was noted. This paper

d(Nils with its morphology and inheritance.

During the studies of tlje inheritance of a

new mutant named Bunchy- sterile plants were
noted in 1,956-57 m an F.j progeny of a

bpnchy mutant type plant. The F_.j progeny
bred true for the mutant type character but
segregated into fertile and sterile plants. The
sterile plants were like the bunchy mutant in

all respects except for their smaller leaflet and
flower size and lighter foliage colour and more
vigorous growth (Figs. I and 2). Unlike the

.sterile mutant reported by Jagannathrao and

FlO. 1. Fertile. FKt. 2, Sterile.

Subramanyan (1934) where the ovary was re-

placed by minute stamen-like organs, this
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mutant had apparently normal pistillate and
staminate parts but it' was observed that the

anthers did not dehisce properly and less amount
of pollen was produced than in the fertile plants.

This, however, could not be any cause of steri-

lity as the amount of pollen produced was still

enough to give proper seed set. The pollen

when studied with acetocarmine stain was
found to be quite normal. The meiotic studies

also did not reveal any abnormality and the

number of chromo.some.s w^k? found to be ?i — 8

both in case of sterile and fertile plants. More
than two hundred reciprocal crosses were mad(‘

between the sterile and fertile plants but no

pod-setting look place. It is. therefore, conclud-

ed that there was complete male and female

sterility in this case

During 11)56-57, in the progeny of the F.j

bunchy mutant type plant there were 75 fertile

and 29 sterile plants. This gave a good lit to

a 3 fertile : 1 sterile ratio a.s the chi-square

value is not significant (Chi-square 0*461
;

P. value between 0*5()-()*20) . Ten apparently

normal fertile plants were selected from this

population and Ihcir individual plant progenies

vfere grown during 1957-58. The results of

segregation arc given in Table I.

Table I

Breeding behaviour of ten progenies of

apparently normal plants selected in 1956-57

Segregation 'Petal

preny No. of

Fertile Sterile plants

1 322 102 121

2 no 11 l.').l

3 137 .70 187

4 136 19 185

5 178 64 242

6 All 183

7 150 40 190

8 222 «94 316

9 All 2.73

10 138 62 * 200

("hi -square

(3:1)
V. value

0-201 0- 95 -0- 50

1-016 0- 50 - 0- 2<»

0-296 0< 95 -tr'5t»

0-217 0 -95 -0 -.70

0-269 0 '95 -0- .50

breeds true

1 - .57.7 0 50 -U •2t)

3*797 0 >10 -O'05
breeds tiue

* 3-367 0’10 -0 -05

Of the ten progenies, two bred true for fer-

tility and the remaining eight progenies segre-

gated into fertile and sterile plants and gave a

good fit to 3 : 1 ratio (Table I).

These results indicate that sterility in this

case is genic and is a simple recessive to the

normal fertile condition. As no abnoAnality in

the pollen and the meiotic behaviour of this

sterile mutant was observed, embryological

studies will now be made. It appears that

sterility i.s due to some incompatibility pheno
mena.

Govt. Res. Farm, Oharampal Singh.

Kanpur, May 8, 1958. Radhey Shyam.

1. Jagannathrao, and Sabramanyan, P., “ A note
on the occurrence of sterility in Bengalgrani
(C. 7',zneti7iNm L.),” Madras Ai^ri, /, 1934, 22,

187.

2. Singh. Dhaiampal and Uadhe> Shyam, “Genetic^ <>t

two new nmtanls in gram, i'lct'r anctntt4in L.,”

hid, y. t v”-’ PL Preednt}: (unpublished).

BLIGHT OF SESAME {SESAMUM
ORIENTALE L.) CAUSED BY

ALTERNARIA SESAMI (KAWAMURA)
N. COMB.

A .SEVERE Alicrnaria blight of Sesame or Til

(Scsamuni orient ale L.) resulling in defoliation

was observed during November-December
1957 in the State Agricultural Research Station.

Bhubaneswar. Further survey of the Sesame
crop in the cultivators' fields in the district of

Ganjam, Puri, Cuttack and Dhenkanal reveal-

ed that the disease was widespread and under

moist conditions was responsible for considerable

damage.

The disease manifests mainly on the leaf

blade as brown, round to irregular spots vary-

ing from 1 mm. to 8 mhl. in diameter. In early

stages of infection^ minute brown spots appear

on the leaf blade which/iatcu* become darker

in colour with concentric zonations demarcated

with brown lines inside the spots on the upper
surface (Pdg. 1 ) . On the undersurface, the

spots are greyish brown in colour. In severe

infections, several spots coalesce together involv-

ing a major portion of the leaf blade and the

affected leaves dry and usually drop off.

The fungus was isolated from the infected

leaves and the pathogenicity of the fungus was
proved.

The fungus is characterized by simple, erect,

more or less flexuose, yellowish brown, 0-3-

scptale conidiophores, arising singly, measuring
30-54 X 4*5-6 *5 g and each bearing conidia
singly or in chains at the apex. Conidia are
obclavatc, yellowish-brown to dark oliva-

ceous brown in colour and measure 30-

120 X 9-30 M (excluding the beak), have 4-12
transverse septa and 0-6 longitudinal septa, at

which they are slightly constricted and ter-

*minate in a long, hyaline beak 24-210 X 2-3

(Fig. 2).
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In morphology the fungus closely resembles
Macrosporium sesami Kawamura (Frivgi, Nip-
pon Fnngological Soc., 1, No. 2, p. 27, 1931),
but differs from it in having some of the conidia
occurring in chains. The authors consider lhai

on account of its catenate conidia, the fungus
would more properly be placed in Alternaria,

and Alternaria sesami (Kawamura) n. comb, is

therefore proposed.

kk;. i
• Fig. 2

Fig. 1. Symptoms*of the\list;ase on the leaf.
Fig. 2. Camera lucicla drawing of ronidiophores and

conidia of Alternaria sesami

(<?) Conidia.

(^) Conidiophores.

Specimens of the host material with the
pathogen have been deposited in the Herba-
rium of Mycology and Plant Pathology Section,
Bhubaneswar, in Herb. Crypt. Ind. Orient.
New Delhi (Accession No. 25921) and in Com-
monwealth Mycological Institute, Kew, England
(Herb. I.M.I. No. 71586).
The authors are indebted to the Director and

Dr. Ellis of Commonwealth Mycological Insti-
tute, England, for having kindly identified the
fungus.

Sec. of Mycology & Plant N. N. Mohanty.
Pathology, B. *C. Behera.

Utkal Krushi Mahabidyalaya,

Bhubaneswar, May 12, 1958.

STUDIES ON VIRUS DISEASES OF
PLANTS IN MADHYA PRADESH

^
I. Green Rosette of Vinca

•

About 90% plants of Vivco rosea L. in the

garden of our Department, were observed to

show certain abnormal features during Janu-
ary 1955. These plants were characterised by
extreme shortening of most of the lateral

branches and their sub-brancbes .which bore
very much reduced \paves. The lamina in the

case of these leaves was thin, soft and gla-

brous with a uniform green colour. These
leaves were situated very near together form-
ing tufts with the result that these shoots had
a rosetted appearance as seen in the accom-
panying figure. The flowers produced by these
branches were much smaller than those pro-
duced by normal plants. Most of them did noi

open and none formed fruit. There was, how-
ever, no discoloration or distortion of any of

the floral parts.

Several attempts made to transmit the dis-

ease to young healthy plants of Vinca by sap
inoculation using carborundum powder as an
abrasive, gave negative results. The disease
was, however, successfully transmitted
wedge grafting to healthy Vinca plants raised

from seed and kept under insect-proof condi-
tions. After 4-6 weeks from the date of graft-
ing, typical symptoms of the disease developed
in the shoots produced by the stocks. Control
plants grafted with healthy scions remained free
from the disease during the same period.

Fig. 1

As roset#e is a well-known disease of ground-
nut plants attempts were made to transmit the
disease of Vinca to healthy groundnut plants by
grafting, but they were not successful.
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Brooks* in the Gambia observed Vinca plants

showing typical symptoms of groundnut rosette.

However, accca'ding to Hayes- there are three

distinct types of rosette disease of groundnuts

in the Gambia, transmissible by grafting. These
are : ( I ) Chlorosis Rosette, which is by far the

most common and is characterised by chlorotic-

patches on affected leaves. (2) Green Rosette,

so called because no chlorosis occurs and the

leaves are darker in colour than in a normal

plant. (3) Type No. 3 characterised by thick-

ening of the stem and its curving in a clock-

wise direction. In the absence of any detailed

account of the symptoms it is not known which
of the above-mentioned three types of symp-
toms were observed by Brooks on Vinca.

Again, no attempt appears to have been made
to transmit the symptoms to healthy Vinca

plants to establish the virus nature of the dis-

ease nor to transmit the symptoms to healthy

groundnut plants to show that the symptoms
observed on Vinca were due to groundnut

losette.

The symptoms observed on Vinca and de-

scribed herein are obviously, different from
Chlorosis Rosette and Type No. 3 described by
Hayes as there is no chlorosis of leaves or curv-

ing of the stem of the affected plants. They,

however, resemble the green rosette of ground-

nuts to some extent as there is no chlorosis of

tlic leaves winch are very much reduced and are

m tufts, but they differ from green rosette symp-
toms on groundnuts in some important respects

because in Vitica there is no red colouration of

the calyx and no thickening of the stem. Again,

the disease could not be transmitted by graft-

ing from Vinca to healthy groundnut plants.

It appears therefore that the disease of Vinca
under report is distinct from groundnut rosette.

I am grateful to Shri D. W. Kshirsagar, Head
of Botany Department, for providing facilities

and to Shri S. N. Mishra, then a student of

mine, for taking the photograph used here.

Dept, of BotsfLiy, R. P. Garga.

Holkar College, Indore (M.P.J,

May 20, 1958. .
*

1, brooks, A. A;///. Gamha.
1932, 9-11.

‘

2. Hayes,'!'. K., Trop.Aiint. 1932,9, 211-1 7.

THREE NEW B.ACTERIAL DISEASES
OF PLANTS FROM BOMBAY STATE

1 . Seedling Blight of ONjfON •

A NEW bacterial disease causing severe tip

blight of onion seedlings in Nasik and Broach
Districts received in 1953 showed it to be dif-

Current
Science

ferent from the blight, bulb rots and streak

.so far described. In severe ca.ses, the symptoms
extended up to ground level, killing the plants.

'Fhc technical description of tlie pathogen herein

named Phytobacicriuni siccatnm sp. nov. is

given below :

Short rods, mostly single, rarely in pairs,

1-6 X 0*9 /u
; 1-2 polar flagella

;
gram negative :

capsulated ;
non-spore-former

; not acid-fast ;

colonics on potato dextrose agar plates ai'e

circular with entire margin, shining, butyrous,

pearly white, measuring 7 mm. in 8 days
;
simi-

lar but heavier growth on yeast-glucoso-chalk

agar ;
copious, pale olive Buff (R) growth on

potato cylinders
;

gelatine and starcli not

attacked ;
plain milk neither digested nor pep-

ton ised ; litmus milk turned alkaline
;
NH . an<f

H.^S from peptone ; NO.^ reduced to NO.>
;
no

indol
;
M.R. and V.P. tests negative ; no green

fluorescence ; in a peptone-free medium, acid

without gas from dextrose, lactose, xylose,

sucrose, mannitol, glycerol, levulosc, dulcitol

and .salicin
;
optimum temperature for growtii

27-31" C. ; thermal fieath-point Cr^ C.

Pathogenic lo Allium r.aiwuin li. and
A. cepa L. Found at Broach and Nasik.

2. Leaf-Spot of Martynia diandra Glox.

The symptoms of a new bacterial disease on

Mariyma diandra received from Nasik and East

Khandesh Districts were manifested as minute,

water-soaked, translucent, round to angular

leaf-spots measuring*- 1-3 mm. Under severe

infection, the spots coalesce forming streaks

along the veins. Leases a^npear to be more
susceptible and drop down with the slightest

touch when heavily infected. The pathogen
herein named Xantliomonas martinicola

sp. nov. differs from Bacterium mariynice

Elliott in many respects. Its technical descrip-

tion is as follows :

Short rods with rounded ends, single but
rarely in pairs, measuring 1*3 x 0-6 /x; gram
negative ; capsulated ; non-spore-forming

; not

acid-fast ; motile by polar flagellum
;

colonies

on potato dextrose agar plates circular with
entire margin, smooth, glistening, butyrous,
6-12 mm. in 8 days. Baryta yellow (R); growth
on potato cylinders copious, flowing, Barium
yellow (R); gelatine and starch attacked;
casein digested

; milk peptonised with curdling ;

litmus reduced ; NH.^ and IL,S from peptone ;

NO.{ not reduced
;
no indole

; M.R. and V.P.
tests negative. In a peptone-free medium, acid
without gas from glucose, lactose, xylose, suc-
rose, mannitol, levulose and gly'^cerol

;
no growth

in salicin ; aerobic
;
thermal death-point about

Letters to the Editor
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52" C. Optimum temperature for growth

27-30” C.

Pathogenic to Martynia diandra. Found in

Nasik and East Khandesh Districts.

3. Leaf-Spot of Vitis carnosa Wall.

A new bacterium inciting spot.s* on leaves of

Viiis carnosa received from Jalgaon differs from

others pathogenic to Viiis spp. The spots arc

1-3 mm., rough to touch, dark in colour and

surrounded by halo with raised centre due to

bacterial exudate. The technical description of

the pathogen herein named Xanthomonas viiu •

carnosMe sp. nov. is given below :

Short rods with j'ounded ends, single bui

rarely in pairs, measuring 1*6 > 0*8/^; gram

negative : capsulated ;
non-spore-forming ; not

acid-fast
;
motile by a polar flagellum ;

colonies

on potato dextrose agar plates circjalar with

entire margin, smooth, glistening, butyrous,

5-10 mm. in 8 days. Barium yellow (R); growth

on potato cylinders copious, flowing. Baryta

yellow (R); gelatine and .starch attacked;

casein digested : milk peptcyii.sed with clearing

at the top ; litmus reduced ; NH^ and HoS from

peptone ; NO., not reduced ; no indole ; M.R.

and VP. te.sts negative. In a peptone-free

medium, acid without gas from gluco.se, lactose,

xylo.se, sucrose, mannitol, levulose, galactose

and glycerol
; no growth in salicin ; jerobic ;

thermal death-point about 51” C.; optimuni

temperature for growth 27-30' C.

Pathogenic to Viiis cariK^o but not to V, vinl-

fera. Found at Jalgaon. •

The detaiU'd acc^iunt ^ill be published else-

where.

Plant Pathological Lab., L, Muniz.

College of Agriculture, M. K, Patel.

Poona, May 27, 1958.

SELECTION OF MURRAH BUFFALOES
FOR MILK YIELD ON THE BASIS OF

UDDER CONFORMATION
Farmers in India usually select buffaloes for

milk yield on the basis of udder conformation.

This phenomenon* has ne'ver been put to any
scientific test. We are, however, for the first

time reporting here an experiment which gives

evidence of the utility of udder conformation

for selecting buffaloes for higher milk yield.

Twenty Murrah buffaloes constituted the ex-

perimental material, seven in first lactation,

eleven in second lactation and two in third lac-

tation. The health of these animals in general

was very good. Milk yield of each animal was
recorded under supervision.

The animals were scored before the evening

milking. The udder score was made by visual-

izing (^stention of the udder. Animal with

highly distended udder and with prominent

milk vein was scored high for udder conforma-

tion and least for shrunken udder and with less

prominent milk vein. Since the variation

amongst animals for udder size did not appear

to be very large, only three scores 2, 1, and 0

were given in the descending order of their

merits. Each animal ^as scored thrice by two
ob.servers. While scoring each time the observ-

ers made no reference to the score given last

time. The score used for the final as.sessment

of analysis is the sum* of scores of the three

readings of both the observers.

Table I

Analysis of variance

Source of vadali on (11 f S.S. M.S.

•

between ol).s(*nalions 2 0*050 O' 025

belw'(‘en observe! s .

.

*1

0*008 () 008
Ik tween anim.ds • 19 r)2*09l 2- 742*

Ik'tw'cen (Tb.seivers ^ oi1)s« I \ ations 2 0*417 0 209

be^veen ob.stM \ t‘!s X ;inimals 19 4*412 0 231

betvseen obsei v:lliol1^, X animals 38 7*281 0 105

between o])servt'is • (1•h.sei valions 38 0*033 0 •171

' animals

* .Signifi( ant at 1 % level. •

Tabic I indicates .significant differences bet-

ween animals. These significant differences are

of great advantage .since selection for milk

yield on the basis of udder conformation can

be practised. However, the level of scoring was
maintained uniformly since no difference bet-

ween observers could be observed and their

repeatability was 0*73 which is highly signifi-

cant.

Table II

Plicnoiypic correlation coefficients

Relations
( uneladon
Loofficienls

between udder scoi e X milk 4)r(KUu_e4 aiyer 4- ()*872*

score ^

lietwePn udder scoie'^ milk piodu._ed at the i ()*ol7*

peak of the lai Lit ion

between uddcM' seoie,'* total yiehl foi entiie 4 0*328

lactation
• _ _ _ _ ___ _

* Significant at 1 % level.

Data on milk yield were corrected for stage

of lactation. Udder score was correlated with

(i) milk pif)duced after scoring, (ii) milk yield

at the peak of lactation (4th and 5lh months),

'and (in) total milk ’yield for the entire lacta-

tion.
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Results presented in Table II indicate that

udder conformation ' gives an accurate predic-

tion of the animal’s milk yield for that time

and relatively less information about the peak

of lactation but it gives no information

about the animal’s milk production during the

entire lactation.

Thanks arc due to Dr. R. L. Kaushal, Prin-

cipal, and Joint Director of Research, for his

advice and encouragement during the course of

this investigation.

College of Veterinary G. C. Taneja.

Science and Animal D. S. Bhatnager.

Husbandry-c am-Livestock
Research Institute,

Mhow, M.P., June 25, 1958.

AN ADDITION TO INDIAN ASPERGILLI
Mohanty (1948) published an account of Indian

Aspergilli in which he dealt with twenty-four

species. Later on. Chattopadhyay and Da'sgupta

(1953) added three more species. More re-

cently Saksena and Shetye (1956) have pub-

lished an account of three other species ol

Aspergillus. This paper adds one more species

of Aspergillus to the list of Indian Aspergilli

already known.
During the course of investigation of soil

fungi of grasslands of Banaias, the author has

found thirteen species of Aspergillus

^

out of

which A. luiescens Bainier has been recorded

for the lirst time from India. •

The fungus was isolated from soil collected

at a depth of 4" from stands of Dichauthium
annulatum Slaf. association having Cyperus

sp. and herbs like Croton sparciflorus Morung.,
Corchorus acutariyularis Lamk., Cassia tom
Linn., Euphorbia hirta Linn.. Vernonia cineria

Less., Crotolaria medicagenia Lamk., Digera

arvensis Forsk., Tephrosia purpurea Pres.,

Amaranthus viridis Linn, and others. The pH,

moisture content and temperature of soil at this

depth were 2, 15*67f and 88** F, respectively.

Colonies on Czapek’s agar» rapidly growing

and broadly spreading, ^ioccose, margin at lirst

white becoming rusty yellow wifh conidisti for-

mation, finally becoming chestnut brown
(Maerz and Paul, 1930

;
plate 7 E, 10)

when conidial areas ma^ture. Reverse of

colonies pale yellow. Conidial heads radiate,

hemispherical to subglobose, Buckthorn brown
(Maerz and Paul, 1930 ;

plate 13 L, 8) to Dres-

den Brown (Maerz and Paul, 1930 t plate 14 K,

8), comparatively small 70-90 in diameter
when young; conidiophores 9-12 m in diameter!
varying greatly in length, mostly short, arising

r Current
L Science

from substratum or as aerial branches from
hyphae, walls pale yellowish with pitting, some-

times pitting not clear. Vesicles globose to

lesptrtively. Fig 3. Conitiia.

sub-globose, 18-30 m in diameter. Sterigmata in

one series on smaller heads, upto 14-5-25 ’Om

by 4* 5-5*4 M. Sterigmata often in two series on
larger heads, primary nearly 14*4-18*0 m by
4* 5-5 '4 m, secondary 9-12 m by 4*5-5*0 m,

Conidia globose, from 5
• 4-9*0 m in diameter If

globose, 8*0 X 7*2 m-9 0 X 7*2m, if sub-globose,

roughened with ..tubercles of colour.

The culture of this species is being deposited

in the Indian type culture collections of fungi,

Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New
Delhi, India.

I have great pleasure in expressing my in-

debtedness to Dr. R. Y. Roy for guidance, and
to Prof. R. Misra for facilities.

Rama Shankar Dwivedi.
Dept, of Botany,
Banaras Hindu University,

Varanasi-5, June 27, 1958.

1. Chattopadhyay, S. H. and Dabgapta, C., Indiatt
Phytopathology^ 1953, 6, 92-96.

2. Maerz. A. and Paul, M. R., Dictionary of Colour.
McCraw-Hili Book Co., N.Y.. 1930.

3. Mohanty, U., fndtan Phytopathology., 1948, 1,
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4 Saksena, S. B. and Shetye, P. K., //J/VA, 1966, 9,
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5. Thom, C. and Raper, K. B., A Manual of the

Aspergilli, The Williams & Wilkins Co., Balti-

more, Md., 1945, 373.
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A CASE OF CHROMOSOMAL INTER-
CHANGE IN PEARL MILLET

Krishnaswamy and Rangaswamy Ayyangak
(1941)1 leported chromosomal alterations in

three plants of Pc'tniiseiiwi typhoides in a popu-
lation raised from X-rayed seeds. In about

28% of the cells examined by them rings oi

chains of four chromosomes and in one plant

larger rings of six chromosomes were observ-

ed. In addition a case of inversion was infer-

red. In the ring-forming cells unequal distri-

bution of chromosomes was noted by them at

anaphase I, and sometimes the movement of the

entire ring to one pole was reported. The plants

were .semi-sterile.

In plants raised from seeds of Pcnnisetuiii

species got from different countries for the

study of morphology of pachytene .chromosomes,
a .structural hybrid of Pearl Millet, Penniseiuiv

typhoides called P. glaucmn in America, show-
ing reciprocal translocation was encountered by
the writer. The plants showing the chromo-
somal interchange are^ commercial hybrids

evolved by Dr. Glenn W. Burton at Tifton

Georgia, and named as “Gahi 1”.

Figs. 1 and 2 represent the cross-shaped con-

figurations at pachytene stage. If a .segmental

interchange has occurred, one would expect
during early meiotic prophasc in plants hetero-

zygous for this interchange a cross-shaped
.synaptic complex made up of two normal and
two interchanged chi;pmosomes (McClintock,
1930).“ Of the chromosQ^ncs involved one
.seems to be th^t vv’th median centromere and
of medium size and the other to be with a sub-

median centromere. An analysis of pachytene
chromosomes in related materials AKP 3 anc»

AKP 2 (P. typhoides local) has shown that the

7 haploid chromosomes can be distinguished on

the basis of the total length of the chromosome
and the position of the centromeres. On this

basis the 7 pairs of pachytene chromosomes could

be classed into (i) 2 pairs which are longest

in the complement with median centromeres,
(ii) 2 pairs with median to sub-median cen-
tromeres and smaller than the first 2 pairs of

chromosomes, (Hi) 2 pairs with sub-median cen-
tromeres and of medium size, and (iv) lastly

one pair of nucleolar organisers. One of the
chromosomes belonging to the second group and
one belonging to the third group seem to be in-

volved in segmental interchange here reported.

At diakinesis in 150 cells examined at random
75 cells showed a ring of four chromosomes plus

five bivalents and 29 cells showed a chain of

four plus five bivalents. The chiasma frequency
in cells having rings or chajns and those with-

out rings or chains showed no variation. Of the

two types of orientation of the ring at meta-

\

Figs. 1-3. iviicrophotographs. Figs. 1 and 2. Pachys-

tene stage.'' .showing the i ros.s-shaped configuration.

Fig., 3. ]VI»-ta phase I showing the open ring, > 2,400,
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phase I ( McClintock, 1932 : Garber, 1955* ;

Burnham, 1956‘*) only the open rin^i could be

seen in a large number of cells (Fig. 3). The
zig-zag orientation of the ring could not be
located even after a careful examination of a

large number of cells. The open ring at meta-
phase I results in the adjacent segregation at

anaphase I and consequently leads to steinlity.

On this basis the pollen .sterility should corres-

pond to the percentage of cells showing ring of

four chromosomes. Fifty per cent, of cells

examined showed rings of four. The pollen

analysis revealed only 40% of sterile pollen,

this shows that jn about 10% of cells with rings

alternate type of dis.iunction at anaphase 1 ma>
be expected. Thus on theoretical ground.s, 10%/

of ring-forming (ells may have zig-zag orienta-

tion at metaphase I.

I wish to express my sincere thanks to

Prof. J. Venkateswarlu for helpful suggestions,

and to Dr. Glenn W. Burton, Principal Geneti-

cist, Georgia Experimental Station. U.S.A., "for

the kind supply of seed.

This work was carried out during the tenure

of Government of India Uesearch Scholarship.

Dept, of Botany, J. V. Pantulu.
Andhra University,

Waltair, June 30, 1958.

1. Kii.shna'swainy, N, tV Kangaswamy A v^ang.n . ( I. X.,

/ Imiurn X.v... 1941 20,' 111-17.

2. Mi ( Mintoi k, Uaih.ira Pnu . .Wit.Acai Sit., 1939,

116, 791-90
3. Aeits, 7.dlf u. niikr. Aval., 1933 19,191 237.

4. (iaihcr, K. D., Hot, (iaz. 195;“), 116 , 399-72.
r>. huinhani, < K., Hot. AVv , 1959,22 (7), 419 552.

INTERSPECIFIC HYBRIDIZATION
BETWEEN MUCUNA PRURIENS DC.
AND MUCUNA COCHINCHINENSIS

A. CHEV.

Miicuna Adan, a tropical genus of vigorous

leguminous wobdy climbers, belongs to family

Papilionacea?. Index Kewensis mentions about

30 species in this genus, 'while Ccjoke (1903;

describes only 4 species as occurring in Bom-
bay State. M. pTuriens is a hardy twiner, com-
monly found growing wild in this part of India.

Its leaves form an excellent cattle fodder till

the plants come into flower. The stiff hair on
the pod and the calyx cause considerable irri-

tation when they penetrate human skin. lis

seed has considerable use as medicit e (Wau.
1891). Mucuna cocfiinchincnsia A. Chev. (Syn.

M. nevia DC.) is a cultivated annual. The plant

forms a valuable leguminous fodder all

a. Editor

throughout the tropics and its seeds are used

as vegetable. This plant is also used for green

manure. It appears to be one of the excellent

species of the genus from the point of view
of food and fodder (Burkill, 1935). According

to him, hybridisation between the cultivated

.•'Pccies of Mucuna is possible.

M. pruriensi has flowers with dark purple

l)etals and calyx and short pods with bristles,

whereas M. cochinchincnsis has flowers with

pale purple petals and calyx. Its pods are long

smooth and without any bristles. Crosses were
mad:^ between these plants in order to introduce

hardiness of the wild parent, i.c., M. prurUms,

in the cultivated parent, M. cochinc)linen sis.

Reciprocal crosses were also .secured. Both the

F, hybrids were intermediate between the two
parents in petal and calyx colour, pod size and
the bristles on th(' pod. The seeds of M. pru-

riens are brown whereas in M. cochinchineyisls

they are white. In both the F^s they are of

brown colour indicating the dominance of brown
(‘oloLir. The seeds arc) intermediate in the size

wheii compared with the parents.

"5 3 \l xJT

Ficl.S. 1-4. Flowers, pods, .seeds and ehromosome at

Met aphase I (// 11), X 1,500 in (1) Mnctina prurUns^
(2) Mucuna cot imtc/tinenstSy (3) Fj M, prunens'<
M , • ociiiuc/iutt'usis' ;ind (4) F^ < ochiut huiensisy,

M. pruficn^.

Flower-buds from the parents and the two
F^s were fixed in acetic alcohol 3 : 1 and stain-

ed with proprionocarmine. The chromosome
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number of M. pruriens is 2 n rr 22, which agrees

with the one determined by Fram Leliveld as

reported by Darlington and Wylie (1955). The
chromosome number in M. cochinchinensis is

also 2n = 22. Meiosis in the parents is normal
and Figs. 1-4 show the chromosomes at Meta-
phase I in parents and the hybrids; as well as

some of the morphological charjfcters. Study

of inheritance of morphological characters is in

progress.

My grateful thanks are due to Dr. M. C.

Desai, Economic Botanist, Department of Agri-

culture, Bombay State, Poona, for the help and
guidance in these investigations. I am thank-

ful to*Shri A. S. Jadhav for the photographs.

Cytological Lab., M. V. Thombre.
Botany Section,

College of Agriculture,

Poona-5, J7dy 1, 1958.

1. BurkiU, I. H., d Dictionary of Economic Products

of the Malay Peninsula, ('rown Agent.s for the

Colonies, London. 1935, 1498-1503.

2. Cooke Theodore, The Flora of the Presidency of

Bombay, Taylor and Francies, T.ondon, 1903, 1,

.S65.
*

3. Darlington, (\ D. and Wylie, A. P., Chromosome
Atlas of FUnvertny: Plants, George Alien &
Unwin Ltd., 1955, 171.

4. Watt George, Dictionary of Economic Products of

India, 1891, 5, 786.

ERGOT OF BAJRl {fPEBBlSETTJM
TYPHOIDES) IN BOMBAY STATE

In an earlier note^ the ergot of bajri [Penni-

setum typhoides (Burm.) Stapf and Hubbard]

was recorded in SJputh ^atara District of Bom-
bay State and its pathogenicity to bajri was

proved by inoculation with Sphacelial stage

(Fig. 1). The present note deals with the phy-

siology of the pathogen and its identity.

In artificial culture the fungus is very fasti-

dious in its nutrition, requiring 6% cane sugar

and 0-5% proteose peptone. It grows well only

on a few culture media such as Kirchofl’s ori-

ginal and modified medium (solid as well as

liquid), Sabouraud’s medium, modified Czapek’s

medium and on steamed flowering heads of

bajri. It does not elaborate many enzymes and

is incapable of utilising amino acids singly as

source of carbon and nitrogen. Conidia, pro-

duced on a few media only such as KirchofPs,

germinate readily at 25-27° C. The thermal

death-point of the mycelium and of conidia lies

around 55° C.

The mature sclerotia contain 0*42% w/w of

the total alkaloids of ergot calculated as ergo-

tbxin,

The fungus is pathogenic to bajri only and

did not infect any of the other species of Penni’-

Fig. 1. lipHacchal stage.

setuin tested. All available varieties and

strains of bajri from Bombay State proved

highly susceptible to ergot infection and hence

Fig, 2, Germinating scleroti urn, Xnal. size.
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scope for breeding resistant varieties seems un-

certain.

A few sclerotia germinated after 35 days when
kept in a mixture of sterile sand and soil as

recommended by Thirumxilachar- (Fig., 2) and
each produced one to three stipes. Asci were
prf)duced in the mature stromata and their

measurements agreed closely with those of the

asci of Clainceps microcvphala (Walir.) Tul.,

the pathogen causing ergot of Penniseitim

holivnackcri Hochsl described by Thomas et al/‘

and by 'lliirumalachar.- The morphology and

measurements of conidid, their mode of ger-

mination, the colour of stromata and germina-
tion of sclerotia of th(' bajri ergot fungus are

also similar to tho.sc ol Claincvpa tiiicrocephala

(Wallr.) Tul. It .therefore, proposed To

refer the hajri ergot fungus to CAaviceps micro-

ccphala (Wallr.) Tul.

Plant Pathological Lab., P. A. Shinde.

College of Agriculture, V. P. Biude.

Poona, July 9, 1958.

1. Bhicio, V. V. and Hegdo, R. K., ( r/rr, Svi, l<)r>7.

26 (4), no.
2. Thiiumalailun , M. Nottm, 1945,156 (397:{)t

754.
'

‘

3. Thomas et al , Ptoc, InJ. AcnJ.Sn., 1945, 21B (2),

91.

ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION IN
CHARACIOSIPHON RIVULARIS

IYENGAR
The alga Charadosip)ion first established by

Prof. Iyengar*^ in 1936, and subsequeatly re-

ported from few other places in IndiaL-d* was
recently collected by the author at Indore

(M.P. ) in abundance during the months of

September and October 1957, from a city

drain. The alga appeared to grow on any object

which it could catch hold of. The size of the

thalli was recorded upto 1 • 1 cm. in length.

Some young thalli were particularly interest-

ing in showing lobed condition but the author,

however, coi^ld not get any indication of lobing

in fully grown thalli in his material as report-

ed by Agarkar.^ < ^

The materia*! was microtorned ,for a detailed

study and the observations confirmed the re-

sults of Prof, Iyengar.'^ The alga was also

cultured in the laboratory in water obtained

from the drain with a little Knops solution

added to it, in which it survived for more than

a week or so. Zoospores and gametes were
easily obtained, as the alga, kept even tn rain-

water, produced these swarrners the next day

at abpul 10 to 12 o’clock in the laboratory.^

t/ie Editor { Current
L Science

Nothing strikingly different from what Prof,

Iyengar5 has recorded was observed except a

peculiar phenomenon of asexual reproduction by
cyst formation which is described below. These
cysts, however, w^ere also observed in the
material collected from natural habitat.

Some of the old thalli, showing signs of de-
generation, transformed a major part of their

protoplast into numerous spherical bodies
(Figs. 1, 3) which varied from 67 to 169^1 in

diameter. These consisted of several discrete

Figs, l ami 2. Cha) acwsipho7t nvula)‘i<i lyengai

.

Fig. 1. Entire lhalhis showing di.sintegrating protoplast

and roundtcl piotoccrnocysts, xl.5. Fig. 2. Single proto-

cwnocysl, Xl.59.

uninucleate .protoplasts surrounded by a newly
secreted wall forming a spherical “protocoeno-

cyte" (Fig. 2). These were freed from the
thallus by the gelatinization of the parent wall
and the protoccrnocytic bodies, after liberation,

attached themselves to the slides kept in the
culture dishes ; probably by secreting some
adhesive substance and started germination
immediately without any resting period. The
subsequent germination and growth stages of

these bodies were exactly like those of the
zoospores except that the growth in this case
started initially as a protocoenocyte and not as
a single cell.

Formation of ccenocyst is known in the genus
ProtosiphonJ where the protoplast breaks up
into numerous multinucleate masses and each
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gets surrounded by a new wall. Characiosi%^hon

riimlaris exhibits a similar mode of cyst

formation with the modification that here the

cyst is formed as a protocaMiocytc from the very

beginning. Therefore, it is suggcs^ted that the

Kk;. 3 . Ph(>tomicT<)giai)li f)l L hat anosipJion }t7nlari<:

lyengai, showing a pnit ol the thallus with loimdecl

protocfeiKH'ysts, X 38.

cyst, in case of CliaraciosipJiov

,

may be
designated as a ‘protoccenocyst’. However, it

would be unsafe to drav' any aOinity between
Characiosiphoii and Protosiphov only on the

liisis of similarity in cyst fufmation, as Ihe two
algte differ markedly from each other in vari-

es.' s other important characters.

The author is thankful to Dr. W. V. Bhagwat,
Principal, and Prof. D. W. Kshirsagar, Head of

the Department, for facilities and encourage-
ment. Clratetul thanks arc also due to

f’rof. M. O. P. Iyengar for going through the

manuscript and for his valuable suggestions.

Dept, of Botany. Ramjj 5iiakma.

Holkar College, Indore,

Juli/ 19. 1958. • •
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4. — , Manual of Ph\uology\ Chi ( mica Potanica Pub-
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5. —
, Jour, hidtan Bot. Sot.. 1954, 33.

0. Kao, K. V. S., Citrr.Bci., 1054, 23, 191.

MORPHOLOGY OF THE OVULE OF
ZEPHYRANTHES CITRINA BAKER

Of* the 60 species of Zephyran thes^ only three

have been investigated,- '*' and in no case is

there much information on the development of

the embryo. According to Pace- the division of

the primary endosperm nucleus of Z. texana,

an apomictic species, is followed by a wall

which soon disappears. In Z. undersonii the

endosperm is Helobial ;
the thin membrane

separating the chalazal and the micropylar

chambers was clear in early stages while it

could not be seen subsequently.-^ Mendoza^
states that in Z. rosea the synefgids are devoid

of a filiform apparatus and that the antipodal

nuclei do not organize into cells although Ste-

nar-"* had earlier described the synergids with an

apical filiforn^ apparatus and the antipodals as

fairly large cells. The present study deals with

the megasporogenesis, endosperm and embryo
of Z. citrina. a perennial bulbous plant culti-

valed in gardens.

The numerous anatropous ovules are borne in

pairs on axile placentae in Ihe trilocular infe-

rior ovary. There is a single hypodermal
archespnrial cell (Fig. 1) which directly func-

tions as the megaspore mother-cell forming twi

dyad colls (Fig. 2). The upper of the two dyad
cells soon disintegrates * (Fig. 3) and only the

lower undergoes the second meiotic division

resulting in two megaspores (Fig. 4) of whicli

the chalazal is functional. Three free nuclear

divisions follow resulting in an 8-nucleale

embryo-sac of Ihe Polygonum type. The two
polar nuclei begin to fuse about the time the

second male nucleus reaches them m the chala-

zal region. The syncrgids are hooked but no

large va/-uole.s afe .seen in them. A filiform

apiiaratus is present in the apical part while

the nucleus is placed basally. The antipodal

cells persist in a hypcrti ophied condition during

the post-fertilisation .stages for a considerable

time. The micropylc is formed by the inner

integument only. Fertilisation takes place ap-

proximately five hours after pollination. A point

of intcr^jst is the presence of a clear space

around the male nucleus that fuses with the egg
while such a .sxDacc is not seen around the

second male nucleus that fuses with the two
polar nuclei to form the primary endosperm
nucleus (Fig. 5).

The endo.sperm is of the Helobial type. The
primary endosperm nucleus divides earlier than

the fertilised egg and re.sults in the formation

of a smaller chalazal and a much larger micro-

pylar chamber (Fig. 61. Free nuclear divisions

take place in both the chambers Rut the divi-

sions are much more numerous in the micro-

pylar chamber. Uftimate/y > there arc

about* 16 nilclei in the chalazal cham-
ber. During early stages the nuclei in

the micropylar chamber are distributed in

the peripheral cytoplasm. At places some oi

the nuclei seem to divide much more rapidly

in the micropylar chamber and the daughter-

nuclei so formed fuse and divide again *

result-

ing in pol>4ploid nuclei (Fig. 7). Laier, cell-

wall formation takes place in micropylar cham-
ber while the antipodal cells and the coenocytic

chalazal chamber disintegrate. In the final

stages some of the endosperm cells contain
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Fig. ]. T..S ovule showing the archesporial cell, X 250. Fig. 2. L.s. nucellus showing the dyad cells X 250.

Fig. 3 Same showing the disintegration of the upper dyad cell, X 250. Fig. 4. Same showing the two mega*
spoies formed from the lower dyad fell, X 250. Fig. 5. Embryo-sac showing syugamy and triple fusion (drawn
from three sections), X 60. Fig 6. Endospeim showing the micropylar and chalazal chambers with one nucleus
in each, x 160. F'ig. 7. Miciopylai chamber of the 'endosperm showing triploid nuclei and polyploid nucleus,
X 160. Figs. 8-10. Stages in the development of embryo, X 160.

polyploid nuclei while others contain triploid

nuclei.

The embryo conforms to the Asterad type of

Johansen*' (Figs. 8, 9, 10), The vascular strand

that supplies the ovule can be traced "into the

ba.se of the outer integument on the .side oppo-

site to tiu‘ funicle.

Grateful thanks are due to Professor P.

Maheshwan for scrutinising .some of the pre-

parations and for valuable suggestions. Thanks
are also due to the Director, Royal Botanic Gar-
dens, Kew, for identifying the plant and to the

Ministry of Education and Scientific Research,

Government of India, for a grant-in-aid.

Dept, of Bicyogy. B. S. M. Dutt.

Gudivada College,

Gudivada, 5; 1958. -
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INDIAN HOUSE SPARROW AS AN
ENEMY OF THE DESERT LOCUST

Husain and Bhalla (1931) stated that the

Indian hous^ sparrow, Passer domesiicus, had
not been seen preying upon the adults of the

desert locusl^ Schistoce', ca gregaria (Forsk.), in

Ambala District (Punjab), nor had the locust

been found in the stomach of this bird. The
observations made by the author in Bikaner
District from 1954 to 1956 have, on the other

hand, shown that this bird actively preys upon
both adults and hoppers of the desert locust.

During the monsoon months, groups of spar-

rows may be seen roosting on the bushes in

the desert area where large number of desert

locust adults may also be met with. The spar-
rows generally catch locusts at the pronotum
with their beaks and then strike them on the
ground till they are killed before devouring.
Sometimes they catch them in their claws and
put them in their beaks and kill. Wings are
not eaten.

The sparrows may often be seen in flocks

specially during post-monsoon and early win-
ter season. Their zigzag flights near the ground
must disturb the locust adults which are prob-
ably devoured while they fly about.

The sparrow was seen preying largely on the

early stage hoppers and feeding its young ones
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on them while other enemy birds of the desert

locust prefer to feed on advanced stage hop-

pers.

It was also observed preying upon the escapes

of adults from the field cages during rearing

in 1954, 1955 and 1957 at Bikaner.

Locust Warning Officer, Charan Singh.

Churu (Rajasthan )

,

July 21, 1958.

1.

Husain, M. A. and Bhalla, H. K., Some bird

enemies of the desert locust (Schisiocerca

jrregaria Forsk.) in the Ambala District (Punjab),
Indian J. Agri. 6'r;., 1931, 1 , Part 5, 609-19.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON
THE SYSTEMIC ACTION OF THREE
ORGANIC PHOSPHATES ON THE RED

COTTON BUG \DYSDERGUS
CINGULATUS (FABR.), HEMIPTERA:

PYRRHOCORIDAE]
Introduction of chemical substances into the sap

of plants by vascular injection has been com-
monly practised in the past •for controlling pests

and diseases. But in recent years, many work-
ers have claimed successful control of some in-

sect pests with systemic insecticides. Systemic

insecticides are classified as those chemicals

which are absorbed and translocated through

roots or leaves to other parts of the plants,

exerting toxic effect on the insects feeding on

them.

The studies on the sySemic action of the

organic phosphates (Systox, Pestox and Dia-

zinon) were carri^^ ou^ against the “Red cot-

ton bug”. To initiate this investigation, the

Bhindi plants were potted in earthen pots. When
the plants were fifteen days old, the trial was
undertaken. The solutions of each chemical at

three levels of concentration (0*05%, 0-025%

and 0*0125%) were added to the soil as: irri-

gation water. Soon after the treatment, each

treated pot was covered with a layer of dry
soil for providing a compact uniform coating

against evaporation of chemical-fumes. After

an interval of twenty-four hours, the treated

earthen pots with plants were put inside wire

cages. Ten adult bugs were confined in each
cage for studying the systemic reaction of the

chemicals. Each treatment including control was
replicated thrice. Records of mortality of bugs
under different treatments were maintained for

eight days.

The percentage of mortality of the adult bugs
under the treatments of Systox, Pestox and
Diazinon were 52*2, 36*7 and 21*1 respectively

at 0*05% concentration as against 13*3, 13*3

and 3*3 mortality at 0-0125% concentration. Sys-
tox and Pestox treatment* gave identical res-

ponse at 0-0125% concentration. The maximum
kill of ‘the “Red cotton bugs” under different

treatments were recorded on the third day ol

the experiment. None of the organic phos-
phates included in the trial seems to exhibit

any phytotoxic reaction on the plants. Curi-
ously enough, an increased fruiting was observ-

ed on treated plants as compared to those which
were untreated ones.

The findings of this paper confirm the ob-
servation of Ivy and his associates (1950) that

Systox has more pronounced systemic action

than other organic phosphates tried against the

cotton pests. Banerjce and Basu (1955) re-

ported that Tetrax (an organic phosphate com-
pound) when absorbed and translocated through
the roots of the plants was found to render the

plants toxic to the “Red cotton bug”. The in-

creased fruiting as observed on the treated
Bhindi plants indicated that the organic phos-
phate used in the experiment might have been
converted into available phosphates and they
were in^turn utilized by the plant for increased
yi^ld. This may also account for a rapid de-
composition of the toxicities of the organic

phosphate compounds. Such reaction in plants

are clearly demonstrated by Fukuto and his

associates (1955). The chemical Pestox seems
to have a definite systemic reaction. However,
it needs further confirmation.

The authors wish to express their gratitude
to Dr. R. H. Richharia, Principal, for providing
necessary facilities in the Post-Graduate Labo-
ratory for carrying out the investigation.

Division of Entomology, B. S. Lall.
Bihar Agric. College, M. Tiwary.
Sabour, Jtily 21, 1958.

1. Banerjce, S. N. and Basu, A. C , 9r/. and Cult,

1956, 20, 599-000.

2. Fukuto, T. R. and his associates. Jour, Econ. Ent.,

195.5, 48 (4), 347-54.

3. Ivy, E. E. and his associates, /bui., 1950,43 (5),
620 26.

A NEW CUTWORM PEST OF POTATO
IN RAJASTHAN

The cutworms, Agroiis interacta Wlk., were
unusually abundant in the potato fields in

Udaipur during March 1958. Lighter infesta-

tions were present on regular cultivated plots

but on hewiy ploughed lands populations were
very high ranging from 5 to 11 cutworms per
square foot. The habits and nature of damage
of this insect were quite different from those
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of the other cutworms reported as pests of

potato in India. 'This is the first record of

the occurrence of this species as a post.

The full-grown larvae are brownish grey,

plumpy and measure nearly 2" in length, and
have the usual habit of curling the body tightly

when disturbed. They are exclusively subter-

ranean species and move entirely underground
and cut off the plant 1-2" below the surface

resulting in the death of the plant. Mo.st of

the damage, however, .occurs on the tubers

buided upto 3" deep in the ridges. They eat on

the tubers by chewing cavities and arc found
resting inside them (Fig. 1). A number of

Fig. 1. The lesting cutworms inside the damaged
potato tubers.

square foot sample ridges containing 6-10 larvae

were carefullr cicamineU and observed to have

30-35% of the tubers damaged. ' Such losses in

yield present a real economic problem to the

farmers.

The larva transforms into a pupa by mak-
ing a rough earthen cocoon in the field under

protective cover of any nature. The pupal

period lasts about 10 days under conditions

prevalent in late March and i Aptil. The
adults, after emergence, tend to rest on or

around herbaceous plants commonly found near

the fields,

In a small plot BHC and aldrin were tried

each at 2 lb. actual toxicant per acre by in-

corporating the dusts in the soil and earthing

up the ridges again. None of these applications

gave any satisfactory protection to the tubers.

This method was not attempted further because
of the lack of knowledge of the possible resi-

due hazards with such chemicals and the

danger of imparting off-flavour or undesirable

odour to the potatoes which were reaching
maturity. The post-harvest larval count in one

of the infested fields under observation averag-
ed as high as 10 cutworms per square, foot.

The author is indebted to Dr. A. Ralhore,

Principal, for providing facilities and en-

couragement for this work. Thanks are also

due to Head of the Division of Entomology,
Indian Agriculture Research Institute, New
Delhi, for identification of the insect.

Dept, of Agri. B. K. Srivastava.

Zool. & Ent.,

Rajasthan College of Agriculture.

Udaipur, July 25,
,

1958.

1. Kadam, M. V, and Patel, G. of Some
Vt'^ctahles—Cnp Pests and lino to Flight Thctriy

Bombay Govt. Pulilication, 1950, 78-90.

2. Srivastava, A. S.. Plant Proteetton Service tn Uttar
Pradt'ih, Bureiu of Agricultural Information,
U.P., Lucknow, 1956, 22 pp.

SPERMATOGONIAL CHROMOSOMES
OF TWO LIZARDS, HEMIDACTYLUS

BROOKI GREY' AND VARANUS
MONITOR LINN.

Tub: diploid karyotype of Hemidactylun hrooki

(Fig. 1; shows 40 elements, comprising 24

macro- and 16 micro-chromosomes. The macro-

chromosomes con.sist of 4 V-shaped and 20 rod-

shaped chromosomes. The arms of the V-shaped
chromosomes are of unequal lengths and are

sub-medially attached to the spindle fibres. The
rod-shaped chromosomes appear to be acro-

centric in nature and are all of intergrading
sizes. The points of their spindle fibre attach-

ment are generally directed towards the centre

of the spindle. The micro-chromosome part of

the karyotype consists of 16 dot-shaped bodies

of different sizes. Their extreme smallness
makes it difficult to observe clearly the mode
of spindle fibre attachment but, in all prob-
ability, they are telomitic in nature. They
always occupy a central position in the spindle

and are surrounded by the macro-chromosomes,
which constitute a peripheral ring round them,
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The chromosome complement of the male

karyotype in H. hrooki is :

4 V’s + 20 R’s + 16 D’s = 40

Fig.]. Polar view of Spermatogonial Metapbase in

Hemidactylus brooki, X 4,000 (approx.).

Fig, 2. Polar view of Spennatogonial Metaphase in

Varanus monitor, X 4 000 (appiox.).

In a polar view of the spermatogonial meta-

phase (Fig. 2) in Varanus monitor, 40 elements

arc always counted, and like the spermato-

gonia! chromosomes of H. hrooki, the compo-

nents of this chromosome complex can also be

distinguished into macro- and micro-chromo-

chromosome complement of the male karyo-

type in Varanus monitor Is :

6 V’s-f 10 R’s + 24 D'srr 40

Karyotypes of 7 species of lacertilians, be-

longing to the family Geckonidae, have been

studied so far. Table I shows the various

details.

The chromosome complement of 11. hrooki

appears to be quite interesting as it differs in

one way or other from all those hitherto de-

scribed. j

From the family Varanida\ chromosomes of

a single species, Varanus gouldi, have been

studied so far (Matthey"' The diploid

chromosome complex in this species al.so shows

40 elements but the number of V-shaped meta-

centric chromosomes is 8 as compared to 0

seen in V. monitor. Moreover, the rod-shaped

chromosomes show an increase in number by

two elements in V. monitor. Consequently, the

fundamental chromosome number also differs

—

it is *46 in V. monitor and 48 in V. gouldi.

The author wishes to express his indebted-

ness to Prof. M. D. L. Srivastava under whose

Table J

Species

Hemtdactyhi r flaviviridi f

Hemidactylus bawrengt

Hemidactylus frenatus ^
GMo japonti us

Gel'ko japonicus ..

Tarcntola mauretctnica ,

.

G)Tnnodactylu$ milltusi *.

Gehyla vartegata o^^asaioarasirntr

Sex By whom worked out (diromosome formula

^ A Sana and Mahabale^
Nakamuia-
Mukino and Momma^
Nakamuia- *

^ Su I Isuen'^

Matthey'*’’^

Maithey'** ^

9 Makino and Momma’'

Fundamental
chromosome no.

46 R’s 46
46 R’s 46
46 R’s 46
4 V’s+ 34 R’s 42

40 R’s 40
42 R’.s 42
38 R’s

’

38

03 R’s 63

V = Metacentric, includes and J-shaped, R = Acrocentric includes lod- and dot-shaped.

somes. A morphological analysis of the various

elements show.s that the macro-chromosomes,

which are 16 in number, consist of 6 V-shaped

and 10 rod-shaped chromosomes. The 4 bigger

V-shaped chromosomes are sub-median, while

the remaining 2, median in spindle fibre attach-

ment. The rod-shaped chromosomes are all

acrocentric in nature. The micro-chromosomes,

which consist of dot-shaped chromosomes,

generally remain dispersed insfde the peri-

pheral ring formed by the macro-chromosomes.

Most of these dot-shaped chromosomes do not

show much size difference and- appear to be

terminal in spindle fibre attachment. The

guidance the present investigations were car-

ried out.

Dept, of Zoology, A. N. Biiatnagar,

Univ. of Allahabad,

Allahabad, May .29, 1958.

l/Asana, J, J. and Mahal ale, T. S., Cuir. Sri., 1941,

10 (11) 494.

2. Nakamura, K., C vto/oj,^i<7, Tokyo, 1932 3, 156.

3. Makino, S. and Momma, K., /bid., 1949, 15' 96.

4. Su-J-isuen. \Vu., J . Morph.. 1933 54 , 593,

5 Matthuy, R.. Rev. Suisse. Zool., 1931, 38> 117.

6.‘ — , Jlnd.. 1933, 40 281.

7^ — ^
[^.>s chromosomes des Fertebre^., F, Rouge,

liaus^ne, 1949.
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Technology and the Academics. By Sh' Eric

Ashby. (Macmillan & Co.), 1958. Pp. vii H-

118. Price 15 sh.

Universities preserve through centuries a re-

cognisable individuality and identity of pattern.

This survival of identity is a sign that they

have adapted themselves to successive cultural

environments. In this little book the author

gives a ma.sterly exposition of how British and
Scottish universities reacced, slowly but surely,

to the intellectual outlook of the people follow-

ing the scientific revolution that started in Eng-

land and spread through the continent.

It is legitimate to speak of a scientific revolu

tion, for although there has been no age since

the time of Aristotle without its scientists, ^there

was, contained within two or three generations

in the seventeenth century, a unique flowering

of genius—^Kepler, Galileo, Harwy, Boyle, New-
ton, Lavoisier—which reorientated the thought
of Western Man.
The continental countries quickly reacted to

this new scientific outlook. By 1800 the scien-

tific spirit was firmly established in France and
had permeated its education. From France it

crossed the Rhine to Germany where it combin*
ed with the Wissenschaft of the early German
humanists, and by the middle of the 19th cen-

tury the Universities of Germany had adapted
themselves wonderfully to the scientific age and
led the world in research.

The full impact of the sientific revolution

came back to Briti.sh universities from the Labo-
ratories of Germany. It emancipated Oxford
and Cambridge from the constraints of dogmatic
knowledge, and universities became centres of

scientific research. This awakening coincided in

time with pressure from big centres of popula-

tion to have their own colleges for higher edu-

cation and within Vhe deCade 1871 to 1881 seven

Civic Universities were established.

With the growing necessity to maintain in-

dustrial supremacy in the midst of keen compe-
tition from the continental countries, the gov-
ernment stepped in to give State support for

higher technological education and today 18 out

of 22 British Universities include technology in

their curricula. Yet the split personality In uni-

versities continues—the antithesis between im-
parting a liberal, ‘gentlemanly’ education and
teaching tendentious knowledge. Technology

which is ‘unashamedly tendentious’ is tolerated

but not assimilated. Until this ambiguity is

resolved the Universities will not have adapted

themselves to one of the major consequences
of the scientific revolution.

The author puts in a strong plea for the in-

clusion of technology in a liberal education so

that technology may become the core of ^ new
twentieth-century humanism.
The book which is attractively got up, is'

sure to have a wide appeal to educationists,

administrators and those interested in educa-

tional planning in the present age.

A. S. G.

Synchronous Motors and Condensers. By D. D.

Stephen. (Chapman & Hall). 1958. Pp. ix -j-

500. Price CO sh. pet.

A large percentage of electrical power con-

sumed by industry is used to drive induction

motors in view of the fact that they are the

cheapest form of A.C. motors in the smaller

sizes. Next in importance are the synchronous
motors which have been used for large motor
drives as the advantages of high efficiency, ope-

ration at a fixed speed or the possibility of run-
ning at unity or a leading power factor have
frequently made these more economic proposi-

tions. Synchronous molors i>re now being in-

creasingly used for a wide variety of industrial

purposes such as steel rolling mills, cement
grinding mills, mixers, crushers, grinders,

pumps, fans, for driving D.C. generators, etc.

With a growing recognition of the use of con-

trolled kvar for transmission of power, syn-
chronous condensers have an important role to

play as sources of controlled kvar.

The book under review is intended as intro-

duction to the characteristics of synchronous
motors and condensers and discusses the prob-
lems encountered when selecting the most suit-

able type of equipment for particular application.

It is one of a series of Advanced Engineering
Text-Books written by the technical staff of
the B. T. H. Co.

The book is divided into twelve chapters.

Chapter I is of an introductory nature and
deals in a general way with the choice of type
of motor. Chapters II and IV deal respectively
with the steady state and transient characteris-
tics of synchronous motors. Chapter III is
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voted to power factor correction and excitation

control. In Chapters V, VI and VII, starting

characteristics, starting methods and starting

schemes are discussed in great detail. Preven-

tion of machine failure and protective devices

are dealt with in the succeeding two Chapters.

Chapters X and XI are devoted to a considera-

tion of application problems, selection of motor

and control equipment.

Power System Engineers would find Chapter

XII to be of special interest to them as it deal?

exclusively with the operating characteris-

tics ^nd application problems of synchronous

condensers.

In determining the most desirable rating for

a motor it is necessary to consider a number
of factors such as (a) factors determined main-

ly by the load characteristics, (b) factors deter-

mining the class of insulation and allowable

temperature rise and (c) factors affecting the

cost and size of a motor. It is possible to de-

sign any type of motor for any application but

the size and cost may have to be increased

appreciably. The choice df motor and starting

method should be based on economic grounds

in conjunction with technical desirability.

Some of the most usual applications and their

special requirements have been clearly and fully

discussed. The book would, therefore, be of

great interest to application or plant engineers

responsible for the choice and installation of

electric motors for industrial purposes. Stu-

dents of electrical engineering would also find

the book, a useful reference. I have no doubl

in my mind that^the bbok is worthy of a place

in all technical libraries.

H. N. Ramachandra Rao.

How Television Works. By W. A. Holm. (Phi-

lips Technical Library), 1958. Pp. 318. Price

Rs. 18.94.

Excellent books on television dealing with the

subject in a rigorous fashion are available, and

these demand a fairly high standard of know-
ledge of radio engineering and higher mathe-
matics on the part of the reader. The book

under review, however, presents the subject in

a very palatable form to the interested reader

who has had no more than a nodding acquaint-

ance with electronics.

The book consists of six parts • (I) Principles of

Picture Transmission, (II) Electronic Scanning,

(III) The Video Signal, (IV) Oscillations : Elec-

tronic Tubes : Pulses, (V) The Complete Televi-

sion Signal, and (VI) The Television Receiver.

The heart of the television equipment is the

pick-up tube which converts the picture of the

scene projected on to its sensitive element into

electrical pulses. The tube in current use

known as the image orthicon, which bases itself

for its function on photo-sensitivity, is the cul-

mination of years of research in evolving suit-

able materials and novel design procedure. The
story of the tube is a sequel to the experience

gained in the construction of its forerunners.

The electronic scanning method.*; employed in

these tubes, and the function of the different

elements are explained in a very objective

fashion.

The signal from a televijsion transmitter desig-

nated as the video signal is a combination of

.Signals of different kinds, each one carrying an
important message, to ensure that the receiver

works in absolute synchronism with the trans-

mitter. Part 3 deals with this aspect.

In Parts 4 and 5 problems of generating oscil-

lations and pulses are dealt with, and also the

modulation and radiation of electromagnetic
waves. The sixth part describes the complete
television receiver.

7’he book begins with an introduction to the

principles underlying television and the diffi-

culties of the earlier pioneers in the held.

Starting from first principles, all salient fea-

tures of a modern television receiver are ex-
plained. The treatment adopted is non-mathe-
matical and the physical principles involved in

picture transmission and reception are delight-

fully presented with numerous illustrative dia-

grams.,

The book is written in clear lucid style and
anyone who wishes to have a correct and good
appreciation of this subject would, in the opinion
of the reviewer, profit greatly by reading this

book.

A. J.

Evolution by Natural Selection. By Darwin
and Wallace. (Cambridge University Press),

1958. Pp. 279. Price 25 sh. net.

This volume is published to commemorate the

centenary of Darwin-Wallac^^ Theory of Evolu-
tion by Natqral Selection. There is an illumi-

nating foreword by Sir Gavin de Beer in which
he shows that the unprecedented advance of

biological knowledge during the hundred years
that have elapsed since the publication of the

theory ‘‘does nothing but confirm it ( the
theory)

, even if new formulations are required

as knowledge increases”. The foreword is

followed by an introduction by Sir Francis Dar-
win written in 1909, tracing the development of

the evolutionary idea and the theory of Natural
Selection In Darwin’s mind. When he started
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on his voyage on the Beagle his opinions were

on the side of immutability of species. By 1837

he became a convinced evolutionist though he

wrote the first sketch of the theory only ili 1842.

In Darwin’s own words “In June 1842 I first

allowed myself the satisfaction of writing a very

brief abstract of my theory in pencil of 35 pages;

and this was enlarged during the summer of

1844 into one of 230 pages”. The sketch of

1842 and the essay of 1844 occupy pages 41 to

88 and 91 to 254 of the ,book. They are the

forerunners of the “Origin of Species” and like

it are an elaborate argument to show that the

mutability of species under selection in nature

is the only possible inference from the observed

facts of organic nature. The last 22 pages of

the book are devoted to the Darwin-Wallace

papers of 1858 through which the Theory of

Evolution by Natural Selection came to be

known to the world.

The essay of 1844 is shorter and more pointed

and so more readable than the “Origin” « But

it is less known than the “Origin” and hardly

available, so that the reprinting of it jn this

book is valuable. Wallace’s e^say makes re-

freshing reading. Though eclipsed by Darwin in

'Ihe eyes of the general public due credit should

go to him for his independent discovery of the

principle of Evolution by Natural Selection.

From a close reading of the original papers

contained in this book one gets the impression

that the only serious flaw in the theory as pro-

pounded by Darwin relates to his ideas here-

dity. He believed in the inheritance of the so-

called acquired characters and ‘blending’ in-

heritance both of which have been superseded

by Mendelian particulate inheritance. It is only

in this part of the theory that reformulation

becomes necessary in the light of modern know-
ledge. In fact, as pointed out in the foreword,

even in 1844 Darwin had correct knowledge of

the variations of the first and second genera-

tions of hybrid progeny. But at that stage of

biological knowledge he did not realize the

significance of it as^Mendel did- 21 years later.

In making thfe originaf papers of Darwin and

Wallace available this attractively got up Cen-

tenary Commemorative volume serves a real

need. P. K. Menon.

Recent Progress in Hormone Research. Edited

by G. Pincus. (Academic Press, Inc., Pub-
lishers, New York), 1957. Fp. vi 646. Price

$ 12 .00 .

Recent Progress in Hormone Research,

Vol. 13, represents a collection of papers and

[
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discussions at the Thirteenth Annual Lauren-
tian Hormone Conference held in Canada in

1956. The subject-matter has been grouped
under five sections covering rather wide areas
of inquiry in the field of endocrinology.

The volume opens with the section on ‘Neuro-
Endocrine Relationship’. This large problem has
been diversely attacked by the Belhesda group,

Greer and Richter. The serotonin problem has
been reviewed and brought up-to-date by
Udenfriend and his colleagues. They have
repeatedly emphasized that in spite of the atten-

tion and investigative efforts bestowed on this

substance, its physiologic role in the body still

awaits elucidation. By a series of elegant ex-
periments, Anderson et al have been able to

demonstrate profound metabolic alterations and
disturbance in hypothalmicohypophysial mecha-
nism of release of ACTH and TSH in the dog,

after transection of the spinal cord or the mid-
brain. They have postulated the existence of

a mesencephalic hypothalmicohypophyseal
excitatory system. Greer has presented meticu-
lous data on the hyjpothalmic control of pitui-

tary TSH, GTH and ACTH activity. He has
aptly pointed out the possible vital role of the
reciprocal ‘push-pull’ mechanism between the

circulating level of the target gland hormone
and the production of appropriate pituitary

trophic factor in neuroendocrine control. He
believes that part of this mechanism operates
directly at the pituitary level and part through
a depression of the appropriate hypothalmic or

other nervoug centres. The reviewer is in full

agreement with these ^iews.*’ It may not be
out of place here to mention that there is a ten-

dency among some enthusiastic neurophysio-
logists to ignore such possibilities and regard
the hypothalmus as the sole custodian of the

secretory potentialities of the hypophysis.

Greer’s views find support in Richter’s studies

on ‘Hormones and Rhythms’.
The fascinating problem of the hormone

transport in circulation has been the subject-
matter of Section II. Robbins and Rail have
dealt with the binding of thyroxine with the
specific serum globulin (TBP) in euthyroid,
hypothyroid and hyperthyroid patients, Sand-
berg et al. have adduced valuable data
relative to the binding of various ste-

roid hormones (estrogens, progesterone,
testosterone and glucocorticoids) and their

conjugates to’ plasma proteins. The ste-

roids are probably transferred in such bound
form in the body although the binding is of a
weak and reversible nature. The liver does not
seem to play an important role in this process
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in spite of the fact that it may form strongly

bound steroid-protein complexes. An interest-

ing finding by these authors is the role played

by the erythrocytes in the transport of some
steroids in the body.

In the section on aspects of .reproduction,

Shelesnyak has presented extensive studies on

the mechanism of ova-transplantation in rat.

He believes that histamine is involved in deci-

dual cell transformations and nidation in this

species. He has marshalled very impressive

evidence in support of his view which, if -sub-

stantiated and extended to other species, will

be an outstanding contribution in mammalian
reproductive physiology. Rock ct al.'s paper

on synthetic progestogens is a detailed account

of their work published previously (Science.

124, 891, 1956). The views expressed by one
of the eminent discussants (Hartman) of this

paper about the hazards involved in the steady

use of these compounds by the normal human
female merit careful consideration. Davis and
Plotz have presented clinical data based on

sound endocrinologic rationale regarding the

beneficial use of progesterone in patients who
have had habitual abortions. They have also

provided a schema of biogenesis and metabol-

ism of progesterone. Junkman has traced the

evolution of long-acting estrogens, androgen,

and progestogens and has discussed their prob-

able mode of action.

The section on hormone»^hemistry and meta-

bolism is prefaced by MirskyV? comprehensive
studies on the r^ationship of the so-called

‘Tnsulinase” and “Insulin-inhibitors” to dia-

betes mellitus. The ‘Tnsulinase” approach to

diabetes problem has certainly illumined a path

but has not yet brought us to the goal. The

same may be said about glucagon, the progros-;

of research on which has been admirably re-

viewed by Foa and his colleagues.

The book concludes with two apparently un-

related but basically interlinked papers on

^Hormones and Stress’. In the first of these,

Moore has presented extensive data on endo-
crine changes after anaesthesia, surgery and un-
anaesthetized trauma of different magnitude in

man. Gray and Ramsay have reviewed clinical

and experimental evidence for an adrenal-gas-

tric relationship in man, integrating the gas-

tric and peptic glands into the general endo-
crine mechanisms.

The present volume of Recent Progress w
Hormone Research like its predecessors, is a

worthy publication and research workers in the

ever-expanding field of endocrinology would

look forward to the regular appearance of

other volumes in this ‘Recent Progress’ series.

B. Mukerji.

Introduction to Enzymology. Editor : Alan H.

Mehler. (Academic Press, Inc., New York

:

India: Asia Publishing House, Bombay-1),
1957. Pp. 425. Price $10.80.

Enzymes play the same important role in

biochemistry in the present decade which vita-

mins and hormones did in the last two, and so

quite a lew books on enzymes have appeared
recently. Most of the treatises published on
enzymology till novy, however, have been pre-

sented, on the whole, from a physico-chemical

view-point—description of general properties

of enzymes, purification, kinetic studies, etc.,

followed by a study of the principal groups

of enzymes classified according to the kind of

chemical transformation they catalyze.

Thi.s. method of pre.sentation has the defect

of not indicating clearly the enzymatic inter-

relations in intermediary metabolism, It is to

remedy Jthis defeat that A. H. Mehler has pub-
lished a book based on the course in enzyme
chemistry taught by him at the National Insti-

tute of Arthritis and Metabolic Diseases. The
portion reserved for the general characteristics

of enzymes has been reduced to a strict mini-

mum necessary to understand the succeeding

chapters. This reviewer, however, feels that

a general approach to the isolation and puidfi-

cation of enzymes could have been profitably

included in the introduction.

The author deals in a senes of chapters the

principal metabolic transformations ; he de-
scribes also for each of these the essential pro-

perties of the multiple enzymes catalyzing the

transformations one after llie other.

This method of presentation is more empiri-
cal than that adopted in the text-books of

enzymology treated—from a physico-chemical

view-point, but it appears to succeed in its aim.

In fact, the grouping in the same chapter of

enzymes taking part ^ficccssivcly and simul-

tanecHisly clecfrs up for us the complexity of

the metabolic processes. The author has lifted

the artificial barriers of biology and has tried

to show us the dynamics of biological reactions

at a cellular level.

In a series of chapters the author de-

scribes : Hydi’olysis of Peptides and proteins ;

Fermentation and Oxidation of Major Metabolic

Fuels (Carbohydrates and Fatty Acids);

•Biological Oxidation*; Sugar and Sugar deriva-

tives
;

Polynucleotides and their Components

;
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Amino Acids ; Acids and Acid Derivatives :

and, Organization of Structure and Function.

The book surpasses the ordinary class of

introductory manuals of enzymology ; ii is also

more than just an abstract of enzymological

work dealing with intermediary metabolism.

The books in this latter domain are so many
and so varied that it is impossible to have an
over-all idea of enzymology.

In a field where advance in knowledgde is

taking place practically r every day, it is not

easy to keep track of all the current literature

on the subject included in the book. Neverthe-

less, it may be pertinent to point out two omis-

sions which might have been avoided. Under
“Purine Biosynthesis”, both in figure 26 on
page 265 and in the text on page 266 a tenta-

tive intermediate has been postulated between
5-aminoamidazole ribotide and aminoimidazolo

carboxamide ribotide, i.c., 5-amino 4-imidazole

N-succinyl carboxamide ribotide. Not only

this intermediate but also its immediate pre-

cursor—5-aminoimidazole carboxylic acid rebo-

tide was isolated and identified by Lukens and
Buchanan (J. Am. Chem. Soc., 79, 151.1, 1957),

thus filling the gap in our knowledge of purne
biosynthesis some six months before the book

was apparently sent to the press. The other

omission occurs on page 30, where the state-

ment is made that “gluconate is oxidized to

2-ketogluconate by incompletely described

bacterial enzymes”. Actually the isolation and
purification of gluconic dehydrogenase were
reported a few years back (Biochirn. et Bio-

phys. acta, 17, 122, 1955),

In spite of these minor criticisms, Intro-

deletion to Enzymology is an excellent text,

not only to students of enzymology. but also

for students of general biochemistry.

T. Ramakrishnan.

Genetics and Plant Breeding in South Asia

—

(An International Symposium sponsored by

the Indiah Society of Genetics and Plant

Breeding and UNESCO, South Asia Science

Corporation tOMce—D^lhi), Jan. 21-25, 1957.

Indian Journal of Genetics and Plant Breed-

ing, 17, No. 2, Special Symposium Number.

In this Symposium inaugurated by Dr. B. N.

Uppal, some of India’s leading workers in the

subject, as well as the foreign visitors, Dr. G. L.

Stebbins of California University, Dr. O. H.

Frankel of the Darwin Institute of Plant Indus-

try, CSIRO, Canberra, Australia, knd Dr. A.

Gustafsson of the Forest Research Institute,

Sweden, have taken part. Of the 24 papers dis-

cussed, half the number relates to crop breed-

ing, and the rest to other aspects, viz,, genetics,

Current
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cytogenetics, physiology, and plant introduc-

tion.

The Breeding Section covers a wide range of

field crops—cereals, fibres, tubers, tobacco,

sugarcane and nine different types of oilseeds.

As expected, emphasis is directed to problems
and their solutions peculiar to South Asian re-

gions and to an assessment of Indian achieve-

ments in the field. As is well known, in modem
plant breeding methods of hybrid production
and the intervarietal transfer of genes have
been developed to a high degree of efficiency ;

but the more complex phenomena of cytogene-

tics associated with induced pMDiyploidy, induc-

ed mutation, and gene transfer across inter-

specific barriers are also opening up newer
vistas of investigation. This widerling horizon

of the plant breeder is excellently revealed by
Dr. Stebbins in his critical contribution to this

Symposium.
Cloisely connected with breeding programmes

is Plant Introduction, and two important aspects

of this are discussed by Dr. Frankel and
Prof. L. S. S. Kumar.
As in other spheres, any programme of breed-

ing resistance to disease and insect pests re-

quires the well-planned and co-operative effort

of team workers—breeder, geneticist, patho-

logist, entomologist, biometrician, technologist.

The importance of this need for co-ordination

is indicated by Dr. A. B. Joshi in the Genetics

Section. Dr. P. Maheshwari’s contribution

entitled “Hormones in Reproduction” deserves

special attention for its excellent condensation

of the important aspeO^ts of ’ this new field of

inquiry. The exciting possibilities of the new
technique of “test-tube” fruit production and
the biological action of the recently discovered

kinins and gibberellins cannot fail to stimu-

late the inquiring research mind apd lead it

along fresh avenues of exploration in the pro-

mising field of Experimental Plant Embryo-
logy.

The two papers on mutation research evoke
an appeal like that of new discovery being
noteworthy for the hopeful notes they strike.

Dr. M. S. Swaminathan reveals the prospect of

the geneticist inducing useful mutation in poly-

ploids. This is encouraging, but perhaps not so

exciting as the new possibilities indicated re-

cently by Swedish mutation workers. As
Dr. Gustafsson points out, there is now sufficient

experimental proof to indicate that the muta-
tion processes, once considered sporadic and
unpredictable, may in the near future be con-

trolled and directed by artificial means.
The Indian Journal of Genetics and Plant

Breeding is to be congratulated for producing
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this volume of high technical excellence. It

contains a wealth of ideas and information not

only indispensable to workers in these and
associated fields, but also to advanced students

of Botany and Agriculture in our Universities

H. D. Noronha.

Chemical Aspects of Ecology in Relation to

Agriculture. By Hubert Martin. (Science

Service Laboratory, University of London,

Ontario), 1957. Pp. 96. Price $ 3.00.

A review of certain basic problems concern-

ing host parasite relationship, as also available

information on the biologically active chemi-

cals present in the crop environment and in-

volved in the intricate phenomenon of para-

sitism, is presented. The book is a clear and
stimulating survey of present knowledge of the

antibiosis and symbiosis which are of funda-

mental importance in crop production. It pro-

vides clear indication as to the gaps in our

knowledge and the lines on which further in-

formation must be sought ^for. The control of

insect pests through production of resistant

varieties of crop plants is, no doubt, attractive

but it appears there is considerable scope for

exploitation of the toxic or deterrent substan-

ces present in the plants for use in plant pro-

tection. In this direction, some outstanding cases

have been quoted, such as the resistance of

Solanum demissuni to the larvae of Colorado

beetle which has been ascribed to “Tomatin*'

content. It is further indicated that basis of

gall formation or ftther ^Malformations as a re-

action of plants to insect attack require fuller

investigation.

The parasitism may be established by fungi

on account of the toxins secreted by them in

advance of actual infection or as a reaction of

host and pathogen so that it is difficult to gene-

ralise this until more information on the mode
of action of fungi is available on a variety of

phytopathogenic fungi. The potentialities of

biological control in plant diseases have been
reviewed and information on the successful use

of some of those so far employed has been
clearly brought out. This aspect, it is indicat-

ed, requires further research with a view to

its practical utilization on a much wider scale

than hitherto practised.

The author has done great service to those

interested in the fundamental study of exploita-

tion of natural resources in Plant Protection by
providing direct evidence available on the sub-

ject under one cover.

R. S, Vasudeva.

Books Received

Biophyaical Chemistry. Vol. I. {Thermodyna-
mics. » Electrostatics and the Biological Signi

ficance of the Properties of Matter. By J. T.

Edsall and J. Wyman. (Academic Press, New
York ; India : Asia Publishing House, Bom-
bay-1). 1958. Pp. XV -f- 699. Price $14.00.

Dry-cleaning Technology and Theory. By A. R
Martin and G. P. Fulton. (Interscipnce Pub-
lishers, Inc., New York), 1958. Pp. viii -f 269.

Price $ 6.00.

British Medical Bulletin—Causation of Cancer,
Vol. 14, No. 2. (Medical Department, The
British Council, 65, Davies Street, London
W. 1), 1958. Pp. 73-1*96. Price 25sh.

Discoifcry Reports. Vol. XXIX. (The Distribu-

tion of the Ccetognatha of the Southern
Ocean.) By P. M. David. (Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, London), 1958. Pp. 199-228

Price IB sh. 6 d.

A%yplied Mathematics and Mechanics. Vol. III.

(Mathematical Theory of Compressible Fluid

Flow.) By R. von Mises. Completed by
H. Geiringer, sS. S S. Ludford. (Academic
fress. New York

;
India : Asia Publishing

House, Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. xiii + 514.

Price $ 15.00.

Some Catalytic Gas Reactions of Industrial

Importance. By J. C. Ghosh, S. K. Bhatta-
charya and M. V. C. Sastry. (The Director.

Oriental Institute, Baroda.) Pp. xi f 355.

Price ^Rs. 13.50.

Sound Pulses—Cambridge Monographs on
Mechanics and Applied Mathematics. By
F. G. Friedlander. (Cambridge University
Press, London, N.W. 1 ). 1958. Pp. xi -t- 202
Price 40 sh.

Advanced Engineering Text-Books—Conformal
Transformations in Electrical Engineering.

By W. J. Gibbs. (Chapman & Hall, London,
W.C. 2 ; India : A.sia Publishing House,
Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. viii -f 219. Price 45 sh.

Pre-Stressed Concrete—Theory And Design.

By R. E. Evans, and E. W. Bennett. (Chap-
man & Hall, Londoft,* W.Ct 2 India : Asia
Publishing Mouse. Bombay-1), 1958. Pp. xv
294. Price 60 sh.

Advances in Petroleum Chemistry and Refining.
Vol. 1. Edited K. A. Kobe and J. Jl. Mc-
Ketta Jr. (Interscience Publishers, Inc., New
York-1), 1958. Pp. xv -j- 641. Price $13.50.'

hidigenous Drugs of India. Second Edition. By
R. N. *Chflipra, I. C. Chopra, K. L. Handa and
L. D. Kapur. (U. N. Dhur & Sons, 15, Ban-

• kim Chatterjee Road, Calcutta-12.) Pp. xxxii -f

816. Price not given.
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Detection of Mustard Oil Used as Adulterant

Shri S. N. Mitra and Shri P. N. Scngupta oi

the Central Food Laboratory. Calcutta, report a

simple method of detecting mustard oil used as

an adulterant in other ecjible oils. The method

consists in reducing the volatile essential oil

of mustard, which contains sulphur, by nascent

hydrogen and the ILS evolved is detected by

lead acetate paper. To about 10 ml. of the oil

in a boiling tube are added 10-15 ml. of dilute

hydi-ochloric acid (1:1) and a few large pieces

of pure zinc metal A strip of moist lead ace-

tate paper, pinned to the cork, is hung inside

the tube, if mustard oil is present, with the

slow evolution of hydrogen over a penod of

one to two hours, def>ending on the quantity ol

the adulterant present, the lead acetate paper

will blacken gradually.

Naphthalene as Deterrents for Snakes
^

Shri B K Sharrna (Vigyan Mandir Officer.

Sundernagar, H.P.) icports that naphthalene

balls act as deterrents for snakes. The belie^'

that onion garlic or ginger keeps away snakes

has been found to be untrue.

Observations made on three snakes in a cage

.''bowed that they were not affected a<t all by

onions, garlic or ginger kept inside the cage,

whereas with naphthalene balls they became

.‘-•luggish after 24 hours and died successively

one alter the other within 3 days.

Velocity of Light

Results of tests by scientists at Columbia

University in September were reported as con-

firming again—in their suggestion that the velo-

city of light is constant—Einstein’s Special

Theory on Relativity.

In the Colombia experiment, it is said, the

theory that light should move at a constant

velocity regardless of the motion of observers

was tested with a precision never attained be-

fore, a precision made possible by the use of

an electronic device, the “maser” (see Curr.

Sci., 27, p. 117).

“The'maser has a cavity into which is directed

a beam of ammonia particles accelerated to

high speed. The molecules vibrate in the

cavity and give off radio waves. Measure-*

ment of the frequency of the generated radio

waves provides a precise measurement of the

passage of time when the masers are used as

atomic clocks.”

The research group mounted two masers

—

with their ammonia beams pointing in oppo-

site directions—on an instrument panel that

could be rotated through 360'". The masers

were pointed east and west and the frequency ol*

the radio waves generated by the speeding

ammonia particles was determined. Then the

equipment was roated 180^ and a new deter-

mination was made.

In the ekperiment, frequencies of radio waves
generated when the ammonia beams were aimed
with the earth’s motion were compared with

frequencies of waves generated when the beams
were aimed in the opposite direction. The
comparison was made to an accuracy of one

part in a million millions.

The experiment was repeated many times.

Calculations had shown that if the earth’s mo-
tion round the sun altered the observed light

velocity, this should disclose a difference of 20

cycles a second in the frequencies between the

maser ammonia beams pointed east and
west. “Actually, a difference of about one cycle

a second was found throughout the day. Bui
this, the experimenters said, was caused by ihv

earth’s magnetic field artd th6 magnetic influence

of other electrical equipment in the (university’s)

Watson Laboratory. Outside the magnetic

effects no variation greater than a fiftieth of a

cycle a second was observed .”—Science Neics-

leitcr, 4487.

Volcanic Eruption on Moon

The Soviet astronomer Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev
has registered a volcanic eruption on the Moon.
Observing the lunar surface with a 50"

reflector of the Crimea Astrophysical Observa-
tory, he took a surprising snapshot of the cen-

tral peak of the “Alphonse” crater at about
4 hours Moscow Time on November 3. The
crater had a reddish hue greatly weakened
by violet rays. For 30 minutes after 6 hours

of the same day, the brightness of the peak
suddenly doubled. Bright lines of carbon and
its components appeared in the peak’s spectrum.

There was one particularly bright line resembl-

ing those usually produced by molecular carbon.
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Further photographs showed the crater in its

natural state.

Dr. Kozyrev has taken 20 photographs of the

“Alphonse” crater’s spectrum during the nasi

three weeks.

The present f)bsei*vations are of great scientific

interest and are likely to upset the existing

hypothesis about the origin of the main peculi-

arities of the lunar surface which ascribes them

to the impact of meteorites striking the Moon
This volcanic eruption shows that the processes

which are responsible for the characteristic fea-

tures of the lunar landscape are similar to those

on the earth for the formation of the mountain

relief.

The Nangal Heavy Water Plant

I'he Nangal Heavy Water Plant, whose con-

struction has been undertaken by the Govern-

ment of India, is expected to produce 14 metric

tons of heavy water per year and 70. ()()() metric

tons of nitrogen as nitro-limestone.

Investigations of the feasibility of producing

heavy water in India began early in 1954. At

that time, information was available on only

two processes—electrolysis and water distilla-

tion. Because it was felt that water distillation

was a very expensive process, electrolysis of

water was adopted as the method of primary

enrichment with another, then undetermined,

method for final concentration.

In response to an invitation, detailed reports

were received from three fiyns in August 395(1.

Although all the processes suggested took ad-

vantage of the*concCTitration obtained in the

electrolyzers, different processes for the final DjO
enrichment were recommended, namely, ammo-
nia distillation, catalytic exchange followed by

water distillation, and hydrogen distillation.

On the basis of the data supplied by these

firms in their reports, technical and economic

evaluation of the three processes were made.

As a result of this study it was concluded that

although the catalytic exchange process was a

well-known proce.ss and had a background of

10 years of industrial scale operation, the hydro-

gen distillation process treating a reduced
amount of enriched hydrogen would be economi-
cally more attractive and technically more suit-

able for conditions in India. A cost analysis

for a typical hydrogen distillatio: plant give.?

the total co.st of production, including capital

charges as $ 28 (Rs. 140) per lb. of DoO.
Compared to the above the Savannah River

plant of the U.S. A.E.C., constructed in 1951-52

at a cost of $ 164 million, gives the cost of pro-

duction as $ 30 per lb. of DoO.

In this plant, heavy water is extracted from
natural water using a combination of three pro-

cesses :

(1^ Dual temperature exchange between
and water. The product from this step contains

about 15% D.^O.

(2) Vacuum distillation—the product contains

about 90% DoO.
(3) Electrolysis—the end-product contains

99-75% The production rate is .1 million lb.

DoO per year.

—

Report to Geneua Atoms for

Peace Conference.

Electronic Device for Assessing Uranium Ore

An electronic device, known as an ore grade
discriminator, is an unusual piece of equipment
at Australia’s uranium mine at Mary Kathleen,
in Queensland. Located between the mine and
the acid treatment plant, the device assists in

the bulk sorting of the uranium ore supplies.

The device is housed in an archway type of

framework 16 ft high and consists of six Geiger
tubes. Trucks containing ore from the mine
pa.ss under thp arch on their way to the treat-

ment* plant. Gamma rays from the radiuni

'content of the ore react on the Geiger tubes
which feed a “count” into a junction box, and
in turn to a ratemeter. In a matter of only tw^o

j-econds the ratemeHer converts the total gamma
ray count of the truck load into an equivalent
uranium oxide percentage. The truck is then
directed to the appropriate stockpile of ore,

depeAding on its grade The device is operated
by only one man.

It was invented by Mr. R. Sterrett, a Tas-
manian geophysicist, in conjunction with Mary
Kathleen Uranium Ltd.’s chief geologist,

Mr. F. Hughes. Conimonwenlth of Australia
News and Information Service

Radar with a Memory

A radar screen can now be made to show
the whole path of the aeroplane or ship it has
been observing* over^the jareceding 20 minutes
or less. It IS made to do this by arranging that
thb stored images shall respond only to infra-
red light, and this, in turn, is achieved by the
development of a special phosphor coating for
the cathode-ray * tube.

With the new phosphor the tube can be
given two coatings the one nearest the obser-
ver being the storage phosphor and the back-
ing layet consisting of the normal coating
capable of converting electron energy into blue,
violet or ultra-violet light. The backing layer
thus reproduces the immediate image; the layer
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in the forefront yields its “remembered” images

on demand from infra-red light.

This infra-red illumination also serves to erase

the stored image -so that the screen is clear for

fresh impressions immediately after use has

been made of it. The system thus is essentially

one of controlled afterglow.

Hitherto, something of the same service of

relating a sequence of images could be obtain-

ed by using a long-persistence phosphor which

left a prolonged afterglow ,on the tube. This

had the disadvantage of cluttering up the screen

and making it unready to display new image.s.

Also if the glow was required to persist for

several minutes, permanent damage to the

phosphor was likely.

With the help of the new phosphor and the

infra-red light, the duration of the glow is de-

termined by the operator. The light comes from

a series of small-filament lamps fitted with

filters which pass infra-red wavelengths and
exclude most of the others. They are switched

on and off at need.

The new type of phosphor, known as Y, ha.s

been developed by the Electronic ‘Department of

Ferranti Ltd .—Science Newsletter, 4577. #

Germanium Thermometers for Near Absolute

Zero Temperatures

Low-temperature re.search has highlighted

the need for a reliable and sensitive thermo-

meter, not requiring continual calibration, in the

range of temperature near to the absolute# zero.

Kunzler, Geballe and Hull of Bell Telephone

Laboratories have developed a Germanium
resistance thermometer to satisfy the rigorous

needs of low temperature calorimetry. Ger-
manium can be doped with arsenic to produce

a high and constant temperature coefficient at

teperatures near to the boiling point of helium.

The thermometer consists of a single crystal of

arsenic-doped germanium, 0*025 x 0*02 X 0*210

inches, with attached current and potential

leads and supported in a strain-free manner in

a platinum-glass enclosure filled with a small

amount of heliuiii. A current of a fraction of

a mico-ampere is passed through the crysTial

and the potential drop is measured. A typical

thermometer had a resistance of 1 ohm at room
temperature, 14 ohms at 10" K. and 216 ohm:^*

at 2® K. Both the temperature coefficient and
the resistance vary with the amount of doping

and thus thermometers of different characteris-

tics can be made. Once calibrated thd' thermo-
meter is accurate to lO-'^ of a degree at the

boiling point of helium (4*2® K.), even after

repeated cycling from room temperature to 1® K.

[
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Preserving Hard Wood with Oxy-welding

An unusual method for preserving hard-

wood poles, electrical transmission poles, and
other timber structures contracting the ground
and which is infuse in Australia, employs oxy-
welding for scouring and charring the timber.

The technique prevents decay due to fungi ter-

mite.s, and other wood-destroying agents.

The high temperature flame produces a char-

red layer on the timber, and is hard, fine-

textured and of comparatively strong adherence
It IS of the right porosity to allow absorption,

and retention of creosote preservative, which is

applied with a pressure spray while the pole

IS still warm .—Conmionwealth of Australia News
and Information Service.

Microwave Chemistry

Much research is today being carried out on
.synthetic polymer materials in which the basic

framework contains elements other than carbon,

for example silicon, boron, phosphorus, or alu-

rninimum. So far, the only commercial products

of this type are the silicones (built up of silicon-

oxygen-silicon chains) and the valuable charac-

terstics of silicons, such as thermal stability and
water repellency, have encouraged work on other

“inorganic” polymers in the hope that new
materials with useful properties will be obtained.

It is against the background that interest

attaches to the diiycovcry of a new technique

for preparing diboron tetrachloride, BXl,
This compound is a possi'ble starting point for

preparing polymers with both boron and carbon
in the basic framework (for example, boron-
carbon-carbon-boron chains), but until now it

has been obtained only with difficulty.

J. W. Frazer and R. T. Holzmann of the

Radiation Laboratory of the University of Cali-

fonia have found (Journal of the American
Chemical Society, 80, 2907) that if ordinary
boron chloride (BCl^) is passed in gaseous
form through a resonant cavity fed with micro-
wave energy of about 12 cm. wavelength it

becomes partially converted to diboron tetra-

chloride and chlorine.

No mechanism is suggested for the reaction,

but it would seem probable that some kind of

gas discharge may occur in the cavity in regions
of high field strength; otherwise it is difficult

to understand how the microwave energy could
effect reaction. Frazer and Holzmann intend
to investigate the new technique further and
suggest that it might be applicable to other
reactions .—Science Newsletter. 4576,
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Germanium as a Catalyst

The special electrical properties of germanium,
which make it so useful in transistors, also

enable it to act as a catalyst to accelerate cer-

tain chemical processes. It is prepared for thi.s

role by subjecting it to an electric discharge :

apparently a number of chemically active elec-

trons are thus concentrated on the surface. As
a result weak chemical bonds can be formed
with other materials, enabling the germanium
to collect the reacting materials on its surface

and release them as the chemical changes are

coi]jpletcd. According to Dr. Y. D. Sandler, who
has experimented with germanium at the

Westinghouse Research Laboratory, its cataly-

tic activity is as high as is found in the best

known catalysts .—Science Newsletter. 4577.

Electron-Exchange Resins—Organic Inter-

mediates

Two methods of preparation are reported

by NCL ; (a.) by reaction of qumones contain-

ing labile halogen atoms with alkali metal

derivatives of polyhydroxy compounds, e.g.,

reaction of sodium cellulose or sodium poly-

vinyl alcohol, with tetrachloroquinone or 2 : 5-

dichloromethylhydroquinonc diacetate ; or (b) by
impregnation of hydrophilic materials with
water- insoluble quinones. A wide range of

(luinones of varying redox potential can be
used for this purpose, it is stated.

Applications for electron-exchange resins

are : removal of O^, Irofn boiler water or other

solutions ; preparation of hydrogen peroxide, in

Ihc reduced fo^'m aL^ polymerisation inhibitors

ior vinyl resins and in the oxidised form as

polymerisation catalysts for vinyl monomers
; as

anti-stain agents in photographic emulsions ; as

antioxidants, e.g., prevention of peroxides in

others; potentially useful as prophylactics for

ionising radiations which arc not rapidly ex-
creted from the body (not a generaal applica-

tion)
; either member of the couples I /L.,

Fe(CN)e^ yFerCN)«=»—, Fe-7Fe=''; Bx'/Br^can
be oxidised or reduced depending on the state

of the resin.

Potential applications suggested are : very
selective oxidation or reduction, without con-
tamination, of certain components of a mixture;
continuous flow oxidation or reduction of or-

ganic or inorganic compounds in solution; and
study of unusual or unstable valency states of

certain metals .—Cherjiical Age.

Nitro-Paraffins as Substitute for Petrol

Prof. Ernest Starkman, Associate Professor of

Aeronautical Engineering at the University of

California, has announced the results of initial

tests with certain compounds, known as nitro-

paraflins, made by mixing methane, propane,

butane, and other petroleum products witii

nitric acids, the use of which, it is claimed, could
double the power output of motor car and air-

craft engines.

These compounds are relatively expensive,
but the resultant fuel could be economical if

produced in large quantities. Development of

such a fuel could mean that engines using it

would be less than half the size and weight of

existing engines, but Just as powerful.
Whether the nitro-paraifins are explosive is

a matter of opinion among experts, but in

Dr. Starkman’s view they are not more danger-
ous than ordinary petrol. One problem still to

be solved is that of pre-ignition, which occurs
when an overheated engine causes premature
explosion of the compressed fuel and air mix-
tui'e. However. Dr. Starkman holds that pre-
sent-day engines could probably be modified to

use the new compounds without experiencing
this trouble. The nitroparalfins might be spe-
cially useful /n diesel engines where pre-igni-
tion is an advantage. The main use of the new
fuels in ordinary car engines would probably
be as secondary agents to provide sudden spurt«i

of power .—Science Newsletter, 4578.

Radioactive Sterilization of Insect Pests

In the past decade new synthetic insecticides
have 'achieved great success in the control and
eradication of inscct-borne disease, but already
their powers are seriously threatened by the
emergence of many resistant strains. This in-
tensities the interest in an entirely new method
of attacking insects by liberating large numbers
of radioactively sterile individuals. The method
depends on the well-known sensitivity of repro-
ductive tissues to radiation. Doses of about
5,000 r (ten times the dose lethal to most mam-
mals) can be given to certain- insects in the
pupal stage without greatly curtailing their
lives; but the resi^tfing adu^jts are generally
sterile. Thz females of many insects allow only
a single mating, and if this has been with a
sterile male the act is sufficient to prevent re-
production. To eradicate a pest, then, it is

necessary to liberate sufficient numbers of ste-
rile males to compete successfully with normal
wild ones. That this is sometimes feasible has
been-shoivn by American workers who have ex-
terminated the “screw worm” fly (which breeds
in wounds and sores of animals) from the
island of Curacao which has an area
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of 170 square miles (440 sq, km.). The Hies

were reared in vast numbers, sterilized in

a cobalt-60 irradiator, and released at the rate

,of about 400 msdes per square mile (156 per

sq. km.) weekly for about 20 weeks .—British

Medical Journal, Sept. 20, 1958.

Radioactive Contamination of Food Crops

Radioactive contamination of f(X)d crops by

Strontium-90‘ can* be reduced by adding lime to

the soil, according to Dr. R. B. BTiwler of the

University of California. Strontium-90 is che-

mically .‘Similar to calcium, one of the chief in-

gredients of bone. If taken into the body, it

concentrates in the bone . structures and may
cause tumors. Since milk also contains calciurri,

poisoning could result from the milk of cows fed

on contaminated pastures.

Dr. Fowler said that plants grown on soil higii

in calcium contain less strontium than those

grown in low calcium soil. He and his research

team noted that when the soil contained as

much as one-half to one pound calcium per

cubic foot of soil, the plant’s up:Jake of Stron-

tium-9() decrc'asod sharply They also "found

that some plants such as lettuce and lucerne

seemed to prefer calcium to strontium Grass,

on the other hand, concentrated strontium a.s

it grew.

Dr. Fowler said that if radioactive contami-
nation ever becomes critical, man may be forced

to eat food plants with metabolism similar to

those of lettuce or lucerne—SASLO i^ews-

letter, 277.

Why Liquids Flow

There has never been any wholly satisfactory

explanation of the structure of liquids. Obvi-
ously the molecules must all be conforming to

some recognisable pattern that gives liquids a
unique identity of their own and sets them
apart from solids on the one hand and gases on
the other. But no one has yet discovered what
that pattern might be.

Prof. J. D. ^ernid has.' now put forward a

completely new theory in which he claims, to

have finally identified the missing pattern, the

key to what makes a liquid a liquid. Liquids

get their unique character from the fact that

Current
Science

the molecules in them are neither rigidly dra-

gooned, as they are in a solid, nor completely

divorced from their neighbours, as they are in

a gas.

The molecules in a solid always adopt formal,

barrack-square patterns that are repeated over

and over again. In a gas they move at random
and make contact only when they accidentally

collide. By contrast, the molecules in a liquid

are in direct contact with each other, with

uneven forces pushing and pulling the molecules

from every direction. According to Prof. Bernal

they do indeed form a pattern, but it is an ir-

regular, patch-work quilt design that never re-

peats itself.

Liquid structure is based, he thinks, on a

pentagon while solid.s form three-, four-, and
six-sided .structures. A pentagon is one shape
that it IS almost impossible to build into a re-

gular pattern, and this is probably the under-
lying reason why liquids flow .—Science News-
leiier. T.ondon. No. 388.

Insdoc Report, 1957-5S

The Indian National Scientific Documentation
C'entre which was e.stablishcd in 1952 by the

Government of India with the technical assist-

ance of UNESCO, provides a complete range
of dcKiumentation services. During the past six

years there has been a steady increase in the

activities of the Centre.

During the period ynder report the Centre
has complied with, a total of 6,202 requests for

documentation services out of 6,994 requests

made. As compared to ine previous year, the

documentation services completed during the

year .show an increa.se of 15-2 per cent.

Award of Research Degree

The University of Cambridge has awarded
the Sc.D. Degree in Zoology to Dr. Vishwa
Nath. Profes.sor and Head of the Department of

Zoology, Panjab University, Hoshiarpur.

The Karnatak University has awarded the
Ph.D Degree in Physics to Shri N. Sreedhara
Murthy for his thesis, “Structure of Diatomic
Molecules—Study of Electronic Transition
Moment Variation in Bands of BeO”.
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